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ACCOMPANYING

· The annual report of the Board of Regents of the 1 nstitution for the year
ending Jime 30, 1896.

SMI'.I.'HSONIAN INSTITUTION, .

Washington, D. O., July 1, 1896.
To the Congress of the United States:
In accordance with section 5593 of the Revised. Statutes of the
United States, I have the houor, in behalf of the Board of Regents,
to submit to Congress the annual report of the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year
ending June 30, 1896.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of Sniithsonian Institittion.
Hon. ADLAI E. STEVENSON,
President of the Senate.
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JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE Bo.A.RD OF REGENTS.

J .A.NU.A.RY 22, 1896.
In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regents, adopted
January 8, 1890, by which its stated annual meeting occurs on the
fourth Wednesday of January, the board met to-day at 10 o'clock a. m.
Present: The Chancellor (the Hon. ·M.-W. Fuller) in the chair _; the
Vice-President of the United States (the Hon. A. E . Stevenson), the
Hon. J. S. Morrill, the Hon. S. M. Cullom, the Hon. George Gray, the
Hon.Joseph Wheeler, the Bon. R.R. Hitt, the Hon. Robert Adams, jr.,
the Hon. Andrew D. White, the Hon. J.B. Henderson, the Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, the Hon. W. L. Wilson, and the Secretary Mr. S. P ._
Langley.
Excuses for nonattendance were read from Dr. William Preston
Johnston, on account of illness, and from Dr. J.B. Angell, on account
of an important business engagement.
At the Chancellor's suggestion, the Secretary read the minutes of
the last meeting, in abstract. There being no objection, the minutes
stood approved.
The Secretary then announced the following reappointments and
appointments of Regents:
RE APPOINTMENTS.

The Hon. S. M. Cullom, of Illinois, by the President of the Senate,
on December 18, 1895.
The Hon. Joseph Wheeler, of Alabama, and the Hon. R.R. Hitt, of
Il1inois, by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, on December
20, 1895.
The Hon. William L. Wilson, of West Virginia, by joint resolution
of Congress, approved by the President January 14, 1896.
APPOINTMENTS.

The Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, of Washington, D . O., by joint reso-·
lution of Congress, approved by the President February 27, 1895.
The Hon. Robert Adams, jr., of Pennsylvania, by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, on December 20, 1895.
XI
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The Chancellor announced that the vacancies existing in the Executive Committee were customarily :filled by the adoption of resolutions,
and General Wheeler introduced the fo1lowing:
Resolvecl, That the vacancies in the Executive Committee be filled by the election
of the Hon. William L. Wilson and the Hqu. Gardiner G. Hubbard.
Resolred, That the Hon. J. B. Henderson be elected chairman of the Executive
Committee.

Ou motion, the resolutions were adopted.
The Chancellor announced tlrn death of Dr. Henry Coppee, and
appointed Senator Henderson and the Secretary a GOmmittee to draft
suitable resolutions. Senator Henderson. on behalf of the committee,
presented the following:
Whereas the members -of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution
are called to mourn the death of their colleague, the late Henry Coppee, LL. D.,
acting president of Lehigh University, for twenty years a Regent of the Institution,
and long a member of its Executive Committee:
Resolved, That the Board of Regents feels sincere sorrow in the loss of one whose
distinguished career as a soldier, man of l etters, and whose services in the promotion of education command their highest respect and admiration .
Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Coppee the Smithsonian Institution and the
Board of Regents ha-..e suffered the loss of a tried and valued friend, a wise and
prudent counsellor, whose genial courtesy, well-stored, disciplined mind, and sincere devotion to the interests of the Institution will be ever remembered.
Resofoell, That these Tesol ntions be recorded in the journal of t h e proceedings of
the board, and that the Secretary be requested to send a copy to the fam ily of their
departed associate and friencl in token of sympathy in this common affliction.

a:

On motion, the resolutions were unanimously adopted by a rising
vote.
The Secretary presented his annual report for the :fiscal year ending
June 30, 1895, and said: ·' I may speak of the last year as one of varied
and fruitful activities, which are detailed in this report, which, however,
does not cover S(,me points I desire presently to bring before the
Regents."
After discussion by the Regents of a report upon the condition of the
A very fund, the Secret~ry said : "I may ask the attention of the Regents
to the fact that the Hodgkins fund prizes have been awarded, one of
which-the principal one, of $10,000-was given through the American
embassy in London to Lord Rayleigh and Professor Ramsay for thediscovery of a new element in the atmosphere '.Argon.' A similar prize
of 50,000 francs was given nearly simultaneom;Jy to the same persous
by the Institute of France. The second prize was not awarded, and
the third (of $1,000) was given to M. Varigny for the best popular treati:;;e, ill accordance with the terms of the announcement: Morever, three
silver and six bronze medals have been awarded to the laureates out
of nearly. two hundred contestant8. Letters bad been sent to these, with
the thank.· of the Institution, and inviting them to Ray whether they
would have their memoirs remain h re or be sent back. In certain
ca ·e , in accordance with the suggestion made last year by General
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Wheeler, preparations had been made for the publication of some of
the more meritorious ones. Some of them exhibited such care and pains
in the preparation that it was thought desirable to give some kind of
token of the appreciation of the Institution, and medals of .silver and
bronze had been awarded. These medals (of which the Secretary
showed a photograph) were uow being struck."
Mr. Wheeler inquired if it was the papers that had received honorable
mention· which it was proposed to print, to which the Secretary responded
that that was the purpose, save where the authors preferred to print
themselves.
The Secretary went on to say:
There has probably been no single event in the history of the Institution which
has drawn more attention to it abroad than the announcement and award of these
prizes, which the Regents will remember were given in accordance with the
expressed desire of the donor that such might be ~Lt any rate the first disposition of
the income of the amount especially set apart by him for the study of the atmosphere. Having done this, I feel that a sort of pious duty has been accomplished in
fulfilling the wishes of Mr. Hodgkins, but while the money has been well bestowed
for once in drawing the almost universal attention of the scientific world to the
Hodgkins bequest and to the Institution and the fond which it administers, as well
as to its fitness as an administrator of other trusts of this character, it may be
doubted if it is a wise policy to continue the giving of such large pri,,;es, which have
rarely been found efficacious in stimulating discovery. Unless, therefore, I am
instructed by the Regents to do otherwise, the iucome hereafter will be spent in the
customary channels of the Institution's activities, through the aitl of investigations
in regard to the air which more immediately promote the geucral welfare.
The large amount required for the great prize to which I have alluded, and which
is not likely to be called for again, has, of' uourse, naturally limited the application
of this fund to the aid of original research in moro practical ·ways, whiuh I hope it
will take hereafter; but I may mention one outcome of it, a valuable · investigation
by Dr. Weir Mitchell and Dr. Billings in "The composition of expired air.' 1

Continuing, the Secretary said:
I now desire to b1·ing before the Regents a matter in which they may see .fit to
express some opinion.
The fundamental act creating the Institution, in enumeratiug its fullctions, apparently considers ~t first as a kincl of Gallery of Art, and declares that all objects of a1·t
and of foreign and curious research, the property of the Uuited States, shall be
clelivOTed to the Regents, and only after this adds that objects of natural ltist,ory
shall be so also.
The scientific side of the Institution's activities has been in the past so much
greater than its ::esthetic that it is well to reca,ll the undonuted fact that it was
intended by Congress to be a curator of the national art, ::md that this function has
never been forgotten, though often in abeyance.
In 1849, your :first Secretary, Joseph Henry, in pursuance of this funution of an
Institution which, in his own words, existecl for "the true, the l>eautiful, as well as
for the immedirLtely practical," purchased of the Hon. George P. Marsh a colleetion
of works of art-chiefly eu'gravings-£or the sum of $3,000, understood then to be
but a fraction of its cost, and which, owing to the great rise in tho market value of
such things in the last fifty years, does not in the least represent its value to-day.
It is impossiLle to state what the present value of the collection is, without an
examination of the engravings :md etchil 1gs1 but experts that I have consulted sa,y
that the rise in all good specimens of engraving and etching during the forty-seven
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years which have elapsed since the purchase has been so great that if these had then
the value attributed to them they must be worth 'from five to ten times that amount
now, or even more.
Immediately after the:fire at the Institution, in 1865, doubt was felt that the building was a place of safety, and a portion of the collection was transferretl to the
Library of Congress, trnd in 1874 aud 1879 other portions ·were lent to the newly
founded Corcoran Art Gallery. The transfer ·w as with the express understanding
that they were there for deposit only, and to be reclaimed by the Regents at any
time.
A portion of the collection is identified by Mr. Spofford as in the charge of the
Library at the Capitol, except a few volumes and engravings which h e hopes to find
at the time of the comi:µg transfer to the new building. There is no question made
by the Corcoran Gallery about the fact of the engravings and etchings which they
have on deposit.
In view of the fact of the coming occupancy of the new Congressional Library,
in which it is expected that special quarters will be assigned to the Smithsonian.
deposit, both for storing in the "East Stack" of its now over 300,000 titles, and of
a suitable room for their consultation, and of the further fact that the Corcoran
Gallery will also shortly move into a new building, I have thought it might be
desirable for the Regents to take action looking to the reclamation of the engravings, etchings, and other works of art.
This building has since been made fireproof, and recent changes have given it
means of properly caring for these collections.

Senator Gray offered the following resolution, which was adopted:
Besolvecl, That the question of the propriety of bringing the works of art belonging to the Institution under th1 · 1Uore iJ;Dmediate control of the Board of Regents be
referred to the Executive Committee and the Secretary, with power to act.

The Secretary proceeded:
The charter of the Smithsonian. Institution bears the date of August 10, 1846. For
some years the question bas been under consideration how best to celebrate the completion of the first half century, and the matt.er was fully discussed in 1893 with the
Executive Committee. It seems quite impracticable to arrange for a gathering of
delegates from other scientific institutions, such as are often bl:llu on similar occasions by universities and academies of science. The simplest an<l most effective
means seems to be the publication of a suitable memorial volume, which should
give an account of the origin of the Institution, its achievements, and its present
condition.
Arrangements have been made, therefore, for the preparation of such a volume,
aD(l the work is in an advauced state. The editorial supervision has been intrusted
to the Assistant Secretary, and a numuer of persons, eminent authorities in their own
specialties, have been invited to contribute special chapters.
SMITIHiON l\IEMORIAL TA.BLET8.

Continuing, the Secretary said:
In the same connection, I have, under the authority of the Regents, directed two
suitable bronze tablets to be set up at the burial place of Smithson, in Genoa-one
in the English Church and the other on his tomb.
S:\IITIISONIA:N" TABLE AT NAPLES.

The Secretary spoke of the Zoological Station at Naples, iu connec·
tion with the Tables supported by foreign governments, and stated
that ou the petition of American universities and scholar8 he had
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paid, in 1893, $1,500 for the use of such a Table for three years, the
subscription expiring during the present year. He showed a petition
signed by the leading naturalists of the country asking that the Table
be continued. It had been the means of bringing the Institution into
closer relationship with colleges and universities throughout the country, and he was favorably inclined to the action. It was inentioned
now, not as needing any additional sanction from the Regents, but to
recall a matter of some possible interest to them, as the Institution
stood in this case in the same position as that a ied abroad by the
governments of such countries as Germany and rt
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.

The Secretary resumed:
I do not think I have occasion to speak at length to the Regents about the interests of the different Government bureaus under their care, further than I ha;ve so
fully done in ·the report, but in regard to the need of larger quarters for the Museum,
and the dangerous character of the sheds used fo1· storage purposes immediately
under the windows of the Smithsonian building, I ask the particular attention of
the Regents to the significant statement on page 5 of the report that no insurance
company will undertake to insure these shops, the property of the Institution, at
less than ten times the ordinary rate. They are under our walls, almost in contact
with them, and are a constant menace.

The Secretary added:
The complete remedy is to build the necessary quarters, but a partial remedy is
for Congress to give authority to lease warehouses in the vicinity for storage. The
prnsent ones are choked with matter largely intlarnmable, and the condition can
hardly be worse or more dangerous than it is.
Many valuable gifts have been received <luring the year. A considerable number
of important scientific memoirs have been published, and many more are in preparat ion. More money an.cl room are urgently neelled, and the lack of these prevents
the proper utilization of the national collections .
Of the Bureau of Ethnology, I need only say that it llas proceeded iu its ordinary
path of usefulness under the efficient direction of Major Powell. I have myself,
however, used a certain unexpended balance in sending out an expedition under the
charge of Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, which resulted in the exploration of a very interesting ruin near the town of Moqui, the remains of a town which was destroyed by
hostile Indians before the :first visit of the Spaniards. This is the first careful
exploration of a thoroughly pre-ColumLian town site, ancl tho collections obtained
throw much new light upon the cnstoms of these ancient peoples. The collections,
it may be added, are of great intrinsic value, since the pottery fat.he finest that has
ever yet been exhumed, and the series obtained being ru.onographic for a special
locality, is unequaled by any other of the kind in the world.
I have also anthorized a,nother expedition to investigate the Beri Indians, which
has been lately conducted to a sHccessful issue by Mr. McGee.
1'HE BUREAU OF IN'.l'ERNA1'IONAL EXCHANGES.

The Secretary continued:
The Smithsonian numbers in the records of its Exchange Bureau about 24,000corresponclents, scattered over the entire v,rorld.
The appropriation for the service is $17,000, and in addition an average of about
$3,000 a year has been received from Government bureaus and others for transporta-
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tion of the exchanges. Tlie service is not altogether r-;atisfa,ctory for lack of fnn
to insure fast transport,Ltion. Reports and publications that should go prompt 1
are now compelled to wait because they are free freight. Nearly fifty years ag
some of the lines gave the Institution free transportation in the interest of " the diffusion of knowledge." This was once well enough, but the r esult now is that Go"r_
ernment publications, which were not contemplated in the original gift,, have to wai 1;
till there is room which can not be used for p a id freight. It is doubtful economy.
The United States Government, by treat.y made at Brussels in 1886 and proclaimed
by the President in 1889, is urnler obligation to maintain an exchange bureau.
A
treaty was also made at the same time for the immediate exchange of the parliamentary proceedings of the countries concern.eel. For this no appropriation has been
made, though an estimate of tho appropriation neecled for the purpose, submitted
by me to the honorabl e the Secretary of State at his request, has been transmitted
by him in due form to Congress for action .
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK.

Proceeding, the Secretary said:
The park under the charge of the Regents is undoubtedly the :finest natural site
for such a purpose in the immediate vicinity of a,ny large capital, not only of this
country, but of Europe and the world. But comparatively little can be clone under
a.n appropriation whi ch is barely sufficient to police th!:I park and keep alive and
safely house the animals there, without buying any new ones.
The Regents will remember that the park was intended originally for a national
rather t han for a local purpose, and that the prominent feature of it was to be the
preservation of onr native fauna. from extinction. I want to ask the attention of
the Regents, and especially of those who can influence legislation in Congress, to a
paragraph in th e repol't, on page 30, which, it seems to me, ought to be known to
Congress, and to call out some measure to relieve this threatened extinction. It is
popularly supposed that tlrn remnant of the great body of bison which once covered
this continent is in safety in the Yellowstone Park, under Government control, but
the herd there is being so rapidly depleted that unless some measures are taken it
is doubtful if any will be left at the eud of the prese nt year. There is a stockade
th ere, put up at the expense of the Zoological Padc appropriation, to bold those to
b e sent to '\Vashington preparatory to their transportation. None have yet occupied
it; but I thiuk that unless the bison are transferreu. to this or to the Zoological Park
h ere, which has sufficient space for all that are left, the :final extinction of all under
Government control, except the few already here, may be looked for in a few months
more.

The Secretary here read the letter of Captain Anderson, the Superintendent of the Yellowstone Park, as follows:
DECEMBER 12, 1895.
I can give you no definite information about the bison in the Hayden Valley, near
your corral. My scouting parti s have reported t he trails of severa,l small ba.nds
leading in that direction, but as the snowfall has been light they h ave not as yet
been clriven to that narrow ~Lrca. I do not expect to be able to get an accurate estimate of their number before the latter part of January. I hope there are enough
r emaining for a source of supply for y our park, and if they can b e inclosed the cost
of m aintenan ce will be very srnall.
The reports made through the newspa,pers of the slaughter of the bison recently
are, of course, much exaggerated, bnt, unfortunately, several hav e b een killed , I feel
pretty cer tain that t en w ere killed within the pa t four mouths. I have now in
custody in the guardhouse a man who was capture<l in possession of the scalps
of.five.
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I made a pretty: thorough tour of their range in October last, and saw very few
sign$. I am sure that I have heretofore overestimated their numbers. I dou,bt if
there are over fifty 1·emaining, and theso will not all -i,vinter in the Hayden Valley.
They increase but slowly under the best conditions, and here, where they are being
constantly pursiwd and where the winters are very severe, but sruall increase can be
looked for. Of course the stockade recently erected will be a great assistance in
their protection, if they can be secured within it.
.
All of the animals in the park are protected properly and are increasing, with the
exception of the bison, and of these it is difficu~t to predict as yet. '

The Secretary resumed:
The park here is, however, fulfilling its functions as "the lungs of the city" a~d
for the "instruction and recreation of the people/' and no better evidence is needed
to corroborate this than the crowds which constantly visit it .
.A.S'l'ROPHYSIC.A.L OBSERVATORY.

Concerning the Astrophysical Observatory, the Secretary said:
The Regents will remember that five years ago it was resolved: "That if an appropriation should be made by Congress for the maintenance of an 'astrophysical
observatory,' under the clirectiou of the Smithsonian Institution, the .Regents wiU
expend for this purpose, from moneys already donated to them, $10,000 for tl10 construction of buildings for said observato_ry, whenever a suitable site shall be designated by Congress and obtained for the purpose.I' *
*
It was then anticipated that the first step to be taken by Congress in the matter
would be the provision of a suitable site. Congress, however, saw fit to make the
appropriation in terms which provided for the scientific work of an observatory
already i~ progress, and in order to utili_ze this appropriation, which would otherwise have had to be returned to the Treasnry, the temporary and inadequate quarters
in the sheds immediately behind the Smithsonian buildiug were provide<l in 1890.
I have bad too mnch personal concern with the work which has been done there
not to perhaps speak of it with a friendly bias, but if I may b elieve the expressions
of men of science competent in this matter, hardly any more important work in the
spectrum has been done in the century than has been going on and is still going on
here under the Smithsonian Institution, though under such disadvantageous conditions.
Briefly, this research is giving us a knowledge of nearly thrice the amount of the
details of the soiar energy that were known to Sir Isaac Newton, and in a region
which remained almost untouched since he len it until our own clay, when these
researcbei:; took it up.
As bas been state<l in previous reports, there is an element of uncertainty in the
results, due to the fact that they are all obtained through an excessively delicate
instrument which registers minute vibrations set up by the sun, but which also registers (whether we will or no) vibratious coming from local causes, such ns the tremor
of the ground, which always exists, however imperceptible to the ordinary sense, in
the mi<lst of a gre:tt city. There are ways of discriminating between these true and
false effects, but the latter can hardly be eliminated · certainly not in very many
years oflabor-in the present altogether unfit site, whereas the work already sketrhed
out could be pushed to successful conclusion and publication in a single twelvemonth
in a quiet locality.
In view of the delay in providing a site for a building, the Secretary has already
been authorized by a subsequent resolution of the Regents to expend the sum of
$10,000 bequeathed by J. H. Kidder and given by Alexander Graham Bell ''in directions consonant with the known wishes of the testator and the donor," but little of it
bas been used; and unless some remedy is found against the tremor incident to this bad
SM96--II
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site, it is contemplated to expend it during the coming year in a new installation, 111
case a suitable site can be obtained by Congressional action, such as on the old
Naval Observatory grounds, or otherwise. The expenditure of this relatively small
sum will, it is hoped, provide the requisite indispensable buildings, which will be of
a very modest character.

On motion, _the Secretary's report was accepted.
At the Chancellor's suggestion, it was moved and carriedThat the recommendations in the Secretary's report be referred to the Executive
Committee, with power to act.
·

Senator Henderson presented the report of the Executive Commjttee
for the year ending June 30, 1895.
On motion, the report was adopted.
Senator Henderson introduced the following customary resolution.
relative to income and expenditure:
Resolved, That the income of the Institution for the .fiscal year ending June 30, 1897,
bo appropriated for the serv-ice of the Institution, to be expended by the Secretary,
with the advice of the Executive Committee, with full discretion on the part of the
Secretary as to items.

On motion, the resolution was adopted.
The Secretary then read lettersFrom the master of Pembroke (Smithson's College), Oxford, thanking
the Institution for a set of its publications and asking for a portrait of
Smithson.
From the Royal Institution of Great Britain, returning thanks for a
portrait of Mr. Hodgkins.
From Mrs. J. U. Welling, for a copy of the resolutions passed by the
board on the death of Dr. Welling.
·
· There being no further business to come before the board, on motion
it adjourned.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1896.

To the Board of Regents of the Sniithsonian Institution:
Your E xecutive Committee respectfully submits the following report
in relation to the funds of the Institution, the appropriations by Congress, and the receipts aud expeDditures for the Smithsonian Institution, the United States National Museum, the International Exchanges,
the Bureau of Ethnology, the N atioual Zoological Park, and the AstroPhysical Observatory for the year ending June 30. 1896, and balances
of former years:
SMITHSONIAN INSTI'.I.'UTION.

Condition of the Fund July 1, 1896.
The amount of the bequest of James Smithson deposited in the
Treasury of the United States, according to act of Congress of August
IO, 1846, was $515,169. To this was added by authority of Congress,
February 8, 1867, the residuary legacy of Smithson and savings from
income and other sources to the amount of $134,831.
To this also have been added a bequest from James Hamilton, of
Pennsylvania, of $1,000; a bequest of Dr. Simeon Habel, of New York,
of $500; the proceeds of the sale of Virginia bonds, $51,500; a gift
from Thomas G. Hodgkins, of New York, of $200,000 and $8,000, being
a portion of the residuary legacy of Thomas G. Hodgkins, and $1,000,
the accumulated interest on the Hamilton bequest, making in all, as
the permanent fund, $912,000.
The Institution also holds the additional sum of $42,000, received
upon the death of Thomas G. Hodgkins, in registered West Shore Railroad 4 per cent bonds, which were, by order of this committee, under
date of May 18, 1894, placed in the bands of the Secretary of the Institution, to be held by him subject to the conditions of said order.
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Statement of tlte receiJJts a.nd expe11cl-itu1·es froni Jiily 1, 1895, to Ju,ne 30, 1896.
RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand July 1, 1895 ...... ··-·-· ··--·· ·----· -~-- ______ $63,001.74
Interest on fund July 1, 1895 ·----· ·----· ________ $27,355.00
Interest on fund January 1, 1896. __ ... _.. _... __ . _ 27, 3fi0. 00

54,715.00
Interest to January 1, 1896, on West Shore bonds. ___ ... ____ .
1,680.00
- - - - $119,396. 74
Cash from sales of publications . ____ . ______ .. ___ .. _______ ..
162.15
Cash from repayments, freight, etc. ___ •..•.... _.... ____ .. _..
6,312.46
6,474.61
Total receipts ... __ .. _____ . ______ .. __________ ... __ . ____ . ____ . _...

125, 871. 35

EXPENDITURES.

Building:
Repairs, care, and improvements ........ ____ .
Furniture and :fixtures·----· ____ ...... ··----

6,625.65
422.67
7,048.32

General expenses :
Postage and telegraph··----·----· _________ _
362.41
Stationery .................. _..... _........ .
728.19
308.30
General printing ...................... ··-··Incidentals (fuel, gas, etc.) .............. ___ _ 7,095.54
Library (books, periodicals) ......... _.. _. _..
1,750.93
Salaries 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ ••• _ •• 19,326.89
125.25
Gallery of art .................. _........... .
29,697.51

·Publications and researches:
2,952.51
Smithsonian contributions ...... ~ ........... .
Miscellaneous collections .. ____ ......... _ ... .
2,036.63
Reports._ ............... - . -... .-......... - .. . ,, 614.08
Special publications ..................... _.. .
1,954.55
Researches ........... _.................. _. _.
6,138.62
Apparatus ........... _...... _.............. .
127.92'
Museum ..... .. ...... ____ ................... .
298.72
Hodgkins fund ........ ·--··· .......... ------ 13,668.57
Explorations ............................... .
700.00
Literary and scientific exchanges ......................... _.

28,491.60
3, 568. 14

Balance unexpended June 30, 1896 ....... __ ....• __ ....••. ____ ... _

68,805.57
57,065. 78

The cash received from the sale of publications, from repayments for
freights, etc., is to be credited to the items of expenditure as follows:
Smithsonian contributions ... __ ........... _...... _. . .. __ .... _... . $50. 30
Miscellaneous collections .. ___ .. ___ .... __ ... _..... __ .... __ ... __ .. 111. 75
Reports ........................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 10
Hodgkins fund ... _.................................. _.. _..... _........ .
1.useum .............................................................. .

$162.15
25.82
298.72

1 In addition to the above $19,326.89 paid for salaries under general
xpenses,
$11,973.12 wer paid for services, viz, $2,115.75 charged to building account, $83.68
to furniture account, $956.42 to Hodgkins funcl a count, $700.0 to library account,
$5,617.19 to resea1:ches account, $1,825 to special pul,lications account, and $675 to
miscellaneous collections account.
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Exchanges-.......................................•..................... $3,469.72
Incidentals . .........................•................................. 2;018.20
Explorations ..............••.............•....•.•••..•..•..•...•......
500.00
'rotal ..·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 474. 61

The net expenditures of the Institution for the year ending June 30,
1896, including $11,000 paid for prizes awarded from the Hodgkins
fnud in accordance with the recommendation of the award committee,
were, therefore, $62,330.96, or $6,474.61 less than the gross expenditures,
$68,805.57, as above stated.
All moneys received by the Smithsonian Institution from interest,
sales, refunding o_f moneys temporarily advanced, or otherwise, are
deposited with the Treasur('r of the United States to the credit of the
Secretary of the Institutio_n , and all payments are made by his checks
on the Treasurer of the United States.
Your committee also presents the following statements in regard to
appropriations and expenditures for objects intrusted by Congress to
the care of the Smithsonian Institution:
Detailed statement of disbursements from appropriations committed by Congress to the care
of the Smithsonian Institution f01· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, ancl froni balances
?f former yea1·s. ·
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES.

Receipts.

Appropriated by Congress for the fiscal year ending Ju:J?-e 30, 1896, "for
expenses of the system of international exchanges between the United
States and foreign countries, under the direction of the Smithsonian
Institution, including aalaries or compensation of all necessary employees" ( sundry civil act, March 2, 1895) . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17, 000. 00
Disbursements f1·oni July 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896.

Salaries or compensation :
1 curator, 12 months, at $225 ...........................•.. $2, 700.00
1 clerk, 4t months 5 days, at $160 ........................ .
746.67
1 chief clerk, 2 months, at $150 ........................... .
300.00
.720.00
1 clerkJ6 months; at $120 ................................ .
l6 months, at $130 ..............-.................. .
780.00
1 clerk, 2 mouths, at $100 ................................ .
200.00
6 months, at $85 .. ..... ....... .............. _.... .
510. 00
1 clerk 5½ months 9 days, at $91.66 ........... ...........•.
531.63
{
6 days, at $100 ............................. , ..... .
20.00
480.00
clerk{6
months,
at
$80
.
..
...............
1
6 months, at $85 ................................. .
510.00
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 ....... ... ... .......... ......... .
900.00
375.00
1{clerk, 5 months, at $75 ................................. .
.laborer, 182 days, at $1.50 .............................. .
273.00
390.00
1 clerk{6 months, at $65 ................................. .
6 months, at $70 .........•........................
420.00
1 clerk, 6 months, at $60 ................................ _.
360.00
copyist, 6 months, at $50 ............................... .
300.00
5½ months 9 days, at $55 ....................... .
1
319.00
{
12.00
stenographer, 6 days, at $60 ....••••..••...••.•.•..•.....
1
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Salaries or compensation-Continned.
1 packer{6 months, at $50 .................•.••...........
2½ months 8 days, at $55 ........................ .
1 clerk, 11½ months, at $45 ............................... .
1 clerk, 2 months 20 days, at $35 ......................... .
1 copyist, 4½ months, at $35 .............................. .
1 messenger, 6 months 16 days, at $25 .................... .
22 days, at $3 ............................... .
1 carpenter 12¼ days, at $3 .............................. .
20 clays, at $3 .... .. .......................... .
1 painter, 5 days, at $2 .................. ..... ............ .
l laborer{79 clays, at $1.50 ....................... .... .... .
224 clays, at $1.50 .............................. .
1 cleaner, 13 days, at $1 ................................. .
1 agent, 12 months, at $50 ....... .. ...................... .
1 aO'entf6 months, at $83.33½ ............................ .
i:,
l.6 months, at $91.66! ............................ .

!

$300. 00
151. 70
517. 50
92.58
157.50
162.90
66. 00
36. 75
60.00
10.00
118. 50
336.00
13.00
600.00
500. 00
550.00

Total salaries of compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 519. 73
General expenses:
Freight .........••••...........•............... $1,502.32
9. 50
Printing ...................................... .
20.32
Postage and telegrams ........................ .
193.03
Supplies ...................................... .
574.18
Traveling expenses ......•......••..•...........
2,299.35
Total disbursements ..... _. _..................................... $16,819. 08
Balance July 1, 1896 ............................................ .

180.92

INTERNA.TIONAL EXCHANGES, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 1895.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last report ...........•....•••..........••..

$2. 01

DisbitTsernents.

Supplies ......••......................•...............................•

1. 80

Balance July 1, 1896 .........••..................................

.21

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES, 1894.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last report ................................ .

$0.10

Balance carried, under the provisions of the Revised StatuteR, section 3090, by the
Treasury Department to tho credit of the surplus fnnd, June 30, 1896.
NORTH AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY, 1896.

Appropriation hy Congress for the fiscal year ernling .Jnnc 30, 1896, "for
continning ethnological researches amonO" the American Indians, und er
tl1e direction of the Smithsonian Institution, inclnding salaries or comp n ation of ncce. sary employees, $40,000, of which snm not ex eeding
, ·1,000 may he 11 ed for rent of building" (sundry civil act, March 2,
1 95) -- - - - - . - - - - . -- - - - - -..... - - - .. - . - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - .................. $40, 000. 00
Tbe a tnal concl11ct of iheso investigation. bas heeu <·ontinnc<l by th , 'ecretary in
b hands of Iaj. J. W. Powell, Director of tbe Hur a11 of American Ethnology.
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Disbu1·sements July 1, .1895, to June 30, 1896.
Salaries or compensation:
1 Director, 12 months, at $375 ..................................... ..
1 ethnologist in charge, 12 months, at $300 ......................... .
1 special ethnologist, 7 months, at $200 ............................. .
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $150 ................................... .
1 ethn ologist, 12 months, at $150 ........ ..... ...................... .
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $150 .................................. ..
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $125 ................................... .
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $125 ................................... .
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $116.66 ................................ .
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $110 .................................. ..
1 ethno-photographer{2 mon th s, at $100 ........................... ..
10 months, at $116.66 ........................ .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $100 ......................................... .
1 clerk, 3 months, a.t $100 .......................................... .
1 clerk{6 months, at $83.33 ........................................ .
6 months, at $100 ........... . .............................. .
5 months, at $75 ................ .. ......................... .
1 clerk 29 days, at $75 ............................................ ..
(
6 mont,bs, at $83.33 ........................................ .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 .......................................... .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 .................... .... .................. .
1 messenger, 12 months, at $60 ..................................... .
1 messenger, 12 months, at $50 .................................... ..
1 modeler, 10 months, at $60 ....................................... .
1 skilled laborer{ 6 mon th s, at $40 .. · · · · · .... · · · · • · ...... · .. · .. · .. · · ·
6 months, a.t $45 .................................. .
1 copyist, 6 clays, at $2 ....•...............................••........

$4,500.00
3,600.00
1,400.00
1,800.00
1,800.00
1,800.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
1,399.92
1,320.00
200.00
1,166.60
1,200.00
300.00
499.98
600.00
375.00
70.J.7
499.98
900;00
900.00
720.00
600.00
600.00
240.00
270.00
12.00

Total salaries or compensation .............................. .

29,773.65

Miscellaneous:
Drawings ancl il1 ustrations ............................... . $290.50
Freight ..............•.............................•......
31. 40
Miscell aneous ................................••...........
92.10
Postage and telegraph ................................... .
35.91
Publications .........•....................................
218.48
Offi<:e furniture ........................•••••..............
393.77
Office rental ............................................. .
999.96
Special services ...... .:.... • ................................
440.00
Specimens ............................................... .
21.48
Stationery ...................•.............. _............ .
474.59
Supplies ................................................. .
617.81
Traveling and field expenses ............................ .. 5,166.22
Total miscellaneous...... . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . • . . .. . • . . . . . . . • .. . . . .. .

8, 782. 22

Total disbursements ... . .. . ... .... . . . .. .. .. .... ..•. .... . . .... .. ..

38,555.87

Balance July 1, 1896.... .. .. . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

1, 444-. 13

NOii'rU .AMERIU.A.N ETHNOLOGY, 1895.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last report . .. . • • • • • .. . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • $5, 680. 15
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Disbm·sements:

Drawings and illustrations ................................... . $708.50
Freight .......................................... ... ... _..... .
15. 15
12.97
Miscellaneous ................................................ .
216.50
Office furniture .......................... . ................... .
83.33
Office rental ................ ~ ................................ .
20. 30
Postage, t elegraph, etc .........•... ..... ................. " ... .
655.26
Publications .................................. . .. ...... ...... .
343.33
Services ......................... _.......•.....................
12.91
Specin1ens .................... . .............. . ............... .
147.03
Stationery ................................................... .
301. 93
Supplies ..................................................... .
Traveling and :fi eld expenses .............................. . .. . 1,266.50
Total disbursements .................................... 3,783. 71
A mount carried, under the provisions of Revised Statutes, section 30901 by the Treas,ury Department to the credit of the
surplus fund, June 30, 1896, by decision of the Comptroller of
the Treasury.. . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 796. 36

$5,580.07
100. 08

Balance July 1, 1896 ............................................ .
NATION AL MUSEUM.

PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS, JULY 1, 1895, TO JUNE 301 1896.
Receivts.

Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 18961 "for
continuing the preservation, exhibition,· and increase of the collections
from the surveying and exploring expeditions oft,he Government, and
from other sources, including sal aries or compensation of aJl necessary
employees" (sundry civil act, March 2, 1895) ......................... $143,225.00
Expenditure.c;.

Salaries or compensation:
DIRECTION.

1 assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in charge, 12
months1 at $333.33.............. . ............ .... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . ..

$31 999. 96

SClENTIFTC STAFF.

1 executive curator, 7 months, at $225 ............. . ........ . ..... . .
3 curators1 12 months, at $200 .......... . ....... . .................. .
1 cuTator, 12 months, at $175 . ..................................... .
· 1 cUTator, 11 months, at $175 ...................................... .
1 curator, 1 month, at $166 .73; 11 months, at $166.66 ............ . .. .
1 curator ( acting), lmonth, at $142; 2 months1 at $140; 7 days, at $140.
1 assistant curator, 12 months, at $150 ........•....................
1 assistant curator, 11 months, at $133.33; 1 month 1 at $1:33.66 ...... .
1 assistant cmator, 12 months, at $125 ..... . ...................... .
l assistant curator, 11 mouths1 at $125; 1 ~onth, at $126 . .......... .
1 assi tant curatoT, 11 months, at $100; 1 montb 1 at $103 ........... .
1 assi, tant curator1 12 mouth , at $80 ....................... . ...... .
1 as. istant curator1 11 months, at $75; 1 month1 at $76.80 . . ........ .
2 aicls, 12 months, at $100 ......................................... .
1aid1 11 months, at ft O; 1 lllonth, at $80.80 ..................... ... .
1 aicl, 4 month.·, at $70 ........................ . ..•.................
1 :tid, 34. clays1 at $60 .............................................. .

1)575. 00
7,200. 00
2,100.00
1, 925.00
1,999.99
453.61
1,800. 00
1,600.29
1) 500. 00
1) 501. 00
1,203.00
960.00
901. 80
2, 400. 00
960. 80
2 0.00
65.80
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Salaries or compensation-Continued.
1 aid, 2 months, at $50; 15 days; at $50 ........................... ..
1 aid, 7 months, at $40; 15 days, at $40 ........................ ·.... .
1 aid, 4 months, at $40 ............................................ .
1 collector, 3 months, at $60 ..............•..............••........

XXV
$125.00
300.69
160.00
180.00

PREPARATORS .

1 photographer, 12 months, at $158.33 ............................. .
1 artist, 12 months, at $110 .................................. : .... .
1 osteologist, 8 months, at $90 ..................... ·............... .
1 preparator, 12 months, at $80 ................................... .
1 preparator, 2 months, at, $90 .................................... .
1 preparator, 11 months, at $80; 15 days, at $80 ........... ..... . ... .
1 preparator, 11 months, at $80; 15 days, at $80 ................... .
1 preparator, 12 months, at $60 ...... . ............................ .
1 preparator, l month, at $60; 11 days, at $60 ..................... .
1 preparntor, 10 months, at $50; 16 days, at $50 ................... .
1 preparator, 4 months, at $50 ..................................... .
1 preparator, 1 month, at $50; 23 days, at $50 ..................... .
1 preparator, 23 days, at $3.20 .................................... .
1 preparator, 24 days, at $3.20 .................................... .
1 taxidermist, 10 months, at $100; 32½ days, at $100 ................ .
1 taxiclermist, 7 months, at $100; 38 days, at $100 ................. .
1 taxidermist, 12 months, at $90 ...............•...................
1 taxidermist, 2 months, at $75; 14 days, at $75 ................... .
1 taxidermist, 10 months, at $60; 29 days, at $60; 2!:l days, at $60 ... .
1 model maker, 5 months, at $100; 9 days, at $100 ................. .

1,899.96
1,320.00
720.00
960.00
180.00
918.71
918.71
720.00
81. 29
525.81
200.00
87.10
73.60
76.80
1,106.99
824.52
1,080. 00
185.00
714.13
529.03

CLERICAL ST.A.Fl<.

1 chief clerk, 12 months, at $200 ........... ............... ........ .
1 editor, 8 months, at $187.50; 19 days, at $187 .50 ................. .
1 etlitor, 2 months, n,t $166.66; 1 month, at $166.73 ................. .
1 chief of division, 12 months, at $200 ........ . ...... ........... .. .
1 registrar, 11 months, at $158.33; 1 month, at $160.06 ........ .. ... .
1 disbursing clerk, 12 months, at $116.66 ........... .. ........ ...... .
1 assistant librarian, 11 months, at $110; 1 month, at $111.40 ........ .
1 stenographer, 10 months, a,t $110; 2 months, at $120 ............. .
1 stenographer, 11 months, at $50; 1 month, at $54. ............... .
1 :stenographer, 12 months, at $45 ................................. .
1 typewriter, 10 months, at $50; 50 days, at $50 ................... .
1 typewriter, 309 days, at $1.50; 6 days, at $50 per month ......... .
2 clerks, 12 months, at $115 ....................................... .
2 clerks, 12 months, at $100 .................. . .................... .
l clerk, G months, at $100 .................. : . ........ .-............ .
1 clerk, 8 months, at $90; 9 days, at $90 ........................... .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $90 ......................................... .
1 clerk, 10 m011ths, at $60; 2 months, at $90 ...................... . .
1 clerk, 12 months, at $83.33 ...................................... .
1 clerk, 11 months, at $75 ......................................... .
1 cler·k , 1 month, at $7 0 ........................................... .
2 clerks, 12 months, at $60 .................... ·--~-- .............. .
1 derk, 4 months, at $60; 3 months, at $50; 15 days, at $50 ........ .
2 clerks, 12 months, at $55 .......................... ~ ............. .
1 clerk, 11 months, at $55; l month, at $54 ......... ·--~-- ......... .
1 clerk. 11 months, at $55 1 month, at $54 ....................... ..

2,400.00
1,614. l:12
500.05
2,400.00
1,901.69
1,399.92
1,321.40
1,340.00
604.00
540.00
582.10
473.50
2,760.00
2,400.00
600.00
746.13
1,080.00
780.00
999.96
825.00
70.00
1,440.00
415.00
1,320.00
659.00
659.00
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Salaries or compensation-Continued.
1 cl erk, 11 months, at $50; 1 month, at $51. •••..........•••...•• •.•
1 clerk, 11 months, at $50; 3 days, at $50 ........•••............ ..•
5 clerks, 12 months, at $50 ..............•••..................... .. .
1 clerk, 6 months, at $50 ..•............ .............. ..............
1 copyist, 12 months, at $45 ... ..... ...... _............ ............ .
2 copyists, 2 months 1 at $45; 15 days, at $45 .......... ............ .
2 copyists, 11 months, at $40; 1 month, at $4J .................. ... .
4 copyists, 12 months, at $40 ...................................... .
1 copyist, 11 months, at $35; 1 month, at $36 ................. ...•..
2 copyists, 12 months, at $35 ..................................... . .
1 copyist, 10 months, at $35: 13 days, at $35 ••................... . .
1 copyist, 5 months, at $35; 22 days, at $35 ............. -. .......... ·
1 copyist, 3 months, at $35 ......•..•.•..••........... ... . .........
2 copyists, 12 rnonths, at $30 ..••................................•..
1 copyist, 12 months, at $25 ••......... ...•... ~ ................. ~ ..
1 copyistJ 4-½- months, at $25; 22 days, at $25 ........... ......••••..
1 copyist, 4 months, at $20; 31 days, at $20 ..............•..........

$601.00
554.84
3,000.00
300.00
540.00
225.00
962.00
1, 920.00
421. 00
840.00
364. 68
199. 84
105. 00
720. 00
300. 00
130. 24
100. 22

BUILDINGS AND LABOR.

1 superintendent, 12 months, at $137.50 .•.•••...•..................
1 assistant snperintendent, 3 months, at $100; 9 months, at $110 ....
1 foreman, 12 months, at $50 .........................••..•••......
1 chief of watch, 12 months, at $65 .......•. • .......................
l chief of watch, 11 months, at $65; 28 days, at $65 .............. . .
1 chief of watch, 11 months, at $50; 1 month, at $53 ........... ... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $65 .................................... .
10 watchmen, 12 months, at $50 ............................ .. ... .. .
1 watchman, 6 months, at $50; 64 days, at $50 .........•.......... . .
1 watchman, 6 mouths, at $50 ...•...............................•.•
1 watchman, 3 months, at $45; 26 days, at $45 .................... .
1 watchman, 5 months, at $45; 18 days, at $45 .................... . .
2 watchmen, 12 months, at $45 ................................... .
1 watchman, 11 months, at $45; 1 month, at $48 ............. . ..... .
1 watchman, 11 months, at $40; 23 days, at $40 .................... .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $,10 ................................... .
1 watchman, ·11 months, at $45; 13 days, at $45 ................... .
1 watchman, 4 months, at $45; 23 days, at $45 ...................•..
1 watehman, 9 months, at $45; 30 days, at $4-5 .................... .
1 watchman, ,! months, at $45 ..................................... .
1 watchman (acting), 3 months, at $35; 36 days, at $35 ..•..........
1 watchman, 123 days, at $1.50 .......•..•.........................
1 watchman, 3 days, at $1.50 .......... ........... ....•............
1 skilled laborer, 2 months, at $62; 9 months, at $50; 1 month, at $40.
1 skilled laborer, 3 months, at $60; 31 days, at $60 ......•..........
1 skilled laborer, ~l days, at $50 .................................. .
1 skille<l laborer, 11 months, at $45 .......•............•...........
1 skilled laborer, 231 days, at $2 .................................. .
1 skilled laborer, 13 days, at $1. 75 ................................ .
1 laborer, 1 month, at $53.50; 1 month, at $47.50; 1 month, at $46; 6
months, at $40 ................ . ........................... ·---~1 laborer, 1 month, at $49.50; 317 days, at $1.50 ................... .
1 lahorer, 12 months, at $45 ....................................... .
1 laborer, 11 months, at $45 ....................................... .
1 laborer, 1 month, at $43; 2 months, at $4.1.50; 8 months, at $40 ... .

1, 650.00
1,290.00
600. 00
780. 00
775. 67
603. 00
780. 00
6,000.00
406.40
300. 00
172.74
251. 13
1, 080.00
543. 00
470.67
480. 00
513. 87
215.69
464.47
180.00
147.40
184.50
4.50
614.00
240.00
33.87
495.00
462.00
22.75
387.00
525.00
540.00
495.00
446.00
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Salaries or compensation-Continued.
1 laborer, 1 month, at $43; 10 months, at $40; 15 days, at $40 ___ ••••
1 laborer, 1 month, at $41.50; 11 mont,hs, at $40 _. __ . __ •............
1 laborer, 1 month, at $41.50; 11 months, at $40 .. _.... _... _.••.....
2 laborers, 12 months, at $40 .... ··-··· ........ ·-·· ...............••
1 laborer, 11 months, at $40; 15 dayR, at $40 ...............•........
1 lahorer, 11 months, at $40; 28 days, at $40 ..... __________________ _
1 laborer, 11 months, at $4-0; 24 days, at $40 ......... ____ . ____ -----7 laborers, 314 days, at $1.50. __ . __ ....... _... _.. ___ ... _... __ •... _..
1 laborer, 255 days, at $1.50. ___________ -----· ·---- .. ··---· ..•..• ··-·
1 laborer, 92 days, at $1.50 .......... ____ -··· ...... ··-··· .......... .
1 laborer, 316 days, at $1.50. __ .... __ .... __..... _..... _. ______ ...•..
1 laborer, 28½ days, at $1.50; 281 hours, at 15 cents per hour_ ... _. _.
1 laborer, 305 days, at $1.50 ____ ·---·· ··---· ·---·· ··---- ·---·· ..... .
1 laborer, 13 days, at $1.50 ...... .. .. ____ .... ···- ·---· · ....•........
1 laborcr, 271 days, at $1.50. __ ..... _... ~ ....... __ .. ____ . __ . __ .. _. _.
1 laborer, 363 days, at $1.50 .•...... ___ . _________ ••.. __ ......... ___ _
1 laborer, 362 days, at $1.50 __ ___ _ ...•.......... ·---·· ...... ____ -···
1 laborer, 34.-9 days, at $1.50 ...•... ---·· ...... ·-···· ----·· ...... ___ _
1 laborer, 329 days, at $1.50 ______ .... ·----· ---·-· -··· ...••. -··· ___ _
1 laborer, ~93 days, at $1.50 .••••.... _ ......... __ ... ___ ....... _ .... _
1 laborer, 6 dn.ys, at $1.50 ...... _.... _ . __ ....... _. _.... _ .. _. ____ ... _
1 laborer, 89½ hours, at 15 cents ................................... .
1 laborer, 82½ hours, at 15 cents ...•.............. ____ ···--- ....... .
1 laborer, 90 hours, at 15 cents ...... _... _................ _........ .
1 laborer, 81¾ hours, at 15 cents ...... ............ ·---·-·-·--· ..... .
1 laborer, 88½hours, at 15 cents ......... _................ __ . _..... .
1 lahorer, 143¼ honrs, at 15 cents ........ _............... ___ ..... _..
1 laborer, 90¼ hours, at 15 cents .................. ____ .......... ___ _
1 laborer, 285 hours, at 15 cents .... _.............................. .
1 laborer, 109 hours, at 15 cents ................... _............... .
1 laborer, 86¾ honrs, at 15 cents ...... _................ _..... ·...... .
1 laborer, 13 hours_,at 15 cents .....................................·.
1 laborer, 78½ hours, at 15 cents .. _................................ .
1 laborer, 10 honrs, at 15 cents ............ ~--·-··· ..... ···- ....... .
1 laborer, 11 days, at $1.50 ...... ____ ·-·· ···--· ·----· ____ . ____ ..... .
1 messenger) 10 months, at $50; 30 days, at $50 . _...••.. _. _. _.. ___ ..
1 messenger, 11 months, at $30; 29 days, at $30 ..... _.... ___ . _..... _
1 messenger, 2 months, at $30. _.............. _. _. _.. ____ . ___ .. _ ... .
1 messenger, 16 days, at $30 .. _........•.•.. _................. _.... _
1 me:;senger, 11 months, at $25 .. _____ ... _. _......... _ . __ . __ ...... _.
1 messenger, 1 month, at $22; 5 months, at $20; 6 mouths, at $15 _.. .
2 messengers, 12 months, at $20 ____________________ ...... -··· ···-·1 messenger, 1 month, at $20; 21 days, at $20 .. ___ ....•......... ___ _
1 messenger, 31 days, at $20. _. _. _... _... __ ........ ___ ....... _•. _.. .
1 attendant, 12 months, at $40 ............ -··· -··· ......... ____ ... .
3 cleaners, 12 mouths, at $30 ....... _.... .• _.......... _... ___ ... _.. .
1 cleaner, 315 clays, at $1. ...... _....•.. _...... __ ........ _. _....... .
1 cleaner, 315 days, at $1.. _.................. ___ .... _ . _....••••... _
1 cleaner,·11 months, at $30; 1 month, at $31 _....•.......••.•......
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$463.00
481. 50
481. 50
960.00
460.00
476.13
472.00
3,297.00
382.50
138.00
474.00
84.90
457.50
19.50
406.50
544.50
543.00
523.50
493.50
439.50
9.00
13.43
12.34
13.50
12.26
13.28
21. 49
13.54
42.83
16.35
13.01
1. 95
11. 78
1.50
16.50
550.00
359.00
60.00
16.00
275.00
212.00
480.00
33.55
'20. 41
480.00
1,080.00
315.00
315.00
361. 00

Total salaries ......... __ . _.................... _... ___ ........ _. _ 125,950.49
Special services ..................................... __ . ~ ....... _..
2,916.25
Total services ........ __ .... _... __ .....•....... ____ .. ____ ... _... .

128,866.74
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Miscellaneous :
Supplies .... -----· ....•....... --~- ....•. __________ ..... .
Stationery __ . _______ . __ . _. ___ • ______ ... ____ ..... ___ .... .
Specimens ...... ___ .. ____ ...... _ .. __ . ___ . __ . _. _....... __
Books and periodicals .. __ . ____ . _. _.... __ .. _ ... __ .... __ . _
Travel . ____ . ........ __ .. ___ . _. _____ .. ____ . _.. __ . _..•.•..
Freight and cartage .. ___ .. __ .................•..........

$2,504.70
765.96
3,810.25
2,245.39
599.35
1,586.08
$11,511.73

Total expenditure_ ........ ____ .. ___ ...• _•. ___ . _. ~ ........... __ . .

140, 378. 47

Balance July 1, 1896, to meet liabilities. ________ ........ .. ...••...••..

2,846.53

NATION.AL MUSEUM: FURNITURE AND FIXTURES, JULY 1, 1895,

TO

JUNE 30, 1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the :fiscal ye::.r ending June 30, 1896, "for
cases, fnrniture, fixtures, and appliances required for the exhibition
and safe-keeping of the collections of the National Museum, including
salaries or compensation of all necessary employees" (sundry civil act,
March 2, 1895) ......... _. _.. _....... ___ ... __ ...........•......... _.. _ $12,500.00

Expenditures.
Salaries or compensation:
1 cabinetmaker, 314 days, at $3 .. ___ .. __ ............... - ... - - - - - - - - 1 carpenter, 314 days, at $3 ..... . ___ .... - _- ..... - - - - .. - - - - . - -. - - - - - 1 carpenter, 156 days, at $3 ..... " __________ ---· ---- --·· ------ - -----·
1 carpenter, 123 days, at $3 .. __ ·_ ........ - - - - ......•....... --· - -· - -- 1 carpenter, 109 days, at $3 .. --~- ________ . __ .______ -- --·- ---- --·· ---1 carpenter, 103 da,ys, at $3. __ . ____ ... __ .. __ . -- . --- - .... -- - --· -- - - -1 carpenter, 95 days, at $3. ___ . _ - - . - - - - ... - - . - - - .. - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - · ·
1 carpenter, 72 days, at $3 .... ________________ ...... -----· ---· - - ---·
1 carpenter, 58 days, at $3 ...... ·----- ............. ---- --·· --·· -----·
1 carpenter, 17 days, at $3 .... ________________ ---· ------ ........ ---1 carpenter, 12½ days, at $3. ____________ .............. .... -·-· -----1 carpenter, 12 days, at $3 .... __ ... _.. ____ .... ___ ........ - - - ....... .
1 carpenter, 10 days, at $3 _.... ____ ...... _. _ . _____ .... _- - ....... - - - 1 carpenter, 9 days, at $3 ............ ______ ........ ---· .... -- . -----·
1 carpenter, 8 days, at $3 ... __________________________ ........ -----1 carpenter, 2 days, nt $3 .. ____ .... ____ .. _·- ___ . __ . _. ___ • _... - - - - - - . 1 painter, 3 months, at $65; 24 days, at $65 _. _. __ .... _. _ .... - - ... - - 1 painter, 10 months, at $50 . __ .... __ .. _..... __ . _. _.. _ . _.. - .. - .. : - . lskilled laborer, 218 days, at$2 .... ··----------··-··-··-··-····---·
1 skillecl laborer, 26 days, at $:L ... ·-- --· ...... ____ ... ..... ---· .... .
1 skilled lal)orer, 19½ days, at $2. _____ : _____ .. ____ ...... ____ ... __ .. .
1 skilled laborer, 1 month, at $60 ______________________ ......... ---·
1 skilled laborer, 139 days, at $1.75 . . ___ .......... _.. ___ ... ____ .... _
1 laborer, 26 days, at $1.50 .. _...... __ .. ___ ...... _.. _........ _.... __
1 copyist, 6 days, at $40 ......... _........ __ ..................... _.. .

942.00
942.00
468.00
369.00
327.00
309.00
285.00
216.00
174-.00
51. 00
37.50
36.00
30.00
27.00
24.00

n.oo

245.95
500.00
436.00
52.00
39.00
60.00
243.25
39.00
8.00

Total salaries ........................ ______ ...... _______________ _
Special services ...................... ____________ .......... _______ _

5,866.70
394.75

Total services ... __ ....... _... _... __ .... _..... _. _..... _......... _.
Miscellaneous:
Cases .. - - - ... - . -.. --- -.. ----.. --. -.... - -.. -- -... --.. - - - - - . $300.00
Drawings ....... .................................. _______ _
22.88
Dra,vers .. _... __ .... __ ......... __ ... ___ . __ ... ____ . __ ... __ . 1,055.75
Frame . -- .... - --.......... ---..... - ............ -.... -. -5.00

6, 261. 45

-
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Miscellaneous-Continued.
Glass ............................................ _. _..... . $223.57
Hard ware ..•.•.............•.•......................... __
653.05
Tools ......................... _......... _.... _.. __ ... __ . __
18.96
Cloth ............. _....... _____________ . __________ . _ . ____ _ 111.73
Glass jars _....... _.................... __ ... __ ..... ____ . __ _ 414.61
Lumber ............ _... _.. _ ... _ . ___ . ____ .... _. _.. ________ _ 947.54
Paints, oils _. _.......................... _.. _.. _... ______ ..
346.30
Office furniture ...................................... _... .
193.36
Rubber and leather .............................. ___ . ___ ._
70.26
Apparatus .......................................... :-. ... .
6.45
Plumbing : ..••............•............. ______ ......... .. __
463.00
Iron brackets ..............•••......................... _..
91. 00
$4,923.46

Total expenditures .... _. _........ _ ........................... ___ 11, 184. 91
Balance July 1, 1896, to meet liabilities ................ _._ ... _____

1,315.09

NATIONAL MUSEUM: HEATING, LIGHTING, ELECTRIC AND TELEPHONIC SERVICE,
JULY

1, 1895,

TO JUNE

30, 1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, '' for expense of heating, lighting, electrical, telegraphic, and telephonic service for the National Museum" (sundry civil act, March 2, 1895) ........ $13,000.00

Expenditures.
Salaries or compensation:
·1 engineer, 12 months, at $115 ................................... _..
1,380.00
1 assistant engineer, 3 months, at $75; 53 days, at $75 ............. _.
354.27
3 firemen, 12 months, at $50 ____ ------ ........ ---- .... _____________ _ 1,800,00
1 :fireman, 6 days, at $50 ___ ........................................ .
9.68
1 :fireman, 5½ days, at $50 _......••..................................
9.48
1 fireman, 1¾ days, at $50 .................... . ..................... .
2.81
1 skilled laborer, 12 months, at $75 ................... ,- ........... .
900.00
1 ski11ed laborer, 6 months, at $60 ....... ~- ......................... .
360.00
1 telephone clerk, 20 days, at $60 ................... ------ ......... .
38.71
1 telephone clerk, 6 days, at $45 ...... ·............................ __
9.00
1 laborer, 2 months, at $40; 24 days, at $40; 6 days, at $45 ....... ___ _
121. 00
Special services ...... _ ..... _. _.... ________ ...... __ ........ _ ... __ . __

4,984.95
39.50

Total ser,·ices .. ____ .... ___ .. __ . __ .. __ . ___ . __ .. _______ . _____ . ____ .

5,024.45

General expenses:
Coal and wood .... __ ._ ..... ____ ........... _. _. _.. _____ . __ $3,202. 32
Gas. ___ .......................................... _.. _... . 1,540.63
Telephones ......... ___ ................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
412. 50
Electric supplies ...... __ ._............................... 1,482.44
R.ental of call boxes ...... _.. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
110. 00
Heating supplies. ______ .......................... ---·....
167. 72
Telegrams .... _..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 61
Heating repairs . _. _..............•....... -... -. ...... - -. 104. 00
7,028.22

'rotal expenditure._ .... _...............•...............

12,052.67

Balance July 1, 1896, to meet liabilities ........•••.....•

947,33

XXX

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
NATIONAL MUSEUM: POSTAGE, JULY 1, 1895, TO JUNE 30, 1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, '' for
postage stamps and foreign postal cards for the National Museum "
(sundry civil act, March 2, 1895) ...••................................

$500.00

Disbii1·sements.
Washington city post-office, for stamps, etc .. _. _ . __ .................... .

500.00

NATIONAL MUSEUM: PRINTING, JULY 1, 1895, TO JUNE 30, 1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, "for
th e Smithsonian Institution for printing labels and blanks, and for the
'Bulletins' and annual volumes of the 'Proceedings' of the National
Museum, and binding scientific books ancl pamphlets presented to and
acquired by the National Museum Library" (surtclry civil act, March 2,
1895) ...............•..................................... _........... $12, 000. 00

Expenditiwes.
Bulletins, National Museum, Nos. 47, 49, and special bulletins
Nos.2and3 ............................................. ... $7,036.64
Proceedings National Museum, Vol. XVIII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
956. 50
Reports National Museum, extras ......... _...................
201. 62
Labels .................. .. ·................ ....... ............ 2,685.91
205.09
Letter heads, pads, and envelopes ........................... .
423.48
Blanks ..................................... - ..... - ...... · ·. · ·
9.25
Electros ...................... ... ... .. ...................... .
388.60
Binding .................................................... .
40.20
Congressional Records ......... _............................ .
Total expenditure ... _............................................

11,947.29

Balance July 1, 1896.... ...... ...... .... .... ...... ...... .... ......

52. 71

NATIONAL MUSEUM: RENT OF WORKSHOPS, 1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, "for
rent of workshops for the National Museum" (sundry civil act, March
2, 1896) .................•............•....................••.........

$900.00

Disbursernents.
Rent, July 1 to May 31, 11 months, at $75 .. _. _........... __ .... _....... .

825.00

Balance July 1, 1896 ..................... _........ _.... _......•...

75.00

NATIONAL MUSEUM: BUILDING REPAIRS, 1896.

R eceipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30 1896 "for
r epair to buildings, shop , and sheds, National Museum, i~cluding all ·
necessary labor and material" (sundry civil act, March 2, 1895)........ $4, OQO. 00

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Expert ditio·es.
Services or compensation:
3 carpenters, 208 days, at $3 .. •.......................•...
1 painter, 1 month, at $65 ............................... .
1 painter, 16 days at $65 ................................. .
14 skilled laborers, 364 days at $2 .....•.••................
1 skilled laborer, 21 days at $1. 75... . ......•.............
3 skilled laborers, 1 month at $50 .....................•...
1 skilled laborer, 7½ days at $50 .••••......................
1 skilled laborer, 1 month at $52 ......................... .
1 skilled laborer, 24 days at $50, 6 days at $55 ............ .
1 skilled laborer, 21 days at $1. 75, 5 days at $2 ........... .
1 laborer, 1 month, $41. 50 ...•............................
3 laborers, 83 days at $1.50 •.....••.......................
Miscellaneous:
Gmnito pavement .................•.............. $600.00
Paints, oils, etc ..............· ............ ....... . 400.23
Glass ........................................... .
28.00
Advertising ..................................... .
38.19
Lumber ......................................... .
9.00
Hardware ....................................... .
6.42
Brick, cement, charcoal. ......................... .
23.50

XXXI

$624.00
65.00
33.55
728.00
36.75
150.00
12.10
52.00
51. 00
46.75
4.1. 50
124.50
1,965.15

1,105.34

Total expenditure.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$3, 070. 49

Balance July 1, 1896, to meet liabilities..............................
FIRE PROTECTION: SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION AND NATIONAL MUSEUM,

929. 51
1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, "for
expenses of putting in four additional fire-plugs in the Smithsonian
grounds for the better protection of the Smithsonian Institution,
National Museum, and Astrophysical Observatory, and the purchase
of necessary fire hose." (Sundry civil act, March 2, 1895.) ..•••.......

$800.00

Disbursements.
Water Department, District of Columbia, for labor and material
for erecting four fire-hydrants in Smithsonian grounds ..... .
Fire hose, nozzles, and couplings ........................ _. ... .

$646.89
151. 40
798.2~

Balance July 1, 1896...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
APPROPRIATIONS FOR PREVIOUS YEARS-PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last annual report ........................ .
Expenditiwes.
Specin1ens ....•...........................................
:Freight .................................... .. ............ .
Books ........................................... _....... .

1. 71

1894.
$235.27

$13.50
12.14
202.23

Total expenditure .................•.............................

227.87

Balance July 1, 1896 ..•.........•................................

7.40

X XII
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IT RE

F '£HE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
1!' TUE APPROPRIATION FOR PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,

1894.

ApproprhLti n .. ___ ... __ ... _....... __ _.... _.. ___ . _ .. _____ .. __ . ___ .. __ _ $132,500.00

Expenditures.
Salari s or ompen n,tion .... ... _................ _.. _.... _. $118, 406. 911:
pecial or contra t work .............. ___ ......... _. _. . . . .
2, 242. 32
Total salaries .................. _..... _ . ____ ... _. _.. _ 120,649.26
Supplie . .. _..... _... _... __ ... _... _____ .. ______ . _. _. _. ___ _
2,356.36
Stationer ......•... : ... __ ... .. .. _. _ .. __ . ____ ... _. _.. ____ _
496.05
Specimens ................ _.... __ ..... ____ .. __ .. _____ . ___ _
3,824.24
Travel ............ .. _........... _........ - ............. - ..
572.30
Freight . ........ ................... .. .. _............... _..
3,129.48
Books .............. __ .................... ___ . __ . _ ••••....
1,464.91
Total expenditure ............. _....• _. _. _. ___ . ____ ... _... _.. . . . .

132, 492. 60

Balance carried, under t he provisions of Revised Statutes, section 3090,
by the Tren,snry Department to the credit of the surplus fund, June

,30, 1896 .. ------- .... ---- ··-- .... ---- ---- ------ ---- ---· ---- .... ---- ..
PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,

7.40

1895.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last annual report ...... ____ ....... -.· ..... .

$4,950.88

Expenditiwes, July 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896.
Special or contract sen·ices ............. _ .. __ .... ___ ... _.. .
Supplies ......... _... ___ ................ _......... __ ..... .
Stationery ....... _................ __ ..... _ .. ___ . __ . _ . __ .. .
Specimens __________ ............•. ______ ·---····---····--Books and periodicals . . ................. __ .... __ ......... .
'fravel ......... _....................... _ . ____ .. ___ ....... .
Freight and cartage.--·· .... ______ ···------· ........ _____ _

$683.09
907.09
264.38
999.33
1,518.14
90.61
445.93

Total expenditure, July 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896 .............. - ..

4,908.57

Balance July 1, 1896 .........•... _____ . __ ... _.................. .

42.31

TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF THE APPROPRIATION FOR PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS,

1895.

Appropriation .. ___ .... _... _. _..... _..... _... _. ___ . _........ __ ..... _.. $143, 000. 00

Expenditures.
Salaries or compensation ... __ ... _.............. ____ ... ____ $126, 142. 26
Special or contract work ...................... ___ . . . . . . . . .
4, 064. 33
Total services ............ _..... _.......... _. _.... _.. 130,206.59
Supplies .............. __ .. _. _... _... _.. _____ .. ___ .. _______ _
3,183.65
Stationery .................. ______ ............ ________ ... .
1,076.00
Specimens ................ _....... _. __ .. _. _. ____ . __ ...... .
3,366.47
'rravel ....... - ... - - ..... - ..... -... -.. - - - - .... - - - - . -.. - . -- .
676.25
Freight ..... ............. __ ......... ___ ............ _..... .
1,915.91
Books .............. _..... __ ... _. __ ..... ___ .. __ . ____ . __ .. .
2,532.82
Total expenditure .... _........................... __ ......... __ ..

142,957.69

Balance July 1, 1896 ....................... ______ .......... ···-··

42.31

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES,

XXXIII

1894.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last annual report .......................... .
$0.09
Balance carried, under the provisions of Revised Statutes, section 3090, by the
Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus fund, June 30, 1896.
FURNITCRE AND :E'IXTDRES,

1895.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last anuua.l report .......................... .

$697.43

Expe'II d'ittwes.

Special services ............................................... .
$7.00
Miscellaneous:
Drawers, trays: ho:s:es ..................................... .
7.00
Frames, stands, etc ...... .. ........ ... .................... .
1. 25
Glass ..................................................... .
1. 25
Hardware ................................................ .
37.69
Tools ..................................................... .
1. 10
Cloth, cotton, etc . ................... . ....... .... ......... .
97.78
Giass jars ................................................ . 106.57
Lumber ......................... ~ ........................ . 143.36
Paints, oils, etc ........................................... .
38.24
Office fnrniture ........................................... . 241. 03
l\!Ietals ..................· .................................... .
6.24
Rubber and leather ....................................... .
5.79
Apparatus and chemicals ......... .......... ............... .
2.60
Total expenditure ................................................ .

696.90

Balance July 1, 1896 ...................•.........................

. 53

TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF THE APPROPRIATION FOR FURNITU1rn; AND :E'rXTUims,

1895.

Appropriation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10, 000. 00
Salaries or compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 609. 20
Special contract work.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93. 13
Total services ..•............................. ..........
Drawings ........................ ... .. . ...... .. ...... ....... .
Drawers, tra.ys, boxes ............. . ................ . .
Frames, stands, etc .......... .... ........................ .... .
Glass .............................. : . ....................... .
Hardware ................................................... .
Tools ....................................................... .
Cloth, cotton, etc ........................................... .
Glass jars ................................................... .
Lumber.~ .................................................. .
Paints, oils ................................................. .
Office furniture .............................................. .
Metals ...................................................... .
Rubber and leather •..•......................................
Iron brackets ............................................... .
Apparatus and chemicals ......................... . .. .... _... .

5,702.33
91. 25
678.79
68.25

47.15
5-17.99
64.79
117.78
354.89
J,:251.58
4.88.38
363.76
53.40
24.59
141. 94
2.60

Total expenditure.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9, 999.4. 7

Balance July 1, 1896.......... .. . . .... ... . .•..•. .. . . ... . ... . . . .. ..

• 33
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'EPORT OF TIIE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, .
lIEATI.i: G, L1Gll'l'ING, ET~.,

1894.

Ba.lance J•nl y 1, 1 95, as per last annual report .. . _. ____ .. _. _........... .
Habuct.1 carri tl, under the pl'Ovisions of Revised Statutes, section 300@, l>y the
Tre,a ury Department to the credit of tho surplus fund, June 30, 1896.
HEATING, LIGHTING, ELECTinc, A

n

TELEPHONI<:: SERVICE,

1895.

Balance July 1, 1 95, as 1>er last annual report ....................... ___ i1, 445. 07

E xpend itnres.
Special services .. _................. __ ...... __ ....... _.. _... _..
$6. 25
G~neral expenses:
Coal aud wood ........................ _....................
7. 76
Gas. : ...... ..... ..... . . .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .... .... . .....
101.26
Tel ephones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
158. 45
Electric supplies .......... _.... . __ .. __ .................... 1,114.82
Rental ot call boxes ..... .. . . ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30. 00
18.99
Heating supplies ... . .. ..• ............... ... ...............
6.40
'felegrams ................ . ...... _. ....................... .
Total expeucliturec .............................................. -

1, 443.92

Balance July 1, 1896 ..... _... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ....

1.15

TOTAL EXPENDlTURE 01•' TIIE APPROPRIATION :FOR HEATING, LIGHTING, ETC. ,

1895.

Appropriatio .... ___ . __ ........... _...... __ ..... _. _....... _.. ___ . _. . . . . $13, 000. 00

Expenditures.
Salaries .... _.. ____ ..... ·. _.. _......... . .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6, 177. 43
Special services. ____ ............................ __ .......... :
57. 50
Total services ............ . ............. . ..... _.... .... .
General expenses:
Coal and wood ... _........ __ ............. ..... .......... .
Gas ..................................................... .
Telephones ........................ .. .... ........ ....... .
Electric supplies ............. ~ ........................ _..
Rental of call boxes ...... _.............................. .
Heating supplies ........................................ .
T elegrams ............................ ............. ..... .

2,799.66
1,557.13
602.45
1, 325.57
120.00
346.40
12.71

Total exp enditure .... __ .. ................. _ ... _... ____ .... __ . . . . .

12, 998. 85

Balance July 1, 1896 ............ ___ .. . .. _......... __ .. __ ..... ___ ..

1. 15

NATIONAL MUSEUM: 13UILDING REPAIRS,

1895.

Balance July 1, 1895, as p er last report ........ __ ._ .. _.... _. __ ........ _. .

$13. 29

Disb11r8ements.
Advertising proposals ... ____ .... __ ........ __ .......................... .

8. 51

Balance July l, 1896 ............................................. .

4.78

NATIONAL MUl::iEUM: RENT OF WORKSHOPS,

1895.

Balance July 1, 1 95, as per last report ... ____ ........ _.......... _...... .

$52.54

Disb1tr8e-ments.
Rent .................... .. _........................................... .

40.00

Ba.lance J uly 1, 1896 .........................••..••••..•. _•.... _..

12.54

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

XXXV

ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY-SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 1896.

Receipts.
Appropriation l)y Congress "for maintenance of AstrophyAical Observatory under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries of assistants, apparatus, and miscellaneous expenses (sundry civil
act, March 2, 1895) ................ __ .. ____ .... ___ . ____ .... _ .. _.... ____ $9, 000. 00

Disbursernents from Jitly 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896.
Salaries or compensation:
$750.00
1 aidf6 months, at $125 ..... ·----· ....................... .
1.4 months 7 days, at $100 .. __ ..... _................. .
422.58
10½ mouths, at $100. _......................... . 1,050.00
1 assistant 27 days, at $100 .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ ....... ... _..
88.06
{
6 days, at $133.34 .... ______ ·----· ............. .
26.67
983.29
1 junior assistant{ll months 9 days, at $83.33 ......... _.. .
6 days, at $100 ... _.................... .
20.00
1 clerk, 1 month, at $100 .. ____ ·----- ................ . .... .
100.00
1 clerk, 5 months 6 days, at $60 __ . __ ..................... .
311. 61
390.00
1 instrument maker{ 6 mon th s, at $65 - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
121¼ days, at $65 . ___ ... . .... ... _.... .
290.08
1 instrument maker, 51¼ days, at $3.50 .................... .
179.38
clerk{2 months, at $35 .... ____ ..... ___ ................. .
70.00
1
2 months, at $40 .. ___ .. ___ ... _................... .
80.00
1 computer, 2 months six days, at $50 .................... .
110.00
41. 67
1 machinist, one-half .month, at $83.33 .................... .
1 machinist, lg- days, at $3 ........... _....... _........... .
4.88
1 steam :fitter, three-fourths cla~,, at $3 .................... .
2.25
1 steam :fitter, 5 days, at $3 .............................. .
15.00
1 carpenter, 30 days, at $3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
90.00
1 carpenter, 20¾ days, at $3 ........................ ...... .
62.25
82.50
1 carpenter, 27½ days, at $3 .............................. .
55.50
1 carpenter, 18½ days, at $3 .............................. .
17.82
1 skilled laborer, 7¼ cla~1 s, at $2.50 ...................... . . .
1 laborer, three-fourths chLy, at $2 . .... ......... ........ .. .
1. 50
366.75
1 laborer, 244½ clays, at $1.50 ............................. .
6.00
1 laborer, 4 clays, at $1.50 ................................ .
2.50
1 cleaner, 2½ days, at $1 .................................. .
Total salaries or compensation ...................... . 5,620.29
General expenses:
Apparatus ........................ ·............ . $1,233.60
Books and binding ....... __ ................... .
54.89
Building ................................... ___ .
9.00
Castings ..... _.... __ . _.. _............ __ .... __ ..
26.33
Freight .... ______ ............................. .
47.53
Heating apparatus ............................ .
330.81
Illustrations .... _............................. .
20.00
Lumber ..•.....................................
90.52
Office furniture .. _.................. _......... .
9.00
Postage and telegraph .... _................... .
5.18
Stationery .................................... .
19.02
718.63
Supplies .................. ... ...... ........... .
116.95
Traveling expenses ............................ .
2,681.46
Total disbursements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . .
Balance July 1, 1896 ... .........................•. _...

8, 301. 75
698.25

: : ~'VI

u. Ip Pl'

TH

E

ECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
BSERVATORY,

1895.

Ba.bu• .Jul, 1, lt' ~, a p rla·treport ..... ....... --··········----·--·-

$1,585.01

Vi b1mwm nts, Jitly 1, 1895, to June u01 1896.

n ra,l xp 11 1:1:
llparatns ............... _.............. __ .... ......... _... $931. 41
Book ..................... . ....... _... . ____ .. _____ ..... _. .
47. 56
Buihling ...... ____ ....... . _......... _... __ . _...... _. _.. . . . .
9. 80
l!'r i o-ht ........... ___ ............... __ . _...... ____ . . . . . . . . .
16. 23
lle:1ting a,ppar:1tns .. ........... . ................. _... .. . . .. 270. 00
Lumber···-··········-······-··-·············-······-·····
1.08
Postage au(l telegraph .. ...................... _____ . . . . . . . .
2. 48
nppli 'S . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ___ . . . . . . __ . . . . . . ____ . . . . _ . . . . . . . . · . 284. 43
Tr:weliug expeusos ......... ____ .. _........... _... ___ . . . . . . .
17. 60

1,580.59

B:.tlancc July 1, 1 96 .. ··-- .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... ....
ASTR0PIIYSICAL OBSERVATORY,

4.42

1894.

Balance July 1, 1 95, as per last report ... _. _...... . ............ - ... - - . .

$9.02

Disbursements.
Apparatus .. _..... __ ... ___ .... _..... ___ . ___ .. __ - .. - ............. - .. ·_· · ·

2.75

Balance carried, under the provisions of Revised Statutes, section 3090, by
the Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus fund, June 30, 1896 .

6. 27

NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK,

1886.

Appropriation by Congress "for continuing the construction of roads,
,vall,s, bri.dges, water sup-ply, sewerage, ancl drainage, and for grading,
planting, and otherwise improving the gronrnls, erecting and repairing
buildings and iuclosurcs for animals, and for administrative purposes,
care, subsistence, and trausport,ation of animals, including salaries or
compensation of all necessary employees, and general incidental expenses, not otherwise provide<.l for, iifty-ilve thousand dollars, one-half
of which sum shall be paicl from the revenues of t,he District of Colurnbia and the other ha,l f from tbe Treasury of the United States, and of
the sum hereby appropriated five tliomiaml dollars shall be used toward
the construction of a, road from the Holt mn,usion en trance ( on A.dams'
Mm road) into the park to connect with the roads now in existence,
iucluuing a bridge across l~ock Creek" (sundry civil act, March 2, 1895) $55,000.00

=====

Disbursements, July 1, 1895, to JHne 30, 1896:
Salaries or compensation:
1 superintendent, 12 moutl1s, at $208.33 ......... _......... $2,499. 96
1 property clerk, 12 months, at $125 _.......... _ ... _ . . . . . . t, 500. 00
1 clerk, 12 months, at $60 .................................·
720. 00
2,10. 00
1 messenger f 6 months, at $40 ....... _................... _.
l 6 months, at $50 ........... _ . ___ .... __ . . . . . .
300. 00
1 foreman, 12 months, at $75 ................ __ .. . . . . . . . . .
900. 00
1 a istant foreman, 11 months, at $60 ... _................
660. 00
Jll½ months, at $83.33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958. 29
L l l:ieacl keepert9 days, at $83.33 ....... _............ _......
25. 00
days, at $100 . . • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . • • . . • • .
20. 00

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Salaries or compensat.ion-Continued.
jllt months, at $50 ... __ . _______ .. ____ ... __
1 under keepert days, at $50 _.......................... .
6 days, at $60 .. _.- ................ _.... _..
lltmonths, at$50 . .. .................... .
1 under keeper 9 days, at $50 .................... __ ..... _
{
6 days, at $60 ____ ....................... .
11½ months, at $50 ........... ____ ........ .
1 under keeper 9 days, at $50 ................ _....... ___ .
{
6 days, at $60 ____ .................... ___ _
months, at $50 .... .. ____ .............. .
1 under keeper 21 days, at $50 ................... ____ ... .
6 days, at $2 ............... ... .......... .
rut months, at $50 ... _·__ ........ _........ .
1 under keeperl9 days, at $50 ........................... .
6 days, at $60 .......................... . .
1 keeper, 10 months, at $75 ................. _............. .
1 blacksmith, 12 months, at $75 ......................... .
1 assistant blacksmith, 12 mouths, a.t $GO ......... _....... .
1 carpenter, 12 months, at $75 ........................ _. _..
1 engineerf3t months, at $50 ............................. .
l1 day, at $50 .......... __ .................... _..
1 stenographer, 12 months, at $62.50 ...................... .
1 copyist, 3½ days, at $50 ... _.... _............ ........... . .
fll-½ months, at $15 ..........................-..
1 attendantl9 days, ~t $15 ............................... .
6 days, a,t $20 ............................. __ .
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 ......................... _..
1 watchman, 12 months, at $50 ........................... _
1 watchman, 12 months, at $GO ................ _.......... .
1 watchman, 3 months, at $50 ........... . .... .......... _.. .
1 night watchman, 12 months, at $50 ..................... .
11 months, at $45 ._............................. .
I laborer 9 days, at $45 .................................. .
{
6 days, at $50 . ................................. .
l laborer{2 months, at $45 ............ . ........... ....... .
6 months, at $50 ............................... .
I laborer, 12 months, at $50 .............................. .
11aborer, 12 months, at $50 ... ................. .......... .
I laborer, 12 months, at $50 .............................. .
I laborer, 11½ months, at $50 ............................. .
1 laborer, 12 mouths, at $35 .............................. .
1 ]aborer{4 months, at $fi0 ............................... .
15 days, at $50 ................ : . ..... _·_..... ___ _
I laborer, 6 days, at $60 .................................. .
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$575.00
15.00
12.00
575.00
15.00
12.00
575.00
15.00
12.00
550.00
34.35
12.00
575.00
15.00
12.00
750.00
900.00
720.00
900.00
175.00
1. 61
750.00
5.83
172.50
4.50
4.00
600.00
600.00
720.00
150.00
600.00
495.00
13.50
10.00
90.00
300.00
600.00
600.00
600.00
575.00
420.00
200.00
24.57
1-2.00

_Total salaries or compensation ....•..........................•.... $21, 821. 11
Misce1lancous:
Buildings............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Building material................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fencing and cage material . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Food ____ . _................ ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freight and transportation .......................... . ---Fuel . _. ___ ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lumber ......................................... - . . . . . . . .

158. 46
1, 04-2. 88
3, 779. 16
5, 686. 31
651. 68
614. 73
878. 27
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$442.49
1,386.57
237.37
182.12
721. 22
1,127.50
236.41
514.01
357.84
Totu,1 mi. c llaneou

$18, 017.02

\ ag of mechanic ancl lal>orers rmd hire of teams in constructino- building aml inclo nre. , laying water pipes, building 1·oa<ls,
gutter , and walks, l)bnting trees, and otherwise improving the
gr unds:
1 laboror, 27 days, at $2 ..... __ • ________ •• __ . __ • __ . _____ .•.... $54. 00
l laborer{35½ dass, at $2 .... ~ .. ___ ..... _... ________ ..... __ . __ 71. 00
531 days, at $1.50 ___ ...... _.... _.. _. ________ .. . . . . • • 80. 63
l laborer{264¾ days, at $2 ...................... ____ .•. __ .... __ 529. 50
26 days, at $1.50 .............. __ .. _____ .. _. __ . _ . __ . 39. 00
1 laborer, 193 days, at $1.50 ...... ______ .... ______________ .... 289.50
1 laborer, &tt days, at $1.50 . ____ ... ___ .... _ . __________ .... ___ 96. 75
1 laborer, 233¼- days, at $1.50 ....... _. _... ____ . __ .. ____ ... ___ • 349. 89
1 laborer, 120 days, at $1.50 . ____ .. . ___ ... __ ... ____ . ____ ..• __ • 180. 00
1 laborer, 184,t days, at $1.50 ............ ____ .... _____ .... ____ 276. 39
l laborer, 78 days, at $1.50 ______ ....... ____________ ...... --·- 117. 00
1 laborer, 160¼ days, at $1.50 ....... ____ .... ___ . ____ .... ______ 240. 38
1 laborer, 113½ days, a,t $1.50 ____________ ..... ______ ......•..• 170.25
1 laborer, 168¾ days, at $1.50 ......... _..... __ . _•............. 253. 13
1 laborer, 339 days, at $1.50 .. ____ ....... , .. ___ ... ____ --~- ..•. 508. 50
1 laborer,42 days, at $1.50 ............. ____________ .... ______ 63.00
1 laborer, 360¼- days, at $1.50 .. __ ......... __ .... _.. _....... __ • 540. 38
1 laborer, 170¼ clays, at $1.50 ................. _. __ ... ____ .. _.• .255. 37
1 laborer, 355 days; at $1.50 ............. _.... ___ ............ _ 532.-50
1 laborer, 234½ days, at $1.50 ............. _......... __ ..... ___ 351. 75
1 laborer, 46½ days, at $1.50 ................ ___ ... _.. _____ . . . . 69. 75
1 laborer, 32¼ clays, at $1.50 ... __ .... __ ....... __ .. __ .........• 48. 3~
1 laborer, 138 days, at $1.50 ... _.... __ .... __ ... _.... ___ .... ___ 207. 00
l•laborer, 67 days, at $1.50 ........ ___ ........ _... _____ ... _.•. 100. 50
1 laborer, 11 days, at$1.50 ______ ............................• 16. 50
1 laborer, 35¾ days, at $1.50 ........ ___ .... _. ____ ..... __ . _ ... _ 53. 63
1 laborer, 17 days, at $1.50 ... __ ......•. _ ....... __ ... __ .... •.• 25. 50
l laborer{138½ days, at $1.50 .. __ ... _...... _....... _. _ . __ . ___ . 207. 75
125 days, at$1.2:5 ...... -----· ............ ______ .... 156.25
l laborer{112 days, at $1.50 ...... ___ ... __ .... ___ .. _....... _. _ 167. 99
, 50½ days, at $1.25 .... ____________ ··---· ...... ______ 63.12
l laborerf184¼ days, at $1.50 ...... _. _......... ____ ..•..... ___ 276. 38
\21 days, at $1.25 ............ _.... __ ... ____ ......... 26. 25
1 laboror, 4~~ days, at $1.25 ... _..... _. _. _..... _...... _.. ____ . 53. 12
l laborer, 366 days, at $1.25 ... _... _________ ... ___ .. _____ . --~- 457. 50
l la1Jor r, 97¼ days, at $1.25 ... _... ___ . _: __ .. _. _. ____ .. _.... _. 121. 57
1 la1Jorcr, 18 days, at $1.25 ........ _ ........ __ ..... _.. ___ .... _ 22. 50
1 laborer, 12! days, at $1.25 ............. _....... _. _...... _... 15. 94
1 laborer, 12¾ <lays, at $1.2G ...... _. _......... _.. _.. _. . . . . . . . . 15. 94
1 laborer, 201 days, at $1.25 .... _................ __ .•. . • . • . . • • 25. 94

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Wages of mechanics aml laborers, etc.-Continued.
1 laborer, 34 days, at $1.25 .................................. . $42.50
1 laborer, 20 days, at $1.25 .................................. . 25.00
1 laborer, 25 d ays, at $1.25 .......... .. ....................... . 31. 25
1 laborer, 22 days, at $1.2G .................................. . 27.50
l faborer, 34 days, at $1.25 .................................. . 42.50
1 laborer, 229¾ days, at $1.25 .. .............................. . 287.18 .
1 l aborer, 80¼ days, at $1.25 ................................. . 100.31
1 laborer, 74½ days, at $1.25 .................. ·............... . 93.12
1 laborer, 180¼ days, at $1.25 ................................ . 225.93
1 laborer, 35 days, at $1.25 .................................. . 43.75
1 laborer, 10 days, at $1.25 .................................. . 12.50
1 laborer , 13 clays, at $1.25 .................................. . 16.25
1 laborer, 41¾ days, at $1.25 ................................. . 52.19
1 laboi;er, 19¾ days, at $1.25 . ................................ . 24.69
11aborer, 8 days, at $1.25 ................................... . 10.00
1 laborer, 12 days, at $1.25 ................ .. ................. . 15.00
1 laborer, 71¼ days, at $1.23 ................................. . 89.07
1 laborer{44½ days, at $1.25 .................. -- ............. . 55.63
112 days, at $1. ................................... . 112.00
111 days, at $1.25 ................................. . Ul8. 75
1 laborer 12 days, at $1. .................................... . 12.00
{
124-t days, at 75 cents ............................. . 93.19
1 laborer, 13½ days, at $1. ................................... . 13.50
l faborer, 5 days, at $1 ...................................... .
5.00
1 laborer, 20 days, at $1 ..................................... . 20.00
{laborer, 12½ days, at $1.50 ................................. _ 18.75
1
carpenter, 39 days, at $2.50 ........ . ...................... . 97.50
i{laborer, 3l days, at $1.50 ............ . ..................... . 46.50
carpenter, 7 days, at $2.50 ................................ . 17.50
1 carpenter, 12 days, at $2.50 ................................ . 30.00
1 carpenter, 35 days, at $2.50 ................... .... ......... . 87.50
1 carpenter, 14 days, at $2.50 .................. .. ............ . 35.00
1 engineer, 13 days, at $2.50 ................................. . 32.50
1 engineer, 24 days, at $2.50 ................................. . 60.00
1 engineer, 14 days, at $2.50 ................................. . 35.00
1 painter, 6 days, at $3 ...................................... . 18.00
1 paintEk, 32 days, at $3 ..................................... . 96.00
1 painter, 5¾ days, at $3 ..................................... . 17.25
1 paintm-, 14 days, at $3 ..................................... . 42.00
1 stonecutter, 3¼ days, at $4 ................................. . 13.00
1 wagon and t eam, 38½ days, at $3.50 ........................ . 134.75
1 wagon and team, 2½ days, ait $3.50 ......................... .
8.75
1 wagon and team, 12 days, at $3.50 ................... .. .... . 42.00
1 wagon and team, 88¼ days, at $3.50 ........................ . 308.88
1 horse and cart, 63¼ days, at $1. 75 .......................... . 110.69
.88
1 horse and cart, one-half day, at $1.75 ....................... .
1 horse and cart, 8 days, at $1. 75 ............................ . 14.00
1 horse and cart, 8½ clays, at $1. 75 ........................... . 14.88
1 horse aucl cart, 7¾ days, at $1. 75 ........................... . 13.57
1 horse, 70 days, at 60 cents ................................. . 35.00
1 horse, 41 days, at 50 cents ........ . ........... . ............ . 20.50
1 water boy, 62 days, at 75 cents ............. ..... . ... ...... . 46.50
1 water bo.y, 34¼ days, at 50 con ts ........................... . 17.13
1 water boy, 50 days, at 50 cents ............................ . 25.00
1 water boy, 50¾ days, at 50 cents ........................... . 25.38
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$15.00
.50
. 50
6.50
. 5()

102.65
91. 65
124. 80
157.00
93.01
75.48
5.87

E

Total tli lrnrsernen ts . - - ... - - . - - - ... - - ... - - - - - ---- - .. - - .... - - - - - - .. --- -..........

50,694.74

Balanc J nly 1, 1 96 .... _... ____ . ____ . __ ... _. __ .. _. _..... ·..... __ ..

4, 305. 26

TRAN 1~ AND DRIVEWAY, ZOOLOGICAL PARK, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

1896.
Balance July 1, 1895, as -per last report ____________ ................ _____

1895

AND

$2,224.67

Disbn1·se1nents.
Saln.ries or compensation:
$25.93
1 assistant engineer , fonr twenty-sevenths of a month, at$175
20.25
1 cbainman, 9 days, at $2.25. _. _ ... __ .. ___ .............. - - - 23.32
1 rod.man, 11 days, at $780 per n,nnum ............. _....... .
-60.00
1 assisfatnt foreman, 1 mont.h, at $60 .... _................ - 76.12
1 wagon and team, 21¾ days, at $3.50 .......... _.......... .
8.75
1 horse ancl cart, 5 days, a,t $1.75 ....... _ . _.............. .
37.50
l la1)orer, 25 days, at $1.50 ..... __ ............ _.......... . .
20.63
1 lal)orer, 13¼ clays, at $1.50 . ........... ..... . ______ ...... .
6.00
1 ln.borer, 4 clays, at $1.50 .. ___ .... . ...... . .. _............ .
34.50
11al)Orer, 23 days, at $1.50 .................. ___ .......... .
37.88
1 laborer, 25¼ da,ys, a.t $1.50 .. _........... ... .......... __ ..
36.00
1 laborer, 24 days, a.t $1.50 .. _...................... __ .... _
25.00
1 laborer, one-ha1fmontl1, at$50 ______ ................... .
33.37
1 laborer, 22¼ days, a,t $1.50 ...... _............... _....... .
22.50
l laborer, one-half month, at $45 ........... __ .......... _. _
36.75
1 la.borer, 24½ days, at $1.50 ......... __ ............ _....... _
l la,borer, 21 days, at$1.25 .......... _____________________ _
26.25
l la,borer, 13t days, at $1.25 . _. _.... ___ ..... _.. ____ .. ____ . _
16.88
1 laborer, 17¼ clays, at $1.25 .... _...... _.... __ .... _..... __ .
21. 56
1 laborer, 27½ days, at $1.25 ..................... _________ _
34.37
1 laborer, 10 days, at $1.25 ........ __ ... ____ . _. . __ • __ . ___ ..
12.50
1 water boy, 27 <lays, at 75 centA ............... __ . _.... __ .
20.25
Total salaries or compensation ............ __ ... _.. __ ... .
636.31
General expenses:
Freight ......................... _. __ .. . _. __ . ____ _
$1. 70
Gracling, etc ..................................... 1,161.17
Lumber ..... .... .... .... ...... .... .. . . .... .......
31.58
Miscellaneons BUJ)p1 ic!i ........ ................ ___
10. 92
Surveying, maps, etc ....•... _.................. _.
287. 50
- - - - 1,492,87
Total <1is1mn,ement.8 ................. __ . _........ _............ _.. .

$2,129.18

Ba1anee July 1, 1 !JG .................... __ .......•.......... ·---··

95.49

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PAHK,

XLI

1895.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last report ..... __ . _____ .. ___ . __ .. ___ ... ____ .

Disbnrsements.
Buil<ling material .. ____ ... __ ...... ____ ... ___ . ....... __ ... __ . __
:Food ...... ____ . ____ . . _. _ . ____ .. ____ .______ . __________________ _
Fencing and cage material .................. . .... . ....... _.. __
Freight and transportation . _....... ..... ..... .. ...... .. ...... .
. Lumber _______ . __________ .......... .. .. .. ____ ............... .
Miscellaneous .... ____ ..................................... ... .
Paints, oils, glass, etc .............................. . ......... .
Postage, telegraph, and televlione ......... .. . ................ .
Stationery, books, printing, etc .............................. .
Surveying plans, etc •.................... .....................
TraYeling expenses .•.. -.......................... . ........... .
Trees, plants, etc .................................. .. ........ .
Water supply, sewerage, etc . .. ... . . ................... .. ..... .

$ L, 083, 96

$3.63
44-9. 36
10,68
338.4-1
1. 10
26.38
2.40
48.09 _
20.03
130.00
39.65
10.55
1. 20

Total disbursements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .•••..

1, 081.48

Balance July 1, 1896 ...... .... . ...... ...... ...... .. .. ...... ......

2.48

NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK,

1894.

Balance July 1, 1895, as per last report ......... ...... . ............. ___ _

Disbursements.
Stationery, books, printing, etc ...••....•.....................
Surveying, plans, etc ........................................ .

$240.66

$0.71
239.95
240.66

TI.ECA Pl TULA TION.

The total amount of funds administered by the Tnstitntion during the year ending
June 30, 1896, appears from the foregoing statements and the account books to hav e
been as follows:
SrnithsQnian Institution.
From balance of la.st year, July 1, 1895 .........•............ $G3, 001. 74
(Including cash from executors of Dr. J. IT. Kidder) .. _.. _................................. . .... $5, 000. 00
(Incln<ling cash from gift of Alex. Grn.ba,m Bell)... 5, 000. 00

10, 000.00
From interest on Smithsonian fund for the yen.r....... . . . . . . . 54,715.00
From sales of publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162. 15
From repayments of freight, etc...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 312. 46
Interest on West Shore bon<ls ...... .... ...... .... ..... ......
1,680.00
----$125,871.35

Appropriations committed by Congress to the ca.re of the In stitution .
International Exchanges-Smithsonian Institution:
From balance of 1893-94 .............. - ................. .
From balance of 1894-95 ............. . ................. .
From appropriation for 1895-96 ..........................
0

North American Ethnology:
From balance of last year, July 1, 189u . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •
From appropriation for 1895-96.. .... .... .••••• ..•••. ..••

$0. 10
2.01
17,000.00
- - - - $17,002.11
5, 680. 15
4-0, 000. 00
45,680.15

Tr\

MM ITT EE.

nm:
.. . ... .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ....
f 1 t \-

1

$235. 27
4, 950. 88
143 225.00
···· ------ ----- - ------ ------~--$14~41Ll5

•• • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • _ _ _ _

_ __ • . • • • •

37.82
12,000.00
. 09
697.43
12,500.00
ll

12,037.82

13,197.52

. 76
14,445.83

R nt or work. hop etc.-Mns um:
52.54
.E rom balance of 1 9-1-95 ........... - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - •
-.:~
· t·10n f or 189-o-~,"G . ............. -----· ---·-· _____
900. 00
.er m appropna
_
Po ta.ge-Museum:
From approprh1,tion for 1895-96 ....•...... ----·· ---- - ---- · -----· ••••
Building repairs-Museum:
From appropri ation fox 1894-95 .........•. _.. . . . . . . . . . • . .
. 13. 2 9
,:~
·
t'
f
1895
96
.
.
4, ___
000 ·_
00
-" rom appropna 1011. or
- .. .......•....... - - - - - - - · · _ _

952.54
500. 00

4,013.29

National Zoological Park:
From balance of 1893-94. ____ ..•....... _••• __ ..•.. _ ...• - 240. 66
1, 083. 96
·From balance of 1894-95 .. __ . _........ __ .. ____ .... __ . . • . .
From apl)l'Opriation for 1895-96 . - . - .. - .. - •• - . - - - - - - · - - · - · ~ ' OOO. O~ 56, 324-. 62
Entrance and uriveway, Zoological Park, District of Columbia:
2,224.67
Balance from aJ)propriation, 1895-96 .......••..... - . - • - - - -· - - - · - • - - Fire protection-Smithsonian Institution and National Musenm:
800.00
From aJ)J)ropriation for 1895-96 ................... ---· ---· ----·· ·· ··
Astro-Physical Observatory, Smithsonian Institution:
$9.02
From balance of 1893-94 ....••........•... ___ ........... .
From balance of 1894-95. ____________ .... ____ ........... .
1,585.01
9,000.00
From aJ)propriation for 1895-96 .......... ___ .. _......... .
10,594.03
SUMMARY.

Smithsonian Institution .. ____ ........ _•.•... _.. _._. ____ ..... 125,871.35
Exchanges ........ ___ ... _.. ____ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 002. 11
Ethnology .. __ ........ . .. __ . _.... _. _............... _... _. _.. 45, 680. 15
Preservation of collectiono __ ... __ ... ... _... ____ ............. 148, 411. 15
Printing •....................... _....... _...... _....... _. _.. 12,037.82
Furniture and fixtures .......... _........................... 13,197. 52
Heating and 1igbting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,445. 83
Rent of workshop ... . ........ _..... _....... _........ __ . . . . . .
952. 54
Postage ........... ______ ................ ________ ........ ____
500.00
National Mnseum, builcling repairs ...... ___ .... _.... _... . . . .
4,013.29
Fire -prntection, Smithsonian I nstitution and National Museun1 ............. _......... ___ ... _......•.. ... .. _..... _..
800. 00
National Zoolo~ical Pa:rk ...•.... __ ........ ____ .•... .. . . . .... 56,324.62
Entrance an!l driveway, Zoological Park ......... _.. _. . . . . . . 2, 224. 67
Astro-Phys1cal bserva.tory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,591.03
~ - - - 452,055.08

:xtnt

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMi'.rTEE.

The committee has examined the vouchers for payment from the
Smithsonian income during the year ending June 30, 1896, each of
which bears the approval of the Secretary, or, in his absence, of the
acting secretary, and a certificate that the materials and services
charged were applied to the purposes of the In~titution.
The committee has also examined the accounts of the several appropriations committed by Congress to the Institution, and finds that the
balances hereinbefore given correspond with the certificates of the disbursing clerk of the Smithsonian Institution, whose appointment as
such disbursing officer has been accepted and his bond approved by
the Secretary of the Treasury.
The quarterly accounts current, the vouchers, and journals have been
examined and found correct.
Statement of regular income from the S·mithsonian fund available for use in the yea1· encling
June 30, 1897.
Balance on hand June 30, 1896 ..............•••••........•.............. $57,065.78
(Including cash from executors of J. H. Kidder)...... . . . . . . . . $5, 000. 00
(Including cash from Dr. Alex. Graham Bell)........... .. . . • . 5,000.00
10,000.00

Interest due ancl receivable July 1, .1896 ....................... 27,360.00
Interest due and receivaule January 1, 1897 ...............•.. 27,360.00
Interest, West Shore Railroad bonds, due July 1, 1896 . . . . . . . .
840. 00
Interest, West Shore Railroad bonds, due January 1, 1897.....
84-0. 00
56,400.00

Total available for the year ending June 30, 1897 ..•.•............ 113_,465. 78

Respectfully submitted.

J: B.

HENDERSON,

WM. L. WILSON,
GARDINER G. HUBBARD,

W .A.SHINGTON, D.

c., January 18, 1897.

Executive Oomm,ittee.

ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS RELATIVE TO THE
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, NATIONAL MUSEUM, ETC.
(In continuation from previous reports.)

[Fifty-fourth Congress, first session, December 2, 1895, to June 11, 1896.J
SMITHSONIAN INSTI'l'U'l'ION.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representcitives of the United
States of America, in Congress assembled, That the vacancy in the Board
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, of the class other than
Members of Congress, shall be filled by the appoiutrucnt· of William
L. Wilson, of the State of West Virginia, in place of Henry Coppee,
deceased. (Joint Resolution, approved January 14, H\9G, Statutes of
the Fifty-fourth Congress, p. 461.)
INTERNA'l'IONAL EXCHANGES.

International _Exchanges.-For expenses of the system of international
exchanges between the United States and foreign countries, under the
direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries or compensation of all llecessary employees, nineteen thousand dollars. (Sundry
civil appropriation act, approved June 11, 1896, Statutes of the Fiftyfourth Congress, p. 425.)
United States Geological Survey.-For the purchase of necessary books
for the library, aud the payment for tlie transmission of public documents through the Smithsonian exchange, two thousand dollars. (Sun dry civil appropriation act, approved June 11, 1896, Statutes of the
Fifty-fourth Congress, p. 436.)
War Department.-For the transportation of reports and maps to
foreign countries through the Smithsonian Institution, one hundred
dollars. (Sundry civil appropriation act, approved J uue 11, 1896, Statutes of the Fifty-fourth Congress, p. 444.)
Naval Observatory.-For repairs to buildings, fixtures, and fences;
furniture, gas, chemicals, and stationery; freight (includin g transmission of public documents through the Smithsonian exchange); foreign
postage and expressage; plants, fertilizers, and all contiugeut expenses,
two thousand five hundred dollars. (Legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation act, approved May 28, 1896, St~tutes of the Fifty.fourth Congress, p. 166.)
XLV
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~ ud appliances required for the exhipin · r th c ll ctions of the National Museum,
r · mp n 'a,tion of all necessary employees, :fifteen
1 r ex en e of beating, lighting, electrical, telegraphic, and telephonic service for the National M.n emu, thirteen thousand dollars.
For continuing the pre ervation, exhibition, and 1ncrease of the collection from the surveying and exploring expeditions of the G~vernment and from other sources, inclu<l.ing salaries or compensation of all
neces ' ary employees, one hundred and fifty-three thousand two hundred
and twenty-five dollars.
For repairs to buildings, shops, and sheds, N ationa,1 Museum, iucluding all necessary labor and material, four thousand dollars.
For rent of workshops for the National Museum, two thousand dollars.
For postage stamps and foreign postal cards for the National Museum,
five hundred dollars.
For the erection of galleries in two or more halls of the National
Museum building, said galleries to be constructed of .iron beams, supported by iron pillars, and protected by iron railings, and provided
with suitable staircases, the work to be done under the direction of the
Architect of the Capitol, and in accordance with the approval of the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, eight thousand dollars.
(Sundry civil appropriation act, approved June 11, 1896, Statutes of the
Fifty-fourth Congress, page 425.)
Public Printing and Binding.-For the Smithsouian Institution, for
printing labels and blanks, and for the" Bulletins" and annual volumes
of the "Proceedings" of the National Museum, the editions of which
shall not be less than three thousand copies, and binding scientific
books and pamphlets presented to and acquired by the National
Museum Library, twelve thousand dollars. (Sundry civil appropriation
act, a-pproved June 11, 1896, Statutes of the Fifty-fourth Congress, P·
453.)
To enable the National Museum to refund to the Honora.ble A. D.
Straus, ~onsul-general of the Re-pu1?lic of Nicaragua at New York, the
amount expended by bim in connection with the transportation of a
collection of antique pottery to Washington city, said collection being
the gi~ of the Pre iclent of the Republic of Nicaragua to the National
Museum, being for the service of th fl.seal year eighteen hundred and
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ninety-five, one hundred and twentY. dollars. (Deficiency appropriation act, approved June 8, 1896, Statutes of the Fifty-fourth Congress,
p. 279.)
NOR'l'H AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY.

For continuing ethnological researches among the American Indians,
under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries
or compensation of all necessary employees, forty-five thousand dollars, of which sum not exceeding one thousand dollars may be used for
re.nt of building. (Sundry civil appropriation act, approved June 11,
1896, Statutes of the Fifty-fourth Congress, p. 425.)
Olairns allowed by the Auditor of the Treasury Department.-For
North American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, four dollars and
seventy-seven cents. (Deficiency appropriation act, approved June 8,
1896, Statutes of the Fifty-fourth Congress, p. 307.)
AS TROPHY SICA.L OBSERV .A.TORY.

For maintenance of Astrophysical Observatory, under the direction
of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries of assistants, apparatus, and miscellaneous expenses, ten thousand dollars. (Sundry
civil appropriation act, approved June 11, 1896, Statutes of the Fiftyfourth Congress, p. 425.
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK.

For continuing the construction of roads, walks, bridges, water supply, sewerage, and drainage, an<l for grading, planting, and otherwise
improving the grounds, erecting, and repairing buildings and inclosures, care, subsistence, transportation of animals, including salaries
or compensation of all necessary employees, and general incideutal
expenses not otherwise provided. for., sixty-seven thousand dollars;
one-half of which sum shall be paid from the revenues of the District
of Columbia and the other half from the Treasury of the United States;
and of the sum hereby appropriated five thousaud dollars shall be used
for continuing the entrance into the Zoological Park from Woodley
lane, and opening driveway into Zoological Park from said entrance
along the bank of Rock Creek, and :fl. ve thousand dollars shall be used
toward the construction of a road from the Holt Mansion entrance (on
Adams Mill road) into the park to connect with the roads now in existence, including a bridge across Rock Creek. (Sundry civil appropriation act, approved June 11, 1896, Statutes of the Fifty-fourth Congress,
p. 425.)
For repairs to the Holt Mansion, to make the same suitable for occupancy, and for office furniture, including the accounts set forth hereunder in House Document numbered Three hundred and twenty-four
of this session, four hundred and twenty-six dollars and fifty-seven
cents.
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Wher a it i Ll irable t encourage the holding of a transmississippi
aud int ruational x.1)0 ition at the city of Omaha, in the State of
Nebraska, in tlle y ar eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, for the
exhibition of tlie resources of the United States of America and the
progre and civilization of the Wes tern Hemisphere, and for a display
of the a1-ts, industries, manufactures, and products of the soil, mine, autl
sea; and
Whereas it is desirable that an exhibition shall be made of the great
staples of the transmisRissippi region which coutributes so largely to
domestic and international commerce; and
·
Whereas encouragement should be given to an exhibit of the arts,
industries, manufactures, and products, illustrative of the progress a nd
development of that and other sections of the country; and
Whereas such exhibition should be national as well as iuternational
in its charncter, in which the people of this country, of Mexico, the
Central and Sonth American Governments, and other States of tlJe
world should participate, and should, therefore, have the sanction of
the Congress of the United States; and
·
Whereas it is desirable and \Vill be highly beneficial to bring together
at such an e_x position, to be held at a, central position in the western
-part of tlle U11ited States, the people of the .United States and other
States of this continent; and
Whereas the 'rransmississippi and International Exposition Association bas undertaken to bo1d such exposition, beginning on the first day
of June, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and closing on the first
clay of November, eigltteen hundred and ninety-eight: Therefore,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
8tcites of America in Congress assembled, That a transmississippi and
international exposition shall be held at the city of Omaha, in the State
of Nebraska, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, under the
auspices of the Transmississippi and International Exposition Association: Provided, That the nited State shall not be liable for any of
the expen. e attending or incident to such ex osition, nor by reason of
the same,
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SEC. 2. That all articles which shall be imported from foreign coun- '.
tries for the sole purpose of exhibition at said exposition upon which '
there shall be a tariff or customs duty shall be admitted free of payment
of duty, customs fees, or charges, under such reguiation as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe; but it shall be lawful at any time
during the exhibition to sell for delivery at the close thereof any goods
or property imported for and actually on exhibition in the exhibition
building, or o~ the grounds, subject to such regulation for the security
of the revenue and for the collection of import duties as the Secretary
of the Treasury shall prescribe: Provided, That all such articles when
sold or withdrawn for con~urnption in the United States shall be subject to the duty, if any, imposed upon such article by the revenue laws
ju force at the date of importation, and all penalties prescribed by law
shall be applied and enforced against the persons who may be guilty
of any illegal sale or withdrawal.
SEC. 3. That there shall be exhibited at said exposition by the Government of the United States, from its Executive Departments, the
Smithsonian Insti,tution, the United States Fish Commission, and the
National Museum, such articles and material as illustrate the function
and administrative faculty of the Government in time of peace, and
its resources as a war power, tending to demonstrate the nature of our
institutions and their adaptions to the wants of the people; and to
secure a_complete and harmonious arrangement of such Government
exhibit a board shall be created, to be charged with the selection, preparation, arran_g ement, safe keeping, and exhibition of such articles aud
materials as the heads of the several Departments and the directors of
the Smithsonian Institution and National Musenm may respectively
decide shall be embraced in said Government exhibit. The President
may also designate additional articles for exhibit10n. Such board shall
be composed of one person to be named by the head of each Executive
Department and Museum and by the President of the United States.
The President shall name the chairman of said board, and the board
itself shall select such other officers as it may deem necessary.
SEC. 4. That the Secretary of the Treasury shaU cause a suitable
building or buildings to be erected on the site selected for the transmississippi and international exposition for the Government exhibits,
and he is hereby authorized and directed to contract therefor, in the
same manner and under the same regulations as for other public
buildings of the United States; but the contract for said building
or buildings shall not exceed tbe sum of fifty thousand dollars. The
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and required to disposf- of such
building or buildings, or the material composing the same, at the close
of the exposition, giving preference to the city of Omaha, or to the said
Transmississippi and International Exposition Association, to purchase
the same at an appraised value to be ascertained in such manner as may
be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury.
,·
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be liable on account of said
in i l nt t , or growing out of same, except
i n f tb building or buildings hereinbefore provided
f
yin · the xpense of transportation, care
y h Government, and the maintenance of
r lmildi11 o' and tlle safe return of articles belonging
Y rnment e 'hi it, and other contingent expenses to be
" Ir , d y tb
r tary f the 'l'reasury up'on itemized accounts and
nd tll total co t of aid building or buildings shall not
l tll
um of fifty th usand do1lars; nor sha11 the expenses of
aid
v rnm nt xhibit for each and every purpose connected therewith, inclu ling tbe tran portation of same to Omaha and from Omaha
to Wasbington, exceed the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollar , amounting in all to not exceeding the sum of two hundred thousand dollars: Provided, That no liability against the Government shall
be incurred, and no expenditure of money under this Act shall be
made, until the offieers of said exposition sba1l have furnished the
Secretary of the Treasury proofs to bis satisfaction that there bas been
obtained by said expositi.;n corporation subscriptions of stock in good
faith, contributions, donations, or appropriations from all sources for
the purposes of said exposition a sum aggregating not less than two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
SEC. 6. That tbe commission appointed under this Act shall not be
entitled to any compensation for their services out of the Treasury of
the United States, except their actual expenses for transportation and
a reasonable sum to be fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury for subsistence for each day they are necessarily absent from home on the
business of said commission." The officers of said commission shall
receive such compensation as may be fixed by said commission, subje?t
to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, which shall be paid
out of -the sums appropriated by Congress in aid of such exposition.
SEC. 7. That medals, with appropriate devices, emblems, and ·i nscriptions commemorative of said transmississippi and international exposition and of the awards to be made to the exhibitors thereat, shall be
prepared at some miut of the United States, for the board of directors
thereof, subject to the -provisions of the fifty-second section of the coinage Act of eighteen hundred aml 11inety-tbre.e, upon the payment of a
sum not less than the cost thereof; and all the provisions, whether
penal or otherwise, of said coinage Act against the counterfeiting or
imitating o: coins of the 'Gnited States, shall apply to the medals
struck and l" ued under t11is Act.
SE~. 8. That the Un~ted State shall not in any manner, nor under
and cucuns~ances, be_ hable for any of the acts, doings, proceedings, or
representations of said Tran mis. is ippi and International Exposition
Ali ociation, it officers, agents, servants or employees or any of them
.
. , labor, or wages 'of said officers
' agents serv-'
or -£or ·ervice,
sal ane
i i n f r • l\
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ants, or employees, or any of them, or for any subscriptions to the
capital stock, or for any certificates of stock, bonds, mortgages, or
obligations of any kind issued by said corporation, or for any debts,
liabilities, or expenses of any kind whatever attending such corporation
or accruing by reason of the same.
That nothing in this Act shall be so construed as to create any
liability of the United States, direct or indirect, for any debt or obligation incurred, nor for any claim for aid or pecuniary assistance from
Congress or the Treasury of the United States in support or liquidation of any debts or obligations created by said commission in excess
of appropriations made by Congress therefor.
(Approved, June 10, 1896, Statutes of the Fifty-fourth Congress, first
s ession, p. 382.)

REPORT

S. P. LANG LEY,
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
.FOR THE YEAR ENDING .JU NE 30, 1896.

1 10 the Board of Regents of the Srnithsonian Institution.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the
operations of the Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June 30,
1896, including the work placed by Congress under its supervision in
the National Museum, the Bureau of Ethnology, the Buteau of International Exchanges, the National Zoological Park, and the Astrophysical
Observatory.
I have, as is customary, given briefly in the body of the report an
account of the affairs of the Institution and of its bureaus for the year,
r eserving for the appendix the more detailed reports from those in
charge of the different branches of work.
The full report upon the National Museum by the assistant secret a ry, Dr. G. Brown Goode, occupies a separate volume (Report of the
Smithsonian Institution, National Museum, 1896).
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
THE EST.A.BLISHMEN'l'. ·
The Smithsonian Establishment, as organized at the end of the fiscal
year, consisted of the following ex officio members:
GROVER CLEVELAND, President of the United States.
ADLAI E. STEVENSON, Vice-President of the United States.
MELVILLE W. FULLER, Chief Justic~ of the Supreme. Court ·of
the United States.
RICH.A.RD OLNEY, Secretary of State.
JOHN G. CARLISLE, Secretary of the Treasury.
DANIELS. LAMONT, Secretary of War.
JUDSON HARMON, Attorney-General.
WILLIAM L. WILSON, Postrnaster-General.
HILARY A. HERBERT, Secretary of the Navy.
HoKE SMITH, Secretary of the Interior.
J. STERLING MOR'l'C>N, Secretary of Agriculture.
SM 96--1
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u of the Board of R egents adopted
nual meeting occurs on t he fourth
met on January 22, 1896, at 10
r eedings will be foun d, as hitherto,
ard to Congress, though reference is
veral matters upon which action was
mb r 1 , 1 5, enator S. M. Cullom, of Illinoi s, was reap. n by tbe re ident of the Senate, and on December 20,
k r of the House reappointed Hon. Joseph W heeler, of
Alabamc , and
n. R.R. itt, of Illinois, and appointe<l Hon. Robe_rt
Adam.,, jr., of Pennsylvania. Ron. William L. Wilson, of W est Virginia, a former Regent, was again appointed by joint resolution of Cougre s, approved by the President January 14, 1896, as successor to the
late Dr. Ooppee.
The Board elected Hon. William L. Wilson and Hon. Gardiner G.
Hubbard as members of the executive committee, with Hon. J .B. Henderson as chairman.
Formal action in memory of ·D r. Ooppee, who died on March 21, 1~n5,
was taken by the Regents at the above meeting, when the followrng
resolutions were unanimously adopted;
Whereas the members of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution are called to mourn the death of th~ir colleague, the late
Henry Ooppee, LL.D., acting president of Lehigh. University, ~or
twenty years a Regent of the Institution, and long a member of its
executive committee:
Resolved, That the Board of Regents feel sincere sorrow in the loss
of one whose distinguished career as a soldier, a man of letter~, 81111t
whose services in the promotion of education command their b1gheS
respect and admiration .
. Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Ooppee the Smithsonian ~nstitut1on and the Board of Regents have suffered the loss of a tried anu
valued friend, a wise and J)rudent counsellor, whose genial courtesy,_
well-stored, disciplined mind, and sincere devotion to the interests of
the Institution will be ever remembered.
· Resolt,ed, That these resolutions be recorded ju the Journal of the
Proceedings of the Board, and that the Secretary be requested to send
a copy to t:trn fa:mily of their ~eparte.d associate and friend, in token of
sympathy m this common ·affliction.
ADMINISTRATION .

. I_have already remarked that the expenses borne by the Institution
mcidental to its administration of Government trusts are not specifically provided for by any of the present appropriations and that I
deemed it in the interest of economy that au appropriation 'be asked to
cover the ~ ~terns, ~hich can not be done under their present terms,
but no decunve action has as yet been taken in this matter.
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On June 16 the President of the United States directed that the
classified civil service be extended to include the several bureaus of
the Smithsonian Institution, and in accordance therewith the employees
of the National Museum, Zoological Park, Bureau of Exchanges,
Bureau of Ethnology, and Astrophysical Observatory were, on June
30, 1896, made subject to the civil service rules.
FINANCES.

The permanent funds of the Institution are as follows:
Bequest of Smithson,1846 ............._.................... ··---- ...... $515,169.00
Residuary legacy of Smithson, 1867 ...... _____ .. ____ ... __________ . _ . ___ 26, 210. 63
Deposits from savings of income, 1867 .. ____ ... __ ... ____ .. __ .. _. . . . . . . . 108, 620. 37
Bequest of James Hamilton, 1875 ...... ___ .. ____ ... ___ .. __ . _. $1,000.00
Accumulated interest on Hamilton fund, 1895 ....... _...... _. 1, 000. 00
2,000.00
Bequest of Simeon Habel, 1880 ............... -.. .............. _. _.... ___
500. 00
Deposits from proceeds of sale of bonds, 1881 .... _. _. __ ..... ___ ... _____ 51,500. 00
Gift of Thomas G. Hodgkins, 189L .................... ___ . ... . . . . . . . . . 200,000.00
Portion of residuary legacy, T. G. Hodgkins, 1894 ................... __ .
8, 000. 00
Total permanent fund __ ................................ __ .. . . . .

912, 000. 00

The Regents also hold certain approved railroad bonds, forming a
part of the fund established by Mr. Hodgkins for investigations of
the properties .of atmospheric air.
By act of Congress approved by the President March 12, 1894, an
amendment was made to section 5591 of the Revised Statutes, the fun<lamental act organizing the Institution, as follows:
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to receive
into tlrn Treasury, on the same terms as the original bequest of James
Smithson, such sums as the Regents may, from time to time, see fit to
deposit, n0t exceeding, with the original bequest, the sum of $1,000,000:
Provided, That this shall not operate as a limitation on the power of
the Smithsonian Institution to receive money or other property by gift,
beg uest, or devise, aud to hold and dispose of the same in promotion
of the purposes thereof.
Under this section 5591 of the Revised Statutes, modified as above
noted, the fund _of $912,000 is deposited in the Treasury of the United
States, bearing interest at 6 per cent per annum, the interest alone
being used in carrying out the aims of the Institution.
At the beginning of the fiscal year July 1, 1895, the unexpended
balance from the in~ome and from other sources, as stated in my report
for last year, was $63,001.74. Interest on the permanent fund in the
Treasury and elsewhere, amounting to $56,395, was received during
the year, which, together with a sum of $6,474.61 received from the
sale of publications and from miscellaneous sources, made .the total
receipts $62,869.61.
The entire expenditures during the year, including $11,000 paid for
prizes awarded from the Hodgkins fund, in accordance with the recommendation of the award committee, and referred to in my last report,
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for the details of which reference is made t.o
committee. On June 30, 1896, the balance
nit d tates to the credit of the Secretary for
n titution was $57,065.78, which includes the surn
r fr ed t in pTevi us reports, $5,000 received from the
r.
· d r, and a like sum from Dr. Alexander Graham
11 the latt r a gift made ersonally to the Secretary to promote certain phy i al r earche . Thi l atter sum was, with the donor's conent, dep ited by the ecretary to the credit of the current funds of tbe
In titution.
Thi balan al o includes the interest accumulated on the Hodgkins
donation, which i held against certain contingent obligations, besides
relatively considerable sums held to meet obligations which may be
expected to mature as the result of different scientific investigations or
publications in progress.
The Institution bas been charged with the disbursement, duri11g the
fiscal year 1895-96, of the following appropriations:
For International Exchanges .................. . .... . .. . ...... _.. . __ ... . . . . $17, 000
For Nor th American Ethnology ...... __ ... _. __ .. _____ .... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 000
For fire protection, Smithsonian Institution and National Museum .. - - . - - - 800
For United States National Museum:
Preservation of collections .... _. _..... _..... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143, 225
Furniture and :fix tures .. _...... _.. _. _. _...... _.. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 500
Heating and lighting ........... _.............. - .... - - - - - - - - - - · · · - · · · · 13,000
500
Postage ................................ - . - - - - - - - - - - -· - - · - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Rel)airs to building .............. _...... _. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 000
Rent of workshops ... _... _. _. _... ____ ......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
900
For National Zoological Park .. _.. __ ... __ .. __ ._._ ..... _.. _... ..... : . . . . . . . 55,000
For entrance and driveway, Zoological Park, District Colnmbia ...... .. - .. - 5,000
For Astrol)hysical Observatory _.. ____ . __ .. _.......... _.... _...... . ...... - 9, 000

All the vouchers and checks for the disbursements have been examined by the executive committee, ·and the expenditures will be foun d
reportecl in accordance with the provisions of the sundry civil acts of
October 2, 1888, and August 5, 1892, in a letter addressed to the Speaker
of the House of Representatives.
The vouchers for all the expenditures from the Smithsonian fund
proper have been likewise examined, and their correctness certified to
by the executive committee, whose statement will be published, together
with the accounts of the funds appropriated by Congress, in that committee's re1)ort.
The estimates for the fiscal year enu.ing June 30, 1897, for carrying
on the Government intere ts under the charge of the Smithsonian
In titution, a11d forwarded as u ual to the Secretary of the Treasury,
were a follows:
Intcniational exchanges .... ....... __ . _.... _. _ . _.. _. . . . . .
$23,000
North American Ethnology ..... _.... _...... _. _____ ._ .. _~-~~~:~-.:::~:~:: ::: 50,000
"ational Museum:
Pr servatiou of collection .. _... _. _.... _. . _. _. _...... __ . ____ ... ___ . __ . 180,000
Furniture and fixtures .... .... .......... ____ ........ ____ ............. . 30,000
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National Museum-Continued.
Heating and lighting .. .. ______________ . ____ .................... ______ . $15,000
Postage ...... ___ .... ___ . ____ .............. _..... _...... _.. _.. _...... _.
500
Galleries .. _........ _... _....... _... ____ ... __ ... _. _... ... . __ ...... _...
8, 000
Repairs to building ............. __ ............... ___ ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 000
Rent of workshops ....... . . ... ______ ..... ....... ______ ............... 2,000
National Zoological Parle_ ... __ . _.. _. _.. . _..... _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 000
Astrophysical Opservatory .. ... ................... _......... _. _.... _.. . . . . 10, 000
BUILDINGS.

The crowded condition of the National Museum will be somewhat
relieved by the addition of galleries provided for under an appropriation-of $8,000 made by the last Congress, but there is still an extremely
urgent need for a new building, as stated more fully on a subsequent
page. There was also granted an additional appropriation for rent
of storage rooms and workshops for the Museum.
RESEARCH.

The time of the Secretary is almost wholly given to administrative
dut,ies, although in the original plan of the Institution he was expected
by the Regents to personally contribute to the advancement of knowledge.1 The Secretary has continued to give what opportunities he could
spare from the administrative duties and what be could contribute
from his private hours to the investigations which have already been
referred to in previous reports.
The :first of these, upon the solar spectrum, bas been carried on at the
Astrophysical Observatory, and to this reference is made more at length
in another part of this report.
The second, beginning as an investigation of certain physical data of
aerodynamics, has arrived at an important stage in its development.
The possibility of mechanical :flight was, until a comparatively few
years ago, considered a visionary one by most men of science. The
writer, who was led to an opposite conclusion, and who had commenced
experiments before he became connected with the Institution, published
under its auspices in 1891 a treatise entitled "Experiments in aerodynamics," which gave the results of direct experiment on the pressure
of the air on inclined surfaces, showing- that rules hitherto relied on,
partly on the faith of the great name of Sir Isaac Newton, were not in
fact supported by a direct study of nature. These new experiments
gave evidence that mechanical flight-that is, not of balloons, but of
bodies heavier than air, impelled and supported by power-was at least
theoretically possible. This, however, was nut saying that such machines
could be launched into the air and made to continue a -horizontal course
or to descend to the ground with safety, matters to be determined by
trial and further experiment.
1 R esolvecl, That the Secretary continue his r esearches in physical science, anc1 present such facts and principles as may be developed, for publication jn the Smithsonian Contributions. Adopted at meeting of the Boar<l. of Regents, .Jnnn:uy
26, 1847.
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of bis official duties, continued
h reached a measure of success
the statement here that mechanm built chiefly of steel and driven
ht ach of over half a mHe. 1 In each
lrn,n i al, there being no -support ~rom
hine bejng a thousand or more times
, made to move. Of the first of these
m nt by an eyewitness, Mr. Alexander
m1icated in French to the Academie des
ranee, and which appeared as follows in
E.'PERll\lENT

IN l\1ECBANIC.A.L FLIGHT.

I hav be n for som v ars nO'aO'ed in investiO'ations connected with aerodroinic
J
o o
o
.
. ht
A
prool m , antl particular! with the theoretical conditions of m echanical fl.lg ·
portion of th se hav b en pnbli ' hed by me under the titles, "Experiments in aerocl namic. ' and ' The internal work of the wind," but I have not hitherto at any
tiro described any actual trials in artificial flight.
.
With regard to the latt r, I have desired to experiment until I reach ed a so]utwn
t00
of the mechanical difficulties of the problem, which consist, it must be u nderS ~,
th18
not on1y in sustaining a heavy body in the air by mechanical means (alt~ough
nd
difficulty is alone great) but also in the automatic direction of it in a borizontal a
th
rectilinear course. Th~se difficulties have so delayed the work that in view of e
d
demands upon my time, which render it uncertain how far I can person ally cou ~ct
these experiments to the complete conclusion I seek, I have been led to auth0nze
some account of the degree of success which has actually been attained, wore particularly at the ldncl request of my friend, Mr. Alexander Graham J3ell, who bas
nd
shown me a letter which he will communicate to you. In acceding to bis wish, a
while I do not at present desire to enter into details, let me add that the aerodrome,
or "flying machine" in question, is built chiefly of steel, and that it is not supported
2
by any gas, or by any means but by its steam engine. This is of between 1 au d
horsepower, and it weighs, including fire grate, boilers, and every moving part, less
than 7 pounds. This engine is employed in turning aerial propellers which moYe th e
aerodrome forward, so that it is sustained by the reaction of the air under it,s supporting surfaces.
I should, in further explanation of what Mr. Bell bas said, add that owing to the
small scale of construction no means have been provided for condensing the steam after
it bas passed through the engine, and that, owing to the consequent waste of water,
t~ie aerod~ome has no means of sustaining itself in the air for more than a very short .
time-a difficulty which does not present itself in a larger construction, where th e
water ca~ be ~ondensed and usetl over again. The flights described, therefore, were
necessarily brief.
S. P. LANGLEY .
. Through the courtesy of Mr. S. P. Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Instituti~n, 1 have had on various occasions the privilege of witnessing his experiments
with aerodromes, and es})ecially the remarkable success attained by bim in experiments, made 0 _n the Potomac River on Wednesday, May 6, which led me to urge him
to make public some of these results.
1 had the pleasure of witnessing the successful flight of some of these aerodromes
morn t ba~: year ago, but Profl'ssor Langley's reluctance to make the results public
1

' ince the P!eparation of this report this result has been nearly doubled.
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at that time prevented me from asking him, as I have done ·s ince, to let me give an
account of what I saw.
On the date named, two ascensions · were ma<le by tho aerodrome, or so-called
"flying machine," which I will not describe here further than to say that it appeared
to mo to be lmilt almost entirely of metal, and driven by a steam. engine which I
have .understood was carrying fuel and a water supply for a, Yery brief period, and
which was of extraordinary lightness.
The absolute weight of the aerodrome, including that of the engine and all appurtenances, was, as I was told, about 25 pounds, and the distance, from tip to tip, of
the supporting snrfaces was, as I observed, about 12 or 14 feet.
Tho method of. propulsion was by aerial screw propellers, and there was no gas or
other aid for lifting it in the air except its own internal energy.
On the occasion referred to, the aerodrome, at a given signal, started from a platform about 20 feet aboYe the water, and rose at :first directly in the face of the wind,
moving at all times with remarkable steadiness, and subsequently swinging around
in large curves of, perhaps, a hundred yards in diameter, and continually ascending
until its steam was e:s:hausped, when, at a bpse of a.bout a minute and a half, and at
a height which I judged to be between 80 and 100 feet in the air, the wheels ceased
turning, and the machine, deprived of the ai<l of its propellers, to my surprise did
not fall, but settle<l down so softly and gently that it touched the water without the
least shock, and was .in fact immediately ready for another trial.
In the second trial, which followed <lirectly, it repeate<l in nearly every respect the
actions of the first, except that the direction of its course was different. It ascende<l
again in the face of the wind, afterwards moving steadily and continually in large
curves accompanied with a rising motion and a lateral advance. Its motion was, in
fact, so steady that I think a glass of water on its surface would have remained
unspillcd. When the steam gave out again, it repeated for a second time the experience of the :first trial when the steam had ceased, and settled gently and easily
down. ·what height it reached at this trial I can not say, as I was not so favorably
placed as in the first; but I had occasion to notice that this time its course took it
over a wooded promontory, and I was relieved of some apprehension in seeing that
it was already so high as to pass the tree tops by 20 or 30 feet. It reache<l the water
oue minute and thirty-one seconds from the time it started, at a measured distance
of oYer 900 feet from the point at which it rose.
This, however, was by no means the length of its flight. I estimated from the
diameter of the curve described, from the number of turns of the prnpellers as given
by the automatic counter, after due allowance for slip, and from other measures, tha.t
the actual length of flight on each occasion was slightly.over 3,000 feet. It is at least
safe to say that each exceeded half an English mile.
From the time arnl distance it will be noticed that the velocity was between 20 ancl
25 miles an hour, in a course which was constantly taking it "up hill." I may add
that on a previous occasion I have seen a far higher velocity attained by the same
aero<lrome when its course was horizontal.
I have no desire to enter into detail further than I have done, but I can not but
add that it seems to me that no one who was present on this interesting occasion
could have failed to recognize that the practicability of mechanical flight had been
demonstrated.
ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL.

I ·do not know how far interest in this work may bias my judgment,
but it appears to me that in these things, whose final accomplishment
has come under the charge of the Smithsonian Institution, it has made
a contribution to the utilities of the world which will be memorable.
The results of Prof. E.W. Morley's investigations on the density of
oxygen and hydrogen, referred to at length in my last report, have been
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illings and Mitchell. The valuable
re being continued under an additrou mica.I Journal has been continued.

PUBLICA'l'IONS.

The publications of tbe Institution include the · Contributions to
Knowledge, the Miscellaneous Collections, and the Annual Reports, the
first two being printed at the expense of the Institution , while the
reports are Government documents. Various publication s are also
issued by the National Museum and the Bureau of ·Ethnology, to which
allusion is elsewhere made.
Oontributi.ons to Knowled.ge.-Three volumes of tbe Contributions
were completed during tbe year, and two separate memoirs. Volumes
XXX and XXXI were the text and plates of an exhaustive illustrated
woTk by Dr. G. Brown Goode and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, entitled
"Oceanic ichthyology," being a treatise on the deep-sea and pelagic
fishes of the world.
Volume XXXII, on "Life histories ofN orth American birds, parrots
to grackles," by Maj. Charles Bendire, U.S. A., is a second contribution on this subject, the :first volume, including gallinaceous birds,
pigeons or doves, and birds of prey, having been published by the
Institution several years ago.
The memoir by Prof. E. W . Morley on the density of oxygen and
hydrogen was published early in the year in a volume of 117 pages,
and has been reprinted in full in Zeitschrift fur Physikalische Chemie,
a duplicate set of blocks of the illustrations having been sent to tbe
publishers at their request. In this memoir Professor Morley describes
in detail the method employed in his investigations aud illustrates
the apparatus employed. The atomic weight of oxygen was studied
by two methotl.s: (1) The synthesi of water, in which he achieved completene s by actually weighing the hydrogen, the oxygen, and tbe water
formed; and (2) by the density ratio between oxygen and hydrogen.
By both method. he reached the amere ult: 0=15.879, with variation
in the Jourth d imal place as betw en the two.
Tb re ult of the inve tigation by Drs. Billings, Mitchell, and
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Bergey on the composition of expired air was published as a memoir
in the Contributions, forming a volume of 81 pages.
Two memoirs submitted in competition for the Hodgkins fund prizes
were in press but not ready for distribution at the close of the year.
One of these was by Lord Rayleigh and Professor Ramsay announcing
· the discovery of argon and describing the methods of the investigation
leading to their discovery of that new element of the atmosphere. For
this achievement the authors were awarded the first prize of $10,000.
The second memoir was on atmospheric actinometry, by Prof. Emile
Duclaux, for which the author was awarded honorable mention.
Miscellaneous Oollections.-In this. series two works were completed
and four put to press during the fiscal year. The completed publications were Part II of the Index of the Genera and Species of the
Foraminifera, by Charles Davies Sherborn, and a revised edition of
the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables. The publications in press
are the Smithsonian Physical Tables, by Prof. Thomas Gray; an
illustrated description of the Mountain Observatories of the World,
by Prof. E. S. Holden; a paper by Dr. D. H. Bergey, on Methods of
Determination of Organic Matter in Air, and an exhaustive Catalogue
of Scientific and Technical Periodicals of the World, from 1665 to 1895,
compiled by Dr. Bolton.
The prize essay on" Air and life," by Dr. Varigny, as also some of.
the other essays submitted in the Hodgkins prize competition, have
been put to press and will be issued during the next year.
There is also in preparation a supplement to Bolton's Bibliography
of Chemistry, an Index of Mineral Springs of the World, by Professor
Tuckerman, and a recalculation of atomic weights, by Prof. F. W. Clarke.
The usual separate edition has been issued of the several papers in
the General Appendix of the Annual Report.
Annual Reports.-The Smithsonian Annual Report is in two volumes,
the first devoted to the Institution proper and the second relating to
the National Museum. The General Appendix of Part I consists of
selected memoirs which have for the most part already appeared elsewhere, but which are of such special interest and permanent value as
to appear worthy of republication by the Institution in the "increase
and diffusion of knowledge among men."
Tbe report for 1894 was delivered by the printer after the close of the
fiscal year and some progress had been made on the report for 1895.
Proceedings and bulletin of the National Museum.-The publications
of the Museum are mentioned in Appendix I, and need not be referred
to here further than to say that the several papers of volume 18 of
the Proceedings were published in pamphlet form, and that Bulletin
47, on the Fishes of North and Middle America, by Dr. Jordan and
Professor Ev.e rmann, were nearly ready for distribution.
Bureait of Ethnology pitblications.-The Thirteenth Annual Report of
tbe ·Bureau of Ethnology was distributed during the year, and the
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nth, and sixteenth reports had been
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f thi work; which is never ending, I have
a. '01 din ly IDI 1 y l th n w manu cript list of the l earned societies
f th worl in th
ur · u of International E xchanges. Letters
b n ritt n with th gratifying result that 299 new exchanges
nt re into, and 155 defective series were entirely or partially
C mp1 t d.
Itha been the policy of the Institution fr-om its inception to endeavor
to hav a complete a et as possible of the transac.t ion s of learned
societies and periodicals, and it is my desire that this collection should
continue to be as complete as the resources of the Institution render
possible.
·
rrhe project of the Royal Society for the preparing of a bibliography
of science, beginning with the year 1900, referred to in my repo~t ~or
1895, resulted in the calling by the British Government of a bibhographical conference in London in July, 189U. An invitation to send
delegates to the conference was extended to the United Stat_es, along
with tbe other-nations which it was presumed were interested.
The matter having been referred to me by the Secretary of State, I
had much pleasure in suggesting that the United States partici pate in
the conference, and in recommending Dr. John S. Billings, United
States Army, retired, director of the New York Public Library, and
Prof. Simon Newcomb, United States Navy_, Superintendent of the
Nautical Almanac, as the delegates · on behalf of the United States.
There is reason to hope that most fruitful results will proceed from
this conference.
The revised edition of the Catalogue of Scientific and Technical
Periodicals (1665-1882), published by the Institution in 1885, which I
stated in my last rel)ort was beiug brought down to 1895, is now coml)leted and in the hands of the printer. It i.s expected that it will be
issued during the course of the coming year. Like the first edition, it
has been -prepared under the direction of Dr. H. C. Bolton.
It is confidently expected that the new building of the Library of
Con~r~ss wi~l be completed during the coming year, and that adequate
l)TOVIsion will be made for the recel)tion of the Smithsonian deposit,
and a special reading room provided.
- -
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HODGKINS FUND,

. A stated _in my ~a.'3t _report, tbe prizes offered by the Institution for
unportant discovenes 1~ conn ctiou· with the composition of atmos-

HODGKINS MEDAL OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
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pheric air, and for essays on the air in relation to human life and
health, resulted in the award of the first prize of $10,000 to Lord Rayleigh and Prof. William Ramsay for their discovery of argon, a new
element of the atmosphere. The prize of $1,000 for the best popular
essay was awarded to Dr. Henry de Varigny, of Paris, for his essay
on "Air and life."
Six of the papers submitted in competition for the prizes were
awarded honorable mention, together with medals, as announced in
my last report. The design for the medal is by M. J. 0. Cl~aplain, of
Paris, a member of the French Academy and one of the most eminent
medalists of the world. The obverse bears a female· figure carrying a
torch in her left hand and in her right a scroll, emblematic of Knowledge, and the words "Per orbem." The reverse is adapted from the
seal of the Institution, designed by St. Gaudens, the ma_p of the world
being replaced by the words ,~ Hodgkins medal," as is shown in the
accompanyiug illustrations, which are the size of the original. The
medals were struck at the Paris mint.
Dr. J. S. Billings and Dr. S. Weir Mitchell having completed their
investigations on the composition of expired air and its effects on animal
life, their report has been published as a Memoir of the Contributions
to Knowledge. The investigators found that the air in inhabited rooms,
such as the bospital ward in which experiments were made,. is contaminated from many sources besides the expired air of the occupants, and
t,h at the most important of these contaminations are in the form of
minute particles or dusts, in which there are micro-organisms, including
some of the bacteria which produce inflammatory and suppurative disorders. It is probable that these dust particles are the only really
dangerous elements in the air, and the important conclusion "is reached
that it appears improbable that there is any peculiar volatile poisonous
matter in the air expired by healt,hy men and animals other than carbonic acid.
An additional grant has been made to Drs. Billings and Mitchell to
continue other lines of investigation, especially whether the longcontinued breathing of air rendered impure by respiration or by
volatile exhalations from the skin and mucous membranes increases
the susceptibility to infection by certain micro-organisms, especially
those which are now considered to be the specific causes of consumption and croupous pneumonia, the diseases which are most fatal in
crowded and ill-ventilated rooms.
THE A VERY FUND.

The property devised to the Institution by the late Robert Stanton
Avery, of Washington City, consists of lots on Capitol _Hill, some
improved by dwelling houses, and certain personal property, chiefly
represented by securities of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
The real estate is of an assessed District valuation of $28,931, and
the personal property, at its present market quotation, and after
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N . Avery, i s estimated to be valued
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LF-CENTURY MEMORIAL.

tablishing the Smithsonian Institution was
ign db, re id nt olk, August 10, 1846, and the first meeting of ~he
Boarcl of I g nt , a held on September 7 of that year. I n view of
tl1 ompl ion of the fir t half century, I discussed with t he executive
committe , a , far back as 1893, the best method of celebrating this
event. It eerned quite impracticable to arr ange for a gathering of
delegate from other seien t ific institutions, such as is often held on
imilar o casion by univer.sities ancl academies of science. The simplest
and mo t effective means of commemorating the event appeared to be
the publication of a suitable memorial volume, which should give an
accouut of the institution, its history, its achievements, an d its present
condition.
·
The late Dr. G. Brown Goode, whose acquaintance with the history of
the Institution was unrivaled, drew up a comprehensive plan for the
volume. This plan being settled upon, Dr. James C. Wellin g, having
at that time just retired from the presidency of Columbian U niversity,
agreed to undertake the editorial supervision of the volume. His
death seemed to put a stop to the proposed work, for there appeared to
be no one sufficiently acquainted with the history of the Institution who
had the ability, the willingness, and the leisure to undertake this very
considerable task. lt was then that Dr. Goode told me of his great
desire to undertake the work. Knowing how numerous his duties
already were, I at first refused, and it was only at bis earnest solicitation
that I agreed to his editorial supervision of the volume.
At the time of his death the manuscript was so far advanced as to
render possible its completion for the press and publication upon the
lines he laid down. He bad not only written mauy of the chapters
himself and made arrangements for the illustrations, but bad almost
settled with the printers, as to the style of the type and form of the
page, and other details of the book. While its appearance has been
slightly delayed, I feel able to say that the volume will be published
early in 1897, and it is sufficiently advanced to allow tbe statement that
the editorial work is Dr. Good.e's, and .to express the confidence that it
will be found as worthy of the Institution as was every other task ever
intrusted to his hands.
~be volume will be a royal octavo of about 750 pages and will be
prmted from type in an edition of 2,000, with 250 additional copies
on hand made paper. The scope of Part I is indicated by the following
chapters:
The Founcler, James Smith on, hy Mr. S. P. Lan gley.
The a cepta.nce of tlle mitb on Bequest l>y the Unite<l States l>y Mr. G. Brown
Goo~
'
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The Establishment and the Regents, by Mr. Goode; and list of Regents with brief
biographical notices, by Mr. W. J. Rhees.
The Secretaries, by Mr. Goode.
The Benefactors of the Institution, by Mr. Langley.
Buildings and grounds, by Mr. Goode.
The Smithsonian Librairy, by Mr. Cyrus Adler.
The National Museum, by Mr. F. W. True.
The Bureau of Ethnology, by Mr. W J McGee.
The Bureau of Exchanges, by Mr. W. C. Winlock.
The Astrophysical Observatory, by Mr. Langley.
The Zoological Park, by Dr. Frank Baker.
Expeditions and explorations, by Mr. F. W. True.
The Smithsonian publications, by Mr. Cyrus Adler.

I have now decided to add to this another chapter, being the biography
of the late Dr. Goode, by Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of Leland
Stanford, Junior, University.
The second part of the book, which may be described as appreciatiQnS of the work of the Institution in different departments of science,
is almost entirely written by gentlemen not connected with the Institution. The chapters are as follows:
1. Physics, by T. C. Mendenhall, president of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

Worcester, Mass.
2. Mathematics, Robert Simpson Woodward, professor of mechanics, Columbia University, New York City.
3. Astronomy and Astrophysics, by Ed ward S. Holden, director of the Lick Observatory, Mount Hamilton, Cal.
4. Chemistry, by Dr. Marcus Benjamin, United States National Museum.
5. Geology and Mineralogy, by William N, Rice, professor of geology, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.
6. Meteorology, by Dr. Marcus Benjamin.
7. Paleontology, by Edward D. Cope, professor of zoology and comparative anatomy,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, and editor of the American Naturalist.
8. Botany, by William G. Farlow, professor of cryptogamic botany, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
9. Zoology, by Dr. Theodore N. Gill, professor of zoology, Columbian University,
Washington.
10. Ethnology and arch::eology, by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, late director of the Hemenway Expedition.
11. Geography, by Gardiner G. Hubbard, president of the National Geographic
Society, Washington.
12. Bibliography, by Dr. H. Carrington Bolton.
13. Cooperation of the Smithsonian Institution with other institutions of learning,
by Daniel Coit Gilman, president of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
14. The influence of the Smithsonian Institution upon the development of libraries,
the organization of the work of societies, and the publication of scientific literature in the United States, by Dr. John S. Billings, director of the New
York Public Library.
15. Relations between the Smithsonian Institution and the Library of Congress, by
Ainsworth R. Spofford, Librari3:-n of Congress.

The.illustrations will consist of copies of the two known portraits ot
James Smithson and a represeutation of the memorial tablet erected at
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n ellors (Dallas, Fillmore, Taney, Chase,
rie , of Mr. Hodgkins, and of certain of
re
cia.Ily influential in shaping the charIu i n i n luring its early days (John Quincy Adams,
u b, Louis Agassiz, G eorge Bancroft,
i h ,ncl
ray , and J. 0. Welling), with views of the
n ' f it seal and of the Hodgkins medal.
ORRESPONDENCE.

In a<hliti 1 to the v ry voluminous routine and business correspondf th
ti nal Iu ' eum, or special correspondence of the Bureau
f E lm l gy o th Zo logical Park, and of the Bureau of Exchanges,
..1i • n t(. ntl incr a ing number of letters come directly to the Secrear, offi. e from all parts of the country, on every imaginable subject
t1rn can by any po sibility be supposed to have a relation to science.
R qu t for tatistics that may be of great value and importance to
the riter, inquiries from teacher8 and others, are constantly received,
and it is still my aim that this correspondence shall receive the same
careful attention that was bestowed upon it in the early days of the
In titution, when the number of letters formed but a small fraction
of those received at present; but it will be understood that the fulfillment of this aim grows increasingly difficult. An effort is made to
give a full reply to all . such inquiries, often involving a large amount
of labor on the part of the curators, as well as of those immediat~ly
occupied with the correspondence of the Institution, out of proportion
to the merits of the case.
Of the more important correspondence of the Secretary's office, 3,788
entries were made in the registry book of letters received dming the
year, while double that number of letters were received and referred to
the different bureaus of the Institution in the same time.
The card index ·of letters received and written is now complete from
January 1, 1892, to the present day, constituting the current file. The
correspondence prior to the current file has been placed in the
archives, and the index to the files is now practically complete.
11

MISCELLANEOUS.
Naples tables.-The Institution has renewed for three years the lease
of ~~e. Smithsonian Tabl~ at the Naples Zoological Station, and the
fac1ht1es thus afforded have proved of value to the investio·ators who
h~v~ carried on biological studies there during the year.i:, Dr. J. S.
Billing , "G. S. A._, Dr. E. B. Wilson, Dr. 0. W. Stiles, ancl Dr. Harrison
Alle~ have contmued valuable aid in examining the testimonials of
~?Ph~a:°t f~r th~ occupanc~ of the Naples table, as well as in the conideration of vanom; que tions in connection with the a signment of
the table, to which I have asked attention.
Among the numerous additional applications for occupancy of the
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table the following have been favorably acted upon: W. T. Swingle,
B. Sc., Kansas State Agricultural College, 1890, assistant pathologist,
United States Department of Agriculture, appointed for two months in
the winter of 1895-96; and F. M. McFarland, professor of biology and
geology, Olivet College, Michigan, assistant professor of histology,
Leland Stanford Junior University, appointed for three months during
tlte spring and summer of 1896. Prof. L. Murbach, who occupied the
table for two months in 1894, has submitted a memoir entitled '' Observations on the development and migration of the urticating organs of
sea nettles, Cnidaria," which has been published in the Proceedings
of the United States National Museum.
The table bas been occupied constantly since October 1, 1893, the
date of the first appointment, with the exception of Iviay, 1894. In
several instances Dr. Dohrn, the director of the station, has courteously
.arranged for the accommodation of two occupants at the same time.
In order that all investigators may be given an equal opportunity to
avail themselves of the facilities for study at Naples, final action upon
applications is not taken more than six months in advance of the date
for which the table is desired, and when more than one application is
filed for the same period, presumably of equal merit, the assignment
is made according to priority of application. No appointment is made
for a period of more than six months.
Art collection.-The fundamental act creating the Institution, in enumerating its functions, apparently considers it first as a kind of gallery
of art, and declares that all objects of art and of foreign and curious
research the property of the United States shall be delivereu. to the
Regents, and only after this adds that objects of natural history shall
be so, also.
The scientific side of the Institution's activities has been in the past
so much greater than its oosthetic that it is well to recall the fact that it
was intended by Congress to be a curator of the national art, and that
this function has never been forgotten, though often in abeyance.
In 1849 Secretary Henry, in pursuance of this function of an institution which in his own words existed _for "the true, the beautiful, as well
as for the immediately practical," purchased of the Hon. George P.
Marsh a collection of works of art, chiefly engravings, of much artistic
merit and now of great commercial value. .A. portion of this collection
was some years ago deposited in the Corcoran Gallery of Art and in the
Library of Congress, subject to recall by the Regents at any time. In
accordance with the terms of the deposit some of these objects have
already been returned to the Institution.
.
A collection of etchings a,nd engravings was during the past year
presented to the Institution by Mr. Charles William Sherborn, of
London.
Atlanta Exposition.- Under the provisions of an appropriation made
by Congress for a Government exhibit at the Cotton States and International Exposition at Atlanta, during the autumn of 18\J5, a very
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tratfog every phase of the
• u , esp ecially t he National
rinted in the Museum Report
til s, honorary cura.tor in the
m , and appointed b y the S~crer Ir , , ntative at t he I nternational
11 nd., in September, 1895, and Dr.
int d as a econd d elegate to the same
members attend eel t he congress,
t 2
r ll ' n in n· - ~ n , i 1H liti . Th bu iness of greatest international
itnl) n· an : • · · mpli , h 1 wa th adoption of resolution s (1 ) establishill 0' ~ · ntml u r • n f bibli graphy for zoology, (2 ) appointing ~n
int rna h ml c nnni i u u1 ou the code of nomenclature, and (3) m
f h r I ,l f h
•tion of the present international postal
ending of "animals living or dead" through
r lti it h
i nal mail . Committees were appointed in accordance
with 11 pr i ion of these re olutions.
Th s ,m,ith on ]feniorial tablets.-The bronze tablets mentioned in my
la tr port have b eu complete(l and will be placed on Smithson's tomb
and in the Engli h church at Genoa in memory of the founder of th e
· Smitl1sonian Institution. The tablet's which measure 40 b y 28 inches,
' Partridge, of New York C"ity.
were designed by Mr. William Ordway
They bear a portrait of James Smithson surrounded by a wreath aucl
on either side a torch, and beneath is the\egend-" J arnes Smithson, F.
R. S., founder of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington; erected .by
the Regents of the Institution, 1896." The accompanying illustration
of the tablets is from a -photograph of the plaster model.
American H ·istorical A.ssociation.- The annual report of the .American
Historical Association for the year 1895 was transmitted to Congress
through the Secretary of the Institution, in accordance with the act of
incorporation of the association. These reports are Congressional documents, and the institution has bad no control of their distribution.
.<J

NATION.AL MUSEUM.
The museum of the Smithsonian Institution which was formed in
part and for a time entirely maintained at the e~pense of the Smithson
fu nd , was the nucleus of the r>resent National Museum to which the
Regents have continned to contribute matter especiall'y under their
charge, so that ~be ~n titution has in it a large pecuniary interest, and
~~- alway~ mai~itam~d with it, on a'ccount of this history and owner1~, relation hip of a more intimate kind than with some bureaus
which ha:e n t ~ee11 at on time a l)art of it ·elf.
Ev r f th
mce 1 08 ' ongr · i:; ha appropriated
·
·
·
nan
money
for the mamte- 1-u um but 1t ha ·carccly m d
·
· t·
f r th im1>r vement f the
t"
b a e any pecial appropria ion
ec ions Y purchase, so that in respect
,f"
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to tlie means at disposal for this it has been almost at the foot of all
American museums, ooing surpassed byeverymunicipal museum of note.
In the earlier years of the Museum this was not of very great moment,
as numerous American natural-history specimens came in from the
various Government expeditions. It became evident later that for a
proper understanding of native products it was necessary to compare
them with those of other parts of the world. To obtain these exotic
specimens no adequate means have ever been provided, and it is not to
be expected that valuable, specially-selected specimens from foreign
lands will ever be procured in large numbers except by purchase or by
the sending out of expeditions.
The result of years of accumulation unsupported by purchases has
been that the collections of the National Museum are very unsymmetrical-full and rich in some directions, especially in North American
natural history, surpassing all other museums, and exceedingly poor
in others.
In the meanwhile museums have sprung up in some of the large
cities of the United States, with liberal means for the acquisition of
specimens by purchase and the sending out of expeditions, and these
are outstripping the National Museum in many of its departments by
the wealth of their collections.
From such causes the National Museum, while truly national in the
sense of possessing very full collections of the natural products of the
United States, maintains, with increasing difficulty, its supremacy in
this special respect over the wealthier private museums, and compares
very unfavorably, as regards the breadth of its collections, with the
national museums of Europe-in London, Paris, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna, and Florence.
I called attention to this matter in a former report when I remarked
that the American Museum of Natural History in New York expended
$23,55~.89, in 1892, for filling out its natural-history collections alone,
while the National Museum in the :fiscal year 1892-93 expended only
$5,769.75 for specimens of all kinds.
The di&crepancy has grown -greater in succeeding years. In the
past fiscal year, for example, the National Museum expended $3,336
for all collections, while the expenditures of the American Museum of
Natural History, for acquiring natural-history collections alone, were
$41,959.65, or fully thirteen times as much as expended by the National
Museum, although the total amount of money available for tlle two
was not greatly different, that for the National Museum being in fact
the larger.
The causes of this discrepancy are not far to seek. The income of
the local museum is usually devotable wholly to its collections (which
in the case cited are housed in adequate buildings) and to their increase
and care, which include the services of officers and employees in charge
of them and who are devoted only to them.
SM 96--2
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le id u u h
ati nal Museum quite other and additi ual fun ti n
t · dw 11 upon the fact (so constant ly insisted on
in pr vi u r p rt ) f b n ir inadequacy of the buildings here for
the c 11 . ti n, th
ti nal 1u um, containing all the diverse colvernm nt, he many more departments and a very
much larg r n e, ary ex nditure for salaries, owing to t he diversity
of it ar . It i al
h
ource of supply which has been succes- ·
sively d plet d for th exhibitions at Louisville, Cincinnati, and New
Orl an in 18 and 1 5, Madrid in 1892, Chicago in 1893, and Atlanta
in 1 95; and a laro-e part of the force has thus been engaged in the disarrangement of it own collections, a condition of things under which
no mu eum, public or private, could prosper.
It is also ·called upon by Members of Congress to send collections to.
every portion of the country, and in the last year, on the r equest of
individual Members of Congress, collections comprising in all at least
39,000 specimens were sent out. The National Museum is also treated
as a National Bureau for scientific information, and is expected to
answer inquiries from every portion of the country.
These are some of the purposes for which the Museum is compelled
to use money which should go to collections, purposes not perhaps
alien to the objee.ts of a National Museum, but widely diverse from
those of a private one.
_
The final result is shown in such figures as those above cited, where
museums no larger or even of less extent, paying in many cases higher
salaries to their officers and employees, are able to expend, as in the
instance allucled to, thirteen times the amount on collections.
All these are reasons why, in spite of the most earnest efforts and
self-sacrifice on the part of those in their immediate charge, the collections of the Government in many most import.ant respects are not
advancing as fast as those of some civic museums.
It seems but justice to the late eminent man-Dr. G. Browu Goodewho gave his life to this Museum, and who had entire freedom in his
administration of it, to say that more than he diu would have been, it
is believed, impossible under the conditions just cited. He did more,
in fact, than could be demanded, for he supplemented these defects by
arousing, through his own enthusiasm and his unselfish interest, such
a like spirit in others-, that a large portion of all the curatorships are
actually filled by those giving entirely voluntary and unpaid services,
there being, iu fact, more exactly, eight curators who are paid (though
inadequately) to seventeen who receive their salaries in other Government employment, but give their private time to their respective
department~·, a condition of things which it would be hard to parallel
elsewhere, lmt which alone ha made it pos, ible under the depressiug
influ nee ' alr ady cited, for the Mu eum to n~t have fallen further
behind the progres of other than it ha, done. The clerical force
which i · relati ely larger than it would be under conditions other tha~
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those stated, is paid at rates considerably less than for similar service
in the Executive Departments.
I again most earnestly commend this most regrettable state of affairs
to the attention of the Regents, and through them to Congress. It is
for them to apply the remedy.
In my previous reports I have called attention to the congested state
of the exhibition halls of the Museum, which prevents the collections
from being seen to advantage. This condition has been met to a limited
extent by the appropriation of $8,000 for galleries, which will afford a
temporary relief; but it is evident that a new building must soon be
provided, or the Museum will tend to present the appearance of a place
for storage rather than that of one for commodious exhibition. There
would not be the slighest difficulty in immediately filling a second building of tbe same size as the present one with objects of interest from the
collections already accumulated .
·rt may possibly be a matter of surprise that I should urge the increase
of appropriations for purchases, while the Museum building is thus
crowded; but, as I have stated above, the present collections represent,
in large part, not what is most desirable, but what has come to hand,
leaving everywhere great gaps, or at least, fragmentary series which, to
be properly presented, should be filled out by objects only obtainable
by purchase.
BUREAU OF AMERIUAN ETHNOLOGY.
The researches relating to the American Indians under the direction
of the Smithsonian Institution have been continued. During the year
special attention has been given to the more precise classification of
the Indians by Maj. J. W. Powell, Director of the Bureau, and several
of his collaborators; meantime the customary operations have been
carried forward in such manner as to elucidate the arts, institutions,
heliefs 1 and languages of the native tribes .
.As usual a part of the work of the Bureau was exploratory. An
extended exploration conducted by Mr. W J McGee, ethnologist in
· charge of the B'ureau, was carried on over the territory of the Seri
Indians, including Tiburon Island, in the Gulf of California, and adjacent mainland area in the State of Sonora, Mexico. These Indians are
remarkable for primitive character and warlike disposition, and have
successfully protected their habitat from invasion by white men since
the time of Coronado. .An account of this interesting journey will be
found in Major Powell's report .
.Archeologic explorations of considerable extent were carried forward
also in .Arizona, aod some of the ruins thereby discovered were excavated with great i-mccess. The chief result of this work was a remarkably rich collection of symbolically decorated prehistoric pottery, made
by Dr. J . Walter Fewkes and transferred to the United States National
Museum.
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b en outinued, and some of the results have been rn_corp mt in th r port of the Bureau.
Th w rk in lingui tic ha gone on steadily. A comparative vocabulary of Algonquian c1ialects is well advanced, and additions to it hav~
been made through studies of the Miami and Peoria tongues. The tribal and linguistic development of the Iroquois Indians, or Six Nat~on_s,
has been studied with success, yielding a means of determining, withm
limits, the prehh,toric movements of these tribes. Substantial progress
nd
bas been made also in ascertaining the general laws of linguistics a
in applying these laws to the problems of the character and distribution of the aborigines.
.
One of the results of researches con_c erning the Kiowa ceremomals
was the discovery that the Indians deepened tlleir trance condition,
and at the same time strengthened their bodies against fatigue, by the
use of the dried tops of a cactus which contains certain alkaloids of
remarkable properties.
·
The subject of native American mythology bas received attention.
It has been found that the myths and ceremonials throw much light on
tbe origin and development of some of the industries and games of the
Indians, and give an insight into many characteristics of primitive
peoples in general. The ceremonials of the Pueblo Indians have been
studied with care, and new indications have been found of the intimate
connection between rituals and environment. A report dealing ,vitb
the operations and ceremonials of the Zuni Indians was practically
completed during the year.
The Bureau made an exhibit in connection with the National Museum,
under the Smithsonian Institution at the Cotton States aud Interna.
~10ual
Exposition held at Atlanta ' during the autumn of 1896. This
illustrated the characteristics and habits of the Cherokee Indians of
ea tern nited tates, of the Papago Indians of the far Southwest and
of th~ little known Seri of the western coast of Mexico. It rec~i ved
the 1nghe ·t award-a dipl ma and a gold medal.
The detail _of the Bureau operations are recounted in a special
report from irector Powell, forming Appendix II.
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THE SMITHSONIAN INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE SERVICE.
The International Exchange Service was inaugurated half a century
ago as a means for developing and executing in part the broad and
comprehensive objects paramount in the mind of the founder for the
"increase and diffusion of knowledge."
The "increase of knowledge," accomplished only by constant research
and persistent experiments, as prosecuted by the Institution in its various branches, would not alone have fulfilled the objects and attained
the results desired by the founder. The knowledge obtained must also
be diffused, and in order that the memoirs, contributions to knowledge,
and annual reports published by the Institution might be systematically exchanged for publications of other scientific institutions throughout the world, the exchange system was inaugurated.
The ad vantages of the service have not been confined to the Institution alone,.but have been shared by scientific societies and ~ducational
institutions everywhere for the ultimate purpose of increasing the
resourc·es of their libraries. That the best results might be attained,
the Institution proceeded to establish relations with various scientific
societies and libraries in England and Germany, where the interchange
of publications was more extensive than in other countries, and it was
found to be not only advisable but necessary that agents should be
employed and paid some salary from the funds of the Institution. With
the exception of tlte two countries named there is a systematic exchange
of publications with nearly every nation of the civilized world without
any expense to the Smithsonian Institution for the distribution of packages after the delivery of cases to the authorized agency.
Although the exchange service was originally established in the
interest of science, for many years it bas forwarded and received so
many publications of the United States that the latter function has
superseded the original design of the Bureau, both as to the number of
packages and their weight, and especially since it became the official
medium of the National Government for the distribution of parliamentary and scientific publications of the several Bureaus it has
undergone a complete change and necessarily many improvements have
been adopted in the system.
The appropriations made by Congress for the support of the exchanges since 1881 have never been adequate, notwithstanding the
fact that treaty obligations made it compulsory for the Exchange
Bureau to forward Government publications and receive the parliamentary documents o.f other countries for the Library of Congress.
Without mentioning the cost to the Smithsonian Institution of the
transmissions of the United States Government prior to the Exchange
Bureau becoming the official representative of the Government, the
Institution has advanced during that period over $45,000 from its own
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to tb report. in the Appendix, of the acting curator of
x hanoi
m be noticed tbat the expenditures of t he year have
am unt (1 t $.;;0,56 .14. Of this amount $17,000 were appropriated by
on °-re
J 727 .4 wer paid by Government bureaus, $271 by State
in titution , and 461.29 by other contributors. This amount was insufficient to m et outstanding obligations, and the Institution a dvanced
the sum of 98.42.
The number of correspondents of the Exchange Bureau, both foreign
and domestic, bas noticeably increased during the past year, and the
total now amounts to 24,914, of which 18,900 are foreign, some of them
being in the most remote parts of civilization.
I have before suggested the advisability of adopting some means by
which to increase the store of parliamentary publications for t he Librl1r!
of Congress as a more adequate return for the large number of publications of this Government sent to foreign countries, and as tlle new
Library building will in a few months be ready for ca,taloguing the books
now on hand, and as ample space
be available f~r accessions: it
seems most desirable that action should at once be taken to accomphsh
this end. Correspondence can do much but personal solicitation can
'
. .
do more, and to attain the desired results a special represent ative 10
the joint interest of the Institution and the Library of Congress should
be commissioned to visit the leading countries of the world.

will

THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK.
In former reports I have called attention to tbe general policy of
the Instrtution with reference to foe National Zoological Park and the
embarrassments tbat have arisen in carrying it out. Some of these
embarrassments still remain, especially the absence of authority for
the -purchase of animals in the appropriation act. Because of tbis the
-pro-per growth of the collection i much retarded and many of the rarer
n_ative animals now fa. t di a-ppearing are not yet Tepresented. It is not
hke1y that ~uch animal. will often be -presented to the park, as they are
rar ly obtarne(l ancl are always readily old. For several years past
I liav~ recommend d to Congre. . the removal of this restriction by
r ·_tormg to the annual appropriation act an item for the purchase of
animals.
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The appropriation made for jihe park for the fiscal year ending June ·
30, 1896, was in the following terms:
National Zoological Park: For continuing the construction of roads,
walks, bridges, water supply, sewerage, and draina,ge; au<l for grading,
planting, and otherwise improving the grounds; erecting and repairing
buildings and inclosures for animals; and for administrative purposes,
care, subsistence, and transportation of auimals, including salaries or
compensation of all necessary employees, and general incidental expenses not otherwise provided for, fifty-five thousand dollars, one-half
of which sum shall be paid from the revenues of tlie District of Columbia and the otber half from the Treasury of the United States; for con- •
tinning tbc entrance into tlie Zoological Park from Woodley Lane, and
opening driveway into Zoological Park, from said entrance along tlie
west bank of Rock Creek, :five thousand do11ars, to be immediately
available, which sum is hereby appropriated out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, one-half chargeable to the revenueR of the District of Columbia. .And of the sum hereby appropriated five thousand dollars shall be used toward the construction of a
road from the Holt Mansion entrance (on .Adams Mill road) into the
park to connect with the roads now in existence, including a bridge
across Rock Creek.
The greater part of this sum has necessarily been spent in the maintenance of the collection and in the care of the buildings and grounds.
It should not be forgotten that the preservation and maintenance of
the native beauty of the region in which tlie park is situated was one
of the primary objects had in view at the time of its establishment.
In consequence of this, great care has always been exercised to foterfere as little as possible with the natural features, though roads and
walks following easy gradients and convenient for the public must
necessarily pe made through the park.
The adjustment of the boundaries of the park to conform to the
. newly devised system of highways that has been proposed for the District of Columbia bas not yet been made. Since the date of the last
report the road ways on the western side have received attention, and it
is supposed that they are now definitely settled about the entire circuit
of the park. It would seem, therefore, that the present is a proper
time to make such fl nal adjustments in the boundary as may seem
desirable. The accompanying map shows the proposed roadways near
the park.
The remarks made in last year's report with regard to changes upon
the eastern side are still applicable in the main, and may be profitably
repeated:
Plans for a system of roadways for the District have been completed
for that section lying to the eastward of the park. Here a broad street,
to be known as the "Park Drive," reaches the boundary of the park
at its southeastern corner and thence proceeds along the eastern side
by gentle curves adapted to the topography of the region, as shown
upon the accompanying plan. The establishment of this road will
greatly improve the access to the park, which has always suffered
from the steep grades that are necessary for descent into the valley
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ntail some new difficulties which
l d
not skirt tlie boundary of the
r leaves it accordiug to the contour
ility f the grade. Some tracts ofland
ri
and the park, and if these become
t houses will be thrust directly upon
"i'
eclusion that was one of the objects
f th fir t purchase was made, and which
i n · the valley.
h land in question should be added to the
rn l ry f which would then lie alon g a broad ~nd
. tt r iug acce s to the park at several convement
• • n I anyino· map shows the land which should b_e added.
.. . ri ( ) lying immediately south of the bea,r pits much
' l1
urity of the animals confined there. At pregent the
h I ark i o 11ear the pits that the bank is very steep, an?a ~1 1 • m
iu on iderable degree of soil and decomposed_ r?ck it
n tan ly rumb1 under the action of the weather and precipitates
l .
ton . and debri into the pits, thus endangering the saf~ty of t,h e
ammal and gradually undermining the boundary fence, ,~hrnh m~st
, oon r or lat r fall inward. It should also include a tract of land_Iym\
on a hill ide to the north of the Quarry road and forming _a por~wn
tbe property of Mr. H. D. Walbridge. This is an exceedmgly unportant tract, as its possession would extend the park toward Kenesaw
avenue, which will doubtless be the principal route of access upon th e
eastern side, and it would be desirable to extend the park on th e
so~tbe.rn side by taking in the cemetery that . now lies near the ~dams
Mill entrance _a nd constitutes a, serious blot upon the surroundrngs of
the park.
·
In one particular it seems desirable to amend these recommendations.
· As tbe cemetery situated to the southward of the park is probably of
considerable value and it would entail considerable expense to add th e
euti.re tract to the park, it is believed that the interests of tbe Government will be equally well subserved by establishing a roadway through
it along the route marked in dotted lines on the map, and adding to the
park only so much of the la.nd as may lie between such roadway a nd
the present boundary.
O_n the western side considerable readjustments of boundary are
desuable .. Commencing at Woodley Bridge, it seems proper that a
small stnp ~marked R) should be added to the park, so that it may
reach the hue of a projected roadway shown in dotted lines on the
a1:nexed ma11 - This roadway extends along the natural contours of a
hill _th at slopes toward Rock Creek, and when it is established the
unsightly embankment made there for tl1e purpose of entering the park
can be re~oved. It i recommended tbat the boundary run along the
ea, tern 1de of thi ro af1 t o meet the present boundary of the park .
lrnr xten, ion e m 1 · bl
to.A.no
th
'
' f esua e near the present western entrance
e park upon onnecti ·ut avenue extended. Here the boundary
now run at no gr at di t . f
rly 1 ~alh d ri ht of w ance rom tbe aven?-e and there is no p~opov r th e property rnto the park. Notw1th·tan ing hi.
.
rvi ·e of th e electric cars on the avenue makes
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this the most frequented of all the entrances. The ground which it is
proposed to include lies between the park and Connecticut avenue,
extending southward to Cathedral avenue and northward to Klingle
road. It is marked I on the accompanyin g m ap. It is represented as
being excellent grazing ground for antelope, elk, deer, or llamas.
Pasturage for these animals is now insufficient owing to the wooded
character of the park. Should the Rock Creek Park -b e likewise
extended to Connecticut avenue as is proposed, the two public parks
would then have a common boundary along the Klingle road, which
would form a common avenue of entrance.
It will be noted that there were mentioned in the appropriation act
two roads to be coustructed within the park, one entering from Woodley Lane road and continuing along the western bank of Rock Creek,
a second to enter the park from the Adams Mill road and connect with
the general park system.
The first of these roads is the one mentioned in last year's report.
· The amount of $5,000 appropriated for it, being immediately available,
was nearly all expended before the beginning of the present fiscal year.
Siuce this road has to be built within the boundaries of the park, it
became necessary to make a heavy and expensive filling of earth near
the Woodley road. This is at present a very objectionable feature that
can not be modified except by an additional fill sufficient to modify the
lines of the embankment so that they _will simulate natural slopes. If
tbe modification of the boundary and the exterior road proposed by the
Commissioners is established here, this embankment should be removed
or made to conform to the grades that accommodate such exterior road.
By consulting the annexed map it will be seen that this road soon
reaches the banks of the creek. At this point it becomes necessary to
cross, owing to the fact that the right or western bank becomes precipitous and would not admit of the construction of a road except at great
expense and destruction of the natural features. It was first thought
that it would be necessary to construct a bridge here, but this seems
objectionable in some respects, as tending to give an artificial character
to a beautiful locality. It is thought/that it may be well to try at this
point (marked A on map) the experiment of a ford, so managed that in
ordinary stages of the stream there would be but a few inches of water.
This woulu give sufficient access for carriages, and foot passenger8
could cross upon a series of stepping stones. There would be but few
days in the year when such a crossing could not be used with satisfaction , and upon such days but little traveling would be expected.
Th e second road is in fact a restoration of the old road which led from ·
the mill formerly established here by President John Quincy Adams,
and accordin gly known on the map of the District as the Adams Mill
road. Tue mill with its dam has long since disappeaTed, but traces of
t h e roadway and of the miller's dwelling still remain. It is believed
that a picturesque driveway can be made here. It must necessarily
be narrow, as otherwise it would deface too much the wooded bank
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ludiu · th grounds is tbe restoration of the area
an
k Creek to something approaching its
' hi r ·i n had been connected with t he body of
nkm nt meant to restrain tbe stream and prer in the eal pond. This object b as now been
ff t d by r m. ing the embankments and sinking under the ground
at ea hen l f the pond a sub tantial wall of masonry.
.
Through the ourte y of the Fish Commission the park was enabled
during the year to acquire the plant for an aquarium which was us~d
at th Atlanta Exposition. It is intended to establish tbis in a suitable structure, thereby effecting an important addition to the zoological
resources of the park.
As the Yellowstone National Park is the source from which many
wild animals are supplied to tbe park bere, and as great difficult! has
hitherto been experienced in properly confining and caring for ammals
within that ,Preserve it has seemed desirable that an inclosure of considerable extent sho~1ld be fenced off in some suitable portion of tllat
park into which animals could be driven for the purpose of capture au d
where they could be preserved indefinitely while becoming partially
tamed and awaiting transportation to tbe East. A site for such an
inclosure has been selected in the Hayden Valley, and during t,he summer of 1895 a strong corral inclosing a considerable tract was erected
there. It was hoped that most of the few bison still remaining in the
Yel1owstone Park might be brought into this corral, and here protected
from marauders. In this particular, however, my expectations have
not been realized. The pursuit of the bison by poachers has continued,
and it is understood from the superintendent of the park that there are
now but very few remaining.

ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVA.TORY.
The operations of the Astrophysical Observatory during the past
yea~, as detailed more at length in the appendix have been very successful m reducing prejudicial disturbances to the work. It is expected
to make within a few mouths a l)nblication of the results of the long
investigation of the infra-red spectrum which has thus far occupied so
mu~h of the attention of the observatory. In this publication it is
bel~ v d that th~ degr~e of accuracy in the position of absorption lines,
~bl ·~ wa ~enti n d m the report of last year as the aim of the investigat10n, ·111 be fully realiz d .
. . . otwith tanding the gratify'm ,. progress Ill
· removmg
· sources of error
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which has· been made during the past year, it must again be remarked
that the full degree of satisfaction to be obtained in the investigation
can not be hoped for in the present site of the observatory. During
the past year plans have been prepared for the construction of a more
suitable building, and some experiments have been made looking to the
determination of a,_site more free from magnetic and other disturbances,
but no steps have yet been taken to remove to such a situation.
It is proper to add that administrative duties have occupied too much
of my time in the past year to permit my giviug the personal attention
I should have wished to the conduct of the observatory, and that for
the improvements above described credit is due chiefly to Mr. 0. G.
Abbot, who efficiently aids me in its charge.
NECROLOGY.
GEORGE BROWN GOODE.

Since the close of the fiscal year the Institution has suffered the irreparable loss of its assistant secretary, Dr. George Brown Goode, who
died on September 6, 1896, at his home in this city. A sketch of his
life will more properly be given in my next-report, but I can not refrain
from saying a word at this time about one with whom I was not only
officially intimate, but ~ho was a very dear personal friend._
Dr. Goode was born at New Albany, Ind., on February 13, 1851.
He was first associated with the fostitution in 1873, and from that time
until his death was thoroughly devoted to the work he so loved-the
building up and development, under the charge of the Regents, of a
great National Museum. In 1887 he was appointed assistant secretary
of the Institution in charge of the National Museum, which, as it exists
to-day, is perhaps the most fitting monument to his memory.
He possessed an exact scientific training that made him eminent as
a zoologist, but it was as a specialist in museum administration that he
was perhaps skilled above all others, and he gave himself with entire
devotion to the care of the Museum, which was practically his charge,
refusing many advantageous offers to go elsewhere, for the peculiar
value of his services was everywhere acknowledged.
Dr. Goode united with his great administrative ability singularly
varied powers in other directions, and the most entire unselfishness in
their use I have ever known. My own trust in him grew with every
evidence of his special fitness for it, while our official relations continued
to be of the most happy character, and so also were those of his associates and subordinates, for he possessed the rare art of maintaining an
e.xact discipline without sacrificing the affections of those over whom
it was administered. He is gone, and bis successor is hard to find.
WILLIAM ORAWFORD WINLOCK.

After the conclusion of the transactions of the Exchange Bureau for
the fiscal year, and before the annual report of the Institution was
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f e changes, William Crawford Win-

d, N. J ., Septem her 20, 1896, having
nrr , fr m a journey to Loudon, Leipsic, and
n ·u th interest of the affairs of the Bureau .
.n kn wn as an astronomer, having been
t'" t
ava,1 Observatory, continued to exerion after associating himself with the
in < ldition to bis onerous duties as curator of ex1 hon rary curator of physical apparatus in the
< ti n l Mu ~eum.
At the time of bis death he occuf a tr nomy in the Corcoran and Graduate schools of
ni er ity.
f 1r. Winlock the Institution han lost not only one of
m t t'fici nt officers, and one to whom the exchange service was
pecially indebt d, but one whose personal character endeared him in
an uncommon degree to his associates.
GEORGE HANS BOEHMER.

George Hans Boehmer died at Gaithersburg, Md., November 20, 1895·
Mr. Boehmer was born in Berlin, Germany, May 6, 1842, and in 186S
came to the United States.
In 1876 he was appointed on the staff of the Smithsonian Institution,
and after various promotions became chief clerk of the Exchange
Bureau, which position he held at the time of his death. He was an
accomplished linguist, and his efforts aided greatly in bringing the
Exchange Bureau to its present efficient standing.
Respectfully submitted.
S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian lnstitution.

APPENDIX TO SECRETARY'S REPORT.
APPENDIX

I.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
SIR: The following statement constitutes a resum6 of the most important operations of the National Museum during the fiscal year which ended on June 30, 1896:
.Accessions.-Th e records show the r eceipt of 1,299 separate accessions during the
year. These represent a total of more than 70,000 specimens of all kinds.
The following accessions are of special interest: From Dr. William L. Abbott, to
whom more than any other inidividual the Museum is indebted for contributions from
Africa and Asia, collections of natural-history specimens, ethnological objects, and
musical instruments, gathered in Kashmir, India, and Madagascar; from Mr. A.
Boncard, Isle of ·wight, England, large and excee<lingly valuable collections of
birds' skins from different parts of the world, containing many species and several
genera new to the Museum collection; from Dr. L. T. Chamberlain, New York City,
a valuable collection of southern gems and gem minerals, native silver from Arizona,
an especially :fine specimen of green tourmaline from Mount Mica,, Paris, Me., and
shells from New Zealand and various localities in T exas; from John Brenton Copp,
New HaYen, Conn., a very interesting addition to the collection of household goods,
wearing apparel, pottery, glass, pewter jewelry, and other specimens transmitted by
him in n. previous year; from Dr. A.. Fenyes, Helonan, Egypt, a fine collection of
natural-history specimens, fossils, Greek and Roman coins, and antiquities from
Egypt and the Transvaal; from Mr. R. D. Lacoe, Pittston, Pa., collections of Dakota
group fossils and Paleozoic animal fossils, also specimens from a Sigillarian stump.
'l'hese collections will form part of the famous "Lacoe Collection." Col. Charles
Coote Grant, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, has transmitted a large collection of
Clinton and Niagara group fossils from the vicinity of Hamilton. Dr. William L.
Ralph 1 Utica, N. Y., to whom the Museum is so deeply indebted, has presented some
very valuable and interesting collections of birds' skins. Among them is a skin of a
Philip Island parrot, now an extinct species. Lieut. \Virt Robinson, U. S. A., Hubbard Park, Cambi-idge, Mass., transmitted collections of birds' eggs from Virginia,
birds' skins, including several new species, from Margarita I sland and Venezuela, as
well as some natural-history specimens from the West Indies. Some very beautiful
specimens of the Tiffany Fn,vrile glass, made under the personal supervision of Mr.
Charles L. Tiffany, have been deposited in the Museum by Messrs. Tiffany & Co.
Special mention may also be made of a numb er of pieces of beautifully decorated
chiuaware, pottery, etc., presented by Messrs. William and Edward Lycett, Atlanta,
Ga., including vases, cups, and saucers of Japanese eggshell porcelain.
The scien,tific stajf.-The vacancy created by the death of Prof. C. V. Riley, honorary curator, on September 14, 1895, has been :filled by the appointment of Mr. L.
o. Howard, who also succeeded Professor Riley as Entomologist of the Department
of Agriculture. Custodians of special groups in the Department of Insects have
been appointed, as follows: Mr. D. W. Coquillett, custodian of the Diptera; Mr. W.
H . .Ashmead, custodian of the Hymenoptera; Mr. E. A. Schwarz, custodian of Coleopterous larvre, and Mr. 0. F. Cook, of Huntington, Long Island, custodian of the
Myriapoda.
.29
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to the Smithsonian building during the year was
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• ·1, < im •11- n e, ii-rel fol' <let nninalion.-Tb.ere has been a noticeable increase ju th e
numb r o( 1 > • f mn.t rial r c i eel for identification. This is readily accounted
f r
th ·n · nra 0 · ment ~hich the Museum has always given in this direction._ A
t n l r in d aclnaUy worthl , lmt believed by the sell(ler to have some smenili. · r
mm •r i.al valu , is as car ,fully examined and reported upon as would be_ a
•on' ·ti.on hi vino- T coo-ni.zed value, from a correspondent known to be engage(l in
d nti.lic work. Th number of "lots" received during the year was 542, or an
incr a of T over the number received last year.
1"ol'eign e.rcha11gcs.-Exchano·es have been made with a number of foreign museums.
Among them mn.y be menti~ned the Royal Zoological Mnseum, Florence, It~ly i
Museu Punlista, Sao Paulo, Brazil; British Museum, London, England; ZoologiciLl
Museum, Turin, Italy; Horniman Museum, London, England; Australian Museu~f
Sydney, e,v South '\,Vales · La Plat.a Museum La Plata, Argentina; Museum
Natural Histor"t·,
Paris , Fra~ce ·, Museum of Natural History, Genoa, Italy v·
i Roya]
,J
Zoological Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark; Imperial Zoological Museum, icnua,
Austria. Ex.chanµ:es of importance have also been made with individuals, amoug
whom may be mentioned Mr. Edward Lovett, Croydon; England; Mr. Edgar J.
Bradley, H.a,p py Valley ·water Works, South Australia; Dr. A. C. Haddon, Cambridge, England; Prof. Guiseppe Bellucci 1 Perugia, Italy; Dr.· Herman Credner,
Lei11 sic, Germany ; Dr. A. Pavlow, Moscow, Russia; Col. Chal'les Scott Grant, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada; Prof. M. Stossicb, Trieste, Austria.
.
PuoHcations.-The Report of the National Museum for 1893 was publisheu. early m
the year, anc1 a considerable portion of the Report for 1894 is already in type.
Volume 17 of Proceeclings of the National Museum was received from the Govern3:1ent Printing Office and distributed in July. All the papers for Volume 18, exce?t:ng three, appeared as separates. This volume will probably be ready for distributi~n
m bound form during November. Advance editions of three papers to appear 1D
volume 18 were also 1:ecei ved and distributed. Two of these contained descriptions
of rema,rka~le new genera aud species of batracbia and crusfacea obtained by th e
U~ited States r'iE,h Commission from an artesian well at San Marcos, Tex. The
thnd contained preliminary diagnoses of new mammals from the Mexican bo rd er,
collected by Dr. E. A. Mearns, U.S. A.
Bulleti1! 4:, "The Fis~es of North and Middle America," by Dr. D. . Jordan and
Prof. B. \\ · Evermann, w1ll shorLly l)e 1mblished and Bulletin 49 '·A Biblioo-raplly
of th e ~itblish~d Wi·itings of l>hilip Lutley S~later, I!'. R. S.'' ll~epared by t>Dr. G.
Brown Goode, 1s 110w in type.
·
·
·
. A second edition of PaTt r of B u lle t·m 39 , " Directions
for Collectrng
and Preser·v1n' Insects" ln· Prof I V R'l
1 ey, h a: b een printed to meet the unusually large
_,
'
.•
· ·
·
ueman<l for tl11 1 1mm phlet.
'
• pecial Bulletin ,.'o 2 "Oc a · 1 hth 1
Tar1c•tr 1n H 1,.
. · '
me c
yo ogy," by Dr. G. Brown Goode ancl Dr.
•
• ><,an, 1. now T ady for tlH· prcli8
Th' ·
d
I> larric ti h. of the vorld , n .
,
. ·
l!i I a treatise on the deep-s a a11
1
r Blal·p 1lbatrrwi
~ ::h di ba. e<l ·luefly on the collections ma<le by the steam• ' .
aml 1' 11J
lmrk m the orth
t
A1 .
J .
elaborat6 work 1·u < t, rt f
r--·
Wes ern
t antw Ocean.
t 1s an
.
,
11a o orm c, ,.:,;,.\pag• w'tl
1 1 au at1a of 417 figures
'
,
arrauge<l. on
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123 plates. Special Bulletin No. 3 is also ready for the press. This is tho second
volume of "Life Histories of North American Birds," by Maj. Charles Bend ire.
In the series of circulars, No . 47 has been issued. The object of the circular is to
indicate the conditions upon which the Museum will undertake the iden tification of
mollusks. The n ecessity of printing such a circular arose from the vast amount of
material of this kind received for examination during recent years. In almost every
instance the return of the material was expected, and thus the Museum was called
upon to do a very large amount of work with little or no return of any kind .
Explorations.-Dr . William L. Abbott has continued his explorations in Africa and
India, and the Museum is deeply indebted to him for additional collections of ethnological and natural-history objects. Among the.latter, a fine series of skins oflemurs
and of the insectivores peculiar to southeastern Madagascar are of conspicuous interest ancl value.
A valuable collection, consisting of 1,553 specimens of antiquities, obtained in 1895
from the cliff dwellings and ancient pueblos near Tusaya11, Ariz., has been gathered
by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes. This collection will doubtless be supplemented by others
of equal interest, as Dr. Fcwkes is continniug his explorations this summer (1896) .
.A very acceptable collection of natural-history material was obtained for the
Museum by Lieut. Wirt Robinson, U.S. A., during his travels in the West Indi es a,ud
South America.
Additional collections of mammals, birds, and other natural-history specimens,
obtained in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and the Gulf of California, have been r eceived
from Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, U.S . A.
A collection of objects illustrating the manner of life among the Kiowa tribes has
been gathered by Mr. James Mooney, of the Bureau of Ethnology, ancl transferred
to tbe National Museum.
As a result of explorations in a cavern near Duffield, Scott County, Va., con<lucted
by Gen. A. L. Pridemore, of Jonesville, Va., the Museum has received a large collection of human bones.
Important collections have been recei ved from the United Stat es Fish Commission,
comprising material collected in various parts of the United States by exploring
parties sent out und er the direction of the Commission. The Department of Agriculture has been instrumental in adding, through its explorations, to the Museum
collections. A fine collection of Lower Silurian fossils from Valcour I sland, La,k e
Champlain, and of trilobites from Rome, N. Y., was made by the Uniteu States
Geological Survey, and will in dne co urse be transmitted to the Museum. Several
l arge and valuable collections have been received from this sonrce during the year.
Prof. R. Ellsworth Call, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has explored so me of th e caves in
Kentucky, and has transmitted to the Museum a large number of bats from the
Mammoth Cave.
Several of the curators and assistant curators iu. the Museum have :.t varions times
during the year b een engaged in collecting material. The results of these expeditions,
which were for the most part very successful, have been incorpor ated into the
Museum collections.
Cotton States and International Exposition, A tlanta.-The exposition opened on September 18 and closed on December 31. Fourteen departments of tho Mnseum were
represented b y special exhibits, an d also several sections of the d epartment of arts
and industries. The sum allotted to the In titution and the Museum was $22,000.
The Museum report for this year (1895-96), now in course of preparation, will contain
an elaborate rep.ort upon the exhibits of the Institution and the Museum, accompanied b y detailed lis ts of the objects exhibited.
Respectfully submitted.
G. BROWN GOODE,
Assistant Secretary in Charge of the U. S. National Museiun.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
AUGUST 1, 1896.
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F nm BUI EAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY
YEAP ENDING JUNE 30, 1896.
have b en carried forward throughout the fiscal year
ongre s making provision "for continuing researc_hes
ricau Indians, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institu-

operations have been conducted in accordance with a plan submitt <lat th b ginninrr of th fiscal year. :Field operations of consitlerable extent
have b n arri cl on in Arizona Florida Indian Territory, Indiana., Maine, New
'
' The office researches have been carne
. d
khihoma, and. onora, Mexico.
M - ic
forward by th u e of material from most of the States and from various other parts
of th continent.
CLASSIFICATION OD' THE WORK.

The immediate purpose of the Congress in instituting the Ethnological Bureau _was
to obtain definite information concernino- Indian tribes, to the end that they might
be arrangecl in amicable groups on reser~ations; and this primary purpose has been
constantly borne in mincl ancl has from the beginning shaped the operations of th e
Bureau. In consiuerinrr the qualities which conduce toward amity or tend towa rd
enmity among the trib~s it was found that differences in mythology or belief commonly engender distrust and strife, while similarities in myt!J.ology inspire ~utual
confi.cience and thus promote peace; accordingly, it was deemed necessary to rnv~stigate the aboriginal mythology. It was also found that tribes an(l confederacies
contr~lled by similar laws and governed by chiefs chosen in the sawe :"ay, ~nd
organized or regimented on parallel lines, usually associate peacefully, while tribes
or other groups whose institutions are unlike· can not associate without friction aoa
clashing; thus it seemed desirable to take up researches concerning the institutions
of the aborigines, aud the early work in this direction proved so fruitful as to
encourage its prosecution. It was found too that tribes ancl other groups whose
industrial arts, sports, and games are of allied' character are commonly harmonious,
while Indians whose arts are diverse are suspicious of each other nnd prone to
animosity; and for this and other reasons it was deemed needful to investigate th e
aboriginal arts.
Final1y, it was fouml that there is a relation between the beliefs, institutions, and
arts of th~ lndi~ns and the languages spoken by them 1 and as the researches progre~sed this relation was found so intimate that tbe languages may safely be regarded
as mtlexes to those qualities, and hence that lano·uao-e alone can safely be used as a
?asis ~or th e determination of tribal qualities and fo:the arrangement of the Indians
m amicable gronps. Accordingly, much attention was given to lino-nistic res arches,
a~d gradual1_y most of the tribes of tbe United States, with some of those in the contiguous _terntory, were classified on a linguistic basis. Meanwhile investigations
conce_rnmg other subjects were carrie<l forward, and were found of much importance.
In this. way four primary lin es O f research were developed So far as practicable,
·
th 8
oplerat1ons of the ~ureau have been so conducted as to ;dvance knowledo-e equally
a ong the several lmes Pract· l
·-~
·
i::,
t
. . .
f ·
ica consiuerat10ns have, however led to a somewha
a.rl itr·
, ary <11v1 10n o th N"ork into the
l
'
(1)
·b olo• . 2) de . .
common Y recognized departments
ar3~' (
cnptJve ethnology, (3) sociology, (.-1) linguistics, (5) ruytholo~y,
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(6) psychology, (7) bibliography, and (8) publication, with the necessary administrative and miscellaneous work. Most of the researches are necessarily carried
forward in the field, while the field material is elaborated in the office. Accordingly,
the field work and the office work are treated together except in so far as the former
may be considered exploratory, when it- commonly relates to different lines of primary research.
EXPLORATION.

At the beginning of the fiscal year Dr. J. WalterFewkes was in the field in Arizona,
having completecl during June a reconnoissance of the little-known country including the northeastern extension of the Mogollon escarpment about the head waters of
Rio Verde. He repaired early in July to Holbrook, aIHl proceeded to explore the
ruinecl villages of northeastern Arizona. After a more or less successful reconnoissance extending over a considerable district, he chose for detailed work the ruin
known as Sikyatld. Here he was joined by Mr. F. Vv. Hodge. It was ascertained
through tradition and literary record that the rnin represented a wholly prehistoric
village; and excavations were begun with the certainty that all material exhumed
would, for this reason, be of especial value in indicating the aboriginal condition of
the pueblo builders of this district. The anticipations were folly realized in ·the
results. In all of the abundant material exhumed and duly transferred to the United
States National Museum no trace of intrusive accnltural art was found; every piece
was clearly prehistoric ; and the collection was the richest both in quantity of material and the q nality of the ware and its symbolic decoration thus faro btained in this
country. While it is especially rich in decorated pottery-, many other articles illustrating primitive handicraft and customs were obtained, together with a sufficient
amount of somatologic ruaterial-crania, etc.-to reveal the prominent physical characteristics of the ancient people. Extensive collections were made also in the ancient
ruin of Awa to bi. Dr. Fewkes' operations were brought to a close toward the end of
August, when he returnell to Washington with his collections, comprising seventeen
boxes from Sikyatki and Awatobi, and three from the ruins on the head waters of
Rio Verde.
Separating from Dr. Fewkes at Holbrook about the end of August, Mr. Hodge
made a recounois.-ance of all the inhabited pueblos of New Mexico comprising Zuni,
Acoma, and Laguna in tbe western part of the territory, Cochit1, San Felipe, Sa'nto
Domingo, Santa Ana, Sia,, .Jemez, Isleta, Sandia, Taos, Picuris, Santa Clara, San Juan,
San Ildefonso, Pojoaque, Na,mbe, and Tesuqne, in the valley of Rio Grande. At
nearly all of these pueblos he was able to obtain valuable information relating to the
social organization, beliefs, migrations, and affinities of the natives. In several
cases the Indians have remained so completely isolated as to be little known to
students, and accordingly much of the information is essentially new.
The early part of the year was spent by Mr. James Mooney in the field in Oklahoma in researches concerning the Kiowa Indians, the details of which are set forth
elsewhere.
Noteworthy exploratory work was conducted by Mr. W J McGee in conti1mation
and extension of the explorations in Arizona and Sonora, Mexico, begun during the
last fiscal year. Outfitting at Tucson, Ariz., he started southward on November 9,
1895, crossing the frontier at Sasabe and proceeding thence in a different direction
from that already reconnoitered. By the rni<ldle of the month he reached ti.J.e most
elaborate prehistoric works existing in northwestern Mexico, near the rancho of
Sau Rafael de Alamito, on the principal wash known localJy as Rio Altar. The
works comprise terraces, stone walls, and enclosed fortifications, built of loose stones,
nearly ~urrounding two buttes, of which the larger is three-fourths of a mile in
length and about 600 feet in height.
These ruins are know.n locally as "Las Trincheras," or as "Trinchera" and
''Trincherita." The whole of the northern side of the larger butte is so terraced
and walled as to leave hardly a squar e yard of the surface in the natural condition;
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literally sprinkled with fragments ~f
·n making hipped implements, and other artihn n, who accompanied the party as topographer
a
logi al Survey), ancl who carried forward a,
f he ruins; a number of photographs were
11 ction representing the fragmentary pott~ry
n ar
1rnild r
,a btain d. After some days spent at this locahty
· I di i n l)U~h d n outhward, trav rsing the principal mountain range of
·tt'1·n
n ra in. 11an w canyon below Poso Noriega, and thence following for
~ mil ' lt • nd • h kn wn as Rio Bacuaclie, which was not previously mapped.
wa h n ar it ind finite termination on the desert plains, the ·course
wu h ad l t war l an ho de San Fr:mci co de Costa Rica1 where a rancheria of
th
ri In liau wa found in l 9 . On reaching this point it was ascertained that
e
rd
Indian h. d, through a combination of circumstances, become more hostile towa
whit m n than ver before, so that the prospect for studying their arts, institutions,
aml beliefs emed mo t gloomy. Nevertheless, it was decided to make the e:trort.
At the rancho a rude boat was built with the aid of Sefi.or Pascual Enemas, of
Hermosillo; a preliminary trip was th~n made over the continental portion of Se~iland, including the Seri Mountains, which were ascended for the first time by w~ite
1
men, and were carefully mapped by Mr. Johnson. It was expected that the I~d ~ns
would lie encountered on this trip· but unfortunately there had been a slurmish
between a, small party of the Seri a~d a party of Mexican vaqnei·os two da?·s before
the expeflition entered Seriland proper, and the Indians had apparently withdra;"n
t
to the coast and Tiburon Island. Returning from this side trip, the boat wasz wi b.
much difficulty, transportecl across Encinas desert and launched in Kino Bay, a reentrant in the coast of the Gulf of California. The stock, with the teamsters autl
t
guides, were sent back to the rancho, while the main party proceeded up th~ coaS
to the strait separating Tiburon Island from the mainland. It had been estimated
from the best available data that from five to seven days would be required for
crossing the strait, surveying Tiburon Island, and making collections; and ten days'
th
rations with fi:ve days' water supply were provided. The party, in addition to
e
leader, comrrised Messrs. W. D. Johnson, topographer, J. W. Mitchell, photographe~,
and S. C. Millard, interpreter; Senores Andres Noriega, of Costa Rica, and Ygua~io
Lozania, of Hermosillo; Mariana, Anton, Miguel, Anton Castillo, and Anton Or~iz,
Papago Indians; and Ruperto Alvarez, a mixed-blood Yaki. A military orgamzation was adopted, strict regulations were laitl down for the protection of life a nd
property, and watches were instituted and rigidly maintained.
On proceeding up the coast toward the turbulent strait El Infiernillo, severe gales
were encountered, whereby progress was greatly retarded; anc.1 on reaching th e
strait the winds continued to blow so violently as to fill the air with sand ashore a nd
spray ~t sea, and to render it impossible to make the passage. Finally, after five
days, when the water was exhausted, the gale lulled sufficiently to permit a difficult
crossing with a portion of the party and a small part of the scanty food and bedding i
but when Messrs. Johnson and Mitchell set out on the return trip to bring over Senor
Noriega and two of the Indians, who remained with the supplies on the mainland,
the gale rose again and, despite the most strenuous efforts blew the frail vessel 25
miles down the gulf, where it was practically wrecked on~ deRert island. On the
followi:1-g day the wind subsided somewhat, and the two men were able to empty the
boat of the sand with which it had become filled, to repair it, and finally to reach
the rendezvous on the shore of Kino Bay in time to meet the teamsters from the
rancho on their return to bring in the party. Here water was obtained and Messr .
J ~huson and Mitchell again worked their way up the coast in the fa~e of ad verse
wrn~s, n ua.lly tracking the l)Oat laboriou. ly along the rocky coast; but it was not
until th end of the fourth clay that they r ·joined the three men left on the mainland,
wbo _ha.d suff red much from thirst, and again crossed the strait to find the larger
portion of the party with the leader on Tiburon Island. Meantime the group on the
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island had suffered inconvenience from dearth of food and blankets, and had been
compelled to devote nearly all their energies to obtaining water from a little tinaja,
or water pocket, in the rocks in the interior of the island 6 or 7 miles from the shore.
All hope of return of the boat had been abandoned, and when it finally appeared
the party were collecting driftwood and branches of the palo blanco-a tree growing sparsely on the mountains in the interior of the island-to build a raft, while
one of the party was engaged in making the necessary ropes from provision-bags
and clothing.
On the reassembling of the party the original plans were rei:mmed; the leader
visited a score or more of Seri house bowers or r:rncherias, only to fincl them abandoned (though some bore evidence of occupancy within a few hours) v,·hile Mr.
Johnson continued the topographic surveys. By this time the food supplies ·w ere
practically exhausted, but were eked out by collecting oysters, cfams, and crabs and
by a shark taken on the next to the last d,1y of the stay on the island; and, as ·b efore,
most of the energies of the party were expended in carrying water from 4 to 15
miles, for which purpose squads of five or more heavily armed men wore requisite,
since the danger of ambush was considerable and constant. By these journeys over
the jagged rocks, in which Tiburon Island aboun<ls, the shoes of the white men and
the sandals of the Indians were worn out; and this condition finally compelled the
abandonment of further effort to come into communication with the ·wary Indians.
Considerable collections rep,esenting their crude arts, domestic and maritime, were,
however, made in ~heir freshly abandoned rancherias, and :L tine balsa, or canoe~
raft made of canes, wa,s 9btained.
After some delay and danger the strait was recrossed, and the party found themselves on the mainland, still beset by storms, without food or water, reduced by
arduous labor and insufficient food, and .practically barefoot in a region abounding
in thorns and spines and jagged rncks. Moreover, they were still constantly nuder
the eyes of Seri warriors watching from a distance aud awaiting opportunity for
attack. After fully considering the situation, the leader left the party and the boat
in charge of Mr. Johnson and skirted the coast on foot for 25 miles to the rendezvous
on l{ino Bay in the hope of reaching the teamster from the rancho ~ith supplies on
the last day·of his stay there under the fo structions given him by Mr. Johnson, on
last leaving that point after the wreck. He reached the rendezvous early in the
night of December 28, only to :find it abandoned lJy reason of tho accidental escape
of the stock. He at once pushed on across the desert to the rancho, rnaclting there
early in the morning of the 29th, and immediately returning with food and water.
The entire party arrived at the rancho on the evening of December 31, an<l. two <lays
later proceeded to Hermosillo, whence the leader returned directly to ,Vashington,
while M1·. J ohns(')n retraversed the conn try, thence northward to the Arizona boundary, collecting objects and information among the Papago Indians an<l. completing
the triangulation and topographic surveys. Ile rea~hed Tucson abont the end of
January.
While the expedition was, by reason of the hostility of the Indian,;, 11nsuccessful
so far as the anticipated studies of the Seri institutions and beliefs are concerned,
considerable collections representing their arts were obtained. Moreover, the whole
of Seriland, the interior of which was never before tTOdclen by white men, was examined, surveyed, and mapped; and the expedition resHlted also in a survey of such
character as to yield the first topographic map of a broad belt in Sonora extending
from the international boundary to Sonora River. The area covered l)y this s11rvey
is about 10,000 squate miles. Forty-seven station,; were occupied for control, and a
considerably larger number of additional points for topographic sketching. The
portion of the map comprising Seriland, being essentially new to geographers, has
been published in the National Geographic Magazine (Vol. VII, 1896, Pl. xrv). It
is a pleasure to say that the .work of the expedition was facilitated in a11 possible
ways by the State officers of Sonora and the federal authorities of tho Republic of
Mexico. By special authority of His Excellency Senor Leal, secretario de fomento,
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he boundary with the outfit and necessary supplies;
ra,
uor Ramon Coral, offered to furnish a guanl of state
cli play l onstant interest in the work of the expedition.

OFFICE WORIC.
ARCHEOLOGY.

Dr. J. W. l!.,ewke brought his field explorations and excavations to a close toward
the encl of Augu t aml proceeded to Was)lington, where he was for several months
e·m ployed in unpackiug, cleaning, repairing, labeling, and installing in the National
Museum the collections of pottery and other aboriginal material obtainecl in the
course of his work in Arizona. In connection with this duty be prepa,red a general
paper on the results of bis work for the a nnual report of the Smithsonian Institution, and began the preparation of a more extended ancl fully illustrated memoir for
incorporation in the seventeenth annual r eport of the Bureau; he was occupied on
this memoir during most of Dec~mber, 1895, and until his departure to the fieltl in
May, 1896. In this report especi al attention is given to the s;ymbolic decoration of
the pottery and to its bearing on the mythology of the Pueblo Indians.
Toward the end of the fiscal year Dr. Fewkes returned to the :field for the purpose
of making excavations and surveys of ruins brought to light through his previous
reconnoissance. Re was accompanied by Mr. Walter Hough, of the National Mnsenm,
who was detailed as a field assistant for the season. The operations were commenced
at the ruin known as Homolobi, on Little Colorado River, about 3 miles from ,vinsl~w,
Ariz. As indicated by tradition, this village was the 2,ncient home of a Moki Indian
clan. l!'or a time the results of the work ,Yere not encouraging, but toward the
middle of June a productive part of the ruin was reached, and within a few days
'100 fine specimens were obtained, including 250 beautiful bowls, dippers, vases, jars~
and other specimens of aboriginal fictile ware, siwilar to that obtained from Sikyatki
during the preceding season. Examination showed that the ware is typically Tnsayan, yet in its form and decoration is archaic and without influence of civilized
culture, t~us demonstrating ]?rehistoric character. The work at this point contin~ed
successful until the ruin was exhausted. The party then repaired to another site,
known as ChevlonPass, on Little Colorado River, als0 discovered by Dr. Few kes. There
the excavations were successful ahuost from the first, so that by the end of ~une
the field catalogue of specimens had passed the number of 1,000. Several umque
and especially significant objects were brought to light at this ruin. Some of the
pottery found here is remarkably fine in texture. form, and decoration. Numeromi
baskets were also recovered, as well as cotton cl~th, sandals, pa.hos ( or ceremonial
wands), and marine shells. Although Dr. Fewkes' collections during the summer
of 1895 were un1necedented in wealth an(l scientific value, for the United States,
his collections during the first half of the season of 1896 were even richer and more
significant in. their bearing on ethnic problems.
Early in December, Mr. Frank Hamilton Cushing proceeded to Florida to resume
the.researches relating to the Seminole Indians and to the archeology of that region,
which ';ere commenced several months before and temporarily discontinued by reason
0 ~ the madequa.cy of the fnnds at disposal for field work.
It was found impractl.cabl to make the rec1uisite allotment for necessary field expenses, and a tender
was acce-ptecl from _the ~cbeolocrical Assoeiation of Philadelphia, representing the
iu enm of ~be mvers1ty of Penni;ylvania, for cooperation.
nder the terms of
~h cooperation the Arcbcological Association assn med the cost of fiel<l. work, includmg tbe ul, · i t nc of the part Y, th e sa1anes
· o f a ·M· -tan ts to Mr. Cushing, an d rnci· ·
dental expenses connected with th~ operations, while the material proceeds, in the
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form of collections, became the joint property of the Bureau and the association,
to be divided after examination and use in the preparation of r eports, and the
scientific results remain tha . property of the Bureau for publication. Under this
arrangement Mr. Cushing organized a party, including Mr. Wells M. Sawyer, of the
United States Geological Survey (:furloughed for the purpose); as photographer and
artist; Mr. Carl F. vV. Bergmann, formerly of the United St ates National Museum,
as an expert assistant in collecting; Mr. Irving Sayford as clerk; and a number of
workmen, who were engaged in excavation. Several localities were reconnoitered
and exploited with moderate success. During February the work was pushed into
the region of coral islands in the neighborhood of Punta Rassa, where traces of
extensive aboriginal handiwork were found on the islands, and especially in ancient
atolls and lagoons linecl with bogs and saline marl. Here the works wero of such
character as to indicate an extensive and well-organized primitive population, subsisting on sea food, and cruising not only the lagoons and bays but also the open
gulf. Their island domiciles were protected by dikes built of large sea shells, evidently collected for the purpose; thei.r habitations, at least iu part, were pile stru ctures, rnins of which still remain . In some cases these structures were occupied so
loJJg that the kitchen refuse accumnbted to form mounds (initiating in time the custom of erecting mounds as sites for domiciles), and within the refuse heaps, or
midden-mounds, extensive traces of handiwork of the people were found.
The most extensive collections were, however, made from the bogs adjacent to the
h ab itations or beneath habitations occupied too briefly to permit extensive accumul ations of middens. In these bogs were preserved numerous artifacts, comprising
shell work in large variety; wooden ware, including utensils, tools, weapons, masks
and other ceremonial objects, often elaborately carved ancl painted; textile fabrics
and hasketry in ahnndance, though usually in such a state of decay as har dly to be
preservable; implements and other objects partly or wholly of teeth and bone of
sharks, Janel animals, etc.; ::md a few stone implements of the usual aboriginal
character. The painting and carving are especially noteworthy, not only as indicating moderately advanced Rymbolic art of the native type, b11t as suggesting community of culture between the maritime people of Florida and prehistoric peoples
of the western and southern shores of the Gulf of Mexico. Tho handiwork shows
no trace of accnltural influence, and must therefore be regarded :ts pre-Columbian,
though the mode of life indicated by the relics is similar to that observed on the
Floridian peninsula by the earliest white explorers. The woollen ware, textiles, etc.,
preserved in the salt-water bogs commonly r etained their aboriginal appearance
until exposed to the air, when they rapidly disintegrated and fell to pieces, or else
shrunk or warped so greatly as to give little indication of the original form. A
. considerable part of the energies of the party were expended in efforts to preserve
these perishable articles by various devices and the use of snch materials as could
be ol,tained at points remote from civilized stores, while Mr. Sawyer was const antly
employed in photographing or in drawing and painting in the original colors all the
more perishable objects; in this_way the evidence concerning the prehistoric people
recorded in the better-preserved portions of the collection was greatly amplified and
extended.
In April the Director visited Mr. Cushing and remained with the party, personally
inspecting and directing the work, for several clays. The oper ations in Florida were
brought to a close in May, when the collections were carefully loaded iu a car an<l
transported direct to Philadelphia, where the space and facilities for unpacking were
ample. Mr. Cushing returned to Washington, and on the arrival of the car proceeded
to Philadelphia, where he unpacked that portion of the collection required for immediate study .
Mr. Cushing's Florida work threw new light on the shell mounds and other aboriginal works on the American coasts, and it was accordingly thought desirable to
review the earlier and more superficial examination of these works at different points
along the coast. Carrying out thh:1 plan, the Director proceeded about the middle
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of Jun
a t of Maine, which has long been known to abound in aboriginal
h 11 h aps; th r b wa s on afterward joined by Mr. Cushing, and surveys and
examination of th pr historic works were under way at the close of the fiscal year.
DESCRIPTIVE ETHNOLOGY.

As ::u lmini trative duties permitted, Mr. F. W. Hodge (acting chief clerk) carried
forwa1·d tho
lopedia of the American Indians, his field work among the pueblos
in August :1n<l. • eptember yielding much inforrnation concerning the relations, and
e pecially oncerning the clan orga.nization of the southwestern Indians. In F ebruary Dr. Cyrus Thoma , haYing completed his revision and extension of work on
Indian lantl treaties, was transferred to the Cyclopedia, and during the remainder of
the :fiscal year he was employed in collecting and arranging material relating to the
tribes of the Alo-onquian stock. The character of this Cyclopedia was set forth fully
in the last report.
During the earlier part of the year Dr. Thomas revised and brought up to date the
Royce memoir on treaties with the Indian tribes relating to the cession of lands
(al o described in the last report). The task proved greater tharP anticipated, since
extended research was required for bringing the work to date, and since th-is necessitatecl the reconstruction of several of the maps. The laborio~s work was carried
forward energetically by Dr, Thomas, and the requisite additions to and modifications in the schedule were made, the maps were prepared, and an introductory and
explanatory chapter was written. The work was completed early in April, and was
prepared for transmission to the Public Printer for issue as Volume VIII of the Contributions to North Americ;m Ethnology, when on examination of the statu tes it was
found that the public printing law approved January 12, 1895, seems to terminate
that series; accordingly, the document was held for incorporation in a forthcoming
annual report.
In the early part of the year Mr. James Mooney was employed in the :field in
researches among the Kiowa and Comanche Indians of Oklahoma and Indian Territory. One of his lines of research related to the camping circle of the KiowaComanche group, in which the tents are arranged in a certain definite order expressing the social organization and conveying other symbolic meanings; his studies
extended also to the patriarchial shields attached to the tents, and to the drawings
and paintings by which both shields and tents are decorated. He has found that
all of these decorations are symbolic, and collectively represent a highly elaborate
system of heraldry, and most of his time in the field was devoted to tracing the ramifications and interpreting the details of the heraldic system. Special attention,
too, was given to the calendars, or "winter counts," of which several were found
among these Indians. These calendars, which represent the beginning of writing,
are long-continued records of current events, represented pictographically by rude
drawings and paintings on skins or fabrics; and from them the important events
in the history of the tribes for many years can be determined with accuracy.
Another line of research related to the use of'' mescal" by several of the southern
plains' tribes in their ceremonials as a paratriptic and mild intoxicant; this article,
as used by the Indiam;, is the upper part of the cactus known botanically as .Anhalo'l'lium, lewinii, or Lophophora williamBii lewinii, which grows in the arid region of
Texas and eastern Mexico. The tops of the plants are collected and dried, when
the! for1:1" bu~ton-like masses an inch or more in diameter and perhaps one-eighth of
an inch in t~ickness; these lmttons are eaten l)y the Indians in certain protracted
a nd exhausting ceremonials. T.heir effect is to stimulate and invigorate the system
to such a_n extent as to P rmit active participation in the dance and drama for many
co~secntive hours without fatigue, while at the same time mental effects somewhat
a~m to t~os of ha hish are produced, whereby the condition of trance or hallucina.b.on, wluch pl~ys &o important a part in all primitive ceremonials is made more
~mplete than is cu tomary or even possil>le under normal circumst:nces. In addition to the study of effects produced on the Indians themselves by the use of the
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poison, Mr. Mooney collected a consideraule quantity of the material for scientific
examination. By courtesy of the Department of Agriculture, the b{1ttons were analyzetl by Dr. Harvey W. Wiley and Mr. E. E. Ewell, of that Department, and were
found to yield three alkaloids, designated, respectively, as anhalonine, mescaline, and
alkaloid 3, besides certain resinous substances, all possessing peculiar physiological
properties. The physiologic action of the mescal buttons administered entire, and
also of the three alkaloids, has been tested by D. W. Prentiss, M. D., and 1?. P. Morgan, M. D., and the results have been found of great interest, leading the experimentalists to consider the extracts as important therapeutic agents and valuable
additions to the pharmacopmia. On his return from the field Mr. Mooney began the
preparation of a memoir on the Kiowa calendars, which was nearly completed at the
enll of the fiscal year, and has been assigned for publication in the seventeenth
annual report.
As cluring past years, much attention has been given to photographing Indians
and Indian subjects, and a small photographic laboratory has been maintained,
tl1roc1gh the aid of Mr: William Dinwiddie. During the winter advantage was taken
of the presence of representative Indians in the national capital, and a number of
portrait photographs were obtained, together with considerable genealogic information co.ncerning various chiefs and leading men among several tribes.
SOCIOLOGY.

Except while occupied in administrative work, Mr. W J McGee, ethnologist in
charge of the Bureau, bas been carrying forward researches relati11g to the social
organization of the Indian tribes. His work is based on the voluminous rnconls in
tho archives of the Bureau and on observations especially among the Papa.go and
Seri Indians. It has been the aim to render this work fundamental, and to this
end the primary characteristics of mankind as distinguished from lower organisms
have been cons.iderecl with especial care, and the studies of the Seri Indians have
been particularly fruitful. Among the results of the researches there may he mentioned (1) an analysis of the beginning of agriculture, (2) the recognition of the
beginning of zooculture, (3) a study of tbe growth of altruistic motive, and (4) an
examination of early stages in the development of marriage. These results are
incorporated partly in a preliminary memoir on tho '' Sionan Indians" printed in
the :fifteenth annual report, partly in several administrative reports, and partly in
an address p.ublished in the Smithsonian aunual report for 1895.
It may be noted summarily that the researches concerning the beginning of agriculture indicate that this important art originated independently in different desert
regrons, and was at first merely an expression of a solidarity into which men and
lower organisms were forced by reason of the environmental conuitions characteristic of the desert. Later the art was raised to a higher plane through the gradual
development of irrigation, and still later it was extended into areas in which irrigation was not required. The researches concerning zooculture serve to define a
stage antecedent to domestication, as that term is commonly employed, in which the
relations between men and auimals are collective rather than individual, and in
which the men and animals become mutually tolerant and mutually beneficial, as
when the coyote serves as a scavenger and gives warning, in his own cowardly
retreat, of the approach of enemies. Later, such of the tolerated animals as are
thereuy made more beneficial are gradually brought into domestication, as was the
coyote-dog among many Indian tribes, the turkey among some, and the reindeer
among certain Eskimo. The r esearches concerning the development of human motive
are involved in the study of primitive law, and indicate that regulations concerning
conduct are framed by the elders in the interest of harmony and collective benefit,
and that these regulations are enforced until their observance becomes hauitual,
when the habit in turn grows into motive. In some other directions, also, substantial progress has been made in the study of the organizations and institutions of the
American Indians.
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LI.,. UI TICS.

on i<1 r bl p. rt f the year the- Director has been occupied in. rel'arch ' nt• rnin°· • eral h::rn:i. teristics of the American Indians, with the view
f d Y l pino- a , :t m of cla i:fi n.tion so complete as to indicate not only the a~niti . f frib
nd t k amono- ea h other but the general affinities of the natl ve
Am 1·icau p pl an<1 th ir l)Osition among the races of men as well as among other
livilw oro-ani m '. In the our e of this work much thought bas been given to tlle
nuj ct of In<1in.n 1angnng , and th rich col1ections of liugnisti. c material in tbe
arC'hiY s of th
nreau l.Jaye b en scanned anew. It was the immediate purpose of
thi , tnc1y to tra e the d v 'lopment of various languages in such manner as to educe
h 1aw of lingui ti eYolutiou. Satisfactory progress was made, aml a considerable body of ma.nu cript was prepared, while a preliminary publication was pres~nted
dnri11g th year in the form of an address delivered in the United States Natwnal
Mu um May 23, 1 96, entitled "The Relation Between Institutions and Environment," and -printed in the Smithsonian Report for 1895. The records indicate that
the fonr or fise dozen distinct linguistic stocks in this country have been renderecl more or less composite by the blending of peoples; the researches seem to
show that a still 1arger number of distinct languages were originally develop ed
independently, in small, discrete groups, which gradually combined into larger
nd
tribes :1Dd confederacies, and sometimes grew so large as a.gain to subcliYide a
spreacl over vast areas; and in Yarious other directions these researches have been
founcl to throw light on the characteristics and relations of the Indians.
Dr. Albert S. Gatschet has been continuously employed in the collection and ~t~dy
of linguistic material pertaining to the Algonquian stock. During Jn1y b~ utihzE>d
the services of Mr. William .Tones a mixed-blood Sauk of exceptional intelligence, a
pupil at Philips Academy, Ando~er. Although he bas been absent from bis tr~lJe
for sometime, he was alJle to convey to Dr. Gatschet a large amount 9fnewmate~ia1.
About the middle of October Dr. Gatschet visited the survivorR of the Miami Indians
at Peru, Ind., and afterward proceeded to Miami town on Osage River, Indiau Te_rritory, nowtbe center of the Peoria confederacy. At both places be was able to obt~in
extensiYe co1lections relating to the language and mythology of the people. Dnrmg
the remainder of the fiscal year he was occupiecl in arranging the new material autl
in comparing it with other Algonquian recorus, and made considerable progress in
the preparation of a comparative Algonquian vocabulary.
Mr. J. N. B. Hewitt was employed in the early part of the year in applying th e
laws of linguistic development to the Iroquoian stock, and thereby tracing the affinities and prehistoric growth of this extensive and important gronp of AmeFican
Indians. Through this study he was able to ascertain the order in which different
members of the group differentiated, and either separated from the main body or
developed distinct organization. Representing the Iroquoian body as the trunk of
a genealogic tree, it appears that the lowest branch is represented by the Cherokee
and the second and third by the Huron ancl Seneca-Onondaga, the seYeral tribe
r~1ne~eu_ted
the uppermost branchef:! being but slightly differentiated. Thus .th0

?Y

lmgmSiic history of the Iroquoian stock is one of differentiation and division,
probably combined with assimilation from other stocks It may be observed that
th i~ hist0ry is p~ra.llel to that wrought out for the Siona~ stock by Dorsey and th at
which Gatscbet is now tracing in the Algonquian stock. but this apparently aberrant
· certain
· instances
·
' 1s
. 1n
. no way mconsi.
·
· t en t
. conrse of linguistic evo] u t·ion iu
wi th th general course of the development of lano-uao-e
which tends toward nnity
0
0
through .the <'ombinati on a.n<1 as. ·1 m1lation
· ·
'
of tbe various
tongues. Snbsequen tl Y
}.fr. Hewitt was· O(·cupi.ed in ana1yzmg
,·
irncl scheduling tbe vocabulary of the Tu b an·
langt·~-agf, co1 lected in northern 1exico lJy Dr. Carl Lnmboltz and in preparing tb
ma, =r or
. pn1Jl'1 ·at·ion. The dosing months of the year were' spent in cataloguiI1 g
manu cr11>ts and other ruateri•a 1 8 t ore<1 JU
· the fireproof vaults of the Bureau.
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MYTHOLOGY.

· Mrs. Mll,tilda Coxe Stevenson continued the study and elaboration of her records
concerning the mythology and ceremonials of the Zuui Indians, and practically completed her monograph on this subject. The Pueblo Indians, and especially the Zuni,
are characterized by an extraordinary snbserviency to belief and ritual. Before her
connection with t.he Bureau Mrs. Stevenson became intimately acquainted with the
Indians of several pueblos and with their peculiar fiducial customs, and has conseqnentlybad unprecedented opportunity for<the stndy of observances and esoteric ceremonials, and it has been her aim to recor<l the details of her observatiou·s with pencil
and camera so fully as to perpetuate these mysteries for the use offuiure students. In
nearly every respect sue regards her records concerning the Zuui as complete. At
the end of the :fiscal year her monograph was :finishe(l with the exception of a single
chapter, the material for which was incomplete. It was planned to have this material collected during July and August, 1896.
During the greater part of the year Mr. Cushing's work in mythology was suspended, as be was engaged in general archeologic work. During the early part of
the year, however, he spent several weeks in combinhig the records of archeology,
mythology, and modern custom bearing on the evolution and multifarious uses of the
arrow, and incidentally on the invention of the bow. His researches illustrate well
not only the great importanee of the arrow as a factor in human development, but
also the way in which primitive peoples think, act, and evolve. The :final report on
this subject is not yet complete, but a preliminary statement of 1·esults was made
public in the form of a vice-presidential address before the American Association for
the Advanceme:ct of Science at the Springfield meeting, 1895.
PSYCHOLOGY.

Jt has not been found expedient in the Bureau to extend the researches to the
somatology of the Indians, and all the material pertaining to this subject has been
turned over to another branch of the Federal service; but it has been found imposf'liule to trace the development of the arts an<l institutions, beliefs and languages of
the aborigines without careful study of primitive modes of thought, and much
attention has been given by the Director and some of the collaborators to the subject of psychology, as exemplified among the Indians. The researches in this direction have beeu carried forward during the year in connection with the work in
classification of the Indians, and considerable material ha,s been accumulated for
publication in future reports.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The bibliographic work, which has been continued for several years, practically
closed with the last fiscal year, and finally terminated, so far as the original plau is
concerned, with the death of James Constantine Pilling on July 26. The bibliography of the Mexi.can languages was left in a nearly finished condition; but it has not
yet been found practicable to complete this work and prepare it for the press.
PUBLICATION.

Satisfactory progress has been made during the fiscal year in the editorial work
of the Bu~eau, which has beeu conducted chiefly by Mr. F. W. Hodge.
The manuscript of the fourteenth annual report was sent to press toward the close
of the last :fiscal year, the :first proofs were received on January 25, 1896, and by the
close of the fiscal year the body of the volume was nearly all in type. This report,
which is to be -published in two volumes, making about 1,200 pages, comprises, in
adclition -Co the report on the operations of the Bureau and an (.,xhaustive index, tlnee
memoirs-"The Menomini Indians," by Walter J. Hoffman, and '' Coronado's Expedition in 1540-1542," by George Parker Winship, occupying th~ first part; the second
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e Relio-ion "by James Mooney. Th~s
, willo b e ' amply illustrated, an d 1·tis
n· lli tri u i o before the close of the calendar year·
1 t
n h a.nnnal report was transmitted to tbe
' 1 ol\ ,1 \m
5 n
.·t pr f wa received during the fiscal year;
h illu. tr ti n . lu y , h ~'
r, b en received and approved. The acr h Ii ' U h r ' port omprise ' ' Stone Implements of th0
'litl wn •r r vin , ' b y \V. IL Holmes; " The Siouan In·
I, p r
m 1 m nt.a,ry with and introductory to a P~ sth
·i 1 1" ' by James Owen Dorsey ; "Tusayan Katcmas,
- Rnm,
· Arizona,
·
, m
· 1891 , " l> Y
] 'pair of asa Granae
• lnru
utain upwaru of a hundred plates, in addition to
•• , a,U of which have been engraved.
. t
i.·t n h annual report was sent to the Government Pnn )l\
P lll r 7, 1 5. The illustrations have all been engraved, but_ no
f h t ~· t ha<.1 b n r
ived at the close of the :fiscal year. The ac:~mpan~~
f tlli r p rt ar ' rimitive Trephinino- " by Manuel Antonio Mumz a nd
; '' liff
v llings of anyon de Chell;; Arizona," by Cosmos Mindeleff, a nd
ri

1

l~:

fa al ay ymbol, ' by Cyrus Thomas.
.
th
Th nly ' Olume pul>lished by the Bureau during the fiscal year was the thirteen'
annual r port, which was delivered by the Public Printer in May, and at once tran~.
.
h
ld This
imttecl to the numerous correspondents of the Bureau throughout t e wor ·.
.
volume, for which the demancl from students has been unusually large, contaws, 1.n
addition to the Director's report of 59 pages, the following memoirs: (1) Prehi storic
textile art of eastern United States, by William H. Holmes, pages 3-46, Pls.
Jigs. 1-28: (~) Stone art, by Gem.rd Fowke, pages 47-178, figs. 29-278. (3) Abo;_gt
nal remams m Verde Valley Arizona by Cosmos Mindeleff, pages 179-261, Pls.
'
'
' furniture, and implements, by J ames Owen
figs. 279-305. (4) Omaha dwellino-s
ff
Dorsey, pages 263-288, figs. 306-327.' (5) Casa Grande ruin, by Cosmos Mioclele '
pages 289-319, Pls. LI-LX, figs. 328-330. (6) Outlines of Zuui creation my th s, by
Frank Hamilton Cushing, pages 321-447.
Most of the materia,l for the seventeenth annual report has been prepared for th e
~rinter, though the manuscript has not yet been tr~nsmitted. The accompanymg l)apers comprise a memoir on '' The Seri Indians "by W J McGee; the report by
' from Arizona; Mr. Mooney 's
Dr. Fewkes on decorative pottery and other material
memoir on" Kiowa Calendars;" a special paper on "Navaho Houses," contributed by
Cosmos Mindeleff, and the memoir on "Indian Land Cessions," prepared by C. C.
Royce and revised by Dr. 'l'homa1:1. The papers are fully illustrated by maps, ~hotographs, and sketches. Like the fourteenth report, H will don btless be bound 10 two
volumes.
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MISCELLANEOUS WORK.

Libra,·y.-It is the plan of the Bureau to maintain a small workin g library for th e
use of th e collaborators, and it has grown slowly throucrh
accessions, acquired
chiefly
b Y exch ange.f or reports, the growth barely keepingO pace with the puu
1,1·ica.
ti~n of an thropologic works. At the end of the fi1:1cal year the library numbered
5
,t>Ol v~l~es, having increased by 472 volumes during the preceding twelvemonth ·
In addition• ' there was a propo rt·10nat e accession
·
· · 1s.
of pamphlets and periodica
1 11
H1t8tratio11s -The nre
t·
f
·11
.
·
d
•
•
•
.1.para ion o 1 ustrat1ons for the reports has been continue
under the direction of Mr D L
-.·
.
cl 1,y
e
ancey
~v.
Gill.
The
drawings
have
been
execute
u
·
1
:.nnmi:r of _a~ti sts, while the photographs have been made chiefly by Mr. Dinwid·
're.
addition t~ th e photographic work required for the immediate illustration
o reports, tho various collaborato
t
k .
.
d
k
.
rs a wor m the field are supplied w ith cam r as,
0
a:~ :~\r~lJle n<lmnlJers of photographs, by which th ir notes are snpple·
c · 'an many oftheKeph<,tographs are incorporated in subsequent
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reports. Extensive series of photographs were made during the year by Dr. Fewkes
in connection with his collections of pueblo pottery; by Mr. J. W. Mitchell, photographer for Mr. McGee in the Serilan<l expedition, and by Mr. Wells M:. Sawyer,
artist for Mr. Cushing in his Florida work.
E xhibits.-The Bnreaf1 cooperated with the National Museum in arranging the
Smithsonian Institution exhibit in the Cotton States and International Exposition
held at Atlanta dnring the autumn of 1895. An alcove in the Government building
was allotted to the Bnreau, and this was filled by the installation of six wall cases
and four floor cases, together with a number of bulky objects arrangeu on top of
the wall cases. This exhibit was so arranged as to illustrate the characteristics and
modes of life of three tribes, viz: The Cherokee Indians, who formerly occupied the
country in what is now northern Georgia, and whose descen<l:mts still live in
western North Carolina only 150 miles from the sito of the exposition; tho Papago
Indians, a little known though highly interestin g tribe of peaceful Indians, occupying southwestern Arizona and northern Sonora; and the Seri Indians, a fierce
and exclusive tribe of the Gulf of California, part of whom were found on their
borderland and in the course of an expedition by the Bureau during 1894-. In
addition to the objects exhibited, there were in two wall cases illustrations of the
physical characteristics and costnmary of the Papago and Seri Indians. The former
were represented by a gronp of life-size ftgLues engaged in the manufacture of
pottery-their typical industry. In tile other case a life-sizo figure of a Seri warrior
was introduced. rrhe collections· were supplemented by a series of twelve transparencies, made from photographs, showing the Papago and Seri Indians in characteristic attire, with their habitations and domestic surroundings. In the installation
of this exhibit, primary attention was given to ft<lelity of representation rather
than to . artistic :finish or grouping; and it is a, sonrce of gratification to observe
that the exhibit attracted much attention during tllo progress of the exposition. It
was awarded a grand prize, diploma, and gol<l medal.
NECROLOGY.

James Constantine Pilling, who died July 26, 1895, was a native of the n~tional
capital, where he was born November 16, 1846. He was educated in the public schools
and Gonzaga College, and subsequently strengthened his predilection toward books
by taking a position in a l eading bookstore of the city; at the same time be studied
the th en novel art of stenography, in which h e became remarkably proficient. At
the age of twenty he became a court stenographer. His services soon came into
demand among the Congressional committees and i n different commissions employed
in the settlement of war claims. In every instance his notabfo speed and accuracy
were joined with even more notable discretion and straightforwardness that gained
for him the esteem of all with whom he came in contact. His career as stenographer
was in every respect exemplary, and his example served to hasten the general introduction, and at the same time to elevate the standard, of stenographic art as an aid in
the transaction of the public business.
In 1875 Mr. Pilling was employed by the Director, then in charge of the geological and topographical surveys of the Rocky Mountain region, to aid in collecting
native vocabularies and traditions, a task for which he waA eminently fitted by
reason of his phonetic and manual skill. In this service as in his earlier work he
displayed not only high ability but signal strength of character. His connection
with the survey was continued until that organization was brought to an end in
1879 by the institution of the United States Geological Survey to carry forward the
geologic work and the Bureau of American Ethnology to continue the ethnologic
researches; he was then transferred to the Bureau of Ethnology, where his work on
the Indian languages was continued. During this period of connection with ethnologio work his studious habits were strengthened, aml he developed grea~ interest in
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Indian ; and he readily adopted the suggestion of the
pr p, ra ion f n, list of books and papers containing Indian
tu 1 " th in<1u try and accuracy which characterized bis steno. u nn 1 di play ,c1, and ever-increasing confidence was reposed
nn ·tion with his stenographic and bibliographic work,
a. iu ru t :l. with th
npervLion of the editorial work of the reports of the
Po ·k • ~ I nutain ,"llTY' • U.lHl th newly in tituted Bureau, and in addition consi~ernbl <'1 ri al
rk 1'.>11 to him; yet v ery duty was performed with alacrity, fideht!,
:ltHl wi tl m.
pit th multiplication of duties, his literary and bibliographic
m 'thod r ma.in d :x. ,11 nt, and oveii improved with time; and his conscienti?us
~o inYarialll · manifested in bis bibliooTaphic work that bis rapidly growing
to b r coguized as a standard from :hich it were bootless to appeal. It
wa dnrino- th e -year , from 1875 to 1880, that the foundation for Filling's character
a biblion-ra1lher was lai<l. and securely established.
In 1 1 the
irector of the Etbnologic Bureau was made Director also of the
nitecl t:1t s eological urvey, and 11r. Pilling was appqinted chief c~erk of the
urvey, and the en tomary administrative duties were devolved on him. These
(lutie, were eYer performed energetically yet judiciously, and withal so cour~eously
and impartially a to gain for him the confidence of every collaborator m t~at
rapidly growing Bureau. In this position he continued until June 30, 1892. ~urmg
tbis perio(l he served also as chief clerk of the Rthnologic Bureau in an emment~y
acceptable manner; and although his atlministrative work as the second officer in
the two Bureaus might well have been regarded as sufficient to occupy a11 t~e energies of one man, he uever forgot his bibliography, and so ordered his dutie~ t~at
few days passed without some addition to his list of books on Indian lingmstics.
Meantime his search for rare and little-known works brought him into correspo nd ence with dealers, bibliophiles, missionaries on the outposts of civilization, travelerH in Indian lan<ls, and many others, and he frequently found it necessary to purchase books in order that their contents might be examined and their titles noted;
and in this way he gradually accumulated a unique library-one of the richeS t collections of rare books relatinoto Indian tongues now in ~xistence. In 1885 there
0
•
•
was issued
for the use of collaborators and correspondents of tho Bureau, m
a small
edition, a qua~to volume of nearly twelve hundred pages, entitled ''Proof-sheets of
a Bibliography of the Languages of the North American Indians, by .James Consta~tine Pilling." This volume r epresent ed the results of Mr. Filling's bibliographic
work up to that date, aud served as a basis for tbe classification, on the part of t~e
Director, of the North American tribes by linguistic characters. The printing of th is
volume served to deepen the interest of the biblioo-rapher in his task, and within a
year or two the issue of a series of biblioo-raphies
~elatinoo
o to various Indian stocks
or families was begun.
As time passed Mr. Pilling began to develop premonitory symptoms of locomotor
atax i a, and his duties were varied, so far as the legal conclitions controlling governmental bureaus permitted, in the hope of brino-ino- relief· bnt despite every effort
the malady increased. In 1892 he was relieved
his ddties as chief clerk of the
Geological Survey and the Bureau of American Ethnolorrv and was transferred to
0
th
e latter Bureau ancl employed solely in continuino- the biblio•rrapbic work. For
t'
h
O
h
a ime ~ l>enefi~d l)r the transfer, a,nd his duty was performed with great energy
ancl _cont1~uecl skill and success, so that hy the end of 1894 bis bibliographies of the
Esklmo,' rnuan, Iro,pioian, Algom1uian, Athapascan, Cbinookan, alishan, and \,Va~ashan languages Wf'r1} completed :mcl printed. He was then eno-aged in the bibliography of the Indian lan~uagm~ of :1Ie,"ir·o and this was carried forward during the
1
ear ~ ~o~th ofl !l5, even after its author had hecome practically helpless through
tfih~ numhouM and nnc·ontrollabl. advance of a hopeless disease This wo1·k waa not
ni he,l.
·
The
rie of 1,ihli,, rraphies1,repared 1,y Mr. l~illing are a monument to his memory
~in th
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and a model for students. In thoroughness ancl accuracy of work they afford a bright
example of American scholarship.
In personal character Mr. Pilling was above reproach. No man was more steadfast
to his moral and intellectual convictions, which were held with that charity for
others which is possible only to those who have strong and well-founded convictions
of their own. The example and influence of his character will long remain 011 the
institutions with which he was connected.
Respectfu!ly submitted.
J. W. POWELL,
Director.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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T
l? 'l'HE BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL
I TIIE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1896.

'lllE

th

n r to ubmit tho following report upon the operations of
e
nr · u f Int rn:"ti nnl 1'..xchang s for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896:
.
' lh • ual numb r f 1mc1rn,o-es received from all sources for distribution during
th ' :n nling Jun
0, 1
was 18,240 less than during tho preceding year,
a,l 11 no·h 51 na.m w l' alded to the list of foreign correspondents and the dornesi 1i t wa in r a eel 1>y 966.
.
tuino- the year n, large number of Government departmental publicationS,
rd
beincr ·within the weight limited l)y the postal Tegulations, have been forwa ed
dir ct 1>y mail, ,v1iereas similar transmissions ordin·a rily pass through the Exchange
Burean. This fact is accountable in pnrt for the decrease of the number of transmissions us compared with the preceding year.

96,

TABULAR STATEMEKT OF THE WORK OF THE BUREAU.

The work of the BuTeau is succinctly given in the foll~wing table, prepared in
accordance with the form used in preceding reports:

Transactions of the Bi1.r eau of International Exchanges dnring the fiscal year 1895- 96 ·
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For comparison with previous years the following table will represent the growth
of the service frorn 1890 to 1896 :
1890-91.

I 1891-92.

1892-93.

1893-94.

,1894-95.

1895- !J6.

82,572
202,657

90,666
237,612

97,027
226,517

101,063
200,928

97,969
235,028

107,118
326,955

88,878
258,781

5,131
6,340
1,431
3,100
13,216
16,948
873
1,509
1,625

5,981
7,072
1,588
4,207
29,047
21,923
962
2,207
2,417

6,204
7,910
2,044
4,524
26,000
23, 136
1,015
2,323
2,752

6,896
8,554
2,414
5,010
29,454
19, !)96

6,991
8,619
], 620
2,993
32, 931
20,869
!)05

8,751
!J, 609
2,014
3, 034
29,111
'/.7, 180
1,364
2,443
2,259

8,022
10,878
2,115
3, 8!)9

1889-90.

Number of packages r eceived.
Weight of p ackages received . .
Led ger accounts:
Foreign societies _.........
]foreign individuals .......
Domestic societies._ .......
Domestic individuals ......
Packages to domestic addreilses
Invoices written ..... - .. . ......
Cases shipped abroad ..........
L etters received ...............
L etters written ................

__
._I _ _ - - - - - - -

878
2,013
2,259

2,166
J, 904

34, O!Jl

21,783
1, 0!3
2,367
2,371

EXPENSES .

The expense of the exchange system is provideu in part by direct appropriation
by Congress to the Smithsonian Institution for the purpose and in part by appropriations made to different Government Departments or Bureaus, either contingent
or specific, for repayment to the Institution for n, portion of tho cost of transportation.
Even with the close economy necessarily exercised in the disbursement of the
direct appropriations in snpport of the exchange service, tho Institution would not
have been able to transmit exchanges with requisite promptness or regularity had
it not been for the revenue derived from the cbargo of 5 cents per pound weight
made to Government Departm ents and Bureans and to State institutions on their
exchanges, both going an d coming . This charge was n,uthorized by the Board of
Regents as far back as 1878, and bas since been maintain ed. Though the appropriations h ave been increased from time to time, they have not kept pace with th e grow- ·
ing demands of the service, and since its inauguration th ere bas never been a time
that the practice could have been abolished or even temporarily suspended.
The appropriation made by Congress to the Institution for the exchange service
during the :fiscal year 1895-96 was in the following fanguage:
"For expenses of t:i:te system of international exchanges between the United States
and foreign counti·ies, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including
salaries or compensation of all necessary employees, seventeen thousancl do1lars."
The receipts and disbursements lJy the accounting officer of the, mithsonian Institution on account of international exchanges for the year immediately preceding
July 1, 1896, were as follows:
RECEIPTS.
I
Congres·
sional 1 Other
approprfa. sources.
tion.

Total.

Direct appropriation by Congress ................................ $17,000.00 ... . ....... . $17,000. 00
2,737.43
Repayments from United States Government Departments. ..... ...... ...... $2,737.43
271. 00
Repayments from State institutions.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . .
271. 00
Repay ments from other sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461. 20
461. 29
Balance advanced by Smithsonian Institution ................... _._··_·_·_··_·_·_··_·,1--__9_8_._42_ • _ _ _9_8_.4_2
1

1

Total. .......... . ....... .... . . ............................. .

17,000.00

3,568.14

20,568.14

E

RT OF THE SECRETARY.
EXPENSES.

I

From
specific From other
appropriasources.
tion.

Total.

$14,844.73
$3'.l5. 00
au1l ·omp n a.tion . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . $14, 519. 73
3,633.03
2,130.71
1,502. 32
I
13.50
4.
00
Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
9. 50
120. 32
100. 00
I o tago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:20. 32
798. 47
605. 44
193. 03
tationery and supplies ......................................... .
341. 44
341.
44
Pa king boxes ............................................................ - - 574. 18
Traseling expenses..............................................
574.18 ·---- ------61. 55
61.55
Incidental ........................••........•....................••••••. -· - · ·
180. 92
Ilalane to meet out tan ding liabilities June 30, 1896.............
180. 92 - - - - - - · · · · · ·

nlnri

Fr ight . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. ... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total. .....••........•••••.....................•............

17, 000. 00

~68.14 ~568.14

The foregoing statement shows that the entire amount received from Government
Bureaus and. other sources was $3 469.72 which added to the direct appropriation
'
'
'
.
ffi . t
of $17,000, makes the aggregate income $20,469.72. This amount was msu e1en
to meet outstanding obligations, and the Institution was therefore called upon to
advance the sum of $98.42.
CORRESPONDENTS.

The total number of correspondents of the Exchange Bureau now aggregates 24, 914,
an increase of 1,506 over last year; of this number, 18,900 are foreign aml 6,014 are
domestic, about 40 per cent of which being institutions anJ. 60 per cent individual~Tbis entire list may be considered active, and for convenience each debit and_ credit
account is kept on separate cards, easily discernible on account of using di:ffere~t
colors, thus aiding greatly in expediting the- work. These cards are assembled m
geographical order, making them at all times accessible for quick reference.
The printing of a revised list of foreign correspondents deserves early consideration . In March, 1895, the Secretary authorized the preparation of a revised list, a nd
Mr. Boehmerpromptlyperfecte(l a carcl catalogue forthat purpose, eliminating so_me
c1uplicatious and adding many new names. Action upon the publication of the 11st'
however, has not been approvecl for the reason that sufficient means in excess of
amount necessary to meet current expenses have not been available.
INTERNA.TIONA.L EXCHANGE 01<' OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS.

The number of official United States Government publications sent to the State
libraries of foreign countries during the year in accordance with the act of Congress
of 1867 ancl the Brussels treaty of 1886 was 15 458 and the number received from tho e
sources and deposited in the Library of c'ong~ess was 8,038. Tbe United tates
Government Departments have forwarded to their foreign correspondents 16,621
packages, anc1 have receivecl in return 10,512. Taken collectively, the packages of
exchanges transmitted for the Government in all its branches ao-gregate 57 per cent
of the entire number handlecl.
b
·w hile the receipts from abroad for deposit in the Library of Congress have been
much larger during the year than those reported for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1895, the in~rease ha e':idently been occasioned by large receipts from sources tlJa.t
ruacle no shipments durmg the previous year, and the considerable increase can not
tb refore 1Je con:idered 11ermanent in character.
A the new lm~lding for the Library of 'ongress approaches completion ancl muchn ecled space will . oon 1,e a.v:dla.1,lo for ac· ·essions, a sp<'cial agent should be ent
a.lm,_ad for th pu~,o e of ol,taining ·ontrilmtion., in order, if possible, to make the
receipt more con 1stent with the shipments.
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'rhe exchange on account of Government Buream; is shown in detail in the following table:
Statement of Govei·nment exchanges du1·ing the year 1895- 96.
Packages.
Name of Bureau.

Smithsonian Institution ....... .
Astrophysical Observatory.
Bureau of Ethnology ..... .
Bureau of International
Exchanges .............. .
National Zoological Park ..
U.S . .Agricultural Department.
U.S. Botanic.Garden . ......... .
0. S. Bureau of American Republics . ..................... .
U. S. Bureau of Education .... .
U.S. Bureau of Medicine and
Snrgery ..................... .
U.S. Bureau ~f Navigation ... .
U. S..BureauofOrdnance, Navy
Derartment ....... ... ....... .
U.S. Bureau of Ordnance, ·war
Department ................. .
U .S. Bureau of Statistics ..... .
U.S. Census Office ... .......... .
U.S. Coast::tnd Geodetic Survey
U. S. Comptroller of the Currency ....................... .
U.S. Congressional Library ... .
U.S. Department of L abor . ... .
U.S. Department of Steam Engineering, Navy Department.
U. S. Engineer Office ........... .
U. S. Entomological Commission ......................... .
U.S. Fish Commission ........ .
U.S. General Land Office . ...•..
U . S. Geological Survey .••.....
U. S. Hydrographic Office ..... .

Received
for.
7,960

Packages.

Sent
by.
1,068

2

211

741

1
3

291

17

4

86
6

6

3

23
7

97

20

2
8,038
19

14

2
44

79

13
61
2
590
81

560
3,800

Name of Bureau.

Received
for.

Sent
by.

U .S. Indian Affairs Office .... .
U. S. Interior Department . . .. .
17
1,437
U. S. Interstate Commerce
Commission . ........... .... .
23
247
U.S. Life-Saving Service ..... .
1
2
U. S. Light-House Board ... .. .
U.S. Marine-Hospital Service.
6
U. S. Mint-Director ......... .
U.S. National Academy ...... .
1,115
114
2
U. S. National Board of Health
U.S. National Museum ...... .
276
1,456
U .S. Nautical Almanac Office.
18
33
U.S. Naval Intelligence Office.
U.S. NavalMuseumofHygiene
1(j
U.S. Naval Observatory ..... .
125
U.S. Navy Department ...... .
8
U.S. Patent Ofl"ice ............ .
70
4,250
U . S. President ............••..
1
U .S. Public Printer .................... . 15,458
U . S. Signal Service . . . . . . . . . . .
44
U.S. State Department........
17
U.S. SuperintendenLof Public
Documents ................. .
U.S. Surgeon-General's Office
(Army) .. .. ... .......... .. . .
151
540
U. S. Surgeon- General's Office
(Navy) .............••.......
U.S. Treasury Department....
10
U .S. Vice-Pr esideut . ..........
1 I...... . .
1
U.S. War Department........
17 ••••••••
U.S. War Records Office ........... . .. .. !
199
U. S. Weather Bureau.........
75
1, 025
1
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

------18, 550

I 32, 079
I

EFFICENCY OF TIIE SERVI CE.

The exchange relations with Greece are stHl, as in the past two years, in an unsatisfactory condition, and at present no packages are forwarded to that country except
those emanating from Government Bureaus and scientific contributions which as to
size and weight are sufficiently within the requirements of the riostal service to admit
of their ueing forwarded direct by post.
The exchanges with Mexico also continue to be unsatisfactory, and the tranemiss10n of parliamentary documents· is suspended IJending the result of an effort now
being made through diplomatic correspondence to establish a systematic exchange of
publications by a responsible representative to be du] y authorize<l by the Mexican
Government. Publications of scientific bureaus and societies are forwarded direct
by mail, however, as before stated.
'l'he official exchange of public documents is also temporarily suspended with
Japan, owing to the absence of a systematic provision for the proper conduct of the
SM
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w

he Japan se mini ter is in correspondence with his Government, and i t is
h I d ati fa ory arrangements will soon be effected.
The in r a d appropriation for 1895-96 over previous years bas enabled the
ur • u t
mploy some additional as istance and to more expeditiously transmit -the
ac1 na ' intru ted to it. The foreign service could, however, be made much more
effective if th appropriation was sufficient to admit of forwarding cases by fa,S t
tea,m r in tead of b ing compelled to rely upon slower conveyance as is now occaioned by for ed economy.
No provi ion has yet been made in Congressional appropriations for the immediate
exchange of parliamentary documents in accordance with the treaty concluded at
Bru s 1 in 1 86, and for which the Secretary of State recommended that $2,000 be
appropriated.
It is my pleasure to inform you of the efficiency of the employees of the Exchange
Bureau, and to express my appreciation of the energy with which they uniformly
endeavor to prevent the work from accumulating. I beg also to call your attention
to the interest taken in all affairs of the Institution by its agents in Europe, Dr.
·Felix Fltigel in Leipsic and Messrs. William Wesley & Son in London.
Below is a list of transportation comp_anies and others that continue to aid the
Institution to a marked degree in contributing free freight or charging only a min_imum, and in othei·wise disinterestedly aiding in the diffusion of knowledge:
LIST

OF

SHIPPING AGENTS AND

CONSULS TO

WHOM THE EXCHANGE SERVICE IS

INDEBTED FOR SPECIAL COURTESIES.

American Board of Commissioners for ]foreign Missions, Boston.
Anchor Steamship Line (Henderson & Bro., agents), New York.
At1as Steamship Company (Pim, :Forwood & Co.), New York.
Bailey, H. B., & Co., New York.
Bors, C., consul-general for Sweden and Norway, New York.
Boulton, Bliss & Dallett, New York.
Calderon, Climaco, consul-general for Colombia, New York.
Camerou, R. "\¥., & Co., New York.
Baltazzi, X., ·c onsul-general for Turkey, New York.
Compagnie Genera1e Transatlantique (A. Forget, agent), New York.
Cunard ;Royal Mail Steamship Company (Vernon H. Brown & Co., agents), New
York.
Consul-general for Chile, New York.
Hamburg-American Line (R. J. Cortis, manager), New York.
Hensel, Bruckmann & Lorbacher, New York.
Consul-general for Uruguay, Baltimore, Md.
Munoz y Espriella, New York.
Navigazione Generale ltaliana (Phelps Bros. & Co.), New York.
Netherlands American Steam Navigation Company (W. H. Vanden Toorn, agent),
New York.
North German Lloyd (agents: Oelrichs & Co., New York; A. Schumacher & o.,
Baltimore). ·
Oba~rio, ~elchor, consul-general for Bolivia, New York.
;~cifi.c M~il teamsbip Company (H.J. Bnllay, superintendent), New York.
1one r Lme (R. \V. Cameron & Co.), New York.
erry, Ed.,
Co., '"ew York.
omar · , :b~ariano, consul- •eneral for Salvador 1 ew y ork.
t~r Line ~p ter Wright & , ons, agents), New York and Philadelphia.
o ' ., '?n - •eneral for Argentina, ew York.
oyal am ·h con ul, · ew York.
Royal Port!1 •n
consul-, neral, "ew York.
ommgo L., on ul- • nera1 for Ecuador.
r, on ul-g n •ral for Para..,nay, \Va hingtou, D. C.
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Toriello, Enrique, consul-general for Guatemala, New York.
White Cross Line of Antwerp (Funch, Edye & Co.), New York.
The following is a list of the Smithsonian correspondents abroad acting as distributing centers, or receiving publications for transmission to the United States:
Algeria: Bureau Franvais des Echanges Internationaux, Paris, France.
Argentina: Museo Nacional, Buenos Ayres.
Austria-Hungary: Dr. Felix Fliigel, No. 9 Schenkendorf Strasse, Leipzig, Germany.
Brazil: Bibliotheca N acional, Rio Janeiro.
Belgium: Commission des Echanges Internationaux, Rue du Musee, No. 5, Brussels.
Bolivia: University, Chuquisaca.
British America: McGill College, Montreal, and Geological Survey Office, Ottawa.
British Colonies: ,Crown Agents for the Colonies, London, England.
British Guiana: The Observatory, Georgetown.
Cape Colony: Colonial Secretary, Cape Town.
Chile: Universidad de Chile, Santiago.
China: Dr. D. W. Doberck, Government Astronomer, Hongkong; for Shanghai:
Zi-ka-wci Observatory, Shanghai.
Colombia (U.S. of): Nn,tional Library, Bogota.
Costa Rica: Instituto :F isico-Geografico N acional, San Jose ,
Cuba: Dr. Federico Poey, Calle del Rayo, 19, Habana, Cuba.
Denmark: Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab: Copenhagen.
Dutch Guiana: Surinaamsche Koloniale Bi bliotheek, Paramaribo.
East India: Director-General of Stores, India. Office, London.
Ecuador: Observatorio del Colegio Nacion al, Quito.
Egypt: Societe KMdiviale de Geographie, Cairo.
France: Bureau Franvais des Echanges lnternationaux, Paris.
Germany: Dr. Felix FUigel, No. 9 Schenkendorf Strasse, Leipzig.
Great Britain and Ireland: William Wesley & Son, 28 Essex street, Strand, London.
Guadeloupe. (See Prance.)
Guatemala: Instituto Nacional de Guatemala, Guatemala.
Haiti: Secretaire d'.Etat des Relations Exterieures, Port-au-Prince.
Honduras: Biblioteca Nacional, Tegucigalpa.
Iceland: Islands Stiptisb6kasafn, Reykjavik.
Italy: Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele, Rome.
Japan: Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tokyo .
.Java. (See Netherlands.)
Liberia: Liberia College, Monrovia.
Maderia: Director-General, Army Medical Department, London, England.
Malta. (See Madeira.)
Mauritius: Royal Society of .Arts and Sciences, Port Louis.
Mexico: Packages sent by mail.
Mozambique: Sociedade de Geographa, Mozambique.
Netherlands: Bureau Scientifique Central Neerlandais, Den Ilelder.
New Caledonia: Gordon & Gotch, London, England.
Newfoundland: Postmaster-General, St.Johns.
New South Wales: Government Board for International Exchanges, Free Publio
Library, Sydney.
New Zealand: Colonial Museum, W ellington.
Norway: Kongelige Norske Frederika Universitet, Christiania.
Paraguay: Government, Asunvion.
Peru: Biblioteca Nacional, Lima.
Philippine Islands: Royal Economical Society, Manila.
Polynesia: Department of Foreign Affairs, Honolulu.
Portugal: Bibliotheca Nacional, Lisbon.
Queensland: Registrar-General of Queensland, Brisbane.
Roumania. (See G!rmany,)
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ion Ru e des l!Schanges Internationa,ux, Bibliotheque Imperiale
eter buro-.
ireot r- nern,l , Army Medical Department, London, England.
al '• d r: Mu
a ional, San Salvador.
' rvia.. ( ee
rmany.)
uth Au tralia: Astronomical Observatory, A<l.elaide.
pain: R. Academia de iencias, Madrid.
w den: Kongliga venska Vetenskaps Akademien, Stockholm.
witz rla.nd: entral Library, Berne.
Ta mania: Royal Society of Tasmania, Hob arton.
Turkey: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Boston, Mass.
Uru cruay: Ofi.cina de Dep6sito, Reparto y Canje Internacional de P ublicaciones,
:Montevideo.
Venezuela: Museo Nacional, Caracas.
Victoria: Public Library, Museum and National Gal~ery, Melbourne.
Western Australia: Agent General, London.
T•r ansmission of exchanges tp foreign countries.
Country.

Date of transmission, etc.

Argentina ..•••...... ...• .... September 14, Novembe r 22, 1895; February 3, March 26, May 23 , June
22, 1896.
5 14
Austria-Hungary ... ... _.... . July 10 30 September 7 October 28 November 12, 26, December , 9 •
'
'
'
'
.
8 2
30, 1895; January 8, 27, February 7, 20, March 7, 16, April 9, 1 ' '" '
May 1, 14, June 1, 22, 1896.
Be1gium _..••..... _.......... . July 12, August 19, November 4, December 6, 1895; January 10, March
18, 21, May 5, June 9, 23, 1896.
Bolivia . _.. . . ............... . September 14, 1895; May 23, 1896.
Brazil ......... . ............. September 14, November 22, December 17, 1895; February 3, March
26, May 23, June 22, 1896.
6
British colonies .............. August 30, October 15, Novemoer 14, D ecember 17, 1895; February •
April 4, May 7, June 29, 1896.
Cape Colony................. September 19, December 21, 1895; May 20, 1896.
China........................ September 23, 1895; J an nary 3, May 21, .June 24, 189G.
G
2
Chile·········· .....•..•.... . September 14, November 22, December 10, 1895·; February 3, March '
May 23, June 22, 1896.
Colombia .... .. ••••.•... . .... Novemb er 22, 1895; March 26, May 23, 1896.
Costa Rica ..••............... Septomb er,17, December 19, 1895; May 25, 1896.
Cuba···········-. __ . ........ March 11, 1896.
20
Denmark .••.. ··-······· .••.. July 12, August 21, November 7, 1895; January 29, March 18 , May
June 24, 1896.
Dutch Guiana . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . May 23, 1896.
East India..···· - - -....... .. -. September 23, December 10, 1895; May 21, 1896.
Ecuador .. ...... _- ... ___ ... .. May 23, 189G.
,
Egypt -· · • - · · · · - - - · · -. - . - -.. - September 19, 1895; May 20, 1896.
"France a nd colonies ... ... . ... July 9, 17, 25, September 4 October 21 November 20, December 3, 189a;
16
January 2, 13, 28, Febru~ry 7, 18, M~rch 10, lG, April 13, May 2, •
June 4, 22, 29, 1896.
5
Germany···················· July 10, 17 , 30, September 7, October 28, Novemuer 12, 26, December ~
14, 30, 1895; January 8, 21, 27, lfeoruary 7, 19, 20, March 7, 16, A.pr
9, 18, May 1, 14, June 1, 22, 29, 1 96.
Great Britain, ew · ····•· · · ·- July 5, 17, 29, August 30, September 4, 23, October lb, Novemb r 1• l'1
December 2, 9, 17, 26, 1895; January 7, 25, February 6, 27, :March 1 '
17 • April4., 17, 22, 28, May 7, 27, Juno 15, 29, 1896.
Guatemala
· ·· ···· ···········- September 17, December 10, 1895; May 25, 1896.
Haiti • · · · · · · • • • • · · · • · · - • · · · ·•
pleru ber 17, 1895.
lloDduru. ·· · ·· · · · · ····· · · · · · September 17, Decembol' 19, 1895; May 25, 1896.
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Transmission of exchanges to foreign countries-Continued.
Country.

Date of transmission, etc.

Italy .••••••••••••....• . .••.. July 10, 12, August 8, November l, December 3, 18, 1895; March 2, 28,
April 20, May 5, June 9, 23, 1896.
Japan ....................... September 23, 1895.
Liberia .................... .. May 20, 1896.
Mexico...................... (By registered mail.)
New South Wales ...... .... . Jnly 1, November 11, 1895; January 13, Mai-ch 31, June 17, 1896.
Netherlands and colonies ... . July 12, August 7, November 4, December 12 tR95 ; January 30, March
18, April 18, May 23, June 10, 24, 1896.
New Zealand ... .......... . .. July 1, November 11, 1895; January 13, March 31, June 17, 1896.
Nicaragua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . December 19, 1895.
Norway .............. . ....... July 12,.August 21,Nove~ber 7,1895 ; January 29, March 21, May]!),
June 10, 24, 1896.
Peru.. ....................... September 14,November 22, 1895; February 3, March 26, May 23, June
22, 1896.
.
Polynesia. ...... ......... ..... July 1, November 11, 1895; January 13, March 31, June 17, 1896.
Portugal. .......... ..... .... . July 12, August 20, November 7, 1895; January 31, March 21 , May 0,
June 24, 1896.
Quee!1sland ... .............. July !,November 11, December 9, 1895; January 13, March 31, May 7,
June 17, 29, 1896.
Roumania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (Included in Germany.)
Russia . . .. ................... July 11, August 6, October 31, December 4, 1895; Jan nary 9, Mar.c h 4, 24,
.A..pril 14, May 4, June 8, 23, 1896.
Salvador .......... ..... . ..... September 17, December 19, 1895; May 25, 1896.
Servi a ...................... ·. (Included in Gerlllany .)
South .A..ustralia ........ .. .. . July 1, November 11, 1895; January 13, March 31, June 1.7, 1896.
Spain ...... ... ....... . ....... July 12, August 19, November 7, December 17, 1895; January 31,March
20, May 16, 1896.
Swed1m ...................... July 11, August 0, 15, October 31, December 4, 1895; January 9, March
4, 24, April 14, May 4, June 8, 23, 1896.
Switzerland ......... ........ July 11, August 13, November 6,December 10, 1895; January 3, March
19, April 21, May 18, June 17, 29, 1896.
Tasmania .................. . . January 25, 1896.
Turkey ....... .. ..... .... .... December 10, 1895, June 24, 1896.
Uruguay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Soptem ber 14, November 22, 1895; February 3, May 23, June 10, 24, 1896.
Venoouela ........ ... ...... .. September 14, 'ovember 22, 1895; March 26, May 23, 1896.
Victoria ..... ... .... ......... July 1, November 11, 1895; January 13, March 31, June 17, 1896.
Western Australia .......... January 25, 1896.
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The distribution of exchanges to foreign countries was made in 919 cases, representing 21 transmissions, as follows:
·
Argentina.......................
20 Mexico (bymail).
1
Austria-Hungary.................
47 Natal ................... . .... ---·
13
Belgium ................... ·----·
30 New South Wales ............... .
18
Bolivia ...•........ ··--·- .... ....
2 Netherlands ..................... .
9
Brazil ... __ ....... _. ___________ . _.
12 New Zealand.·----···-··· .... ---2
British colonies .. _. _.. ___ : .. ____ .
9 Nicaragua . _..... ___ ... - ... - - - - . ·
13
Cape Colony .................... .
3 Norway .. ___ ... _... _. _.... - - ... - .
6
China. __ . _.. ____ . _. _____ . _______ _
5 Peru ........ _. _.... - - - -. -.... - . · ·
5
Chile . ____ ... ___ .. ____ . _________ .
8 Polynesia._. ___ ............... -·.
7
Portugal
.......
_
.......
.
..
.
·
·
Colombia ____ ............ ____ ... .
3
31
Costa Rica .. ____ . _____ .. ____ . ___ .
4 Queensland·----·····-· -· - ··----Roumania (included in Germany).
Cuba (by mail).
43
Denmark ...... _ . _____ .. ____ .. ___ .
10 Russia ......... _...... _.... - - . - - .
3
Dutch Guiana ...... ____ .•.. _____ _
1 Salvador ... _.. ___ ... _.. - . - . - . - - - -·
East India .... __ . ___ .. _____ . ____ .
9 Servia (included in Germany).
6
South Australia ..... _ ....... - - .. .
Ecuador (by mail).
10
Spain
....
_
........
_
..
_
...
_.
_
....
.
Egypt ........ _. _.. ___ ..• _...... _
2
30
France and colonies···- _________ _
93 Sweden·--- .......... ··-····--· ..
28
Germany _............. ____ .. ____ _ 145 Switzerland .... _ .... . _... - . - . - . 1
220 Tasmania ............. - .. - .. - - .. .
Great Britain -----· ________ ·----Guatemala. _____________________ _
2
3 Turkey -~···· ............ ____ ... .
6
Haiti .. _....... _.. ___ . ___ . _ . __ . _.
1 Uruguay-··· ................ --··.
4
Honduras ...... _. _..... ___ ...... .
3 Venezuela . ··-· -··- ···--· ···- ....
14
Italy. _____ . __ . __ ... ____ .... _.... .
Victoria
.......
·-·......
.
.
··-···
48
2
Japan .... _.___ .... ··-· ........... .
4 Western Australia.---···--------1
Liberia ................. _ ....... _
Shipments of United States Congressional publications were made on October 7,
1895 and January 24 and May 13, 1896, to the Governments of the following-named
countries:
Spain.
New South Wales.
Argentina.
Colombia.
Sweden.
New Zealand.
Austria.
Denmark.
Switzerland.
Norway.
Baden.
France.
Tasmania.
Peru.
Bavaria.
Germany.
Turkey.
Portugal.
Belgium.
England.
Uruguay.
Prussia.
Buenos Ayres, Province of. Hai.ti.
Venezuela.
Queensland.
Brazil.
Hungary.
Victoria.
Russia.
Canada (Ottawa).
India.
Wi:irtemberg.
Canada (Toronto).
Italy.
Saxony.
Chile.
Netherlands.
South Australia.
Shipments to Greece, Japan, and Mexico are withheld for the present.
RECAPITULATION.

Total Government shipments. __ .. ____ ... __ ... _... _. _ . _. ____ ................ .
Total miscellaneous shipments ... _..... _... _. _ .. __ ...... _..... __ ........... .

Cases.

124
919

Total hipment ___ ....... __ .. ___ .. __ . _ . ____ ... ___ .. ____ . _........ _. _.. 1, 043
Total shipmen last year ....... _. __ ... __ ... _. _______ ... ____ .. ____ .. _... ___ .. 1, 36-1
Decrea e from last year. __ . . __ . _... ___ .. ____ .. ____ . _____ . ____ .. _..... .

321
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HISTORY OF THE EXCHANGE SERVICE.
By W. 1.

.A.DAMS.

The following history of the exchange service and its methods has been prepared
by Mr. W. I. .A.dams from the archives of the Institution:
It seems altogether appropriate, while the Smithsonian Institution is commemorating the fiftieth year of its usefuluess, to succinctly review the progress and
accomplishments of its system for the exchange of the duplicate copies of literary
and scientific publications from the beginning. Though but a subordinate branch
of the Institution, the division of exchanges has done a large part in th e increase
and diffusion of knowledge, and materially assisted in the promotion of tho object
for which the Institution was established by its founder.
The forwarding by the Smithsonian Institution of its publications and annual
reports to other scientific institutions and to individuals interested in science throughout the world was inaugurated almost at the very commencement of these publications, under a plan of procedure adopted by the Board of Regents December 8, 184-7,
upon the recommendation of Professor Henry, and in exchange the Institution
_solicited the scientific works published by its correspondents.
The details attendant upon this important fnnction of the Institution were in tho
beginning supervised by Professor Henry, and so fully did they command his attention that not a little of the work was done by him personally, until July, 1850, when
Professor Baird was appointed Assistant Secretary of the Institution, and almost
immediately assumecl direct charge of the exchanges.
Mr. George H. Boehmer, in his History of the Smithsonian Exchanges compiled to
1881, recites the fact that other attempts had been made for the exchange of literary
and scientific publications, notably by the Royal Library of Prance in 1694, and in
the United States early in the present century by the American Philosophical
Society, foundel in Philadelphia in 1743, and by the American Academy of Arts ancl
Sciences, founded in Boston in 1780. The prime object in each case cited was the ultimate en richment of its own library by reciprocal exchange, while the results desired
by the Smithsonian Institution were not solely for the purpose of increasi11g its
coJlection, bnt for the diffusion of knowledge among men.
So favorably did Professor Henry's plan impress scientists that a committee was
appointed by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences to consider its methods in
detail, and on December 7, 1847, the committee reported as follows:
''It can scarcely be doubted that an important impulse would be given by the
Smithsonian Institution in this way to the cultivation of scientific pursuits, while
the extensive and widely ramified system of distribution throughout the United
States and the world would insure them a circulation which works of science could
scarcely attain in any other way."
.A.t the commencement of its exchange system the Institution was much annoyed
by the excessive expense and troublesome delays caused by the requirements of tbe
United States custom-house service, and no relief was felt until, after earnest and
concerted effort, Congress was led to adopt the enlightened policy of admitting
through the custom-houses free of duty scientific publications from foreign countries
addressed to the Smithsonian Institution, either for its own use or as cont,ributions
to learned societies and institutions throughout the United States.
This appropriate act of the American Congress stimulated foreign scientific societies to interest their Governments to the same end. Among the first to take active
steps in this direction was England.
On March 19, 1852, Mr. Edward Sabine, vice-president and treasurer of the Royal
Society, wrote Professor Henry, in reply to his letter urging action by the Royal
Society in the .same direction, saying:
"The subject has since been brought by the Earl of Rosse under the consideration
of Her Majesty's Government, who have shown, as might be expected, much re~diness to meet in the same spirit the liberal example which has been set by t_be Ulll t d
States, in exempting free of duty scientific books sent as presents from tlus country
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to .h . J.?-1ith oni, n_In ?tut:ion, and through that institution to other institutions aua
t HHh 1dual •ult1vatmo- ci nee in the United States."
ntim ut thus expressed, although duly presented to Parliament, did not at
uc- m t, ith re nlt entirely satisfactory, though duties were remitted on books
11ot f r i o-n r print of Briti. h copyrights. It was but a short time, however, before
th< g n r n cooperation of the Royal Society and the course recommended by it to
th
ov rnm ut of reat Britain bad its effect, and subsequently all packages from
mith onfau In titution were admitted to the English ports free of duty, not only
tho, e bearing addre se in Great Britain, but to many places on the continent of
Europ ::mcl the East Indies.
Tho matter of admitting exchanges free of duty having been satisfactorily adu ted with the Governments of the United States and Great Britain, and after thus
establishing a pr cedent, other Governments, recognizing the desirability of the plan,
soon adopt d like measures, and in the Smithsonian Report for the year 1854 the
Secretary stated:
"There is no port to which the Smithsonian parcels are shipped "'.here dnt~es
charged on them, a certified :invoice of contents by the Secretary berng sufficient to
pass them through the custom-house free of duty. On the other hand, all pac~ages
ac~dressecl to the Institution arriving at the ports of the United States, are adm1tted,
":1thout detention, duty free. This system of exchange is, therefore, th e most extensive anLl efficient which has ever been established in any country."
The establishment of the Smithsonian e~change system soon became so wide~y
known that the increased responsibilities and augmented expense threatened a drain
upon the resources of the Institution to such an extent as to be alarming, and seemed
to indicate a probable necessity of curtailing in some manner the expense of the task
it hacl undertaken single-handed.
In 1855, with a Yiew to diminishing, if possible, a J)art of the expense of t?e
exchange system, letters were written to the principal transportation companies
setting forth the nature of the undertaking, and, in consideration of the great benefit dcrive<.1 from the service, askiug that they consider the subject of a reduction of
rates. The replies received from nearly all the companies addressed were gratifying
in the extreme-some consented to charge merelJ' a nominal rate, while others cheerfully offered to transport exchanges free of any charge.-whatever.
With this generous assistance of the transportation companies, the Institution was
enab1ecl to continue the work and to maintain the system for the time being, notwithstanding the growing demands upon it.
The cooperation of the Department of State has been of incalculable value in the
furtherance of the aims of the Institution in the diffusio-i;i. of knowledge, and the
results attained woulcl have been difficult to stnmount had it not been for the intelligent aud courteous aid contributed by the representatives of the diplomatic a nd
consular service in all parts of the world. The same consideration is due to the diplomatic representatives of foreign Governments residing in ·washington, many of
whom have not only c1one their utmost to aid their countrymen in obtaining th0
most advanced ideas of scientists throughout the world uut have been personaliy
interested iu scientific study.
'
1~ no field of international exchange of the :products of effort is reciprocity so energet~cally demor~stra.ted as in the promulgation of scientific research and higher cdu~ation. Tb_e h 1 tory of the , mithsouian exchanges demonstrates the far-reaching
11
3:fiuence 01 s~iuly to such an extent as to make it impossihle to conceive of the mag·
intncle to wb1eh tlw sen-iee may attain and the rei:mlts that mnst necessarily follow
to the henefit of mankind.
Al hough
on ·evera1
oc·c·a
·
1
lb Y
.
•
• 1011. 811 '· eqnent to 1810 special measures were acloptec
Co11g1
· Government publications in exchange
f
. . for th• forn•rn
· " c1·1 t n·1 m t·1011 0 f spee1al
or nn11 1ar ~ork of other c·o1m1ricH to l>e clc:positecl in the Library ~f Cougr ss, no
t'l
•cmera a· wn wa hk('n
,
,m 1 1 6 1, wl1cn tl1<' following act was passed:
"P.,· ()] t.<l 1111 ,,.,, • e,u,[I! a11'1 If 11 r l'
. .
Conyr · a a a:mbl d ·1 l t fl1 ft ''" ?- of·1m·rir11fatirrs of the Unit d, '((des of Amenca
'
ia
Y copw of all !locnments l1ereafter priuted by order

are
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of either Honse of Congress, and fifty copies additional of all documents printed in
excess of the usual number, together with fifty copies of each publication issued
by any Department or Bureau of the Government, be placed at the disposal of the
Joint Committee on the Library, who shall exchange the same, through the agency
of the Smithsonian Institntion, for snch works published in foreign countries, arnl
especially by foreign Governments, as may be deemed by said committee an equival ent; said works to be deposited iu the Library of Congress.
"Approved March 2, 1867.-''
It will be observed from the text of the law that the primary object of the act
was to secure for the Library of Congress promptly, and with regnlarity, the official
publications of foreign conntries concerning JegiHlation, jnrisprudence, commerce,
manufactures, agriculture, statistics, etc.
No appropriation was made, or even intimated, for this ervice, bnt as several
months and perhaps a year would ela_pse before a snmcient number of documents
would accumulate to admit of a systemat ic trausmissiou, a circular lotter was mailed
through the official channel of the Department of State for the purpose of ascertaining what Governments woulcl cooperate in the proposed arrangement. In dne course
so many foreign Governments accepted the proposition as to in ure its s uccess, though
some countries were derelict in . pecifying to whom or in what manner the cases
should be forwarded, it being understood that they would be delivered free of freight
charges to any place in ·washington or New Y~rk that might be designated.
These delays in consnmmating tho desired plan were primarily clue to the absence
of concert.eel action in designating proper officers or establishing bnreans in different conntries and providing sufficient means for defraying tlrn attendant expenses.
Though supportecl by the leading men in literature and science througbont tbe
world, it was a slow process to obtain Government aid in tho several 001mtries most
interested in the movement.
Several attempts were ma,le by the Institution to induce Congress to assist in
defraying the expense incurred in tho distribution of Government pnblications, and
also to obtain aid in tbo distribution of works npon scientific and literary snujects,
the entire expense of which having in the year 1876 exceeded $10,000, or one-fourth
of the income of the Institution, and was threatening a curtailment of expenses and
serious impediment to research in its several scientific liranches.
The persistent efforts of scientists and the growing interest manifested by the
various Governments resulted in the holding of an International Congress in Paris
during the months of Angusli and September, 1875, at which were present several
hnndred scientists from all parts of the globe, aml representing the following Nat ion al
Governments : Austria-Hungary, Belgi11m, Chile, Dominican Republic, Ji'ranco, Germany, Italy, Hungary, Norway, Portugal, Ronmania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Swii;;s
Confederation; Turkey, and the United States. As a result of this conference the
following plan for tho international exchange of scientific publications was proposed
and unanimously adopted:
"The undersigned delegates propose to reqnost tbeh respective Governments to
organize in each country a central bureau, whose duty it shalJ 1,c to collect such
carto<Traphic, geographic, and other publications as may be iHstrn<l at the expense of
the State, and to distribute the same among the various nations which adopt the
present programme.
"These bureaus, which shall correspond directly with each other, shall serve to
transmit the internatiollal scientific communications of learned societies.
"Thev shall serve as the intermecliate agents for the procurement, on the best possible terms, of books, maps, instruments, etc., 1mhlisbed or manufactured in each
country and desired lJy any of the contracting countries.
"Each country shall transmit at least one copy of its national publications to the
other contracting countries."
In order to formulate the general plan adopted by the International Congress into
tangible form to admit of more definitely arriving at the dei,,ircd concluHions by the
different countries foterested, Baron cle Vatteville was charged by his colleagues
with the duty of forming at Paris a commission of exchanges, which, on January 29,
1876, adopted a code of rules, a copy of which was duly transmitted to Professor
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pa-rtment of State, asking for an expression of opinion as to
f,a ibility.
pla,n provided that each Government should designate a reprentn,tiv bur au f r the admini tration of all the affairs pertaining to exchanges.
Aft r
t usiv cone pondence between the commission of exchanges at Parisl th0
1· tar '
f tat and the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution with regard to
th po iti n this country would take iu the oro-anization of a proposed exchange
bur :1u, it wa fi.nally made apparent that the° Secretary of State was anxious to
1na,k th
mith oni::m Institution the Government's ofiicial representative in th0
ma,U 1·, its xperi nco during more than a quarter of a century making it unqualifi (lly th mo t fficient agency. The great expense, already lmrclensome to t_he
In ti ution, a1ul which mu t necessarily be larrrely increased by assuming the duties
of th official medium of exchange of the Gov:rnment, caused a renewal of effort in
th tlir tiou of obtaining financial a,ssistance from Congress, and the Department of
tat, recommenaed tha,t Congress should make an appropriation of $7,000 in aid
of th Institution for the year of 1881. An allowance, however, of $3,000 only was
granted. Even that amount was of great assistance, and admitted of the assumption that annual appropriations would follow in course.
The precedent of making Congressional a,ppropriations in support of international
exchanges thus being established, appropriations were thereafter made yearly,_ aucl
in proportion more nearly commensurate with the growing demands of the servtce.
Although the act providino- for t.he distribution of fifty copies of all Government
publications was approved in°1867, the delay previously notetl prevented their ~hipment abroad until 1873, since which time cases have been forwarded at comparati~ely
regular intervals on an average of three cases each year, the parliamentary publications forwardecl to the Smithsonian Institution in exchange being invariably for the
Library of Congress.
Subsequent conferences held at Brussels in 1877 and 1880, and again in 1883, te nd ed
to more fully perfect the plan inaugurated at the Paris congress. The articles of
agreement adopted at the conference in 1883 were referred by the Department of State
to tbe Smithsonian Institution for rnview and on March 15, 1886, another conference
was ca1le(1 at Brussels, at which the nrticles were signed by duly appointed diplomatic delegates ancl laid before Congress, with the result that the agreement was
approved ancl made the subject of a proclamation by the President January 15, 1889 The countries becoming parties to this agreement were Belgium,· Brazil, Chile, Portugal, Servia, Spain, Switzerland, aml the Unitecl States.
.
The second agreement, adoptetl by the same convention all(l by the same countries,
with the exception of Switzerland, pr0vided for the immediate transmission of parliamentary journals and documents to the other countries signing tho agreement as
soon as they were published. Uruguay and Peru subsequently became part_ies ~o
the agreement, making a total of ten States under treaty obligations to marntarn
exchange relations.
The first treaty, so far as this country was concerned, clid not change the existing
practice of the exchange service as conducted by the Smithsonian Institution. The
second treaty, providing for the immediate exchange of parliamentary journals, ha
not been made effective ou the part of this Government through lack of action by
Congress, first, by not placing the necessary documents at the disposal of the excban ~e
bureau, and second, by not providing financial aid for carrying on the work i nor Ill
fact; has this treaty been fully complietl with by any of the contracting Governments.
Al~hough England, France, G rmany, and Rus:-:iia, it will be noticed, did not becoui
parties to b.~ Bru sels..treati<'s, special exchange arrangem nts were made between
t~e. 6 countn s anrl the lTnitN1 •'tates under the act of Congress of 1867, ancl llave
smce 1,een . ncces fully concluc·tc,d .
. ~~ ~'ra~~-e ancl Rn._. h ·xc·hange hnreans tire support d as a 11art of the admini tratn innc~10_n of their rt· pectivc: GoYermnent!i, while between England and 10ro1aus
a~ul th l mte<l · tate I> ·cial arra11g ·m ·nt. have heen made for the exchtin"'e of parham ·n ary pnl,li,·atirm . .
A1th ugh xchan •e relations have 1,een establi hed with nearly all civilized
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nations, the quantity of publications received has not, with the possible exception
of England, compared favorably with the quantity sent. This inequality may perhaps be explained by the fact that no country publishes as liberally ·as tho United
States, and hence has fewer duplicate copies to offer in exchange.
During the past ten years an, average of about thirty-five boxes of official publications of the United States Government have been forwarded to each of forty-three
countries, the total number of publications thus sent being 227,400, or an average of
5,300 to each Government, while it is estimated that but 43,169 packages have been
received from all foreign countries for the Library of Congress during the same
period.
It is hardly equitable to use the above figures in comparison, as the outgoing publicatfons are .of actual record, while exchange from foreign countries are often
received in packages containing several pamphlets or volumes, and the actual number of publications can not be ascertained, as the packages are not opened in the
exchange bureau, and, furthermore, owing to the crow(l.ed condition of the rooms
occupied Ly the Library of Congress the boxes for severai years arriving intact have
not been opened for inspection and classification pending the removal of the Library
to its new building.
•
As before mentioned, the entire expense of supporting the Smithsonian exchange
service was borne by the Smithsonian fund from 1846 to 1881. The cost of the
service for the five years from 1846 to 1850, inclusive, was $1,603. The next year,
1851, the expense was materially increased, being $2,010.49. In 1868 it had risen to
$4,870.72, and in 1876 to $10,199.10. By the assistance from Congress in appropriating $3,000 in aid of the exchange service in 1881, the expense to the Institution was
reduced to $7,467.84 for that year.
Although free freight had been granted by many transportation companies, both
at home and abroad, and duties had been remitte<l everywhere, and altl10ugh learued
societies throughout the world had cooperated with the Institution to a marked
degree, the expense to the Institution to 1881 had aggregated $141,308.96.
The National Government, although increasing its appropriations from time to
time, has not entirely supported the exchange bureau, even in later years. During
the period that Congressional appropriations have been effective the Smithsonian
has been compelled to advance from its limited income an aggregate of $45,175.82
for the transportation of Government documents, which amount has not been
refunded by Congress.
The rules under which the exchange bureau is conducted provide, in addition to
the distribution of official publications of this Governmeut to State libraries of
foreign countries, for the forwarding of publications of literary and scientific societies and individuals as donations to correspondents in foreign countries an<l intended
as exchanges, for which like contributions are expected in return.
No reimbursement is exacted from scientific societies, institutions of learning, or
individuals when their contributions for foreign distribution are delivered at the
Institution, domestic charges prepaid. In order to prevent an overtaxation upon the
resources of the Institution, its Regents in 1878 authorized a charge to the bureaus
of the National Government and to State institutions of a part of the expense
incurred, both on incoming and out.going exchanges, an<l. the uniform rate in such
instances of 5 cents per pound weight was adopted and has sin e been maintained.
Packages when delivered to duly authorized foreign agents for transmission to
the United States are also fo"rwarded without any expense to the contriLu_tor, ancl
upon arrival at the Institution are entered and forwarded to destination by registered mail under frank. The franking privilege is not only employed in the United
States, but also in sending packages to Canada and Mexico.
The above is in brief an explanation of the method employed in the transmission
of exchanges between the United States and fore_ign countries. The procedure
which should be invariably pursued by contributors is more particularly illustrated
in the following:
Packages should b~ enveloped in stout paper and secured with strong twine, each
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a<'hlg not l'. c ding one-half of one cubic foot in bulk; they should be addressed
il)ly a,ntl a folly n, po ible witho1...t using abbreviations, and if an acknowledgm nt i r qnirell n, blank r eipt should be inclosed. When a consignment is com.pkt n.11 packn.g
honlcl be inclosed in boxes and forwarded by freight to the
mith onin.n In 'titution carriage prepaid. Before delivering consignments to transl) rtation companies a list of name and addresses corresponding to those on packa,ges
h uld b forwarded by mail to the Smithsonian Institution, or to the foreign distrilmtino- ao· nt of the Institution, according n,s the transaction may be of domestic
or for io-n origin. This procedure not only serves as a means for verifying each
packao-e when re ived, a,nd enables the Institution to trace consignments if no-t
d 1ivered after a rnasonable ti.me has elapsed, but forms a permanent record for
fntur reference.
U11on th rnceipt at the Institution of :.1, consio-nment
the entire transaction is given
0
an invoice number, which serves as a basis for all entries made in connection wi th
its distribution, and_when {lebiting institutions or individuals to whom packages ~re
aduressecl the corresponding invoice number is used, thereby avoiding the necessity
of w1·iting the na,me 9f the donor on each canl. After all entries are made the books
axe packed in 1>0xes ancl are forwarded by freight to the agents of the Ins~itution
abroad or to the distributing bnreaus in foreign countries that have been des1gna~ed
to act in such capacity. In each package a receipt card is inserted bearing the invoice
number assigned to each particular contribution, ancl when, as is often the case,
several individual contributions are assembled in one package bearing a single address,
the carcl inserted bears all the invoice numbers of the contentH of that package. It
is of the ntmost importance that these cards should be receiptecl and returned to the
Institution without delay as evidence of proper delivery, and as each acknowledgment is noted, n, habitual failure in this regard may give 1·ise to a doubt of delivery
and subseqnent pn.ckages may be returned to the contributors as undeliverable.
Packages received from abroad for distribution in the United States are treated
in the same rnanne1·, and similar receipts are inclosed in pa.r eels, which arc returnable to the Institution under frank. These cards are, for the purpose of preventing
confusion, of a color unlike those forwarded with packages for foreign distribution.
Purchased books, instruments, and natural history specimens ( whether purch~sed
or presented) are not accepted for transmission by the Institution or its agents without special permission in each instance.
Respectfully submitted.
W.W.KARR,
Acting Curator of Exchanges.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Srnithsonian Institution.

APPENDIX

IV.

REPORT OP THE SUPERINTENDENT 01<' THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL
PARK.

Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the
National Zoological Park for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896:
Considerable attention bas been paid during the year to the improvement of the
grounds and the construction of roads authorized by Congress. The principal road
of the park, which runs from .the Quarry road westward to Connecticut avenue
extended, has been improved over a part of its course by a good layer of macadam.
It would have been well to have completed the macadamizing, but the funds at the
disposal of the park did not permit this, antl it will be deferred until next year.
Work has been continued upon the driveway that proceeds from the Woodley road
into the park. It will be remembered. that the -W oodley road lies so far above the
level ·of the park that the construction of this driveway made necessary a heavy
filling of earth. This is very unsightly, as the slopes are abrupt and difficult to
modify by planting. If it is to remain where it now is, a sufficient amount of earth
should be added to make the slopes easy ancl natural. The amount appropriated
was insufficient to complete the fill so as to make an easy grade and. neither macadam nor gutters have been provided, so that the road washes badly during the
winter storms and is impracticable for pleasure driving during wet and fre zing
weather. It is, however, passable from the Woodley Bridge as far as Rock Creek.
It bas been decided to restore the old Adams Mill road upon practically its former
line. The configuration of the ground forbids making this the ordinary width of
the roads of the park, the hillside ou which it is built being quite steep at certain
places, but a satisfactory driveway can be constructed. The survey of this work
was completed and a contract for it prepared before the close of the fiscal year.
The road will be well macadamized, with a top dressing of pulverized limestone.
Retaining walls will be built where necessary, and the whole will be properly guttered and protected.
A number of interesting features have been added to the park, either for the -purpose of beautifying it or for the convenience and accommodation of the animals.
Two small fish ponds have been built near the Quarry road entrance, the banks in
the neighborhood of the seal pond have been dresseu and planted, and the debris
· from the intercepting sewer has been removed.
The accompanying illustrations show what has been done in preserving the native
beautv of the Park. The first of these shows a rustic bridge formed of bowlders
throw·n across a little chasm cut out by a small stream that falls into Rock Creek.
This bas taken the place of an unsightly wooden bridge. Another picture shows
where a small artificial pond for waterfowl empties· into Rock Creek. The great
advantage of such treatment is in the fact that it harmonizes with the surrouuding sce,::iery, and the visitor need not realize that any interference with the natural
features Las occurred, while the surface after treatment presents a striking contrast
with the Taw and denuded condition of those localities where engineering work bas
been carried on without regard to final effect.
The principal animal house has been greatly improved by the construction of commodious exterior cages into which the animals can pass whenever the weather is
61
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r i provid d :£ r each of these, and shade trees, suitably protected,
b n 111 n cl in th m, o that it is believed that they will add greatly to the
mfort f th animal .
uoth r very important improvement in this house has
b n ff t <l by r pairin th roof of the extension and rearranging the heating
appara.tu
a to a lequately warm it. Although more habitable than before, it is
not. ·et b any mean a ati factory building for tender animals, and it is hoped that
tbiR ten ion may at no distant day be rebuilt of stone, so as to correspond with the
r maind r of th hou e.
P rhap th most urgent need of the park at the present time is the erection of
building in which animal requiring varied conditions of exposure can be properly
tr ated. At pr ent tbere are practically but two conditions provided, those for
animals that live out of doors during the entire winter and those of animals that
requir hea.t but are able to endure considerable changes of temperature. There is
no pro i ion for animals that live in close tropical climates where the heat varies but
little.
Birds and monkeys and other animals from the valleys of the Amazon and the
Orinoco :fi.rnl rapid changes very u11favorable. Besides this, .it is impossible to give
proper attention to the natural habits and idioi;;yncrasies of animals when they are
kept promiscuously within a single inclosme. Timid animals suffer greatly when put
in a house with large carnivorous beasts. The sight of such animals terrifies them
aml the cries of creatures whom they instinctively recognize as their natural enemies
sometimes affects them so that they die from fright. A new building for monkeys
and birds and a new elephant house are greatly needed.
The quarters for hardy animals are not in every respect what they should be.
The principal defect is in the bear yards and dens in the abandoned quarry, near the
main entrance to the park. These are too damp in winter and too hot in summer for
the health of the animals, and are really unsuitable for them. One of the cages bas
become dangerous, because of the falling into it of large masses of rock. While
they are picturesque and striking, much better quarters could be devised for
the animals in other parts of the park. Upon some heavily wooded and cool
slope an inclosure of considerable size could be made, so that they could be constantly. upon the natural ground. Dry shelters could be provided either in hollow
trees or by adapting crevices of rocks. In such a yard a considerable number of
bears couhl be placed under conditions very similar to those of their native wilds.
If care were taken to select young animals that were properly tamed before being
placed in the iuclosure, they would never have any fear of the public ;l,nd would form
an attractive exhibit.
The buffalo yards should be much larger than at present. As tho animals destroy
every green thing within reach, their paddocks soon present a very ba1:e and forlorn
appearance. This could be partially avoided by having two sets of paddocks, one
of which could be occupied while the other was being allowed to .r ecover from hard
usage. If the l)addocks were larger, there would be less danger of the animals
i~jming e~ch other in their frequent conflicts. The largest bull of the herd was
killed durmg the year by the attack of one of the smaller ones, who determined to
contest his s°:premacy, and the small size of the inclosure prevented him from getting
away from his antagonist.
The need of a proper -public comfort house at the park is even more pressing each
year as the number of visitors increases.
' om_e d a t bs of animals have occurred from accidental causes. A fine sea-lioness
was killed 1>Y th e_ acci_dental explosion of a large quantity of dynamite n ar the poo d
~hen she ';a. swimmmg. This dynamite was to l)e used by the workmen employed
m exca.vatm~ for the interc pting sewer that pass •s through the park. The shock
0
th xplo ~on wa heard all over the city. The sea-lioness was not immediately
~
k11led, 1,u d1 ,l within twenty-four hour of th
Th b
·
e occurrence.
ea ·er of he park are kept in two inclo nres and in both of these have built
t b em el · e dams and shelter · It 18
· .riound, however,
'
that care must be taken to
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select them from a single family, as --otherwise they fight viciously. Four beavers
died during the year from wounds received from their companions. The fence of
the larger inclosure must be made much stronger, as it is found that they gnaw
through an ordinary wire mesh-work.
There are appended hereto tables showing the animals in the collection at the close
of the fiscal year, and the various accessions during the year.
Animals in the collection June 30, 1896.
Name.

No.

MAMMALS.
American bison (Bison americanua) ....•. .
Zebu (Bos indicus) . ...•.......... .. ...•....
Common gc1at ( Capra hircus) ..••.....•.....
Cashmere goat ( Capra hircus) . ........ . .. . .
American elk ( Cervus canadensis) ........ .
Virginia deer (Oariacus virginianus) ..... .
Mule deer ( Oa1iacus macro tu) ... ......... .
Solid-hoofed hog (SuEiscrofa, var. solidungu.
lata) ..... ...............•................
Peccary (Dicotyles taja9u) ••••••...•...•..•.
Llama (Auchenia.glama) ......•. ....••..•..
Guanaco (Auchenia huanacos) ....... ••.•..
Indian elephant (Elephas indicus) ......•..
Lion (Felis leo) . .... ••••••••••••••.•.•.•.•..
Tiger (Felis tigris) ..•••........••...•......
Leopard (Felis pardus) .••••••••••.......•..
Puma (Felis concolor) .....•.•••••..••.••••.
Ocelot (Felis pardalis) .••••• ••••••.•••••.•..
Bay lynx (Lynx rufus) ..•.. .....•...•.... ..
Spotted lynx (Lynx rufus maculatus) ....••
Spotted hyena (Hycena crocuta) .•••••..••••
Russian wolf hound ...................... .
Stag hound ...............••........•......
St. :Bernard dog ....••.•••..... .... .........
Pointer dog .................•..••..........
Collie dog .......................•..........
Chesapeake :Bay dog ..........•..•....••..•
Fox terrier ................................ .
Eskimo dog ............................... .
Gray wolf ( Canis lupu.s griseo·alb1t1) ..•.....
Black wolf ( Canis lupus griseo.albua) .•••••
Coyote ( Canis latrans) .......•......•......
Red fox ( Vulpes fulvus) ...... ...•...•......
Swift fox ( Vulpes velox) ..•...•.......•.....
Gray fox (Vulpes virginianu11) .•...........
Tayra ( Galictis barbara) ..•...•..........•..
American badger (Taxidea americana) .... .
Kinkajou ( Cercoleptes caudivolvulua) ...... .
Gray coati·mundi (Nasua narica) .....•..••
Cacomistle (BassariB astuta) ..•.......•....
Raccoon ( Procyon lo tor) .•.......••..••..••.
Black bear (Ursus americanus) ........... .
Cinnamon bear ( Ursua americanus) ......•.
Grizzly bear ( Ursua horribilis) . ..........•.
Macaque monkey (Macacus cynomolgu1) •.•

Name.

No.

MAMMALS-continued.

13
18
2

8

1
2
1
1
7

1
1
3
2

2

Rhesus monkey (Macacus rhesus) ... ...... .
White-throatedcapuchin (Cebushypolenciis)
Black-faced spider monkey (Ateles ater) . .. .
Owl monkey (Nyctipithecus tri?Jirgatus) ... .
Albino rat (Mus rattus) ........... •... .•.. .
American beaver ( Oastor fiber) ............ .
Woodchuck (Arctomysmonax) . ........... .
Prairie dog ( Oynomys ludovicianus) ....... .
Red.bellied squirrel (Sciurus aureogaster) . .
Fox squirrel (Sciurusniger) ...... ••••••... .
Gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) ....... .
Crested porcupine (Hystrix cristata) ...... .
Canada porcupine (Erethizon dorsatua) .... .
Western porcupine (Erethizon dorsatus
epixanthus) .......•......................
Capybara (Hydrochceru, capybara) .••.....
Crested agouti (Dasyprocta cristata) ...... .
Hairy.rumped agouti (Dasyprocta prym·
nolopha) ................................ .
Mexican agouti ( Dasyprocta mexicana) .•• •
Guinea pig ( Gavia porcellus) ............•..
English rabbit (Lepus cuniculus) .......... .
Peba armadillo (Tatusianovemcincta) ...•..
Gray kangaroo (Macropus sp) ............. .
Common opossum (Didelphys virginiana) ..

9

1
1
2

18
5

4
25

1
1
18
4

4
1
1
3
2
2
16
8

10
8
2

4

2
4
24
2

4

2

1
4

25

4
2

BIRDS.

Golden eagle (Aqiiila chry&aetos) ....•••.....
:Bald eagle (Halireetus leucocephalus) ...... .
Red· tailed hawk ' (Buteo borealis) ......... . .
Red.shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus) .... .
Turkey vulture (Oathartes aura) .......... .
Great horned owl (Bubo virginianus) ..... .
:Barred owl (Syrnium nebulosum) ..•.••.•..
Screech owl (Megascops asio) .......••..•..
Yellow and blue macaw (Ara araraunea) ..
Red and yellow and blue macaw (Ara ma·
cao) .......•••.. ..••... ......••••...... ...
Gray parrot (Psittacus erithacus) ••••••..•.
Yellow.naped amazon (Amazona auropal·
liata) ..... . ........•....•..••..••••... •..
Green parrakeet ( Oonurus sp.) .........••..
Sulphur.crested cockatoo ( Oacatua galerita)
Lead beater's cockatoo ( Oacatua leadbeateri)
Bare.eyed cockatoo ( Oacatua gymnopis) ••.

2
9

1
1
1
2

7

1
1
1
6

1
1
1
1
1
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Animals in the collection Jiine 3.0, 1896-Continuecl.
No .

Name.

No.

.m

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1---1 1 · - - - - - -- -- - - -- --1BIRDS- continued.

IllRD ' -continued.
ommon row ( Corvus aniericanui). ______ .

European white pelican (Pelecanus onocro

2
1

Raven ( orv11s cornx) ...... ·----- ..... _... .
Clru:lrn's nutcrack r (Picicorvus colum-

1

talus) ... : ........................ ·····•··

American herring gull(Larus argentatus

bianus) ...•.... _. __ . _.• __ .. ___ .. __ . _____ _

1

smithsonianus) ... . ...•.....•• - .....••.. - -

15

Bla ·k-headecl jay ( Cyanocitta stelleri an-

REPTILES.

necU-"liB) ..•......... __ .•. _. __ . _. ____ . ___ ..

1
3

.A.m ricall magpie (Pica pica hudsonicci) ...
Chachala a ( Ortalis vetula maccall-ii)
Razor.billecl curassow (.iliitua tuberosa) . __ .
Les er razor. billed curassow (Mitua tomentosa) ....•.........................•...•..

Peafowl (Pavo c1istatus) . __ ... _. __ . ___ .••..
Guinea fowl (Numida meleagris) . .. __ ...•..
Domestic turkey (.ilieleagris gallopavo) ... .
Cariama ( Oariama cristata) .......... .. _..
Sand,hill crane ( Griis canaclensis) ....•.•...
Great blne heron (Ardea herodias) . .••...•.
\Voocl ibis (Tantalus loculator) ......•.•..•.
Black duck (A.nas obscura) ....••.••....•••
Pekin cluck (Anas sp.) .................... .
Canada goose (Branta canadensis) ........ .
Chinese goose (Anser cygnoides) ..... _. _.•.
Toulouse goose (A.nser sp.) .. ...... ....... .
Mute swan ( Cygnus gibbus) ..... _......... .
·whistling swan ( Cygnus columb'ianus) _... .
Black swan ( Ohenopis atrata) ........... _..

15
2
6
2
1
2
3
26
3
1
3
2
3
1
1
1
8

Alligat.or (.Alligator missi ssippiensis) ••.•..
Snapping turtle ( Chelydra serp entina) ......
7
Paintecl turtle ( Ghrysemys picta) ...•.......
1
Musk tnrtle(Ginosternum p ennsylvaniciim).
Terrapin (Pseudemys sp.) ..................
1
Gopher turtle (Xerobates polyphemus) ......
10
Gila monster (Helodenna siispectum) .......
2
Rornecl lizarcl (Phryn()soma cornutum) .....
1
Diamoncl rattlesnake ( Orotcilus adamanteus)
1
Prairie rattlesnake ( Grotalus conjluentis) . ..
1
Copperhead (A.ncistrodon contortrix) . ......
2
Water moccasin (AnC'i,strodon piscivorus) ..
1
Boa (Boa constrictor) ......•................
5
Anacouda (Eunectes murinus) .............
11
Bull·snake (Pityophis sayi) .•............•.
4
Milk snake ( Ophiboliis doliatiis) .....••• ...
8
Black snake (Bascanium constrictor) .......
2
Garter snake (Eutrenia sirtalis) .••...•.•..
6
Water snake (Natrixsipedon) ..............

2

12

1
1

Indigenous. Foreign. ng:~=d~i· Total.

- - - - ---Mammals····················································

185

Total ............... _....... _.. _......... _..... _.......

343

~;: :u~~·: ·.: ::::::::::::·.·.::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!~

46

102

333

142 1

553

! ._.....~~.

!!

1

J
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List of accessions .
.A.NIM.A.LS PRESENTED.

;~j~r

l
=---- - - -----\--- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -·- - - - - - Name.

Donor.

mens.

Rhesus
monkey.ceb
. . . . . . . . · · · · · Dr· J · J · Kmyoun,
.
White·throated
U.S. Marine Ilospital, Washington , D. C ....

~:::h:~n,nn~-~~ ::~:::::::::~~~~:~;;;:i~~;;;: ~ :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::
Chesapeake Bay do ,
\ ,
.
, · Mex ................................. .
Collie.....
g .. ······. B . .A.lton Smith, ...~orth Attleboro, Mass ...... · · ·················

!::i~'.:de:~::::::::::::::·.·.·.:.~;;:t~ ;;_;,: ;:~~~ ~:·~: ~:::::::: ::::::::: :: ::: ::: :::::::: :: :::

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ····· \ ,John
K Thay1,r, Lancaster , ~ ass ......•........................
Do......
D
.
.••. .. •• .. • •. . •..
r. IL ld. l'erry, Greenville S C
d
• · · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · ·• · · ·· · · · · · · · · ·
01d English abecp dog
••••••• •••••

0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••

4
2
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List of accessions-Continued.
ANIMALS PRESENTED-Continued.

Name.

Numberof
speci·
mens.

Douor.

Pointer dog .................. Jas. C. Court~, Washington, D. C ..... .. ............. .. ......... .
St.Bernard dog .............. J. H. King, Alexandria, Va .................................... .
Staghound... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. E. Earll, Washing-ton, D. C ................................. .
Wire-haired fox terrier...... Dr. H. T. Foote, New Rochelle, N. Y ................. ... ...... .
Red fox ..................... . Dr. Pearson, Washington, D. C .... .. ........•............ .. .. ..
Swift fox.... .. .............. S. H. Stephens & Co:, Pueblo, Colo ... ............ ·............. .
Gray fox ..................... Dr. W. F. Hutchinson, Winchester, Va ........................ .
American badger............ H. •r. McGeorge, Fort Myer Heights, Va ......... . .......... .. .
Raccoon..................... C. Moore, Rest, Va .... ...... ..... .. ...... ... .......... ... ...... .
Tio....................... Mrs. H. M. Frinald, Washington, D. C ........................ .
Harbor seal •••............... John H. Starin, New York, N. Y .................·.............. .
Solid·hoofed hog ............. A. B. Walker, Indian Territory ............. ..... .. . ........... .
Canada porcupine .... ... ... . . Gerald Thayer, Dublin, N. H ............................ .... ... .
English rabbit... ............. F. Wright, Mount Pleasant, D. C .............................. .
Do ....................... Jos. Stewart, Washington, D. C . .. ........ . .................... .
Peba armadillo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eclw. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C ............................. .
Opossum ..................... Miss Rene Vose, Washington, D. C ............. ... ............ .
Turkey vulture.............. Edw. S. Schmiel, Washington, D. C ............................. .
Golden eagle................. J. W. Pattison, Wytheville, Va ................................ .
Bald eagle ....... .... ........ McTill Belt, Dickerson, Md ............ .'....................... .
Red-tailed hawk .... ... ..... . J. L. Davison, Lockport, N. Y ...... . ..... . ..................... .
Great horned owl. . .... . ..... F. W. Bradley and D. C. Cone, Riverton, Va .................... .
Do ....................... Camm Brothers, Lynchburg, Va ............................... .
Barred owl : .: ............... Mrs. Berry, Washington, D. C .................................. .
Do....................... D. C. Turner, Lanier Heights, D. C........... .. ....... . ........ .
Do....................... C. B. Arundell, Farm well, Va ..... ............ . ....... . ........ .
Screech owl.................. Mrs. H. M. Frinald, Washington, D. C .... . ....... .... .......... .
Gray parrot .................. Miss Rachel Weems, Upper Falls, Md ... . .••. .. .... . ...........
Blue-fronted amazon ... ..... . J. W. Bartley, Anacostia, D. C ................................. -I
Clarke's nutcracker ... ...... Eugene Pence, Columbia Falls, Mont ........................... i
.African ostrich ...... , ....... W. A. Smith, Whitneys Point, N. Y ............. ......... .....
Whistling swan . ... ......... E. E. Fast, Johnstown, Nebr . .... ........ .. .. ... .. .. ........... .
Black skimmer ... ........... Wm. Palmer, Washington, D. C ............... . .. . ... . ......... .
Alligator ............... .. .. . Dennis Lynch, Washington, D. C ............................. .
Do ....................... W.W. Rickett, vVashington, D. C ........ .. . ................... .
Do ........ .......... ... . . Mrs. W. E. Parker, Washington, D. C ......... . ................ .
Tortoise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G-. K. Gilbert, Pueblo, Colo ....... ............ .. .. . ............. .
Iguana...................... . Ralston Brothers, Galesburg, Ill ........ .. ............. . ...... . .
Horned lizard................ Lyman ,I.Bailey, Austin, Texas ...... . . : ...................... .
Diamond rattlesnake . . . . . . . . Ralston Brothers, Galesburg, Ill ... .. .. ...... .. .... ..... ...... . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J as. Bell, Gainesville, Fla ...................................... .
Prairie ratttlesnake . . . . . . . . . L. W. Purinton, Banner, Kans .............. .... ............ -- . ·
Water moccasin............. Ralston Bros., Galesburg, Ill ........................•...... - - .•.
Boll snak e ....................... . clo ......................................................... .
Black snake . .. .. .. - ......... Jas. P. Stabler, Sanclyspring, Md ... .............. .. ......... . .. .
Do............. . . . . . . . . . . J as. W. Magarity, Lewinsville, Va ........ .......... . .. .... · - · - ·
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.E. Taylor, Baltimore, Md ....... ..... .......... ... ...... - .. , ..
Garter snake - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. B. K . Johnson, Allentown, Pa ..... -................ · · · - · · - · ·
Milk snake.................. Chas. Long, Washington, D. C .......................... · · · · · · · · ·

..i

SM 06--5

1
1
1
2
3

1

5
6

1
1
1
,1
2
2

1
1

1
1
3

1
5

1
11
1

1
2

2

1
2
2

1
26
1
2

a
2
1
1
1
1

\
\
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List of accessions-Continued.
ANIMALS LENT.

Donor.

Name.

Num·
ber of
specimens.

Ma aquemonkoy ............ Edw.S.Schmid,Washington, D. C ............... ..... ......... .
Rbcsusmonkey .............. Dr. J. J. Kinyoun, U.S. Marine Hospital, Washington, D. C. · · ·
Do.......... . ............ Edw. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C .... . .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · ·
Black.faced spider monkey .. Mrs. J. L. Waggaman, Washington, D. C .... ·· · · · ··· ·· · · · · ··· ··
Eskimo dog. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miner W. Bruce, Seattle, Wash .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Cashm re goat ...... .... ..... C.O.Chenault, New Orleans, La ......... ... . ......... ......... .
Virginia deer ... ... . ... . ..... W. A.. Smith, Whitneys Point, N. Y . .. .. ..... · · · · · · ··· ··· ···· ··
Fox squirrel. ... .... .... . .... C. O. Chenault, New Orleans, La ........ ·········· ······ ········
Peba armadillo. __ ._ .... . . _.. Ed,v. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C. - - -.. - .... · ··· -- - · · ---- · · · ·· · · ·
Golden eagle . ......... ......... .... do ..... . ......... . ............ · -· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Bald eagle .. ................ . H. T. L. Hoyle, Washington, D. C ............... ·········· ······
Barred owl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. J. Court, Washington, D. C .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Yellow and blue macaw ...... Edw. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C .... · · · · · · ··· ··· · · ··· · · · ·· ·· · · ·
Yellow.napedamazon ....... . Mrs. A. B. Williams, Washington, D. C .. -· · ·····················
Green parrakeet ............. K. P. McElroy, Washington; D. C ...... ····· ·· · · · ·· ·· ·· ·········
Peafowl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. 0. Chenault, New Orleans, La. ...... -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Mongolian pheasant .. . ...... Hon. F. T. Dubois, Blackfoot, Idaho .... · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·_- · · · ·· · · ·
Guinea fowl........ . ..... . .. C. O. Chenault, New Orleans, La ....... ········· ········· ·······
Whistling swan ..... ·........ Edw. S. Schmid, Washington, D . C ...... · · ··· ·· ····· · ·· ···· ·· ···
African ostrich... . .......... W. A. Smith, Whitneys Point, N. Y .... - - · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
King snake .................. R. G. Paine, Washington, D. C ...... - ··············· · ··

1
3

10
2

2
2
2
1
0
1
3
2

1
1
1
2

2
2

1
1
2

ANIMALS RECEIVED IN EXCHANGE.

From.

Name.

Diana monkey ............... Edw. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C .......... · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·
Red fox ............. . ............. do ........................ . ....... . ....... ........... ..... .
Raccoon .... .'............. . ........ do ........................................ ·················
:Black bear .... . . ·. .. . ... . ........... clo ..... . ........ . .................... ... . - .. ... ...... .. ... .
Virginia deer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Commission of parks and boulevards, Detroit, Mich.···········
Do ........................... Thos.Blagden, .Ar~yle, D.C ..... .. ..... ......................... .... .
Cbinesegoose ................ Edw. S. Schmid, ..Washington, D. C ................... ··········
Toulouse goose .................... do . ............................ : . ·.......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
l'rairie rattlesnake . . . . . . . . . . Ralston Brothers, Galesburg, Ill. ............... · ············· ··
:Bull snake ......................... do ............ _................. ........... -... · · · · · · · ·. · · · ·

Num·
ber of
sp ., j.
mens.
1
2
5

1
5

I

Animals born in the National Zoological Park.
4
Lion (Felis leo) ...... ............... __ ...... _... _. _..... _......•.•.............
Puma (.Fe1is concolor) ......••...... .... _... _.... ____ .......•• _, .............. · · 5
Spotted lynx ( Lynx rufus maculatus) ....•.......................•......... · · · · · 2
Eskimo dog ............................................. ................ ..... . 12
t. Bernard dog .... _...... _................ _... ___ ... _... _................... · 4
Raccoon (Procyon Iotor) ................... _.... __ ........... _.... .......... · · · 6
A.m rican elk (Ceri:us canadensis) .•..... ................. _............ ..... . ··· 1
Virginia. deer ( Cariacus viryilliam,a) • .....•••••..••..............••.......... · · · 6
Llama. (Auch nia ylama) ....... _.... _....................... ____ .... _......... · 2
anada. porcupine (Eret11i:on doraatua) .••••• .••••••••••.....•••••.•..•••••.. · · · 1

YOUNG ELK IN ZOOLOGICAL PARK.
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Guinea pig ( Ca1,ia porcellus). : ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
English rabbit (Lepus ciiniculus) . . ........... .. ........ .... __ ____ ...... .. .....
Gray kangaroo (Maoropus sp.) ... __ .............. ....... .. . ........ . .. _.. . . . . . .
European swan (Cygnus gibbus) ...... . . ........... . ........-........... ____ ......
Prairie rattlesnake ( Crotalus conjluentis) ...................... ___ .. _.... _.. _. __

67
6
7
2

4
6

Anirnals oolleotecl. in the Yellowstone National Parle.
Bald eagle (Halireetus leucooephalus)....................... . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Red-tailed hawk (Buteo boreali.s) ......... _......... _......... __ . . ..... . .... . . . .
Magpie ( Pica pica hudRonica) . ...... . . .... .............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clarke's nutcracker ( Picicorvus oolurnbia:nus) ....... . _............ ___ ....... _...

3
2
10
3

SUMMARY OF ACCESSIONS.

Animals presented . _................ . .............. _........ .... .. ............ 130
Animals lent...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
Animals received in exchange........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Animals born in the Zoological Park ................ __... ... .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
Animals received from the Yellowstone National Park ........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Total ............................. ___ ................... . .. __ .. . . . . . . . . . 289
Number of specimens on haml June 30, 1895 ..................... _............. 520
Accessions during the year ending June 30, 1896 ............. . ................. 289
Total ... _............ _.......... _...... __ .... __ ....... .... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . 809
DeductDeaths .......... ____ .......... _........................ __ ....... _. . 200
Animals escaped or liberated ............................. _..... - . . . . 13
Animals exchanged .......................-.......................... 21
Animals returned to owners ....... __ .......... - ............ ___ . . . . . . 22
256
Animals on hand June 30, 1896 .............. --·· ............. ... ... ..... 553
Respectfully submitted.
FRANK BAKER, Superintendent.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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V.

THE WORK OF THE ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY FOR
'rHE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1896.

Sm: The bolometric investigation of the infra-red solar spectrum has, under your
general direction, continued to l>e the main feature of the work of the Ol>servatory
for th pnist year. ·while it ha,s been found necessary to postpone a final account of
the result uf this long investigation, yeti t is confidently believed that such a publication can l>e made before many months more; and that the limit of accuracy
in determining the position of absorption lines, which was mentioned in the report
for the last year as the aim of endeavor, will be reached in the results shortly to be
communicated.
The year's prosecution of the research wi11, for convenience, be discussed under
the following beads:
A. Measurement and elimination of "the drift" 1 and other sources of error
in the spectrobolo-metric processes.
B. General spectirobolographic work.
C. Accessions of apparatus.
A.

MEASUREMENT AND ELIMINATION OF SOURCES OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROBOLOMETRIC PROCESSES.

As detailed in the report for the year ending June 30, 1895, it was then evident
that the holographic curves were so encumbered with minute deflections due to ear th
vibrations and extraneous electrical and magnetic disturbances, that the small a nd '
it was -presumed, very numerous deflections corresponding to tine absorption lines
were greatly obscured. One of the means proposed for eliminating false and
retaining true lines has been the process of composite photography. The method
of application of this process had been as follows: 1. All the deflections in a series
of curves of a greater magnitude than a certain arbitrary amount were by the
"cylindric process" drawn out into lines. 2. The -resulting" cylindrics" were successtvely exposed before a single plate to give a composite.
.
It must be remarked the process of experiment has shown that this procedure is
not free from objection. While it is unquestionable that deflections great enough to
be surely recognized as genuine will be brought out, owing to the greater promin~nce
given them in "blocking in" the curves preparatory to making the "cylindnc~,"
yet many of tlle genuine deflections of the same size as the accidental ones (for distinguishing which the process is chiefly useful) may possibly be eliminated; for
owing to the various sources of error in the bolometric processes, particularly t~e
superposition of accidental deflections over the true ones to the personal error in
blocking in, and to the errors introuuced in the photographic processes, slight lateral
displacements of the true lines iu the separate cylindrics will always occur. Thus
it may frequently happen that in the final composite the less prominent line , being
thus variable in their position to an amount equal to their own width, or even more,
may be eliminated. Lines corresponding to accidental deflections may, on the 0ther
hand, ~e r?tained, since their num1> r is very great in comparison with the number
of cyhndrics employed in making composites, for it may thus frequently happen

-

1
It w~ be remembered that" the drift" ha hitherto been a -;rincipal ource of
trouble m th . e r searche . It on is in a low progres ive movement of the
needle due to a great variety of extraneous cause. .
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that there will be sufficiently close correspondence between such false lines in all the
cylindrics employed, so that they will appear in the final composite.
Of late another method of combining the results to be derived from the separate
curves has come into use at the observatory, which is briefly as follows:
1. Each of the several observers independently superposes the set of curves under
investigation, and from the general appearance and size of the deflections selects
those which he considers to probably correspond to genuine absorption bands, and
marks them relatively to their importance ancl to the evidence of their genuineness.
2. He then measures upon the comparator the positions of his selected deflections
on each curve separately without sight of the others.
3. The results thus obtained are averaged, throwing out such deflections as appear
from the divergence of the measurements to be accidental.
4. The mean results of the separate observers are compared and reduced, indicating the extent to which the observers agree with regard to the importance and verity
of the different deflections.
In view of the limitations of the composite process, it is proposed that it be kept
subordinate to that just described, and only used in the preparation of a spectrum
map in which the exact place of each line appearing shall be independently determined.
The multiplicity and injurious character of the accidental deflections continued
painfully evident throughout the holographic harvest season of the year (the
months of September, October, and November). Fine days were also freqnently lost
after cold weather came on, owing to the rapicl "drift" of the galvanometer needle,
caused by the changing temperature conditions incident to the warming of the
observatory.
In these circumstances the work of taking holographs was suspended for some
months, and the following important improvements were, after many experiments,
adopted, which have separately and in concert been signally successful in reducing
these sources of error:
1. In extension of the principle introduced at Allegheny, a battery of sixty storage
cells connected in parallel replaced the four cells formerly employed, and effected
great reduction of small accidental deflections of the galvanometer needle.
2. A specially constructed rheostat, entirely surrounde<l by a water jacket and provided with a slide wire adjustment operated mechanically from without, 1·eplaced
the resistance box before used to balance the bolometer strips. In this instrument
onJy a single pair of coils of the same resistance as the particular. bolometer employed
is used. The number of contacts between dissimilar metals is reduced to a minimum, and all are kept from fluctuations of temperature by a continuous current of
water.
3. The galvanometer, formerly supported upon a system of flat stones aud rubber,
has been suspended by three wires from a tripod, after the manner of Julius. 1 This
method of support is found to decidedly reduce the vibrations of the galvanometer
needle due to ground tremors.
4. The double-walled room which surrounds the spectrometer has been extended
to include the galvanometer also; and th us temperature fluctuations about the galvanometer control magnets have been reduced, to the great diminution of the
"drift."
5. The whole observatory has been equipped with an automatic system of temperature regulation, and the heat is supplied both night and day from steam boilers in
the basement of the Smithsonian main building. So successful has this system
proved that during the cold months the whole fluctuations of temperature within
the spectrometer room are reduced to little more than a tenth of a degree.
6. A new galvanometer needle has been constructed with a considerably higher
degree of astaticism and somewhat greater sensitiveness than the one before in nse.
As the result of the improvements mentioned above, the "drift," heretofore so
1 Wiedemann's

Annalen, 56, 151.
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xa, iou , ha \, n reduced to such a degree that its whole amount for a week's time
oft n does not exceed 2 centimeters, or the amount which it had in the early experiment in a ingle minute. This result, it must be remembered, is reached with the
gal anometer adjusted to such a sensitiveness that a millimeter deflection on the
a alecorre ponds to six teu-billionths of an ampere in the galv~nometer circuit. Not
only is the drift thus practically eliminated, but the small deflections from acciden:tal
cau e , hich heretofore so obscured the deflections corresponding to real absorpt10n
line , while still very numerous, are now reduced to an amplitude rarely exceeding
two-tenths of a millimeter. Occasional deflections of a little greater magnitude occur,
but not often, and these can be readily eliminated in a comparison of curves. The
deflections now remaining are almost wholly due to ground tremors not entirely
eliminated by the system of suspension of the galvanometer.
.
Thi large decrease of drift and incidental deflections brought out the defects in
the con ·truction of most bolometers hitherto in use, and on analysis it was fou nd
that the enhanced" drift" when these were employed was due to the hard rubber
insulation, and that small accidental deflections were caused by imperfect fastening
of the strips at the ends. A bolumeter frame of metal with mica insulation was filled
at the observatory and has proved very satisfactory.
Another source of drift not before noticed was found to be the falling of the spectrum upon the bolometer case during a run from A to .a, and it was entirely removed
by a suitable diaphragm.
·
These observations on the drift and false deflections in the record may 1.>e suitably
c1osed by the remark that under your instructions of March, 1896, it has been the
invariable practice to make a short record curve, with no heat falling on the 1.>olometer, both at the beginning and end of each holograph, to show the instrumental
conditions prevailing. Such r~cords were occasionally taken in former years, and
were includecl in the report of the number of holographs taken. So many have this
year been taken, however, that it seemed misleading to include them in the count,
and they are accordingly entirely neglected in the table of photographs given 1.>elow,
and only those curves which represent some part of the spectrum are there counted
as bolograpbs. ·
After the approach of hot weather rendered it impossible to continue uniform
temperature conditions, the work of taking holographs was again discontinued, and
extensive quantitative experiments were prosecuted to determine the magnitude of
the probable error a.rising from the many sources attendant upon the complicated
bolometric process. The results of these experiments revealed in several instances
greater error than w.as suspected, and led to important changes in the apparatus
which are not at the close of the period covered by this report entirely completed.
A.detailed account; of the methods employed in determining the various sources ~f
error must be postponed till the appearance of the forthcoming publication; but it
will be proper in thiA place to give a brief summary of the investigations.
Laying down as in the report for last year ending June 30, 1895, an accuracy of
one-tenth millimeter in position of a deflection upon the holographic curve (corresponding under the convention of speeds adopte<l. to six-tenths second of arc in
the_spec:rum, orto three-tenths second of arc on the circle) as the limit of accurac_y
desired m the final results, this amount of error will be treated as in a sense the unit
of error in this discussion:

I.

1

ources of erro1· in the optical apparatus.

1. ·Apparent displacements of the slita. :Momentary, from ground tremors ancl from air currents of different density
i placemen now negligible, as a result of recent improvements.
b. p riodi ·, from t mp~ratnre and other changes in the support of opti al
:rpparatu ·· Important errors from this cause were within the last mon t h
·o ·re,l 1, y thi. report eliminated.
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2. Imperfect adjustment of the prism-mirror combination for minimum deviationErrors from this cause proved negligible under the assumption of parallel rays.
As steps are now being taken to introduce a system of collimation for the
beam with a view to improve the definition of the optical system, further
discussion for a divergent beam is unnecessary.
3. Changes in the temperature of the prismNo new data on the change of deviation with the temperature have been
obtained, but referring to those of a preliminary nature contained in your
paper on the "Temperature of the Moon," 1 it is believed that errors from
this source in curves taken under usual conditions will not exceed 2 seconds
of an arc in deviation. With the attainment of accurate data such errors
may be corrected.

II. Sonrces of e1-ro1· which introduce accidental deflections in the 1·eco1·d curves.
1. Distnrbauces primarily affecting the galvanometer needle including (a) earth
tremors; (b) magnetic disturbances.
2. Disturbances secondarily affecting the galvanometer needle through the bolometer circuit including (a) those causing "drift;" (b) those causing "flutter"
in the records.
The whole effect qf these four classes of disturbances as shown by the record
curves already mentioned will be, under usually good conditions, to displace
true deflection s on an average about one-tenth millimeter on the plate. All
true deflections of a magnitude not greater than two-tenths millimeter are
lost among the false ones.

III. Sources of er1·or froni imperfect mechanisms.
1. Irregularities in the motion of the plate.
Errors from this source negligible.
2. Irregularities in the motion of the circl e.
Errors now occasionally as great as 3 seconds of arc; but steps b eing now
taken which promise to reduce these irregularities to a magnitude of five tenths second.
3. Difficulty in correctly determining the ratio of plate and circle motions.
A more accnrate method of determinatiou now projected will undoubtedly
give sufficient accuracy.
IV. Sources of m·ror in preparing cylinclrics.
1. Personal error in "blocking in."
Experiments show that the mean displacements of lines from this cause v ary
with three persons from 0.16 to 0.32 millimeter.
2. Imperfect adjustments of camera.
As a result of recent changes the error from this cause will not exceed onetenth millimeter in the length .of a 20-ceutimeter plate, and is within certain
limits proportional to the length of the plate employed.

V. Errors in coniparator measurements.
1. Personal error in the determination of a minimum upon the curves.
Experiments show that th e a verage dev iations of the mean of two observations
by one observer from the mean resnlt of six observations on the same curve
by three observers varies with different persons from 0.022 to 0.016 millimeter.
2. Errors peculiar to the comparator.
·
A new comparator is projected for use in the observatory in which it is
believed these errors will be negligible.
1 S . P. Langley, "Temperature of the Moon."
of Science, Volume IV, 9, Appendix 3.

Memoirs of the National Academy
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VI. Sources of e1·r01· inherent in the bolometric method.

1. From tardy action of the galvanometer, due to electrostatic causes, damping of

the needle, etc., causing displacement of deflections.
May be eliminated by reversing the direction of motion of the circle between
different runs, as has already been pointed out, and heretofore practiced.
As a, general summing up of these investigations it may be said that if the steps
now being taken are successful in their outcome, it will be possible to determine the
difference of deviation between the lines appearing on the bolographs and the A lint>
in the visible spectrum, with an error not exceeding 1 second of arc.
The number of lines which may be theoretically discriminated with the procee,.s
and apparatus employed is very large. With a perfect prism of the size used,
and a galvanometer of somewhat greater sensitiveness, more than a thousand might,
if they exist, be discovered within the region in which we are now working. But
this supposes all minor tremors in the bolographic curves to be eliminated, and it is
certain that this bas not yet been done, and that very many of the lines shown in
maps exhibited in illustration of the process will prove to have been due to such
causes. The chief aim at the present stage of the investigation is to give a number
of lines with their positions in the spectrum of a 60° rock salt prism, which may be
regarded as "standards," abd as many more as may be considered to have been
verified beyond reasonable doubt. Of these it is believed that at least 200 can be
presented in the forthcoming publication.

B.

GENERAL 8PECTROBOLOGRAPHIC WORK.

In the following table is given the number of photographs of various kinds taken
at the observatory during the year, not includi:Qg instrumental records taken to show
the magnitude of the accidental galvanometer deflections:
Date.

Bolo graphs.

Other
photographs.

Cylindrics.

1895.

July .•. . ....................................................
August ................................................... .
September .... . . . .... . . . .. . ............................ _.. .
October ................. _. _...... _. _..... _.. _... _.. __ . _.. _.
November ............................ . ............... . .... .
December ................................................. .

10
28
46
47
21
7

0

24

3

27
12

2

10

11

7

8

1896.

January ................................................... .
February .................................................. .
March ..................................................... .
April. ..... . ............................................... .
M.ay ........... . ........................................... .
June ............... . ...................................... .
Total .. .... ........... ........ ......... .............. .

0
2
38
10
0

(i

2
15
11
0

209 1

r,7

96
_:-.--

Grand total, 362.

Full comparator measurements on curves of April. 1894 and March 1896, have been
made by tbre e Ob •·ervers af ter the manner already· described,
'
'
and the
results h ave
been re~uc d to deviation. The curves measured were taken wit,h coar e bolomet r
at a rapid rate of speed, and the finer lines were thus eliminated. About O proroi·
nf'nt or" taudarcl" line were verified in each of the sets of curves measured.
It 11 a.<J 1>t O r ~eat ~ly remarked in these reports that tbe most sati factory re nl
crm not h obtame m the site at present occupied by the ollservatory witlliu th0
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city, subject to all sorts of ground and electric tremors, when the elimination of
these tremors is so vitally necessary to success. While the effects, due to vibration,
have been greatly reduced by means already alluded to, yet they still exist. It may
be incidentally observed that experiment has shown that these small ground tremors
are only about one-third as great at night as in the day, a condition owing to the
difference in the amount of traffic in the neighboring streets. Experiments were
also to be made to compare the magnetic disturbances due to electrical causes with
those at the magnetic station at the United States Naval Observatory without the
city, but only a small difference in favor of the latter site was found. Induction
effects in the bolometer circuit might have been expected to be caused by electric
currents in neighboring street lines; but owing to the special winding of the coils
and careful arrangement of all connections this disturbance has been much smaller
than has been anticipated. When all is said, however, it unfortunately remains
true that tho best results can never be reached in the present situation.
C. ACCESSIONS OF APPARATUS.

The principal accessions of apparatus during the past year are as follows:
1. A 6-inch telescope with photographic and visual objectives, 4 eyepieces, 2 amplifying lenses, and spectroscopic attachment.
2. Special camera for exposing the moving plate in making holographs.
3. A slit with 12-centimeter jaws for use in place of cylindric lens in producing
linear translations of holographs.
4. Special rheostat with slide wire all inclosed by water jacket for use in the
bolometer circuit.
5. Great battery of 60 storage cells for the bolometer circuit, with appropriate
switch for chargiiig and discharging.
6. Temperature controlling apparatus.
7. A new governor for the siderostat.
8. Stereoscopic camera.
9. Telephoto camera.
10. Projection lantern with accessories.
PERSONNEL.

Mr. C. G. Abbot succeeded Mr. R. C. Child as aid acting in charge, January 1,
1896. Mr. R. C. Child left the observatory June 30, 1896. Mr. L. E. Emerson was
appointed as assistant on June 26, 1896.
,
I may snm up tbe results of the last year's work in sayino- that an entirely new stage
of accuracy has been reached by the elimination of sources of error of long standjnO' and that as a result of this accuracy between 200 and 300 well-determined lines
be expected to appear in a communicatiou which it is expected in the next year
to publish.
Respectfully submitted.
C. G. ABBOT,
Aid Acting in Charge, Llst1·ophysical Obse1·vatory.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Srnithsonian Institution.
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VI.

F THE LIBRARIAN FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1896.

h ve the honor to present herewith a report upon the operations of the
li rar of the mithsonian Institution during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896.
Th entry numbers of accessions to the Smithsonian deposit at the Library of
on(l'r s
"tend from 314,500 to 339,339.
Th following table gives an analysis in volumes, parts of volumes, pamphlets,
and charts of the accessions during the year:

Publications received between July 1: 1895, and June 30, 1896.

-----r-----1

Quarto or
larger.

Octavo or
smaller.

1,350
330
"Volumes . ..... .......................•...................... - - .. -· 8,923
17,504
:Parts of v olumes ..............................•...........-....... 3,692
558
:Pamphlets . .. . . .................................... : ......... - -. - - Charts ..............................................•........................ . ...... -······

Tot~l ............... ... .............•.......•................

=== ==

Total.
1,680
26,427
4,250
236

-n,583

In addition to this them have been added to i;he Secretary's library, office library,
and the library of the Astrophysical Observatory 276 volumes and pamphlets, and
2,061 _parts of volumes, making a total of 2,337, and a grand total of accessions for
the year of 34,920 volumes, parts of volumes, pamphlets, and chaxts.
These accessions show a gain of 2,967 in volumes and parts of volumes over the
previous year; and in the number of entries, 3,366.
Of these accessions 333 volumes, 759 parts of volumes and periodicals, and 1,047
pamphlets were retained for the use of the . United States National Museum, and
993 medical c1is8ertations were deposited in the library of the Surgeon-General,
Unit~d States Army, the remaining publications being sent to the Library of
Congress on the Monda,y after their receipt.
The names on the lists, procured in accordance with the plan of the Secretary formulated in 1887, for increasing the library by exchanges, having been exhausted the
Secretary directed that this work for the present be continued by entering into cor·
respondence with all pub1 ishing societies on the new lists of the Bureau of Exchanges,
whose publications were not already being received by the Library. In pursuance
of this direction 732 letters were written asking for the publications which were not
on the list or for numbers to complete the series already in the Library, with the
gratifying result that 249 new exchanges were entered into and that 155 defective
series were either completed or added to as far as the publishers could supply the
missing parts.
The following universities have sent complete sets of their academic publications,
including inaugural dissertations:
.
Basel,
Dorpat,
J en:1,
Michigan,
Berlin,
Erlangen,
Johns Hopkins,
Minnesota,
Bern,
Freiberg,
Kiel,
Pennsylvania,
Bonn,
Giessen,
Konigsberg,
Strassburg,
Breslau,
Griefswa.ld,
Leipzig,
Tubingen,
hicago,
Halle,
Louvaiu,
Utrecht,
Columbia.,
Heidelberg,
Lund,
Wurz burg,
Cornell,
Helsingfors,
Marburg,
Zurich.
R p ctfnUy sul,mi ted.
CYR
ADLER, Librarian.
Ir. . P. L ~GLEY,
• ecr Lary of the mitltsonian Institution.
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REPORT OF THE EDITOR FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1896.
Srn : I have the honor to submit the following report on the publications of the
Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June 30, 1896:
I. SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE.

The first memoir of the Contributions to Knowledge was by Messrs. Squier and
Davis on Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, published in 1848. Thirty
quarto volumes and parts of two additional volumes have since been published, comprising 129 memoirs pertaining to nearly every branch of knowledge.
Volumes XXX, XXXI, and XXXII were completed during this y~ar, the first
two being the text a.nd plates of an exhaustive treatise on Oceanic Ichthyology by
Dr. G. Brown Goode and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, and the last volume a second contribution by Major Bendire on the Life Histories of North American Birds.
No. 980. On the Densities of Oxygen and Hydrogen, and on tho Ratio of their
Atomic Weights, by Edward W. Morley, Ph.D. (Part of Vol. XXIX of Smithsonian
Contributions to Knowledge.) Octavo pamphlet of 128 pages, illustrated with 40
text figures.
Nos. 981,982. Oceanic Ichthyology, a Treatise on the Deep-Sea and Pelagic Fishes
of tho World, by George Brown Good e and Tarleton H. Bean. Two quarto volumes,
text xxxv (26), 553 pages, and an atlas of 417 figures on 123 plates. (Vols. XXX
and XXXI of Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.)
Nos. 983,984. Volumes XXX and XXXI of Contributions, as above.
No. 985. Life Histories of North American Birds, from the Parrots to the Grackles,
with special reference to tlieir breeding habits and eggs. By Maj. Charles Bendire,
United States Army. Quarto volume of viii, 518 pages, illustrated with seven lithogmpbic plates. (Vol. XXXII of Smithsoni an Contributions to Knowledge.)
No. 986. Volume XXXII, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, as above.
No. 989. The Composition ofExpi_red Air and its Effects upon Animal Life, by Drs.
J. S. Billings, S. Weir Mitchell, and D. H. Bergey. (Part of Vol. XXIX of Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.) Octavo pamphlet of 84 pages.
IL SMITHSONIAN MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS .

The :first volume of the Miscellaneous Collections was published in 1862, and the
series now numbers 35 completed octavo volumes, embracing 167 distinct papers,
besides parts of 4 additional volumes.
The following papers of this series were published during the past fiscal year:
No. 1031. An Index to the Genera and Species of the Foraminifera, by Charles
Davies Sherborn. Part II, Non to Z. (Part of Vol. XXXVII of Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.) Octavo pamphlet of 248 pages. P:1rt I of this work was
published in 1894.
No. 1032. Smithsonian Meteorological Tables. Revised edition. Octavo pamphlet
of 333 pages. 'l'his revised edition contains an index and the II International Meteorological Symbols" not included in the first edition, published in 1893. (Part of
Vol. XX.XV of Smithsonian Misce11aneous Collections. The other parts of this volume
are Geographical Tables, published in 1894, and the Physical Tables, now in press.)
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III. PAPERS FROM ANNUAL REPORT,

No. 990. Report of S. P. Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, for the
year ending June 30, 1895. An octaYo pamphlet of 86 pages, with 6 full-page illustrations.
No. 993. Proceedings of Regents. Report of executive committee. Acts of Congres . (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 30 pages.
No. 994. On the Magnitude of the Solar System, by William Harkness. (From
the mithsoniau Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 28 pages.
No. 995. Schiaparel1i's Latest Views Regarding Mars, by William H. Pickering.
(From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 15 pages; illustrated
with 1 plate.
No. 99fi. Light and Electricity, according to Maxwell and Hertz, by M. Poincare.
(From tho Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 10 pages.
No. 997. The Henry, by T. C. Mendenhall. (From the Smithsonian Report for
1894-.) Octavo pamphlet of 11 pages.
No. 998. The Age of Electricity, by M. Mascart. (From the Smithsonian Report
for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 19 pages.
No. 999. T errestrial Magnetism, by Prof. A. SV. Riicker. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 16 pages.
No. 1000. Photographic Photometry, by M. J. Janssen. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 14 _pages; illustrated with 15 plates.
No. 1002. The Waste and Conservation of Plant Food, by Harvey W. Wiley. (From
the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 22 pages.
No. 1003. Four Days' Observation at the Summit of Mont Blanc, by M. J. Janssen.
(From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 10 pages.
No. 1004. Weather Making, Ancient and Modern, by Mark W. Harrington. (From
the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 21 pages.
No. 1005. Variation of Latitude, by J. K. Rees.
(From the Smithsonian Report
for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 8 pages.
No . 1006. Tho Development of the Cartography of America up to the Year 1570,
by Dr. Sophus Ruge. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet
of 15 pages; illustrated with 28-plates.
No. 1007. Antarctica: 'A Vanished Austral Land, by Henry 0. Forbes. (From the
Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 19 pages.
No.1008. The Promotion of Further Discovery in the Arctic and Antarctic Regions,
by Clements R. Markham. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 24 pages.
No. 1009. The Ph ysical Condition of the Ocean, by Capt. W. J. L. Wharton, R. ·
(From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 15 p ages.
No. 1010. The Origin of the Oldest Fossils and the Discovery of the Bottom of the
Ocean, by Prof. \V. K. Brooks. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo
pamphlet of 17 pages.
No. 1011. The Relations of Physiology to Chemistry and Morphology, by Giulio
Fano. (From the mithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 12 pages.
No. 1012. The Work of the Physio1ogical Station at Paris, by E. J. Marey. (From
the ,'mithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 21 pages; i11ustrated with 8
plates.
No. 1013. The }lethod of Organic Evolution, by Alfred R. Wallace. (From the
mith onian Report for 1891.) Octavo pamphlet of 22 pages.
No. 1014. 'l'he Part Played 1Jy Elec:trlcity in the Ph nomena of Animal Life, by M.
Ernest .'olvay. (From the ,'mitbsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 13
parre.
To. 1013. The Inflnencc of Certain Agents Destroying the Vitality of the 'fypboiil
a n <l of th · Colon Bacillus, 1,y .John .'. Dill ings and Adelaide Ward Peckham. (From
the , mitb onian Report for 1 9L)
f'tavo pamplet of 7 pages.
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No. 1016. Modern Developments· of Harvey's Work in the Treatment of Diseases of
the Heart and Circulation, by Dr. T. Lauder Brunton, F. R. S. (Prom the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 19 pages.
No. 1017. Ants' Nests, by Dr. August Forel. (From the Smithsonian Report for
1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 26 pages; illustrated with 2 plates.
No. 1018. The Evolution of Modern Society in its Historical Aspects, by R. D.
Melville. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 14 pages.
No. 1019. Migration and the Food Quest. A Study in the Peopling of America, by
Otis Tufton Mason. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of
17 pages; illustrated with 1 plate.
No. 1020. The Guanches: The Ancient Inhabitants of Canary, by Capt. J. W. Gambier, R. N. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 12 pages;
illustrated with 15 text figures.
No. 1021. Psychology of Prestidigitation, by Alfred Binet. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 16 pages.
No. 1022. A Discovery of Greek Horizontal Curves in the Maison Carree at Nimes,
by William Henry Goodyear. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 15 pages; illustrated with 6 plates.
No. 1023. The Methods of Archreological Research, by Sir Hemy Howorth, F. R. S.
(From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 19 pages.
No. 1024. The Art of Casting Bronze in Japan, by W. Gow land, F. S. A. (From
the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 42 pages ; illustrated with 7
plates.
No. 1025. Study and Research, by Rudolph Virchow. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 13 pages.
No. 1026. Scientific Problems of tho Future, by Lieut. Col. H. Elsl1ale. (From the
Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 13 pages.
No . 1027. The Founding of the Berlin University and the Transition from the
Philosophic to the Scientific Age, by Rudolph Virchow. (From the 'mithsonian
Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 15 pages.
No . 1028. The Institute of l!.,rance in 1894, by M. Loewy, president of the Institute.
(From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 12 pages.
No. 1029. Herman von Helmholtz, by Arthur W. Rucker, F. R. S. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 10 pages.
No. 1030. Sketch of Heinrich Hertz, by Helene Bonfort. (From the Smithsonian
Report for 1894.) Octavo pamphlet of 8 pages,
IV. J?UBLICATIONS OF BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY.

The annual reports and bulletins of the Bureau of Ethnology published cluring
the year are mentioned in the Director's report.
V . PUBLICATIONS OF

ATIONAL MUSEUM.

The National Museum has issued several Bulletins and papecs of the Proce clings,
which are enumerated on another page.
Respectfully submitted.
A. HOWARD CLAHJ(.
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The object of the GENERAL APPENDIX to the Annual Report of the
Smithsonian Institutio~ is to furnish brief accounts of scientific discovery in particular directions; reports of investigations made by collaborators of the Institution; and memoirs of a general character or on
special topics that are of interest or value to the numerous correspondellts of the Institution.
It has been a prominent OQject of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, from a very early date, to enrich the annual report
required of tllem by law with memoirs illustrating the more remarkable and important developments in pby::;ical and biological discovery,
as well as showing the general character of the operations of the Institution; and this purpose has, during the gr~ater part of its history,
been carried out largely by the publication of such papers as would
possess an interest to all attracted by scientific progress.
In 1880 the Secretary, induced in part by the discontinuance of an
annual summary of progress which for thirty years previous had been
issued by well-known private publishing firms, had prepared by competent collaborators a series of abstracts, showing concisely the prominent features of recent scientific progress in astronomy, geology,
meteorology, physics, chemistry, mineralogy, botany, zoology, and
anthropology. This latter plan was continued, though not altogether
satisfactorily, down to and including the year 1888.
In the report for 1880 a return was made to the earlier method of
presenting a miscellaneous selection of papers (some of them original)
embracing a considerable range of scientific investigation and discussion. This method has been continued in the present report,, for 1806.
SM 96--6
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THE PROBLEMS OF ASTRONOMY. 1

By Prof. SIMON NEWCOMB.

Assembled, as we are, to dedicate a new institution to the promotion
of our knowledge of the heavens, it appeared to me that an appropriate
and interesting su~ject might be the present and future problems of
astronomy. Yet it seemed, on further reflection, that, apart from the
difficulty of making an adequate statement of these problemt:i on such
an occasion as the present, such a wording of the theme would not fully
express the idea which I wish to convey. The so-called problems of
astronomy are not separate and independent, but are rather the parts
of one great problem, that of increasing our knowledge of the universe
in its widest extent. Nor is it easy to contemplate the edifice of astronomical science as it now stands, without thinking of the past as well
as of the present and future. The fact is that our knowledge of the
universe has been in the nature of a slow and gradual evolution, commencing at a very early period in human history, and destined to go
forward without stop, as we hope, so long as civilization sball endure.
The astronomer of every age has built on the foundations laid by his
predecessors, and bis work bas al ways formed, and must ever form, the
base on which his successors shall build. The astronomer of to-day
may look back upon Hipparchus and Ptolemy as the earliest ancestors
of whom he has positive knowledge. He can trace his scientific descent
from generation to generation, through the periods of Arabian aud
medireval science, through Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, La Place, and
Herschel, down to the present time. The evolution of astrouomical
knowledge, generally slow and gradual, offering little to excite the
attention of the public, has yet been marked by two cataclysms. One
of these is seen in the grand conception of Copernicus that this eartlJ on
which we dwell is not a globe .fixed in the center of the universe, but is
simply one of a numberofbodies;turning on their own axes and at the
same time moving around the sun as a center. It has always seemed
to me that the real significance of the heliocentric system lies in the
greatness of this conception rather than in the fact of the discovery
itself. There is no figure in astronomical history which may more
1.A.n address given by Prof. Simon Newcomb at the dedication of t he Flower
Observatory, University of Pennsylvania, May 12, 1897. Reprinted from Science,
May 21, 1897.
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appropriately claim tbe admiration of mankind through all time than
that of Copernicus. Scarcely any great work was ever so exclusively
tbe work of one man as was the heliocentric system tbe work of the
retiring sage of Frauenburg. No more striking contrast between tbe
views of scientific research entertained in bis time and in ours can be
seen than that seen in the fact that, instead of claiming credit for his
great work, be deemed it rather necessary to apologize for it and, so
far as possible, to attribute his ideas to tbe ancients.
A century and a half after Copernicus followed the second great
step, that taken by Newton. This was nothing less tllan showingtbat
the seemingly complicated and inexplicable motions of the heavenly
bodies were only special cases of the same kind of motion, governe(l
by the same forces, that we see around us whenever a stone is thrown
by the hand or an apple falls to the ground. The actual motions of
the heavens and the laws which govern them being known, man bad
the key with which he might commence to unlock the mysteries of the
universe.
When Huyghens, in 1656, published bis Systema Saturnium, where
he first set forth the mystery of the rings of Saturn, which, for nearly
half a century, bad perplexed telescopic observers, he prefaced it with
a remark that many, even among the learned, might condemn his
course in devoting so much time and attention to matters far outside
the earth, when be might better be studying subjects of more concern
to humanity. Notwithstanding that the inventor of the pendulum
clock was, perhaps, the last astronomer against wborn a neglect of
things terrestrial could be charged, he thought it necessary to enter
into an elaborate defense of his course in studying the heavens. Now,
however, the more distant objects are in space-I might almost add
the more distant events are in time-the more they excite the attention
of the astronomer, if only he can hope to acquire positive knowledge
about them. Not, however, because he is more interested in things
distant than in things near, but because thus he may more completely
embrace in the scope of his work tbe beginning and the end, the
boundaries of all things, and thus, indirectly, more fully comprehend
all that they include. From his standpoint
"A.11 are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body nature is and God the soul."

Others study nature and her plans as we see them developed on the
surface of thi little planet which we inhabit· the astronomer would
fain learn the plan on which the whole univer~e is con tructed. The
magnificent conception of Copernicus i , for him, only au introduction
t th e yet more magnificent conception of infinite space containing a
co~lecti~n of b die. which we call tlrn visible univer e. How far doe
th1 umver, e xtend' What are the distance and arrangement f
th e tar ·
oe. the univ rse constitute a y. tern, If so can we com·
J.)rebeutl the J.)lan on which this system is formed, of it b;ginning: ao d
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of its end! Has it bounds outside of which nothing exists but the
black and starless depths of infinity itseln Or are the stars we see
simply such members of an infinite collection as happen to be the
neareRt our system, A few such questions as these we are perh aps
beginning to answer; but hundreds, thousands, perhaps even millions
of years may elapse without our reachiug a complete solution. Yet
the astronomer does not view them as Ka,ntian antinomies, in the
nature of things insoluble, but as questions to which he may hopefully
look for at least a partial answer.
The problem of the distances of the stars is of peculiar interest in connection with the Copernican system. The greatest objection to this
system, which must have been more clearly seen by astronomers themselves than by any others, was found in the absence of any apparent
para1lax of the stars. If the earth performed such an immeasurable
circle around the sun as Copernicus maintained, then, as it passed from
side to side of its orbit, the stars outside the solar system must appear
to have a corresponding motion in the other direction, and thus to
swing back and forth as the earth moved in one and the other direction. The fact that not the slightest swing of that sort could be seen
was, from the time of Ptolemy, the basis on which the doctrine of the
earth's immobility rested. The difficulty was simply ignored by Copernicus and his immediate successors. The idea that nature would not
squander space by allowing immeasurable stretches of it to go unused
seems to have been one from which medireval thinkers could not entirely
break away. The consideration that there could be no need of any such
economy, because the supply was infinite, might have been theoretically
acknowledged, but was not practically felt. The fact is that magnificent as was the conception of Copernicus, it was dwarfed by the conception of stretches from star to star so yast that the wbole orbit of the
earth was only a point in comparison.
An indication of the extent to which the difficulty thus arising was
felt is seen in the title of a book published by Horrebow, the Danish
astronomer, some two centuries ago. This industrious observer, one of
the first who used an instrument resembling our meridian tran it of the
present day, determined to see if he could find the parallax of the
stars by observing the intervals at which a pair of stars iu opposite
quarters of the heavens crossed his meridian at opposite seasons of
the year. When, as he thought, be had won success, he publishe<l. bis
observations and conclusions under the title of Copernicus Triumpbans. But alas! the keen criticism of bis contemporaries showed that
what he iupposed to be a swing of the stars from season to sea on
arose from a minute variation in the rate of his clock, due to the different temperatures to which it was expose<l. during the day an1 the
night. The measurement of the distance even of the nearest stars
evaded astronomical research until Bessel and Struve arose in the
early part of the present century.
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On ome aspects of tbe problem of the extent of the universe light
i being tbrown even now. Evidence is gradually accumulating which
points to the probability that the successive orders of smaller and
smaller stars, which our continually increasing telescopic power brings
into view, are not situated at greater and greater distances, but that
we actually see the boundary of our uni verse. This indication lends a
peculiar interest to various questions growing out of the motions of the
stars. Quite possibly the problem of these motions will be the great
one of the future astronomer. Even now it suggests thoughts and
questions of the most far-reaching character.
I have seldom felt a more delicious sense of repose than when crossing the ocean during the summer months ~! sougllt a place where I
could lie alone on the deck, look up at the constellations, with Lyra
near the zenith, and, while listening to the clank of the engine, try to
calculate the hundreds of millions of years which would be required by
our ship to reach the star a Lyne if. she could continue her course in
th.at direction without ever stopping. It is a striking example of how
easily we may fail to realize our knowledge when I say that I have
thought m~ny a time how deliciously one might pass those hundred
millions of years in a journey to the star a Lyrm, without its occurring
to me that we are actually making that very journeJi at a speed compared with which the motion of a steamship is slow indeed. Through
every year, every hour, every minute, of human history from the first
appearance of man on the earth, from the era of the builders of the
Pyramids, through the times of Crnsar and Hannibal, through the period
of every event that history records, not merely our earth, but the sun
and the whole solar system with it, have been speeding their way
toward the star of which I speak on a journey of which we know neither
the beginning nor the end.
uring every clock beat through which
humanity has existed it has moved on this journey by an amount which
we can not specify more exactly than to say that it is probably between
5 and 9 miles per second. We are at this moment thousands of
miles nearer to a Lyne than we were a few minutes ago when I began
this discourse, and through every future moment, for untold thousands
of years to come, the earth and all there is on it will be nearer to a
Lyne, or nearer to the place where that star now is, by hundreds of
miles for every minute of time come and gone. When shall we get
there~ Probably in less than a million years, perhaps in half a million.
We can not tell exactly, but get there we must if the Jaws of nature
and the law, of motion continue as they are. To attain to the stars
wa t~e. eemino-ly vain wish of the philosopher, but tbe whole human
race 1 , ~n a certain ense, realizing this wish as rapidly a a speed of
6 or 1m1e a ' cond can bring it about.
I llave ·all d attention t thi motion because it may in the not di tan fu ur aft' rd the mean of approximating to a' solution of the
pr bl m a1r ady mentioned-that of the extent of the uni verse. Not-
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withstanding the success of astronomers during the present century in
measuring the parallax of a number of stars, the most recent investigations show that there are very few, perhaps hardly more than a score,
of stars of which the parallax, and therefore the distance, has been
determined with any approach to certainty. Many parallaxes determined by observers about the middle of the century have had to disappear before the powerful tests applied by measures with the heliometer;
others have been greatly reduced and the distances of the stars increased
in proportion. So far as measurement goes, we can only say of the distances of all the stars, except the few whos~ parallaxes have been
determined, that they are immeasurable. Tho radius of the earth's
orbit, a line more than ninety millions of miles in length, not onlyvanishes from sight before we reach the distance of the great mass of stars,
but becomes such a mere point that when magnified by the powerful
instruments of modern times the most delicate appliances fail to make
it measurable. Here the solar motion comes to our help. This motion,
by which, as I have said, we are carried unceasingly through space, is
made evident by a motion of most of the stars h1 the opposite direction,
just as passing through a country on a railway we see the houses on
the right and on the left being left behind us. It is clear enough that
the apparP.nt motion will be more rapid the nearer the object. We
may therefore form some idea of the distance of the stars when we
know the amonut of the motion. It is found that in the great mass of
stars of the sixth magnitude, the smallest visible to the naked eye, the
motion is about three seconds per century. As a measure thus stated
does not convey an accurate conception of magnitude to one not practiced in the subject, I would say that in the heavens, to the ordinary
eye, a pair of stars will appear single unless they are separated by a
distance of 150 or 200 secon<ls. Let us, th en, imagine ourselves looking
at a star of the sixth magnitude, which is at res t while we are carried
past it with the motion of 6 or 8 miles per second which I have described.
Mark its poRition in the heavens as we see it to-day; then let its po:sition again be marked 5,000 years hence. A good eye will just be able
to perceive that there are two stars marked instead of one. The two
would be so close together that no distinct space between them could be
perceived by unaided vision. It is clue to the magnifying power of the
telescope, enlarg ing such small apparent distances, that the motion h as
been determine1l in so small a periOll as the 150 years during which
accurate observations of the stars have been made.
The motion just described has been fairly well determined for what,
astronomically speaking, are the brighter stars; that is to say, those
visible t.o the uaked eye. But how is it with the millions of faint telescopic stars, especially those which form the cloud masses of the Milky
Way~ The distance of these stars is undoubtedly greater, and the
apparent motion is therefore smaller. Accurate observations upon
such stars have been commenced only receutly, so that we have not
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y t had time to determine the amount of the motion. But the indication eems to be that it will prove quite a measurable quantity and
that before the twentieth century has elapsed it will be determiued for
very mu h smaller stars than those which have heretofore been studied.
A photographic chart of the whole heavens is now being constructed
by an association of observatories in some of the leading countries of
the world. I can not say all the leading countries, because then we
should have to exclude our own, wbicb, unhappily, has taken no part
iu this work. At the end of the twentieth century we may expect that
the work will be repeated. Then, by comparing tbe charts, we shall
see the effect of the solar motion and perhaps get new light upon the
problem in question.
Closely connected with the problem of the extent of the universe is
another which appears, for us, to be insoluble because it brings us face
to face with infinity its·e u. We are familiar enough with eternity, or,
let us say, the millions or hundreds of millions of years which geologists tell us must have passed while the crust of the earth was assuming
its present form, our mountains being built, our rocks consolidated,
and successive orders of animals coming and going. Hundreds of
minions of years is indeed a long time, and yet, when we contemplate
tbe changes supposed to have taken place during that time, we do not
look out on eternity itself, which is veiled from our sight, as it were, by
the unending succession of changes that mark the progress of time.
But in the motions of the stars we are brought face to face witb eternity
and infinity, covered by no veil whatever. It would be bold to speak
dogmatically on a subject where tbe springs of being are RO far hidden
from mortal eye.s as in the depths of the universe. But, without
declaring its positive certainty, it must be said that the conclusion
seems unavoidable that a number of stars are moving with a speed
such that the attraction of all the bodies of the universe could never
stop them. One such case is that of Arcturus, the bright reddish star
familiar to mankind since the days of Job, and visible near the zenith
on the clear evenings of May and June. Yet another case is that of a
star known in astronomical nomenclature as 1830 Groombridge, which
exceeds all others in its angular proper motion as seen from the eartb.
We should naturally suppose that it seems to move so fast because it
is near us. But the best measurements of its parallax seem to show
that it can scarcely be less tba.n two million times t11e distance of the
earth from the sun, while it may be much greater. Accepting thi
result, it velocity can not be much less than 200 miles per second, and
may be much more. With thi speed it would make the circuit of our
globe in two minute , and had it gone round and round in our latitudes
we should l1ave , een it fly pa t us a number of times since I commenced
~hi <l.i cour e. It would make the journey from the earth to the un
111 fi
day,: If it i now near the center of our ystem it would probably reach it onfine in a mHlion of years.
0 far as our knowledge
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of nature goes, there is no force in nature which would ever have set it
in motion and no force which can ever stop it. What, then, was the
history of this star, and, if there are planets circulating around, what
tlle experience of beings who may have lived on those planets <luring
the ages which geologists and naturalists assure us our earth has
existed f Did they see at night only a black and starless heaven t
Was there a time when in that heaven a small faint patch of light
began gradu~lly to appearf Did that patch of light grow larger and
larger as million after million of years elapsed f Did it at last :fill the
heavens and break up into constellations as we now see them~ As
millions more of years elapse will the constellations gather together in
the opposite quarter and gradually diminish to a patch of light as tpe
star pursues its irresistible course of 200 miles per second through the ,
wilderness of space, leaving our universe farther and farther behind it,
until it is lost in the distance~ If the concerjtions of modern science
are to be considered as good for all time-a point on which I confess to
a large measure of scepticism-then these questions must be answered
in the affirmative.
Intimately associated with these problems is that of the duration of
the universe in time. The modern discovery of the conservation of
energy has raised the question of the period during which our sun has
existed and may continue in the future ~ogive us light and heat. Modern science tells us that the quantity of light and heat which can be
stored in it is necessarily limited, and that, when radiated as the sun
radiates, the supply must in time be exhausted. A very simple cal~ulation shows that were there no source of supply the sun would be
cooled off in three or four thousand years. Whence, then, comes the snpply f During the past thirty years the source has been sought for in a
hypothetical contraction of the sun· itself. True, this contraction is
too small to be observed. Several thousand years must elapse before
it can be measurable with our instruments. Granting that this is and
always has been the sole source of supply, a simple calculation shows
that the sun could scarcely have been giving its present amount of
heat for more than twenty or thirty millions of years. Before that time
the earth and the sun must have formed one body, a great nebula,
by the condensation of which both are supposed to have been formed.
But the geologists tell us that the age of the earth is to be reckoned
by hundreds of millions of years. Thus arises a question to which
physical science has not been able to give an answer.
The problems of which I have so far spoken are those of what may
be called the older astronomy. If I apply this title it is because that
branch .of the science to which the spectroscope has given birth is
often called the new astronomy. It is commonly to be expected that a
new and vigorous form of scientific research will supersede that which
is hoary with antiquity. But I am not willing to admit that such is
the case with the old astronomy, if old we may call it. It is more
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pre~ant with future discoveries to-day than it ever has been, and it is
mor di posed to welcome the spectroscope as a useful handmaid, which
may h Ip it on to new fields, than it is to give way to it. How useful it
may thus become has been recently shown by a Dutch astronomer,
who finds that the stars having one type of spectrum belong mostly to
the Milky Way, and are farther from us than the others.
In the field of the newer astronomy perhaps the most interesting
work is that associated with comets. It must be confessed, however,
that the spectroscope has rather increased than diminished the mystery
which, in some respects, surrounds the constitution of these _bodies.
The older astronomy has satisfactorily accounted for their appearance,
and we might also say for their origin and their end, sQ far as questions
of origin can come into the domain of science. It is now known that
comets are not wanderers through the celestial spa·c es from star to star,
but must always have belonged to our system. But their orbits are so
very elongated that thousands, or even hundreds of thousands, of years
are required for a revolution. Sometimes, however, a comet passing
near to Jupiter is so fascinated by that planet that, in its vain attempts
to follow it, it loses so much of its primitive velocity as to circulate
around the sun in a period -of a few years, and thus to become, apparently, a new member of our system. If the orbit of such a cornet, or
in fact of any comet, chances to intersect that of the earth, the latter
in passing the point of intersection encounters minute particles which
· causes a meteoric shower. The great showers of November, which
occur three times in a century and were well known in the years 1866-67,
may be expected to reappear about 1900, after the passage of a comet
which, since 1866, bas been visiting the confines of our system, and is
expected to return about two years hence.
But all this does not tell us much about the nature and make-up of a
comet. Does it consist of nothing but isolated particles, or is there a
solid nucleus, the attraction of which tends to keep the mass together1
No one yet knows. The spectroscope, if we interpret its indications in
the usual way, tells us that a comet is simply a mass of hydrocarbon
vapor, shining by its own light. But there must be something wrong
in this interpretation. That the light is reflected sunlight seems to
follow necessarily from the increased brilliancy of the comet as it
approaches the sun and its disappearance as it passes away.
Great attention has recently been bestowed upon the physical constitution of the planets and the changes which the surfaces of those bodie
may und rgo. In this department of research we must feel gratified
by .t he energy of our countrymen who have entered upon it. Should I
seek to v n mention all the re ult thu made known I migbt b
tepping n dangerou ground, as many question a.re still un ettled.
Whil very a. tronom r ba.· entertain d the highest admiration for th
energy and nthu ia. m shown by Mr. Percival Lowell in foundin an
b; rva rv in r gion where the planet can be tudied under tbe
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most favorable conditions, they can not lose sight of the fact that the
ablest and most experienced observers are liable to error when they
attempt to delineate the features of a body 50,000,000 or 100,000,000
miles away through such a disturbing medium as our atmosphere. Even
on such a subject as the canals of Mars doubts may still well be felt.
That certain markings to which Schiaparelli gave the name of canals
exist, few will question. But it may be questioned. whether these markings are the fine, sharp, uniform lines found on Schiaparelli's map and
delineated in Mr. Lowell's beautiful book. It is certainly curious that
Barnard at Mount Hamilton, with the most powerful instrument and
under tbe most favorable circumstances, does not see these markings
as canals.
I can only mention among the problems of the spectroscope tbe elegant and remarkable solution of the :ip.ystery surrounding the rings of
Saturn, which has been effected by Keeler at .Allegheny. That these
rings could not be solid has long been a conclusion of the laws of
mechanics, but Keeler was the first to show that they must consist of
separate particles, because the inner portions revolve more rapidly than
the outer. The question of tbe atmosphere of Mars has also received
an important advance by the work of Campbell at Mount Hamilton .
.Although it is not proved that Mars has no atmosphere, for the existence of° some atmosphere can scarcely be doubted, yet the Mount Hamilton astronomer seems to llave shown, with great conclusiveness, that
it is so rare as not to produce any sensible absorption of the solar rays.
I have left an important subject for the close. It belongs entirely to
the older astronomy, and it is one with which I am glad to say this
observatory is expected to especially concern itself. I refer to the
question of the variation of latitudes, that singular phenomenon
scarcely suspected ten years ago, but brought out by observations in
Germany during the past eight years, and reduced to law with such
brilliant success by our own Chandler. The North Pole is n ot a fixed
point on the earth's surface, but moves around in rather an irregular
way. True, the motion is small; a circle of 60feet in diameter will include
the pole in its widest range. This is a very small matter so far as the
interests of daily life are concerned; but it is very important to the
astronomer. It is not simply a motion of the pole of the earth, but a
wabbling of the solid earth itself. No one knows what conclusions of
importance to our race may yet follow _from a study of the stupendous
forces necessary to produce even this slight motion.
The director of this new observatory has already distinguished himself in the delicate and difficult work of investigating this motion,
and I am gfad to know that he is continuing the work here with one of •
the finest instruments ever used in it, a splendid product of .American
mechanical genius. I can assure you that astronomers the world over
will look with the greatest interest for Professor Doolittle's success in
the arduous task he has undertaken.
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There is one question connected with these studies of the universe
on which I have not touched, and which is, nevert'beless, of transcendent
interest. What sort of life., spiritual and inte1lectual, exists in distant
worlds 0i vVe can not for a moment suppose that our little planet i~ the
only one throughout the whole universe on which may be found the
fruits of civilization, warm firesides, friendship, the desire to penetrate
the mysteries of creation. And yet this question is not t.o-day a problem of astronomy, nor can we see any prospect that it ever will be, for
the simple reason that science affords us no hope of an answer to any
question that we may send through the fathomless abyss. When the
spectroscope was in its infancy it was suggested that possibly some
<l.ifference might be found in the rays reflected from living matter,
especially from vegetation, that might enable us to distinguish them
from rays reflected by matter not endowed with life. But this hope
has not been realized, nor does it seem possible to realize it.· The
astronomer can not afford to waste his energies on hopeless speculation
about ma,t ters of which he can not learn anything, and he therefore
leaves this question of the plurality of worlds to others who are as
competent to discuss it as he is. All he can tell the world is:
He who through vast immensity can pierce,
See worlds on worlds compose one univer se;
Observe how system into system runs,
What other planets circle other suns,
What varied being peoples every star,
May tell why Heaven has made us as we are.

THE INVESTIGATIONS OF HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ ON
THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICS
AND MEOHANIOS. 1

By Dr.

LEO KOENIGSBERGER.

Distinguished assembly, we are met to celebrate the anniversary of
that day when an honored and enlightened ruler of this land infused
new life into our university, and inaugurated that era of great scientific achievements of which we shall shortly commemorate a completed
century.
At such a time our thoughts naturally turn with veneration anrl
gratitude to our late illustrious rector, Von Helmholtz, who constantly
strove with keenest interest and most energetic effort to broaden and
strengthen the foundations of the prosperity and renown of this institution. Surely we cau express our gratitude no more appropriately
than by revering that great scientist, who during his administration
was the pride and ornament of our university and our fatherland.
Thus we dedicate these festal hours to the memory of one of the greatest and most profound scientists of this century. I will ask you to
regard his achievements from the standpoint of the mathematician, a
science of which he was thoroughly fond, and which from thi~ very
place thirty-three years ago to-day he so clearly and beautifully
described in these words:
We see in the science of mathematfos the conscious logical activity
of the bumau mind in its purest and most perfect form. While we are
impressed with the arduous labor of its procedure and the difficulty
of forming and comprehending its abstract conceptions, we at the same
time learn to confide in the security, reach, and fruitfulness of its reasonings.

It is but a short time since the whole world mourned the loss of
Bermann von Helmholtz, who was associated with our university from
1858 to 1871, when at the height of his fame, and who, with Bun en
and Kirchhoff, made it a great center of scientific research.
1 Lecture delivered on the occasion of the distribution of academic prizes, N ovemb er 22, 1895, the birthday anniversary of the late Grand Duke Karl Friedrich, by
Dr. Leo Koenigs berger-"- privy councillor of Baden, professor of mathematics and
prorector of the University of Heidelberg. Translated from the original German,
p u blished by the University of Heidelberg. Universitats-Buchdruckerei von J.
Horning, 1895. pp. 51.
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He who attempts to adequately describe the full significance of the
service of Helmholtz to mathematical science must refer to each of
his two or three hundred published writings, for all of them, even
when mathematical language is· not employed, excite the highest
interest of the mathematician by reason of their eminently acute logical reasoning. But the difficulty of treating each research with full
justice becomes apparent when we consider that the historian must
follow his unparalleled investigations through all branches of natural
science. In short, physiologist, physicist, mathematician, philosopher,
and master alike of nature and art must he be who would regard so
great a thinker as Helmholtz not merely with wonder and amazement, but fully and intelligently. It was not the nature of his mind
to pursue mathematical investigations for their own sake, or to delight
in the discovery of purely abstract truths deduced from algebraic or
geometrical conceptions to find possible future use in the exact natural
sciences. On the contrary, he ·obtained his mathematical problems
· direct from observation of nature, and this is certainly the only true
way, yet fruitful only in the hands of so great a master. His starting
point was the axiom that science, whose ·aim it is to apprehend nature,
must admit that she is capable of being understood, and for him that
meant no less than what his greatest pupil, Heinrich Hertz, has said:
''The necessary logical consequences of the inner conceptions of outer
phenomena should correspond with the necessary natural consequences
of the phenomena conceived of, which requires that the problems of
nature should be mathematically formulated." Thus in all bis works
appears an inexhaustible richness of results full of interest from a
purely mathematical point of view, that nevertheless find a mechanicalphysical significance, and then lead to the discovery of profound and
general natural laws, which, when divested of their mathematical
exposition, have prepared the way not only in the natural sciences, but
also in the world at large, for essentially new conceptions of the procedure of natural events. He was interested in mathematical investigations for their own sake only in treating of the axioms and foundations of mathematical science. With this aim he made researches in
each of the three great branches of mathematics-geometry, arithmetic, and mechanics-which have marked radical advances both in
philosophy and in the whole development of mathematical physics.
Here al o, in contrast with the methods of other distinguished mathema~icians _engaged in the same or similar investigations, he continual~y
venfi.ed h1 deductions by references to observation and experience Ill
proceeding to attain the most ab. tract mathematical truths.
The science of mathematic in its whole extent as I shall here regal' d
i~, deal with thre independent primary conceptions, those of spac~, of
tr~ and f ma. · The province of geometry embraces con ideration
of pa· , that of arithmetic embrace time and the relation of ma s
to :p c an time con titute the subject~matter of mechani
aotl
math mati ·al physi · . The view brought forward by Kant that space
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and time are transcendental forms of perception which are more exactly
determined by the axioms was almost universally accepted among
mathematicians and philosophers till Helmholtz brought the matter so
far within the scope of his investigations as to raise question with
regard to the a priori existence of these axioms. His objections were
based, not on the ground of abstract mathematical considerations, as
bad been the case in part with those of Gauss and Riemann, but
physiological-optical researches had caused him to consider the
source of the general perception of space, and he was very soon led to
the conviction that only the appearance of space relations causes us to
grant as self-evident that which, in reality, is a particular characteristic of our exterior surroundings, and we therefore regard the axioms
of geometry as laws given by transcendental perception.
As early as 1852, in his academic dissertation, delivered at Konigsberg, ''Upon the nature of human sensations," he showed by a thorough
physiological-physical comparison of objects and their corresponding
sensations, that light and color perceptions are only symbols for the
actually existing relations; and thus he paved the way for further
progress fa the investigation of the nature of sense perceptions.
According to what may be termed the "nativistic" theory of form
perception, it is assumed that the retina itself discerns impressions
with reference to its own surface, particular forms being therefore
distinguished by means of an innate mechanism, and thus the special
localization of each impression is given by the simple perception.
Opposed to this is the empiric theory of which Helmholtz was the
originator. By this theory, on the other hand, the sense-perceptions
serve only as the symbols to our consciousness of outward things
and events, whose significance is referred to our judgment. Following this theory it would, for example, be unnecessary that in the
perception of difference of position there should be any similarity
between the local sight-symbol for this interval and the corresponding external difference of position; or that in general an exact correspondence should exist betwe·e n the laws of thought and perception and those of the outside world. These physiological-philosophical
views were elaborated in a serieH of researches, interesting also from a
mathematical standpoint, which appeared in the years 1862 to 1864
under the title '' Upon the horopter." The horopter was defined by
him as the geometrical position of those points in space whose images
are formed upon corresponding parts of the two retinas, and.therefore
are perceived as single. The general form was found by him to be a
curve in space of the third degree. Designating as a line horopter the
surface upon which right lines of a given direction must lie in order
that during a continuous congruent displacement upon this surface the
images of the whole lines shall correspond, without necessary correspondence of the separate points, it was shown by Helmholtz that for
the vertical and horizontal horopters, or for lines which in both fields
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of vision appear normal or vertical to the retinal horizon, these surfaces were of the second degree. An exact mathematical discussion of
them appeared in his Physiological Optics, with the addition of the
assumption of the asymmetry of the retina and a somewhat modified
definition of the identical points in the two retinas. Thus there was
growing up within him the conviction, based on incontrovertible mathematical-physical reasoning, that since in the act of seeing there are two
channels through which the sensations come separately to the brain,
there to be blended to form a single perception of the material world,
through an act of intelligence dictated by experience, it is altogether
impossible to separate that part of our perception which corresponds to
the simple sensation from that which is the result of experience. It
appeared also that only in the relations of space and of time and of the
function derived from them, .number-that is, only in mathematics-is
the outer and inner world the same, and that, therefore, here alone can
a complete correspondence between the images and the things perceived be expected. The questions now arose, In what manner is this
correspondence of space and time perceptions with the things which
give rise to them brought about; what in these perceptions is a priori;
what the result of experience, and what is the origin of space perceptions in general 1
An investigation of these· questions appeared in a memoir published
in 1868, "Ori. the data which form the basis of g.eometry." Helmholtz
guarded himself perhaps from raising objections to Kant's conception
of space as a transcendental form of perception; but he made himself
clear as regards perception by means of the senses. Thus, for example,
it results from the very organization of our eyes that all which we see
must consist in a distribution of colors upon a surface, and this distribution of colors does not necessarily condition any particular series
of phenomena of time or space. The question might then be raised
whether for this form of transcendent.al space perception the assumption is involved that after, or at the same time with a given space perception, another determin~d by it must appear; or, in other words,
whether the assumption of certain axioms is necessarily implied. In
the endeavor to distinguish between the logical development of geometry and tbe results derived fr-om experience which are apparently
necessary to the processes of thought, he rec~gnized as the basis of
all the demonstrations of the geometry of Euclid the proof of the co~g_rueuce of figures in space, and therewith as a postulate the suppo .1tio~ tbat the e figures can be brought together without alteration lil
their form or dimensions. Be was tllen confronted with the questiou
w1ietber tbe a umption of tbe possibility of free movement, whi h
we have experienced from our earliest youtll, contains no logically
unproved bypotbe. j , aud by 1irofound investigation of the question be
wa. able to ,h w with a very great degree of certainty that it did not.
Helmholtz depicted geometry limited to two dimensions, as it migh
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conceivably be, for example, to beings living on the surface of a
soHcl body and without the ability to perceive anything outside of this
surface. For us, dwellers in space of th:i;ee dimensions, it is possible
to conceive what manner of perceptions of space beings limited to two
dimensions would have, though we can not, on the other hand, concejve of space of more than three dimensions, because all our means of
perception extend ouly to tridime.nsional space. What would in the
case of dwellers in two dimensions become of these axioms of our
geometry: (a) Between two points only one shortest line, the straight
line, can be drawn; (b) through three points not lying iu a straight line a
surface called a plane can be passed, such that all straight lines joining
any pairs of points upo11 it lie wholly within the surface; and :finally,
(c) if two straight lines lying in the same plane, which never meet, however far produced, be defined as parallel, only one line parallel to ,these
can be drawn through a point not lying upon either of them. What
would become of these and of all the other axioms that require the continuity of geometrical :figures¥ The surface dwellers would in general
draw shortest lines between two points, which, however, would not necessarily be straight lines, and which Helmholtz called straightest lines.
But in the simplest case, a sphere, an infinite number of straightest
lines might be drawn between the two poles, though parallel straightest
lines could not be drawn, and the sum of the angles in a triangle would
be different from two· right angles. These beings would, like us, find
space endless though of finite extent, and in the development of a geometry they would have other axioms than we, but they could still move
their :figures about the sphere at will without altering their dimensions.
Yet this peculiarity would in general be lost upon surfaces of other
forms, since only those surfaces possess it, which have · at all points a
constant curvature, and of these, surfaces of a constant positive or
negative curvature other than spherical are such as may be unwrapped
from a sphere without bending or tearing, and may be called pseudospherical. An analytical investigation of surfaces of this latter kind
shows that it is possible for straightest lines to be infinitely extended
without ever returning to the surface, and that, as in the plane, only
one shortest line is possible between two points. But the validity of
the parallel axiom fails here, Etince through a point outside a straightest
line an infinite number of other straightest Jines may be drawn, which
when infinitely extended do not cut the :first. Thus the three axioms
mentioned above are necessary and sufficient in order to characterize
the surface for which Euclid's geometry holds in distinction from all
other :figures having two dimensions, as plane. Passing now to space
of three dimensions and considering it as a domain of quantities in
which the situation of any point may be determined by three measurements, we may compare it with other threefold extended subjects
of consideration, such, for example, as the arrangement of systems of
colors affords, in order to investigate whether we may discover specia!
SM96-7
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characteristics of our space. Thus it may be shown that such peculiarities do indeed exist which depend on the completely free motion of
solid bodies without change of form, and on the particular value of the
measure of <;urvature. In the space under consideration this must be
put equal to zero-as it is, among surfaces, for the plane alone and
surfaces derived from it in order to give rise to the axioms of Euclid
concerning the singularity of the shortest line and the essential conditions to parallelism. If the curvature was different from zero, triangles
of great area would, it is true, have for the sum of their angles a value
different from smaller ones; but the result of geometrical and astronomical measurements, which always gives the sum of the angles of a
triangle as very near but never exactly equal to two right angles,
warrants us only in the conclusion that the measure of curvature for
our space is extremely small. It can not be proved that its value is
zero-it is an axiom. Helmholtz went, however, still further. He
showed that the consideration of a spherical or pseudospherical world
developed by analogy from the plane might be extended in all directions, so .that the axioms of our geometry throughout can not be fixed
in their present form by our intuitive faculty. And he even made it
appear plausible that if our eyes were provided with suitable convex
glasses we might come to look upon the pseudospherical space as· quite
natural, and that we would be deceived in our estimations of size and
· distance only in the first few instances.
These researches formed in part the subjects of some lectures delivered in Heidelberg in 1868. Twenty years later he referred again in
his article on "Shortest lines in the-color system" to the results
obtained by himself and Riemann. They found th at all the characteristics of our particular kind of space ma,y be derived from the fact that
one may express the distance between two neighboring points in terms
of the corresponding increments of their coordinates. To know the
distance between two points of a solid it requires that these end points
shall be completely given, and the distance shall remain constant
through whatever movements and displacements the solid body be
subjected. Analogously, Ilelmboltz proposed to determine colors by the
quantities of three suitably chosen primary colors required to produce
them, these primary colors taking the place of coordinates. In this
analogy the conception of difference between two colors nearly alike
corresponded to the distance between l)Oints in space. He deduced a
very simple analytical expre sion which be hoped would play the same
role in expre · ing the difference in hue that the formula for the leng th
of the l_in~ar ~lement does in geometry. This expression determined
t~e variat10n m brightness and hue which occurs corresponding to a,
sm~~ltaneons change in the quantities of the three primary color
lmiting_ to procluc it. Analogou ly to the shortest line between
~wo pomt. lie defin <l a the horte t series of colors that erie. of
mtermediate had between given end colors of different brightne
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and hue for which the sum of the perceptible differences is a mm1mum. This conception of the field of color sensation led him, in the
memoir on "The extinction of the application of the law of Fechner
in the color system," to extend this law, which contemplated only
changes of brightness in a light of. a constant color, to embrace a
diversity of cases of more than 011e dimension, and to take into consideration the greatness of successive gradations of the tone and of
the saturation of colors corresponding to change in the brightness.
In one of his last investigations '' On the cause of the correct interpretation of sensory impressions," be returned again to the question of
space perception, and was led to very acute and significant philosophical considerations upon the subject. The perception of the stereometric form of a material object played for him the role of one of a
great number of cases of impressions derived through the senses which,
quite independently of the geometrical definition, ca.n only be brought
together by an understanding ~f the law in accordance with which the
perspective impressions follow each other. Starting with this view, he
recognized our unconscious mental activity as the cause of the merging
together of separate impressions with results essentially like those of
our conscious thinking. .According to Helmholtz, the conclusiorn; of
jnduction are nothing more nor less than the expectation that the pheuomena observed in their beginning will proceed in a way corresponding with our previous observations, and false induction is identical
with deceptions of our senses; so that our science is only the expression in words of such knowledge as, with our natural organization and
with the help of the conclusions of induction depending on the unconscious activity of our minds, we are able to collect.
Long after the publication of his memoirs on the axioms of geometry
he returned again to a similar subject in his investigation of the theory
of the conception of number and measure, in a paper dedicated to
Edward Zeller, in 1887, on the fiftieth anniversary of taking his doctor's degree. In this paper he opposed the view of Kant, that the
axioms of arithmetic are laws given a priori, which determine the
transcendental perception of time in the same sense that the axioms of
geometry govern that of space. He investigated the significance and
correctness of calculation with pure numbers and the possibility of
their application to physical quantities. As he derived from considering numeration that we are able to retain in mind the order of succession in which acts of consciousne8s are performed, the science of
pure numbers was for him essentia1ly a method built up on physiological facts for the consistent application of a system of signs of
unbounded capacities for exten ion and improvement, with the purpose
of representing the different methods of combining these signs to reach
the same :final conclusion. .After deducing from this conception a definition of the ·regular series of positive whole numbers and the significance of their succession, he proceeded to establish the conception of
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addition of pure numbers, and showed that the axioms of arithmetic of
the equality of two numbers in respect to a third, the associ~tion law
of addition, and the commutation law, can only be proved by the agreement of the results arithmetically derived with those which can
be obtained by counting of exterior numerable objects. That the
objects should be numerable, certain conditions must be fulfilled concerning whose presence only experience can decide. Since that objects
which in any particular respect are alike and can be numbered may be
regarded as units of number, the result of their enumeration as a definite number, and the kind of units which compose it as the denomination of the number, the conception with respect to the equality of two
groups containing given numbers of objects of the same denomination
is given by these numbers. If we designate as quantities objects or
attributes of objects which, when compared with similar ones, may be
greater, equal, or less, and if we can express these quantities by known
numbers, we call these numbers the values of the quantities, and the
process by which we find them measurement. Thus we measure a force
by the masses and displacements of systems upon which they have
been exercised; or in dynamic measurements by the masses and movements of systems upon which they are working; or in the static method
of measurement by bringing the forces into equilibrium with others
already known. It only remains to consider under what circumst.ances
quantities may be expressed by numbers and what is thereby attained
in actual knowledge. With this purpose were instituted interesting and
valuable considerations on physical equality and the commutation and
association law for physical combination. Addition was regarded as a
combination of quantities of the same kind, such that the result remained
unchanged when the siugle elements were exchanged, or when the numbers were replaced by equal quantities of the same kind. In introducing irrational relations Helmholtz placed himself at the standpoint of
the physicist, and in later development of the principles of mechanics
he retained, as we shall see, the same point of view, showing that in
geometry and physics no discontinuous functions are met with for which
it is not enough to know with sufficient accuracy the bounds within
which the irrational values lie. The mathematicians, however, it must
be said, recognize functions of another kind, and the recent investigations of Boltzmann seem to point to a physical application of such
analytical conceptions.
We now come to by far the most difficult part of our task as we
attempt to describe the service of Helmholtz to analytical mechanics;
for in order to understand the partial reconstruction of the science in
consequence of some of his most brilliant researches it will be nece, ·
sary to accurately follow him through his great series of wonderful
mathematical-physical inve tigations and far-reaching physical di co ·
eri~ in h great ~elds of hydrodynamic , aerodynamics, and electric~ty
which }lave contnbuted to the investigation of the axioms of mechani •
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Many physiologists of the time assumed, quite in defiance of the laws
of mechanical natural philosophy, that through the action of the socalled life force the ordinary natural forces might be generated without
limit. In his "Theory of the physiological heat phenomena" Helmholtz, starting from the proposition based on mechanical laws that
a given quantity of a moving force can never by any complication
of mechanism produce more than a definite corresponding quantity of
motion, proceeded to discuss the question of the source of animal
beat-so weighty in the theoretical consideration of life processes.
The results of this investigation aud of that simultaneously instituted
'' Upon the evolution of heat attending muscular action" gave him the
verification of the great law of the conservation of energy which formed
the subject of a lecture before the Physical Society of Berlin in the
year 1847. It was certainly an interesting moment in the history of
the sciences when thirty years ago to-day one of the most distinguished
physicists of this century, Gustav Kirchhoff, in the course of his bAautiful and luminous discourse " On the goal of the natural sciences,"
delivered from this spot, and in the presence of Helmholtz, declared
the discovery of this law undoubtedly the most momentous which has
been made in the province of natural science during the present century.
Hertz also, in bis posthumous work, "The Principles of Mechanics,"
asserts that physics at the end of our century has turned its preference
to an entirely new method of thought, and, influenced by the tremendous
impression made by Helmholtz's discovery of the constancy of energy,
it is now preferred to refer all phenomena in their analyses to the laws
of transformation of energy. For the sake of a proper appreciation
of this great discovery of Helmholtz, as well as of his later futJdamental
researches upon the principles of mechanics, I must here briefly review
the historical development of theoretical mechanics.
From the early investigations of the lever, the pulley, and the
inclined plane, there were soon developed the general conceptions
which are the basis of the scieuce of equilibrium. With the definition
of work a'3 the product of a force by the iufiuitely small displacement
of a material particle along tbe direction in which the force is measured
arose the principle of virtual velocities, upon which rests the theory of
statics. .According to this principle, a material system is in equilibrium when for each virtual displacement-that is, a displacement compatible with the connection of the system of points-the total work
done within the system is equal to zero. After the discovery of the
i11ertia of masses by Galileo, and the co11ception of gravitation by
Newton, the development of mechanics was founded upon the three
famous laws of Newton . These may be stated as follows: (a) Every
body remains in a state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line
unless compelled by outside force to change that state; (b) the acceleration of a material point by the action of a constraining force takes
place in the direction in which the force acts and is equal to the
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intensity of the force divided by the mass of the material point; and
(c) the actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal and
take place in opposite directions. From these laws there follows, for
Newtonian forces at least, and with the assumption of a rigid connection between · the points of the system, the principle of d'Alembert
which bolds sway in the whole province of dynamics. If we designate
as supplied forces those which must be made to act at each point in
order that it should move if separated from the system as it actually
does move, then the principle of d' Alembmt asserts that all the supplied forces suffice to maintain equilibrium, and thus furnishes the
mathematician a method of determining for any moment the _situation
of all points of the system, when the constraints of motion of the
points, the forces which act upon them, and the place and velocity of
one of the points are known for the moment under consideration.
The advance of mechanics in this line was accompanied by the investigation of all the forces of nature-that is to say, the investigation of
all tlrn properties of matter-for we can know nothing of these except
to recognize the forces which are there in play. After the discovery of
these principles of equilibrium and of motion, it was the endeavor of
scientists to obtain general laws and relations of motion. One of the
most important and far-reaching of these in its consequences was the
principle of the conservation of the so-called vis viva. If we define as
the vis viva of a material point one-half the product of its mass into the
square of its velocity, arnl the sum total of the vis viva for all points of
a system in which the separate particles are connected by ties restraining
their free motion as the kinetic energy of the system, then, for any system
subject to the conditions of the d'Alembert principle, the increase of
the kinetic energy attending the motion of the system from one situation to another is exactly equal to the work done by the various forces
during the time interval in which the displacement occurs. If now
the work done by the forces of the system during the displacement is
dependent only on the initial and final situations, it follows that if the
system returns again from the final to the initial condition the kinetic
energy returns to its original value. This law is called the law of the
conservation of the kinetic energy, and systems to which i~ applies are
called conservative systems. A simple transformation of this law leads
to the most far-reaching consequences. The fact that a body by its
motion from one place to another does a certain amount of work necessitates that its capacity for performing work or in other words, its
. l energy, was in its initial situation greater
' ' than in its final sit.
po t entia
uation; o that for con,' ervative systems the law of the con ervatiou of
kinetic energy goe. over into the law of the constancy of energy. Thi
may be expre. ed a!'; follow. : For any conservative sy tern the um of
the pot ntial and kin tic energie.· h, unchangeable. It i important to
remember tl1 , uppo ·itiou upon which thi. i ba ed namely, that the
ork d ne by th motion of the sy.·tem i · dependent only on the initial
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and :final situations and not upon the intermediate positions. For the
Newtonian forces, to which this principle is immediately applicable, the
validity of this law means the impossibility of a perpetual motion; that
is, the combination of natural bodies in such manner as to continually
generate force witl10ut expenditure of work. For in the absence of this
law we _would be able, by a selection of the method by which we caused
the system to return to its original condition, to save up some of the
work done in its displacement, and thus, by repetition of the process, to
generate mechanical energy out of nothing forever. The impossibility
of' such contrivances was long known, and the law of the constancy of
energy establ ished for forces of this kind; but not all the forces of
nature seemed thus controlled. If a system moved through the same
path first without, then with friction, the kinetic energy would, in the
latter case, be diminished, owing to the smaller velocity, and thus it
~as necessary, to ~ustain the law of the constancy of energy in its generality, that the conception of potential energy, which had previously
meant only energy of position, should be extended to other forms of
energy, such as those which exist in beat and other natural phenomena.
In the case just cited, the loss in mechanical energy would require to
be compensateu by an equivalent quantity of heat energy developed
by the friction. R. Mayer, starting with the presumption that the
creation or annihilation of force is a matte·r lying outside the scope of
human conception or achievement, asserted the equivalence of heat and
mechanical work as tile fundamental law of natural phenome a. Helmholtz, without knowledge of Mayer's researches, and including all
natural forces within the circle of his investigations, followed out the
assumption of the validity of the law of the constancy of energy, and
was able to show, experimentally, the impossibility of a perpetual
motion for a great series of physical phenomena where heat, light, electricity, and chemical affinity enter as acting forces. This is equivalent
to the law that the work done by natural forces of all kinds during the
passage of a system from one condition to another is dependent solely
on the initial and :final conditions without regard to the way in which
the change is affected. From this he inferred that in any closed system every increase of energy involves au equal loss of energy, and thus
achieved the great and comprehensive result that the energy of the
world is constant.
With his c"ustomary remarkable modesty he emphasized the fact that
it was bis purpose simply to lay before pbysicisti>, in as complete form
as possible, the theoretical and practical importance of the law of the constancy of energy," whose complete verification must be regarded as one
of the chief objects of physics in the immediate future." It deserves
special emphasis that Helmholtz, in oppositiou to the followers of metaphysical speculation, who sought to establish the law of the conservation
of energy from a priori considerations, declared the law, like all knowledge of the phenomena of the actual world, to be the result of induction,
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and based upon the negative issue of nt1merous futile attempts to construct a perpetual motion. This great general law governing the quantitative relations which must subsist during all transformations, does
not, however, determine whether work can be changed into heat without reserve, and vice versa, and the same uncertainty exists with
regard to light, electricity, and otller forms of energy. These are
questions whose answer shall later exhibit the deep and comprehensive
significance of the energy conception in mathematical physics .
.After Helmholtz had investigated the physical aspects of this fundamental principle of mechanics from most varied points of view, be
turned his attention to physiological researches growing out of his notice
on the '' Theory of acoustics," and from this to very general mechanical
problems and special hydrodynamic investigations. In the year 1858
appeared his famous memoir "Upon the integ~als of the hydrodynamic
equations which correspond to wave motions." This research formed
the foundation for an entirely new conception of the motions of fluids,
which was later made fruitful in various branches of physics, notably
by W. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in his theory of vortex atoms, and by
other physicists as well. Upon the assumption that for a perfect fluidthat is, one in which there is no friction between the particles-the
pressure is equal in all directions, Euler and Lagrange bad already
obtained analytical relations between the pressure in tlle fluid, its
density, the time, the coordinates of the particle under consideration,
and, on the one hand, the velocity components; on the _other, the
position of this particle at the beginning of the motion. Further, they
had inferred the so-called continuity equation, which required that the
mass of a given particle of the fluid should not change with the time,
therefore that th~ surface of the liquid should be continually composed of the same particles .
.All these equations form for the perfect fluid the analogue of the
principle of d' Alembert and lead to the determination of the variable
quantities through the time and the original situation as a mathematical problem whose solution, to use an expression of Kirchhoff, would
describe the motion. The problem can be solved for some particular
cases in which the components of the velocity of each fluid particle
may be placed equal· to the differential coefficients of a determined
function, which Helmholtz called the velocity potential, along the corresponding directions. This function, for incompressible fluids at lea t,
bas the same form as the potential of gravitating masses for points outside of them. But such a velocity potential does not always exist, and
so ~elmh~ltz attacked the extremely difficult problem of the forms of
mot10n with complete generality in the memoir above referred to,
whi?h appeared in the year of bi coming to Ileidelberg.
ir t of all, he recognized that tlie change which an indefinitely
s~all _volume of fluid undergoes in an indefinitely small interval of
time 1 composed of three different motion -a di" placement of the
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particle in space, an extension or contraction along three directions at
right angles, and, :finally, a rotation about a temporary axis. The existence of a rotation is, however, excluded when a velocity potential
exists. Helmholtz designated forms of displacement, for which a
velocity potential is not to be derived, as vortex motions. In determining the change in the velocity of rotation during the continuance
of motion, he discovered that those particles of fluid which do not
already possess rotation do not have such motions imparted to them in
the progress of the disturbance. Defining a vortex line as a line whose
direction is throughout coincident with the direction of the instantaneously existing axes of rotations of the particles along it, a remarkable
law was deduced, which may be expressed as follows: A vortex line
remains continually with the same particles, progressing with these
particles through the fluid: and the value of the resulting velocity of
rotation for any particle of the fluid varies directly with the distance
of this particle from its neighbors in the vortex line. If, further, we
designate as a vortex thread the portion of the fluid inclosed within
an indefinitely thin mantle of vortex lines, the product of the velocity
of rotation by the cross section of the vortex thread is constant throughout its whole length, and so remains during a progressive motion of
the same. It follows that a vortex thread can never cease within the
boundaries of the fluid, but must be either a closed ring wl10lly within
the fluid or must continue to its boundaries. In the attempt to ·determine from the velocity of rotation the velocity of translation, Helmholtz succeeded by methods of great mathematical interest in making
it possible to form a conception of the forms of motion, though tbe
complete analytical solution of the problem was possible only in the
simplest cases. Under certain preliminary circumstances relative to
the nature of the surroundings, the vortex threads and vortex rings
retain unchanged the same quantity of the fluid aud are permanent.
In this case it was shown that two vortex rings whose axes are the
same and which ha,ve the same direction of rotation would proceed in
the same direction, the foremost becoming distended and moving slower
and slower, while the follower would concentrate itself and move faster,
till :finally-provided the velocities of translation lie within certain limits-the followm would overtake the leader, pass through it, and assume
the role which the other played before. This procedure would, however, in the actual phenomena of vortex motions be very soon interrupted, owing to the friction.
The regularity and relative stability of vortex phenomena have led
W. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) to put forward an interesting hypothesis
in which the atoms are supposed to have the form of vortex rings, with
the aim of uniting the theory of the continuity of matter and the
atomic theory. He bas also succeeded in connecting the re ults of the
theory of vortex-atoms with the motion of solid bodies in fluids, and
thus to join with those investigations which aim to eliminate action at
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a distance from the province of physics. To this latter point I shall
return in discussing later researches of Helmholtz.
Helmholtz soon became dissatisfied with his hydrodynamic investigations thus far referred to, and in the course of the preparation of his
famous handbook of physiological optics he became convinced that, iu
order to eliminate the discordance between the results of theory and
experimeDt in the investigation of the problems of motion ofliquids, it
would be necessary to take into consideration the friction between the
liquid particles and the sides of tbe vessel. As the problem (due to
some experiment of Bessel) of the vibrations of a pendulum ball under
the influence of a surrounding liquid had already been treated, he
investigated upon the basis of Bessel's observations, with the help of the
already known equations of motion, the condition of the interior of a
liquid mass which is subjected to the friction produced by the progressive rotary vibrations about one of its diameters of a pendulum
ball consisting of a liquid producing friction. He succeeded in solving
the problem mat.hematically, expressing the wave motions of the liquid
produced by friction, and in this way was able to check the experimentally derived constants of viscosity for various liquids.
Two laws, important both theoretically and practica11y, were discovered by him, according to which, under certain circumstances, the flow
of viscous liquids through cylindrical tubes is so divided into stationary ·
streams that the loss in kinetic euergy caused by the friction is a minimum; and in cases of equilibrium of a body swimming in a slow stationary stream the friction itself assumes a minimum value. Followiug
this, in the year 1868, appeared his research, of great interest for the
theory of functions, '' On discontinuous fluid motions," in which he
investigated still further the discharge of fluids and the formation of
independent streams, and treated of the discontinuity of motion characteristic of fluid discharge and of the formation of vortices. Helmholtz assumed that from the nature of the problem-the determination
of the origin of independent fluid streams-a discontinuity must necessarily be met with, and that therefore the fundamental hydrodynamic
equations must admit the possibility of a discontinuous relation
between the quantities appearing in them. In fact, in the motion of
an incompressible fluid the pressure, whose diminution is directly proportional to the kinetic energy, becomes negative when the latter
exceeds a certain value, and the fluid must be then torn asunder. It
was hown that any geometrically completely sharp corner by whi •h
tl1e fluid flow. must, with fair velocitie , cause a parting of the liquid ,
but. tbat a blunted a11gle will only cause l:-IUCh a separation when tb e
velocity is con iderably greater. With the help of the method of th e
~heory of function the extremely difficult problem of the form of tb
muependent · tream was di cu ed. In thi · discu sion it wa as urned
that ex~ pt for friction, no out ide forces are acting, that the stream_'
are stationary, that the velocity potential depends only on two coorch·
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nates, and that the vessel and orifice have special forms. Finally, the
value of the earlier results relative to vortices was shown for the
determination of the motion of fluid particles in discharge.
In the early part of his stay at Ileidelberg, and while engaged in his·
hydrodynamic researches, he was . also pursuing acoustic and aerodynamic investigations. In his articles, "On combination-tones" and
~, Upon the tone color of the vowels," he again adopted the view of other
physicists which he had abandoned in some of his earlier and less
important works, namely, that each sensation, as it is aroused by the
atmospheric vibrations going out from a single sounding body, is compounded from simple sensations or tones such as are caused by a simple
vibratory motion of the air. This hypothesis lte formulated mathematically, proceeding from the theorem of Fourier for the representation of any periodic motion as the sum of a series of sine-motions.
The pitch of a tone was defined as the height of the lowest of its constituent tones, which is called the fundamental, the others being distinguished as overtones. Exact experimental investigation showed
that the musical tone color depends only on the presence and strength,
but not on the phase differenees, of the overtones which are included
in tqe sound. The sounds as they penetrate the ear could be resolved
iuto their simple factors, and these could be again reunited. The
sounds produced by the voice were found to differ from the sounds of
most other musical instruments in that the strength of their overtones
depends not on the corresponding cardinal numbers, but on their absolute pitch. Throughout these researches we may perceive the design
to make a sharp distinction between the sensations in so far as they
consist in.impressions peculiar to our nerve apparatus, such as those
due to overtones, and the perceptiorn; which form our ideas of outside
objects, as, for example, the ideas of the sound combined from the partial tones.
In all the previous considerations of acoustics the very far-reaching
hypothesis had been made that the vibratory motions of the air, and ..
other elastic bodies which are produced by the simultaneous action of
several sources of sound, are al ways the exact sum of the motions due
to aJl the separate sound-sources. Helmholtz, however, showed that
this law only bolds in strictness wben the vibrations are of indefinitely
smalI amplitudes, and therefore the density changes are o slight that
they are negligible iu comparison with the whole density, and tlie displacements of the vibrating particles are also negligible compared with
the whole masses. .A. distinction was made between cases where thi
law was followed undisturbed both within and without the ear, but the
sensations not accurately combined to form the perception, and cases
where the combination tone was different from the summation of it constituents from causes operating before the auditory nerves are reached.
His studies in acoustics were soon pursued much further with the
aid of the most refined analysis. In nis famous treatise on the "Theory
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of air vibrations in tubes with open ends" (1859) we find researches
ana1agous to those in hydrodynamics already referred to. 'fhe question
is raised in what way plane sound waves, excited within cylindrical
tubes and corresponding to simple tones, are modified upon passing
out into the free air.
This inquiry prepared the way to determine the form of vibration
which fina1ly results when the cause exciting the vibratioL. operates
regularly and continuously. The most important of the general laws
of the potential function were found to be applicable to sound waves;
for it was shown that when sound waves are excited at a point within
a space filled with air their velocity-potential at any other position is
the same as this quantity would be at the first point were waves of the
same intensity excited at the second, and from this it follows that the
phase difference is the same in both cases. Assuming certain restrictions in the dimensions of the opening, Helmholtz obtained the relation
between the plane waves within the tube and the semispherical diverging waves in the free space at a distance, and thus was able to answer
the inquiry with regard to the influence of the open end on the plane
waves. Further investigation gave the positions of the maximum
and minimum amplitude of vibration and the pitch of the toi;te of
• strongest resonance. He treated the difficult question for which of a
series of forms of tubes the motion of the air in the orifice is characterized by the greatest wave length. In a later memoir it was shown
that the results of calculation agree better with experiment when the
interior friction o the air is taken into consideration.
All these results of his acoustical investigations, among which I have
presented only those of the greatest mathematical interest, are contained
in connected order in his famous work, "The study of tone perceptions
as the physiological basis for the tb.eory of music."
Among the many results important for the science of music, it may
be mentioned that he distinguished in exact mathematical way between
melody as the basis of music and harmonv which serves only to
increase the effect of melody, and that he fou~nd a mathematical foundation for the observation that for an harmonious union of several
tones the rates of vibration must stand in a simple ratio, iu the fact
that the partial tones accompanying the fundamentals are disagreeable
to the ear when their relative vibration numbers are not in a small,
simple multiple of the ratio of the fundamentals.
Before proceeding to a suort account of the much later aerodynamic
investigations of Helmholtz, so far as they are of iutere t to mathematician , ome con ideration i due a memoir on the border between
h!drodynamic and aerodynamic which appeared in 1873 with t~
titl~, "On a theorem ·oncerning geometrically similar motion, of flui.d
both , togeth r with an application to the problem of governing air
balloon:' Hydrodynamic· equations w r her employed to enabl tbe
production of result of ob ervation obtained by the use of apparatu
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of a certain size, and having a given velocity in a certain fluid to apparatus of another size aud another velocity moving in a mass of another
fluid of a similar geometrical form. The extension of the results
analytically obtained for an incompressible liquid to gases led to a
series of interesting applications. Thus Helmholtz found, among other
things, that there is a limit to the size of birds beyond which the muscles would require to .do more work in proportion to the mass than
now. In the great vulture nature has probably reached the limit in
size of a creature which shall be able to sustain itself for a long time
in air, and thus man can ha~e no hope by use of tbe · most suitable
wing-like mechanism, which he could move by muscular effort, to raise
and sustain his weight in air. In applying the principle of comparison
above mentioned to the construction of air balloons and ships the interesting result was reached that when the balloon weighs about half as
much as the person propelling it the relation between working force
and weight would be about the same as we are accustomed to see in
steam war vessels.
In the years 1888-1890 Helmholtz extended his investigations of the
motion of fluids in order to show how in masses of air discoutinuous
surfaces may result from the continuous action of forces. In these
researches "on atmospheric movements" and "the energy of the waves
and tbe winds" the inner friction of the fluids were taken account of,
as in his former hydrodynamic investigations. After showing, by an
exact mathematical treatment, that the effect of the friction at the
earth's surface was very inconsiderable in the higher layers of air, that
dissipation of the kinetic energy by friction was accomplished chiefly
at the surface of the earth and at the surfaces of separation caused by
rotary motions~ and, further, that heat transference, excepting in the
vicinity of the earth's surface and at the inner discontinuities, is effected
only by radiation and by the convection of the warmer air particles, he
raised the question why the circulation of the atmosphere is not accompanied by higher winds than actually do occur. He assigned as the
reason that different layers of air are mixed by the vortices caused by
the rolling together of discontinuous surfaces. In this way the layers
become broken up and receive such a great extension of their surfaces
that the transference of heat and the equalization of their motion
through friction is much facilitated. A still more important cause of
the breaking up and intermixture of the various layers of air is found
in the regular march of waves through the atmosphere, which, as on
water surfaces, is caused by the superposition of two layers of air of
diffp,rent specific gravities. The existence of such layers is only visible
when the humidity of the under layer becomes so great that mists
gather on the crests of the waves where the pressure is Jess, and ~hen
there appear strips of para11el clouds which extend over great reg10ns
of the sky. Helmholtz, therefore, was convinced that it was of the
greatest importance to work out the theory of waves on the boundary
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between two fluids, .but on account of the great mathematical difficulty
restricted the investigation at first to the simplest case of the motion
of a rectilinear wave line which proceeds unchanged in form and with
a constant velocity along the unlimited bounding surface between two
fluids of different density. As a level water surface over which blows
a wind of constant strength is in a condition of neutral equilibrium, and
thus readily permits the creation of water waves, so it is with layers of
air of different densities, except that here the phenomenon progresses
on a vastly greater scale. Helmholtz, therefore. investigated the relations of energy and its division _between air and water, and was led to
very general mechanical speculations whose consideration will form the
conclusion of our account. Very interesting but very difficult deductions were made, which established the difference between stable and
labile equilibrium, and just as, long before, the condition of stable
equilibrium for stationary bodies was found to be a minimum of the
potential energy so for stationary waves with constant velocity-potential the condition of stable equilibrium was found to correspond to the
minimum of energy.
.
I turn now to sketch the last great category of his mathematical
physical labors, which led him finally to discoveries of the greatest significance for the principles of mechanics. I refer to his i'nvestigations m
electricity, which began practically in 1870 and continued for ten years.
Of these the most conspicuous are entitled, "On the equations of
motion of electricity for stationary conductors" (1870); "On the theory
of electro-dynamics" (1870-1874), and "Comparison of the laws of
Ampere and of Neumann for the electro-dynamic forces " (1878) . Most
German physicists at that time deduced the laws of electro-dynamics
from the hypotheses of Wilhelm Weber. These were founded on the
laws of Newton for gravitational forces, and on Coulomb's law for
static electricity, according to which the intensity of the electrical
force transmitted with infinite velocity in all directions throughout
space, is directly proportional to the product of the two acting electrical quantities and inversely as the square of the distance between
their points of situation. The force is repulsive when the electrical
charges are of the same kind, and attractive when they are of opposite
kinds. Weber extended the assumptions of Coulomb by introducing
besides the distance the velocity and acceleration with which the two
electrical quantities approached or- receded from each other. These
suppo ·itions of forces, which depend not simply on tbe di tance but
also on the motion of the points of action, seem now, to be snre, to
contradict the result attained by Helmholtz in his earlier investigations for he had showed that forces which depend on the distance and
ve~ocity in general infringe the general law of the conservation of
en rgy whi ·h hold · a well for electro-dynamic as for other phenomena.
But he liad not at that time con ·idered the complicated ca e of th
laws of W ber, wbeTe the acceleration was introduced, and it can
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indeed, be shown that no reversible process can be derived from
Weber's law by which work could be done without expenditure of
energy. Besides the hypothesis of Weber, based on the action between
electrically-charged points, there was the older one of F. E. Neumann,
which considered not the action of one charged point upon another, but
of one linear current element on another. This was regarded by Helmholtz as one of the happiest and most fruitful conceptions which the
newer mathematical physics bas produced. The law which can be
deduced from the hypothesis of Weber for the mutual action of two
linear current elements differs from the Neumann potential law, and
Helmholtz found himself, in the course of bis investigations, confronted
with the question whether this hypothesis did in fact represent the
true state of affairs and how both the law of Weber and that of Neumann were related to the laws of Maxwell, which I shall soon have
occasion to mention.
He found that all these laws may be redu,ced to a common form and
differ then only in the values of a constant which appears. All phenomena which are presented by the circulation of closed currents
through metallic circuits can be accounted for equally well under any
of the several hypotheses; but in the case of incomplete circuits they
lead to considerably different consequences. For the purpose of deciding between these hypotheses, Helmholtz developed, with tue help of
his generalized induction law, the equations of motion of electricity in
an extended conducting solid. He found that for a negative value of
the undetermined constant, such as is required by the assumptions of
Weber, a condition of neutral equilibrium of the electricity results, and
thus there may be generated currents of infinite strength and the condition o( infinite electrical density. The value zero required by Maxwell and the positive value required by Neumann for tliis constant do
not, on the contrary, lead to these difficulties. These conclusions were
subjected to many attacks, and their opponents sought both theoretically and experiment~lly to show that the hypothesis proposed by E.
Neumann and -extended by Helmholtz to form the fundamental law of
electro-dynamic phenomena was in.compatible with observation. There
is, in fact, a difference between the potential law of E. Neumann for
closed circuits when applied to incomplete circuits and the form of the
induction law wbich Helmholtz had earlier derived. For t}le potential
law ascribes electro-dynamic effect only to currents of electricity aud
their action at a distance, and not to tlJ.e electricai charges put in
motion with the conductors. Experiments show that this assumption
is contradicted by the fact.
With wonderful acuteness of perception Helmholtz had from the
start seen that the solution of all these questions could only be accomplished by the very difficult experimental investigation of incomplete
circuits, and he was indeed uncertain that a solution would ever be
obtained, since there might be no incomplete circuits, as the insulator
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which intercepts the conduction of the current might itself be undergoing changes in the distribution of the electl'icity, so that apparently
incomplete circuits might in reality be complete.
Faraday, who would not admit the existence of forces acting at a distance, because it appeared to him unthinkable that an action could take
place between two separated bodies without change in the medium
lying between, sought to :find such a medium intervening between electrical or magnetic bodies. He succeeded in showing that in almost all
bodies there exists magnetism or diamagnetism, and that in good insulators under the action of electric forces, a change may be observed,
which he designated as dielectric polarization. If, now, one assumes
with Faraday and with Maxwell, who mathematically stated this
hypothesis, that in insulators there may be set up electro-dynamic
activity by which these become dielectrically polarized, then the potential law follows from the complete theory without modification.
Partly before, partly during the progress of these important researches on the theory of electro-dynamics, Helmholtz pursued investigations on the laws of the division of electric current~ in solid conductors and on electric boundary layers. In these investigations the
theorem of the charging of a surface with electricity was extended
with regard to electromotive forces for which a certain distribution of
electrical potential upon the surface of a conductor may be predicted,
which in all other adjacent conductors produces exactly the same currents as the given distribution of electromotive forces within the interior of the conductor. It was further shown that the previous assumption that electricity when in a state of equilibrium on one or more hodies
leaves the interior of the bodies completely and is distributed in an
infinitely thin surface layer, is only correct when we have to do with a
single electrical boundary layer on a conductor which touches neighboring conductors or insulators without sudden changes in the potential function. In those cases, on the other hand, in which irregularities
in the value of the potential function occur on the boundary between
different bodies, as when two conductors under the influence of a galvanic force working between them touch each other, there is formed
along the boundary surface an electrical double layer, whose significance for the phenomena which occur when liquids flow along a solid
wall which they moisten was investigated.
,
In the meantime the conceptions of Maxwell, who, as already mentioned, following Faraday, replaced the notion of action at a distance
by the action of the intervening medium , had become of deciding influ.
ence on the works of Helmholtz. In an investigation published rn
1881 with the title" On the force acting in the interior of bodie subjected to magnetic or dielectric polarization " Helmholtz showed that
it i po ible to determine the mechanical fo;ces which act in tbe interior of bodie electrically or magnetically polarized without making
any hypotbe_e. regarding be inner constitution of the bodies. The
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analytical treatment led him to expressions from which the forces at a
distance completely disappeared and were replaced by the reactions of
the polarized medium. Be thus verified the conceptions of Faraday
and Maxwell, who regarded the ether a~ the conveyer of tensions in
space empty of ponderable substance, and who s,1w in tbe motions of
electricity in conductors nothing else tban the effects of the arising and
passing away of polarization in the iusulators. Helmholtz accepted
these views still more completely in a memoir which appeared in 1882
"On systems of absolute measurement for electrical and magnetic
quantities." Iu this investigation the theory of Faraday-Maxwell was
given the preference over all other electro-dynamic theories which
assume direct action at a distance having a magnitude and direction
dependent on the absolute or relative motion of two electrical quantities. For t.hese latter theories violate either the principle of the :finiteness and constancy of energy or that of the equality of action and
reaction; a11d first of all, in order to make the theory the basis only of
conservative processes, exclurle those pLenomena, in which, by reason
of friction, beat is created and electrical or magnetic energy lost.
This research, in which, by reason of the observations of Faraday,
be was confronted with the question whether actions at a distance
really exist and must be takeu into consideration, shows tbe wholly
utw train of thought upon which he was engaged and whose results
were shortly to appear in discoveries of the greatest value for the
principles of mechanics. But it was first necessary to pursue investigations in other branches of science in order to build thereon a treatment of the principles of mechanics which should embrace the laws of
a11 the phenomena, of nature. He therefore turned his attention to
theoretical chemistry and published in 1882 a treatise "On the thermodynamics of chemical processes." In this the fundamental principles
of the mechanical theory of beat were applied to chemical processes,
and the generalized conception of the principles of mechanics is plainly
visible, tbough appearing completely in physical form.
Since the loss of mechanical energy by friction creates heat, and a
gain in mechanical energy implies the Joss of heat; and since, further,
the quantity of meehanical energy lost or gained is proportional to the
amount of heat correspondingly gain('d or lost, it becomes natural to
rf?gard heat as a form of energy. Tlie hypothesis may be made that
each particle of a warm body is continuaJly moving with varying
direction and velocity in such a way that its place in the body remains
sensibly unchanged. If this be tlie case, a part of the energy of a
warm body must be in the form of kinetic energy, and energy of
wbatever kind transformed into heat must be measurable iu that form.
But the principle of the conservation of energy gives no indication
whether work may be completely tra.nsformed into heat and heat
re transformed into work without limit; and a similar uncertainty exists
for ~ JI forms of energy. It was to this point of great theoretical and
SM 96--8
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practical interest that Helmholtz next directed his attention. He
· investigated bow large a part of the .heat developed in a galvanic cell
by chemical processes appears in the work done by the current, and
endeavored to arrange the different forms of energy in the order in
which they may more or less completely be transformed into work.
The previous experiments on the work equivalent of chemical processes
had been concerned almost exclusively with the evolution or disappearance of beat accompanying the formation or solution of a compound, though in most chemical changes there are changes also in the
condition of aggregation and density of the bodies, for which, also,
work is performed or required. Since in most chemical processes the
changes of melting, evaporation, etc., abstract heat from the surroundings, it becomes necessary to inquire what the work equivalents of
these changes are. When one further considers that the chemical
forces may produce not simply heat, but also other forms of energy
without requiring that any of the change of temperature corresponding
to the operation should enter into their production, it appears necessary that in the chemical processes a separation should be made
between the parts of the forces of affinity which are directly changed
to other forms of energy and those which generate heat. These two
parts of the inner energy were designated by Helmholtz as free and
combined; and he found that a chemical reaction proceeding from a
state of r~st, and at a constant temperature without the application of
external work, can only go in such a direction that the free energy
decreases. Thm\, under the assumption of the universal application of
the laws of tb.e mechanical theory of heat, the value of the free energy
decides in what sense chemical affinity shall act.
The calculation is only possible when the changes supposed ·a re in
the thermodynamic sense reversible. Helmholtz was led to consider
under wha,t circnmstances, if at all, the latent heat of the gases set
free by the decomposition of water w~uld exert influence on the electromotive force of cells, but required, in order to pursue this inquiry, to
first give analytical expression to the principles of thermodynamics.
In previous applications of the conception of potential energy, changes
of temperature had not in general been taken into account, either
because the forces entering into the energy changes under evaluation
did not materially depend on the temperature, such, for ex,1,mple, a
gravitatio11, or else because the temperature remained constant during
the cycle of events considered, or was a function entering into a me ·banical change fully determined, as, for example, in the motion of sound
waves the temperature may be considered a a function of the den ity
of the ga . But when, as might be in the last case, the den ·ity i a
function of the temperature, the arbitrary constant must be redetermined for each new temperature and one can not make a transforma. from one temperature to another.
'
t10n
Helmholtz howed that the thermodynamic equation require for
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their formation only the differential coefficients of the so-called ergals,
completely determined as a function of the temperature. For processes
taking place at constant temperature the value of the potential function is thus determined, and this value he designated as the free energy.
So tbat, if we can the difference between the total inner energy and
the ergals tbe bound energy, this latter, divided by the temperature,
gives the quantity termed entropy, already in use. In order to clearly
distinguish wbat had. in theoretical mechanics been called the vis viva
or kinetic energy from the mechanical equivalent of heat energy,
which was to be considered for the most part as iuvisible molecular
kinetic energy, he called the first the kinetic energy of organized motion,
definingorganized motiou-aud this distinction is offundamental significance for later works of Helmholtz-as such that the components of
the velocity of the moving masses may be regarded as the differential
coefficients of the space coordinates. Unorganized motion, on the
other hand, is such that as in heat the motion of a single particle has
no necessary similarity to that of its neighbor, and, on account of the
relative]y coarse means at our disposal, can not be directly transformed
into other forms of energy. In this sense Helmholtz designated the
value of the entropy as a measure of the disorganization. If a change
of condition proceeding with constant entropy be defined as adiabatic,
the entropy becomes the heat ca,pacity for the heat generated during
adiabatic processes at the expense of the free energy. For all changes
of condition in which the temperature remains constant work is performed only at the expense of the free energy, the bound energy changing in amount at the expense of the heat entering and proceeding away .
.Assembling these results, it appears that all exterior work is done at
the expense of the free energy, all evolution of heat is at the expense of
the bound energy, and finally for each rise of temperature of the system
free energy goes over in definite quantity and becomes bound. From
this Helmho]tz derived results on the emission and absorption of heat
in the forma.tion and breaking up of chemical compounds, which were
substantiated by observations with galvanic elements.
In the last ten years of his life, from 1884 to l 894, he was occupied
with bis great researches on the principles of mechanics, in which he
verified all the theoretical conclusions which he had derived in the
course of bis long and difficult investigations in the whole range of
J)bysics and physiology.
The general principles of mechanics, the principle of d'Alembert,
the law of the moti~n of a material point, the law of surfaces, the principle of the conservation of kinetic energy, and the principle of least
action were all proved with the assumption of Newtonian forces and
dgid connection. It had later been found by observation that the laws
~o derived were much more general in their application in nature than
followed from their proofs, and it had been on the one hand suppo~ed
t\i.a,t certain general characteristics of the Newtoni~n conservative
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forces of attraction were common to all natural forces, while on the
other hand it had been doubted whether, for ex.a mple, the application
of the principle of the equality of action and reaction was generally
permissible. As already pointed out, the hypothesis had been made that
action at a distance was resolvable into continuous dvnamic reactions
in an invisible intervening medium, thus establishing.,an analogy with
the role of a spring or cord in the transmission of force. Since, however, it is the province of physics to refer the phenomena of nature to
the simple laws of mechanics, the question arises first of all what constitute the first principles of mechanics, and what are, as Hertz has
said, the final and simplest laws which each natural motion must obey,
which no motion cau ignore whose presence in nature is determined by
our everyday experience, and from which as the fundamental principles
of mechanics the whole science may be deduced without further reference to observation.
Until the pioneer researches of Helmholtz · on the conservation of
energy, mechanics, as has been remarked, following Galileo's conception of the inertia of masses, had been developed by application of
the three laws of Newton. When, however, the whole structure was
systematically and critically examined, a want of clearness was apparent in the definition of mechanical quantities, and the proofs of fundamental laws of statics, such as the laws of the parallelogram of forces
and of vir~ual velocities, were found to be not altogether rigorous.
Knowledge of_ the action of forces at a distance and of molecular,
chemical, electrical, and magnetic forces was purely empirical.
The discovery of the principle of the conservation of energy made
possible a consistent development of theoretical mechanics. The idea
of force became less prominent, while mass and energy came forward as
the indestructible physical quantities. Energy is present in two great
divisions, of which the one-kinetic energy-is in all cases given by a
constant function of the velocity of maRses, while the other-the potential energy-is determined by the relative position of the masses, but
must be derived in each case with consideration of their particular
nature. The discussion of the different forms of euergy, as well as of
their mutual transformation, forms the subject of both physics and
chemistry. In expressing the progress of phenomena as a function of
the time, Helmholtz did not, like most of his predecessors, make the
equations of motion the starting point from which to derive the genera
principles of mechanics, because in this method it becomes nece a,ry
to make certain a sumptions regarding the forces operating and
regarding the limiting conditions of the problem and the e limitations exclude from the consideration a large ndmber of po ible
mo~ion . He proceeded, on the other hand, from the principle of lea t
action, and by thi means brought into the di cussion many exampl
of relations betw n force found in nature but not occurring in
treatises iu which the former method is pur ued,
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These matters formed the contents of memoirs which Helmholtz published in 1886 and 1887 with the titles, '' On the physical significance of
the principle of least action," and '' The history of the principle of least
action." Hertz regarded these works at the time as marking the furthest advance of physics. Defining, after Leibnitz, the quantitative
measure of the action following from the inertia of a moving mass as
the product of the mass into the space traversed into the velocity, or
as the product of the kinetic energy into the time, then the principle of
least action requires that the total amount of the action shall have a
limiting value in the passage from a given position of starting to a
given position of rest. In performing the variation the coordinates of
the pohits corresponding to intermediate positions of the system are
varied simultaneously with the time in such a manner that the total
energy of the system is not changed. This latter requirement can be
satisfied by the condition that the energy at a given instant shall be
tbe same for all variations as at the same instant in the unvaried
motion, without regard to the magnitude of this latter, which it is possible might change in the course of a normal motion. In this way
Lagrange and Hamilton have treated the problem. Jacobi, however,
made the preliminary condition that the potential energy is independent
of the time, and this requires that the amount of energy shall retain a
definite value, in which case this relation may be used to eliminate the
time increment from the action. Physically, Jacobi's restricting condition holds for a completely determined and closed system, while the
Lagrange-Hamilton form of the equations of motion also holds true for
an incompletely closed system, upon which variable outside influences
are at work independent of tbe reaction of the moving system.
Hamilton, keeping the Lagrange conditions, has given the principle
of least action another form in which it is called" Hamilton's principle."
Defining the principal function of Hamilton as the difference between
potential energy and the kinetic energy of the system, then the principle
which bears his name requires that the negative mean values of the
principal function, reckoned for equal time elements, shall have a
definite value for a normal motion between given points.
.But Lagrange, Hamilton, and Jacobi had proved the principle (first
stated, but not proved by Maupertuis in 1744) ouly under the physical
assumption of Newton's laws; and the motion of the points of a material
system had been deduced from it under the condition of a rigid connection of the points, and with the express assumption of the principle
of the constancy of energy. When Helmholtz had showed the general
validity of the law of the constancy of energy, this last hypothesis
remained a limitation no longer for cases in which all the forms are
known in which energy equivalents are transformed during the progress
of the change. It now remained to decide whether physical processes
which depend not simply on the motions of determinate masses for
which Newton's laws are applicable, but in which quantities of energy
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come to consideration, may be treated by the principle of least action·
As the fQrces of heat had already been referred to t he hidden motion
of conceivable masses, and as Maxwell bad recognized the source of
electrodynamic actions in the motion of unseen masses, Helmholtz
wished to introduce the motion and energy of such bidden masses generally in physical problems. He recognized as antecedent to obscure
phenomena motion and masses, which are to our senses invisible.
He chose Hamilton's principle for the expression of all motion, since
it admits that upon a mechanical system whose inner forces may be
determined as differential coefficients of force functions independent of
the time, external forces may be exerted depending on the time. The
work · done by such forces is to be independently computed as not
belonging to the conservative process, but dependent on other physical
eyents.
Since, as Lagrange has showed, the outwardly directed forces of the
moving system may be expressed through . the principal function,
Helmholtz called this the" kinetic potential," and thus by the principle
of least action there follows this general characteristic of the progress
of all physical phenomena: The negative mean value of the kinetic
potential reckoned for equal time elements along the path is a minimum,
or when longer intervals are considered it has a limiting val ue in comparirnn_with all other neighboring paths which lead from the starting
point to the end point in the same time. The kinetic potential goes
over into r>otential energy for the case of a body at rest, and from the
Hamilton principle it follows that for equilibrium the potential energy
is a minimum. It was already knowu that when certain coordinates
are represented in. the value of the principal function only by their
differential coefficients, and the corresponding forces are equal to zero,
the Lagrange expression for the forces acting along the other coordinates becomes, analytically, exactly as in tbe general cases, a transformed principal function, which no longer as before contains the derivitives of the coordinates only in the second, but contains them also in
the first degree. Thus, forms of the kinetic potential may appear in
which the separation of the two forms of energy can not be recognized.
Indeed, tlie kinetic potential may be any function whatever of the
general coordinates and of the corresponding velocities. These facts
led Helmholtz to inquire what form the principal function must take in
order that the Lagrange expression for the external forces should
remain unchanged. He found at once that this condition is satisfied
when this function i increased by the sum of the products of tbe coordinate into the exterior force., expressed as a function of the time ao<l
re olved along these coordinates. Thi expanded expression for th _e
law of least action gives the Lagrange formula for the forces immedi·
ately on performing the variation.
The importance of Lagrange's form of the equations of motion ha 1
already been shown by Helmholtz, since it is applicable to cases where
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in addition to the potential and actual energy of weighable masses,
thermal, electrodynamic, and electromagnetic equivalents of work
appear. For he had expressed the laws of reversible heat processes in
the form of Lagrange's equations of motion, and therefore tbrough the .
law of the minimum characteristic value of the kinetic potential. It
was found, however, that the temperature as a measure of the thermal
motions did not, like the velocities in the kinetic energy of a ponderable system, enter into the expression only in the second power. Hence
ifitis desired to determine the general characteristics of systems which
are governed by the principle of least action, the assumption must be
abandoned that the velocities enter only in the values of the kinetic
energy, in the form of homogeneous functions of the second degree, aud
the principle must be discussed under the supposition that the principal function is any function whatever of the coordinates and the velocities. The immediate occasion for these general considerations on the
part of Helmholtz was the investigation of the form of the kinetic potential demanded for Maxwell's theory of electrody11amics, in which the
velocities of electricity enter as a function of the second degree whose
coefficients are not constants as in the measure of the value of the
kinetic en.ergy for ponderable systems, and where besides these appear
linear functions of the velocity, whenever the action of permanent
magnets comes into account.
Since the phenomena of light may be in the main explained under
the hypothesis that the ether is a medium with properties similar to
those of ponderable elastic solids, the principle of least action must
be looked upon as appl~cable to the motion of light. Thus Helmholtz
regarded the proper domain of this principle as far outreaching the
bounds within which is included the mechanics of weighable bodies,
and he held it as in the highest degree probable t,hat it is the general
law of all reversible natural processes. It is, moreover, to be noted
that irreversibility rests not in the nature of things but in the limitations of our means of investigation, which do not enable us to reorganize unorganized atomic motions so as, for example, to reverse the
motion of all atoms affected by the motions characteristic of heat.
The general validity of the principle of least action makes it of great
value in formulating the laws of new classes of phenomena, in that it
embraces in a single mathematical expression all the essential conditions of these phenomena. All cases of physical processes in which
the kinetic potential contains the ·velocities in linear members were
called by Helmholtz instances of hidden motiou. It was shown that
the principle of least action, as expressed in the above-mentioned general form, em braces the principle of the conservation of energy, and
that the value of the energy may be determined from the values of the
kinetic potentjal. As it does not, on the other hand,' appear that in
all cases where the constancy of energy is preserved the principle of
least action is obeyed, the latter asserts more than the former, and
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expresses a particular characteristic of the natural forces in consideration not included in the fact that they are conservative forces. The
derivation of the value of the kinetic potential from the energy introduces arbitrary quantities which are homogeneous functions in the first
degree of the velocities. This fact is of significance in that it shows
that it is not possible with a complete knowledge of the relations of
the energy to the coordinates and the velocities to find the kinetic
potential and with it the laws of motion of the ·system, assuming that
tlie principle of least action is followed. It is necessary in addition to
these facts to discover the linear functions of the velocities which correspond to the hidden motions.
· After developing some general correlated relations between the
forces exerted by a system in different directions, as, for example, the
thermodynamic law that if with rising temperature the pressure of a
material system increases then compression will cause a rise of temperature, Helmholtz was able to show, at least for a restricted number of
coordinates, that, conversely, the principal of least action is applicable
when these correlated relations exist. Finally he derived both the
total and. partial differential equations of motion of Hamilton for the
generalized form of the kinetic potential. From them he obtained a
series of results for reversible motions of a system; that is, for such
motions that the series of positions assumed iu a positive motion should
be reassumed in a return motion without the action of exterior forces,
and with the same time intervals intervening.
We shall presently discuss further applications of the principle of
least action as generalized by Helmholtz, and it need here only be
remarked that Hertz discovers another generally valid law at the basis
of this principle, which describes the motions of all systems directly.
This law a sserts that where the connections of a system can be dissolved for an instant all the masses of which it is composed will part
asunder in rectilinear and uniform motions, but wheu such a dissolution is impossible the system will approximate to these preferred
motions as nearly· a.s possible.
The derivation of t,h e characteristics of motion from the principle of
least action involved great· mathematical and physical difficulties and
led Helmholtz to investigations described in" Studies upon the statics
of monocyclic systems" (1884), and "Principles of the static ' of monocyclic systems" (1884). These mark a distinct ·a dvance in tlie metbod
of treatment of mathematical and physical problems, which bas already,
in the hands of Boltzmann, reached a comma11ding place iu the theoretical phy. ics.
When a sy tern of bodies is affected with motion there is in general
a ch~~ge eithP-~ in the po ition of the sy ·tern in space or el e in th
condition of the bodie . Thi . however i not uece sary a is xern plifi.ed in the pa age of a long~contiuued current of electricity thron rrb
a wire. In this ca e the position, the temperature, the magnetic coutli-
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tion in neighboriug masses of iron, all remain at every point unaltered.
Hence the motion which we regard as the cause of the phenomenon
must in a sense be so far stationary that as soon as a particle leaves its
place there must, within an infinitesimal time, be substituted another
moving in the same direction with the same velocity, so tbat, in spite
of the continual motion, there is at no point in space any apparent
change. Helmholtz designated motions, such, for example, as the
motion of a rotating top or that of a frictionless liquid in a circular
canal, as cyclic. When all the motions of a system of bodies are cyclic,
the system is said to be a cyclic system. Cyclic motions are generally
hidden motions, since they do not alone cause a change in the appearance of the distribution of masses, and, conversely, hidden motions are
usually cyclic. A coordinate is called cyclic when the whole condition
of the system is not altered by changes in this coordinate. Since the
kinetic energy of the system remains unchanged, it is not a function of
a cyclic coordinate, but in general its differential is, since th~ kinetic
energy is greater the faster the cyclic motion progresses. The condition of a system may l>e determined through other than cyclic coordinates, which Helmholtz called the . slowly varying coordinates or
parameters. These change so slowly that their differential coefficients
with respect to time may be neglected, and the kinetic energy is therefore a fun_c tion of the parameters, but not of their differential coefficients.
When the parameters remain constant for a long period of time the
· motion taking place during the interval is cyclic. Systems are classified, according to the number of their cyclic coordinates, as monocyclic,
etc., and are in general polycyclic.
The condition for the existence of a cyclic system can be fulfilled
with any degree of approximation whenever the system possesses
chiefly cyclic coordinates, provided the parts of the energy which are
due to the velocity of change in the parameters are small in comparison with the parts which depend on the cyclic intensity, or in other
words, provided the velocity of change of the parameters is negligible
compared with that of the cyclic coordinates. The forces of a cyclic
system are by definition independent of the velocity of change of its
parameters, as follows immediately also from the Lagrange expression
through the kinetic energy. It follows also that when no forces operate
on the cyclic coordinates of a cyclic system the whole c.yelic movement of the system, determined by the product of the mass by the velocity, is constant. In this case the motion is defined as adiabatic. The
motions characterized by Helmholtz are tlefined in accordance with
their properties as such that the potential and actual energy of the
system are independent of a certain number of coordinates which
would be necessary to completely determine the position of the system,
but which are represented irr the values of the energy only by their
differential coefficients with reference to the time. This would also be
the case with motions not strictly stationary when the changes in the
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system were allowed to proceed so slowly that tbe system is never appreciably removed from conditions in which it might continuously remain.
The motion of heat is not strictly monocyclic, for each atom probably
continually alternates in the direction of its motion, and only in that an
enormous number of atoms represent all stages of motion is the
mechanical character of a monocyc1ic motion simulated.
Helmholtz raised the question under what general conditions the
known physical characteristics of heat motion could be produced by
other known classes of motions, and whether there is any special class of
motions understood to be mechanical for which there exist restrictions
to tbe transformation of work equivalents similar to the second law of
thermodynamics. He extended the definition of a monocyclic system
so as to include, besides those containing only one cyclic coordinate,
others in which several such coordinates appear, but all but one of
these functions are of another order of magnitude from the one under
consideration. The very important and interesting case was discussed
in which certain mechanical means are made use of to correlate the
velocities in two monocyclic systems, these devices being of such a
nature as to exert no influence when the motion proceeds with regularity, as desired, but which oppose with appropriate force any deviations from regularity. Helmholtz ca11ed a system of this sort, as for
example two tops whose axes are so connected that they are forced to
rotate with equal velocity, fettered, and the condition, the coupling of
the system. He recognized in the device of coupling the only means
of acting directly on the inner motion of monocyclic systems. Thus
in heat motion we are debarred from influencing particular isolated
atoms, and are forced to act without distinction on all oontained within
a given space. When, now, two originally independent monocyclic systems are by suitable regulation of exterior forces caused to assume a
state corresponding to the conditions of a rigid connection, such a
rigid connection may be inserted without disturbing the motion in
progress, which continues in future as restrained by this linkage. In
a similar way two bodies at equal temperature may be placed in coutact without altering t,h eir inner motions, so that they retain equal
temperatures while slow changes of temperature are made, and the
equality is not prejudiced by pressure or action at a distance between
the two systems upon coming together.
With the help of mathematical considerations qnite analogous to
tho e employed in thermodynamical investigations Helmholtz showed
in general that when monocyclie systems admit ~nly of such mutual
connections that the external forces of each #separate system depeutl
onl~ o~ the momentary condition of the system, and not upon the
begur~.mg_ or cea._ing of connection with other ystems, then t~e
couplmg 1 a pure coupling of motion, and creates a new monocy he
sy:tem. When upon the beginning of interchange of internal motion
between two or more systems the equilibrium of internal motion
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between them requires that a certain function of the parameters-in
beat, the temperature-should have the same value in all the systems,
then the third property of heat expressed by the law of Carnot, namely,
the restricted capacity for transformation, is here in evidence.
'fhe three last memoirs of· Helmholtz are in part in correction and in
part in amplification of these investigations, fundamental for the principles of mechanics, on the principle of least action. They rest upon
the conceptions worked out by Faraday, Maxwell, and Hertz, according to which the electrical oscillations in the ether are, in their velocity
of propagation, their nature as transverse vibrations, and the consequent possibility of phenomena of polarization, refraction, and reflection,
exactly analogous to the oscillations of light and heat, and constitute
the method of performance of the apparent actions at a distance by
conveying the force through the intervening medium.
In the memoir on "The principle of least action in electrodynamics"
(1892), Helmholtz investigated whether the empiric laws of electrodynamics, as expressed in Maxwell's equations, may be brought into the
form of a law of minima. Upon the ground of considerations already
referred to, he was able to show that the ponderomotive forces could
in fact be deduced from the generalized Hamilton principle in a form
completely agreeing with Maxwell's theory. -The energy was divided
into two parts which played the same roles toward one another as the
potential and actual energy for ponderable masses. The electrical
energy corresponded to the potential energy of masses at rest so long
as no changes occurred in the moments or electric currents, while the
magnetic energy corresponded to vis viva. He penetrated still further in the electromagnetic theory of light,
and proceeding from the considera,tion that the dispersion of light is
brought about only at the boundaries of spaces which contain ponderable masses besides the ether, he sought, in an article which appeared
in the year 1892, to explain the color dispersion with the aid of this
theory. The mathematical theory of Maxwell requires that ponderomotive forces must exist along with the electric oscillations of the ether,
which are capable of setting in motion heavy atoms which lie in the
ether. Helmholtz showed that the material particles must also have
charges of electricity, so that in the equations of motion to be formed
the electric movements due to the electricity of each particle, since
they are of different magnitude and direction, and are also affected by
other than electrical forces-as, for example, inertia, friction, etc.-are
to be distinguished from those in the free ether and particularly investigated in order to deduce the laws of color dispersion.
His general '' Consequences of Maxwell's theory of the motions of
the pure ether" (1893) is of very great interest. Capacity for motion
is ascribed to the ether, and it is repre1:1ented as receiving motions
imparted to it by ponderable masses which permeate it, and as being
th.us moved along with them. Sucb mixtures occur in all sub tances

~
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which are either conducting or refracting with respect to a vacuum, or
have values of the dielectric and magnetic constants different from
those of a vacuum. From the motions of the ponderable parts the
corresponding motions of the ether may be determined. For space
free from ponderable masses a.nd filled . only with ether, the question
arises, if pure ether is free from inertia whether it makes way for the
motion of material bodies through it, or penetrates them, remaining in
either case wholly at rest, or whethe~ it in part moves with them and
in part makes way for their passage. Under the assumption tbat the
ether bas, mechanically considered, the properties of a frictionless,
incompressible liquid, but without inertia, Helmholtz showed that the
laws founded by Maxwell and elaborated by Hertz are sufficient to
completely determine the laws of the changes and motions which take
place in the ether. '.rhe recapitulation of the laws of electrodynamics
under the principle of least action, as already made by Helmholtz,
required for this purpose only the introduction of the hypothesis of
uncompressibility. This would be accomplished by supplying in the
expression for electrokinetic potential the left-band .member of the
definition equation of incompressibility. In this way important conclusions could be drawn concerning the rise and decline of ponderomotive forces in ether at rest and in motion.
In an incomplete "Supplement to the paper: On the principle of least
action in electrodynamics" (1894), Helmholtz returned once more to
his recapitulation of the Maxwell-Hertz laws of electrodynamics in the
geueralized form of the principle of least action, in order to decide
whether the observed values of the total energy of electromagnetic
processes required the addition of a linear function of the velocities,
and where this is the case to derive the expression for the.ponderomotive forces from this principle.
Here ended the long series of brilliant mathematical and mathematical-physical researches of this incomparable investigator, which, so far
as was possible without going deeply into the refinements·of his mat,hematical analyses I have endeavored to outline before you, although
certainly in an incomplete manner. What might have been the contents of the address which Helmholtz was preparing for the quadrennial scientific assemblage at Vienna with the title, " On continuous
forms of motion and apparent substances" and of which be left but a
'
.
few pages of manuscript for the introduction wm forever remam
'
.
un k nown to us. But one may well surmise that the world of science
would have founu there the philosophic kernel of the great resear hes
which he carried out in the la t years of his life on the foundations and
principles of mechanics and physics.

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA OF THE UPPER REGIONS OF THE
ATMOSPBERE. 1

By Prof.

ALFRED CoRNu,

D. C. L., F. R. S., Officer of the Legion of Honor, Vice-P1·esident of the Academy of
Sciences, Paris.

The primary and effective cause for almost all tlie physical phenomena that occur in the earth's atmosphere is the beat of the sun.
The atmosphere may then be considered as an immense beating apparatus that has for its :fire the sun, for its boiler the earth or the clouds
heated by the solar rays, and for its condenser the radiation that occurs
toward interplanetary space.
The means at the disposal of physicists and meteorologists for studying the different regions of the atmosphere are very limited; they are
usually obligerl. to content themselves with very indirect observations
and to proceed by induction. Most interesting phenomena do indeed
occur in the upper regions at almost inaccessible heights. The purpose of this paper is to show by a few experiments that physical
meteorologists are beginning to attain a true explanation of natural
phenomena. You will see, indeed, that in certain cases they can not
only exactly produce those phenomena, but often they are able to effect
a true synthesis of them by using ~eans in every way analogous to
those actually operative in nature.
I will commence by enumerating the means in use among meteorologists fur studying the different regions of the atmosphere.
The most direct method is founded upon the use of the aerostat.
The aerostat, or balloon, allows us, in fact, to·transport our meteorological instruments into the very midst of the atmospheric strata we wish
to study.
Unhappily this method is difficult, expensive, and even dangerous;
therefore it is employed only in exceptional cases. The aerostatic
ascensions most productive of results have been those of Gay-Lussac
(1804), of Glaisher (1862), and recently that of Dr. Berson of Stassfurt
(1894), who ascended more than 9,000 meters.
1
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The most important facts observed from the balloon were entirely
unexpected. I will briefly state them:
1. Clouds formed of ice crystals occur very frequently; they constitute the cirrus clouds that float at very great heights.
2. The direction of the wind changes at different heights.
3. The temperature does not always decrease regularly with the
increase in altitude, cold strata and warm strata often alternating with
each other.
The second method of studying the atmosphere is by the establishment of mountain observatories, upon isolated peaks when possible.
At these stations the unexpected inversion of the temperature at various altitudes is daily verified.
The ice clouds are too high to be _d irectly reached by mountain
observatories.
A view of the principal mountain observatories of France will probably interest you.
Photographs of the following observatories were then thrown Oii.
the screen:
Pie du Midi (altitude 2,800 meters), in the Pyrenees.
Mont Ventaux (altitude 1,900 meters), in Provence.
Puy-de-Dome (altitude 1,900 meters), in Auvergne.
Eiffel Tower (altitude 330 meters), at Paris.
.
This last observatory, thanks to the lightness of its construct10n of
open work, may almost be considered as a captive balloon fixed permanently at 300 meters above the ground.
Halos.-Since ice clouds are situated at altitudes (6,000 to 10,000
meters) greater than that of the highe~t mountain observatories, we
are condemned to the use of the balloon alone for all observations upon
them. Fortunately the presence of ice crystals is revealed by an optical phenomenon that can be observed even at ordinary levels-the halo.
This is a brilliant circle having a radius of about 22 degrees that surrounds the sun or moon. It has a reddish tint within and is slightly
bluish at its outer border. It is explained, as are many appearances of
a similar kind, by the refraction of the light of the sun or the moon
iu passing through icy needles. In fact the ice crystals are hexagonal
pri ms, the faces of which are inclined to each other, two by two, at an
angle of GO degrees. These, scattered through the air and facing in
every direction, refract the light, but the refracted rays can not pass
beyond the angle of 22 degrees imposed upon them. by the minimum of
deviation di covered by Sir Isaac Newton. The limit of the refracted
ray is then a cone of 22 degrees around the line that pa es from the
eye to the luminous body.
E~periment imitati'!7'g_ a halo.-By forming crystals in a transparent
m dmm mad_e br m1xmg appropriate liquids, there is exactly rep_roduced the mmghng of the warm moist trata of the atmo phere w 1th
the cold on_es whicl~ prodnceR ice'crystal .
To <lo th1. pla em a gla.. jat a ·aturated aqueou solution of pota 11
alum _and .·end th!· ugh th jar a luminon beam projecting the imag
of a circular openmg like that of the ·un upon the dark sky. Then
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a<ld to the contents of the jar a quarter of its total volume of rectified
pirits; the alum, insoluble in the alcoholic mixture, precipitates in
very minute crystals that float within the liquid. The image of the
nn :first becomes dim as in -a fog, but soon a brilliant and slightly
iridescent circle is seen, simulating very closely the appearance of a
halo. The experiment is brilliant and instructive.
This phenomenon is well known to country people; it is a certain
sign of rain when it appears during a warm day, even when no other
sigu predicts a meteorological disturbance.
Alteration and inversion of temperatiire. -In neighboring observatories
ituated at widely different altitudes, like those of Puy-de-Domc and
Clermont, we often find that warm currents exist in the upper regions.
It is to successive inversions of this character that Mr. Amsler, of
Scbaffouse, attributes the beautiful phenomenon known in Switzerland
as the ''Alpengliihen," which consists in a renewal of the illumination of
the snowy summits of the Alps some moments after the setting of the
sun has darkened them.
There was thrown on the screen a photograph of the summits of the
Bernese Oberland, the Jungfrau, the Monch, the Eiger; the view being
taken from St. Beatenberg, near the Lake of Thun. A picturesque
imitation of the phenomenon just cited was given by means of a colored
glass and suitable dfaphragms.
The explanation of Mr. Amsler is founded on the change of direction
of curvature that is given to the trajectory of the luminous rays according as the air at the bottom of the valleys is warmer or colder than
that of the more elevated regions.

FIG. 1.

Before sunset, the earth's surface, heated by the solar- rayH, gives
the trajectory a curvature, S A M B, like that of a mirage; that is,
convex toward the earth; the sun, while setting at S 1 , causes the
shadow of the summit, A, to be projected upon tlie summit, 13, which
it would seem ought henceforward to remain in sliadow, since tl1e sun
continue, to descend and its last ray is S' AM' B'. But if, during the
interval, the air of tbe valley becomes sufficiently cool, the trajectory
curves in the opposite direction, S 11 A M" B", and the summit, B, is
illumined anew.
Experiments showing the inversion of c11,rves of li1,m_inoi1,s trajec_tori~s.B using some care we can place in a transpare1;1-tJar, 2~ cm. m diam·
three strata of liquid, a lower one of chloride of zmc, heavy but

eier,
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less refringent, and an upper one of diluted glycerin, lighter but also
less refringent than the middle one. A. movable mirror, LL, throw_s a
beam of light through an opening, S, of a diaphragm. By throw1.n g
this beam in appropriate directions, it is reflected either from the ~pper
or the lower stratum. A little fiuorescein lights up the trajectories of
the be~ms and makes their curvatures quite visible; we can thus .
represent the A.lpengliihen with some accessory features.
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FIG. 2.

- Scintillation of the stars.-This phenomenon is also · a proof of the
al_!,erations of temperature and movement that occur in the higher
strata of air. Spectrum analysis shows that the scintillation is produced by the disappearance of the successive colors of the spectrum
following a somewhat regular course, according to the distance of the
star from the zenith.
Imitation of this phenomenon.-A. very striking experiment sh~wing
this can be made by projecting with a lens, L, the image of a lummons
opening, O, upon a small silvered ball, B, 3 to 4 inches in diameter,
placed upon black velvet. We thus obtain the appearance of a fixed
star of remarkable brilliancy.

FIG. 3.

But the luminous opening, O, is made in a cardboard upon ~bich is
p~ojecte~ _the spectral image of a slit, F, dispersed by a prism for
direct V1s10n, P. The cardboard, CO, is not exactly at the focus of
tbe. spectrum; that being formed farther away, in the plane of the leu ,
L. It hence ~-esul_ts that the iridescent image of the slit in_ th~ c~rd~oar~ has at its middle, where is placed the opening, O, a white regrnu.
The hg"l?-t thrown upon the ball, B, is therefore perfectly colorless. But
on ~eav_mg the opening, the beam expands into a spectrum upon the
proJ ct10n lens, L, which recompo e it at B as in the celebrated
ewtonian experiment.
'
Tb~n by. h!fting b~fore the len , L, a grating with large me be
certam_ ra<h~t10ns are mtercepted, and the star, B, appears colored ..
. divergmg half len , D having the same focus as L, annul it
efle ·t and the p ctrum of the tar, with the artificial bands caused by
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the grating, appears on a white screen beside the ball. This is an
imitation of the spectrum analysis of the scintillati~n of the stars.
We see by these few examples ·t hat the study o:f the optical phenomena of the atmosphere aided by physical analysis and synthesis,
may aud must teach us much concerning the calorific phenomena of
inaccessible regions.
Dynaniic phenomena of the atmosphere.-,Tbe phenomena we have
hitherto studied are due to states of almost complete equilibrium in
tLe atmospheric strata; we might call them static. But the calorific
action of the sun, combined with the cooling action of radiation into
space, may produce phenomena of movement presenting every degree
of iutensity, from the weakest to the most violent. We will call these
dyuamic phenomeu a.
They are manifested under very diverse forms:
1. Uuder the form of mechanical energy; which results in the formation of winds, whirlwinds, cyclones, waterspouts, etc.
2. Under the form of calorific energy; which results in the formation
of clouds, rain, and hail, corresponding to the changes of state of water,
the ever variable element of the atmosphere.
3. Under the form of electrical energy; lightning, thunder, etc.
In fact, the transformation of solar energy into mecllanical energy
is the fundamental phenomenon and the one that leads to all others.
For the sake of brevity this is the only transformation that we will
consider here.
The most simple mechanical phenomenon that is produced in the
atmosphere is the wind. The wind has for its origin a difference of
pressure between two more or less distant points. We have known
since Pascal that the pressure of air is measured by the barometer.
We might, then, think that the direction of the wiud could always be
determined by the indications of that instrument; that is to say, that
the wind ought to go from the point where the barometrical pressure
is greatest to the point where that pressure is least.
But, strange to say, this is almost never the case; the real direct.ion
of the wind is always oblique to that theoretical direction.
This fact bas only been known for a few years. It bas been put
beyond doubt by the general meteorological charts which, conceived
thirty years ago by Le Verrier, are to-day so widely circulated.
The wind seems to move around the point in the chart where the
minimum is found, its direction, in the northern hemisphere, being the
reverse of that taken by the hands of a watch, or in the same direction
with the hands around the point of maximum pressure. In the southern hemisphere these directions are reversed.
In a, word, the most ordinary movement of the atmosphere is a
ratory one, that which is called cyclonic.
gyThis whirling movement of the air was noted long ago. We s~e it
occurring quite frequently around us; dust and <lead leaves are raised
sM96--9
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by the wind in gyrations similar to the eddies of water in rivers.
Sailors are acquainted with cyclones and water spouts, and dread their
dangerous effects. On the American continent there are also observed
terrible hurricanes, called tornadoes. These gyratory movements
might appear to belong only to great tempestuous disturbances, but as
we pursue in detail the study of the atmosphere we find that this kind
of disturbance is met with in all the manifestations of displaced air.
We conclude from this that the cyclonic movement is in some way the
normal state of agitated air. It does not seem possible to use any force
upon a gaseous mass without developing in it more or less rapid rotations that tend to become permanent.
Experimental proof.-Whenever we eject a strong jet of gas there are
found about i.t one or more cyclonic currents. The cyclone takes the
form of a ring if the ejected column is quite cylindrical, as is seen in
the rings of smoke that occur after the explosion of cannon, guns, etc.
Here was shown the well-known experiment of producing ~ne
wreaths of vapor by striking the canvas bottom of a box filled with ·
vapors of ammonium chloride and having a circular opening in its top,
the wreaths being rendered visible by placing them within the range of
an electric light.
Miiltiple origin of the gyratory movements of the atmosphere.-Almost
all the general causes that affect the movement of the atmosphere are
gyratory influences; when the movement is once set up it continues of
itself and sometimes increases. We _o ught to mention, in the first
place, the rotation of the, earth, which always involves a small component of rotation effecting the displacement of a gaseous mass in
latitude or _altitude. In the second place, and acting as a controlling
cause, we have the solar beat, which warms the air near the ground or
the clouds. As the ascensional force of the heated gas can not be uniform over all the surface exposed to solar radiation (both because of
the nature and the configuration of the surface), there is a disturbance
of the equilibrium at certain points, and columns of air tend to rise.
We have then before us the case of the jets already cited, the conditions being favorable for gyrations around horizontal axes. When the
gyration has once started, the causes that led to it keep it up and
increase it.
The existence of whirlwinds with horizontal axes bas been observed
in hailstorms (in particular in the storm of May 20, 1893, at Pitt burg) by an American meteorologist, Mr. Frank W. Very, and has
afforded him a very ingenious explanation of the formation of hail.
~ch a whirlwind if it i ~ of sufficient size, transports the warm, moi
air from the urface of the earth into elevated cold region . The
moi ture freeze , and the ice crystals are carried along in the gyratory
mo-:em~nt; they alternately ri e and fall, following tbe . piral of ~h
wb~lwmd and at very pa age into the lower region , charged w1th
mo1:_ ur th Y increa in , ize. Thi explanation account for all th
·pecial phenomena that we observe in the fall of hailstones; their zoual
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tructure, their very low temperature, the peculiar noi_se before their
fal], the el!3ctric phenomena that accompany them; for a whirlwind of

hail is a true inductive electrical machine-a sort of replenisher.
Artificial reprod·uction of natiiral gyratory phenomena.-Tbe phenomena produced by the rapid rotation of air are quite unexpected
because of the singular behavior of the forces set in play. The ordinary laws of mechanics, familiar to us from our daily experience, appear
to be entirely different from those which the cyclonic movements seem
to obey. And this ought not to astonish us. We have reduced
mechanics to its most simple element~; a material particle, a constant
force, recti1iuear motion. Thanks to these simp1ifications, we have well
mastered the motion of spherical projectiles, of a pendulum, of the
rotatiou of a fly wheel, etc. But as soon as the solid body becomes
complex in form, whenever the movement that it may assume involves
both translation and rotation, our imagination does not well seize it.
If to the complication of form there is further added the resistance of
the surrounding medium, we then have no longer any idea of the
probable effect that will result. Witness the boomerang. .As to the
movements, they are so difficult for us to foresee that we are al ways
surprised if we succeed in manipulating a vessel filled with water. .As
oon as the mass of liquid becomes somewhat considerable the tumultuous disturbance that we involuntarily cause in it always leads us to
commit some awkward act.
You will see, then, how impossible it is that we should be able to
predict tlJe movements of the atmosphere, whose mass is immense, each
cubic meter weighing 1,300 grams. If the energy expended in moving
such masses is considerable, inversely the stability of the controlling
forces is very great, since it must last until that energy is dissipated
by passive resistance, almost all of which h; due to friction against the
earth's surface.
We will not seek, therefore, to analyze the forces involved in the
gyratory movements of the air. I will confine myself to repeating before
you some of the beautiful experiments of M. Oh. Wey her, who bas been
so kind as to come himself to assist me and to set up the apparatus that
1 now place before you.
you see here a sphere composed of 10 semicircular blades, made to
rotate rapidly around the axis .AB (fig. I, Pl. I). The air attracted by
this rotation produces a general cyclonic movement symmetrical with
reference to the plane of the equator. The air is drawn toward tlte
revolving s11here from all sides, as may be sh9wn by bringing near to
it smoke or bits of paper. This air is expelled along the equatorial
ci~cumference, as you will see by these paper wreaths, which maintain
themselves concentrically about the equator in a position that reminds
ne of the rings of Saturn, the tension of the paper and its rapid vilm-1,:on clearly showing that it is the repulsion of the equatorial cuneut
that maintains them.
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It might be supposed from this that equatorial repulsion only can be
produced by such a revolving sphere; but the complexity of cyclonic
movements baffles our most assured expectations. If we bring near
t.be sphere a light ball, it is strongly attracted and commences to turn
rapidly about t1e moving sphere in the equatorial plane. A second,
a third, launched in the same way, follow it with varying velocity and
represent satellites. The planeta1:y similitude is then complete.
This paradox of a repulsion changed into attraction by changing the
form of the· body presented is easily understood when we consider the
resultant of the attractive and repulsive forces on the surface of the
movable body. Cyclonic attraction dominates throughout a greater
angular extent around the revolving sphere. This can be easily proved
by placing below the sphere a basin full of hot water. If the air of the
room is quite calm, we see the steam gradually unite into a whirling
column extending from the surface of the water to the revolving sphere.
This is an imitation of a waterspout. The importance of this phenomenon bas led M. Weyher to reproduce it in a more striking form,
using a much greater amount of mechanical energy, corresponding
more nearly to that which occurs in nature.
The gyratory movement, which in nature bas its source in the upper
regions of the atmosphere, is set up by a fan placed three meters above
a vessel of water 4 meters in diameter (fig. 2, Pl. I). When the fan is
made to revolve (400 to 500 revolutions per minute) the aerial cyclone
thus formed reaches gradually the surface of the water, which is seen
to be agitated, forming centripetal spirals that unite in a cone several
centimeters in height. Above this cone there forms a sheaf of droplets
that fall back with a whirling motion. This attraction at a distance is
rendered still more striking when the water is slightly heated. The
stea:111 then forms a hollow tube, the empty part of which is distinguished by its dark tint and its geometrical regularity. It passes from
the surface of the water toward the fan, raising light objects like bits
of straw that float on the liquid.
..
·
Such is the experiment that was made in the open air at the works
of the Societe Weyher et Richmond in 1887. With tbe smaller apparatus which you see here (fig. 3, Pl. I) we can repeat it under equally
conclu ive conditions. The fan is placed at the upper part of this case,
which is 2 meters high and provided witb a glass front. The water,
slightly heated and containing a little soap, is placed in a basin at the
bottom of the ca e. As soon a. I set the fan going you observe the
agitation of the water, the soap bubbles rushing toward the foot of a
column of team. Soon that column takes on the form described above
and imulate exactly the appearance of a natural waterspout. Below
we see the" bush· -tbat i to say, the sheaf-like arrangement of bubble · above. tlie hollow funnel of steam. A. light ball placed on th
:nrfac of the water i: first drawn toward the center of di tnrbanc
and caugh at its foo . By increa ing the velocity of rotation twhich
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increases the power of the cyclone) the ball is raised by the waterspout,
sometimes following the funnel throughout its entire height.
The helicoidal movement of this light ball, as well as the appearance of the nebulous funnel, show very well bow the waterspout is
formed. We can see the whorls of helicoi<lal currents superposed on
each other, some going up, others going down. There is a perpetual
passing and repassing between the fan and the surface of the water.
As all the currents turn in the same direction, if those going .up describe
right-hand helices, those going down describe left-hand helices. It
is the failure to recognize this double movement of ascent and descent
that has kept up the misunderstanding between the partisans of the
ascending spouts and those who claim that they are always descending.
The ascensional movement of the light ball drawn into the spout
shows the upward velocity very well. It is more difficult to demonstrate the downward motion, which some theorists consider the only
one, because the space in which it acts when the experiment is shown oo
this reduced scale is quite contracted, being confineq to the very interior
of the nebulous envelope, where a dark color shows a central cavity.
Still I shall be able to demonstrate this movement by means of a very
simple device. .I place at the upp(:r part of the spout a body that emits
smoke. We see that this smoke is soon drawu into the spout, is twisted
into a long, pointed cone, and descends toward the surface of the water.
This is exactly what is seen in nature when in a marine waterspout
the clouds descend in the form of a funnel that attaches itself to the
"bush" formed by the water on the surface of the turbulent ocean.
This funnel might be called the safe portion of the spout. The daugerous part is invisible, being the envelope of air that whirls about this
funnel. In the experiment you see before you the rever, ·e is the case.
The cyclonic envelope is quite visible, thanks to the steam that has
been supplied. The internal funnel remains dark. By introducing the
smoke we verify its existence and form.
I could proceed to show you that with a similar apparatus it is
possible to reproduce a cyclone with all its peculiarities. The variations of pressure at the time of its passage-the low barometer, the
central calm, the sudden outburst of the wind, the eye of the storm,
etc.-all these M. Weyher bas demonstrated. But time is wanting.
The experiments you have just seen will suffice, I hope, to show how
complete these experimental syntheses are and how they reproduce
natural phenomena even in the most minute details.
I will conclude by merely calling your attention to the great gain,
both in extent and certitude, that must accrue to meteorology by its
becoming an experimental science.

NEW RESEARCHES ON LIQUID A.IR. 1

By Professor DEWAR, M.A.., LL. D., F. R. S., M. R. I.

Of all the forms of engineering plant used in low-temperature
research, the best and most economical for the profl uction of liquid air
or oxygen is one based on the general plan of the apparatus used by
Pictet in his celebrated experiments on the liquefaction of oxygen in
the year 1878. Instead of using Pictet's combined circuits of liquid
sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide, maintained in continuous circulation by means of compression, liquefaction, and subsequent evaporation, it is preferable to select ethylene (after Oailletet and Wroblewski)
for one circuit, and for the other either nitrous oxide or, better, carbon
dioxide. Further, instead of making highly compressed oxygen to be
liquefied by heating potassium chlorate in an iron bomb directly connected with the refrigerator, it is safer and more couvenient to use gas
previously compressed in steel cylinders. The stopcock that Pictet
employed to draw off liquid and produce sudden expansion was in his
apparatus placed outside the refrigerator proper, but it is now placed
inside, so as to be kept cool by the gases undergoing expansion. This
improvement was introduced along with that of isolating the liquid
gases by surrounding them with their own cooled vapor i11 the apparatus made wholly of copper, desr.ribed and figured in the Proceedings
of the Royal Institution for 1886. In all continuously working circuits
of liquid gases used in refrigerating apparatus, the regenerative principle applied to cold, first introduced by Siemens in 1857, and subsequently employed in the freezing machines of Kirk, Coleman, Solvay,
Linde, and others, has been adopted. Quite independently, Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes, of Leyden, has used the regenerative prineiple in the
construction of the cooling circuits in his cryogenic laboratory. 2 A.part,
therefore, from jmportant mechanical details and the conduct of the general working, nothing new has been added by any investigator to the
principles involved in the construction and use of low-temperature apparatus since the year 1878. Detailed drawings of the Royal Institution
1 Read at weekly evening meeting of Royal Institution of Great Britain, March
27, 1896, Edward Frankland, esq., D. C. L., LL. D ., F. R. S., vice-president, in the
chair. Printed in Proceedings of the Institution, Vol. XV, February, 1897, page 133.
2 See paper by Dr. H. Kamerlingh Onnes on the "Cryogenic laboratory at Leiden,
and on the production of very low temperatures," Amsterdam Akademie, 1894.
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-refrigerating plant now in use have not been published, simply because
changes are constantly being made in the apparatus. Science derives
no benefit from the description of transitional apparatus when there is
no secret about the working process and how to carry it into effect.
The Philosophical Magazine of February, 1895, contains a fantastic
claim put forward by Professor Olszewski, of Cracow, that because lie
used in 1890 a steel tube combined with .a stopcock to draw off liquid
oxygen he had taught the world, to use his own language, "the
method of ·getting large quantities of liquid gases." In addition the
professor alleges, four years after the event, that the experiments made
at the Royal Institution are chiefly borrowed from Cracow, and that he
is entitled to the credit of all low-temperature research. As to such
claims, one can only wonder at the meager additions to knowledge that
in our time are unhesitatingly brought forward as original, and more
especially that scientific i:nen could be got to give them any currency
in this country. Such persons .should read the late Professor Wroblewski's pamphlet entitled "Comment l'air a ete Jiquefie," 1 and make
themselves generally acquainted with the work of this most remarkable
man before coming to hasty conclusions ·on claims of priority brought
_ forward by his sometime colleague.
Liquefying apparatus.-A laboratory apparatus for the production of
liquid oxygen and other gases is represented in section in P late II. With
this simple machine 100 cc. of liquid oxygen can readily be obtained,
the cooling agent being carbon dioxide, at the temperature of -79°~
If liquid air has to be made by this apparatus, then the carbonic acid
must be kept under exhaustion of about 1 inch of mercury pressure, so
as to begin with a temperature of -1150. Under such conditions· the
yield of the liquid gases is much greater. The gaseous oxygen, cooled
before expansion by passing through a spiral of copper tube immersed
in solid carbon dioxide, passes through a fine-screw stopcock under a
pressure of 100 atmospheres, and thence backward over the coils of
pipe. The liquid oxygen begins to drop in about a quarter of an hour
from starting. The general arrangement of the circuits will be easily
understood from the sectional drawing. The pressure in the oxygen
cylinders at starting is generally about 150 atmospheres, and the best
results are got by working down to about 100. If a small compressor
is combined with the apparatus, the liquefaction can go on continuously. This little apparatus will enable liquid oxygen or air to be
use(l for demon stration and re~earch in all laboratories.
Vacuum 'Vessels.-It has been shown in previous papers 2 that a good
exhaustion reduces the influx of heat to one-fifth part of what i conveyed wben the annular space in ueh double-walled vacuum ye, sel ' i
filled with air. If the interior wall are silvered or excess of mercury
1

'

Paris, Librairi · du Lux mbourg, 1 5.
z "On li,1uicl atmospheric a.ir," Proc. Roy. Inst. 1893 · "
air," ibid., 1 94.
'
'

cientific uses of liquid

Smithsonian Report, 1896.
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LABORATORY LIQUEFACTION APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
LIQ UID OXYGEN, ETC.

A, air or oxygen inlet; B. carbon dioxide inl et; C, carbon dioxide valve;
D, regenerator coils; F, air or oxygen expansion valve; G, vacuum vessel
with liquid oxygen; H, carbon dioxide and ail' outlet; O, air coil; e, carbon
dioxide coil.
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bands are disposed to take over the problem from the scientific
researcher."
Solid air.-As Profe'ssor Olszewski has recently alleged that air does
not solidify at the lowest pressures, 1 the author's former experiments
were repeated on a larger scale. If a liter of liquid air is placed in a
globular silvered vacuum vessel and subjected to exhaustion, as much
as half a liter of solid air can be obtained and maintained in this condition for half an hour. At :first the solid is a stiff, tra.nsparent jelly,
which, when examined in the magnetic :field, bas the liquid oxygen
drawn out of it to the poles. This proves that solid air is a nitrogen
jelly containing liquid oxygen. This statement was made in a paper
"On tbe refraction and dispersion of liquid oxygen, and the ~tbsorption
spectrum of liquid air" (Professors Liveing and Dewar), published in the
Philosophical Magazine for September, 1895, yet Professor Olszewski,
in 1896, 2 is declaring "that Professor Dewar bas stated that liquid air
solidifies as such, the solid product containing a slightly smaller percentage of nitrogen than is present in the atmosphere. My experiments
liave proved this statement to be incorrect." 'fhe Oracow professor may
well have tbe satisfaction of correcting a statement which was never
made by me. Be seems also to forget that in 1893 (Proceedings Royal
Institution, "Lecture on liquid air"), it is distinctly stated that "all
attempts to solidify oxygen by its own evaporation have failed." , Solid
air can only be examined ju a vacuum or in an atmosphere of hydrogen,
because it instantly melts on exposure to air cooled to the temperature of
its boiling point, giving rise to the liquefaction of an additional quantity
of air. It is strange to see a mass of solid air melting in contact with
the atmosphere, and all the time welling up like a kind of fountain. The
apparatus shown in fig. 2, Plate III, is well adapted for showing the direct
liquefaction of the air of a room and its solidification. .A. large vacuum
vessel~ G, is mounted on a brass stand containing another smaller vessel,
B, of the same kind. By means of the two cocks, 0 and D, either the
large vessel G or the bulb B can be conne.cted to the air-pump circuit.
Liquid oxygen is placed in. .A., which can, by opening the stopcock D, be
cooled to -210° by exhaustion. If the stopcock O is shut and a barometric gauge is joined on at F, the dropping of the liquid air from the
outside of .A. will go on even at as low a pressure as 4 inches of mercury;
which is equivalent to saying that this apparatus would liquefy air if
taken by a balloon 10 miles high. If Fis now opened, giving a supply
of air at atmospheric pressure, the cup B soon :fills with liquid air.
Unle s the air supply is passed over soda lime and strong sulphuric,
the liquid i alway turbid from the presence of ice cry tals aud solid
carbonic acid. Now, on shutting F and opening O the air in Bi placecl
under exhau tion and , oon solidifie to a jelly-like mass. When the
vacuum i: about 14 mm. then the temperature of the solid air is -~32°
by tli -platinum re. istance thermometer or -21G0 O. On allowingthe air to ent r the soli<.l in tantly melt8 ;nd more liquid air i. form cL
1

Phil. .. Ia.g., Feh., 1 95.

~

'ec Nature, Aug. 20, p. 37 ·
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The same experiment may be repeated many times by simply opening
and shutting the stopcocks. When the liquid air lo8es too much
nitrogen, then it no longer solidifies. This apparatus may be used to
show that when liquid air is running freely into B liquefaction is
instantly arrested by allowing hyarogen to enter instead of air.
Samples of afr liquefied in sea,led .fiasks.-In a paper "On the
relative behavior of chemically prepared and of atmospheric nitro
gen," communicated to the Chemical Society in December, 1894, the
plan of manipulating such samples was described. The arrangement
shown in Plate IV, illustrates how oxygen in A under 0.21 of an atmosphere pressure, and nitrogen in B under 0. 79 of an atmosphere, can be
compared as to the first appearance of liquefaction in each, and :finally
as to their respectiv~ tensions when the temperature is as low as that
of solid nitrogen. The flasks A and B have the capacity of more than
a liter. Each has a manometer sealed on, and in each phosphoric
anhydride is inserted to secure dryness. A large vacuum vessel, C,
bolds the liquid air, which is gradually lowered in temperature by
boiling under exhaustion. The moment liquefaction takes place the
tubes D' D" begin to show liquid. The tubes must be drawn :fine at
the end when accurate observations are being made. In the same
manner two oxygen flasks were compared. One was :filled with gas
made from fused chlorate of potash contained in a side tube sealed onto
the flask. The other was treated in the same way, only the chlorate
had a little peroxide of manganese added. The former gave perfectly
clear blue liquid oxygen; the latter was turbid from solid chlorine.
Two flasks of dry air that had stood over phosphoric anhydride were
liquefied side by side, the only difference between the samples being
that one was free from carbonic acid. The one gave a liquid that
was perfectly clear; the other was turbid from the 0.04 per cent of
carbon dioxide.
The temperature was lowered by exhaustion until samples of
liquid air from two flasks placed side by side as in Plate IV, became
solid. The flasks were then sealed off for the purpose of examining
the composition of the air that had not been condensed. The oue
sample contained oxygen, 21.19 per cent, and the other 20.7 per cent.
This is an additional proof to the one previously given that, substantially, the oxygen and nitrogen in air liquefy simultaneously, even
under gradually diminishing pressure, and that in these experiments
all the known constituents of air are condensed together. These
results finally disprove the view expressed in" A system of inorganic
chemistry," 1 by Professor Ramsay, where he says : " A.ir has been
liquefied by cooling to -192°, but as oxygen and nitrogen have not the
same boiling points, the le s volatile oxygen doubtle s liquefies first."
My old experiments 2 ~howed that the s_ubsta~ ·e now know_u a.' argon
became solid before mtrogen, but chemical mtrogen and air mtrogen,
1

1891, P· 70.
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with its 0.1 per cent of argon, behaved in substantially the same way
on liquefaction.
Liquid nitric oxide.-Great interest attaches to the behavior of nitric
oxide at low temperatures. · Professor Olszewski has examined the
. liquid and describes it as colorless. •sa·m ples of nitric oxide have been
prepared in different ways. These have been transferred to liquefaction flasks, where they were left in contact with anhydrous potash, sulphuric acid alone, a mixture of sulphate of aniline and sulphuric acid,
or phosphoric acid, for many days before use. Each of the samples,
when cooled, gave a nearly white solid, melting into a blue.Jiquid. The
color is more marked at the melting point than at the boiling point.
Liquid nitric oxide is uot magnetic; neither is the solid phosphorescent.
Color in the oxides of nitrogen evidently begins ~ith the second oxide.
Solid nitric oxide does not show any chemical action when placed in
contact with liquid oxygen, provided the tube containing it is completely
immersed; but if the tube full of liquid oxygen is lifted into the air,
almost instantly a violent explosion takes place.
Specific gravities taken in liquid oxygen.-In a good vacuum vessel
specific gravities may be taken in liquid oxygen with as great ease as
in water. The shape of the vacuum vessel which works best is shown
in fig. 1, Plate V. It must contain excess of mercury and be thoroughly
boiled out, so that the inner vessel becomes completely coated with a
mercury mirror as soon as the liquid oxygen is filled in. Instead of a
mercury vacuum, the interior may be silvered and highly exhausted by a
Sprengle pump. The fl.asks must also be thoroughly clean and free
from dust, otherwise the liquid oxygen will not remain tranquil. Any
superheating is prevented by inserting a long narrow piece of wood for
a moment before the final weighing.
Some twenty substances were weighed in liquid oxygen,1 and the
apparent relative density of the oxygen determined. The results were
then corrected, using Fizeau's values for the variation of the coefficient
of expansion of the solids employed, and thereby the real density of
liquid oxygen calculated. The resulting value was 1.1375, bar. 766.5,
in the case of such different substances as cadmium, silver, lead, copper, silver iodide, calc-spar, rock crystal. The following table gives
some of the observations:

I
I

M ean cubical coeficien t of
expansion between
15° 0 .-183° C.

Idens1tyofliqAp.Par ent
Real density
of liquid
I uid oxygen.

oxygen.

- - - - - - - - - -1·
7986 X 10-6 _______
Caclmium,
Lead,
7892 X 10 - r, •• _ ••••
Copper,
4266 X 10 6 ..... ...
5185 X 10 - 6 •• ____ _
Silver,
Cale-spar,
1123 X 10 6 -·----Rock crystal, 2760 / 10 · 6 •••• __ •
Silver iodide,0180 x 10- 6 _______

1.1188
1.1197
1.1278
1.1278
1.1352
1.1316
1.1372

1. 1359

1.1367
1. L370
1. 1385
1.1376
1. 1376
1.1376

j

The li 1111 i<l oxygc·11 mi rbt possih]y <·ontain n s 111al I pro1>ortio11 of 11itrogeu.

PLATE IV.

Smithsonian Report, 1896.
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where the jet impinges on the wall of the vacuum tube, along with a
considerable amount of solid. If o°;ygen gas escapes from the small
hole at the pressure of 100 atmospheres, having been cooled previously
to -79° in the vessel O, a liquid jet is just visible. It is interesting
to note, in passing, that Pictet could get no liquid oxygen jet below
270 atmospheres. This was due to his stopcock being massive and
outside the refrigerator. If the oxygen is replaced by air, no liquid
jet can be seen until the pressure is 180 atmospheres, but on raising
the pressure to 300 atmospheres the liquid air collected well from the
simple nozzle. If the carbon dioxide is cooled by exhaustion (to about
1-inch pressure) or -115°, then liquid air can easily be collected in the
small vacuum vessel D, or if the air pressure is raised above 200 atmospheres, keeping the cooling at -79° as before. 1 The chief difficulty is
in collecting the liquid, owing to the rapid current of gas. The amount
of liquid in the gas jet is small, and its collection is greatly facilitated
by directing the spray on a part of the metallic tube above the little
hole, or by increasing the resistance to the escapin g gas by placing
some few turns of the tube, like Bin the :figure, in the upper portion of
the vacuum tube, or generally by pushing in more tube in any form.
A vacuum vessel shaped like an egg-glass also works well. This. practically economizes the cool gas, which is escaping to reduce the temperature of the gas before expansion, or, in other words, it is the cold
regenerative principle. Coleman pointed out long ago that his air
machine could be adapted to deliver air at as low a temperature as has
yet been produced in physical research. Both Solvay and Linde have
taken patents for the production of liquid air by the application of cold
regeneration, but the latter has the credit of having succeeded in
constructing an industrial apparatus that is lowered in temperature to
-40°, or to the critical point of air, in about fifteen hours, and from
which liquid air containing 70 per cent oxygen is collected after that
time.
For better isolation, the pipe can be rolled between two vacuum
tubes, the outer one being about 9 inches long and 1½ inch diameter, as
shown in fig. 3, Plate V. The aperture in t.he metal pipe has a little
piece of glass tube over it, which helps the collection of the liquid.
With such a simple apparatus, and an air supply at 200 atmospheres
with no previous cooling, liquid air begins to collect in about five minutes, but the liquid jet can be seen in between two and three minute ·
It is not advi ·able to work below 100 atmospheres.
lu fig. 4, Plate V, the metallic tube in the vacuum vessel is plac d
in horizontal ring , leaving a central tube to allow the g1a·ss tube O to
pa , which i u eel to cool bodies or examine gases under compre: ion.
The inner tuhe can be filled for an inch with liquid air under a pre sure
1
The li<tuefaction i taking place in this condition at 1½times the critical temp ra.atur . Hydrogen similarly expanded at the melting point of air (-21.J.° C. ) behaves
exactly in the same way.
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of 60 atmospheres in about three minutes. Generally, in the experiments, about ½to 4 cubic feet of air passes through the different sized
needle holes per minute when the pressure is about 200 atmospheres .
.As the small hole is apt to get stopped, for general working it is better
to use a needle stopcock, worked from · the outside by a screw passing
through the middle of the coil of pipe.
·
In testing· the individual coils as to the amount of air passed per
minute under different pressures, the arrangement of apparatus shown
iu Plate VI was used.
A is a bottle of compressed air, to which the copper pipe. B is
attached. This coiled pipe first passes through the vessel C, containing
water, in order to equalize the temperature, and then through the cork
D into the glass vacuum vessel E, when it is led by a large number of
convolutions to the bottom, terminating in a minute pin-hole valve F.
The released air passes from F right up through the coils aud out of
the vent by the copper tube G, which in its turn passes through a vessel
H, similar in its object to 0, and is then conducted to a measuring
meter J.
The following table gives the results of a series of experiments made
on one coil as to the rate of discharge of air at different pressures:
Pressure in
atmospheres.

Cubic feet, per
minute measnred under
atmosphere
at 15° .

55
105
155
98
210
250
•287
290

0. 22
0. 42
0. 63
o. 79
o. 84.
1. 00
1.15
J. 18

The results show that the rate of air discharge through a fine aperture
is directly proportionate to the pressure, or the velocity with which
the gas on the high-pressure side enters the orifice, is independent of
the density. Actual measurements of the size of the needle hole
resulted in proving that the real velocity of the air entering- the aperture
on the bigb-pres~ure side was about 500 feet per second. In all these
experiments the temperature of the coil was not allowed to get o low
as to produce any visible trace of condensation in the air jet. Just
before liquefaction the rate of discharge of air through the same apert;ure may be doubled, the pres ure remaining steady, owing to change
in the viscosity of the gas and other actions taking place at low
temperatures. The above measurements can only be regarded a. representing the general working of such regenerating coils .
.A double coil of pipe bas advantages in the conduct of some exveri-
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per cent by volume in hydrogen is equivalent to some L'3 per cent by
weight.
The following table gives the theoretical temperatures reached for
au instant during the adiabatic expansion of hydrogen under different
conditions:
Initial pressure (atmospheres).

Initial tcm.
perature.

Theoretical
final tcmperatnre
(absolute).
0

500
300
100
180

(Pictet) ................... .
(Cailletet) ................. .
(Wroblewski) ............. .
(Olszewski) ............ : .. .

100 ........•••.. ·•··•· .••••.....
200 ....•...••.••...•.•....••••..
500 ••.••••.••••••.•...•.•..•••..

-130
-184
--210
-200
-200
-200

25
52
24
14
19. 5
15. 7
12. 7

The calculations show t,h at little is gained by the use of high pres.
snres. The important inference to be drawn from the figures is to start
with as low a temperature as possibl~.
From 1884 until his death, in the year 1888, Wroblewski devoted his
time to a laborious research on the isotbermals 9f hydrogen at low tern.
peratureH. The data thus arrived at enabled him, by the use of Van
der Waal's formulre, to define the critical constants of hydrogen, its
boiling point, density, etc., and the subsequent experiments of Olszew.
ski have simply confirmed the general accuracy of Wroblewski's results.
Wroblewski's critical constants of hydrogen are given in th.e following
table:
Critical temperature ........................................... <legrccs .. -240
Critical pressure ....................................... : .. atmospheres..
13. 3
Critical density.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 027
Boiling point .................................................. degrees .. -250
Density at boiling point 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••••••
. 063

In a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine, Septembet', 1884,
'' On the liquefaction of oxygen and the critical volumes of fluids," the
suggestion was made that the critical pressure of hydrogen was wrong,
aud that instead of beiug 99 atmospheres, as deduced by Sarrau from
.Amagat's isothermals, the gas had probably an abnormally low value
for tliis constant. This view was substantially confirm <l by Wroblew .
. ki finding a critical pressure of 13.3 atmospheres, or about one fonrtli
that of oxygen. Tbe Chemical News (September 7, 1894) contains an
account of the stage the author's hydrogen experiments had reached at
that date. The object was to collect Jiquid hydrogen at its boiling point
in an open vacuum vessel, which is a much more difficut problem t.11an
seeing the liquid iu a glass tube under pressure and at a higher temper·
1 It is prohablc that the real density of boiling liqnid hydrogen may lie bet,v en
0.12 and 0.18.
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ature. In order to raise the critical point of hydrogen to about - 200°,
from 2 to 5 per cent of nitrogen or air was mixed with it. This is simply making an artificial gas containing a large proportion of hydrogen,
which is capable of liquefaction by the use of liquid air. The results
are summed up in the following extract from the paper:
One thing can, however, be proved by the use of the gaseous mixture
of hydrogen and nitrogen, viz, that by subjecting it to a high com~
pression at a temperature of --200°, and expandiug the resultiugliqui.d
into air, a, much lower temperature than anything that has been recorded
up to the present time can be reached. This is proved by the fact that
such a mixed gas gives, under the conditions, a paste or jelly of solid
nitrogen, evidently giving off hydrogen because the gas coming off
burns fiercely. Even when hydrogen containing only some 2 to 5 per
cent of air is similarly treated the result is a white, solid matter (solid
air) along with a clear liquid of low density, which is so exceedingly
volatile that no known device for collecting has been successful. 1
In Professor Olszewski's paper '' On the liquefaction of gas," 2 after
detailing the results of his hydrogen experiments, he says: "The reason
for which it lias not hitherto been possible to liquefy hydrogen in a
static state is, that there exists no gas having a density between
that of hydrogen and nitrogen, and which might be, for instance,
7-10 (H = l). Such a gas would be liquefied by means of liquid
oxygen or air as cooling agent, and afterwards used as a recognized
menstruurn iu the liquefaction of hydrogen. Science will probably
have to wait a very long time before this suggestion of how to get
"static" liquid hydrogen is realized. The proposal Wroblewski made
in 1884, of using the expansion of hydrogen as a cooling agent to effect
the change of state, is far more direct and practicable.
Liquid hydrogen jet and solid hydrogen.-Hydrogen cooled to -194°
(80° abst. t.), the boiling point, of air, is still at a temperature which is
'two and a half times its critical temperature, and its direct liquefaction
at this point would be comparable to that of air taken at 60°, and
liquefied by the apparatus just described. In other words, it is more
difficult to liquefy hydrogen (assuming it to be supplied at the temperature of boiling air) than it is to produce liquid air startiug from
the ordinary atmospheric conditions. Now, air supplied at such a
high temperature greatly increases the difficulty and the time required
for liquefaction. Still it can be done, even with the air supply at 100°,
in the course of seven minutes, and this is the best proof that hydrogen,
if placed under really analogous conditions, na,mely, at -194°, must
also Jiquefy with the same form of apparatus. It is alrrio t ueedle.
to say that hydrogen under high compression at the temperature of
15° C. pa sed through such a regenerating coil, produced no lowering
of temperature. Hydrogen cooled to -2000 was force<l through a fine
1
The compre . ed gas mixture at above -2100 was expanded into
vacuum vess 1.
" I'hil. ~lag., 18!J5.

a,

farge cool d

:Smithsonian Report 1896.
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nozzle under 140 atmospheres pressure, -and yet no liquid jet could be
seen. If the hydrogen contained a few per cent of oxygen the gas jet
was visible, and the liquid collected, which was chiefly oxygen, contained hydrogen in solution, the gas given off for some time being
explosive~
If, however, hydrogen, cooled by a bath of boiling air, is allowed to
expand at 200 atmospheres over a regenerative coil previously cooled to
the same temperature and similar in construction to that shown in Plate
VII,1 a liquid jet can be seen after the circulation has continued for a few
minutes, along with a liquid which is in rapid rotation in the lower part
of the vacuum vessel. The liquid did not accumlate, owing to its low
specific gravity and the rapid current of gas. These difficulties will
be overcome by the use of a differently shaped vacuum vessel and by
better isolation. Tllat liquid hydrogen can be collected and manipulated in vacuum vessels of proper construction can not be doubted.
The liquid jet can be used in the meantime (until special apparatus is
completed for its collection) as a cooling agent-like the spray·of liquid
air obtained under similar circumstances-and this being practicable,
tb.e only difficulty is one of expense. In order to test, in the first
instance, what the hydrogen jet could do in the production of lower
temperatures, liquid air and oxygen were placed in the lower part of
the vacuum tube, just covering the jet. The result was t,hat in a few
minutes about 50 c. c. of the respective liqukls were trausformed into
hard, white solids resembling avalanche suow, quite different in appearance from the jelly-like mass of solid air got by the use of the air pump.
The solid oxygen had a pale, bluish color, showing by reflection all the
absorption bands of the liquid. The temperatures reached and other
matters will be dealt with in a separate communication. When the
hydrogen jet was produced under the surface of liquid air, the upper
part of the fluid seemed to become specifically lighter, as a well-marked
line of separation could be seen traveling downward. This appearance
is no doubt due in part to the greater volatility of the njtrogen and the
considerable difference in density between liquid oxygen and 11itroge11.
In a short time solid pieces of air floated about, and the liquid subsequently fallillg below the level of the jet, hydrogen now issued into a
gaseou · atmosphere containing air, which froze solid all round the jet.
There is no reason why a spray of liquid hydrogen at its boiling poi11t
in an open vacuum vessel should not be u.-ed a· a, cooling agent, in
order to study the properties of matter at some 20° or .30° above the
a bsolute zero.
Fluorine.-This is the only widely di tributed element that has not
been liquefied. Some years ago Wallach and Hen ·ler pointed out that
a u examination of the boiling point of ·ubstitnted halog
organi ·
1 In the figure, A rnpresenti, one of the hydrogen cylindr<>R; B ancl ', vnc·nnm \' ·s8.,,Js containing <·arbonic acid undn xbnnRtion :md lic1u~d air, reRpoctivoly; D,
r e geuerating coil; G, pin-hole nozzle; 1", valve.
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compounds led to the conc1usion that although the ·atonic weight of
fluorine is nineteen times that of hydrogen, yet it must in the free state
approach hydrogen in volatility. This view is confirmed by _the atomic
refraction which Gladstone showed was 0.8 that of hydrogen, and from
which we may infet· that the critical pressure of fluorine is relatively
small, like hydrogen. 1 If the chemical energy of fluorine at low temperatures is abolished, like that of other active substances, then some
kind of glass or other transparent material could be employed in the
form of a tube, and its liquefaction achieved by the use of hydrogeu as
a cooling agent. In any case a platinum vessel could be arranged to
test whether fluorine resists being liquefied at the temperature of solid
air, and this simple experiment, even if the result was negative, would
be of some importance.
During the conduct of these investigations, I h ave gratefully to
acknowledge the able assistance rendered by Mr. Robert Lennox, my
chief assistant. Valuable help has also been given by Mr. J. W. Beath.
1 0n the other hand, the exceptionally small refractivity value observed by Lord
Rayleigh in the case of helium shows that the critical pressure of this body is proportionately high. It would therefore be more difficult to liquefy than a substance
having about the sa.me critical temperature, but possessing a lower critical pressure,
like hydrogen.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERV ATORIES. 1

By RICH.A.RD INWARDS, F. R. A. s.,
President of the Royal M eteorological Society, London.

As meteorology is essentially a science of observation, the present
discourse will be devoted to giving some scant arnl scattered details of
a few of the different organized arrangements in various parts of the
world, for carrying on researches into the constitution of the atmosphere,
and the effects of changes in its condition from day to day. The subject of observatories is a wide one, and I shall not attempt to condense
the account of the whole world's work in this direction into the talk of
one short hour. There is a map which bas been printed by Mr. Scott
to illustrate his address 2 from .t his chair in 1885 on the condition of
climatological observations over the globe, which is iustructive as showing at one glauce the points on the world's surface from which the
weather was systematically observed ten years ago. The ma,p is shown
to be dotted over in nearly every quarter, but, as might be expected,
the dots are closer together near the great centers of civilization, while
vast portions of the earth's surface, in desert plains and among mountains, on -the oceans and in the polar regions, are practically barren in
this respect, and the movements of the atmosphere there remain almost
unstudied and unrecorded.
ANCIENT OBSERV ATORIJ~S . .

In early savage times there is no doubt that keell observation s, and
a system of weather guessiug, represented the whole science of met eorology, and :iny prominent rock or tree served the purpo es of an
observatory from whence the t'arly hunters, :fi.ishers, or ailors an xiou ly
scanned the horizon for signs of the weather to come. Such a primitive arran gement in New Guinea I now show you photographed, and
y ou will see that it is merely a dwelling in a tree, on the top of which
may be 8een tlrn anxious inhabitants peering into space, their sight,
1 An address deli vered to the Royal Meteorological Societ y , London, J an11 ary 15,
1896. Printed in Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, Vol. XXII,
No. 98, April, 1896, pp. 81-98. The illustrations accompanying the article are omitted
in this reprint.
2 Quarterly Jonrna], Vol. XI, pl. 4.
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no doubt, sharpened by the consideration of the chances which determine the date of their next meal of fish or game.
NILOMETER.

It is a long step from the lookout tree of the savage to the more
scientific efforts of the Egyptians and Greeks, who certainly had systematic observations made in spedal buildings, and which structures
might with truth be called observatories, though not supplied like ours
with means and methods of a high and complicated order. The great
pyramid has been claimed for such an observatory, and some writers
suppose that from au opening in its side the learned priests watched
the transits of the stars aud the rising of the constellations to determine the march of the various seasons suitable for agriculture or for
the irrigation of their people's lands. Then they had Nilometers at
various points in the course of their river, by which they_took accurate
note of its height at any season. There were many of these structures,
perhaps the oldest being that at Memphis. There is one on the island
of Rhoda, near Cairo, which remains in full operation to this day, having been more than eleven centuries in existence; and it may be claimed
as the oldest flood gauge-and therefore rain gauge-in the world.
The older Nilometers are mentioned by Herodotus, Strabo, and others,
while our own Shakespeare thus speaks of this matter in the play of
Antony and Cleopatra:
They .take the flow o' the Nile
By certain scales i' the pyramid; they know,
By the height, the lowness, or the mean, if dearth,
Or foison follow. The higher Nilus swells,
The more it promises.1

Although Shakespeare was probably mistaken in placing a Nilometer
in a pymmid, it is very wonderful that he should have known of it
at all.
Messrs. Symons and Chatterton, in their paper on :floodsz last year,
deploreu the absence of systematic flood marks on the Thames and
Severn, and I commend the authorities to the ancient Egyptians for an
example.
TEMPLE OF THE WINDS, .ATHENS.

'rhe Greeks inherited and sifted out all the wisdom of Egypt, and it
therefore does not surprise us to find in the very heart of ancient
Athens, and almost under the shadow of the Acropolis, a building
which may be claimed as an archetype of observatories, and which yet
remains standing in the modern city.
I mean the little marble octagol). tower called the Temple of the Wind ·
The eight sides of this temple are built to face the ejght principal
winds, and ou each side is sculptured a human figure in high relief', and
1
2
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which represents, as far as a figure can, the character and qualities of
the particular wind which it_faces.
For instance, the .north wind, which is cold, fierce, and stormy, is
represented by the sculptured figure of a man warmly clad and blowing
fiercely on a trumpet made out of a seashell.
The northeast wind, which brought, and still brings, to the Athenians
cold, snow, and hail, was figured by an old man with a severe countenance, and who is rattling sling stones in a shield, a good way of expressing emblematically the noise and power of a hailstorm.
The east wind, which brought, and still brings, to the Greeks a gentle
rain, favorable. to vegetation, is expressed by the image of a, young man
with flowing hair and open countenance, having his looped up mantle
filled with fruit, honeycomb, and corn.
Zephyros, the west wind, was indicated by the figure of a slightly
clad and beautiful youth with his lap full of flowers. And so with the
other winds all round the compass; each has its qualities fixed in stone
by its appropriate sculptured figure, and we have here a most interesting
evidence that the climate of Greece has not materially changed, at any
rate in respect of winds, after the lapse of about twenty centuries.
The tower had a vane on the top made to represent a Triton, who
turned with the wind and waved a brazen rod over the figure which
portrayed it. This tower is described by Vitruvius and other ancient
authors, some of whom call it a horologium, and they suppose it contained a water clock, or clepsydra, to mark the hours during the night
and in cloudy weather when, the fine sundials with which the building
is decorated would not be in operation. This seems at first confirmed
by certain pools and gutters which have been found in the floor, and
which it would have pleased me very much to claim for some rainfall
or evaporation recording purposes.
The names of the various winds are written upon the faces of the
building in good Greek letters, so that all might read whether Boreas or
:Notus, Apeliotes or Sciron-there is a sound and fury in the very
names-were bringing to them comfort or disaster,as the case might be. 1
For those who could not read there remained the emblematic signs
which told them the story in stone, and which served like fossils in a
rock to carry down the tale even to our own days.
The principal use of the temple was probably in order that the devout
might offer prayers and gifts in view of obtaining tbe wind and weather
they most required for nautical and agricultural reasons. It must
be confessed that the building was rather badly ituated for a mere
observatory.
OBSERV.A.TORIES .

.A.bout modern observatories it is my intention to give a few descriptive particulars on, first, national observatories, of which our own at
1 Stuart and Revett, .Antiquities of Athens, vol. 1, ·where will be f01md numerous
illustrations of the tower and iils ornamentation.
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Greenwich is taken as a type; second, observatories in high places;
and, third, a few notes on private observing statious, wit,h perhaps some
suggestions as to what may still remain to be done.
ROYAL OBSERVATORY, GREENWICH.

A first-order station is one at which continuous observations are
taken with self-recording instruments; and I will take you, for an
example, to the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, where, by the courtesy of the astronomer-royal, and with the kind help of our past president, Mr. W. _Ellis, F. R. S., and Mr. Nash, the present superintendent
of the magnetical and meteorological department, I have been able to
collect a little information. This, although it is not by any means
new to many of our fellows, may interest others who may not have had
tbe opportunity of visiting the observatory.
On enteri11g the building, after passing the various establishments _
devoted to astronomy and horology, we find the meteorological observatory snugly placed a.mong the other edifices, aud one's first notion is
that the situation is much too confined. But it is to be remembered
that most of the surrounding buildings have been erected · since the
establishment of the meteorological department, and that owing to the
formation of the bill and the small space at disposal, some crowding
became inevitable. There is room to hope that this will be remedied
some day by removing the magnetical and meteorological part to some
more commanding site.
The building containing the principal meteorological instruments is
of wood, and of only one story in height. On account of the delicate
magnets below in an underground apartment, there is no iron used in
the strncture, the place of nails being supplied by pegs of bamboo,
while the stoves, pipes, and locks are all of copper or brass.
The building is in the form of a cross and contains several rooms-;
one is used as a computing room, and in another, larger, is placed the
standard barometer and the electrometer. Of the magnets underneath
we will sneak more anon. We shall first consider the outdoor instruments a~d imagine ourselves personally conducted to take a rapid
view of what is going on in the observatory.
We note first the four thermometers wbich are sunk in tbe earth in
order to take the temperature at different depths. No. 1 is at a depth
of 24 French feet below the surface of the soil. The long and fragile
tern of thii-:. thermometer was successfully placed in a deep hole in the
grav l soil and packed up with sand, adding successfully the 1:>i-foot,
6-foot, and 3-foot thermometers. French feet .were u, ed, in order tl1at
tbe results might compare with continental ob. ervations. During the
fir~ t two year , 1 47 and 18:18, the thermometers were read every two
hour ·; but the diurnal variation were found to be very ~ man, and the
r a<ling.· 1rnY 'ince b n taken only once daily-at noon. The ob. ervation have en di cu ·ed by Profe ·sor Bverett and other ·. A migllt
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be expected, variations of the deepest thermometer are much less than
those of the thermometer nearest the surface, and also follow the surface variations by a much longer interval. The depth of the longest
thermometer 1s not sufficient to give any valuable results as to the
increase of the temperature of the earth with depth; it is the comparison of the changes of the three thermometers with those of the air
thermometer that is the valuable point.
We then approach the two stands, or screens, carrying thermometers employed for taking the temperature of the air, and we look with
some respect on the central dry bulb thermometm·-which is the standard thermometer for Greenwich temperature. It is placed with the
standard wet bulb on the older form of open statl.d set up in the time
of Sir George A.iry and Mr. James Glaisher, and used in its present
form, with some slight modifications, ever since the commeucement of·
observations in the year 1841. It is commonly known as the "Glaisher
stand," and it is so contrived that it can be turned round on its vertical axis, and so always be kept with its back to the sun, to secure a
proper shade for the instruments. The other screen, set up in the year
1887, and which is of the form familiar to most of you, is known as the
"Stevenson screen," and is of the pattern 1ww used hy the observers
of our society. Both screens carry, in addition to the dry and wet
bulb thermometers, ordinary self-registering maximum aud rninitnnm
thermometers for eye observation.
We come to the shed under which is placed the apparatus for photographic registration of the dry and wet bnlb thermometers :first set up
in the year 1848. Here, in a light-tight box, are the two thermometers
so ingeniously arranged that their indications are continuously photographed on a sheet of sensitive paper fixed. to an upright drum, which
is slowly carried round by clockwork, so as to bring uccessively fresh
surfaces under the beam of light which passes through the clear gla s
of each thermometer tube, while it is of course impeded. by the opaque
columns of mercury, so that when the images are duly brougl1t out
there appear 011 the sensitive paper two broad traces, each bounded
uelow by a horizontal wavy line corresponding to the l1eight of tlle
mercury in the two tubes.
The register of the wet bulb stands immediately below that of the
dry bulb. The ligbt is automatically interrupted for a sliort time at
every hour, producing on the developed sheet thin white columns, each
for some d.efinite hour, so that any change of temperature may be
known, as well as the exact time at which it occurs. The readings of
these thermometers are reduced by comparison with those of the
standard dry and wet bulbs on the Glaisher or revolving stand.
If there were time, many interesting points could be mentioned, uch
as the extremely rapid fall of temperature that will at times take place
on the occasion of sudden changes of wind, notably in squall . AO'ain,
in frost, it is intere ting to remark how, as the temperature pas es
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below the freezing point, the wet-bulb record will show a faU of a
degree or two below the freezing ·point, and come back to it with a ~mdden leap when the wetted bulb has acquired a coating of ice, after
which the record again begins to show the true variations due to
evaporation from the frozen surface.
Here there are the solar and grass radiation thermom eters for measuring the solar and the night radiation to the sky, and an ozone box
for registering the amount of that form of oxygen in the air, notably
very little in amount in the neighborhood of a great city. Observa~
tions of the water
the river Thames were made for a great many
years, the results being included in the Greenwich annual volumes.
In late years these were made at Deptford, but the series came to an
end in 1891. It seems a pity that some other points in the neighborhood can ~ot be found for continuing such observations.
There are various rain gauges placed on the ground near the thermometer screens, one on the top of the photographic thermometer
shed, one on the top of the magnetic house, one on the roof of the old
building fronting the park, and two at the Osler anemometer, one of
these being self-recording. These two latter are 50 feet above the
ground, and record only about three-fifths of the amount registered on
the surface of the ground below. The self-recording rain gauge acts as
follows: The rain is received in a vessel suspended by spiral springs.
As the vessel becomes heavier it sinks with greater or less rapidity,
according to the rate of the fall of rain. By means of a cord passing
therefrom, over a pulley to a pencil, this rate of fall is recorded on a
sheet of paper driven by clockwork. When 0.25 inch has been collected, the vessel automatically empties itself, the pencil returns to
zero and begins again to record. The amount of rain falling duringany given interval of time is readily ascertained.
With regard to the barometer, eye readings of the standard barometer are taken, and the variations of pressure are registered by
photography.
The standard barometer is a plain-looking instrument, of Fortin pattern, made by Newman, and the tube has a bore of 0.565 inch. It is
fitted with lamps and ground-glass screens to assist the readings. In
the year 1877 a very elaborate comparison was made by the late Mr.
Whipple between this barometer and the Kew standard baromet r,
with the re ult that the difference between the two was fouud llOt to
exceed .001 inch, corresponding to a difference of only about 1 foot of
level, or to that caused by a few grains of impurity in the mercuryone much less than the usual difference of reading as made by any
two observer . For photographic regi tration a siphon barometer by
a simple and effective plan, acting from a :fl.oat in the shorter l g, i
made to rai e and depre a lotted creen, so that by a clocl"work
and photographic arrangement, similar in principle to that already
described for the thermometer , a, permanent pressure curve i: con-
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tiimously recorded. The slotted screen is carried by a lever of such
lengtb that the scale on the paper becomes magnified to rather more
than four times the natural scale. This euables the finer oscillations,
as in thunderstorms, to be better studied, and I may mention that this
barometer, in common with all other self-recording barometers throughout the world, distinctly recorded iu 1883 the .passage of the air wave
caused when Krakatoa, an island on the other side of the globe, was
rellt in two by a volcanic eruption.
On the top of the magnetic building we :find the sunshine recorder,
of the Campbell-Stokes pattern, burning, by means of a lens, a trace
on a card in the usual way. _Daily records of sunshine have been
maintained at Greenwich since the year 187G. Near the sunshine
instrument is a small, open, but well-protected thermometer screen carrying a dry bulb and maximum and minimum thermometers, for the
purpose of comparing the results at this altitude-20 feet from the
ground-with the results of the standard thermometer at 4 feet above
the soi].
On the top of the observatory tower, which has formed a landmark
since the time of Clla.rles II, is found the Osler anemometer, for recording the direction aud pressure of tbe wind and the amount of the rainfall. The latter we have described in speaking of the rain gauges
generally. It is interesting to enter the little turret in which is the
recording table carrying forward a sheet of paper moved by clockwork, and to watch the ever-moving pencils writing down at each
moment tlle direction and force of the wind, whether it is a mere breeze
or a :fierce gale; a zephyr or a hurricane. Tbe time scale usually
employed is about half an inch to an hour, but an arrangement now
exists by which, on a gale of wind springing up, the scale can be at once
increased to twenty-four times this amount_, thus giving much more
minute information in regard to the variations of direction and pressure
at such times. This anemometer has been at work since the year 1841.
At a later date a Robinson anemometer, for registration of wind velocity,
was a<lded. It sometimes happens that the wind force is registered in
an unpleasant way at Greenwich, as elsewhere, by accident, and I show
you a picture of the shutter of the observatory dome which was brought
down by a gale on December 22, 1894. The pressure of the w~nd
measured at the time was 27½ pounds per square foot, and the observer
inside the building narrowly escaped being struck by the suddenly
released counterweight used to balance the shutter. Mr. Nash has
favored me with these particulars.
We should refer to the matter of the registration of atmospheric
electricity. For this tlle electrometer is employed, as designed by
Lord Kelvin (perhaps better known as Sir William Thompson). It is
placed in the principal room of the magnetic building, and consists of
a carefully insulated cistern, which is in communication with the electrometer, and from which, by means of a pipe passing out into the open
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air, a small jet of water is projected into the atmosphere. The electric
potential of this point is thus communicated to the electrometer and
recorded by a photographic arrangement on a revolving cylinder. In
fine weather the electricity is usually positive in the air as compared
with the earth, but in rainy weather, or iu thunderstorms, rapid
variations from positive to negative and back again are experienced.
Going now to the basement of the building we find the apparatus
devoted to the registration of the delicate movements of magnets,
made of hardened steel and delicately suspended by long silk filaments
or moving on fine knife edges. Each magnet carries a sma11 mirror so
arranged as to reflect a spot of light from a lamp on to a piece of
sensitive paper placed on a cylinder turned round by clockwork, so
that every variation or tremor of the magnets is recorded by a corresponding varying line on the moving paper, making waves of more or
less steepness thereon, according to the amount of movement.
When there is no movement or disturbance the line is straight, but
this is not the usual state of things. It is scarcely necessary to remind
you that any vibration, as from an earthquake shock, may also disturb
the magnets mechanically, but earthquakes are rare in this country
and it has not been thought necessary to set up special apparatus
more particularly designed for the registration of such phenomena.
On February 23, 1887, I find from the Astronomer-Royal's Report the
vibration caused by an earthquake as far distant as the south of
France caused a disturbance of the magnet correspondin g to 20' of arc
in declination and 0.004 of horizontal force, being one two hundred and
fiftieth of the whole horizontal force.
There is also the earth current apparatus for registration of the galvanic currents, that to a lesser or greater extent are always present
in the earth. Two wires, each several miles in length, and both having
earth plates at the two ends of the line, are placed in communication
with galvanometers, one to each circuit, each galvanometer carrying a
mirror for photographic registration of the variation of each current
force on one cylinder placed between the two galvanometers. Since the
end of the year 1890 these records have been greatly disturbed during
the day by the trains running on the City and South London Electric
Railway, although the nearest earth plate of the system is distant some
2½ miles from the railway.
A a concluding remark we may mention that the time scales of all
the record throughout the observatory, both magnetical and meteorologi ca1, are, with one exception, identical in length, which much facilitates any collation of the various registers. The one unavoidab1
exception fr the. un hine record, which has a omewhat more exteud cl
cale. Tho e, imilar in length number in all thirteen.
I have given the e omewhat minute particular of the work done at
re nwich to , rve a an example of that which goes on at an ob ,rva·
torie of the fir t ord r throughout the world, varying a little nn<l r
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special circumstances, but in principle the same, though not always
comprising so many subjects of research as pursued in our own Royal
Observatory.
It must not, however, be imagined that I have enumerated all the
various researches now going on there-work which is forming a :firm
foundation for the wider meteorology of the future.
KEW OUSERVATORY.

Greenwich is, however, not the only observatory in the vicinity of
London. The other is the establishment of the Kew Observatory,
wbich, although known by that name, is really to be found in the Old
Deer Park at Richmond, on a small eminence of made ground surrounded by flat park land and situated a few hundred yards south of
the river Thames. The site was occupied during many centuries by an
old Oarthusian monastery, which was suppressed in 1541. 'Ihe present
building dates from about 1769, when George III erected it, after the
designs of Sir William Chambers, to whom we owe also our Somerset
House.
The building then became known by the name of the King's Observatory at Kew, though sometimes more correctly called the Royal
Observatory at Richmond. George III provided the establishment
with the best clocks and watches that could be obtained at the time,
and he often visited the place, while his children frequently attended
lectures given there. Our esteemed past president, Mr. R. H. Scott,
was from 1871 to 1876 its honorary secretary, and from his interestiug
'' History of the Kew Observatory" 1 I have gleaned the foregoing
particulars.
A.bout the year 1840 the Government came to the decision that the
establishmen_t should be abolished as an astronomical observatory, and
the building was finally handed over to the British Association in 1842.
The first resolution of the general committee of that body at the Manc:Uester meeting in J nne of that year, with reference to their new
acquisition, was "that Professor Wheatstone, Professor Daniell, and
Mr. Snow Harris be a committee for constructing a self-recording
meteorological apparatus to be employed in the building at Kew."
In the next year the name of Mr. (afterwards Sir Francis) Ronald,,
F. R. S., :first appeared in connection with the establishment. .A.t the
meeting of the British As~ociation at Cambridge in 1845 a conference
was held in counection with a committee which had been appointed to
"conduct the cooperation of the British Association in the system of
simultaneous magnetical and meteorological observations." Tl.ii conference, among its recommendations, expressed the wish '' that it is
very highly important that self-recording meteorological instruments
should be improved to such a degree as to enable a con iderable portion
1

Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XXXIX, page 37.
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of the observing staff of an observatory to be dispensed with." 1 This
suggestion attracted the notice of two eminent scientific inventorsone, Mr. Clarles Brooke, F. R. S., who was my predecessor in this chair
in the years 1865- 66; the other, Mr. Ronalds, at the time on the staff
of the observatory of the British .Association at Kew, and who became
subsequently its superintendent. Both gentlemen completed their
inventions of self-recording magnetographs and meteorographs. The
Brooke system was adopted by Sir G . .Airy at Greenwich, the Ronalds
system at Kew. .At the date of the reorganization of the meteorological department of the board of trade, under a committee of the Royal
Society, the Ronalds system of photographic barographs and thermo·
graphs was adopted for all their observatories and the Kew was constituted their central and normal observatory.
The verification branch of the observatory was first set on foot in
connection with magnetic apparatus, aud subsequently extended to
meteorological and other instruments in the early fifties .
.A walk through the building enables one to form but a very dim
estimate of the work carried on there, but by the kindness of Dr.
Cbree, the superintendent, I have recently bad the opportunity of visiting the place under favorable auspkes.
As regards -meteorology the institution is of incalculable value, for it
is here that all English thermometers, with any pretensions to accuracy,
are sent for examination and certificate. After being carefully compared with a standard in hot water, which is contained in a cistern
with a transparent side, and also after being submitted to freezing and
boiling temperatures, where necessary, the thermometers, if found correct, are marked by etching the "KO" monogram 011 the glass, and are
sent out to the world with an established character for accurary.
Barometers, hydrometers, and other instruments are also severely
tested, examined, and marked at Kew, while watches and chronometers, after having been duly baked, frozen, tried in various positions,
and carefully timed for months, are sent out with a certificate of the
number of marks attained in the competition-100 would mean perfection-and the highest in 1884: reached 88.8. The Kew certificate adds
considerably to the selling price of any instrument or watch. Photographic lenses are also examined and certified here, and recently a
department has been established for the testing of platinum thermome. ters, a form of instrument which, though of little use to the meteorologist, is es ential to the chemist or metallurgist who has to deal with
very high temperatures.
It i at this observatory that the researches into the heights of the
variou form of clouds were carried out by the late Mr. Whipple,
whom we all , o well remember. I show you a photograph of the
apparatu he employed, and merely say in pas ing that the ame cloud
was at the ame in, tant ob erved by two telescopes, one of which wa
1
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at the observatory and the other one some distance away in the park.
A triangle could thus be constructed on a known base and with two
known angles, so that the cloud height could be calculated with sufficient accuracy. Here is also found a glycerin barometer, in which
glycerin is used instead of mercury, and it bas, in consequence, a tube
which is as many times the length of an ordinary barometer as the
number of times mercury is heavier than glycerin. This results in an
instrument over 30 feet in height, and with a much extended scale,
so that it is easy to study by its means all the smaller changes in the
density of the air, the surface of the colored liquid in the tube moving
under our eye with unusual disturbances. Magnetic observations are
also made here, much in the same way as those already described in
the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, so that the two sets of observations
usually check each other. Most of us remember the weekly weather
curves published in the Times, but now, unfortunately, discontinued.
These emanated from the Kew Observatory.
There are now meteorological observatories in all civilized countries,
but the rough sketch I have given of these two of our own will enable
one to form some idea of the subjects investigated and the instrumental
means adopted.
HIGH-LEVEL OBSERV A.TORIES.

Let U:s now turn our attention to those observatories which are situated on the summits of mountains, and which by rea~on of their altitude attack the problems of air study from a much higher point of
vantage. It must be clear to any person who bas looked attentively at
the sky that the motions of the upper air as shown by its clouds are
very different to thos·e of lower levels, and it is with a view of eliminating as far as possible the effects caused by ineq ualites of the ground,
by friction, and by local circumstances that mountain peaks have in
various countries been fixed on for the establishment of meteorological
observatories.
MONT BLANC O.BSERVATORY.

To begin with the highest in Europe, I must take you in imagination
to Mont Blanc, which, as you know, is situated in Franpe, and about
40 miles to the south of the Lake of Geneva.
In 1887 M . Joseph Vallot ascended Mont Blanc and made some preliminary studies on the summit, leaving some self-registering instruments there during the summer; and it was then that be formed the
idea of erecting a permanent observatory on the mountain.
There were many difficulties owing to the great number and variety
of the instruments which modern meteorological science demands, and
M. Vallot instances that Saussure, in his famous early ascent (in 1787),
contented himself with proving that carbonic acid existed in the air
at these heights. Now it would be necessary to measure the exact
quantity. M. Vallot pitched his tent at first on the summit, 15,781
· feet above the sea, but afterwards, on a more careful survey in 18 9,
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finally decided to place his building on the rocks called Les Bosses,
about 1,400 feet below the actual summit. He did this for two reasons,
the first ~eing that he was afraid of movement if he erected. his observatory on the cap of snow, which is really glacial snow covering the summit; the second, that it seemed to him the highest spot where he could
find a rocky fQundation of sufficient size. In addition to these reasons
a resting place and shelter were much needed by those overtaken by
bad weather in making the ascent, and this latter consideration induced
the guides and others in Chamounix not only to bear a large port.ion
of the expense, but to carry up free of cost the various materials and
instruments for the building.
In the summer of 1890 M. Vallot collected his materials and got
them successfully transported to the "Bosses" rock, where he put up
. a tent for the workmen and another for himself. He suffered much
from mountain sickness, but he had provided himself with a remedy in
a steel tube full of compressed oxygen, of which he breathed several
quarts, and then found himself with an appetite for food, and all was
well. A storm came on, but by extreme exertion the workmen managed
to put up the walls in one day, although at last it was so cold that
they coulcl scarcely work even in thick woolen gloves. Of course the
porters had brought their burdens up as they best could, and M. Vallot
says that by an unhappy fate all the l!--Seless things arrived first, and
he sought in vain for the means of making a cup of coffee, though he
was abundantly supplied with thermometers and other apparatus.
For want of a coffee mill they spread the grains of coffee on a little
table and ground them to powder by means of an empty bottle. He
says that on this table were emptied coffee, soup, petroleum, and other
things, so that to this day he does not know what mixture he then
swallowed. They spent some fearfully cold nights, and some of the
workmen fell ill, and M. Vallot had to revive them by giving them
some of his compressed oxygen to breathe.
By the third day they got the roof on, and lit a triumphal bonfire at
night to tell the folks at Chamounix that the enterprise was a success.
M. Vallot recounts how, in the dead of night, to his great surprise,
he heard violent knockings at his door, and ou an swering them he
found some of his porters, who had ascended with lanterns, to inform
him that two of his scientific friends were ill with mountain sickness
and sunstroke at the Grand ' Mulets rocks, 3,000 feet below.
He tells u that he immediately got up, :filled au india rubber bag
with three liters of oxygen, am.I descending to the Grands Mu1et in
one hour (though it had taken them six hours to a.scend. ), he arrived at
the cabin, gave his friend the oxygen gas, which enabled him to
de ·cend with a firm tep to Chamounix.
er d. allot found many of hi packages detained, and after a · uc·e. fnl forage among them ·ays he emerged brandi bing a trophi
.
'
.
a ,·phygmograph, a coffee mill, and a broom, the two latter thing ' bemg
0
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much wanted at the summit, to which they returned the same day in
scorching sunsltiue. The whole narrative, as told by M. Vallot, i~
instructive as well as amusing.
On his next ascent he was accompanied by our esteemed Fellow, Mr.
Rotch (of Blue Hill Observatory, Boston, United States), who at once·
commenced some import.ant experiments on sunlight. M~ Vallot has
ascended many times, and Im has published in his interesting Annals
tlie scientific results of his observations. No one passes the w~nter on
~fout Blanc, though M. Vallot has had an earnest letter from a lady,
who says she is fond of solitude, and who wishes to pass the winter
there in making ·observations.
The observatory contains various rooms for beds aud a, saloon for
tlie guides, a spectroscopic and pliotographic observatory, a laboratory,
a kitchen, and a room for the self-registering instruments. It is available for students of all nations, and· already it has been utilized by
observers, there having been, in 1893, four French scientific visitors,
three Swi-s, one German, one Italian, and one American. It is curious
that our nation has not been among the first to make use of this building, nobly and gratuitously placed at their service by the heroic
founder, who as .soon as he knew I was about to read this paper sent
me the photographs you have seen and the following letter, a translation of which will be interesting to you all:
JANUARY

2, 18!)6.

My first scientific expedition to the summit of Mont Blanc was in
1887, a11d some of the observations then taken are published in my
Annals of the Observatory.
In 1890 I constructed the observatory on the ''Bosses" rock at 4,365
meters altitude. Higher than this the Rumrnit is capped by a glacier,
except where a few rocky points emerge from the surface, but which
are too small to build upon.
No one lives in the observatory. During the summer only the selfregistering·instruments are attended to about every fifteen days. I have
110 experience of the winter there, but I have devoted three summers
(1890 to 1893) to observations, which will be published in my Annals
(Vol. II) sometime during this winter.
In 1893 M. Janssen, having announced that he was about to establish continuous observations, I ceased thi class of work, so as not to
do it twice over, and I am now devoting myself above all to the tudy
of terrestrial physics, and I hope during this winter to publish my
works on actinometry, on atmospheric wllirls, on storm clouds, and on
the transformation of snow into glacier ice.
Besides the observatory on the summit I have two meteorological stations, one on the Grands Mulets rocks at 3,000 meter and the other at
Obamouuix at 1,000 meters elevation. The la. t only is in constant use.
Tbe others are put in action when desired, and as I have said the four
summers' observations that I already possess will suffice to give us some
knowledge of the march of the ordinary phenomena of the air at such
elevations.
In the summer I reside at Cbamounix, and from time to time I go up
to tlle observatory-about once a week at least-and I have thus made
already twenty-one asce11ts of Mont Blanc. When ~t the oQs~rv~to.ry
')I
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I do my work as much on the actual snowy summit, which is quite near,
as in the study which I have built. Life is not ·easy at these heights, .
for one has to contend with mountain sickness, but I have become so
accustomed to the conditions that I can work there as well as when
below, even when there are storms going on during the day or night.
Some few scientific men have also made use of the observatory, but
at rare intervals .
.After I had constructed my observatory, M. Janssen came here and
worked, but be wished to make another of bis own, and be placed it on
the actual snowy summit of the mountain. He began in 1893, and coutinued during 1894 and 18D5. It is nearly finished, but not yet com·11letelyfurnished with instruments, so that up to the present no scientific
work has been done. M. Janssen bas abandoned the idea of perma.llently entertaining observers there. He bas had collstructed a superb
meteorograph, which bas this season been safely placed on the summit.
Unfortunately bis observatory is placed on the snow, and has therefore no stability, for snow has continual movements of its own, and the
clocks of the instruments are stopped. ThP-y have seldom gone for more
than three days at a time. M. Janssen is very much disappointed, but
he has told me that be intends to try other means. It will thus be some
time before this observatory can give any results.
From an astronomical point of view, not much further progress bas
been made. The workmen who ascended to erect the telescope were too
unwell to do the work. Two astronomical expeditions have not beeu
any more fortunate, for the leaders of the same were seized with illness,
- and could do nothing, altl10ugh they '·saved the situation" by working
at the lower level of 3,000 meters at the '' Grand. Mulet's" rocks.
To do any work at the summit, it is necessary to have been accustomed to exist at great elevations.
I am happy to be of any use to you, and I am desirous to see some
English students working in my observatory. I offer ·my services to
you and to your Society, as it is my principle not solely to work for
myself, but to facilitate the labors of others by all possible means.
Yours, etc.,
JOSEPII VALL01'.

Iu his Aunals, M. Vallot further says on the subject of establishing
observatories on such elevated spots:
It is necessary to have been half-blinded by the snow, to have felt the
thousand stingings of the atmospheric electricity, to have crawled prostrate over the soft snow, to have been blown over by the wiud, and to
have couched down before avalanches, ere one can give a ·c orrect accoun_t
of the terrible intensity of the weather conditions at these great altitudes. It is after this that we comprehend the powerful impul es given
to the upper regions of the air, and which are only feebly trausmitted to
the lower levels through au enormous mattress of atmo phere and
vapor which serve to deaden its movements and falsify its indication ·
Among the re ult already to be mentioned as coming frorn the :J\font
Blanc ob ervation the following may be here enumerated, thongh a
much longer li. t might be made.
r.rhe wave of diurnal variation of temperature is about on -tllird f
th amplitude of that at 1hamounix.
1 h xperience at the Mont Blanc Observatory confirm tho e of 1\Ir.
Jam · lai ·her ma le in balloon ascent.·, the cold i11crea e very r gu-
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larly at the rate of about 1° C. for each rise of 200 meters, which corresponds to 1° F. to 364 feet rise.
The temperature of the air on mountain slopes is sensibly less than
in a free stratum of air at the ~ame altitude as observed from a balloon.
M. Vallot has given iu his Annals, as far as possible, all the results as
regards air pressute, moisture, temperature, wind, and weather geuerally, and he must be regarded as having made already, by the publication of his first volume, a real contribution to knowledge in a direction
in which comparatively little has been done.
I must not leave the summit of Mont Blanc without showiug you the
observiug caoin which has been gallantly pitclied by M. jansseu on
the very summit of the mountain, considerably higher, as you will have
seen by the photograph, than the more permanent observatory of M.
Vallot. The snow movements have for the present defeated M. Ja11sseu, but it is not likely he will give up the attempt. M. Eiffel bas also
made an observing tunnel or gallery in the ice cap, and sundry timbers
aud objects placed therein will in the nature of things slowly sink with
the glacier, and perhaps inform future ages of what bas been done.
EUROPEAN MOUNTAIN OBSERVATORIES .

Time will not permit me to describe to you the other mountain
observatories of Europe. There are many, from the Sonnblick in the
Austrian Alps, where there is a well-found observatory at a height of
over 10,000 feet, to the establishment of our own Ben Nevis, which
only boasts the modest altitude of 4,406 feet.
I show you a few pictures representing this la t-named observatory
and its condition in mid-winter, when I thiuk no one will envy the
unfortunate observers who have to stay there, left severely alone.
AMERICAN MOUNTAIN OBSERVATORIES . 1

This subject must not be quitted without mention of the observatory
which has been perched on the Andes by the enterprise of the authorities of Harvard College iu America.
I show you two views of this by the kfodness of Professor Pickering.
One .:shows the Are(_]uipa station of the observatory at an altitude of
8,000 feet, while the other gives a view of the summit of El Misti iu
Peru, with the meteorological shelters erected there for the accommodation of the self-registering instruments, at the height of 10,200 feet
above the sea, constituting this the highest meteorological station in
the world.
Most interesting results can not fail to arise from this gallant attempt
to pierce the clouds in search of kuowleclge. Mr. A. L. Rotch, of the
BJue Hill Observatory, Boston, United States, has constituted himself
isee Mountain Observatories jn America aud Enrope, by Edward S. Holden. 8vo,
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. XXXVII, Washington Cily,

PP· 77.
1896,
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the authority on high-level observatories, and I can refer the fellows
with confidence to bis many works, which will all be found in our
library.
I must, however, show you one view of the Pikes Peak Mountain in
Colorado, and I do this partly because in it Mr. Cohen has caught a
very happy effect of cloud. The mountain is over 14,000 feet in heigllt,
and although on the south side it is approached by a gentle slope, yet
on a nearer view from the east or west sides would be found to be intersected by deep gorges with precipitous walls 2,000 feet in height. On
the observatory which surmounts Pikes Peak a wind velocity of 02 miles
a11 hour was registered in December, 1892.
I also show you views of the observatory on the Brocirnn Mountain,
,rnd that of the Deutsche Seewarte at Hamburg, which latter enjoys
the distinction of being the largest meteorological observatory in the
world.
EIFFEL TOWER, PARIS.

From mountains to towers is a long step downwards, and I mnst ask
you for a moment to listen to a few particulars about the observations
taken on the Eiffel Tower in Paris, of which I show you a photograpi1,
and I should h?ve been glad to give you a nearer view of the meteorological appliances on the top, but, up to the present, it has been foun<l
impossible to get a satisfactory photograph of them on account of their
elevated position.
On the top of the Eiffel Tower is a self-registering barometer, while
in the Bureau Central Meteorologique in the rue de l'Universitc, ther.a
is another, its exact counterpart, and it has been noticed that the first
diurnal minimum of air pressure at 4 to 5 in the morning is much more
evident at the top of the tower than at the base, while the first maximum at 9 or 10 in the morning is a good deal less marke<l on the summit than below. The second minimum of 1411 ('.3 to 5 in the afterno011)
is also less on the summit; the second maximum at 22! (10 in the evening) is sometimes a little more pronounced at the summit, but the difference is slight. The general corrected average pressure tbroughout
the year at the top of the tower is lower by 0.12 millimeter, about fonr
one thousandths of an inch, a difference not yet satisfactorily explainecl.
As to temperature, it is generally from 1° to 4° C. colder on the
tower than below, the month of December being the only one where
the temperature is higher at the summit than at the base. The change'
of temperature are le s regular, the diurnal variation not so largl',
while the maller o cillatiou are much more marked at the summit than
at the ba e, it often happening that . ome are registered above wbi ·11
are ab olutely inappreciabl below.
ome of the •hange' of temp 'r.t·
ture recorded in th tower are very remarkable, a for in tauc al a1
upward of 10° 0. (1 ° F.), which ri e of temperature took two da t
communicat it 1f to he tratum of air below.
All thi and much mor of gr at interest to the weather ,tudent may
1
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be found in M. A.ngot's masterly Annals, 1889 to 1892; and I have been
favored by that gentleman with a letter giving some of his most recent
results. It concludes as follows:
The only general result which is not to be yet found in my annual
memoirs is the following:
The annual variation of temperature on the summit is already found
to be very different from that at the level of the soil. The difference of
temperature between the lower level and the upper amounts to 1.G° C.
(2.9° F.) at its maximum at the end of June, while it is at a minimum at
the e11d of September, when it only attains 0.3° 0. (0.5° F. ). The anuual
cooling of the air occurs much more rapidly below than in the upper
air, a fact altogeth~r analogous to that shown by the variations of the
daiJy wave of temperature, and it frequently happens that in the months
of September an<l October there is a mean temperature higher, in absolute value, at 300 meters altitude than on the ground. The inversion,
therefore, which is constantly shown in the hourly means presents itself
also in the monthly ones, but only in the autumn, auu. not in thb coldest
part of the year.
The society will be grateful to M. Angot for this preliminary note of
some of his important conclusions.
M. Angot also calls attention to tbe following fact with respect t0
humidity :
Sometimes a process the reverse of evaporation bas been notice<l on
the Eiffel Tower. After a cold period on one occa~ion, when a sudden
warming of the air took place accompanied by great humidity, water
rapidly condensed from the atmosphere, so that 111 three day:-' as much
as 9 millimeters (about three eighths of an incl1) accumulated in the
vessels used for evaporation experiments. Ge11erally speaking, the
atmosphere is nearly 8 per cent drier at the top of the tower tbau it is
below.
Attempts have been made in our own country to secure observations
on high towers, but as they have been of necessity confined to much
lower altitudes, I must content myself with showing you the picture of
the places where the two most notable experiments have been made,
viz, Lincoln Cathedral and Boston church tower.
PRIVATE OBSERVING STATIONS.

One word about private observing stations. In addition to the telegraphic reporting stations of the Government, this society has a great
number of observers in different parts of the Briti. h Isles, whose daily
ob"ervations are published in our Meteorological Record. I show you
a view of such a lJrivate installation, and in it you may recog1iize l\lr.
Mawley, a gentleman of whom you will know more by and by. Mr.
Symon. tells me that Mr. Mawley's station is so well arranged and
conducted as to serve as a type a11d pattern for all others of the same
order.
CONCLUSION.

I have now endeavored, as much as has been possible in one brief
discourse, to give you sorn_e hnre information as to observatorim, iu our
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own and in foreign countries, and it may be permitted to throw a
glance from "the mind's eye" into the future and imagine an observatory in Great Britain which shall more than rival those of other countries. One can figure to oneself a tower piercing· the sky from any
of the elevated table-lands of this island, Salisbury Plain, the Stray at
-Harrogate, or anywhere on the downs between Guildford and Dorkiug,
from which the most interesting results could not fail to accrue. It is
the opinion of M. Vallot-no rneau authority-that a high tower is for
air-observing purposes equivale11t to a mountain station of ten times
tlie altitude, and this is evident when one considers that any mountain
must act as an obstacle which thrusts the layers of the atmosphere
upward into a contour almost like its own, so that some of the effects
are very little different from those observed below. A tower like the
Eiffel Tower, on the contrary, thrusts itself into the air without impeding its movements.
Among the new subjects which might with advantage be studied
from such an observatory are the systematic photography of the clouds
all around the horizon and the effects of observed refraction in the
different air strata, a subject only yet in its infancy; for Mr. H. F.
Newall showed only last Friday to the Fellows of the Royal Astronomical Society bow he had observed, in the great telescope of Cambridge, waves of a varying speed and frequency crossing each other at
different angles in the field of view when the telescope was pointe<l at
the open sky. He says these belong to the upper air 4 or 5 miles from
tlie earth, aind if he is right (which I hope), here alone is a new :field of
study which may be fruitful of results in the future. 1
It is the boast of our society that it is covering the face of the country, and indeed of the world, with a network of private observing
stations, and it is collecting together for the enlightenment of all future
time a mass of accurate knowledge on the subject of the tbousaud
changes in our atmosphere, its varying moods, its beating pulses, its
calms and its convulsions, so that when the philosopher is born who is
destined to unravel a.U its mysteries he will :find the means and instruments ma.de ready to his band.
1

The Observatol'y, 1896, p. 77.

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY BY MEANS OF BODY COLORS, A.ND
lVIECRANIOAL COLOR ADAPTNrION IN NATURE.'

By

OT'.I.'O WIENER.

!.-SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION.

In the investigation of fixed lightwaves 2 I came at once upon the
question of the fundamental possibiJity of color photography. Zenker
had explained the processes· then in use by the action of stationary
liglitwaves. 3 Objections to the explanation not as yet overthrown are
oflered in an article by Schultz-Sellack. 4 On this account, and because
I was unacquainted wjth the possibility of the production of thicker
transparent photographic films, I considered the solution of the question must be sought in other directions. These difficulties were, however, soon after overcome by Lippman,5 and he succeeded in obtainiug
a process of color photography by a suitable production of stationary
Jigbtwaves, and thus by the application of Zenker's theory.
That this theory, however, explained the older processes wa not yet
proved, and I was unable to .find anything looking to such a proof
thoroughly established. I determined, therefore, to discover by new
experiments the cause of the color productiou in the old.er procedures.
These experiments form the point of departure and a cousiderable
portion of the following communication.
The objections of Schultz-Sellack are by HO means to be brushed aside
without further consideration. He disputed the fact of regular fixed
lightwaves in J)owders. Powuered substances had been used for color
production in the :first process of Seebeck, whose observations were
1 Translated fr_
o m .Annalen cler Physik und Chemie, Neue J?olge. Band 55. 1895.
Leipzig.
2 \Yjener,Annalen der Physik und Chemie, 40: p. 205, 1890.
3 Z enker, L ehrbuch d er Pbotocbromie, Berlin, priv ate publication b y the author,
]868. In m y earlier inv esti gat ion I foon<l that Lord Hayleigh also, in connection
wi th the investig at ion of w ave propagation in a medium of periodic strnctnre (Philo- .
sopbical magazin e (5) 24 : p.158, 1887), bad considered tbe,possibility of this explanation. H e was, however, unac<]_uaiuted with the th eory of Zenker published 1iinet een years b efore.
4 Schultz- 'ellack, "Upon t he coloration of turbid mecli a and th e so- cnlled ·olor
plJOtograpby ." .Annalen d cr Phys ik nnd Chemie, 143: p. 449, 1871.
r, Lippman.
Comptcs rendns, 112: p. 274, 1891.
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pub1isbed in Goethe's "Farbenlehre," 1 in the year 1810. Seebeck used
moist chloride of silver which lrnd become gray by the action of ligllt,
spreading this upon paper.
Schultz-Sellack's objection api)lies with the greatest force to processes where paper is coated with the substance . sensitive to light uy
soaking it in different so1utions, as, for example, hi Poitevin's process.
It <loes not, on the other hand, apply in those which make use of a
uniform transparent layer of a substance sensitive to light with a good
reflecting background, as the processes of Becquerel, in which brigl1t
silver plates are cb1ori11ized to a determined depth by e1ectrolysis.
A second objection of Schultz-Sellack is raised against Urn possibility
of the satisfactory production of colors by a mechanical division of tlle
layer brought about by the exposure, the degree of which would ue
determined not by the colors but by the intensity of the light. · The
coloring would, under these circumstances, be only accidental. Tbis
exp1anation is in reality shown to be erroneous in chapter five. .
New doubt concerning the general validity of Zen.k er's theory is
raised by the investigations of Cars Lea 2 ou the lrnloid salts of
silver. He showed that the colored substances produced uy the action
of colored ligbt 011 cbloride of silver already exposed may be produeed
by purely chemical methods in the dark.
H. Krone 3 also has recently given a series of reactions for the Poitevin process which are carried through by the exposure, and by wllicll
different colored bodies may be produced in the sensitive substances
by purely chemical means. He auuounces, therefore,4 "The method
of Poitevin rests upon purely chemical processes," and is "totally different from tbat of Lippmau." But, }1e also makes the followiug _
remark: 5 "This causal connection "-11amely, between the color of tbe
light and tbe above-mentioned bodies whieh may be proclucecl by
· chemical means-"is of a pi.uely physical nature, and is only to be
explail1ed with refereuce to the processes and by the progress of investigation upon wave motion and the nature of light."
If, now, tbe Zenker tlleory ha8 110 application in this case, it is not
expressly stated wherein theverifi.ca.tion fails. On the contrary, Krone
asserts 6 "that our present lmowle<lge of the method of photograpliic
production of colors, so far as this has until uow been chiefly ded.nced,
l Goethe Farbeulebre 2: p. 716.
The there commnuicated memoir of , 'eehe<'k I
fonnd in none of the editions of the complete works of Goethe which I c·onl<l command.
2 Carey Lea: "
n red n.ncl purple chloricl , bromide, and iotlid of siver; ou h el iochromy and on the latent pl1otographic image." American Journal of cicncc,
series :3 33; 11· 349, 1 7.
:i 1n an addrc s published in the Dent C'he Photographen-Zeitnng, p. 327, ff. 1 91 ,
ancl iu hi book "Darstellung der natiirlicbeu Farben dnrch Photograpl 11 , • pnbli bed 1Jy the Deutsche Photographen-Z<•itung, p. 43, 1 9-1.
4 ln the heginning of the 1-;a111e addr •s ••
" Lo<'. c1t., p. 49.
'· In hi 1,ook l'· 38.
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rests upon Zenker's theory." He implies that the knowledge js 110L as
yet firmly establishcu, and this rna,y be inferred also from the fo11owing
sentence, which finishes the treatise auove cited: "We may assume,
in consideration of the color processes of which we have lJeen spaakiug''-tbose which I have designated as old-"that the resulting colors
appear the sa.me to us as the colored lights used in the exposure,
because the molecules of the ]ayer exposed continue to vil>rato with tl1e
same wave lengths which they encountered in the light to wldch they
were subjected."
The assumption thus made in the last sentence leads however to no
explanation of the color results; for since tlle place exposed does not
become self-luminous, the further vibrations of the molecules must
result in the absorption of tlle colors before illuminating and the place
would appear of the colors complementary to these.
In this state of affairs the fundamental question must first of all be
proposed : Are the colors appearing in the older processes apparent or
body colors-that is to say, produced by interference or absorption?
In the :first case, which is the one required lJy Zenker's theory, it
must be further asked: How is it then possible that the same colors
may be produced lJy chemical means ~ Is it possible tl1at by chemical
action a body may be produced with a stratified structure which is
capable of producing iuterfereuce rq Krone 1 indeed alleges this extraordinary possibility; and it becomes clear tllat in this case one may
distiuguish a process as chemical without contradicting Zenker's theory.
Iu tbe second case however Zenker's theory is not applicable, and
0110 is confronted by the remarkable, and for my science new, issue,
tlle fundamental possibility that colored illumination can create corresponding body co]ors. Yet in these circumstances one might perhaps
faJI back on the consideration that absorption and interference may not
be fundamentally different. Thus absorption follows from the interference tlJeory developed by Wrede. 2 Such an assumption is not bowever compatible with the fact that the metals show the characteristics
of absorption at a thickness of about Th- the wave length of ligllt.
It is fundamentally contradicted moreover, as wa s shown long ago by
Stokes and Rmlberg, by tlle fact th.at absorption is connected witb a
loss of light whose energy is changed into other forms, as for example,
into heat or chemical energy, while witb interference alone no light is
Jost, the reflected and transmitted togetlJer being alway equal to tbat
incident, and in the · case of white light complementary to each other.
But why is it that the que tion as to the source of the colors in tl1e
older methods of color photography has not already been easily decided¥
Zenker 3 gives the an swer to this question. The fundamental sub ta11ce
in these is chloride of silver or a lower chlorine compound of thi salt.
1 In the address above cited.
2Wrede's theory and refntation, seo Wiill1wr, Lolnlrn ch tier Experimcntal-J'hysik
2: p. 456, 4-th edition, 1883.
3 Zenker.
Photochronii<·, J>. 8:i.
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The index of refraction for pure chloride of silver is about 2, and for
compounds poorer in chlorine probably even greater. When therefore
a ray of light falls upon silver chloride even with a considerable angle
of incidence, it would pass within nearly perpendicular to the surface,
on 3,ccount of the great index of refraction, and the difference in path
for interference as compared with direct incidence is only slightly
changed. The index of refraction of the sensitive layer in Lippmann's
process on the other hand, which consists chiefly of collodion or gelatine, is only about 1.5. Here the angle of incidence becomes of importance, and the colors change with it in a way not to be desired.
The interference nature of the colors and· the stratification of the
Lippman gelatine plates may be recognized in another way. Different
observers 1 breathed on such plates and saw appear in place of the
original colors others of greater wave-lengths. This showed that the
colors depend on a changeable distance, namely, that between the elementary mirrors within, which was increased by the swelling of the
gelatin.2
I have repeated this experiment, and before large ·audiences have
replaced the breathing on the plates by the use of a stream of vapor.
In the photograph of the spectrum thrown upon the wall the colors
were transformed with great rapidity in the direction of the violet en<l
of t,b e spectrum and returned again as the moisture was driven from
the gelatin :film by a Bunsen burner. This experiment can not, however, be performed with the older processes.
Zenker 3 sought to give the light rays in chloride of. silver a greater
angle with the normal to the surface by sending them :first through a
liquid of high index of refraction, but without result. This expedient
must fail so long as a plane parallel layer of such a substance is used.
For by the refraction in this the original angle of incidence is decreased.
Such a diminution can not occur when the beam of light enters the
bounding surface of the auxiliary substance at right angles. Thus a
new experiment was suggested.
I used a right-angled glass prism with an index of refraction of 1. 75
for the D lines. This was laid with its hypotenuse surface upon foe
color picture and the intervening air space :filled up with a layer of benzine. For light rays entering normal to the side surfaces an angle of
incidence of 45° is thus secured in the strongly refracting medium, and
the ray entering the chloride of silver must, therefore, form a consider1 Meslin, Ann. de chim. et de phys. (6), 27, p. 381, 1892; Kron , "Darstelling der natiirlichen Farben," p. 66; Valenta, "Die Photographie in n atiirlich en F arben, ' P· · ;
Halle a., ' ., published by Wilh. Knapp, 189-i.
2
Dr. euhauss (Pbotogr. Randschau, p. 295, 1895) mistakenly b elieved t hat he h~d
found an objection to th applicability of z nkcr's theory to Lippmann's proce in
the observed magnitude of the grains jn the undeveloped plates, which was fonn <l
to be 0.0003 millimeter. rot th o ab ence of grains, as h s uppos s, bnt compl te
tran paren ·y i r qnisite for the production of fixed light waves.
3
Zenker. Photochromie, p. 5.
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able angle with the normal to the surface. The difference of path of
the interfering light waves will, in comparison with vertical incidence,
be greatly changed,..-and according as the colors are thus altered or not
are they interference or body colors. A description and theory of this
prism experiment follow in Chapter XI, below.
If, now, the spectrum were produced according to the method of
Becquerel, tl1e surprising result appeared tl1at a portion of the spectrum observed -'j:irough the prism appeared when compared with that
observed directly through the air to be considerably displaced toward
the extreme red. This is exactly the color shifting which is to be
expected if the theory of Zenker is correct.
Zenker, therefore, deserves the credit of having, in the year 1868,
rightly recognized as the cau~e of the coloring in the Becquerel process the action of fixed light waves.
The ph_o tographic substance is in Seebeck's method the same. The
only difference lies in the form. Seebeck used powder, Becquerel a
homogeneous film of silver chloride mixed with subchlorides. The
color displacement in the prism experiment is to be expected to occur
with the same prominence as with the Becquerel plate~. The displacement is in fact, however, 11ot to be observed, and just as little in the
Poitevin process.
The objection of .Schultz-Sellack is shown to be valid exactly in those
cases where it would appear plausible from previous considerations-;
for in fine powder and in paper one could expect no regularly arranged
stationary light waves.
But tbe question may properly be asked, Why are there not created
in the Becquerel plates body colors as we11, since these plates contain
tlrn Harne substance as those of Seebeck 0? It does not appear impossible that, besides the interference colors demonstrated to be present,
there may also be body colors. I was, indeed, able to show that in the
method of Becquerel body colorn also cooperate. The proof of this
may be found in Chapter XI, below. The colors on plates of Seebeck
and Poitevin are, on the contrary, exclusively body colors.
There are, tl1erefore, methods of color photography wbieh cau not l>e
explained through application of the theory of Zenker; and there a.re
substances in which colored illumination gives ri e to corresponding
bod.y colors, in which tlie coloring is not due to interference, but to a
cllaracteristic absorption determined by the chemical constitution.
But how is such a phenomenon conceivable¥ The idea of a possible
am;wer ca.me to me in reading the abow~-mentioned memoir of Carey
Lea. The various colored compounds of chlorine and silver which he
mentions are, according to him, molecular compounds of silver chloride
and protochloride, but not to be expressed by definite number relations.
He groups them under the name of "photochlorides." These colored
compounds are also formed by the action of light upon a ground cousisting of silver chloride and protochloride, such as is at hand in
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Seebeck's process, for . example. That such compounds are formed
most readily under the action of light is not difficult to suppose.
But why are the compounds formed of the same color as the illumination~ Why, for example, should a red photochloride be formed un<ler
the action of red light in preference to some other 0~
It has the physical advantage that it reflects this color better than
compounds of other colors. Colored light that is reflected is not
al>Horbe<l, and c:111 therefore cause no decomposition, for which tlie
absorption of light is requisite. Of all possible compounds which can
result from the disturbance of the chemical equilibrium by the action
of the light, the red compound possesses the advantage of stability on
co11tinuing the exposure. According to the conceptions of the kinetic
and newer chemical theories, we must, however, assume that in the disturbance of the equilibrium all possible compounds are, temporarily,
actua11y produced hy some of the groups of molecules. Among these,
only the red continue uncbange<l, while those of other colors absorb the
red light and are by it further decomposed.
':Phis is an explauatiou of the phenomenon easily deduced from
admitted facts and observations. Its correctness may be readily ·
tested, for it requires that, for example, the red compound shall be
decomposed by other than red iUumi nation while stable in red light.
Such an experiment appears in the researches of Carey Lea.1 He
threw a spectrum upon the rose-colored photochloride. All the colors
except red changed it in !$UCh a way as to impress their own hue upon
it more or less, but '' in the red it remained unchanged."
I myself made experiments to test this explanation, in which the
sensitive plates were exposed to the action of two spectra crossing each
other at right angles. These experiments, which are described in Chap·
ter XIII, confirmed the correctness of the explanation.
A substance which, corresponding with this explanation, has the
characteristic of giving· corresponding colors, I can a color receptiYe
substance. This characteristic is discussed in Chapter XII.
By this connection a 1rnw foundation is laid for further methods of
color photography, for the pllenomenon is not restricted to particular substances. It appears that any coloring matter which can, under
certain condition , be decomposed by light is suited to uRe with new
methods.
It mu t be remarked that the difficulty to fix these colors appear
from the nature of the method of their formation inevitable, for th·
capacity of the en itiv . ub tauce for r pro<l.ucing colors is due tu
their de ·ompo ' ition by the action of light. Indeed, the color in th
older proce e could only be tix cl in a very limited degree. It i intimat ll in Chapter ... Vin what manner . ucces may perhap be reach d
in thi directio11.
In onn ctiou with tll hare cteri tic of color reproducti n the acquiRi i 11 of a ·, pc ·ity for r i. ting out. id actions may b <·all d an
T

1 'ar 1·~· L Pa..

Amni,·a.11 .Jo11rna l o r .',·i1•111·

3) ;331 p. 363.
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actaptation. Thus colors so produced may bit called adaptation colors,
at tbe ~a.me time remembering that a physical chemical, and in the Ia.st
analysis a mechanical process, is in consideration. An ada,ptation of
such a character may be distinguished as a mechanical adaptati011.
The question arises whether there may not be in nature, rich as it is
in color, sensitive substances with the same characteristics as tlte
grouud of these photograms. Can not certain adaptation colors in
11a.ture be thus explained~ To be sure one is accustomed to regard the
atlaptation in nature in the light of the fundamental law of Darwin of
the nnt.ural perpetuation by the selection of advantageously altered
forms of life. I am not, however, concerned with such a biological
adaptation, but only with a mechanical. This conjecture appearecl
to lJe confirmed by observations which I found in biological works leut
rne by the kindness of Professor Oltmanns, of Ereiburg.
I came first of all on the following remark fa the work of Theodore
Eimer: "Die Entstehung der Arten auf Grund von Vererben erworl>euer Eigenschaftuug nach den Gesetzen organischen Wachseus.
Ei11 Beitrag zur einheitlichen Auffassung der Lebewelt." 1 Eimer
opposed a too far-reaching estimation of the effect of biological adapbttion in the agreement of the color of an animal with its surroundings,
and pointed out a, possible chemical action of light in cases of quick
color changes. It has been observed 1 ' that butterfly puprn are during
their development influenced .by the color of their surroundings so far
that they assume these colors."
"for example the red color of
a cloth enveloping them." In explanation of this remarkable observation be assumes that tlte sulrntauce of wbicb the chrysalis is composed
"is of such a character that it serves the purpose so ardently sought
at present of color photogrnphy." 2 In the possibility of such a, con11ection I am justified in making mention of this circumstance without
l1aving verified the explanation by experiments of my own. It would
be scarcely possible for me to a<l<l anything new to the excelle11t,
thorough, and protractetl experiments ·w hich Poulton 3 has carried ont
on the color adaptation of the caterpillars and their puprn.
According to · these observations, one would not be justified in com paring the skin of cater·villars directly with a photographic plate.
These are in addition physiological processes. N evertlieless, I will
attempt to slJow from the observations of Poulton that the pigment of
the caterpillar's skin duriug the sensitive states possesses in some
degree the peculiarities of a color-receptive substance.
But if mechanical adaptation occurs in tbis ca.se, can it not have a
more general application in the formation of the living world 1 I fo1111<1
this supposition confirmed in a paper of August Weisrp.ann "Aeussere
Einflii.sse als Entwicklungsreize." 4
Eimer, Jena, published by Gnstav Fischer, 1888.
Loe. cit., p age 155.
:1 Poulton.
For the citations, see Chapter XV.
4 A. Weismann.
Jena. Published by Gustav Fi8cher, 1894.
1

2
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He calls the process here designated as mechanical adaptation, so
far as it plays a part with living beings, "intra selection," 1 and refers
to a work of Wilhelm Roux, which appeared in 1881, "Der Kampf der
Theile iru Org.anismus, ein Beitrag zur Vervollstandigung der mecbanischen Zweckmassigkeitslehre." 2 The latter designates the process as
''functional adaptation/' and discusses it in. a general way as caused
by the "strife of the molecules," "strife of the cells." 3 As ''molecules"
be understands the smallest organic process units. In the case at
band, "molecules" is to be taken literally.
Indeed, the result of colored illumination in a body may be figuratively expressed as the victory of the similarly colored molecules over
those dissimilarly colored, won by reason of their capacity of best
reflecting the incident light. Thus the applicatinn of the explanation
of the old.e r processes of color photography to the explanation of certain
ada,ptation-colors in nature lea<ls to the arrangement of these phenomena under general groups, which may be recognized as processes of
mechanical adaptation.
I proceed now to the experimental verification and the exact foundation and working out of the matters above mentioned. First of all, I
must express my thanks to Professors Arzruni, Grotrian, Holzapfel, ·
and Wiillner, of the technical college of Aachen, for their assistance.
Since, unfortunately, I found it hard to judg·e of many of the finer
differences of color, I have given no ob.;ervations of color unless they
had been made. or checked by one or more of these gentlemen.
IL-APP .A.R.A.TUS .A.ND PROCEDURES.

For the phctography of the spectrum a Steinheil spectrum apparatus
was used, in which the ocular was replaced by a small photographic
camera. This could be screwed to a tube which fitted in the telescope
tube. The adjustment was performed by means of a rack and pinion
motion.
The width of the slit was about 1 millimeter when great brightness
was wished and about 0.5 millimeter when a spectrum of greater purity
was desirable. The length of the spectrum from A to II2 was 10.3
millimeters. Its height was generally between 15 and 18 millimeter ·
The source of light was usua1ly the electric arc of a l&rge Schuckert
lamp, used with an average current strength of 30 ampere~, and who:e
positive carbon had a thickness of about 23 millimeters. The carbon '
had an inclination of 45° to the vertical, so that the greatest li ·bt
inten ity wa sent out in a nearly horizontal direction. The tim of
expo ·ure varied from a half hour to an hour in general, tho ugh under
the mo.·t favorable conditio11 colors were produced after a few minute ·
0

Loe. cit., page 6.
W . Roux, Leipzig. Published b y Wilhelm Engelmann.
3 ;1'he strif~ of the ti sues and. the strife of the organs i8, as Roux n ·marks, not to
be mcluded m the ame category, 11 cause di similar partf; then ent ·r into combat.
1

2
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I designate as the Seebeck process in general that in which the
sensitive material is preliminarily exposed chloride of silver powder. 1
I used in this pure chloride of silver precipitated in the dark and then
dried. The powder was then placed between two glass plates and the
edges of these cemented together. The preliminary exposure was
made at first with violet and ultraviolet, but later more quickly with
white light. It was continued until the powder had taken on a not
too dark violet color.
Becquerel 2 has experimented with various modifications. I used
exclusively aud distinguish here as the Becquerel process that peculiar
to bim, and employed electrolytically chlorinized silver plates, but without subsequent heating. For their preparation I used brightlypolished
electrolytically silvered copper or brass plates or else thin sheets of silver
tbemselves. There were dipped in a weak solution of hydrochloric acid
(1 :8) as positive electrode, while a current of from two to four amperes
passed between surfaces of about-30 square centimeters area for some
seconds. The thickness of silver chloride deposit recommended by
Becquerel as the most satisfactory was attained by the passage of a quantity of electricitywhich would suffice to separate 0.067 cubic centimeters ·
of hydrogen per square centimeter of silver surface. This thickuess
js according to an approximate calculation about 0.0016 millimeters.
After coating, the plate is quickly dried between filter papers, and theu
rubbed with soft leather.
Poitevin's 3 proce~s was used by Zenker and Krone and developed by
them. 4 Following their directions I bathed Rives-Rohpapier in a 10 per
cent soJutionof common salt for two minutes, then for one minute in an
8 per cent solution of nitrate of silver. The leaf was then quickly
washed and was exposed in diffused daylight to the action of a stannous
chloride solution containing 5 grams of stannous chloride to 100 cubic
centimeters of water, till it bad attained a not too dark coloration.
After this it was bathed in a mixture of one part concentrated potaRsium
chromate solution and two parts concentrated copper sulphate solution
and preserved between :filter papers. It is well to moisten the paper
somewhat before exposure if quite dry.
Development is of course unnecessary in any of these processe , as
the colors are formed during the exposure.
Fixing, which in the last of these methods is possible to a slight
extent, I have not undertaken.
1 See citation, p. 168.
All these processes are described in the hooks of Zenker
(see p. 225) and Krone (seep. 227).
2E dmond Becquerel, Annalcs de chiwic et de physique (3), 22: page 451, 1848;
25: page 447, 1849; 42: page 81, 1854; see also E. Becquerel, '' La Lumiere," 2: page
209. Paris, Firmin Didot Freres, Fils et Cie, 186 .
3 Poitevin.
Comptes rendus, 61: page 1111. 1865.
4$ee the work already mentioned.
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III.-CHEMIC.A.L RELATIONS OF CHLORIDE OF SIL VER DURINGEXPOSURE .AND ELECTROLYSIS.

It has been lately shown conclusively -by Guntz 1 that in the exposure
of silver chloride to light silver protochloride is formed. Pure silver
chloride not exposed· to light avpears, according to Becquerel,2 to be
appre0iably sensitive, when exposed to the spectrum, only to violet and
ultra violet light, and takes on during exposure a violet color. I have
repeated this experiment with the same r~sult. The resulting powder,
composed of silver chloride and protochloride, is, however, sensitive
to all colors of the spectrum and copies them to a certain degree.
It would be desirable to investigate whether pure silver protochloride is changed in the spectrum. Dr. Hermens, assistant in the technical chemical laboratory of this institution, has with great friendliness
endeavored to prepare some of this salt for me, following the directious
of Guntz. 3 It appears, however, to be very difficult to obtain it free
from silver chloride. Guntz, indeed, secured no pure silver protochloride.
The chemically prepared silver protoch1oride behaves in the spectrum in the same way as exposed silver chloride. This experime ut,
therefore, forms a confirmation of the proof of Guntz of the formation
of silver protochloride by the action of light on silver chloride. Tile
mixture of silver chloride and protochloride had the violet appearance
of exposed silver chloride.
The electrolytically prepared chloride of silver contains also some
silver protochloride. For it is sensitive to all ra.ys of tile spectrum.
It can not, however, be exclusively silver protochloridc; for in one
experiment I obtained a plate which was sensitive only to violet and
ultraviolet rays, and which therefore contained only silver cllloride.
In its preparation I had not observed the conditions of the experiment.
It was probably produced by too weak a current, for I later prepared a
plate with a current of 0.2 amperes which was very sensitive in the
ultraviolet but only slightly so in the visible spectrum. It must tberefore be assumed that Becquerel plates thus prepared consist principally
of silver chloride with some protochloridr, the quantity of which js
increased with stronger currents. 'rn confirmation of this it may ue
remarked that when the layer is lifted from tbe silver surface it appears
of a bright violet color, by transmitted light.
IV.-THE

.A.cc RACY OF 'l'HE
OLDER

COLOR

REPR0D

CTION

IN

'l'IIE

PROCESSE '. 4

Becquerel's plates give the colors by far the be t. They app ,tr
bright, similarly to tho-.e produced by Lipprnanu's metllo<l, aud in tile
right place .
Compt,•s r ndus, 113: -page 72. 1 01.
Annale: de ·himie et dr physi<]_ne (3), 22: page 452,
Zenker, Photochrorni , page 18.
:i
untz.
'ompt<· rPn<ln, 112: page 61. 1 91.
4 ,'eo also Zenk ·r, lo·. ·it.
1

'untz.

2 Bef'<1lH·rel,
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In neither of the other processes are the colors so accurately reprodneed, and they look dull. The Seebeck plates show besides violet
only blne and red distinctly, and the latter is a sort of rose red, the
former being often rather grayish. · Green is very indistinct and yellow,
Lan11y to be distinguished. But there appears in their places a conHiderable brightening of the violet background. The Poitevin process
is superior to that of Seebeck. All the colors appear, but there is a
predominating yellowish brown tone. The yellow parts of the spectrum
are, as reproduced, more of an orange color, similar to the color of a
paper soaked with potassium bichromate solution.
V.-lNCORREC1'NESS OF 1'HE EXPL.A.N.A.'fION OF THE REPRODUCTION
OF COLORS ACCORDING 1'0 SCHULTZ-SELL.A.CK.

A transparent :film of silver iodide produced by the action of iodine
on a silver mirror chemically precipitated on glass is, according to
Schultz-Sellack,1 not chemically changed by the action of light, since
there is nothing at hand to absorb the iodine. The surface is, on the
other hand, mechanically disintegrated to a very :fine powder.
[ observed such a :film under the microscope, and determined the
diameter of the grains to be about 1 µ (thousandth of a millimeter)
with a space between them of from Oto 3 µ. The yellow, unchanged
iodide of silver :film was visible through them.
The series of transmitted colors succeeding under the influence of
sunlight is, according to Schultz-Sellack, yellowish brown, dark brown
with stronger il1umination, red, green, blue, bright bluish white; :finally,
the film is, with slight exposure, almost completely colorless and transparent. I observed also such colors, but since a strong and stead.y
beam of sunlight was inaccessible to me, I used an electric light, with
which it was impossible to secure uniform action. Parts of the iouide
of silver :film exposed ~qually long to light attained different colors.
But only violet and ultraviolet rays are able to cause this mechanical
disintegration as I found in confirmation of the results of SchultzSellack. Herein lies the possibility of forming different colors hy
different intensities and durations of exposure. A representation in
different colors can therefore apparently be obtained ''which is able
to distinguish the different intensities of violet light, which are transmitted by red, green, and blue glass."
These colors are held by Schultz-Se11ack" to be diffraction coloro,
because they appear most strongly when one· observe the plates in a,
darkened chamber opposite to a small light opening. Indeed, the
colors are very dull when viewed by diffuse light. But they fail to
show the characteristic property of diffraction. They do not appear in
a direction at an angle with the incident ray as with a grating, but
in the direction of the rays passing through and reflected.
~ ultz-Sellack. "On the chemical an<l mechanical change of the silver ha1oi<l
salts nuder the action of light.n Annalen cler Physik und Chemie, 143; page 439,

1871.
S::.VI
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The colors of iodide of silver are, however, not those due to thin
films, for they change "when one replaces the air in the interlying
spaces by water or varnish." lt would be consistent with this observation to suppose that they are caused by the interference of light
passing through the iodide of silver particles and that passing directly
through the intervening spaces.
I refrain, however, for the sake of brevity, from more thoroughly
examining this hypothesis. The question at present considered is this:
Are-the methods of color reproduction in the older processes of color
photography satisfactorily explained, according to Schultz-Sellack, by
supposing the colors to be in consequence of mechanical disintegration of tbe film, so that they may be called disintegration colors~ A
grave objection occurs to such an explanation, because they are thus
classed as transmission colors while in each of the processes the colors
are repro<luced in reflected light. Since, however, the disiutegration
colors do not appear in directions at an angle with that of transmission, it follows, if they are caused by interference, that reflected and
transmitted light must be.complementary to each other, leaving out of
consideration the small absorption in the iodide of silver. I actually
found that where a ~etallic yellowish green was seen in normaJly
reflected light that passing through was bluisll violet and where blue
was reflected yellow was transmitted. Hence, the series of ~chultzSellack can not hold for the colors of reflected light, for according to
it the more refrangible occur by increasing the time of exposure or the
intensity of the light.
The simple appearance of the colors of the older color photography
works against the theory of Schultz-Sellack. They appear very we11
by diffuse illumination, as from a bright window, while disintegration
colors a,r e llere extinguished. These latter require for viewiug a light
directly reflected from in front, which would totally destroy colors from
bright plates like those of Becquerel, for the light reflected from the
front surface would overpower that from behind.
Disintegration colors, according to llis obsenation , experience also a
change in reflected light with increasing a,ng1e of incidence. I was
able in this way to produce change from metallic yellow to bluish gray
and back to metallic yellow. It bas not been possible to produce· such
changes with reproductiou of colors by the older proce ses.
The Schultz-SelLwk explanation may, llowever, be subjected to a
crucial te t, for the differm1t colon1 of illumination woulcl prodn<'e
110 different kiud but only differe11t intern,ity of action upon the ,·eu ·itive film, antl if the nature of the color. resulting is to be determined
only by the i11tensity all colors of illuminatio11 would in t he begi11uin g
vroduce the same color, and so far a. their action procee<letl the arne
succe ion of color .
Such a hebavior i contra<li ·t ,d by th ob, ervation of Becqn 1: 1
accol'(liug to whicll the ·olor: corr :pouding to tho ·e of illnmimttIOH
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-are from the beginning pure, though weak. The beginning of the
actiou, therefore, causes not the same but different colors.
For a more convenient test I caused to be formed on a sensitive film
a series of spectra with corresponding colors opposite, but giving different exposures to the several impressions. For this purpose a shutter
was placed across the slit and opened upward. Thus, after the close
of the experiment, one could at a glance observe the action of the <lit:
forently colored illumination. It was shown conclusively in tltis way
that the several colors did not at the beginning of the exposure give
rise to one but to different colors, which were similar to the colors of
the illumination.
The following are the observations of Professor Grotrian, with a
plate prepared by Becquerel's process:
Trnce of red. Yellow and green only noticed
when field 2 is also under observation. Blue absent.
2. Two minutes. Retl stronger; yellow and green to l>e rccognizeu. Blue
absent.
3. Four minutes. · Red, yellow, and green stronger. Blue scarcely to be
re ·ognizecl.
4-. Eight minutes. Red, yellow, and green stronger. Blne to be recognized.
5. Sixteen minutes. Red, yellow, and green stronger. Blue still weak.
6. Thirty-two minutes. All colors stronger.
The action in the ultraviolet was first a,pparent in the second field; hence, after the
re<l.
FIELD

1. One mionte time of exposure.

Red is here, the first distinctly visible color, and appears under the
influence of red light. This must, therefore, according to Schultz-SalJack, be the most powerful acting color of all, and at the same time red
must be the first stage of the disintegration colors. Other colors, or
Jjghter stages in the disintegration coloring, can only be caused at first
by red light, and red coloring must be tLe first result of other colors of
illumination.
Observation shows tbe reverse. The other colors are caused by other
colored illumination, ·while the red is not changed by coutinued red illumination, but ou the contrary grows stronger.
Tbe same experiment was performed with Seebeck's and Poitevin's
plates with the same result. Before the first color to appear had changed
the other colors appeared iu their places.
Schultz-Sellack's explanation of the formation of colors in the ohler
processes of color-photography by disintegration colors is, therefore,
incorrect.
I <lo not in this, however, assert that the intensity of illumination is
without influence on the color produced. Such an influence is as apparent as in the Lippmann process. 1 To disprove his assertion, it js not,
however, necessary to prove a complete independence of the colors from
tbe intensity of the light, but only to show the error in the relation
between tbem wbich his hypothesis re<Juires.
1

See for example Kroue, Annalen der Pbysik unu Chemie, 46, p. 4281 1892,
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Vl.-THE PRISM EXPERIMENT.

The prism was so placed upon one-half of the photographed spectrum
that the line between the hypotenuse and the side face I (fig. 1) cut
similar color-lines at right angles. The eye of the observer was placed
in the prolongation of the same surface I (the arrow indicates the liue
of vision) so that a line S drawn, before the experiment, in the direction
of a single color, as, for example, the yellow appeared straight when
vfowed through the air and prism.
It can then be calculated what change the color at the line S under
the prism must experience as compared with that in the air jf the
colored image is caused bY. stationary light waves.
That color appears in general whose wav·e length is equal to the
difference in path between two rays reflected at two adjacent elementary mirrors.

FIG. I.

FIG. 2.

Let I and II in fig. 2 be two such elementary mirrors at a distance d
apart in a medium of an index of refraction n 2 • The rays are incident
in the general case at the angle a in an equilateral prism of index of
refraction n 1 and a base angle a 1, so that the rays pass through the
sides of the prism at right angles both in entering and leaving.
The plane parallel liquid layer between prism and photographic
film has no influence on the difference of path between the interfering
rays Sr and '8 11 , and neither do the phase-changes on reflection at I
and II.
Let 2 a.i be the excess of distance of Su over Sr in the layer, and ll'2
the angle which Su makes within the layer to the 11ormal to the mirror.
Let 3 a1 be the excess of S1 over Su in the prism.
If we de11ote the wave length in air by i\. the difference in path
between S 1 aud Su is then mea ured in wave 1eugth8 as follows:

But
Uz=

d

c·o

<Xz

and a 1 = d tau

a2

sin

Th refore

]) = ~rl ?lz A

n 1 in
CO'

ti· 1

az

Rin az

a1
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But since

= nz sin az,
2dni 1- - -n___,?a---- 2 cos ll'z = -X- -y 1 - nz2 sm a 1•
n1 sin

D=

2dnz

T

a1

Generally in observing the photographic :film one looks p~rpeudicularly upon it. In this case cos a 2 = l and
D =2dnz
_;t

The difference in path of the two rays is a wave length when D = 1
since Dis measured in wave lengths. The color then appears whose:
wave length is
Ao= 2dnz;

hence that which is caused by the stationary wave.
In the general case however D = 1 for another wave length:
A = 2dn2 cos ll'z = Ao cos a 2•
One is thus able to obtain these values by multiplying Ao by a factor
f

= cos

_;t
ll'z = - .

Ao

The degree of the color change is _thus <l.etermined, that is the relative
wave lengths of the altered and the original color.
Let these be <l.esignated in the case of incidence less than 450 in air
with/1 in the prism with j~.
(1) Then
-r JI-

I 1_-r

"y

.:lnz2

(2)

Let ratio fp /f, be designated as fv1· It determines the color change in
the experiment described iu this chapter in which a part of the colored
image is viewed through air, another part through the prism. It is:
(3)

-r _
Jpi -

n -n
)22nz2-l
2

2

2

1

The equations (1) to (3) show also in what ratio the wave le11gth · of
tbe colors observed must change if the indices of refraction of the
photographic :film and of the prism are known. They can conversely
serve in the case/ and n1 suffer a known change to calculate the index
of refraction nz of the layer. Tims, the question may be answeredr
given a value n-2, how great an index of refraction the prism should
have in order that f shall have a value markedly <l.ifferent from 1, so
tliat there shall be a distinct color change. To be sure, one could m~tke
u . ., e of greater angles of incidence than 45°; but then the reflection
from the upper surface of the film might easily be so strong a. to
destroy the value of the experiment.
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VIL-PRISM EXPERIMENT

WITH

COLOR REPRODUCTIONS AF'rER

BECQUEREL-FIRST PROOF OF 'l'HEIR lN'l'ERFERENCE NATURE.

Although the results of the previous chapter do not require experimental verification, yet I may say that in a prism experiment with a
photograph of the spectrum by Lippmann's interference method I
observed a very considerable color change. In a place where for uormally reflected light about the color of the yellow sodium Hues
appeared, the color when viewed through the prism appeared on tlle
border between blue and greenish blue, or about at the place of the
hydrogen line Ili3 (F). The angle of incidence was less than 45° and
the prism used had a refractive index n 0 = 1.52.
Tn the following observations I used exclusively the already mentioned prism for which n 0 = 1.75, and at an angle of incidence of 45°.
When one observed a line drawn in the middle of the yellow on a
Becquerel plate, the g-round in its vicinity when viewed through the
prism appeared green. Another line drawn along the border between
green and blue appeared through the prism lying in the middle of the
blue. In another plate the mark was drawn on the boundary between
yellow and green and it formed the boundary between green and blue.
as seen through the prism.
The experiment was repeated with homogeneous illumination from m
sodium flame. There was then perceptible in the yellow of the photographic spectrum a bright strip of about 1.5 millimeters breadth, the
center of which appeared to be shifted about 2.1 millimeters toward
the red when the refereuce mark was undeviated. This value is the
mean of the measurements of several observers. The magnitude of
the displacement happened to be exactly the distance from the D to
the C line in the spectrum. From this follows:

f-111 =

i\. 0
589
i\.c = 656

=

0.90.

From this change in the wave length of the reflected light the index
of refraction of th,>; photographic film may be obtained by substitution
in equ1,tion (3) with the value of n 1 = 1.75. Such a computation gives
nz = 2.4. In a second plate a displacement of 1.2 millimeters was
observed, from which it followed thatfP1 = 0.94 aud n-2 = 3.1.
That the index of refraction of the film should vairy _w hen they are
not ]_)r J:>ared under exactly the ·ame condition3 is obviou , for the
value of th reflective index de]_)euds on the proportion of silver prot 0 ·
chloride to the ilver chloride in the film. According to Chapter III the
latter is, however, probably the chief con tituent of the film, . o tbat it
would be unlikely that the index of refraction should greatly e. ce d
1
that of chlorid of ilv r. Thi i l>y the ob ervations of W rnick
nu = 2.0G. It i therefore improbable that the inde.T of r fraction
1

Annal u d r Physik un<l Chemie, 142: page 571, 1 71.
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should exceed 3. In Chapter XI it is, however, shown that there are
other processes in pla.y which would cause a slight color displacement
in the prism experiment with increasing intensity of light. The second
plate had, indeed, a stronger exposure than the first. Besides this, a
small absolute error in determining the displacement would cause a
larger one in the computation of the refractive index. 'l1he observations
make no claim to great accuracy. They were not originally intended
for the measurement of n2 , but only to show the approximate amount
of the color displacement.
The magnitude of the displacement rendered it probable that it could
be observed in air without the use of a prism by simply changing the
angle of incidence. Indeed, iu the case of the second plate, a shifting
of the middle of the bright strip in the sodium flame, amounting to 0.36
miUimeter~, wa' observed on changing the augle of incidence from 0°
to 4:3°, from which it follows that ft= O.D8.
But/1 may be calculated from n 1 and n2 by equation (1), if one substitutes for n 2 the the above-mentioned value 3.1. In this way/~ is found
to be 0.97, which agrees with the value observed within the limits of
experimeutal error.
The possibility of the recognition of a color chan ge with a wavelength relation 0.98 permits the determination of the limits of the safe
application of the prism experiment. The question arises, How great
the index of refraction of a film ma,y be and still permit the recognition
of interference colors in it by the use of a prism, If one compares the.
color at direct incidence iu air with that at 45° in the prism, we have
substituting n 1 = 1.75 and j~ = 0.98 in equation (2): nz = 6.2. If the
comparison ·is restricted to 45° incidence in both air aud prism, it
follows with/pi= 0.98 by equation (3): n2 = 5.2.
So far ai;; I know there have been 110 greater indices of refraction
than this observed for the D line. That of molecular silver is, according to Wernicke,1 based on the computation of Drude,2 equal to 4.
Checking his calculation by the molecular refraction from the kuown
refraction equivalents of a haloid and a hafoid compound of silver, a
value less than 3 is obtained.
Thus it is possible by the prism experiment, for example, to te t the
assumption recently made by Wernicke, that the color,· of silver
observed by Carey Lea are only interference pheuomena of molecular
silver. With n 2 = 4 and n1 = 1.75,/P becomes equal to 0.95; and thus a
silver plate appearing jn air golden yellow (l = 589µµ) should in the
prism look distinctly greenish yellow (l = 560µµ). If such a color
change is not to be observed, then a case of body colors is at hand, and
Carey Lea was right is assuming particular modifications of silver.
Still more certainly can one distinguish between interference and
body colors in any chlorine compounds intermediate between silver
1
2

\Vornicke, Annalen cler Physik and Chemie, 52: page 527, 18UJ.
Drocle, ibid., 51: page 98, 1894.
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chloride and pure silver. This is done in this research for the procedure of Becquerel. It must be equally possible to distinguish in the
process of Seebeck, ,where chlorine compounds are also made use of.
I may here offer a remark concerning a conceivable improvement in
color photography by the interference method. Lippmann's color reproductions have, to be sure, the advantage of the possibility of fixing
and of greater sensitiveness to light over those of Becquerel. They
are, however, inferior, in that the colors are more dependent on the
angle of incidence and in the necessity of observing them in a definite
beam of light. In Becquerel's method the colors are changed so little
with the angle of incidence that it was not for a long time shown tbat
any change at all occurred, and they can be observed in diffuse light.
Thus these colors have the characteristics of body colors without being
such. They receive this quality by reason of the hig~ index of refraction
of tlie film.
Lippmann's color reproductions would share in this advantage, and
would, indeed, be suitable for copying on paper if it were possible to
make some addition to the gelatine such as to give it a higher index of
refraction or even to replace it by some other substance with such an
index. It cannot, however, be said a prior-i whether this is possible
without the loss of other ad vantages of the method.
VJII.~BECQUEREL'S COLOR-BEARING FILM VIEWED FROM THE
B.ACK.-SECOND PROOF FOR THE lN'l'Ek_FERENCE NATURE OF 'l'HE
COLORS.

For the purpose of Chapter II it was necessary to separate the colorbearing film of the Becquerel plate from the silver backing. This was
1
accomplished with gelatine according to the directions of W ernicke.
In so doing I observed the remarkable phenomenon that the colors of
the reverse side by reflected light were very considerably displaced
from what they were originally when viewed from in front.
The tone of the colors was also somewhat changed. Such a change
of color is not conceivable for body colors and can only be explained
through interference. This observation furnishes, therefore, a second
proof of the interference uature of the colors and at the same time of
the correctness of Zenker's explanation of them by the assumption
of stationary light waves.
Such color shifting has al o been observed with Lippmann plate
when examined from the glass and film ides. I can not, however,
recognize the explanation which I found given for this as correct.
The e phenomena are the uece sary con ·equence of facts hitherto
overlooked. It would nevertheless lead me too far from the nbj t
of thi · investigatiou to di cus this matter here. I must re ·erve th
consideration for another publication.
1

Wernickc, .Analcn dcr Physik und 'hemie, 30, page 4.62, 1 7.
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JX.-PRISM EXPRRIMEN'.I.' WITH SEEBECK'S .A.ND POI'.I.'EVIN'S COLOR,
REPRODUC'.I.'IONS.-FIRST PROOF '.I.'H.A.'.I.' '.I.'HEY .A.RE OF THE NATURE
OF BODY COLORS.

The prism experiment with Seebeck plates is beset with difficulties
which delayed the present investigation very considerably. The silver
chloride powder must be retained between two glass plates. It does
not suffice to pour benzene between the cover plate and the prism in
order to see the colors througli the latter, for total reflection occurs at
the boundary of the air space between the cover plate and the particles
of powder. The air must therefore be completely expelled by a liquid
of not too small index of refraction. Benzene was chosen for this purl)OSe. The introduction of the benzene could not, however, take place
after tbe exposure, for it was found impossible to do this without altering tbe position of the particles of powder. Hence the benzene was
first poured between the plates and then the powder was stuffed in
bet,Y(leu them.
A square-cornered metallic frame served to support the whole. Instead of glass, a mica plate about 0.08 mm. thick was used on the
front side. It was thus possible to avoid a slight displacement of the
reference mark with respect to the spectrum in the prism experiment.
The presence of the liquid d~d not interfere with the production of
tLe colors by the action of light. These came as before, only more
quickly, for by absorbing the free chlorine given off the liquid made the
plate more sensitive, but this added cousiderab]y to the difficulty of the
prism experiment, as the observation required to be quickly completed
before the action of daylight obliterated the spectrum reproduction.
The experiment was finally repeatedly performed with success. The
reference mark was drawn with a diamond in the red and blackened
with soot. There was Ho perceptible displacement of colors with respect
to it. At the same time it was worth while to secure greater certainty
by a simple modification. For this purpose pure chloride-of-silver
powder waR stirred up with collodion and the mixture poured upon a
glass plate and Mied. There was thus obtained a film in which the
chloride of silver was retained by collodion. It was then fixed to a
glass pJate. The reference mark was made with a lead peHcil on the
:film itself and the prism experiment performed without po sibility of
error.
The plates in benzene could not be left lollg in the daylight. The
room was therefore darkened and light was atlmitted through a hole
covered by a double layer of filter paper. The uew process bac1, however, the advantage that the colors appeared more distinctly.
nder
tbe prism they were, to be sure, darker; but the result was repeat dly
reached with certainty that no displacement of the colora in the prism
with respect to those in air occurred for an unbended reference mark.
No difference in this respect was found between the coarse-grained
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layer of the silver chloride-collodion mixture and the fine-grained
liquid emulsion. The diameter of the grains was in the latter case
determined by the microscope to be about 0.001 mm.
Regular stationary light waves are impossible in such grains. Tlte
motion of light among them must be very irregular. This is the case
also in a still higher degree with the Poitevin :films on paper. The fact
that they reproduce colors much better determined me to subject them
also to the prism experiment.
It was found undesirable to have the benzene soak through the
whole paper, because the colors were thus made less distinct in air.
The spectrum reproduction wai-; therefore cut in half perpendicularly
to the reference mark after drawing the latter in the yellow. One of
tl1e l)arts was placed upon the side of an auxiliary prism II ( Fig. 3
shows section of the prisms and leaf), and this wa,~ fastened to a level
glass plate, upon which the other half of the leaf was so placed that
the marks came together. Finally prism I, with the high refractive
index, was set upon the second half, benzene poured between, and the
eye placed in line with the reference mark and with the surface of
the principal prism. It was noticed that the colors under the prism

]!'IG.

3.

were a little less bright and the green and blue a little lei:;s distinct
This was due to the yellow coloring of the fhu t-glass prism, for a lind
drawn on paper with a blue pencil appeared of a greenish tone tllrough
the prism. A displacement of colors could not, however, be observed
through the prism.
The sensitive substance in Seebeck's process is the same as in Becquerel's. In Poitevin's method other constituents a,re used, wllich
probably only lower the in<l.ex of refraction of the layer. The absence
of color displacement shows tllat the colors of Seebeck aud Poitevin
pictures are, in distinction from those of Becquerel, not interference lmt
body colors.
X .-SEEBECK s AND Pol'rEVINS' COLOR Pr T RES OBSERVED IN
TR.AN ·MITTED LIGH'l'.-SECOND PROOF OF 'l'HEIR OII.A.R.A.C'l'ER .A'
BODY COLORS.

Tbe :film prepared from collodion emul ion of chloride or ilver
according to Poitevin s proce
bow colors aft r exposure to the· P '·
trum illumination when bs rv d from b llind both in refl t d aucl
' po.'iti n with th :e
transmitted light. The e (' . lor. eorre, pond in
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appearing· on the front surface. In transmitted light they appear in
part even more distinctly.
This is a second proof that the colors are body colors, that is to say,
produced by absorption.
This observation has been repeatedly made by other investigators,
but I have never yet found the conclusion drawn from it with regard to
the nature of the colors. Perhaps this is due to a fundamental error
which Zenker, the founder of the interference theory of color photography, made in this connection. In his treatise on photochromie he
says, on page 81, in reference to the color reproductions through the
formation of stationary light waves:
Similarly, it is natural that the same colors should appear by transmitted light that are observed by reflection, for since the transmitted
light if.; certainly not the direct continuation of the incident ray, but at
least in part also experiences several reflections, those same colors must
prepouderate in it that correspond to the distances apart of the point
layers, that is, colors identical with those in the ray ordinarily reflected.
By point layers are meant the elementary mirrors which are formed
in the sensitive film by the action of the stationary light waves.
The colors, however, which are due to reflections from the elementary mirrors must be complementary to the reflected colors at the same
p arts of the plate as ill all pure interference colors, for they must
t ogether make up the incident white light. They can indeed not fail
of this, for by hypothesis they are produced wholly by interference and
not by absorption.
If one inquires bow in the same difference of path, that is the double
distance between two neighboring elementary mirrors, different interference colors can be produced in reflected and transmitted light, he
forgets the phase changes occurring in reflection. .At the same geometrical plane where a ray of reflected light at tbe first elementary mirror
i thrown back in passing into optically denser or rarer parts, respectiYely, the transmitted and twice-reflected ray is thrown back in passing into optically rarer or denser parts, respectively, and receives,
therefore, an opposite phase change. That at the second mirror is in
both cases similar. Thus there remains a phase -difference of a halfwave leugtu, which causes the complementary coloring of the tran smitted ligllt. There is 110 change in this relation with a greater number
of reflections. It may be objected that the phase change on reflection
.at an elementary mirror must be the same, whichever side the light fall
upon it. That is the case; but it must be remembered that the elementary mirror is not a geometrical plane, but a layer of finite thickness. Otherwi e it could not, in the ab ence of absorption, reflect
light.
Exactly this objection ~tids in determining the phase chan°·e on
-reflection at an elementary mirror and not at a geometrical plane
. coincident with its boundary or within, as was discussed above.
ince
in transmitted light the twice-reflect d ray experie!lces, with reference
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to that passing directly, a phase change of a h alf wave length, autl
since at each of the two elementary mirrors it r eceives the same pbase
change, the phase change on reflection at an elementary mirror is ou efourth wave length. In this the phase change is r eckoned with reference to a ray reflected without phase change from the plane at tbe
middle of the elementary mirror.
The result above described will be deduced in another way in the
connection mentioned on page 184, and difficulties and objections
encountered will also be discussed.
All that has just been said concerns the case when there is no absorption. Such a case is furnished by the chrom-gelatin process of
Lippmann,1 in which· the transmitted colors are complementary to those
reflected.
When absorption is present it would readily be decisive in the case
of transmitted light, hecause each complementary transmission color, as
iu the colors_ of thin plates, must contain much white light and be
therefore faint.
Thus Krone 2 was able to observe only the characteristic color of the
precipitate formed by development in Lippmann's haloid-silver plates
by transmitted light, and I have myself made the same observation.
Lippmann himself says that in two silver bromide-albumin plates be
observed complementary colors transmitted. 3 The absorption must in
this case have been very slight.
Where the same colors appear by transmitted as by reflected light,
these can not be due to interference, but must be caused by absorption.
Conversely, absorption, when it is not too strong to show surface colors,
must show the same colors by transmitted as by reflected light, for this
is nothing but doubly transmitted light.
We have thus a second proof that the colors in Seebeck's and Poitevin's processes are body colors.
Xl.-THE

COOPERATION OF BODY COLORS IN

BECQUEREL'S

PROCE SS.

' I remarked in the general survey (I) that it would be astonishing if
Seeueck's plates showed body colors under colored illnmiuation and
the plates of Becquerel, which chemically are almost identical, failed
to show them. It was, however, to be expected that these body colors
would be h ard to recognize so long a interference color were very
strong. It is not difficult to suppose that these latter would be weak~
ened by a long time of exposure, in con ' equence of which the pl10to ·
graphic action must penetrate ver y clo e to the vibration nodes of tb e
,·tationary waves. Thi re ult was observed by Krone 4 with Lippman ·
1

--

L ipp mann. Compt es renda.a, 115: p. 575, 1892.
2 Kron .
D arstelliu.,. cler natiirlich en Farben, p. 54-.
3
Lippmann. 1 omptes r endu , 11 t: p . 962, 1 92.
•Krone. Deutsche Phographen Zeit un g, p. 1 7, 1 92, edited h y Valenta..
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process. Sufficiently overexposed portions of the spectrum were white.
Becquerel 1 himself says of his process that the differences of color disappear with prolonged exposure.
I have, therefore, exposed a Becquerel plate twenty hours, and a second thirty hours, to illumination by the spectrum. The prism experiment then gave, with the first, a slight color displacement; but with tlle
second the displacement was hardly noticeable. At the same time the
colors were very indistinct under the prism.
A more thorough demonstration of body colors was to be expected
in examining the color-bearing film by transmitted light. The film
was for this :purpose removed from the silver backing (see p. 184).
There then appeared in reality, by transmitted light, red and a trace of
ulue in the proper places, the latter, however, being · in the first plate
more of a grayish blue, and in the second of violet-blue tone.
It was, however, to be expected that interference colors would exert
a disturbing action. Hence, the side which had been next the silver,
and which showed brilliant interference colors by reflected light, was
rubbed with a leather pad till these colors were fainter. The red, in
particular, was now transmitted much more strongly, but it was 110
more a spectrum red than in Seebeck's process. The same was to be
observed in a film exposed only three-quarters of an hour, but less
<liRtin ctly.
These experiments show, therefore, that iri Becquerel's plates, also,
body colors are produced and cooperate to a greater extent the longer
the exposure is continued.

a

OF

XII.-THE THEORETICAL BASIS
:A. METHOD OF CoLon, PHOTOG·
RAPHY WITH BODY COLORS.

In order that a substance sensitive to light can be chemically changed
by the action of any kind of light it must absorb it. The co11ver~e
proposition is not general. The absorbed light can, for example, l>e
exclusively transformed into heat. A distinction is therefore made
between thermal and chemical absorption of light.
For the sake of simplicity of expression I sllall designate as a regularly absorbing light-sensitive substance one which is sensitive to all
colors which it absorbs, and is affected by each color in proportion to
the capacity for absorption. That there are such substance , at least
to a considerable degree of approximation, is known. Upon their exi · tence is based the important law of optical sensitizers establislrnd by
H. W. Vogel.2
Bec,1uerel. La Lumiere 2, p. 222, 1868.
2'.rhe maximum of sensitiveness is, with respect to the absorption maximum, thns
far continually found to lie displaced toward the less refraugible eud of the spectl'11m.
rrhe displacement of these maxjma on the sa~e plates has been in v stigatecl for a
,reat number of sensitizers uy J. J. Acworth (Annal. der Pby1,. 1mcl lieu'.., 42, p.
1891). He finds not only great but also very small clievlaceme11t1,. It 1s, _then,
impossible that there may be color snhstances in which the displacement 1s not
no
.,,
.
noticeable for the purpose under cons1uerat1on.
1

;11t
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It is conceivable that the regularly absorbing light-sensitive substa11ce may be decomposed by the action of light to form colored
substances also regularly absorbing and light-sensitive.
I will designate as a color-receptive substance a black regularly
absorbing light-sensitive substance, whose products of decomposition
consist only of monochromatic regularly absorbing light-sensitive substances of at least three radically different colors, and, besides these, of
a white substance which, however, is the least readily formed. These
colors must be radically different in order that by their mixture with
one another and .with white all compound colors may be possible. In
distinction from these compound colors the unmixed colors will be called
ground colors. 'rhe monochromatic i-mbstances reflect only one color
well. They must absorb the others the more completely the more they
differ from them. With these preliminaries it may be show11 that a colorreceptive substance reproduces the color of the illumination correctly.
First, let the color of illumination agree with a ground color. It
will be absorbed. by the black body and produces a decomposition
substance which, by hypothesis, is regularly absorbing and light-sensitive. In this decomposition different colored substances are formed.
Those not agreeing in color with the ilieident light, al:>sorb it, since, by
the hypothesis, they are monochromatie, and must absorb all illumination different from their color. Since these are regularly absorbing light-sensitive substances, they are also decomposed by the Hg-ht
which they absorb. On the other band, the substance of the same
color as the incident light ii$ not decomposed, since it does not .absorb.
In the end, therefore, it alone can remain in company with the white
suLstauce. The amount of the latter is, by hypothesis, very slight,
audits effect upon the color is therefore noticeable only under strong
illumination.
Where the color of t.he illumination differs from that of a ground
color, but is intermediate between two ground colors-as would, for
example, be the case with greeu, were yellow a 11d blue grou11d colorsthe colored substances -would suffer least decomposition which reflect
greeu l.Jest, that is, the yellow and blue. A green mixture would tbus
arise besiu.es the small quantity of white.
In white light all the color substances would be decomposed, leaving
white alone.
In the absence of illumination, the substance would remain black.
It may thus be seen that all colors would be correctly reproduc d.
The duration or intensity of the exposure must, however, be properly
limit d; for, if carried too far, white would begin to predomjnate, and
the colori:1 mu" t gradually be extinguished.
It i>' po ible that a light- en. itive sub ta1ice should have 01ily partially color-receptive q ualitie . Such an one would reproduce color'
bnt partially. If he ubstance i 11ot black, then black ·011ld not Ii
reproduced. If uot a regularly ab 0tl.Jing light-'eusitive ·ul> ta ucl", i
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wonld remain unchanged for some color which it absorbs, and hence
ca11 not reproduce this. If the ground colors are not monocltromatic,
tlle monochromatic illumination whfoh such an one reflects would either
be mainly incorreet or inaccurate in toue. Such an error is introduced,
also, if the products of decomposition are not regularly absorbing and
light-sensitive. Finally, if less than three products of decomposition
result, or if tbeir colors are uot radically different, not all colors can be
reproduced. This remark bas reference, also, to the white product of
decomposition. Iu its absence white can not be reproduced.
In spite of all such deviations, any light-sensitive substance which
yields colore<l decomposition products will reproduce colors to a certain
extent; for tlie colored illumination will leave similarly colored compounds unaltered, since they reflect the light, and will, on the other
hand, deMmpose other colored sul>stances more readily, since they
absorb it.
It will be thought-that the properties of a color-receptive substance
are very complicated and difficult to attain. Nevertheless, this complicntion is afforded by known natural 11rocesses. Jt is, however, not
necessary, for if it is sought to attain color photography by body. colors
iu tlrn simplest way, it is possible to make a selection of the absorbed
light wllich produees decomposition. I will return to this in Chapter
XIV.
XIII.-EXPLA.N.ATION OF THE COLOR REPRODUC'.l'ION IN SEEBECK'S
.AND POITEVIN'S PROCESSES.

The color reproduction i:-, explained by the fact that the light-sensitive substan~es used possess to a certain d_egree of approximation the
qualities of a light-receptive substance; not completely, for the color
reproduction is uot complete.
The first deviation consists in tliat the light-sensitive substance is
11ot black, but in Seebeck's proeess dark violet to gra.y violet, in Poitevin'8 a dark gray violet to gray brown. Black can therefore not be
l'eproduced, and in its place occur the above-mentioned dark I.mes.
Nevertheless, these substances Rbare with black the characteristic that
they alJsorb all viRible rays to a certain measure and are light sensitive
to all. Tlle products of decomposition are, as remarked in Chapter I,
They mn~t be, according to the results
8 ul>stances of <liffereut colors.
of Can•y Lea and Krone, eitber very nnmerous or very different in
color. But tliey are 11ot ab olutely monochromatic, and in this is to be
fouud the reason wily the reproduction of color tones is partially incorrect. (See Chapter IV.)
A white product of decompo ition is not vresent in Seebeck's process,
}Jenee white can not be thus reproduced.
In J>oiteviu's process wuite cain be reproduced. The tendency to the
production of white is, however, 1e. s than tltat for the other <1eC"omposition products, an<l. the colors a.re made pale ouly after long exposure.
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It remains now to see for each of these processes whether the decomposition products are regularly absorbing light-sensitive substances.
That this is the case only in a measure is shown by the degree of
accuracy of the color reproduction.
Iu Seebeck's process the red is the most distinct. rn order that it
can be produced with red illumination all the other decomposition colors must be red sensitive so that they may be decomposed by red·
This is the case.
As a test. the result of an exposure to illumination by the spectrum
was turned in its plane through goo so that each color of the picture
was exposed to the illumination of the whole spectrum. The red of
the first exposure was the only color remaining- unchanged under the
red of the second exposure. All the other colors were destroyed a11d
the plate took on a red coloring to the borders of the ultra v1olet.
The other colors behaved similarly, but as they were not so well
marked as the •red after the first exposure, so ·after the second they
were even less distinct. It may, however, be said that the reel produced by the first exposure was destroyed by the green and blue of
the second, though the lightening up of the ground tone in connection
with the red still remained. This agrees with the experiment of Carey
Lea, mentioned on page 172. The green of the first was destroyed by
the blue as well as by the red of the second. The blue of the seconu
exposure destroyed, therefore, both the red and ·green resulting from
the .:first. Violet could naturally do the same, a8 blue is produced.
from the violet ground color. Since now yellow is scarcely at all reproduced in this process, the formation of blue by the action of blue light
is explained froQl the fact that it is able to alter all other decomposition products. Blue is, indeed, after r~d, the most satisfactorily reproduced.
In Poitevin's process the colors are better marked, and tbe experiment with crossed spectra was therefore more satisfactorily performed.
In one experiment the exposures were each continued a half honr.
The colors of the first picture remained, as was expected, unchanged
where the same colors fell upon them in the second exposure. Under
different colored i11umination they were changed according to the
observation of Dr. Holzapfel in the following manner: The red in the
first picture was in the yellow of the second illumination yellow, ancl
under the other kinds of illumination correspondingly altered.
The yellow of the fir t picture was uncbauged by the red of tlie
second illumiuation, was changed a little by the greeu, was greeni 11
in the blue, and was in the violet de troyed.
The green of the first picture was changed to red u11der the red of
the , econd illumination, wa yellow under yellow, and remained nucliang d under blue an<l violet.
The blne of the fo-.,t picture wa.· made red mHl r the r<'<l of tll
• COJl(l illnmiuatio11 yellow under yellow, green under green, a11<l wa '
iu the violet altered aud <larker.
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The dark violet which was produced by the violet of the :first illumination was made red by the red of the second, and under other colors
took on a rather indistinct color, which, however, inclined toward
theirs.
In general, then, each colored substance remained unchanged under
similar illumination and was under different illumination altered or
destroyed. .An exception to this rule occurred in the case of the yellow,
or rather orange, as the color produced by pure yellow illumination
appeared of a more orange color (see page 177). This color was not
changed by the illumination of the neighboring red and green, and ,
was not easily altered by the blue, since in this case the mixed color,
green, resulted.
These facts would contradict the explanation of the color reproduction
given if there were not a cause for failure which justifies the explanation; if, namely, the orange colored substance is not completely lightsensitive for red and green it can exist at the same time with red under
red and with green under green illumination, without being again
decomposed. If, however, this substance is the more stable under the
action of light, it will :finally gain the ascendancy, and this was in fact
observed.
The originally narrow orange yellow strip broadened out in both
directions with increasing duration of exposure. Its breadth was, for
example, in a :field exposed 24 minutes about 1 millimeter and in one
exposed :five times as long 3 millimeters. This broadening was in some
experiments more considerable toward the red than toward the blue
part of the spectrum. In other experiments this appeared not to be
the case. This may have been dne to slight differences in the method
of preparation of the sensitive film.
The fact that this displacement takes place agrees well with the following phenomenon. .An exact investigation showed, namely, that in
short exposures, for example 4 minutes, a red and not a yellow color
results from illumination with sodium light, which gradually takes on
the orange coloring. It therefore appears that the yellow substance is
a produJt of the decomposition of the red. This process must be
. explained chemically, and need be taken in consideration in the present
investigation only as explaining the one-sided displacement of the
orange ye1low strip with increasing- time of exposure. For, in accordance with what has been said, the red preliminary product would more
readily be produced by red than by green illumination.
It must be observed that the deviations of the char~cteristics of the
photographic substances in use from those of color-receptive substances lead to deviations from a correct reproduction of colors. For
that color in Poitevin's process, however, which with prolonged exposure is continually correctly reproduced-namely, orange yellow-the
conditions are fulfilled. .All other colored substances produced are
sensitive to orange-yellow light, and are decomposed by it.
SM 96--13
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. The color reproduction by the substances used by Seebeck and Poitevin and the degree of its accuracy are therefore explained by the fact
that they possess the characteristics of a color-sensitive substance as
approximately as is required by the degree of accuracy of the color
reproduction.
XIV.-THE STANDING OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY WI'I.'H BOPY COLORS
WITH REFERENCE TO THE COLOR PRIN1'ING .A.ND INTERFERENCE
PROCESSES-POSSIBILITY OF THE PERFECTION OF COLOR PHO·
TOGR.A.PHY.

Color photography with the aid of color-receptive substances will be
here distinguished as body-color photography.
1
It resembles the process recently worked out by H. W. Vogel of
color printing in so far that the colors in both cases are reproduced by
body colors. Both · methods require also the presence of regularly
absorbing light-sensitive substances, which admit of the application of
the Vogel fundamental law of optical sensitizers. Progress in the discovery of such substances will be advantageous for both processes.
The methods employing body colors lend themselves the more
readily to reproduction of pictures, since the colors appear by transmitted light. For this purpose it would be necessary to use transparent plates, such as have been of late employed by Veress. 2 The colorprinting process naturally bas the advantage over all others in the
capacity for reproductions. But the method employing body colors is
at least superior to the interference·process in this respect.
This method more resembles the interference process, however, in
that the colors are directly produced by the illumina,tion. Since the
resulting colors are, moreover, not apparent, but real body colors this
process may perhaps be looked upon as promising the ideal of color
photography. Its results are, to be sure, at present far removed from
the ideal, but perhaps this will be otherwise after the recognition of
tbe foundation upon which the process rests.
·
The Seebeck and Poitevin processes choose a roundabout way.
The properties of a color-receptive substance are very complicated.
But after it is shown that such a substance reproduces colors correctly ·
one can conversely base his considerations on the capacity for correct
color reproduction, and pursue the inquiry, What are the simple ·t characteristics which are required for this purpose ,
I believe that these are to be found in a black mixture of three regularly ab orbing light-sensitive substances which decompo c with the
formation of white products. To be sure, how,wer, the greate ·t variety
in this process i conceivable.
There are differ nt way which ay be imagined in whi h fixin(T
1

V rh. der pl1ys. es. z. Berlin. Ann. cl r Phy ik uncl 'hemfo, 46, page ,21 1 !)Z.
Elder's Jahrbuch flir Photogra.phie, p:1ge 46, 18!)1.
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can be secured. It appears not impossible that the color substances
produced should by chemical action be converted into similarly colored
stable substances, or by a suitable addition be protected from decomposition. .A case of the latter kind is mentioned by Otto N. Witt in a
very excellent memoir.1
There are, he says, fading dyes-that is, light-sensitive substancesin threads which are made lasting by saturating the thread with copper
salts. .According to Witt's hypothesis these copper salts have no influence on the dyes, but on account of their easier decomposition absorb
the light energy and make it harmless to the colors.
It is also conceivable that the photographic film might be made light
sensitive by the addition of other substances an<l. again become insensitive after their withdrawal. It may be asked what object there is
in seeking for new processes when excellent ones are already at hand.
Experience, however, shows that where there are different solutions of
a technical problem it is seldom that any one supersedes all the others.
Each retains that province for which it seems best adapted. .And if
the body-color processes are at present the most incomplete, the future
investigators can not now be told within what limits these imperfections shall remain any more than future generations can be informed
within what bounds their knowledge will be included, as is exampled
by those who in times past have thought to determine such limits.
XV.-ME CH.A.NIC.A.L COLOR .ADAPT.A.'.I.'ION IN NATURE .

.A far-reaching influence bas been already ascribed to light in the
production of the colors of nature,2 not only in plants, whose green is
attributed to . the action of light by all, but also in animals. Such a
direct influence is, however, generally denied, or at least only recognized in a restricted way, most scientists, with Darwin, attributing the
coloring of animals to the action of natural and generic selection.
1 0tto N. Witt, "Ueber Farb~n und Farben.
Eine Studie tiber Energieverwandlung." Vortr. geh. bei Gelegenheit des VI. deutsch. Farbertages. Prometheus, pp.
625,641. 1894. He remarks very significantly that theory ancl practice have ceased
to be strangers to each other, since each theoretical advance is followed by one in
practice. This is certainly true of the development of color photography, and it is
to be hoped in the case at hand. I can not, however, leave unchallenged one statem ent of the author, namely, his assumption that the chemical action of the lopg
wave lengths is possible only by their conversion, after absorption, into hort waves.
One might with equal justice say that the heating effects of short wave-I ngth
radiations are to be explained by their preliminary conversion into long. The
nature of the aqtion of light is, however, determined, not by the wave lengths, but
1.,y the characteristics of the r ceiving substance. My experiments with stationary
light waves show that the chemical action is caused by iudwelling electric forces,
and these are, of course, independent of the wave length. They can, according to
the nature of the receptive substance, prou.uce either decomposition or heatin(J', jn t
as the electrical energy of a constant current may produce decomposition of electrolytes or heat in a metallic conductor.
2See Karl Semper, Die natlirlichen Existcnzbedingungendcr Thicre, Leipzig, F. A.
Brockhaus, 1880, page 107.
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Without contradicting this action, Semper 1 has lately maintained
that this explanation is not complete, and that , for example, the first
appearance of coloring matter in the coverin g of an animal is u n e xplained. This remark can, of course, not refer to colors which are to
be regarded as the insignificant characteristic of the chemical compounds produced by the organization. It h as, on the other hand, r eference to the general lack of color observed in animals which live in
the dark.
·
Semper 2 and Eimer 3 remark that the change in forms of life which
lies at the basis of Darwin's doctrine was t aken by him simply as a
fact, and that it still lacks detailed explanation. Eimer 4 regards as
the causes of these variations the physical and chemical ch anges which
are brought about by the action of exterior conditions on living beings .
He attributes to the action of light a considerable influence on the
formation and alteration of the colors of animals.5
In such considerations one enters the domain of physical conceptions,
for such demand the regular procedure of an event wi th the simultaneously changing conditions. In contrast to a mechanical explanation of this sort those of Darwin are to be distinguished as st atical, and
take somewhat the same relative position with regard to it that the
explanation of the gas law by the kinetic theory of gases bears to the
purely mechanical explanation of the motion of the separate molecules.
The standpoint of observation in the two cases is, however, different.
For gases we consider a phenomenoll" as a whole, while in nature it is
generally the single items. I go into these general obser vations to
show that the two kinds of explanation do not exclude each other, but
on the other hand are complimentary.
In this connection the establishment of the direct action of light on
the colors of animals deserves particular attention. Such an action
has been thoroughly investigated for caterpillars and butterfly pupre.
It was discovered by T. W. Wood 6 in the year 1867. The caterpillars
inclosed in chrysalises were brought into the sunshine and surrounded
by colored substances. They t ook the color of these surroundings.
How extensive this receptivity of pupre and cat er pillars is bas lat ely
been shown by the extraordinarily thoro~gh and careful experimental
investigations of Edward B. Poulton. 7
1

Semper, loc. cit., page 122.
Semper, loc. cit., preface.
3
Eimer, Entstehung der Ar t en , 1: page 1.
4
Loc. cit., page 24..
6
Loc. cit., pages 93, 145, 167, et al.
6 T, W. W ood.
Proc. Ent. Soc., pages 99-101. 1867. Cited by E. B. Poulton, "The
C?lours of Animals," London, Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner and 'o., 1 90, who
h im elf ha described the history of the discovery page 113 ff. See n.l o Poulton,
Phil. Trans., London, 17 : page 312. 1 7.
'
7
e? be. id s the above-mentioned writinO's th comprehensiv t rea.tis , "Fnr th8r
exp nments upon th ·olonr relation betwe n certain lepid pterous larva', P11 !la'
·o oon , and j magines and their surroundings." Transactions of the Entomological
Society of London, page 293. 1892.
2
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Wood, the discoverer, assumed as the cause of the phenomenon a
photographic sensitiveness of the skin, but gave no proof. His
assumption was not, however, completely self-evident; for there are
cases of quick color adaptation known which rest upon other grounds,
as, for example, among frogs and fishes. In these animals the color
adaptation is dependent on sight. If they lose the use of their eyes,1
be it at the instance of the experimentor or accidentally, they lose their
capacity for color adaptation. This rests, however, not upon a change,
but only on a different arrangement of the coloring matter through the
shrinking together of the color-bearing cells -0r so-called chromatophores (¥),which lend to the chameleon 2 the remarkable capacity for
color changing.
Upon these grounds Poulton thought it desirable to seek, first of all,
for a similar connection in the case of caterpillars. He covered the
eyes of a number of caterpillars with an opaque screen.:1 They did not,
however, lose the capacity for color adaptation.
His attention was then directed to the hairy.spines 4 of the c~terpillars under investigation, to see if they perhaps might hide some
light-sensitive organ. But this supposition proved .erroneous. The
shorn caterpillars retained their capacity for color adaptation.
The skin must therefore contain these organs. Poulton 5 investigated
the physical constitution of the coloring in Amphidasis belutaria, the
birch-moth, which possesses this color receptivity to a high degree. This
moth owes the green color to a coloring matter contained in oil cells in
the fatty layer which lies betwee11 the epidermis and the surface
muscles. The epidermis itself may also secrete a dark coloring matter,
which then hides the green pigment and makes the skin appear brown.
The different colorings are here formed, therefore, not by different
layers of unchangeable color substances, but through the formation of
new coloring matter and its alteration under the action of light. The
most effective changes take place in the dark cells in the epidermis,
but the green lying beneath is influenced. The range of colors thus
possible runs from brown, green, and gray on the one side to black and
on the other to white.(j
If, now, the color adaptation of caterpillars is connected with the
color reproduction in body-color photography, the dark coloring matter
must be formed in the dark and the lighter colors result from the action
of light upon it. Poulton, indeed, observed that in the dark, darkcolored caterpillars and pupre were formed by preference, while the
IExperiments and observations of Lister and Pouchet. See Semper, loc. it.,
page 117; Poulton, Colours of Animals, page 85.
2see Ernst Briicke, ntorsuchungen liber den Farbenwechsel des Afrikanjschen
Chamaleons. 1851 and 1852. Ostwald's Klassiker, 43.
3 Poulton, Phil. Trans., 178: pages 323, 345 ff. 1887; Colours of Animals, page 128.
4 Poulton, Phil. Trans., 178: page 335, 1887; Colours of Animals, page 128.
5 Poulton.
Trans. Ent. Soc., page 357. 1892.
6Poulton. Trans. Ent. Soc., pago 359. 1892
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brighter colors came about in the light. 1 It is worth noting that dark
surroundings in a bright light brought out somewbat lighter dark
forms than' complete darkness. 2 I will return to this point.
How far the above-described characteristics of a color-receptive body
must be assumed for the coloring matter of the skin of caterpillars, in
explanation of their color adaptation, depends on the extent of this ada!)tation. This question is connected with the other: whether the caterpil~
Jars are restricted in their adaptation to colors which they might meet
with iu nature, or if they can take on also others. Poulton 3 bas in general observed only the first case. But he bas showed that it is not peculiar situations but the light which exerts the in:fluenoo; for not only
were green leaves and brown twigs effective, but also green and brown
strips of paper. White strips of paper and different colored glass
windows were similarly active. 4
If, however, caterpillars are able to take on other color~ than those
of their natural surroundings, these could not be looked upon as protection colors. An explanation of this kind was rejected by Poulton in
the cases of Pieris brassiere and Pieris rapm, which changed into pupre
in a glass cylinder two-thirds covered with orange-colored paper. This
color destroyed the dark coloring matter more than any other except
white and gave rise to bright yellowish-green pupIB.
A pronounced deviation from natural colors is mentioned by Beddard, who says: 5 "Mr. Morris 6 succeeded in producing white, red, salmon, black, and blue pupIB of Danais chrys·i ppus; they are only green
or pink in nature." It must therefore be assumed that the coloring
matter of these caterpillars possesses in a high degree the characteristics of a color-receptive substance, as already defined.
From these examples it follows that the biological expl3ination of
protection coloring is not satisfactory; but it in no way follows t~at
natural selection was not in play in the production of the color-receptive
pigments of the caterpillars. For it is easily possible that if these are
capable of reproducing the natural colors of the surroundings, they also
with the same chemical constitution have the capacity of repro<l.ncing
other colors.
The assumption that this constitution possesses, in some measure, the
characteristics of a color-receptive substance is confirmed by another
experiment of Poulton. Since the caterpillar's skin could readily
assume the color of leaf-green, the light of this color must be particularly active in decomposing the dark pigment that is secreted in the
skin in the absence of light. Poulton investigated, in the case of Pieris
1 ee, for exampl , Poulton, Phil. Trans., 178: page 430, 1887; and Trans. Ent.
page 32 , 353, 1 92.
2
P oulton. Trans. Ent. oc., pages 329,385. 1 92.
3
P ou1ton. Trans. Ent. , oc., page 470. 1892.
4
Ponlton. Tran. . Ent. Soc. ~ ee for exampl tables, ·paies (61, 4-66. 1 92.
6
Frank E. Beddard. Animal Coloration. London: , wan, onnensrbein &
pa.ge 137. 1 5.
Morri . Jonrn. Bomlia.y Nat. Hi t., o ., 1890, all or<ling to Beddard.
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brassicce and of Pieris rapce, ·what radiations of the spectrum are most
active in decomposing the dark pigment of the epidermis. The results
were exhibited in a plot1 whose abscissre corresponded to the color of ·
the illumination and whose ordinates gave the estimated degree of
attack upon the dark coloring matter of the epidermis. Besides the
already-mentioned maximum of decomposition by the action of orangecolored light of wave length between 570 and 650 µµ, he found in the
case of Pie_ris rapce a second, though less marked for bright-green light
with wave lengths between 510 and 584 µµ. It is particularly the yellow constituent of the light sent out by green leaves which is able to
destroy the dark coloring matter most effectually. The extreme red
and blue portions of the spectrum are scarcely more active than
darkness.
The similarity with the processes of poly-color photography goes even
further. Iu the epidermis of green caterpillars of Amphidasis betularia, which is able to secrete the dark coloring matter, Poulton found
instead of this a pale yellow coloring matter, which had a greenishyellow appearance under the microscope. "It is therefore clear that
the surroundings determine not only the presence or absence of true
pigment in the epidermic ceUs, but also its constitution, and therefore
color when present.m
Tile green coloring matter in the fatty layer can be partially de- ·
stroyed,2 for example, in white light. Therefore, it also receives rays
which it absorbs and therefore act upon it.
A test of the explanation given is formed for color photography by
the crossed spectra experiment. Poulton arranged a similar experiment. He moved caterpillars from dark to light surroundings, and
vice versa, an experiment which he designates "transference experiment." 3 He found that a change of the :first color in a sense such as
to cause it to approach the second was to be noticed so long as it was
con.fi.ned to the time during which the caterpillar was sensitive. ~ere,
however, occurs a great difficulty to the understanding of the phenomenon, which I must mention in detail.
It must first of all be remarked that in the previously mentioned
phenomena of the skin of caterpillars it appeared as if it secreted a
coloring matter which in the periods of sensitiveness possessed in ome
degree the character of a color-receptive substance. But in order that
it could be said that the caterpillar's skin behaved like a photographic
plate, it must be shown that two different parts of the skin which were
subjected to different colored illumination assumed different colors.
One such observation has been made, but it appears to be the only
one. It was communicated by Mrs. Barber in a memoir which was
laid before the Entomological Society of London by Darwin. 4 A pupa
Poulto;n. Phil. Trans., 178, fig. 6, page 431. 1887.
Poulton'. Trans. Ent. Soc., page 359. 1892.
3 See for example Trans. Ent. Soc., pages 352, 419.
1892.
~Ent. Soc. 'l'rans., page 519. 1874, according to Ponlton.
1

2
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of Papelis nireiis was situated before coming out of the cocoon upon
wood which lay next to brick. After shedding the skin its lower s ide
took on the color of the wood on which it lay, while the upper was ?f
the color of the brick. Poulton 1 remarks, on t he other hand, that a difference between the color of the back and of the abdomen is frequently
to be observed in pupm. Yet this may perhaps be attributed to the
fact that these surfaces are usually subjected t o different illumination .
The experiments of Poulton led, however, to a contrary conclusion.
He arranged so that the front and rear portions of a caterpillar should
be differently illuminated, an experiment which be designates as the
"conflicting color experiment." 2 No local coloring was distinguished,
but a uniform fl,Verage color over the whole body, which d~pended on
the relative surfaces of the two parts, and without a preponderating
influence b~ing exerted by the front part.
The experiment of Poulton by which he .established t he facts of states
of greater sensibility also speaks against -the simple nature of the process. These periods occur at the time of changing into pupm. In the
"Transference E xperiments" the change of sur roundings occurred
shortly before such changes, and in spite of this t he first surroundings
usually appeared more influential than the second upon the coloring
which the caterpillar assumed after the changing into t he pupa. The
second skin is, of course, formed beneath the first and according to
Poulton possesses no coloring matter. The future coloring of this skin
is therefore influenced before it possesses coloring matter. 3 One must
agree with Poulton when he rejects for these cases the assumption
of a simple photographic process and supposes complicated physiological causes. 4
In spit e of this I do not regard it as impossible t hat a relation to
color photography exists in so far that the coloring matter of caterpillars
possesses the characteristics of a color-receptive substance to a certain
degree. -Naturally Poulton could not assume such a relation, for the
basis of color photography was not then determined. There was for
him, therefore, a break in the understanding of th e color adaptation of
caterpillars, which h e expresses as follow s :
'' Some quality in the light reflected from surrounding objects form s
~he cl:"use_, but th e physiological ch.ain which connect s the t wo [color of
1llumrnat10n and of the skin] b as yet to be discovered."
1 Poult on .

Phil. Trans., 178 : p age 315. 1887.
See, for exampl e, Phil. Trans., 178 : page 373. 1887 ; Col ors of Animals, pag 131 i
Trans. E nt., oc., pages 420, 446. 1892.
3 I hav e to thank the kindness of t he lepidoptorologist connected with the io t itut ion, Mr. Omar Wackerzapp, fo r informing me that the caterpillar of Oeometl'a
-vemaria ·hang from green in summer to brown with the dying of the leaves, and in
the n ext spring return again to their for mer g reen color. In neither case, howev r,
i s there a change of skin in conne ·tion with the color cbang .
ee Stctl. l~ntom.
Zeit., page 1, 1889. It i s, bow -ver , not establish d that the light is here the ca.us of
the c]1ang .
4
Poulton. Pbi1. Tran ., 17 : pa~ 817 1 7 · 'I'ranR. Ent., oc., page 391. 1 92.
2
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The relation sought is probably the ineffectiveness of light when
reflected and its activity when absorbed, so far as color adaptation is
concerned, which depend on whether it agrees in color with the substance on which it falls or not.
In order to show that the remarkable influencing of the condition
of the future skin and the effect of the illumination of a part of the
skin are not in contradiction to this supposition, I must remark that
processes are conceivable which are set up in connection with the
commencement of the light absorption.
Poulton thought it possible that the surface colored layer is in a
state of" complete physiological unity," 1 and that the nerve system
conducted the light action. It is not difficult to build up from this an
accurate physical conception. I recall phenomena which Ostwald 2 has
classed under the name of chemical actions at a distance. Amalgamated zinc can be dissolved by dilute acids acting not directly on the
zinc but on a platinum wire which is placed in metallic contact with
the zinc, but when the zinc and platinum are separated by a clay cell
and the former dipped in a neutral solution. This action is, of course,
by means of an electrical current.
In a similar way the illumination of the coloring matter of a cell may
set up electrical currents in the nerve conductors which cause similar
decomposition in other cells of the caterpillar's skin, such action being
accompanied, of course, by a diminution of intensity of actioQ. in the
exposed cells. In this way there would be caused a uniform change
over the whole body. Such a transference of action may be compared
with an apparatus to see things occurring at a distance or an arrangement to electrically photograph objects far removed.
Since, according to Poulton, not only the illuminated skin, but the
colorless skin lying beneath it, is influenced, it must be assumed that
in some way the decomposition is transferred to this latter, with the
result of reversing the effect in the outer skin. This decomposition
must hinder the later formation of coloring matter. Such peculiar conceptions are, to be sure, as yet premature, and are only made to show
that the ' relation to color photography is not excluded. Th~y ·are
indeed complicated, but so is the process itself. Since nature proceeds
from -the simple to the complex it would be remarkable if cases should
not yet be found in which the process remained at a less advanced
stage of development and thus showed a direct relation to color
photography.
Poulton3 refers to similar processes the capacity of Halias prasinana
to spin a cocoon agreeing in color with its surroundings.
The transferrence to a distance in caterpillars explains al o the
activity where dark surroundings are adjacent to light, for the parts
Poulton. Trans. Ent. Soc., page 392. 1892.
Ostwald. Zeits. fiir Phys. Chem., 9: page 540. 1892.
3Poulton. Tran s. Ent. Soc., page 392, 1892; Colo11rs of Animals, page 145.
1
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of the skin lying in the dark are then places for the development of
dark pigment, which is of use to the whole body. That this develop- ment is more rapid than in complete darkness and also more rapid for
caterpillars which were first in light and then in darkness than for
those always remaining in darkness,1 is, perhaps, due t o the action of
the extreme violet and ultraviolet rays of the daylight. I shall later
refer to a similar phenomenon in color photography.
Further cases of color adaptation have been above mentioned in
2
which the eye receives the active impulse. According to Eimer these
cases are due to the possession by the caterpillars of a long· nerve train
extending between the place of reception of the stimulus and the place
of its action, the place of reception of the stimulus being restricted to
the eye. Semper 3 explains the color adaptation in these cases by thedifference in intensity of action of certain colors and of brightness of
the surroundings on the retina. These create, according to the observations of Dewar, 4 electrical currents of different strength, and thus
one must attribute to them different capacity for attracting together of
the chromatophores. With increasing strength of attraction the skin
appears brighter. This explanation, it will be observed, is similar to
that given for the caterpillars.
Semper 5 describes a remarkable observation, according to which
"white rabbits breed most easily and surely in white reflected light."
I scarcely believe, however, that this circumstance has to do with the
subject under consideration. Their relatives in the far north are at
least, with some rea,son,6 supposed to put on their white winter garment through the influence of the cold. And if each rabbit received
only reflected and not direct sunlight, they probably h ad their resi-·
dence in a, cool place.
I do not know whether the above-mentioned kind of color adaptation
has an extensive application. Perhaps, however, further examples of it
7
will be recognized when the attention of biologists is drawn to it.
It is remarkable that in the ·. ~trong light of the equatorial regions
more dark than light forms have developed. Here also a connection
with the light has been assumed. Thus Darwin8 contrast s the dark
colorin g •of many birds which inhabit the southem part of t he United
States of America with those of the north, and adds : "This appears to
Trans. E nt . Soc., page 419, 1893.
Eimer. Entstehung der .A.rt en, p age 156.
3 , emper, l o . cit., page 119.
4
Dewar. Natur e 15, p ages 433,453, 1 77 .
5 Semper, loc. cit., page 265.
liS e Poulton. Colour s o( Animals, page 94 ff., 1 90; Beddard, Animal rolorai ion.
page 76, 1895.
7 1 found later in Vogel's Handbuch der Photographi , 1 : 4 Aufi., 1 90, pag
57,
203, the remarkabl observation of Her ch 1 (Ph il. Trans., page 189, 1 2) t hat r·
tain veg table coloring matters are most strongl y bl ached by the colc,r com pl mentary to them. It would b e int resting to observe wb t h er in living plant , for
example, certain flowers had h e ·a.pacity to a sume tha color of their illumination,
8 Darwin.
A.b tammung d s 1enschen; erman by V . Carus, 5 .A.ufl ., page r3.
1
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be the direct result of differences between the two regions in respect
to temperature, light, etc." 1
It must be taken into consideration that our judgment upon the
degree of color adaptation is disturbed by the insensitiveness of our
eyes to the extreme violet and the ultraviolet rays on the one hand
and those of the infrared on the other. These cause, however, chiefly
blackening and must, therefore, be avoided. 2
In this connection the following experiment deserves consideration,
which I performed with Poitevin plates. These were brighter when
tbe ultraviolet rays were removed from the undecomposed electric
light employed in illumination by an absorbing solution, and, on the
other hand, darker when these were suffered to pass through unhindered. This is a consequence of the decomposition of the silver protocbloride in the first instance and of its new formation in the second.
In similar experiments I recognized the darkening effect of heating
and the favorable changes induced by moisture.
Finally, there is at least to be recognized a relation between the
color adaptation of caterpillars and color photography in so far that
the caterpillars secrete a coloring matter which to a certain degree
possesses the characteristics of a color-receptive substance. In this
sense the color adaptation of a single caterpillar must be regarded as
mechanical. This is, however, not in contradiction to the conception
that the capacity is attained by biological adaptation in the sense of
Darwin, for those individuals will be best protected whose pigmeut
is most color receptive.
It can not easily be decided whether this capacity is developed by the
action of light, according to Roux and Eimer,3 or only by chance alterations of the protoplasm in the course of time, according to w eismann.
It must, however, be remembered that there are no completely fast
coloring matters, and that all would to a certain degree be color
receptive. Thus· the early ancestors of the caterpillars, while not possessing the color adaptation of the present representatives, would
still be somewhat changed by light. According to Eimer, it must be
supposed that this chemical change would not be without influence on
the constitution of the protoplasm and o:( posterity, and thus their
individual changes would receive a certain directing implu e. These
changes would, therefore, not require an accidental impressiou. But
even if Eimer's hypothesis should be untenable such an accidental
impression would be regarded in a physical sense only as an example
of the play of unknown processes which still require explanation.
1Mr. O. Wackerzapp gave me the privilege of examining a series of butterflies in
bis rich collection for which tlle influence of the region, or th climate, as, for example, on the north andsouih sides of the Alps, or the elevation, was distinctly visible in
the gradations of color. The else insignificant variations are scarcely to be understood except as they are to be ascribed as the effect of light, beat, and other impnlseR.
2 Zenker.
Photochromie, page 59.
sRonx and Eimer. See citations, pages 19, 21.
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XVI.-SUMMA.RY A.ND CONCLUSION.

I had set before myself the task of determining the causes of the
color reproduction in the older processes of color photography which,
in their main features, were introduced by Seebeck, Becquerel, and
Poitevin.
The explanation of Schults-Sellach, by disintegration colors, was, in
the first place, shown to be erroneous.
A method was required for the discrimination of interference from
body colors which appear in substances of high refractive indices. This
was found in the employment of a right-angled glass prism, also of
high refractive index, tbrough which the colors to be investigated
were observed.
By means of the alteration in color thus produced it was shown that
the Becquerel picture upon an underlying silver mirror was chiefly produced by interference. Here, therefore, Zenker had correctly ascribed
the cause of the color reproduction to the formation of stationary light
waves.
In the pictures of Seebeck and Poitevin there was, on the contrary,
no color change. They consist, therefore, of body colors, and Zenker's
explanation finds here no application.
.
The fact that these pictures show the same colors by transmitted as
by reflected light leads to the same conclusion.
It was shown that in Becquerel's pictures body colors cooperate in a
slight degree.
The understanding of the formation of body colors was promoted
for the Seebeck and Poitevin processes by the proof for these processes,
respectively by Carey Lea and by Krone, that the substances present in
the plates are capable of yielding compounds which embrace almost
all the spectral colors, if not all their tones.
The explanation was, however, lacking why the color substances
produced agreed in hue with the illumination-producing decompositiou.
This explanation is found, that of all colored substances capable of
being produced only those will be stable which agree in color most
nearly with the incident light, since these will best reflect and least
absorb it, and can therefore be least changed. Decomposition products
of other colors, on the other hand, absorb this light and will be again
decomposed.
A test of this explanation was made by throwing a spectrum at right
angles on a color photograph of the spectrum. It was found, in fact,
that a correctly-reproducible illuminating color was capable of decomposing all colors differing from it, but similar colors remained
unchanged.
Itis therefore fundamentall;y possible that colored illumination shall in
suitable substances, produce similar body colors.
I bave
ignated uch ubstances as color r c ptive.
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This possibility and the recognition of its cause form a new basis for
a kind of color photography which may be distinguished as bo<ly-color
photography. The hope seems justified that upon this foundation
there may be built up new processes superior to the old body-color
processes in accuracy and fixedness of the pictures.
Color reproduction c_a n be designated as color adaptation, for it consists in the perpetuity of color substances which best withstand the
action of colored illumination-that is, of similarly colored substances.
This circumstance raises the question whether color adaptation can
be produced in a similar way in nature, that is through a process of
mechanical adaptation in contradistinction to biological adaptation,
which according to Darwin results by natural selection of individuals.
Such a case is presented by the caterpillars and their pupre and has
been thoroughly investigated by Poulton. While his experiments show
the presence of complicated physiological processes, yet they make the
assumption plausible that the coloring matter of these animals within
the sensitive stages of development possesses to a certain degree the
characteristics of a color-receptive substance.
In this case the phenomenon would belong to a general group of
phenomena discovered by Wilhelm Roux and classed under the title
of functional adaptation.
I believe that with the above the work of the physicist in connection
with mechanical color adaptation is chiefly finished, and it is now the
function of the chemist and photographer, on the one hand, and of the
biologist, on the other, to make the physical results practically useful.
PHYS. lNS'l'. D. TEOHN. liOOHSCHULE A.A.OREN, April 25, 1895.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY. 1

By Lours

DUNCAN.

.

The industrial life of mankind is made up of two things-the transformation_ and distribution of material, and the transformation and
distribution of energy. The raw material from mines and forests is
changed to finished products and distributed among the people, while
energy, obtained from water power, coal, or other sources, is changed
from the potential energy of the water, or the energy of chemical combination, to mechanical power, heat, light, etc. Unless we can transmit
this energy economically, we must transform it into the required form
at the place where it is to be utilized. At present a large part of our
mechanical power is obtained from steam plants situated in the factories themselves, and for heat and light we mainly depend upon stoves
and lamps in our houses.
Before the introduction of electrical transmission it was possible to
distribute energy to limited distances by variom; methods, but no system offered a long-distance transmission for all purposes. By means
of compressed air or steam pipes the energy of coal bas been transmitted to produce mechanical power or for heating, and gas mains
have allowed the distribution of gas for lighting ol' for fuel.
In the case of power obtained from steam plants the economy incidental to large units and a steady load has led to the concentration of
industries. Where steam is used, the plants are situated where it is
most convenient for manufacture; where water power is employed, it
is necessary to bring the factories to the location of the power, irrespective of other conditions.
By means of dynamo-electric machines, the energy obtained from
either coal or water power may be transformed into electrical energy;
may be di tribnted and then transformed again into mechanical power,
light, or heat, or may be used for a number of purposes peculiar to
this form of energy alone. The limits to the distance of this distribution are imposed by conditions of economy and safety.

- --,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--

IJnaugural address of the president at the 108th meeting of the institute, New
York, September 23, 1896. Vice-President , 'teinmetz in the cJrnir. Printed in
Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Vol. XIII, Tos. 8
and 9, 1896.
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It is my purpose to take up the different methods of transmission
and distribution and to consider the limits that are actually fixed by
the present status of electrical development. The question is a commercial one, each problem presenting different conditions which must
be considered, but certain general principles govern each case, and our
knowledge and experience makes it possible to judge the practicability
of each particular transmission.
GENERA.TING PLANTS.

At the present time practically all of the electrical energy distributed is generated in plants operated either by steam or water power,
and it is important to consider the conditions of maximum economy in
large generating plants, as this bears directly on the subject of transmission and distribution.
A large proportion of the electrical plants in this country arc steam
plants. In the last ten years we have advanced from small Etations
using high-speed dynamos for light ancl power distribution to large
stations, using, as a rule, low-speed direct-connected_machines. The
simple engines that were used some years ago have in many cases been
changed to compound and even triple expansion engines, and where
it is possible condensel..'s have been employed. Some of the latest
plants have machinery of the highest possible efficiency, and yet if we
consider the price per horsepower of the power generated we will find
that it is greater than we expect. This is partly due to the fact that
for both lighting and power purposes the load on the station is, as a
rule,not uniform and the apparatus is not working under the best conditions for economy. In this country electrical energy is principally
generated for electric lighting, for electric traction, and for supplying
stationary motors, these stationary motors, as a rule, being supplied
with current from lighting stations. If we take the load diagram of
such stations in large towns, we will find that the average output is
not greater than 30 to 40 per cent of the maximum output. We have,
therefore, to supply a large amount of machinery corresponding to the
maximum demand on the station, while for distribution a large amotmt
of copper is required, that is only being used at its maximum capacity
for a comparatively short period of the time. In stations supplying
power for traction purposes we find a variation of load, but the variation is a different kind from that found in a lighting station. In the
latter the load varies at different hours in the day, but for any particular instant it is practically constant. In the former the average load
for different hours during which the station is operated will be practically con tant, but there will be momentary variations, depending upon
the ize of the station and the type of traffic. Taking, for in tanc a
2,0 0-hor epower station in Bal imore, I find that the av rage load i
48 per cent of h momentary maximum load. Thi difl'erenc in he
kind. of variation for the tw types of tations nece itate employm nt
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of different apparatus to obtain the maximum economy for each type.
For· lighting stations triple-expansion engines may be used, while for
traction work:, where the :variatiou in the load is sudden and may occur
after the steam is cut off from the high-pressure cylinder, it is not well
in general to go beyond compound engines, and there is even a question
as to whether simple engines are not more economical when condensing
water can not be obtained. In any case; however, it is of the utmost
importance, as regards economy of operation, that the load should be
made as constant as possible.
Two distinct types of distributiou are used for incandescent lighting
in this country-the single-phase alternating current and the direct
current 3-wire system. At the present time the former does not permit
the supplying of power. As alternating distribution is at high potential, it does permit the location of the station where the ·conditions of
maximum economy can be fulfilled. The 3-wire incandescent system,
using low voltages, may be used for supplying motors, but the amount
of copper necessitated by the low pressure has caused such stations to
be located near the center of distribution, irrespective of the best conditions for the economical operation of the plant.
With the alternating system it seems impossible to provide even a
moderately steady output, but with the continuous-current system the
motor load during the day gives an average out-put greater in proportion to the maximum. Some years ago the question of the relative
values of the alternating and direct-current systems was discussed, and
for a while most of the stations installed were of the alternating type.
At present the tendency seems rather in the direction of continuouscurrent stations, especially in towns where there is a la,rge demand for
current within a comparatively small area. There is a great advantage of direct currents, in that they allow the employment of storage
batteries, which equalizes the load on the station. In almost all of the
large lighting plants, both here and abroad, this plan has been adopted
to a greater or less extent, and the results have been so favorable,
that the battery equipments in many of our stations are being increa ed.
The efficiency of batteries in lighting stations is comparatively high,
while the depreciation has been greatly reduced, and js not now over
5 or 6 per cent per annum. In most systems, however, the full benefit
of the storage batteries is not realized, as the batteries are placed in
the station, and while the advantage of an approximately constant
load fa obtained, yet the further advantage offered in distribution is not
secured. I will take this question up later.
In New York, Brooklyn, Boston, and Chicago a large prorortion of
the direct-current lighting stations are situated where it it.::; expen ive
to handle the coal and ashes, and where the economy, due to condensation, is not obtained. It is also the custom to use several stations
instead of a single large station, and this increases the cost of production both in operating expenses and fixed charges. The question arises
SM96-14
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whether we have reached a point where it will be more economical to
consolidate the stations in the best possible location for economical
production of energy, and make use of the means of distribution which
have been developed in the last few years to increase the radius at
which energy can be supplied.
As far as traction stations are concerned, their efficiency and output
would be increased by the use of batteries, both because the machinery
would be steadily loaded, and because the most efficient type of apparatus 9ould be used, as is the case in lighting stations. By the consolidation of railroad properties that has taken place in the last few years
single corporations operate electric lines over extended areas. It is the
custom to build a number of stations, each running a certain sect.ion of
the line, the idea being that the decreased cost of copper and the
decreased possibility of a shut down would more than compensate for
the increased cost of operation and fixed charges. It is, again, important to consider the question whether we have not reached the point
where a single station can be built in such a way that there is little or
no possibility of any accident causing a suspension of the entire traffic
of the system, and where improved methods of distribution will decrease
the amount of copper, so that it will not exceed that required by- the
present method of using a number of generating stations.
If storage batteries are used, the two types of variable load belonging
to lighting and power stations demand different types of battery. For
lighting stations a considerable capacity is required, while the momentary variations of power stations do not require any great capacity, but
demand as great a maximum output as battery manufacturers can
obtain.
In water-power 1>lants the conditions of economy are different. The
location of the plant is of course definitely fixed, and the advisability
of obtaining a uniform load by means of batteries depends upon the
local conditions. If the water power is limited and is less than the
demand, then it might be well to use batteries in order to increase the
amount of salable power. Again, if the development is expensive, it
might be cheaper to develop a smaller amount of power, pay for a
smaller amount of machinery, and increase the output by the addition
of batteries. These are questions that can only be decided by a knowledge of the local conditions.
We may conclude that while the practice iu large lighting and traction systems is to multiply stations near centers of consumption, yet
tbe economy of a ingle large station makes it important to con ider
whether it is not possible to concentrate our power at som I oint wh r
the expen es will be a minimum, and distribute by some of tlle method
which have in the lat few years proved succes ful and economi al.
It i important to make the tation load teady, and thi. may be done
for continuou -current lighting and traction plant. by mean of ·t rag
batterie .
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ELECTRICAL DIS'.l'RIBUTION.

The distribution of electrical energy to consumers as distinguished
from its transmission to long distances has been largely accomplished
by the agency of continuous currents, although alternating curreuts
have played an important part in incandescent lighting. As I have
stated, a considerable proportion of current for lighting is distributed
at constant potential on the three-wire system or at constant current
on arc-light circuits, while power for traction circuits is distributed at
approximately constant potential at au average of, say, 550 volts.
I shall :first consider the condition of affairs in a traction system in
a large city, where a number of suburban lines are operated. If direct
distribution is attempted from a single station, it will be found that
when the distance exceeds 5 or 6 miles a large amount of copper must
be employed to prevent both excessive loss and excessive variation of
potential on the lines. On suburban lines it is the latter consideration
that usually determines the amount of copper used, and this is especially true on lines where there is a considerable excursion traffic.
Even in the city itself, the supplying of sections at distances 3 or 4
miles from the station may require so much copper that it would be
less expensive to operate separate stations. Several methods other
than the direct method may be employed to remedy these difficulties.
For outlying lines where the traffic is mainly of the excursion order,
being variable both during the day and for different seasons, boosters
may be advantageously used. It is perhap ' best from reasons of economy to run the boosting dynamos from. motors. These dynamos are
series-wound, and are connected to feeders of such resistance that the
fall of potential in the wire for a given current is compensated for by
the rise in voltage of the booster. There is a decreased cost of copper
incidental to this system due to the fact that the drop is not limited by
considerations of regulation-the voltage at the end of the feeder being
constant-while the transmission is at an increased potential. If the
average station potential is 600 volts, and it is boosted 300 voltR, then
the copper for a given loss would be decreased in the ratio of 36
to 81. The booster system has the advantage of the direct ystem
when the cost of the additional apparatus, together with the increased
loss on the line, capitalized, is less than the increased cost of the
copper necessary to produce the same result by the direct system.
Whether the balance is in favor of one or the other depends on the
distance and the variation of the load, and it is indifferent whether the
variation in the latter occurs often or not.
If any transforming device is employed to feed a distant section of the
line it must be remembered that the capacity of the device must be
great enough to look out for the maximum demand on this section.
Suppose, now, that we wish to feed some suburban line where the load
bas considerable momentary :fluctuations, but where the traffic is moderately constant during the year; in this case the booster could be
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used with a storage battery at the end of its feeder, the battery supplying the line. The advantages of this combination are greater than
with the simple booster, and in many cases they will compensate for the
interest and depreciation on the battery and the loss in it. If the
arrangement is properly made the load on the booster and line wire
will be practically constant, thus decreasing the capacity of the booster
to that required for the aver.age load, while less copper will be required
for a given loss. As to the latter point, suppose a given amount of
power is to be distributed in 24 hours, say 200 amperes at 600 volts, if
the load is uniform, the loss will be.proportional to 2002 x 24 hours. If
2
it is all distribut,ed in 12 hours, the loSf? will be proportional to 400 X 12
hours, or twice as much. So, in the case of the steady load, the same
power could be transmitted with the same loss with half the copper.
It makes nG difference whether the variation extends over 12 hours in
24 or occurs every other minute, the result will be the same. It is
apparent, then, that it is of the utmost importance to keep the line
steadily loaded, as well as the station, and this points to the location of
the battery neair the points of consumption and not in the station. By
this system-a booster with storage batteries-it is possible, assuming
the same loss, to transmit power to a distance of 10 miles with approximately the same amount of copper that would be required for a
5-mile transmission on the direct system. It would increase the economical radius of distribution twice and the area of distribution four times.
A single station could economically supply lines within distances up
to 10 or 12 miles. If it is desired to still further increase the radius
of distribution, it is possible to do this by employing some of the alternating current methods that have come into use. I will discuss these
methods later, but at this point I may remark that the use of stationary
and rotary transformers permits the energy to be transmitted in the
form of alternating currents, and to be changed again into continuous
currents of any required voltage. These rotary transformers supplied
by an alternating current, which is transmitted from the station at a
high voltage, may be used to feed the line directly or they may be used
to supply storage batteries which are connected to the line. In the
latter case we have the advantage of decreased size of apparatus, of
steady load on the station, and of a minimum cost of copper on the line;
which system it would be best to employ would depend upon the
distances and the character of the line and load.
Of the systems that I have proposed for city and suburban distribution from a single station, three have been successfully employed,
namely, tbe booster system, the boo ter system with batterie , and
rotary tran formers operating directly on the line. When we con ·ider
the advantages of a single tation and a teady load, it eem eviden
to me that many of the large traction y tern would do well to c ncentrate heir station into one and to u e the booster system with batt ries for their utlying line , and if nee ary u e rotary tran form r
£ r line · beyond the limit f ordinary ·u urbau work.
.· t th P -
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sibility of the complet'e shut down of such a station, we have reached
such a point in the construction of machinery, both electric and mechanical, that with a proper reserve, a careful system of duplex steam
piping, and with :fireproof construction of the station such a possibility may be disregarded; while the batteries would look out for any
momentary interruption•on the feeders.
CONTINUOUS CURRENT · LOW VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION.

Some of the most important stations supplying incandescent lamps
are operated on the three-wire continuous current system. In the last
few years a considerable advance has been made in the sale of power
for motors from these stations, and this has increased the revenue aud
has given better average output. The tendency in this country has
been in the direction of using storage batteries in such stations, and
abroad practicaUy every continuous current station uses batteries. .As
in the case of traction systems, it has been the custom in large cities to
build a number of separate stations instead of building a single plant
and distributing from it. The batteries have been placed in the stations
themselves, and no attempt has been made to decrease the amount of
copper used by employing a number of centers of distribution and giving the main feeders a steady load. The same considerations that apply
to stations for traction work will also apply to stations used to supply
Jights, and the same methods of distribution may be used: It would
unquestionably be more economical in many instances to use single stations to tra,nsmit power from these stations to cen~ers of distribution,
where batteries may be located and to distribute from these centers on
a three-wire system. .A. case in point is the system used at Budapest,
where the energy is distributed from the central station to rotarytransforme~s at substations, these rotarytransformers feeding batteries, current being distributed from these batteries on a three-wire system. The
reports of the operation of this station show that it is both economical
and successful, and it might well be copied by some of the companies
in this country. The gross receipts of some of the large illuminating
companies bear such a large proportion to the company's stock that a
comparatively small saving in operation would mean a considerable
increase in the dividends, and there is no doubt in my mind that by
using one power station, with battery substations for distribution, the
operating expenses can be considerably decrea.sed.
ALTERNATING CURREN1'S FOR LIGHTING.

.Alternating currents have been employed for lighting in this country,
and t~eyhave been especiapy valuable where a district is to be supplied
in which the distances are considerable as compared with the number
of customers. It has been almost the universal custom to, upply small
transformers for each consumer, and while the average size of transformers is greater now than it was a few years ago, yet they are comparatively small. No power has been supplied from such stations, and
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although alternating arc lamps are used to a limited extent, yet the
number is not increasing, and in some cases continuous-current ar~
lamp5 have been substituted for the alternating. Under these conditions the load on the station is even more variable than in the case of a
continuous-current supply where motors may be employed, and the
constant loss due to the large number of small transformers used
places this system at a disadvantage as compared with the continuouscurrent system. The great advantage it possesses lies in the increased
area of distribution rendered possible by the high voltages that are
used, together with the possibility of locating the stations where power
can be cheaply made. Abroad in the last few years most of the new
stations that have been built use continuous currents, although some
years ago the greater proportion of them were alternating-current stations. It i5 also the custom abroad to use substations with large transformers for distribution, thus doing away with a considerable part of
the constant loss due to the small transformers used bere. It is not
possible, at the present time, without greatly complicating the ·system,
to obtain a steady load on the station, and tbe only question that arises
is the value of substations, and the possibility of using some form of
alternating current other than the single-phase.
METHODS OF ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

Ooming tto the question of transmission of electrical energy as distinguished from the supply to customers from distributing centers, there
have been great advances made in the last few years, and these mainly
through the introduction of multiphase alternating currents. Singlephase alternating currents permit the transmission of power to long
distances and its distribution for ligbting purposes. It is also possible
to supply power from such circuits to large motors working under a
steady load. It is not possible, however, to distribute power economically for ordinary uses. As most long-distance transmission schemes
contemplate the substitution of electric motors for steam engines, and
as their success will, in many cases, depend upon the possibility of such
substitution, single-phase alternating currents are not at present able
to comply with the conditions imposed by the desired service. The
introduction of multiphase alternating systems, where two or more
alternating currents are employed, the currents differing in phase, has
completely changed the situation with re pect to long-distance transmission. I shall onsider briefly the possibilities of such systems and
their value a compared with any direct-current system.
'ONTINUO S·CURRENT TRANSMISSION.

Tl.le first long-di tan e tran mi ion plant was operated by the ontinuou -current ·y t m, and even now plant are being built iu wbi. h
continuous ·urrent of high po ential are u , d to tran mit energy to di ·
tan e up to 15 mil .
ompared with tran mi sion by m an of
alt rnating nrrent , w will find that th continu u -curr ut · Y t ,m
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possesses some advantages and some disadvantages. . If we consider
the relative cost of the copper in the line for a given amount of power
transmitted and for a given maximum potential between the conductors, we will find that the relative amounts for the continuous-current
and the different alternating-current systems will be as follows:
Coutjnuous current ...............................................
Single-phase alternating ..........................................
Two-phase alternating ............. __ .............................
Three-phase alternating ........... : ....... . ....... ____ ............

100
200
200
150

We see, then, that the continuous-current has a marked advantage
over the alternating-e1.:..rrent system as far as the cost of copper is concerned. There are, however, certain practical disadvantages belonging
to this system. The high voltages necessary for long-distance transmission makes it impossible to distribute the current at the receiving
end without first re<l.ucing the voltage. With continuous current this
can only be don~ by employing a rotary commutator of some kind. A
plan which has been practically and successfully used has been to run
a number of dynamos in series at the generating end of a line, while
at the receiving end are a number of motors, also arranged in series,
which are used to drive other generators to give the required type of
current and the desired voltage. It bas not been found possible to
make either dynamos or motors of any great output, as there are practical difficulties in running dynamos of high potential where the current
taken from them has a considerable value. Mons. Thury has installed
a number of continuous-current transmission plants that have apparently given excellent results. At Biberist a transmission of 15 miles is
employed. At Brescia 700 horsepower are transmitted over 12 miles at
a maximum of 15,000 volts. Mons. Thury states that generators for 45
amperes can be constructed up to 3,000 volts, and he thinks that 4,000
could be successfully used. These machines, however, are small when
compared with the 5,000-horsepower dynamos in use at Niagara, for
instance; and where the transmission is a large one the great number
of machines necessary would be a serious objection to this type of transmission. It will be seen t-hat the greatest possibility of trouble in such
a transmission lies at the ends of the line, in the generating and receiving apparatus. It is necessary, no matter wllat our voltage is, that both
the dynamos and motors shall be directly subjected to·it, and this with
commutated machines will always be a source of danger. If we are to
do any considerable amount of lighting from such a station, our energy
for this purpose undergoes three transformations before it reaches the
lamps, and the efficiency would not be so high as in a corresponding
alternating-current system. It would hardly be possible to supply
motors for ordinary work at the high voltages used for transmission,
and the current for them would have to be transformed in the same
manner as the current for the lamps. It must be recognized, however,
that this system has been successfully used and has given excellent
results in a, few cases of transmission. Its great advantage lies in the
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decreased amount of copper as compared with the alternating systems,
and in the aqsence of induction effects, which are a drawback to alternating-current transmission.
TR.A.NSMISSION BY .A.LTERN.A.TING CURRENTS .

.A large proportion of the transmission plants that have been installed
in the last few years have been of the alternating current type. These
have, as a rule, given satisfactory results, and the installations that are
now being erected or planned are almost exclusively on an alternatin g
current basis. The great advantage of this system lies in the fact that
it is possible to change the voltage of the current without the use of
rotating apparatus, and at once economically and safely. Low voltage
dynamos may be used, the voltage may be increased in any desired
ratio by stationary transformers, the energy may be transmitted at
an increased voltage, and at the receiving end the voltage may again
be reduced by transformers. If we compare this method with the
continuous current system we will see that to obtain an alternating
current of the required pressure at the receiving end of the line we
would use the same number of transformations required by the continuous current system. We have the great advantage, however, that our
changes in voltage have been obtained by the agency of stationary
apparatus, which is much cheaper, is more efficient, and is safer than ·
that required in the continuous current system. It is possible to
increase the voltage by means of transformers to almost any value with
perfect safety and with an efficiency as high as 98 per cent or 99 per
cent. If, then, our alternating current, when it bas been reduced at the
receiving end, is as valuable for distribution as the ~current obtained by
the direct current system, there will be no doubt that alternating transmission has great advantages over continuous currents.
I have spoken of the relative amounts of copper required by the
single-phase, two-phase, and three-phase alternating currents. I do
not think it necessary to explain minutely the difference between these
systems, as they are well unde.Fstood. In a single-phase system a single
alternating current is used. In a two-phase system two alternating
currents, whose phases differ 1y 90 degrees, are employed, while in the
three-phase system there are three currents, differing in phases by 60
degrees. I shall consider the characteristics of these three systems, as
there has been much discussion, especially as to the relative value of
tbe last two of them, for transmis ion work. I shall not di ·cuss the
various modifications of the systems, but sba,11 confine myself to general
considerations. Th re is no single-phase motor in successfnl commercial
operation hat doe not require to be stal'ted from rest by som out:icl
mean,. Thi. pr vents a , ingl ·I ha, e current from being u. ed at th
pre:en time for l)OW r <l.istribntion; and a , in mo t transmi , ion, th
di ribution f power i. an important item, ingle-pha e current are
not uitabl for hi purpo e. n a two-pha e y tem the curr ut ar
u u( lly carri •d on parate pairs of wire , wbil in th three-pba. 0
y.·tem thre wir . are g n rally n, d a omm n r turn b ing mm
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sary, as the sum of the currents is zero, unless the circuits are unbalanced. In distributing on the three-phase system a fourth wire can be
employed, as it gives an advantage in the amount of copper used.
In all these alternating systems the great difficulty lies in the fact
that the inductance of the circuit causes the current to lag behind tlie
electromotive force. This decreases the amount of energy transmitted
by a given current at a given voltage; it causes a drop in the voltage
of the line, and it increases the armature reaction of the dynamo for a
given current. The total in<luctanc·e of tbe circuit is made up of the
inductance of the transformers, of the dynamos, of the receiving apparatus, and of the line. In the case of transmission to very long distances the line inductance is a large proportion of the total, while the
inductance of the receiving apparatus depends upon whether lights or
mot.ors are to be supplied and upon the construction of the latter.
When the different wires of the multiphase system are fed from windings on the same dynamo armature, then the drop in voltage due to any
excess of load on one of these circuits can not be compensated for on
the dynamo itself. If the amount of current and the lag of the current
is the 8ame for all of the circuits of the syst~m, then it is easy, by a compounding winding of the dynamo~ or by changing the current in the
:field winding, if there is no compounding, to keep the voltage constant
at either the sending or receiying end. When the load on the different
wires of the system is not the same, however, it is, as I have stated,
impossible to keep all of the circuits at the proper voltage. Where a
two-phase transmission with separate circuits is used, then if the separate circuits are wound on different armatures each can be regulated
to give a constant voltage at the receiving enq. This is the case, for
instance, in the large dynamos built by the Westinghouse Company for
use at the World's Fair in Chicago. The difficulty due to the uneven
loading of the circuits is specially marked in the case of the three-phase
system, and it is one of the principal objections that have been urged
against the employment of this system for distribution. It should be
pointed out, too, that it is not enough to balance the quantities of current for the three branches of the system, but the character of the
current must also be considered. A noninductive load on one wire,
with an inductive load of equal value on the others, would cause an
unbalancing just as if the currents differed in amount. In most of the
transmission plants that are being operated and that are proposed it
is required to ruu both lamps and motors from the same circuits, and
while a, slight variation of potential on the motors would not cau e any
particular trouble, yet the successful operation of the lamps requires a
practica1ly constant voltage. I think, however, and the same ground
have been taken by others, that in any practical transmission of considerable size it is possible to so balance the loads that this difficulty
will not exist to an extent to cause any serious trouble. When the distributing part of the lines is reached it is usually the custom, when a
three-phase transmission is u. ed, to employ four instead of three wires.
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As for line inductance in the two-phase and three-phase systems, there
is no question that the latter bas an advantage in this respect. By
suitable arrangement of circuits the line inductance can be brought to a
minimum, and this is of the utmost importance in long-distance transmission. I will not take into ~ccount the supposed increased efficiency
of three-phase motors and dynamos as against two-phase apparatus, as
there is a question as to whether a superiority exists, but simply considering the decreased amount of copper required and the decreased
inductance of the line, there is no question in my mind that, for transmission, the three-phase system is superior to the two phase. It is well
known, of course, that the inductance of the circuit can be in some
measure compensated for by the use of condensers or over-excited
synchronous motors. The first of these remedies is, however, a very
uncertain quantity commercially, while the second should be used as
much as possible, that is, as many synchronous motors should be connected as is practicable. The best remedy, as things stand at present,
lies in the careful construction of the line and the apparatus, so that
the effe<;ts, although they exist, can be reduced to a minimum.
It has been shown by Mr. Scott and others that it is possible to
transform a two-phase into a three-phase current, to transmit it and to
transform it back again to a two-phase current. This will allow us, if
we wish, to use two-phase dynamos for generating the current, to transmit with the advantage incidental to the use of three-phases, and at
our reducing end to use two-phase circuits for transmission. This bas
some advantages as far as balancing the voltage on the circuits go, and
it bas b~en proposed in the case of several plants whose installation is
being considered.
Looking broadly at the value of alternating transmission as against
continuous current transmission, we _have a gain in the simplicity and
safety in the transmission, and at the distributing end the use of multiphase currents enables us to supply both lamps and power with an
economy and success comparable to that of the continuous current system. If it is necessary to use continuous currents for certain types of
distribution at the receiving end, they can be obtained by the use of
-rotary transformers, by which the alternating current is transformed
into a continuous current. These machines have approximately the
efficiency of corresponding continuouR current dynamos, while the output for a given size is 50 per cent greater.
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not apparently laid on the question of the reliability of tbe power. If the
industries of a large city depended upon .a single transmission plant, it
is evident that the question of reliability is of paramount importance.
Where energy is supplied to manufacturers, to street-car systems, and
for lighting, a breakdown that would involve the cutting off of current
for a day would mean an enormous pecuniary loss to the community.
As the distance of transmission increases, the possibility of accident is
increased in greater ratio, because we have not only the higher voltages
to control, but the length of the line that must be looked out for is also
increased. The best guide lies in the practical experience which bas
been obtained in the present transmission plants and the consideration
of the difficulties that have arisen and the remedies that have been
employed. I have prepared a partial list of the principal transmission
plants that are now in operation:
Name.

Type.

Distance, Line Horse
in miles. voltage. power.

Ouray, Colo................ Direct ....... .
4
800
Geneva, Switzerland . ...... .. ... do ....... .
20
6, 600
12
8,000
San Francisco, Cal. ....... ... ... do ....... .
Brescia ......................... do . . . . . . . .
12 15,000
Pomona and San Bernar. Single phase 13½ to 28¾ 1,000
alternating.
dino.
Telluride, Colo ..•............... do . . . . . . . .
3,000

1, 200
400
1, 000

Bodie, Colo ...•.•............... do . . . . . . . .
Rome, Italy ..................... do ....... .
Davos, Switzerland .. ........... do .. .. ... .
Schongeisung, Germany .... ... . do .. ... .. .
Springfield., Mass . . . . . . . . . . 2.pbase alter·
nating.
Quebec, Canada ...... .. ......... do .... ... .
.A.nderson, S. C . ................. do ....... .
Fitchburg, Mass . ............... do ..... .. .
Winooski, Vt.............. 3.phase ...... .
Baltic, Conn . ......... .... ...... do ....... .
St. Hyacinthe, Canada ... .. . .... do ....... .
Concord, N. R .................. do ....... .
Fresno, Cal ..................•.. do ....... .
Big Cottonwood to Salt ..... do
Lake City, Utah.
Lowell, Mass .... ............... do
Sacramento.Folsom, Cal ........ do
Redlands, Cal. ............. ..... do

.. ..... .

Lau:ffen to Frankfort, Ger· ..... do
many.
Lauffen to Reilbronn .•...•..... do
Qt,rlikon Works, Zurich , ..... do
Switzerland.
Portland, Oreg ... ............... do
Silverton Mine, Colo .........•.. do

....... .

....... .
....... .
....... .

160
2,000

2

3,660

600
820
8~0

3, 600

8
8

fi

400

3,400
6,000

6½

5, 000
5,500
2¼ 2,150
2½ 2, 500
2,500
5 2,500
4 2,500
35 11,000

600
f>, 000
1,400

]4

10, 000

J, 400

5,500
10, 000
7½ 2,500

480
4, 000
700

to 15
24

2, 130
200
400
150
700

30,000

300

....... .
....... .

0 5,000
15½ 13,000

450

....... .
....... .

12
4

100

6,000
2,500

Successful, increasing.
Successful.
Successful, O years.

700

800

12½
18

4½ 2,600

Remarks.

GOO

5,000
400

Successful, increas·
ing, 4 years.
To be increased 3,200
H.P.
Successful.
[ncreasing to 0,000
H.P., 3 years .
Snccessful.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do ..
Successful, 2 y arA.
Do.
Successful, to bt, iucreascd.
Successful.
Do.
1 year.
3years,extending
linos in otbertowns.
(Experimental.)
Successful.
Do.
Do.
Successful, to be in·
creased.
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It will be seen that the longest transmission is at Fresno, Cal., the
distance being about 35 miles. The highest alternating voltage used is
13,000 volts, at Zurich, Switzerland. The highest direct potential is
15,000 volts, at Brescia .
.A.11 of these plants are working successfully, and this fact will lead
to still longer transmission and higher voltages. N°<J limit of either
distance or potential has yet been reached. If we consider the record
of the present transmission plants, we can safely say that it would not
be going outside of the safe limit of development to transmit at least
50 miles at a potential of 20,000 volts, provided the energy could be
delivered at such a price as to be considerably lower than the cost of a
corresponding amount of energy obtained from a steam plant. This, of
course, is~ matter of local condition entirely, and the commercial value
of such a transmission will depend upon local conditions.
LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMISSION FOR RAILROAD WORK.

The possibility of long-distance electric-railroad lines is intimately
connected with the possibility of long-distance transmission of power.
We have seen that it is possible to transmit considerable distances from
a single statio11. The current so distributed is not, however, such that
it can be applied directly to railroad motors, but it must be transformed
at points along the line, the distance apart of these points of distribution depending upon the system that is employed. At present continuous current motors are used, and considerations of safety would
lead us to use line potentials not greater tban 700 volts. By distributing rotary transformers at distances of 5 or 6 miles apart, we would
be able to supply motors with current without any great investment in
copper. The amount of copper required could be still further reduced
by using ·rotary transformers with storage batteries thus keeping a
constant load on the transmission line. It will be found, however, tl1at
on any long-distance railroad line, the lo_a d on any section of the line
is exceedingly variable and the discharge rate of the batteries will have
to be very high in order to prevent excessive. cost for our reducing
stations. It is doubtful whether we have reached a point in battery
construction that this system of transmission would be economical. It
is certain, however, that when the distances are comparatively short,
say within 15 miles, and where the traffic is not evenly distributed, that
rotary tran formers, with or without batteries, can be economically
employed for railroad work.
CON L

SIONS.

My conclusion , ubject alway. to tb influ nee of local condition, are
as£ llow ·:
1. lu oth direct current li hting and traction y tern , wher
pow r i gen rated in r 11e, r th are.- f <lj trilmtion, it i b
ou
on " t ti n ituat d at th m · conomi 1 point for producing pow r.
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2. In the case of the traction systems, when the economical area of
direct distribution is passed, boosters should be employed directly or
in connection with batteries, to a distance of 10 or 12 miles from a
station, and beyond this rotary transformers, whether with or without
batteries, should be used.
3. In the case of direct current lighting systems, the energy should
be transmitted to storage batteries situated at centers of consumption
either directly or by means of a rotary transformer and distributed
from them.
4. Where batteries are used it is best to place them at the end of
feeder wires to obtain the advantage of a constant load on the wire.
5. The best system for the long.distance transmission of energy for
general purposes is the three-phase alternating system.
6. Commercial transmissions are in successful operation for distances
of 35 miles, and for voltages as high as 15,000 volts.
Experience with these plants shows that the transmission to 50 miles
with a pressure of 20,000 volts is practicable; beyond these limits the
transmission would be more or less experimental.

THE UTILIZATION Olr NIAGARA. 1

By

THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN.

The broad idea of the utilization of Niagara is by no means new, for
even as early as 1725, while the thick woods of pine and oak were still
haunted by the stealthy redskin, a miniature sawmill was set up amid
the roaring waters. The first systematic effort to harness Niagara was
not made until nearly one hundred and fifty years later, when the
present hydraulic canal was dug and the mills were set up which disfigure the banks just below the stately falls. It was long obvious that
even an enormous extension of this surface canal system would not
answer for the proper utilization of the illimitable energy contained in
a vast stream of such lofty fall as that of Niagara.
Niagara is the point at which are discharged , through two narrowing
precipitous channels only 3,800 feet wide and 160 feet high, the contents of 6,000 cubic miles of water, with a reservoir area of 90,000
square miles, draining 300,000 square miles of territory. The ordinary
overspill of this Atlantic set on edge has been determined to be equal
to about 275,000 cubic feet per second, and the quantity passing is
estimated as high as 100,000,000 tons of water per hour.
The drifting of a ship over the Horse Shoe Fall has proved it to have
a thick11ess at the center of the crescent of over 16 feet. Between Lake
Erie and La,k e Ontario there is a total difference of lfwel of 300 feet
(fig. 1, Pl. VIII), and the amount of power represented by the water at
the falls has been estimated on different bases from 6,750,000 horsepower
up to not less than 16,800,000 horsepower, the latter being a rough calculation of Sir William Siemens, who, in 1877, was the first to suggest
the use of electricity as ·the modern and feasible agent of converting
into useful power some of this majestic but squandered energy.
It may be noted that the water passing out at Niagara is wouderfully pure and "soft," contrasting strongly, therefore, with tlle other
body of water, turbid and gritty, that flows from the north out through
the banks of the Mississippi. The annual recession of the American
1Reacl at extra evenjng meeting of Royal Institution of Great Britain June 19,
1896, by THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN, esq., of New York, Arnerican Delegate to_ the
Kelvin Celebration. The Right Hon. Lord Kelvin, D. C. L., LL. D., F. R. S., v1cepresident, in the chair. Printed in Proceedings of the Institution, Vol. XV, pp.
269-279.
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Fall, of 7½ inches, and of the Horse Shoe, of 2.18 feet, would probably
have been much greater had the water been less limpid.
The roar of the falls, which can be heard for many miles, has a deep.
note, four octaves lower than the scale of the ordinary piano. The fall
of such an immense body of water cause% a very perceptible tremor of
the ground throughout the vicinity. The existence of the falls is also
indicated by huge clouds of i;nist which, rising above the rainbows,
tower sometimes a mile in air before breaking away.
It was Mr. Thomas Evershed, an American civil engineer, who
unfolded the plan of diverting part of the stream at a considerable
distance above the falls, so that no natural beauty would be interfered
with, while an enormous ,amount of power would be obtained with a
very slight reduction in the volume of the stream at the crest of the
falls. Essentially scientific and correct as the plan now shows itself to
be, it found prompt criticism and condemnation, hut not less quickly
did it rally the able and influential support of Messrs. W. B. Rankine,
Francis Lynde Stetson, Edward A. Wickes, and .Edward D. Adams,
who organized the corporate interests that, with an expenditure of
£1,000,000 in five years, have carried out the present work.
So _many engineering problems arose early in the enterprise that
after the survey of the property in 1890 an International Niagara
Commission was established in London, with power to investigate the
best existing methods of power development and transmission, and t.o
select from among them, as well as to award prizes of an aggregate of
£4,400. This body included men like Lord Kelvin, Mascart, Coleman
Sellers, Turrettini, and Dr. Unwin, and its work was of the utmost
value. Besides this the Niagara Company and the allied Cataract
Construction Company enjoyed the direct aid of other experts, such as
Prof. George Forbes, in a consultative capacity; while it was a necessary consequence that the manufacturers of the apparatus to be used
threw upon their work the highest inventive and constructive talent at
their command.
The time-honored plan in water-power utilization has been to string
factories along a canal of considerable length, with but a short tail race.
At Niagara the plan now brought under notice is that of a short canal
with a very long tail race. The use of electricity for distributing the
power allows the factories to be placed away from the canal, and in any
location that may appear specially de irable or advantageous.
The perfected and concentrated Evershed scheme comprises a hort
surface canal 250 feet wide at its mouth, 1¼ mile · above t,h e falls, far
beyond the outlying Three Sisters Island , with an intake inclin d
obliquely. to the Niagara River. Thi canal extends inwardly 1, 7
feet, and ha· an average depth of ome 12 feet, thu holding water
adequat to the development of about 100, 00 hor epower. The mouth
of the canal i 600 :£ et from the shore line pro er and con id rable w rk
wa nece,·sary in it protection and xca ation. The bed i uow of clay,
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and the side walls are of solid masonry 17 feet high, 8 feet at the base,
and 3 feet. at the top. The northeastern side of the caual is occupied
by a power house, and is pierced by ten inlets guarded by sentinel gates,
each being the separate entrance to a wheel pit in the power house,
where the water is used and the power is secured. The water as quickly
as used is carried off by a tmrnel to the Niagara River again.
Tl~e massive canal power house is a handsome building, desig11ed by
Stanford White, and likely to stand until Niagara, spendthrift fashion,
has consumed its way backward, through its own crumbling strata of
s1.rnlc and limestone, to the base of it. 'rhis building is outwardly of
hard limestone, and inwardly of enamel brick and ordillary brick coated
with white enamel paint. It is 200 feet in length at present, and has a
50-ton Sellers electric traveling crane for the placing of machinery aud
the handling of any parts that 11eed repair. The wheel pit, over which
the power house is situated, is a long, deep, cavernous slot at one side,
under the floor, cut in the rock, parallel with the canal outside. Here
the water gets a fall of about 140feet before it smites the turbines. The
arraugement of the dynamos generating the current up in the power
house is such that each of them may be regarded as the screw at the
end of a long shaft,just as we might see it if we stood an ocean steamer
on its nose with its heel in the air. At the lower end of the dynamo
shaft is the turbine (fig. 2, Pl. IX) in the wheel pit bottom,just as in the
ca.'e of the steamer shaft we find attached to it the big triple or quadruple expansion marine steam engine. Perhaps we might compare the
dynamo and the turbine to two reels, stuck one on each end of a long
lead pencil, so that when the lower reel is turned the upper reel must
turn also. You might also compare the dynamos to bells up in the old
church steeple, and the turbiues to the ringers in the porch, playing
the chimes and triple bob majors by their work on the long ropes that
hang down. The wheel pit which contains the turbines is 178 feet in
depth, and connects by a lateral tunnel with the main tunnel running
at right angles. This main tunnel is no less than 7,000 feet in length,
with an average hydraulic slope of 6 feet in 1,000. It bas a maximum
height of 21 feet, and a width of 18 feet 10 inches, its net section being
386 square fret. The water rushes through it and out of its mouth of
stone and iron at a velocity of 26 2 feet per second, or uearly 20 miles an
hour.
More than 1,000 men were employed continuously for more than three
years in the construction of this tunnel. More than 300,000 tons of
rock were removed, which have gone to form _part of the new foreshore
near the power house. More than 16,000,000 bricks were used for the
lining, to say nothing of the cement, coucrete, and cut stone. The
labor was chiefly Italian. The brick that fences in the headlong torrent con~ists of four rings of the best hard-burned brick of special
shape, making a solid wall 16 inches thick. In some places it is thicker
than that. Into this tunnel discharges also by a special ,·ubtnnnel the
SM 9o--15
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used-up watu from the water wheels of the Niagara Falls Paper Company. Tbeturbines(fig.3, Pl.IX) have to generate 5,000 horsepower each,
at a distance of 140 feet underground, and to send it up to the surface.
For this purpose the water is brought down to each by the supply penstock, made of steel tube, and 7-½ feet in diamete:r. Tbis water impinges
upon what is essentially a twin wheel) each receiving part of the stream
as it rushes in at the center, the arrangement being such that each
wheel is three stories high, p~rt of the water in the upper tier serving
as a cushion to sustain the weight of the entire revolving mechanism.
These wheels, which have 32 buckets and 36 guides, discharge 430
cubic feet per second, and they make 250 revolutions per minute. At
75 per cent efficiency they give 5,000 horsepower. The shaft that runs
up from each one to the dynamo is of peculiar and interesting construction. It is composed of steel three-fourths inch t,hick, rolled into tubes
which are 38 inches in diameter. At intervals this tube passes through
journal bearings or guides that steady it, at which the shaft is narrowed
to 11 inches in diameter and solid, :flaring out again each side of the
iournal bearings. The speed gates of the turbine wheels are plain ci:r:cula:r rims, which throttle the discharge on the outside of the wheels,
and which, with the cooperation of the governors, keep the speed constant within 2 per cent under ordinary conditions of running. These
wheels are of the Swiss design of Faesch and Picard, and have been
built by I. P. Morris & Co., of Philadelphia, for this work.
The dynamos thus directly connected to the turbines are of the Tesla
two-phase type (fig. 4, Pl. X). Each of these dynamos produces two
alternating currents, differing 90 degrees in phase from each other, each
current being of- 775 ampe.res and 2,250 volts, the two added together
making, in round figures, very nearly 5,0U0 horsepower. This amount
of energy in electrical current is delivered to the circuits for use when
the dynamo is run by the turbine at the moderate speed of 250 revolutions per minute, or, say, 4 revolutions per second. Here, then, we bave,
broadly, a Tesla two-phase system embodying the novel suggestions
and useful ideas of many able men, among whom should. be specially
mentioned Mr. L.B. Stillwell, the engineer of the Westinghouse Electric Company, upon whom the respousibi1ity was thrown for its ~mccess.
Each generator, from the bottom of the bedplate to the floor of the
bridge above it, is 11 feet 6 inches high. Each generator weighs
170,000 pounds, and. the revolving part alone weighs 79,000 pounds.
In most dynamos the armature is the revolving part, but in this ca e
it is the field that revolves, while th.e armature stands still. It i noteworthy that if the armature in ide the field were to revolve in tbe
usual manner, 1n tead of the field, its magnetic pull would be added to
the centrifugal force in acting to di rupt the revolviug ma . ; but a it
is th magnetic attraction toward the armature n w acts again t tb
centrifugal fore ex rt d on the fi ld and thu . redn<· . t11 R rain, iu
the huge ring of spinniug metal. Th tationary armature iu,·id th
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at a distance of 140 feet underground, and to send it up to the surfiice.
For thjs purpose the water is brought down to each by the suppl~ 1 > nstock, made of steel tube, and 7i feet in diameter. This water imp1.1 1 oes
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These wheels, which have 32 buckets and 36 guides, discharge 4 3 (l
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which are 38 inches 1n diameter. At intervals this tube passes through
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built by I. P. Morris & Co., of Philadelphia, for this work.
The dynamos thus directly connected to the turbines are of the Tesla
two-phase type (fig. 4, Pl. X). Each of these dynamos produces two
alternating currents, differing 90 degrees in phase from each other, each
current being of, 775 amperes and 2,250 volts, the two added together
making, in round figures, very nearly 5,0U0 horsepower. This amount
of energy in electrical current is delivered to the circuits fbr use when
the dynamo is run by the turbine at the moderate speed of 250 revolutions per minute, or, say, 4 revolutions per second. Here, then, we have,
broadly, a Tesla two-phase system embodying the novel suggestions
and useful ideas of many able men, among whom sbou1d be specia1ly
mentioned Mr. L.B. Stillwell, the engineer of the Westinghouse l~lectric Company, upon whom the responsibility was thrown for its imcce ,',
Each generator, from the bottom of the bedpla.te to the floor of the
bridge above it, is 11 feet 6 inches high. Each generator weigh
170,000 pounds, and the revolving part a]one weighs 79,000 poumJs.
In most dynamos the armature is the revolving part, but in thi. ca c
it is the field that revolves, while the armature stand till. It is noteworthy that if the armature in ide the field were to revolve i11 the
usual manner, in tead of the .field, its magnetic pull would be added ~o
the centrifugal force in acting to di rupt the revolviug ma ; but it
is the magnetic attraction toward the armature now act again. t th
centrifugal fore xert d on tli fi Jd and thu. redn<'C· th traiu ju
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:field is built up of thin sheets of mild steel. Along the edges of these
sheets are 187 rectangular notches to receive the armature winding, in
which the current is generated. This winding is in reality not a winding, as it consists of solid copper bars 1-H- by -ls inch, and there are two
of these bars in every square bole, packed in with mica as a precaution
against heating. These copper conductors are bolted and soldered
to V-shaped copper connectors, and are then grouped so as to form
two separate independent circuits. A pair of stout insulated cables
connect each circuit with the power-house switchboard.
The rotating field maguet outside the armature consists of a huge
forged steel ring, made from a solid ingot of fluid compressed steel 54
inches in diameter, which was brought to a forging heat and then
expanded upon a mandril, under a 14,000-ton hydraulic press, to the
ring, 11 feet 7¼ inches in diameter. On the inside of this ring are bolted
12 inwardly projecting pole pieces of mild open-hearth steel 1 and the
winding around each consists of rectangular copper bars incased in 2
brass boxes. Each pole piece, with its bobbin, weighs about 1-¼ tons,
and the speed of this mass of steel, copper, and brass is 9,300 feet, or
1! miles per minute, when the apparatus is running at its normal 250
revolutions. Not until the ring was speeded up to 800 revolutions, or
6 miles per minute, would it fly asunder under the impulse of centrifugal force. As a matter of fact, 400 revolutions is the highest speed
that can be attained. This revolving field magnet is connected with
the shaft that lias to turn it, and is supported from above by a G-arrned
cast-steel spider keyed to the shaft, this spider or driver forming a roof
or penthouse over the whole machine. The shaft itself is held in 2
bea,rings inside the castings, around which the armature is built up,
and at the bearings is nearly 13 inches in diameter. At tl1e lower end
is a flange fitting with the flange at the top of the turbine shaft, and at
the upper end is a taper, over which the driver fits. The driver and
shaft have n, deep keyway, and fato this a long and massive key :fits,
holding them solidly together. The driver is of mil<l cast steel, having
a tensile strength of 74,700 pounds per square inch. The bnshings of
the bearings are of bronze, with zigzag grooves, in which oil under
pressure is in con tant circulation. Grooves are al o cut in the hub of
each spider to permit the circulation of water to cool the bearing , tliis
water coming direct from the city mains at a pressure of 60 pounds to
the squar inch. The oil returns to a reservoir, and is u ed. over and.
over again. Provi. ion ha been made again t undue heating, and
plenty of chance i given for air to circulate. This is necessary, a
about 100 hor ep w r of current i going into heat, due to the lost magnetization of the iron and the re i tance in the conductor them elves.
Ventilator or ill. in the riv r are so arranged a to draw up air
from th l>a:<.' of th machin and ~j ·tit at con iderable velocity, so
thnt what v r h •at i: unavoidably ('ugeu<lere<l i rapidly dis ipated.
lu almo, t, all ·1 •<:tii ·al pla11t: he witch l>oa,rd is a tall wall or slab
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of marble or mahogany, not unlike a big front door with lots of knobs,
knockers, and keyholes on it; but at the Niagara power house it takes
the form of an imposing platform, or having in mind its controlling
functions, we may compare it to the bridge of an ocean steamer,
while the man in charge or handling the wheels answers to the uavigating officer. The ingenious feature is employed of using compresst><l
air to aid in opening and closing the switches. The air comes from a
compressor located at the wheel pit and driven by a small water motor.
It supplies air to a large cylindrical reservoir, from which pipes lead
to the various switches, the pressure being 125 pounds to the square
inch. Another interesting point i:::, that the measuring instruments on
the switch board do not measure the whole current, but simply a derived
portion of determined relation to that of the generators. .A.11 told,
less than a thirtieth of a horsepower gives all the indications required.
To the switch board, current is taken from the dynamos by heavy insulated cable, and it is then taken off by huge copper bus bars which are
carefully protected by layers of pure Para gum and vulcanized rubber,
two layers of each being used; while outside of all is a special braided
covering, treated chemically to render it noncombustible. The calculated losses from heating in a set of four bus bars carrying 25,000 horsepower, or the total output of the first five Niagara generators, is only
10 horsepower. .A.bout 1,~00 feet of inisulated cable have been supplied
to carry the current from the dynamos to the switch board in the power
house. It has not broken down until between 45,000 and 48,000 volts
of alternating curreut were applied to it. There are 427 copper wires
in that cable, consisting of 61 strands laid up in reverse layers, each
strand consisting of 7 wires. Next to the strand of copper is a wall
of rubber one-quarter inch thick, double coated. Over this is wrapped
absolutely pure rubber, imported from England and known as cut
sheet. Then come two wrappings of vulcanizable Para rubber, next
there is a wrapping of cut sheet, and on top of that are two more rubber coats. This is then taped, covered with a substantial braid, and
vulcanized. The object in using the cut sheet is to vulcani~e it by contact, in order to make it absolutely water tight. This cable weighs
just over 4 pounds to the foot, of which 3 pounds are copper and 1
pound insulation.
We have thus advanced far enough to get our current on to the bus
bars, and the next step is to get it from them out of the power hou e.
This final work is done by extending our bars, so to speak, and carrying them across the bridge over the canal, into what i known as tuc
transformer hou e. It is here that the current received from the other
side of the canal is to be rai ed in potential, so that it can be sent great
distau ·es over mall wires without material loss. Meantime we may
note that the - iagara Falls Power Company itself own more than a
square mile around the power hou ' e, upon which a larg amonnt of
power will be consumed in the uear future by manufacturing tabli h-
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ments of all kinds, and that it is already delivering power in large
blocks electrically for a great variety of pnrposes. Special apparatus
for this work bas been built by the General Electric Company. The
current for the production of aluminum is made "direct" by passing
through static and rotary transformers, while the Acheson carborundum
process uses the pure alternating current Besides this, the trolley
road from Niagara to Buffalo is already tak_ing part of its power from
the Niagara power house by means of rotary transformers. For these
and other local uses the company has constructed subways in which to
carry the wire across its own territory. These subways are 5 feet 6
inches high and 3 feet 10 inches wide inside. They are built up with
12 inches of Portland cement and grave], backed up with about 1 foot
of masonry at the bottom and extending about 3 feet up each side.
The electric conductors are carried on insulated brackets or insulator· arranged upon the pius along the walls. These brackets are 30
feet apart. At the bottom of the conduit manholes are holes for tapping
off into side conduits, and along it all runs a track, upon which an
inspector can propel himself on a private trolley car if necessary. Thus
ii:; distributed locally the electric power for which the consumer pays
the very modest sum of £3 17 s. Gd. per electrical horsepower per annum
<lelivered on the wire, or about 2 guineas for a turbine horsepower, a
r,1te which is not to be equaled anywhere, in view of the absolute certainty of the power, free from all annoyance, extra expense, or bother
of any kind on the part of the consumer.
It is a curious fact that the proposal to transmit the energy of Niagar-a
long distances over wire should have been regarded with so much
doubt and scepticism, and that the courageous backers of the enterprise should have needed time to demonstrate that they were neither
knaves nor fools, but simply brave, far-seeing men. We have to-day
parallel instances to Niagara in the transmission of oil and natural
gas. Oil is delivered in New York City over a line of pipe which is at
least 400 miles long, and which has some thirty-five pumping stations
en route, the capacity of tl1e line being 30,000 barrels a day. All that
oil has first to be gathered from individual wells in the oil region, aud
delivered to storage tanks witll a capacity of 9,000,000 barrels of oil.
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Baltimore are centers for similar ystems of
oil pipe running hunclreds of miles over hill aud dale. As for natural
gas, that is to-day sent in similar manner over di ta11ces of 120 miles,
Chicago being thus supplied from the Indiana gas fields; and the gas
bas its pressure raised and lowered several timesonit way froru the gas
well to the consumer's tap, ju t as though it were current from Niagara.
We must. not overlook some of the fantastic cllemes proposed for
transmitting the power of Niagara before electricity was adopted. One
of them was to hitch the turbines to a big steel shaft·running through
New York State from east to west, so that where the shaft passed a
town or factory all you had to <lo was to hitcll ou a belt or some gear
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wheels and thus take off all the power wanted. Not much less expen- I
sive was the plaii to Lave a Lig tube from New York to Chicago, with
Niagara Falls at the center, and with the Niagara turbines hitched t9 a
monster air compressor, which should compress air under 250 pounds
pressure to the square inch in the tulJe.
So far as actual electrical long-distance transmission from Niagara is
concerned, it can only be sa{d to be in the embryonic stage, for the sole
reason that for nearly a year past the power company has been unable
to get 1nto Buffalo, and that not until last year was it able to arrive at
acceptable conditions, satisfactory alike to itself and to the city. Work
is now being pushed, and by June, 1897, power from the falls will, by
contract with the city, be in regular delivery to the local consumption
circuits at Buffalo, 22 miles away. But the question arises, and has
been fiercely discussed, whether it will pay to send the current beyond
Buffalo. Recent official investigations have shown that steam power
in large bulk, under the most favorable co:gditions, costs to-day in Buffalo £10 per year per horsepower and upward. Evidently Niagara
power, starting at £2 on the turbine shaft or say less than £4 on the
line, has a good margin for effective co11,petition with steam in Buffalo .
. As to the far-away places, the well-known engineers Prof. E. J.
Houston and Mr. A. E. Kennelly have made a most careful estimate of
the distance to which the energy of Niagara could be economically
transmitted by electricity. Taking established conditions and prices
that are asked to-day for apparatus, they have shown, to their own satisfaction at least, that even in Albauy or anywhere else in the same
radius 330 miles from the falls, the converted energy of the great cataract could be delivered cheaper than good steam engines on the spot
could make steam power with coal at the normal price there of 12s.
per ton.
What this enterprise at Niagara aims to do is not to monopolize the
power but to distribute it, and it makes Niagara, more than it ever was
before, common property. After all is said and done, very few people
ever see the falls, and then only for a chance holiday once in a lifetime;
but now the useful energy of the cataract is made cheaply and irnmediately available every day in the year to hundreds and thousands,
even millio,ns of people, in an eudless variety of ways.
We must not omit from our survey the Erie Canal, in the revival and
greater utilization of which as an important highway of commerce
Niagara l)Ower is expected. to play no mean part. In competition with
the steam railway, canals have suffered greatly the last fifty years.
In the United States, out of 4,468 miles of canal built at a cost of
£40,000,000, about one-half has been abandoned and not much of the
rest pay expen e . Yet canals have enormous carrying capacity, aud
a single boat will hold as much as twenty freight car . The ew ork
State authoritie. have agreed to conditions by which Niagara eu rgy
can be used to propel the caual boat at the rate of £4 pe1· hor ·epower
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per year. Where steamboat haulage for 242 tons of freight now costs
about oid. a boat mile, it is estimated that electric haulage will cost
not to exceed 5fd., while with the energy from Niagara at only £4 per
horsepower per year it will cost much less. Some two years ago th·e
first attempt was made in the United States on the Erie Canal with
the canal boat F. 1V. Hawley, when the trolley system was used with
the motor on the boat as it is on an electric car, driving the propeller
as if it were the car wheels. Another plan is that of hauling the boat
from the towpath, and that is what is now being q.one with the electric
system of Mr. Richard Lamb on the Erie Canal at Tonawanda, near
Niagara. Imagine an elevator shaft working lengthwise instead of
vertically. There is placed on poles a heavy :fixed cable on which tlrn
motor truck rests, a11d a lighter traction cable is also strung that i8
taken up and paid out by a sheave as the motor propels itself along
and pulls the canal boat to which it is attached. If the boats come
from opposite directions they simply exchange motors, just as they
might mules or locomotives, and go 011 without delay.
On its property at Niagara the power company'has already begun
the deveiopruent of the new village called Echota, a pretty Indian
name which signifies ''place of refuge." I believe it is Mr. W. D. How.
ells, our American novelist, who in kindred spirit speaks of the ''repose''
of Niagara. It was laid out by Mr. John Bogart, formerly State engineer, and is intended to embody all that is best in sanitation, lighting,
a11d nrban comfort. It does not need the eye of faith to see here the
beginning of one of the busiest, cleanest, prettiest, and healthiest localities in the Union. The workingman whose factory is not poisoned by
smoke and dust, whose home was designed by distinguished architects,
whose streets and parks were laid out by celebrated engineers, and
whose leisure is spent within sight and sound of lovely Niagara, has
little cause for grumbling at bis lot.
The American company has also preempted the great utilization of
the Canadian share of Niagara's energy. The plan for this work proposes the erect.ion of two power houses of a total ultimate capacity of
125,000 horsepower. Each power house is fed by its own cana] and is
therefore an iudepend-ent unit. Owing to the l>etter lay of the land,
the tunnels carrying off the water discharged from the turbi1Jes 011 the
Canadian side will have lengths respectively of only 300 a11d 800 feet,
thus avoiding the extreme length and cost unavoidable on the American side. With both the Canadian and American plants fully developed, no les than 350,000 horsepower will be available. The stationary
engines now in use in New York State represent only 500,000 horsepower. Yet the 350,000 horsepower are but one-twentieth of the
7,000,000 horsepower which Professor Unwin has estimated the falls to
represent theoretically. If the 350,000 horsepower were estimated at
£4 per year per horsepower, and should replace the same amount of
steam power at £10, the annual saving for power in New York State
alone would be more than £2,000,000 per year.
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Let me, by way of conclusion, emphasize the truth that this splendjd
engineering work leaves all the genuine beauty of Niagara untouched.
It may even help to conserve the scene as it exiRts to-day, for the terrific weight an<l. rush of waters over the Horseshoe Fall is eating it
away and breaking its cliff into a series of receding slopes and rapids;
so that even a slight diminution of the whelming mass of wave will
to that extent lessen disruption and decay. Be that so or not so, those
of us who are lovers of engineering can now at Niagara gratify that
taste in the unpretentious place where some of this vast energy is .
reclaimed for human use, and then as ever join with those who, not
more than ourselves, love natural beauty, and find with them renewed
pleasure and delight in the majestic, organ-toned, and eternal cataract.

EARTH-CRUST MOVEMENTS AND THEIR UAUSES.t

By

JOSEPH LE CONTE.

INTRODUCTION-SOURCES OF ENERGY.

Nearly all the processes of nature visible to us-well-nigh the whole
drama of nature enacted here on the surface of the earth-derive their
forces from the sun. Currents of air and water in their eternally
recurring cycles are a circulation driven by the sun. Plants derive
their forces directly, and those of animals indirectly through plants,
from it. All our machinery, whether wind driven, or water driven, or
steam driven, or electricity driven, and even all the phenomena of intellectual, mor;:i,l, and social activity have still this same source. There
is one, and but one, exception to this almost universal law, namely,
that class of phenomena which geologists group under the general head
of igneous agencies, comprising volcanoes, earthquakes, and more gradual movements of the earth's crust.
Thus, then, all geological agencies are primarily divided into two
groups. In the one group came atmospheric, aqueous, and organic
agencies, together with all other terrestrial phenomena which constitute the material of science; in the other group, igneous agencies and
their phenomena alone. The forces in the one group are exterior; in the
other, interior; in the one, sun derived; in the other, earth derived.
The one forms, the other sculptures, the earth's features; the one
roughhews, the other shapes. The general effect of the one is to
increase the inequalities of the earth's surface, the other to decrease
and :finally to destroy them. The configuration of the earth's surface,
the distribution of land and water-in a word, all that constitutes
physical geography at any geological time-is determined by the state
of balance between these two eternally antagonistic forces.
PHENOMENA TO BE STUDIED.

Now the phf\nomena of the first group, lying, as they do, on the sur-face and subject to direct observation, are comparatively well under1 Annual address b y the pre ident, Joseph Le Conte, read before the Geolo(l'ical
Society of America, December 29, 1896. Printed in Science, Vol. V, No. 113, pp.
321-330.
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stood as to their laws and their causes. While the causes of the ph_enomeua of the second group, hidden forever from direct observation in
the inaccessible depths of the earth's interior, are still very obscure;
and yet partly on account of this very obscurity, but mainly 011 account
of their fundamental importance, it is just these which are the most
fascinating .to the geologist. The former group, constituting, as it does,
the terrestrial drama enacted by the suu, its interest is shared by
geology equally with other departments of science, such as physics,
cLemistry, and biology. The phenomena of the second group are more
distinctively the field of geology.
·
lf we compare the earth with an organism then these interior forces
coustitut e its life force, while the other group may be likened to the
physical environments against which it eternally struggles, and the
outcome of this struggle determines the course of the evolution of
the whole. Now in biological science nearly the whole advance bas
heretofore been by study of the external and more easily understood
phenomena, thus clearing the ground and gatheri11g material for atta1.:k
on the interior fortress, and the next great advance must be through
better knowledge of the vital forces themselves. The same is true of
geology. Nearly all the progress bas heretofore been by the study of
the exterior phenomeua, such as erosion, tra11sportatiou, sedimentation,
stratification, distribution of organic forms in space, and -t heir succession in time, etc. Many of the laws of these phenomena bave already
been outli11ed, and progress to-day is mainly in filling in and completing this outline; but the next great step must l>e through a better
knowledge of the illterior forces. This is just what geological sde11ce
is waiting for to-day. Now the first step in this direction is a clear
statement of tlJe problems to be solved. The object of this address is
to contribute something, however small, to such clear statement.
EFFECTS OF INTERIOR FORCES.

As the interior of the earth is inaccessible to direct observation, we
cau reason coneerni11g interior forces only by observation of their effects
on the surface. Now these effects, as usually treated, are of three main
kinds: (1) Volcanoes, including all eruptions of material from the interior; (2) earthquakes, including all sensible movements, great and
small; (3) gradual small movements affecting large areas, imperceptible
to the senses, but accumulating through indefinite time.
It is certain that of the. e three the la t is by far the most fundamental and important, being, indeed, the cause of the other two. Volcanoe and earthquake , although so striking and conspicuous, are
probably but occasional accidents in the slow march of tbese grand r
movements. It is only of these last, therefore, that we shall now speak.
KINDS .A.ND GRADES OF EARTH-CR S1' MOYEMENT "'.

The movem nt of the earth s cru t determined by int rior for · are
of four orders of greatue s: (1) Those greatest, most extensiv , and
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probably primitive movements by which oceanic basins and continental
masses were :first differentiated and afterwards developed to their present condition; (2) tlJose movements by lateral thrust by which mountain
ranges were formed and continued to grow until balanced by exterior
erosive forces; (3) certain movements, often over large areas, but not
continuous in one direction, and therefore not iudefinitely cumulative
like the two preceding, but oscillatory, first iu one direction, theu in
another, now upward and then downward; (4) movemeuts by gravitative readjustment, determined by transfer of load from one place to
another. Perhaps this last does not beloug· strictly to pure interior or
earth-derived forces, since the transfer of load iE; probably always by
exterior or sun-derived forces. Nevertheless they are so important as
modifying the effects of other movements, and have so important a bearing ou the interior condition of the earth th~,t they can not be omitted
in this connection.
Now of these four kinds aud grades of movement the first two are
primary and continuous in the same direction, and therefore cumulati·rn,
until balanced by leveling agencies. Tl.le other two, on the contrary,
are not necessarily continuous iu the same direction, but oscillatory.
Tliey are, moreover, secondary and are imposed on the other two or
primary movements as modifying, obscuring, and often even completely
maskiug their effects. This important point will be brought out as we
proceed. We will take up these movements successively in the order
indicated above.
1. OCEAN BASIN-MAKING MOVEMl!:NTS.

I have already given my views on this most fundamental question
very briefly in my'' Elements of Geology," a little more fully in my :first
paper," Origin of Earth Features," 1 and in my memoir of Dana. 2 I give
it still more fully now.
VV' e may assume that the earth was at one time an incandescent, fused
spheroid of much greater dimensions than now, and that it gradually
cooled, solidified, and contracted to its present form, condition and size.
Now if at the time of its solidification it bad been perfectly homogeneous
in composition, in density, and in conductivity in every part, then the
cooling and contraction would have been equal on every radius, and it
would have retained its perfect, evenly spheroiual form; but such
absolute homogeneity in all parts of so large a body would be in the
last degree improbable. If, then, over some large areas the matter of
the earth were denser and more conductive than over other large areas,
the former areas, by reason of their greater density alone, would sink
below the mean level and form hollows; for even in a solid-much
more in a semi-liquid, as the earth was at that time-there must have
been static equilibrium (isostasy) between such large areas. This would
be the begiuning of oceanic basins; but the inequalitie frnm this cause
1

si

Am. Jour. Sci., 1872.
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. 7, 1895, pages 461-474.
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alone would probably be very small but for the concurrence of another
and much greater cause, viz, the greater conductivity of the same areas.
Conductivity is not, indeed, strictly proportional to destiny; but in a
general way it is so. It is certain, therefore, that the denser areas
would be also the more conductive, and therefore the more rapidly
cooling and contractiug areas. This would again increase, and in this
case progressively increase, the depression of them areas. The two
causes-destiny and conductivity, isostasy and contraction-would concur, but the latter would be far the greater, because in<lefinitely cumulative. The originally evenly spheroidal lithosphere would thus be
deformed or distorted, and the distortion, fixed by ~olidification, would
be continually increased until now. When the earth cooled sufficiently
to precipitate atmospheric vapor the watery envelope thus formed
would accumulate in the basins of the lithosphere and form the oceans.
It is possible, and even probable, that the depressions were at first so
shallow that the primeval ocean may Lave been universal, but the process of greater downward contraction continuing, the ocean basins
would become deeper and the less contracted portions of the lithosphere
would appear as land. The process still continuing, the land would
grow higher and more extensive and the ocean basins deeper and less
extended throughout all geological time. On the whole, in spite of
many oscillations, with increase and decrease .of land, to be spoken of
later, and in spite, too, of exterior agencies by ero~ion and sedimentation tending constantly to counteract these effects, such has been, I
believe, the fact throughout all geological history.
It is evident, also, that on this view, since the same causes which
originally formed the ocean basins have continued to operate in the
same places, the positions of these greatest inequalities of the lithosphere have not substantially changed. This is the doctrine of the
permanency of oceaI)ic basins and continental masses, first announced
by Dana. Some modifi.catjon of this idea will come up under another
head.
The objection which may be-which has been-raised against this
- view is that such heterogeneity as is here supposed, in a fused mass
and therefore in a mass solidified from a state of fusion, is highly
improbable, not to say impossible. This objection, I believe, will disapvear when we remember the very small differences in conductivity,
and therefore in contraction, that we are here dealing with; small, I
mean, in comparison with the size of the earth. This is evident when
we consider the inequalities of the earth's surface. The mean <l.epth
of the ocean is about 2½miles; the mean height of the land about -} of
a mile. The mean inequality of the litho phere, therefore, is less than
3 miles. Thi is T:fcro of the radius of the earth-less than -dro of an inch
(an almo. t imperceptible quantity) in a globe 2 feet in diam t r. I
believe that a perfect pheroidal ball of plastic clay allowed t dry, or
even a , pheroidal ball of red-hot copper allowed to cool, would how
more deformation by contraction than the lithospere of the earth in its
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present condition. It is true the inequalities are more accentuated in
some places, especially on the margins of the continental areas; but
this is due to another cause, mountain making, to be taken up later.
Another objection will doubtless occur to the thoughtful geologist.
It would seem at :first sight on this view that ocean areas cooling most
rapidly ought to be the :first to form a solid crust, and the crust (if
there be any interior liquid still remaining) ought to be thickest, and
therefore least subject to volcanic activity, there; but, on the contrary,
we :find that it is just in these areas that volcauoes are most abundant
and active. It is for this reason that Dana believed that land areas
were the :first and ocean areas the last to crust over. This is probably
true; but a little reflection will show that these two facts-namely, the
earlier crusting of the land areas and the more rapid cooling and contraction of the ocean areas-are not inconsistent with one another; for
the more conductive and rapidly-cooling areas would really be the last
to crust, because surface solidification would be delayed by the easy
transference of heat from below, while the less conductive land areas
would certainly be the :first to crust, because the nonconductivity of
these areas would pr6vent the access of heat from below. Observation of lavas proves this. 'rhe most vesicular and nonconductive
lavas are the soonest to crust, but for that very reason the slowest to
cool to great depths.
No doubt many other objections 1)'.lay be raised, especially if we
attempt to carry out the idea into detail; for the physical. principles
involved, and especially the conditions under which they acted, are far
too complex and imperfectly understood to admit of such detail. It is
safest, therefore, to confine ourselves to the most general statement.
It may be well to stop a moment to compare with the apove view that
of Dana, as interpreted and clearly. presented by Gilbert in 1893.1 (1)
According to this view the earth is supposed to have at :first solidified at the center. This, on the whole, seems most probable. (2) The
investing liquid, say from 50 to 100 miles thick, might well be supposed
to arrange itself in layers of increasing density from the surface to the
solid nucleus. Now suppose for any cause, less conductivity or other,
certain areas crusted on the surface. These crusts would, of course,
consist of the lighter superficial portions; but since rocks contract
in the act of solidification,2 these solidified crusts would sink to the
nucleus and be replaced by similar lighter material flowing iu from the
surrounding surface, which in turn would solidify aud sink. Thus
would l>e built up from the nucleus below a solid mas-s consisting only
of the superficial, lighter material, to form the land, while the denser
and less rapidly crusting material would form the ocean areas. As in
my view, therefore, the oceanic areas are the denser and the land areas
the lighter material.
1
2

Bull. Geol. Soc . .A.m., vol. 4, 1893, page 1179.
King and Barus. Am. J our. Sci., vol. 4.5, 1893, page 1.
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It is evident that, according to either view, but especially according
to mine, the material of the ocean basin areas down to the center of the
earth must be as much denser than the material of the land areas down
to the center as the subocean radii are shorter than the subcontinental
radii, and therefore that the two areas must be in perfect static equilibrium with one another. Thus in the formation of continents the claims
of isostasy are completely satisfied. I say completely, because this is
not a partial equilibrium resisted by rigidity but enforced by pressure;
it is original and without stress.
·
2.

MOUNTAIN-MAKING MOVI~MENTS.

I have so recently discussed this subject 1 that 1 shall have little
more to say now. Mountain ranges are of two types, namely, the
anticlinal or typical and the monoclinal or exceptional. The one are
mountains of folded structure, determined l>y lateral thrust, the other.
of simpler structure and determined by unequal settling of great crust
l>1ocks. It is only of the former that I shall speak now. The other or
monoclinal type will come up under another bead.
It will not be questioned that mountain ranges of the first type are
formed by lateral thrust, however much we may difter as to the cause
of such thrust; nor will it be questioned that they are permanent
feature~ determined by continuous movement, however much they may
be modified by other kinds of movement or reduced or even destroyed
by subsequent ~rosion. I have placed them, therefore, among the
effects of primary movements-that is, movements determined by causes
affecting the whole earth. I have done so because nntil some more
rational view shall be proposed I shall continue to hold that they are
the effects of interior contraction concentrated upon certain lines of
weakness of the crust and, therefore, of yielding to the lateral thrust
thus generated. The reason for, as well as the objections to~ this view
I have already, on a previous occasion, fully discusse,1. I wish now
only to supplement what I have before ·aid by some further r.riticisms
of the most recent and, some think, the most potent objections to tlds
contractional theory, namely, that derived from the supposed position
of the "level of no strain."
It is admitted that the whole force of this objection is based on the
extreme superficiality of this level, and tha.t this, in its turn, depends
on the initial temperature of the iucall(lescent earth and the time
elapsed since it began to cool. Both these are admitted to be very
uncertain. I have already di cussed the e in my previous paper and
shall not repeat l1ere; but, as recently shown by Davison,2 there are
till other element., ent.irely left out of account in preYions calculation ,
which mu t greatly affect the re ·ult, and these new elements aJl concur
1
2

Prcsident's aclclr ss, Am. Asso. A<lv. F:lci., Madison meeting, 1893.
Am. J our. Sci., Vol. 471 1894, page 480; Phil. Mag., ol. 41, 1896, page 133.
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to place the level of no strain much deeper than previous calculations
would make it.
• These neglected elements are the following: (1) The earth increases
in temperature as we go down. Now, the coefficient of contraction
increases with temperature. This would increase the depth of the level
of 110 strain, and also, of course, the amount of interior contraction,
an<l, therefore, the lateral thrust. (2) The conductivity increases with
the- temperature. This also would increase the rate of cooling and,
therefore, of interior contraction. (3) The interior of the earth is more
conductive not on1y on account of its greater temperature, but also on
account of its greater density; and this would be true whether the
greater density be due to increased pressure or to difference of material,
(4) The
as, for example, to greater abundance of unoxidized metals.
materials of the interior, aside from greater temperature and density,
have a Ligher coefficient of contraction. (5) The usual calculations go
on the assum ption that the initial temperature was uniform for all
depths. It probably increased with the depth then as now. This would
again increase in an important degree both the depth of the level of no
strain and the amount of lateral thrust.
The :final result reached by Davison is, that while according to the
usual calculations _the level of no strain may be only a little over two
miles (2.17) below the surface, yet, taking into account only the first
ele1ncnt mentioned above, the depth of that level would be increased
to nearly eight miles (7.79), and taking into account all the elements it
would come out many times greater still. The general conclusion
arrived at is tLat the objections to the contractional theory, based on
the depth of th'3 level of no straiu, must be regarded as invalid.
3.

OECILLATORY MOVEMENTS.

The movements thus far considered are continuously progressive in
one direction as long as they last. The resulting features are therefore
permanent, except in so far as they may be modified by other movements or by degrading influences; but nothing is more certain than
that besides these more steady movements there have been others of a
more oscillatory character-that is, upward and dowuward-in the
same place, affecting now smaller, now larger areas, and often many
times repeated. These are the most common of ~11 crust movements,
and are shown everywhere and in all periods of the earth's history by
unconformities of the stratified series. Every line of unconformity
marks an old eroded land surface, and every conformable series of
strata a sea bottom receiving sediments. We give but two striking
examples of such oscillations.
The Colorado plateau was a sea bottom, continuously, or nearly so,
from the beginning of the Carboniferous to the end of the Cretaceous,
and during that time l'eceive<l. about 12,000 or 15,000 feet in tbiclrne ' S
of sediments. During the whole of this time the area of the earth's
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crust was slowly sinking and thus continually renewing the conditions
of sedimentation. Why did it subside, At the end of the Cretaceous
the same area began to rise. What change of conditions caused it no~
to rise, It has continued to rise until the present time, and is still
rising. The whole amount of rise can not be Jess than 20,000 feet ; for
if all the strata which haye been removed by erosion were again
restored, the highest portion of the arch which was sea bottom at the
.,, end of the Cretaceous would now be 20,000 feet high. This, however,
is only the Jast oscillation of this area, for beneath the Carboniferous
there are several unconformities showing several oscillations of the
same kind in earlier periods. During the Devoniau the area was land,
for the Carboniferous rests uncomformably on the Silurian. During the
Silurian it waH sea bottom, receiving sediments of that time. Beneath
the Silurian there are two other uncomformities showing similar oscillations. These earlier oscillations were probably as great as the one
now going on, but we can not measure them as we can the last.
Another striking example, still more recent and widespread, is the
enormous oscillations of the Glacial period. It can not be doubted that
over very wide areas-several millions of square miles:.-there were at
that time upward and downward movements of several thousand feet,
and therefore producing enormous changes in physical geography and
climate. What was the cause of these movements, They were doubtless modified, as will be shown later, hy other movements superimposec1
o·n them; but the causes of the latter must not be confounded with that
of the former.
We have given only two striking examples, but they are really the
commonest of all crust movements. They are everywhere marked by
unconformities of the strata; they are everywhere going on at the present time. In some places the sea is advancing on a subsiding land; in
others a rising land is advancing on the sea. These movements are
more conspicuous along coast lines, because the sea is a datum level by
which to measure them, but they affect equally the interior of continents, as shown by the behavior of the rivers, which seek their base
level by erosion in a rising and by sedimentation in a sinking country..
Many theories have been advanced to explain these movements,
especially of certain very local shore-line movements. In volcanic
regions they have been attributed to rise or recession of the volcanic
heat and consequent columnar expansion or contraction of the crust.
On nonvolcanic sedimentary shore lines elevation bas been attributed
by ome to the rise of the interior heat of the earth and conseque11t
expansion of the crust produced by the blanketing effect of sedimentary deposit; while other , with more reason, think that regions of
heavy sedimentation ink under the increasing load of accumulating
sediment ; but it is evident that, while such theories may explain some
local xample, in volcani region an<l along some shor line.·, they cau
not explain ub ·i<l.ence' in tli.e interior of continents, much less the
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wider and more extensive movements spoken of above. We must look
·
for some more general cause. What is it 1
It must be coi1fe.::;sed that the cause of these osc_illatory movements is
the most inexplicable problem in geology. Not the slightest glimmer
oflight has yet been shed on it. I bring forward the problem here, not
to solve it, for I confess my inability, but to differentiate it from other
problems, and especially to draw attention to these movements as modifying the effects of movements of the first kind, and often so greatly
modifying them as to obscure the principle of the permanency of oceanic
basius and continental areas, and even to cause many to deny its truth.
_ K early all the changes in physical geography in geological times, with
their consequent changes in climate and in the character and distribution of organic forms-in fact, nearly all the details of the history of the
earth-have been determined by these oscillatory movements; but
amid all these oscillatory changes, sometimes of enormous amount and
extent, it is believed that the places of the deep oceanic basins and of
the continental masses, being determined by other and m_o re primary
causes, have remained substantially the same.
4, MOVEMENTS BY GRAVITATIVE READJUSTMENTS-ISOSTASY.

This very important principle which, though partially recognized by
· Herschell, was first clearly enunciated by Major Dutton under the name
isostasy. 1 The principle may be briefly stated thus: In so large a mass
as the earth, whether liquid within or solid throughout it matters not,
excess or deficit of weight over large areas can not exist permanently.
The earth must gradually yield fluidally or plastically until static equilibrium is established or uearly so. Thus continuous transfer of material from one place to another by erosion and sedimentation must be
attended with sinking of the crust in the loaded and rising of the crust
in the unloaded area. In this way we may account for the sinking of
the crust at the mouths of great rivers and the correlative rising of
interior plateaus and nearly all great mountain regions observable at
the present time. The same seems to have been true in all geological
times, for it is obviously impossible that 40,000 feet of sediments could
have accumulated in the Appalachian region in preparation for the
Appalachian's birth unless there were continuous pari passu subsidence
ever renewing the conditions of sedimentation.
Now, there can be no doubt as to the value of this principle, but
there i8 much doubt as to the extent of its application. The operation
of exterior causes, such as transfer of load by erosion and sedimentation, are eo comparatively simple and their effects so easily understood
that we are tempted to push them beyond their legitimate domain,
which in this case is to supplement and modify the more fundamental
movements derived from interior causes. We are thus tempted to generalize too hastily and to conclude that all subsidence is due to weight1
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ing and all elevation to removal of weight. Probably this is a true
cause, but not tbe main cause of such movements. Doubtless tbe proposition is tnrn, but its converse is even much more so. It is certain
that thick sediments may cause subsidence, but it is much more certain
that subsidence, however determined, will cause continuous sedimentation by ever renewing the conditions of sedimentation. It is true that
removal of weight by erosion will cause elevation, but it is more certain that elevation is the cause of removal of matter by erosion.
Take again the Plateau region as an example. We have seen that
during the whole Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous times this region was subsidiug, until at the end of the Cretaceous the earth's crust here had bent downward 12,000 or 15,000 feet.
Shall we say it went down under the increasing load of sediments¥
Why, then, did it, from a previous land condition, ever commence to
~ubside¥ And why, when the load was greatest, namely, at the end
of the Cretaceous, did it begin to rise¥ Again, from that time to this
it has risen 20,000 feet. Of this, about 12,000 feet have been removed
by erosion, leaving still 8,000 feet of elevation remaining. Now, if this .
elevation be the result of removal of weight by erosion, bow is it that
a removal of 12,000 feet has caused au elevation of 20,000 feet l This
result is natural enough, however, if elevation was the cause and erosion the effect, for the effect ought to lag behind the cause. It is evident, then, that we must look elsewhere-that is, in the interior of tile
earth-for the fundamental cause, although, indeed, the effects of this
interior cause may be increased and continued by the addition and
removal of weight.
But perhaps the best illustration of the distinctness of the two kinds
of causes of these movements is found in the oscillations of the Quaternary period. I say best because in tliis case the effects of the two may
be disentangled and viewed separately, and this in its turn is possible
because the loading in this case is not by mere transfer from one place
to another, and therefore is not correlated with unloading. In fact, the
elevation in this case is associated with, ancl in spite of, loading. The
elevation, as we all know, commenced in late Tertiary and culminated
in early Glacial. This elevation was, at least, one cause, probably the
main cause, of the cold and the ice accumulation, but the elevation continued in spite of the accumulating load of ice. Finally, however, the
accumulating load prevailed over the elevating force and the previously
rising area began to sink, but only because the interior elevatory force,
bad commenced to die out. Then with the sinking commenced a moderation of the climate, melting of the ice, removal of load, and con equent ri ing of the cru t to the present condition, but far below the
previou elevated condition, becau e the elevating fore , what ver
th e were, had in the mean ime exhau ted them elve, . If it had not
b n for the interference of th ice load, I suppo e that i1rntea<1 of th
double o ·cillation which actually occurred there would have b 11 a
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simple cur ve of elevation coming down again to the present condition,
but culminating a little later a.nd rising a little higher than we actually
find it did.
The question arises as to how great an area is necessary for the
operation of tlle priuciple of isostasy, What extent and degree of
inequality of surface may be upheld by earth rigidity alone,
The r ecent transcoutinental gravitation determinations_by Putnam
and their interpretation by Gilbert 1 seem to show a degree of rigidity
greater than previously supposed. They seem to show that while the
whole continental arch is certainly sustained by isostasy-that is, by
deficiency of density below the sea level in that part, the continental
area being lighter in proportion a~ it is higher-yet great mountain
ranges like the Appalachian, Colorado, and Wasatch mountains show no
such means of support, but are bodily upheld by earth rigidity; and
even great plateaus, like the Colorado plateau, 275 miles across, are.
largely, though not entirely, sustained in the same way.
MONOCLIN.A.L MOUN1'A.IN RANGES.

Until recently mountain ranges were supposed to be all made in one
way, namely, by lateral crushing and strata-folding and bulging along
the line of yielding. To Gilbert is due the credit of having :first drawn
attention to another type, conspicuously represented only in the
plateau ~d basin region, especially the latter-that is, those produced
by tilt.ing and irregular settling of the crust blocks between great fissures. The two types of mountains are completely contrasted in all
respects. As to form, the one is anticlinal, the other monoclinal. As
to cause, the one is formed by lateral squeezing and strata-folding, the
other by lateral stretching, fracturing, block-tilting, and unequal settling. As to place of birth, the one is born of marginal sea bottoms,
the other is formed in the land crust. Classified by form, we may
regard the two types as belonging to the same grade of earth features,
namely, mountain ranges; but classified by their generating forces,
they belong to entirely different groups of earth movement. The one
belongs to the second group mentioned above, the other to the third
and fourth groups; for the plateau-lifting, crust-arching, and consequent tension ancl fracturing belong to the third group or oscillatory
movements, but the mountain-making proper-that is, the subsequent
block-tilting and unequal settling-belongs to the fourth group or
isostasy, for that is wholly the result of isostatic readjustment and is
one of the best· illu trations of this principle. It shows on what comparatively small scale under favorable conditions (probably unstable
foundation) the principle of isostasy may act. It is evident, then, that
it is impossible to exaggerate tlle distinction between these two types
of mountains. They belong, as we have seen, to entirely different
1 Gilbert, Phil. , oc. Washington, vol. 13, 1895, page 31; Gilbert, J our. Geology, vol.
3, 1895, pe,ge 331; 0. Fisher, Nature, vol, 52, 1895, page 433.
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categories of iuterior forces, an<l, indeed, are not both mountains in the
same sense at. all. It was for this reason that, iu my paper on mountain structnre,1 I put these latter in the category of mountain ri<lges
instead of mountain ranges-of modification, not of formation. I now
think it better to divide monntain ranges into two types, not forgetting, however, the very great distiuction between them.
CONCLUSIONS.

To sum up, then, in a few words: There are two primary and permanent, ki11rls of crust moverneuts, namely: (a) Those which give rise
to those greatest inequalities of the earth's surface-oceanic basins and
continental surfaces; and (b) those which by interior contractioll determine mountains of folded structure. These two are wholly determined
by interior forces affecting the earth as a whole, the one by unequal
radial contraction, the other by unequal concentric contraction; that
is, contraction of the interior more than the exterior. There are also
two secondary kinds of movement, which rnod_ify -and often mask the
effects of the other two and confuse our interpretation of them. These
are: (c) Those oscillatory movemeuts, often affecting large areas, which
have been the commonest and most conspicuous of all movements in
every geological period, and are, indeed, the only ones distinctly observable and measureable at the present time, but for which no adequate
cause has been assigned and no tenable theory proposed; and (d) isostatic movements or gravitative rea,d justrnents, by transfer of load. from
place to place, by erosion and sedimentation, or else loading and unloading by ice accumulation and removal, and also by readjustment of great
crust blocks. If the previous one (c) or oscillatory movemeuts have
masked and so obscured the effects of (a) contiuent and ocean basinmaking, this last (d), isostasy, bas concealed tbe effects and obscured
the interpretation of all the others, but especially of (b anJ c) mountainmaking forces and the forces of oscillatory movements. In fact~ iu the
minds of some recent writers it bas well-nigh monopolized tlie whole
field. of crust movements. We shall uot make secure progress until we
keep these several kinds of movements and their causes distinct in our
minus.
1

Arn. Jour. Sci., vol.16, 1878, page 95.
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In an anniversary address of this kind, it seems to me a first duty to
aekuowled.ge how deeply sensible I am of the honor you were pleased
to confer upon me by unanimously electing me to the distinguished
position of president of this society at last annual meeting. True it is
that since the foundation of the society I had always endeavored to
further the interest:,:; of our cause in every possible way during many
years of actual self-denial, as honorary secretary, and there was, iudeed,
a time during an earlier period of our history when the s_ecretarial
duties were combined with those of treasurer and librarian. But these
labors were lightened and enlivened by the love and entbusi,tsm that
iuspirnd them, by the support of a few personal friends, and by the
hope that my adopted country and its rising generation would ue benefited, both educationally and commercially, by a well-established
national institution for the collation and dissemination of geographical
knowledge. That my fondest hopes were not altogether in vain, nor
the efforts so cheerfully given fruitless is, I think, clearly enough shown
by the recognized position we now occupy among the scientific and
literary institutions of the world, and by the splendid collections of
valuable books and maps with which our library shelves are enriched.
To the honest laborer for love, whether -physical or mental, uo other
recompense is looked for tban an inward consciousness of endeavoring
to do good. Still, in the case of ourselves, we may fairly claim that our
efforts have been amply justified by results. It seems to be a custom,
sanctioned by usage, that t;he president of a society such as ours should
have conceded to him the privilege of delivering an address to the
members at the end of his term of office. That, iu fact, appears to be
t1ie last act of a drama in which he has had to play the leading partby no means an easy one, although ill this case peculiarly pleasau t.
lll my own case it must be confessed that a difficuly was experienced
iI1 the choice of a i:mitable ~u~ject, not but tlmt there are RewraJ i111portant and even j nterestiug ones, more or less connected with tile depart1 Ad<lreHs to tl1e Royal Geographical ,'ociPty of AuHtralasia, Brisbane, Jnly 22, 1895.
H.,· the preHident, .J. l'. Thom on, F. H. , . G. S., F., '. 8c. (Lond.). Printe<l in J>rocee<liugs auu 'l'ran actions, Vol. X.
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ment of geography, in which I claim to take a deep interest, but it
seemed to me undesirable to retraverse :fields already occupied by my
predecessors. At one time a presidential address was supposed to deal
more or less with the work of the society during the preceding year,
pointing out at the same time what had been done in its particular
department in other parts of the world, with a plan for future operations. In some societies the practice is still followed out, but in my
own opinion the wisdom· of such a custom is open to doubt, and it is
well to consider whether it is not better to deal with some local or special subject, leaving the operations of the society to be summarized in
the report of tlle council, and the departmental work in other parts of
the world to the special treatment of the older and larger societies.
In this way the provincial bodies would act as tenders or feeders to the
parent societies in Great Britain and the continent of Europe, supplying them with trustworthy local material for the department of national
or universal geography. Such a recognized plan of action woul<l. doubtless result in universal federation of workers in the :field of geographical science. It would also lead to a more thorough and exhaustive
treatment of the various departmental subjects than they at present
receive, and would result in uniformly organized, concerted, and systematic action in the field of labor.
On this occasion I shall endeavor to follow in the footsteps of one of
my distinguisbed ,predecessors, Sir S. vV. Griffith, who, in his very
learned au<l. interesting presi<lential address· to this society in 1891,
dealt with the" Political Geography of Australia."
To the native born, and to those wbose homes and family ties naturally bind us all together in a common bond of union under the Southern
Cross and the other beautiful constellations of the southern sky, there
is no other couutry on tlle face of the earth so dearly beloved as .Australia. None is certainly more important, and it is not to our credit as
a people tllat wllile our SQhool children are crammed with what after
all is only a superficial and inadequate knowledge of all other parts of
the world, little attention is given to our own country, to our industries,
or to our natural and. artificial 1 esources. To the credit, be it said, of
a public-spirited journal the subject of our national industries has
recently received special treatment, and it i::; hoped the Courier, to
wbich I particular1y refer, will devote equal time aml attention to other
pba e. of our 1,artially or wholly undeveloped resource. . The Pliy,' ical
Geography of ..A.u. tralia demands fuller treatm nt than it lias hitherto
received hy any ~ociety of tbi kind, for while we are a1 ways ready ,wcl
anxiou, to ext nd our inv tigations ov r ,ri11e a,ll(l 1· mote fields the
ne ds of Ollr own country ar too often ov rlook('<l. It is uo doubt true
that v ral pc. rts of the int rior of Au:tralia arc ith r who]lynnknown
r but imperfe ·tly known. Enormous tracts of t rile and wat rle s
oun ry ha baffl cl th effort. of m, ny trav 1 r. to inve:tigat th
iu1an 1 r gi 1:: and it i: only quite r ~ · •ntly tli t everal important di -
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coveries have been brought to our knowledge through the enlightened
and patriotic enterprise of two Sout,h Australian gentlemen, Sir Thomas
Elder and Mr. Horne, of Adelaide, who with praiseworthy liberality
defrayed the cost of two separate and well-appointed scientific expeditions to Central Australia. The absence or scarcity of reliable information concerning the more remote parts of the continent may no doubt
account to some extent for the little attention hitherto bestowed upon
its physical geography as a whole. As an example of how insignificantly Australia has, until very recent years, been regarded by intelligent and well-informed Europeans, I will just quote the concluding
sentence of the introductory paragraph of an article in a standard
work on geography, published in 1885, by Longmans & Co., of London:
"But recent events have conferred upon Australia an importance
which justifies our making it the subject of a distinct chapter."
A backward glance a,t what we assume to be the earliest stages of
evolution of our continent, through successive geological ages, will
enable us to realize more fully the distinct peculiarities of its physical
aspect as well as of its past and present climatic conditions, as influenced by the various progressive steps of development. Let us commence with the Paleozoic period, during which we :find a few raised
<lisint~grated fragments of a submerged plateau projecting above the
surface of the ocean. In Western Australia the dry land at this stage is
represented by an elongated area extending from the twentieth parallel
to the neighhorhood of Swan River. The western or extreme outer
fringe of this fragment now lies submerged outside of the present coast
line, and consequently it forms a section of the ocean bed witLin the
limits of the 1,2u0 to 6,000 foot contour li11e. A somewhat similar
upbeaved tongue-shaped area extended from Melville and Bathurst
islands southward jnto Central Australia, and, Jike the former fragment, Hs northwest edge or shoulder is now submerged in the neighborhood of Anson's Bay within the 1,200-foot contour line. The remaining
continental patches above water were represented by a few superficially
small and isolated narrow elevations along the eastern 1-,eaboard of the
conti11ent, distributed over au extensive northerly and southerly range
from Cape York Peninsula to the Australian Alps. These insulated
fragments were, accordi71g to Prof. James Geikie, the Hon. A . 0. Gregory, and other well-known authorities, the earliest representatives of
this continent. The climate of this and other continental divisions of
tlie globe must have possessed a remarkable uniformity of cllaracter
tllronghout the whole area to which reference has been made. The
areas of dry land being comparatively small, offered little impediment
to the free circulation of ocean currents, and thus by the comminglingof polar and equatorial waters an exceedingly mild and equable temperature was maintained. The succeeding stage of evolution was
marked by the somewhat rapid and wide extension all(l unity of land
areas. Insulated fragments increased in magnitude, assuming more
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truly cont,inenta1 proportions during the Mesozoic era. A narrow belt
of dry land, corresponding to the position of tlie Greai; Dividing Range,
extended along the whole seaboard of Australia, uniting Tasmania,
New Guinea, and Borneo. The whole western half of the continent
was likewise raised above the surface of the ocean, curving westward
to Java, Sumatra, and, effecting a junction with the eastern area at
Borneo, stretched northerly to the southeast portion of India/ Owing
to thh; remarkable process of evolution, an enormous gulf. or inland
sea swept the whole central region of Australia, extending northerly
and west~rly to the southern shores of Borneo. The climate during
this period was in like manner uniform, though less persistently marked
than in earlier times. In the dawn of Tertiary times, Australia had
become entirely continental or insulated. The counecting belts, which
formerly nited it with neighboring counties, were submerged, and the
inland waters were confined to a tract of submerged country iu the
neighborhood of the junction of the :\Iurray and Darling rivers. Besides
this the sea encroached upon the coast districts of the Gulf of Oarpentaria, also upon a portion of the coast fringe in Western Australia,
between Shark's Bay and Cape Leeuwyn, and a narrow section aloug
the head of the Great· Australian Bight was also submerged, but in all
_o ther respects the general conformation of our contineut was almost
identical then with what it is now. Contemporaneous with this physical change in the geographical aspect of the country a pronounced
differentiation of climate occurred. Climatic zones possessing ma,rked
and distinctive characteristics existed, and in these mild seasonal
changes prevailed. Although I have already remarked upon the uniformity of climate during the two preceding ages, still it seems reasonable to suppose that the atmospheric air was then more highly charged
with moisture t.han we can at present conceive it to be, and that the
rainfall in tropical and extra-tropical regions must have been enormous,
owing to the widely distributed equatorial waters over vast areas of
the globe, and the extensive circulation of ocean currents. It is worthy
1 It is not l)y auy means improbable that during this age there was actnally a land
connection between Australia, ew Zealarnl,"the Antarctic Continent, a,)l(l Patagonia.
On a map accompanying a paper rea<l before t.lte Roya Geographical , 'ociet~·, and
published in the Geographical Journal, January, 1894, Dr. John Murray sho""IYS that
these lands are connected by a submerged plateau over which the son1Hliugs are
very shallow, compared with the enormous depth of the neighhoring oc<·an becl.
The strongest evidence in support of this theory is, however, to b fo11n<l among tlH'
fragmentary remains of extinct animals r c nt]y discoverccl in thc,.-e now widc•]y
eparated regions. In the C.:batham Islands there have bePll found th<· rernainH of a
large ocyclromine rail a11d the fossil bones of a coot<·, a11i<"d tooth r <·xtinct familiPs
that formerly inhahited Mauritin , aucl were prob:ibly clistributNl o,· ·r a very wide
geographical range of the so11thern hemispber . There is al o tho <><'Currence of
strutbions birds in ...'ew Zealand, Queensland, Ma<lagascar, and Patagonia, which
seem to indicat that th •y were scattered ahout at a tim when tbf're wore f w
impedim nt to iuterfn with thPir migratory mov ments over iuuneusely wide
areas, :par of which is now occupied by the wat rs of the 'outh Pacifi · Ocean.
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of note that the predominating topographical features of the continent
do not appear to have undergone any remarkable change during the
successive stages of evolution under reyiew. The dominant areas of
elevation in all cases correspond throughout with the mountain ranges
along the eastern seaboard, the Northern Territory, anrl Western Australia, while the central region is still charaterized by low and extensive
desert-like salt-bush plains, dotted with shal1ow lakes and salt pans,
and traversed by inland rivers. Configuration a11d positio:µ of land
areas are two of the fundamental agents that operate in establishing
and controlliug the climatic zones of our globe, while their influence
upon the distribution of rainfall is simply enormous. To enable us to
study and understanu tbe people of a country it becomes necessary
and indeed indispensable to i11Yestigate the physical features and
climate, for no other knowu agents exercise so J)Owerful an influence
on the grouping a11d migrations of the race as these, as well as in
moulding and modifying classes and racial types. · As compared with
other countries, there is a decidedly marked defect iu the physical
geography of Australia. It possesses no remarkable mountains of high
elevation, although the culminating peakoftheAustraliau Alps is cappe<l
with snow for nearly an the year round. The highest ranges border
the east coast line, extendmg in a more or less continuous chain from
Wilson's Promontory in the south to Cape York in tlle north. Except
the McPherson's Range, this great coastal chain of ranges is practically
of no value iri. limiting or influencing the political divisions of the
country, nor yet does jt afford any very great impediment to or security
against invasion. In most places it is easily accessible from the seaboard, and it possesses no narrow wild passes such as those that limit
the great commercial inland trade routes in Europe, Asia, and America.
One remarkable feature associated with the physical condition of the
southeastern part of the continent is that the highest elevations correspond very closely with and occupy a position adjacent to the greatest
depth of the ocean, which approaches closer to the southeast coast line
of Victoria than any other pa,rt of the continent.
The general plan or system of this eastern area of elevation may be
briefly put in the followiug manner: From the main coastal range
there radiate toward the interior numerous offshoots, or lateral spurs, as
it were, and these form the watersheds of the inland rivers, as tliey
are called, or streams that flow toward the interior. These outliers
bear local designations, more or less appropriate, such as the Liverpool
Ra11ge, New England Range, and Blue :Mountains in New South Wales.
The eastern face of the range approaches close to tlle coast line, and
its waters are drained by several comparatively short but rapid rivers
that frequently overflow their banks and iuulldate large areas of lowlyin g country during abnormal rainfalls. In Queensland there is
probably a wider and more unifor111 distribution of elevated areas t,h an
in any other part of the conti11eut. Here the elevations of the Coast
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or Great Dividing Range, as it is locally known, vary from 2,500 to
4,000 feet above sea level. Barklay's Tableland and Selby and Kirby's
ranges separate tbe Gulf rivers from the Georgina, Hamilton, and
Diamantina streams that flow south westerly. McPherson's Range,
which forms a natural boundary common to New South Wales aud
Queensland from Point Danger to the junction of Tenterfield Creek
with the Severn River, culminates in Mount Lindesay, 4,064 feet above
sea level, but besides it there are several other high and rugged peaks
along the crown of the range. Gregory Range, a lateral spur of the
Great Dividing Range, divides the waters of the Gilbert and Flinders
rivers. Drummond Range lies between the waters of the Belyando
River and those drained by tbe N ogoa and Isaac streams. The waters
of the Burnett and Auburn rivers are separated from those drained
into the Dawson by Dawes Range, while the waters of the l ast stream
are also divided from tbose of the Comet River by Carnarvon and
Expedition ranges.
The country between the Great Dividing Range and the eastern coast
lin'e mainly consists of undulating and low-lying alluvial areas, with
intervening river valleys abundantly watered and remarkably fertile.
It is within the central and northerly parts of this division the great
industrial enterprise of sugar growing and manufacture is successfully
carried out and developed, it having been found that the soil and
climate are eminently adapted to the growth of sugar cane on some of
the coast lands of New Sou th Wales and Queensland. West of the range
the physical character of the country changes entirely. Here we meet
with exteusive plateaux or table-lands extending far into the interior of
the continent. In New South Wales the most important of these are
the Monaro 'rableland; the Great "\Vestern Plains, stretching to the river
Darling and into South Australia; and the New England Plateau, in
the northern part of the colony. Some of these table-lands are utilized
for agricultural purposes, but by faT the largest portions are held for
pastoral occupation.
In Queensland the western districts comprise the widely known
"Downs" country, consisting of immeuse table-land plaius, interspersed
with comparntively small areas of hilly and undulating country, extending far and away into South Australia. 'rhe Gulf district, or that part
of the country bordering upon the head of the Gulf of Carpentaria,
mainly consists of extensive plains, abundantly watered and luxuriantly
grassed. Except to a very limited extent, agriculture receives but little attention within this vast geographic division, exte11ding the whole
length of the colony west, of the range, although experie11ce has amply
shown that the oil and climate of the Darling Downs country is naturally adapted for the production of luxuriant crop of almost every
varjety of agricultural produce. Nature has endowed it with iuexhau ti le re ource that await development at the hands of enterprising
colonists. At pre ent the country is mostly held for grazing purpo es,
,Lo-
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but its potentialities are undoubtedly great, and as settlement advances
and railway communication extends and increases the whole of the western districts will doubtless be occupied by flourishing agriculturists,
to whom the soil will yield all the necessary products upon which the
prosperity of a country so much depends, with profit to producers and
immense advanta.ge to the country. This, in my opinion, is a very
moderate and indeed limited forecast of the future of this part of our
continent.
In the northern territory of South .Australia there are no lofty ranges
or mountains of high elevation, although the physiography of that
part of the country possesses many features of great interest to geographers as well as to geologists. About Leichhardt's description of tlrn
country there seems to be some doubt, owing, it is said, to an error
which unfortunately crept into the transcript of his notes. This, however, does not apply to the extensive observations made there by the
Hon. A. 0. Gregory, who was in a position to obtain a true and very
comprehensive knowledge of the subject. Mr. Gregory's investigations
show that the physical structure of this northern region consists of a
moderately high and continuous table-land, very broken and extremely
rugged, rising abruptly from the low-lying northern coast lands and
extending southerly to Central .Australia. This description is sustained
by Captain Carrington, who, some few years ago, examined the rivers
of the northern territory. On the other hand, exception is takell to
this view by the late Rev. J.E. Tenison-Woods, who examined part of
the country on behalf of the Government iu 1886.
In his officfal report to the Government resident of the Northern
Territory, Mr. Tenison-Woods endeavors to "correct the erroneous idea
which has prevailed as to the physical" character of the region, pointing out that where he had been "there is no such thing as a continuous table-land." '' Patches of broken table-lands occur frequently at the
sources of rivers and creeks," but they are uothing more than fragments, sddom exceeding 4 or 5 miles in width and from 120 to 300 feet
in height. Only once did be see a plateau of 370 feet in height. The
broken edge of these table-lands always faces 11ortherly. "The coa~t
country is" generally "very low and fl.at," rising gently at the rate of
about 5 feet per mile. In places there are low ridges composed of
quartzite, slate, and sandstone that rise almost from the sea level to a
height of 50 feet or mnre, gradually increasing to 100. They run
northerly and southerly, trending to the eastward as they are trace<l to
the south. Small creeks and tributaries emanate from these ridges,
descending toward the permanently watered main valleys. The sources
of all the waters drained to the north are in the elevated lands of the
metalliferous ranges and the springs at tbe foot of the table-land. The
features of the country change south of Pine Creek, about 150 miles
from Palmerston, where there is a watershed about 800 feet above low
water sea level, beyond which the water courses fl.ow southerly and
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westerly until the Katherine River is reached. This large stream then
flows northwesterly, debouching into the sea as the Daly River.
The mountain system, if such it can be called, comprises the ranges
in which the principal mines are found, no part of which seems to
exceed 1,000 feet above sea level. The system js an isolated one, cul. minating in Mount Wells on the north and the country between the .
Union Mines and the Mary River on the south. The River. Finniss cuts
it off to the north.
This is the conclusion arrived at by the late Rev. J. E. TenisonW oods, and it is no doubt a correct one in so far as it applies to that
part of the country over which his examination extended, but it is
believed by those who are alone competent to speak with undoubted
authority upon the subject that he did not penetrate farther inland
than the disintegrated coastal fringe of the great central plateau, which,
according to the Hon . .A. U. Gregory, undoubtedly occupies the interior
of the northern and northwestern territory. This country was traversed and minutely examined by Mr. Gregory during his expedition in
northwestern Australia~ and to those who know how keen and careful
an observer . our veteran explorer is, nothing more conclusive will l>e
required than his clear and simple statement concerning the physical
· structure of the country, as set forth in the Journals of Australian
Exploration.
To pastoral and agricultural enterprises this Northern Territory offers
most tempting inducements; the average rainfall is over 5 feet; the soil
in the rirnr valleys is remarkably rich and fertile, and immense plains
carpeted with luxuriant grasses and other forms of vegetation await
occupation. Tbis description particularly applies to the country draiued
by the Victoria and Fitzmauric-e rivers and Stuart Creek, representing
an area of about 100,000 square miles. Captain Carrington, in his
report upon tlrn examination of the rivers in this part of the continent,
says that "the agricultural future of this great country can only be
limited by the limited faculties of mankind. Nature lias apparently
done everything possible."
The western part of the continent is not remarkable for high mountain ranges or for rugged peaks, a,l thougli several elevated aud isolated
masses occur in some parts of the country, presenting a somewhat
striking :c1ppearance. The Darling, Roe, and Blackwood are the principal ranges in the southwest, the :first exten,ling north and south
parallel with the coast for a distance of about 300 miles from Yatheroo,
in the north, to its most southern limit at Point D'Entreeasteaux. It
is from 18 to 20 miles from the coast line, a,n d its culminating point is
about 1,500 feet above the sea level. East of and parallel to the Darling lies the Roe Range, whose crowning eminence is denoted by Mount
William, in the Murray Di trict. The highest peak of the Blackwood
Ra11ge is only Rome 2,000 feet, although its average elevation is l1igher
than that of the other neighboring range . The Stirliug Range j~ the
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highest natura 1 feature in the settled dist'tiets of the colon,v. lt rises
abruptly from a low-lying coastal country, and owing to its isolated
position may be seen a long way off. Ellens Peak and Mount Toolbrunup, some 2,320 and 3,34:l feet respectively above sea, level, mark
the culminating points of this range. To the southwest of it tlie Porongorup Range is situated. The Leopold and Mueller ranges constitute
the principal heights in the Kimberly District. Mouut Amherst, the
loftiest peak in the latter, is elevated some 2,533 feet above sea level.
Between the Panton and Elvire ri verH there is situated a bill known by
the name of Mount Barratt, whose height is 2,297 feet, and Mount
Coglan, on the watershed of the Margaret and Ord rivers, h4s an elevation of 2,084 feet.
In the settled districts the country is generally level; in places undulating, but seldom mountainous. The land on the western seaboard is
also flat and the soil sandy. East of the Darling Range there is a
remarkable change in the character of the country, whieh eontinues to
-improve as it extends inland. Vast forests of Jarrah and white and
. red gums occupy the whole of the uricultivated portion of the southwest districts, except a few sand plains that are here and there scattered _over the face of_the country.
From Israelite Bay, iu the neighborhood of which is situated the
Russell Range, to Spencers Gulf no high ranges or even mountains of
moderate elevation exist, the only distinctive physical feature in the
topography of that enormous stretch of territory along the periphery
of the Great Australian Bight being a succession of sandstone cliffs
from 300 to 600 feet vertical. Most of the country within this extensiv~ region, especially north of the thirtieth parallel and west 9f the
one hundr1 ·d and thirty-third meridian, consists of immense stony and
sandy desert, whose repulsive and inhospitable aspect is a signiticant warning to the traveler who dares to step on the border and scan
the enormous expanse of eternal wildness 'b eyond. Thick mallee scrub,
spinifex sandhills, claypans, dry salt lakes (as_ they are s.trangely
called), and bare, sandy plains invest the whole face of the country
with a ·dull and painful monotouy. The soil is dry and tlle scanty vegetation usually parched and withered, for there is little water; indeed,
there is one stretch of country between Queen Victorias Spring and
the Boundary Dam, a distance of 325 miles, entirely destitute of water.
The belt of country south of this region to the coast line improves
vastly in character, both as regards soil and vegetation. This is especially applicable to the extensive Nullabor Plains, at the bead of the
bight, which are believed to be '' eminently adapted in every way for
pastoral purposes and probably for the growth of cereals." The large
clayey deposits that exist in many places here will probably enable .
settlers to corn;;erve the water, and this feature in the physical structure
of the locality will, doubtless, greatly j11crease t!Je value oftlie country as
settlemep.t advances. The Nullabor Plains extend for about 250 miles
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from east to west, their northern limit being unknown. They are luxuriantly grassed and have been crossed at times when" the long liue of
camels left a track behind them in many places as there would be if
they had passed through a cornfield." The map of the coastal district
west of these plaius is annotated with such brief descriptions as "Low
level country covered with dense thickets and scrub, and apparently
salt lakes and marshes, the horizon appeari.ng from the southward level
and uniform as the sea." "Clear open grassy country." '' From this
point vast plains of grass and saltbush with scarcely a tree on them,
extending as far as the eye can reach in every direction." "Very gently
undulating grassy country. Limestone formation 300 feet above the
sea." Northerly and easterly of these plains the geological formation
appears to be granite covered with sand. The granite outcrops occur
in many places, and it is interesting to note that the only permanent
water for many miles in any direction seems to be at a range where the
granite ends and the limestone formation begins.
In the southeastern districts of South Australia the general physical
aspect of the territory affords a pleasant contrast to that of the country to the north and northwest. Here are located several prominently
marked areas of elevation, denoted by the Mount Lofty, Flinders, Hummocks, and Gawler ranges. Of these, the first extends from Cape
Jervis northerly about 80 miles to the Little Para River, its culminating point, Mount Lofty, being 2,334 feet above sea level. This rauge,
which follows the general course of the Murray River to the thirtyfourth parallel of latitude, is flanked on the eastward for about 20
miles by a chain ?f ranges of less prominence, extending from Encounter Bay in broken masses to Ulooloo, a distance of nearly 200 miles,
and including the followiug conspicuous points: Mounts Magnificent
(1,372 feet ), Barker (1,681 feet), Gould (1,753 feet), Rufus (1,807 feet),
and Bryan (3,065 feet); the Burra Hill (2,018 feet), Kaiserstul (1,D73
feet), and Razorback (2,835 feet). Smaller ranges, Barossa, Julia,
Princess Royal, and Never Never, lie to the north of Mount Lofty
Range.
The Hummocks or Barunga Range commences on the west side of
Gulf St. Vincent, about 10 miles from the head, and runs northerly
for 60 miles to the Broughton River. South Hummock, Black Point,
and Barn Hill are its most prominent features, the first being 1,064
feet high.
Flinders Range commences on the Broughton, a little southeast of
tbe termination of the previously named range, and runs northerly by
way of Mount Remarkable (3,178 feet), The Bluff (2,300 feet), Mount
Brown (2,200 feet), Mount Arden (2,750 feet), aud St. Marys Peak
(3,900 feet) for about 200 miles, having steep spurs to the west and
le s elevations on its eastern side. Among the last are the Wonoka,
Wilpena, Elder, Chace, and Druid ranges. It then continues in a
northeasterly direction by Mount Serle (3,000 feet) and Freeliug
Height (3,120 feet) to Mount Di ta-nee for 120 miles farther.
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The Gawler Raug·e is an irregular group of hiIIs, commencing about
50 miles west of Port Augusta and extending westerly for about 150
miles more. The highest points in it are Mounts Miccolo, Nonning,
Sturt, Double, Yardea, and Yarlbrinda, none of which exceed 2,000
feet above sea level.
"
Under the name of Musgrave Range are usua1ly included the Everard,
Maun, and Tomkinson ranges a,nd the Deering Hills, all situated iu
Central Aui;itralia between the one hundred and twenty-ninth and one
hundred and thirty-third meridians, and forming a belt 250 miles by
25 mileR, lying east and weRt along the twenty-sixth parallel. The highest points are Mounts W oodroff and Morris (each about 4,100 feet
high), Ferdinand (4,000 feet), and Everard (3,850 feet). To the north
of tliese is another central belt lying northeast of Lake Amadeus and
known as the McDonnell ranges, extending east and west along the
twenty-third parallel. Besides these principal highlands there are
several isolated volcanic peaks at the head of Discovery Bay and many
other hills of less prominence in the central portion of the country.
From the preceding remarks it will be readily understood that most
of the South Australian territory consists of vast grassy plains, some
of which are flanked by the mountain ranges for fully 300 miles north
ancl south, and extensive belts of undulating timbered country, the
Jatter comprising some of the richest agricultural land in the colony,
especially that situated between St. Vincent's Gulf and the Murray
Scrub and in the fertile district of Mount Gambier. A very large
portion of the country stretching along both sides of the Murray River
is an immense waterless scrub, occasionally interspersed with open
grassy plains, while enormously Ia.rge areas of sandy desert and saltbush country occupy the far interior in the neighborhood of Lakes
Amadeus and Eyre.
In the foregoing an attempt has been made to describe briefly the
dominant areas of elevation as indicated by the mountain systems of
our continent. These are certainly unique in their way, and the somewhat remarkable features that they possess invest the topography of
the country with a striking peculiarity which does not occur elsewhere.
As I have already remarked, the mountain ranges are, with one single
exception, practically of no value whatever as natural national boundaries, nor even for the purpose of forming provincial lines of demarcation. On the other hand, their influence upon the commercial development of the country is great, for they limit settlement in a large
measure to the coastal districts, offering few facilities for the extension
of agricultural and industrial enterprises to the central regions. This
is especially the case along the eastern part of Australia, where the
massive vapor clouds, impinging upon the seaward face of the ranges,
deposit most of their moisture before the western and central districts
are reached, and consequently the latter do not enjoy an adequate
rainfall. True, the future holds out more encouraging prospects to
intending settlers than the past, for we are assured on the authority of
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Mr. R. L. Jack, Government geologist for Queensland, that to the artesian water supply of the western part of that colony there is practically no limit. In his recent elaborate investigations into the geological structure of that part ·of the country Mr. Jack ~ppears to have
satisfied himself that the " water-bearing beds of the Lower Cretaceous
formation" are far more extensive than had formerly been anticipated.
The superficial area in which they occur is estima ted at 5,000 square
miles of Queensland territory alone, and more extensive examination
will very probably show that they are far more widely distributed in
other parts of the interior of the continent than Mr. Jack's recent
investigations have shown them to be. The physical structure of the
country is certainly favorable to this view, arid if it be fonnd that these
water-bearing beds actually occur over the whole area formerly occupied by the great inland sea by which our continent was severed from
north to south, tlie barren <lesert country of Ceutral Australia will
no longer bid defiance to the extension of British enterprise and
settlement.
As far back as 1863 the late Rev. J . E. Tenison-Woods, in a paper
read at the meeting of tile British Association at Newcastle on-Tyne,
on '' The rivers of the interior of Australia," drew attention to the favorable conditions of the central basin for the formation of artesian ·wells,
and in 1866 the same view vrns strongly advocated in a seri es of papers
wliich that well-known authority contributed to the Australasian. Later
on Mr. Tenison-Woods vointed out that"lu the central depression of the Continent and in North Australia
there is a lille of groups of thermal and cold springs covermg several
hundred square miles. These seud forth water from great depths, and
are 110 doubt derived from a central underground reservoir whose
sources are 011 the slopes of tlrn tableland. That the waters come from
great depths is seen from the fa ct of the temperature and the. mounds
of si11ister or travestine around tliem." '

Of course no artesian water supply, however extensive, can equal in
value a natural one, nor yet will it ever take the place of a, regular and
abundant rainfall; still, it will operate as an enormously powerful factor
in the development of the natural and artificial resources of the couutry, and it is hoped that recent investigatio11s will be followed up with
equal success in other parts of the Continent, to the manifest advantage
of our pastor:.11 and agricultural industries and national prosperity.
In addition to what I have said regarding the influence of our continental highlau<ls upo11 the distribution of rainfall and settlement, it
mu t al o be pointed out in thi!i cormection that the only true river system of the country i, so regulated and controlled by the peculiar physical tructure of th mountain ranges of the , outbea tern part of the
Continent that few of the rivers themselves are of any value a great
commercial highway, from the ea to the int rior. On the ea tern coa t
mo t of th , tr am are hort and tra,er e area of teep declivity.
During p riod' of heavy rain their capacity i inadequate to carry off the
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surface waters and consequently they overflow their banks, inundating
the low-lying country and causing great destruction of property-sometimes even loss of life. The larger rivers flow inland from the coast
range and disembogue on the eastern shores of the Great Australian
Bight; while some actually discharge their waters in the interior of the
country into large shallow lakes or wide marshes.
·
The Murray, with its giant tributary, the Darling, is preeminently
king of Australian rivers, and in point of "''navigable length" it is,
according to the estimate of Mr. H. 0. Russell, entitled to rank "third
amongst the navigable rivers of the world." It is, however, only right
and proper to point out that this is not a fair comparison. From a
geographical standpoint it errs greatly on the side of exaggeration, for
while it may be true that the Darling River is navigable from Walgett
to its junction with the l\forra.y River and thence by that stream to the
sea, a total length of some "2,345 miles," the assertion itself furnishes
no adequate estimate of the actual capacity of the channel for the purpose of navigation. As an inland stream for navigation the Murray
River 1 is of considerable importance, and the immense value of its water
supply for irrigation canals can scarcely be overestimated, but at present
it can not be utilized as a great commercial high way from the sea to the
interior, and for this reason alone no comparison can be drawn between
it and many other shorter and minor streams of the world. The shallow
entrance to the river and the comparatively insignificant volume of
water that passes through the channel in dry seat,ous are enormous
obstacles which may possibly be removed at some future time when the country is more closely settled and its commercial and industrial resources more general1y developed. Free and uninterrupted navigation
from the sea to Walgett and from the sea to Albury would exercise a
greater and more permanent influence upon the future prosperity of the
country and its potentialities than it is within the power of anyone to
conceive, and if that were once accomplished the Murray would rightly
be entitled to rank among the first navigable streams of the globe.
The total drainage area of the Murray River as recently determined by
Mr. H. G. McKinney, M. Inst. C. E., is 414,253 square miles, equal to
about a seventh of the area of the entire continent, and as large as the
combined areas of France and Germany. This is the twelfth largest
river basin of the world. Of this enormous area 234,362 square miles
are situated in New South Wales, 104,575 in Queensland, 50,979 in
1 The Murray River is here referred to as the primary water course with which are
united the Darling, Murrumbidgee, Lachlan, and other tributary streams, with their
numerous affluents, the whole constituting the Murray River system. In speaking
generally of the :first, the others are, therefore, included unless otherwise stated. In
a published diagram. showing the comparative lengths of the great rivers of the
world the Darling is indicated as the primary stream and the Murray as one of its
principal tributarles. This is certainly erroneous, for so long as the channel from
the sea to Wentworth is known as the Murray River the Darling, which unites with
it at the latter place, can not be otherwise described than as a tributary of it.
SM 96--17
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Victoria, and 24,387 in South Australia. The whole basin is divided into
two unequal areas-an effective or contributiug area of 159,889 square
miles, with a mean annual rainfall of 25.03 inches, and a noncontributing area, or that which either contributes nothing to the river system or
which contributes only during exceptional floods, of 254,364 square
miles. The mean annual rainfall over the latter does not exceed 17.15
inches. The largest noncontributing area of 158,863 square miles lies
within the colony of New South Wales, comprising a tract of country
east of the Bogan and Darling, an extensive region bounded by the
Darling, Murray, Murrumbidgee, Lachlan, and Bogan, and,the territory
west of the Darling. The whole drainage area of 24,387 square miles
within the territory of South Australia contributes nothing to the river
system; here the mean annual rainfall is only 16.83 inches. The delta
lands and other noncontributing areas of 36,835 square miles in Queensla11d lie chiefly along the southern boundary of the colony within the
counties of Belmore, Oarnarvon, Cassillis, and along the middle basin
of the Warrego River, the mean annual rainfall over that part of the
country being about 18.97 inches. The area of 34,279 square miles in
Victoria that contributes nothing to the river system is a strip of
country south of the Murray and west of Morong, where the mean
annual rainfall is something like 17.85 inches. Most of these noneffective areas consist of immense alluvial plains and gently undulating country where the rainfall is very small and uncertain; the soil is
remarkably rich, and, if irrigated, would be highly productive. There
is a mean annual rainfall of 20.19 inches over the whole drainage an·a
of the Murray River. Considering the enormous extent of the watershed, the sectional areas of the primary river and its chief tributary
are insignificant. The mean average discharge of the River Darling
at Bourke is equal to about 6,557 cubic feet per second, and the approximate mean height of water level for a period of twelve years was 10
fee~. The mean average discharge of the Murray River equals 2,791
cubic feet per second at Euston, 6,336 at Modina, and 3,516 at Albury.
The approximate mean height of water level at the same places for
1879-1890 was 15.6, 16.10, and 12.10 feet, respectively: At Albury t.he
discharge of the Murray very rarely falls below 1,000 cubic feet per
second, even in the driest seasons.
The primary source of the Murray River proper is in the western
face of the Australian Alps at the union of two lateral spur , by which
it is flanked on the east and west, about 20 or 30 miles north of Mount
Kosciusko, who e peak of 7,256 feet above sea level marks the culminating point of the great southern cordillera. It .flows southerly
between these spurs or mountain range , skirting the northwe tern
ba e of Ko ciu ko, where it sweeps toward the northwe t and joins
the Indi River, who e source i within the Victorian territory. The
entire length of the Murray i about 1,700 mile but there i a remarkable dis ·repancy between writer upon thi subject-it b ing indeed
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almost safe to state that no two authorities agree upon the point at
issue. The head of the upper valley of the river is characterized by
the presence of a network of tributary streams or feeders, spreading
out like the branches of a great tree, through whose sharply sloping
and precipitous channels the thawed waters of the snow-capped ranges
sweep in mighty torrents to the lower regions of the valley. Chief
among these are the Mitta Mitta, Ovens, and Goulhqrn water courses.
The. physical aspect of this part of the country is wild and rugged,
heavy snowstorms, violent gales, and blinding sleet being the ruling
climatic features of this great Alpine chain, whose western and northern waters cut deep into the grauitic and metamorphic rocks of the
range, forming steep and precipitous gorges, yawning chasms, and tortuous channels, ever deepening by the erosive action of the troubled
waters of many streams. The Murrumbidgee, although one of the
tributaries of the Murray, is little inferior to that stream itself. Emanating from its source in the elevated table land at the base of Peppercorn Hill, some 5,000 feet above sea level, it traverses a tract of country
possessiug some remarkable features of natural beauty, especially in
its upper valley, where the mountains are steep and rugged and the
lateral valleys deep and precipitous. 1 Below this region the river flows
through the celebrated Riverina district, where its flood waters often
spread out over large level areas in the neighborhood of numerous shallow water courses which act as local distributors. In seasons of severe
drought it is nearly dry in some parts of the chanuel, even as far down
as Hay, where the bottom is sandy and consequently highly absorbent.
The total length of the Murrumbidgee is 1,350 miles. Its principal
affluent is the Lachlan, a stream of about 700 miles in length, rising in
the rugged western spurs of the Great Dividing Range, north of Lake
George. The highest part of its watershed is about _3,000 feet above
sea level, where snow seldom falls in sufficient quantity to materially
influence the flow of the river. The lower valley embraces loug
stretches of level plains, interspersed with belts of stunted gum,
mallee, and saltbush, and in dry seasons the channel of the stream is
indicated by a mere chain of water holes.
With outspread arms of unequal length that extend far and away to
sources remote from the parent stream, the river Darling drains the
western and southern waters of the Great Dividing Range from the
head waters of the Lachlan to a place slightly north of the twenty-fifth
parallel, where it is met by Buckland's table-land. Here the watershed inclines in a somewhat irregular curve westerly and southwesterly,
following the Warrego Range to a point northeast of Mount Edinburg, which marks its northwestern limit. Within the periphery
of -this circumscribed region are included the waters of the Bogan,
1 About a year's sojourn in this part of the country and on the head waters of the
Snowy River gave the writer an excellent opportunity of observing the physical
structure of the locality and its climate.-J. P. 'r.
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Macquarie, Castlereagh, Namoi, Gwyder, Macintyre, Weir, Moonie,
Condamine, Mungallala, Maranoa, W arrego, and Paroo sources. The
Warrego unites with the Darling about 65 miles below, and the others,
except the last, about 10 miles above Bourke. .Although included
within the drainage area of the Darling, tlle Paroo terminates in
swamps some two 'score miles northwest of Wilcannia, consequently its
waters never reach the main stream, and it is only during exceptionally heavy floods that the latter receives any of the Warrego River
waters. Including its ·longest tributary, the Culgoa or Uondamine,
whose source is iu the western flank of Wilsons Peak (4,032 feet), in
the neighborhood of Killarney, the total length of the Darling River
is about 1,953 miles to its junction with the Murray at Wentworth,
thence to the sea through Lake .Alexandrina for 587 miles. Iu his
paper upon "The rivers of the interior of New South Wales," Mr. F. B.
Gipps estimates the length of the Darling River at 1,953 miles, and
Mr. H. C. Russell states that it is 3,282. The discrepancy is certainly
l'emarkable, and in the interests of correct geograp.hical information it
is here pointed out.
I have already drawn attention to the importance of the water supply of the Murray River system for irrigation purposes, and to the
enormous extent of country within its basin that could be rendered
highly productive by irrigation. Tllis matter, I am happy to say, is
now engaging the attention of the Government of New South Wales,
where a water conservation department has recently been established,
and in a few years we may expect to see the beneficial results of this
wise and enlightened policy everywhere apparent in the country west
of the Dividing Range .
.Along the southern and eastern continental seaboard are numerous
rivers, few of which are, however, of any great commercial importance
as compared with those of other parts of the world. 1 In Victoria the
Glenelg drains the western waters of the Grampians and those of the
Victoria Range. From its source in the northeastern spurs of the latter
it flows westerly and southerly through a most devious channel for
205 miles, discharging its waters in .Discovery Bay, near the western
boundary of the colony. It drains an area of about 4,500 square miles.
At the southeasteru corner of the continent the Mitchell and Snowy
rivers flow into the Pacific Ocean. The former rises in the southern
face of the Great Dividing Range, emptying itself into Lake King, and
the sources of th fatter are within the colony of New South Wales in
the lofty Kiandra ranges. The length of its channel is about 400 miles,
and its drainage area ome 5,000 square miles. Next in point of geographical po ition and importance are the Hunter and Clarence rivers,
north of Port Jack ou. The former from its source iu the Liverpool
Range flows outh and east for 200 miles to the port of N ewca tle. It
1 A most of the e streams are too in ignificant to merit s parate treatment here,
reference will only be made to such as are of special importance.
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drains an exceedingly fertile basin of 7,900 square miles of the finest
pastoral and agricultural land in the whole colony, and large steamers
and other vessels navigate its waters for a distance of some 35 miles,
besides one or two of its tributaries, which are also navigable. The
Clarence is certainly one of the finest streams of eastern Australia,
although the entrance is obstructed by a bar. From its source in the
Obelisk Mountains to the sea in Shoal Bay it flows through a channel
of 240 miles in length, .draining a fertile valley of 8,000 square miles.
It is naviga,ble from the sea up to Oopmanhurst for 67 miles. The district fa famous for its mineral areas and for its rich agricultural and
pastoral lands. The Brisbaue, Fitzroy, and Burdekin rivers are such
as to merit something more than mere passing notice. From a commercial standpoint the first, taken in order of position, is undoubtedly
the most important stream with which we have to deal on the eastern
coast of the contin~nt. It rises in the most northerly extension of
Oooyar Range, north of Mount Stanley, and flows in a general south- .
erly and easterly direction through a very crooked channel for 210
miles to Moreton Bay. It combines with its own the united waters of
the Stanley, Bremer, Oooyar, and other tributary streams, by which it
is so greatly augmented during periods of heavy rain that many of the
low-lying areas within its basin are seriously flooded. It drains an
area of 5,300 square miles, including that part of the East Moreton district bounded on the north west by the Main and Cooyar ranges; on the
southeast by the watershed of the Logan River; and on the northeast
by the D' Aguilar Range. The flourishing and rapidly rising capital of
the great northern colony of Queensland is situated on the banks of
this river, about 15 miles from its mouth. It is navigable to Brisbane
for the largest steamers, and for small vessels as far up as Ipswich.
The Fitzroy is a large and important stream 180 miles long, with about
twelye tributaries. It is navigable for large vessels for 40 miles, to the
town of Rockhampton, and drains an area of some 55,600 square miles
of country. The Burdekin River is a large stream of 425 miles in
length, draining an area of 55,529 square miles, whose tropical waters
are discharged in the Pacific Ocean at Upstart Bay. It is not, however, navigable, except for small vessels, a few miles only, and during
heavy floods the channel is liable to undergo much alteration. The
delta lands are exceedingly fertile, but the river itself is. of little value
for commercial purposes. The subsoil is porous and the surface soil
Yery rich. The whole of the lower basin is eminently adapted for
tropical agriculture, and the areas of the delta are hig-hly productive
sugar lands, most of which are under cultivation and yielding remarkably heavy crops of cane of a high density. In times of heavy floods
the low-lying lands are inundated by the overflow of the river waters,
but the deposit of sediment left on the surface considerably increases
the fertility of the soil. In the northern part of the continent there
are several remarkably fine rivers, some of which are of considerable
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importance, especially the Victoria and Roper. The former is a splendid stream, the Murray of this side of the continent, disemboguing into
the Indian Qcean, latitude 14° 40' south; longitude, 129° 21' east. Its
mouth is 26 miles wide, the main entrance being Queens Channel,
through which it is navigable for the largest ships for fully 50 miles
from the sea, and for light draft river vessels some 60 miles farther,
to a place where our veteran explorer (Hon. A. C. Gregory) at one time
camped for several months. Tbe rfrer is easy to navigate1 even by
strangers, the principal channel being wide and deep, with few impediments. The Victoria drains an extensive. tract of magnificent pastoral country of the richest quality, comprising an area of about D0,000
square miles; of this it has been observed by early travelers that
there is a greater luxuriance of grass than had been met with in any
other part of the world. The whole of the basin is abundantly
watered by a, copious tropical rainfall, and there are no elements of
uncertainty in the climatic features ·of the region. In comparing this
magnificent commercial highway with other famous streams of the
world, Captain Carrington, who surveyed it in the Government steamer
Palmerston in 1884, writes that, "in view" of "its capability as a harbor
and its easiness of access," he has "no hesitation in saying that the
Victoria is far sup_erior to the Thames, Mersey, or Hoogbley." No
stream in the northern part of tbe continent is perhaps more widely and
l>etter known to early colonists than the Roper River; it has been
oftener frequented than any of the other streams, especially at the time
when the overland telegraph line was being constructed, the stores and
material for the northern portion of which were landed there. It is a
long river penetrating far into the interior and is navigable for vessels
drawing from 10 to 12 feet for over !)0 miles from the sea. Its waters
are discharged into tbe southwest part of the Gulf of Carpentaria, in
the immediate neighborhood of Maria Island, the coast being at this
place very flat, with a wide fringe of mangroves and extensive shallow
patches of mud and sand. From the sources of its more distant tributaries, in the central portion of the Northern Territory, it flows almost
due east to the sea.. Besides these there are several other large and
important uortbern streams, especially the Adelaide and Daly rivers.
The former flows through a splendid pa toral country, luxuriantly
gra sed, and is navigable for 80 or DO miles by vessel of 10 or 12 feet
draft,. It takes it rise in tbe neighborhood of Pine Creek Railway Station, on the overland telegraph line, and di charge it waters into
dam .>ay at Claren e Strait. The latter tream may be navigated by
river boat for ome GO miles from the ea, iuto which its water are
di charg d at An on Bay. It i a long river with ev ral wid ly expanding tributari and it traver e an exteu ivetract of country inc1udin°·
ome fine agricultural and pa toral land , and there are valuable opper
mines n ar the navigable portion of it channel.
Owing t th ab nee of high mountain ranges aud on a· ·oun of the
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peculiar physical structure of the country, there are no.rivers of importance in the western part o:i the continent. True there are some of the
streams of from 300 to even 500 miles in length, such as the Fitzroy,
Ashburtou, Gascoyne, and Blackwood rivers-the first three flowing
into the Indian Ocean and the last into Flinders Bay. But these are
only developed into true continental streams during periods of very .
heavy rains, when enormous volumes of water rush through their channels to the sea, sometimes overflowing the banks and flooding extensive
areas of low-lying country. In dry seasons they are greatly diminished
in size, the main channels being quite shallow and of little value as
commercial highways. The Fitzroy drains an extensive tract of country, comprising considerable large areas of very fertile land. The Ord
River is a large stream; its source is in the · ravines of the Albert
Edward Range, near the western edge of the Great Antrim Plateau
and Denison Plains, in the neighborhood of Kimberley; thence it flows
almost due north to the shores of Uamhri<lge Gulf, a short distance west
of the mouth of the Victoria River. · The country in the neighborhood
of the head waters of the Ord is very rugged and exceedingly difficult
to travel. None of the rivers are navigable except the Swan for about
W miles.
The whole coast line along the entire periphery of the Australian
Bight is the most remarkable region with which we have to dealin this
description of the river systems of the continent. There are no promi11ent or conspicuous physical features along this part of •the coast line,
a nd the geographer may look in vain for anything approaching a welldefined stream of water. Nor is this ·at all singular when we glance at
a general map of the country and see the enormous extent of level
plains and desert areas by which it is chiefly characterized. Except a
. long narrow belt of sandstone cliffs with which the coast line is distinguished there are no prominent features to relieve the eternal
monotony of this dry and uninhabited region. The rainfall here is very
light, uncertain, and capricious, and falling on an intensely hot and
loose sandy surface it evaporates with remarkable rapidity before soaking any great depth into the soil. Jfor this reason there is an almost
entire absence of. surface water, and consequently nothing to form or
maintain running streams.
Most of the so-called rivers of South Australia are torrents in winter,
but mere creeks or successions of water holes in summer. In the settled portions of the province many of them take a westerly course to
St. Vincent aild Spencer gulfs, and a few by a southerly course empty
themselves into Encounter Bay, and have their sources in ranges trending in a northerly direction. In the northern portion, Lake Eyre, an
enormous basin below sea level, receives the surplus water brought
down from the east by the Cooper or Barcoo; from the northeast by the
Warburton and Diamentina; from the northwest and west by the
Macumba and Neales, respectively, and from the south by the Frome.
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.All these large water courses are filled to their utmost capacity during
wet seasons, but in dry years they have only a little permanent water
in them.
Lakes.-Most of the so-called lakes of .Australia are insignificant
depressions filled with the storm waters of widely expanding river
channels during heavy rains. In the central regions these are spread
out over extensive shallow basins, usually surrounded by a thick deposit .
of mud, whose surface is characterized by a hard and treacherous
saliJ;1.e ·· crust. Located in vast, rainless, saltbush country, where the
heat is intense, the flood waters evaporate with astonishing rapidity,
and for most part of the year these lakes are simply enormous mud
basins, where· salt is deposited in large quantities. During the rainy
season they are again filled by the flood waters of inland rivers. The
largest are lakes Eyre, Amadeus, Gardiner, Torrens, Frome, and Gregory, all more or less salt. The configuration of the continent is not
f~vorable to the formation or existence of large natural reservoirs for
the storage of permanent fresh water in the inland regions, such as
are to be found in New Zealand and other countries where deep lake
basins occur in mountain regions and on high table-lands. Formed, as
.Australia is, like the inverted half of a gigantic bivalve, with the eastern part high and dipping more rapidly toward the center than the
western half, which gradually and imperceptibly slopes inward, most
of the inland basin is flat, the soil and upper stratum highly absorbent,
while the lower portion of the bed in several parts is not much, if
indeed at all, above sea level. :F or this reason, and in view of the
general physical structure of the continent as a whole, I regard the
theory of subterranean channels, through which it is believed that large
volumes of rain water find tl;leir way to the sea, as altogether erroneous.
No leakage of sufficient magnitude to compensate for the somewhat
rapid disappearance of the flood waters of some of our inland rivers,
in my opinion, exists, and the convenient supposition, for such it really
is, that the few and insignificant submarine springs between Cape
Otway and the mouth of the Murray River are indicative of such,
arises more from a preternaturally excited imagination than from a
just conception of the fundamental law of hydrology. Several so-called
leakages no doubt occur along some parts of the coast line, oozing
through the porous strata or in the form of bubbling springs, such as
may be met with along the shores of most of the Pacific islands, but
the nece sary evidence to sustain the theory that large volumes of
fresh water are discharged into the ocean through subterranean channel is not at pre ent available.
Flood water are usually highly charged with sediment that i held
more or le s in , u pen ion while they pa s through channels of steep
declivity but which i rapidly depo. ited over areas where the minimum
v lo ity occur . The primary effect of depo ition is experienced in the
rapid or gradual iltiug up of water channel , and consequent dimiuu-
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tion in their carrying capacity. Viewed in this light, it seems to me
improbable that any system of subterranean channels could always
remain effective along comparatively low levels. Against this opinion
it may be stated that the flood waters filter through the upper strata
and are thus freed from sediment before the lower levels are reached.
But this is not by any means conclusive, for the efficiency of filter beds
is liable to become impaired or altogether ineffective by heavy deposition of sediment and superincumbent or internal pressure. As previously remarked, the central basin of our continent is characterized by
an almost uniformly low depression, in places actually below sea level,
over which the flood waters of our inland rivers spread out in immense
shallow sheets, but through which it is scarcely possible they can
gravitate to the sea iii' opposition to the local hydrographical conditions.
Throughout these central catchment areas an absolute deposition of
sediment occurs, and most of the waters rapidly disappear by the simple
process of evaporation. On higher levels, where the waters pass over
or are collected on highly absorbent cretaceous beds, some are retained,
from which our artesian supplies are probably derived; but even here
a very large percentage is lost by evaporation, which, in my opinion, is
of itself sufficie])t to compensate for the speedy drying up of shallow
water boles and river beds.
Along the eastern seaboard there are several natural reservoirs of
fresh water, such as Lakes George and Bathurst and other smaller
basins, inappropriately called lakes, but which in reality are merely
lagoons. These are, however, compara.tively shallow; even the largest
has been known to be quite dry in times of severe and protracted
droughts. The most remarkabl~ and at the same time unique of all
t he Australian lakes is that which occurs in the alpine regions of
Gippsland. Situated in one of the recesses of a lofty range culminating in Mount Wellington, 5,000 feet above sea level, is a beautiful
lakelet known by the native name of Tali-karng, -w hose height above
sea level is about 3,000 feet. Mr. A. W. Howitt, who examined it in
1890, concluded that the'·'basin of the lakelet has been formed by an
accumulation of rock fragments that fills the valley of Nigothoruk
Creek, and thus dams up the water, . which does not overflow the
embankment even in pimes of flood. lt is about 100 feet in depth in
tbe deepest part; the surface is pear-shaped, and it covers an area
estimated at about twenty-six acres.
Olimate.-The potent influence of climate upon the inhabitants of a
country as well as upon its natural and artificial resources renders its
consideration essential in dealing with the subject of physical geography. Notwithstanding the rapid development of Australian meteorology during recel).t years, resulting chiefly from the widely scattered
ramifications of the Queensland weather office, under the enthusiastic
direction of Mr.Clement Wragge, the climate of our country as a whole
has no.t yet been satisfactorily elucidated, although the older estab-
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lished offices at Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide have for many years
given much attention to, the fsubject. Thanks to the enlightened policy
of the Queensland government, much indeed has been done in recording atmospheric phenomena at numerous stations spread out over an
enormously wide fiekl, extending even outside of what is usually considered the geographical limits of Australasia proper. But no fund amental law has yet been established by which the meteorologist can
foretell any remarkable seasonal changes by which our pastoral and
agricultural industries are so largely influenced; nor yet, indeed, has
any satisfactory explanation been given of the probable cause of protracted droughts or seasons of maximum rainfall. Meteorology, it is
true, is yet in its infancy, in this part of the world at least, and if an
elucidation of our climatic changes is to depend upon an accumulation
of recorded· data rather than upon abstract scientific principles based
upon deductive premises, then a generation of observers must pass
away before we can hope for any satisfactory results. In this connection an interesting and vitally important subject awaits consideration.
1 refer to the influence of our Australian climate upon the European
inhabitants of the country, and more especially upon the native-born
Anglo-Australian. In this land a distinct austral branch of the race
Las been planted, and nothing can be more interesting than to note
the extent of climatic influence upon the physique and natural characteristics of ·that race. The geographical position of Australia places it
within the influence of two powerful atmospheric zones of unequal
temperature. Two thirds if ·not the whole of the continent -is more or
less affected by the widely circulating equatorial air currents that fre<J.Uently sweep down upon our shores _w ith rapidly developing energy
across the Indian Ocean., These strike our seaboard with enormous
cyclonic force, carrying with them great dense masses of vapor clouds
that condense and empty themselves in the form of heavy precipitations, which cause abnormal floods over the low-lying face of the country. As it is natural to suppose, the northern or tropical division of
Australia is more largely influenced by these equatorial disturbances
than the other portion, although at times their extreme southern limit
reaches a high parallel of latitude. On the other hand, we are sometimes, although less frequently, visited by the cold antarctic disturbances that overlap extensive southe:·n areas of our country. That the
climate of this part of the continent is influenced by the south polar air
and ocean currents there can not, I submit, be the slightest doubt, and
an exhaustive investigation of this subject is of the most vital importance to science and commerce. Toward the solution of this interesting
problem much will doubtless be done by a more extended acquaintance
with the antarctic regions when further exploration of far southern
latitude, is accompli bed. The presence of enormous masses of polar
ice in u tralian waters in close proximity to the shore is not by any
means an uncommon occurrence, and when it is considered how com-
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paratively narrow the belt is that separates us from the actual northern
limit of t he antarctic ice drift we will probably admit that there is some
affinity between our own climate and that of far southern lands. There
is also a probability that the recently discovered traces of so-called
glaciation in our own country is not an indication of a true glacial period
at all, but simply isolated fragments of southern ice masses which, havi ug drifted far a way in to northern regions when there were much smaller
and few er larnl areas to impede the circulation of Antarctic Ocean currents, stranded on the southern shores of a partially submerged continent during a period of rapid evolution, when the predominant physical
conditions would favor the preservation of traces for ages. Be this as
it may, t he significant fact remains that the only traces discovered have
been found in the extreme southern portion of our continent and on the
neighboring island of Tasmania-a circumstance which, in my opinion,
strongly favors the theory of ice drift. The great exten~ of our continent and compactness of its land mass invest it with a very wide range
of climate. There are three distinct and primary zones-tropical, subtropical, and temperate, and these may be subdivided into local divisions, representing the climates of our seaboard, the mountains, tablelands, and the great central desert area. On the whole the tropical
climate of Australia is not by any means unhealthy to Europeans. . On
some of the low-lying coastal areas in tlte immediate ~eighborhood af
swampy and marshy lands malarial fever is readily contracted by people
who are not acclimatized and l>y those who rashly expose themselves.
The subject is a difficult one with which to deal; so many contributing
causes have to be considered-physical condition, food, clothing, mode
gf life,"and other predisposing factors require special elucidation before
the extent of absolute climatic influence can be properly estimated.
Individual opinion, and indeed individ.ual experience, is not by auy
means a satisfactory guide in investigating this subject, for men's
opinions, like their physical conditions, rarely harmonize. .l\fr. E. A.
Leonard, who spent some time in the Cardwell district land surveying,
says: "The climate is very trying to white men, who must rapidly
deteriorate in physique should they live there continuously." There
are many people who concur in this opinion. On the other band, Mr.
A.. Meston, who has had a long experience in widely different parts
of the country and who gives an interesting chapter upon the subject
in his recently published valuable work, regards the tropical climate of
11ortbeastern Australia in the most favorable light, maintaining that
it is exceptionally healthy to Europeans. Unjustifiable prejudice bas
much to do in a ease of this kind, but taking all things into consideration I am inclined to believe that continuous domicile in any tropical
climate is not favorable to perfect health, viewed from an Anglo-Saxon
standpoint; and this is especially so in the case of females. There are
certainly periods of uncomfortable inertia that seem.to insinuate themselves even upon those who are physically healthy, an<l tllese have a
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tendency to increase rather than diminish. Many of the old troubles
associated with early pioneer colonization have partially or almost
wholly disappeared with the advance of settlement, and many localities
that were formerly considered unhealthy are not so now, and Europeans of temperate habit can live in tropical Australia in the enjoyment of very good health with little discomfort. It should, however,
be borne in mind that a tropical climate is never salubrious, except on
elevated positions.
Within the temperate zone the climate varies greatly with the latitude, and it is, moreover, governed very much by extent of elevation
a.n d other local configuration of physical conditions. In the southern
and southeastern portion of the continent the climate is cool and
remarkably healthy throughout the year, except two or three months
of the summer, when the temperature is abnormally high and hot winds
more or less prevalent. .A.long the seaboard of this division the atmosphere is rarely free from moisture, and this element of discomfort is
experienced more keenly on the low-lying and deltaic lands of river
valleys, where the alluvial soils absorb and retain a larger percentage
of the rainfall than on the neighboring undulating tracts of country
where a good natural drainage exists. On the table-lands of the New
England, Monaro, and other districts the climate is at all times salubrious; and in the upland mountain regions of the southern Alpine chain,
the Blue Mountains, and Liverpool Range the cold is acutely felt in
winter, and during the summer months the atmosphere is sharp and
bracing. In the great central basin oJ the continent the atmosphere is
dry and intensely bot; there is little or no rainfall, and most of that
part of the country is a vast, arid desert, altogether uninhabitable.
The western plains of New South Wales are_remarkably fertile for
grazing purposes, notwithstanding the scanty rainfall, and with a good
supply of artesia.n water the soil is eminently ' suitable for agriculture.
The Riverina climate is famous for its healthfulness, especially for
tbose with weak chests, the atmosphere being exceedingly dry and the
temperature uniformly high. In Queensland the Darling Downs and
western districts possess the finest climate of Australia. For consumptives and those with weak respiratory organs it is unequaled anywhere, and there are numerous instances on record of cures having
been effected in this part of the country where cases were considered
hopeless. In summer the atmosphere is extremely dry and hot, but
neveroppre ive. The winter months are delightfully cool and bracinglight frosts sometimes occurring, but never severe nor of long duration. The climate lrnre is in all respects on a parallel with that of
Italy. For ome unaccountable reason, most probably arising from
prejudice and ignorance combined, the climate of the East .Moreton
district i often npposed to be uncomfortably hot and enervating.
Tbat uch i. not the ca e may easily be proved by reference to the
record of th chi f weather bureau and to the vital statistics of this
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part of the colony. The three or four summer months are naturally
hot, but there are no sudden changes at any time; there is a remarkable uniformity of temperature; the nights are 'comparatively cool and
hot winds entirely unknown. In winter the weather is most delightful, the climate then being even superior to that of Naples; beautifully
clear sky and dry atmosphere are the ruling climatic features of this
season of the year in southeastern Queensland. The only slight discomfort felt is during the westerly winds, which are seldom of longer
duration than three days. }from the early days of settlement on the
shores of Moreton Bay the climate of the district has always been considered exceptionally healthy. In The Geographic History of Queensland the author quotes an interesting extract bearing upon this subject
from a report written in 1845 by Dr."Keith Ballow to .t he Rev. Dr. Lang.
Dr. Ballow, who had spent some eight years in Moreton Bay as Government medical officer, says: "The district of Moreton Bay is altogether an extremely healthy one, there being only a few deaths from
disease of any kind. The climate in the winter season is one of the
finest in the world. This district is not a profitable field for doctors."
This seems to be the general verdict of those who are qualified to
express an opinion upon the subject. The most important factor of our
A.ustralian climate is that of rainfall. Land without an adequate rainfall is useless for either pastoral or agricultural purposes unless artificially watered by irrigation. Although the total area of the continent
is about 2,94:4,628 square miles, a vast portion of that area has an
annual rainfall ofless than 10 inches, and consequently it is oflittle or
no value whatever in .its present state. This is notably the case with
the great central depression where immense areas of waterless desert
country obtain. Considering its compactness and wide climatic range,
the rainfall of Australia is very unequally distributed over the whole of
the territory, even in places where there is a regular wet and dry season.
A glance at the rainfall map will readily show that this is indeed very
marked along the eastern Pacific slope, where the greatest pluvial
measures have been recorded. The Cardwell and Mackay districts top
the score, the former with an average annual rainfall of some 150 inches;
Arnhems Land follows with about 63 inches; the Australian Alps, the
Tweed and Mary rivers come next, each with 50 inches. These isolated
and somewhat limited areas are, however, distributed over a wide geographic range, extending from the most northern to the southern limits
of the continent, and they are separated by extensive tracts of country
or climatic zones, over which the average annual rainfall is not greater
than 30 inches. In the Card well and Mackay districts, which lie
wholly within the tropical rain belt, the former between the parallels of
15 and 20 degrees, the isopluvoise lines of 40 to 70 inches are very
closely packed together, so that the heavy rains in these zones seldom
extend beyond the Coast Range, but are mostly precipitated over the
deltaic lands of the river and valleys and on the Pacific slope of the
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Dividing Range. In these dh,tricts there is a regular wet and dry season-the former occurring in the months of December, January, and
February, when the atmosphere is heavily laden with moisture and the
shade temperature, of from 80 to 90 degrees, exceedin gly oppressive.
During this period there is a prevailing northeast wind, which changes
to southeast and continues in that quarter throughout the remaining
nine months of the year. In the Card well district the t ropical scrubs
sometimes ascend the ranges to a height of over 2,000 feet, where the
. temperature is lower than that to which they properly belong, b ut such
cases only occur where the Yolcariic soils are exceptionally rich. In
Arnhern's Land, or all that high table-land portion of the Northern
Territory of South Australia north of the sixteenth parallel, the annual
rainfall averages about 60 inches, and is more equally and ge1ierally
distributed than in any other part of the continent; the climate is, of
course, tropical, but the mornings and evenings are ·generally cool, and
the usual discomforts of the moist atmosphere of the low lyin g eastern
and northern coast lands are not felt here on the dry upland zone of
the plateau. A remarkable feature of the prevailing Australian climate is found in the rapidly diminishing rainfall after crossing the
Great Dividing Range of the southern and eastern cordillera. There
· is an immense belt of country comprising the western plain s of New
South Wales and Queensland; Cape York Peninsula; the whole of the
country bordering upon and extending far south from the head of tbe
Gulf of Carpentaria; most of the southern portion of t.he Northern
Territory of South Australia, an<l. the Glenelg and Kimberley districts
of the western portion of the continent, where the average annual
rainfall does not exceed from 10 to 30 inches. Except in the extreme
· southwest corner of Australia, where the isopluvoise lines of 20 and 30
inches are fairly well established, the rainfall of the western division
is very scanty, being limited to a narrow belt along the seaboard, where
it only averages from 10 to 20 inches. In the Murchison and Gascoyne
districts extremely heavy <lews occur, which, no doubt, compensate to
some extent for the lack of an adequate rainfall. In the northern part
of western Australia the wet season commences in December and
usually ends in March, aud it is during this period the destructive
cyclonic storms are experienced. These are of the true equatorial type
and move along with enormous velocity~ often causing great destruction
to property and not infrequently lo s of life. The wet season of the
southern district is from April till October, during which time most of
the annual rainfall is recorded. The climate here is temperate and in
every respect congenial to Europeans; fruits and agricultural produce
are plentiful, and the forests yield an abundance of very valuable timber . In the Kimberley di trict the heat of the summer month is
intense, but during the cool season the climate is agreeable. In some
of the northern di tricts the temperature, although very high, is not by
any mean inimical to health, a the atmo phere i remarkably free
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from moisture and the heat less oppressive tbau in other parts where
the humidity is great and the thermometer lower. On the table-lands
of the interior of this part of the country the climate during the greater
portion of the year is delightful, but of the far eastern or central
districts little is known beyond mere report, which in most cases is .
unreliable.
South Australia is not by any means an abundantly watered colony,
the rainfall being probably let-,S than in any other part of the continent.
In the neighborhood of Adelaide there is some 20 to 30 inches annually,
the average record being about 22 inches only, in the wettest districts ;
while the country occupied by the Flinders Range, Eyre's Penin sula,
and that along the shores of Spencer's Gulf enjoys but a scanty rainfall of little more than from 10 to 20 inches annually. In this country,
too, the excessive beat and persistent droughts are keenly felt during
the summer months of the year. Augmented by the beat from the
sandy desert plains of the interior the atmosphere is sometimes oppressive and hot winds very trying both to animal life and vegetation.
From these, which usually occur in the months of December, January,
and February, there is absolutely no escape, the temperature being
abnormally high and not infrequently the thermometer rises 110° to
115° F. in the shade. Luckily these only occur during three mouths
of the year, the winter season being mild and agreeable.
Some interesting and useful information might be given concerning
~he pastoral and agricultural resources of our .continent did time and
space permit. In both respects I have, I fear, already exceeded reasonable limit; I will therefore merely offer a few remarks which, if they do
nothing more, may call attention to these vitally important subjects.
A good pastoral country requires an adequate water supply, either
derived from rainfall or from artesian sources. The former is natural,
inexpensive, and permanent; the latter costly and limited. The wants
of the pastoralist and agriculturist are unequal, although both are
equally dependent upon the products of the soil. Grass or any other
form of vegetation can only grow in soil where there is sufficient moisture to sustain it, and this necessary want can only be supplied, naturally,
by rainfall. The more uniformly it is distributed throughout the year
the better will the country be for pastoral occupation. On the other
band the agriculturi st requires sufficient rainfall during six months of
the year, but bis crops of grain and his vines would be little affected
if the other six month s were rainless. But too much rain is injurious
to grain crops, for while it r equires more than 20 inches of rainfall in
the summer for maize, such a climate would be unsuitable for the successful cultivation of wheat. To the agriculturist nothing is more
important than climate, and reliable information upon this vital subject
is essential to the successful cultivation of the soil, both here and elsewhere. Although Australia is preeminently a grazing country, there
are nevertheless extensive agricultural areas where grain crops may be
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profitably raised. In the eastern part especially there is a long belt
stretching northerly from Jervis Bay along the coast to Broadsound,
where the rainfall is more than 20 inches during the summer months,
which is there the rainy season. Here there is an extensive climatic
zone, lying between the twenty-second and thirty-fifth parallels, favorable to the cultivation of maize. Outside of this region, including all
the coastal country from Adelaide north to Toowoomba, the rainfall is
more than 10 inches during the six winter months, which represent the
agricultural season there. These are simply the natural agricultural
regions in eastern extra-tropical Australia, or that part of our territory
where the climate is favorable to the cultivation of maize and wheat.
In many other districts there are enormous areas of rich soil whose
highly productive qualities could be profitably utilized by irrigation were
adequate means provided for the conservation of water. But this is a
subject upon which little attention has hitherto been bestowed, although
it is of the most vital importance to the nation and one which can not
be much longer neglected if the resources of our country are to be
adequately developed.
In this address I have attempted to give as concise and, at the same
time, comprehensive an account of the physical geography of our continent as it is possible for me to do under the circumstances. The
subject is a vast one with which to deal in any form, and the smallest
of our colonies could easily have furnished abundant material without
exhausting the rich source of supply. Its chief merit is that it is based
upon the most recent information, derived from offidal sources, and in
this respect it is reliable and trustworthy, the writer having aimed at
thes~ rather than mere literary style or elegance of diction. Appended
is a selection of what will no doubt be considered useful information,
but which could not be conveniently included in the narrative portion
of this address without making it unnecessarily ponderous. It consists
of schedules of our principal rivers and mountains; the lengths, drainage areas, etc., of the former, and heights of the latter. The preparation of these has entailed a great deal of labor, but it was thought that
the data would be useful for educational purposes and serviceable to
my successors, who will thus be supplied with available information
to enable them to follow up this interesting and vitally important
subject.1
In conclusion I desire to acknowledge my obligations to the Hon. A.
R. Richardson, M. L.A., commissioner of crown lands, Western Australia; to Mr. William Houston, under secretary for lands, Sydney, and
to Mr. William Strawbridge, surveyor-general of South Australia, for
valuable information specially prepared by them for this address.
- - - - - -- - - - - 1

The schedules referred to are h re omitted.-Edito1·.
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ARCTIC EXPLORATIONS. 1

By Rear-Admiral A. H.

MARKHAM.

The subject on which I have been deputed to address you to-day is
that connected with arctic explorations. It is, I venture to assert, a
very :fitting and appropriate one to discuss before an International Geo·graphical Congress such as this, because the question of polar research,
more especially in the north, is, and has been for more than three hundred years, one of world-wide, and consequently of international interest. Nations have vied with each other in their laudable endeavors to
further the great cause of geographical discovery, and a very friendly
rivalry has existed, and I am pleased to think still continues to exist,
between various countries, with the view of advancing their respective
flags over the threshold of the known region into the interesting and
mysterious unknown. This is a spirit that should be fostered and
enoouraged, for it is one that bas done much in the past to promote
the interests of geographical science all over the world.
It is not my intention to occupy your time and attention with a
detailed narrative of geographical events connected with the arctic
regions as they have occurred in regular chronological order, or of the
results that have been achieved by the various successive expeditions
that have been dispatched with the object of exploring those regions,
for these are oft-told tales, and are sufficiently well known to those
who are interested in polar research. My object to-day will be briefly
to survey the threshold of the unknown region-a region, let me
remind you, that embraces nearly a million and a half square miles, to
dwell lightly on the latest work tba.t has heen accomplished up to that
line of demarcation that separates the known from the undiscovered
area, and to review generally the prospects of success of future arctic
exploration, concluding- with a short summary of the various scientific
results likely to accrue by the continuance of such work.
I will preface my remarks by alluding briefly to those nations which
have in the past particularly interested themselves in north polar discovery. They are Great Britain, the United States of America, AustriaHungary, Sweden, Germany, Russia, Holland, and Norway.
1Address before the Sixth International Geographical Congress, London, July 26August 3, 1895. Printed in Report of the Congress , pp. 177-201.
SM 96--18
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Perhaps the merit of having delineated the greatest amount of coast
line on our north polar maps rests with this country, but it is only fair
to add that this satisfactory result is, in a very great measure, due to
the excellent geographical work that was achieved by those various
expeditions that were dispatched by England, during t he period embraced between the years 1849 and 1859~ with the obj ect of searchiug
for the missing Franklin expedition.
The United States of America have, principally through the munificence and patriotism of its citizens (nobly supported as t hey have been
by the .energy of those who have been employed), been wonderfully
successful in their laudable efforts to reveal the bidden secrets of the
unknown north.
To Austria-Hungary we are indebted for the discovery of a large
extent of territory which has been called Kaiser Franz Josef Land.
To Sweden, thanks to that distinguished scientist and arctic
explorer Baron Nordenskiold, belongs the undying honor associated
with the successful accomplishment of the northeast passage along the
north coast of Europe and .Asia from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
Germany has successfully traced the east coast of Greenland to as
far north as Cape Bismarck, in latitude 77°.
Russia bas done admirable work by a very complete survey of the
seaboard of Novaya Zemlya, as well as by the delineation of the coast
of the mainland from the Kara Sea, around Cape Ohelyuskin, to Bering
Strait.
Holland has, by successive expeditions sent up year after year (the
dispatch of which was mainly due to the active exertions of the la~e
Admiral Jansen), done much to familiarize us with the condition and
drift of ·the ice in the Barents Sea, even as far as the shores of Franz
Josef Land.
And, finally, Norway claims Frid~jof Nansen as a countryman, who
won bis sp·u rs as an arctic traveler by the indomitable pluck and
energy be displayed during bis marvelous journey on snowshoes
across the icy continent of Greenland, and who is uow combating, and
let us hope successfully, with tlte alm~st insuperable difficulties attending an enterprise the main object of which is to carry his vessel across
the extreme northern point of our globe.
It will thus be seen that many nations have shared in the glorious
work of arctic discovery, and all of them have written their names,
some with perhaps a stronger hand than others, on the pages of arctic
history.
A glance at the map will at once reveal the fact that there are several
ways by which this large unknown area of a million and a half square
miles can be approached.
In the fir t place, there is the route via Smith Sound, by which we
have penetrated a greater distance iuto the unknown area than in any
other direction. There are al o the approaches by Jones Sound and
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Wellington Channel; the exploration of ·either of these is likely to lead
to important and valuable results. Thirdly, there js the way by Spitz.
bergen. Fourthly, by Franz Josef Land, where at the present moment
the English Harmsworth expedition, under the command of Mr. Jackson, is prosecuting its researches. Then there is the route selected
and adopted by Nansen in the neighborhood of the New Siberia Islands.
And, lastly, there is the way by Bering Strait.
I now propose discussing the merits of some of these approaches
with reference to their applicability to future polar research.
We will commence with Spitzbergen, a group of islands easily
reached during the course of an ordinary summer cruise, and even in
vessels that are not specially constructed for ice navigation. This ease
of accessibility and comparative immunity from dallger from the ice is
due to the warm water of the Gulf Stream, which, flowing northwards
as far as the eighty-first parallel of latitude, becomes eventually
absorbed in the north polar current; but before tllis absorption takes
place its influence has been felt along the entire west coast of Spitzbergen, thus rendering the navigation of those waters eomparatively
easy and safe.
Although, I think, it is an undoubted fact that Spitzbergen was
sighted by the Dutch navigator, William Barents (who, however, supposed it to be a part of Greenland), the credit of its discovery has invariably been awarded to that grand old sailor, Henry Hudson, whose
high latitude, reached nearly three hundred years ago, was unsurpassed
for more than two hundred years, until, in fact, that prince of Arctic
navigators, Sir Edward Parry, reached, with the aid of boats and
sledges, 82° 45' north, in 1827.
There is a very marked difference between the nature and conditions
of the ice, as experienced by _S ir Ed ward Parry and others, to the north
of Spitz bergen and the ice in other parts of the .A.rcti.c regions in similar or even in much lower latitudes. North of Spitzbergen the ice
fields are of great extent. The floes are comparati vely level and smooth,
and consist apparently of ice of only one season's formation, "'hereas
the i~e that bas invariably been met north of Smith Sound and Bering
Strait and in the vicinity of East Greenland and Franz Josef Land has
been of the same heavy, massive character as that to which Sir George
Nares very appropriately applied the term ·palreocrysti.e, i. e., ice of
ancient date, probably the formation of centuries. This leads one to
the supposition that a very large extent of ice-covered sea exists to the
north of Spitz bergen; a sea, however, that receives the warm but gradually cooling water of the Gulf Stream, and is, therefore, antagonistic
to the formation of heavy or perpetual ice. But these large ice fields
are in a measure dominated by the north polar curreut after tbe disruption of the pack in the summer, and under the influence M this
stream they are drifted bodily to the southward. It was this constant
southerly drift that was the cause of Parry's failure to reach a higher
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latitude than that which he succeeded in attaining, for he found, to his
chagrin, that he was being drifted to the south with greater rapidity
than he was making progress to the north.
Success in this direction may, however, be achieved by dispatching
exploring parties with sledges and boats in the early spring, before the
disruption of the pack bas taken place. This would, however, necessitate a ship passing the winter on the north coast of Spitzbergen. With
Parry's valuable experience to guide them, I am confident they would
find no difficulty in surpassing that great navigator's highest position,
with every prospect, perhaps, of the discovery of land to the northward~ If my anticipations prove correct, then valuable and important
results will be obtained by an exped.ition sent to explore in this particular direction.
Mr. Leigh Smith has, in addition to other good geographical work in
this neighborhood, attempted to circumnavigate the Spitzbergen group,
but so far this feat bas not yet been achieved, nor bas the position of
that somewhat mysterious island named on our charts Gillis Land ever
yet been rea_c hed. It was sighted and named in 1707 by the Dutch
captain, Cornelius Gillis (or Giles), but he did not land on it. Its position, as given by this navigator, was, however, placed on Van de Kuelin's map, published in 1710. In 1SG4 it was reported to have been
sighted by Captain Tobiesen, but he was unable to effect a landing.
Some geographers endeavor to identify it with Wiche's Laud, which
was recently sighted by Mr. Leigh Smith from a high hill in Genevra
Bay, in Stor Fiord, Spitzbergen. I am inclined to think that what
Captain Gillis saw-if he saw land at all, which is perhaps doubtfulwas an extension of Franz Joseph Land, the nearest known point of
which is, after all, not more than about 120 miles from Spitzbergen.
Wiche's Land is situated too far south to be mistaken for Gillis Land, if
the latitude of the latter place is approximately correct on the chart.
It is not, I think, at all improbable that a chain of islands extends
between Gillis Land and Franz Joseph Land.
While treating of Spitzbergen, I may mention that the latest scheme
by which the mysteries of the unknown region surrounding the north
pole are to be revealed to us comes from Sweden, for we are given to
understand that it has been proposed to undertake a voyage from
Spitzbergen to the pole in a balloon. But as I understand that Mr.
Andree, the originator of this enterprise, will communicate a paper, on
his proposed expedition, to the congress, I will not further allude to it,
except to assure him of our heartiest wishes for the success of his
plucky and novel adventure.
We now come to Franz Josef Land, which comprises a large territory,
but wnether a continent or archipelago remains a geographical problem
for further elucidation and solution. The hi tory of the discovery of
this land bytheAustro-Hungaria11 expedition, underthejoiut command
of Weypr cht and ayer, in L 73, reads more like a romance than a,
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commonplace, prosaic record of ordinary geographical discovery. It
will be in the memory of all here how their ship, the Tegetthoff, was
beset in the ice on August 20, 1872, off the west coast of N ovaya
Zemlya on the very day and only a, fow short hours after they bad said
fare'fell to Count Wilezek, Baron Sterneck, and other friends on board
the little sailing cutter Isbjorn; and how, notwithstanding the powerful
aid of steam with which their vessel was provided, and the free use of
gunpowder, they failed to release the imprisoned Tegetthoff, and how
she remained immovably fixed in tbe fetters of her icy bondage, drifting about in the floe at the mercy of winds and currents for two long
years. Then suddenly, on August 31, 1873-a year after their first
besetment-a mysterious dark land loomed up to the northwestward,
and they thus became unwittingly and without any exertions on their
part the discoverers of a new territory, the existence of which had
hitherto been unknown, to which they gave the name of Kaiser Franz
Josef Land.
The drift of the Tegetthoff during the period she was beset fa the ice
was no less remarkable than it was instructive. Her position when·
first caught by the ice in August, 1872, was in latitude 76° 22' and
longitude 62° 3' east. Six months afterwards she was in latitude 78°
45' and longitude 73° 7', showing that the whole body of the pack in
which she was beset had been carried steadily during that period in a
northeasterly direction. For the next nine months her drift was in a
north and northwesterly direction, until the ship became permanently
stationary by the adherance of the ice to WHezek Island. Altogether
the drift of the ship, and consequently the pack, was somewhat over
200 miles to the northeast between August, 1872, and February, 1873, and
about tbe same distance in a northwesterly direction from the last-named
date until the ice remained fixed by attachment to the shore on November 1, 1873. Some of this drift may be attributable to the wind, but
the real movement was assuredly due to the influence. of current alone.
During the sixteen months that the ice was in motion-i. ~-, from
August, 1872, until November, 1873, inclusive-I find that for a period
of six months the prevailing wind was from the southeast, for fl ve
months it was from the northeast, for two months from the northwest, and for three months from the southwest. During the six
months she was being drifted in a northeasterly direction the prevailing winds were from the southwest and southeast, and during the last
nine months of her drift the winds may be described as all round the
compass. Therefore we can not, I think, do otherwise than arrive at
the conclusion that the wind had but little effect on the drift of the
ice, either with regard to rapidity of motion or direction. What, then,
was the cause of this marvelous drift to the northward 1 We know
very well that the general drift of the north polar current is in a southerly direction. We have had convincing proofa of it in a remarkable
manner down the east coast of Greenland, down Smith Sound and
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Davis Strait, into Baffins Bay, and through Bering Strait. The inference must therefore be that the movements of the ice in which the .
Tegetthoff was beset must have been influenced, and in no slight
degree, first of all by that warm current of water which I have already
alluded to as expending itself along the west coast of Spitzbergen, and
a portion of which must find jts way into the Barents Sea ; and, secondly, by the large volumes of water which are discharged from those
great Siberian rivers the Yenesei and the Ob. Unlike my friend Nansen, I do not think that the influence of these large rivers can be felt
at a greater distance than about three or four hundred miles from the
mainland. The theory of their flowing in a direct northerly line across
the pole is, I think, open to question, for it appears to me to be opposed
to a.11 authenticated information that has hitherto been obtained, and
is antagonistic to our preconceived notions and ideas as to the extent
and direction of what is known as the north polar current.
The discovery of the Austrians was of t.be greatest geographical
importance, and the value of it was materially enhanced by the plucky
· sledging expedition that was carried out by Payer during the spring
of 187 4. I say plucky, because when Payer left bis ship for a contemplated absence of thirty days he was not at all sure that he would find
the Tegetthoff in the same position as when he left her. A gale of
wind, or the disruption of the ice during his absence, would very likely
· occasion the drifting away of his ship, which would render his chance.s
of escape very small indeed. Fortunately, no such contretemps occurred, and he returned to the Tegetthoff rich in geograpbfoal and other
scientific information. During his journey he succeeded ·in ascending
Austria . Sounu, between Zichy and Wilczek lands, to the latitude of
82° 5' in Crown Prince H,udolf land, about lGO miles from the position
in which he had left bis ship. From this position land, called Petermann Land, after the celebrated geographer of Got.ha, consisting of
bigb, conical-shaped bills, apparently of volcanic formation, was seen
to the northward, and estimated to be in about or beyond the eigbtytbird paralld of latitude.
Since the discovery of Franz Josef Land our knowledge of it has
been much increased by the results of the voyages of Mr. Leigh Smith
in his steam yacht tbe Eira. Without encountering very much opposition from the ice, be succeeded in sighting the ]and on August 14,
1880, on about the fifty -fourth meridian of east longitude; tbat is to
say, some 60 miles to the westward of Wilczek Island. Steaming to
the westward, exploring the coast carefully as he proceeded, Mr. Leigh
Smith passed the south point of land, and succeeded in crossing the
forty-fifth meridian of longitude~ when be found tbe coast trend away
in a northwesterly direction, certainly as far as tbe eighty-fir t parallel
of latitude. His further progress was topped iu latitude 80° 19' by
ice, and be was compelled to abandon further research in that direction. During the voyage Mr. Leio-h Smith di cov red and explored at
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least 110 miles of new coast liue, besides obtaining a very iuteresting
and valuable collection of natural-history specimens from a portion of
the globe that, in a scientific sense, was almost unknown; for it must
be remembered that the collections obtained and preserved by the
members of the .A..ustro-Hunga~fan expedition were unfortunately lost
when their ship was abandoned. Several peculiarities were observed
in the physical conditions of the country, differing in some respects
from other .A.retie lands. For instance, the islands seen were in almost
all instances crowned with ice caps, while the · icebergs that were
observed were invariably flat-topped. The drift of these bergs appeared
to be to the north; but I do not think that too much reliance can be
_placed on the observations that led to this conclusion, as they were
necessarily of a somewhat perfunctory character. Mr. Leigh Smith,
after ltiaving Franz Josef Land, made a gallant attempt to reach
Wicbes Land from the eastward, but he found the ice so densely packed
as to defy all efforts to penetrate it, so he returned to England.
It is, I think, very probable that Franz Josef Land will be found to
extend to a considerable distance to the northward; Mr. Leigh Smith
found it to extend, at any rate as far as he could see, to the northwest.
It is not at all impossible that it also extends in an easterly direction,
and I think that we may very reasonably conclude that Franz Josef
· Land, as a whole, will be found to consist of a large continent intersected by numerous fiords and" large glaciers, or else an archipelago
consisting of many large islands. The exploration of this little-known
land, and the determination of its extent and character, are well worthy
of serious consideration, and would be productive of the most useful
and valuable scientific results. In the following year Mr. Leigh Smith
made another voyage to Franz Josef Land, with the object of continuing
µis exploration of the previous year, but unfortunately his little vessel
was crushed by the ice off Cape Flora in latitude 79° 5€V, and he and his
men were compelled to pass the winter in those inhospitable regions.
They found it a comparatively barren and sterile shore, but fortunately
bears and walruses were obtained, which very materially supplemented
the provisions they succeeded in saving from the wreck. When the
ice broke up the following year, with the aid of their sledges and boats,
they happily succeeded in reaching the coast of Novaya Zemlya, where
they were succored and brouglit home by the steamer Hope, which had
been specially dispatched in quest of them under the command of Sir
Allen Young.
Taking all things into consideration, Franz Josef Land appears to me
to be the region to which our efforts should be directed with a view to
further exploration, offering, as it does, the most likely prospect of
achieving the greatest amount of geographical success. For here we
have all those elements that a-re essential to successful exploration in
high latitudes-namely, a coast line affording facilities for sledge traveling, a continuity of land trending in a northerly, northwesterly, and,
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for all we know to the contrary, iu a northeasterly direction, tbe very
directions in which we wish to proceed. Having this continuity of
laud , uo difficulties exist for the establishment, in absolute security, of
depots of provisions and stores for the use of traveling parties. From
the configuration of the known land we may reasonably infer that good
and sheltered harbors may be found in which a ship, or ships, can
winter without any anxiety being felt by those on board on the score
of being blown away or crushed by the ice (indeed, we already know
of one snug little haven discovered by Mr. Leigh Smith, and named
by him Eira Harbor, admirably adapted for such a purpose); and, a
very important matter, we know that abundance of fresh food in the
shape of bears and walruses, and possibly reindeer and birds, can be
obtained.
I have, therefore, no hesitation in advocating the adoption of this
particular route as being the best, according to our present lights, for
future polar exploration. From a careful study of the character and
formation of the land explored by Payer, I venture to predict that
Franz Josef Land will be found to extend as far as the eighty-fourth
parallel of latitude, and possibly even beyond the eighty-fifth; but, of
course, this is purely conjectural on my part, and must be accepted for
what it is worth. But whether the land extends as far as I have indicated, or whether it comes to an abrupt termination in latitude 83°,
very valuable results will accrue, both geographically and geologically,
by an investigation of its interior and the examination of its coast line.
Although I have implied that . conditions favorable to successful
exploration are to be found by using Franz Josef Land as a base of
operations, still it is only right for me to add that no precautions should
be omitted to insure the safe return of the explorers, for exploration
in the polar regions must always be attended with a certain amount of
risk to those engaged on a service that is perhaps at _all times somewhat hazardous. With this very important object in view, I consider
it is absolutely necessary, in the event of au expedition being sent in
this direction, that a large depot of provisions and stores should be
established, either at Eira Harbor or on the northwest coast of Novaya
Zemlya-somew here, I would suggest, in the vicinity of Cape Nassauas being the most conveniently situated place that a retreating party
from Franz Josef Land would make for, and the easiest to reach.
Then, again, I am one of those who do not quite approve of a party
being left entirely dependent on their own resources; that is to say,
without a ship at their back. The terrible sufferings and experience
of those who, in former days, have been left unsupported fully illustrate, not only the de ira.bility, but the absolute necessity of having a
sbip so situated that she may be regarded as a safe refuge al ways to
be found, provided with a plentiful supply of provisions, and having
on board the wherewithal, in the shape of boats, sledges, clothing,
tores, etc., to equip a retreating party; and although she may, as
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in the cases of the In·vestigator and the Tegetthoff, be irrevocably
frozen in the ice, she is, at any rate, replete with everything that will
add to comfort., and that will conduce to a successful retreat when the
time comes to abandon her. The very knowledge of having a ship as
the base of operations imparts a moral courage and feeling of confidence and contentment to the men that it is desirable to foster.
From what I have said, I do not wish it to be inferred that sledge
traveling along the shores of Franz Josef Land will be found to be a
very easy task. On the contrary, I think it will abound with difficulties, and although I consider that the traveling during the early spring
will not prove more arduous or more difficult than pas been experienced
along other Arctic shores, I can not but help thinking that extra caution will have to be observed in order to insure the safe return of the
traveling parties in the summer. Payer telJs us \tiat the land in
the direction in which he traveled was inter8ected by deep fiords, a-nd
that he passed numerous glaciers with terminal faces of 100 feet in
precipitous height from the sea. It is the passing of these glaciers,
and the entrances of these fiords, that I fear will be extremely hazardous, even if it is not found absolutely impossible in the summer, unless
a long detour into the interior is made, so as to cross at the head of the
glacier or fiord. For if the land ice-i. e., the young ice of the previous winter's formation adhering to the coast-has broken up (and it
would probably be so by the breaking away of large fragments of ice
from the terminal face of the glaciers, or the :flowing out of the ice from
the fiords) a sledging party, unless provided with a boat, would find
its retreat cut off by water, and in order to return to their base of
operations they would be under the necessity of extending- their journey a consli.derable distance, and this, perhaps, with their provisions
nearly expended, and their own strength materially diminished by the
arduous work they had already gone through. I merely mention
this as what may possibly be the experience of any party engaged in
the exploration of Franz Josef Land.
The next important question to be decided is the exact route that
should be adopted by the explorers. Should they turn all their energies
to the west coast, or, following in the footsteps of Payer, should they
attempt to push up Austria Sound¥ I unhesitatingly record my opinion
in favor of the first-named course, and for the following reasons: The
western shores of all Arctic landl!! of which we have any knowledge are
always more accessible in a ship, and to a very much higher latitude,
than the eastern coasts. Vessels have p_e netrated to the eighty-second
parallel of latitude along the west coast of Greenland, but navigation
along the east coast of Greenland has invariably been impeded by the
accumulation of heavy ice 5(')0 miles to the south of the position reached
on the west side. The same may be said of Spitz bergen and of N ovaya
Zemlya, and I see no reason why it should not bold good for Franz
Josef Land. Indeed, Mr. Leigh Smith has already demonstrated the
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feasibility of a steamer reaching, with comparative ease, a somewhat
advanced position along the western shores of that land. I do not
.think it probable, from Payer's account of the state and condition of
the ice in Austria Sound, and from the absence of all harbors, that that
inlet would lend itself to successful navigation for a ship to any great
distance, although p~rhaps well adapted for exploration by means of
sledges; but I do 11ot think that a well-foum1 steamer, competently
commanded and efficiently equipped, would, without very much difficulty, succeed in crossing the threshold of the unknown region along
the western side of Franz Josef Land, where a snug and sheltered position could be found, in which she might · be secured for th e winter,
whence traveling parties could be dispatched for further exploration,
resulting in the certainty of the accomplishment of good, useful, and
important work.
On the whole, then, I am strongly in favor of Franz Josef Land as
the base for future operations, for it seems to me that in this direction
there are better prospects of pushing into the unknown area. It gives
promise of yielding the most abundant harvest iu the various :fields of
science, while, with proper precautions, absolute safety to the explorers
can be assured. These are, of course, reasons of the greatest importance when the question of the be stroute for polar exploration is under
discussion, and I am confident they will be found to outweigh all other
advantages that are likely to be considered in favor of other routes.
At the prese.nt moment our thoughts, uot unnaturally, are directed to
this particular portion of the Arctic regions, by tlle remembrance that
it is only twelve months ago that an English expedition, under the
lea<lership of Mr. Jackson, but organized and equipped under the
supervision, and entirely at the expense, of Mr. Harmswortb, sailed
from our shores in the little steamer Windward with the object of
exploring Franz Josef Land and, if possible, t,he regions beyond. We
are still ignorant as to the progress that has been made by Mr. Jackson,
for no tidings have been received of him and his brave companions
since they bade farewell to civilization a year ago and steamed away
toward the north. They have selected the right direction in which to
proceed, and I look forward with confidence to bearing, in a very short
time, that they have succeeded in penetrating into the unknown area,
and are doing good and useful geographical as well as other scientific
work. They have our best and heartiest wishes for a successful issue
to their undertaking, and a happy return to their friends when their
work is accompli hed. Geographers owe a debt of gratitude to Mr.
Ilarmsworth for initiating, and for having so generously and so patriotically provided the means for defraying the cost of this expedition.
With regard to what I may can the region to the east of Nova.ya
Zemlya, no one ha done more to advance geographical science in thi
di.r ction than that distingui hed Swedi h Arctic explorer, Baron ordenskiold. He, by dint of several expeditions that he made to Spitz-
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bergen, and by tentative voyages of reconnois~ance through the Kara
.Sea and as far as the mouth of the Y enesei River, qualified himself to
achieve what has so long baffled the navigators of earlier ages, the
accomplishment of the northeast passage. This he. perrormed in
1878-79, by rounding the most northern point of the old world, sailing
along the northern coasts of Europe and Asia, and _tb.us passing by
sea from the Atlantic to tb.e Pacific. This splendid achievement must
be regarded as one of the greatest geographical feats of the present
century; not only was it of exceptional interest from a geographical
standpoint, but it proved to be o( the utmost value and importai1ce to
every other branch of science. A know ledge of the geological formation of the various countries situated in high latitudes is indispen·sable, in order to enlighten us with reference to the early history of the
earth. N ordenskiold's researches in thjs particular branch of science,
together with his observations on physical geography, ethnology, natural history, meteorology, and terrestrial magnetism, are replete wjth
interest; nor must I omit to mention the very valuable dredgings tllat
were made at the bottom, which were found to be exceedingly interesting and important.
N ordenskiold sailed, it will be remembered, in the summer of 1878,
in the steamship Vega, under the command of Lieutenant Palander of
the Swedish navy, who had been his companion in some of his former
expeditions. On August rn they reached Cape Ohelyuskin, tb.e extreme
northern point of the old world where, contrary I t.hiuk to expectation, he found the depth of tbe water to increase somewhat rapidly to
124 meters at a distance of about 8 miles from the cape. On the 27th,
in spite of fogs and mist, he passed the mouth of the Lena, and three
days later sailed to the southward of the New Siberian islands. Eastward of this the sea was so free of ice that for three days they were
able to pnsll on at the rate of 150 miles a day. On September 3 they
passed Bear Island, and on the 6th Cape Chelagskoi was reached;
thence their progres$ was mueh impedetl by loose ice. On the 12th
they were abreast of North Cape, but from this time onward great difficulties were experfenced in forcing their way through the ice, besides
being seriously handicapped by the gradually sho!tening days and correspondingly lengthening nights. On the 28th they had to acknowledge, to their great mortification, that furtller progress for that year
was impossible and the ship was accordingly secured in winter quarters, although they were aware that only a few miles of sea-but, alas!
jt was an ice-blocked sea--lay between them and the open water in
Bering Strait. They had been running a race against time, and ha<l
only been beaten by a few days-ind-eed, jt may be said by a few hours
only. Two days after the Vega was released the following year she
passed East Cape, and steamed into the Pacific Ocean.
In reviewing what has been accomplished in this particular part of
the .Arctic region·s, we must not forget the valuable services that have
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been rendered to geography as well as to commerce by Capt. Joseph
Wiggins, who bas made, since 1874, several voyages along t he northern
shores of Europe and Asia to and from the Ob and Yenesei rivers.
The persistent endeavors of Captain Wiggins to est ablish trade between
Europe and Central Asia by way of the Kara Sea, are deserving of the
highest commendation.
The discovery of that solitary island called '' Einsamkeit," by Captain
Johannesen, situated in latitude 770 40' and in 86° east longitude, is of
the greatest importance and significance, as indicating the presence of
land hitherto unknown in that direction. Although it received the
name it now bears from Captain Johannesen, a name signifying
'' lonely" or " solitary," it seems to me exceedingly unlikely t hat it will
prove to be so perfectly isolated as it is supposed to. Bears, walruses,
and seals, besides many kinds of birds, were seen on this island, which
would lead to the assumption that it might be the southern t ermination
of a chain of islands situated to the eastward of Franz Josef Land. It
is almost a pity that Johannesen did not venture to explore in a northerly direction after tl:e discovery of this island, instead of steering to
the northwest, more especially as he reports that there was very little
ice about. Perhaps our knowledge of this particular neighborhood
will be added to, and we will hope considerably, on the return of Nansen, who bas now either commenced his return journey, or else is thinking of making the necessary preparations for passing his third winter
in the far north.
It will be in the recollection of all at this Congress t,hat i:n 1893
Fridtjof Nansen sailecl with the object of reaching the North Pole, having conceived what, in the belief of the majority of Arctic authorities,
was a very novel method of carrying out his views. Having carefully
· studied the direction of the currents in the north polar regions, especially the drift experienced by the .Austro-Hungarian expedition in
1873, and that of the U.S. S. Jeannette, which was caught by the ice in
latitude 71° to the southeast of Wrangel Land in 1880, and also those
various well-known drifts in a southerly direction through Smith Sound
and along the east coast of Greenland, he arrived at the conclusion
that if the currents flow from the North Pole in the direction of Greenland they must, in a corresponding degree, flow toward the North
Pole on the opposite side of the Northern Hemisphere; and if vessels
have on various occasions been carried by the ice to the southward,
other ships similarly situated must, crnteris paribus, be drifted to the
north, if they can only hit off the current at the proper locality. Tllis
if is, of course, t he crux of the whole matter. By a very elaborate but
omewhat one- ided rea oning, hardly, I opine, borne out bye tablished
facts, Nan en a ume that a shi1 jammediutotheicein the immediate
neighborhood of the ew iberia I ·land would drift bodily with the
pack to the northward, over the North Pole, and thence to the south,
eventually to be released ou reaching the Atlantic Ocean in the vicinity
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of the east coast of Greenland. My friend Nansen is a man who has
the courage of his own convictions, and he has boldly set out in his
little Fran~ in order to test the accuracy of his theory. It is, however,
a theory that does not find favor with men of science in this country or
with Arctic authorities generally, who, from practical experience, have
laid down certain axioms connected with ice navigation which, in their
opinion, should not, if possible, be departed from. Nan sen has set these
at defiance, for one of the most important of these rules, connected with
the exploration of high latitudes, is to adhere to the coast and to keep
away from the pack. Nansen has done exactly the contrary, for he has
started with the express intention of keeping away from the land, and
forcing his ship into the ice.
Not only was Nansen guided, in forming his ideas, by the well-known
drift of ships, and of parties of men who had drifted for many hundreds
of miles on ice floes after tlie destruction or loss of their vessels, but
he enforced his arguments by accepting as a fact the reputed discovery
of various articles on the southwest coast of Gree11Iand, which were
supposed to have been lost from the Jea,nnette, and which, if this supposition is correct, could only have reached the position where they
were found by drifting across that point situated on this terrestrial
sphere where the northern axis of our globe has its termination. But
even, for the sake of argument, admitting that Dr. Nansen's conjecture
regarding the oceanic drift of the nortbem region h; correct, the presence of land, and it need only be a small island, directly in his path,
would suffice to upset his plans, and put an end to the drift of bis vessel
in the same way that Wilezek Island put a stop to the further drift of
the Tegetthojf: My own view regardi11g the direction of the currents in
the Arctic seas is that tbey''liave an unmistakable southern tendency,
and that this southern drift is caused by the outflow .from the pola.r
basin due to the periodical thawing during the summer months of the
enormous quantities of snow and ice that accumulates duriug the long
winters in the neighborhood of the North Pole, and which must necessarily seek an outlet to the south.
The last news we have of the expedition is contained in a letter from
Dr. Nansen written on board the Fram on August 2, 1893. They were
then in Yugor Strait, and were all well, happy, and confident of success.
Nansen's intention was then to proceed along the Siberian coast unt.il
the mouth of the Olenek River to the east of the Lena delta was
reached. Thence he proposed steering a northerly course to the west
of the New Siberia Islands as far as the open water would let him,
and then to push his vessel into the ice to be carried by it in that
northerly current in the existence of which he so firmly relies. He
concludes his letter by saying, "When years have passed, I hope you
will some day get the news that we are all safely returned, and that
the knowledge of man has advanced another step northw:->,rd." Fortune
always favors the brave, and let us ferveutly pray that the little Fram
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is still intact, and that before long we shall hear of the safety of the
plucky and enthusiastic explorer and his gallant companions, and when
we do hear, may we rest assured that, even if his theory has proved an
unpractical one, he wiJl still have _achieved such a measure of geographical success as will reflect credit on himself and on all concerned.
Very interesting information respecting the New Siberia Islands
bas been culled by Baron Toll, who paid a visit to that little-known
group in the spring of 189~. Leaving the mainland on May 1, and
accompanied only by one Cossack and three natives, be traveled over
the ice in sledges drawn by dogs, and reached the south coast ofLyakhov
Island. Here some very interesting discoveries were made. Under
what is described as the "perpetual ice" they found not only fragments
of willow and the bones of post-Tertiary mammals, but also complete
trees of Alnus fruticosa 15 feet in length, with leaves and cones adlJering, thus proving that <luring the mammoth period tree vegetation had
reached the seventy-fourth degree of latitude three degree::; farther north
than it is found at the present time. The "perpetual ice," Baron Toll
asserts, is not due to the accumulation of snow, but must be considered
as originating from the ice during the glacial period, representing, in
fact, remains of the old ice cap.
It is a great pity that no account of the state and condition of the
ice to the 11ortb ward of the islands is given by Baron Toll. A knowledge of it would be of the greatest interest at the present time, as
enabling us to form some opinion respecting the character of the pack
in which we must assume the Fram is now imprisoned. His account of
the islands, their geological formation, natural history, etc., is extremely
interesting, more especially with regard to those great masses of buried
ice, in which has been found in incredible quantities the bones and
tusks and, indeed, whole skeletons of the mammoth, rhinoceros, and
even the musk ox, and in such a wonderful state of preservation that
the tusks so found can not be distinguished from the very best and
· purest ivory.
The cruise of the Jecmnette in this particular locality did not add
very much to our geographical knowledge of the Arctic regions, but
this much was accomplished, namely, the penetration, by way of Bering
Strait, to a greater distance into the unknown area than bad ever been
reached in that direction before. The Jeannette wais. it will be remembered, beset in the ice on September 6, 1879, to the no~thward of Herald
Island, in 71 ° 35' north latitude and in 1750 west longitude. In this
pack be remained helples ly fixed until he was cmshed by it in June,
1881. During this long period her drift was somewhat remarkable.
Duriug the fir t twelve months of her imprisonment she drifted about
1~0 mile in a north-northwest direction, and during the last nine
month the current had carried her no les than 250 miles to the northwe t. ti also a curious fact that between April 2n, 1880, and November 3 of the ame year, he was carried about in uch an erratic manner,
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due probably to strong tidal action, that she was almost in the same
position on the last-named date that she occupied in April, notwithstanding the fact that during those six months she was never stationary,
always drifting with a greater or less rapidity in one direction- or
another, sometimes even at the rate of 4 knots au hour. During the
entire drift of over 400 miles the Jeannette was in a comparatively shallow sea, of a uniform deptll of between 30 and 40 fathoms, but occa8ionally a d~pth of 70 and even 85 fathoms was recorded, the bottom
consisting generally of soft mud. Although Captain De Long ascribed.
the drift of the ice in which bis ship was beset to the prevailing wind,
which was from the southeast, I am inclined to tl1ink that it was also
materially influenced by the water of the Lena River emptying itself
in that neighborhood into the .A.retie Ocean. The greatest pressure of
the ice was invariably experienced at the change of moon, and it was
considered that this pressure wa~ in a great measure due to the action
of ·tides. Although the ice was apparently of the same massive character as the so-called palreocrystic sea to the north of Smith Sound, yet
one of the greatest inconveniences from which the expedition suffered
was caused by the impurity of the ice, which was so salt as to be quite
undrinkable, and they were consequently compelled to obtain their
fre8h water by distillation. One of the results of drinking tlie water
made from this ice was that it produced excessive diarrhea in those
who drank it. Dredgings were occasionally obtained during their
<lrift, but the results were comp'aratively valueless.
The most important geographical work accomplished by this expedition was the discovery of' Henrietta, Jeannette, and Bennett islands,
which, I think, may be regarded as part and parcel of the New Siberian
group. Round the shore of the last-named island a strong tide, estimated at 3 knots an hour, was observed, and the rise and fall of the
tide was found to be 2½ feet. Traces of reindeer were seen on the island
to the eastward by Captain De Long and his party, and bituminous
coal, which burnt readily, was found and actually used by them, on
Bennett Island. Glaciers, presumably discharging ones, were also seen
on the island.
One of the ships dispatched by the United States Government (the
Rodgers, under the command of Lieutenant Berry) to search for the
missing Jeannette made a very complete exploration of Wrangel Island,
which must be regarded as a great geographical achievement. This
island had long been wrapped in obscurity, if not mystery. Wrangel
. himself endeavored, but without success, to reach it with dog sledges
in 1822 and 1823. Captain Kellett, in the Herald, sighted it in 18!9, but
no one (with the exception of the captain of the Corwin, who succeeded
in landing on it a fortnight earlier) ];lad ever reached it or fixed its
position, except approximately. Thanks to the efforts of Lieutena,nt
Berry, it is n_ow well known, and jts position accurately determined.
From Wrangel Island Berry pushed to the north, but was eventually
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stopped by impenetrable ice in latitude 73° 44" and in longitude 171
30" west. Returning to the southward, he maµe another attempt further to the westward, viz, on the meridian of 179° 52', but only succeeded in reaching the latitude of 73° 28', when he was again stopped
by the formidable cbaracter of the ice. Berry made tidal observations
off Herald Island, and found that the flood tide set to the northwest and
the ebb in the opposite direction. At high and low water no current ·
was perceptible.
All reports relative to the nature of the ice north of Bering Strait
coincide with regard to its massiveness and impenetrability. De Long
was beset in the same heavy ice. Collinson made several efforts to
penetrate the pack in various directions, but without success, and be
was at length compelled to return to the lead of open water that is
invariably found during the summer along the coast of Arctic America.
This navigable channel is due to the grounding of the heavy polar pack
in the shallow water that extends for a considerable distance off the
land. It was in this ice-free channel that Collinson and McClure sailed
along the entire American coast to the east, enabling the former to
reach the one hundred and fifth meridian of west longitude, thus overlapping Parry's discoveries to the westward by a considerable distance.
But both these navigators, skillful and daring as they were, were never
able to penetrate what we may fairly designate as the paheocrystic ice,
which they met when they attempted to push to the northward beyond
the seventy-sixth parallel of latitude.
Collinson states that some of the floes were as much as 30 feet above
the water. Taking the ordinary flotation of ice as having seven-eighths
immersion, we thus have the thickness of the ice floes established as
over 200 feet. This was about the thickness of the ice, as estimated by
similar deductions, over which I traveled in 1876 to the north of Smith
Sound. Captain McClure encountered the same kind of ice. Be
describes it as of stupendous thickness and in extensive floes from 7
to 8 miles in length, the surface not flat, but rugged with the accumulated snow, frost, and thaws of centuries. Off the west coast of Banks
Land the surface of the oceanic ice floes was of an undulating nature,
100 feet from base to summit, rising in places as high as the lower
yards of the Investigator. The current experienced aloug the coast of
North America was invariably in a northeast and east-northeast direction. · The current in Prince of Wales Strait is attributed by Collinson
to wind.
No more important or intere ting work associated with north polar
research can be conceived than the exploration of that vast unknown
region situated between Wrangel Island and Prince Patrick I land,
and the conuection of Prince Patrick Island with Aldrich's Farthest in
Grant Land. But it is a work that ca,n only be accomplished by a regular and y tematic proce , for all navjgators who have approached this
rim of the unknown region-Collin on, McClure, Parry, McClintock,
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and De Long-all testify to the heavy and formidable character of the
ice, and unite in their views regarding the difficulties that must b_e
overcome before success in this direction can be attained.
Casual exploration by single ships, without proper support and without taking the necessary precautions which I think all Arctic authorities are u}Jauimous in advocating, should be deprecated as much as
possible. With proper care, and the establishment of depots of provisions and boats in previously arranged positions, no danger need be
apprehended to those who form part of an efficiently eqnipped expedition, dispatched for the exploration of this portion of the Arctic
regions.
The next portion of the unknown with which I will deal is that large
tract of land called Greenland, and seas adjacent. It is in this direction that the highest latitude has so far been reached, and this has
been accomplished solely in consequence of the extension of land in a
northerly direction. Although much has been done in this region, ·
much yet remains to be accomplished.
The connection of Cape Bismarck on the east coast with Cape Kane
(Lockwood's Farthest) on the north coast is of the greatest importance,
as setting at rest the question of the boundaries of Greenland arnl the
determination of its insularity. The amount of coast line to be explored
and the distance to be traveled in order to solve this geographical problem is not very great, probably not more than 450 or 500 miles, but of
course much time and trouble must be expended in reaching either of the
above-mentioned 11ositions before starting on new ground. Civil Engineer R. E. Peary of the United States Navy has shown us -what can
be done in the way of traveling in the interior of Greenland by an
energetic and persevering explorer. Be, it will be remembered, established himself during the summer of 1891 in McCormick Bay, in 78°
north latitude, at the entrance to Smith Sound. During the following
yeair he travelecl across the e.n tire breadth of Greenland, from his
headquarters in Murchison Sound to a large bay which be reached on
the northeast coast of Greenland, which be named Independence Bay,
on about the thirty-fourth meridian of west longitude. During this
somewhat remarkable journey the explorers reached an altitude of over
8,000 feet above the sea level. Departing from the usual method of
cal'ryi11g out exploration in the arctic regions, namely, adhering to a
coast line, they pushed boldly into the interior, utilizing the inland ice
as the roadway on which their sledges were drawn by dogs. It is siguificant, as illustrating the severe nature of the traveling experienced,
that although they started with 25 dogs, ouly 14 were alive when they
reached tbeir most northern position, and only 5 survived the whole
journey, the remaincler having succumbed to the hardships of the work
in dragging the sledge or had been killed in order to supply the party
with food. Dnriug the outward ,iourney Peary estimated the distance
he traveled at al>ont 650 mile::;, at au average rate of lu,1; miles for each
SM96-19
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day of sledging. The weather experienced was, on the wliole, mild,
the lowe8t temperature recorded lJeiug -5° F., although at au altitude
of S,000 feet. Tbe information supplied by Peary relative to his observations in this part of Greellland is extremely interestin g. He found,
beyond the glaciers all(l fiords that intersect the vrnst coast of Grcenlaud , large glacial basins exteuding into the interior to a distance of
from 30 to 50 miles. These basius are separated from each other by
raugm, of bills varying in height from 5,000 to G,000 feet, and at least
2,000 feet above the basin plateau. Peary states that the Horth end of
the great inland iee cap terminates iu about 82° uorth latitude. He
followed its edge some GO miles along this parallel, and observed it
exte11ding in an easterly and westerly direction for a considerable distance. He lias established the fact that musk oxen inhabit those dl'eary
regious 1 and lie fou11d excellent pasturage in the sheltered va.Ileys,
where some 20 of these .rnimals were observed browsing. From Incle. pende11ce Bay to the position reael1ed by Lockwood in Greeley's expedition is comparatively a short distance. At Peary's most northerly
position, at a height of 3,800 feet, he observed land at an estimate.cl distance of about GO miles in a northeast direction. This land showed no
sign of b eing capped by ice, and is possibly a portion of an archipelago
of nnknown extent. It is a noteworthy fact that, iu addition to the
well-kn°'vn fauna fo1111d in high latitudes, t,vo bumblebees and. several
lmtter:flies -were seen.
Interesting ethnological observations were made at the winter quarters, a,11d much Yaluable infornrn,tion rela,tive to glacial geology in that
particula,r locality obtained. Altogether Lieuteuant Peary is to be
eongratulated on the successful result of bis exertions.
Although Lieute11a11t Peary was engaged last year in contiuui11g bis
researches in North Greenland, he has not, _from various uuavoidable
causes, added rnueh to bis previously acquired geographical knowledge
of that region; but a journey was made by Mr. Astrup, one of the
members of his expedition, rouud Melville Bay, resulting iu ome
]1ighly inte1·esting observatioHS relatiYe to the glaciology of that part
of Greenlaud, a.ml a more accurate mapping of the coast line in that
vicinity. Lieutenant Peary, with praisewortLy persisteuey , is still
e11g.iged iu his valuahle work of exploratfon, a11d. I have 110 doubt in
a sl10rt time we Hhall have more interesting ancl valuable results to
chronicle.
,Vhile treaii11g of Greenlaud, we must not omit tl..lat large arebipelago
of L·land.· ,·itnat,ll to tlie west of that grea,t continent, and north of
Laneaf';t r and Ba now Htrait. H ere we have a most inte1~esti ng regi011,
1iew to tl1
(''.\.J)lor 'r, and :wl1kl1 may l> r gal'ded aH virgin tenitol'y.
lt: eclg- ha:-; h' 'll lightly tou ·hed by Perry, J\foClur , aud. M~Olintock
tot b we._t · hy Frauk]in . hennd (kl>orn, ,wd Bel<-liel' to the ,·outli · by
1 '<'lPf and,\ Id ri<-11 to 1.he 11ortl1, ·11Hl by }(a11e, Haye ', lla11, and ~ al'e,
to tli' ea L It i.· impo.- . ibl to ('()11c·ein· a11ythi1Jg rnor<· i11t •re ·ti11 g or
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more valuable, in a geographical sense, than the connection of McClintock's discoveries iu Prince Patrick Island with Aldrich's farthest along
the north coa8t of Grinnell Land.
There are different routes by which exploration in this direction can
be carried out. In the first place, it can: be undertaken from Discovery
Bay (where H . JYL S. Disco1Jery wintered in 1875, and" hich was also the
lteadquarters of the Greely expedition six years later), by proceeding
lll) Archer Fiord until the boundary of the undiscovered region· is
reached. Secondly, there is the route northward, using Prince Patrick
Island or Melville Island as the base of operation's ; and, lastly, there
is the way by Jones Sound. The latter, I am inclined to think, is the
route that will yield the greatest amount of success. No one has as
yet succeeded iu penetrating to any great distance in this direction,
but then no serious effort has ever been made to do so. Whalers have
occasionally looked in, but, :finding it blocked with ice, and therefore
inaccessible to whales, have not persevered in pushing ou, but have
continued their journey to Barrow Strait and Prince Regent Inlet,
where whales are known to abound. Sherard Osborn, in the Pioneer,
ascended the sound for some distance, until stopped by ice. He reports
th~ scenery on either side as magnificent; long winding glaciers pouring down the valleys and pr~jecting into· the deep Llue waters of the
strait. Traces of Eskimo were discovered, but of supposed ancient
date, and vegetation, quite as luxuriant as was seen farther to the
sonthward, was found.
It was only last year that Mr. Bryant, in command. of the Peary Auxiliary Expeditiolil, endeavored to penetrate into Jones Sound· while
searching for the missing Swedish naturalists, Messrs. Bjorling and
Ka]stenius; but he bad other important duties to carry out, and, unfor- ·
tunately, had not the time at his disposal to persevere in his efforts to
push northward.
A few words relative to those two gallant Swedish gentlemen, who
sacrificed their lives in the cause and in the interest of geographical
science, will not, I think, be inappropriate at the present juncture. It
will be remembered that they set out in 1892 with the intention of
exploring· that practically unknown country situated on the northwest
side of Baffin Bay, called by Admiral [ngle:field Ellesmere Land.
Purchasing a small, and I fear somewhat unseaworthy schooner, named
the _Ripple, at a comparatively insignificant cost--for their meaus were
limited-and with a crew of only three men, they sailed from St. John's,
Newfoundland, on their adventurous voyage. Godhavn was reached
in safety, and they left that port on August 3, since which time nothing
bas been seen of tliem, but the wreck of their little craft was found by
a ~haler the following year on the southeast island of the Cary group.
Not far from the wreck was the body of a dead man, buried uuder a
l1eap of stoneR. Some letters from Bjorling were ahm discovered eon. c ak<l i II a. cail'H adjacei1 t. Jrrom tho contentl::l or these we gather that
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the Ripple reached the Uary Islands on August 16, only thirteen days
after leaving Godhavu, but was, unfortunately, wrecked the following
day while taking on board the provisions deposited there by Captain
Nares in 1875. Tlle party remained several weeks on the island, but
eventually left in au open boat for Cape Clarence or Cape Faraday, on
the west side of Baffin Bay, in the hope of falling in with the Eskimo
that were supposed to be in that neighborhood. The dat e of the letter
is October 12, 1892, and a significant statement was made in it to the
effect that their provisions would not last beyond Jan.nary 1. Their
numbers were then undiminished, but one man was dying. This is the
last news that has been received of these gallant and enthusiastic young
explorers. Careful search was made for them in the Cary Islands, at
Clarence Head, Cape Faraday, and along the north shore of Noi·thumberland Island, as well as the entrance to Jones Sound, during the summer of 1894, but, alas! with an unsuccessful result, and it seems more
than probable that they lost their lives while attempting to cross from
the Cary Islands to Cape Clarence, a distance of about 50 miles, in a
frail and probably leaky boat.
I will now conclude my address with a brief summary of the results
that would accrue by a systematic exploration of the unknown area in
the arctic regions.
The most important would, in all probability, be those connected
with physical geography and geology. The geology of the far north is
known only iu fragmentary patches, but even this limited knowledge
proves it to be of a varied character. If al1 these patches were joined
and dovetailed together, facts even more remarkable and interesting
than any yet known would be revealed. What can be more interesting, from a scientific point of view, than the account of Baron Toll's
valuable researches in the New Siberia islands, and the extr::wrdinary
Post-Tertiary deposits that be discovered there 1 Then, again, it must
not be forgotten tllat the north shore of Grinnell Land, and also the
coast of that part of North Greenland known as Hall Land, are plentifully bestrewed with erratice ice-born bowlders. Dr. Bessels, tbe
chief of the scientific staff of the Polaris expedition, was, I think, the
first to rc•cognize that these bowlders bad no connectiou with the rocks
ill situ; but he came to what I can 11ot help thinking (and in this belief
I am supported by Colonel Fielden, who served as naturalist iu Nares~s
expedition ) was an erroneous conclusion, viz, that they must have been
transported from South Greenland, and consequently at ou e time the
current mu t have been from the outh to the north. It is, in my opinion, far more likely tha,t the:-;e enatic bowlders were transported on
ice floe. from laud nearer to the uorth 1>0le thau we are at preseut
acquainted with.
I do no think , but I speak under correction, that the glacial geology
of Europ <:an be properly uuderttood and described without a more
t11orou gl1 knowl dgc of the gr ~at glacial. he t of the north, for we may
afely a ·um that the arctic region at the pre1::,eut moment are in very
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much the same condition as was this country during the Glacial period.
· Scores of people have expounded their views on the Great Ice age, bnt
Low many of them have had any personal acquaintance with those
stupendous masses of ice to be found only near the poles~ The majority of these writers argue mainly from their experience of the puny
glaciers of the temperate zones. It has been gravely asserted, and in
a journal of a scientific society, that ice does not wear down rocks, and
that the idea of fiords being excavated by glaciers was a theory that is
now abandoned by all geologists. The writer holding these astonishing views must allude to those geologists who have never visited the
Arctic regions; for all those who have seen for themselves the wonderful results of the movements of huge bodies of ice and the marks of
glaciation so frequently seen on the rocks of the north must think
differently. These are questions tbat can only be satisfactorily decided
by a continuance of polar explorations.
The science of ethnology would be largely benefited by further investigations in the far north. It may very truly be affirmed that we are
only just beginning to know something about the Eskimo from a scientific point of view. It is now recognized as an almost accepted fact
that they did not come from Asia, and that the few found on the Asiatic side of Bering Strait migrated from the American side. Rink and
other authorities contend that they are essentially of American origin,
but the route they took from America is still an open question. A study
of the folklore of the Eskimo would doubtless throw new light on the
subject. Boas and Rink have shown, and the Da,nish expedition which,
under command of Lieutenant Ryder, recently wintered on the east
coast of Greenland, confirmed, that new legends have a most important
bearing on the question of the odgin and migration of these nomadic
tribes. An ethnologist who took the trouble to learn their language,
or who had a trustworthy interpreter, could, with the greatest advantage to science, spend a year or two among the Mackenzie River, the
Ponds Bay, the Smith Sound, or indeed any other Eskimo race, for,
with the exception of a slight and imperfect knowledge. of the Labrador, Greenland, and Cuml>erland Sound people, absolutely nothing bas
been done in a field of research which 1iromises such a rich and abundant harvest to the cultivator. . As Dr. Robert Brown, one of the
greatest authorities on this subject, says:
There are no people on the face of the earth whose characteristics
separate them more completely from other races of mankind than the
Eskimo. They are extremely homogeneous in physical features, in
language., in social habits, in religion, and in modes of life. . . .
Though divided into tribes and grouped into broader sections, the
Eskimo are everywhere the same people from the eastern point of
Siberia to the eastern shores of Greenland.
Their habitat is the habitat of the seal, the walrus, a11d the polar
bear. Rut the first -named animal is everything to the Eskimo; it is
his food, jt gives him light, warmth, clothing, implements for the chase,
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shelter, harness for bis dogs, and materia,l for the eonstrnction of bis
boats and canoes. WitlJOut the ~eal the Eskimo would be in a parlous
state; with the seal he requires but little else.
Traces of tbe existence of tlte Eskimo were found as far north as tbe
eighty-second parallel of latitude 011 the west side of Smitb Sound, by
Captain Nares, and this, I think, is the most nortllern v,~stige of the
existeuce of lmman life that has ever bec11 discovered. Further
researches iu lligh latitudes may bring to light traces of the wanderings
of these tribes still farther north.
With regard to zoology, it must: I suppose, l>e confessed· that the
terrestrial auimal::; of the far north are fairly well known, but we have
yet much to learn regarding their habits and geographical distribution. There are ma11y land species, such as fresh-water fishes) mollusca,
and insects, that we are compelled to acknowledge must lead a peculiar existence, for, as far as we know, they must be frozen during the entire winter. That must also be the fate of the pupre of butterflies
where the soil is froz-en to a great depth, and of the inhabitants of
fresh-water lakes and pools which in the winter become solid ice. The
question h;, how do they Jive~ This and other physiological questions,
such as those affecting hibernation in extreme cold, ha,ve never yet
been satisfactorily explained, and can not be investigated except on the
spot and by an expert. Moreover, there are myriads of marine animals in the north, such as acelephm (jelly-fishes), etc., which rise to the
surface on the calm summer days; it is important that these should l>e
drawn and examined from actual observation, for this has never yet
been ct.one. Soundings, temperature observations, dredgings, and
other physical observations even in Davis Strait and Baffin Bay would
not only be important from a geographical and geological point of view,
but would yield. zoological materials of tbe utmost value to science.
And what is said about Davis Strait applies equally to Bering Sea,
Hudsons Bay, and the Spitzbergen Sea; a physical and biological survey of these regions would be of tbe greatest interest and importance.
Then the distribution of some of tbe Arctic animals is somewhat
puzzling. Take, as an illustration, the musk ox. During the Glacial
period it lived in Europe, but now it is almost entirely confined to
.America, to the islands north of that continent, and to Greenland;
even in .America it inhabits a very limited area bounded on the west by
the Mackenzie River. This in itself raises so many questions, geological, geographical, and zoo1ogical, regarding the former land communications by way of the Orkney, Shetland, Faroe Islands, and Iceland
with the till farther north, and by Greenland with Spitzbergen , that
it is impo ible to conceive a more instructive monograph than one
written on the range of the musk ox.
The botany of the retie regions bas, I presume, been fairly well
inve tigated, at least, o far a the flowering plant" are concerned, but
the lichens, algre (both fre, h-water and marine) mo ses, and fungi
remain imperfe ly knowu. It i , l helieve, till a vexed question
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amopg om· most emi11eut botauists as to whether the Aretic tlora, was
originally European or America11. There is also au idea that at the
beginning of the last Glacial period the Arctic flora was drirnu south,
and, after the return of warmer times, followed the retreating ice, with
the exception of those species that were stranded and had taken refuge
on the mountain tops, the so-called Alpine flora . . Further investigations in order to elucidate aud solve these int~resting botanical problems
would be of the greatest value.
We have yet much to learn respecting the currents of air, the temperatures, and other matters connected with meteorology which, in all
probability, will be found, in a great mt>asure, to affeet the climate conditions of lower latitudes. Further investigations in this particular
branch would doubtless result in the attainment of kuowledgc that
would be of great practical use and importance.
What has been designated as the Greenland fobn is an atmosplleric
condition prevailiug at the same moment over different portions of the
Arctic regions situated at wide distances apart, and of which at present little is known. At the Alert's winter <1uai-ters off the northeast
coast of Grinnell Land in 1875, we experienced great fluctuations of
tempe_rature, varying no less than 55° ; that is to say, that the thermometer would make a sudden and rapid rise from -20° to +35° , aud
sometimes this unusually high temperature, invariably acco1npanied l)y
a south wind, would last for a great many clays, thus occasioning us
seriouR inconvenience from the unexpected warmth, for which we were
entirely unprepared. These warm southerly winds "°ere felt on the
west coast of Greenland, between rvigtut and Upernivik, precisely at
the same time that they were experienced l>y us, thus 1ioi11tiug to the
fact that the wa1·m wave must have traveled at a prodigious rate, and
from a considerable distance, in order that it should have l>een felt,
practically, at the same time in places so widely separated. De L011g
also remarks an unusual rise of tem1)erature in the wonth of October,
when he was bese~ in the ice and drifting to the nortll of Heralcl Island,
and tllis increase of temperature was always accompallied l)y a soutlleasterly wind. Immediately the wind veered round to tile we t, or
even to the south west, the temperature promptly fell.
This brings us to the equally important question of oceanology, which
shonld comprise a complete knowledge not only of the surface currents
in the Arctic seas, but also surface and deep-sea temperatmes, forniation, depth and nature of bottom, influence of tides, density of sea
water, varying conditions of ice, and ot!Jer matterH connected with the
bydrography of those regions. The strongest kuown currents that ham
an outlet from the north polar basin are undoubtedly those that rlow
to the southward down BaffiuH Bay and Davis Strait and ::llong the
east eoast of Greenlaud. These are apparently unintluenced by wind,
and their drift is both regular and rapid throughout the year. 'l'he
stu<ly of the Ryst,em of these inflowing and outflowing· current::, is oue
of great complexity but of vast importance.
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Tidal action has been observed in nearly every part of the Arctic
regious tlrnt haR been visited by man, but probably from a want of
synchronous observations we have yet much to learn in this respect.
A more complete knowledge of the nature, character, and size of the
icebergs and ice fields met in various parts of the polar regions, together
with otber glacial° observations, would also be of exceptional interest.
Nor must we omit from the results that are likely to accrue to science
by continued exploration in the Arctic regions those connected with
terrestrial magnetism and spectrum analysis, to say nothing of the
importance of obtaining pendulum and auroral observations in high
latitudes. Each and all of these are matters of the highest consequence
and deserving of further investigation, and these investigations can
only be carried out by competent observers on the spot.
I trust I have said euough to show the·value and importance of further exploration in the ice-clad regions of the north. I have endeavored to show as briefly as is compatible with the importan ce of the
subject our knowledge of the north polar regions up to the threshold
that bounds what I may designate the terra incognita of the Northern
Hemisphere, and I have also attempted to point out the best means by
which successful exploration in the unknown regions can be carried out.
I would wish especially to lay stress on the fact that any advance into
the undiscovered region must be regarded as a success, quite independent of the attainment of any position in near proximity to the pole.
Therefore the route that is likely to lead to the discovery of the greatest extent of the unknown region, whether to the north, east, or west,
is the one that should be followed in futUTe exploration. If every
nation that is represented at this congress-and I thi11k the whole civHize<l. world is represented-were to unite iu their endeavors to dispatch
expeditions to explore the hidden mysteries of the po1ar basin, France
taking one section, the United States another, Germany a third, Great
Britain, Sweden, Italy, Holland, and Norway others, then I am confident that in a short time that large blank space on our globe having
the North Pole as its center will be as well known and as accurately
charted as are the other known parts of the world. There is plenty of
work to do, and there is plenty of room for every nation in this great
and interesting scheme of exploration. The zeal, energy, and enthusiasm of those who have preceded us have already acquired for us a
knowledge of vas't terrritories that a century ago were as much a sealed
book as the nort.h and south polar ·basins a.re at the present day. Surely
in this enlightened age we ought not to l10l<l l>ack where others in the
past have led the way. Let us uow in this cougress use our utmost
efforts to effect t h exp1oration of tho e rnillio11 a,nd a half square miles
of ab olut ly mi known regio11 surronncling- the 11ortLern a,xis of our
globe. If " ·e . uc ·eed in prn ·nring the di patcli of ev 11 one wellorganized exp dition we : hall h . atisfi d that this congress, at any
rat', La 11 t m tin vain.

THE .ANIMAL AS A PRIME MOVER.i

By R. H.

THURSTON.

PART I.-THE . HUMAN ANIMAL AS A VITAL PRIME MOVER AND A
THOUGHT MACHINE; THE ENERGETICS OF THE VI'l'AL MACHINE; ITS
TRANSFORMATIONS.

The vital engine, the . body of every vertebrate animal-from the
human ruler of all, down to the lowest organism having a cartilaginous frame-is to-day well recognized as, in tlrn engineer's c-lassification, a '· prime motor," in which the latent forces and energies of a
combustible "food," of a, fuel, as many suppose it, are evolved, transferred, and transformed to perform the work of the organism itself, to
supply heat to keep it at the temperature necessary for the efficient
operation of the machine, and for the performance of external work.
The value of.the machine as a prime mover is dependent upon the relation between this external work, so far as it can be applied to useful
purposes as labor, and the costs of its production in fuel or energy
supply, and in wear and tear and replacement, precisely as with any
other machine of the class, whether the source of power be chemical,
thermal, electrical, or vital.
The work of the machine is, however, a very different quality and is
vastly different in quantity, useful work being compared with supplied
energy, and incidental expenditures from that of any other known
motor. In the water wheels and windmills, the office of the motor is
simply that of transfer of energy of :flowin_g currents of fluid, of water
or of air, and without transformation, to mechanism suitable for giving
it useful application. Tbe heat engines develop energy previonsly
"latent," potential, as the modern nomenclature would call it, into the
kinetic form of thermal motion, and, by transformation, so far as may
be practicable, into the dynamic form, make it available for work.
Electro-dynamic machinery similarly makes available by transformation the energy . of the electric current, and none of these machines
has any other function than that of making useful some one energy
previously stored by the operations of nature in such form as to be
readily applied to his purposes by the hand of mau.
1 Prom the Journal of the Pranklin Institute, Vol. CXXXIX, Nos. 829 to 831, .January, l!'ebruary, and March, 1895.
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rrhe vital maiehiue, ou the otller lumd, lu1::, purpose::; . wd verfonus
offices of essentially differeut kinds. lt mus t uo t only tra,nsform the
latent energies of the supplies received b y it into u seful external work,
but all its work being directed toward the sustenance and preservation
of the contained soul, as its principal and alway s esseu tial pnrpose, all
its operations be.iug automatic or self-directed , all its po wers of transformation of energy are demanded for the productiou, by transformation, presumably, of (1) the vital forces and euergies ; (2) the physical
energies demanded in constructing, rebuilding, and operating the animal frame; (3) the external work required to furnish the body supplies,
to protect it from decay or injury, and to minist er to the physical
wants and ethical requirements of the personality of which it is at
once the home and the vehicle.
This curious prime mover is thus an apparatus which, from familiar
sources of energy, transfers and transforms, for its own purposes and
applications, a variety of energies, performing a variety of work jn
various realms. The nature and composition of the sources of latent
energy, always chemical compounds capable of oxidation, are well
known; the character and method of many of the internal as well as
of the external expenditures of energy are equally well understood;
but there are a variety and considerable number of internal operatious,
involving transformations of energy, the nature and method of which
are entirely beyond observation by any process of experimentation yet
devised.
"Food" is taken into the body, enters into solution with the peptic
fluids, elaborated from previously supplied nutriment, is absorbed into
the circulation, and disappears from our sight and reach; heat, carbondioxide, vapor of water, various salts, and a considerable proportion of
unutilized nutriment are rejected from the system, and work is performed as the product of transformed energies and in large a.mount,
both within the machine and upon external bodies. .A chain of energy
transformations is in continuous operation, of which we see the two
ends, so far as the vital machine is concerned, but of which we only
get occasional glimpses between the extremities, and some of the links
of which are, as yet, undiscovered and unknown. It is certain that tl1c
series of changes, material and kinetic: iuvolves familiar methods of
transformation, and it is hardly less certain that singular and probably
wonderful and unknown processes of energy development and transformation are concealed within this miracle among machiues.
Pos ibly a, study of the present state of scientific re. earch relative to
this machine may give at lea t om idea of the importanc aud complexity of the problem here placed before the man of , cience and tl1 e
engineer if not give a cl w to theil' jinal solution.
The soiwce of pou er in the animal machin i.· invariably the ·tored
chemical nergy of v getation the potential energy of the hydro carbon '
and t her com ound, c ntained in all plant , and capable of uniting
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with oxygen to form carbonic acid, water, and salts capable of 1:,0Jutio11
in water. It is possible, but perhaps not probable, that other substances aud e11ergies forming constituents of the1:,e compounds may
exist, having eluded the investi.gating chemist and physicist; but this
is thought unlikely. We probably know precisely what enters the
animal prime motor, and what are the sources of all its euergies. Food
and air are the two known elements of all its powers. It is also pos- ·
sible·, but probably not the fact, that this machine may drink in from the
surrounding ether some portion of its energy in forms still undetected and
unsuspected. We are compelled, for the _p resent, certainly, to assume
that all tbe energies developed and applied . in the vital machine are
initially latent in vegetable matter, air, and water. This organic substance is derived by the carnivorous anima]s indirectly through the
other creatures, all of which live upon vegetation directly. The organic
forces of plant life derive all energy from the inorganic world of minerals and from the gases of the atmosphere by utilizing the primary
energy of~olar rays in the chlorophyll witll which every leaf is provided,
as the active agent in that transformation. The vital machine thus
ultimately derives all its energies from the sun.
Food is the material in which are stored the substances supplied to
the vital machine as the reservoir of the potential energy from which
the required energies, iu various active forms, may be derived, as
demanded, to perform the work of the body and the mind. It consists
of a mixture of edible aud other matter, the former being that part
· from which energy is derivable; the latter being indigestible and unassimilable and only useful in promoting, by mechanical irritation, the
actiou of the digestive system.
All foods contain:
Water-required for solution of nutrients.
Nutrients-protein, fats, carbohydrates.
Innutrient matter.
Protein consists of the albuminoids, and, in vegetable matter, the
amides, a less valuable portion of tbe food. The white of egg, the
fibrine of meat, and the gluten of wheat are illustrations of albuminoid
compositious.
Fats, such as those of meat, and the greases of vegetation, the oils
of the animal and vegetable compounds extractable by etl1er constitute the basis of construction of the fats of the body an cl of a part of
the nerve and brain substance.
Carbohydrates are the starches and sugars of the vegetable.
Salts are found in both animal and vegetable foods, and are iu some
cases essential elements of the compositions making up the body, tllougb
not, in tue ordinary sense, digestible aud nutrient.
Mineral matters constitute, in the case of the vegetable foods, the
principal portion of the innutrient, matter of food, and form the ash
when the plant is burned. In some cases these mineral matterR serve
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as stimulants of digestive aud other physiological processes, even when
not themselves in any degree digestible, and are, for that reason, essential constituents of food. It is for tbis reason largely that vegetable
foods are indispensable to perfect action of the functions and to bodily
and mental health. The vegetable food also, especially the fruits and
grains, contain the requir('d elements of all the compositions of the
animal system in best proportion and best arranged for utilization by
man and all other except the purely carnivorous animals. Could the
whole animal be used as food, including blood and nerve and bone and
brain, animal food would be substantially correct in composition; but
it, would still lack the stimulating property of the other class of foods
which comes of the presence of the mineral and indigestible elements.
The uses of food are mainly two: (_l) To supply material for the building up and the repair and maintenance of .the tissues of the body. (2)
To furnish the energies required in the operation of the animal _machine
in their various forms and in due proportion.
The first is the direct application of a portion of the food. · The second disposition of the elements of the food and their potential energy
may be direct, as probably in the use of the fats, the combustion of
which to carbon-dioxide and water results in tlle production of immediately available energy; or it may be indirect, a; where the carbohydrates are first digested and, later, consumed in similar manner to the
fats; or, still more indirectly, as where the protein becomes first a part
of the flesh or of the nervous system and, later, broken down in the
course of the work of the body, serves as fuel or otherwise in the production of heat or other energy by its oxidation.
Protein forms tissue-mus~ular, nervous, and other. Fats form a part
of the nervous tissue, and carbohydrates are converted by the digestive organs into fats, and then serve the ~ame purposes. Both the latter
compounds serve as fuel or energy-storing reservoirs, contain a quantity
of potential energy, which is sooner or later drawn upon in the development of the various energies utilized in the operations of the body and
the brain. It is usually assumed that the energy demanded is that of
thermal molecular motion, and that the va,l ue of the foods may be measured by their calorific content or potential thermal energy. Until it is
known just what energies are employed in the uumerous and varied
operations of the living creature, and to what extent tlley are severally
derivable from the potential energy of the various foods a,nd transformable from one into another, and especially from or into thermal energy,
no better method can be devi 'ed than that which asimmes the value of
foods properly compounded in imitation of nature's known proportions-a in milk for children, fruit of palatable character, and grains
for adult -to be proportional to tbeir calorific measure. Pure carbon
or th pure carbohydrat , howevrr, are not foods in a proper . en ·e, a
l1ey could 110 be convert cl into mu cle, nerve, or hone, and only, r e
in h m.' l v •. for energy torag for 1v by a bocly com po eel of prot in
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largely, and of other essential matter in less proportion. On the other
hand, the muscle and nerve and bone-making constituents alone serve
to build up the machine, but not to operate it. Ultimately, however, it
is supposed that the stored energy of the latter class of compositions
become available, and thus both; the original proportions being correct,
ma)7 have a kind of measure of value in that of their fnel constituents.
For highest efficiency, the proportions of the constituents must be suitable for the individual case, and availability by digestion and assimilation, and in the provocation of all essential vital processes, is quite as
essential as either of the other required qualities of the food.
The protein compounds are all nitrogenous, whether in the form of
albumen, fibrin, casein, or gluten. These compounds are fairly uniform in value. The carbohydrates difter greatly among themselves in
this respect. The fats are substantially of equal value as measured by
thermal contents, but differ in palatableness and digestibility, and thus
in food value. Neither the carbohydrates nor the fats contain uitrogeu,
and they are simply useful in furnishing a supply of beat or other
energy. One unit weight of carbon and one of protein yield substantially equal quantities of energy-about 14,500 British thermal units, or
1,860 calories per unit weight. Its energy is sufficient to raise 2,850
tons one foot high. The same weight of carbohydrate has usually very
nearly the same force value. A similar weight of fat should have 50
per cent more stored energy-about 4,700 foot-tons. · A pound of corn
meal should supply a quantity of energy equal to two-thirds that of an
equal weight of carbon-about 2,080 foot-tons, 1,360 calories.
The food consumed daily by a powerful workingman contains, on the
average, about 3½ ounces of protein, 6 ounces of fat, and 14 ounces of
carbohydrates, according to Professor Woods. Its energy measures
sensibly the same as that l>f 2~ pounds of corn meal. Its protein and
fats come largely from the flesh food contained in the daily ration.
The carbohydrates come entirely from the vegetable constituents.
Another illustrative example of a ration given by the same authority
measures 3.8 ounces of protein, 5 ounces of fat, 15 ounces of carbohydrates. The energy stored in the food thus taken measured 5,400
foot-tons, or 3,530 calories. A standard ration for swine contains about
7,500 foot-tons, 4,900 calories, per 100 pounds weight. That for cows
measures 4,600 foot-tons, 3,000 calories, approximateiy, per 100 pounds
weight. The ration for sheep measures 5,900 foot-tons and 3,550
calories per 100 pounds.
Food-energy transformation is the office of the vital machine. The
fish can traverse the water all day; the bird can fly through the air all
day; man and the animals on land can walk all day; and it is evident
that, as suggested by Pettigrew, their tasks must be not very far different in magnitude. All exert powers approximately proportional to the
volume of the seasoned working muscles employed in these tasks, which,
according to various authors, is not far from about the equivalent in
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work of one atmosphere, 15 pounds per square inch of section of fiber,
rising to somewhat higher figures; but all are very moderate intensities as compared with those adopted in machinery and in proportion to
weights developing them. None can therefore find in peculiar tenacities or intensities of action of working parts a means of attaining
remarkable power, even in the case of the bird, which was formerly
supposed to enormously excel all other creatures in its concentration
of power in mass and muscle. We seem thus reduced to the study of
the methods of transformation of energy of the foods. The fact that
venous blood is warmer than arterial, though very slightly, is auother
evidence that the transformations of matter, as well as of energy, in
these processes occur in the muscular system; and the path into which
investigation must be turned would seem to be fairly well located.
Dr. Carpenter was, perhaps, the first to elaborate fully and clearly
the idea that the germ of the organism is not the concentrated essence
and energy of the organism and all its progeny, but that it is rather
eonstituted as "a directive agency, thus rather representing the control exercised by the superintendent builder, who is charged with the
working out of the design of the architect, than the bodily force of
the workmen who labor under his guida11ce in the construction of the
fabric.' 1 The actual constructive force, he thinks- a,s we now can see,
very possibly, wrongly-is heat. 1
It may now be taken as certain that, as Dr. Carpenter asserted in
1850, "in some way or other fresh organizing force is constantly being
supplied from without" during the whole period of activity of the vital
machine, which continues by inheritance to transmit the power of
absorption and transformation and of direction of this absorbed energy,
for all its various purposes, throughout the life of the whole line of its
posterity and that of the race.
Liebig, Carpenter, Grove, and others have long ago prepared the way
for the acceptance of the proposition that the organs of the animal
which elaborate its powers constitute an apparatus fitted to simply
divert the energy received as latent in tlie food and awakened by the
chemical processes constituting digestion, assimilation, and nutrition,
and to direct it into its new channels in the form of heat, mechanical
energy, and vital power. Sir Benjamin Brodie found tb~t the act of
respiration simply did not sustain the temperature of the body, and
t hat the action of the spinal column wa essential to the normal development of h eat. Helmuoltz found the chemical changes greater in
mu cle in u e than when at re. t, and a larger proportion of waste, due to
1
"Thus in tb ca8e of the succes. ive viviparous broods of the .Aphides a germ
fore· rapable of organizing a mass of1iving structure, which would amount (it ha
h en calculated) in th tenth brood to the bulk of !'500,000,000 of stout men mnst
have been . hn np in a single iuclividual WPighing perhaps the oue one-thou auclth
of a grain, from whi<·h thP lirst brood wa <ffolved," if the• theory was true· and
"tlle ho<liea of all m u who ha,· 1i,Nl from tl10 tim1> of Adam io tho JH't>Hcnt day
1111vt ha,, · l (·11 1· 011 • •1it r: c·d in Llw hocly of l h •ir ,·ommon ancesL, r.'
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the breakdown of tissue, to be produced. Beclard found the quantity
of heat developed by voluntary· muscular contraction greater when
simply an effort is produced, as when · grasping an object firmly, than
when doing work, as by lifting the o~ject. Matteucci found that
muscles absorb oxygen and throw off carbon-dioxide when doing work,
and in larger amount as more work is performed.
Dr. Flint, after a very beautiful investigation of the conditions of the
muscular -system and the changes of t·i ssue in the case of the pedestrian Weston after a five-days' walk, as well as throughout equal
periods during and before the tremendous effort which carried him over
117 .5 miles at the mean rate of over 4 miles per hour of actual travel,
concluded that "work is always attended with destruction of muscular
substance;" "the direct source of muscular power is to be looked .for
iu the muscle itself." He thinks that the muscular tissue ''can not be
absolutely stationary, and disassimilation must go on to a certain
extent even if no work is done. This loss must be repaired by food to
maintain lifo." That this is ordinarily, or at least may be, a very small
proportion of the energy effect is evident from the well-known conditions of hibernation and by the fact that Dr. Tanner and others have
fasted for 40 days and more with no great apparent Joss of vital and
essential strength, and seemingly at only the cost of accumulated fat
disposed of as a superfluity, previously, in the spaces between the
muscles. In the case of severe labor, as where a pedestrian continually
exerted all his powers for days together, .Flint has proven clearly that
large quantities of muscular tissue are broken down. 1
The proportion of nitrogenized or muscle-makiug food to nonuitrogenized, in the walk here referred to, was, as measured in units of
energ-y, about as 5,700,000 foot-pounds to 39,000,000, or about 15 per
cent; which figure will be recognized later as corroborated by other
and independent methods of examination of this subject. The total
absorbed energy would thus be about 11,000,000 foot-pounds per day,
plus that derived by the breaking down of tissue to tbe extent of the
total value of about 3,500,000 foot-pounds, 700,000 per day; that is to
say, 11,700,000 foot-pounds of energy were supplied the system per day,
when doing an extraordinarily large amount of work, both externally
and internally. 2 But Weston is a small man , and probably 10 per cent
should be added to make these figures comparable with those elsewhere
given as the average for a workingman, 10,000,000 foot-pounds. This
gives a total of over 12,000,000 foot-pounds, or 20 per cent above the estimated figure to be later computed for the average regular day's work.
The food taken averaged about 20 ounces, a pound and a quarter, but
was somewhat concentrated, and stimulating in more than ordinary
degree.
1The source of muscular power. New York: D. Appleton & Co. 1878.
~The vital machine co nsists of alJont 40 per c011t mnscle, of which fL half iH water,
12.G pl·r eent blood, 2 per cent bra.i11, and the remainder is skcletou a11<l i11tcrnn)
organs.
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A remarked by Professor Foster,1 "from mauy considerations it is
extremely probable that a chemical change-an explosive decomposition of more complex into more simple substauces-is tbe basis of a
nervous impulse." The energy thus developed is largely in this ca~e
employed in conveying the impulse along the nerve and in setting· up
muscular or mental evolutions and applications of energy at its
extremity.
·
The introduction of chemical- actions in the production of solution of
the available constituents of the food is one of the essential elements
of the extraordinarily perfect utilization of all its substance, of its
complete digestion, entire absorption, and thorough assimilation. Only
from a state of solutiion could complete absorption or precipitation take
place. Food undergoes "profound di::;ruption" before it can become a
part of the body or furnish it energy. '' It would almost seem tha,t the
qualities of ea.ch particle of living protoplasm were of such an individual character that it had to be built up afresh from almost the very
beginning." 2
The presence of considerable quantities of phosphorus, especially in
the nervous system of the animal, indicates tbat chemical actions may
be very rapid~ and possibly may especially indicate the resultant pr?·
duction of peculiar material and nonmaterial output, as tbe electric
current of the g·ymnotus, if not all animals, light in the firefly, the vital
forces of all vital machines. The presence of water in large quantity
points the same way.
The blood is the carrier and distributor of all potential energy from
the cliH::-;olved material of supply, and the capacity of the blood vessels
is probably something of a gauge of t4e quantity of energy supplied
the parts to which they lead, and of the mean rate of expenditure during their period of operation and restoration to normal condition of
rest. Whether the nutriment and the potential energy thus conveyed supply energy directly, as supposed by Dr. Pavy and others,3 or indirectly by the upbuilding of tissue later broken down and supplying
directly the stock of energy needed for transformation, as supposed
and probably experimentally proven by Dr. Flint,4 the result is the
same.
The influence of tlie form in which the poteutial eHergy is supplied
the machine is well exhibited where, as in penal institutions like that
of the State of New York, '' experimental classes cau be formed and
the effect of the changes thus found practicable observed an·d measured." The iu ver e ratio of food supply to crime and to illne shad long
been r 'cog11izecl by student. iii a.uthropology a11d sociology; the fact
tliat very variation of the quality of an ample food supply produces
1

Encyclopwdia Britannica. Article, ]>bysiology, p. 21.
lhid.
.
:1 Tb
Lancet, ov. 2;;, 1 76.
4
,Jonrnal of Anatomy and Ph,ysiolo~y, ·t., 1877.
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an effect upon our moods, our powers, -and our ability to perform mental
even more than manual work is a daily observation with every one;
and the suggestion has even been made that the selection of nutriments
may be made to produce effects of economic importance in both directions-in making the human as well as the lower order of machine
better as a motor, better as an intelligent worker, and even better as
a thinker and as a moral creature, which lines of improvement are all
essential to further progress in either direction. So far as both experiment and general obs&vation have gone, at present, it may safely be
stated there can be no question that the value, the power, the efficiency
and durability of the mechanical and of the mental side of the vital
apparatus are both influenced essentially by the nature of the material
selected as the reservoir of potential energy, to be rendered kinetic
ancl to be applied to useful purposes by it.
·
As indicated by Dr. Carpenter, in the middle of the nineteenth century, it would seem now certain that "motor force may be developed,
like heat, by the metamorphosis of constituents of food which are not
converted foto living tissue;" while there is also no doubt that, in many
cases at least, the disintegration of tissue which has completed its
period of service in the organism may, precisely as does the digestion
of animal food, perform its part in the supply of potential energy to
the system for utilization in vital and other operations. As the same
great physicist and physiologist has stated it:
The life of man or of any of the higher animals consists essentially
in the manifestation of forces of various kinds, of which the organism
is the instrument, and these forces are developed by the retrograde
metamorphosis of the organic compounds generated by the instrumentality of plan ts.
Thus, during the whole life of the animal, the organism is restoring
to tbe world around both the materials and the forces which it draws
from it; and after its death this restoration is completed, as in plants,
by the final decomposition of its substance.
As was, perhaps, first stated explicitly, by Liebig, we find that the
sources of all forces, powers, energies, iu man and animals, are to be
found in the food constructe<l by the plants out of mineral substances
under the active energy of the sun's rays, which energy, becoming thus
latent, is reawakened by the vital apparatus and directed into useful
channels, constructing the whole animal machine, and doing all its
work-muscular, thermal, electrical, vital, mental.
The quantity of energy imported into the vital mcwhine, i s, in any individual ca,s e, readily measurable. It differs greatly with the species,
size, temperament and work, external and internal, of the animal, and
very greatly with the efficiency of its apparatus of digestion and assimilation. While, for example, oue man will live and enjoy life and do
bis full share of work on 1 pound of good food per day, another will
often require 2 pounds or more; and, in some instances, in which disease bad reduced the a st::1imilative powers, as much as 7 pounds have
SM 96--20
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been demanded and still proved insufficient to supply the Jleeded total
energy of tbe system. For a llealtlly and bard-working man, Dr. Pavy
gives 2 pounds of bread and 0.7 5 pound of meat as a fair ration for a
day. 1 Molescbott gives a total of 46 ounces or about 23 ounces in a dry
state, and 60 to 80 ounces of water in twenty-four hours. Voit gives 500
to 800 grams, or about 17 to 27 ounces of nutrient matter in the food
taken; 2 aud, on the same basis, eliminating wastes, the principa1 investigators give about 550 grams, ~early 20 ounces, as an average. Edward
Atkinson gives from 2 to 2.75 pounds per day of common foods as dietaries on which life can be sustained and ordinary work done without
3
strain; but he allows 4 pounds for what may be termed "good living."
Mncb of the food included in the bill of fare of the well-to-do citizen bas
no rea,l value in nutrition; some of it is actually and often seriously
detrimental, and some, possibly a large proportion, is simply superfluity
and waste.
The food of a working man contains about 15 per cent nitrogenous
matter; tbat of a young child 20 per cent. Milk contains 25 per cent,
uncombined water, as in the preceding cases, eliminated. Eighty-five
per cent of the food of the ma,n is thus applicable to work, and 15 per
cent to muscle making. Three-fourths of the child's food is suitable
for work and production of fat; one-fourth for making muscle. An
egg contains 11 per cent fat, 17.6 per cent albumen, and 1.5 mineral
matter; or dry, 37 per cent fat, 58 per cent albumen, and 5 per cent
minerals; i. e., apparently nitrogenous matter constituted about O.G
the total weight of the body. A large fraction of the food is thus
required for work aud heat, a small proportion for building up the
machine, or for its repair.
Wheat is usually considered the most perfectly compounded of the
grains adapted for the food of man. It contains, according to Scammel,
14.6 per cent muscle-making elements, 66.4 per cent heat-prodnciug
material, 1.6 per cent nerve and brain food, and 17.4 water and waste.
Oatmeal contains, respectively, 17, 50.8, 3 and 30.5 per cent of these
elements. The meats contain 20.14, 2 and 64 per cent. Fish require little
beat, obviously, and as food contain 20 per cent muscle-makiug material,
1 per cent fat, 5 per cent brain and nerve food, and 74 per cent water
and waste. Oysters contain two-thirds as much solid matter of substantia.l1y the same composition. On the whole, 4 times as much energy
i, , npplied in good food for heat and work as for muscle re.pair nnd 40
times as much as for brain and nerve.
Frankland finds the energy per pound of common food to rauge
from 2,000 or 3,000 Briti ' h thermal units in the case of the Jean meat ,
to about 7,000 with the grains and their flours, and to over 15,000 in the
ca of the solid fat. . The underground vegetables, wllicb can hardly be
Trcati. on Foods.
z~fott's Manual.
:J 'fburston's "Aninrnl ,ts tL pri111<· 111over,' pao-e 7H.
1
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called foods, such as potatoes, carrots and turnips, contain three-fourths
to seven-eighths thefr weight water, and only supply from 800 to 1.800
British thermal units of energy. In foot-pounds of dynamic power, the
figures · are 600,000 to 1,400,000 for the last-mentioned substances,
1,500,000 or 2,300,000 for the lean meats, 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 for the
grain foods, and 12,000,000 for the fats per pound of nutriment digested.
'Ibis comparison, however, gives no clew to their value as foods and as
nutriment of the vital machine, since it is known that the heat-producing value is bnt a, part of the question, and that the power of assimilating the elements of the body and of producing muscle, nerve, brain
and bone is no le~s essential to the maintenance of tlle efficiency of the
machine than the production of thermal or other equivalent energies.
The graius have double the value of the meats as brain and nerve
foods, and the coarse vegetables one-fourth the value of tlie grains in
this respect. Butter and lard, the best heat producers, have no value
at all as muscle and nerve material. 1
Voit and others give the correct proportion of these elements in good
food· as about 120 grams protein, 50 grams of fats, 550 grams of carbohydrates, a total of say, 700 grams, about 23 ounces per day, as the
requirement of a man doing a day's work at muscular labor. This
provides not far from 3,000 calories of thermal energy by oxidation.
Voit gives a total required energy in thermal units of from 3,000 to
3,300 calories, Playfair from 3,000 to 3,700, and A.twater from 2,8:.!0
to 4,060 calories; or, collecting all the best authorities, we may say that
3,000 calories, about 12,000 British thermal units, may be taken as
representative of tlle demand of the machine for energ·y when dojng
little external work, and 4,000 calories, about 16,000 British thern:ial
units, when performing a hard day's work every day. T4is means the
equivalent of 1 pound of ordinary coal for the first, and an equal
weight of the best coal for the second case, burned completelyand with,
com;equently, maximum production -of thermal energy and dynamic
power. One pound of fairly good coal, say, about 13,000 British thermal
uuits of energy, may be assumed as ample for the production of all the
work and power, aud all the active phenomena, internal as well as
external, of the human machine, when doing a full day's work.
This is 10,000,000 foot-pounds, nearly, of energy supplied.
So far as now known, this food supply and the oxygen required for
its complete combustion, with some nitrogen and a, minute quantity of
mineral matter, constitute the total intake of the animal macl.tine,
except that a quart of water, more or less, is needed to llilute the circulating fluids of the system. The next question for our examination
is: What amounts of energy are expended aud utilized i 11 the various
processes of the operation, of mainteuance and repair, aU<l of performance of external work, useful and useless, in an aiverage day, with its
usual cfo,tribution of working time aud rest 0?
1

Scammd.

Jbicl., page 7-J.
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animal, considered as a machine, is now well
un l r t d to be dep ndent, in a large measure, for any given indiidu 1 upon the hara ter of the material in which the stored energy
uppli d it i pre ented. It is coming to be understood, also, that the
ame is tru of the vital prime mover, considered as a thought producer. It i w 11 known, also, that this is an important element in the
maintenance of t hat ideal st at e, "perfect health," to which we may
approximate, but never absolutely reach, aud the approximation _to
which measures approximation to maximum efficiency under otherwise
most favorable J)ossible conditions. From this point of view it is interesting to study the following summary of the distribution of nutritive
and of heat-producing elements in the best dietaries, according to
accepted authorities that have been yet proposed. The nutrients,
the nitrogenous matters, are classed as including the muscle of meats,
the ·c asein of milk, the gluten of grains; while the fats and _carbohydrates are taken as purely beat producing, and the following diag~am
and tables, from the report of 1893 of the Elmira Reformatory, gives
the best condensed view of the data required that the writer has yet
seen. 1
The standard dietary for man is usually given as not far from a weight
of 700 grams, of which about 60 per cent is generally starchy food, 20
per cent fats, and the remainder nitrogenous; the potential energy
stored is about 3,650 calories. 2 But while the actual dietaries are commonly largely composed of animal food, it should be at all times remembered that the teachings of comparative · anatomy and of general
experience, so far as careful · ob&"ervation informs us, indicate that the
vegetable starches and fats and proteins are more suitable for the animal
prime motor, and even still more to the thought machine than the
carnivorous foods. 3
It will be noted that the lower limit of supply ranges close upon 400
grams, 2,000 calories, 8,000 British thermal units for little or no labor;
that is not far from 600 grams, 3,000 calories, 12,000 British thermal
units for the workingman; while double these figures may be reached.
1 The Eighteenth Yearbook of the New York State Reformatory, at Elmira,
issued, under the supervision of its distinguished and successful superintendent, as
wholly the product of the talent of its officers and of the manual skill and the taste
of its inmates, contains exceedingly valuable and interesting accounts of the
manual training system and trade schools there so fruitfully operated.
~ F ~r pr esent purposes it will be sufficiently accurate to take the gram as onethirtieth of an ounce and the calorie as four British thermal units.
:i See particularly,, chlickeny en; "Fruit and bread; a scientific diet;" Holbrook's
tran. lati~n,. 1 77. , 'ee also various papers of The Anthropological Institute of
Great Britam as that of '. 0 . Groom, :rapier, and the addr ess of Dr. Denis at
the International on~rr ss of Anthropology, of 1892; which papers and various
r s arches now b commg familiar, show the influ nee of the charact r of the
_nergy-storing mat r~al ,_upplied the vital engin upon its power and efficiency
m both fi Ids of · pphcabon of kinetic energy derived from the original store of
p t ntial.
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On account of unavoidable waste, exact standards can not be au.opted
in a practical ideal dietary, and it is universally deemed neeessary to
establish, beside au exact standard, an actual practical standard'dietary, with somewhat increased allowance. The first table furnishes a
comparison of certain daily dietaries computed principally by Prof.
!.-STANDARD AND ACTUA~ DIETARIES,

~

Dmmmmm@@1111@
CARBOHYDRATES,

PROTEIN.

FATS,

POTENTIAi.. BNERCY,

Nutrients. Grams
Potential f neray .•Calories

200 400 600 800 l000· IZOO 14CO

16 0

IOOO 2000 '3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

Subsistence diet (Playfair) . • . • • • • • •
Under-fed laborers, Lombardy, Italy •••
Students, Japan , • • • , . • , . . ·, •· ••

I,awyers, Munich, Germany ••••••••
Well-paid mechanic, Munich, Germany ••
·well-fed blacksmith, England . • • • • • .
German soldiers, peace footing • • • • • •.
Ge;man soldiers, war footing ••••.
French-Canadian families, Canada

• •

Me'Chauics and factory operatives, Mass.

.

Well-to-do family, Conn . • • . • • • . • •

!

College students, Northern & Eastern States
.Machinists, Boston, Mass .. ••••••••
Hard-worked teamsters, etc., Bostou. Mass .
U. s. Army Ration . . . . . . • . . . , . . .
U, S. Navy Ration . . . .. . . , • . . . .

N.

v.. s.

~

Reformatory Standard . , . • • .

W. 0 . .Atwater, and bearing upon people in various p arts of the globetogether with lines indicating the theoretical standard dietary adopted
in the Reformatory. The second table offers a comparison between
this exact standard and the actual dietary as provided in three grades
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establish ecl at E lmira, a nd in contrast, other standards established
by Playfair ancl V oit for adults in general, and for inmates of penal
institution s.
II,-II;>EAL AND ACTUAL PENAL DIETARIES.

Nut r1ents. Grams
Potential Energy. Calories

lOO .400 600 800 l000 12 O
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Reformatory Standard Daily Ration. •
Actual Upper First Grade Dietary. ,, •
Actual Lower First Grade Dietary .
Actual -Second Grade Dietary . . .

Playfair's Standard for adults, moderate exercise . .
Voit's Standard for laboring men at moderate work
Voit's Standard fQr prisoners in idleness
Voit's Standard for prisoners at work . ,

Rxact figures correRponding to these lines are presented herewith:
III.- ANALYSES OF ENER GY STORAGE.

I

Nutrients, in grams.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _

I

-!Potential
energy
c ·a rboin
-:
_ r_o_te_i_n_. _F_a_t_s.__
h _yd_r_at_e_s.

I

~

1

1

556
810
794
776

3, 33~
4,696

154

61
75
69
69

ClSC •• •••• · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

11!)

51

531

3, )40

Voit's f!tandard for prisoners in idleness ...... .
Voit' s standard for prisoners at work ......... ·1

118
85
105

56
30
40

500
300
500

3,050
1,857
2 852

Refractory standard dietary claily ration 1 • ___ •
Actual u:pper first.grade ration._ .... _. ___ .. .. .
Acta al lower firRt.grade _ration ......... __ .... . \
Actual second .grade ration .. ..... .. . .... .. ....
Playfair's standard for adul ts, moderate exer- 1
.

V

I

~::t~~~~~ ~~~. ~~~~~~~.~ -~~~ .~~~~.~~~~~~·I

119
167
)54

4,524
4,452

1
A..11 food supplies are issued according to this standarcl dietary, except bread; which is unliroiterl .
The average consomptio11 of l1rcad per man is somewhat in excess of one and one.half rations per meal.
thus accounting for the increaf!e in value of the actual ration over that of the Rtamlard di tary,
whif'h f'Onforrns Yrry nearly in for,d values to the standards of Voit an cl Playfair.

An exc s above 600 gram , 3,000 calorie , 12,000 British thermal
n11it · may pr l>al>ly be taken a repre enting wa te in most ca e ; it
i certainly ex eptional. D fici ncy i~ a probably indicated. where the
w ight i: l .. · tlian two-third. tbi figure.
Tb qna11ti y of nerg.v . upplifd, whf'r th<' method all(l material of
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~mpply are suitable, may thus rauge between_8,000 aud 12,000 British
thermal units, from 6,700,000 to 10,000,000 foot.pounds per day.
New York State Reformatory dieta1·y.
Standard daily dietary (in ounces).

:J ~
r I :J :t ~ I ~.£,;
[::i:.·~oa·"~P.
:~~.~,: : :::J
:::::
r::::
:
:::::::· I •••;:•••:••:·••• : t '1
:::) : ·; -/; ; ; ; ; ; ;\; ; , ; ;T; ; ; I;,~
Sunday. Monday. \ Tuesday.

.s

U=n«l oomed beoL..

Potato,. ............... 6

s :: D s

......... 12 ... 6

W~~~~B·

B D

4 .. . 6

1

T~~?·

s

,f...

.F riday. \saturday.

s.

6

...... 6

s

s

B

...... 0

ij

,

.. .

60

2. 50

1

5
4
4

1. 50
2. 50

Flour ........ ,......... . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

. 25
10. 50

. 25

:otal,oueweek ..
rot al, one day ...

/···1··· ...... ···1--·:--· ........ ~ ............

... j ... ...

···1··· ...... 442.
65
63. 24

. . . . . . . . . ......... j ........................ 1. . . ,- • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • •
1
1
1

.A.DDITION.A.L FOR UPPER .A.ND LOWER FIRST GR.A.DES.

~

Coffee ............ . ..... ¼... 1.. . 1 ¼I
1
'rea .................. .. 1
Sugar.. ................ ¼. . . ¼I ¼\

l ..

¼·· · ···

¼ ¼· · ·

¼ ¼···

¼,••

J ..

¼ ¼··

2.75

...... ¼····· l ¼······I i\ ...... ¼······ ¼··· ···\ i . .... ¼ .sa ·
1 1 ~I ¼ ¼... 1 ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼. . . ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ 4.
Total,oneweek .. l.. . ···j···i...
···1···'··· .......................... J ........
50

l···1··r -l-··I···...··r -J-··... ···I··· ............J±I··~
~~
450.78

1• . . , . . .

Total,oneday . ..

.A.DDITION.A.L, UPPER FIRST GR.A.DE.

2'. .. ·I·· ·I·· ....
1

J. .'..... ..........!o. :'-· ·/·· . .. J..
a ... .. . i ... , . ~
I i . . . . . ·I tt

~otfee ................ .... 0.
.•
0. 2 .. · /··
Sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 2 i .. · 1· . . i . . . . 2 i . . . . . .
Driedap~les ............ . .. .. i 1,-- l ···········

il··· ·· ·I... ......

j . ..............

i

o. 60
3. 23
2.5~

~::::':.:::::: :::: ilfl·j••:•••: r I::::••• +1:: :•:::
Cheo,~: : :·::~r : ;<1'1: : l•+ ••••••." IF••••:•>:::
B-Breakfaat. D-Dinner. S-Supper.
1 The writ,ter bas, as a matter of experiment, lived for long periods of time on about 12 om1ces per
1lay of oatmeal (clry) or tho equivalent in "cracked wheat" or other grain. snpplying but about 1,400
calories per clay. and, leading sedentary li fe, fo11111l this allowance ample. This is also. the least
roi;;tly of all foods , :m<l t110 wnt.er has known yonug men to live on 60 cents a week, malnug up tho
dietary of grain foods mainly.
2 Actual average consumption per man per week i11 excess of standard ration.
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New Y01·k Stale Jlcfonnato1·y d'i eta1·y-Continued.
Table of foo<l values.
Nu-trieuts.

Refu se,
bon es, Water.
sl i11,
etc.
?e!l.

c~!t

Canned co rned beef ___ . -··--·. _ 6_2_
Beef_ ______ ____________ 19.7
44
Mutton ... ....... .. .. _. 20
42.9
Pork (fat) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 4
9. 5
Kopf's p ea soup . .. ·- . ....... - . -·- - ..
Bread-- - - ·· ·······-···- ....... 32.7
Potatoes- ·-···-······-· 10
68
Onions .. _. __ .... __ .. __ .
Turnips ..... _... . .... .
Carrots ..... ... ....... .
10

Parsnips· · --· ·········
Beets ... _. _....... _- : - .
Tomatoes- - ___________ _
Flour ________________________ _
Oatmeal_. ________ . __________ _
Beans ... _........ . . . . . .
Barley. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Rice .. -...... ___ . _.. _. .
Molasses _.. _. .... __ . ..
Total, one week • .

Min- Potential
eral energy .
matt er.

Carbohydrates .

Fats.

Protein.

---~ 1~==

{e~t

c~!~. Ounces . c~!l. Ounces. c!!t \ounces.
-30
-- -1. 92
13. 8
4. 41
37.1
2. 97
2. 8
. 03
21
. 42
8. 9
14. 95
1.8
1.08

81

. 39

21. 7
23. 2
76. 5
)7

.2

0.8

1.86 ..............

.7
.8

0. 92
93.24
11. 46

.9

2,608
8 34
205
246
13,417
1,489

.4

1.11

.8

192

. 05
. 02
. 22
. 01
. 01

3. 78
.17
6.02
.17
1. 39

.6

518
29
1, 042
2!
178

------ --- ----46
55. 5
19.1

75. 6
68.1
57.4
... . . . .
67
. . . . . . . 18
. . . . . . . 12. 4
79. 4
. _.... _ ..... _. _. _.. _. ..... _. . . _. __ . _ . . _. _. _. 63
11.1
15. 1
23. 2
10. 5
7. 4

4. 6

7. 7
18. 7

. 55
. 04
2.44
. 08
.13

1.1
7.1
2. 1
2. 5
.4

~~

7.9! ·----- -·-·· · · ·
. 76
. 34
3.19
.12

1.9
.2

Calories.

2
3. 6
2
.4

18. 90

• 2, 197

~:::·r :::-::-::::::-: ·29. a5 -::::::-: ·15:0, ::::::1137.221:::::::---,,,a'7

::::\::~!:::[~::o~: : : :· : : :~ : : : 11~:~ ~~:~~~=:
Total, one week . ..... _. . _..... .. .. _. _.
Total,one clay --· ·· - - ·· · · ·- · ·· · -·· - ··-

38. 08

I

16. 93

Actual second.gra d e - - daily r ation, grams_ .......... __ . . __ . ____ . _ 154

_. __ . · \

. ____ . .

31, 164

191. 61 . - .. . · ·

27.37 ····-· .:__ 4,4 52

1· . 1---==-- --

2.42 1··· -··

5.44 · ·-·· ··

69

.. __ . . 776

. - .. - . - · · · - - - · · · ·

.A.DDITIO~.A.L FOR UPPER .A.ND LOWER FIRST GRA.DE .
Sugar.·-· --······ --·-··

---··- ·\f tj.
2
0.3

T otal,oneweek .. · -····· \······· ····-- ·
Total,oneday -· - ····-· · ----- ·· ······-

o~~~~~\
38.09 ··--···
5.44 ·--··--

96.7

4.35 \ 0.08

16.93 \· ····· 195.96
2.42 -···-· 27.99
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PART IL-ENERGY SUPPLIED; POWER AND EFFICIENCY ; INTERNAL
WORK OF THE VITAL MACHINE.

The energy expended by the vital machine consists of:
(1) The external work performed, as the task of tbe workingman.
(2) The external work performed incidentally outside of that useful
work, as in tbe movements of the limbs, walking, handling the food,
and various voluntary and other motions, which constitute a considerable fraction of the more or less necessary expenditure of energy in
ways not included in the daily specified task.
(3) The internal work of digestion, assimilation, nutrition, and rejection of excreta.
(4:) The internal work of respiration.
(5) The internal work of circulation of the blood and the other fluids
of the system.
(6) The internal work of growth, maintenance, reconstruction, and
repair.
(7) The internal work of the automatic system regulating the functions and movements of the various organs, both external and internal.
(8) The internal work of conscious direction of the movements of
body and limbs, and, in some cases, of internal organs, and, to some
extent, of the work of respiration and of circulation.
(D) The internal work of the brain, and possibly of other organs, in
the performance of conscious thought and of brain work, a large part
of which is essential to the proper performance of the useful work of
the vital prime motor, and in the case of the man whose duties are
those, distinctively, of the thinker, a large part of which must be rated
as useful and prescribed work, determining the efficiency of the machine.
(10) Peculiar and characteristic forms of energy which are the special
produce of some organism or class of organisms, and not essential elements of its operation as a vital machine, but which are employed
occasioually as the special provocation to which they respond comes
into action.
Such is the internal work last mentioned-that of the brain-where
it is not the useful product of the machine; such is the energy expended
in the production of tbe poison of the serpent, the secretion of offensively odorous fluids in many animals and, perhaps, the honey producing glands of the bee may be thus classed. The most remarkable, and,
in this connection most important, illustrations of this class, are found
in the generation aud use of the electric fluid by the torpedo and gymnotus and the production of light by the glowworm and firefly.
Hibernating animals exhibit a peculiar modipcation of the action of
tbe vital functious; their whole purpose, during hibernation, being to
insure of the continuance of the physical operations of circulation and
respiration by the employment of the previom;ly stored energy of the
accumulated fat of the body. Very little tissue is wasted or repaired,
and the whole system is simply preserved in action through a period of
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temporary sm;pense of the life of the creature. That this may be
done by the employment of pure hydrocarbons in<licates that only
energy and not material is required, for no nitrogellous aliment is
absorbed or assimilated.
'rhe measure of these various quantities of energy, useful and wasted,
necessary or _incidental to the purpose of the existence of a machine
or its application to useful work, is, in the case of the external useful work
of a laboring man or animal, easily and accurately made; but all the
other items are very difficult, and usually, at presept, at least, impossible of more than approximate measurement, even if any clue can be
obtained at all to their methods of action or their absolute and relative
quantities. We have not yet discovered the nature of the primary
methods of transformation of the energies imported, as latent, iut.o the
system, or even what energies are active in the production of tbe work
of the brain and nervous systems and ju the automatic operation of
the machine. We know enough, however, to prove that the animal
machine is a motor of very high efficiency as compared with the prime
movers devised by man (his thermodynamic engines, at least), and to
indicate, if not to prove, that the machine is a thermo-electric, chemicodynamic, electro-dynamic, or chemico-electric apparatus, or else a prime
mover in which some unknown form of energy, acting by as yet un<liscovered methods, is transformed more economically than in any case
familiar to the man of science or the engineer of our time.
The pou·er of animal machines varies greatly with the race and work.
Investigations of the quantity of work per pound of the animal ma,cbine have been made by the stud_e nts of aviation, which throw some
light upon the problem in hand. 1 Thus Dr. Smith measured the lifting
power of a pigeon, as registered by a dynamometer, and computed its
expenditure at 160 foot-pounds per pound of bird, or about 200 pounds
weight of bird per horsepower. Alexander computes 270 foot-pounds
per pound, 120_ pounds weight per horse-power. Penaud finds the following, which are thought to be more exact :figures:
-Pounds per
l1orsepower.

Peacock _____ . ___ ~ __ . _______ ~ _ . _____ . _____ ...... _ . ____ .. __ . _..... __
Pigeon .. _. ________ • ____ •. __ . ____ .. ___ ... __ . ·__ ........... _. __ .. _. __ .
Sparrow _... ___ ... _. _. _.... ____ . ___ ..... _ . ___ .. ____ . ____ .. ___ . ____ .
eapie . _. __ ...•... _.. _...... _... __ .. _. __ . _......... ____ . _.. __ ... __ .

66
57
48
2G

Were the weight of the pectoral muscle , which actually perform all
thi work, made the basis of these calculations, these :figures would
range from 13 to about 5 pounds only per horsepower, thus giving the
limiting weight of motor machine. The actual work of rising in the la t
ca es i. greater by the amount of slip h1 the wings aud the bird computed to giv 60 p und per horsepower i,• more ne~rly 20 pounds, a.ud
the la t giv n figure b comes more nearly 5 to 2 pound.· than 13 to 5.
In full flight, th demand for power i much reduced, and becomes
1
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probriibly 500 foot-poun<l.s per pound, or at the r ate of 0.015 horsepower
per pound , 66 pounds of bird per horsepower. This flying machine is
proportioned to give the higher power at starting; the lower in steady
worldng. Their emergency performance is thus probably three or four
times tbe average for the day's work. 'rhis is also a fact illustrated h1
common experience with men, who, developing one-eighth of a horsepower for an average clay's work, can exert a half horsepower for two
or three minutes, a full horsepower for a few seconds. The aggregate
power of the machine varies from an indefinitely small quantity with
the smaller creatures to 140 horsepower, as estimated for the whale
swimming 10 knots per hour.
rrhe heart is, perhaps, the most powerful and enduring of all the
muscular structures of the system. Helmholtz bas computed that this
organ can, on the average, raise its weight at the rate of 6,670 meters
per hour. He found that the locomotive, climbing heavy gradients, in
the cases investigated by him, at that time, could rise 800 meters in the
hour, unloaded. He therefore concluded that the heart, considered
as a, machine, was eight times as effective as the locomotive. Presuming that his locomotive bad an efficiency of 10 per cent, this would
make the heart, were jt Relf.contained and a prime motor, exhibit an
efficiency of energy-conversion of about 80 per cent. This supposition
is, however, by no means correct.
Fick estimates the efficiency of energy transformation in the useful
work of the muscle at one-third to one-quarter; the remainder of the
total energy supplied being consumed in internal work and wasted
directly or indirectly as heat. 1
Chauveau points out the fact that the efficiency of the muscle varies
enormously with time and method of contraction and extension and
magnitude of load. In the case of the muscles of the automatic-the
vital-system as those of the heart and lungs and digestive organs, it
is probable that the conditions are those of const~nt maximum
effiGiency, and the figure attained would seem, from other considerations, to be likely to be found comparatively large, and, for the machine
as an energy tra,n sformer, immensely greater than is ever attailled in
nonvital motors of the thermodynamic class. The energy transformation is presumably never thermodynamic, but is, directly or indirectly,
dynamo-thermic, and the beat of the muscular system is a product, not
a source, of useful work, and an excretion, not a food. 2
It Las been seen that the food required by tbe average workingman
contains about 12,000 British thermal units of energy when resting or
doing little work, and about 16,000 when at hard work. It would thus
appear that the work of the laborer, for which he is paid, represents
about 25 per cent of all the energy expended by the vital machine in
extemal and internal work, heat-producing and wastes. This means
1
2

Experimenteller Beitrag, 1869; Ueber die Warmeentwicklnng, 1878.
Chanveau. Trav ail Mnsculaire, page 233.
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on -fifth of a horsepower of commercially valuable
hl, or, a,n L,,, umi.n · a,11 work oncentrated into the workingday, three.fifth f n l1or p , er, mainly, in the work of the organism itself.
day ivork, even for the average workman of full working power,
varie 0 T atl with the nature of the work and the method and facilities
of it performance, and the same is true of the horse and all other
animal , bnt usually in less degree. The most powerful horses may be
expected to develop, as an average, two-thirds of a horsepower for
eight hours a day, or 12 000 000 foot-pounds per day, very nearly,
' ' Tbe work of a man is variously given
.
under favorable circumstances.
by different writers, but it is usually stated to be not far, at best, fr?m
2,000,000 foot-pounds per day in the treadmill, ascell ding mounta~ns
and stairways when his own weight is the useful load, and carrymg
burdens on a level. Weisbach gives as maximum figures 1,935,3~0,
Rankine gives 2,088,000, while Ruhlman states the work of a Prussian
soldier, carrying a knapsack and other accouterments weighing a total
of 64 pounds, as about 3 000 000 foot-pounds. We may safely take
2,000,000 foot-pounds per' da; as a figure to be compared with th ~
10,000,000 foot-pounds of energy supplied, and as giving a fair maxi1
mum for the.efficiency of the animal considered as a prime motor, It
is 0.125 horsepower for eight hours, 0.04 for the day.
The efficiency of the animal machine as an apparatus for the performance simply of external work is on the basis here taken, ·
E ~ 2,000,000 j 10,000,000 = 0.20,
20 per cent. This happens to be just the efficiency of the best recorded
steam-engine performance to date.
The efficiency of the vi.tal machine considered as a motor is high.
Haller, about 184:0, had applied the then new principles of thermodynamics to the action of the vital elements of the system, and had
suggested that the heat of the body was at least in part dne to the
friction of the circulation. Joule found by experiment that the passage
of fluids through tubes gave rise to beat and ga,ve the correct explana•
'
hon
as early as 184:3. · In the now famous
paper of Joule, dated 1846,2
he concludes:
The duty of a Daniell battery, per grain of zinc, is 80 pounds raised 1
foot high-about one-half the theoretical duty-i. e., its efficiency is
about 0.50.
~he d_uty of a Cornish engine, per grain of coal, is 143 pounds raised
1 foot high, an einci ncy of 0.10.
The duty fa hor. e,p r grain of food i. 143 J)Oun.dR rai eel 1 foot bigb,
" wl.
ncb 1. • one-quarter the energy due 'it.· eombnstion,' an efficiency of
0.25.
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3
~Philo op11i ·:1 1 ~la~a:l.i1w, l Hi. 1le1 11 oir of ,Joule, l>y sbornc Reynold, 1 92, page
100.
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Joule thus, at the middle of the century, bad found the animal, taken
as a prime mover, to be two and a half times as efficient as the best
engines of his day, one and a quarter times as efficient as the best
engines of our day, the close of the nineteenth century.
This :figure is corroborated by many independent experiments and
computations. Joule, as above, put the work of horse and man at about
one-fourth, sometimes as low as one-sixth, the dynamic equivalent of
the food supply. Hirn found substantially the same :fi.gure as is above
deduced by measuring the work and the exhalations of carbon-dioxide
and of moisture by his inclosed treadmill operators. Helmholtz
deduced 20 per cent, also, from the same experiments. Joufret
takes the work of the man at 280,000 kilogrammeters and obtains 21
per cent, by the day, rising to 37 per cent, short intervals and actual
expenditures of energy and proportional supply being taken.
We may thus, without much doubt, conclude:
T_h e efficiency of the animal machine, assuming that only external,
so-called useful work is reckoned ,1 s the product, and the full dynamic
equivalent of the energy latent in the food supply being taken as unity,
is about 20 per cent.1 Rim's experiments with his inclosed treadmill
gave efficiencies from 17 to 25 per ceut, the lowest being given by "a
lymphatic youth of eighteen," the highest by a strong laborer of the
age of forty-seven. The average is precisely that computed by the
method pursued above. 2
Our computation, however, should be checked by the introduction
of the quantity of rejected, unassimilated food, if we are to learn the
real maximum possible efficiency of the animal machine motor.
The factor of digestibility is probably with the animal machine,
human or other, when in good health and normal, between 75 and 90
per cent, averaging not far from 80 or 85 with the customary healthful
foods. With domestic animals Professor Woods :finds this factor to
range all the way from about 50 to approximately 90 per cent. 3 This
is confirmed by many other investigators, and the assumption of 85
per cent as a fair maximum is probably perfectly justifiable, with all the
familiar forms of the vital machine in good order.
In the case of Weston, the pedestrian-studied ·.by Dr. Flint-the
proportion of food utilized beiug taken as measured by the ratio of
nitrogen absorbed in food to that excreted in chemically different combinations, the efficiency of nutrition, the "factor of digestibility," in
one sense, was, when quietly training withont excessive exertion and
with very moderate exercise, and as au average for :five days, 86.6 per
ceut .4 It is probabie that a good digestion and assimilation should be
expected to attain an efficiency of 90 per cent, aud that 10 per cent of
T he Animal as a Prime Motor.
Ibid., p . 43 .
3 R ep ort8 of Connecticut Agri cu]tural E x1Jeriment St atiou.
·1 .Muscular Power , page 84.
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might
., p ·ted to be wholly wasted. Very nearly
i n ~y w · ttain :>;d y th , ame individual during five days of
· 1p r ti 11 aft r a, fiv days walk of 317.5 miles.
h i l f the human prime motor has been seen to yield from
out 2 5
alorie 10,0 Briti h thermal units, 7,8_00,000foot·ponn~s,
11 arly wh n doino· little or no work, ·up to 4,000 calories, 16,000 Bri~L h th rm 1 unit L,500,000 foot-pounds, nearly, when doing a maximum day' work. Thi would seem to indicate that the internal work
of bra.ht, 11erve , muscles, and other organs of work and thought and
beat production must be about three times the total external work of
a. working day, aud this, in turn, would again make tbe efficiency of
the vital machine one-quarter, 25 per cent, corresponding once more to
the maximum given by Hirns's direct experiments.
Reviewing what bas been thus far collated, it will probably be
admitted that the following may be taken as a fair estimate of th e
efficiency and energy distribution of the average representative human
prime motor, assuming 10,000,000 foot-pounds supplied and 85 per cent
of the food to be digested:
The animal machine-Receipts and expenditm·es-E.fficierwies.
Received food-content.

Energy
utilized.

Per cent of energy
available.

8,500,000

~= - ~

Total receipts (foot-pounds) ............. 10,000,000
Loss unassimilated .... __ .. _..... __ _.. __ . 1,500,000
Availableandutilizecl ..... ... ..... ~~ ,

One day 's labor, maximum . . .... _.. _.. _._ ... _..... __ . -2,000,000
23. 5
Reat rejectecl 1 _. __ • __ •••.••• _ ••••• __ ••• ••••••• _ •••••• ' :J, 700, 000
43. 5
Thought-energy ... ... _................. ___ .... _.. _. . 1
500, 000
5. 9
Internal work other than friction ... _.. _...... _. _. . . _I 2, 300, 000
27. l
~
Waste11 by nonassimilation, as above . .. _.......... _. , .... _.. _... _. . . . .. . . . . . . .
Total -- ........... . ---··-·-·-· .... _... __ ....... ',
J

8,500,000

·100--

ZO

37
23

15

100

Dalton.

Where the machine is a thoitght-tnaohine, and not primarily a pdrne
motor, the efficiency may be quite different, as will be seen later.
The wasted energy of the vital maoh-ine, when considered merely as ~L
work producer in the ordinary sense of that term, consists of the
various internal energies expended in the operation of the machine,
the misapplied mechanical energy of the twenty-four hours, and the
heat radiated and conducted from t1ie body and exhaled from the Jung·.
Could all thes wastes be suppre sed, the efficiency of ·the machil1e
would be unity a· a prime motor. I recise1y what are tllese energie.
and their r p ctiv amouut i ,. a, y t, unknown; their aggregate ha
be~n een t be 80 P r c nt. To what extent either ot· all may be ,' UP·
pr
d a ur kn wledg of the machine e11abl s u to mploy it more
r in~ 11ig ntly. n onf> ('au y t. ay ex<'e])t that it i, lrnown that
: ot h a fr m th< xt rior of tlw ho<ly 111a , b k p down to a,
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comparatively small amount, and, if necessary, made minute, by properly
clothing it in nonconducting materials, precisely as nature clothes the
birds and the other wild creatures. If the suppression of this loss
results in corresponding increase in energy-conversion, in useful directions, tbe efficiency of the machine is to that extent exalted. It is
certaiu that some loss of heat externally is necessary to preserve the
activities of organs of the body, by giving a needed difference of temperature between the surface and the interior, and to carry a.way
energy in its final, thermal form; and mankind has, from the be.ginuing, sought to reduce this waste by covering the body with skins,
woven tissues, and other forms of material fitted to check the outflow.
The soitrce of animal warmth and heat energy has been for generations the subject of study -and experimental research by the best
physicists and biologists. According to Jamin, Messrs. Halles aud
Vigna and Black and Priestley showed that the products of respiration
were chemically identical with those of combustion. · Lavoisier confirmed this conclusion, and proved that tbe oxygen inhaled was not a,11
accounted for by the exhalation of carbon-dioxide, but a balance must
be sought in the production of water by union with hydrogen. He
attributed the vital functions to the oxidation occurring in the lungs,
and circulation to digestion aud to the regulating action of transpiratfon. Regmmlt and Reiset,, measuring the volumes of carbonic acid
produced , found that the larger the proportion of vegetable food. tl1e
greater tlrn amount of this oxidatiou; while the combination of oxygen
directly with the carbon of the nutriment sometimes gave an item in
the balance of the account, its rejection occurring with tlrn fluids of the
system, as iu uric acid, this proportion being the greater as the food
was, in larger part, flesh. They found a small amount of nitrogen
passing off', presumably rejected from the disintegrating tissues. Boussingault reached the same conclusion by determining the quantities of
solid and liquid taken into the body and rejected from it. Lagrange,
Spa,llanzani, Edw~rds, and Magnus ascertained that the oxidation
occurs ju the circulation and the capillaries. Despretz and DuJon g
found the heat produced by the vital apparatus to be about nine-tenths
the quantity which would rei,ult from complete oxidation, in equal
amount, in the air. 1
The source of vital and. muscular energy i8 easily identified: aud it is
well known that the function of digestion is to render available the
poteutial energy of the foods by reducing them to solution in fluids
capable of easily and rapidly aud completely entering the coustitutio11
of th e blood. to be distributed to points fo. the system at which their
.·tores of potential energy may be made available in kinetic form . Precisely how this latter operation of transformation occurs is still uulrnown; but Ulaude Bernard, about the middle of the centnry, called
attention to the action of the hepatic system in the production of glycoAn intc-r('stin g c·orroboration of rncent measures of the coefficietit of' digestion.

1
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genie matter, and later investigation has shown that glycosic matter is
di~tributed throughout the animal system from the liver and through
the circulatory system into the capillaries, where it largely disappears
and carbon dioxide comes into view. It is now well understood that
the oxidations and the energy transformations essential to animal life
and activities occur through reactions between the oxygen in solution
in the blood of the arteries and the combustible elements accompanying
it, which chemical operations take place in the depths of the tissue cells,
and, perhaps, in the capillary vessels. It is also now admitt ed that the
quantity of action is probably proportional to the loss of sugar and of
oxygen, and to carbonic acid replacing the lost glycose as a product of
its oxidation. 1 Sinee these chemical combinations· are invariably lowtemperature combustions, and since they are vastly greater in quantity
in the active than in the passive muscle, and since t he heat ultimately
derived is the excretum of the system and the :final result of energy
transformation, it may fairly be concluded that an intermediate tran sformation, or series of transformations, as yet unidentified, either qualitatively or quantitatively, constitutes the physiological method of production of work. Glycosic substance is not found concent rated in any
considerable quantity iu the tissues, except in the liver, the organ in
which it originates, and the only conclusion would seem to be that
glycogenesis is the one extremity of a chain of transformations, of which
beat constitutes the other. In this sense the hepatic gland is the source
of muscular power as well as of animal heat. It is this fact which makes
the flow of blood to the working- part, and the volume of its channels,
measures of the energy there applied. 2 The weight of blood :flowing
through a muscle at work-was found by Ohauveau and K aufmann to be
about 85 per cent of the weight of the muscle itself, each minute of
working time, for full load. Its amount varies with the work performed,
external and internal. The circulation, with the muscle in repose, was
found by the same investigators to be about one-fifth as great as when
full work. The succession of changes is thus, probably, as follows :
(1) Potential energy in foods is rendered available as a source of
kinetic energy by change of the foods into the various constituents of
the blood by chemical action and the expenditure of some probably
small net amount of chemical energy.
(2) This available potential energy is transferred to the capi11a~ies
by the blood, and its elements are selected by each organ for its own
special development of mechanical work or of other aud active energies.
(3) Chemical combinations take place, resulting in t he production ~f
active forms of energy, applicable to the special work of the organ, as
mechanical work in the muscle, chemical action of characteristic kinds
in the gland , nerve power in the nervous ystem, and the acce sories
of thought in the brain.
1
2

See Chau veau aml Kaufmann. Comptes rendus, T. CIII, 1886.
Ch au veau an d Kaufmann. Compt es rend us, T. () IV, 1887.
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(4) The iuternal energies, though useful, objective forms, each being
utilized in the performance of its special work, are subject to a final
transformatfon, and are at last converted into heat and passed outward,
to be excreted by the skiu and the lungs.
The latest researches indicate very positively that the production of
heat in the vital prime mover is partly due to nutrition and tissue
repair, or rather its breaking down, and not, all necessarily derived
from the simple and direct oxidation of the combustible matter of food.
It is even uncertain whether the potential energy of food considered as
a fuel and of it~ combustion in air is to be taken as precisely measuring
its energy available for the work of the vital machine. Ohauveau considers the glycogenic product of the liver distributed to the tissues the
source of all mechanical and thermal energy. The sound animal
machine can work vigorously about eight houYs a day; the remaining
sixteen hours are devoted to repair, reconstruction, and energy storage.
Eight hours each day, one-third of life, is given especially to the reparation of the brain and mental powers.
Dr. Ed ward Smith has shown, by experiment upon himself, that the
inspiration of air and the production of carbon dioxi<le may vary in the
proportion of 1 to 10, accordingly as the individual lies sleeping or
actively exerts himself in the treadmill or in running at top speed, the
exhalations of 00 2 ranging from 5.5 grains to 45 grains per minute. 1
The quantity becomes, for the given case, 6 grains when standing,
20 when walking, and 25 or 30 when walking rapidly. The variation
seems to be approximately, in Smith's tables, as the square root of
the speed of the pedestrian. Since the total work of the machine
must vary as the velocity of overcoming a fixed resistance, as the
cube of velocity where the resistance increases with the speed square,
as is here presumably the fact, it would seem from these facts that
the interior resistance must be a rapidly increasing proportion of
the total work performed, internally and externally, a deduction which
is confirmed by constant and familiar experience. The experiments of
the same investigator, however, seem to prove the variation of the
exhalations when at rest, directly with the difference between the external and the internal temperatures; which, if corroborated fully, would
indicate the heat of oxidation in the body to be ordinarily employed
principally in the maintenance of its warmth at the standard point.
This makes it advisable to ascertain more exactly what energy is measured by the chemical actions resulting in the production of other
rejected compounds, solid and liquid, and to learn, if possible, whether
chemical action in one case produces the demanded thermal energy
and in others the required chemfoal or other motive energy.
These various deductions indicate that one-tenth or thereabouts of
the energy of oxidation in the tissues of the body and in its capillaries
finally produces work of various kinds; that nine-tenths passes as
1
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heat; that the efficiency of energy conversion is thus 10 per cent. On
the other hand, the fact that external work alone gives transformation
of 20 per cent shows that both internal and external work must find
ultimate conversion into heat from some other and antecedent form of
energy of food conversion and chemical action.
Rejected beat energy increases 1:apidly with increase in the amount
of work performed by the machine, and this seems to confirm the idea
that the expenditure of internal energy in the accelerated operations
of circulation, respiration, and nutrition must find ultimate conversion
illto beat and rejection in that form. The disappearance of therl!lal ·
energy observed by Hirn is proof of this action. Hirn also found that
the total heat exhaled exceeded by one-third that computed, and thus
proved that it must be derived, in part at least, from other processes
than combustion. The quantity was five calories when restiug, about
half as much when at hard work per gram of oxygen inhaled. Mental effort and work have precisely the effect of manual labor in this
increase of the heat waste and conversion of energy. The source of
energy as an effect of oxidation would seem to be the food taken into
the system and the broken-down tissues of muscle, bone, and nerve,
while the office of the food supply is to replace this tissue and to
furnish t,he energy of chemical action as well.
Dalton 1 and others take the heat waste of the human machine as
about 200 ·British thermal units per hour, 1·28 British thermal units per
pound nearly, or a total for the day of 4,800 British thermal units,
equivalent to 3,734,400 foot-pounds. Assuming the possibility of complete suppression of this as waste, or, what is equivalent to the same
thing, its application to internal work of equal value with the energy
applied to useful external work, the efficiency of the. animal machine ·
becomes
5,734,400 -:: 10,000,000 = 0·57 +;
over 57 per cent, and exceeds that of any known form of thermodynamic machine in actual use nearly three to one.
Whether the suppression of this waste, with corresponding gain in
useful conversion of energy, can be effected remains uncertain and is
J)erhaps unlikely to be practicable, although animals and human races
in the Tropics often live for long periods in temperatures at which no
conduction or radiation of heat is possible, and must depend entirely
upon evaporation of moisture from the exterior of the body for its distribution. Since it certainly, in part at least, represents the retransformed energy of internal work, it would seem probable that only by
effecting a balance between internal and external work of that class
could this waste be completely snppres ed. Thh; is probaly impossible
with ',.;he vital engine, but nothing is known that would jndicate similar
nece:sary limitation in any artificial machine in which the essential
1

Human Phyt!iology.

l'hiladelphia, 1875, page 302.
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transformations of the vital machine may in some way possibly be
illustrated.
As has elsewhere been suggested, it seems certain that all the internal operations of the body, all the various methods of energy transformation, must result in final reduction of their resultant total to the
form of heat energy, and iu that form they pass away from the system.
This conclusion is confirmed by the experiments of Rubner, who finds
th,1 t the radiated heat of the animal body precisely measures the calorific power of the food utilized by assimulation. 1
The internal work of the vital machine, as now computed, amounts to
43 per cent of the energy supplied less the amount of rejected potential
energy of unassimilated food. Neither quantity has as yet been precisely determined. Estimates have been made, however, and possibly
sufficiently approximate for present purposes. ·
Letheby, for example, proposes the following for an average day of
the average workingman at his usual vocations involving some manual
labor:
Foot-pounds, external work, actual l;:i,bor ..................... 1, 011, 670
Work of the circulation ......... ____ ........................
500,040
Work of respiration ............. _..................._........
98,496
Total foot-pounds._ ........... _......................• 1,610, 206

Adding to this probably very rough estimate the 3, 734,400-598,536 =
3,135,864 for heat not<lue to these causes, we have a total of 4,746,070
foot-pounds, or about one-half of all the energy supplied. Reckoning
the work, as before, at 2,000,000 foot-pounds, the · total becomes fiveeighths the energy supply.
This leaves at least three-eighths to be accounted for, and if we may
take the proportion of blood taken to the brain as a measure of its
demand for energy, and, as estimated by Flint~ at about 10 per cent,
we still have about 25 per cent as unaccounted for; but it is certain
that a part, perhaps a large part, of the beat rejected from the system
comes of internal fluid friction and energy transformations, and it is
also certain that some of the food escapes digestion and assimilation.
In fact, the loss in the latter form of supplied energy bas been computed in some cases as fully 25 per cent.
It would thus appear possible, if not extremely probable, that the
full amount of the potential energy of the food actually assimilated
may be accounted for in one·or another form of the resultant energies
visible or sensible as external, and as essential internal, work in the
vital machine. Just what internal work the external beat flow may
represent it is impossible to say positively; but assuming that all the
energy expended in the circulation of the fluids of the body, all the
-work of friction so appears, and that all energy of internal mechanical
work of other sorts and of all chemical proces8es occurring within the
1

Zeitsclu:ift ftir Biologie, XXX, 1893, page 73.
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s;ystem also is thus rejected as_heat, and assuming that the energy of
brain and nerve action is transformed into mental and unmeasurable
energies of which we have no dynamic equivalent yet established, the
animal machine, as represented by the human body, may be taken as
having an efficiency mea~mreµ. by the ratio of the sum of useful muscular
labor and brain work to the euergy supplied.
This is now seen to be probably not far from 30 per cent, and the
machine is, thus viewed, one and a half times as efficient as any existing steam engine.
If the use of the machine may be taken to be t li e production of
muscle and brain work, and of the heat required for the comfort of the
system considered as an intelligent creature 1 the efficiency becomes
the sum of these three quantities, divided by the total receipts of
energy, or substantially two-thirds, the only waste on this basis being
that of unassimilated food, and the energy of formation of chemical
compounds, of heat, and of dynamic energy, unutilized, in a comparatively small proportion.
Brain uiorlc is the task and thought the product of the professional
man. The mass and weight of t,he brain give us some interesting data
for consideration, if not throwing important light upon the problem in
hand. The average weight of the brain of a man is . about 3 pounds,
perhaps 50 ounces; t,hat of the average woman is 10 per cent less,
about 45 ounces. High brain weights are 53.4 ounces, the weight of
that of Agassiz, up to 64.5, that of Cuvier; while low weights are
indicative of reduced working power, if not of capacity for intellectual
action. It is, however, true that the largest brains have been those
of the idiotic and the insane, and that the greatest genius sometimes
possesses a brain of but average size or even somewhat less; yet
insanity and idiocy only prove, in most cases, disease of the ordinary
brain of whatever size, and inu.ividual cases afford 110 evidence pro or
con. The important fact is that size of brain increases with the intelligence of the race, and tliat when the weight fa1l~ below about 2
pounds, two-thirds the average for our own race, intelligence is usually
lacking. Cerebrat10n only occurs, efficiently, with larger proportions
of gray matter.
The average weight of the male brain in African races i~ about that
of females of the European races, and that of their females is 10 per
cent lower. The weights in Australian races fall to that of the African
female in the case of the male, and 1 0 per cent below this for the
female, or 39 ounces. The weight never exceeds 55 ounces, except
among the most civilized races. The bodily fuuctio1ls may be maintained and manual labor ]_)erformed with very low weights, as healthy
idiots have been known having brains weighing less than a pound
(8.5 to 10.6 ounce ). The cerebrum con titutes 87 per cent of the cranial content .
The compactne s and :fi.rmne s of the brain . ub tan e and the comparatively mall quantity of blo d with which it i · ·aturated in its
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ordinary healthy condition, indicate, probably, a.slow building of tissue
and construction of the gray matter constituting the brain material
proper, and is, perhaps, also to be taken as evidence that the organ is
not, like the muRcles, in the opinion of many physiologists operative by
the <lestruction of its own substance. The proportion of nutriment
suitable for each organ, presented by the blood, varies considerably,
and it may be the fact that, for this reason at least, the volume of blood
sent to the brain is 11ot a gauge of the energy supplied it in that form;
but the probably slow construction of the tissue of that organ, and the
comparatively small proportion of nerve and brain-making elements in
the blood, are in ·a ccord with the hypothesis that some approximation
to the ratio sought may be thus obtained.
The proportion of blood flowing to the brain would make it appear
that about 15 per cent of the potential energy supplied tbe body is
expended in brain work. The fact that a loss of one-third the average
weight results in loss of power of cerebration possibly indicates that
one-third the brain power is devoted, in civilized races, to intellectual
work. The fact that life and bodily health may persist with one-third
the average allowance of brajn would seem to show that one-third the
normal brain action may be required for t,h e conduct of the purely animal operations of the system. The corollary of these two deductions
would seem to b~ tu.at the normal thinker expends-one-third his brain
power upon the vital machine, one-third upon the incidental and accidental cerebrations of life, and one-third upon real, purely intellectual
work. But the size of brain and its quality are both known to be factors in the determination of the magnitude and nature of its product
inteUectually, and it is very possible, probable indeed, that the intellectual mind, with a brain well adapted to its use, not only has an
instrument capable of doing more and better work than the average,
but makes more. use of that instrument than does his neighbor of equal
brain weight. It is for this reason, in part, that the .figures here
assigned for brain work have been :fixed upon. .A.s a matter of simple
proportion, the human machine, acting s.s a prime mover simply, develops from 1,000,000 to 2,000,000 foot-pounds of work per day. The best
worker is, usually, also most intelligent, and, following the above suggestion, it may, -perhaps, be assumed, in default of direct measurement,
that the "b1·ainless" worker-using that term in its vulgar acceptation-may perform the lesser amou11t, 1,000,000 foot-pounds, and that
tbe intelligent worker may, under similar external conditions, produce
2,000,000 foot-pounds, and that the latter may use his brain and consume energy supplied by the average brain in moderate amount as
well. If the profe"ssional brain worker does less physical labor and
more brain work, he may substitute the one for the other, to a considerable extent, and we have assumed 1,000,000 foot-pounds as the measure
of a brain worker's day's work, in addition to the labor of carrying on
the bodily functions and that of regular, moderate exercise. As yet,
however, such :figures are little better t11an guesses.
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The e:fficiency of the tzw'/,(,ght-11ia,chine, as tke "brain worker" of.modern
tim ha becom , can not be estimated with even so much of accuracy
and certainty as that of the ame organism employed as a vital prime
motor and mechanical engine. The considerations presented in the
last sections and in some ot the earlier portions of this discussion
would seem to indicate that the energy demanded by the brain for
transformation, presumably, in the operation of the apparatus as
the iHstrument of tlrn mind and the tool of thought, may be fairly
taken as between 5 per cent for the case of the workingman giving all
his energies to bis task, with little time and no strength for rn.e~tal
labor, and for the nonintellectual creatures most nearly approaclnng
man in their constitution and structure and 10 per ceut for the aver'
.
age intellectual product of civilization, up to perhaps 15 per ce~t 1_ll
the case of the steadily working professional brain worker. This is
mainly to be d·e ducted from the energy applied by the laborer with bis
muscles to his daily task, and the efficiency account would, in such
case, stand as a first and a rough approximation, perhaps, as follows:
Tlie intellectual machine-Receipts and expenditures-Efficiencies.
Received food-content.

Energy utilized.

Per cent of energy
available.

Total receipts (foot-pounds). ___ •... ___ .. 8,500,000
Waste, nonassimilation ......... _... _. . . 1, 500, 000
Available and applied.........................

7,000,000

0 ne d ay ' s work (th ought ) .......................... . -

1. -000, 000

Heat rejected .. _....••••.. _........... _. _.. _... _.. .. _
Internal work, asicle from friction .. ... __ ... _........
External work (moderate exercise) •• _.•....... _....

3, 000, 000

82
=

i2

100
=

14

2,000, 000

35
23

43
29

1, 000, 000

]2

14

This estimate makes the efficiency of the mental rna,chine 14 per cent
if based upon the energy actually offered it in the circulatory system,
or 12 per cent if based upon the total food supply. If the exercise
taken can be made also commercially useful, the efficiency, on this
assumption; becomes 28 or 24 per cent, and if the essential work of the
machine is taken as that of providing its operator with heat and brain
power it becomes 57 or 47 per cent, the internal work as here denominated being the only waste except that of nonassimilation of food.
Whatever may be taken as the proper method of reckoning efficiencies from the utilitarian standpohit, it is obvious that, in one form or
another, the machine-this vital engine-converts 80 or 90 per cent of
the energy received by it into new energies by transformation, and,
taking the real waste in the scientific ense as that of the heat rejected,
tbe efficiency for comparison with heat engines-in which but one purpose exi t , that of providing a single form of energy, transforming all
received into the mechanical form,. o far as practicable-it is fair to
say tha the former, with its efficiency as thus stated at 57 to 65 per
cent, excel t11e p rfe<·t 1ieat engine of onr time enormously, has twice
the highe t th retical efficiency of the best steam e11gine yet pr ·
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duced, and three times its actual efficiency under the most favorable
conditions yet reported. To attain this efficiency of the vital machine,
any beat engine acting under the laws of thermodynamics, as applied
to motors with fluid working substances, the only forms as yet devised,
must, if we take the temperature of the human body as its minimum,
have a range of about 375° F., and a maximum temperature of about
475° F. These should be the limiting temperatures of the machine, if
it were a thermodynamic engine operating mder any such conditions
as are now known· to limit the action of the heat engines.
The maximum possible range of temperature in a mass of organic
substance of whrnh 50 per cent or more is water, and the circulating
fluid mainly a solution of organic substance, can not possibly be much
greater than the range between the freezing and boiling points of
pure water, but the efficiency of the best heat engine known, even
acting as ·a perfect thermodynamic engine, would not exceed the ratio
180 / 672 = 0.27 (27 per cent) and its actual efficiency would probably
fall below 20 per cent. The ,1llimal-the vital engine-certainly has no
sensible range of working temperature, and no elastic working substance like the gases and vapors, but its efficiency, even as a work
producer alone, exceeds the above figure, and as an energy-pi·oducer
its efficiency exceeds that of ordinary heat engines several times.
The correct method of estimating the efficiency of tho vital machine
is unquestionably that which sums up all its expenditures of energy,
thermal, mechanical, mental, and determines the ratio of that sum of
all energies, so far as directly contributing to the purposes for which
the dweller within the apparatus lives, with the total energy supplied
during a period including at least one perfect cycle. Taken iu this
manner and in this sense, the rejected heat would seem to constitute
the only real waste, and the efficiency of the machine, as a peripatetic
residence for the soul, would seem to be fairly reckoned at not less than
45 per cent nor more than 60, accordingly as one or the other of the
units above taken are accepted-two to three times the maximnm
efficiency of the best-known heat engines.
The rejected heat· energy is precisely like that of the final heat waste
of the electric-lighting system-the final form of energy subjected to
transformations of greater or less complexity during the process of
application, in some definitely demanded phrase, io a prescribed purpose. Rejected heat is certainly not, in the case of the vital machine,
''let down" from a higher temperature in the process of thermodynamic
conversion, an essential characteristic of that form of prime mover.
The machine is evidently not a thermodynamic engine.
PART III.-SPECIAL ENERGY PRODUCTS: ELECTRICITY, LIGHT, ETC.;
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

Singular and unfamiliar energies are produced by the vital machine,
either as incidental to the ultimate purposes of the apparatus, or as
special :final output for peculiar purposes. For example, it is known
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tbat electricity is produced in the muscular and nervous systems,
in vertebrate animals, and that in some cases, as in that of the electric
eel, in large quantities, and for peculiar and special purposes of offense
and defense. The firefly also produces light for its own special purposes. It is supposed by some authorities that electricity is developed
for the use of the internal telegraphic system of all animals and it is a
"singular" product only in the sense that we have not yet been able to
make ourselves familiar with it and to determine just bow it is employed
and in what manner it is generated and transformed. In the case of
the light producer, the product is "singular" in the sense that it is not
only unfamiliar as a system of energy production, distribution, and
tram.formation, but also as being rarely developed. We know only the
glowworm, the firefly, and a few other organisms, such as the animalcuHe of the tropical seas and certain bacteria, which are capable of
transforming energy supplied them into light. In this case it is also
singular that the light produced should be almost, if not entirely~
unmixed with heat, and in this sense it is the most economical light
production known. These two examples of singular product are so
important and suggestive, as well as interesting from their mystery,
that they demand careful consideration, particularly at the hands of tlle
engineer.
Electricity has long been recognized as a vital energy, and the fame
of Galvani, the distinguished · professor of comparative anatomy at
Bologna (1737-1798) was mainly esta,b lished by his striking discovery
(1786) of what is now familiar to piologist and physicist alike, as
'' animal electricity," or, as Daguin calls it, l'electricite vitale, the" vital
fluid," according to the discoverer himself. The -famous .controversy
which at once arose between Galvani and Volta, the contemporary
professor of physics at Pavia, and which led to the publication of Volta's
dictum·: "When two heterogeneous substances are in juxtaposition,
the one always assumes the positive the other the negative electrical
state," was a first step toward the determination of the fact that as
externally produced currents will always affect the nerves and muscles,
so internal currents may always be found capable of affecting external
substances. No bili's discovery of tb e " proper current" directed from
the foot toward the head of the frog (1827), as predicted by Humboldt
just thirty years earlier; Matteucci's extended researches of later date,
and the still more striking investigations of Du Bois Reymond (1842),
have proven both the existence of such currents in the animal machine
and a drift, also, of electricity outward from interior of muscle, or nerve,
to the surface, which may probably be taken as a" leakage current,"
due, in part at lea t, to the fact that, even here, insulation is not perfect.
The la t-named investigator showed that the more powerful the muscle,
in its natural condition, the. tronger these electric currents, the heart,
for example, exhibiting powerful currents and tlie muscular system of
the intestine. a comparatively weak flow. Ilis well-known experiment,
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in which the galvanometer is made to reveal a current passing from an
unflexed arm to the other side and into the arm, wuich, contracting its
muscles strongly, grasps an object forcibly, especia.lly interests the
student of the vital machine as indicating, in correspondence with
the fundamental laws of energetics in this case of electric action, as in
thermodynamic· operations, the reduction of the energy supply by conversion into mechanical work. 1
The experiments of the Italian physicists and of Dr. Ure on cadavers are familiar proofs of the substitutive value of the electric fluid and
the vital fluid, if, indeed, they are not evidence of their identity; and
the still more familiar experiences of all who have had to work with
electricity in any form at moderate or high tensions may be accepted
as more convincing testimony of the relationship of the one form of
energy to the other. The discovery by Pouillet and the later investigations of Donne, Becquerel, and others relative to the now wellrecognized form of vegetable electricity constitute an interesting if
superfluous confirmation 0£ the idea that nature employs the electric
current in her work much more generally than is popularly supposed.
The identity of animal electricity with the familiar forms of that
energy is perhaps best shown by the fact that where, as in the gymnotus and torpedo, the best known among some :fifty such creatures,
the fluid is made the means of attack and defense, thus necessarily
being given considerable Yolume and tension, it responds to every test
customarily employed to identify and measure the voltaic current.
The assumption, which perhaps may now be fairly taken as possessing a basis of probability, that electrical or some related or in many
ways similar form of energy may prove to be an intermediary between
· the chemical energy known to be a necessary initial action in the
reduction to the active form of potential energy supplied to the vital
system, and those ultimate energy products-mechanical power, heat,
sometimes light, and always physiological manifestations-is strongly
corroborated by the facts developed by research in those organisms
which most extensively and strikingly exhibit that kinetic energy. Itis
known not only that about :fifty creatures are capable of applying the
electric fluid to their own purposes, in defense and in pursuit of their
prey, but that all species of the ray family have at least rudimentary
electric organs, a fact first stated explicitly probably by Robin. Five
species are known to oe capable of producing a sensible, often powerful, electric discharge. Muschenbroeck, Walsh, Davy, Becquerel,
Breschet, Linari, Matteucci, Moreau, and others, some of whom have
been elsewhere mentioned, have shown tliis fact and haYe revealed. distinctly the identity of this energy of these fishes and other creatures
with the electricity now familiar to us in a thousand daily operations.
Marey has shown tliat the discharge is effected by transmission of the
1 Recherches d'clectl'icitc n.nima,le.
XXX, page 119.

Annales de Chemie de Physique, 3e serie, T.
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mandate of the will to the torage battery of the animal at substan1
tially the same rate that other nerve actions are propagated. He
2
sums up bi facts in a form which suits our present purpose well.
He concludes:
(1) The mpidity of the nervous agent is identical in the torpedo and
the frog affected by the electric discharge.
(2) "Lost time" exists and bas the same measure in the electrical
apparatus of the torpedo and in muscle, and the same is true of its
endurance.
(3) The duration of the t·o rpedo's discharge is about the same as the
duration of the shock in the case of the electrified frog.
(4) This period is about one-seventh of a second.
Davy produced all the phenomena of voltaic electricity from the vital
organism; Linari and Matteucci similarly proved its identity, in action
and effects, with static electricity and provoked the electric spark from
the animal. If the idea of Fritsch is correct that the electrical generating and storage organs ·of the creature are derived from the skin, it
would seem very probable also that the source of energy transformation from poteutial to the kinetic, or from stored forms to motor forms,
may be found in or under the cuticle. Bayliss, Bradford, and others,
however; attribute the currents observed in animals to the flow of
fluids, perhaps to simple friction·, while Biedermann thinks the kata.
bolic action, breaking dowu tissue, is the source of the current passmg
inward, and the anabolic action, constructing tissue, is the cause
of the reverse current. If the machine be in any degree electrodynamic, this is a substitution of cause for effect.
Humboldt's account of the employment by the Indians of Rastro
de .A.baso of wild horses in capturing the gymnotus, at the sacrifice
of an occasional horse by drowning, after being disabled by the
shocks administered by the enraged gymnotui:::, and his statement that
he himself had received more powerful shocks than he had ever received
from the largest Leydeu jars, give some idea of the vigor as well as of
the character of animal electricity. His experiments with Gay-Lussac,
and those of Davy, Becquerel, Brescbet, and others, show it to be capable of performing every feat and exhibitiug every phenomeuon familiar to us as the result of voltaic action at high tension.
All research to date proves:
(1) That the electrical current in the animal system i!:l produced for
the purpose of effecting energy trau formation of, as yet, untleterminetl
character and extent.
(2) That it i,, in the electric fishes at least developed at will in
.
quantity
demand d for it· intended work, as' in other di plays of
en rgy up to th limit of th n rve power of the individual.
(3) That in all it· ·haracteri tic.· it i imilar to if not identical with
1

'

.Journal fl l'auatomie et de fa physiologie, 1872.
'2 Animal mechani m, pag 57.
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voltaic electricity, and thus unquestionably subject to all the laws of
energetics, of electro-dynamics; of electrical physics, and of electrochemical action.
The velocity of transmission of the nerve impulse is from 90 feet per
second in cold-blooded to 100 or 150 feet in warm-blooded creaturesan exceedingly minute fraction of the speed of the electric current
over good conductors. It thus requires about the tenth part of a second to telegraph from the brain to the extremities and obtain a
re,11ponse through the sensory nerves or to produce reflex motions of
muscles. Du Bois Heymond found the electro-motive force impe1ling
the electric currents :flowing in the nerves and muscles of the frog to
have the value of 0.22 to 0.25 volt in the nerve and 0.35 to 0. 75 volt in
the muscle. 1 Should it prove the fact that the active energy is electric
and magnetic, the low voltage, if confirmed by measurement of the actually operating currents doing their ·r egular and normal work, would
indicate great strengths of currents at low tensions. The time required
for action at the nerve center itself is something like 0.05 second.
Matteucci found that the passage of the electric current from the
brain toward the e·x tremities produced contractions of the muscles
traversed, while the opposite direction of current caused annoyance,
if not actual pain, and seemed only to affect the sensory nerves. He
thought that this "polar condition " indicated that such excitation by
something analogous to, if not identical with, the electric form of
energy constitutes the "nervous agency" of the system.
What is known to-day simply shows that electricity of low tension
and comparatively large quantity, or some related form of energy, is
or may be a product of transformations occurring in the body, having
their source in the potential energy of the food supplied, and is the
probable intermediary between the directing power of brain and spine
and the elements of the voluntary and involuntary systems of muscles;
that this energy is probably in constant circulation in continuously
acting organs, and intermittently, at least, in those actuated only by
the will; and that the evidence of its presence may always be found in
its leakage currents. It is certain that the production of electricity
may be increased by the special development of Hs producing organs
to such extent as to become a source of power and of safety to its user
and of danger to enemies, ex1:tibiting all the characteristic properties
of the familiar forms of moderately high-tension currents-;
Anatomists familiar with comparative biology know that the electric
cells of the torpedo and its congeners are evolved from the under side
of the skin, and by a process which seems simply that of muscle-cell
production, with modification to its special purpose. This fact may be
accepted as evidence, worthy of consideration at least, that the muscles
contain within themselves the principle of animal power, and possibly,
even, that this power is a modificat_ion of, if not identical with, the
1 Encyclopedia

Britannica.

Article" Physiology," page 26.
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familiar forms of electricity. It is well known that muscular power
may reside in the muscle, and that this local potentiality of energy display may be exerted by, and may e-ven act rhythmically in, an organ,
as the heart, detached from the body.
Light production by the vital machine illustrates another curious and
impressively suggestive method of energy transformation, the nature
of which, and the essential prerequisites for which, are still among the
mysteries of this ever-present sphinx.1 The light radiated by tlie
living machine has been studied by many investigators, and something
has been learned of its production and its characteristics. It is know:n
to be produced in a superficial, transparent tissue, blanketing the parts
of the creature exhibiting luminosity, and containing a fat of peculiar
structure and composition, which may be burned at extraordinarily low
temperatures, giving out a light almost absolutely free from heat. It can
thus be utilized in the animal system and, only light being produced,
but a minute fraction of the energy demanded in the production of our
more familiar lights is required for this transformation. In its distribution but a fraction of 1 per cent of the energy thus expended takes
the form of heat, while in the common gas, or candle, or oil flame 99
per cent of the energy is wasted in the form of heat; worse than
wasted, since the heat thus produced is usually a source of discomfort
as well as a material loss.
The vital machine, as a light producer, thus appears to have an
efficiency of production approximating unity. 2 It bas 400 times the
light value of the gas flame, 40 times that of the electric incandescent
lamp, and ~0 times that of the best arc lamp. But the electric current
utilized in these cases is derived from heat energy transformed by the
heat engine and the dynamo at, usually, the expense of four-fifths to
nine-tenths its original potential amount; thus making the light of
nature, as developed in the vital machine, from 200 to 4,000 times as
efficient as the best and the worst, respectively, among our present
artificial lights, if we assume no wastes in the production of the lightgiving material. This would be the case if, for example, its wastes of
energy, were there any to occur in the process, were to find use in farther transformation, or application, in the economy of the system, as
the heat of the exhaust steam of a steam engine in a woolen mill
often has as great value for heating purposes as if taken direct from
the boiler. Coul<l. this kind of light be obtained as the product of
artificial method of energy trausformation, the result iu economy
of energy, of power, and of fuel would be among the most tremendous
of all the marvelous products of human invention.
T chnicall y stated, the problem is: to 1>roduce ether vibrations having a fr quen ·y of 5 x 1011 per second, without admixture of other
1
Th 'r at Problemf! of , 'cicn ·e. R. JI. Thnrston. Fornm, Scptembn, 1892.
'1 Langl y ancl Very, on tho Heat aud Light of the Fire-Hy. , 'mithsonian Contributions to Kuowlc<lg ·, 1 c 2.
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periodicities. Tesla attempts it by electrostatic action; nature does it
perfectly by what seem to be chemical processes. How shall we ultimately accomplish this seductive task and emulate nature while complying with those economic laws which always control, and often
seriously impede, the progress of the eugineed
Vital force and energy, the force and 011ergy which constitute vitality,
which are the characteristics of animal life, may easily be shown to be
apart from that higher life of the soul aml tlrn intellect which constitutes the ego, which is the individual. They reside not in the brain, or in
its directing power, the mind, but pervade tLe a11imal frame, and are
found active throughout the vital machine. Life, in this sense, is seen
in the motions of the decapitated truu k of any animal, and the reptiles
often live a long time with brain removed. All tlte fu11ctions of purely
animal life continue, and the taking of food, it~ digestion, the act of respiration, that of blood circulation, and thew hole "automatic" operation
of the system essential to continued vitality goes on. This independence of the vitality of all mind is seen in the spermatozoa, which live
·independent lives for hours, and even in some animals, as in the bats, for
months at a time. It is seen, very probably, in the white blood corpuscles, which, as they float in the stream of vital fluid, change form, seize
upon each other or upon the surfaces of their channels, and otherwise
exl1ibit independent life. In fact it may be fairly presumed that they are
themselves the principle of life, its method of importation into the animal system. But this is not all. The vital principle attaches to every
part, and the heart, removed from the bocly, continues for a time pulsating with its own independent life, tl1e vital principle surviving long
enoug·h to produce many repetitions of the natural rhythmic automatic
movements of the organ. In man-as intellection is entirely unessential to vitality, and, when unconscious, as when sleeping, when under
the influence of an::esthetics, when suffering from concussion or other
injury to the brain, the whole animal system continues in action with
more or less accuracy under the impulse aud direction of the vital
power-unconscious life co11tinues, in some cases, weeks and months.
'r be probability that the vital functions are independent of the intellectual and moral life and of brain aetion is also evidenced by the facts
that the muscle, even when excised, quivers with vitality for a time;
that it exudes carbonic acid w Li.en working; that it reduces lactic acid,
decreases the amount of cornpouuds present soluble in water, and
increases the quantity of those soluble in alcohol; decreases glycogen,
increases sugar; and all this when the flow of blood, with its burden
of nutrients and of oxygen, is cut off from it. Blood entering the living and working tissues is always changed in life and issues with a
new composition. The tissues are thus "laboratories in which materials abstracted from the blood are transformed."
An excised intestine continues its peristaltic movements for an
appreciable time. The heart of the rabbit beats sometimes a half hour
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after excision; the right auricle continues after the organ as a whole
has become quiescent, and has been known to exhibit motion fifteen
hours after death. The same independent and automatic action has
been detected in the dog's heart four days after the death of the animal.
The c.o ld-blooded.animals exhibit still more persistence of this local and
independent life of the organ, and the heart of the frog has been known
to pulsate with the motions of life, as a whole, for two or three days after
removal from its nerve connections. Every organ is a motor; every
protoplasmic cell is an elementary vital system.
The motor and other movements of the machine are absolutely independent of the peculiar nervous and mental characteristics of animal
life. This is shown not only by the facts elsewhere mentioned in a
similar connection, but also by the seemingly intelligent action of the
sensitive plants and many other vegetable organisms, by the movement
of the vegetable as weil as of the animal protoplasms, by the energetic
action of the white corpuscles of the blood and of the amceboid cells of
both animal and vegetable protoplasms. Heat, light, electricjty, chemical, and mechanical stimuli, alike, all provoke displays of motor forces
and energies in the simplest known forms of vegetable and animal
structure, and absolutely independently of intelligence, will, nervous
power, special circulatory and respiratory organs, or of location in the
organism of which they form the most elementary part. The rhythmic
action of the human heart, the voluntary movement of the animal
frame, the entrapping of its victims by the sensitive plant, the motions
of the bacteria, the changes of the amceba and the protoplasmic cell are,
all alike, exemplifications of the inherent residence of motor energy
under conditions which involve entire absence of all the machinery of
thermodynamic or electrodynamic motors of any sort as yet familiar to
science.
It is thus evident that the vital energy is i11dependent on the one
band of the familiar physical energies and forces, and on the other of
the mental powers of intellectual and soul life. It pervades the whole
system, as do the physical energies, and may attain great development
without reference to the condition of the physical or the psychical
energies. The doctrine of Quesne, '' psychism," is to this degree
afforded some ~upport. But the. now universally accepted doctrine of
the evolution of the world from an earlier chaos compels us, it would
seem, to admit that all energies and forces and all matter aggregate
out of space, and Quesne's proposition may be extended to every department of phy 'ics and psychic. . All space is pervaded by heat, light,
electricity, an<l magnetism; why not with vital and spiritual euergie •
The office of the vital force and it· energy is apparently to give direction to the coarser phy ical energy of the mu cle. It is the director of
the telegraphic current which notifies the energy of the nm cle when
and how to exert it elf. It coor<linates the automatic movements, control the system a. a whole, as ·~well a in detail and is itself the principl of purely animal lH. The organ which mainly controls and
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directs it, which is constructed to differentiate it from other energies,
to give it form and purpose, to afford it a vehicle, is the spinal nerve of
the vertebrate and the equivalent organ in other creatures.
The psychical energies, including consciousness, intellection, emotion,
which are essential characteristics of the vital machine, and which, in
the case of those with which we are principally concerned, at least
influence to an important degree its power, endurance, and efficiency,
all depend for their effective display and fruitful exertion upon the
preservation in good health and perfect form of the upper brain. A
touch upon the surface of that organ impairs the action of the mind;
the destruction of a ganglion takes away the power of expression if not
of thought; the lesion or degeneration of its tissue measures a proportional loss of psychic energy. With the organ sound and strong, its
action depends, as every day's experience shows us, upon its nutrition
and repair. Like the body, it is seen to be a machine which guides
and applies energies derived from external sources. All its energies
come or an initial supply brought through the blood channels from the
digested food, and both body and brain exhibit characteristic modes of
guidance and application of the transferred aud transformed energies
originally stored in air and food. Body and brain are apparatus for
absorption, transformation, and employment of characteristic forms of
energy. Their methods of absorption, modes of transformation, and
processes of application constitute important and attractive as well as
legitimate problems in -physical research. Tracing back the path by
which all matter came in from space to construct the material world
and retracing the path over which the energies came out of the ether
and its accompanying stock of all the energies, are companion problems.
The origin of energies displa.yed in the vital machine is found in the
food consumed, and the apparatus of the body i8 simply, as is now well
proven, employed in the freeing of these energies from tlieir potential
form in the chemical affinities of oxygen for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,
and the elements of various other compounds, and the diversion and
direction of the resultant euergies of various kinds and always equivalent quantity in the performance of internal aud external work. Brain,
nerve, muscle, gland, all give proper direction to appropriate energies;
none originates energy or has power, intrinsically, of doing work. They
are all characteristically and kiuemati cally similar to the organs of the
machines constructed lJy man. But the ultimate physical source of all
energies, so far as identified;is the heat and light of the sun; while in
turn the source of the energy of the sun'8 rays is presumed to be the
mechanical energy of colliding atoms, molecules, star dust, all celestial
bodies, the comets, planets, suns, worlds. The distinctive energies are
simply, as we suppose, different modes of motion of atom·s and molecules and masses, if physical; but we find. no light yet thTOwn upon the
nature of the more subtle energies of vitality, of intellection, of mind,
or upon their relation to matter.
Conclusions of serious import, of singular interest, of engrossing
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attractiveness, and of wonderful possible result . may be deduced from
what has preceded; some of these conclusions are positive and certain,
some extremely probable, others bare possibilities, so far as we can now
trace them, and the possibilities are of such inconceivable magnitude
and importance, should they be found to have a substantial basis, that,
great as are the consequences of the positive deductions, the further
investigation of the potentialities will uudonbtedly be considered by
men of science a matter of even superior importance. Some of these
conclusions are:
(1) The. vital machine is not a heat engine, subject to the thermodynamic laws governing all known forms of thermo-dynamic machinery
produced by man up to the prernnt time.
We can not a,ssert that it is not a heat engine in the sense of being a
machine, which by as yet undiscovered methods directly transforms
thnmal into dynamical and otli'er forms of energy; but it certainly can
not employ expansible fluids and transform energy by their expansion
through a wide range of temperature, and it as certainly does greatly
exceed all heat engines in efficiency both ideal and actual.
(2) The vital machine is an energy transforming apparatus, in which
the supplied energy is employed in useful transformations in far higher
degree than in any energy transforming machine or system yet produced by man to render available the potential energy of oxidizable
substances.
.
(3) The vital machine must operate through methods of energy
transformation yet unknown to science, though undouutedly absolutely
scientific and intelligible once discovered.
·
The source of energy is perfectly well known, and the primary steps
of the process determined up to the completion of the preparation of
the substance containing the potential energy furnished for transfer
into the organs of the body and for immediate transformation by
chemical action. The resulting products are all probably identified
and most of them well understood and quantitatively determinable;
but the intermediate processes of transformation of potential into actual
energy, and of trnnsformation of one form of energy into another, as
yet are veiled from our sight and concealed from our touch.
(4) These methods, whatever their character, produce mechanical
energy more cheaply, as measured in energy consumed, than any
known prime motor; develop beat at minimum cost in the same terms;
in ome cases produce electrical energy in considerable quantity and at
bigh ten ion, by some probably direct transformation· occasionally
. of almo t ab olute purity and perfection of
' eco~omical
produce hght
character, and in an intelligent creature~ supply the mind with an
in trum nt u ilizing phy ical energie for intellectual demonstrations.
(5) All the ·e product being considered, this vital machine is enorm?u ly m~re effici nt than any apparatus yet invented by the human
nnnd, and illustrate meth ds of energy trausformation which if they
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could be applied in· industrial operations in place of the heat engines
would afford inconceivable amelioration of the condition of the race,
and to a less but nevertheleRs considerable degree of his attendant
creatures, both by giving the power of securing the utmost possible
duty from our stores of latent available energy, and by prolonging the
life of the race by indefinitely removing the period of exhaustion of
those stores.
(6) The best evidence yet secured by research seems to indicate that
the method of energy transformatfon in the vital machine is one which
directly transforms the potential 'energy of .t he food, as developed by
chemical combinations, into kinetic form, sometimes perhaps simply by
chemico-dynamic change, sometimes by chemico-electric transformation; and this in turn, and possibly also the energy due to oxidation of
food, and, to some extent, of the muscle itself, into mechanical power,
into the vital energy of the automatic system, and into the form of
energy producing brain work.
(7) The vital machine may produce electricity as one principal output
of its working processes, and probably by some direct system, without
intervention of either beat energy or dynamical power.
(8) The vital machine may produce light energy in substantially
unadulterated form·, and by some process which does .not involve either
high temperature or the production of heat or other energies to be
rejected ~s waste.
(9) It seems most probable, in view of what bas been here collated,
that the vital machine is some form of chemico and electro dynamic
engine.
We know that the vital machine is not thermo-dynamic in the sense
of being a heat engine of any known class. We find in electricity the ·
apparently next most available form of energy for use in transformation into dynamic and thermal and other forms, and many accept this
as a provisional, a working, hypothesis. This was long ago hinted at
by the greatest scientific men, the greatest minds, it would perhaps be
fair to say, that have i11uminated the history of the race. A century
ago Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford), a keen "Yankee" with
uncontrollable inclinations toward scientific research, showed to his
own satisfaction, and to the extent of proving to others its probability,
that the animal system constitutes a machine of higher efficiency than
any steam engine. 1 Joule, as long ago as 1846, working with Captain
Scoresby, concluded that the animal motor "more closely resembles an
electro-magnetic engine than a heat engine," and this is reaffirmed by
Tait in our own day. 2 Sir William Thomson, now Lord Kelvin, iu his
papers of about 1850, adopts the idea of ,Joule, and introduces the principle of Carnot, and .says explicitly: '' When an animal works against
a resisting force, there is not a conversion of heat into mechanical effect,
t
2
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Rumford's Essays, 1800.
Tait's H~story of Thermo-dynamics.
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bnt the full thermal equivalent of t,h e chemical forces is never produced; in other words, the anhnal body does 11ot act as a thermodynamic engine, and very probably the chemical forces produce the
external mechanical effects through electrical means." We have now
seen how all investigations made before and since that date, so far as
interpretaple, point to the same conclusion: 1 that the machine is not a
beat engjne.
The possibilities of improvement by simulating or paralleling nature
are seemingly stupendous. Could ti-ie chemical energy of fuel oxidation
be directly transformed into dynamic energy; could it even be changed
by double or by indirect transformation, as through the intermediary of
electricity, and in such manner as to insure a full equivalence of utilizable energy, it is evident that we might anticipate a conversion as
economical as we now attain in the transformation of mechanical into
electrjcal energy, and, consequently, many times as large a return for
outgo as we at present realize and correspondingly lengthened time of
exhaustion of our stores of pr_imary energy. At first thought the possibility of an economic gain in power production, by following nature
in energy transformatious through processes which involve the organization of a sugar manufactory as a source of fuel supply, may seem
somewhat unpromising; but when it is considered that sugars and
glycogens are but carbon and water and that the chemist has successfully attacked many other more unpromising cases, as the sy1;1thesis of
madder, and of the various other commercial substitutes for natural
products, tbe possibilities, even seen from a :financial standpoint, _are
not . apparently absolutely to be ignored. Similarly, could chemical
energy be directly and fully transformed into light, where needed, and
as effectively as 11ature performs these operations of energy transformation in the vital apparatus, the enormous expenditure, the fearful
wastes, now going on even in our production of out-of-door light by
the use of the electric arc would be reduced to a fraction of their present amounts and to an insignificant fraction of total costs. Could
vital energy be identified aud brought under control, or could that
mysterious energy which is its servant in directing and ·producing
animal power be securely gained a.nu its processes understood and controlled, it would seem possible that direct transformations of energywhich probably means by influencing molecular and atomic rather than
molar motion-might be made possible to man, and all this impressive
and wouderful chain of consequences caused to follow.
1

:Mathematical Papers, Vol. 11 !viii, page 505.

RECENT ADV A.NOES IN SCIENCE, AND THEIR BEARING
ON MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 1

By Prof.

MICHAEL FOS'fER,

Secretary of the Royal Society.

I.
When fifty-four years ago the school of Charing Cross Hospital
gathered itself together for its winter work, among the newcomers
was a pale-faced, dark-haired, bright-eyed lad, whose ways and works
soon told his fellows ~hat he was of no common mold. To-day I am
about to attempt the fulfillment of the duty, whieh the authorities of
the school have done me the honor to lay upon me, of delivering the
first of the series of lectures which the school has wisely jnstituted to
keep alive, in the minds of those to come, the great services which that
lad's strenuous and brilliant life rendered to the healing art. The
trust of the Huxley .Lectureship provides that the lecturer shall dwell
on "recent advances in science, and their bearing on medicine and surgery:" I venture to hope that I shall be considered as not really departing from the pur·p ose of the trust if I attempt to make this first lecture
a sort of preface to the volume, or rather the volumes, of lectures to
come; and since a preface bears a different paging, and is written in
a different fashion, from that which it prefaces, I shall be so bold as,
with your permission, to make the character of my lecture to-day different from what I suppose will be that of the lectures of II)y successors.
It will, I imagine, be theil' duty to single out on each occasion some
new important advance iu science, and show in detail its bearings 011
the a.rt of medicine. Each succeeding lecturer will, in turn, be limited
in the choice of his subject, and so assisted in his task by the cl10ice
of his predecessors. 1 to-day have no such aid. It seems :fitting that,
for the purposes of this initial lecture, the word ''recent" should be so
used as to go back as far as the days of Huxley's studentship. If it
be so used, I am brought to face advances in science affecting medicine
and surgery so numerous and so momentous that any adequate treat1 The Hnxley L ecture.
Df'livercd nt Ubaring Cross Medical , choo], London, on
Octo1>er G, 1896, uy Prof. Michael Foster, Bee.RS. Printed in Nature, Nos. 1407 and
1408, vol. 5.J., 1896.
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ment of them as a whole would far exceed not only the time at my disposal, but also, what is more, my powers to treat and your patience to
hear. I will not dare so hopeless a task. Nor will I attempt to select
what may be deemed, or what may appear to me, the most important
of these advances, and expound the bearings on medicine of these
alone. I venture to hope I shall best fulfill the duty laid upon me, and.
meet with your approval, if I single out and dwell on one or two general themes suggested by the history of science during those fifty-odd
years.
The first theme is one suggested by a survey of the studies which
engaged young Huxley in the school here in 1842. This will bring
before us a special bearing on our profession of the advance of science
which, though it may not be evident at first sight to everyone, is nevertheless real and important.
Each case of illness is to the doctor in char_ge a scientific problem, to
be solved by scientific methods. This is seen more and more clearly
and acknowledged more and more distiuctly year by year. Now, it is
true that each science has, to a certain extent, its own methods, to be
learned only in that scieuce itself; and from time to time we may see
how a man eminent in one branch of science goes astray when he puts
forward solutions of problems in another branch, to the special methods
of which he is a stranger. In nothing is this more true than in an
applied science like that of medicine. At the bedside only can the
methods of clinical inquiry be really learned; it is only here that a stu. dent can gain that kind of mind which leads him straight to the heart
of disease, that genius cirtis, without which scientific knowledge, howP.Ver varied, however accurate, becomes nothing more than a useless
burden or a dangerous snare. Yet, it is no less true that the mind
which has been already sharpened by the methods of one science takes
a keener edge, and that more quickly, when it is put on tbe whetstone
· of another science, than does a mind which knows nothing of no science.
And more than onee inquiry in one science has been quickened by the
inroad of a mind coming fresh from tbe methods of a quite different
science. For all sciences are cognate; their methods though differen t
are allied, and certain attitudes of the mind are common to them all.
In respect to nothing is thif~ more true than iu respect to the methods
of medicine. Our profession has been the mother of most of the
sciences, and her children are ever coming back to help her. In our
art all the ciences seem to converge-physical, chemical, biological
metbo<ls join hands to form the complete clinical method. This is the
real ju tifi. ·ation for that period of preparatory cientific study whicb
each enactment of the authorities makes longer aud harder for the
udent f rn diein . It i.· thi , and not the mere acquirement of fact .
Th fact.·, it i true, are n d cl. Every day the doctor has to lay hold,
£ r pro£ · ional u
of me ·hanical, phy i ·al, chemical, biological fact .
But fact· are thing whi h thew 11-traiued miud can pick up and make
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use of as it goes along at any time and in any place; whereas the
mind which is not well trained will miss the facts or pick up the wrong
oneR, or put to a wrong use even the right ones which it bas in hand.
Now, the .ideal training to be got from any science is that of pursuing
inquiry within the range of the science according to the methods of
the science; in that way only does the spirit of the science fully enter
into the man. But such an ideal education is impossible. We are fain
to be content in merely making the student know what truths in each
science have been gained and how they have been gathered in, such a
teaching becoming more aud_more effective as a training the more fully
the student is made to tread in the very steps, and thus to practice the
methods, of those who gained the truths.
·
The more complete the body of any one science the more useful does
that science become as a means of training, and hence it is that advance
of science has a double bearing on the medical profession. As eaeh
science gro,-vs, not only does its new knowledge bring to the doctor new
facts and new ideas, new keys to open locked problems, and new tools
to use day by day, but the incorporated knowledge gains greater and
greater power as an instrument to train his mind rightly to use all the
facts which come before him.
Let me, in the light of this view, call your attention for a moment to
the yoke of compulsory studies under which the young Huxley had to
bend his somewhat unruly neck, and compare it with the like yoke
which presses, heavily it seems to some, on the neck of the young
student of to-day.
I have not been able to find an exact record of the course of studies
pursued by Huxley himself at Charing Cross in the years 1842-1845,
but I have been privileged to examine the stained and tattered schedule of the College of Surgeons, duly "signed up," for the years 18441847, uelonging to one who, duriug some of those years, sat by Huxley's side, who was then and afterwards his friend, and who has won
honor for himself and for your school under the name of Joseph Fayrer.
I find that young Fayrer attended during his first year a course of
at least 140 lectures with 100 demonstrations on anatomy and physiology, a course of not less than 70 lectures on materia me<l.ica, a course
of lectures on tbe practice of surgery, and a course of "The practice of
physics," each of not less than 70 lectures, and a course of hospital
practice in surgery of not less than nine months. In his second year
he again attended the 140-lecture course on anatomy and physiology,
aud the 70-lecture course on the practice of surgery, and again hospital
practice in surgery, taking as well a 70-lecture course iu chemistry, a
like course in midwifery and hospital practice in medicine. In his
third year he once more attended the 140-lecture course in anatomy and
p11ysjology, but no other systematic lectures; the rest of his time was
devoted to hospital practice. To these demands of the college of surgeous we ought to add, in the case of the ordinary student, the demands
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of the company of apothecaries; but the main addition thus caused
would be a course of botany.
Such a curriculum differs widely both in nature, extent, and order
from that in force at the present day. But I venture to think that if
we examine the conditions of the time, we shall find that the authorities
of that day were as wise as, possibly wiser than, we of to-day. In
judging such matters as these, we and, perhaps, especially they who
would drive the student on into learning by tl1e goad of compulsion,
must bear in mind that legislative enactments, such as those prescribing
a curriculum of study, always exhibit a long latent period; they come
into visible existence long after the stimulus which begat them lias
been applied, long after the need of those things being done which the
enactments strive to do has been felt. So long, indeed, is the latent
period, that often new needs have arisen calling for yet other regulations before tlie old ones appointed to meet the old needs have got into
working order. Bearing this in mjnd, we shall find that the course of
study prescribed in Huxley's time was wisely chosen to meet the needs
of, at least, the time immediately preceding that, if not, indeed, the
time itself.
It will be observed that the study of physics, or as it was then more
commonly called natural philosophy, finds no place whatever in young
Fayrer's schedule, and that the one short course of chemistry, without
any practical instruction, which he attended was taken in bis second
year-in the middle, as it were, of his curriculum, when he was already
advanced in his clinical studieH.
At the present time the sciences of physics and chemistry have each
of them developed into a body of logically coordinate truths, furnishing an instrument of peculiar value for the training of the scientific
mind. Moreover the methods of teaching have developed in no less a
degree, so that in the laboratory the student follows, at a long distance
it is true, but still follows the steps of those who have made the
science, and has at least the opportunity of catching something of the
spirit of scientific inquiry. In this educational value of these sciences,
even more than in the practical utility of a knowledge of the mere
facts of the sciences, great as that may be, lies the justification of the
authorities when these, desiring to improve the profession by introducing artificial selection into tbe struggle for existence, insist that all
to whom the lives and health of their fellow men are to be intrusted
should have learnt at lea t something of the sciences in question.
In the time of Huxley's Rtudentsbip both these sciences were in a
v ry differ ut condition. The time it is true was one of great awakening. In ~~y ics men' minds were busy ope~ing up the hidden power.
o: el ·tr~mt~; some ten y ars before Faraday had ma.de an epoch by
~ 1 ·covermg mduced ·urr nts; he and oth ~rs were still rapidly extendmg ur kn wl dge, one -practical outcome of which was the introductiou of the telegraph in 1 37. But how great has been the onward
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sweep in electric science since then; how great the advance in all
branches of physics! To realize the great gap which separates the
physics of to-day from the physics of then one bas only to call to mind
that the wor1d bad yet to wait some years before Mayer, and Joule,
an<l. Helmholtz, and Grove had said their say. In the books which
taught young Hux1ey the laws of physics he foun<l. not a word of that
great law of the conservation of energy which, like a lamp, now guides
the feet of every physical inquirer, whatever be the special path along
which he treads.
In chemistry much, too, was being <l.one. That science was in the
first flush of success in its attack on the mysteries of organic compounds. Liebig, Dumas, and others were rapidly making discoveries
of new organic bodies, and dealing with types and substitution, were
beginning to make their way into the secret~ of chemical constitution;
but then, as indeed for a long time afterwards, progress was taking
tlle form of the accumulation of new facts illteresting and eminently
useful, but still mere facts, rather than of the gaining of insight into
those laws of chemical change of which the facts arc but the expression .
.And the brilliant success of purely organic chemistry was somewhat
prejudicing those inquiries in regions where physics and chemistry
touch hands, which in these latter days are producing such striking
results.
In the days of Haxley's studentship neither of these sciences presented such a body of truths as could be readily used as an engine of
mental training, nor had the educational mechanism for thus _employing them been developed; a chemical laboratory for the student was
as yet hardly known, a physical one wholly unknown. The profession
turned to these sciences chiefly for the utility of the facts contained in
them. The facts of physics, with the exception of those of mechanism,
were but rarely appealed to, and if those of chemistry were in more
common use, it was because they threw light on the mysteries of the
pharmacopmia, rather than because they helped to solve the problems
of the living body. Hence the authority, not without cause, demanded
of the student no physics at all, and asked for chemistry only in the
midst of his course, when its facts might help him to understand the
nature of the drugs which his clinical studies were already bidding him
u~e .
.As regards the biological sciences, the time was also one of change,
or rather of impending change; the causes of the change were at work,
but for the most part were at work below the surface; their effects bad
not yet become obvious.
In natural history, in what we sometimes now call biology, in botany,
zoology, and comparative anatomy, the activity in systematic and
descriptive work was great. The sun of the great Cuvier was setting,
but that of our own Richard Owen was at its zenith; new animal
forms, recent and extinct, were daily being described., the deep was

.
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giviug up Hs treasures, new plants and new beasts, brought home by
energetic travelers, were l>eing duly investigated. But this was only
a continuation of what had been going on long before.
Of the great biologic r~volution which was about to come, there was
not so much as eveu a sigu in the skies when Huxley took his seat on the
Charing Cross benches, though Clrnrles Darwin was already brooding
over the ideas which ha<l come to him in his long voyage.
Two great changes, however, were already beginning-one due to
new ideas, the other to improved methods.
The morphological conceptions, of which Von Baer, in bis" History
of Development," had laid the foundations, destined to make a new
science of animal forms, were being carried forward by J .ohannes Miiller in Germany, though, save for the expositions of Carpenter, they had
made but little way in this country. Nowhere, indeed, had they progressed far. The man who, perhaps to Huxley himself, wast? advance
them-most, Gegenbaur, was as yet a mere student. Nor, in spite of the
beginning made by Von Baer himself, by Allen Thomson, a11d by
Rathke, had embryology ma,de much progress. Kolliker, to whom the
science owes so much, had as yet written no line. Still the new ideas
were beginning to push.
Of no less importance was the impulse given by the. improvements in
the microscope. Only teu years before Sharpey, discovering that eminently microscopic mechani~m, ciliary action, found that a simple lens
was a much more trustworthy tool than the then com pound microscope.
But in the ten years a great change had taken place, and, during ibe
latter part especially of the decennium, improved instruments yielded
a rich harvest of discovery in animal and vegetable life. Prominent
among the new additions to truth was increased knowledge of tbe
mammalian ovum, in acquiring which Wharton Jones, Huxley's teacher
at Charing Cross, did much. But the most momentous and epochmaking Btep was the promulgation of the cell theory by Schwann and
Schleiden as the decennium drew to its close, and more or less connected with that step was the a,ccurate description by Von Mohl of tbe
structure of the vegetable cell, and his introduction of the word, which,
next to the word cell, has perhaps had the most profound influence on
the progress of biologic science-I mean the word protoJ?lasm.
Of this wide field of general biologic kuowle<lge the college of surgeons at that time took 110 heed, or at least made no formal demand.
It is true that part of it found its place in the lectures ou anatomy and
phy iology, and in the consequent examinations, but only a small part.
It is also true that the lecturer on materia medica ha<l. by custom license
to roam over almo t the whole of nature, and the student in learning
the nature and u e of drugs took doses of heterogeneous natural history; the mention, for in tance, in the Pharmacopreia of castorenm
being made the occa ion of a long disquisition on the biology of the
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But in this the end in view was the acquisition of facts, 11ot training
in scientific conceptions and ways of thought.
·
The botany, it is true, which unasked for by the College of Surgeons,
was insisted upon by the company of apotllecaries, though made compulsory on utilitarian grounds as an appendage to and introduction to
the Pharmacopmia, did serve the student in an educational way, teaching him how to appreciate likenesses and differences, even small ones,
and how to distinguish between real and superficial resemblauces. But
the time lie spent on this was too brief to make it-save in cases where
a special enthusiasm stepped in-of any notable effect.
Of the then conditions of that biologic scieuce which comes closest
to the profession of physiology, I will venture to say a few words, ·
though I will strive to curb my natural tendency to dwell on it at too
great a length.
.
A great master-Johannes Miiller-had a few years before written a
great work, The Outlines of Physiology; a work wl1ich the wise physiologist consults with profit even to-day, noting with admiration how a
clear strong judgment may steer its way tlirough the dangers of the
unknown, and the still worse perils of the half.known. A study of
that work teaches us the nature and extent of the advanced phyRiology,
which at that day an accomplished teacher like Wharton Jones might
put before an eager student like Huxley, and we may iufer what the
ordinary teacher put before the ordinary student, each perhaps then,
as since, eager neither to give nor to take more than the statutory
minimum.
When we look into the past of science and trace out the :first buddings of what afterwards grow to l>e umbrageous branches, it sometimes seems as if every time, and almost every year, marked an epoch;
it seems as if always some one was :fiuding out soruetbing which gathered into greatness as the following years rolled on. But even beariug
this caution in mind, the end of the thirties and the beginning of the
forties of the present century do seem to mark a real epoch in physiology. AU along the line accurate, careful observation, quickened by
the rapid growth of the cognate sciences, was taking the :first steps to
replace by sound views the sterile djscussions and scholastic disquisitions which had hitherto formed too large a part of physiological teaching. The :first steps had been taken, but the most marked advance
was yet to come.
Though the observations of :Beaumont had a few · years before, by
proving that gastric juice was a real thing, and demonstrating its properties, shown the nature of digestion in its true Jig ht, tlie older fermentative and other theories were not yet abandoned by all. Though the
conversion of starch into sugar bad been recognized, and pepsin had
been discovered, the exact action of the digestive juices had yet to be
learned; that of pancreatic juice was almost unknown, and bile still
reigned as the king of enteric secretions.
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In the physiology of respiration the view that the carbonic acid of
expired air was formed in the lungs by the oxidation of the carbon of
the blood, still found strenuous support; for Johannes Miiller found it
necessary to argue at great length that the researches of Magnus on
the gases of the blood bad placed the matter in its true light. It had
been suggested that the red corpuscles were in some way also special
carriers of oxygen from the lungs to the tissues, but Mii.ller could not
regard tbis as anything more than a mere supposition.
When it is borne in mind that injection with mercury was the .one
method emplo_y ed for tracing out the course of the lymphatics, it will
be readily understood bow imperfect was the then knowledge of the
lymphatic system. And when it is also remembered that though
Dutrochet had long before used osmosis to help in the interpretation of
the movements of liquids in living tissues, the exact researches of
Graham had yet to come, it will also be understood why, when questions
of absorptions and cognate questions of secretion came under consideration, they were dealt with as questions in such a condition are dealt
even nowadays; much was said about them because little was known.
Though Poisseuille, taking up the matter where it had been left by
Stephen Hales in the foregoing century, had begun, and the brothers
Weber were just continuing, the work of placing our knowledge of the
mechanics of the circulation on a sound and exact basis, and t,bough
the then teaching of the mechanical working of the heart did not differ
widely from that of to-day, the gap which separates the then knowledge of the circulation, even in its mechanical aspects, from that which
we possess to-day, is seen in all its width when I remind you that Carl
Ludwig's first paper was not published until Huxley had ceased to be
a student-until the year 1845. As to all that great part of the physiology of the vascular system which concerns its government by the
nervous system, I will only say that in Mii.ller's great'workmaybe read
the pages in which he deals_with the conflicting opinions and indecisive
observations as to whether the brain and spinal cord have any influence over the heart-beat, and in which, marshaling with logical force
the arguments for and against the opinion that the blood vessels have
muscular fibers in their walls, finally decides that they have not.
In the physiology of the nervous system a momentous advance had
been made some few years before, in the early thirties, by the introduction, through Marshall Hall, of the idea of reflex action. This was
rapidly supplying the key to many hitherto unsolved physiological and
clinical problem . The special functions of the several cranial nerves
were being worked out by Majendie, Reid, and others. The former
(with lourens) wa, al.·o making many experimental researches on
cerebral 1 ·ion ; an , in another line of inquiry Bidder and Volkmann
. the way for di ·coveries to come by their important
w re preparmg
tudi
n th , ymp h tic ' Y tern. The phy. iology of the enses was
forward by Johannes Mii.ller; but the reader
b ing vig rou ly pu/1.i
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to-day of Mii~ler's volumes cannot but be struck with the smallness of
the space (if we omit all that deals with the senses) which be allots
to the nervous system when we compare it with what is demanded in
the present day; and no little part of even that limited space is taken
up with a consideration of the laws of those'' sympathies" which gave
to the sympathetic nerves their name, but which have long since
dropped out of sight.
Lastly, it must be remembered that many of the speculations of the
preceding part of the century had remained barren, and many investigations bad gone astray through lack of knowledge of tbe minuter
changes which lie at the bottom of physiological events. Those mi nut.er
changes could not but lay hidden so long as there was no adequate
knowledge of minute structure. I have already referred to the improvements of the microscope taking place in the thirties, and this soon bore
fruit in the rapid growth of tliat branch of biologic science once called
general anatomy, later on microscopic anatomy, and now best known
by the name of histology. It is well-nigh impossible to exaggerate the
importance of a histological basis for physiological deductions; it is
one of the chief means through which progress has been made and
must continue to be made. In the earlier days of physiology the
grosser features of structure forming the subject-matter of ordinary
anatomy guided tbe observer to the solution of problems about functions; but after a while these became exhausted, having yielded up all
they had to yield, and in due time their pface was taken by the :finer
features disclosed by the microscope. These show as yet no signs of
exhaustion, and we may look forward in confidence to their standing
us in good stead for years to come. We may expect them to last until
we pass, insensibly, from that molecular structure which makes itself
known by optical changes to that finer molecular str1_lcture which is
only revealed by and inferred from its effects, which is an outcome of
the ultimate properties of matter, and which is the condition, and so
the cause, of all the phenomena of life.
The early forties of the present century may be taken as marking
the rapid rise of histological inquiry. It is true that, even before this,
the labors of Henle had gone far; that in this country the brilliant
Bowman had already (in 1840) given to the world his classic work on
the structure of striated muscle, and a little later (1842) his hardly less
important work on the structure of the kidney; that the sagacious
Sharpey had em bodied, in Quain's .Anatomy, a whole host of important histological observations, and that many others were at work.
Nevertheless, one has only to remember how closely the progress of histology is bound up with the name of Kolliker, and to call to mind that
Kolliker's :first paper was not published until 1841, to see clearly how
much of our present knowledge of histology and all that that brings
with it, has been gathered in since Wharton J oues taught it to the
young Huxley.
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If the gap which parts the physiological leamiug of that time from
the learning of to-uay is great, still greater is the gap in the teaching.
Though at Charing Cross and in some other schools a course of physiology was given, apart from that of anatomy, this was not separately
recognized by the College of Surgeons; it demanded simply a course
of anatomy a11d physiology, of which the lion's Rhare fell undoubtedly
to anatomy.
· In accordance with this, in most schools, at all events the greater
part, and perhaps the sounder part of the physiology taught, was tlrnt
which may be deduced from anatomical premises. Where the teacher
went beyond this, he in most instances at least wandered into academical disquisitions and sterile <liscussions. Only in _rare bands, such as
those of Wharton · Jones and William Sharpey, was the subject so
treated as to be of any real use as a mental traiuing for the medical
student preparing his mind to view rightly biological problems. The
science was not as yet sufficiently advanced to be an educational eugiue
which could be safely intnusted to the ordinary teacher's use. And the
method of teaching it, happily recognized now, which al0ne insures the
salutary influences of the knowledge acquired, that of following out in
t.be laboratory the very steps along which the science bas trod, was
then wholly unknown. It was as a brilliant favorite pupil that young
Huxley was encouraged by vVharton Jones-to use the microscope himself, and study, among other things, the structures of hairs; he was not
led to it, as one of a flock, in a practical course.
Indeed, one kind of knowledge only was at that time demanded of
the medical student, in such quantity and in such a way as to render
the study of it a real mental training. Not in one year only of his
course, but in each year-in his first, his second, aud his third yearwas the student, who hoped to obtain the diploma of the college, compelled to attend lectures, each course consisting, not as in other subjects
of seventy, but of double that number of lectures, on what was styled
anatomy and physiology, but was in the main what we now call anatomy. MoreoverJ the studeut learned even then his anatomy in the same
way that he is bid to learn an other subjects now, not merely by listening to lectures, or even by witnessing formal demonstrations, but by
individual labor iu the laboratory-in that laboratory which we call a
dissecting room. Nowadays it may seem strange to insist that the
stu<l.ent should be studying anatomy during all the three year of his
curriculum, down to the very end of his studentship. But we must
admit tlle wi. dom of it then. At that time human anatomy was the
on branch of knowledge which had achieved anything like complete
development, and which succe' ive generations of able teacher had
·ba1)ed into _an engine of mental training of the highest value. It wa.
~11 n the marn tay of m dica1 scientific teaching. It wa · in the di. sectmg ~o m that th ,·tud nt, of the time of which we are speaking,
acqun d the mental attitude whidt prepared ltim for the bedside. Ile
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there learned to observe, to describe, to be accurate and exa~t, and the
time spent there was wisely judged to be the most precious of his
apprenticeship. The shaping of bis mind by help of orderly arrange<!
fact~ was perhaps even of greater value than the mere acquisition of
the facts, important as this might be.
The authorities of the time were, I venture to repeat, in my opinion
wiser in their generation in making this well-developed, accurately
taught science of aua~omy the backbone of the medical student's education; they were wise in making relatively little demand on the student
in respect to the otther Rciences cognate and preparatory to medicine,
the value to him of which consisted then chiefly in the facts which they
embo~ied; they were also wise in giving him leave to defer his study
of them until his knowledge of something of the needs of his future
profession should have opened his eyes to the value of those sciences
as mere records of facts.
I also, however, venture to think that the advance of these sciences
since then has greatly changed their bearing towards the medical student, no less than towards medicine. What was wisdom in the forefathers is not necessarily wisdom in us the children. I have no wish
to take ad vantage of the occasion of this lecture to make au excursion
into the troubled land of medical education. But I feel sure-indeed
I know-that I am only saying what the man whose name these lectures
bear al ways felt, and indeed often said, when I suggest for consideration
the thought that while some clioice ont of that advancing flood of
science which is surging up around us, and all of which has some bearing on the medical profession, some choice as to what must be kuown
by him wbo aspires to be the instrume11t of the cure and prevention of
disease is rendered necessary by the strnggle for existence-a decided
and even narrow choice, lest the ordinary mind be drowned in the waters
wbich it is bid to drink. In making that choice, we should remember
that an attitude of mind once gained is a possession for ever, far more
precious than the facts whioh are gathered in with toil, and flee away
with ease. This should be our guiding principle in demandiug of tlrn
medical student knowledge other than that of disease itself.
The usefulness, and so the success, of a doctor-is largely dependent
on many things which belong to the profession viewed as an art, on
quicknesA of sight, promptne s of decision, sleight of hand, charm of
manner, and the like-things which can not be taught in any Rchool.
But these are in vain unless they rest on a sound and wide knowledge
of the nature of disease, on a sound and wide grasp of the science of
pathology; and this can be taught. By a sound and wide grasp, I mean
such a one as wm enable him who has it to distinguish, as it were by
insight, among the new things which almost every day bri-ngs to him
that which is a solid gain from that which is a specious fallacy. Such
a grasp is only got by such a, study as leads the mind beyond the facts
into the very spirit of the science.
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13ut wbat we call pathology is a branch-a wide and recondite
branch, but still a branch of that larger science which we call physiology; it employs the same methods, but applies them to special problems. So much are the two one that it would doubtless be possible to
teach pathology to one who knew no physiology ; such a one would
learn physiology unawares. But at a great waste of time. For physiology, in its narrower sense, being older, bas become organized into an
engine which can be used for leading the mind quickly and easily into
the spirit aud methods ·of true pathological inquiry. The teaching of
it as an introduction to pathology is an economy of time. That, I take
it, if compulsion be justifiaole at all, is the justification of its being a
compulsory study.
Further, the m~thods of physiology, in turn, are the methods of physics
and of chemistry, used hand in hand with other methods special to the
study of living beings, tbe general methods of biology. And here
again it is an economy of time that the student should learn these
methods each in its own science, and this is the justification for making
these sciences-also compulsory. But in all the regulations which are
issued concerning these several ancillary sciences, this surely should
be kept in view, that each science should be taught not as a scientific
accomplishment of value in itself, but as a stepping stone to professional
knowledge, of value because it is tbe be-st means of bringing tlrn
student on bis way to that.

II.
Now let me turn to another theme suggested by what bas happened
in science and in the profession since the days of Huxley's studentship,
and that is the complexity of the bearings of any one discovery, of any
one advance, as well on science itself as on the applications of science.
In the garment of science, with which mau is wrapping himself
round, or rather is being wrapped round, the several threads are woven
into an intricate web. As the loom which is weavi11g th.at ever-spreading garment takes in new warp aud new woot; such threads only of
each are taken in as can be fitly joined to those which have come in
before; each thread as it is twisted in becomes a b.old for of.her threads
to be caught up later on. No single observation, no siugle experiment
stands alone by itself, nor can its worth be rightly judged by itself
alone. The mistaken philanthropists who have put restriction·, and
would put more on physiological investigations, betray that ignorance
of ~be way,' of science, which eems to be a necessary condition of tlleir
attitude, when they a k us to state in a entence the direct application
to the goo~ of man of ach exp riment on a living animal. In th
. o?r f s rnnce, ach the pening a often of a path as of a chamber,
1 t 1 s n t, a
u h -£ lk e m to think, that ach bobbin pulls only on
latch. Ev ry .·perimeut, ev ry ob.· rvatio11 ha b sides its imm diat
re ult, effect~ which, in pr portion to it: value, ~read away on all ides
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into even distant parts of knowledge. The good of the experiment by
itself is soon merged in the general good of scientific inquiry. The
science of physiology, and by implication the art of medicine, is built
up in part on experiments on living animals; in part only, but that
part is so woven into all the rest that any attempt to draw it out would
lead to a collapse of the whole.
It is because each experiment or observation is thus a thread caught
up in a close-set web, that its value depends not alone on the mere
result of the experiment or observation itself, but also, and even more
so, on the time at which, and on the circumstances and relations under
which it is made. This truth the real worker in science has borne in
upon him again and again; it is this which leads him to that humility
which has ever been the outward token of the fruitful 'laborer. He
feels that it is not so much himself working for science as science
working through him.
Let me attempt to illustrate this by dwelling on some two or three
single observations in physiology, made almost at the time or very
soon after the time at which Huxley was a student. It will, I think,
be seen that each of them has reached a long way in its bearing on tlie
science of physiology and on the art of medicine; that the full effect of
each has been dependent both on what went before and on what has
happened since·J and though they were all made, so to speak, long ago
some of their fruits were brought in as it were yesterday, and their full
fruition is perhaps not yet accomplished.
I will .first invite your attention to a single experiment, for, though
repeated on various animals, we may call it a single experiment, which
in the fall of the year 1845 Ernest Heinrich Weber, then professor of
anatomy at Leipzig, and his brother Eduard Friedrich, reported to an
assembly of Italian scientific men in Naples, and of which they subsequently published an accouut in Mii.ller's Archiv in 184.6. Makin•g use
of the recently introduced rotating electro-magnetic apparatus (the
physical discovery begetting the physiological one), they found that
powerful stimulation of the vagus nerves had the unexpected result of
stopping the heart from bea,ting.
This single experiment, which I may quote by the way as a typical
experiment on a liviug animal-for it is impossible to imagine how the
discovery of this action of the vagus ou the heart could have been
made otherwise than by an experiment ou a living animal-this single
experiment has made itself felt far and wide tliroughout almost the
whole of physiology.
In the .first place, it has made us understand in a way impossible
before the experiment how; through the intervention of the nervous
system, the work of the heart is tempered to meet the strain of varying
circumstances. As I said a little while back, only a few years before
even eminent observers were groping about in a dim light, hotly di~ ·
cussing whether the brain and spinal cord could affect the beat of t.ue
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h · art. To all these discussions Weber's experiment came as a great
.light in a dark place.
,
There is 110 need for me to insist how this knowle<l.ge that impulses
descending the vagus slow or restrain the h eart beat, and the knowledge genetically dependent on this, that impulses reaching the heart
along the cardiac sympathetic nerves from the t horacic spinal cord stir
up the heart to more vigorous or frequent beats, have since served as a
guide for the physician in the intricate problems of cardiac disease,
and that with increasing security as our knowledge of the details of
the actions has increased. The knowledge may not always have been
wisely used. On this point perhaps I may be allowed to repeat the ·
caution which I may have given el~ewhere concerning the dangers of
taking a new physiological.fact direct and straight, raw and bleeding,
as it were, from the laboratory to the bedside. The wise physiologist
takes care, even in physiology itself, not to use a new fact as an explanation of old problems without a due testing and a direct verification
of its applicability. How much more is it -needful that the doctor who
sails not on the calm seas of the phenomena of health, but amid the
troubled tempests which we call disease, should not hastily and heedlessly rush to make practical use of a new fact, tempting as the use
may be, until he also bas.tested its applicability by that clinical study
which is his only sure guide. But this is by the way.
In the second place, as a mere method Weber's discove~y has in
physiofogical · experimentation borne most important fruit. Before
Weber's experiment many an investigation, not only on the vascular
system itself, but in many other branches of physiology, came to a
standst.ill or went astray because the experimenter bad not the means
on the one band to stop or slacken, or on the other to quicken and stir
up the heart without interfering largely with the object of.bis researcb.
_ Tbauks to Weber's experiment and what bas come out of it, that can
now be done with ease, and thus solutions have been obtained of problems which otherwise seemed insoluble.
· In the third place, the experiment bas bad a profound and widespread influence by serving to introduce a new idea, that idea which we
now denote by the word inhibition. Before the experiment, though
men's minds were gradually getting clearer concerning the nature of a
nervous impulse, an known instances of the action of a nervous impul e
had for the result an expenditure of energy; and it was a still open
though hotly debated question whether in 1:mcb actions as when a muscle
~a thrown in_to contraction by a nervous impulse this feature of expend~ture was not impre ed on the mu~cle by the very uature of the impulse
it.· If. That <1ue tio1i the experiment answered in the negative once
an~l for all. . Whatev r the exact nature of a nervous impulse, it wa
VHlently 0 f nch a kind that it might on occasion check expenditure
aiHl bank up 11 •rgy in an i11crea ed potential store.
Observation oon
sh wed that th b art and vagns was no 'olitary example. It was
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recognized that the due regulation of many of, if not all, the so-called
nervous centers was secured not merely by tbe intrinsic forces of passive rest making themselves felt in the absence of stimulation, but also,
and even more so, by the alternating play of antagonistic influences.
Throughout all the sciences the resolving a stability seemingly due to
intrinsic causes into an equilibrium arising out of the balauce of opposing forces has again and again marked a step forward; and it is perhaps not too much to say that a like analysis, prompted by the story
of the vagus and the heart, has profoundly modified all our conceptions
of the way in which nervous impulses, sweeping along the intricate yet
ordered network of paths in the brain and spinal cord, determine the
conduct of life. The idea has of course been abused as well as used, as
what idea has not 1 Such a word as inhibition could not bµt fail to
have a blessed sound in the ears of the ignorant; the idea has been
ignorantly and wrongly applied; but this is of little moment in view of'
the help which it has given to wise and well-directed inquiry.
And the idea has spread with fruitful results beyond the limits of
nervous impulses; it bas been carried deep down into the very innermost molecular processes of life. The closer we penetrate into the physical-chemical ,wents through which living matter grows, lives, and dies,
the clearer does it seem that life itself is a shifting outcome of two
opposing sets of changes-one synthetic, constructive, the other destructive, analytic-and that the key to this aud that riddle of vital action
lies within the grasp of him who can clearly lay hold of the mutual
relations of these conflicting changes. The story of the vagus and the
heart is a tale, not of the heart alone, not o.f the nervous system alone,
but of all living matter. The light which first shone iu the experiment
of the brothers Weber may, in a sense, be said to have gone out into
all the lands of physiology.
Let me now turn your attention to an experiment made a few years
later. This is also an experiment made on a living animal, and whatever good may have come out of that to which it has given rise must
be reckoned as the fruit of an experiment.
In 1851 Claude Bernard made known that division of the cervical
sympathetic led to a widening of the blood vessels and a warming of
the ear and other parts of the head and neck. This was the beginning
of what may rightly be ca11ed the great vaso-motor knowledge. It may
be true that more than a hundred years before, in 1727, Du Petit bad
observed much the same thing, but nothing came out of it; the germinal
time had not yet arrived. It may be true that other observers since
Du Petit had divided the cervical sympathetic a11d noted the effects;
but these had their attention directed chiefly to changes in the pupil.
It may be true that Brown-Sequard and \iValler a few months before.
Bernard himself was able to do so supplied the complement to the original experiment by showing th.at stimulation of the peripheral part of
the divided sympathetic constricted the blood veaselS. a,:qd n~q-qceq the
SM96-23
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11 thi may be true, but there remains the fact that
p rimeut the new light began ; that experiment marks
inuin · f ur a o-motor knowledge.
have a,lr ad pok n of the prolonged discussions which, just before
the at f u:xley' tudentship, were taking place touching the qu~stion wh ther or no the blood vessels were muscular and contractile.
That que tion had, meanwhile, been definitely settled by Henle's demon trati n, in 1 40, that the tissue in the middle coats of arteries really
con i ted in part of muscular tissue of the kind known henceforward
as plaiu muscular tissue. But for some years no use was made of this
di covery in the direction of explaining the intervention of the nervous
system. in the governnient of the circulation. That began with Bernard's
experiment.
It would, I ve:nture to think, be sheer waste of your time and mine,
if I were to attempt to labor the theme of the large Rhare in our total
physiological kuowledge which is now taken up by the vaso-moto_r
system and all that belongs to it , and of the extent to which the
physi-d
.
ology of that system. has woven itself into nathological doctrines, an
helped medical practice. I would simply ask the lecturer on physiology
in what stress he would find himself if he were forbidden in his teaching to say a word which would imply that the caliber of the blood
vessels was influenced by the contraction of their walls.through nervous
influence; or ask the student how often in an examination of to-day, be
' biting his pen, or starmg
. at
would have to _sit seeking inspiration by
the roof, if he too in his answers could never refer to vaso-motor
' we touch, be it the work do_ne
actions. Whatever' part of physiology
by a muscle, be it the varioua kinds of secretive labor, be it that ruamtenance of bodily temperature which is a condition of bodily activity,
be it the keeping of the brain's well-being in the midst of tbe hydr?·
static vicissitudes to which daily life subjects it-in all these, as m
many others, we fin<l vaso-motor factors intervening; and, to say no th ing of !he share taken by these in the great general pathological conditions of inflammation and fever, they also have to be taken account
of by the doctor in studying the disordered physiological processes
which constitute disease, whatever be the tissue affected by the morbid
co~ditio~s. Take away from the physiological and pathological doctrme~ of to-day all that is meant by the word vaso-motor, and those
d,octrmes would be left for the most pa.rt, a muddled, unintelligible .mas,·.
To O g~eat an extent as that which Bernard's experiment began
entered mto our mo<l.ern views.
It wa
ernarcl good fortune, but deserved good fortuue to
announce, almo ·tat the ame time, two funda..nental discoverie . F or
1. ventur_e to ~lai~ for hi.· di covery of the formation of glycogen in the
h, r, I'l fl y mdicat din 1 ,30, more fully expound d iu 1 51 an im porta.n ·e_only · c nd, H econd, to that of the experiment with which we
ha JU b , d a1ing.
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To judge of its importance we must look at it from more than one
point of view.
At the time when Huxley was sitting at the feet of Wharton Jones,
the teaching of the schools was largely governed by the view that the
animal organism, in contradistinction to the vegetable organism, was
essentially destructive in its chemical actions, possessing no power in
itself of syntlietic construction. It is true that the possible synthesis
of organic compom1ds special to the animal body had long before, in
1828, been shown by W ohler's artificial formation of urea. It is true
also that Huber, in the case of bees, and Liebig, in the case of cows,
had already shown that wax and fat must be iu part manufactured out
of something that was not fat. The conclusions, however, of these
observers were at best somewhat distant inferences from statistical
data; and, in any case, had not as yet made much way iu the direction
of general acceptance. But Bernard's experiment was in the form of
an ocular demonstration. The glycogen which had been formed in the
liver could be extracted, could be seen, handled, and, if need be, tasted,
a result adequate to convince even a physiological Thomas. We may
claim for Bernard's glycogen discovery, that, as the first realistic proof
· of the synt.hetic powers of the animal organism it did much to establish
a truth, which succeeding observations have only served to confirm and
extend, namely, that the animal, no less than the vegetable organism,
possesses synthetic powers, and that the want of prominence of these
in the ordinary work of the animal body is to be attributed to economic
reasons, and not to absence, or even scantiness of power.
But there is another aspect from which the discovery must be viewed.
At the time of which we are speaking, physiologists were still, as
they had been of old, largely under the influence of a somewhat
mechanical conception of the body as a collection of organs, each of
which had its special use or function, the unity of the body being maintained by the mutual adaptation of the constituent organs. This was
further developed into the view that when a use of an organ ~ad been
satisfactorily made out, when a function had been made clear,- all that
remained to be done, in the way of research, was simply to inquire how
far and in what ways the performance of that functiou was influenced
by changes iu the rest of the body, or by external circumstances. It
was acknowledged, for iustance, on all hands that the function of the
liver was to secrete bile, and physiologists in general were content to
look forward for future discoveries which should throw liglit on tlrn
exact nature of the mechanism of the secretion, and on why the liver
secreted now more, now .less bile, and to these alone without expecting
anything else.
Bernard's discovery tbat the liver not only secreted bile but manufactured glycogeu fell on physiologists like a bolt from the blue. The
knowledge that the same hepatic cell was engaged both in secreting
bile and manufacturing glycogen, and that the sugar or other prod-
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uct of digestion were carried from the intestine, not str~ight to the
tis ues which they were destined in any case ultimately to nourish,
but to the liver, there to undergo transformation and await some future
fate, marked the beginning of a new way of looking at the problems
of nutrition. It was recognized that these became less simple-more
complex than they had formerly seemed; but the very complexity
gave hope of possible solutions. It was seen that as the blood swept
in the blood stream through the several tissues it might undergo pro·
found changes without any visible outward token, such as that of the
appearance of secretion in the duct of a gland or of the contraction of
a muscle-might undergo changes which could only be demonstrated
by differences in the composition or properties of the blood as it
came to or left this or that tissue. The technical difficulties of the
analysis of blood prevented any immediate marked steps in the way
of advance, and attempts to establish in respect to any particular tissue
the changes which the blood underwent in it, by inference from the
results of experimental interference, met with difficulties of another
but no less serious kind. Hence the world had to wait some little time
before the new idea which Bernard's discovery had started bore important or striking fruit. Yet it was not very long before it was seen that
the hepatic cell had heavy duties touching the metabolic changes of
proteid as well as a carbohydrate material; that it, and not the kidney
alone, had to do with urea as well as sugar, and the difficulties, which
physiologists in the early half of this century must have keenly felt-how to reconcile the bald task of secreting bile, which alone technical
physiology alloted to the liver, with the overweening importance which
not only popular experience, but more exact clinical study, could not
but attach to that organ-began to steal away. A little later on exact
experimental inquiry converted into certainty the suspicions which
clinical study had raised, that the blood in streaming through the
thyroid gland underwent changes of supreme importance to the nutrition of the tissues of the body at large. Still, a little later, the Bernardian idea, if I may so venture to call it, doubling, so to speak, on
itself, led to the discovery that the mysteries of the fate of sugar in
the body were not lodged in the liver alone, but might be traced to the
pancreas. It was seen that as the blood streaming through the liver
worked on sugar besides secreting bile so the pancreas, besides secret.
.
'
rng it· marvellous omnipotent juice, also influenced, though in a differ~~t way, the career of ugar in the body; that the disease we call
ma tes wa. or might be in some way connected with the pancrea no
le ' than with th liver. I need not go on to speak of recent researche
on th uprar nal cap ule or of oth r organ . It is enough to note
that one ~f b mo promi ing line of inquiry at the pre ent day is
ha r latrng t th chan es of which I am peaking, sometimes known
un r h uame_ of "internal · ·retion.' Every year-nay, almo t
v ry m nth- rmg · up m new light as to the details of the great
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chemical fight which the blood is carrying on in all the tissues of the
body. It may be perhaps to-morrow that we shall learn of some work
of a kind wholly unexpected which is carried out by that great lVlalpighian layer of the skin which wraps round our whole frame. In any
case, the line of inquiry is one of the most fruitful of those of the
present day. I may add, too, I think, that it is one which has been of
the greatest direct use to mankind, and promises still more. It is true
that Bernard's discovery of glycogen, and perhaps especially the
diabetic puncture, raised hopes which have not been fulfilled. Not
to-day, any more than forty years ago, is it in our power wholly to
remove the disease which we call diabetes. But short of complete
mastery, how great is our, power now compared with then. And when
we remember that the pancreatic relations of sugar are far from being
worked out, and that such knowledge as physiologists already possess
has not yet made much way in clinical study, we may look forward to
marked progress possibly in no very distant time.
Further, if there be any truth in what I have insisted upon-that the
value of a discovery is to be measured not only by its immediate application, theoret,ical and practical, but also by the worth of the idea
which it embodies and to which it gives life; and if it be true, as I
have suggested, that by the genesis of ideas the discovery of glycogen
is mother of all our knowledge of internal secretion , in its widest
sense, of the work of the thyroid and other like bodies, then the good
to suffering mankind which may b e laid to the door of Bernard's initial
experiment is great indeed.
The next result to which I will call your attention is again an experiment, and once more an experiment on a living: animal. In 1850
Augustus Waller described in the Philosophical 'rransactions the histological changes which division of the hypoglossal and glossopha,r yngeal nerves in the frog produced in the :fibers of the distal
portions of the nerves, and shortly afterwards developed this initial
result into the more general view of the dependence of the nutrition of
a nerve fiber on its continuity with a cell in the central nervous system,
or in the case of afferent :fibers, in the ganglion of the posterior root.
This discovery was at the time and has since continued to be of
value as a contribution to physiological ideas. It ha~ its share in promoti11g the progress-which, though slight, is still a progress-of our
understanding the obscure influences which the part of a cell inclosing
ibe mysterious nucleus exercises over all the rest of the cell, and per- ,
haps even to-day the theoretical value of that degeneration of nerve
:fibers the knowledge of which we owe to Waller is not adequately
appreciated and the lead which it gives not followed out as it might
be. In spite of all we know, we are much too apt to fall back on
the conception that when no nervous impulse is traveling along a
nerve fiber the nerve fiber is in a state of motionless quiescence, and
that a nervous impulse, when it does come, sweeps over the fiber as a
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wave sweeps over a placid lake; but the Wallerian degeneration gives
such a view the lie direct. When we reflect that the :finely balanced
molecular condition, which itself is nothing more than the falsely seeming quiescence of an equilibrium of opposing motions in the ultimate
fibrils of the nerve twigs in the ultimate phalanx of the finger, by
which we touch and get to know the world without us, is dependent on
what is going on around the nucleus of a cell or the nuclei of some
cells in the ganglion or ganglia of certain upper spinal nerves, so that
if the continuity of the axis cylinder process be anywhere broken the
figure of the molecular dance changes at once and riot takes the place
of order. When we reflect on this it is clear, I say, that between the
molecules of the ultimate :fibrils branching in the Malpighian layer of
the ball of the :finger and the molecules within the immediate grasp
of the nucleus of the cell from which those fibrils start there must be
ever-passing thrills-thrills, it is true, of so gentle a kind that no physical instrument _we as yet possess can give us warning of them, so
gentle that compared with them the wave which carries what we call
a nervous impulse must appear a roaring avalanche, but still thrills
the token of continued movement; and of such gentle, impalpable,
unnoticed thrills we must in the future take full account if we are ever
to sound the real depth of nervous actions.
It is not, however. as a contribution to theoretical conceptions, but
rather as a method, 'that the results of Waller have so far had t.beir
chief effect on the progress of physiology and medicine, and I have
chosen it as a thing to dwell on because it seems to me a striking
instance of the value of a method merely judged as a method, and, further, because. the value of its use illustrates my theme, that the success
of any one scientific effort is contingent on the converging aid of other
efforts. For some time, it is true-for years, in fact-the Walleri~n
method was employed solely or chiefly in what, without reproach, may
be called the smaller problems of physiology. It settled i:nany topographical questions. It cleared our views as to tbe distribution of
afferent and efferent fibers. It seemed to add or replace a few stones
here and there in the growing building, but it did not greatly change
the whole edifice. After a while, however, it met with two helpmatesthe one sooner, the other later-and, by means of the three together
we have gained and are stiil gaining such additions to our knowledge
of the ways in which the central nervous system works out the acts
which make up our real life as to constitute perhap8 the most triking
progr
in the physiology of our time. A wholly new chapter of nervou pby iology ha through them been opened up.
!h_e one colleague i to be found in the experiments of Fritz and
Hitzig· a~d f Ferrier, again, experiments on living animals-experim nt whi b by d mon trating the existence of de:finite paths for the
play f n r ou, impul e within the ceutral nervous system opened up
path
he play f u w id a c ncerniug the working of that, Y tern.
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I say "demonstrating the existence of definite paths," for this, and not
the topographical recognition of so many centers of hypothetical nature,
is the solid outcome of experiments on local stimulation of the cerebral
cortex. Views come and go as to what is happening when the current
is :flitting to and fro between two electrodes placed on a particular spot
of the Rolandic area. The solid ground on which each view strives to
establish itself is that the particular spot is joined by definite nervous
paths to particular peripheral parts. I say "demonstrating the existence of particular paths," but what would have been the demonstrative
value of the experiments of stimulation or of removal by themselves
without the anatomical support furnished by the Wallerian method 1
And I may justly include within the WaJlerian method not the mere
tracking out the degenerated fiber by the simple means at Waller's
own disposal, but · such finer, surer search as is afforded by the lat.er
help given by the newer development of the staining technique.
They who have the widest experience of experiments on living animals are the first to own that in a region of delicate complexity like
that of the central nervous system the interpretation of the results of
any experimental interference may be, and genera1Jy is, in the absence
of aid from other sources, a matter of extremest difficulty, one in which
the observer, trusting to the experiment alone? may easily be led astray.
I need not labor the question what would have been the value of the
mere effects of stimulating or even of removal of parts of the cerebral
cortex, and whither would they have led us, had the experimental
results not been supported and their interpretation guided by the
teachings of the Wallerian method. It is not too much to say that tlie
experiments of Ferrier and his peers, brilliant as they were, might have
remained barren, useful 011ly as isolated bits of knowledge, or might
even have led us astray, bad they not been complemented by anatomical
facts. They have not remained barren and they have not led us astray.
The Wallerian method picked out from the tangle of nerve fibers making up the white matter of the brain and ·spinal cord the pyramidal
tract running from the Rolandic area to the origins of all the motor
roots, even of the lowe::;t, and so, joining bands with the experiment,
made it clear that, whatever might be the exact ,rnture of the events
taking place in a particular Rpot of the cortex of that area, that spot
was, by the definite paths of particular nerve fibers, put in connection
with definite skeletal muscles. The pyramidal tract was further shown
to be merely one-an important one, it is true, but still merely oneof a large class. So it is that the experimental results and the Wallerian results, not merely in that Rolandw area where the results of
experiment take on the grosser form of readily appreciated interference with ·movements, but in other regions where other finer, more
occult manifestations of nervous and psychical actions have to be dealt
with, are, it may be slowly, but yet surely, resolving that which seemed
to be a hopeless tangle of interweaving and interlacing nerve fibers
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aud cells i_nto an orderly arr~ngement, of which the key is seen to be
that each nerve filament is a path of impulses coming from some spotit may be from near, it may be from afar-where events are taking
place, and carrying the issue of those events to some other spot, there
to give rise to events having some other issue.
But a third factor was wanting to forward our insight into this
orderly arrangement, and especially by again affording an anatomical
basis to open the way toward explaining what was the order of events
in the spots or centers, as we call them, in which the filaments began
or ended, aud what was the mechanism of the change of events. This,
I venture to think, we may find in the special histological method
which, however much its usefulness, has been enhanced by its subsequent development in the hands of Oayal, Kolliker, and others, as well
as by the coincident methyl-blue method we owe to Golgi. The final
word has not yet been said as to the exact meaning and value of the
black silver pictures which that method places before us; but this, at
least, may be asserted that by means of them tbe progress of our
knowledge of the histological constitution of the central nervous system
has within the last few years made strides of a most remarkable kind.
It may be that those pictures are in some of their features misleading,
it may be that the terminal arborization. and their lack of continuity
with the material of the structures whi~h they grasp, does not afford
an adequate explanation of the change in the nature of tue nervous
impulses which takes place at the relays of which the arborizations
seem the token; it may be, indeed it is probable, that we have yet
much to learn on these points. But notwjthstanding this it must still
be said that, by the help of this method, our knowledge of how the
fibers run, where they begin and where they end within the brain and
spinal cord has advanced, and is advancing in a ·ma1mer which, to one
who looks back to the days when Huxley was studying within these
walls, seems little short of marvelous.
Let me once more repeat; the value of this silver method is not an
intrinsic one; it bas its worth because it fits in with other methods; it
is available on account of what is known apart from it. I imagine that
if in 184:2 Huxley, at Wharton Jones's suggestion, bad invented the
silver method it would have remained unknown and unused. The time
for it had not then come. The full fruition which it has borne and is
bearing in our day ha. come to it because it works hand in hand with
the two other methods of which I liave spoken-the Wallerian a11d the
experimental methods.
It i the e thr w rking together which have brought forth what I
may ven ure to all the wond rs which we have seen in our days, and
I can not ut think th t what , e have , en is but an earne t of that
whi ·h i o <·om., In ~ branch of phy iology i the outlook more
n m h 1mmedi< te future, than in that of th
entral
u1· ly I <lo it wrono- to ca11 it m r ly a bnmcll
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of physiology. It is true that if we judge it by even the advanced
knowledge of to-day, it takes up but a small part of the whole teaching
of the science; but when we come to know about it that which we are
to know, all the rest of physiology will shrink into a mere appendage
of it, and the teacher of the future will hurry over all that to which
to-day we devote so much of the year's course, in order that he may
enter into the real and dominant part.
There is no need for me to expound in detail how the knowledge
gained by the three methods of which 1 have been speaking, in laying
bare the secrets of nervous diseases and opening up the way for successful treatment and accurate and trustworthy prognosis, has helped
onward the art of medicine. Even the younger among us must be
impressed when he compares what we know to-day of the diseases of
the nervous system with what we knew, J will not say fifty, but even
twenty, nay even ten, years ago. Do not for a moment suppose that I
am attempting to maintain that the great clinical progress which has
taken place has resulted from the direct, immediate application to the
bedside of laboratory work, or that I wish to use this to exalt the physiological horn. I would desire to take a higher and broader standpoint,
namely this, that the close relations and mutual interdependence of
laboratory physiology and tu.at bedside physiology which we sometimes
call pathology, and the necessity of both for the medical art, are
nowhere more clearly shown than by the history of our recent advance
in a knowledge of the nervous system as a whole. In this, when we
strive to follow out the genesis of the new truths, it is almost impossible to trace out that which has come from the laboratory and that from
the hospital ward, so closely have the two worked together; an idea
started at the bedside has again and again been extended, shaped, or
corrected by experimental results and been brought back in increased
fruitfulness to th~ bedside. On the other hand, a new observation
which, had it been confined to the laboratory, would have remained
barren and without result, has no less often proved in the hands of the
physician the key to clinical problems the unlocking of which ha$ in
turn opened up new physiological ideas .
.And, though the scope of these Huxley lectures is to deal with the
relations of the sciences to the medical art, I shall, I trust, be pardoned
if I turn aside to point out that this swelling knowledge of how nerve
cell and nerve fiber play their parts in bringing about tlrn complex
work done by man's nervous system is not narrowed to the relief of
those sufferiugs which come to humanity in the sick room. Mankind
suffers much more deeply, much more widely, through misdirected
activities of the nervous system, the meddling with which lies out ' ide
tbe immediate calling of the doctor. Yet every doctor, I may say every
thoughtful man, can not but recognize that the distinction between a
so-called physical and a so-called moral cause is often a shadowy and
in<listinct one, and that certainly so-called moral results are often the
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outcome, more or les direct, of so-called physical events. I venture to
say that he who realizes how strong a grip the physiologist and the
physician, working hand in hand, are laying on the .secret workings of
the nervous system, who realizes how, step by step, the two are seeing
their way to understand the chain of events issuing in that sheaf of
nervous impulses which is the instrument of what we call a voluntary
act, must have hopes that that knowledge· wi11 ere long give man
power over the issue of those impulses, to an extent of which we have
at present no idea. Not the mere mending of a broken brain, but the
education, development, and guidance of cerebral powers, by the light
of a knowledge of cerebral processes, is the office in the-we hope-not
far future of the physiology of the times to come.
I might bring before you other illustrations of the theme which I
have in hand. I could, I think, show you that the very greatest of all
recent advances in our art, that based on our knowledge of the ways
and works of minute organisms, has come about because several independent gains of science met, in the fullness of time, and linked themselves together. But my time is spent.
I should he very loth, however, and ·you, I am sure, would not wish
that I should end this first Huxley lecture without some word as to
what the great man whose name tbe lectures bear had to do with the
pTOgress on some points of which I have touched. He had an influence,
I think a very great one, upon that progress, though bis influence, as is
natural, bore most on the progress in this country.
· The condition and prospects of physiology in Great Britain at the
present moment are, I venture to think, save aud except the needless
bonds which the legislature has placed upon it, better and brighter
than they ever have been before. At one time, perhaps, it might have
been said that physiology was for the most part being made in Germany; for, in spite of the fact that some of the greatest and most pregnant ideas in physiology have sprung from the English brain, it must
be confessed that in the more ordinary researches the output in England has at times not been commensurate with her activities of other
kinds. But that cannot be said now. The English physiological work
of to-day is, both in quantity and quality, at least equal to that of other
nations, having respect to English resources and opportunities. Part
of this is· probably due to that activity which is the natural response
to tlie timulus of obstacle . The whip of the antivivisectionists bas
defeat d it own end. But it i also in part due to the influence of
uxl y.
That influ nee wa: twofold, direct and indirect. I need not remind
y~u that not . nl! wh n h at on the benche of Charing Cross Ho P1tal _lmt a1l l11s h~ 1 ng aft rwaru. Huxley wa, at heart a phy iologist.
by iol Y h be nty f which Wharton Jone made known to bim,
wa. bi fir t lo' · 'Ibat morphology, which circumstance led bim to
w~ · u a, · con cl love: and though hi affection for it grew
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with long-continued daily communion, and be proved a faithful husband, devoting himself with steadfast energy to her to whom he had
been joined, his heart went back again, and especially in the early _days,
to the love which was not to be his. What he did for morphology may
11erbaps give us a measure of what he might have done for physiology
had his early hopes been realized. As it was, he could show his leanings chiefly by helping those who were following the career denied to
himself. Unable to put his own hand to the plow, he was ever ready
to help others whom fate had brought to that plow, especially us
younger one8, to keep the furrow straight. And if I venture to say
that the little which be who is now speaking to you has been able to do
is chiefly the result of Huxley's influence and help, it is because that
only illustrates what he was doing at many times and in many ways.
His indirect influence was perhaps greater even than his direct.
The man of science, conscious of his own strength, or rather of the
strength of that of which he is the.instrument, is too often apt to underrate the weight and importance of public opinion, of that which the
world at large thinks of his work and ways. Huxley, who bad in him
the making of a sagacious statesman, never fell into this mistake.
Though be felt as keenly as any one the worthlessness of popular judgment upon the value of any one scientific achievement, or as to the right
or wrong of any one scientific utterance, he recognized the importance
of securing toward science and scientific efforts in general a right attitude of that popular opinio_n which is, after all, the ultimate appeal in
all mundane affairs.
And much of his activity was directed to this end. The time which
seemed to some wasted, he looked upon as well spent, when it was used
for the purpose of making tlle people at large understand the wortl1
and reach of science. No part of science did he more constantly and
fervently preach to the common folk, than tllat part which we call
physiology. His 1ittle work on physiology was written with this view,
among others, that by helping to spread a sound knowledge of what
physiology was, among the young of all classes, be was preparing the
way for ajust appreciation among the public of wbat were the aims of
physiology, and how necessary was the due encouragement of it.
And if, as I believe to be the case, physiology stands far higher in
public opinion, a11d if its just ambitions are more clearly appreciated
than they were fifty years ago, that is in large measure due to Huxley's
words and acts. · I have not forgotten that he was one of a commission
whose labors i ssued in the forging of those chains to which I have
referred; but knowing something of commissions, and bearing in mind
what were the views of men of high influence and position at that time,
I tremble to think of what.might bave been the fate of physiology if a
wise band had not made the best of adverse things.
One aspect of Huxley's relat.ions to science deRerves, perhaps, special
comment. Ou nothing did he insist, perhaps, more strongly than on
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the conception that great as are the material benefits which accrue
from science, greater still is the intellectual and moral good which it
brings to man; and part of his zeal. for physiolog·y was based on the
conviction that great as is the help which, as the basis of the knowledge of disease, and its applications to the healing art, it offers to suffering humanity in its pains and ills, still greater is tbe promise which it
gives of clearing up the dark problems of human nature, and laying
down rules for human conduct. No token, in these present days, is
more striking or more mournful than that note of pessimism which is
sounded by so many men of letters, in our own land, no less than in
. others, who, knowing -nothing· of, take no heed of the ways and aims of
science. Cast adrift from old moorings, such men toss about in darkness on the waves of despair. There was no such note from Huxley.
He had marked the limits of human knowledge, and bad been led. to
doubt things about which other men are sure, but he Dever doubted in
the worth and growing power of science, and, with a justified optimism,
looked forward wit11 confident hope to its being man's help and guide
in the days to come.

LUDWIG AND MODERN PHYSIOLOGY. 1

By J.

BURDON-SANDERSON.

I. INTRODUCTION.

The death of any discoverer-of anyone who has added largely to
the sum of human knowledge-affords a reason for inquiring what his
work was and how he accomplished it. This inquiry hst,s interest even
when the work has been completed in a few years, and has been
limited to a single line of investigation-much more when the life has
been associated with the origin and development of a new science and
bas extended over half a century.
The science of physiology, as we know it, came into existence fifty
years ago, with the beginning of the active life of Ludwig, in the same
sense that the other great branch of biology, the science of living beings
(ontology), as we now know it, came into existence with the appearance
of the " Origiu of Species." In the order of time physiology had the
ad vantage, for the new physiology was accepted some ten years before
the Darwinian epoch. Notwithstanding, the content of the science is
relatively so unfamiliar, that before entering on the discussion of the
life and work of the man who, as I shall endeavor to show, had a larger
share in founding it than any of bis contemporaries, it is necessary to
define its limits and its relations to other branches of knowledge.
Tl.le word physiology has in modern times changed its meaning. It
once comprehended the whole knowledge of nature. Now it is the name
for one of the two divisions of the science of life. In the progress of
investigation the study of that science has inevitably divided itself
into two: ontology, the science of living beings; physiology, the science
of living processes, and thus, inasmuch as life consists in processes, of
life itself. Both strive to understand the complicated relations and
endless varieties which present themselves in living nature, but by
different methods. Both refer to general principles, but they are of a
different nature.
1 10 the ontologist, the student of living beings, plants, or animals,
the great fact of evolution, namely, that from the simplest beginning
our own organism, no less than that of every animal and plant with its
1 Founded upon a lecture delivered at the Royal Institution, January 24, 1896.
Printed in Science Progress, Vol. Y, No. 25, 1896, pages 1-21.
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infinite complication of parts and powers, unfolds the plan of its existence-taken with the observation that that small beginning was, in all
excepting the lowest forms, itself derived from two parents, equally
from each-is the basis from which his study and knowledge of the
world of living beings takes its departure. For on these two factsevolution and descent-the explorer of the forms, distribution, aud
habits of animals and plants has, since the Darwinian epoch, relied
with an ever-increasing certainty, and has found in them the explanation of every phenomenon,. the solution of every problem relating to
the subject of his inquiry. Nor could he wish for a more secure- basis.
Whatever doubts or misgivings exist in the minds of '' nonbiologists"
in relation to it may be attributed partly to the association with the
doctrine of evolution of questions which the true naturalist regards as
transcendental, _partly to the perversion or weakening of meaning
which the term has suffered in consequence of its introduction into the
language of common life, and particularly to the habit of applying it to
any kind of progress or improvement, ;1nything which from small
beginnings gradually increases. But, provided that we limit the term
to its original sense-the evolution of a living being from its germ by a
continuous, not a gradual process-there is no conception which is more
free from doubt either as to its meaning or reality. It is inseparable
from that of life itself, which is but the unfolding of a predestined
harmony, of a prearranged consensus and synergy of parts.
The other branch of biology, that with which Ludwig'::; name _is
associated, deals with the same facts in a different way. While
ontology regards animals and plants as individuals and in relation to
other individuals, physiology considers the · processes themselves of
which life is a complex. This is the most obvious distinction, but it is
subordinate to the fundamental one, namely, that while ontology bas
for its basis laws which are in force only in its own province, those of
evolution, descent, and adaptation, we physiologists, while accepting
these as true, found nothing upon them, using them only for euristic
purposes, i. e., as guides to discovery, not for the purpose of explanation. Purposive adaptatiou, for example, serves as a clue, by which
we are constantly guideu iu our exploration of the tangled labyrinth
of vital processes. But when it becomes our business to explain these
processes-to say bow they are brought about-we refer them not to
biological principles of any kind but to the universal laws of nature.
H ence it
. happens that with reference
'
to each of these processes, our
inquiry i rather how it occurs than why it occur .
It ha been well ·aid that the natural sciences are the children of
n C ·~ty. Ju ta__the other natural ciences· owed tbeir origin to the
n ·e 1ty f a ·qmrmg hat control over the forces of nature without
whi ·h life wo_uld ·arc 1y b worth living, o physiology aro e out of
hum ~ -u:IB ring and the n ce sity of relieving it. It sprang, indeed,
f P th 1 gy. I wa · uffering that led u to know, as regard our
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own bodies, that we had internal as well as external organs, and
probably one of the :first generalizations which arose out of this
knowledge was, that "if one member suffer all the members suffer
with it"-that all work together for tbe good of the whole. In earlier
times the good which was thus indicated was associated in men's minds
with human welfare exclusively. But it was eventually seen that
nature has no less consideration for the welfare of those of her products
which to us seem hideous or mischievous, than for those which we
regard as most useful to man or most deserving of his admiration. It
thus became apparent that the good in question could not be human
exclusively, but as regards each animal its own good-and that in the
organized world the existence and life of every species is brought into
subordination to one purpose-its own success in the struggle for
existence. 1
From what has preceded it may be readily understood tllat in physiology adaptation takes a more prominent place than evolutiou or
descent. In the prescientific period adaptation was everything. Tile
observation that auy structure or arrangement exhibited marks of
adaptation to a useful purpose was accepted, uot merely as a guide in
research, but as a full aud final explanation. Of an organism or organ
which perfectly fulfilled in its structure and working tbe end. of its existence nothing further is required to be said or known. Physiologists of
the present day recognize as fully as their predecessors that perfection
of contrivance which displays itself in all ·living structures the more
exquisitely the more minutely they are examined. No one, for examplP-,
has written more emphatically uo11p tliis point than did Ludwig. In
one of bis discourses, after showing how nature exceeds tile highest
standard of human attainment-how she fashions, as it were, out of
nothing amd without tools instruments of a perfection which the human
artificer can not reach, though provided with every suitable ma.terialwood, brass, glass, india rubber-he gives the organ of sight as a signal
example, referring among its other perfections to the rapidity with
which the eye can be :fixed on numerous objects in succession and tbe
instantaneous and unconscious estimates which we are able to form of
the distances of obje:;ts, each estimate involving- a process of arithmetic
which no calculating machine could effect iu the time. 2 In another
11 am aware that in thus stating the relati<>n between adaptation and the struggle
for existence, I may seem to b_e reversing the order followed by Mr. Darwin, inasmuch as he regarded the survival of organisms which are fitte t for their place in
nature, and of parts which are :fittest for their place in the organism, as the agency
by which adaptedness is brought about. However this may be expressed it can not
be doubted that fitness is au essential of organisms. Living beings are the only
tbingl:! in nature which by virtue of evolution and descent are able to adapt themselves to their surroundings. It is therefore only so far as organism (with all its
attributes) is presupposed, that the dependence of adaptation on survival is intelligible.
1 1 summarize here from a very interesting lecture entitled "Leid uncl Freude in
cler Na~~rf9r~clrnng,' 1 ublit3hed iu the Gartenlaube (Nos. 22 and 23) in 1870.
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disc ur -that giv n at Leipzig when he entered on his professorship
in 1 65-he remarks that when in our researches into the :finer mechanism of an organ we at last come to understand it, we are humbled
by the recognition "that the human inventor is but a blunderer as
compared with the unknown Master of the animal creation." 1
Some readers will perhaps remember how one of the most bri11iant of
philosophical writers, in a discourse to the British .Association delivered
a quarter of a century ago, averred on the authority of a great physiologist that the eye, regarded as an optical instrument, was so inferior
a production that if it were the work of a mechanician it would be uusalable. Without criticising or endeavoring to explain this paradox, I
may refer to it as having given the countenance of a distinguished
name to a misconception which I know exists in the minds of many
persons, to the effect that the scientific physiologist is more or less
blind to the evidence of design in creation. On the contrary, the view
taken by Ludwig, as expressed in the words I have quoted, is that of
all physiologists. The disuse of the teleological expressions which
were formerly current does not imply that the indications of contrivance
are less appreciated, for, on the contrary, we regard them as more
characteristic of organism as it presents itself to our observation than
any other of its endowments. But, if I may be permitted to repeat
what bas been already said, we use the evidences of adaptation diff~rently. · We found no explanation on this or any other biological prmciple, but refer all the phenomena by which these manifest themselves
to the simpler and more certain physical laws of the universe.
Why must we take this position~ First, because it is a general rule
in investigations of all kinds to explain the more complex by the more
simple. The material universe is manifestly divided into two parts,
the living and the nonliving. We may, if we like, take the living as our
Norma, and say to the physicist: "You must come to us for laws; you
must account for the play of energies in universal nature by referring
them to evolution, descent, adaptation." Or we may take these words
as true expressions of the mutual relations between the phenomena and
processes peculiar to living beings, using for the explanatio11 of the
processes themselves the same methods which we should employ if we
were engaged in the investigation of analogous processes going on
independently of life. Between these two courses there seems to me to
be no third alternative, unless we suppose that tbere arc two material
univer e , one to which the· material of our bodies belongs, the other
compTi ing everything that is uot either plant or animal.
The econd rea on i, a practical one. We hould have to go back to
the tim which I have ventured to call pre cientific, when the worl<l. of

!

The wo rd tran 1at d in the above senten~ tire as f<ill.ows: "Wenn uns encUich
di l_alm g rei ,'ht wird, weun wir ein rgan in seinem Zuzammenhang begreifen
80 wutl nu. er stolz 8 ' attnnrr b wn st ein <lurch die Erkenntnis nied rgedruckt,
d· . ~ r m n <'hli,·b r Erfinder eiu Stiimp r gegeu cleu uubekannten {eist r ler
th1eri. h n, 'chfrpfung i.'
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life and organization was supposed to be governed exclusively by its
own laws. The work of the past fifty years has been done on the
opposite principle., and has brought light and clearness where there
was before obscurity and confusion. All this progress we should have
to repudiate. But this would not be all. We should have to forego
the prospect of future advance. Whereas by holding on our present
course, gradually proceeding from the more simple to the more complex, from the physical to the vital, we may confidently look forward
to extending our knowledge considerably beyond its present limits.
A no less brilliant writer than the one already referred to, who is
also no longer with us, asserted that mind was a secretion of the brain
in the same sense that bile is a secretion of the liver or urine that of
the kidney; and many people have imagined this to be the necessary
outcome of a too mechanical way of looking at vital phenomena, and
that physiologists, by a habit of adhering strictly to their own method,
have failed to see that the organism presents problems to which this
method is not applicable, such, e. g., as the origin of the organism
itself or the origin and development in it of the mental faculty. The
answer to this suggestion is that these questions are approached by
physiologists only in so far as they are approachable. We are well
aware that our business is wit~ the unknown knowable, not with the
transcendental. During the last twenty years there has been a considerable forward movement in physiology in the psychological direction, partly dependent on discoveries as to the localization of the
higher functions of the nervous system, partly on the application of
methods of measureme11t to the concomitant phenomena of psychical
processes; aud these researches have brought us to the very edge of
a region which can not be explored by our methods, where measurements of' time or of space are no longer possible.
In approaching this limit the physiologist is liable to fall into two
mist~-kes; on the one hand, that of' passing into the transcendental
without knowing it; on the other, that of' assuming that what he does
not know is not kuowledge. The first of these risks seems to me of
little moment; :first, because the limits of natural knowledge in the psychological direction have been well defined by the best writers, as, e.g.,
by Du Bois-Reymond in his well-known essay "On the limits of natural
knowledge," but. chiefly because the investigator who knows what he is
about is arrested in lirnine by the impossibility of applying the experimental method to questions beyond its scope. The other mistake is
chiefly fallen into by careless thinkers, who, while they object to the
employment of intuition even in regions where intuition is the only
method by which anything can be learued, attempt to describe and
define mental processes in mechanical terms, assigning to tllese terms
meanings which science does not recognize, and thus slide into a kind of
speculation which is as futile as it is unphilosophical.
SM 96--24
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II. LUDWIG AS INVESTIGATOR AND TE ACHER.

The uneventful history of Ludwig's life-how early he began his
investigation of the anatomy and function of the kidneys; bow he
became just fifty years ago titular professor at Marburg, in the small
university of bis native State, Hesse Cassel; how in 1849 .be removed
to Ziirich as actual professor and thereupon married; bow he was six
years later promoted to Vienna-has already been admirably related
in these pages by Dr. Stirling. In 1865, after twenty years of professorial experience, but still in the prime of life and, as it turned out,
with thirty years of activity still before him, he accepted the chair of
physiology at Leipzig. His invitation to that great university was by
far the most important occurrence in his life, for theJiberality of the
Saxon Government, and particularly the energetic support which he
received from the enlightened Minister Von Falkenstein, enabled him to
accomplish for physiology what bad never before been attempted on an
adequate scale. No sooner had he been appointed than he set himself to
create-what was essential to the progress of the science-agreatobservatory, arranged not as a museum, but much more like a physical and
chemical laboratory, provided with all that was needed for the application of. exact methods of research to the investigation of the processes
of life. The idea which he had ever in view, and which he carried into
effect during the last thirty years of his life with signal success, was
to unite .his life work as an investigator with the highest kind of t eaching. Even at Marburg and at Ziirich he had began to form a school;
for already men nearly of his own age had rallied round him. Attracted
in the first instance by his early discoveries, they were held by the
force of his character, and became permanently associated with him in
Lis work as his loyal friends and follower s-in the highest sense his
scholars. If, therefore, we speak of Ludwig as one of the greatest
teachers of science tbe world has seen, we have in mind bis relat~on
to the men who ranged themselves under his leadership in the bmlding up of the science of physiology, without reference to his function
as an ordinary academical teacher.
Of this relation we can best judge by the careful perusal of the numerous biographical memoirs which have appeared since his death, more
2
particularly tho ·e of Professor His 1 (Leipzig), of Professor Kronecker
(Bern), who wa for many years his coadjutor in the in titute, of Profe or Von Fick 3 (Wiirzburg), of Professor Von Kries 4 (Freiburg), of
rofe, or ~fo o 5 (Turin), of Profe sor Fano 6 (Florence), of Profes or
~~i. ·
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Tigerstedt (Upsala), of Professor Stirling 2 in England. With the
exception of Fick, whose relations with Ludwig were of an earlier date,
and of his colleague in the chair of anatomy, all of these distinguished
teachers were at one time workers in the Leipzig Institute. All testify
their love and veneration for the master, anct each contributes some
striking touches to the picture of his cha;racter.
All Ludwig's investigations were carried out with his scholars. He
possesse<l. a wonderful faculty of setting each man to work at a problem
suited to his talent and previous training, and this he carried into effect
by associating him with himself in some research which he had either in
progress or in view. During the early years of the Leipzig p~riod all
the work clone under his direction waR published h1 the well-known
· volumes of the Arbeiten, and subsequently in the Arcbiv fiir Anatomie
und Physiologie of Du Bois-Reymond. Each "Arbeit" of the laboratory appeared in print under the name of the · scholar who operated
with his master in its production, but the scholar's part in the work
done varied according to its nature and his ability. Sometimes, as Von
Kries says; he sat on the window sill, while Ludwig, with the efficient
help of his laboratory assistant, Salvenmoser, did the whole of tlle work.
In all cases Ludwig not only formulated the problem. but indicated the
course to be followed in eaeh step of the investigation, calling t~e
worker of course into counsel. In the final working up of the results
he always took a priucipal part, and often wr_ote the whole paper. But
whether he did little or much, he handed over the whole credit of the
performance to his coadjutor. This method of publication has no doubt
the disadvantage that it leaves it uncertain what part each bad takeu;
but it is to be remembered that this drawback is unavoidable whenever
master and scholar work together, and is outweighed by the many
advan~ages which arise from this mode of cooperation. The instances
in which any uncertainty can exist in relation to the real authorship
of the Leipzig work are exceptional. The well-informed reader does
not need to be told that Mosso or Schmidt, Brunton or Gaskell, Stirling
or Wooldridge were the authors of their pa,pers in a sense very different
from that in which the term could be applied to some others of Ludwig's pupils. On the whole, the plan must be judged of by the results.
It was by working with his scholars that Ludwig trained them to work
afterwards by themselves, and thereby accomplish so much more than
other great teachers have done.
I do not think that any of Ludwig's contemporaries could be compared to him in respect of the wide range of his researches. In a
science distinguished from others by the variety of its aims, he was
equally at home in all branches, and was equally master of all methods,
for be recognized that the most profound biological question can only
be solved by combining anatomical, physical, and chemical inquiries.
It was this consideration which led him in planning the Leipzig Insti1

1
2

Tigersteut. Karl Ludwig. Denkrecle. Biographische Blatter, Berlin, Vol. I, pt. 3.
Stirling. Scie~ce Progress, Vol. IV, No. 21.
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tute to divide it into three parts, es.perimental (in the more restricted
sense), chemical, and histological. Well aware that it was impossible
for a man who is otherwise occupied to maintain his familiarity with the
technical details of histology and physiological chemistry, he placed
these departments under the charge of younger men capable of keeping them up to the rapidly advancing standard of the time, his relations with his coadjutors being such that he had no difficulty in retaining
his bold of the threads of the investigation to which these special lines
of inquiry were contributory.
It is scarcely necessary to say that as an experimenter Ludwig was
unapproachable. The skill with which be carried out difficult and
complicated operations, the care with which he worked, his quickness
of eye and certainty of hand were qualities which be had in C(!mmon
with great surgeons. In employing animals for experiment be strongly
objected to rough and ready methods, comparing them to "firing a
pistol into a, clock to see bow it works." Every experiment ought, he
said, to be carefully planned and meditated on beforehand, so as to
accomplish its scientific purpose and avoid the infliction of pain. To
insure this he performed all operations himself, only rarely committing
the work to a skilled coadjutor.
His skill in anatomical work was equally remarkable. It bad been
acquired in early days, and appeared throughout his life to have given
him very great pleasure, for Mosso tells bow, when occupying the room
adjoining that in which Ludwig was working, as he usua1ly did, by himself, he heard the outbursts of glee which accompanied each successful
step in some difficult anatomical investigation.
Let us now examine more fully the part which Ludwig played in the
revolution of ideas as to the nature of vital processes which, as we have
seen, took place in the middle of the present century.
Although, as we shall see afterwards, there were many men who
before Ludwig's time investigated the phenomena of life from the physical side, it was be and the contemporaries who were associated with
him who :first clearly recognized the importance of the principle that
vital phenomena can only be understood by comparison with their
physical counterparts, and foresaw that in this principle the future of
physiology was contained as in a nutshell. Feeling strongly tbe fruitlessness and unscientific character of the doctrines which were tbeu
current, they were eager to discover chemical and physical relations in
the proce ses of life. 1n Ludwig's intellectual character this eagernes
expr s d hi domillant motive. Notwithstanding that bis own re. arche had in many instances proved that there are important functi n _and proc ' e, in the animal organism which have no physical or
eb mi al anal gue ·, lie new r swerved ither from tbe principle or from
h metho l £ ud d upon it.
L~icl wi r wa , trong1y influenced by the rapid pro gr
mg made in ,· ientific di. covery at the time that h
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entered on his career, he derived little from his immediate predecessors in his own science. He is sometimes placed among the pupils of
the great comparative anatomist and physiologist, J. Miiller. Tllis,
however, is a manifest mistake, for Ludwig did not visit Berlin until
184:7, when Miiller was nearly at the end of his career. At that time
he had already published researches of the highest value (those on the
mechanism of the circulation and on the physiology of the kidney),
and had set forth the line in which he intended to direct his investigations. The only earlier physiologist with whose work that of Ludwig can be said to be in real continuity was E. H. Weber, whom he
succeeded at Leipzig, and strikingly resembled in his way of working.
For Weber Ludwig expressed his veneration more unreservedly than
for any other man excepting, perhaps, Helmholtz, regarding his researches as the foundation on which he himself desired to build. Of
his colleagues at Marburg he was indebted in the first place to the
anatomist, Prof. Ludwig Fick, in whose department he began his career
as prosector, and to whom he owed facilities without which he could
not have carried out his earlier researches; and in an even higher
degree to the great chemist, R. W. Bunsen, from whom he derived that
training in the exact sciences which was to be of such inestimable value
to him afterwards.
There is reason, however, to believe that, as so often happens, Ludwig's scientific progress was much more influenced by his contemporaries than by his seniors. In 184:7, as we learn on the one hand from
Du Bois-Reymond, on the other from Ludwig himself, be visited Berlin
for the first time. This visit was an important one both for himself
and for the future of science, for he there met three men of his own
age, Helmholtz, Du Bois-Reymond and Briicke, who were destined to
become his life friends, all of whom lived nearly as long as Ludwig
himself, and attained to the highest distinction. They all were full of
the same enthusiasm. As Ludwig said when speaking of this visit:
"We four imagined that we should constitute physiology on a ehemicophysical foundation, and give it equal scientific rank with physics, but
the task turned out to be much more difficult than we anticipated."
These three young men, who were devoted disciples of the great anatomist, had the advantage over their ma~ter in the better insight which
their training had given them into the fundamental principles of scientific research. They had already gathered around themselves a so-called
"physical" school of physiology, and welcomed Ludwig on bis arrival
from Marbnrg, as one who had of his own initiative undertaken in his
own university das Befreiungswerk aus dem Nitalismus.
The determination to refer all vital phenomena to their physical or
chemical counterparts or analogues, which, as I have said, was the
dominant motive in Ludwig's character, was combined with another
quality of mind, which, if not equally influential, was even more obviously displayed in h!s mode of thinking and working. His first aim,
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e eu b
re he s ught f r any explanation of a structure or of a process,
w, to po ' e him elf, by all means of observation at his disposal, of a
·omplet objective conception of all its relations. He regarded the
faculty of vivid, sensual realization (lebendige sinnliche Anscbanung)
as of p1;;cial value to the investigator of natural phenomena, and did
hi be t to cultivate it in those who worked with him in the laboratory.
In him elf this objective tendency (if I may b e permitted the use of a
word hicb, if not correct, seems to express what I mean) migh~ be
regarded as almost a defect, for it made him indisposed to appreciate
any sort of knowledge which deals with the abstract. He had a disinclination to philosophical speculation which almost amounted to a:7ersion, and, perhaps for a similar reason avoided the use of mathematical
methods even in the discussion of scientific questions which admitted
of being treated mathematically-contrasting in this respect with his
friend, Du Bois-Reymond-resembling Brticke. But as a teacher the
quality was of immense use to him. His power of vivid realization
was the substratum of that many-sidedness which made him, irrespectively of his scientific attainments, so attractive a personality. . .
I am not sure that it can be generally stated that a keen scientific
observer is able to appreciate the artistic aspects of nature. In Lutlwig's case, however, there is reason to think that resthetic faculty was as
developed as the power of scientific insight. He was a skillful draftsman but not a musician; both arts were, however, a source of enjoyment to him. He was a regular frequenter of the Gewandbaus concerts, and it was his greatest pleasure to bring together gifted musicians
in his house, where he played the part of an intelligent and appreciative listener. Of painting he knew more than of music, and was a
connoisseur whose opinion carried weight. It is related that be was so
worried by what he considered bad art that after the redecoration of
'
.
the Gewandhaus concert room be was for some time deprived of his
accustomed pleasure in listening to music.
Ludwig's social characteristics can only be touched on here in so far
as they serve to make intelligible his wonderful influence as a teacher.
Many of his pupils at Leipzig have referred to the schone gemeinsamkeit which characterized the life there. The harmonious relation
which, as a rule, subsisted between men of di:fferen t education and different nationalities could not have been maintained bad not Ludwig
possessed side by side with that inflexible earuestness which he showed
in all matters of work or duty a certain youthfulness of disposition
w_hic~ made_H po s~ble for men much younger than him elf to accept
hi fnend hip. Thi ympathetic geniality was however not the only
or eve t~echi f rea n why Ludwig's pupils w~re the better for having
known him. Th ·re were not a few of them who for the first time in
th ir liv · ame int P r onal relation with a man who was utterly free
from
· am b'1tion
·
.
. elfi .h im ' an vam
, who wa scrupulou ly concientious m 11th the aid ancl did who was what he seemed and
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seemed ":hat he was, and who had no other aim than the advance
ment of bis science, and in that advancement saw no other end than
the increase of human happiness. These qualities displayed themselves
in Ludwig's daily active life in the laboratory, where he was to be found
whenever work of special interest was going on; but still more when,
as happened on Sunday mornings, he was " at home" in the library of
the jnstitute-the corner room in which he ordinarily worked. Many
of his "scholars" have put on record their rncollections of these occa,sions, the cordiality of the master's welcome, the wide range and varied
interest of his conversation, and the ready appreciation with which he
seized on anything that was new or original in the suggestions of those
present. Few men live as he did," im Gaznen, Guten, Schonen," and
of those still fewer know how to communicate out of their fullness to
others.
III. THE OLD AND THE NEW VITALISM.

Since the middle of the century the progress of physiology has been
. continuous. Each year has had its record, and has brought with it
new accessions to knowledge. In one respect the rate of progress was
more rapid at first than it is now, for in an unexplored country discovery is relatively easy. In another sense it was slower, for there are
now scores of investigators for every one that could be counted in
1840 or 1850. Until recently there has been throughout this period no
tendency to revert to the old methods-no new departure-no divergence from the principles which Ludwig did so much to enforce and
exemplify.
The wonderful revolution which the appearance of the Origin of Species produced in the other branch of biology promoted tLe progress of
phy.-;iology, by the new interest which it gave to the study, not only of
structure and development, but of all other vital phenomena. It did
not, however, in any sensible degree affect our method or alter the
<lirection in which physiologists had been working for two decades. Its
most obvious effect was to sever the two subjects from each other. To
the Darwinian epoch comparative anatomy and physiology were united,
but as the new ontology grew it became evident that each had its own
problems and its o-wn methods of dealing with them.
The old vitalism of the first half of the century is easily explained,
It was generally believed that, on the whole, things went on in the living body as they do outside of it, b•nt when a difficulty arose in so
explaining them the physiologist was ready at once to call in the aid of
a "vital force." It must not, however, be forgotten that, as I h:we
already indicated, there were great teachers (such, for example, as
Sharpey and A.lien Thomson in England, Magen die in France, Weber
in Germany) who discarded all vitalistic theories, and concerned themselves only with the study of the time and place relations of phenomena; men who were before their time in insight, and were only
hindered in th~ir application of chemical and physical principles to
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wa in it elf too little a
mpari 11 , :v imp
tandards were not forth
\ itc li m in it ri ·in, l form ·av way to the rapid advance
11)' ~ t th <' 1T J ti n of the phy ical sciences which took
th fi r i .
f he many writer, and thinkers who contribut l
r ult, T. . Ia , r and Helmholtz did so most directly, for t
tributiou f the former to the establishment of the doctrine
con rvation of energy bad physiological considerations for its I
departure; and Helmholtz, at the time he wrote the Erhal~u!
Kraft, was still a phy, iologist. Consequently when Ludwig
bra.ted Lebrbuch came out in 1852 the book which gave the c
grace to vitalism in the old sense 'of the word, his method of soc-,. ..~--·.. ~
forth the relations of vital phenomena by comparison with their phy
or cbernica.I counterparts, and his assertion that it was the ta, pbysiolQgy to make out their necessary dependence on elementar~
1
ditions, although in violent contrast with current doctrine, were
way surprising to those who were acquainted with the then re e
progress of research. Ludwig's teaching was indeed no more ~ba:z _
general application of principles which had already been applied
particular instances.
'rhe proof of the nonexistence of a special "vital force" lies in
demonstration of the adequacy of the known sources of energy in t;l
organism to account for the actual day by day expenditure of beat an
work; in other words, on the possibility of setting forth an energy _balance sheet in which the quantity of food w bich enters the body 1 n "
given period (hour or day) is balanced by an exactly correspondin g
amount of heat produced or external work don·e. It is interesting t,o
remember· that the work necessary for preparing such a balance sheet
(which Mayer bad attempted but from want of sufficient data failed
in) was begun thirty years ag~ in the laboratory of tbe Royal Institut~on by the foreign secretary of the royal society. But the determinatwns made by Dr. Frankland related to one side of the balance sheet,
that of income. By his researches ill 1866 lte gave physiologi t.· for
the first time reliable information as to the beat value (i.e., the amoun t
of heat yielded by the combustion) of different constituent of foo ·
It still remained to apply methods of exact mcasuremeut to the expend iture ide of the account. Helmholtz had estimated thi a regard
man, a be t 110 might, but the te hni al diffi ultie of mea:uring t
xp ncl~tnr
f h at of th animal body appeared until lately to
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we day by <lay or hour by hour disengage, whether in the form of heat
or external work.
In the opening paragraph of this section it was observed that•iintil
recently there bad been 110 tendency to revive the vitalistic notion of
two generations ago. In introducing the words in italics l referred to
the existence at the present time in Germany of a sort of reaction,
which under the term" Neovitalismus" has attracted some attentionso much indeed that at the Versammlung Deutscher N aturforscher at
Lubeck last September it was the subject of one of the general addresses.
The author of this address, Professor Rindfleisch, was, I believe, the
inventor of the word; but the origin of the movement is usually traced
to a work on physiological chemistry which an excellent translation by
the late Dr. Wooldridge bas made familiar to English students. The
author of this work owes it to the language be employs in the introduction on'' Mechanism and vitalism" if his position has been misunderstood, for in tha,t introduction he distinctly ranges himself on the
vi talistic side. .A.s, however, his vitalism is of such a kind as not to
influence his method of dealing with actual problems, it is only in so
far of consequence as it may affect the reader. For my own part I feel
grateful to Professor ;Bange for haviug produced an interesting and
readable book on a dry subject, even though that interest may be partly
due to the introduction into the discussion of a question which, as be
presents it, is more speculative than scientific.
.A.s regards other physiological writers to whom vitalistic tendencies
bave been attributed, it is to be observed that none of them has even
suggested that the doctrine of a "vital force" in its old sense should
be revived. Their cont~ntion amounts to little more than this, that in
certain recent instances improved. methods of research appear to have
shown that processes at first regarded af-l entirely physical or chemical
do not conform so precisely as they were expected to do to chemical and
physical laws. .A.s these instances are all essentially analogous, reference to one will serve to explain the bearing of the rest.
Those who have any acquaintance with the structure of the animal
body will know that there exists in the higher animals, in addition to
the system of veins by which the blood is brought back from all parts
to the heart, another less considerable system of branched tubes, the
lymphatics, by which, if one may so express it, the leakage of the
blood vessels is collected. Now, without inquiring into the why of this
system, Ludwig and his pupils made and continued for many years
elaborate investigations which were for long the chief sources of our
knowledge, their general result being that the efficient cause of the
movement of the lymph, like that of the blood, was mechanical. .A.t
the Berlin Congress in 1890 new observations by Professor Heidenhain,
of Breslau, made it appear that under certain conditions the process of
lymph formation does not go on in strict accoru.ance with the physical
laws by which leakage t.ltrough membranes is regulated, the experi-
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mental results being of so unequivocal a kind that, even had they not
been eonti.rmed, they must have been received without hesitation. How
is su@h a case as this to be metf The "Neovitalists" answer promptly
by reminding us that there are cells, i. e., living individuals, placed at
the inlets of the system of drainage without which it would not work,
that these let iu Jess or more liquid according to circumstances, and
that in doing so they act in obedience, not to physical laws, but to vital
ones-to internal Jaws which are special to themselves.
Now, it is perfectly true that living cells, like working bees, are both
the architects of the hive and the sources of its activity, but if we ask
how honey is made it is no answer to say that the bees make it. We
do not require to be told that cells have to do with the making of lymph
as with every process in the animal organism, but what we·want to
know is how they work, and to this we shall never get an answer so l~mg
as we content ourselves with merely explaining one unknown thing by
another. The action of cells must be explained, if at all, by the same
method of comparison with physical or chemical analogues that we
employ in the investigation of organs.
Since 1890 the problem of lymph formation has been attacked by a
number of able workers, among others here in London, by Dr. Starling,
of Guy's Hospital, who, by sedulously studying the conditions under
which the discrepancies between the actual and the expected have
arfaen, has succeeded in untying several knots. In reference to the
whole subject, it is to be noticed that the process by which difficulties
are brought into view is the same as that by which they are eliminated.
It is one and the same method throughout, by which, step by step,
knowledge perfects itself-at one time by <liscovering errors, at another
by cori.ecting them; and if at certain stages in this progress difficulties
seem insuperable we can gain nothing by calling in even provisionally
the aid of any sort of eidolon, whether '' cell," "protoplasm," or internal principle.
It thus appears to be doubtful whether any of the biological writer
who have recently professed vitalistic tendencies are in reality Yitali t ·
Tbe only exception that I know is to be found in the writings of a wellknown morphologist, Dr. Rans Driescb,1 who , has been led by hi
researches on what is now called the mechanic of evolution to rever
to the fundamental conception of vitalism that the law ~ which govern
vital proce e are not physical, but biological-that i , peculiar to th
living organi m and limited thereto in their operation. Dr. Dries b"
re. arch a to the modification whi h can be produced by mechanic
int rfi r nee in the arly taO'e, · of the proces of ontogene i bav
11.fi r ed upon him c n. ideration whi •h be evidently reo-ard a ne
though h y ar f,. miliar enough t phy iolog· t . H r cognize th
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although by the observation of the successive stages in the ontogenetic
process one may arrive at a perfect knowledge of the relation of these
stages to each other, this leaves the efficient causes of the development
unexplained (fiibrt nicht zu einem Erken)!tniss ihrer bewirkenden
Ursachen). It does not teach us why one form springs out of another.
Tbis brings him at once face to face with a momentous question. He
has to encounter three possibilities. He may either join the camp of the
biological agnostics and say with Du Bois-Reymond "ignoramus et
ignorabimus,'' or be content to work on in the hope that the physical
laws that underlie and explain organic evolution may sooner or later
be discove1·ed, or he may seek for some hitherto hidden law of organism
of which the known facts of ontogenesis are the expression, and which,
if accepted as a law of nature, would explain everything. Of the three
alternatives Driesch prefers the last, which is equivalent to declaring
himself an out-and-out vitalist. He trusts by means of his experimental investigations of the mechanics of evolution to arrive at "elementary conceptions" on which by "mathematical deduction" 1 a
complete theory of evolution may be founded.
If this anticipation could be realized, if we could construct with the
aid of those new principia the ontogeny of a single living being, the question whether such a result was or was not inconsistent with the uniformity of nature would sink into insignificance as compared with the
splendor of such a discovery.
But will such a discovery ever be made, It seems to me even more
improbable than that of a physical theory of organic evolution. It is
sath,factory to reflect that the opinion we may be led to entertain on
this theoretical question need not affect our estimate of the value of
Dr. Driesch's fruitful experimental researches.
1 "Elementarvorstellungen
. . . die zwar mathematische Deduktion aller
Erscheinungen ans sich gestatten mochten.',. Driescb. Beitrage zur theoretischen
Morphologie. Biol. Centralblatt, Vol. XII, p. 539, 1892.
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It is characteristic of the races of men that almost at the dawn of
r eflection the first question that presses for solution is this one of lifelife as manifested in men and in the animals and plants around them.
What and whence is it, and whither does it tend? Then the sky with
· its st ar s, the earth with its sunshine and storm, ligb t and darkness,
stand out like great mountain peaks demanding explanation. So in
the life of every human being, repeating the history of his race, as the
evolutionists are so fond of saying, the fundamental questions are first
to obtrude themselves upon the growing intelligence. There is no
waiting, no delay for trifling with the simpler problems; the most
fundamental and most comprehensive come immediately to the fore
and alone seem worthy of consideration. But as age advances most
men learn to ignore the fu_ndamental questions and to satisfy themselves with simpler and more secondary matters, as if the great realities were all understood or nonexistent. No doubt to many a parent
engaged in the affairs of society, politics, finance, science, or art, the
questions that their children put, like drawing aside a thick curtain,
bring into view the fundamental questions; the great realities; and we
know again that what is absorbing the power and attention of our
mature intellect, what perhaps in pride we feel a mastery over, are
only secondary matters after all, and to the great questious of our own
youth, repeated with such earnestness by our children, we must confess. with humility that we still have no certain answers. It behooves
us, then, if the main questions of philosophy and science can not be
answered at once, to attempt a more modest task, and by studying the
individual factors of the problem to hope ultimately to put these
together and thus gain some just comprehension of the entire problem.
This address is, therefore, to deal, not with life itself, but with some
of the ·processes or phenomena which accompany its manifestations.
But it is practically impossible to <lo fruitful work according to the
Baconian guide of piling observation on observation. This is very
1 Address of the president of the American Microscopical Society.
Printed in
'l'ransactions of the American Microscopical Society, Vol. XVII, 1896, pages 3-29.
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liable to be a dead mass, devoid of the breath of life. It is a w e kuown fact that the author of the Novum Organuon, the key whic
Bacon supposed would serve as the open sesame of all difficulties a n
yield certain knowedge, this potent key did not unlock many of t
mysteries of science for its inventor. Every truly scientific man sin
the world began has recognized the necessity of accurate observatio
and no scientific pr_:inciple has ever yet been discovered simply
speculation; but every one who has really unlocked any of the m.yst ries of nature has inspired, made alive his observations by the imagination; he has, as Tyndall so well put it, made a scientific use of t
imagination aud created for himself what is known as the" worki n
hypothesis." It must be confessed that for some investigators t h
"hypothesis" becomes so dear that if the facts of nature do not conform to the hypothesis, "so r9uch the worse for the facts." But f o
the truly scientific man the hypothesis is destined solely to enable
him to get the facts of nature in some definite order, an order which
shall make apparent their connection with the great order and h armony which is believed to be present in the universe.
If the working hypothesis fails in any essential particular, heis ready
to modify or discard it. For the truly inspired investigator one
undoubted fact weighs more in the balance than a thousand theories •
.A. t the very threshold of any working hypothesis for the biologist,
this question as to the nature of the energy we call life must be consi dered. The great problem must receive some kind of a hypothetical
solution. What is its relation to the energies of light, beat, electricity,
chemism, and the other forms discussed by the physicist! .Are its com plex manifestations due only to these, or does it have a character a nd
individuality of its own 1 If we accept the ordinarily received view of
the evolution of our solar system, the original .fiery nebula, in which
heat reigned supreme, slowly dissipated part of its heat, and Imrie
into space the planets, themselves :flaming vapors, only the protons of
the solid planets. .A.s the heat became further dissipated th 1
appeared in the cooling mass manifestations of chemical attractio ·
compounds, at :first gases, then liquids, and :finally, on the cooli planets, olids appeared. Lastly upon our own planet, the earth, wb
tl1e olid crust was formed and the temperature had fallen below t
boiling point of water, the eas were formed and then life appear
Who uld e , in the incande cent nebula, the liquid and solid
nr plan t and the play upon them of chemi m of light heat electri
. <'Oh i n t n ion, and the other manife tations
'
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unfavorable. It was the last of the forms of energy to appear upon
this planet and it will be the first to disappear.
In brief, it seems to me that the present state of physical and physiological knowledge warrants the assumption, the working hypothesis,
that life is a form of energy different from those considered in the
domain of physics and chemistry. This form of energy is the last to
appear, last because more conditions were necessary for its manifestations.
lil~e the other forms of energy, requires a material vehicle
through which to act, but the results produced by it are vastly more
complex. Like the other energies of nature, it does not act alone. It
acts with the energies of the physicist, but as the master; and under
its influence the manifestations pass infinitely beyond the point where
for the ordinary energies of nature it is written "thus far and no
farther."
It can be stated without fear of refutation that every physiological
investigation shows with accumulating emphasis that the manifestations of living matter are not explicable with only the forces of dead
matter, and the more profound the knowledge of the investigator the
more certain is the testimony that .the life energy is not a mere name.
And, strange to say, the physicist and the chemist are most emphatic
in declaring that life is an energy outside their domain.
The statements of a chemist, a physicist, and a biologist are added.
From the character and :1ttainme11ts of these men, their testimony, given
after years of the most earnest investigation and reflection, is worthy
of consideration:
When a celebrated chemist was asked if he believed that a leaf or a
flower could be formed or could grow by chemical forces, he answered:

rt;

I would more readily believe that a book on chemistry or on botany
could grow out of dead matter by chemical processes.-Liebig.
The influence of animal or vegetable life on matter is infinitely beyond
the range of any scientific inquiry hitherto entered on. Its power of
directing the motions of moving particles, in the <lemonstrated daily
miracle of our human free will, and in the growth of generation after
generation of plants from a single seed, are infinitely different from any
possible result of the fortuitous concourse of atoms; and the fortuitous
concourse of atoms is the sole foundation in philosophy on which can
be founded the doctrine that it is impossible to derive mechanical effect
from heat otherwise than by taking heat from a body at a higher temperature, converting at most a definite proportion of it into mechanical
effect, and giving out the whole residue to matter at a lower temperature.-Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin).
The anagenetic [vitall euergy transforms the face of nature by its
power of assimilating and recompounding inorganic matter, and by its
capacity for multiplying its individuals. In spite of the mecha1Jical
destructibility of its physical basis (protoplasm) and the ease with
which its mechanisms are destroyed, it successfully resists, controls,
and remodels the catagenetic [physical and chemical] energies for its
purpose.-Uope.
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What, then, are the manifestations of the life energy! and wha-t
the processes which are discernible1 .All of us,in whatever walk of
will recognize the saying of Gould:
Now, when one looks about him the plainest, largest fact he sees
that of the distinction between living and lifeless things .
.As life goes on and works with power where the unaided eye fails
detect it, the microscope-marvelous product of the life energy in t
brain of man-shows some of these hidden processes. It has done -£
the infinitely little on the earth what the telescope has done for t h
infinitely great in the sky.
.
Let us commence with the little and the simple. If a drop of wa-te
from an aquarium, stream, or pool is put under the microscope man
things appear. It is a little world that one looks into, and like the
greater one that meets our eye on the streets, some things seem alive
and some lifeless. .As we look we shall probably :find, as in the great
world, that the most showy is liable in the end to be the least interesting. In the microscopic world there will probably appear one or more
small rounded masses which are almost colorless. If one of these is
watched, lo! it moves, not by walking or swimming, bn.t by streamin g
itself in the direction. First a slender or blunt knob appears, then into
it all of the rest of the mass moves, and thus it has changed its position. If the observation is continued, this living speck, which is called
an amreba, will be seen to approach some object and retreat, indeed, it
comports itself as if sensitive, with likes and dislikes. If any object
suitable for food is met in its wanderings the living substance :flows
around it, engulfs it and dissolves the nutrient portions and turns them
into its own living substance; the lifeless has been rendered alive. If
the eye fol1ows the speck of living matter the marvels do not cease.
After it has grown to a certain size, as if by an invisible string, it constricts itself in the midd.le and finally cuts itself in two. The original
amreba is no more, in its place there are two. Thus nearly at tbe bottom of the scale of life are manifested all of the fundamental feature·the living substance moves it elf, takes nourishment, digests it and
changes nonliving into living substance and increases in size; it seem
to feel and to avoid the disagreeable and choose the agreeable au
final1y it perform the miracle of reproducing it kind, of giving out it
life and ub tance to form other beings, its offspring.
It i the belief of many biologist that the larger and omplex form
ev n up to man him elf, may be con idered an aggregation of tructn
1 m n t. riginally mor , or le like the am ba ju t de ·cribed · b
in. t ad of a h memb r f the c 1 ny, ach individual it elf carryi u ~n. t_be pro :
f lifi ind I end ntly, a, with the am ·bn, the
, ln1 ·1 n fl, l> r.
v , ome dige t, om fe 1, think a
·h
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Sm ithsonian Report, 1896.
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FIG. 1. The amreba in its various phases of activity-locomotion, choice (frritability), nutrition, and reproc.luction. The fl11:ures should be r ead from left to right, as with words in a
book. p, Pseudopod; c, crystal of s ubstance dista teful to the amreba, hence the a m reba
witbdraws from it; f, food ing ted and dige ted by the am ba for its nouri ·hm nt. Tb
indigestible matter (wl is extruded from thP- body and left behind. n, Nucleu . Thi i
en
to divide first in r eproduction, then the division of the cell body is completed, thus giving l'ise
to two individuals.
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All organisms, great or small, are but developments of minute germs
budded off by the parent or parents, and the way iu which these minute
beginnings develop into perfect forms like their parents can only be
followed by the aid of a microscope. Indeed, in no :field of biology
has the microscope done such signal service in revealing the processes
of life.
The method of the production of a new being with the ammba, as we
h ave just seen, is for the parent to give itself entire to its offspringthe parent ceasing to be in producing its offspring. With some other
lowly forms a part of the body of the parent buds out, grows, and
:finally falls off as an independent organism or remains connected with
the parent to form a colony. Iu the vegetable world a familiar example of a colony is represented by the plant that the children call "ol<l.
h en and chickens."
I n the higher animals, however, where spedalization is carried to its
extreme limit, some myriads of cells forming the body are set apart to
produce motion, others digest food, still others think aud feel, while
comparatively few, the germ cells, are destined for the continuation of
the race. In the higher aud highest forms especially, all observation
goes to show that the life euergy, not satisfie<l with the mere vita.Iization of matter aud a dead level of excellenci', is ·aiming at perpetual
ascent, greater mastery over matter aud its physical forces. For the
more certain attainment of this end, the production of offspring is no
longer possible for one individual; two wholly separate iudividuals
must join, each contributing its share of the living matter which is to
develop into a new being. In this way the accumulated acquirements
of two are united with the co11sequent increase in the tendencies aud
impulses for modification and nearly douLle the protection for foe offspring. Thus, in striking contrast to the , ammba, where the single
parent gives all of itself to form offspring and iu so doing disappears
and losei:, its identity, in tile higher forms, while two must uuite to form
the offspring, the parents remain and retain their individuality an<l the
ability to produce still other offspring. The process by which this is
accomplished ma.y be tra0ed step by step with the microscope. A germ
cell of the father and one of the mother fuse together,· aud from tllis
new procreative cell formed by the fusion of two, with all their possibilities combined, the new individual arises. This certain knowledge
is the result of the profound investigation of the last few years, a,1)(1
sl.Jows the literalness of the scriptural statement, '' they shall be oue
flesh." (See Plate XI.I.)
After this fusion of the father and mother germ cells the single cell
thus formed, like tl10 ammba, divides into two, aud these into four a,11<.l
so on, but u11like the ammba all the cells remain together. Within tliis
cellular mas , as if by au unseen builder, the cells are deftly arranged
· in their place, some to form Lrai11, some heart, some the digestive tract,
others for movement; so tl.iat .finally from the simple ma8s of cells,
originally so alike, ari1:,es the complex organism, :fish 0r uinl, uea::;t or
SM96-25
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man. How perfectly tlrn word "off~pring'' describes the life proce
the woduction of this new being! That the child should resemble
father and mother is thus made intelligible, for it is a part of b
Yes, further, H may resemble grandfather or great grandfath er
motli er, for trnly it js a part of them, their life conserved and con
ued. There js no new life, it js only a continuation of the old. "On
vivum ex vjvo," a11 life from life. But the demonstration of this prii
fact required a microscope, and it is an achievement of the last l1alf
this century. How counter this statement still is to the common bel ·
of mankind we may perhaps better appreciate if we recall our o
youtll, and remember with what absolute confidence we expected t
stray horsehairs we had collected aud placed jn water to turn in
living snakes. 1 Tlle belief that it is an everyday occurrence for livi ng
beings to adse from lifeless matter was not by any means confined
those uneducated in biology. It was held by many scientific men
within tlle memory of most of us. Indeed this goblin of spontan eou.
generation, eveu for the scientific world, has been laid low so recently
that the smoke of battle has scarcely yet cleared from the horizon.
In the complex body of animals, as stated above, the constituen
elements perform different functions. Is there any hint of the way in
which the action is accomplished f Let us glance at two systems, the
-nervous and the glandular, widely different in structure and function •
. .A..11 know how constantly the glands are called into requisition , tue
salivary glands for saliva, tllose of the stomach and the pancreas for
their digestive juices, etc. If we take now the pancreas as an exam ple,
and that of a Jiving, fasting animal is put under the microscope so that
its com;tituent cells can be observed, it will be seen that they are
clouded, their outlines a11d that of their nuclei being vague and indistinct. The ceJl is apparently full of coarse grains. If now the anim al
is fed, as the digestion proceeds tlrn pancreas pours out its juice. At
the same time the granules, and with them the clou<lirn·ss, gradually
disappear, tlie cells become clear, and both they and their nuclei are
sharply outlined. That is, the substance which is to form the pancreatic juice is stored in tlie cells in the form of granules during the
period of rest, and l1eld until tlie digestive agent is demanded and
if the demand is great a11 the grannles may be u ed up. But
oon a tbe demand cea e the cell begin again their special vit I

PLATE X If.
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FIG. 2. Various phases in the reproduction of one of the higher animals. In the upper
series is shown the fusion of the father and mother germ cells; in the middle series appear
some of the earlier phases of segmentation of the fertilized ovum. The lower fig ure (modified from Marshall) represents a medisection of an amphibian embr yo sufficiently far advanced
to show that the original cells into which t he ovum divided have differentiated and arranged
themselves in such a manner as to form the beginnings or protons of the great systems of
organs-brain, enteron, and heart.
0, Ovum; n, nucleus of the ovum . '? This sign indicates that the ovum is a mother or
female germ cell. Z , Zoosperm. o Sign indicating that the zoosperm is a father or male
germ cell. f pn, Female pronucleus; rn 1,n, male pronucleus. These two pronuclei fuse and
form the nucleus of the true reproductive cell, the fertilized ovwn. In the two figures at the
right both signs ( '? o) are used to indicate that both germ cells am r epresented in each figure.
F 0, Fertilized ovum. That is the true reproductive cell, composed of a father or male and
a mother or female germ cell fused . Tbe steps of the fusion are shown in the upper serie .
s n, egmentation nucleus. 2 c s, Two-cell stage; that is, the fertilized ovum has divided
once, forming two. (Compare the reproduction of the amceba.) 4 cs, Four-cell r;tage. bl,
Blastula stage, in which the fertilized ovum has divided into very many cells, a ll remaining
together.
Embryo. - The d ivision of ~he organs has proceeded very far, and the ctJlls have beg un to
differentiate and form organs: Brcdri; ch , body axis, or notochord; Enteron, or alimentary
canal, and Heart.
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action, and again the granules begin to appear and increase in number
until finally the cells become so full that they are fully charged and
again ready to pour forth the digestive fluid. This is a daily, almost
an hourly process. (See Plate XIII.)
Let us take another example in which it would almost appear that
there is organic memory on the part of the gland cells. No doubt all
have seen the clear jelly.like masses surrounding the eggs of frogs and
salamanders. Whence comes this jelly that is so resistant to the agents
that work so quickly the destruction of ordinary organic matter? As
spring advances the cells of the oviduct increase enormously in size.
rrhe microscope shows this increase to lJe due to a multitude of clear
granules. As tbe·eggs move along, tLe ova are coated with the jelly
formed from the granules given out by the cells. As this material for
the jelly is poured out the cells gradually shrink to t~eir original size,
and then wait another twelve months before doing their destined
work.
If one can thus catch a glimpse of some of the finer processes taking
place in gland action, how is it with nervous action, tlie highest function
of which living matter is capable? While it has been known for a
loug time that the nervous system is the organ of thought and feeling
and the director and coordinator of the motions of the body, and many
speculations had been made concerning the processes through wLich
the nervous tissue passes in performing its functions, it was left to an
.American student, Dr. Hodge, to first successfully show that there
were visible changes through which the nervous system passes in its
work. The question is, can the activity of the nervous system be traced
as surely by changes occurring in the living matter forming its basis,
as the action of a gland can be seen by the study of the gland cells~
The demonstration is simple now that the method has been shown.
No doubt everyone has had the experience of failing to perform some
difficult muscular action at one time and then at another of doing it
with ease, or of finding true the reverse of the adage, ''practice makes
perfect." For example, in a trial of skill, as in learning to ride a
bicycle, all the complicated action may be performed with considerable
ease and certainty at the beginning of a lesson, when one is fresh, but
as the practice continues the results become progressively_less and less
successful, and finally with increasing weariness there is only failure,
and one must rest. We say the muscles are tired. This is true i.n part,
but of much greater importance is the fatigue of the uervous system,
as this furnishes the impulses for the action and coorclinatiou of the
muscles. Now, as muscular action can be seen and the amount can be
carefully controlled, here was an exact indicator of the time a·n d
amouut of the nervous activity. Furthermore, as animals have two
similar sides, one arm or leg may work and the other remain at rest,
and consequently corresponding sides of the nervous system may be
active and at rest. By means of electrical irritation one arm of a cat
or other animal wa caused to move vigorously for a considerable time,
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the other arm remaining at rest. Then the two sides of the ner
sy tern-that is, the pair of nerves to the arms with their gang-Ii·
a segment of the myel (spinal cord)-were removed and treated
fixing agents, and carried through all the processes necessary to
thin sections capable of accurate study with the microscope. FiLA.·--upon the same glass slide are parts of the nervous system fatig
even to exhaustion, and corresponding parts of the same animal 'WI •
had been at rest. Certainly if the nervous substance shows the re
or processes of its action the conditions are here perfect. Fa tig
nerve cells are side by side with those in a state of rest. The appe
ances are clear and unmistakable. The nucleus has markedly decrea e
in size in the fatigued cells and possesses a jagged, irregular outli
in place of the smooth, rounded form of the resting cells. ':rhe ce
substance is shrunken in size and possesses clear, scattered spaces, o
a large, clear space around the nucleus.
If tlie nervous substance was not :fixed at once but remained in the
living auimal for twelve to twenty-four hours in a state of repose, the
signs of exhaustion disappeared and the two sides appeared alike. By
studying preparations made after various periods of repose all the
stages of recovery from exhaustion could be followed.
For possible changes in n9rmal fatigue, sparrows, pigeons, and s wallows, and also honeybees, were used. For example, if two sparrows or
two honeybees as nearly alike as possible were selected, the nervous
system of oue being fixed fa the morning after the night's rest and that
of the other after a day of toil, the changes in the cells of the brain of
the honeybee or sparrow and in the spinal ganglia of the sparrow were
as marked as in case of artificial fatigue. After prolonged rest, then,
the nerve cells are, so to speak, charged; they are full and ready for
labor; but after a hard day's work they are discharged-shrunken and
exhausted. (See Plate XIV.)
There is one more step in this brilliant investigation. If in the morning, after sleep and rest, animals and men are full of vigor, and in the
evening are weary and exbauste<l, how like is it to the beginning au
end of life 1 In youth o overflowing with vigor that to morn, to act
is plea. ure, and continued rest a pain; but iu the evening of life a warm
comer and repose are what we try to furnish tho e whose work i' do1
How i .· thi. correlated in the cell of the nervous y tem with the stat
of r ,·t and fatigu
Wi ha well-nouri ' b d child wllich died from 1
of th a· ·id nt. · f birth the nerve ce11
how d all the charat'ter"'
· 11 at r · t and fnlly <·l1aro- d. Inc man d ing naturally of old ag t 1
c· 1~·' ,·how d he , hrun J· •n nucl i and all th , pp arance of xhau ti
fatigu · fot,h on , w, · h pot ntiali yof, lifi ofviuorou. action· I
th .r ,·h w cl t,h final f ti,ru - h t r f lifi ner y had b n di ·
pat
ncl lt •r · wa. 11, r · v ry p
ibl .
I r t,l, auimaL· ha P . · , 11 nncl n t cl 11 rvon
all ,. >uld a lu1i hat th ·r • i
rn · 1, t·
t·
•
•
< n r 'On.· a · 1 n

Smithsonian Report, 189b.
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Fro. 3. Sections of a gland in various phases of activity. The upper series represents the
gland as in longisection or lengthwise ~nd the lower series as in transection or cut across. In
the longisections Z, in the right-hand figure, r epresents the cavity or lumen of the gland into
which the secr etion of the gland is poured. The arrows at the top r epresent the direction
taken by the secretion when it is poured out.
In the lower right-hand figure Z represents the lumen, n the nucleus of one of the cells, and
cl b the cell body of the same cP.11. The words Charged, Discharging, and Discharged designate the various phase of the gland activity. The process of becoming r echarged is not
shown.

Smiths0nian Report, 1896.
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FIG. 4. Figures from Hodge (Jour. Morpho'.ogy, Vol. VII), showing changes in the nerve
cells of the spinal ganglia in the cat and of the brain io the honey bee. The words Rest and
Fatigue inclkate the appearance of the cells in these two conditions. n, Nucleus; cl b, cell
body, and c s clear space around the shrunken nucleus in the fatigued cells.
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to sensation; but what of living matter in the humbler forms where no
nervous system can be found 1 That these have vital motiou, that they
breathe,nourish themselves, grow, and produce offspring, none can deny.
Do they have anything comparable with sensat10n 1 As most of the
lowest forms are minute, the microscope comes to our aid again, and in
watching these lowliest living beings it is found that they discriminate
and choose, going freely into some portions of their liquid world and
withdrawing from other portions. lf some drug whfoh is unusual or we
must believe disagreeable is added to a part of the water, they withdraw
from that part. It seems to have the same effect as disagreeable odors
on men and animals. On the other band, there are substances which
attract, and into the water containing these they enter with eagerness.
Strange is H, too, that, as proved by experiment, if an unattractive substance is used and also one on the otuer side that has been found still
more unattractive, the less disagreeable is selected; the less of the two
evils is chosen.
·
As man, the horse, dog, and many other animals adapt themselves
gradually to temperatures either very cold or very warm, and that, too,
by a change in their beat-regulating power rather than by a change of
hairy or other clothing, so these lowly organisms are found in nature
in water at temperatures from near freezing up to 60° or 80° 0., a point
approaching that of boiling water. It may be answered that each was
created for its place, but by means of a microscope and a delicate
tl1ermostat, to be certain of every step and to see all the results, Dr.
Dallinger, through a period of seven years, accustomed the same unicellular organism and its progeny to variations of temperature from
15° to 20° C., i.e., about the temperature of a comfortable sitting room,
up to 70° C. For those at the cooler temperature it was death to
increase rapidly the heat 10°, and for those at the higher temperature
it was equally fatal to lower it to the original temperature of 15° to 20°.
These examples seem to show that it is one of the fundamental characteristics of living substance, whether in complex or simple forms, to
adapt itself to its environment.
There is another fact in nature that the microscope has revealed and
that fills the contemplative mind with wonder and an aspiration to see
a little farther into the living substance, and so perchance discover the
hidden springs of action. This fact may be called cellular altruism. In
human society the philanthropist and soldier are ready at any time to
sacrifice themselves for the race or the nation. With the animals the
guards of the flock or herd are equally ready to die in its defense.
So within each of the higher organisms the microscope has shown a
guarding host, the leucocytes or white-blood corpusc1es. The brilliant
discoveries in the processes of life with higher forms have shown that
not only is there a struggle for existence with dead nature and against
forms as large or larger than themselves, but each organism is liable to
be undermined by living forms, animal and vegetable, infinitely smaller
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than themselves, insignificant and insiduous, but deadly. Now, to
guard the body against these living particles and the particles of dust
that would tencl to clog the system, there is a vast army of amreba-like
cell , the leucocytes, that go wherever the body is attacked and do
battle. If the guards succeed, the organism lives and flourishes; otherwise it dies or becomes weakened and hampered. This much was common scientific property three years ago, when one of our members (Miss
Edith J. Claypole) came to my laboratory for advanced work. I discussed with her what ha8 just been given and told her that there still
remained to be solved the problem, What becomes of the clogging or
deleterious material which the leucocytes have taken up, These bodyguards are, after all, a part of the organism, and for them simply to
engulf the material would not rid the body entirely of it, and finally an
inevitable clogging of the system would result. The problem is simple
and definite; what become of the deleterious substances, bacteria and
dust particles, that get into the body and become engulfed by the leucocytes, Fortunately for the solution of this problem, in our beautiful
Oayuga Lake there is an animal, the Necturus, with external gills
through which the blood circulates for its purification. So thin and
transparent is the covering tissue in these gills t,bat one can see into the
blood. stream almost as easily as if it were uncovered. Every solid
constituent of the blood, whether red c-orpuscle, white corpuscle,
microbe, or particle of dust, can be seen almost as clearly as if mounted
on a microscopic slide. (See Plate XV.)
Into the veins of this animal was injected some lampblack, mixed
with water, a little gum arabic and ordinary salt, an entirely nonpoisonous mixture. Thousands of particles of carbon were thus iutroduced into the blood and could be seen circulating with it through the
transparent gills. True to their duty, the white corpuscles in a day or
two engulfed the carbon particles, but for several days more the leucocytes could be seen circulating with the blood stream a11d carrying
their load of coal with them. Gradually the carbon-laden corpuscles
disappeared and only the ordinary carbon free ones remained. Where
had the carbon been left, Had it been simply deposited somewhere in
the system The tissues were fixed and serial sections made. The
natural pigment was bleached with hydrogen dioxid, so that if ai1y carbon was present it would show unmistakably. With the exception of
th splPen, no carbon appeared in the tissues, but in many place the
carbon-laden leucocytes were found. In mucous cavities and on mucous
urface ' and on the surfac of the skiu were many of them; in tile
wall. of organ. w re mauy more apparently on tlleir way to the urf~c with th ir load; that i ', the carbon is actually carried out of the
ti 'U ·' upon the fr e ,'urface.· of the Rkiu and mucous membranes,
w~ r _b ing ut ·ide of th body, it could 110 more inter£ re in any way
w 1th it. But what i.' th fate of th leucoeytei.; that cany tbe lampblack out f th i. ·ue ? They carry their load out and fr e the body,
0
~

Smithsonian Report , 1896.
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FIG. 5. These figu res r epresent variou s steps in t he r emoval of for eign matter from the
blood of N ecturus.
Gill filament of Necturu.s. --Part of a sin gle gill filament gr eatly m agnified to show the blood
vessels containing t he r ed-blood cor pu::;cles Ir be) a ncl the leucocy tes (I , or white-blood cor
puscles. The black clots (c) within t he blood veRsel re presen t carbon 1 articl s which h ad
been injected into the vein ·. In ma ny of th e leu cocytes ar e several ca r bon pa rticles ; there
a re also ::;everal sh own free in t he blood plasma. g t, The t issue of t he g ill fila ment bet ween
the blood vessels.
Leucocytes P-m ig rating.- This, the lower figure, represents a section of the skin wi th its covering , epithelium {ep/, a nd tha corium (cor) or true skin . The leucocytes conta inin g carbon
part icles (c ) a re seen in t h e corium a nd p netrating th e epi th elium ai:d fiu ally free outside the
epithelium. The a rrows indicate that the le ucocytes emigra te from the body through the
corium and the e!'it helium , and fin ally into the Rpa ce outside the epithelium.
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but they themselves perish. They sacrifice themselves for the rest of
the body as surely as ever did soldier or philanthropist for the betterment or the preservation of the state.
Thus I have tried to sketch in briefest outline -some of the phenomena or processes of life revealed by the microscope. Mo.st of those
discussed have come under my own personal observation, and are therefore to me particularly real and instructive; but to every one long
familiar with the microscope and with the literature of biology many
other examples will occur, some of them even more striking. The discussion has been confined to the above also because it seems to me to
show with great clearness the way in which we can j usti:fiably hope to
do fruitful work in the future. This sure way, it seems to me, is the
study of structure aud function together; the function or activity serving as a clue and stimulus to the investigator for :finding the mechanism
through which function is manifestPd, and thus give due significance to
structural details, which, without the hint from the function, might
pass unnoticed.
This kind of microscopical study may be well designated as physiological histology. It is in sharp co11trast with ordinary histology, in which
too often the investigator knows nothing of the age, state of digestion
or of fasting, nervous activity, rest, or· exhaustion. Indeed, in many
cases it is a source of congratulati011 if he knows even the name of the
animal from which the tissue is derived. Such haphazard observation
has not in the past and is not likely in the future to lead to splendid
results. If structure, as I most firmly believe, is the material expression of function, and the sole purpose of the structure is to form the
vebicle of some physiological action, then the structure can be truly
understood ouly when studied in action or fixed and studied in the
various phases of action.
.
Indeed, if one looks only for form or morphology in the study of histology the very pith and marrow is more than likely to be lost. 1
For example, if one wished to study the comparative histology of the
pancreas, and were to take pieces from various animals to be compared
without regard to their condition of fasting or digestiou, he might find
the coarser anatomical peculiarities in eaclJ. In all probability lJe
would also find two clictinct structural types. One type with clearly1Although in a different fiel1l, the words of Osborn in discussing-the unknown factors of evolution are so pertinent that tb ey may well be quoted: "My last word is,
that we arc entering the threshold of the evolution prohlem, instead of standing
within tlrn portals. Tbe hardest task lies before us, not behind us. We are far
from finally testing or dismissing these old factors [of evolution], bnt tlrn reaction
from speculation upon them is in it elf a silent nclmission that we must reach out
for 8ome nnkuown quantity. If sn1 h does exist there is little hope that we shall
discover it exc pt by tb · most laborions research; a,JJ(l wl.ii le we may predict tl.iat
conclusive evid nee of its exi ten ce will Le found in morphology, it is safe to adcl
th at the fortunate discoverer will 1,o a physiologist" [armed with a micro ·cope].
I would like to ad<l the last fonr words.
. H. G. Am. Nat., .May, 1895.
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defined cells and nuclei, the other with the cells clouded, filled with
granules and with the outlines of cells and their nuclei almost in<liscernible. Between these there might be various gradations in the different forms. And yet, from wuat has been stated above, it is plain
that all these different structural appearances represent phases of
activity, and all might have come from the self-same animal. 1n like
manner, if certain parts of the nervous system were to be studied comparatively, and the tissue taken from one animal after refreshing sleep
and rest, from another after exhausting labor, another in infancy, and
another from an animal decrepit with years, the differen ce in general
appearance and in structural details would be striking enough to
satisfy any morphologist that, as with the structure of the pancreatic
cells, there were two or more distinct types; but tbe physiological histologist would recognize at once that tlrn differences so much insisted
upon represented different pl1ases of activity, au<l, as with the pancreatic cells, might be all represented in the same animal at different
times.
I would be far from saying that there are ·no strnctural differences
in tbe differe11t animals ill dependent of any particular phase of functional activity; but if these only are sought and the others neglected
tbe puysiological appearances will often obtrude and confuse, if they
do not utterly confound.
I have, therefore, for tbe last ten years urged my students, and mean
to go on advocating with all the earnestness of wliicli J am capable,
that in studying an organism or its tissues, the investigator, to gain
certain kno,Tledge, must know all that it is possible to learn concerning
tl1e age, healtb, state of nervous, muscular, and digestive activity; in
fact, all tbat it is vossible to :find out about the processes of life that
are going on a,nd liave gone on wlien tbe study is made.
There are some microscopic forms :in which the entire study can be
made while the creature is aiive. With the higher organisms, also,
some of the living elements, HS the white-blood corpuscles and ciliated
cells, can be studied, and their various actions and structural changes
observed for a considerable time.
The white-blood corpuscles or leucocytes resemble the amreba very
closely in their actions and powers, as we have seen in discussiug the
way iu which the body is freed from foreign particles. The ciliated
cells are among the mo t striki11g of all the constituent elements of the
body. One end i fixed firmly to the tissues the sides are in contact
with their fe1low cell , but tl1e other end is f/ee and bears great m11n~er,· f liair-lik proc ' e. , the cilia, whieb project freely into some cav1t r upon om ,'urfac . What hi--tologi:t would be able for a mom ut
to • u g
th P w r of the. e hair-lik proc e if he tu<lied the dead
<· 11: alon · Y t th mom<'nt the. e cells arc . tndiecl a1ive under the
it i: · n that for th , :ervice of tbe body all tbe power of
11 • ntrated into one, that of motion, nd all the rnoti n
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is manifested by, the little cilia. These sweep with almost incredible
rapidity in one direction and more slowly on their return, thus producing a current in the direction of most rapid motion. This motion with
the resulting current ceases only with life. Each individual cilium is
weakness itself, but with their combined action the untold millions
covering the cells, in the air passages for example, make a strong current iu the liquid covering them. This current is from the interior of
the lungs toward the throat and carries along with it particles of dust
inhaled into the lungs. In this way the delicate breathing organs are
swept clean and left unincumbered for their work of receiving oxygen
and getting rid of carbon dioxide.
If now one puts under the microscope some cells from the small
intestine of almost any animal from the lamprey eel to man, the cells
appear almost identical with those just described. The end projecting
to the free surface of the intestine seems to have a similar brush of
fine hairs, with a, clear line along their base. If a striated and a dead
ciliated cell are under the same microscope side by side, it is almost
impossible to distinguish them. fodeed Ro difficult is it that those from
the intestine have been described as ciliated more than once. If both
cells are living, no one could confuse them. The strfated end of 0110 is
motionless, the lines or cilia of the ·otlier are in constant motion. One
serves for producing currents, alwa,y s in the same direction, the other
is for the purpose of absorbing and passing into the tissues t-l ie products
of digestion. One is a moving the other an absorbing cell. (See Plate
XVI.)
Most of the tissue elements of the higher forms can not be thus
studied alive, however, and the best tliat can be d0110 is to fix the different phases of action, as by &i series of instantaneous photograplis,
then with a kind of mental kinetoscope put these together and try to
comprehend the whole cycle.
·
Fortunately for the histologist the incessant experimentation of the
last twenty-five years bas brought to knowledge chemical substances
which do for the tissues the wonder that waa ascribed to the mythical
Gorgon's head-to kill instantly and to harden into changele~s permanence all that gazed upou it. So the tissues may be fixed in any phase
and then studied at length. If then the investigator observes and
keeps record of every point that may have an influence on the structural appearances, whether shown by experieuce or suggested by
insight, and this record always accompanies tbe specimen, thus and
thus only, it seems to me, can he feel confident that he is lia,b le to gain
real knowledge from the study, knowledge that represents actuality,
and which wi11 serve as the basis for a newer and more complete unraveliug of the intricacies of structure, an approximate insight into the
mechanism through which the life energy manifests itself.
·And so, with all the life that physics and chemistry can give, commencing with the simplest problems aud ueing careful that every factor
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that can influence the result is being duly cons.i dered, the microscopist
can go forward with enthusiasm and with hope, not with the hope that
the great central question can be answered in one generation, perhaps
not in a thousand, but confident that if each one adds his little to the
certain knowledge of the world, then in the fullness of time the knowledge of living substance and the life processes will be so full and deep
that what life is, though unanswered, may cease to be the supreme
question.
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FIG. 6. Figures showing the similarity in appearance of the absorbing epith eliW11 of the
intestine and of a ciliated epithelium. The free ends of the cell. point upward toward the top
of the page, and the attached ends toward the bottom of the page. cilia, The minute, hairlike processes projecting from the free end of the cells and constantly swingiug rapidly in one
direction and r eturning le.<;s rapidly to the starting point. In this way a current i made in the
direction of the most rapid motion (indicated by the a rrow ). At the ba e of theciliai; a clear
plate or segment le s).
In the absorbing epithelium the segment a.ppl:'aring like the cilia is called the striated border
or segment (st bJ and rests on a clear segment (c s) co::nparable with that on which the cilia
rest. In the absor bing epithelium food particles (f) are represented as passing through the
cell from the free end toward the base, as indicated by the arrow.
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THOMSON, Sir WM. (Lord Kelvin).-On the Dissipation of Energy.
Review, vol. 57 (1892), pp. 313 to 321.

Vort11igbtly

In this paper may be found the quotation given in this addres8 and also tl1e statem •ut of LiE>big.

TAIT, P. G. Properties of Matter with an Appendix on Hypotheses as io t he Constitution of Matter, by Professor }'lint, D. D. (Edinuurgh, 1885). Pp. 320.
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TnuRRT0N, R. H.

The Animal as a Machine and a Prime Motor.

(N. Y., 1894).

See also Science, April 5, 1895, and ,Tournal of the Franklin Institute, January-March, 1895.
It is shown that the animal machin e is the most efficient of all known machines, and the sentiment is expressed that a comprehension of the processes of life is of as much interest to the
engineer as to tl1e physiologist.

C. 0. Evolution and Epigenesis . In hiological lectures delivere<l at the
Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, in 1894.

WHITMAN,

In the prefactory note is given a discuss ion relating to matter and energy. See also bis articles in the Journal of Morplwlogy, Vol. I, pp. 227-252; Vol. Il, pp. 27-49; Vol. VIII, pp. 639-658.

THE GENERAL CONDITIONS OF EXISTENCE AND DHHRIBUTION OF MARINE ORGANISMS.1

By Dr.

JOHN MURRAY,
of Edinburgh.

Since the great geographical di8coveries at the end of the fifteenth
and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries which are associated with
the names of Columbus, Da Gama, and Magellan, there have been no
additions to the knowledge of the surface of our planet that can in auy
way compare with those which have resulted from the exploration of the
great ocean basius during the past quarter of a, century. The French,
the Germans, the Americans, the English, the Norwegians, the Italians,
the Swedes, the Austrians-indeed, nearly all civilized nations-have
taken part in these explorations, and the result has been a vast accumulation of uew observations and new facts.
Whenever science is enriched by a large number of 11ew observations
in new regions a chauge almost invariably follows in our theoretical
conceptions. Indeed uo complete theory of the _earth was possible so
long as we were ignorant of the three-fourths of the earth's 1:mrface
covered by the waters of the oceau. We are very far from having- anything like a complete knowledge of the physical and biological conditions of the ocean, but we know very much more than we did thirty
years ago, and it is to some of these addWons to our knowledge of the
ocean that I propose to direct your attention to-clay, especially those
haviug a more or less direct bearing on biology.
The observations themselves are good for all time. The deduct.ions I
may draw from them may be erroneous and evanescent, still it may be
interesting to you to catch some glimpse of how one who has spent
over twenty years iu the study of oceanic pheuomena bas beeu cutting
paths through the almost impenetrable forest of observations that has
grown up in recent years.
Although we have still no accurate knowledge of the depth over
large areas of the ocean, yet deep-sea soundings have in recent years
become so numerous that it is probable the contour lines laid down on
the most recent maps will not be greatly altered, so far as tlleir general
1 From Societ e Neerlandaise de Zoologie.
Compte-Rendu des 'eances du Troisieme
Congres International de Zoologie. Leyde. 16-21 Septembre, 1895. Leyde: E. J.
Brill, 1896, pp. 99-111.
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position is concerned, by future investigations. Quite recently a depth
of over 4,900 fathoms (nearly 9 kilometers) has been recorded in what
is known as the A1drich Deep~ to the southeast of the Friendly Islands;
the greatest depth at which bottom has been reached is in 4,660 fathoms
(8½ kilometers) in the Atlantic, north of the Virgin Islands. A nearly
equal depth-4,655 fathoms-is found in the Tuscarora Deep, to the
east of Japan. The Challenger's deepest sounding was in 4,475 fathoms
(over 8 kilometers), north of the Caroline Islands. On t.he whole I
estimate tha,t about 5 per cent of the area of the ocean has a deptb of
over 3,000 fathoms ( 5½ kilometers).
The whole surface of the earth may, from a quite general poiut of
view, be divided into elevated plateaus and submerged plains, the elevated plateaus beillg represented by the continents, which occupy
about two-sevenths of the earth's surface, and the submerged plains by
the abysmal areas of the ocean, which cover about four-sevenths of the
earth's surface, the remain mg oue-seventh of tbe earth's surface being
occupied by the slope connecting the one with the other. The average
level of the conti11ental plateaus is about 2,500 fathoms (over 4~- kilometers) above the general level of the abysmal area. These great
troughs or hollows on the surface of the earth are filled with salt water
up to within a few. hundred feet of the average height of the continental plateaus.
At the present time the temperaiture of the ocean water varies from
28° or 29° F. (-2.22° or -1.67 ° 0.) at the poles to from 80° to 85° F.
(from 26.67° to 29.44° 0.) at some points within the tropics. The seasonal variation of the surface temperature is not felt at depths over 100
fathoms. At the level of a depth of 1,000 fathoms beneath the surface
the mean temperature of the ocean is 36.5° F. (2.5° C.), the Atlantic
and Indian Oceans bei.ng, on the whole, warmer than the Pacific at tbis
depth, and at greater depths, even within the tropics, the temperature
may at some points fall as low as the freezing point of fresh water.
Sea water contains in solution a fairly constant proportion of salts
and a more variable proportion of gases. Tlie saline constituents, to
which sea water owes itH distinctive properties, consist chiefly of chloride and sulphates, with a comparatively small, but none the less
important, proportion of carbonates and bromides. Of some twentyfour metals which lrnve been <.letect.ed in sea water, only sodium, magne ium, calcium, and potassium are of any importance in determining
the character of the water. The presence of tliis saline matter give
the water an increased density, and this density, measured under uniform condition·, i tak n a.· a meaRure of the absolute quantity of alt
in olntion.
11 any , amp]
of , ea water the proportions of the variou
aline
011. itu nt remain quit
en ibly constant among tbemselve . Thi~
tat m 11 t , lthough true a a rule, i liable to an exception in th ·a e
flim for, from a tual determination of the lime and from the iu ·r ase
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in the alkalinity of very deep waters, there seems to be no doubt that
the quantity of lime increases with the depth. It has long been known
that sea water is distinctly alkaline to test paper; this is due to an
excess of base over sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, the surplus base
being more or less saturated by carbonic acid, too weak an acid to
bring about a neutral reaction.
The gases in sea water are not only much more variable than the
saline matters in their absolute amount, but also vary in the proportions among themselves. The gases of general occurreuce are oxygen,
nitrogen, and carbonic acid, the two former being wholly derived by
absorption from the atmosphere, while the las t named is partly absorbed
from the atmosphere and partly due to excretion from animals and to
oxidation of organic matter in situ.
Xhe gas is absorbed from the atmosphere by the merest surface layers
only of the water, and is distributed to the rest of the ocean by descending currents. The quantity absorbed is determined by the temperature
of the water and the pressure of the atmosphere, but cliiefly by the
former. If the water remaining on the surface pass to a warmer region
gas is given off, if to a colder region more js absorbed. Once the water
is cut off from the surface by overlying layers of water all further
absorption of gas ceases. Of the three gases nitrogen alone remains
constant in quantity. The oxygen of the water is taken UI? by animals
for the furtherance of their metabolic processes, and in i ~s place they
excrete carbonic acid. Thus, if free surface ventilation be denied there
is a continual decrease in the proportion of oxygen and a corresponding increase in the quantity of carbonic acid; and in small jucJosed seas
this process may go so far as to render the water quite unfit for the
support of animal life of any order much higher than that of bacteria.
On account of the coefficient of absorption of oxygen being double
that of nitrogen, the proportion of oxygen to t.he total gas in sea water
under full aeration is double that in air, being as a matter of fact 3:1½
to 33½ per cent. The absolute quantity of gas in solution in surface
waters is found to decrease as we go from the poles to the equator, as
also does the proportion of oxygeu. In high latitudes, indeed, the proportion of oxygen is so high as to amount to supersaturation, a:; much
as 36. 7 per cent having been found in polar waters. The quantity of
oxygen is alwa,yR less in bottom than in intermediate waters from great
depths, but no oceanic water a t least is found to be absolutely devoid
of oxygen, although in waters from the bottom in great depths the
amount is sometimes very sma11.
Both the horizontal and vertical circulation of ocean waters is
mainly governed by the prevailing winds which blow over the surface,
and these are again determined by the position of the areas of high
and low barometric pressure. Where the winds are dry and constant
there we find the saltest water at the surface, as for instance in the
trade-wind regions of the North and South Atlantic and South Pacific,
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where the salinity is over 1.027; but in the inclosed basins of the Mediterranean and Red seas the salinity may reach 1.030. The average
salinity at the surface in the open ocean is higher than on the bottom,
and, like the temperature, is higher at the bottom in the Atlantic and
Indian Oceans than in the Pacific.
The density of ocean water is dependent upon temperature as well
as pressure, and in consequence the less saline water of the polar
regions has a higher density than the salter waters of the tropics, and
in general the lowest annual and diurnal temperatures tend to be
propagated downward to the greater depths. Vertical circulation
downward is likewise to some extent determined by the presence of
detrital matter from rivers, and by the action of very constant winds
like those which prevail over the great Southern Ocean.
When we examine the deposits now being laid down on the floor of
the ocean, W6 find that in all inclosed basins surrounded by continental
land, and for an average distance of 200 miles off continental shores
facing the great oceans, the deposits are for the most part made up of
detrital matters more or less directly derived from the subaerial denudation of the dry lan<l, or as a result of the destructive action of waves
and currents iu the shallow regions of the ocean. Even when such
deposits are composed for the most part of carbonate of lime organisms,
such as shells, corallines, and corals, these bear the impress of the
mechanical action of the forces at work in the shallow waters, and are
therefore included under the general term of terrigenous deposits. The
predominant mineral iu these terrigenous deposits is quartz, being in
many positions associated ·w ith glauconitc; and both these minerals
appear to be almost wholly absent iu the central parts of the great
ocean basins, except where the surface waters may be affected by
floating ice.
The alkalies, alkaline earths, iron, manganese, and other bases, at one
time associated with the quartz of the saud dunes, sandstones and other
rocks of the continent., have been separated by chemical decomposition, and carried iLt solution or in suspension out into the abysmal
regions of the ocean, where they have accumulated through physical
or organic agencies. The lighter, less soluble, and more refractory
quartz has, on the other hand, accumulated on the continents and in
the deposits in their immediate vicinjty. If this proce ·s bas been going
ou continuously since precipita1ion of water first took place on our
planet, the rocks on the continental areas would become more and more
acid in constitution and lighter, while the depo its formeJ at the bottom of the o ·eau would become more and more basic and heavier. The
rea ·on why the continent ou the whole stand at a higher elevation
than the floor of the ocean ba ·ius may well be that, by thi continuou · proc , they are th lighter portiou, of the superficial crn t, a i.'
ind d foclicat Ll by the general results of pendulum and plumb-line
ob ervation ·.
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In the terrigenous deposits now being laid down in the shallow and
deep waters of the continental areas, we have in the organic remains
qt-iartz, glauconite, phosphatic nodules, an assem-blage of materials
resembling in all important respects the stratified layers making up
the larger part of the continental masses.
When we turn to the deposits in the abysmal regions far removed.
from continental land we find that deposits are being formed which do
not resemble so closely the continental rocks. In depths ofless than 2
miles the deposits are principally made up of the dead shells of carbonate of lime secreting organisms, which had lived at the surface of the
sea., such as calcareous a]gre, foraminifera, pteropods, and other pelagic
mollusks, forming globigerina a11d pteropod oozes. In the colder parts
of the extratropical regions the siliceous frustules of diatoms which
bad lived on the surface predominate in the deposit, and thus produce
a diatom ooze. In the still greater depths of the ocean, i, e., over 2
miles, the carbonate of lime organisms are partial1y or wholly removed,
either while falling to the bottom or shortly after reaching the bottom,
through the solvent action of the sea water. Where they are wboHy
removed the deposit may, as, for instance, in the western parts-of the
Pacific, contain a considerable percentage of radiolarian skeletons,
which had lived in the surface and intermediate waters, and the deposit
is then called a radiolarian ooze, but mma1ly the deposit is what bas
been called a red (or chocolate-colored) clay, and thi;:; covers a larger
proportion of the sea bed than any other kind of deposit.
The red clay has evidently acCL1m11lated at an extremely slow rate.
It consists principally of hydrated silicate of alumina an<l the peroxides of iron and manganese, mixed with thom,auds of sharks' teeth,
represented by the dentine of Garcharodon, Larnna, and O.cyrhina., of
dense ear bones of various species of cetacea, and -the dense mesorostral bones of ziphioid whales. These red-e1ay deposits likewise contain many magnetic spherules with crystalline or metallic nuclei,
which are believed to be the dust burnt off from the outer surfaces of
meteoric stones heated as they pass through our atmosphere. These
cosmic spherules probably fall all over the surface of the earth, but
their presence is here evident because the deposit may not accumulate
to the extent of more than an inch in several centuries. The manganese and the iron are often deposited in concentric layers around the
sharks' teeth, ear bone,·, and volcanic lapilli, and in some places the
deposit contains many zeolitic minerals which have evidently been
formed in situ.
When we turn to the observations 011 the pelagic fauna and flora it
will be found that there is a considerable difference between the organisms observed near 8hore and those present in the open region of tbe
ocean-a difference recognized in the terms neritic and oceanic plankton. The coccospheres, rhabdospheres, pelagic foraminifera, heteropoda, pteropocla, and radiolaria 7 so abuudant in tow-net gatherings in
$1\{

96-26
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the open ocean, are absent or but sparingly represented in tow-net
gatherings near the land.
AH the carbonate of lime secreting organisms are much more abundant in the warmer than in the colder waters, and we have seeiJ that
their dead shells are much more abundant at the bottom within the
tropics than toward the polar areas; indeed, through these organic
processes tbe lime prese11t in solution in the ocean, probably in large
part originally derived from the disintegration of the continental rocks,
is at the present time being accurnulaterl. toward the tropical regions
of the earth. In the Tropics there are in the surface waters over
twenty species of pelagic foraminifera which secrete thick carbonate of
lime shells. These mostly disappear as the colder waters of tbe polar
regions are approached, and are there represented by two dwarfed
- species of globigerina. In the same way many species of shelled pteropods, heteropods, and pelagic gasteropods live iu the warmer waters of
the tropics, but disappear or are represented only by sma11 thin-shelled
limacinm or naked species in polar waters. The calcareous coccospheres
an<l rhabdospheres of the tropical and warm waters give place in polar
waters to species of algm which secrete no lime.
_
This abundant secretion of carbonate of lime in the warm waters of
the Tropics is apparently due to chemical rather than physiological conditions. When neutral ammonium carbonate is added to sea water at
· a high temperature-soo to s50 F.-thelime salts othertban carbonate
present in sea water are quickly decomposed and an immediate precipitate of carbonate of lime having the properties of aragonite is formed,
while if the same experiment be carried out at a low temperature-40°
to 45° F.-the carbonate of lime separatoo out very slowly and in doing
so takes the form of calcite. The abundaut secretion of carbonate of
lime in the warm waters of the Tropics at the present day, as well as
the feeble <levelopment of carbonate of lime organisms in cold pola,r
regions, are interesting facts when we remember that coral reefs :flourished within the ~'\retie Circle during Palmozoic an<l. even later times,
and from the manner in which the lime is secreted we may safely conclude that the polar waters in these ancient times must have had a
temperature of about 70° F. (21° 1 C.).
Not ouly i the number of species of lirne-seereting organisms in the
surface waters of the Tropics greater than in t.he cold water of the
polar r~gions, but the same holds good for tlie radiolaria and nearly all
other cla e of pelagic organi ms, tlie characteri tic of the p lagic
organi m of the polar areas being a relatively small number of pecie
and a great abundance of individual . Another peculiarity of tbe town t gathering in the Arctic and Antarctic area is the almo t comp1ete
ab nc of 1) lagic larv of beutho animals, which are so abundant in
th urfa e wat rs f the Tropic . A compari on of two tow-net gatb riug conducted und r pr ci 1y , irnilar conditions, one in the cold
W< t r of th
ntar tic and the ber in the warm water of the Tropic ,
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shows that there is a much greater number of species in the Tropics
than in the Antarctic, but at the same time a less total amount of
org·anic matter, due to the smaller absolute number of iudivi~uals in
the -warmer waters. In making this comparison, however, it must be
1 ecalled that the metabolism of . cold-blooded animals rises with the
temperature of the water, and is therefore very much more rapid within
the Tropics than at the Antarctic Circle, so that within a given period
of time many more organisms may pass through their life history in
warm than in cold water, but on accom1t of the high temperature of the
water the effete products are more rapirlly disposed of than in the cold
polar waters, where cbemfoal action is more sluggish. A measure of
this rate of change is to be found in · the large amount of saline
ammonia present in the sea water of the Tropics, while albuminoid
ammouia predominates in polar waters.
When we compare the shal1ow-water animals living on or attached to
the bottom witldn the tropics and toward the polar regions, we find
that the distribution fo11ows the same laws as in the case of the pelagic
organisms. There are many more species, especia11y of lime-secreting
organisms, in the warm waters of the tropics than in the colder waters
toward the poles. For instance, the Challenger's dredgings in the
vicinity of Cape York, Australia, in depths less than 12 fathoms,
yielded 554 species of metazoa, while many more dredgings at Kerguelen,
in depths less than 25 fathoms, yielded only 130 species; indeed the
total number of species known from Kerguelen in depths less than 25
fathoms amounts only to 242 species. While the number of species of
shell-bearing mollusks procured by the Challenger in depths less than
12 fathoms at Cape York was 202, only 02 species were _taken at Kerguelen down to 120 fathoms, aud the total number known from
Kerguelen is only 125 species. The l.Jigher crustace3:i (macrura, anomura,
bracbyura) are also more abundant in the tropics, while the reef-building corals are, of course, entirely absent at Kerguelen. On the other
hand, the hydroida, holothurioidea, annelida, amphipoda, Lopoda,
pycnogonida, and tunicata, which secrete little or no carbonate of
lime, are more numerous in the cold waters around Kerguelen.
The receo t deep-sea researches have shown that not only is life
universally present in great abundance at the surface of the sea, and
probably also, though much more sparsely, in all the intermediate
depths of the ocean, but also that fishes and all the iuvertebrate groups
are spread all over the floor of the ocean in great numbers. The total
number of species taken by the Cha.llenger in depths less than 100
fathoms is 4,400; in depths between 100 and 500 fathoms, 2,050; in
depths between 500 an~ 1,000 fathoms, 710; in depths between 1,000
and 1,500 fathoms, 600; in depths between 1,500 and 2,000 fathoms,
500; in depths between 2,000 and 2,500 fathoms, 340, and in depths
over 2,500 fatlwms, 235. It is thus seen that i he actual number of
species procured decreases with iucrease of depth, and if we take into
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account the number of statiom;; included in each zone of depth we find
that the number of species per station decreases gradually from 62.8
species per station in the shallowest zone to 9.4 species per station in
the deepest zone, as shown in the following table:
Depth in fathoms.

Under 100 ................. .
100 to 500 .................. .
500 to 1,000 .. .......... .... .
1,000 to 1,500 ............••.
1,500 to 2,000 .. .. . . ... .. .. . .
2,000 to 2,500 ....•... : ..... .
Over 2,500 ...... ____ ....... .

Species per
station.
62. 8
51. 2

30. 9

24. 0
15. 6
10. 6
9.4

Again, it is interesting to point out that the proportion of genera to
species procured in the different zones increases gradu1illy with increase
of depth, the ratio of genera to species in the shallowest zone being as
1 to 2.93 and in the deepest zone as 1 to 1.17, as shown in the following
table:
Depth in fathoms.

Under 100 .....•............
100 to 500 ... .......... ... .. .
500 to 1,000 ............. . . . .
1,000 to 1,500 ......... _.... .
1,500 to 2,000 .............. .
2,000 to 2, f,00 __ ............ .
Over2,500 ................. .

Ratio of
genera to
species as1 to 2. 93
1 to 2. 37
l to 1. 67
1 to 1. 50
l tol.45
1 to 1. 36
lto 1.17

An analysis of dre'dgings at similar depths close to and far removed
from continental shores shows that both species and individuals are
more numerous on the terrigenous deposits close to the shore, and the
proportion of species to genera is higher, than on the pelagic deposits
far removed from the land. This seems to indicate that migration has
taken place from the shallow waters close to the shore to the deeper
waters of the great ocean basins, and that the ancestors of the fauna
at great depths far removed from land have migrated from many
shallow-water area on the . urface of the globe. On the whole the
deep-sea fauna re eml>les that of the shallow waters of the polar
regions much more than that of the shallow waters of the tropical
regions, in o far as the animal of the deep.sea fauna have a rela~ively
mall quantity of carbonate of lime in their shells and skeleton , the
proportion of genera to specie is higher than in the tropics, and there
i an ab e ce of lagic r free wimming larvre.
n d P hs f ov r 1,000 fathom the Challenger's trawling rarely
yi 11 d ver 10 r 15 p ·imen of any one species, but in Jes ·er depth ,
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for instance in about 500 fathomEs, hundreds of specimens of holothurians,pycnogouids, and crustaceans have been procured in a single haul,
and just beneath the mud line at a depth of about 100 fathoms around
continental shores enormous numbers of individuals belonging to one
species have been procured. This is the great feeding ground in the
ocean. To this depth the herring, salmon, whales, narwhals, descend
to feed upon the immense numbers of individuals belonging to species
of Oalanus, Euchmta, Passiphma, Orangon, Bippolyte, as well as species
of schizopods, amphipods, isopods, fishes, and cephalopods.
Probably the majority of deep-sea species live by eating the surface
layers of the mud, clay, or ooze at the bottom, and by catching or picking up the small organisms, or minute particles of ~rganic matter which
fall from the surface or are washed away from the shallower reaches of
the ocean, and ultimately settle on the bottom beyond the mud line.
These mud-eating species are in turn the prey of numerous rapacious
animals armed with peculiar tactile, prehensile, and alluring organs, for
phosphorescent light plays an important role in the economy of deepsea life, and is correlated with the red and brown tints of the majority
of deep-sea organisms. Some species are blind, and others, in addition
to large eyes, are provided with a sort of bull's-eye lantern, from which
streams of light are thrown out at the will of the animal. Phospl10rescent organs act sometimes as a lure, sometimes they indicate the
presence of prty or the passage of a11 enemy.
Some species of deep-sea organisms are of gigantic size when compared with their shallow-water allies. Some of the hexactinellids are
3 or 4 feet in diameter; the bydroid Jlfonocaulus is 3 feet in height; the
Jegs of some pycnogonids extend for over a foot on either side of the
body~ -and the largest echini and isopods are found in deep water.
Before the systematic" investigation of the deep sea it was believed
by some naturalists that the remnants of faunas which flourished in
remote geological -periods would be found in the great depths of the
ocean. This expectation has not been realized. Discina and some
other brachiopods undoubtedly represent a very ancient group; still the
king-crabs, lingulas, trigonias, Port Jackson sharks, Heliopora, Amphioxus, Oeratodus, Lepidosiren, and other shore and shallow-water forms
undoubtedly represent older forms than· anything to be fouud in the
deep sea at the present time.
Sir W yville Thomson was of opinion that from the Silurian period to
the present day there had been, as now, a continuous deep ocean, with
a bottom temperature oscillating about the freezing point, and that
there had always been an abyssal fauna. It is much more probable
that in palreozoie thnes the ocean basins were not so deep as at the
present time; that the ocean had then a nearly uniform high temperature throughout its whole mass, and that life was either abse11t throughout all the greater depths or represented ouly by bacteria, as in t]rn
Black Sea at the present day.
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An analysis of the Challenger's results seems to show that the deepsea organisms at present inhabiting the sea. bed are not, as is generally
supposed, universally distributed in the abysmal area; indeed, they
do not seem to be much more widely distributed than shore forms
from any one given region. Of the 272 species taken in the deep-water
area of the Kerguelen Region, in depths of over 1,260 fathoms, 60 per
cent are only known from these dredgings, and not more than 6 per
cent have been found in the dredgings within and to the north of the
tropics. Again, of the 523 species found in depths over 1,000 fathoms
south of the southern tropic, 64 per cent are known only from this
area, and only 8 per cent are known from dredgings within the tropics
and to the north of the northern tropic.
The Challenger dredgings in the neighborhood of Marion, Kerguelen,
and Heard islands, down to a depth of 150 fathoms, gave 533 species;
of these 61 per cent are unknown outside that region, wbile 3 per cent are
known from areas within and to the north of the tropics, and 6 per cent
are known from regions north of the northern tropic, but not within the
tropics. I have already stated that the number of genera and species
is largest in the shallow zone under 100 fathoms, and that the number
decreases down to the deepest water far removed from land. This
relation apparently holds good even in shallower depths less than 10()
fathoms, and especially within the tropics, the number of genera and
species in depths less than 20 fathoms on the whole exceeds the 1mmber in deeper water. The statistics of the Challenger investigations in
the neighborhood of Kerguelen, however, seem to show that in depths
less than 50 fathoms the number of species and genera may be less
than in greater depths, for the total number of species recorded from
Kerguelen in depths less than 50 fathoms amounts to 242, less by 30
species than the number captured in 8 trawlings in depths greater than
1,260 fathoms, and in depths between 75 and 150 fathoms around these
Antarctic islands both species and individuals appeared always to be
more abundant than in shallower water.
The general similarity between the fauna and flora of lligh northern
and high southern latitudes has been many times remarked, and ill the
first dredgings of the Challenger in comparatively i:iballow water in the
southern hemisphere the naturalists were very much struck by the character of the fauna being very like what they had been accustomed to
procure in so mew hat shallower water off the northern coasts of Europe;
the species in many cases seemed to be identical. This impre sion was
deepened a the Challenger dredgings still further to the south were
examined. The pecialists who have described tbe va.rious groups of
animal.· bl'Ought home by the Challenger frequently-call attention to
ci from the Kerguelen Region being ideutical or closely allied to
i occurring in the far north, which at the same time are wholly
unk~ wn.fr m within the tropics. We are 110 w acquainted with ab ut
15 1dent1cal
ecie of Metazoa, and nearly 100 closely allied pecies,
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occurring· in the extra-tropical regions of the northern and southern
hemispheres, and wholly u°'known from the intervening tropical zone.
Again, a list has recently been published giving 54 species of marine
Alg:::e common to the northern and southern oceans, and not occurring
within the intervening tropical belt. 1 In fact, the arctic and antarctic
marine faunas and floras, geographically as wide asunder as the poles,
are generally more closely related to each other than to any interven- .
ing fauna or flora. This is all the more remarkable when we remember
that, with the exception of a few pelagic, brackish water and deep sea
species, there is hardly a species of marine Metazoa cornrnon to the
east and west coasts of Afric~ within the tropics.
In order to give a rational explanation of these remarkable facts in
the distribution of marine organisms at the present time, as well as of the
presence of tropical fossils in Paleozoic and even later geological strata
within the polar areas, it seems necessary to assume that at one time
there was a very different distribution of heat and light over the surface of the globe than what obtains at . the present time. A uniform
high temperature all over the surface of the globe in the early stages
of the earth's history is requireu to explain these phenorneua. In later
Mesozoic times a gradual cooling at the poles appears to have set in,
and slowly brought about the uestruction of a large number of the
shore and shallow-water animals, especially those which secreted large
quantities of carbonate of lime or were provided with pelagic or freeswj mming larv:::e. This weeding out of numerous species in the polar
areas, from a fauna which must have much reseml;>led the coral-reef
fauna of the present time, accounts for the relatively small number of
species which we now find in polar waters, and, through lessened competition, for the relatively large number of individuals belonging to
some of these species. In still later times, when polar lands became
covered with ice and snow and when glaciers descended at almost all
points into the ocean, shallow-water organisms appear to have taken
refuge in the deep sea, and a migration of polar animals toward the
equator was initiated over the floor of the ocean. This ma,y account
for the relatively more abundant fauna in the great depths of the
Sout.h ern Ocean, as indicated by the Challenger's iuve tigation, . The
large uumbers of pelagic animals which are contiuua.lly beiug killed
through the mixture of surface currents of di:ffernnt origins between
latitudes 40° and f>0° south, falling to the bottom, provide an abundant
supply of food for deep-sea animals, and the large quantity of oxygen
taken down by descending currents from the cold surface waters produces further favorable conditions of life iu the1:1e great depths.
In discussing the causes of the distribution of organisms over the surface of.the earth at the present time, or the geographical distribution of
fossil, in Paleozoic rocks, it is too often assumed that the relations
1 Murray and Barton.
1895.

Phycological Memoirs from tbe British Museum, London,
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between the earth and the other ·members· of the solar system were in
past times the same as we now find them. The variation in the astronomical elements of the globe is so small that they are regarded as
stable for the period covered by history, but this variation assumes
great importance when the periods represented by geology are brought
into consideration.
Lord Kelvin says tbe nebular theory of the evolution of the solar system, "founC:ed on the natural history of the stellar nuiverse, as observed
by the elder Herschel and completed in details by the profound dynamical judgment and imaginative genius of Laplace, seems converted by
thermodynamics into a necessary truth if we make no other uncertain
assumption than that the materials at present constituting tbe <lead
matter of the solar system have existed under the laws of dead matter
for a hundred million years." 1 A large sun during the early stages of
the earth's history is therefore a necessary result of what is believed to
have been the genesis of our system. The earth is an extremely small
fragment thrown off f'.rom the central sun at one of its periods of condeusation, and by reason of its small dimensions its stellar phase would
be comparatively short. Ou the other hand, the enormous mass of the
sun would cool much more slowly, and its gradual contraction would ·
provide an amount of energy sufficient to make good alJ that lost in
radiation.
We may well suppose that when the sun bad a diameter little less
than the diameter of the orbit of Mercury the precipitation of water,
geological and life phenomena, commenced on our earth. 2 Such a
nebulous sun would radiate fo1' each unit of its surface less bea,t and
light than the sun at present, but the total amouut of radiant energy
received by the earth might be greater than that received at present,
and would be very differently distributed over the ~arth's surface.
The Torrid Zone would be extended on either side of the equator to
the forty-seventh parallel of latitude. The seasonal effects pro 1luced
by the inclination of the earth's axis to the ecliptic would be annulled.
There would b e suppres:--io11 of a twenty-four-hour night about the
poles at any time of the year. A cone of effective· solar rays would
graze the earth along a small circle of the sphere; at tlrn solstice the
rays of light would touch one pole and envelop the other to the fortythird parallel of latitude, RO that at this position of the earth four
degrees of latitude-tho e between 430 and 470-would have at tlJe
the same time a twenty-four-bout' day and some portion of the uu
verhead at 110011. A , un the angular diameter of which is equal to
twi ·e th _obliquity of the •cliptic, i. e., 470, would tlrn produce at the
P 1 durmg th" whole y ran in olation 18 per ceut greater than a,t
1

J c1vin.
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present, tendin'g to a complete uniformity of climate over the earth's
surface. 1 When we take into consideration tbe effect of the earth's
atmosphere, a sun with a diameter even half that here indicated would
account for the paleothermic phenomena made known l>y the records
of tlie past life on the globe. When seeking a rational explanation of
tlle gradual evolutfon of the surface features of the globe,_it is necessary to take into account the contemporaneous evolution of the other
members of the solar system, and especially that of the central luminary.
1

Blandet.

Bull. Soc. Geol. t.le France, Tom. 25, p. 777, 1868.

THE BIOLOGIC RELATIONS BETWEEN PLANTS AND ANTS. 1

By Dr. HEIM,
Assoc-iate of the Faculty of Medicine at Pa1·is.

In the study of natural sciences it i8 often an excellent plan to begin
by stating a well-worn truism. To say, iu the present state of our
knowledge, that close relations exist between plants and insects is to
utter such a truism.
At the close of the last century the wonderful discoveries of Koelrenter followed by those of Sprengel ba<l. already demonstrated such
relations. It was upon the teachings of that genial thinker that was
built a great part of the theory of selection given definitive form by
the labors of Darwin. At that period, however, the relations betweeu
pla.nts and insects, even when viewed by the light of evolution, were
considered almost solely with regard to the cross-fertilization of vegetable orgauisms. Tbe biologic relatiou~ between plants and ants have
beeu fully examined only by our contemporaries. Though the topic is
one of extraordinary fecundity, it is but little known to the geueral
public.
.
. Among the subjects that biology offers for our cousideration some are
especially fortunate in that their exposition require8 no personal talent,
their interest depending upon a mere recital of facts. One of these
privileged subjects is the relations of plants and ants, aud this selfish
consideration has led me to choose it fot' my remarks.
As a preliminary to the study of the rnlatious of ants to living vegetable forms it will be well to rapidly examine the organs that insects
use in establishing such relations. We Heed not dwell upon tlieir legs,
which are very movable and constructed upon the general plan of the
legs of insects. The cla,ws that terminate them are used by ants in
clinging to rougli surfaces, in scratching the ground, in r~jecting refuse,
in holding food. Between tLe claws al'e found very delicate organs,
the pulvilli, by whose aid tl1e insect can cliug to smooth surfaces,
whether vertical or horizontal, agairn.;t the force of gravity, by
means of an ,oily secretion that causes the foot to adhere by capillary
'Translated from tbe Uompte Rendu d la 24me Sess. de l' Association Fran<;aise
pour l' Ava.ncement des 'ciences, 1895, premiere partie, pp. 31-75.
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attraction. Upon the head of an ant are borne sense organs-compound and simple eyes, organs apparently olfactory in character,
antenme, and buccal organs. On either side of the buccal opening are
two large chitinous pieces, triangular in shape, articulated so that they
can be moved apart or toward each other in a horizontal direction like
the two jaws of a pinchers, the surfaces in contact being usually cut like
a saw. These mandibles have a most important office, serving both as
a weapon and as a tooL _They are, in fact, used as scissors for cutting,
as pinchers for dragging or tearing, as a trowel is in tempering and laying on mortar, as a shovel for removing excavated matter. It might
· almost be said that tlle only use for which they are absolutely unfitted
is that of mastication of food. Below and behind them are found the
maxillrn, formed by three coarticulated pieces, m:ovable, membranous
in character, bearing on their surfaces several rows of hairs and gustatory papillrn. Like the mandibles, they can not serve in mastication,
but they assist the lips and the pa.Ipi in the recognition and seizure of
food. The maxillrn bear the maxillary palpi, composed of from one to
six pieces, organs especially taetile, The labrum, usually concealed
under the epistoma; forms the anterior wall of the buccal ope11ing. It
is a flattened piece of variable form, often bilobate, capable of movement from behind forward in a horizontal plane. The lower lip forms
the floor of the mouth and carries the ligula, au extensible piece which,
because of its mobility, may be used for lapping or licking up fluids.
The rows of gustatory papillro that it carr;ies in front and behind are
the principal seat of the sense of taste. On each side of the lower lip
are inserted the labial palpi, usually smaller than the maxillary palpi,
formed of from one to four pieces. 'fbese also are tactile organs.
According to Forel the mandibles are never used for eating. The most
attentive observations confirm this, and the disproportion between the
mandibles and the maxillrn makes it evident. The mandibles remain ·
closed and immovable while the ant is eating. The mouth is usually
closed by the labrum, which is turned over it, downward and backward,
covering entirely the anterior part of the maxillre and of the lower lip.
When tbe ant wishes to eat it makes a complex movement of the
pharynx which pusbes forward tbe ligula, together with the neighboring parts, raising tbe labrum like a lid. The maxillrn are too short and
too weak to crush a solid; they can only draw into the mouth a liquid
or semisolid. It i · the lignla or ton gue which is most used by ant
when they eat, and, according to the apt expression of Lespe , they
u e it a a dog <loe when be laps. When the ants are dealing with a
soiid body inclo,'ing a liquid they first tear it with their mandibles and
then lap up it. ·ontent . The buccal apparatus can, then, be u ed for
r ping, cu ting and licking.
Menti n ,·b uld be ma of tl1 apparatus for the production of venom.
Thi i i uat cl n th p terior part of the abdom n and, a· we ,hall
her a t 'l' ee ruay reu<ler to plant , tb friends of our insects, certain
0
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indirect services. Its essential parts are a double, paired glaud and a
single unpaired gland, there being secreted by one of these, as is probably the case with all the bymeuoptera., an acid liquid, while the secretion of the other is alkaline. From the admixture of these is formed a
true acid venom whose irritating property is partly due to the presence of formic acid. This venom is discharged into an inoculating
apparatus developed in a greater or less degree in different species.
The pain produced by the bite of indigenous species of ants is but slight,
but exotic species may cause suffering of considerable intensity and
duration.
This rapid review of the external organization of ants will enable us
to account for various relations that exist between them and the vegetable world.
The first relations between ants and vegetables have undoubtedly
been those of the eaters and the eaten. There are in fact qnite a number of species of ants that obtain their food from Ii ving vegetables. Of
these the most celebrated, and justly so, are the harvester ants. Their
habits were known in the most ancient times. ''The ant," says Solomon (Prov. vi, 8), "providP,th her meat in the summer and gathereth
her food in the harvest." Aelian, an author of the third century of our
era, not only notes their gathering of seeds, but describes the means ·
employed by them to keep their grains from dampness and their way
of preventing germination by boring through the germ outside of the
seed. An Arabic book of the seventh century says, in speaking of ants:
"They store up wheat for food and dry it in the sun. If they fear that
the grain may germinate they take away its ball, cutting it in two
fragments. If we reflect we will be convinced that the ant i8 an intelligent insect." Montaigne, who lived in the south of France and bad
traveled in Italy, was acquainted with the habits of tl1e harvester ants,
which he describes with great precision. "Thf'y spread," says he, "in
the open air their grains and seeds to aerate, freshen and dry them, when
they see that they are . getting moist and smelling mol<ly, for fear that
they may become corrupt and rotten. But the cautio!). and foresigut
that they use in dealing with barley grains surpasses all tliat human
prudence could imagiue. For fear lest the grain sprout and lo ·e its
qualities and properties as a store of food, they gnaw the end of it
where the germ is wont to appear."
These data, collected by the old authors, have, however, been controverted by recent authoritie -Swammerdam, Butron, Latreille, and,
above all, P. Huber, the great observer of auts-aud it was not until
•
recently that Lespes and Moggridge clearly proved the industrious
habit of the harvester ants.
The two principal species of harvester ants, Aphmnogaster (Atta)
structor and A. barbara, are rare in tbe uortb, quite common in central
Europe, and abundant ou the sl1ores of the Mediterra11ean. The workers ~re remar~able for their differences ill height ~ncl appeara,uce, They
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pass by insensible gradations to a form with an enormous head-a soldier. The description of their method of harvesting and preserving
the grain we must borrow from Moggridge, that acute observer, who, at
32 years of age, being forced by phthisis to seek a climate less inclement than that of England, employed his latest strength in studying the
ants of the neighborhood of Mentone.
Often upon uncultivated lands, there called the garrigues, are seen
Jong trains of ants forming two continuous lines hurrying in opposite
directions, one going away from the nest, the other toward it. 'fbe latter is laden with seed or capsules that the ants are carrying to their
hill.
These files of foraging ants sometimes range to a considerable distance
from the nest, seeking the seeds of grasses, peas, and other plants of
the garrigues. They collect not only ripe seeds, but also understand
bow to detach from the plants green fruits. Thus we may see an ant
climbing along the stem of a shepherds-purse (Gap sella bursa-pastoris)
and, choosing a green pod, disdaining the riper ones which let fall their
seeds at the least touch, seize the peduncle of the capsule between its
mandibles and, fixi11g its hind legs firmly as a pivot, twist the peduncle
round and round until it is broken off. Then, laden with this burden,
· it descends, backiug and turning as its load demands, down around the
stem to reach its nest. In the-same manner are gathered the capsules
of chickweed (Alsine media) and the nutlets of little labiates such as
Oalaniintha.
We may frequently see two ants combine for the purpose of breaking
the peduncle of a capsule. While one is gnawing the peduncle the
other will twist it off; but it seems that their mandibles are never
strong e1wugh to sever the peduncle by cutting alone. If grains of
hernpseed, millet, and oats are scattered in the neighborhood of the
nest of the harvester ants, the insects hasten to carry them off, although
those seeds are b~avy burdens for them. But it ofte11 happens that
they are deceived as to the quality of the articles they drag to their nest.
Thus they may .c arry off objects not suitable for food; shells, bits of
wood, fragments of leaves. If little procelain beads are scattered along
tlrn path of a harvesting train the ants will carry them toward their
nest. They soon perceive their error, however, for after an hour of this
fruitless labor they pa8s by their false treasures indifferent to them.
The seed of a species of fumitory (Furnaria capreolata) are gathered
by tbe e lrnrve ter~.
ow, be ide this plant, there fall to the ground
little gall' inhabited by a small cynipid insect. Deceived by t.he resemblance betw en the e galls and the seeds of the plant, the ant' add
them to their tore, quite convinced that they are really seed . What
is the fate of tl1t: inhabitants of these galls, Is there not here to be
olved an intere ting problem involving mimicry of parasitic origin
Th , ituation of tbe n ts of the Atta barbara is often indicated by
the pre en ·e of a number of plant that grow around out of the refu e
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accumulated by the ants. These are, in fact, to be considered as weeds
of cultivation and strangers to the lavender and cistus covered banks
of the garrigue, being plants sprung from seerls that the ants have
brought and abandoned for some unknown cause. The plants thus
transported belong to the following classes: Veronicas, fumitories, oats,
a nettle ( Urtica membranacea), bird chickweed, wild rnarigoltl ( Oalendula
a,rvens·is), snapdragon (Antirrhinum rnajus), a flax (Linaria simplex),
watercress ( Oardamine hirsuta), a11d goose foot.
Quite frequently these plants are found along the sides of minature
gullies or crevices hollowed in the rock where tbeir seeds have been
washed by the rain and there germinate. Thus these interlopers have
been drawn into competition with the primitive occupiers of the ground;
they accompany the ants as the plants of our harvests accompany man.
Tbe ants serve indirectly in tbeir dissemination, using, indeed, part of
them for food, but yet assisting fo tlte propagation of the species. As
soou as the harvested seeds are brought near to the nest, some hundreds
of workers are employed in separating them from the husks while others
store tbem away in the depths of the ant hill. The refuse is dragged
out of the nest, in the immediate vicinity of which are found heaps of
debris formed of bits of straw, pods, a11d empty capsules.
The nest is simply hollowed out in the soil, but it seems that sometimes the ants know bow to appropriate the work of certain beetles.
Moggridge has, in fact, seen in one of the nests a cavity covered over
by a spherical dome having wa1ls of hardened earth closed at tbe bottom, there being a large circular opening at the top and a smaller one
below. This appears to be a dome constructed by a beetle and used
by tbe ants for storage purposes.
The floor of these grain cellars is well cemented. Tbe roomR differ
in size, being on an average as large as a gooq.-sized watch. Each
of these rooms contains about fJ grams of seed. A nest made up of
from 80 to 100 rooms may contain a pound or more of seeds belonging
to different plants. 'fhe majority of these are, however, from cultivated grasses, especially Tra,giis racemosiis. These are evidently preferred because of their richness in alimentary principles.
Especially interesting are the means employed by the ants to prevent the germination of seeds. In examining 21 nests Moggridge
found, among some thousands of seeds, but very few that bad germinated; these were, nevertheless, attacked by the ants, who attempted
to mutilate them in order to Rtop their germination. This arreRt of
germination caused by the intervention of the ants is unquestionable,
but we have not yet discovered tbe exact means by which it is effected.
In isolated or abandoned portions of tbe nest the seeds sprout and
develop in the granaries, and if the ants are prevented from penetrating into one of the e the seeds germinate there normally. It bas been
surmised that the ants could prevent germination by closing, with a
gelatin~us substance, the micropyle of the seed, through which it was
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supposed that moisture penetrated to the interior of the grain. This
hypothesis is, however, very doubtful. When the seed became sufficiently softened . and ready to germinate, it was thought that ·t he ants
raised the micropylar seal and germination ensued. Since a more
advanced growth, says Moggridge, would alter tlie nutritive qualities
of their store, they hasten to gnaw off the tip of the radicle. Having
effected this mutilation, they dry the seeds in the sim, then store them
up anew. If by chance the seeds are moistened by rain, they are dried
in the same way.
When the entire grain becomes soft and swollen, the ants devour its
soft parts, which are -charged with saccharine substances, of wbfob they
are very fond, and which serve to nourish their larvre. The envelopes,
in the form of bran, are rejected and carried outside to the rubbish
heap.
The ants then know how to malt the seed of graminaceous plants,
obtaining real malt as our brewers do. We need not discuss here
whether they pursue this industry by instinct alone or whether they
have acquired their skill by experience.
By using artificial light Moggridge was able to see how the ants gnaw
the seed. One of them grasps firmly a portion of the fari naceous albumen while two or three others attack the seed with their mandibles,
feed upon it, and finally yield their places to others. Thus we see tbat,
unlike other ants that are nourished only by soft or liquid substances,
the harvester ants attack solid substances, rejecting, however, those
seeds which have never been softened, and attacking only those which
have been dried after having begun to germinate. The hard ~nvelope of
hemp and similar seeds generally resists the attack of the ants, so that
these insects wait until these envelopes are softened and burst by germination before they devour the oily contents. Although the buccal
apparatus of ants is not suitable for the mastication of hard bodies, it
answers perfectly well, when assisted by the hard, toothed mandible, for
scraping or scratching small particles of farinaceous matter.
These ants have also carnivorous habits, and frequently pillage neighboring nesti,, but a, consideration of this would take us too far from our
topic. Harvester ants exist also in the Tropics. As early as the first
of this century Sykes, and then Gordon, noted in India a harvester ant
(Pheidole providens).
Certain ant are not only harvesters, they are also farmers. The e
American species of the genus Pogonomyrmex were studied throngllout
ten con ecutiveyears by Dr. Lincecum.and bis daughter. The ob ervation of tho e killful observers have been publi bed by Darwin. The e
large, brown ant bore ·a hole in tbe ground, about which they heap up
earth to a h ight of from 3 to G inc he , formiug a low, circular mound,
ri ing by a gentle declivity from its center to its outer border. If, howev t he nt i building in low, flat~ wet land, subject to inundation, it
levates the m un<l like a pointe 1 ·oue t0 i1 height of 15 or 20 iuche
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more, and makes the entrance near the summit-a. wise precaution that
is also shown in the location of their nests, which are placed beyond
danger from inundations.
The ants then destroy the herbage entirely around the mound, leveling the surface for 3 or 4 feet all about the nest. Within this sort of
paved area no growth is tolerated except that of a species of grass
(Aristida stricta). This plant is sown all about the nest, while other
plants that start up in the vicinity are pitilessly gnawed. The grass,
thus aided in its struggle for ex.i stence, gives an abundant harvest of
small, white, flinty seeds quite similar to rice (ant rice). The plant is
harvested a little before maturity, bundled up and carried into the nest.
There the grain is separated from the husk, which is thrown out beyond
the paved area. If the ants are surprised by an early setting in of the
rainy season, their stores may be dampened. They then dry them in
the sun, preserve the sound grains and store them anew.
Lincecum and Darwin thought there was no doubt but that this
species of grass was planted designedly. McCook affirms, however,
that it is not sown by the ants themselves, these insects merely preventing any other species of plant from growing around their nest. In
autumn, after the harvest, the paved area is abandoned until the ensuing autumn, when the grass again springs up, appearing abouttbeantbill in the same ring-like form, and is cared for by the ants in the same
manner.
Mrs. Treat and McCook have also studied with the greatest care other
species of Pogonomyrmex in Texas (P. crudelis and P. occidentalis)
having similar habits. One of these collects the fruits of Oompositre.
We see already by these examples that the vegetarian ants may,
notwithstanding the ravages they commit upon certain plants, yet aid
to a certain extent in their dissemination. The loss of a considerable
quantity of seeds is compensated for by the dissemination of those
which, among the number collected, are necessarily overlooked by tbe
ants. The insects, especially the agricultural ants, manifestly aid tbe
plants of their choice in their struggle with the neighboring specieH
whose physicochemical requirements are the same. Certain tropical
plants make use of agricultural ants for the dissemination of their seeds;
but, far from furnishing an aliment in 1·eturn; they deceive their as istants by the resemblance of their seeds to those of plants they are in the
habit of gathering.
Sometimes, also, .the insect is led into error by the resemblance of
seeds to the nymphal cocoons (vulgo, egg) of the ant._. It is true that
the ants find under the leaves of these plants a saccharine liquid of
which they are very fond. An 'instance of this is our common Melampyrµ,m prcitense, that often grows in the middle of ant-hills. Its dehiscent capsule contains a single seed, smooth and white, bearing a mo t
deceptive res_emblance to the cocoons inclosing the nymphre. The
ants are deceived by thi appearance, and bury these seeds with the
SM 06--27
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same care with which they conceal their cocoons. These facts have
resulted from the researclies of a Swedish botanist and a myrmecologist, Lundstrom and .Adler. By reason of the long tigellus that carries
the cotyledons, the 111elarnpyrum is well adapted for germinatiug nuder
stones. The assistance of the ants gives it easy comma,n d of tliis habitat which other plants are unable to dispute. The resemblance of the
seed. of the llfelampyrurn to the cocoon extends not only to form and
color, but also to odor, the seed emitting an aut-like smell.
Throughout central South America there exists a leaf-cutting or
visiting· ant, also called the parasol ant, and known by the native as
the saiiba. It is the CEcodonici cephalotes. These ants construct in woods
and plantations quite extensive dome shaped habitations. The domes
form the roof of a nest that has passages extending far away into the
ground and provided with numerous entrances, usually closed. These
ants excavate long galleries, in which they accumulate masses, relatively enormous, of fragments of leaves that they have cut from trees.
If an ant-bill has been inhabited by a single colony for some years, it
may acquire very considerable dimensions. The activity of these auts
is so great that they have been seeu to pass and repass under a river a
quarter of a mile wide. The earth from their digging is spread outside
and forms a talus more than 40 feet in circumference and from 1 to 3
feet high.
The workers of this species are of three orders. The main body is
formed by a small-sized order of workers with small beads. Tile large
workers are of two kinds, one having a smooth, polished beau, with
ocelli upon the vertex; the other subterranean, having no ocelli, and,
according to Bates,' fulfilling, in the depths of the colony, some
unknown function; whether they are soldiers is doubtful.
rrhe small workers and the large workers with smooth, polished beads
are a real scourge to cultivator.:,, especially ravaging- coffee aud orange
plantations. The small workers climb upon the trees, stnnd on the
edge of a ]eaf and, by means of their toothed mandibles, cut from it a
scmicular piece, leaving only the large 11ervures. A quarter of an hour
suffices for the operation, during which they use their biucl feet as a
center and poi11t of support. vVben the section 1s nearly finished the
ant eizes the piece between his mandibles and, by a sharp jerk,
detaches it. He then descends, carrying hi~ load upright. :3ometime
be implifie. bis ta ' k by dropping his booty to the foot of the tr e,
where other workers pick it up.
'' When standing upon an eminence," says Ellendorf, "one can e ~
column of tbe e tiny creature in compact ma e with tll ir green
anneret. above their heads, looking ]ike an enormou: green ·erp nt
lo wly gliding v r th ground; and thi picture outliue<l upon a a kground f Y Ho, i ·h gray, i mad till more strikiug by the fa t that
all heir banner t ' ar agitate by ,·light n1Hlnlatory moti011 .
'Ille · · ant: by biti11g tlrn gra · · clo ·e to the ground., mak r gular
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roads wLich extend to their nests. These are trodden night and day
IJy thousands of workers, and soon become smooth and bare, resembling
the tracks of a cart wheel passing through the herbage. The severed
grass is throwu out on the sides of the road.
The voracity of the CEcodomas is such that, in the countries tliey
iufest, it is almost impossible to naturalize certain trees, such as citron
and orange trees. Lund states that, when on a voyage of exploration
in Brazil, be was very much astonished to hear, during calm weath~r,
a noise like rain, caused by leaves falling to tlie ground. He was
standing under a laurel tree 12 feet higb, ha,ving coriaceous leaves
which were detached, although having their natural green color, thus
having no resemblauce to diseased -leaves. He saw then that each
petiole bad upon it au ant that was trying to cut jt off. Each leaf
severed and thrown to the ground was seized by the CEcodomas, who
immediately cut it up and carried the fragme11ts to their nest. In less
than a·n hour the tree was stripped and resembled a gigantic hroom.
Did Lund meet with some other species of CEcodoma tlian the CEcodorna cephalotes? If not, the ants know how to modify their method of'
harvesting, sometimes cutting round pieces out of leaves still attached
by tbeir petioles, sometimes cutting the petiole directly tbrough. The
leaves are taken into the ant-hill in a condition neither too dry nor too
moist. If they are too moist they are dried near the entrance, all(l, if
rain continues, finally abandoned. If t1ie weather is too dry the le~ves
are gathered only at night. By the openiug or closing of certain galleries a suitable ventilation is also kept up. [n order to facilitate this
tlieir bills are never located in the interior of forest , where the air doe
not circulate well, but on tlie edge of clearings.
Of what use can these harvested leaves be to the ants 1 Various
hypotheses have been proposed on this subject. The most probable
i~ that of Belt, who supposes tbat they are use<l. to make a real compost
on which small mushroom.s grow, that serve the ants for food. If,
indeed, we open an ant-hill we do not see there any leave', but find
in many communicating chambers a brown :flocculent matter, in the
midst of which are found ants mucu smaller than. the leaf.cutting
workers, together with larvre and pupa'.
These little ants sometimes go out of the nest and follow the paths
traversed by the workers; bnt tlrny never carry anything, and are even
themselves carried back again by the worker , seated upon the round
piecesofleaves transported by the latter. Tb ere is appare11tly assigned
to them the task of reducing to small fragments the lecwes brought
into the nest, and they work only in tlle depths of the colony.
It is not on]y leave that are used by the auts to make their compost,
but certain flowers belonging to pla1Jts the leaves of which they do not
attack, and the inner whiteriud of oranges. Like the harve ter ants of'
our own country, they sometimes carry in by mi ·take useles · materials,
but they soon discover this and drag them outside.
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The CEcodo1nas are not the only ants that attempt the raising of
mushrooms. A Brazilian species of Atta digs subterranean passages
from its nest to the trees whose leaves it uses. These leaves, after
being taken to the nest, are torn up aud masticated till they have the
appearance of a spongy gray mass. Iu this mass there develops the
mycelium of an agaric (Moller), which forms small white masses "like
ca.uliflower heads," the principal food of the ants.
We have now referred · to three kinds of ants that live at the expense
of plants, and whose depredations (if we disregard the benefit from the
dissemination of seeds by the harvesters and others) are injurious to
such plants. It is, therefore, not surprising to find in many vegetables
special defensive provisions made against the ravages of ants. It
should be noted that this provision is not al ways made against the
ants alone, but in a general way against injurious apterous insects.
We have seen that certain harvesters attack the fruits of the Oompositre. We find, accordingly, that certain typical forms in this family
surround their infloresence with a regular chevaux de /rise. The example
of th·e carline thistle shows this very clearly. The spinescent bracts of
the involucre form, as in many thistles, au insurmountable hedge. The
hea<ls of the centaury have an involucre surrounded with little curved .
needles, the rest of the plant being smooth.
At certain times of the year a number of plants excrete from the
surfaces of their leaves a sugary liquid. This is the case with the oak,
whose leaves are in spring covered with' honey dew." This excretion
is connected with the growth of the plant, and is caused, according to
various authors, by retarded transpiration. Primitively it must have
been a total loss to the vegetable economy, but little by little the plant
has become enabled to utilize it. Various stinging hymenoptera, such
as bees and ants, visit the leaves to gather this honey clew. There is
no doubt but that phytophagous animals can not approach a plant
thus covered with venomous insects without exposing themselves to
numerous stings. Hence there is, in exchange for food, a real protection
offered by the insects.
In the case of the oak the production of the honey dew is not localized, but extends over the whole surface of the leaf. But in the ca e of
some other plants the production is localized at certain special points
of the leaf which thu become true nectar glands, foliary or extrafloral nectaries, also called extranuptial nectaries, since they in no
way contribute to the fertilization by insects. The production of tbe
honey dew at the e specialized place is less abundant, but i more
con taut than when it extends over the entire surface of the 1 af.
Bence the nectarivorou in ct are more constantly upon the urface
of the plant, an l the protection again t phytopha«ou creature i
mor
ffica ·iou . The e extrafloral uectarie are placed upon the
aerial v g tative organ at })Oint that vary in different plant . In the
h rry tr
for exampl
m nectari s in the form of mall red
·ph rul ·, ar :£ nn on the d r : of th upper part of th petiole.
1
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A stµdy of the developm~nt of the leaf suffices to show that, morphologically, these represent aborted te~th of the limbus that have
become adapted as nectaries. Between the serrate teeth that form the
edge of the Iimbus of a number of leaves there are found in various
plants small nectariferous glands (serration glands). In the woodvetch the stipules, situate at the base of the compound pinnate leaves,
serve as foliary nectari.es.
It is q~ite natural to ask what can have been the cause of this
localization of the production of honey dew at this particular point
to the exclusion of others. The following explanation is reasonably
satisfactory:
Nectarivorous insects 7 having acquired the habit of frequenting
leaves covered throughout their entire surface with honey dew, continued to do so, even when the excretion bad ceased; during periods,
for example, when transpiration was not retarded. These leaves they
subjected to suction, and if their buccal apparatus permitted it, as in
the case of ants, to a continually repeated nibbling. In this respect
lhese iusects behaved like a young mammal who sucks the breast of
his mother more energetically in proportion as she furnishes less lacteal secretion. Any irritation of a Ii ving tissue causes it to hypertrophy and proliferate. The localization of the irritation at certain
special points causes the formation, at these points, of glands having
a sugary secretion. Henceforward the nectarivorous insects localize
their action upon these nectaries, and the remainder of the leaf may
then adapt itself entirely to other functions, of wl1-ich the most important is chloropbyllian absorption.
The formation of foliary nectaries may, in principle, be due to the
intervention of phytophagous as well as of nectarivorous insects. The
tendency which ants have to tear the leaves of young peach-tree buds
is well known. It may be supposed that the bites of these insects
upon the inferior portions of the leaf caused a progressive atrophy of
that orgau. These portions would be progressively adapted to a new
function-that of nectaries. 1rhe plant, thus forced to adapt itself to
the needs of the ants, would in this manner establish a modus vivendi
between itself and those insects. In place of giving up portions of its
foliary parencbyma, it would give them a sugary liquid. The ants
would find every advantage in this substitution, the liquid being more
easily assimilable and its collection by sucking being much more economical in time and labor than the mastication of the foliary parencbyma. In return the ants would protect the plant against the attacks
of pbytophagous creatures.
Along the edges of the leaves of the Rosa Banksice are found perifoIiary nectaries that attract great numbers of a large black ant ( Oamponotus pubescens). The presence of these ants preserves the rose from the
attacks of a hymenopterous insect (Hylotoma rosce). We owe an interesting experiment upon this subject to Beccari. On a branch of Rosa
Banksire attacked by ants be placed a branch of another rose bush
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attacked by tbe larvrn of Hylotoma. Iucommoded by the ants, these
larvm took refuge upon the. youugest buds, unprovided as yet with
nectaries, and consequently not visited by ants. It is to be remarked
tbat the Banks rosebushes, which are rarely or never attacked by
H11lotornas, are destitute of prickles. We may probably admit that
there is a correlation between the presence on plants of thorns or prickles
and tbat of Jeaf-eating insects. Is it not due to the protection given
by ants and other sting-bearing bymenoptera tbat the Banks rosebushes
attain the great age tbat some of them are known to do? We may cite
as an instance one of these bushes planted in 1803 by Bopland in the
garden of the marine hospital at Toulon, which has a stem a meter in
diameter at the base and bears each year from fifty to sixty thousand
flowers.
·
The leaves of peach, apricot, and cherry trees may, as there is reason
to suppose, be derived from compound leaves. The nectaries which
tbey carry 011 the petioles should then have the significance of aborted
leaflets filled with sweet stores.
The extranuptial nectaries belong not only to phanerogams, they
are also found in the vascular cryptogams. We find extranuptial
nectaries at the base of sterile pinnules in Pteris aquilina and Acrostichimi scandens. In Acrostichivm Horsfieldii we find at the base of tbe
sterile leaflets, and also frequently at the base of the fertile leaflets,
small auricles that seem to be nectariferous.
Francis Darwin, who discovered the nectaries in the fronds of Pterii'I
c'1quilina, does .not beJ.ieve in the defense afforded by the ants against
phytopbagous insects. In favor of this theory, however, is the fact
that the secretion of nectar takes place only in young fronds whose
tissue, yet tender, is an easy prey for the lea.f eaters. It should also l>e
noted that Pteris aqiiilina is a cosmopolitan plant. It may not attraet
insects in England, and yet do so in other regions. Besides, in France,
an Halictus has been seen to visit the fronds of this fern. Ferns are
uot exempt from attacks by plant-eating insects. Beccari saw a
Oyrtornium• plicaturn, cultivated in a court, with all its fronds covered
by a green caterpillar. Not far from this fern were found stems of
Pteris a.q1-1:ilina which bad been redueed to small fragments by an
insect. Beccari supposes that the same larva attacked simultaneonsly
the fronds of the two ferns.
It js not only the normal organs of plants which may offer a sugary
secretion prized by the ants. Certain galls may be considered as trn '
fo1iary uectarie of para. itic 9rigin. "Tlle galls of Anclricus testaceipe8
(Aphilotrix ) 'ielJol<li) ' ·ay. Adler, "are greatly expo ·e<l to the attack,'
of variou, para it . of the genera Torymus and Synergus. It i intere, ting to ob rve how th gall ha · indirectly evolved a, mean of prot ·tion. It r d, appy envelope er te a, t;cky fluid eagerly ono-lit
aft r by a.nt .. nnd that th y may enjoy thi. 110,·tar un<li turbea, tll Y
build with , and and 'ar h a, p r£ ct dome over the galls, and in thi
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way provide the inhabitants with the best protection against their
enemies.
There are other honey-dew galls that furnish ants with an excelleut
food. Such are the reddish-brown_ galls formed on the leaves of the
Quercus iindulata in the region of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado.
These galls are frequented by the honey ant, Myrmecocystiis mell-iger,
whose habits, studied by McCook, have been recounted in tnost classical treatises. _We need here only recall that these ants have two
classes of workers-those charged with gathering nectar from the surfaces of the galls and sedentary honey-bearing workers whose abdomen
is distended by the expansion of a bag filled with honey. The honey
bearers do not form a class predestined to special functions by a peculiar physical organization. All neuter individuals may be transformed
into honey bearers under the influence of special alimentation. There
is no doubt but that the presence of auts upon the leaves of the gallbearing oak may have for its indirect result the protectiou, first of the
galls and then of their leaves, from the attacks of their various enemies.
In this case the bymenoptera causing the galls render a service to the
plant they attack by attracting to its vegetative organs a more or less
permanent army of defeuders.
The Oamponotu8 injlatus and Melophorus Bagoti described by Lnbbock are also honey ants. The Orematogaster in.fiat-us of Ma1asia has
its rnetathorax transformed into a bag filled with a sugary liquid and
provided at tbe back with two orifices of discharge.
The production of nectar is not limited, as is well known, to the vegetative organs of plants. It is especially abundant in the floral organs
where the nectaries attract pollenizing insects. The presence of the
nectar attracts not only winged insects especially adapted to pollination
but also aptera, ants in particular. In a number of cases the latter
insects may rob a plant of its nectar without pollination being, in its
turn, well assured. Hence we find a series of <lefensive or myrmecophobic arrangements having for their result the exclusion of ants from the
. floral organs.
It seems that, to low-grow.ing flowers like certain Ornciferre and Comp0sitrn capable of pollination by ants, there is a certain ad vantage in
the process being effected in a more assured manner by winged insects
(Kerner). The . chevaux de frise, to which we have called attention as
surrounding tbe inflorescence in the carline thistle and the centaury,
may be a defensive organ of the first rank. Tbe wood scabish (Knautia
dipsacifolia) has on its stem downward-pointing hairs through which
the ants can not mount to the inflorescence. The teasels are protected
by a sort of cup formed by the base of opposite leaves, a cup to which
has been ascribed a yery doubtful carnivorous function, from which the
name "digestive trap," given it by Francis Darwin.
Vaucher showed some time ago that the J\falvacern that have nectariferous flowers are provided with hairs, while those tbat do not produce
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nectar have none. In other plants the leaves form about the stem a
sloping surface in the form of a collar, or tlle vegetative organs may be
covered with a waxy secretion that renders the leaves and stems,
or perhaps both of t11ese organs, shining~ smooth, and slippery. The
myrmecophobic function of these slippery surfacrs has been shown by
Delpino, although, as it seems to us, be has in a number of cases
exaggerated the defensive role· attributed by him to tlle glaucescence
of the vegetative organs. In certain cases the gfaucescence may be
combined with another method of protection. Such is the case with
the Ricini1.s or castor-oil plant, whose leaves are nectariferous and whose
stem is glaucous (Delpino and Schimper).
If flowers with large corollas were visited by ants they could not
usually be visited by winged insects, who are alone suited to effect
pollination. A bee, for example, who might light upon a flower thus
visited by ants might run the risk of having its proboscis, one of the
most sensitive of organs, seized by the ants; hence the utility, for many
insect-loving flowers, of protecting themselves against the visit of ants.
In a considerable number of cases the protection is effected by foliary
organs, as we have just indicated, but more frequently the plant protects itself. Pendent flowers having ~be peduncle inclined toward the
ground offer by ,the very curvature of that organ an arrangement very
likely to cause the fall of ants who may venture upon it. Besides, these
plants are usually slippery. Good examples of this arrangement are
observed in the snowdrop ( Galanthits nivalis), the Cyclamen, tbe crown
imperial (Fritillar·ia imperialis). These plants protect themselves as
does the weaver bird, which places its nest upon the end of a :flexible
limb, where it will be out of the reach of serpents. If a flower is
arranged horizontally or vertically it may protect itself by means of
viscous hairs upon which the ants will be likely to stick. vVe may
.cite as an example of surfaces thus covered with gra11ular, viscous
hairs the peduncle of Silene nutans, of Epimediurn alpiriwn, the flowers
of the gooseberry, of the Linnaea boreal·is, of the Plumbago Europea, a
plant considered by some authors as insectivorous ( 1).
A-quatic plants are protected by their very situatiou. Aquatic species
of genera generally pubescent are smooth. Examples: Viola palustris,
Veronica anagallis, Veronica beccabunga, Ranunculus aquatilis. In the
Polygonum cimphibium, studied by Kerner, the stigma is much larger
tban the corolla. If the ants should penetrate the interior of this
corolla they would steal tbe nectar without pollenizing the plant; bnt
if a winged insect should vi it the flower there would be many chance,·
of its bru bing the stigma iu its pas age. The stamen are hort and
ripen before the pi til , so that any winged in ect, however small, can
efl' ct pollination. But tbi. Polygonum, a, it specific name indicat ~
may al o grow upon th la11d. As long a. it remains in wat r it r main
g1abrou · a. , oon a. · it grow uvo11 the land it become covered with
glandular bair '.
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If the flower has no stiff or viscous protecting hairs, if. its peduncle
is neitlrnr glaucous nor steep, it adopts various devices for the purpose
of protectiug its floral nectaries agai11st ants--devices that affect various
organs. Iu certai11 narcissuses the tube is so narrow that an ant can
uot enter. 0Hly the proboscis of a winged insect can penetrate it. In
the Oarnpanula the :flowers are widely: open, but the stamens are so
united as to form a sort of box, in which the nectar is found. Bees are
very early risers, while ants do not go out until the dew is off. A flower
which possesses no mea11s of protection against ants has, therefore, an
advantage if it opens ea,rly iu tlte morning and closes its corolla before
the ants arrive (Lubbock). Thus it is tbat the flowers of the Tragopogon
pratense close early in the morning. Those of Larnpsana co1nniu,nis and
of Orepis pulchrci open before G o'clock and close about 10 o'clock a. m.
The nectar-producing plants of England are generally pubescent.
Lubbock lrns drawn up a list of 110 species that are nectariferous aud
smooth. In GO of tllese the passage leading to the nectar is so narrow
that the ant can not pass. Tllirty are aquatic, 3 or 4 open only at night,
6 grow in the open ground but are very small, so that to them hairs
would be of very <loubtful utility.
In a number of cases the ants borrow the nectar from vegetables
through the intermediation of animals. A true animal honey dew is
secreted uy plant lice (Aphides) or cochineal insects ( Ooccidre). It is
well known that these insects excrete from the posterior extremity of
their digestive tube a saccharine liquid of which the ants are fond.
Upon tlle leaves covered with aphides ants constantly circulate, and,
tickling these creatures upon the abdomen with their antennm gather
the sugary drops that are then exuded. The adaptation of these
aphides to the a11ts is so perfect that, according to Darwi11, when one
is tickled by a Lair it wiJl not give up its liquid, that result only follow_
iug tl1e excitation produced by the ant ( 1). However this may be,
aphides and sometimes cocbineal insects are truly purveyors to the
auts. Liu nm us called them Vaccre formicarum, or ant-cows.
The babits of these pastoral ants are too well known for us to dwell
upon them., but it is well to remember that there are, so to speak, two
degrees of complexity in tbe relations of these insects. Many ants are
coutent with collecting the nectar from the aphides in the open air,
others construct covered ways and regular aerial stables to protect
their" cows" from the attacks of their enemies and to "milk" them at
their ease.
Sometimes, also, when the aphi<les frequent the subterranean parts
of vegetables, they construct underground stables. In our country the
aerial stables are temporary, made of loose earth a11d fragile, Lut OstenSacken has seen, near Washington, a branch of juniper carrying an
aerial stable formed of agglomerated :filaments having a resinous odor.
He bas even seen in Virginia an aerial stable, spherical but fragile, constructed upon an Asclepias. Trelease has also seen in North America
aerial stables establisbe<l by Crematogasters upon Andromedas.
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The ants protect their charges against the attacks of their enemies;
for example, against ichneumon flies that wish to deposit eggs in their
bodies, and this with an almost maternal vigilance. They also protect
them against wasps, greedy for the sugary secretion. 1f the ants have
installed themselves upon a J)lant near the aphides it is very difficult
for the wasps to drfre them away. Those insects try to make the an ts
fall, and succeed in doiug so, but soon other ants tome to replace the
fallen and the wasps are at length forrecl to give up tLe struggle.
The solicitude of the ants for the aphides is sometimes carried so far
that they take them with them when they break up their nests. Such
is the case with Lasius fuligineils and briinneus in whose hills is found
an aphis (Lachnus longirostris) that frequents the bark of certain trees.
When they change their domiciles the ants detach from the bark the
rostrum of the aphis which, deprived of its protectors, would remain
exposed. to the attacks of its enemies.
In certain cases ants not only vrofit by colonies of aphides formed
independently of their aid, but they also assist in founding others.
The Schizonetira venusta is a winged aphis that lives at the base of the
stem of certain grasses (Seta.ria). The ants tear the wings of the
winged insects which they find on the ground, then dig a gallery so
that they can reach a rootlet. The a_phides having reached the nourishing plant, found there a colony that becomes, for the ants, a true
subterranean dairy. To it roads are made in the ground to give passage to winged. apbides charged with the dissemination o°f their species.
In this case the aphis does not seem able, without the aid of the ant,
to find the means of penetrating to the base of the plant that is to
nourish it. The infesting of the plant depends directly upon the ants.
A considerable number of aerial organs are thus peopled with apllides
by the direct action of ants who transport the insects to noninfested
plants. We will not dwell further upon the relations between aphides
and ants, which interest us only because of the damage done to plants
by the cooperation of those insects. The facts are, besides, detailed in
most general treatises on entomology.
The relations of ants with the Coccidm (scale insects) are essentially
the same as those they have with the Aphides (plant lice). In our
climate, where plant lice abound, they are, together with tlrn Ooccidcc,
the only insects, or nearly so, that furnish ants wi~h a, true animal
honey dew. But in South America, where aphides are much more rare
they appear to be replaced almost entirely by the larvre of homopterou :
llemiptera ( Oercopides, an<l e pecially JJlembracides). The relation ot
ants with the e in ects have been studied by Be ke Swain on, and
L nd. Be ide tbe protection which the aut~ afford to'the in ect that
x _re~ tbe hon Y d w they perhap aid them in their moltin crs by
rehevmg th m f th ir old , kin. Delpino has de cribed the relation
ha
ur in I al b tw n amponotus pubescens and oth r ant' aD d
th larv~· of wo 'i ·ad lla ( Tettigometra, v-irescens a,11(1 entrotu '
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genistw). In the U1lited States the caterpillar of a species of Lycccna
bas upon its last abdominal segments two or three pairs of small projecting buttons provided with a central opening from which exudes,
under the influence of the caresses of Formica fusca, a small drop of a
special liquid.
As we have seen it is incontestable that the ants thus protect a number of insects injnrious to vegetation against the attacks of their
natural enemies, but in certain cases it seems probable that ants, by
transporting these sucking insects from developing to older parts of
the plant may considerably aid the vegetable to sustain the attacks of
these 11arasites. For example, an aphis, by living on the young leaves
of a bu<l, will frequently cause them to develop abuormally, while if it
lived on the adult stem it would be much less prejudicial to the plant.
Cases will hereafter be cited in which ants transport aphides and
cochineals from one organ of the plant to another.
All these nectar-produciug insects may be considered, generaJly, as
walking nectaries. They attract ants much more powerfully than do
the extra-floral 11ectaries. Traversing almost the entire surface of the
plant, they determine the goings and comings of the auts, which thus
indirectly protect the entire plant by their very presence instead of
remaining massed at special points where nectaries are found. But it
seems to us going too far to consider with Luu<lstrom that these walking animal nectaries are profitable to the plant. Tlte quantity of nutritive materials they take from it, and the de-:ormations they cause in a
number of organs, are not compensated .for by the protection, doubtful
indeed in many cases, offered by the ants tliey attract.The true plant-protecting ants are those which do not borrow (even
indirectly by means of aphides) their aliment from the vegetable kingdom-those which are frankly carnivorous. Such ants are quite numerous in our climate, and their usefulness to agriculture aud silviculture
is incontestable. We find that Formica pratensis is very destructive to
insects such as caterpil1ars and grasshoppers. A nest of this species
will destroy as many as 28 insects per minute, or about 1,000 per hour.
And such a colony works <lay and night throughout the entire sea on.
In the midst of the arid savanuas of America the beneficent action of
ants is shown by iRlets of verdure covering the hillocks raised by these
insects. The protectiou which they give to plants prevents tl1e attacks
of leaf eaters.
We have not touched upon many well-known points in the abovementioned biologic relations of ants. We prefer to concentrate our
attention upon their direct relations with a number of plants that may
be called myrmecophilous, since they afford shelter and often food to ·
ants. The history of these lodging plants is generally little known, and
they present a number of peculiarities which deserve to be studied in
detail. The instinct of ants leads them to attempt to establish themselves in cavities where they may be sheltered. These cavities wm be
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more advantageous in proportion as they are convenient to the food
which the insects seek. Therefore, if a nectariferous plant visited by
ants l)resents in som6 of its organs a cavity suitable for their habitation, it will soon become a lodging for these insects.
Such is the case with various ferns. We have already mentioned the
extra-nuptial nectaries found on the fronds of various indigenous and
exotic ferns. On the lower face of the sterile fronds of Polypodium nectariferum nectaries a.re found in considerable numbers; but the::.r origin
is different from that of those observed in the before-mentioned types.
They seem by their position to correspond to the petiolar nectaries of
phanerogams of the types already cited. But in P. nectariferum, they
appear to be aborted sori formed at the points where the nervures
divide, and therefore analogous to the floral nectaries of the phanerogams. The sterile frond of this polypod is quite different in shape from
the fertile frond. The nectaries seem to attract the ants to it, and they
find there assured shelter by reason of its special form.
The young shoots of palm trees are tender, usually sweet in flavor,
and therefore exposed to be eaten by herbivorous animals. (It is well
known that travelers who traverse the virgin forests of Malasia easily
procure for themselves a succulent food by felling palm trees and cutting out their growing top shoots.) These plants are therefore usually
protected by means of spines. Certain species for which this mode of
defense is insufficient have recourse to ants for protection. Even those
species that are armed with sharp needles have the younger parts comparatively unprotected, because the needles are not yet sufficiently
hardened. The ants find a shelter upon these palm trees. Sometimes,
as is the case with certain species of Oalarwus, the spathe tbat protects
the inflorescence has a form suitable for harboring these insects. Sometimes, as in some species of Dmmonorops, the series-of needles that arm
the stem are curved toward each other two by two, thus forming, by
their intercrossing on the surface of the stem, galleries, in which the
ants establish themselves. In this case the lodging organ forms but a,
part of the wall of the cavity inhabited by the ants. It is, as might
be said, the rough draft of a myrmecophilous feature. In the great
majority of lodging plants the cavity is entirely formed by the organs
of the plant.
In palm tree of the genus Korthalsia the lodging organ is of
another charactel'. The sheath of the leaves (ocrea) has an appendage
that enlarges in the form of a boat and thus shuts in together with that
' cavity. To get
~art of_ th stem against whic~ it' is applied, a, closed
~nto th:. the ant make au opening in the median line or lateraBy, aotl
m additioi. t thi , which i.' u ed for entrance and exit, they make other
m~lll pemnrr at the ba e of the ocrea for the purpose of ventilation.
It 1• pr abl that the Korthalsia, ha n ctaries in the petiolule of om
of th ., gm 'nt. f it, l ave.-. It appear, ·ertain that the avity of tll
form d without any interve11tiou on the part of the aut , but
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the holes in it do not exist there naturally, and seem to be made by those
insects. This, too, it would seem, is a rough draft of a myrmecopbilous
feature. (See Pl. XVII.)
Usually lodging plants offer to ants a well-closed cavity formed at
the expense of one of their organs. Such is the case with Acacia •
cornigera, a small tree of Central America, about six or seven meters
high, having at the ·base of each leaf two strong spines, representing
modified stipules. It is generally allowed tha,t it was Belt who first 1 in
Nicaragua, studied the relations of this tree to ants. It had, however,
already been mentioned and figured by earlier observers: Hernandez
(1651), Hermann (1689), Commelin (1698), Plukinet (1691). The spines
are strong and have been compared with some exactitude to bull's
horns. They are hollow within, the cavities of the two contiguous
spines intercommunicating. The leaves are bipinnate, and at the base
of each pair on the median nervure there is found a crateriform gland
which in young leaves secretes a honey-like liquid. These foliary nectaries attract a great number of ants, which are constantly running
about from one gland to another.
But this is not the only aliment offered to these insects. There are
nectaries of another kind. At the extremity of each of the small
divisions of a compound leaflet there is formed a little yellow fruitlike body, attached to the leaf at a single point. When the leaf first
unfolds these little pears are not quite i-ipe, and the ants are continually
employed going from one to the other examining them. When an ant
finds one sufficiently advanced it bites the small point of attachment.
Then, bending down the fruit-like body, it breaks it off and bears it
away in triumph to the nest. The ants are therefore found continually
upon the plant occupied in harvesting these glandules, which ripen
successively. Since these organs are attractive to ants as dainties,
Francis Darwin gave them the name of "food bodies." We may perhaps attribute the production of the "food bodies of the Acacia cornigera to the ants themselveR. The ancestors of tbe plant must have possessed leaves that secreted at their borders a mucilaginous liquid in
greater or less abundance. The ants, attracted by this liquid, began
to nibble the secreting edge of these leaves, and thus produced an irritation resulting in a more abundant secretion of the liquid and an
hypertrophy of the secreting parts. We have already spoken of tl.J.e
theory that accounts for the primary differentiation of the perifoliary
nectaries by the irritation caused by the suction and bites of in-s ects
seeking mucilaginous or sugary liquids.
Belt has observed that two species of ants visit the spines of the
Acacia. The most frequent vi itor is the Pseudomyrnui bicolor. The
other is a species of Orematogaster. The two never inhabit at the
same time the same tree, nor do they perforate the same spin at the
same place, the former penetrating them near the apex, the latter
about mid way of their length.
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Belt sncceeued in cultivating this Acacia. His plants were cover~d
with ants of a djfferent species from those that lived on the wil<l tr~e.
These ants frequented neither the foliary nectaries nor the spines,
which they neglected to perforate. Deprived of their usual inhabitan 1:s,
the spines differed from those of the usual plant, being but little deve!oped, soft, and filled with a pulpy, sweetish substance. From th 18
cx11eriment it may be concluded that the presence of ants within tue
spineil teuds to increase the size and density of those. organs, which
can not reach their full development without the Rtimulus caused b J
such inhabita.nts.
It is to be supposed that the ancestors of the Acacia cornigera had 11 il
other defeuse against the attacks of herbivora tban the protectiou
afforded by their spines. The differentia tion of foliary nectaries a -t
first permitted them to utilize for their defense the constant visits d uring the day of certain bees whose venomous stings would put to fligb t
the diurnal herbivorn. But as the visits of these bees were only
diurnal, the plant would remain exposed to the attacks of nocturnal
herbivora. 'rhe adaptation of its spines for lodging the ants assured
the Acacia, cornigera of' a constant defense. It may, bowever, be well
to remark that the defensive arrangements are especially directed
against leaf cuttiug ants rather than against other herbivorous creatures. The protection given to ants is so necessary to tllis Acacia, that,
according to Belt, its acclimation would be impossible in localities
where the Pseudomyrm,a does not exist. The leaves of the plant, even
when freed from the ants that inhabit them, are rejected by berbi vorous
animals, their repugnance to them being due, in great part, to the odor
of ants exhaled by the leaves after they bave been vi:::dted by the
Pseudomyrma.
Beccari has mentio11ed a nutmeg tree (])lfyristica, rnyrmecophila,) wl10se
internodes, provided with wing-like prolongations of very curious
foi·m, are enlarged, hollow, and inhabited by ants, which reach the cavities by openings situated on the stem or on the pedunde of the male
and female flowers. These openings have the form of u~rrow slits with
raised edges. The cavities of the various internodes do not intercommunicate. We may suppose, by analogy with what is een in otller
myrmecophilous types, that the perforation do 110t exist in tlle youn g
internodes, and. are the work of the ants that visit the plant in great
number, , a they likewi e do other ·pecies of the ·ame genu . Tb
rai cl edge. of the lit in the internodes apparently secrete a ·ugary
liqt1id attra tive to ants. The e insects, be ide , the part they may
play ill driving off phytopbagous er atur
may, perliap , a ' i tin tlie
fertilization of ih <li<.Pcion flower of the' nutmeg tr e. The Yi it of
iu, ·t ' i:, in fa ·t, indi:p 11.·a,ble to th ferti1Lrntiou of tbi.- pl ut, th
mal 11 >w 1-. having a, ·on v x r c· ptac-le and an ovoid aly.- , lio-btly
tric1 ·n at· a it npp r P< rt , and an andru·dnm cmrni tin · f ixt 11
antl1 r: :f rmin o- , c· lin<lric,al ,tipitat • ·olnm11 11 irely inclu 1 1 withi n
th u · f h ·aly.· .
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The Endosper1n'u,1n rnoluccanum is a myrmeeopbilous euphorbiaceous
plant known to the oldest authors who have treated of the flora of
.Ma1asia. It is the Arbor regis of Rumphius, "cujus truncus intus inhabitatur plerumque ea copia formicarum, ut vix aliquis arborum proprius,
mu1to minus caudam altruncare ;1,udent." Its native name is caju sumut,
that is, ant tree.
A.t the base of the leaves of this tree_, where the limbus is inserted
on the petiole, are found two nectariferous g1andules that, there is
every reason to suppose, are capable of attracting auts. It is ·n ot yet
known whether the branches are ho1low or not. Rumpbius speaks, it
is true, of openings upon the branches by which the ants pass in and
out but it may be that his Arbor regis is rather Hernandia ovigera, a
plant that is possibly myrmecophilous, or a related species of Endospermum of New Guinea (Endospermum forniicarimi), whose branches
are hollow and provided with well-marked. perforations.
One of the most interesting facts in the history of this tree is tlle
following: It seems, according to the observations of Beccari, that it
attains in its native forests such proportions as to justify the name
Arbor regis, but when it is transported to tropical botanic gardens its
. height is considerably less. He considers the cause of this dimorphism to be the absence of ants from the cultivated plants, for he
assumes that those insects, by the irritation in the interuodes, stimulate
growth. 'fhc ants, finding upon the Endospernium, nectar and lodging,
render it a signal service lJy causi11g indirectly its <leve]opment. When
the tree has attained, in its natal forest, "royal" dimensions its inflorescence overtops the other trees and the fertilization of the 111ant,
which is effected by the wind, is greatly facilitated. Tlms, in the most
roundabout manner, the ants aid in pollination. Tbis is a most curious
example of an anemophilous plant becoming entomophilous, so as to
utilize the visits of insects that indirectly aid fertilization.
The Endosperrnilrn formicarum, a species related to the precediug,
has branches naturally and constantly enlarged and hollow, but we do
not know if the perforations they pre ent are produced Ly the agency
of ants. Their position, which seems constant (in view of the few
branches that are turned upward), gives ri ·e to th Rupposition that
this is the case, besi<l.es incomplete perforation are found involving
only the bark and the outer fibers of the liber, and tliese must be the
unfinished work of ants. There are also cicatrice which must correspond to the orifices commenced by ant and then ·lo:ed up by the
proliferation of the walls.
What stopped the ants in the work of perforation f The deusity of
the internoue, if they attack it at its ba e, a densjty that 1 ad them
to arrest their work and attack H higher up where th ti su i not , o
hard. These partiaJly cut hole the plant closes up by cfoatricial ti ue.
At tbe summit of the-petiole, near the bifurcati011 of the ]arg n rvures on the lower surface of the leaf, are found glaudule that app ar
to serve as nectaries.
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Th ant al'e incapable of assisting in pollination, for the plant is
i ion and the pulverulent -pollen seems to indicate that it is anemophilou . By causing the disappearance of the medullary tissue a,utl
thus r udering the branches lighter, the ants may facilitate the develpment of the tree, and consequently its elevation above the top_ of
ther tree , an arrangement especially favorallle for the transportation
of pollen by the wind.
nd
The 0lerodendruni jistulosum is a verbenaceous plant visited a
inhabited by ants. Its straight stem, about a meter in height, ~as
internodes that all appear enlarged. Each enlargement has at its
summit, just below the insertion of the leaf of the internode above (one
of the two opposite leaves of each internode having aborted), an orifice
bounded by a projecting rim. The ants are attracted to the surface of
th
the plant by little nectaries situated on the inferior surface of
e
leaves near the median nervure. It is not yet known if these intern9des with their apical openings are absolutely constant features.
Beccari supposes that the irritation produced by ants may cause a
notable increase in the internodes and in the size of their cavity. The
th
openings may have been in the first place the work of ants, tbongh e
cavities do not intercommunicate for the ants that inhabit this Olerodendron belong to an eminentl; perforating genus ( Colobopsis). It
would appear, however, that at the present time these openings are
produced without the intervention of ants, that a lesion bas become
hereditary. The services rendered by ants to the 0lerodendron ar~,
th1
s
first, a protection against herbivora. Delpino saw a plant of
genus ( 0. fragans) defended by armies of ants as soon as anyone
attempted to gather its flowers. Then these myrmecophilous features
may assist the 0. jistiilosum in its struggle for existence with neighboring species. The irritation produced by the ants may perhaps can~e a
notable increase in the internodes and their more effective lignification,
the subherbaceous plant being thus enabled to struggle with m?re
advautage against rival species in the midst of tropical vegetation
largely of a ligneous character. If this is the case we may suppose th at
primitively individuals inhabited by ants survived in preference to
those which were not ~o inhabited, and natural selection con equently
fixed these myrmecopbilou features. The swelling of the internode~
and the perforation , at fir t accidental characters, became normal.
E~eryone ha h ard of the curiou · Nepenthes, commonly repute l to b
·armvorou · plant.·. The epenthes biealcarata, is one of ihe mo tint re ting spe ·ie o_f ~e g nu.· aud i to-day cultivated in the hothou ' ~
uro1 · It ·hmbrn ,·t·m.· a,.·c nd tre to ah ight of from 1 to 1
m t r ·. It: l av
ar t ·rminat d by a.·cidia or pitcl1er._ bavin o- th
w ll-kn wn form pe ·nliar t tb • g nu·, which l1a. C'an,· 1 the plant t}
. r gard 1 a.· u >f th mo ·t ·arniv rou: f v g tabl ·. Th
P 1 ·h :·:
-~· rk ·rlly dirnorpl1i · that h y mi(fh u npp ~ t(
bl n
rbifor n
p··i :. 'fh• 1 av.· of tb upp r 1art f th
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stem have a peduncle tl.ia,t turns upon itself with a spiral coil opposite
the most swollen portion of the pitcber. Its cavity does not extend
beyond the enlai·ged portion of the peduncle. The leaves situated at
other levels of the stem have a straight peduncle joining the pitcher
at right a11gles aud rnlarged at the junction. Tbc enlargement is hollow and also bas an opening where it touches the pitcher. In neither
of these forms is there any communication between the cavity of the
pitcher and that of the peduncle. The axis of the male inflorescence
is traversed by a median canal communicating with the exterior by
several openings, which, like those made in the peduncle, have every
appearance of being tbe work of ants that inhabit the cavities of those
organs. ·we are unfortunately not informed whether thi3 peduncles of
hothouse plants have the euJargements so characteristic of the wild
form, or whetber tlie perforations are wanting if ants are absent. It is
to be supposed, reasoning from analogy, that the enlargements are constant, but the perforations are the work of ants which have removed from
the cavities of tbe peduncle and the inflorescence a spongy tissue like
that belonging to the Acacia cornigera. As to the first cause of the
formation of these perluncular enlargements we may perhaps :find it in
the bites of the ants. This differentiation, traumatic iu its origin,
might become hereditary in the course of time.
If it be true that the Nepenthes are really carnivorous plants (which
in the present state of our knowledge seems doubtful), the species may
utilize in two ways the hospitality it proffers to ants. Those insects may
defend it against phwt eaters, a11d if while running about the surface
of their host they chance to fall into the traps formed by the pitchers,
the plant may use their carcasses for food. The auts would thus serve
the plant both for defense and for prey. (PL XIX.)
The species of Kibara (K.formicarum and K. hospitans), a genus of
the family Monimiace::e, have perforated intemodes, either solid or hollow, that are visited by ants (Bypoclinea scriitator). Witllin the hollow
internodes are found uumerous individua,1s of a species of cochineal
(Myzolecani'wm, Kibarce) that has a very well developed rostrum.
Although it is 11ot possible to determine in the dried pecimeu the
presence of an excretory apparatm;, there is reason to suppose that
these in sects give out a sugary liquid sought for by the ant.-. Biological relations ought then to exist between these inhabitants of the
J[ibaras, audit is not probable that the cocliirieals enter by them, elves
the cavities of tl1e internoues. They have doubtles been conveyed
there when young by the ant and there :finish their development, tlie
preguant females attaining such dime11sions that it is impossible for
them to leave the cavity by tlie orifice of eutrance. The ants have,
then, undertaken the raising of cochineals within the internodal cavities of the Kibara. The orifices of entrance to the e tables eem
certainly to be their work. In fact, at the base of the iuteruode there
are found small, superficia l perforations, apparently the result of
SM 96--28
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abortive attempts at penetration made by the ants, the resistance of
the tissues there having caused them to abandon the effort, which, however, easily succeeds at the upper part of the internode, where, from an
early age, the medullary tissue is less dense and the peripheral tissues
les~ resistant. Perhaps the irritation produced by the auts may cause
an increase in the diameter of the internodes and of their cavity.
The ants doubtless render to the Kibaras services of various kinds;
first, protection against plant eaters; then transportation of the cochineals to a loc.a tion where they will be less injurious than upon the
young and nndeve1oped parts; finally, fertilization of the flowers.
The Kibaras are, in fact, moncecious, and their fl.oral structure is
such that their fertilization seems impossible without the intervention
of insects. In exchange for these services they offer these ants a cavity
for lodgment, and very likely an aliment indirectly furnished by ·the
cochineals.
The Cecropia adenopus is a, plant of Brazil, belonging to the Araliacere, that in its native country bears the name of Amboibci or Imbauba.
As long ago as J648 Marcgrave said of it" Totus intus cavus a rad ice
ad summum usque et cavitas ma per interstitia semi-digiti ubique distincta et transversali membraua, in cujus meclio foramen rotundum
rnagnitudine pisi. In hac cavitate reperiuntur semper formicre rubrre
ipsa coloris et hepatici." The medullary tissue is narrow at the base
of the trunk, enlarging above, and is interrupted at each node by a
ligneous disk. Two consecutive disks thus bound a closed cavity corresponding to an internode. In these cells the ants pursue tbe culture
of cochineals. This is a myrmecopbilous feature similar to that which
Beccari pointed out in Kibara formicarum and hospitans. Belt aud
Fritz Muller have studied the relations of this plant to ants. Accordin g to the latter author there is a small cavity in t1rn upper part of each
internode, where the wall of the internodal cbamber is thinner. At this
point a pregnant female _a nt makes a bo1e in order to penetrate t,be
chamber. These perforations can be plainly seen in berbarium specimens. Their relative position is perfectly regular, and they can by no
means be considered as accidental. The ants once installed in the
chambers, perforate the nodal disks and may thus circu1ate, under
shelter, throughout the entire length of the trunk (Belt) . Three species
of ant frequent tlrn Cecropia, but if either of these species is present
the other are not found upon tbe tree. Fritz MU.Iler think , on the
contrary, that perforation of the disks does not take place. Tbe e two
opinion , ap-parently contradictory, may perbaps be easily explained.
Po ibly the variou , pecies of ants tbat frequent tlie Cecropia may not
liav jd nti al habit..
ome ma leave the di ks intact, other may
P rforate th m. ~ach of the e ob ervers may have been dealing with
, differ nt 1 ·ci · of in ·t. Perhap , al o, they did not ob erve the
f
·ropia. Th ecropia, cu1enopus may not be b only
nt:
bollo, 't m eparated into chambers by nod 1
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disks. The same features are found in most of the species of that
genus, which are, without doubt, myrmecophilous.
Th_e utility of the ants for the Cecropia they inhabit may consist
entirely in the protection they afford. This protection would be not
only against plant-eating animals, but a1so against cochineals. We
may suppose that the latter are transported from the surface of young
buds, where they would be injurious to the normal development of the
leaves, to the cavities of the stem, where their injurious action would
be less. Th e ants here act like our gardeners who free hothouse plants
from infesting scale insects. But the honey dew of cochineals being
endowed with nutritive properties, the ants do not destroy them, but
merely transport them to a part of the plant where their life is more
compatible with the normal evolution of the vegetable. There would
thus be established a consortium of three members-between the pla11t
on one hand and the cochineals and the ants on the other.
Upon the Cordia Gerascanthos we' find enlargements of the branches
that are terminated by axes of inflorescence. Into these enlargements
the ants make openings, using, perhaps, the place where some little
bud is implanted. The cavity of the enlargment at first contains a
:flocculent tissue that the ants remove so that they may arrange within
the cavity disks like a sort of pasteboard. In this domicile the ants
pursue the raising of · cochineals. It should be noted that these
enlargements do not appear to be constant in the species.
In ·another species of the same genus, Cordia nodosa, the internodes,
especial1y those bearing the inflorescence, are enlarged and hollowed
near the insertion of the opposite leaves. The cavity communicates
with the outside by an orifice situated, not laterally, as in the preceding species, but· at its top. Both cavity and opening seem to be natural
and 11ot affected by the agency of ants. In cavities not yet visited by
ants the internal surface is invested with stiff scattered ridges, some of
which bang over the opening.• In this species the lodging organ is
formed hereditarily all ready for occupancy by the ants without any
pre1iminary labor on their part. The myrmecophilous features merely
out1ined in the first species of Cordia would thus aittain their perfection in the second and their Ol'igin be purely hereditary. Thi is an
excellent example of the fixation of a character primitively accidenta1,
and, so to speak, teratological. If the ants vary the place of pt'metrating the lodging cavity, the ope11ii1g they make will not tencl to become
hereditary-that is to say, to reproduce itself in<lepende11tly of their
action. This is the ca e, for example, in Acacia cornigera and the
Endosperrnurns. But if the ants a1ways make their opeuing at the
same point, the lesion tends to become a part of the morphologic plan
of the vegetable. Th point of lesion in the aince" tor becomes a point
of less re istance in the de cendant-tbat is to ay, a point wher the
ants can make an opening with the greate t facility, a tl1 wall of the
lodging organ would th re be thin and easily p rforable. In those
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type in which myrmecophilous evolution is most advanced the perforation will become hereditary and the cavity of the lodging organ
ommunicate with the exterior independently of any action on the part
of the ant ( 0 leroc1endon jistulosu·m,).
In all the cases we have reviewed the ants do not seem to have established themselves in orga11s whose differentiation relates to the habitat
of the host plant. A considerable number of host plants are epiphytes,
subject to peculiar physical conditions. They have to especially strug·gle against drought, and a number of them possess in their organs true
reservoirs of water. The best known of these myrmecophilous epiphytic
plants are the Myrmecodias and the Hydnophytums. "\f\T e will ~l well
~specially on the former because of the interesting observations that
have been made upon them.
The Myrmecodias and Hydnophytitnis are epiphytes belonging to the
Rubiacern and attach themselves by means of adventitious roots to the
branches of trees, often at a considerable height. These plants are
almost wholly formed of la.rge tubercles, globular or cylindric in form,
surmounted by one or more leafy stems. These tubercles, which may
be either smooth or prickly, enlarge so as to attain several decimeters
in diameter. (Pl. XX.) Instead of forming a solid mass their internal
tissue is traversed by a system of intercommunicating cavities and
passages that open externally by one or more quite large openings and
numerous narrow orifices scattered over the entire surface of the
tubercle.
All those who have collected these strange plants in their natural
habitat have found their tubercles inhabited by ants scattered in great
numbers throughout the galleries and passages. It was Rumphius, the
old explorer of the Malay Archipelago, who first called attention to
this. Accoi·ding to- him the ants not only inhabit the tubercles, but
they_produce the entire vegetable. "This is," he says, "a strange creation of nature springing up without fath~r or mother, • ,x, * for it is
known that these plants spring from the substance of the 11ests of ants
where there can never have been any seeds, auu yet each colony forms
a separate plant." Rumphius theu <listiuguishes two kinds of Nidits
germinans, according to the species of ants found therein: Nidus germinans formicarum riibrarum-that is a _Jfyrmecodia, and Niaus germinans formicarum nigrarum,-that is, a 'Hydnophytum. '
It wa Beccari, the eminent explorer of Malasia, who made th first
accurate observation upon the biology of these curious Rubiacero and
their r lation to ant . These ob ervation led him to uppo e tbat
tbe pr n of th in ects wa indeapen able to the plant. H thought
b .had a. ~taine that at the time of germination the tig Un merely
thick n a htt1 at b bas and take on a c011ical form, ith the c ty.
P ni~g at h urnmit (Fig. 2, .... o.·.1-5, PL X), tbu,· r mamm g
un il a P 1 of ant boll ws a li tle ca ity in it ide at th mo
·w 11 n 'rt of 11 ig llu . If the tigellu is n t atta ·k d by th ant
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the plant dies; in the contrary case the wound made by the insect causes
a considerable development of ce11ular tissue, the tubercle enlarges, the
stem develops. (Fig. 2, Nos. 6, 7, Pl. XX.) Soon the ants find a sufficient space in which to found a colony, and they excavate within the
tubercles ga1leries in all dirrctions. If tliis view is correct, these plants
could not live nor develop without ants. 'l'hese in sects must contribute
to the formation of tlie organ that is to be the water reservoir of the
plant. But on the other baud the ants could not live a,nd reproduce
their kind if they had not at 1heir <lisposal plants in which they could
coustruct such a living home.
According to Beccari the tubercles of the Myrmecodias anti. Hydnophytums are prodncts primitively foreign to the plant. They are developed in the same way that galls or ceci<lia are-that is to say, they are
produced upon vegetable organs in conseqirnnce of irritation caused by
various illsects. There js a striking analogy of form, and, indeed, of
interil.al structure, between these tubercles and a certai11 ·gall formed by
a curculio of the geuus Centorynchus on the root of the gar<len cabbage.
Tbe larva of this insect feeds exclusively 011 the cortical portion of the
root. As fast as this food is consumed a 11ew generating layer prolif
eraks and replaces the destroyed tissue. The life of the insect is perfectly compatible with that of the pla11t. It illjnres 110 esseutial organ,
and the losses to which the plant is subjected are compensated for by
the hypertropliy of the tissurs under the irritation caused t)y the insect.
This analogy bet.ween the tubercles of the M.1.Jrmecodia, and the gall
formed 011 the cabbage by the Centorynchus may Ruggest the hypothesis
that tliese tuberrles are organs whose developmeut mu:--t have been
caused by a panudtic lesion ma<le, perhaps, by ants, wliich are known
to attack for food vegetable tubercles-potatoes, for example-as we
have ourselves seen. This lesion might be at first merely compatible
with the life of the plant, then useful to it, by the adaptation of the
injured and hypertrophied organ to an organ for the storage of water.
li'ixed by selection, this character, at first accidental, would. fi na11y
become hereditary. In order to k11ow what cre<.lit to give this hypothesis it is necessary to study in detail the exi 'ting relatiom; between tbe
ants and the Myrmecodias. 'rhere is no doubt that auts, even in our
own countries, sometimes establish tliemselve within certain galls that
barn been aoaudone<l by the insect that produced them. Such is the
case with a gall formed upon the Cynara cardunculus by a curculionid
Jarva (Larinus ?) .
Is there between the Myrmecodias and the Hydnophytums on the one
side, and the ants on the other, a reciprocal excliauge of services,
mutualism, symbiosis in the strict seu ~e of tbeword, or, indeed, ean 11ot
those plants do without tbe ants; are 11ot the insects merely commensal ¥ The interesting researches of Trcub upon a Javanese species of
Myrmecodia, allow us to partially answer these questions.
We must first study the structure of the young plant, tben the
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·h~mges that occur in its tissues up to the time when t~e young tubercl ha an external opening giving access to an internal gallery.
The fir t cavity or gallery in the young tubercle is not hollowed ·out
by the ants. It does uot start from a lesion of tbe peripheral tissue,
due to in ects, but is the result of an internal differentiation. A transver e section of a young tubercle shows a parenchymatous homogeneous mass, inclosing in its center a libero-ligneous fascicle, and limited
at the periphery by an epidermic layer. The growth and subdivision of
the parenchymatous cells produces a thickening of the tubercle, at
whose periphery is formed a generating layer of cork. In proportion
as the tubercle grows, it forms, at the expense of some of the parenchymatous cells, new libero-ligneous fascicles, arranged parallel to the surface of the tubercle, and soon becoming connected by transverse anastomoses, not only with each other but with the fascicles of the stem and
of the root. The formation of these peripheral fascicles indicates the
beginning of the first gallery. A generating zone, parallel to the s~rface of the tubercle and situated deeply within its mass, begins to differentiate. All the l)arenchymatous material that it incloses in its
interior then begins to dry up. This dessication brings about a rupture
of this material, and there is thus formed the beginning of a central
cavity circumscribed by a layer of cork, tbe result of a differentiation
of the generating sheet. Tbis cavity, cylindrical in its general fo~m,
extends in two directions. Above, it ends in a vault near the in~ertwu
of the stem, properly so called; below, it approaches the periphery·. At
last it constitutes ~ gallery nearly in the axis of the plant, lined with ~
layer of cork and inclosing a fl.occulent matter, the remains of the pri~Itive parenchymatous tissue. The gallery is separated from the exterwr
by a thin peripheral layer of cork which soon tears and permits communication from without.
The essential point is that the generating layer results from an internal differentiation, and not. as a consequence of the sting of an insect.
This generating layer, which toward the interior of the tubercle pro·
duces cork, forms externally parencbyma which contributes to the
.
increase
in thickness of the tubercle. Ju ' proportion as the tuben·1e
thickens the number of galleries that traverse it increa es. The 11 ew
galleries are formed by a process ide11tical with that which gave ri e to
the first gallery.
Althongh the fir ·t gallery is , pontaneously form d in the youn g
tuber le, it i po ible that the hypocotylous axis did not thick 11
nought vroduce it without tl1 ·timulu of an ant by a bit er hap:
imp r · pti 1 · But th lower part of that axi comm en ·e ' t thicken a:
arly a h fir,'t ;ta of germination (fig. 2, Pl. X). Wby hould not
ha po~ta.11 n: thi ·k ning ontinu ? W may dd that the youo rr
t. b ·r ·l i: pr vul with chlorophyll, and ·an a ,'imilat veu a th
tnn
h nth
yl d u ar y
indo ed in th ir eminal nv 1 I ·
then, to th
ob ervation , th
iug or bite f an aut
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1. My=ecodia -t u;hinata, Jack.-Longitudinal section of tubercl_e. (Treub.)

2. Myrmecodia echinata, Jack.-Successive stages of germination. (Treub.)
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apparently is not nece nry to indn e the primary thickening of the
tubercle nor the formati 1t of the internal cavities. An important
observa,tion of Beccari i oppo e<l, however, to these conclusions. He
noticed that only tho e plantlet increased in volume that were provided
with a small cavity at the ba e of the enlargement. Those that did not
have this rapidly peri bed. lie supposes that the cavity in question i3
hollowed out by ants. The irritation produced by these insects woul<l
then be absolutely indispen ' able for the proper development of the
plantlet.
A demonstrative experiment still remains to be made: to sprout the
seed and obtain hollow tubercles without the intervention of a11ts. This
has not been done up to this time, fo~ in tropical countries the abundance of ants is such that under the conditions proper for the development of the phrntlets we can never be sure that no ant has approached
the germinating seed. But there is a very direct and very conclusive
experiment due to Treub; which is as follows: Transported from their
normal habitat into tropical botanical gardens, the tubercles are aban- ,
doned by the red ants that inhabit them in the forest. Very often
these are replaced by little black ants. In spite of this change of
inhabitants the plant continues to flourish, its tubercle enlarges, new
galleries are formed in it, new leaves are produced, and fructifi.cation
ensues. It appears, then, that if the presence of ants is necessary to
the plant, it is not a particular species of ant that is required. But
this is not all. The majority of the tubercles commence to rot at the
time of their transportation, and this rotting causes the flight of the
ants. At the end of a certain time the tubercles again become swollen
and healthy, agaiu commence to grow, to thicken, and to form new
galleries, and all this in the absence of ants.
The ants, then, are not at all indispensable for the renewal of development in the adult plant. From the experiments of Treub ·w e can,
indeed, deduce but one fact: that in the adult state certain Myrmecodias
can dispense with the presence of ants. We do not yet know whether
this is the case with young plants, whether in the absence of ants a
J1fyrrnecodia can pass through all stages of development from the germ
up to the adult. In certain species of this genus the myrmecophilism
may be facultative, in others obligative.
·
.Beccari justly remarks that the tissue which lines the galleries has
all the characters of a young tissue likely to actively proliferate and to
react energetically to any irritation that might be caused by the presence of ants. Its reaction to irritation might take the form of a proliferation of its constituent elements, as occurs in the tissues of a newly
formed leaf when it is subjected to the irritation caused by a gallinsect. The irritation produced by a,nts upon an adult tissue would
not cause the proliferation of its elements, though it might easily do
this upon young tissue.
Though direct proofs are wanting, we are yet authorized in some
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tle 0 Tee to continue to admit with Beccari that it is the preseuce of tbe
< nt ', dweller upon the M.ynnecodias (Iriclo1nyrme.1J cordata var. rmyrrnecodice), that leads to the forn1atio11 of the first gallery in the tnberclt:Th se ant must have perforated the epidermis and penetrated into the
central cavity of the hypocotyl, the irritation they produced there
determining the hypertrophy of the latter and transforming it into a
tubercle. As the tubercle acts as a reservoir of water, the plantlet
that is deprived of it is necessarily condemned to perish as soon as th e
drought affects it. The development of tbe leaves, which are organ_s
of transpiration, hence occasioning a loss of water, does 11ot occur until
after the development of the tubercle, tlie water storer. Now tbe ants
invad-e the hypocotolous axis when it is surmounted merely by the two
cotyledons.
Let us now examine another point. Are the ants capable of making
perforations and of hollowing out the galleries in the tubercles,
The examination of species of Myrrnecodia is especially instructive
in regard to this matter. M. bullosa shows at the base of its tubercle
a few openings (one to four) of quite narrow galleries that end, at t~e
periphery of the organ in cavities somewhat similar to the cells of a
honeycomb. In these' recesses there are very uumerous colonies of
ants, and ventilation is difficult. To avoid the danger of aspllyxiation
the ants perforate the outer walls of the galleries with minute holes
that dot the surface. The surface of the tubercle of M. alata bas
small gibbosities corresponding to the bliud. ends of certain gallerie_s
(fig. 6). Around these eminences are also seen small, dot-like ventilating holes that may, by becoming confluent, cause tbe detachment of
the cover closing in the gallery, and thus make a new entrance to the
passage.
It would be ascribing a very high degree of intelligence to the ants to
admit that they could corrode from the outside a circular series of
' the bottom of ' the gallery. They
points exactly correspondiug to
undoubtedly form their ventilators by working from within outward
upon tbe inner wall of tbe gallery. The corrosive liquor (probably
saliva) secreted by the ants not only destroyH the c_e1ls witb which it
comes in contact, but also causes the formation of a cicatricial tis ue
that borders tbe perforating opening. There also seems to be no doubt
but that the ant continua1ly increa e the diameter of the gallerie
when the dimensions of the e pa sage. become too narrow for their
need · In fact once, tripped of the <lead flocculent ti ue that at :fir. t
fill tbe_m th gall rie.· have a constant tendency to fill up by rea on
of th mterual prolif~ ration of th lay r of growing i . n that line
tll m. Th ant mu, t remov tbi.' a.· it con:tantly tend, to invad th
gall ry ncl d ·r a it aliber.
I _i vid n h,
h pr . nc of gal] ri ~ within tl1 tuu r 1 o
. m_ 'ny w, Y a: .·i, th fnnc ion of tha,t b dy a. a r, en·oir of w, ter.
111 1t may b • a mitt 1 hat th gall •ri . , a a ylum f, r nt ,
n ·e
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PLATE

1. Myrmecodia alata, Becc.-Tubercle.

XXI.

(Beccari.)

2. Dischidia ra.(ftesiana, Wall.-Portion of the stem spread out so as to show the arrangement
of the urns. The adventitious root near the urn have b en purposely omitted. (Treub. ,
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the plant indirectly in its struggle against drought. The irritation
produced by the insects causes an hypertrophy of the tubercle and
consequent increase in the size of the reservoir. If the galleries were
primarily the work of ants, they must have been, on general principles,
unfavorable to the plant, which has, however, by progressive adaptation, :finally utilized them.
On reflection we are led to be~ieve that the labyrinth within the
tubercle must be a feature very useful to the plant. It permits an
active circulation of atmospheric air within the tubercle, aud the presence of oxygen may be necessary for the elaboration of certain nutritive
principles within its tissue. But the utility of this feature seems to be
of another kind. The suggestion we are about to offer has not been
proposed by any of those who have occnpied themselves with the study
of these r1lants, yet we think it merits attention. The corky layer that
invests the entire surface of the tubercle is an obstacle to gaseous interchange between that body and the exterior. Such interchange can
only take place by means of the air that circulates in the galleries.
There, too, it can only be effected by the lenticels, since the internal
surface is ah;o lined with a corky layer, except where these lenticels
are found. Now, sudden changes in the l1ygrometric state of the surrounding air will be but slowly tra,nsmitted to the air of the galleries,
arnl it is this hygrometric state that regulates the interchange of water
vapor between the tubercle and its environment. The presence of the
labyrinth of galleries would then permit the plant to adapt itself more
readily to the hygrometric changes in the circumambient air, which
changes must l>e sudden, owing to the epiphytic situation of the plant.
In case of drought the plant finds in itR tubercle a reserve of water, its
fleshy leaves transpire but little, and finally the air of the galleries is
nearer the point of saturation than is the surroundiug air. Heuce the
transpiration of water by the lenticels is less than it would be if they
were exposed to the dryness of the surrounding-air.
1
Some of the walls of the galleries of the }llyrmecodia
are smooth, others
(Pl. XX) studded with little prominences that might a priori be supposed to be glands for absorbing nutritive principles derived from tlle
decomposition either of the carcasses of ants (a rare case, since the
dead are usually dragged out of the ne t), or of detritus occasioned l)y
Hie work of those insects. Treub bas made a careful stmly of these
prominences and has shown that they are internal lenticels, differing
but little from the ordinary external lenticel . It is well known that
the function of the cellular masses forming the lenticels is to supply
atmospheric air to the tissue of the plant. The lenticels of Myrmecodia
differ from those of other plants by ab ence of the central aeriferous
passages; but all about them the files of peripheral cells are :filled with
air, and this may compensate for the lack of pa. ages between the
central files. It is also possible that certain protoplasmic-bodied
cells that surround the lenticels like a co~lar serve to elaborate and
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tniin f rm nutriti v principles in presence of the abundant free oxygen
br ucrht to th 111 by the active circulation of air in the cavities of the

tub .rel .
ccari, on tho ontrary, is inclined to consi<ler the eminences that
~ tnd the galleries not as lenticels, but as organs of absorption analogous
to those of moisture-loving plants ( Oorallorhiza, Epipogiilm, Triulis,
etc.). It. may be remarked that certain terrestrial p8rasites, such as tlle
Balanophoreru, possess, on their parts that come in contact with the
soil, organs quite similar in appearance to the lenticels. It is with thes~
apparently absorbent organs that Beccari correlates th" internal eminences of the galleries. fr this supposition is correct, the interior of the
galleries bristles with true internal roots.
The figure given by Treub of these lenticels in course of formation
reminds one of the formation of a callus upon the cut surface of a cutting. The conditions that determine the formation of this callus-darkness, moisture, heat, a nutritive environment-are realize<l in the galleries of the Myrmecod:ia. The functions of the callus of a cutting are
perhaps absorbent. A cutting upon which a callus is formed i::; sure to
''take," which is about the same thing as saying that the al>sorpti~n of
nutritive substances is assured. Certain of these supposed lentrnels
may be transformed into real adventitious roots, which seems to confirm the theory that their function is absorbent. In spite of the great
quantity of nutritive matters they contain~ the lenticels are never
gnawed by ants. There is therefore no reason to consider them as food
bodies. These lenticels can not in any case act the part of organs that
secrete digestive ferments. Their absorbent power for nutritive substances brought from without is still doubtful.
One point remains established. The ants penetrate the tubercle of
the Myrmecodia and live there because they find an a::;sured shelter.
But it would be going too far to say that they render no service to tlle
plant on which they lodge. The circulation of air in the galleries of
the tubercle is probably indispensable and tlle presence of a flocculent
tisRue there is well calculated to impecle circulation. Perhaps the ant
free the young galleries from the flocculent mass of dried cell::;. Thi"
would be a, case of mntualism quite analogous to that of certain acarid
known to install them elves upon the for of mammals and the down of
bir~s fo~ the purpo e of removing epidermic Mbii tbat incumber ·
th ir hairs and feather·. The ants, like the acarids, act the part of
av 11ger.·.
Ther .·eem. o be 110 doubt but that ant may form an army of
<1 ~ nd ,r, u, . ful to th
plant in ca. e it i atta ·k d y plan -eatiu a
annn~l.·. I 1· an :t, li .·h d fa ·t that if a ub rel inhabit d Y th
ant. i. .- ru ·k, v •n li btly hou.· nd are e n to merge and warm
: 1 h : mfa
, re• 11 rin th ·ir dornicil a .. · n a he dang r i. pa t.
Ll~ 111 · 11 • · 110 h ·n d !111011.· rat ·d np u plant. in th ir 11atural wild ·
h 1> r 1 lay cl hy ant· in £·rtilization i · d ubtful. Th JJ,fyrmecodia
1
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appear to be normally self-fertilizing. Since tl1eir flowerR have no
nectaries for attracting· insects suitable for effecting fertilization, we
can not say that the presence of ants on the surface of the plant tends
to drive away apterous insects that might appropriate the nectar without
profit to the plant.
Perhaps the ants might in certain cases assist in transporting the
seeds of the plant, which are covered, like those of the mistletoe, with
a viscous matter; but such dissemination seems to be effected more
commonly by carpophagous birds, who carry them from one tree to
another, or by the rain, that washes tltem from the upper to the lower
branches of the same tree. There seems to be no doubt but that the
Myrrnecodias and the Hydnophtums are derived from Rubiacere t1rnt
were primitively terrestrial or but feebly epipbytic. Their affinities
with Uragoga are very strong. Usually epiphytic plants need for their
development a small quantity of vegetable detritus in which their seed
can be sheltered while germinating. Normal epiphytes are not provided, as are these Rubiacere, with fruits having viscous pulp that
causes their seed to adhere to the surface of the bark upon which they
fall, and would be unable to gain a lodgment on such a surface.
These Rubiacere seem, in fact, to be intermediate forms between the
normal epiphytes and the parasites, such as the Lorantbacere, which
are likewise provided with viscous fruits (mistletoe) whose dissemination is effected by fruit-eating birds. The seeds of these Rubiacere are,
at the time of their germination, peculiarly situated. Subject to desiccation, which is very.likely to occur upon the surface of the bark, they
can not borrow from the tree 011 which they rest the moisture necessary
for their life, as do the plantlets of parasites. They must, therefore,
create for themselves a store of water. This is done by the thickening
of their hypocotylous axis, which enlarges into a tubercle that acts as a
reservoir.
Beccari supposes that the formation of the flocculen t tissue of the
tubercle is a consequence of this mode of development combined with
a1ternatiom; of dryness and moisture. But this tissue develops from an
internal generating layer, and, since it is composed of dead and dried
cells, it seems more logical to suppose that it results from the starvation
of such cells because of the formation a bout them of a corky layer that
deprives them of all nutritive material and vascular connection. This
would be an example of true parasitism of one tissue in relation to
another, the generating layer acting like a parasite as regard the
central parenchymatous layer.
Since Treub bas not followed the ·complete evolution of a Myrmecodia
from its germination up to its adult state, we may admit the opinion of
Beccari until a formal demonstration of its error ball .be furnished.
According to this author, though the ants may not at the present time
be necessary for the formation of the bulbiform enlargem011t of the
hypocotylons axis, they are required for its future growth. · To state
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thi in an ther way: The plantlets of JJ1vrmecodia, without the help of
ant8 mi 0 ·bt, indeed, by reason of their hereditary tendencies, comm nee to form the tubercle but would be unable to develop to adnlt
dimensions.
The intervention of ants must, then, be considered as indispensable to
the life of the plaut, since they contribute to tl1e developmeut of the
organ that seryes as a water reservoir. . Were there no ants there
wonld be no internal reserve of water, and the plant would be exposed
to all the daugers of drought. It may be remarked here that, according to recent researches, a similar service is rendered to plants that
grow in the sand of Sahara by nematode worms, that act on their suhterranean organs. These worms (Eterodera, noted for their ravages
on certain garden vegetablP-s, particularly the betterave) cause a development of bistologi_c al elements adapted to serve as water reservoirs.
The biologic relations of the ants with the Jlfyrm,ecfJdias seem, then, to
be symbiotic. The symbiosis is not, perhaps, as close as some think,
but it, seems difficult to deny its existence. 'fhere seems to be good
reason to suppose that if, during several generations, the ants sho~ld
cease to visit the tubercles, those bodies would undergo a progressive
atrophy, or at least be reduced to the state of solid tubercles without
internal cavities, such as those of Pentapterygiuni ( Vaccinium) serpens,
for example.
The lodging organs of several myrmecopbilous orchids have a great
resemblance to those of the Rubiacere we have just been studying.
We know among the orchids three examples of which t.here can be but
little <loubt. One of these bas been known for quite a long time, having Leen already mentioned by Rumphius. It is that of an epiphytous
orchid, Gramrnatophyllum speciosum, whose pseudobulb tbickenR, even
after the fall of the first leaves and within whose fibrous mass ants
establish themselves.
The Lecanopteris deparioides (a fern) bas a rhizome Rimilar to the
tubercles of Myrmecodfo and Hydnophytum, and which, like them, fo_r~
a true ants' nest. Within this rhizome there are hollowed-out cav1tie
and galleries that are at first filled with a :flocculent matter, analogous,
doubtless, to that of the Rubiacere above cited. The ants p netrate
tbe interior of tbis rhizome by an opening situated on the upper projecting part, upon which the frond. are inserted. The same arr~ngement i found in J>. siniios1.t1n, on the fmrface of who e rhizome are
found circular ope11ing , ind~termi11ate as to situation, that eem
undo~bt d~y to b tbe ,York of an ant (Iridomyrme:r corclata.), he am
hat mb bit Hydnophytum petiolatuni.
" rtain I la toma · a· ar lik wi , epipbytic and myrmecopbilou ·
u ·h ar he Pachy ·entrias epiphyti or p nclo para itic plant , who
bran h
int ,rl, ·in on tl1 :nrfa. f tr" trunk gi e on a gr , t
. . of , l v ntition.· root.·. (.,.. pon h e root.-' nlaro-ement
£ nn m· nlarly :ph ri ·al in 11 p · , nd if a. fr uently happen ,
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eral such enlargements are contiguous on the Emme root, a chaplet is
thus formed with more or less regular beads.
.
It is admitted. that these tubercular roots may offer an asylum for
ants. But the study of these tropical plants is as yet very incomplete.
We can not even affirm that tbe tubercles are hollow. Many appear,
when dry, to be full of spongy tissue, loosely arrang·ed toward the
center. We might be incliued to believe, with Beccari, that later this
tissue is destroyed. by ants, who thus hollow out a. regular cavity
within these tuberculous roots. But it should be noted that certain
species of this genus have tubercula,r moniliform roots that are entirely
solid, and only in certain specimens, even in species with hollow tubercles, do we find perforations allowing a, communication between the
inside and the exterior, which might, indeed, have easily been the work
of ants.
The Pachycentrias do not seem to be provided with extra floral nectaries capable of attracting ants. The insects are, tlien, attracted to
the plants only by the chance that they may be able to install themselves in the tubercle. But it should be noted that a type closely
related to the Pachycentrias, Pogonanthera robiista, has a limbus prolonged at its base into two auricles, decurrent upon the petiole, that
. appear to be nectariferous. These nectaries attract ants, but the roots
of these epiphytic plants are not, like those of the Pachycentrias, i uberculiform, but normal and incapable of affording lodgment to tbe ants
attracted by the nectaries. This fact may, perhaps, givens a, clew to
the way in which biological relatio11s were first established betwee11
the ants and the. Pachycentrias. The ancestors of these latter plants
were, without douut, like the Pogonantlieras, provided with extra-nuptial nectaries frequented by aDts. These ancestors gave rise on the one
hand to types that preserved the primitive features, as in Pogonanthera,
a11d on the other to types better adapted to myrmecophilism, as in
I'achycentria. The ants, impelled by their hereditary habits to visit
t l1ose plants provided with foliary nectaries, continued to vi it them
even when those nectaries were undergoing atrophy. Profiting by the
tendency of these plants to form tuberculous roots, they have progressively transformed these tubercles into ant nests, causing, by the irritation of their presence, a more marked hypertrophy of those orgaus. In
a, word, the Pogonantheras, utilizing the protC'ction the ants afford
against plant-eating animals, may have found it a real advantage to
g·ive those insects a mere asylum instead of offering them nutritive
matters in the form of nectar. It is evidently an economy to the plant
to offer simply a lodging to its defenders instead of both food and lodg iug, as does the Acacia cornigera, for example, and other plants that
1Joth feed and shelter the ants. If we accept this interpre.tation, whicl1
lrns only the value of an hypothesis, we would. be led to regard the
Pogonantheras as having economical myrmecophilous features. In the
Pogonantheras, as iu the myrmecophilous Rubiace::e, the ant take up
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their abode in swollen organs that act as water reservoirs, and consequently aid the plant agafost drought, which may become suddenly
serious for any epi phyte.
The lodging organs of these plants appear to be purely of physiological origin. In other types they appear t o have bad primitively a
parasitic origin. We have nlready spoken of the analogy between th e
tubercles of the myrmecophilous Rubiacere and certain galls. But it
is more than doubtful whether the origin of these tubercles was primitively parasitic and traumatic. In the types of which we have yet to
speak, parasitism, of animal origin, seems to have played an importaut
part, even in certain cases a primordial one, in the formation of myrmecophilous organs. .
We will first fix our attention on the myrrnecophilous features of
Dischidia..
The Dischidias are Asclepiada1:ere of tbe farthest Orient. With :flexible stems_and branches they twine upon trees, and are especially noted
for possessing appendages in the form of pitcher·s. These are generally pendent from the branches, and into them plunge adventitious
roots that spring from the supporting peduncle (Pl. XXI). The resemblance of these pitchers to the galls produced on the leaves of various
- trees by aphides of the genus Pempbigus is such that a number of the
early observers of these plants considered them as abnormal organs
caused by the punctures of parasitic insects.
The morphology of these curious ·organs bas been fully elucidated by
the researches of Treub. They are modified leaves. The normal leaves
of Dischidia are orbicular, thick, fleshy, and opposite. .A pitcher is
merely the blade of a leaf whose lower surface corresponds to the
inner surface of the pitcher, and whose petiole is thicker than t~at of
normal leaves. We can get a perfectly good idea of the format10n of
these organs by imagining the blade of a normal leaf to be fold ed
toward the ground, then. tumed over and tbe borders brought together.
There is, besides, a change of growth in the young developing pitcher
its increase being almost wholly along its middle, so that it takes the
form of a hood, with its opening first turned downward, then becoming
gradually set more or less upright.
The Dischidias have opposite leaves but the normal leaf opposite the
pitcher u sually aborts. When the y~ung urn takes on the form of an
el01igated flask, there are produced upon its p etiole some aclventition
rc;ot., of which tbose ari ing near the mouth of the pitcher enter it.
c~~'ity. A full-grown pitcher usually contain one or two long adventitions root provided with a well developed system of radicles (fic-r.
1 , ~l. ..../ -II). Tb internal .::urface of these pitcher is purple while
th 1r xternal surfac is a grayi b glaucous green like that of the urfa of th t m and lt>av . .
'
'
h <lir ·tion a. :nmecl by th pitch r. i, variable and meri t om
The gre· t r number are hung vertically with th mouth
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PLATE

1. Dischidia sp.-Longitudinal section of an
ascidium. (Delpino.)

XXII.

2. Conchovhyllum sp.-Portion of a branch viewed
from its inf rior aspect. (Delpino.)

3. Tococct bullifera.. -Transverse section of the lodging bul' a .
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upward, but there are al o some that are horizontal, and others erect
with their closed extremities upward; that is to say, preserving the
position they bad during their formation.
The pitchers of the Dischidias are often inhabited by ants. Beccari
has, for this reason, suggested that an irritation produced by insects
(perhaps by ants) may have caused the abnormal evolution of these
leaves that became transformed into pitchers. This deformation, in the
first place accidental, may have became hereditary by the "indefinite
and continual re11etition of the phenomenon." Allow that the first
cause of this abnormal evolution was parasitism, which is a tenable
hypothesis, yet in the present condition of things there is nothing that
would lead us to ascribe to the punctures or bites of insects any part
in the formation of the pitchers. Whatever may be the part played by
ants in this ·f ormation we may yet inquire if any biologic relations
exist between them and the Dischidias whose pitchers they frequently
inhabit. Other insects rarely enter the pitchers. The ants found
there are always in good condition and generally in considerable numbers. The pitchers become true ant nests, sheltering some hundreds
of individuals and many larvrn. The ants leave the pitcher with the
same ease that they enter it, for it possesses no arrangement for retaining insects that have entered; on the contrary, the adventitious roots
that traverse it from the petiole to tbe bottom form, with ~heir numerous radicles, a sort of ladder leading to the outside of the flask. When
we press a pitcher containing ants they leave it in great numbers, carrying their 1arvrn and their nympbIB. It should be noted that the Dischidias may, according to their situation, offer an asylum to ants, or
grow, independent of any relations with them, yet presenting absolutely
11ormal pitchers.
We might suppose, on examining these curious p1ants, that they ought
to be classed as carnivorous, with Nepenthes and Oephalotus (Drude),
whose foliary l)itchers or ascidia are regarded as veritable traps for
rnsects, cal)able of digesting their carcasses alld absorbing the assimilable products of such digestion. r.rhis is not the l)lacc to discn s vegetable carnivorisrn, but it may be well to rec,;all that in recent times th
supposed digestiYe function of tbe e asci<.lia ba been ascribed wholly
to the putrefactive bacteria that swarm in them as soon a t,hey open
(at least in the case of Nepenthes). The absorption of the soluble products of this digestion or putrefaction ha yet to be demonstrated.
Wallich believed that the pitchers of Disohidia generaJly contain ant ,
of which the greater number are drowned fa th dirty Ii()ui<l, apparently rain water, that often half fills their cavjty. Treub ha , hown
that this liquid is not an exudation from the pit ·her (contrary to an
opinion advanced by Unger), its origin being wholly pluvial.
Admitting that, in certain cases at lea t (for example, during th torrential rains so frequent fo the Tropics), ants may be drown d in the
uitcher, would tbeir soluble roduct · d riv d from tb dig stion,
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bacterial or otherwise, of their ·c arcasses, be u::,eful to the p1ant-that is
to say, absorbed 0~ The internal walls of tbe pitcher are not at all tiuited
for the absorption of liquids or the secretion of a digestive fluid. The
absence of an kinds of glands is easy to demonstrate, and tbe entire
surface of the epidermis is covered with a waxy coating. In addition,
abundant stoma.ta exist there which certainly does not indicate an
organ for the absorption of liquids. This waxy coating is rai£ecl in
minute turrets around each of the stomata, and the ~mall chamber thus
formed is const::wtly filled with air (Treub). These are features that
contradict in the clearest manner tbe absorption of soli<l nutritive
substances by the internal surface of the pitcher.
We may then suppose, with Delpino, that the ascidiferous Dischidias
are not carnivorous plants in the stri~t sense of the word. Perhaps,
then, the true function of the ascidia is "to prepare a liquid animal
fertilizer for the purpose of nourishing the much ramifying adventitious
roots that have introduced themselves into the pitehers." As a corollary we would have to admit that the pitchers belong to that class
whose ' 4 immediate function is to kill by drowning tl1e sma11 animals
that enter them;"
Let us commence by examining this last hypothesis. If it be correct
the pitchers ought all to contain liquid. Now, that is not the case,
for, in the first place, a certain number have their openings placed
horizontally or more or less reversed, and. the walls of these are only
moistened by tbe aqueous vapor transpired from the inner surface of
the pitcher. In the pitchers that open upwa.rd there is but little water
found, even after a day's rain. Their office as ant tlrowners appears,
therefore, very problematic. Even the preseuce of the ants is not constant, as we have already said. In contrast to those of Nepenthes they
are not arrauged so as to retain the ants that may venture into tbem.
Finally, what seems to settle the mattf-r is that in most cases we do
not find in them carcasses of drowurd insects.
'l1o these direct objections we are tempted to add another of an indirect character. Even granting that putrefaction might make soluble
the carcasses that fall in abundance into tbe pitcl1er, it is doubtfnl
whether the soluble products of tbat putrefaction would be direc,tly
ab ·orbed by the rootlets (tbe root absorption of all orO'anic sub tan ce
suc'b as humic ubstances, being as yet one of tlie mo t controverted
and controv rtil>le points in vegetable physiology). It would, on the
oth r hand, b hi0 ·uly imvrobable that the liquid fertilizer of the pitch r
co ild fake on during th' life of tbat organ, the variou, nitrite-producin g
i r.m ~t tion . who. product could be ab orbed by th e rootlet . Thi
.J h 11 wln ·h o ht to be pr ented <i priori toO' ther with the fa ·t ~
.
b_Y Tr n. ·onvi11 ·e. u that w ougl1t to den y all aruivoron
u ·b. n :the: lir ·tor in<lir <·t to the pitch r of JJi ·chidia. Their
rn f n ti ~ 1: to aid th pla11 t which i. of an epiphytic natur t
tr iggl cg, rn tn 11 piration, which i oft n e.·c , ·iv . Th imp re p-
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tible droplets in the interior of the pitcher may be reabsorbed b~ the
slender radicles applied to its internal wall. The rain water gathered
in the pendent pitchers evaporates slowly through the narrow mouth,
and thus constitutes a reserve that may be absorbed by the rootlet.
The ants may, it is true, be indirectly useful to the plant by protecting
it against the attacks of phytoph~gous creatures. The pitcher presents,
indeed, various features favorable to the life of the ant. In particular,
the rain water, which does not enter in sufficient quantities to become
dangerous to the inhabitants, may probably be to their advantage, for
the ants that inhabit these pitchers are fond of water. But the only
protection the ant can offer in exchange for the shelter afforded by the
plant is that which we have before mentionecl. Even in this connection "nothing authorizes us to suppose that the colonies of ants exercise a salutary influence upon the plant" (Treub). Indeed, the ants
when they multiply too greatly in a pitcher gnaw the rootlets, or,
indeed, cause their malformation. Still, Beccari has seen the Dischidias
form inextricable ruasse8 of pendent branches on the snrface of trees,
which masses were so well defended by the ants and termites that
inhabit them that it was impossible to put the haml upon them.
If at the present time the ants play no part in the normal evolution
of the leaves that become pitchers, they yet may have had something
to do with their original formation. In a related genus, DischidiaConchophyllum, and in many species of Dischidia, all the leaves are
indistinctly suborbicular or reniform, convex on one face, concave on
the other, like a watch crystal, and applied against the bark of the
tree that serves them for support. Their inferior concave face is purple
(fig. 9, Pl. XXII). At the level of the leaves the branches give off adventitious roots, very much ramified and sheltered under the concavity of the
leaves. These roots, arising near the insertion of the petioles, divide
dichotomously and serve, some to cause the plant to adhere to the bark
of the tree it inhabits and to absorb the nutritive matter they may find
there, others, covered by the leaves, to absorb water, for which they
are more especially designed.
The ascidiferous Dischidias are certainly derived from types with
reniform leaves like those we have just described. Now, the inferior
face of these concave leaves is often inhabited by acarids, and we may
suppose, with Beccari, that the irritation produced by these parasites
ha.s caused a more marked concavity in the organ that shelters them.
There would be primitively formed there true galls, and the deformation of the leaf might become hereditary in the course of time. Ants,
finding shelter under these concave leaves applied to the surface of the
trees, have chosen a domicile there, profiting thus by an organ of lodgment whose abnormal evolution may have had for its primordial cause
the adaption of the plant to the struggle against drought or parasitism,
or perhaps both causes combined. As soon as they were iustalled
under the e lodging organs, the ants became useful to the plants by
SM96-29
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accumulating, in these recesses, organic detritus capable of furnishing assimilable soluble snbi::;tances to the rootlets sl.Jeltered under the
concave leaves. The irritation caused on the under surface of the
leaves by the presence of the ants may have resulted in the augmentation of the cavity of the organ and thus led it to take on the form
of a pitcher. The parasitic origin of the lodging organs is doubtful in
the Oonchophyllitms and-the Dischidia,s.
This is not the case with the lodging organs of the Jl!/.elcist01nacem.
In this family a great number of American types have leaves provided,
at the base of the limbus, with organs suitable for tl1e lodgment of
ants. Such are the genera Lococa, Myrrnedone, Ma:jetci, Jl{icrophysca.,
and Oalophysca. It was Aublet, the old explorer of French Guiana,
who first remarked one of the Melastoruace::e tbat presented these curious features. He says, speaking of the Tococa guia,nensis '' the leaves
are each attached to their stems by a little pedicle, that is at first
grooved on its upper surface, convex below, and set with hairs, but its
two sides afterwards enlarge and form .a double bladder having the
form of a heart. This bladder is provided with two holes placed at the
lower part of the leaf underneath, between the two intermediary nervures. It is by these two holes that the ants enter and leave each division of the bladder and as the stems are ho1low they can penetrate
them also by means of openings that they m3Jke, and this is the reason
why some of the natives have given this plant the name of the antsnest, it being, as one may say, continually covered with them."
He notes a similar arrangement in the Majeta guianens·is, of which
he says "the leaves have on their under surface five longitudinal
nervures and numerous transversals. They are attached by a short
pedicle that, together with the lower part .of the leaf, is enlarged in
the shape of a bladder, divided into two cavities by a median partition.
The body of the bladder is much more raised above than below. The
small leaves do not usually have it/' This last point is of the highe t
importance. It seems to show that the presence of ants on the interior
of the sac causes an hypertrophy of the inhabited leaf that is far from
being prejudicial to it. Of the two opposite leaves of each pair one i
vesicular at the base, the other and smaller one is not so. But before
admitting that the ants cause an bypertropby of the foliary ti ue we
boulcl ascertain whether the inequality of size in the two leave i not
anterior to the occupation of the ve sel by these insects. It i true
however, that even if this latter fact were verified we miglit admit
tha 11rimitiv ly the ance.-tors of the Melastomacere were provided with
qua] oppo, ite leave,· havfog a tendency to form a ve ' icle at tb ba
of th limbu · When tl1i ve ' icle wa once vi ited by the ant th
irrit~tion pr due cl by them \'Ou1<1 caui-;e it. hypertrophy and th m r
n ·id rable afflux of nntriti e mat rial thn ,· occa. ioned would lead t
an in ·r a_ i~1 grow h of the ntire 1 af. Tbi hyp rtrophy would then
b 11 r <htar11y trau mitt •d a11d would to-day be ob ' erved, even at an
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early age, independently of the action of the ants. But it will always
be pertinent to ask why the ants did not cam;;e the hypertrophy of
both the opposite leaves which ought a priori to be subject to the same
conditions as to the formation of vesicles. May it not be that primitively without any intervention on the part of ants, there was a tendency to au inequality of development between the two opposite leaves
of the same pair, as is seen in a number of vegetables that have opposite leaves1 The favored leaf would tend to form a vesicle which the
unfavored Jeaf could not do. This difference of size between the two
leaves of .the same pair is still more marked in the Myrniedone rnacrosperrniirn of Brazil and the Oalophysca heterophylla of Peru.
In Tococa truncata the foliary bursa is not much developed, but usually larger on one of the leaves than on its opposite. The inequality of
the same pair is very well marked in T.platypetetla and T. bullifera.. In
this last species the development of the limbus seems to be proportional to that of the bursa. In the section Epiphysca of the genus
Tococa, the bursa is evidently formed at the base of the limbus. In
the section Hypnophysca it seems to be produced from tbe petiole, but
in reality jt is the limbus that is decurreut along the petiole and forms
there an elongated bursa. The fact is clearly shown in Tococa biillifera
(fig. 10). The bursre of Tococa formicaria, T. g·uictnensis and 11• platy1rntcila are very fine. The stem of T. guianensis andjorrnicaria seem to

ue ]1ollow.
The relation between the size of the limbus and that of the bursa
leads us to suspect that the internal surface of the· bursa may be
endowed with absorbent properties. If the bursa played the part of a
trne absorbing organ it would yield to ti.le limbus nutritive material,
which would explaiu why a leaf possessing a larger bursa also posesses
a larger limbus. In dried specimens we find in the bursa a large
quantity of detritus. The internal surface of T . .forrnicaria and 11•
guianensis bristles with papillre and hairs. In the first species we find
there scale-insects as well as ants.
Beccari found entire colonies of ants with. pupre on single specimens
of _71• bullifera and Jlfyrmedone macrosperma of Brazil and V ei1ezuela.
These plants have bursre at the base of the limbus, which appear more
complete than those of other species. The transverse nervures that
run over them project on the inner surface as lamellm that indirectly
<livhle the bursa into galleries, as in the tubercle of tbe Hydnophytums.
In llfojeta guicinensis the internal wall of the bur a i8 lined with e1ong3,ted papillre formed of ceJls normally filled with a colored protoplasm
that seams analogous to the foliary glands of Drosera,. This fact,
together with the presence of fragments of ants and other insects, has
led Beccari to suppose that the bursa may in this case have digestive
and as imilative functions.
Some species of .Tococa have leaves destitute of bursre. In others
(T. subnuda) the bursre are rudimentary. The examination of this
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species is very instructive• from the point of view of the genesis of these
foliary bursre. In this species, on the under surface of the limbus near
its base, in the angle formed by the median nervure and the two lateral
primary nervure8, there may be observed small cavities surrounded by
hair. The analogy of these organs to the acaro-cecidia (that is to say,
to galls caused by certain acarids) of laurels and various other plants
is striking. If we conceive such an organ increasing in size without
enlarging its orifice we will obtain exactly the foliary bursa of the above~
cited Melastomacere.
The galls of laurels and some other plants, Viburnu,rn lucidum, for
example, :;t,re inhabited by ,acarids. It is not irrelevant to recall here
that these acaro-domatias (to use the expression of Lundstrom) are by
no means pathological productions injurious to the plant. The acarids
that cause them render, on the contrary, eminent services by clearing
the plant of the spores of parasitic or saprophytic fungi found on the
surface of the leaves. There is, then, no improbability in supposing
that primitively the foliary bursre of the Melastomacern have been
acarid galls in which the ants sought an asylum provisioually. Finding
the dwelling suitable, they installed themselves there permanently, and
the irritation of the plant caused by them may have occasioned the
ensuing hypertrophy of the bursre. In the Melastomacere the lodging
organ seems to be undoubtedly of parasitic origin.
Let us now attempt to extract from this mass of facts some general
views.
Primitively the relations between ants and plants were as simple as
possible-those of the eaters and the eaten. Such are at the preseut
time the relations of the harvester ants, especially of the leaf cutters,
to the plants which they despoil. But we should note that already tlJe
plants from which the ants harvest obtain some advanta.ges from that
harvesting. A number of seeds are sacrificed, but some, e capiug
the voracity of the ants, are disseminated by them and thus truly
aided by those insects in their struggle with rival species for existence.
From this dissemation, at first accidental, comes the normal mimicry of
the cocoons of ants shown by some seeds.
As the industry of the ants becomes more developed they 110 longer
content themselves with merely gathering vegetable product . They
undertake agriculture, and the plants cultivated by them are, by the
very care they receive, favored in their struggle with rival pecies, a
are cereals cultivated by man, which have no longer to struggle with
indigenous p cie . A. number of ants al o content them elve with
ugary liquid', uch a boneydew and nectar. Primitively tbey eem t-0
have been 'ati fi d to gather the honeydew diffused on tbe urface of
leav ; afterward their, uction, localized at pecial point upon th
£ lia eou organ , may have led to the formation of extra floral n ·
tari , . The , organ, may have erved tb plant in two way -fir t by
attr ·ting to it urface ant. that would protect it again ·t pllytoph,1gi:
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second, by diverting from the reproductive organs ants that otherwise,
in certain flowers, might steal the nectar, thus depriving winged insects
of it without aiding in pollination.
But the protection of the floral nectaries may be assured by other
arrangements still more efficacious and more economical for the plant.
By becoming myrmecophobic and keeping its ;floral nectaries away from
the ants the plant economizes its nutritive materials. Chevaux de frise,
slippery surfaces steep peduncles, and viscous hairs are the principal
myrmecophobic features.
We may consider as a tru~ animal honeydew the sugary excretion of
plant lice, cochineals, and some other insects. From this arise the
pastoral habits of ants, the establishment of subterranean and aerial
stables, and the effective protection of the plant lice against their
enemies; hence occurs a real injury to a number of plants indirectly
caused by ants.
·
The instinct of ants leads them to lodge themselves in some cavities
capable of offering them shelter. These cavities will be more advantageous to them in proportion as they are within reach of the food they
require. So, if a nectariferous plant visHed by ants has a s.u itable
cavity, it will soon. become a lodging plant for those insects. Such is
also the case with a nonnectariforous plant inhabited by insects capable
of furnishing nectar to ants. The ants will then occupy themselves
with the rearing· of such animals within the lodging cavity. In certain
cases, also, when a plant finds a real advantage jn the constant presence
of ants on its surface, it will differentiate "food bodies" suitable for
furnishing them with a more abundant aliment.
The services rendered to plants by ants are of various kinds. In a
number of cases the latter effectually protect the host plant against
the attacks of parasitic insects or the teeth of herbivora. In the case of
lodging plants with cavities arranged for stables the ants may minimize the injuries inflicted .by plant lice an<l cochineals by transporting
them from young organs, where their presence would be injurious, to
localities upon the vegetable where their presence would be more corupatible with the life of the plant. There is thus established a ~ort of
triple symbiosis, the ants protecting their flocks that furnish them food
and diminishing the injuries occasioned by those flocks upon the plant
on which they feed. Sometimes, but rarely, the detritu accumulated
by the ants in the lodging organ eem to serve as a nutritive material
for the plants. This, however, remains to he demonstrated in most
cases. Finally, the irritation caused by the ants upon the lodging organ
may, by determining a greater increase in its growth, a sist the plant
in its struggle with rival species or with phy ical agencies.
The primitive origin of the lodging organ varies, in fact, in different
types. Sometime the .ants make use of closed or nearly clo e<l. cavities
forming a part of the morphologic plan of the plant, and lrnving a merely
mechanical function (hollow iuternodes, beiug lighter, economfaing
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material and at the same time strengthening the structure); sometimes
they lodge in organs that protect plants against herbivora (spines) or
against physical agencies (water reservoirs); finally, in certain cases,
the parasitic origin of the lodging organ seems unquestionable, it representing a real cecidium or· gall.
In certain types the ants s~em to have adapted the lodging organ to
their own needs (by perforating the wall, by forming galleries); in others,
features at first abnormal, caused by the presence of ants, seem by
heredity and selection to have become normal, after which the insects
find lodgings ready for occupation without the necessity for preparatory
labor.
·
Myrmecophilous features may, then, vary iu their origin, according to
circumstances.
The biologic relations between plants and ants thus tend, by insensible degrees, to assume the complex, reciprocally advantageous conditions of communal life; that is to say, of symbiosis.
Looking at the phenomena of nature from the point of view of the
older naturalists, we should certainly go into raptures over the varied
means she employs to reach her ends. Were we to examine the relations
between plants and ants, as do those philosophers who seek final causes
for all biologic phenomena, we could not too much admire the prevision
of nature in putting within reach of those insects plants for their nourishment, and in giving certain plants, in return for certain small advantages granted, inhabitants capable of protecting them.
But to our modern eyes the relations of living things, iu the midst
of seemingly peaceful nature, appear in a soml>er light. Attack and
defense are their essential controlling conditions. flomo hornini lupus,
said the philosopher; and the race of man is no worse than other liviug
species in its struggle for existence. All beings.seem to have but two
aims: reproduction and destruction. Growth of the individual leads to
reproductiqu, indefinite multiplication of the species at the expeuse of
its neighbors, and the ruthless destruction of rivals. Does it not seem
as if each species was created for the extermination of some other, and
that soon the Rtruggle of so many individuals of opposing tendencie
must result in the extinction of every living thing un the globe1
But, , trange to say, from this very contest arise.· accord; the antagonism of living being results in symbiosis; instal>ility in equilibrium;
death in life. Chao engenders order. The result of the etremendon
struggle , though u ually inappreciable by the unsuspecting eye, may
e ;nmmed up in 011 word: harmony. A perfi ct accord i' e ·tabli 'hed
b. tw .n rr atm haviug nothing in common, pr ci ely be ·au e of tll
cltv r 1 Y f th ir 11 ed · for in thi accord the copartner have no iut rin cl . poilinO' their a.\ ociat s.
hu: th 'r i · · rtainly on firm cl for Ii£ in general th law of pr g. gal'Cling the , nfferin 1,.s and
'
'
... D i.r
death of individual
, v lntion
,. tt b1d1 b tw en h in CY,· primiti Jy rival a mo<lu · v i endi
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that assures the free expansion of the species; a progressive expansion
that must soon :find it~ limits in the new struggle that species, triumphing by their union, must make against neighboring species.
·w hat horizons does the study of ants open to the 11aturalist ! The
investigation of their relations to plants is capable of giving to those
who undertake it the most lively pleasure that the naturalist can enjoy.
Those who have succeeded in ra'sing this little corner of nature's veil
will acknowledge that they owe the auts a debt of gratitude. And if
I have succeeded, by this somewhat dry exposition, in securing your
kind. attention, i::i it uot to t,hese little creatures that I owe it~

SOME QUESTIONS OF NOMENCLA.TURE. 1

By

THEODORE GILL.

IN'.l'RODUCTION.

I had originally selected for the address which it is my duty and
privilege to give to-day a very different subject 2 from that which I am
now to discuss, but the renewed and lively interest which is beiug
manifested at pre8ent in the ever-troublous subject of nomenclature
bas led me to take it as my theme. I have been m;pecia.Uy influenced,
too, by the consideration that a committee was appointed at the last
zoological congress, held at Leyden, to consider the subject, and suggestions have been asked for. 3 Of the multitudinouR questions that
offer for review, time will only permit us to examine a few.
Nomenclature., in the modern sense of the word, did not trouble naturalists till near the middle of the last century.- The animals and
plants of the ancient world were mostly treated of under the names
which the Greeks or Romans had used, or were supposed to have used.
The forms that became first lrnown after the discovery of America were
introduced into the literature under names more or less like those which
they bore among the aboriginal inhabitauts of the couutrie~ from which
those forms had been obtained. Only a few names were coined from
the Latin or Greek, and used for forms not mentioned by classical
authors. Examples of such are Ammodytes and Anarrhiohas, invented
1 Address by vice-president of section F (Zoology) at ·Buffalo meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of , cien ce, August, 1896. Pl'inted in
Science, October 23, 1896, and in Proceedings of tho Association, January, 1897.
2 Animals as Chronometers for Geology .
3 The Third International Zoological C'ongress (Leyden, Sept., 1895) appointed an
international commission of five members to study the varions codes of nomenclature in use in different countries. This commission is composed of Dr. Raphael
Blanchard. (France), Profes or Carns (Germany ), Profei::lsor Jeutink (Holland), Dr.
Sc1ater (England), and Dr. Stiles ( nited, 'tates). Dr~ Stil1,s re<i_uested the appointrn Ht of an American advisory committee. 'l'his advisory committee hai:1 now been
completed ancl is made up as follows:
"Dr. Gi11, rnpresenting the National Academy of, 'ciences; Dr. Dall, repl'esenting
the Smithsonian Institntion; Professor Cope, 1·epresenting the Society of Americau Naturalists; Professor Wright, repres<'nting the Royal Society of Canada;
Professor Packard, reprei::lenting the American Association for th<' Aclva11cement of
Scieuce."
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by Gesner. But none of those names were employed as true generic
designations. Genera, in fact, in the strictest sense of the word, were
not used, by zoologists at least,1 till the time of Linmeus.
There were certainly very close approximations to the idea manifest
2
in some of the older authors, such, for example, aR Belon and Lang;
but their analogous groups were not strictly defined and limited, as the
genera of Linnmus and his followers were. The system has been one of
slow growth, and has developed in accordance with our knowledge of
nature and in response to the need for expressing the various degrees
of complication of the organisms. The species known to the naturalists of early times were few in number-at least, comparatively-and
the old students had no idea of the excessive diversity of form and
structure familiar to us.
A census of animals and plants was taken by Ray shortly before
Linmeus commenced bis career, and enumerated less than 4,000 animals,
exclusive of insects; and of those it was estir~iated that there were
about "20,000 iu the whole world." He evidently believed that the
entire number living would not bP, found greatly to exceed this. But
let Ray speak for himself.
According to the author's classification, animals were divided into
four orders-" beasts, birds, fishes, and iusects." The number of beasts,
including also serpents, that had been accurately described he estimated at not above 150, adding that, according to his belief, "not
many that are of any considerable l>igness, in tlle known regions of the
world, have escaped tlie cognizance of the curious." (At the present
day more than 7,000 species uf "beasts,'; reptiles, and amphibians have
been described. 3) The number of birds "may be near 500, and the
number of fishes, excluding shellfish, as many; but if the sliellfish be
takeu in, more than six times the number." As to the species remaining undiscovered, he supposed" the whole sum of beasts and birds to
· exceed by a third part and fishes by one-half those known.'' The
number of insects-tllat is, of animals not included in t.he above
classes-he estimated at 2,000 in Britain alone, and 20,000 in the whole
world. The number of plants described in Bauhiu's '' Pinax" was
6,000, and our author supposed tbat '' there are in the world more tllan
triple that number, there being in the vast continent of America a
great a va,riety of species as with us, and yet but few common to
Europe, and perhap.· Africk aud Asia. Aud if on the other side tlle
equator th re b much land still remaining undiscovered, as i,robably
there may, we mu t snppo e the number of plants to be far greater.
hat," he c nti11ues "can we infer front all this¥ If the number of
1
T~ genera of plan ts in Tournefort's work are perfee tly r<'gular, as w 11 as defined
an<l illustra.ted, but the uom 'tH.:latnre is certainly not hino111iual.
~Lnn' wa. by 1~0 m ans: hinomialist. •'ec noto on p. H.iO.
· In a r Cf'n <· f 1mate of de. nih ,1 sp eiN;, ~,:;oo spec·ies of rnaminals ar ennmerat ,l ancl I 100 1wd•, of rq,tilP1:1 anti a111phihia11 ,·, th!' sP,eral ,·las.es tlJ111i agcrregatiurr ',000. 'fhb i probably an 111111n, sti111all·.-l'. z. ,·., 189G, 30G.
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creatures be so exceeding great, how great, nay, immense, must needs
be the power and wisdom of Him who formed them all!"
About 375,000 1 species of animals are now known, and of insects we
still know the smaller portion. 2
As knowledge of species of animals and plants increased, the necessity of system in registering them became apparent. Linmeus and
Artedi especially appreciated tlJis necessity, and early applied themselves to the correctiop. of existing evils and the reformation of the
classification and nomenclature of all the kingdoms of N atnre. The
Latin language had been long the means of intercourse among the
learned, and was naturally selected as ·t he basis of nomenclature.
Instead of Latin words used as equivalents or translations of vernacular, by Linnoous and Artedi they were taken especially and primarily
for scientific use. The various kinds of animals became the more
exact genera of naturalists. A new language, or rathe.r vocabulary of
proper names, was developed with the Latin as the basis. As no adequate idea was at first had of the magnitude of the subject, rigorous
codes of laws were formulated on the assumption that philological
questions were involved rather t.ban the means for the expression of
facts. But soon .t.be bonds that bad been framed for the restriction of
the new vocabulary were broken. The idea dawned upon men th ~tt
they had ~to do with natural objects rather than phHological niceties,
and that which wa~ most conducive to facile expressions or exhibitions
of facts was more to the purpose than Pl'iseianic refiuements. Liunoous
himself' eventually refused to be bound by the laws which he had originally framed. The early companion of Linnre us-Artetli-who had
cooperated with him, and also framed a similar code for ichthyology
especially, was prematurely lost to science. The fact that Artedi devised
the first code of laws affecting zoology has been generally overlookeu.,
and a few of his "canom;" may be uoticed here. The extent to which
each one of the two-Linn oous and Artedi-influenced the other can not
uow be learned, nor will it be necessa,y to consider here who of tl1e
two was the abler naturalist. It muHt suffice that there waH almo8t
perfect agreement between Artedi and Linnrnus in the ·pirit of the
laws they respectively frarneu..
COMMENCEME T OF BINOMIAL NOMENCL.A'l'URE.

The question that has been mos t agitated of late is, what time shall
we recognize as the starting point for the binomial nomenclature "?
Even now not all will be bounu by any such limit for generic nomenclature; but those who will are divided into two maiu camps. those who
1
A census of animals recently taken under the superintendence of Dr. , elater
gave 386,000 species. P. Z. , '., 1896, 307.
2
The late Dr. C. V. Riley even went so far as to say '' that there are 10,000,000
speci s of insects in the wNld would l>e, in [!Jis] judgment, a moderate estimate."
The larges t previous estimate, l>y Sharp and Walsingham, 2,000,000, was termed. by
Riley "extremely low."
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start from the tenth edition of the Linmean '' Systema N aturre," published in 1758, iu which the binomial nomenclature was first universally
applied, and those who advocate the twelfth edition of the" Systema,"
published in 1766, the last which appeared during the life of Linnreus.
But it may be premised here that even the fact that Linnreus was the
first to devise the system of binomial nomenclature is not conceded by
all. It has been claimed that about two centuries before Linnreus published bis "Philosophia Botanica," Belon had uniformly and consistently applied the binomial nomenclature to plants as well as animals,
fishes, and birds. 1 It has been also urged that C. N. Lang (Langius),2
in 1722, used the binomial nomenclature for shells. I have not been
1 Crie (Louis).
Pierre Belon et la nomenclature binaire. Rev. Sc., xxx, 737-740,
9 Dec., 1882. ·
2 My efforts to see a copy of Lang's" Method us nova Testacea marina in suas Classes,
Genera, et Species distribuencli" (Lucern., 1722) have not been successful. Maton
ancl Rackett say that "he is the first whose generic characters are founded on commodious distinctions, but expressly state that "there are no trivial names." (See
Trans. Linn. Soc., vii, 156, 157.) He may have properly appreciated genera.
This note was the result of consideration of statements made by Dr. Raphael
Blanchard in his excellent "Rapport presente au Congre& International de Zoologie,"
published in the "Du1letin de la Societe Zoologique de Pranc~ pour l'annee 1889."
The statements were made therein (p. 262) that Tournefort bad originated the
binomial nomenclature ( C'est a Tournefort que revient sans conteste la gloire
d'avoir fonde la nomenclature bioaire) and that among others Lang had followed
him (I/example etait donne: Lang et Klein appliquent cet.te methode :1 }a description des mollusques). It was also specifically stated (p. 264) that zoological nomencl::tture was iuitiatecl by Lang (la nomenclature zoologique ne commence reellement
qu'en 1722, :wee Lang).
Since tbe publication of the address I have been able to examine Lang's work,
and do not fincl that the contention in the report cited is sustained . Lang divided
the marrne shells amo~g three parts (non-turbinate univalves, turbinate univalves,
and bivalves ) ; each part (pars) is divided into classes, a class (classis) into tlections,
and a section (sectio) into genera. One series will fairly illustrate all.
Class 4 (Classis IV) is namecl "Strombi" and is divided into two sections: "Sectio
1. Strom bi ore superius aperto" and "Section. Strom bi integri." The first section
is disintegrated into six genera: "Genus r. Strombi canalicufati acuminati," "Genus
n. Strom bi canaliculati i-ostrati ore simplici," "Genus III. Strombi canaliculati rostrati ore angulOf.~o," '' Genus 1v. Strombi canaliculati rostrati ore labioso," "Genus
v. Stro111bi snlcati vnlgares," and "Genus vi. Strombi sulcati ore labioso." The
species are n::imed accordincrly, those of '' Genus 1" being d esignated as follows:
".'trombus canaliculatus acuminatus lael'is ore clenticiilato vel striato.
"Strombus analiculatus ac·nminatus striatus.
" , 'trombns canaliculatus acnminatus striatus cJ granulatns.
", tromlms canaliculatns acuminatus striatus ,J' transversim, pe1· modurn striariim
(Jitasi sulr·atus."
An<l so on,, ith the oth rs.
Tlw g,·neric m1.me in ead1 case line reproduced is indicated by roman type and
th :pE><·ific hy italicB. fosteacl of m1 uninomial gen rie name there is a gen ric
t rm of three wor<lH Ill r-a.,·h caHe, and the specific name is of the nature of a
<liagno.· i .
"\ ith th ,· c ·ampl · it mn Lb r·vi«lentthatacliff rent meaning has been attach d
hy. l>r. HlaiH·har,1 to hinom1al nomPuc·latur (uomenclatur binaire) from that enterarn ·cl l,y th· prr-.· ·ut Hit r, or tlia.t th· 1 arnC><l author has based bis statem nts n
n u C>UH informa ion.
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able to confirm either statement, and therefore have to side with the
great majority who accord to Linnams the credit of that achievement.
Almost all the naturalists of the United States accept 1758 as the
starting time for nomenclature, and now most of the naturalists of
Europe take the same view. But the English generally accept 1766
for the commencement of their orismology. It was "after much delibera
tion" that the committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science determined on the edition of 1766. It was only because
that edition was "the last and most complete edition of Linne's works,
and containing many species that the tenth did not," that it was so
selected-surely an insufficient reason. .A. principle was subordinated
to an individual.
Logically, the actual period for the commencement of the binomial
· nomenclature should be when the rules for that nomenclature were distinctly formulated; and that was 1751, when the" Philosophia Botanica"
was first published. Practically, however, it makes little difference for
most classes,1 whether we take that date or 1758, when the next succeeding edition of the '' Systema" was published. But it does make
much difference whether we take the tenth or twelfth edition. There
is really no good reason for keeping Lino reus on that lofty pedestal on
which he was enthroned by his disciples of a past century. His work
does not justify such an elevation. In every department of zoology
contemP.oraries excelled him in knowledge and in judgment. May we
not hope that, ultimately, this truth will be recognized, and the tenth
edition universally accepted for the first work of the new era ~
TRIVIAL NAMES.

The binomial system has come into prominence through a sort of
rlevelopmental process. Although now generally regarded as the chief
benefaction conf~rred by Linnreus 2 on biology, it was evidently considered by him to be of quite secondary importance.
The first extensive use of it occurs in the Pan Suecicus, published
in 1749, where the author mentions that to facilitate the recording of
his observations he had used an '' epithet" in place of the differential
character. 3 It was thus a mere economical device for the time being.
Arachuology would he most affected, for Clerck's work was published in 1757.
Linnreus himself did not claim this as an improvement in his account of the
advancement be had effected in science.
3 Possamus nunc ultra duo millia experimenta certissima exhibere, qure srepe
decies, immo srepe bis decies sunt itcrata. Si autem soma.mus Floram , 'uecicam
Holmire, 1745, & ad quamlibet herbam, ut chartre parcatur, nomen adponimus genericum, numerum Florre Succicre & tipitheton quoddam loco di:fferentiro, negotium in
compendium facile mittitur.-Pan Suecicus, pp. 228, 229.
This thesis is attributed to ~icolaus L. H esselgren in some bibliographies, and
naturally so, as it bears his name in the title; but Linnre us probably did not claim .
more than his own in claiming the authorship, although Hesselgreu apparently
wrote part of it himself. It is sometimes difficult exactly to fix the authorship in
the case of some of the old theses.
1

2
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In the Philosophia Botanica he also treats it as a matter of minor
importance. He distinguishes between the specific name and the
trivial.
His specific name corresponds to what we would call a diagnosis
(nomen specificum est itaqne differentia essentialis); bis trivial name
is what would now be called the specific. 1 It is merely suggested that
trivial names may be used as in his Pan Suecicus, and should consist
of a single word taken from any source. 2
This system was fully carried out in the succeeding editions of the
Systema Naturffi. Both names were then given-the nomen specificum
after the number of the species, under each genus, and the nomen
triviale before the number, in the margin.
Linmeus placed little store on the trivial names, and accredited such
to old botanists; but he took special credit for specific names (or diag-- ·
3
noses), claiming that none worthy of the title bad been given before him.
DRACONIAN LAWS.

For generic nomenclature a Draconian code was provided by Linnreus
and Artedi. It is now a maxim of good legislation that excessive severity of law is apt to defeat the ol>ject sought for, and tl.Je tendency of
civilization is to temper justice witb mercy. So bas the tendeucy
of scientific advancement been toward a mitigation of the Linmean
code. Nevertheless, its severity is more or less reflected in later codeseven the latest-and therefore a review of some of those old ca.nons
will not be entirely a resurrection of the dead, and may contain a
warning for the future.
In exclusiveness for generic names Linmeus and Artedi went far
ahead of any of tbe moderns. They provided that no 1iames were
available for genera iu zoology or botany which were use<l in any other
class of animals or plants, or even which were used for minerals, tools,
weapons, or other instruments, or even places. 4
1257. Nomen specificum legitimum plautam ah omnibus congenerilms (159) clistinguat; 1.'riviale autem nomen legibus etiamuum ca,rct.-Phil. Bot., p. 202.
2
~O MlNA TRIVIALIA forte admitti possunt modo, quo in Pane stieoico usu s um;
constarcnt h rec
Vooab ·ulo unico;
Vooabulo libere unclequaque clesurnto.
Uatione hac pr::ecipue evicti, quo<l diff rentia srepe Jon ga rvadit, ut non nbigne
commodP usurpetur, & dcin nmtationi obuoxia, novis uetectiH 8pccieb ns, e t , e. gr.
Pyrola [:- sp.J
•' <l uomin,~ Trivialia in hoc opcre s ponimns de <liffercntia nuice solliciti.-Ph.
Bot pp. 202, 20:-3.
'
.
:iTri viali~ erant antcce ornrn & maxime Trivialia era11t antigni siruorum Botani·ornm nom111a.
Characl ,. raluralis sp c-iei est JJescl'iptio · 'ltaraote,· vero EssentialiB sp ci i est

D'jfn· nlia.

'

Pr_i~m inc pi .1 Tomina pecifi<"a Es entialia c·ondere ante me nnlla diff r ntia cligna
x tbi.-Ph. Bot. p. :lO:.
'
\ · r~rnin;'. pi· inm gPncrica qua• <ptallrnpeclihns 11ilosis avihm; amphibii , in
ti ,
pl·. nt1. • nuu r:i.lihu
·, in · trn mu1
, is
· opt·1·1cnm, t ., commn!lla
' · aunt ommno
·
deleautur.
,
1,11111. 1' 11u1l. 2 0.-.Art. Ph. Ich., § l!J3.
'
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Under this rule such names as Ac·us, Belone, Oitharits, Hippoglossits,
Lingula, Novacula, Orbis, Orea,, Remora,, Solea, and Umbra-all now or
sometime in common use-were specified.
This rule was soon relaxed, and any name not previously used jn
zoology, or, at most, biology, was considered admissible.
Another rule sends to Coventry all names composed of two names of
different animals, because it might be uncertah1 to which genus an
animal really belongs. 1 The ancient name "Rhino-Batus" is even mentioned as oue of the delicts.
This rule is abo without any justification, and the reason given for it
baseless. Compound words of the kind exiled are jn entire harmony
with the genius of the classic languages. As an illustration of their
use among the Greeks, we need refer to one group only-that js, compounds with hippos, as Hippalectryon, IIippanthropos, Hippardion, Hippelaphos, Hippocampos, Hippotigris, and Hippotragelaphos. (Hippolcantharos, Hippomurmex, Hippopareos and Hipposelinon are other classic
Greek words, but do not belong to the same category as the others,
inasmuch as they were used in a sense analogous to horse-chestnut,
horse-mackerel, and horse-radish with us, the word "horse" in this
connection conveying the idea of strength, coarseness, and bigness.)
In another rule, all words are proscribed as generic names which are
not of Latin or Greek origin ;2 and among the prosc_ribed are such
names as Albulct, Blicca, Garassius, and many others, which were later
used by Linmeus himself as specific names, and which are now used as
generic de11ominations.
Words with diminutive terminations were barely tolerated, if admitted
at all,3 and the reason alleged for such treatment was that the cardinal name might belong to another class. .Among the examples named
were Anguilla, Asellus, Leuciscus, Lingula, Oniscus, and Ophidion, now
familiar in connection with some of our best-known genera. One of
these-Ophidion-was subsequently used by Linnreus himself as a
generic name.
All are now tolerated without demur eveu, and probably by most
naturalists were Hever supposed to have been tainted with offense of
any kind. For all such words we have also classical examples; and four
have already been named-the Oniscus and Ophidion of the Greeks,
adopted by the Romans, and the Angiiilla and Asellus of the Latins.
Generic names, derived from Laitin adjective·, were also declared to
be unworthy of a<loption. 4 Aculeatus, Gentrine, and Goracinus were cited
as examples of words that should be rejected under this rule. Later
1Nomina generica, ex uno nomine generico fracto, et altero intcgro composita,
exulent. Linn. Fund. 224.-Art. Ph. Ic-h., ~ 196.
2 "N omina generica, q um non suut originis Latinm ve] Groocm, proscribantnr.
Linn.
Fund. 229." Art. Ph. foh., ~ 19 :
3 ''Nornina generie;i diminutiva Yix toleranda sunt. Lind. Fund. 227."
Art. Ph.
Ich., 9 202.
4"
omina generica imprimi8 Latina pure adjectiva, sed substantive usurpata,
oriticonim more improbanda sunt. Linu. Fund. 235." Art, Ph. lch., ~ 204.
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writers have repeated the denunciations uttered by Linmeus and Artedi,
and refused to adopt such words. But hear what Plutarch says of
names of men derived from adjectives.
In his life of Coriolanus, Plutarch, in recounting- the events subsequent to the capture of Corioli, and the refusal of Marcius to accept
1
more than his share of the booty, comes to the proposition of Cominius.
Let us, then, give him what is not in his power to decline; let us p~s~
a vote that he be called Corio la.n us, if his gallant behavior at .Cor~oh
has not already bestowed that name upon him. Hence came his th1rd
name of Coriolanus, by which it appears that Caius was the proper
name; that the second name, Marcius, was that of the family; and ~hat
the third Roman appellative was a peculiar note of distinction, given
afterwards on account of some particular act of fortune, or signature,
or virtue of him that bore it. Thus, among the Greeks additional
names were given to some on account of their achievements, as So~er,
the preserver, and Oallinicus, the victorious; to others, for somethmg
remarkable in their persons, as Physcon, the gore-bellied, and Gripus, the
eagle-nosed; or for their good qualities, as Euergetes, the benefactor, and
Philadelphus, the kind brother; or their good fortune, as Eudcemon, tl~e
prosperous, a name given to the second prince of the family of the Batt1.
Several princes also have had satirical names bestowed upon them:
Antigonus (for instance) was called Doson, the man that will give
to-morrow; and Ptolemy was styled Larnyras, the bu_ffoon. But appellations of this last sort were used with greater latitude among. the
Romans. One of the Metelli was distinguished by the name of Diarlematus, because he went a long time with a balldage, which covered an
ulcer he had in his forehead; and another they called Oeler, because
with surprising celerity he entertained them with a funeral show of
gladiators a few days aner his father's death. In our times, too, some
of the RomanR receive their names from the circumstances of their birth;
as that of Proculus, if born when their fathers are in a distant country;
and that of Posthiimiis, if born after their father's death; and when
twins come into the world, and one of them dies at the birth, the survivor is called VopiSC'U!?. Names are also appropriated on account of
bodily imperfections; for among them we find not only Sylla, the red,
and Niger, the black, but even Oacus, the blind, and Olaudiiis, the la~ie;
snch persons, by this custom, being wisely taught not to consider
blindness or any other bodily misfortune as a reproach or disgrace, but
to answer to appellations of that kind _as their proper names.
What was good enough for the ancient Romans to bestow on the
most admired of their heroe is good enough .for the nomenclature of
our genera of animals. We have also examples of names of adjective
form used ub tant.ively for animals among classic writers. Such for
xample, are the Acnleatus (pipe-fish) and Oculata (lamprey or niu eye ), mentioned by Pliny.
Linna,u.· him · If, later, coi11ed many names having an adje tive
form; and three of bi g n ra of plant of one small family ode irrn t d
·cur in thi; r gion-1 'aponaria, Arenaria, and Atellctria. Yet
v 11 at th pre nt day w hav evidence of the lingering of th old
id ' mbodi cl in th ·a11on in question.
1

Lau~horn

1

trau. lation of Plutarch's Lives is quoted from.

--
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We have abo had drawn up for us certain rules for the conversion
of Greek words into Lat.in, which are tinctured with more than Roman
severity. Thus, we are told that Greek names ending_in -os should
always be turned into -us j that t.he final -on is inadmissible in the new
Latin, and should invariably be rendered by -um.
In accordance with such rules, Rhinoceros has been turned into
Rhinocerus, and Rhinocerotidm into Rhinoceridm. But Rhinoceros was
admitted into classical Latinity, and with it the corresponding oblique
cases, Rhinocerotis, etc.; in fact, the word was current in the language
of description, satire, and proverb-as when used by Juvenal for a
vessel made of the horn, or by Lucilius for a long-nosed man, or by
Martial in the proverbial expression, "Nasum rhinocerotis habere ;"
i.e., to turn the nose up, as we would say. These authorities are good
enough for me.
The termination -on was also familiar to the Romans of classic times, '
and numerous words with that ending may be found in the books of
Pliny. But our modern purists will have none of them; the Greek -on
in the new Latin must always become -um. For example, Ophidion was
the name given to a small conger-like eel, according to Pliny, and was
(without reason) supposed to have been applied to the gen us now called
Ophidiumj and this last form was given by Linna:ms, who eventuallyL
refused to follow Pliny in such barbaric use of Latin. But Pliny is
good enough for me-at least as a Latinist.
Another rule prohibits the use of such words as ..llJJgir, Gondul, ~1Ioho,
JJiitu, Pudu, and the like, and provides that they should have other terminations in accordance with classical usage. But why should those
words be changed and surcharged with new endings, As they are,
they are all uniform with classical words. ..l.lJJgir has its justification in
vir, Gondul in consul, 111.oho in homo (of which it is an accidental anagram), and Mitu and P1.1,du are no more cacophonous or irregular than
cornu. I therefore see no reason why we should not accept the words
criticised and corrected by some naturalists in their original form, even
if we consider the question involved as grammatical rather than one of
scientific convenience.
I have thus defended some of the names of our old nomenclators, and
really think the rules laid down for name making were too severe. .But
those rules were on the whole judicious, and should not be deviated
from by future nomenclators without good and substantial reason.
Even if too severe, they "lean to virtue's side." On the other hand,
let old names be respected in the interest of stability, even if slightly
misformed.
MISAPPLIED NA.MES.

While Linm.eus was so exacting in his rules of nomenclature in the
cases cited, in others he was extremely lax. It is due to him, directly
or indirectly, that our lists of genera of vertebrate animah; especially
1 .A.t first ( in the ten th edition) Linnruus allowed Ophidion.
SM96-30
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are encumbered with so many ancient names that we Jrnow were applied
to very different animals by the Greeks and Romans. It is Li1mreus
that was directly responsible for the misuse of such generic names of
mammals as Lem,,ur, Jlfanis, Dasypus; such bird names as Trochilus,
Ooracias, Pha,e·ton, Diomedea, JJfeleagris, and (partly with A.rtedi) sucll
fish names as Ohimmra, Oentriscus, Pegasus, Oallionym/us, Trigla 1 Amia,
Teuthis, Esox, Elops, Mormyrus, and Exocmtus. These all were applied
by tbe ancients to forms most of which are now well ascertained, and
tbe animal's to which they have been transferred have nothing in common with the original possessors of the names.
The misuse .of these ancient names is in contraveution of the rule
adopted by the International Zoological Congress held in Moscow
(1892), that "every foreign word employed as a generic or specific name
should retain the mea~ing it bas iu the language from which it is
taken," and of like rules of other association s. 'l'be false application
by Linmeus and his followers (and he had many) was due partly to tbe
belief that the ancient names were unidentifiable, but now there are few
whose original pertinence is not known. It may be thouglit by some,
however, that we are unduly criticising the doings of the past from the
vantage ground of the present. But such is not the case, for at the
commencement of his career Linnreus was taken to task for the fault
indicated. Some of those criticisms were so apt that they may be
advantageously repeated her<",.
Dillenius,of Oxford, wrote to Lin.mens in August, 1737, in these terms:
We all know the nomenclature of botany to be an Augean stable,
which 0. Hoffmann, and even Gesner, were not able to cleanse .. ~lie
task requires much reading and extensive as well as various erud1t101~;
nor is it to be given up to hasty or careless hands. You rush up?n it
~nd overturn everything. I do not object to Greek words, especially
rn compound names; but I think the names of the antients onght not
rashly and promiscuously to be transferred to our new genera or those of
the New World. The day may possibly come when the plants of Theophrastus and Dioscorides may be ascertained, and till tlJis happens
we bad better leave their names as we find tlJern. That de ira ble eud
might even now be attained if anyone would visit the countries of the e
old botanists and make a sufficient stay there; for the inhabitaut of
those_ regions are very retentive of names and customs, and know plant
at th1s moment by their antient appellation , very little altered? a any
J)erson who reads Belloniu may perceive. I rem em uer your berng toll
by the_ late,Mr. y· Gherard tha,t the modern Greeks give the nam_e. f
Amanita (aµarzra) to tlie eatable field mu broom and yet in ritzca
Bo~anica (p. 50) you , uppo e that word to be 1; re~ch . Who will v r
behev_e the Thya of Theophra t'J,' to be our Arbor vitcc? Why do
you give the name of actus to tlJe T1ma? Do yon believe tlle Tuna
r Jllelocactus (pardon tl1e word ), and the Arbor vitw were kn0wn
T? phra _tu ;. An_ att 11tive reader of tli e cl • f'ripUon Th opllra ta.
g:v
f ln > ,d_a will probalJ1y agree with m that it b long- to ur
...\ ymplt( o_ an<l rnd eel, to tl.te whit -flower cl kiucl.
ou, witho11 a~iy
r a: n . g1v tl13:t nam . to tb Nc1,l11inda, arnl , o in varioth oth r lll ·
· n1H· , <·one· rnmg anti nt, nam .- jn whic·h I <lo not lik J,11r11m nn .
blalll
' n f r iutr duci11g n •w 11a111c.-, unt f, r tli , ha~l ppli ·atiou f
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oJd ones. If there were in these cases any resemblance between your
plants and those of the antients you might be excused, but there is not.
Why do you (p. 68) derive the word Medica from the virtues of the plant,
when Pliny (Book XVIII, chap. 16) declares it to have been brought
from Media~ Why clo you call the Molucca 1lfolucella? It does not,
nor ought it, to owe that name, as is commonly thought, to the Molucca
Islands, for, as Lobel informs us, the name and the plant are of Asiatic
origin. Why, then, do you adopt a barbarous name and make it more
barbarous f Biscutella is not, as you declare w.118), a new name, having alrea<l.y been used by Lobel. I am sui:prised that you do not give
the etymology of the new names which yon or others have introduced.
I wish you would help me to the derivation of some that I can ~ot
trace, as Ipom,ma., for instance. ,Vliy are you so offended with some
words, which you denominate barbarous, though many of them are
more harmonious than others of Greek or Latin origin °?
A year later (August 28, 1_738) he again wrote:
It would surely have been worth your while to visit Greece, or Asia,
that you might become acquainted with, and point ont to us, the plants
of the antieuts, whose appellations you ha-ve so materially, and worse
than any other person, misapplied. You ought to be very cautious in
changing names and appropriating them to particular genera.
How entirely the previsions of the wise old botanist have been realized
I need not explain. We now know what almost all of the Haines misapplied by Linnrous and his school were meant for of old; and when
some more good naturalists collect names and specimens together in
various parts of Greece, probably very few of the ancient names will
remain unidentifiable.
The only reply that Linmeus could make to the censures of Dillenius
appears in the following minutes:
With regard to unoccupied names in antient writers, which I have
adopted for other well-defined genera, I learned this of you. You,
moreover, long ago, pointed out to me that your own Drciba, Nova Pl.
Genera 122, is different from the plant so called by Dioscorides.
The retort of one sinner that his antagonist is another is no real
answer.
The comments of the British committee of 1865 on this su~ject are
very judicious and pertinent.
The use of mythological names for animals and plants is far less culpable. The use of such is no worse than that of any meaningless name.
Sometimes, even, there may be conveyed an association of ideas which
appeals to the imagination in a not disagreeable manner. For example,
Linnreus gave the name Andromeda, after the Ethiopi~,n maid whose
mother's overgreat boasts of the daughter's beauty made her the victim of Poseidon's wrath. Linmeus justified his procedure by a remarkable play of fancy:
This most, choice and beautiful virgin gracefully erects her long and
shining neck (the peduncle), her face with its rosy lips (the corolla) far
excelling the best pigment. She kneels on the ground with her feet
bound (the lower part of the stem incumbent), surrounded with water,
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and fixed to a rock (a projecting clod), exposed to frightful dragon.s
(frogs and newts). She bends her sorrowful face (the flower) towards
the earth, stretches up her innocent arms (the branches) toward heaven,
worthy of a better place and happier fate, until the welcome Perseus
(summer), after conquering the monster, draws her out of the wat_er
and renders her a fruitful mother, when she raises her head (the frmt)
erect.
The relation of the old myth to the plant may be farfetched, and no
other would ever be likely to notice the analogy without suggestion;
but at least the conceit is harmless, if not agreeable.
The analogy that gave rise to this fanciful description, contained in
the "Flora Lapponica,'' suggested itself to Linmeus on his Lapland
journey:
The Chammdaphne of Buxbaum was at this time in its highest beauty,
decorating the marshy grounds in a most agreeable manner. The flowers are quite blood red before they expand, but when full grown the
corolla is of flesh color. Scarcely anypainter's art can sob appily iD_1it~te
.the beauty of a fine female complexion; still less could any artificial
color upon the face itself bear comparison with thi::, lovely blossom .. As
I contemplated it, I could not help thinking of Andromeda as described
by the poets; and the more I meditated upon their descriptions, the more
applicable they seemed to the little plant before me; so that, if these
writers had bad it in view, they could scarcely have contrived a more
apposite fable. Andromeda is represented by them as a virgin of m~st
exquisite and unrivalled charms; but these charms remain in perfect10n
only so long as she retains her virgin purity, which is also applicable to
the plant, now preparing to celebrate its nuptials. This plant is always
fixed on some little turfy hillock in the midRt of the swamps, as Andro meda herself was chained to a rock in the sea, which bathed her feet, as
tbe fresh water does the roots of the plant. Dragons and venomous
serpents surrounded her, as toads and other reptiles frequent the abode
of her vegetable prototype, and, when they pair in the spring, thro_w
mud and water over its leaves and branches. As tlle distressed virgm
cast down her blushing face through excessive affliction, so does the
rosy-colored flower hang its head, growing paler and paler till it withers
away. Hence, as this plant forms anew genus, [ have chosen for it the
name of Andromeda.
DOUBLE NAMES.

It was long the custom when a specific name was taken for a genus
to ub titute a new specific for the one so diverted. There wa ome
reaRon for tbi , for sometimes the specific name covered several form ,
or at least wa equally applicable to several; of ]ate, however, the
ac ptan · of both the generic and specific names-that i , th <luplicati of a name-ha. been quite genera] and various precedent hav
b n adduc din favor of the procedur . ' "In the solemn anthem mu i~ian b v been known to favor uch repetition8, the orator u · them
rn P etry they c ur without offense and even our Eno-Ii h ari to racv
.
' .' 1 It i al O a frequent u ·
om un
b ar th m a: an added grac
t min many b rbarou and half-civiliz d rac , aR well a the young f
1

•

ebbing in ~at., ·,·ience, viii, 255.
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our own, to double the name for a gh'en subject; and this analogy may
be regarded by some of you as a perfect one. But in the last cases
some regard is bad for euphony, and it is a short word that is repeated,
as in the case of the Kiwi-Kiwi and Roa-Roa of the Maoris of New
Zealand, the Pega-Pega of the indigenes of Cuba, the Willie-Willie
(waterspout) of the Australians, and our own familiar Pa-pa and Ma-ma.
Many scientific names repeated are long-some very long-but even for
such I would now yield the point. Stability of nomenclature is a
greater desideratum than euphony or elegance. But here let me add
that there is a history behind the Scomber Scomber, which bas been frequently cited as an example of the duplication of a name by Linnreus.
It was Scomber Scombrus that was used at first by the early nomenclator,
and that occurs in the tenth edition of the" Systema Naturre" (p. 297),
as well as in the "Fauna Suecica" (2d ed., p. 119). Linnreus thus
combined the old Latin and Greek names of the mackerel, which
were formally different, although of course traceable to one and
the same root. The name is therefore not repulsive, but interesting
as an historical reminiscence of past usage by two great peoples. It
was only in the twelfth edition of the "-Systema" (p. 492) that Linnams exactly duplicated the name as Scomber Scomber, and thus vitiated the last edition in this as he did in other cases. But it is at least
possible that the exad duplicat_ion of names in the twelfth edition is
the offspring of typographical inaccuracy or clerical inadvertence.1 At
any rate, those who recognize the tenth edition of tlie "Systema" as
the initium of nomenclature will adopt the more elegant form.
V .ARI.ANTS .AND SIMIL.ARI'l'Y OF NAMES.

The case of Scomber and Scombru,s naturally suggest consideration of
another rule adopted by various societies. By the O ermau Zoological
Society H is provided that "names of the sa,me origin, and only differing from each other in the way they are written, are to be considered
identical." 2 Words considered· identical are Fischeria and Fisheria, as
1 Ju the last part of the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London (1896, II),
· receivedSepteml>er 5, the suggestion that Scornber Scomberwas a, lapsus is confirmed.
According to Dr. Sclater, '' on referring to the two copies of the twelfth edition,
formerly belonging to Linmeus himself, and now in the library of the Linnrean
Society, it will be found that the second Scornbe1· is altered, apparently in Linnwus'
own handwriting, into Scomb1·us. ( ec note on this subJect, 'Ibis,' 1895, p. 168.)"
P. Z. S., 1896, 310, 311.
.
~''Etymologisch gleich abgeleitete uncl nur in der Schreibweise von einander
abweichentle Namen gelten als gleich.
B ispiele: silvestris = sylcestris j cawuleus = cmruleus j linnmi= lin11ei j Fischeria =
Fishe,·ia; .,.1 Btracanthus=- Asteracanthus.
a. Dagegen konnen neben einander verwendet werden Picus und Picaj Polyodo11,
Polyodonta, und Polyodontes j fluvialis, fluviatilis, jlnviaticus, flnviorum j 11wluccensis
und moluccanus.
b. Bei Neubildung von Namen moge man solche vermeiden, welche leicht m1t
scbon vorhandenen verwechseltwerden konnen." Regeln * * * von der Deutsch.
zool. Ges. 1 § 4.
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well as Astraca,nthus and Asteracanthus; and among words sufficiently
different are Polyodon, Polyodonta, and Polyodontes.
When rules are once relaxed in this indefinite manner the way is
at once open to differences of opinion as to what are to be considered
identical or too much alike. Pischeria and JJ'isheria appear to me to be
suffi.cient.Jy distinct, and would be so considered by some who think
that Polyodon, Polyodonta, and Polyodontes are too nearly alike. While
the last three are conceded to be sufficiently distinct by the German
Zoological Society, analogous forms, as Heterodon and Heterodontils,
are claimed by some zoologists to be too similar, and consequently the
latter prior and distinctive name of the "Port J acksou shark" is sacrificed in favor of the later and inapt Cestracion-a name originally
coined and appropriate for the hammer-headed sharks, but misapplied
to the .Australian shark.
I agree with those who think that even a difference of a single letter
in most cases is sufficient to entitle two or more generic uames so differing to Rtand. The chemist has found such a difference not only
ample but most convenient to designate the valency of different compounds, as ferricyanogen and ferrocyanogen. I am prepared now to go
back on myself in this respect. In 1831 Prince Max of Nieuwied
named a bird Scaphorhynchus, and in 1835 Heckel gave the name Scaphirhyncliu8 to a fish genus. 1 In 1863 I used a new name (Sca,phirhynchops) for the acipenseroid genus, and that name was adopted by other
naturalists. J ordau later considered the literal differences between
the avine and piscine generic names to be sufficient for both. I yield
the point, and abandon my name Scaphirhynchops. But those who
hold to the rule in question will retain it.
Another set of cases exhibiting diversity of opinion may be exemplified.
In 1832 Reinhardt gave the name Triglops to one cottoid genus, aud
in 1851 Girard named another Triglopsi8, Girard a1,parently not k11owing of Reinhardt's genus. In 18(30 the later name was replaced by
Ptyonotus. .All .American naturalists have repudiated the last name.
In 1854 Girard named a genus of .Atllerinids Atherinopsis, and iu
1876 Stein<lachner, knowing well the name of Girard, deliberately
called a related geuus Ather·inops. No one, as yet, has que tionecl the
avai1ability of the later r.iame, but one who refuses to adopt Triglopsis
because of the earlier Trig lops must substitute anotller name for Atherinops.
Who :ball d cide in ucb ca es and what shall be the standard

'

'

1 In liPu of · planations of the etymology, it may lie assumed that W]Jhirltyuchu
wa, cleriv cl fr~,ru 6Ha9e1a, a digging or hoeing, and thnt cap!torltynclrns i from
o'Ha >uc;, anytlung hollowrd, a. a boat. Hoth ; caplwrhynchus an<l caphirhyncltu
~vn <l~·riYed from' oHa.~)17, scapba; pvyxoc;, rostrum ' by Agassiz iu his Tomeuclator
Zoologu·us, h~1t the c·haract rs of' the r sp cti ve genna wo11lcl be hrtt r xpr
.<1 by
th · i:tymolo 'INI h r sug,r , ted, th hfrd g1·n11s having tt hill lik nn iuvert 11 ho:it
~nd ~hi· 1i h geun. a uout 1ik ·a. pa.de, as the popular uame-Hhovel-l>illed sturg ou1mphes.
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MAKING OF NAMES.

It was long ago recognized, even by Linmeus, that the rigor of the
rules originally formulated by him would have to be relaxed. Naturalists early began to complain that the Greek and Latin languages were
almost or quite exhausted as sources for new names, and many resorted
to other languages, framed anagrams of existent ones, or even played
for a jingle ofletters.
Forty years ago one of the most liberal of the American contributors
to such names 1 defiautly avowed that "most of the genera [proposed
by him] have been designated by words taken from tb,e North American Indians, as being more euphouic than a11y one [he] might have
framed from the Greek. The classic literature has already furnished
so many names that there are but few instances in which a uame might
yet be coined and express what it is intended to repre ent. [He
offered] this remark as a mere statement, not as an a,p ology." He gave
such names as Minornus, .A.com-us, Dionda, Algoma, .A.l_qansea, .A.gosia,
Nocomis, Meda, Oliolci, Godoma, Moniana, Ticirogci, Tigoma, Gheonda,
and Siboma.
The names have caused some trouble, and have been eupposed to be
original offspring of the ichthyologist; but those familiar with Longfellow's Hiawatha will recognize in Nocomis the name of the daughter
of the Moon 2 and mot.her of Wenonah 3 (Nokomis), corrected by classical standard! and in Meda the title of a "medicine mau" (not '' a
classical feminine name"). Other names are geographical or iudividual.
In the excellent report to the International Zoological Congress, l>y
Dr. Raphael Blanchard ( 1889), it was remarked that it would be generally conceded that naturalists have almost completely exhausted the
Greek and Latin words, simple and compound, possible to attribute to
animals. 4
.But the classic languages are even yet, although about one h undred thousand names 5 grace or cumber the nomenclators, far from
being completely exploited. To some of us, indeed, the difficulty in
determining upon a new name is that of selection of several tl.Jat are
conjured up l>y the imaginatio11 rather than the coiuing of a :::dngle one.
Besides the methods of llame-rnaking generally re orted to, there are
others that have Leen little employed. Among tJrn few who have
resorted to other thau the regular cou ventioual ways i8 the illm,trious
Gira.rd in Proc. Acad. Nat. , 'c. Phila.., viii., 209, 1856.
2
"From tho full moon foll Nokomis,
Fell the beautiful Nokomis."
The song of Hiawatha, III., lines 4, 5.
3 Ophiologists will recognize in Wenonah the source of a synonym ( Wenona) gi veu
to the genus Charina by Baird and Girard. Oct., 1896.
4
"Ou conviendra que lea naturalistes ont elf\. epuiser a p eu pr<·s completeme11t la
liste des mots grecs ou lati11s, simple 01t compos~s, qn'il ctait possible d'nttduuer aux
anima11x. '' Bnl., oc. Zool. France, XIV., 223.
5
'l'he number one hunched thousan<l. includes <l.uplicates and. variants.
1
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actual president of the .American .Association for the .Advancement of
Science. 1 Hi.s long list of ge:ieric names proposed in the various
departments of zoology embraces many of unusual origin, and almost
always well formed, elegant, and euphonious. I can only adduce a few
of the ways of naming illustrated by classical examples.
In ancient Greek there are numerous words ending in -ias, and many
substantives with that termination are names of animals given in allusion to some special characteristic.
Acanthias is the designation of a shark, especially distinguished by
the development of a spine at the front of each dorsal :fin; the name is
derived from auar0a, spine, and the terminal element.
Acontias is the name of" a q nick-darting serpent," and the main component is a½GDY, a dart Or javeli.p.
.
Anthfas is the name of a fish found in the Mediterranean and distinguished by the brilliancy of its color; evidently it was based on ar0oc;,
2
a flower. The color of the fish may remind one of a showy :flower.
Xiphias is the ancient as well as zoological designation of the swordfish; it was plainly coined from &icpo;, a sword.
These four names give some idea of the range of utility of the particle
in question; they involve the ideas of defensive armature, offensive
armature, o·rnamentation, and action.
A number of names have been framed by modern zoologists iµ conformity with such models. Such arc Stomias (named by the Greek
scholar and naturalist, Schneider) aud Oeratias-types of the families
Stomiidm (generally written Stomiatidm) and Oerat-iidce. Tamias is
another name, well known in connection with the chipmunk.
But there is room for many more of like structure. For example,
peculiarities of various parts might be hinted at by such words as Carias
or Oephalias or Ootidias or Oottias (for animals having some distinctive
character in the bead), Ohirias (liand or hand-like organ), Gnathias
(jaw), Podias (feet), Thoracias (thorax), and many others of analogous
import.
Another termination which might be used advantageously in tead
of the too-often used -oides is the patronymic suffix -ides. This would
be especially useful where genetic relationship is desired to be indicated. We have many such mouels in classical literature, a.s Alcide
the son of Alcreus; Atrides the son of Atreus· Pelides, the on of
-Peleus; .Macich , the grandson
' of 1Eacus, and the
' like. _
Anoth r source for help in name-making is in the several inten iv
r ek particle' occurring as prefixes of various name . Th ·lli f f
tb e prefix , are agi-, ari-, da- eri- eu- and za- . .Eu- has been o very
?ft n draft d into u e that r li~f a~d ;ariety may be found b re ortmg to h o her .
1
Pr f. :.. . 'op .
·'I borea.u ·all trout "tlws• hright flnvia.tile flowerH."

faiue \Voods, 1

1, 51.
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Ari- ( A pz-) occurs often in classical words, as apzo axpµs (very tearful), dp{o17'A,os (very plain), and apz7tpcn:r;s (very showy).
Da- (Lia-) is illustrated by such names as oaoJiZOS (daskios, shaded)
and oacpozros (daphoinos, deep red); convert them, if you will, into
Dascius and Daphrenus. Numerous names may be made on the model,
although in classical Greek there are few.
Eri- (Epz-) is used in the same way as Ar·i-, and is familiar in ancient
Greek as a particle .of such words as ipuxvy11s (very brilliant) and
ipzavxr;r (with a high arched neck). The common large seal of northern Europe (Erignathus barbatus) has received its generic name, based
on the same model, on account of the depth of the jaws. Very few
naturalists, however, have availed themselves of this particle for namemaking, most of the words in the zoological nomenclature commencing
with Eri- having other origins.
Za- ( Za-) is met with in such words as t;,a~s (strong blowing), t;,a0ep~s
(very hot), t;,aJiaU1s- (very beautiful), ( an:'A.ouros (very rich)~ t;,a1tor17s
(a hard drinker). The particle has been utilized in the composition of
the generic name (Zalophus) of the common sea lion, distinguished by
its high sagittal crest (
and Aocpos, crest), familiar to menagerie visitors and the residents and travelers in San Francisco. Professor
Cope has also made use of it for several of his names.
We have been told by ancient writers that Cicero was a name derived
from cicer, a vetch. According to Pliny, the name (like Fabius and
Lentulus) was obtained on account of ancestral skill in cultivation of
the plant; but, according to Plutarch, the original of the name was so
called because he had a vetch-like wen on bis 110se. 1 Which one (if
either) was the fact is of no material consequence. The etymological
. propriety of both is sanctioned by the suppositions of classical writers.
There can, then, be no valid objection to other names formed on the
model.
There is one rule which has been put in such a form (and without
proper exceptions) that a number of names, improper according to
classical standards, have been introduced. The rule is that the aspirate of Greek should be rendered by h. While this is true for the commencement of a name, it is Jlot for the body, where it generally is
suppressAd, being sonant only after p, t, or le. The Greeks, accordingly,
wrote Philippos ( @£Az7tn or;) and Ephippits (Ecpzn:1t or;). In accordance
with such models Mesohippus and Orohippus should have been called
Mesippus and Orippus. Protohippus should have been Prothippus.
Epihippus might by some be considered to be preoccupied by Ephippus,
a genus of fishes. But, in my opinion, all the names should be retained
as they are (if there is no other objection), on the assumption that

:a-

1 Those famili ar with the 'Spectator' may r ecall Addison's allu1::1ion to this (No. 59),
See also Middleton's Life of (Jj cero.
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more confusion would result from sacrifice of priority than of classical
excellence.
From names as names I proceed to the consideration of fitting them
to groups.
TYPONYMS.

The question, What is necessary to insure reception of a generic name°!
is one of those concerning which there is difference of opinion. By
some a definition is consi<lered to be requisit(', while by others the
specification of a type is only required. But the demand in such case
is simply that the definition sha,ll be made. It may be inaccurate or
not to the point; it may be given up at once, and never adopted by
the author himself afterwards, or by anyone else. Nevertheless, the
condition is fulfilled by the attempt to give the definition. In short,
the attempt is required in order that the competency (or its want) of
the namer may be known, and if incompetency is shown thereby, no
matter; tbe attempt has been made. The indication by a type is not
sufficient!
Anyone who bas bad occasion to investigate the history of some
large group must have been often perplexed in determining on what
special subdivisiou of a disintegrated genus the original name should
be settled. The old genus may have been a very comprehensive one,
covering many genera and eveu families of modern zoology, and of
course the investigator has to ignore the origiual diagnosis. He must
often acknowledge bow much better it would have !Jeeu if the genus
had beeu originally indicated by a type rather than a diagnosis. Many
naturalists, therefore, now· recognize a typonym to be eligible as a
generic name. Among such are those guided by tb.e code formulated
by the American Ornithologists' Union, to which reference may be
mack, and in which will be found some judicious remarks on the sub·
ject uuder Uanon XLII. Certainly it is more rational to accept a
typonym than to require a definition for show rather than use. Never·
theless, I fully recognize the obligation of the genus-maker to indicate
by diagnosis as well as type his conception of geueric characters.
FIRST SPECIES OF .A. GENUS NO'.l' ITS '.l'YPE.

On account of the difficulty of determining the applicability of a
generic name when a large genus is to be subdivided, it has been th
practice of . ome zoologists to take the first species of a genu a it '
type. Thi , it ha.' b en claimed is in pursuance of the law of priority.
It i , h wev r, an extrem , if not illegitimate, exteusion of the law, and
ba,: en ·rally b n cli ·ardecl in recent years. But in the pa tit hatl
e~men aclv cat ', :twh as Oeorgc Rob rt Gray in ornithology aud
1 t 'I' Ya11 Bl eker in ic-hth ology.
A few , till adhere to tb pra tier
and withiu a f ·w ru nth, two ex ·ellent zo logist have defended tbeir
01
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application of names by statements that the first species of the old
genera justified their procedure. The contention of one involves the
names which shall be given to the crayfishes and lobsters.
It is evident that tbe_fathers of zoological nomenclature never contemplated such a treatment of their names, and the application of the
rule to their genera would result in some curious aud unexpected conditions. Let us · see how some genera of Linmeus would fare. The
first species of Phocc.i was the fur seal; the first species of Mustela,,
the sea otter; the first of Jl1.us, the guinea pig, and the first of Oervus
was the giraffe. These are sufficient to show what incongruities would
flow from the adoption of the rule.
CHOICE OF NAMES SIMULTANEOUSLY PUBLISHED.

Then is another issue of nomenclature involving many genera. In
the same work different names have been given to representatives or
stages of what are now considered the same genus. For example,
Lacepede, in the thfrd volume of his "Histoire N aturelle des Poissons,"
published two names, Oeplwlacanthus and Dactylopterus, the fotruer
given to the young and the latter to the adult stage of the flying gurnard. Oephetla.canthus appeared on page 323, and Dactylopterus on page
325. Dactylopterus is the name that has been gellerally adopted for
the genus, but some excellent naturalists HOW insist on the resurrection a,nd retention of Oephcilacanthits; for the reason tliat the latter was
the first given name. In connection with an analogous case, it was
urged that "the law of primogeniture applies to twins." There is a fallacy involved in such a comparison, which becomes obvious enough on
consideration. In the case of twins, the birth of one precedes that of
tbe other by a very appreciable interval of time. But in the case of
names appearing in the same volume (issued as a whole) the publication is necessarily simulta11eous. It is therefore, it appea,rs to me,
perfectly logical to take the most appropriate name, or to follow the
zoologist who first selected one of the names. In the case of Dactylopterus there would be the further ad vantage that the current 11omenclature would 11ot be disturbed.
It i8 iuteresting to note that those who have acted on t,he principle
just coudemned do not feel called upon to accept the first species of a
genus as its type.
M.A..JOR GROUPS AND THEIR NOMENCLATURE.

Another subject to which I would invite your atte11tion ii; the amount
of subdivi8ion of the animal kingdom which is expedient, and the
nom nclature of such subdivisions.
Linnams only admitted four categories-class, order, g-enus, and
species. These sufficed for most naturalists during the entire past
century. Only one naturalist-Gottlieb Oourad Christian Storr-went
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into much greater detail; he admitted as many as eleven categories,
which may be roughly compared with modern groups as follows:
Agmen
Acies
Class
Phalanx
Cohors
Ordo
Missus
Sectio
Coetus
Genus
Species

Rubrisanguia·
[=Vertebrata]
{Warm-blooded
· Cold-blooded
Mammalia

r•data
Pinnepedia
Pinnata
Il guicula ta
Ungulata

{u

Subkingdom
}superclass
Class

}subclass
}s n perorder
Order
Suborder
Family
Subfamily
Genus
Species

The~e groups are not exactly comparable with any of recent systematists, inasmuch as Storr proceeded from a physiological instead of a
morphological base in his classification. The only work in which this
elassification was exhibited was in his "Prodromus Methodi Mammalium," published in 1780.
·with this exception the naturalists of the last century practically
recognized only four categories-species, genera, orders, and classes .
.Families were introduced into the system by La,treille. The word
"family," it is true, was not unknown previously, but it had been used
only as a synonym for order. In botany such usage even prevails to
some extent at the present da.y, and persists as a heritage of the past.
· The French botanists usecl ,, famille" as the equivalent of "ordo.''
Our English and American botanists followed and used "order" as
the more scientific designation a11d "family" as a popular one; Gray,
for example, calling the family represented by the buttercups the
"Order Ranunculacere," or "Crowfoot Family." But in zoology the
two Hames became early differeutiated, and wbile order was continued
in u e with the approximate limits assigned to it by Linmeus, family
was interposed a .' a new category, intermediate between th order and
genus. At first this category generally was given a de criptive <le iguation, but soon the tendency to employ as a part of the de ignation
the ' tern of tbe principal generic name became marked, and the use of
the patronymic suffix -idw in conuection with a o·en ric name wa
a opt , aud a.' tim lia.· advanced ha become more and m r general.
Bu th a.?eut to thi.· method is not uuiver. al. There ar till om
xe lJ ,nt z ologi ·t. who r fu. e to b, bound by the rul and who adopt
th 1d :t family nam , wh ther it be denominativ or llatronymi and
wliat v 'f may
th t rmination.
Th: fiv
at orie,· thu.· r · rrniz <l w r v ry g n r Uy, dmi t
' n<l 1 r al ng tim , r th nly onei-; r cogniz d by many uaturali t ',
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But gradually suborders, subfamilies, and subgenera were taken up.
Further, the word "tribe" was often used, but with different applications. Still other divisions were occasionally introduced, but the most
elaborate of all the schemes for gradation of the groups of the animal
kingdom were those proposed by Bleeker I and Haeckel. 2 They are
reproduced in the following parallel columns, in which their applications to fishes and mammals are likewise shown: ·
Vertebrata,
Phylum
Pcwhycardia
Subphylum
Allantoidia
Clad us
Subcladus
Mammalia
CLASSIS
CL.ASSIS
Pisces
Subclassis
Monodelphia
8ubc1assis
Monopnoi
Divisio
Dir hiniehthyes
Eleutherognathi
Deciduata
Legio
Legio
Discoplacentalia Sublegio
Sublegio
Otenobranehii
Series
Isopleuri
Sub series
Kanonilcodermi
Phalaux
Alethinichthyes
Subpha.lanx
Neopoiesiehthyes
Caterva
Katapieseoeephali
ORDO
Perem
Rodentia
ORDO
Subordo
Pereiehthyini
Subordo
[sic!]
Sectio
Sectio
Paristemiptm·i
Myomorpha
Subsectio
Tribus
Pereichthyini
[sic!]
FAMILIA
Perooidei
FAMILIA..
JJ!Jurina
Subfamilia
Percreformes
Subfamilia
Oohors
Arvicolida
Tribus
Stirps
Hypudmi
8-ubtribus
Perea .
GENUS
Arvicola
GENUS
Subgenus
Paludicola
Oohors
Subcobors
SPECIES
Perea jtuviatais
Arvicola amphib- SPECIES
ius
Subspecies
Arvicola (amphib- Varietas
ius) terrestris
Ar·i,ieola (amphib- Subvarietas
i us terrestris)
argentoratensis
Here·we have a total of 31 categories intermediate between the killgdom and the individual of an animal form. The tools have become too
numerous, and some were rarely used by the authors themselves. Thus
the cohors and stirps were not called into requisition by Bleeker for
the Percoidei (though they were for the subdivi 'ion of tbe Cyprinoidei),
and in the recent classification of the Radiolarians Professor Haeckel
1 Enumeratio specierum Piscium hucus(]_ue in Archipelago Indico observatorum,
p. xi et seq., 1859.
2 Generelle Morphologie der Organismeu, II, iOO, 1866.
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did 11ot find it necessary to draw upon the tribus or subtribus for -the
arrangement of a11y family. None others have adopted in detail either
of the elaborate schemes proposed by their distinguished authors, and
even those authors themselves have not, in their later works, gone in-to
tb~ details they provided for in their schemes. The only divisional
11amc that bas been used to any great extent is tribe. That has been
frequently employed, but in different ways-sometimes for the divisi011 of an order, sometimes within a suborder, sometimes for a section
of a family, again for a part of a subfamily, and even for a fragment of
a genus. 1 In two of these widely differing ways it bas been used in
the systems of Bleeker and Haeckel. It is evident, however, tha-t
more groups than the old conventional ones, which alone Agassiz
admitted, would be useful at present. A happy mean seems to be
realized in the followiug list:
Branch
Subbranch
Superclass
Class
Subclass
Superorder
Order
Suborder

Superfamily
Family
Subfamily
Supergenus
Genus
Subgenus
Species
Subspecies

There are only two (or three for trinomialists) of these which are
"sonant," all the others being '' mute" (to use the expression of Linmeus); but a question of termination affects several of them.
All the supergeneric groups, like families, were originally chiefly
designated by descriptive names, but the trend in all the years bas
bee,n toward names which are based on the stems of existing genera.
FAMILY.

In 1796-07 (" an 5 de la R."), Latreillc, in bis "Prccis des 0aracteres
gerieriques des Insectes," for the first time employed the term "family
as a snbdivision of an order, but only gave the families numbers (''Fam·
ille premiere,"" Fam. 2," etc.). 2 He remarked that it might be desirable to have tbe families named, but deferred doing so till be could
review the suhje~t with greater care. 3
ln 1708 (" an G '), Cuvier, in liis "Tableau Elementaire de 1 Hi toir
natur lle <le
nimaux,' in the introduction, when treating of graded
1 The ,~or,ls "phalanx,' "cobon1," and "seriC's" (if not other) have 1 en 11 • fl
n·<·cntly rn another ma111wr lJ~, Dr. J<'. A. , mitt in the "History of, candina,i:in
Piahc ·" Th
e(]ne11c:c in that work is Classis, Ordo, , ubordo, Phalanx, obof:',
en , Familia, , 'nhfamilia, <:enns, , nhgenm,, , 'pecie .
~" LP. r, pport. anatomiqnc, <·en - d 7' llabitus, des mi<tamorpbo, e, ont te JD.
gn'.<l · <lan.· 1a formation <lPs famill '8. El1 8 sont pr(,ce<lc
d'nn c-hifTre arabe.
p. JX.
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characters ('' caracteres gradues"), named only the genus, order, class,
and the kingdom. In the body of the work sometimes be used the word
family instead of order (as for the Birds), but for two orders of the
Insects be formally adopted a division into families which were regularly named. The first (unnamed) order (" ordre"), with jaws and
without wings('' Des icsecteR pourvus de rnfwhoires, et sans ailes"), was
divided into several families (" plusieurs familles naturelles")-" les
Crustaces/' "les Millepieds," "les Aracneides," and "les Phtyreides.'1
The order N evropteres was disintegrated into three families (" trois
familles naturelles")-"les Libe11es," '' Jes Perles," and'' les Agnathes."
The representatives of the other (six) orders were distributed directly
into genera.
This, so far as I .have been able to discover, was the first time in
which an order of the animal kingdom was regularly divided into
named families, designated as such.
In 1806 Latreille, in liis "Genera, Crustaceorum et Insectorum," gave
names to famHies, but on no uniform plan, providing descriptive names
for some, as " Oxyrhinci )) for the Maioidean crabs, names based on
typical genera, with a patronymic termination, as Pal-initrini and Astacini, and in other cases names also based on a typical genus, but with
a quasi-plural form, as Pagurii. (In the same work, it may be well to
add, Latreille also admitted more categories than usual, using ten for
the animal kingdom-Sectio, Classis, Legio, Centuria, Co hors, Ordo1
Familia-, Tribus, Genus, and Species.)
In 1806 A. M. Constant Dumeril, who had previously contributed
tables of classification to Cuvier's "Legons d' Anatomie Comparce,"
and published bis own '' EJemens d'Histoire Naturelle," brought out
his "Zoologie Analytique." In this volume he gave analytical tables
for the entire animal kingdom and admitted families for all the classes.
The families were generally subordinated to orders, but when the
structural diversity within a class did not appear sufficient to require
more than one "mute" category the order was sacrificed in favor of
the fami]y. His families were. generally very comprehensive, often
very unnatural, and mostly endowed with descriptive names. (He
admHted no more than five named categories in the animal kingdomclass, order, family, genus, and species.)
As we have seen, Cuvier, Latreille, Rafinesque, and others to some
extent, used names ending in -ides and -ini, but the :first to fully recognize the ad visa,b ility of using patronymic family names universally was
William Kirby, who has not often received the credit for so doing, and
is probably unknown to most in such connection. Ne-vertheless, in a
note to bis memoir on '' Strepsiptera, a new order of insects propose<l,"1 be explicitly introduced this important feature in systematic
1 The suggestion of Kirby js to be fonnd jo a footnote (p. 88) to the seventh
memoir published in "TLe Tr:.msactions of tbe Linnman Society of London" (XI.,
86-122, pl. 8, 9). Tbe memoir was "read March 19, 1811." The date of the whole
volume is 1815.
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terminology. He complained that Latreille's names "have not that
harmony and uniformity of termination which is necessary to make
tbem easily retained by the memory." Continuing he added, "If we
adopted a patronymic appellation for these sections, for instance,
Coleoptera Scarabmidm, Coleoptera Staphylinidce, Coleoptera Sphmridiadm, Ortboptera Gryllidm, etc., it would be liable to no objection of
this kind."
The suggestion thus made was heeded. The English naturalists
(especially William Elford Leach and John Ed ward Gray) soon applied
the methorl inculcated, and from them it has spread to the naturalists
of every land, but the original impulse has been forgotten. For this
reason I have recalled the memory of Kirby's work.
·
But it was long before the expediency of this procedure was universally recognized, aud even yet there are dissentients. One objection
was that the termination -idm was not consisteut with Latin words.
Prof. Agas~iz was never reconciled to such names, and gave names of
Greek origin the termination -oidm, and those of Latin the ending -inm.
In his system, too, there was no distinction between families and subfamilies, both having terminations in consonance with the origin of the
stems, and not the taxonomic value of the groups .
. The endings -idm and -oidm have been often supposed to be identical,
and eveu in highly esteemed dictionaries (as "The Imperial Dictionary
of the English Language") the terminal element of family names ending in -idceis derived from "cioo~, resemblance." A_s already indicated,
however, wo.rds so terminated should be considered as patronymics.
But those ending in -oidce, -oidei, and -oidea may be assumed to be
direct components with cioo~.
.
In answer to the objection (by Burmeister, for example) that patronymic names are foreign to the genius of the Latin language, or at least
of Latin prose, the fact that such a poet as Virgil has a large number,
shows that there is no prevailing antagonism.
SUBFAMILY,

Next to the family, the term '' subfamily" was the earliest, and has
been the one most generally accepted of the groups now adopted. But
the name it elf was not used till long after "family" had come into general vogue. 'rbe chief subdivision of the family had been named tribe
(" tribu"), by Latreille, in 1806, and he continued to use that term.
C. S. Rafi.ne que, in 1815, u eel the word subfamily (" so'llsja1nille ) for
group of th am relative rank a. the "tribu" of Latreille, but gave
gen rally d criptive name , with modi:6. d nominative plural enclincr
(e. ff· ?Ionodactylifl), although sometime he named the group after
tl1 prrn ·pal g nu. (e. g., Percidia). The ubfamily is now gen rally
r . ""?iz d an,l it endino- r nder cl by -ina·, or more elclorn · ini or -ina.
hi: _1. rnth r ~ t rmination for Latin djectiv R iJivolving b. id , f
r ·la.tarn or p r in n · .
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Bnt, as has been already urged, the language of nomenclature should
not be bound by ru]es of strict philology. Oue of the most useful devices
of scientific terminology is the establishment of terminations which
indicate the 11ature or value of a group, or relation to the group to
which some entity belongs.
The chemist has his terminations in -cites, -ides, and -gens, and does
not deem it incumbent to defend his usage or to abandon his system
because some one might object to the want of classical models. Nay,
classical scholars themselves have recognized the legitimacy and
usefulness of such a method.
The ending -idce has been shown to have classical sanction for both
Greek and Latin; -inm lu.1,s only classical sanction for Latin words, and
there is one, -oirlea, for which no models are to be found in either language. But the convenience of all those endings, as indicative at once
of the taxonomic value of each group, far outweighs any objection to
them from the philological side. We are now confronted with the
groups having the -oidea ending.
SUPERF .A.MIL Y.

Experience has shown that for the exhibition of difference in value
of various groups au<l characters, more than the geuerally accepted
groups-families and subfamilies-are desirable. Groups above the
family, in the geuerali ty of their characters, had been freq ueu tly adopted .
.A. quarter century ago I searched for an available name and notation for
such a group, and found that the groups which I wished to recognize
were most like those tbat Dana had recognized in the 01 usta,ceans,
under tbe name of subtribe, and given the ending -oidea. But the
term ''tribe" had first been given and most generally used for a. subdivision of the family, and consequently was ineligible for a group
including a family. Other names had been given to such groups, but
there were objections against them. In a communication to the .American .Association for the .Advancement of Science (Volume XX) I used
a new name-superfamily-and the termination -oirlea. The great
advantage of the name was that it relieved the memory, and suggested
at once what was meant by relation to a familiar standard-family.
The term has been quite generally adopted, but there has been diversity
of usage in the form of the names, -oidem being fre']_uently suffixed to
the stem, and sometimes a descriptive name has been given. The only
reason for the ending -oidea is that it was first used in such connection;
-oidecc has the advantage (or disadvantage~) that it is in consonance
with -idce and -inm. No provision has been made by the German Zoological Society for this category, their attention having been confined to
family and subfamily nomenclature. 1
1 "Die
amen v ou Fa.milieu und Unterfamilien werden fortan von dem giiltigen
Na.men einer zu diesen Gruppen gehorigen Gattung gebildet, und zwar die der Fa.milieu durch AnhiLngcn der Endung idre (Plural von ides [gr. ct'o17s-l masc. gen.), die
cler Unterfamilien durch Anhiingen der En<lung inre (fem. gen.) an den , ta.mm des
betreffenden Gattungsnam~ns." Regeln . . . von der Deutsch. Zool. Ges., § 28.
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OTHER GROUPS.

Time does not permit of the consideration of the other groups-order,
suborder, class, subclass, superclass, branch, etc. Nevertheless a caveat
is in order that there appears to be no reason why the principle of
priority now so generally recognized for the subordinate groups should
not prevail for the higher. Why should the name Amphibia disappear
and Batrachia and Reptilia usurp its place~ Amphibia is a far better
name for the Batrachia and in every way defensible for it. The name
had especial relation to it originally, and it was first restricted to it as
a class. Why should the names Sauria and Serpentes give place to
Lacertilia and Ophidia, The first are names -familiar to all, and correctly formed; the last are, at least, .strangely framed. Why should
not Meantia be adopted as an ordinal name l>y those who regard the
Sirenids as representatives of a distinct order, as did Linmeus ~ Why
should not the ordinal names Bruta, FerIB, Glires, and Uete prevail
over Edentata, Oarnivora, Rodentia, a.nd Cetacea ~ If the rnles formulated.by the various societies are applied to those groups, the earliest
names must be revived.
COMPLAINTS OF INSTABILITY OF NOMENCLATURE.

Frequent are the laments over the instability of our systematic
nomenclature; bitter the complaints against those who change names.
But surely such complaints are unjust when urged against those who
range themselves under laws. We are forcibly reminded by such complaints of the ancient apologue of tbe wolf and the lamb. The stream
of nomenclature has indeed been much muddied, but it is due to the
acts of those who refuse to be bound by laws or reason. The onJy way
to purify the stream is to clear out all the disturbing elements. In
doing so mud that has settled for a time may be disturbed, but this is
at worst anticipating what would have inevitably happened sooner or
later. We are suffering from the ignorance or misdeeds of the past.
In opposing the necessary rectifications and the enforcement of the
laws, extremes may meet; conservatives and anarchists agree. But
the majority may be depended upon in time to ubscribe to the law ·
and the perturbed condition will then cease to be.
It is unfortunate that our nomenclature should have been so wedded
1
to , Y tematic zoology, and devised to express the different pha
our knowledge or understanding of morphological facts. Even und 1
th binomial y t m the disturbing element might have b n mad
m_u h l · than it i,. ~he genera of Linm •us recognized for the animal
kmgdom w re generally v ry comprehen ive; som times a in th
f P ~rorriyz:ni Asterias, and Echinus, an wering to a. mod m ·le
ime · hk Testudo Reina, Ganeer, Scorpio, A ranea, colopen lra an
?a m d rn rd r, or ven more comprehen ive group an l r. 1 Iv.
am n \ rt brate ·, t a group ofl ··than family value. 'Ih u g
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Linnams for the animal kingdom was very different from that for the vegetable kingdom. If the successors of Linnreus had been content to take
genera of like high rank (equivalent to families, for example), and give
other names to the subdivisions (or subgenera) of such genera, which,
to use the language of Linnreus, should be mute, less change would have
subsequently resulted. But (Linnreus himself leading) his successors
successively divided a genus, gradually accepting a lower and lower
standard of value, till now a genus is little more than a multiform or
very distinct isolated species. Yet the change has been very gradual.
It began by taking a comprehensive gnmp, recognizing that the differences between its representatives were greater than those existing
between certain genera already established, and therefore the old genus
was split up; or it was perceived that the characters used to define a
genus were of less systematic importance than others found within the
limits of the old g1:mus, and, to bring into prominence such a truth,
the genus was disintegrated. The process often repeated, and from
successively contracted bases, has led to the present condition.
The existing system of restricted genera, however, is too firmly fixed
to revert back to a method that might have been, and which indeed
Ou vier attempted to introduce by his revised Linnrean genera and their
subgenera. The best thing to do now is to accept the current system,
purified as much as possible by judicious and inexorably applied laws.
Doubtless in the distant future a less cumbrous and changeable system
of notation will be devised, but in the meantime we had best put up
with the present1 inconvenient though it be.

THE WAR WITH THE MICROBES. 1

By E. A.

DE SCHWEINITZ.

From the moment that man made his appearance in the world there
has been perpetual warfare between himself and everything animate
and inanimate upon the earth. To a great extent this h as been an
aggressive strife, man's every effort being exerted to compel nature to
contribute to his comfort, welfare, and advancement by the subjugation of her materials and forces. It was many centuries, however,
before he recognized that there were certain unknown insidious enemies, which often rendered fruitless his simple household occupations,
defied his every effort at control, and sometimes menaced eveu bis
well-being and life. Though in 1675 LeeL1wenhoeck discovered, with a
powerful magnifying glass, certain minute organisms in d ecomposiug
animal matter, it was not until nearly two centuries later that their
true significance was recognized, and Davaine first demonstrated the
positive connection between these minute forms of life and disease.
When animal and vegetable life ceased, in accordance with the law:-{ of
nature, they were supposed to be changed by purely chemical actions,
so that their elements were again returned to the earth and air to supply fo0tl for other plants and animals. This destruction was considered
to be wrought simply by the oxygen of the air, and the process of fermentation was thought to be due to a similar cause. It had been
known for ages that the juice of the grape, if allowed to stand, underwent changes by which its character was modified and wine was formed,
or this change might be allowed to progress further until the juice had
been converted into vinegar and finally carbon dioxid gas and water.
These alterations, those which take place in the digestive tract of animals and are involved in the conversion of dead animal and plant
matter into their simplest constituents, were classed under the general
head of fermentations.
The fermentations, especially that of wine, an Italian chemist, Fabroni, in 1822, supposed to be induced by a substance of vegetable
origin, but closely allied to the white of egg. He considered this material identical with the gluten of cereals and gave to it the 1rnme of
1
Address of the president before the Chemical Society of Washington, March 9,
1897. Printed in Science, Vol. V, No. 1191 pages 561-570.
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the "principle vegetoanimal.'' For nearly forty years afterwards this
theory was applied by chemists to a11 fermentations. It was supposed
tl1at the albuminoid subst~nce present exposed to the oxygen of the air
experienced a progressively variable alteration, that diverse modifications of matter were produced which constituted the ferments of divers e
uature. The fermentation was the result of the molecular movemen t
thus communicated. These theories were based upon an erroneous
interpretation of what, occurred under certain conditions. There exists
in wine, when it is being converted into vinegar, a substance which acts
to bring about this modification, but this is not dead albuminoid matter,
but a living plant. This fact the lamented chemist, Pasteur, demonstrated in his careful studies upon the production of wine and its con ·
version into vinegar. Before tbii:; time, it is true, there were many who
failed to accept the theory of spontaneous oxidation, and endeavored to
show that if fermentable liquids were boiled in flasks which were tbep
immediately sealed, the fermentation could not take place. But this
did not fulfill the demands of one school of chemists, viz, that plenty of
oxygen gas should always be present. When the liquid was boiled in
contact with air which had previously been drawn through sulphuric
acid, it was claimed that the air had undergone some chemical change,
so it wa·s not until rn54 that this objection was overcome by previously
passing the air in the presence of which boiling took place throug·b
cotton, and it was then that this school of chemists found their theories
in danger. Pasteur demonstrated that . the plant present in the preparation of vinegar was the simplest form of life, a cell which could b e
easily destroyed by heat. Its presence was absolutely necessary fo r
fermentation, and without the living cell no amount of dead vegetable
matter could cause the peculiar molecular disarrangement which had
been claimed. Liebig had contended that as long as the juice of tb e
grape remained away from contact with the oxygen of the air the necessary motion could not be imparted to the molecules, which movement subsequently caused the phenomena of fermentation. Thus was
brought to an end the strife between the two schools of vitalists a nd
chemists; the one school of chemists demanding the presence of oxygen
only, the other the presence of a living plant cell in addition to oxygen.
From this strife of the two schools was evolved in reality a new cieuc
and new theories, which have made the past thirty years marvelous iI
giving explanations of many of the simplest phenomena of plant autl
animal life and death, placed the practice of medicine upon a · cientiti ·
ba. is, and rendered possible an intelligent sy, tern of agriculture aud
ammal hu ban dry.
~'a. t m· di coveries also served to explain the true cau of th
poi:onou. properti of poiled meats and other food , taguan t wat r.
aud wat r from mar, hy countri, . For more tllan half a century ~
thi time ~ 1mmh r f inve. tigator:-; had proved the dangerou bar, ·
t ·r f old ,·au .- g , me, ts, br ad, an<l the like. K ru r con Iud 1 tlu
tl, Y c-ontain d , fatty a<'.i<l to whi<'11 the poi onou. a tion wa du ·
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others confirmed these ideas and came to similar conclusions in regard
to poisonous cheese. In 1856 Panum asserted, as a result of his studies upon the poisons found in putrid animal matter, that these poisons
might be formed by some active plant cell, but their injurious effect
was independent of these cells. He demonstrated that fixed nonvolatile poisons could be extracted from putrid matter, which were soluble
in water and alcohol, not destroyed by beat, and produced the same
effects after they had been submitted to a high temperature a.s before.
These poisons he found to be intense in their action, 0.012 gram sufficing to cause the death of a small animal. In 1866 Bence-Jones obtained
from the liver a substance which, with dilute sulphuric ac1d, gave a
bright blue fluorescence like that noted in similar solutions of quinille.
Probably this was.the product of what we now call :fluores~ing bacteria.
The work of Pasteur threw light upon the origins of these poisons .
.A.s the ferment causes the alteration in the grape juice, so do microscopic forms of life bring about the changes which take place fa dead
animal and vegetable matter, and also those conditions in the living
body which we call disease.
Many of these microscopic forms of single-celled plantR, the bacteria,
have their natural habitat upon dead organic matter, but they may
:flourish in the living body, and are almost uulimited in variety, appearance, and behavior. It is possible also to cultivate them upon specially
prepared solutions, after their individual peculiarities have been studied.
Some thrive best in light, others in darkness; some like a goodly supply of oxygen, others prefer nitrogen; some are very sensitive to changes
of temperature, while others readily accustom themselves to vicissitudes.
These different bacteria further are somewhat eccentric within as
well as without the anjmal body. Some, as the diphtheria germs~ find
their most comfortable habitat upon certain mucous membranes, others
in the lungs, some in the digestive tract, still others in the blood, while
others again confine themselves to certain external celh, and membranes.
In their artificial cultivation this eccentricity is equally apparellt.
While nearly all thrive upon beef broth, some 11refer the beef broth
with an excess of acid, others with an excess of alkali. Some demand
the addition of sugar or glycerine, others the addition of sugar together
with acid, while some are satisfied with a diet of phosphates, 8alt, and
water. These peculiarities have to be studied for each germ, and while
many can accommodate themselves to their surroundings, and wbile
the same germ grown upon different media produces the same ·ubstances, the amount of each substance is a varying one, and in cultivating them artificially we must :find which diet gives rise to the largest
amount of the most active products.
Shortly after the work of Panum just referred to, the Italian chemist
Selmi outlined methods of extracting poisonous principles from dead
animal matter, and gave to these substances the name ptomaines, on
account of their origin. Later, iu 1876, the first analysis of a ptomaine
was made by Nencki and its formula determined. Further experiments
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showed that volatile and nonvolatile substances, akaline in character,
could b e obtained from various portions of the animal body, often fro m
fresh material and also from the cultures of bacteria. These ptomaines
were found to resemble the alkaloids iu their chemical reactions.
In 1882-83 Brieger succeeded in separating and determining a number of these ptomaines, from the brain, from fish muscarin, from decom posed glue, neuridine and dimethyl amine, etc. From pure cultures of
the typhoid germ he obtained a substance, typhotoxin, which procluced
typhoid symptoms, and from cult.ures of the tetanus germ tetanin ,
which caused convulsiom,. The presence of similar poisonous bases
was demonstrated in cultures of the cholera, bog cholera, anthrax,
pyogenes aureus and like active bodies were isolated from cheese, milk,
ice cream, sausage, and other foods which had caused sickness.
The isolation of these poisons from bacterial cultures gave rise to the
belief that they were the bodies which caused the fatal effects of disease. But while in many instances they produced the characteristic
symptoms, in others they were not sufficient to account for all the
phenomena. For example, from cultures of the tetanus germ it was
possible to isolate a base that had but slight poisonous properties,
while the culture liquid from which this was obtained after all the germs
had been removed was ten thousand times more poisonous than the
base secured. Nonpoisonous ptomaines were also obtained from cultures of disease-producing bacteria, and, in fact, the majority of
ptomaines were found to be nonpoisonous.
The next question was, If in the culture liquids freed from bacteria
:poisonous substances are obtained, and if they do not belong to tlle
class of ptomaines, how shall they be identified and classified f In 1886
Mitchen and Reichert, while studying the venoms of serpents, noted
that these poisons belonged to a class of bodies different from the
ptomaines, viz, to the group called proteids. Shortly after, Roux and
Yersin, in their studies upon the diphtheria poison, demonstrated that
this was a substance which resembled the ferments and were led to
think that an enzyme, as it is called, a substance like pepsin, was the
active poison, and that this enzyme was in some way elaborated by tbe
germ. Other investigators had found a similar substance in tetanu
and bog cholera cultures, and a reinvestigation by Brieger of a number
of bacterial cultures showed that by precipitation with ammonium
sulplrnte and alcohol very poisonous ubstances giving proteid reaction
could b obtained. Proteids of various characters belonging to different cla e. wer obtained from cultures of many bacteria. About
t1i~s tim it w~s , hown tbat certain plants of a higher order ontai 11 d
P 1 on u, odi · f a like proteid character. An albumo e abriu wa:
obtain d from the J e uirity .·e d and ricin from the a tor-ofl bean.
T_he: w r_ int n ely poi ·onou, 100\ 00 of a grain of abrin being nffi·1 nt, to kill an animal weigl1ing on
kiloo-ram or the .1 .,,. f , grain
b
(11
.
o
)
JOu
oul > a fatal lo· for a man w •i rbing about 1 0 pound .
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A relationship was thus established between the poisons from higher
plants and from the lowest plants, and .certain animals. Was this
poisonous property of these bacterial substances due to a true proteid,
or was there an admixture of an active, ferment-like substance with
the proteid, and are these poisons mechanically carried down in the
process of precipitation of the albuminoid matter in the culture liquids f
Experiments 'show that while the poisons may be proteids, it is
more than probable that they are simply carried dowu with proteid
matter as indicated. Brieger in 1893, in view of the results so far
obtained, endeavored to isolate the pure poison from cultures of the
tetanus bacillus. The cultures were :first :filtered through porous porcelain, a Chamberland :filter tube, for instance, and the liquid which
passed through was treated with a concentrated solution of ammonfom sulphate. This precipitated the poisons and a number of other
substances which gave proteid reactions. After purification and dialysis the poison was obtained as yellow, so]uble flakes which no longer
gave proteid reactions. It was a substance in which there was no
noticeable phosphorus nor sulphur. It was thus proved that the
tetanus poison belonged neither to the ptomaines before referreJ. to nor
to the proteids. The poison, while not perfectly pure, was purer than
any ever before obtained, and-was so poisonous that a mouse weighing
one-half ounce was killed by TH§ooo part of a grain, while 2 h of a
grain should kill a man weighing 150 pounds.
It is not difficult to understand how if the tetanus bacillus outside
of the body can produce such powerful poisons, it can give rise in the
animal organism to serious troubles. The diphtheria bacillus is another
germ which forms very powerful poisons in the solutions upon which
itteeds. As already mentioned, some authors, Roux and Yersill, believe
that this poison also belongs to the ferments like trypsin and pepsin,
while Brieger and Fraenkel thought it was a toxalbumin. We find,
after the germ has been removed from the culture liquid by :filtration,
that the poison can be separated by calcium phosphate or ammonium
sulphate, just like the tetanus poison. In the purest condition in which
it has been so far obtained it fails to give the proteid reaction, and e,1-4
of a grain wil1 kill a guinea pig. It dialyses readily. Bodies of a similar kind have. been obtained from cholera, glanders, swine plague,
tuberculosis, aud anthrax cultures, while many other bacteria produce
8olub1e intensely poisonous substances in artificial cultures as well as
inside the auimal body.
These products are all characteristic of the individual organism.
The conditions under which the most poisonous ones are formed seem
to be dependent partly, we may say, upon the humor of the germ and
also upon tbe food offered for its use. It appears, for example, in connection with the diphtheria germ that if there happens to be present in
the beef broth upoll which it is being cultivated an undue amount of
glucose and an insufficieut supp]y of alkali that, instead of producing
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a very active poison, the substance secreted is much less harmful.
This is accounted for by the supposition that the glucose is decomposed
into acid, which, in its turn, neutralizes or decomposes the poison ordinarily produced by the germ. These poisons, it was originally supposed, resulted from the decomposition of the food of the germ, just as
soluble and assimilable albuminoids are produced by the acids and
ferments of the animal body from the insoluble albuminoids that are
ingested as food. It has been found, however, that in most instances
the poison of the germ is in solution in quantity only after the germs
themselves have become partially disintegrated. In other words, the
active bacterial poisons seem to be products of the cell and retained
within the cell until the latter dies and the cell membrane is broken,
permitting the passage into the surrounding liquid of the poison.
What, then, is the true nature of these poisons if they belong neither
to the bases nor to the proteids or toxalbumins 1 That, unfortunately,
is one of the problems to which, up to the present time, chemical
research has not been able to give a definite answer; and this because,
as we have already noted, the poisons o:( these bacteria are so tremendously active, and consequently produced in proportionately small
amount, even when a large quantity of the culture media is used, that
it has so far been a matter almost of impossibility to separate a sufficient quantity of these _poisonous principles to purify them perfectly
for chemical analysis. P~rhaps this object has been attained more
nearly than ever before by some workers in the biochemic laboratory
in this city, who have succeeded in separating from cultures of the
tuberculosis germ a crystalline poison with constant melting point and
a constant composition. This is not the only poison produced by the
tuberculosis germ, but that it is one of the principles which is responsible for much of the trouble with this disease is beyond doubt. These
special poisonous principles, which are so difficult to obtain pure, we
designate by the name toxins, to distinguish them from the ptomaines
and proteid substances before mentioned. Another difficulty which is
always encountered in extracting the poisons of bacteria is their
instability. The material with which an experiment is begun may be
very poisonous, but the processes of precipitation and extraction
through which it mu t be passed in order to obtain a desired substance
are such that oft n, long before the final tages have been reached the
natur of the poi on ha undergone an entire change due to the chemical proc seR whi h have nece sarily been applied.
v l1ave , aid tllat the poi. ·ons of the germ were ynthetic prodn t
which weTe built up within the cell wal1.
ome of the e a i1y pa ·
t~r_ough the c ·II wall, du , probably, to the greater p rmeability of the
hvrng m mbran ; other,' ar r tain d within the ell wall only to pa
int
l_ntion wh nth : wa11s are broken dowl}. T tam/, dipbth ria
~
wrn pl. gne llow thi diffn,·ion to tak p1a v ry rapidly while
wi li . tb r g 1·_m · 1_i1· t pl10id fev r antl1rax cholera, gland r,' tub r11 1 tbe ll 1 u 1 pr due d and r tain (l within th
11 mor firm!
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during the life of the latter. As the germs die, however, in artificial
cultures, the cell walls gradually disintegrate an<l the poison passes
out into the surrounding liquid. In the case of tuberculosis and glanders a strong solution of these cell poisons 111 the surrounding liquid
upon which the germ has been feeding· gives tuberculin and mallein,
the two diagnostic agents which have been of inestimable value in
detecting latent disease in men and animals a.nd thus preventing the
spread of untold evils.
Thus the warfare, first begun by the chemist with the microbe8 in
identifying their character and relation to disease, has been prosecuted
for little more than a decade in endeavoring to detect the true character of the insidious poisons with which their arrows are tipped. To a
certain extent, as we have ·seen, this warfare has been a successful one,
in so far that the poisons have been hunted and driven to their last
stronghold, which ere long, with the many workers in attack, must
yield, as heretofore, to superior forces. But while this search for the
pure poisons has been in progress the chemist has not been idle in
endeavoring to counteract these poisons, the nature of which he did not
thoroughly understand, but the evil effects of which were only too apparent. While Jenner, in vaccination for smallpox, and Pasteur, with his
method of vaccination for anthrax, had shown that it was possH1le to
protect animals and men from a viruleut attack of disease by giving
them first a mild attack (though, by the way, there are a few who conteud even to-day that vaccination is useless), it remained for Salmon,
his assistant, and Smith, in this city, to demonstrate, in 1882, that the
poisons of germs could be used by men and animals to fortify themselves against the attacks of these same bacteria. This could be
accomplished by introducing into the circulation of the animal a small
quantity of the poison of the germ, so that when the germ itself was
injected the poison which it produced was without effect. What had
been found true for · one disease of animals proved ah;o to be trne for
many others, and chemical vaccination was tried for diphtheria, tetanus,
antbrax, cholera, typhoid fever, tuberculosis, glanders, and a number
of other diseases. But this discovery led to another, important and
far-reachiug. Fodor showed 'that the blood serum. of animals ma<le
immune to a particular disease by injectiug the animal with the poi:on
wliich this germ formed bad the effect of destroying the rrcrm of the
disease. This excited renewed interest in the study of the blood~ and
wjthin a few years it was demonstrated by the work of many, some in
this city in the laboratory before mentioned, that this serum from previously immunized animals not only had the property of conferring
immunity upon other animals, but also of checking the disease after it
Lad once begun. How thoroughly this fact was demonstrated, first
by Behring and subsequently by Roux and others, in connection
with diphtheria and tetanus has been dwelt upon often, and we know
of the many thousands of lives that have been saved by the use of
autitoxic serums.
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To prepare these the solution of the toxins, which we have before
described, are injected into different animals, preferably horses, and at
the end of six to twelve weeks the blood of these animals is found
to yield a serum containing substances possessing both immunizing
and curative properties which we call antitoxins. The active principle
of this serum is present in a comparatively small quantity, but its influence is enormous. It does not appear to be a substance which directly
chemically neutralizes the poison, but counteracts its effects within the
animal in some unknown way.
But some of our friends may ask, Were not these facts discovered
first by the use of animals, and hence has not this knowledge, though
of inestimable value to mankind, been too dearly bought' Yes, perhaps, a score or two of guinea pigs and sweet, lovely rats and mice
have sacrificed their lives for humanity's sake. But this knowledge
could not have been gained in any other way unless by the sacrifice of
human life. What mother would hesitate to sacrifice a thousand
guinea pigs for the life of her child, or, on the ot,h er hand, would wish
her child to serve as the subject of experiment for others'
I have often been asked if the horses placed under this treatment
for the production of antitoxins suffer. I think not, and as an illustration will relate an incident which has come under my own observation in the study of the antitoxins of the dread disease, tuberculosis.
A well-blooded horse, gentle in every particular, except that be would
run away upon the slightest provocation, seemed to be a suitable subject for some work. Accordingly he received an injection of the poison
of the tuberculosis germ, with the expectation that so high-strung an
animal would rebel against these pleasant familiarities. But he was
entirely t-00 wise for this. He submitted quietly and seemed much
interested while by means of an hypodermic syringe a small quantity of
the poison was injected beneath his skin. A few days afterwards when
the operation was repeated it would have been reasonable to expect
that if there had been any disco~fort the horse would have rebelled
against the procoo.ure. Did this happen, Not by any means. .As
soon as he observed the doctor appear with the syringe and bottle he
trotted toward him with pl~asure, stood quietly looking arom1d with
intelligence while the injection was made, aud ever afrerwairds lent himself to the experiment with as much evideut pleasure and intere t as
that of the inve tigato.cs, apparently thoroughly appreciating it object.
It would hardly b fair to ay that tbi dumb animal wa endowed with
more inte1ligenc than ome of our ill-informed but well-meaning friend ,
and Y t would it action not . eem to indicate. a high regard for cien·
tifi · work and di,'cl, im r of uffering,
I. it tha th Y ar i tigat d by a de. ir to inflict torture that ore
f inv tig t r. ha
rificed their liY in arching for the poi n
of an(T rou., a t ri
ud their antitoxin 'i Is it inhumanity whi ·b
h m m at immin nt 1> r,onal ri:k i11 tbPir effort , wbi ·h ar
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daily yielding new and brilliant results, to find meaus for controlling a
disease which annually causes one-seventh of the deaths of the population of the globe~
However, it is not only for protection against the two diseases, tetanus and diphtheria, just mentioned, that antitoxic serums can be prepared. Recent investigations have proved that typhoid fever, cholera,
anthrax, the plague, etc., are amenable to similar treatment and in
the same department in this city that chemical vaccination received its
first impetus, but by workers iu the biochemic laboratory it has been
demonstrated that two diseases that cause such lossc·s to the farmers
of the country may be controlled by antitoxic serums. Investigators
in this same laboratory have shown also that a substance antitoxic to
tuberculosis can be produced in the serum of animals when they are
properly treated, which has undoubted and pronounced effect in checking experimental tuberculosis in small animals.
When we inquire the character of these antitoxins we ar.e almost as
yet more in the dark than in our efforts to discover the exact nature of
the poisons of germs. However, it has been possible to separate in a
fairly pure form the anti toxic principle from diphtheria serum, a minute
amount of which will confer immunity and the antitoxic principle of
swine plague, 0.002 gram of which has been found to cure animals
weighing 1 pound, and even a solid antitoxic-like substance for tuberculosis has been obtained in an impure form. .All these solid antitoxic
principles resemble each other very closely in their chemical tests and
methods of separation, showing albmninoid reactions, but in their curative properties they are totally independent the one of the other. The
diphtheria antitoxic serum does not cure tetanus; the swine plague
serum does not cure the cholera.
In the case of the venom of serpents it has been found that repeated
injections will make the serum of an animal antitoxic and curative
against other venoms. The antitoxic serum produced by the cobra
venom will protect animals and men against the bite of the rattlesnake
as well as its own bite. It would seem from this that there is a very
close relationship between the poisons of venomous snakes, and that
immunity to one also gives protection from the other. It appears very
probable, also, that the poisons of germs belonging to the same genus
will be closely allied and that an antitoxin for one will also be an antitoxin for the other. In fact, it has been demonstrated that the
products of the bacillus coli communis will protect animals from the
typhoid germ, to which it is closely allied. The same effect will probably be obtained with many other diseases where the germs are relat-ed.
The difficulty of separating these antitoxins completely from the
other constituents of the blood bas made it impossible as yet to obtain
positive information as to their true chemical character .
.As to their action in producing immunity, one theory is that they
directly neutralize the poisons which the germs produce, but this does
not seem to be suustantiated by experiment.
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noth r theory proposed first by Sternberg, then by Metchnikoff,
ascribes immunity to the action of the white blood corpuscles upou the
bacteria, while the third theory, and the one which seems most tenable
in view of actual results, is that the antitoxic principle partakes of the
nature of an unorganized ferment like diastase, and that its action in.
the body, with the aid of the leucocytes, suffices to render innocuous the
poisons of the particular germs.
There is little room for doubt that in the first instance the antitoxins
are the result of cell activity upon the introduced poison. Just how
the cell manages to convert the toxin into antitoxic ferment is not
known, probably by absorption of the toxin and subsequent secretion
of the antitoxin within the cell wall. Every added dose of toxin finds
not only the leucocytes but a ferment to aid in its decomposition, and
so the change proceeds more rapidly and the immunity is increased.
Exactly what the chemical alteration in this instance is has not been
explained, but that there are oxidation and molecular rearrangement of
the toxin seems to be probable.
Thus, without taking into consideration the destruction of the causes
of disease, viz, germs themselves, by means of such excellent disinfectants as formaldehyde, has the warfare against the microbes progressed, although as we learn more of the properties and uses of
their toxins we are almost forced to confess that it is not a warfare,
but rather that man is learning how to train and control these microscopic forms of life as centuries before he learned how to control the
animals and higher plants.
Our ideas of germs are so thoroughly associated with disease that
we often forget that these germs are but the simplest forms of plant
cells which are endowed with various functions. The majority of them
are not injurious to man, but very useful fellow-workers if he has once
learned how to manage them. The value of this cell life in the production of wines, beer, and other fermented liquids is too well known
to need more than passing mention. But you may not all know to
what extent the aroma -and :flavor of butter and cheese are due to the
products of micro-organisms. Now these products are frequently
ethers and esters, sometimes acid and acid derivatives or amine , the
latter a class of compounds to one of which smoked herring owes its
particular flavor and which is also formed by a number of bacteria.
. When milk is first collected from healthy animals it is almo t fr
from germ , but expo ed to the air it soon becomes :filled with tho
t rm~ _of lif . which ar perfectly harmless. If placed under suitable
:ond1t10n ·. with regard to t mperature they will multiply very readily
~nd th e milk bee mes our, due to the formation of lactic acid produced
from th e · ugar in th milk by one or more of these germ . If the g rm ·
pr nt happen to b thm; giving an ether and e t r which ha a
pl a a,nt flavor and aroma, good butter can be made but if they gi
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rise to the formation of disagreeable thio-ethers, and esters or some
amines the butter is poor and bad.
Now, by isolating different germs found in the milk and cultivating
them separately, so as to discover their own peculiar product, it is possible to always make butter of the same sort and flavor by first destroying the other germs present by Pasteurization and then inoculating the
cream with the particular germs desired. .A. number of germs have
been isolated from milk which will produce good butter, and any one
of them is, perhaps, as satisfactory as the other, the etherea,l product
being slightly different and more palatable to different individuals. Of
course a great many germs have been found in milk which produce disagreeable compounds, and it is not possible to tell from their appearance simply which will be desirable plants, but it is easy to cultivate
them in a small quantity of milk, note the results, and select the desirable plant cells.
Fortunately or unfortunately, the use of these germs -has been patented, so that in the near future we may see branded upon particularly
fine butter and cheese "Patented in 1893," ".A.mended 1896," "Reissued
1908," etc. · May we expect soon a patented process for sterilized breathing, eating, and sleeping,
Recently it has been found that malt if inoculated with a particular
ferment from the skin of the grape will be converted into wine, the
ferment used giving rise to the formation of characteristic ethers, so it
is certainly not beyond the limits of possibilities that in the near future
American beer after a voyage to France may return as excellent champagne. When we discover too a germ (as bad been done recently) that
converts starch into cellulose, we are almost led to wonder if it might
not be possible to produce cotton in a culture flask if the particular
germs were supplied with nutritious· food and a sufficient amount of
carbon dioxide, oxygen, and water.
The flavor of many luscious fruits and foods is due to the products
either directly or indirectly of one or more of these useful bacteria, and
on the other hand similar germs play an important and as yet unknown
role in the formation of poisonous alkaloids.
Many bacteria form beautifully colored substances, reds, yellows,
blues, greens, and delicate shades which the art of man bas not been
able to imitate and the nature of which he has not yet learned. These,
too, are only hiding their secrets with a thin veil, which investigation
will soon withdraw.
But it is not only in simple industrial processes that the products of
germs are important. Man's very existence, while menaced on the one
band by a few germs, is on the other dependent upon their activity.
The germs which in the soil produce nitrous and J1itric acid and ammonia, and aid their assimilation by the plants, those which facilitate the
decomposition of phosphates and bring the phosphorous, a so necessary
constituent for the life of plants and animals, into an available form,
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and those which aid in the destruction of dead vegetable and aniro a
matter, play a very valuable and but little appreciated part in the continuance of the life and well being of man.
There are many other ways hi which tbe products of these dreaded
microscopic cells are useful, but all, a very insignificant number of
which we have mentioned, are only waiting man's bidding to become
valuable subjects, and to show that as bas been instanced in th e
'
.
t;
history of nations, conquered people often make the best and wises
citizens. '

THE RARER METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS. 1

By Prof. W.

CHANDLER ROBERTS-AUS1'EN,

0. B., F. '.R. S., M. R. I.

For reason is not the only attribute of man, nor is it the only faculty which be
habitually employs for the ascertainment of truth.-G. J. ROMANES.
Appreciation ...• by rostheti c and intellectual faculties which are not senses, aucl
which are not unfrequently saoly wanting where the senses are in full vigor.-T. R.
HUXLEY.

The study of metals possesses an irresistible charm for us, quite
apart from its vast national importance. How many of us made our
first scientific experiment by watching the melting of lead, little thinking that we should hardly have done a bad life's work if the experiment
had been our last, provided we had only understood its full significance.
How few of us forget that we wistfully observed at an early age the
melting in an ordinary :fire of some metallic toy of our childhood; and
SLH.: h an experiment has, like the "Flatiron for a farthing," in Mrs.
Ewing's charming story, taken a prominent place in literature which
claims to be written for the young. Hans ..Andersen's fairy tale, for
instance, the "History of a tin soldier," has been read by children of
all ages and of most nations. The romantic incidents of the soldier's
eventful career need not be dwelt upon; but I may remind you that at
its end he perished in the flames of an ordinary fire, and all that
could subsequently be found of him was a small heart-shaped ma s.
There is no reason to doubt the perfect accuracy of the story recorded
by Andersen, who at least knew the facts, though his statement is made
in popular language. .No analysis is given of the tin soldier; in a fairy
tale it would I.lave been out of place, but the' latest stage of his evolutio11 is described, and the record is sufficient to enable us to form the
opinion that he was composed of both tin and lead, certain alloys of
which metals will burn to ashes like tinder. His uniform was doubtless richly ornamented with gold lace. Some small amount of one of
the rarer metals had probably...:_for on this point the history is silentfound its way into bis constitution, and by uniting with the gold
formed the heart-shaped mass which the :fire would. not melt, as its
1

Rracl at weekly evening meeting of Hoyal Institution of Great Britain, March 15,
Printed in :f'.;·ocecdings of the Int1titution, Vol XIV, pp. 497-520.
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temperature could uot have exceeded 1,0000 C.; for we are told that the
golden rose worn by the artiste who shared the soldier's fate was also
found unmelted. The main point is, however, that the presence of one
of the rarer metals must have endowed the soldier with his singular
endurance, and in the end left an incorruptible record of him.
This incident has been taken as the starting point of the lecture,
because we shall _see that the ordinary metals so often owe remarkable
qualities to the presence of a rarer metal whioh fl.ts them for special
work.
This early love of m~tals is implanted in us as part of our "unsquandered heritage of sentiments and ideals which has come down to us
from other ages," but future generations of children will know far more
than we did; for the attempt will be made to teach them tha,t even
psychology is a bra,nch of molecular physics, and they will therefore
see much more in the melted toy than a shapeless mass of tin and lead.
It is really not an inert thing; for some time after it was newly cast it
was the scene of 'i ntense molecular activity. It probably is never
molecularly_quiescent, and a slight elevation of temperature will excite
in it rapid atomic movement anew. The nature of such movement I
have indicated on previous occasions when, as now, t have tried to
interest you in certain properties of metals and alloys.
This evening I appeal incidentally to higher feelings than interest
by bringing before you certain phases in the life history of metals
which may lead you to a generous appreciation of the many excellent
qualities they possess.
Metals have been sadly misunderstood. In the belief that animate
beings are more interesting, experimenters have neglected metals, while
no form of matter in which life can be recognized is thought to be
too humble to receive encouragement. Thus it is that bacteria, with
repl!!l.lsive attributes and criminal instincts, are petted and watched
with solicitude, and comprehensive schemes are submitted to the Royal1
Society for their devolopment culture and even for their "education,'
' make them
'
which may, it is true, ultimately
useful metallurgical agent
as certain micro-organisms have already proved their abiiity to produce arseniuretted hydrogen from oxide of arsenic. 2
It will not be difficult to show that methods which have proved 0
fruitful in results when applied to the studv of living things are ingularly applicable to metals and alloys, .;hich really present clo ~
analogie, to living organisms. This mu t be a new view to many au 1
it may be aid, "it i well known that uneducated race, tend to I er·
onify or animate external nature," aud it i strange, therefor · t
attem1) before a cultured audieuce, to trace analogie whi h mu
ap1 ar to
r mot between moviug organi ms and inert alloy · bu
11 r. l' ·r ·y Fr: nklan<l P<'Cially refers to ih " ducatiou '' of bacilli f r adaptin_
lwm to :tltNeil con,li ion . . Roy. 'oc. Proc., Yol. LVI l894, page 539.
1
~ J>r. 1,rauu r. Ch m • • ws I Feb • 15 J 1 9O, pag 79,
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''the greater the number of attributes that attach to anything, the
more real that thiug is." 1 Many of the less-known metals are very
real to me, and I want them to be so to you; listen to me, then, as
speaking for my silent metallic friends, while I try to secure for them
your sympathy, esteem, and intuitive per-0eption of their beauty.
First, as regards their origin and early history. I fully share Mr.
Lockyer's belief as to their origin, and think that a future generation
will speak of the evolution of metals as we now do of that of animals,
and that observers will naturally turn to the sun as the :field in which
this evolution can best be studied.
To the alchemists metals were almost sentient; they treated them
as if they were living beings, anµ had an elaborate pharmacopceia of
"medicines" which they freely administered to metals in the hope of
perfecting their constitution. If the alchemfats constantly drew parallels between living things and metals, it is not because they were
ignorant, but because they recogniz.ed in metals the possession of attributes which closely resemble those organisms. '' The first alchemists
were gnostics, aud the old beliefs of Egypt blended with those of
Chaldea in the second and third centuries. The old metals of the
Egyptians represented men, and this is probably the origin of the
homimculits of the middle ages, the notion of the creative power of
metals and that of life being confounded in the same symbol." 2
Thus Albertns Magnus traces the influence of congenital defects in
th e generation of metals and of animals, and Basil Valentine symbolizes the loss of metalline character, which we now know is due to
oxiuatio11, to the escape from .the metal of an indestructabJe spirit which
flies away aud becomes a soul. On the other hand, the "reduction " of
metals from their oxides was supposed to give the metals a uew existence. 3 A poem of the thirteeuth century well embodies this belief in
the aualogies between men and metals, in the quaint lines:
Homs ont l'estre comme metaulx,
Vie et augment des vegetaulx.
Instinct et sens comme les bruts,
Esprit comme ange en attributs.

,, Men have being "-constitution-like metals; you see how closely
metals and life were connected in the minds of the alchemists, and we
inherit their traditions.
'' Who said these old renowns, dead long ago, could make me forget
the living world f " are words which Browning places in the lips of
Paracehms, and we metallurgists are not likely to forget the living
1
Lotze, "Metaphysic," section 49, quoted by Illing worth. "Personality, Human
aud Divine." Bampton Lect ures, 1894, page 43.
2
Berthelot, Les Origin es de l' Alchimie, 1885 page 60.
:i Les Remonstrances ou l a Complainte de .r atnre a l' Alchymisto Errant.
At tributed
to Jehan de Menng, who with Guillaume de Lorris wrote tho Roman de la Rose. M.
Meon, the editor of the edition of 1814 of this celebrated work, doubts, however,
whether the attribution of the complainte de riatur ~, to Meung is correct.
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world;. we borrow its definitions, and apply them to our metals. Th us
nobility in metals as in men, means freedom from liability to tarnish,
and we know that the rarer metals are like rarer virtues, and have
singular power in enduring their more ordinary associates with firmness.
elasticity, streugth, and endurance. On the other hand, some of the
less known metals appear to be mere "things" which do not exist for
themselves, but only for the sake of other metals to which they can be
united. This may, however, only seem to be the case because we as
yet know so little _about them. The question naturally arises, how can
the analogies between organic and inorganic bodies now be traced ~ I
agree with my colleague at the Ecole des Mines of Paris, Prof. Urbain
Le Verrier, in thinking -that it is possible 1 to study the biology, the
anatomy, and even the P.athology of metals.
The anatomy of metals-that is, their structure and frameworkis best examined by the aid of the microscope, but if we wish to study
the biology and pathology of metals, the method of autographic pyrometry, which I brought before you in a Friday evening lecture delivered
in 1892, will render admirable service, for, just as in biological and
pathological phenomena vital functions and changes of tissue are accompanied by a rise or fall in temperature, so molecular changes in metals
are attended with an evolution or absorption of beat. With the aid of
the recording pyrometer we now "take the temperature" of a mass of
metal or alloy in w:hich molecular disturbance is suspected to lurk, as
surely as a doctor does that of a patient in whom febrile symptoms
are manifest.
It has, moreover, long been known that we can submit a metal or an
alloy in its normal state to severe stress, record its power of endurance,
and then, by allowing it to recover from fatigue, enable it to regain
some, at least, of its original strtngth. The human analogie of metal.
are really very close indeed, for, as is the case with our own mental
--efforts, the internal molecular work which is done in metals often
strengthens and invigorates them. Certain metals have a double exi ~t ence, and according to circumstances, their behavior may be absolutely
harmful or · eutirely beneficial. The dualism we so often recognize in
humau life becomes allotropism jn metals, and they, strangely enou ·b.
seem to be Te tricted to a single form of existence if they are ab olut lv
free from contamination, for probably an ab olutely pure metal can uo
pa from a normal to an allotropic state. Last, it may be claimed th e_t
some metals po es attributes which are clo ely allied to moral qu, l ties, for, in their relations with other elements, tlrny often ii ' play • 11
amount of di. crimiuation and restraint that would do er dit t
uti u
beiug .
Ulos a thi r emblance i , I am far from attributing on.'ci u 11' ..
1
to metal ' , a.- their a,tomic chauge re ult from the action f x •rn,
agent , whil th ·oudnct of onsciou being is 11ot cl ermi11 d fr
1
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without, but from within. I have, however, ventured to ofter the introduction of this lecture in its present form, because any facts which lead
us to reflect on the unity of plan in nature, will aid the recognition of
the complexity of atomic motion in metals upon which it is needful to
insist.
The foregoing remarks have special significance in relation to the
influence exerted by the rarer metals on the ordinary ones. With the
exception of the action of carbon upon iron, probably nothing is more
remarkable than the action of the rare metals on those which are
more common; but their peculiar influence often involves, as we shall
see, the presence of carbon in the alloy.
Which, then,. are the rarer metals, and how may they be isolated t
The chemist differs somewhat from the metallurgist as to the application of the word '' rare." The chemist thinks of the ''rarity" of a
compound of a metal; the metallurgist, rather of the difficulty of
isolating the metal from the state of combination in which it occurs in
nature.
The chemist in speaking of the reactions of salts of the rarer metals,
in view of the wide distribution of limestone and pyrolusite, would
hardly think of either calcium or manganese as being among the rarer
metals. The metallurgist would consider pure calcium or pure manganese to be very rare. I have only recently seen comparatively pure
specimens of the latter.
The metals which, for the purposes of this lecture, may be included
among the rarer metals. are: (1) Those of the platinum group, which
occur in nature in the metallic state; and (2) certain metals which in
nature are usually found as oxides or in an oxidized form of some kind,
and these are chromium, manganese, vanadium, tungsten, titanium,
zirconium, uranium, and molybdenum (which occurs, however, as sulphide). Incidental refere11ce will be made to uickel and cobalt.
Of the rnre metals of the platinum group I propose to say but little.
We are indebted for a magnificent display of them in the library of my
friends, Messrs. George and Edward Matthey, and to Mr. Bellon, all
members of a great firm of metallurgists. You should specially look at
ti.le splendid mass of palladium, extracted from native gold of the value
of £2,500,000, at the melted and rolled iridium, and at the ma ses of
osmium and rhodium. No· other nation in the world could show such
specimens as these, and we are justly proud of them.
These metals are so interesting and precious in themselves, that I
hope you will not think I am taking a sordid view of them by saying
that the contents of the case exhibited in the library are certainly not
worth less than £10,000 .
.As regards the rarer metals which are associated with oxygen, tbe
problem is to remove the oxygen, and this is u ually effected either by
affording the oxygen an opportunity for uniting with another metal, or
by reducing the oxide of the rare metal by carbon, aided by the tearing
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effect of an electric current. In this crucible there is an intimate mixture, in atomic proportions, of oxide of chromium and finely divided
metallic aluminum. The thermo junction (A, :fig. 1, Pl. XXIII) of the
pyrometer which formed the subject of my last Friday evening lecture
h~re is placed within the crucible B, and the spot of light C, from the
galvanometer D, with which the junction is connected, indicates on tbe
screen that the temperature is rising. You will observe that as soon as
the point marked 1,010° is reached energetic action takes place; the
temperature suddenly rising above the melting point of platinum, melts
the thermo junction, and the spot of light swings violently; but if the
crucible be broken open you will see that a mass of metallic chromium
has been liberated.
The use of alkaline metals in separating oxygen from other metals is
well known. I can not enter into its history here, beyond saying that
if I were to do so, frequent references to the honored names of Berzelius, Wt>hler, and Winkler would be demanded. 1
Mr. Vantin has recently shown that granulated aluminum may readily be prepared, and that it renders great service when employed as a
reducing agent. He has lent me many specimens of rarer metals which
have been reduced to the metallic state by the aid of this finelygranulated aluminum; and I am indebted to his assistant, Mr. Picard,
who was lately one of my own students at the RoyaLSchool of Mines,
for aid in the preparation of certain other specimens which have been
isolated in my laboratory at the mint.
The experiment you have just seen enables me to justify a statement
I made re~pecting the discriminating action which certain metals appear
to exert. The relation of aluminum to other metals is very singular.
When, for instance, a small quantity of aluminum is present in cast
2
iron, it protects the silicon, manganese, and carbon from oxidation.
The presence of silicon in aluminum greatly adds to the brilliancy with
which aluminum itself oxidizes and burns. 3 It is also asserted that
aluminum, even in small quantity, exerts a powerful protective action
against the oxidation of tbe silver-zinc alloy, which is the result of the
desilverization of lead by zinc.
Moreover, heat aluminum in mass to redness in air, where oxygen
may be had freely, and a film of oxide which is formed will protect the
mass from further oxidation. On the other hand, if :finely divided aluminum finds itself in the presence of an oxide of a rare metal, at an
elevated temperature, it at once acts with energy and promptitude an 1
releases the rare metal from the bondage of oxidation. I tru t, ther .
fore, you will consider my claim that a metal may pos e s moral attr_ibutes lias been justified. Aluminum, moreover, retain the oxygen it
An interesting paper, b y H.F. Keller, on the reduction of oxides of metal by 0th
m eta.ls, will be found in the Journal of the American (Jhemical, 'ociety ecem b
1894, page 833.
2 Bull. 'oc. Chim. Paris, Vol. XI, 1894, pa e 377.
3 Ditte, Lei;ons nr l es MPtaux, Part II, 1 91, page 206.
1
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has acquired with great fidelity, and will only part with it again by
electrolytic action, or at very high temperatures under the influence of
the electric arc in the presence of carbon.
[A suitable mixture of red lead and aluminum was placed in a small
crucible heated in a wind furnace, and in two minutes an explosion
announced the termination of the experiment. The crucible was shattered to :fragments.]
The aluminum loudly protests, as it were, against being intrusted
with such an easy task, as the heat engendered by its oxida,tion had
not to be used in melting a difficultly fusible metal like chromium, tlie
melting point of which is higher than that of platinum.
It is admitted that a metal will abstract oxygen from another metal
if the reaction is more exothermic than that by which the oxicle to be
decomposed was originally formed. · The heat of formation of alumina
is 391 calories, that of oxide of lead is 51 calories; so that it might be
expected that metallic aluminum, at an elevated. temperature, would
readily reduce oxide of lead to the metallic state.
The last experiment, however, proved that the reduction of oxide of
lead by aluminum is effected with explosive violence, the temperature
engendered by the reduction being sufficiently high to volatilize the
lead. Experiments of my own show ihat the explosion takes place
with much disruptive power when aluminum reacts on oxide of lead
in vacuo, and that if"coarsely ground, fused litharge be substituted for
red lead, the action is only accompanied by a rushing sound. The
result is, therefore, much influenced by the rapidity with which the
reaction can be transmitted throughout the mass. It is this kind of
experiment which makes us turn with such vivid interest to tLe teaching of the school of St. Claire Deville, the members of which have rendered such splendid services to physics and metallurgy. They <lo not
advocate the employment of the mechanism of molecules and atoms in
dealing with chemical problems, but would simply accumulate evidence
as to the physical circumstances under which chemical combination and
dissociation take place, viewing these as belonging to the same class of
phenomena as solidification, fusion, condensation, and evaporation.
They do not even insist upon the view that matter is minutely granular, but in all cases of change of state make calculations on the ba i
of work done, viewing changed" internal energy" as a quantity which
should reappear when the system returns to the initial state.
.A verse of some hi torical interest may appeal to them. It occur,
in an old poem to which I have already referred a being connected
with the "Roman de la Rose," and it expresses nature's prote, t agaiust
those who attempt to imitate her works by the u e of mechanical method ·. The • argument" run thus:
Comme

ature se complaint,

Et dit sa douleur t Aon plaint

A ung sot souffleur sophistique
Qui n' use que d'art m cbauique.
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If the "use of mechanical art" includes the study of chemistry on ·
the basis of the mechanics of the atoms, I may be permitted to offer
the modern school the following rendering of nature's plaint:
How nature sighs without restraint,
.And grieving makes her sad complaint
.Against the subtle sophistry
Which trusts atomic theory.

An explosion such as ·is produced when aluminum and oxide of lead
are heated in presence of e~ch other, which suggested the reference to
the old French verse, does not often occur, as in most cases the reduction of the rarer metals by aluminum is effected quietly.
Zirconium is a metal which may b_e so reduced. I have in this way
prepared small quantities of zirconium from its oxide, and have formed
a greenish alloy of extraordinary strength by the addition of 0.2 per
cent of it to gold, and there are many circumstances which lead to the
belief that the future of zirconium will be brilliant and useful. I have.
reduced vanadium and uranium from its oxide by me.ans of aluminum
as well as manganese, which is easy, and titanium, which ismore difficult. Tungsten, in fine specimens,_is also before you, and allusion will
be made subsequently to the uses of these metals At present I would
draw your attention to some properties of titanium which are of special
interest. It burns with .brilliant sparks in air; and, as few of us have
seen titanium burn, it may be well to burn a little in this flame. [Experiment performed.] Titanium appears to be, from the recent experiments of M. Moissan, the most difficultly fusible metal known; but it
bas the singular property of burning in nitrogen-it presents, in fact,
the only known instance of vivid combustion in nitrogen. 1
Titanium may be readily reduced frow its oxide by the aid of alumfourn. Here are considerable masses, sufficiently pure for many purpose$, which I have recently prepared in view of thiR lecture.
The other method by which the rarer metals may be isolated is that
which involves the uRe of the electrical furnace. In this connection the
name of Sir W. Siemens should uot be. forgotten. He described the
lh e of the electric arc furnace in which the carbons were auauged
vertically, the lower carbon being replaced by a carbon crucible; aud
i11 1882 he melted in such a furnace no less than 10 pounds of platinum
during .an experiment at which I had the good fortune to as i t. It
ma.y fairly be claimed that the large furuaces with a vertical carbon in
which t,he bath is maintained fluid by means of the electric current, the
aluminum and other metal being reduced by electrolytic action, are
the direct outcome of the work of Siemens.
In the development of the u e of the electric arc for the isolation of
the rare, difficultly fusible metals Moissan stands in the front rank.
1 Lord Rayleigh has since stated that titanium does not combme with argon aml
M. Guntz poin~s ont that lithium in combining with nitrogen produce8 incand ence.
M. Moissan has al8o shown that uranium does not absorb argon.
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He points out I that Despretz 2 used in 1849 the heat prorluced by the
arc of a powerful pile; but Moissan was the :first to employ tl1e arc iu
such a way as to separate its heating effect from the electrolytic action
it exerts. This he does by placing the poles in a horizontal position
and by reflecting their heat into a receptacle below them. He has
shown, in a series of classical researches, that employing 800 amperes
and 110 volts a temperature of at least 3,500° may be attained and that
many metallic oxides which u11tii recently were supposed to be jrreducible may be readily made to yield the metal they c<mtain. 3
.A support or base for the metal to be reduced is needed, and thi s i8
afforded by magnesia, which appears to be absolutely stable at the
utmost temperatures of the arc. An atmosphere of hydrogen may be
employed to avoid oxidation of the reduced metal, which, if it is 11ot a
volatile one, remains at the bottom of the crucible almost al ways associated with carbon-forming, in fact, a carbide of the metal. I want to
show you tlie way in which the electric furnace is used, but, unfortunately, th·e reductions are usually very tedious, and it would be
impossible to actually show you much if I wePe to attempt to reduce
before you any of the rarer metals ; but as the main obj ect is to show
you how the furnace is used, it may be well to boil some silver at a temperature of some 2,500°, and subsequently to melt chromium i11 the
furnace (fig. 2, Pl. XXIII). This furnace consists of a clay receptacl~ A
lined with magnesia B. A current of 60 amperes and 100 volts is introduced by the carbon poles O, 0 0'; an electro-magnet M is provided to
deflect the arc on to the metal to be melted. [By means of a lens and
mirror D E the image of the arc and of the molten metal was projected
onto a screen. For this purpose it was found convenient to make the
furnace much deeper than would ordinarily be the case.]
The result is very Mautifu1, but can only be rendered in dull tones
by the accompanying illustrations (Pl. XXIV). It may be well, therefore, to state briefly what is seen when the furnace is arranged for the
melting of meta.Ilic chromium. Directly the current is passed the picture reflected by the mirror E (fig. 2, Pl. XXIII) shows the interior of
the furnace (fig. 1, Pl. XXIV) as a dark crater, the dull reel poles revealing the metallic luster and gray shadows of the metal beneath them. A
little later these poles become tipped with dazzlillg white, and in the
course of a few minutes the temperature rises to about 2,500° 0 . Such
a temperature will keep chromium well melted, though a thousand
,..;

~

Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., Vol. IV, 1 95, page 365.
Comptes Rendus, Vol. XXVIII, page 755, and Vol. XXIX, 1819, pages 48,545,712.
3 The principal memoirs of M. Moi san will be found in the Comptes Rendus, Vol.
CXV, 1892, page 1031; ibid., Vol. CXVI, 1893, pages 34-7, 349, 549, 1222, 1225 1 1429;
ibid., Vol. CXIX, 1894, pages, 15, 20,935; ibid., Vol. CXX, 1895, page 290. The more
important of the metals he has isolated are uranium, chromium, mangane e, zirconium, molybclenum, tungsten, vanadium, and tHanium. There is an important paper
by him on thA various forms of the electric furnace in the Ann. de Uhim. et cle Phys.,
VoL IV., 1895, page 365.
1
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degrees more may readily be attained in a furn ace of this kind. Each
pole is soon surrounded with a lambent halo of the green-blue hue of
the sunset, the central band of the arc changing rapidly from peach blos. som to lavender and purple. The arc can then be lengthened, and as
the poles are drawn farther and farther asunder the irregular masses of
chromium fuse in silver droplets below an intense blue field of light~ ·
passing into green of lustrous emerald. Then the last fragments of
chromium melt into a shining lake, ;hich reflects the glowing poles in
a glory of green and gold, shot with orange hues. Still a few minutes
later, as the chromium burns, a shower of brilliant sparks of metal are
projected from jibe furnace, amid the clouds of russet or brown vapors
which wreath the little crater, while if the current is broken and the
light dies out you wish that Turner had painted the limpid tints and
that Ruskin might describe their loveliness.
The effect when either tungsten or silver (fig. 2, Pl. XXIV) replaces
chromium is much the same, but, in the latter case, the glowing lake is
more brilliant in its turbulent boiling, and blue vapors rise to be condensed in the iridescent beads of distilled silver which stud the crater
walls.
Such experiments will probably lend a new interest to the use of the
arc in connection with astronomical metallurgy, for, as George Herbert
said long ago,
Stars have their storms even in a hi gh degree,
As well as we;

and Lockyer bas shown how important it is, in relation to such storms,
to be able to study the disturbances in the various strata of tbe stellar
or solar atmosphere. Layers of metallic vapor which differ widely in
temperature can be more readily obtained by the use of the electrical
furnace than when a fragment of metal is melted and volatilized by
placing it in the arc on the lower carbon.
It must not be forgotten that the use of the electric a.re between
carbon poles renders it practically impossible to prepare the rare
metals without associating them with carbon, often forming true carbides; but it is possible in many cases to separate the carbon by ubsequent treatment. Moissan has, however, opeued up a vast field of
industrial work by placing at our disposal practically all the r, rer
infusible metals which may be reduced from oxide , and it is nece" ary
for us now to consider how we may best enter upon our inheritauce.
Those members of the group which we have known long enouo-b to
appreciate are chromium and mangane e, and the ewe have only known
free from carbon for a few months. In their carburized tate th Y
have done excellent service in connection with the metallurgy of t I·
and may we not hope that vanadium, molybdenum, titanium. an l
uranium will render till greater services~ My object in thi 1 cture i
mainly to introduce you to the e metals, which hitherto few f u. hav
ever seen except as minute cabinet ·pecimeu , and we are gr a ly

Smithsonian Report, 1896.
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indebted to M. Moissau for sending us beautiful specimens of chromium,
vanadium, uranium) zirconium, tungsten, molybdenum, and tjtanium.
[These were exhibited.]
The question naturally arises, Why is the future of their usefulness
so promising f Why are they likely to render better service than the
common metals with which we have long been familiarf It must be
confessed that as yet we know but little what services these metals will
render when they stand alone; we have yet to obtain them in a state
of purity, and have yet to study their properties, but when small
quantities of any of them are associated or alloyed with other metals
there is good reason to believe that they will exert a very powerful
influence. In order to explain this, I must appeal to the physical
method of inqufry to which I have -a lready referred.
It is easy to test the strength of a metal or of an alloy; it is also easy
to determine its electrical resistance. If the mass stands these tests
well, jt,s suitability for certain purposes is assured; but a subtle method
of investigation has been afforded by the results of a research in trusted
to me by a committee of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, over
which Dr. Anderson,of Woolwich, presides. We can now gather much
information as to the way in which a mass of metal bas arranged itself
during the cooling from a molten condition, which is the ne·c essary step
ill fashioning it into a useful form; it is possible to gain insight into the
way iu which a molten mass of a metal or an alloy molecularly settles
itself down to its work, so to speak, and we can form conclusions as to
its probable sphere of usefulness.
The metl.10d is a graphic one, such as this audience is familiar with,
for Prof. Victor Horsley has shown in a masterly way that traces on
smoked paper may form the record of the heart's action under the disturbing influence caused by the intrusion of a bullet into the human
body. I hope to show you by similar records the effect, which, though
disturbing, is often far from pr~judicial, of the introduction of a small
quantity of a foreign element into the "system" of a metal, and to
justify a statement which I made earlier as to the applicability of
physiological methods of investigation to tb_e study of metals. In order
that the nature of this method may be clear, it must be remembered
that if a thermometer or a pyrometer, as the case may be, is plunged
into a mass of water or of molten metal, the temperature will fall continuously until the water or the metal begins t_o become solid; the tem perature will then remain constant until the whole mass is solid, when
the downward course of the temperature is resumed. This little
thermo-junction is plunged into a mass of gold, an electric current is,
in popular language, generated, and the strength of the current is proportional to the temperature to which the thermo-junction is raised; so
that the spot of light from a galvanometer to which the thermo-junction
is attached enables· us to measure tbe temperature, or, by the aid of
photography, to record any thermal changes that may occur in a heated
mass of metal or alloy.
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It j only nece sary for our purpose to use a portion of the long scale,
which may b traced across the end of the room by tlle spot of light
from the galvanometer, but we must make that portion of the scale
movable. Let me try to trace . before you the curve of the freezing of
pure gold. It will be necessary to mark the position occupied by the
movable spot of light at regular intervals of time during which tlle
gold is near 1,045° C._, that is, while the metal is becoming solid. Every
time a metronome beats a second, the white screen A {fig. 1, Pl. XXV),
a sheet of paper, will be raised a definite number of inches by the gearing and handle B, and the position successively occupied by the spot of
light C will be marked by hand.
You see that the time-temperature curve, x y, so traced is not contiuuous. The freezing point of the metal is very clearly marked by the
vertical portion. If the gold is very pure the angles are sharp; if it is
impure they are rounded. If the metal bad falleu below its freezing
point without actualiy becoming solid, that is, if superfusion, or su_rfusion, had occurred, then there would be, as is often the case, a dip
where the freezing begins, and then the temperature curve rises
suddenly.
If the metal is alloyed with large quantities of other metals, then
there may be several of these freezing points, as successive groups of
alloys fall out of solution. The rough diagrammatic method is not sufficiently delicate to enable me to trace the subordinate points, but they
are of a vital importance to the strength of the metal or alloy, and photography enables us to detect them readily.
.
Take the case of the tin-copper series; you wi11 see that a~ a mass of
tin-copper alloy cools, there are at least two distinct freezing points.
At the upper one the main mass of "the fluid alloy became solid; at
the lower, some definite group of tin and copper atoms fall out, the
position of the lower point depending upon the composition of the m_ass.
Now turn to more complex curves taken on one plate by making the
sensitized photographic plate seize the critical part of the ourve, the
range of the swing of the mirror from bot to cold being some 60 feet.
The upper curve (fig. 2, Pl. XXV) gives the freezing point of bismuth,
and you see that surfusion, a js clearly marked the temperature at
'
'
C. The lower curve,
marked "tin,"
wh.1chb.1smuth freezes being 2680
repre ents the freezing point of that metal which we know is 231° C.,and
in it urfu ion, b, i al o clearly marked.' The curve marked standard
gold contains a ubordinate point C which you will observe is lower
th an he freezing P int f tin and it is cau ed by the soli<lification of a
mall_ P rtioi~ of bi muth, whi~h alloyed it elf with some gold atom , and
rem_arn d_,_1lmd be] w the freezing point not only of ui mu hit elf but
of tm · . ow g ld with a low freezing point in it like this i found to be
v ry bnt le . nd :" ar in a fair way to an wer the que tion why O.""'
r ·. n of zirc m m d uble, the trength of gold, while 0.2 per ent of
t balhum. an th r rar metal, l1alve the strength. In th ca e of the
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zirconium the subordinate point is very high up, while in the case of
the thallium it is very low down. So far as my experiments have as yet
been carried, this seems to be a fact which underlies the whole question
of the strength of metals and alloys-. If the subordinate point is low,
the metal will be weak; if it is high in relation to the main setting
point, then the metal will be strong, and the conclusion of the whole
matter is this: The rarer metals which demand for their isolation from
their oxides either the use of aluminum or the electric arc, never, so
far as I can ascertain, produce low freezing points when they are added
in small quantities to those metals which are used for constructive purposes. The difficultly fusible rare1· metals are never the cause of weakness, but always confer some property which is precious in industrial
use. How these rarer metals act, why the small quantities of the added
rare metals permeate the molecules, or, it may be the atoms, and
strengthen the metallic mass, we do not know; we are only gradually
accumulating evidence which is afforded by this very delicate physiological method of investigation.
As regards the actual temperatures represented by points on such
curves, it will be remembered that the indications afforded by the
recording pyrometer are only relative, and that gold is one of the most
suitable metals for enabling a high, fixed point to be determined. There
is much trustworthy evidence in favor of the adoption of 1,045° as the
melting point hitherto accepted for gold. The results of recent work
indicate, however, that this .is too low, and it may prove to be as high
as 1,061.7, which is the melting point given by Heycock and Neville 1 in
the latest of their admirable series of investigations, to which reference
was made in my Friday evening lecture of 1892.
It may be well to point to a few instances in which the industrial use
of such of the rarer metals · as have been available in sufficient quantity is made evident. Modern developments in armor plate and projectiles will occur to many of us at once. This diagram (fig. 1, Pl. XXVI)
affords a rapid view of the progress which has been made; and in collecting the materials for it from various sources I have been aided by Mr.
Jenkins. The effect of projectiles of approximately the same weight,
when fired with the same velocity against 6.inch plates, enables comparative results to be studied, and illustrates the fact that the rivalry
bet,rnen artillerists who design guns, a,nd metallurgists who attempt
to produce both impenetrable. armor plates and irresistible projectile ,
fol'ms one of the most inter·e sting pages in our national history. When
metallic armor was first applied to the sides of war ves els it was of
wrought iron, and proved to be of very great service by ab olutely preventing the passage_of ordinary cast-iron bot into the interior of tbe
ve'sel, as was <.lemonstrated through the American civil war. It was
found to be iiece ary, in order to pier ·e the plate , to employ harder
and larger projectile than tho e then in u.·e, and the chilled ca t-iron
1

Trans. Chem. 'oc., Vol. LXVII, 1 95, p.160.
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shot with. which Colonel Palliser's name is identified proved to be formidable and effective. The point of such a projectile was sufficient.ly
hard to retain its form under impact with the plate, and it was only
necessary to impart a modern velocity to a shot to enable it to pass
through the wrought-iron armor ( A, fig. 1, Pl. XXVI).
It soon became evident that, in order to resist the attack of such projectiles with a plate of any reasonable thickness, it would be necessary
to make the plate harder, so that the point of the projectile should be
damaged at the moment of first contact, aud the reaction to the blow
distributed over a considerable area of the plate. This object should
be attained by either using a steel plat~ in a more or less hardened condition, or by employing a plate with a very hard face of steel and a
less hard but tougher back. The authorities in this country during the
decade 1880-90, had a very high opinion of plates that resisted attack
without the development of through cracks, and this led to tlle pro<luction of the compound plate. The backs of these plates (B, fig. 1, Pl.
XXVI) are of wrought iron, the fronts are of a more or less bard variety
of steel, either cast on or welded on by a layer of steel of an intermediate quality, cast between the two plates. Armor plates of this kind
<liffer in detail, but the principle of their construction is now generally
accepted as correct.
Such plates shown by the Plate B resisted the attack of large Palliser shells admirably, as when such shells struck the plate they were
damaged at their points, and the remainder of the shell was unable to
perforate the armor against which it was directed. An increase in the
size of the projectiles led, however, to a decrease in the resistillg power
of the plates, portions of the hard face of whieh would, at times, be
detached in flakes from the junction of the steel a11d the iron. An
increase iu the toughness of the projectiles. by a substitution of forged
chrome steel for chilled iron (see lower part of Plate B) secured a victory for the shot, which was then enabled to impart its energy to the
plate faster than the surface of the plate itself could trammit tlle
energy to the back. The result was that the pfatc wa · overcome, as it
were, piecemeal; the steel surface was not sufficient to resi ~t tbe blow
itself and was shattered, leaving the projectile an easy victory over the
soft back. The lower part of Plate B (in fig. 1, Pl. XXVI) represent
a similar plate to that used in the Nettle trials of 1888. 1 It mu ·t no t
be forgotten, in this conuection, that th armor of a ship i but li'titl
likely to be struck twice by heavy projectiles in the ·ame place,
although it might be by smaller ones.
Plates made entirely of steel, on the other hand, were found prior to
188 , to have a considerable tendency to break up comp1 tel wh n
struck by the shot. It was not po sible, on that account, to make their
faces a hard as tho e of comp nnd plate · ; bnt while th y lid n t
resist the Palli er shot nearly a well a the rival compound plat tbAy
1
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offered more effective resistance to steel shot (see lower part of Plate
O, fig. 1, Pl. XXVI).
It appears that Bertbier recognized, in 1820, the great value of .
chromium when alloyed with iron; but its use for projectiles, although
now general, is of comparatively recent date, and these projectiles now
commonly contain from 1.2 to 1.5 per cent of chromium, and will hold
together even when they strike steel plates at a velocity of 2,000 feet
per second 1 (see lower part of Plate D); and unless the armor plate is
of considerable thickness, such projectiles will even carry bursting
charges of explosives through it. [The behavior of a chromium-steel
shell, made by Mr. Hadfield, was dwelt upon, and the sheU was
exhibited.]
•
It now remained to be seen what could be done in the way of toughening and hardening the plates so as to resist the chrome-steel shot.
.Aqout the year 1888 very great improvements were made in the production of steel plates. Devices for hardening and tempering plates
were ultimately obtained, so that the latter was hard euough throughout their substance to give them the necessary resistipg power without
such serious cracking as bad occurred in previous ones. But in 1889
Mr. Riley exhibited, at the meetin 6 of the Iron and Steel Institute, a
· thin plate that owed its remarkable toughness to the presence of nickel
in the steel. The immediate result of this was that plates could be
made to contain more carbon, and heuce be harder, without at the
same time having increased brittleness; such plates, indeed, could be
water-hardened and yet not crack.
The Plate E represents the behavior of nickel-steel armor. It will
be seen that it is penetrated to a much less extent than in the former
ca.se. At the same time there is entire absenc~ of cracking.
Now, as to the hardening processes. Evrard had developed tlie use
of the lead bath in France, while Captain Tressider 2 bad perfected the
use of the water-jet in England for tlie purpose of rapidly cooling the
heated plates. The principle adopted in the design of the compound
plates has been again utilized by Harvey, who places the soft-steel or
nickel-steel plate in a furnace of suitable construction, and covers it
with carbonaceous material, such as charcoal, aud strongly heats it for a
period, which may be as long as one hundred and twenty hours. This is
the old Slleffield process of cementatiou, and the·result is to increase the
carbon from 0.35 per cent in the body of the plate to o:n per cent or even
more at the front surface, the increase in the amount of carbon extending to a depth of only 2 or 3 inches in the thickest armor.
The carburized face is then "chill-h~Jrdened," the result being that
the best chrome-steel shot a.re shattered at the moment of impact,
unle they are of very large size as compared with the thickness of
the plate. The interesting result was observed lately 3 of shot doing
1
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1
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Jess harm to the plate and penetrating less, when its velocity was
increased beyond a certain value, a result due to a superiority in the
power of the. face of the plate to transmit energy over that possessed
by the projectile, which was itself damaged, when a certain rate was
exceeded. At a comparatively low velocity the point of the shot would
resist fracture, but the energy of the projectile is uot then sufficient to
perforate the plate, which would need the attack of a much larger gun
firing a projectile at a lower velocity.
The tendency to-day is to dispense with nickel and to use ordinary
steel, '' harveyed"; 1 this gives ~xcellent 6-inch plates, but there is
some difference of opinion as to whether it is advantageous to omit
nickel in the case of very thick plates, and the problem is now being
worked out by the method of ·trial. Probably, too, the harveyed plates
will be much improved by judicious forging after the process, as in<licated
by some r·ecent work done in America. The use of chromium in .the
plates may lead to intel'esting results.
'rurn for a moment to the Majestic class of ships, the construction of
which we owe to the genuis of Sir William White, to whom I am
indebted for a section representing the exact size of tLe protection
afforded to the barbette of the J.llajestic. [This section was exhibited
and is shown as reduced to the diagram, fig. 2, Pl. XXVI.] Her armor
is of the harveyed steel, which has bitherto proved singularly resisti11g
to chromium projectiles.
In this section A represents a 14-inch harveyed steel armor plate, B
a 4-inch teak backing, C a 1¼-inch steel plate, D ½- inch steel frames,
and E ~-inch steel linings.
It will, I trust, have been evident that two of the rarer metals, chromium in the projectiles and nickel in the armor, are playing a very
important part in our national defenses; and if I ever lecture to you
again, it may be possible for me to record similar triumphs for molybdenum, titanium, vanadium, and others of these still rarer metals.
Here is another alloy, for which I am indebted to Mr. Hadfield. It
is iron alloyed with 25 per cent of nickel, and Hopkinson bas shown
that its density is permanently reduced by 2 per cent by an expo ·ure
to a temperature of - 30° that is, the metal expands at this temperature.
Suppo ing., therefore, that a ship of war was built in our climat of
ordjnary steel and clad with some 3,000 ton:s of sueh uickel- teel armor
we are confronted with the extraordinary fact that if uch a ship vi 'ited the arctic regious it would actually become some 2 feet lon g r
and the shearing which would result from tbe expan ion of tbe armor
by exposure to cold would destroy the hip. Before I leave the que 'tion of the nickel iron alloy let me direct your attention to thi triJ 1
alloy of iron, 1;_1.ickel, and ·obalt in . imple atomic proportion .
r.
Oliver Lodge beli ves hat hi alloy will be found to po e very
1
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te l. In
each case the velocity of the projectile is approximat ly J,640 foot- ·econds and th
n rgy J,070 foot
tons.
2. SPction of barbette of the Mujestic.
3. Half section midship of aluminum torp do boat .
. 4. Preparations for the microscope of diamonds and other torms of carbon obtained fr m carburiz d
1ron.
J. The upper series of projectiles are Palliser ch illed-iron shells, and the lower are cbrom
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remarkable properties; in fact, as ho tol<l me, if nature bad properly
understood Mendeleef this alloy would really have been an element.
As regards the electrical properties of alloys, it is impossible to say
what services the rarer metals may not render; and I would remind
yon that "platinoid," mainly a nickel-copper alloy, owes to the presence
of a little tungsten its peculiar property of having a high electrical
res istance which does not change with temperature.
One other instance of the kill(l of influence the rarer metals may be
expected _to exert is all that time will permit me to give you. It relates
to their influence on aluminum itself. You have heard much of the
ador tion of aluminum in such branches of naval construction as
dema1 cl lightness and portability. During last autumn Messrs. Yarrow ~ompleted a torpedo boat which was built of aluminum alloyed
with 6 per cent of copper. Her hull is 50 per cent lighter and she is
3½ knot8 faster than a similar boat of steel would have been, and, notwithstanding her increased speed, is singularly free from vibration.
Her plates are one-tenth of an inch thick and one-sixth of an inch
where greater strength is needed. It remains to be seen whether copper
is the best metal to alloy with aluminum. Several of the rarer metals
have already been tried, and among them titanium. Two per cent of
this rare metal seems to confer remarkable properties on aluminum,
a1Hl it should do so according to the views I have expressed, for the
cooling curve of the titanium-almninum alloy would certainly show a
high snuordinate freezing point. (Fig. 3, Pl." X . ,_TVI.)
Hitherto I have appealed to industrial work rather than to abstract
scie nce for Hlustrations of the services which the rarer metals may
render. One reason for tliis is that at present we have but little knowledge of some of the rarer metals apart from their asr:;ociation with carbon. The metals yiel<led by treatment of oxides in the electric arc are
al wayr:; carburized. Thero arc, in fact, some of the rarer metals which
we as yet can hardly' be said to know ·except as carbides. As the following experiment is tbe last of the series, I woti.ltl express my thanks
to my assistant, Mr. Stansfield, for the great care he has besto"·ed in
onkr to insure their succe s. Ilere is the carbide of calcium which is
produced by beating lime and. carbon in the electric arc. It possesses
great chemical activity, for if it is placed in water the calcium seizes
the oxygen of the water, while the carbon also combines with the
hyt1rogen, and acetylene i 'tl1e result, which burns brilliantly. [Experiment shown. l If the carbide of calcium be placed in chlorine water
evil-smelling chloride of carbon is formed.
In studying the r lations of the rarer metal. to iron it is impossible
to di sociate them from the inflnence exerte<l by tho simultaneous
pre~encc of carbon; but carbon is a protean element-it may be dis,·ol ved in iron, or it may exi t in iron in any of tl1c varied forms in
which wo know it when it i. free. Mattl1ies en, tbe great authority on
alloy,·, actually write~ of the "rarbon-iron alloys." I <lo not hesitate,
SM 9G--33
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therefore, on the ground that the subject might appear to be without
the limits of tlle title of his lecture, to point to one other result which
has been achieved by M. Moissan. Here is a, fragment of pig iron
highly carburized; melt it in the electric arc in the presence of carbon and cool the molten met.al suddenly, preferably by plunging it
into molten lead. Cast fron expands on solidification, and the little
mass will become solid at its surface and will contrar-t; butwhen,in
turn, the still fluid mass in the interior cools it expands against the
solid crust, and consequently solidifies under great pressure. Dissolve
such a mass of carburized iron in nitric acid to which chlorate of potash
is added; treat the residue with caustic potash, submit it to tlie prolouged attack of hydrofluoric acid, then to boiling sulphuric acid, and
finally fm~e it. with potash to remove any traces of carbide of silicon,
and yon have carbon left, but in the form of diamonds.
If you will not expect to see too much I will show you some diamonds
I have prepared by strictly following the directions of M. Moissan. As
he points out, these diamonds, being produced un<ler stress, are not
entirely without action on polarized light, an<l. tl1ey Lave sometimes the
singular property of flying to pieees like Rupert's drops wllen they are
mounted as preparations for the microscope. [Tlle images of many
small specimens were projected on the screen from the microscope, anu
fig. 4, E, Pl. XXVI, shows a sketch of one of these. Tlie largest diam_ond yet produced by M. Moissan is 0.5 millimeter in <liameter. j
A (fig. 4, Pl. XXVI), represents tbe rounded, pitted surface of a
diamonu, and B a crystal of diamond from tbe series prepared by M.
Moissan, drawings of which illustrate bis paper. 1 The rest of the f-pecimens, C to F, were ol>tained by myself by t.be aid of bis metlwd as
above described. 0 represents a dendritic growth apparently composed of hexagonal plates of graphite, while D is n, specimen of much
interest, as it appears to be n, hollow sphere of graphitic carbon, 11artially crushed in. Such examples are very numerous, and their surfaces
are covered with minute round graphitic pits and prominences of great
brilliancy. Specimen E (whicl1, as already stated, was one of a serie
shown to.the audience) is a broken crystal, probably a tetrahedron, ar d
is the best crystallized specimen of diamond I have as yet succeeded it."1
preparin~. Minute diamond , i-;imilar to A, may be readily produced.
and bril1iant fragments, with the lamellar structure shown in F, are
al o often met with.
The clo e a ociation of the rarer metals and carbon and th ir intimate r lations with carbon, when they are bidden with it in iro
enabl d me to refer to the production of the diamond, and afford
ba i for the few ob erva.tioo, I would ffer i11 conclu. ion. These rela
to tb ingular attitude toward rnetallurgi ·al re earch maintained
tl1 . e who are in a o ition to promot the ad va11 ement f cien
i
tbiR · untry.
tate1 nt: re. pe ·ting tl1e cllange of hining gr phlte
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into brilliant diamond are received with appreciative interest; but, on
the other hand, the vast importance of effecting similar molecular
_changes in metals is ignored.
We may acknowledge that "no nation of modern times has done so
much practical work in the world as ourselves, none ha,s applied itself
so conspicuously or with such conspicuous -success to the indefatigable
pursuit of all those branches of human knowledge which give to man
bis mastery over matter." 1 But it is typical of our peculiar British
method of advance to dismiss all meta11urgical questions as "industrial,"
and leave their consideration to private enterprise.
We are fortunately to spend, I believe, eighteen millions this year
on our navy, and yet the nation only endows experimental research in
all branches of science with £4,000. We rightly and gladly spend a
million on the J.11agnificent, and then stand by while manufacturers compete for the privilege of providing her with the armor plate which is to
save her from disablement or destruction. We as a nation are fully
holding our own in metallurgical progress, but we might be doing so
much more. Why are so few workers studying the rarer metals and
their alloys 1 Why is the crucible so oft.en abandoned for the test tube¥
Is not the investigation of the properties of alloys precious for its own
sake, or is our faith in the fruitfulness of the results of metallurgical
investigation so weak that, in its case, the substance of things hoped
for remains unsought for and unseen in the depths of obscurity in
which the metals are lefM
We must go back to the traditions of Faraday, who was the first to
investigate the influence of the rarer metals upon iron, aud to prepare
the nickel-iron series of which so much has since been heard.2 He did
not despise research which might possibly tend to ui;:eful results, but
joyously records his sati8faction at the fact that a generous gift from
Wollaston of ·certain of the" scarce and more valuable metals" enabled
him to transfer his experiments from the ]aboratory in Albemarle street
to the worlrn of a manufacturer at Sheffield.
Faraday not only began the resea,rch I am pleading for to-night, but
be gave ui:; the germ of the dynamo, by the a,i<l of which, as we have
see11, the rarer metals may be isolated. If it is a source of national
pride that research should be endowed apart from the national expeuditnre, let us, while remembering our re ponsibilities, rest iu the hope
that metallurgy wi11 be well represented in the laboratory wbfoh private munificence is t.o place side. by side with our historic Royal Institution.
The Times, February 22, 1895.
1n the development of the mm of the~e alloys tl;1.0 Soci6t6 Ferro-mckol and Les
Usines du Creuzot deserve special mention.
1
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PRELIMINARY ACCOU~T OF AN EXPEDITION TO THE
PUEBLO RUINS NEAR WINSLOW, ARIZONA, IN 189G. 1

By J ...WALTER

FEWKES.

ITINERARY, PERSONNEL, AND COLLEC'L'IONS OF THE EXPEDI'l'ION.

The arcllreological expedition under my charge, sent out by the
Bureau of American Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution, in the
summer of 189G, bega1?- work: at Winslow, Arizona, on June ~nd. Au
exploration was first made of a ruin called by the Hopi Indians Homolobi, situated 3 miles from tllat towu, near Sunset Crossing of the
Colorado Chiquito River. I discovered a seco11d ruin ~ miles north of
Homolobi, on the same side of the river, and on the left bank a small
cluster of houses about 4 miles from Winslow, near the ~ite of a Mormon town (now abandoned) called Brigham City. I likewi:-;e visited a
fourth ruined pueblo G mile:-; from the railroad, on the left bank of the
Colorado, north of Winslow.
At the close of June the seat of explorations wa8 moved to a ruin
near Hardy, Arizona, abont 15 miles east of Winslow, on the left bank
of Ohevlon Creek near where it empties into the Colorado Chiquito.
Having made extensive ex-cavations at that ruin, we went to Chaves
Pass, between 30 and 40 miles about southwe:::;t of Winslow, dosing the
month of July at that place. Shipping the collection which had beeu
obtained from these three ruins to Washington at the close of July, we
"ent to the Middle Mesa of Tusayan, where we arrived 011 the 3d of
August, and immeufately began work at the ruin of Old CuDopavi.
At the earnest entreaty of Na,cihiptewa, chief of the pueblo Onfiopavi,
my work: on the cemetery of Old Cufiopavi was given up at the enq. of
two <laiy. ·. We then moved to Walpi, prospected the ancient site of' that
pneblo, called Kisakobi, with a view to renewed exploration . I also
made a reconnaissance in a reported prehistoric l10me of the Katcina
l)eople, called Katcinaba, ituated about 3 miles from Sikya.tki, but for
various reaso11s we were led to aba11don archmological work for the
~ummer with the experiences at Cuflopavi. '\Ve therefore set our. elve
to the solution of certa,iu etbuological problems, and the collectiou or
1
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m t rial illu trating obscure points of modern Hopi life. I attended
th i lute erem nies L at W alpi and Micoiiinovi, saw the Snake dances
at Oraibi, UUOI avi, and Cipaulovi, which had . never been witnessed
by thnologists, and left Tusayan at the close of August.
After vi iting Zuiii we went to Isleta and Sandia, made a trip to
T uki, and returned to Washington September 23rd.
I was accompanied, during my explorations, by Dr. Walter Bough
of the National Museum to whose valuable aid much of the success of
the expeditiou is due. '
.
It was advantageous to hire for laborers both Mexicans and Mo~i
Indians, but the latter only were employed on the reservation, for obvious reason. While unaccustomed to bard labor, and physically unable
to do as much in a day as a white ma11, the Indians were fai th ful
la.borers, and the young men, especially those from the East Mesa, are
anxious for employment, not lazy, but willing to do their best.
.
I found Mr. Peter Stauffer, formerly iri<iustrial teacher in the Moki
School, exceptionally well fitted for camp duties; and to tbe ener~y of
Mr.J.Bargeman is due the great amount of manual work accomplished
by excavations.
.
An exact enumeration of the specimens collected is not possible at
this time, but my field catalogue has over 1,700 entries, in addition to
which there are fully 500 more objects. Probably the whole nu~ber of
specimens added to the Museum l>y the expedition of 189G will not
fall far short of 2,500 objects.
The nature of this varied material is both ethnological and archreological, the latter, of course, l argely predominating. The ethnologic~l
specimens were gathered from W alpi, Zufii, Isleta, Sa11dia, and Tesnkl.
Among these may be mentioned a number of objects purchased at
Santa Fe, illustrating the condition of the missions of the Rio Grau de
rueblos in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This collection
ilwludes paintings on buffalo and other skins, mural ornaments, cros e' ,
and the like. Although small, when added to the few already in th e
Musewm they make a fair beginning of a collection illustrating th
mutual influence of aboriginal and Ohri. tian art among the Pueblo ·
Noteworthy among· these specimens is a painting on skin, from th
walls of an old mi. ion, in which the fio·ure of a saint is repre ent d
in a clood from which de cends parallel lines symbolic of falling rain•.
~ll(l a ~>ictnr of the Crucifixion on a slab of wood, the edge of-which
1.· ·nt rn the form of a terraced rain cloud.
Dr. ough at my :uggm;tion coll ct d a ·011 id rable h rbarium
illu.-:r~ting Hopi m dicinal ancl al'bm ntary plant., ol>taiui,ng their
ab r 1 mal 11 nw. · an<l n ... 2 He lil wiR made a, coNection f fo il ·
1
· h w ·n: mac1 hnv l, c·n puhlil:1h c1 in an artic1
, , Th1· ob
. · rv·1ti
. ' _on '\·] nc:
r_lu- M1 ·0111nov1 Flut Altar.•, .Journ .•\m I', Folk Lon• 1 n .
~h r1• nlt Ju' hN·n puhli l1111 in an arti ·l,• ntit1/c1 "Tho Hopi in I
th •1r l'l:mt 1:uvir11111111•11 • A11wr. Auth . , ,I;'v 1 1, . , 1 ,• 1~, •
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from the formation underlying the Middle Mesa of Tusayan, which will,
it is hoped, shed light 011 obscure points in Tusayan geology .
. rrbe archreological material consists of a large collection of prehistoric pottery of many different forms, colors, and degrees of excellence,
stone implements, basket ware, cloth, jewe!ry, pigments, and sacred
paraphernalia, the majority of _w hich are of a mortuary character.
The series of skulls which were collected numbers eighty, which is
tl1e htrgest assemblage of somatological material ever made from the
ruined pueblos of the Colorado Chiquito. The close resemblance
between the skulls of the ancient Cibolans and those of the accolents of
the Gila-Salado has been commeuted on by others. 1 The modern Hopi,
however, approach more closely to the former inhabitants of the Gila
Valley in their craniometric features than do the modern Zuiiis. The
large collection of skulls from Chaves Pass affords abundant material
for the solutiou of an important question, and when properly "'worked
up" will shed light on the relationship of the Pueblos to the Gila aud
Salt River tribes.
We recognized that it would be instructive, in view of the agricul-·
tural life of prehistoric .Pueblos, to knO'N something of the auimals,
domestic and otherwise, by which the ancients were surrounded, or
those which they hunted and used for food. For the purpose of answering- this questiou we carefully gathered all bones of animals found in
excavating tbe rooms of Bomolobi, especially those associated with
undoubted prehistoric material. This unique collection grew to cousi<l.erable size, alld will furni~h material for a special article.
In addition to objects I collected abundant notes, photographs, and
drawings, gathering data for elaboration into special articles. I have
been able to fill several gaps in my know ledge of the intricate Tusayan
ritual, especially the secret rites of the Snake dances at Cipa,nlovi,
Oraibi, and Cuiio1mvi. 2
SCOPE AND AIM OF i'HE EXPLOR.A.'l'ION.

The primary object of my expedition was a collection of prehistoric
material from om Southwest, and in pursuit of this end I was able to
continue foe lines of investi 0 ·atiou inaugurated iu the ummer of 1 05.
I am attempting to follow an archIBological base line from tlie inhabited pueblos of Tusayan to the ruins of the Gila and alado watershed.
Broadly considered, the goal before me is to determine the ol'ig~n of
the southern component of the Moki Indian. , and the pecial a pect
of that problem, which I considered ill the summer of 18DG, wa to
h1vestigate- by archreologieal methods the claim of the Patki family
that their ancestors lived near Win low and at Chave. · Pa · .
1 Joarn. A.mer. Eth. and Ar ·h., Vol. III., No. 2.
.
2This material was published iu the 'ixteeuth Annual R port of tho Bur au of
American Ethnology.
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The ruined pueblos near Winslow are called by the traditionalists
best versed in the story of the migration of the Patki family by tbe name
Homolobi. Unfortunately, no known object of aboriginal manufacture
had ever been obtained from this vicinity by the archmologist, and on my
arrival at the town I found little encouragement that I should be any
more successful, for no one there knew of any ruins in the neighborliood
of the town save those of the Mormon settlements, Brigham and .Sunset
City. A few days' explorations, however, sl10wed that Wins.low is one
of the best points for archrnological studies in the pueblo area. By the
aid of Hopi workmen we discovered Homolobi, from which were taken
several hundred most beautiful objects of prehistoric handiwork. Having, as I believe, succe:ssfully demonstrated that the legend that the
Patki or some other Moki family formerly lived near "·here Winslow
now stands was true, it was desirable to extend explorations still
farther south. Although this family once lived at Homolol>i, tbat
pueblo was only one of their homes iu their northern migration. Barlier
in their hi:story, it is claimed, they ca.me from far to the soutb. Tile
ruins of former Lalting· places must be searched for in this direetion.
I had in this quest also traditions to guide me, even the trail indieated.
In the old time:s, up to the present generation, in their trading Yisits to
the Pimas the Hopi took the trail through Chaves Pass, an available
one for them to cross the rugged malpais of the Mogollones. I followed
this trail from Homolobi to tlle pass and examiued ruins wllich had
been reported, studying their evideuce of Hopi kinsliip. The results
confirmed traditions, and :w ill be developed later iu this report.
The ruin at Chevlon wns excavated with the hope of adding new
data to aid in an intellige1~t interpretation of the resemblauces between
ancient Hopi and Znfii cultures, which are regarded as practica11y
identical. It had long l>een my L>elief that the differentiation ~f
Tusayan, Z-c.niau, Keresan, and 1.'auoan aspects of pueblo cultures 1
of modern origin, and that in 110 very ancient times re ·emblauce
between them were greater than to-day. Manifestly thi:-; ques~ion ean
not be properly a11swered save by a lrnowledge of objects from ancient
ruins. The ru,in at Cllevlon i situat<.> d about the ::-;ame di ·tance from
Zuni pueblo as from ,Valyi, and its former iullal>itant ruirrht a ily b
related to the ance:tor:-:; of both. The Ilopi clafo1 it a. a hom of their
for •father', and it should uot be iegarded a, strauge if the Zuiii ' c1
~he_ am , for ind d both may be l'ight. '1 he ance tor of oth w r
rntnnat ly r lat d in th •ir ·u1tur . l>ut w ('au 110 t tel111 w do th'
an i u 1l J>i w •r • to the au<:i •ut ½~iii u11ti1 we know om tlli11g d tlnit
ab u l>oth. 1
A: a, rul , th a11 ·i 11t ruirn•<l 1m l>lo!'! >f the yall y of th
r · lmilt r :to11<· whil • tho. of th , 'ila- 'alad
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area were of stone and clay; stone was used in the upper part of the
rfrer and its tributaries, and pressed clay in the great plains of the
lower Gila-Salado. The ruins of the Verde Valley, the natural pathway
between these two regions, are of stone. I have elsewhere claimed that
tlie character of aboriginal pueblo buildings in our Southwest is determiucll by the geological enviroument. lt would give strength to the
argument could we find instances wl1ere the same people who in rocky
places built homes of stone constructed clay houses iu plains where
stone failed. Between Homolobi and modern Tusayan, following the
Little Colorado, the river winds tllrough lernl plains where stones for
buildiug material fail, the 11earest rocks being several miles from the
river banks. Following the right bank of the stream for some distance
on my way from Homolobi t.o Tusayan, we narrowly scanned every
evidence of former aboriginal occupation for evidences of ruined buildings of adobe. At several points there were mou11ds of ancient pueblos
in which 110 stone was used in the construction of the walls, although
thC'y were thickly strewn wlth fragmeuts of pottery. It will probably
be found that there were several small adobe pueblos along tLe bauks
of tLe Colorado between Homolobi and the Crossing, wherever the
valley broadens into a plain.
With this general sketch of tbe scope of my work, let us pass to a
spe~ial consideration of the four ruins, Ilomolobi, Oakwabaiyaki, Tctibkwitcalobi,1 and Old Oufiopavi, which were studied by my party. The
first three are far south of the :Moki Reservation, although ancestrally
situated in Tusayan. Roughly speaking, the pue!Jlo at Chaves Pass
wa.8 about halfway between ihe Moki town, Walpi, aud the great
buildiugs near Tempe and Ph~ uix. The diRtauce of the Ohevlon ruiu
from Zuili is about the same as from Walpi.
IIOMOLOBI.

There are no less than four extensive ruins within 6 miles of Winslow,
Arizona, nea1· to or remote from the ba11ks of the Little Colorado. All
of these arc elaimed by the Jiopi as dwelling places of their ancestors.
The n earest, aud that especially studied, is 3 miles away and was a,
pueblo of considerable i-;ize, situated on the plain of the right bank of
the river, which ]1as in fresliet8 overflo,rnd its banks aud washed away
a portion of the walls. It is separated from tLe pre."ent right hank of
the stream by a, level river bottom, in wllich 110w grow . tunted cottonwoods and other trees.
The mounds of tllis ruin exhibited no evidences, when we began work,
of rooms above gron11d, :11thongh J was told that in comparatively recent
times it La<l. waUs rising to a con iderab]e height, and that the Mormons,
1 The nn,mes C'bosen io designate the ruins at tlle Chev Ion arnl Chaves PasH are of
Hopi etymo]og,r, lint not 11ecessari]y tlle only oneH npplie<l by them to tbcs an ·ient
p1rnblos. Cnkwah aiya is n, 11:ime applied to Chevlon Creek, and 'l'ci.ibkwitcala, Antelope Notch, tu ()have8 Pass.
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in buillin
un t ..,ity, a mile away, but now in ruins, utilized the stones
from thi rnin for their buildings. .Although the walls above ground
hav b n wholly destroyed, the ash-colored mounds indicating the
ruin are r adily en from a considerable distance. The original pueblo
a.pp ar to have be n of rectangular shape, with inclosed plazas overlook <.l by nwre tllan iugle-storied rooms on the east side. .
Th .,econd min, which is referred to the Homolobi group, lies abot~t
18
miles beyond the first and on the same side of the river, but
separated some distance from its right bank. This pueblo is much
larger than either of the others and crowns a high mesa. The walls of
the rectangular rooms are still clearly discernible above the surface
of the ground, and in some places even wooden beams are still in place.
This ruin would well repay excavatious, but its distance from water
deterred me from undertaking them and other advantages presented
by the former ruin so far outweighed those connectEd with this that I
attempted only a day's work at this place.
th
A third rniu of the Homolobi group is situated on the left bank of e
river, just beyond the site of old Brigham City. The periodically swollen
Colorado had washed into this ruin ancl worn away a considerable section along the river front. 'fhe character of the ruin indicates that it
was a small pueblo built in part of blockH of adobe, and possibly
abandoned on account of the encroachment of the stream, although
well situated for farming the adjacent valley.
,
.
The fourth ruin i~ perched on top of a, mesa at about an equal dis-~
tance from Winslow as the second, but ou the left or opposite bank ot
the river. The pueblo covered almost tbe entire top of n, conical butte,
which on one side is almost inaccessible. This ruin indicates a village
of considerable size, as shown by the fallen debris and abundance of
pottery fragments strewn on tbe talus at the base of the cliffs. The
pictographs on bowlders half way up the hill followiug an old. trail are
abundant, characteristic, and well preserved.
My knowledge of the character of prehistoric culture at Homolobi i
drawn mainly from facts obtaiued at the first ruin but the similarities
of all four ruins implies an intimate counection a1:d :1 close likenes in
the manners and custom of their inhabitants. For convenieuce it may
be best to <le iguate the group of ancient towns about Wim;low a the
Ilomolobi group, but I will not commit myself to the stat 1uent that
th. Y w r all ,imultaneou ly inbabited. Th re L as yet, however no
vid n ·e bat th w 1· not, and ev ry I rol>ability that th
im
f
abaudonrn n I f all wa.· 1l t far apart.
1 h u ,.h pa:t Pxperi n · hacl . hown m that xcavatio11.' in the
m. f r~1in: I'' ·~ 1 f w, p ·im n · f value, a C'ompar tl wi h th
· ·m ,t 'I'l
I ma 1 • xt 11 iv • xctwatiou f' th ro m. of TI m l bi
cl ·t rmin • th ir ~ rm th ~ numb r of ,·tori •., aucl h ir cli r1 ntion
of ho. til
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in the momids. These excavatious showed that the majority of the
rooms were large, that their walls were nicely plastered, and that they
were two stories high in some places. In more tlian one part of the
ruin we came upon well preserved cedar beams of :flooring several feet
below the surface. Fireplaces ( 1) and windows were found, but only
rarely, although passages from one chamber to another were common.
In one of the rooms we found a human skeleton, apparently of au old
mau, but with no evidences of careful burial. The skull of an infant
lay on the floor of another room. It was interesting likewise to note
tbat in the large flat slabs on the floor of one of the larger chambers
we found small round holes, carefully made, which suggested the
sipapil, or symbolic opening, the orifice through which, it is held, races
origiually emerged from the underworld. As this is one of the features
.in the kiva floors at Tusayan, we might readily consider the chamber in
question to have been a sacred room or kiva; but later in our excavatious we found many similar slabs of perforated stone near graves
in the necropolis, which suggests that possibly tbese stones were used
in the floors of rooms to eover the dead in intramural iuterments.
The great collections of prehistoric objects which were taken at
Homolobi tame from the necropolis, or burial place, which is always.the
most wonderful in its revelation of the character of ancient life. The
cemeteries of Homolobi were situated,just outside the towu, in the slope
of tl1e mound, only a few feet from the outer wa11. The dead were thus
practically interred in the very shade of the pueblo, and were not carried to any distance. There was nothing superficially visible to indicate
these interments, save now and then the edge of a flagstone placed
upright in the soil. The custom of iutramnral burial and interment just
outside the house ·walls seems to have been oivery ancient date; the
transportation of the deceased to a distance, more modern. Pueblos, ·
like Awatobi and Old Ounopavi, which were under Spanish iufluence,
practiced both methods, l>ut tlrn inhabitants of the present inhabited or
modern Tusayan pueblos long ago abaridoued burials in their villages,
and now carry their dead down the mesa, or some distance from the town.
At Sikyatki the cemeteries were a few hundred feet distant from the
pueblo, while at B omolobi, Cbevlon, aud Chaves Pass the dead were
buded in the town, or close outside the walls. I found no evidence of
cremation of the dea<l. 1 Almost every grave was indicated by a, Hat
stoue slab, which stood upright or lay above a skeleton. Some of these
stones were perforated with round, oval, or square holes. There was
no uniformity in the orientation or positions of the dead, for some of
the bodies were extended, others had knees drawn to the breast, and
still ot,hers were lying on one side. Double and multiple burials were
1 Although it is distinctly stated by early Spani h writers that the Cibolans burned
their dead, the :finding of skeletons in ancient Zuni ruins !:!hows that the ancient
Zuflians did not always cremate. The great numbers of :;kelctons found in n.nd abottt
the ruins of the Little Colorado indicates that burial in the groull(l was a general
custom.

.
)
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pb '' ol' int rm en t extended from the northeast to the
aiw l 'of th • min , arnl t h e ~werage depth of burial was about
l<,w t h ' urf'acc of the ground. Y ery shallow graves were
m1u on , but the d eep er we excavated t he better preserved were
h ' m rtuary obJ cts, t h e flu e t pot,tery being fo und at the lowest depth.
'l11H r a p1)ear '<.l t o h av e been 110 consecration of the soil in which
th d ' ad w .r e 0 11ee interred ::1,11d th e same b urial ground was appar.
ntly n d s ventl tim es, after jntervals of time. The habit of placrng
mortuary voti\'e offerings wn.~ almost universal, and almost every grave
ex avatcd coutained one or :nore· objects of pottery,1 stone implemen~s,
ceremonial para,p hernal1a,, :md the like. The perislrnble food material
formerly d eposited in -che bowls was, as a rule, so much destroyed th at
no opinion can be expressed in r egard to its character. Valuable ornaments were left on t.he bodies of the dead.
The pottery froru. Ilomolobi differs in color from the true Cunopavi
and Sikyatki wares, but contains a considerable number of bowls, vases,
1
and j::trs of similar form. Roughly speaking , about one-third of tl _e
specimens from Homolobi R:re similar in color with those from Sikyatki;
another third, red and black ware which is ff}azed, and the remainder,
'
b
white and black, like the cliff-home pottery. These differences in color
are, I believe, mainly due to the kind. of clays, pigments, and other compoueuts used in their manufacture, but the symbolism of all wares,
however colored, is l)ractically identical.
d
The large number of vessels belonging to the red and black, au
black and white varieties identical with those sometimes said to be
'
characteristic of the cliff dwellers
lead me to the conclusion that th e
ancient 1meblo villages made the ;ame kind of pottery, and adorned it
in the same way, whether they lived in cliff houses or in villages in th c
the plain.2 This conclusion could not have been demonstrated with out extensive excayations in pueblo ruins such as the means at my
.
'
d1sposal
made possible in the Homolobi region .
. Vases, as a rule, are ornamented on the exterior, and I have but a
smgle specimen decorated on the interior. This :figure represents on
?ne ~ide of tbe rim the head, breast, and arms of a human being, holdrng ~n outstretched hands rattles or spears. Below this figure there
are, .m ~he interior of the howl, two footprints, as if from one who h ad
lea11 ed mto_ tlle jar. From the. e two footpri11t a line of step e ~tend
acr~.~ th e mt •rior of the jar, ending on the <liam etrically oppo it rim,
b •birnl a figure of the lower body and Jeffs of a man crawling out of
th ' b wl on tli oppo.'ite side. ~Phi , inter~al d ecoration i uniqu and
m~donbt _cll y 1iad an importa11t meanino· in th miud of the dclin ator.
. IlH~ y u·t g raphic'. cl coc·,1tion.· of' Ilomol bi pott ry which an be
HlPntth
<1 _ar _f'_
,,,._
ii t munb r ·ompa,r •d with
. tl10,' from , ikyatk1. wln· 1.u.
__

,
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is, I uelieve, a highly significant fact. The figures of birds predominate,
but these differ essentially from those represented iu the palrnography
of Cuiiopavi and SikyatkL As a rule, they are crude in form and less
artistically made, a generalization which is likewise true of the ceramic
ware as a whole, looking at it either from the point of view of finish or
ornamentation. The ancient pottery from Sikyatki and old Ou11.opa,vi
is superior to any which I have examined from the Southwest. That
from the Homolobi region is cruder, more like ancient Zufii ware, indicating a less developed artistic taste and P?iuting to but not proving
a high development of culture in prehistoric Tnsayan. As we compare
articles from the Chevlon ruin with those from Zuiii we find close likenesses/ but if anything the ancient Oibolan ware is inferior to that of
Homolobi, both of which is greatly inferior to the ancient Tusayan
pottery.
The only instance in which I have found a figure of the spider in
pottery from prehistoric ruins of the South wes t was on a food basin, the
interior of which was adorned with a representation of this animal. It
had the four pairs of legs characteristic of .Arachnida, the globular
body, and prominent rnanuibles of this group. Iu modem mythology
the spider womau is associated with the sun, and it is probable that she
is an earth goddess, bride of the sun, called the mother or grandmother
ot' the twin war gods. lt is interesting to find on the outer rim of this
b0wl with spider decoration a figure of tbe sun similar to that now
made yearly by the chief of the Katcinas on the floors of the sacred
rooms or kivas in the celebration of the series of ceremonials called tlic
Powaruf1. 2
The maize found in the mortuary bowls at Homo lo bi, and the same is
likewise true of the otl1er ruins studied by me, was a, small-cared variety,
in some instances not more than one or two inches in length. There
were many squash seeds, a few cotton seeds, au<l others not ideutified.:1
Among objects of doubtful use found at Homolobi may be mentioned
the plastron of a turtle which was cut into a cil'culH,r form or disk.
While we were at work on our excavations at Homolol>i a small party of
Hopi made a visit to the Uhevlon and Ulear creeks to collect turtle.·
for use in the sacred dance. They also made prayer offerings, which
1 Both the ancient ZuTii pottery aml that from lo·w cr clown tho 'olora.do Ch iqnito
are similar in color, <l.onbtless uecause of identity in t he constitnents of tl1e cl:ty a,ml
the action of fire upon it.
ZTlJe modern symbol of the snn which is dep icted on t he pottery 110w mad e in
Tns:1yan is likew ise found on the altar screeu of t h e PaliiliikoTiti, or serpent-s un ceremo11y, and in various otller altar paraphernalia. The s nn symhol of tho Katcina,
ho,Yffrnr, is slightly diJfereut, ancl that on olcl pottery resembles tho Ka.tcinu. variant.
I suggest that the dual symbol thus recognizctl cau be explained on the theory of
diverse origins.
3 Among the present people in Tmiayan, who claim that their ancestors came from
tl1e far So nth, the Squash p op Jo were rogarde1l most important. His ]1oh1 that, th a
people, too·ether with the Sun, Water, nntl others, once livccl on tho banks of the
Little Colorado. On their advent in Tn8n.ynn they scttle<l T<·nlrnhi, a. pu blo of
the Middle Mesa, now iu ruins. The geus js now extinct at Walpi.
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th Y plac d in brines, and carried back water for use in a Katcina
1
dan , the alako (Sio, Zulli), which was performed in July in Sitvi. These men made a pilgrimage of 80 miles to visit ancestral
pla
of wor hip. The fact has a significance and is connected with
early migrations of cults. 2
·
everal sections of the leg bones of some mam malian were found near
3
the skull of one interment. These were possibly hair ornaments.
The second ruin i11 the Homolobi group which was discovered was
situated about 3 miles beyond the first, on the same side of the river,
but more distant from its bank. This ruin was a much larger one than
that already considered, and crowned the top of a mesa about 200 feet
high. The rooms were well marked out, by standing walls, and in many
instances the remains of wooden beams were still present.
The burial places of this pueblo were in the foothills at the base of
the mesa, and the graves were marked by the same rectangular stone
slabs recorded in the first ruin. The most instructive food bowl found
in these burials was ornamented with the picture of a human being
with flowers and butterflies. The chin of tbe figure is painted black,
as is so often the case in idols in Tusayan altars, and faces of participants in dances. 4
The third ruin 5 was situated on the left bank of the river, not more
than 5 miles from the town of Winslow. It was a small village, and
so near the stream that the water had washed away one corner of the
mounds. I made no excavation at this place, except on one side, but
---This ceremony has ueen described in the Fifteenth Annual Report of the Bureau
of American Ethnology.
.
2 The Sio-Calako was brouo·ht to Sitcomovi from Znfii by several Hopi who bad
b
• 1
seen it at the latter pueblo not many years ago. As all Katcinas are the specia care
of the Badger people, the paraphernalia of this ceremony belongs to the Badger ·
There n-re some other Katcinas which were derived from Znfii, as well as weak rrpresentatives of certain priosth~ods; but as a rnle the Molds have <'arefully gnal'tled
th
th eir peculiar rites, not being wil1ing to sell them oven to the Zufiis. Abont
e
year 1880 representatives of eleven Zulii clans visited \Valpi and tried to pnrcha. e
th e mysteries of the Snake Dance, bu L were r efused. The Zuni ritual is not as varied
or as rich as the Mold and bas suffered more uy losses cansed hy the extin tion of
ceremonials dne to the 8pm1iards.
oftbe most rirohlem:Ltical gcnt,es of thP Hopi, which is repute<l to have com
i,o fusayan from the far South, was the· 11 ~Tiksrnn ." This gens is said to haYe
~>een 80 c·all c1 h ·c· mw them mbers of it wore s<'ction s of th<' 1 g bon s of ihc h ar
rn th eir liair, lmngiu '<lown ovC'r the forehead. Oiiat mentions a p opl betw en
th0 Littl
olorado and the· reat olorado, cHllccL '' 'rnr.aclos," from th ir w arin:r
~ro!\B<'? on thc·ir forPh :uhi. The oco Ma.ricopas an• 1,ai<l to bavo worn hon obj ct
rn th 1r li·tir
•
• the, 'ontbwesl.
111 o f" SPvcral tr1bo
'
, a.ncl tl 11· 1· s t.
1n
1
Tb
nt lop J>l'i<·st li'l11 to p;irh; or C'oru mai,Ls · s
des •npiio11 of the Tn ayau
h1wrv:nH· . .
'
.' ,. ral i-lan whid1 wen•
· -1atl'Cl with
·
th Tn ayan v1·11 ag r:-. ar
- · 1·, r a sum
rt1 port''1.
have~lmilt bOJ 11 ,. ,•11011 ~ th e ,oloraclo Ghi<J11ito an<l som<' of b nam o f
1
vi
'
IT
k"11 11"
··1r1• kncn n fl 1 'I 11 11 ·an f olklori t .
1H· of th
r i th olcl plwhlo
1 · · 1va n h 1111· of tlu ·, 11•1 11
·
1 '
t.l PLitt]
,
peop1•·. I·, rnm the KJZ • of so1111" of tlw r111u:-a JOU"
1
1
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found that some of the wans were made of adobe 1J1ocks as well as
stone. Taken in connection with tlie ruins later found farther down
the Colorado, these are the first mention of adobe walls in villages in
tlie Tusayan province, showing, of cmu,:.e, that the builders utilized
tlie most convenient material at hand for their habitations .
. The fourth ruin of the Homolobi group was situated on the same Ride
of the river as the last, a few miles farther north. Like the second ruin,
it is more distant from the river and crowns a mesa, the walls of which
are very steep. This ruin is sma11 and bas cemeteries in the debris at
the foot of the mesa. The blocks of stone near by were found to be
covered with characteristic pictographs 1 made by the modern Hopi.
The second and fourth Ilomolobi ruins are excel]ent ones to exca,vate,
and will undoubtedly yield many specimens, although tl.te probability
is that objects taken from them will not differ greatly from those which
I have brought to Washington from the first ruin.
CHEVLON RUIN. 2

I

There are several ruins on Clievlon Creek, one of the moi:it convenient
of which to ·study was that 011 tbe left bank near where it :flows into
the Little Colorado. This ruin, about fifteeu rni]es from Winslow, is in
·sigllt of the station Hardy, on the Atlantic all(l Pacific Railroad, and
was the most eastern ruin of those examiued.
It is situated 011 a, gravelly hill, nowhere more th,rn a hundre<l feet
high~ and in no way different from neighboring l1ills of the same
geological character. No sign of walls were seen auove grou11d, but
from a, distauce the mounds of Chevlon ruiu could l>e readily diRtillguished hy their pecu1iar light-gray color. The ge11eral form of the
ruin was rectangular witll outlyi11g rows of rooms apparently inclosing a
plazai aud the niost elevated part was on the northern ide.
The cemeteries of this ruin, like tho e of Homolobi, gave UR the
majority of objects collected at that place. The pueblo, judging from
t1ie contents of the graves, was richer and laTger than Homolobi,
although there are many likeuesRes between the two. Tile portion of
tbe necropolis excavated wa, situated on tue 11ortliern ide, th graves
bei11g found on the slope of the mound in the jmmediate vicinity of the
outer walls of the town.
The burials were indicated by :flat stones, some upright, but most,l y
horizontal, sirnilaT to those of Uomolobi. As a rule the bodie wer
wrapped in a coarse rush matting, which wa in many in tance w 11
pre erved.
Of fragile object from tbi ruin may b m 11tion d fra ments of
plaited ware, some of which w .re alm0:st utire ba k t ·. The ·u t m
1 Among these were r
·ognize(l the tot m signaturefi of sPv ral cfans of t!t , Patki
and Sc1uash people, wh o traclitioni:; say on ·c Jived in tlw 'olo rado 'b iqnito ruin,·.
2 'iikwa,baiyaki, Blu
tream ptt<'blo. Higbornp or 11 ar r the- Honrce of th• 'b vl u
there aro other ruins, and in the Ulear Creek Canyon several cliff houses.
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of burying basket . plaques with the dead is still pret,erve,1 in the
Tusayan towns, where it appears to have been iuherite<l from a11eient
times. Baskets are not now made at the East Mesa of Tusayau, and
the craft is confined to the Middle Mesa and Oraibi. The baskets
from several gra·ves were identical with those made at Oraibi. There
were also representations of the peculiar kind manufactured at Micoiiinovi and among the Kohoninos. Some of the baskets were pait1ted on
the surface a green or blue 1 color, others had the component twigs
stained before they were plaited. When the basket ware was painted
the pigment formed a thick coating or layer over the surface. .
·There was found in a Ohevlon grave a large sto11e slab ornamented
in color on both sides. The designs on one side are shown in the
accompanying plate, but the figure on the reverse is almost invisible.
From the portions still remaining I recognized ~ymbols of the dragon
fly. The triangular figure I will not attempt to exp1ain, out of a feeling
that it would be presumptuous to attempt it when the best folklorists
among the people of Walpi declared that they did not understand Hs
meaning.
The use of stone, wooden, and burnt clay slabs on the altar of T11sayan priests has been repeatedly illustrated by me in accounts of the
Hopi ritual, but none of these bear a symbolism identical with that on
the stone slab from a grave in the Ohevlon ruin. This form of pictograpuy is therefore exceptional, and the specimen, so far as I know,
m1ique.
The colors with which it was painted are the same as those use<l
to day, and from being mixe<l with water easily wash off. Undoubtedly
this stone slab was used in ceremonials, perhaps prehistoric, and buried
in the grave of the priest who performed them, at his demise .
.t\ !though the significance of the three triangular figures is unknown
to rne 1 their likeness to similar markings on the walls of certain chambers called kivas in the cliff homes of the l\fesa Verde is very striking.
fo t!Je view of the interior of one of these rooms given by Norden kiol<.P
not only the same number of these triangles are depicted, bnt al o
adjacent to one of them, bnt not on its apex, is represe11ted a bird. Tt
has been suggested that these are rain-cloud 1-,ymbols, and it may h
cal1e'1 to mind that similar :figureR, reversed, are pai11ted on dado, of
mo<lern hom e~, and embroi<1ered 011 weddil1g blanket , where tlley ar
caJ1e,l butterfly symbols. In the secret rites of the snake dauc at
Walpi the prie. ts till u e a to11e slab decorated with a figure of th
butterfly or moth, and called the Hokona ma11a (butterfly virgin ).~
One of the rare:st stone implements fomHl in the Chedon ruin wa,
an ax of white tone, mooth ly poli lied arnl symm trically fiui:h •,l.
Thi' implement wa, ornam nted on opposite fnces with a impl in i · •tl
1 Blne pigment is a.,mrito; greei1, <'a.rhonato of <·opp r.
Cliff Dw<·llen; of )Jesa, Yerdc.
3 Jouru. Amer. Eth. an,1 Arch., Vol. IV.
2
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cross, and four parallel ma.rks were cut on one edge. The stone was
soft, probably limestone, and must have been .originally brought to
Ohevlon from some distance, as similar rock, in place or in fragments,
was not ~ound in the vicinity. I have not seen an ax of the same material from any pueblo ruin, but the majority of stone implements are of
harder rock. The stone axes from Homolobi are of chipped stone,
without groove for hafting.
_
Several forms of arrow straighteners were found, one of these in the
form of a frog. These also served as arrow polishers, and are at the
present day used in polishing prayer sticks.
Several stone slabs found in the Chevlon ruin had one surface covered
with two rows of blackened circles. They were too heavy for transportation, and my photographs of them were failures. Their use or
significance is not known to me.
The occurrence of metates, or grinding stones - fl.at, worn slabs of
rock, on which seeds, probably corn, were ground-in the graves of
women indicates a burial custom not without a parallel in modern times.
These metates were commonly inverted over the skeleton of the woman
at burial. 'rhe Indian workmen said that in all instances they indicate
the sex u1.· the dead, and, as far as my osteological knowledge goes, it
seemed to me that they were right in that statement.
Several objects for personal decoration were taken from the Chevlon
ruin, one of the most interesting of which was a large button of
polished lignite. A square fragment of the same material, found on a
skull near the mastoid process, was inlaid with five smaU turquoises,
one at each angle and one in the middle. This was the only specimen
of lignite inlaid with stone which was found, but several specimens of
incrusted shel1, wood, and bone were taken from the Ohevlon ruin. The
number of marine shells found in the Colorado Chiquito ruins was very
great. 1
The following have been identified: 2
Pectunmiliis giganteus, Reeve.
Melongena patula, Rod. & Sow.
StrornbuB galeatus, Wood.
Conus Fergusoni, Sow.
Cm·diutn elaturn, Sow.

Oliva angulata, L ~tm.
Oliva hiatula, Gmelin.
Oli1;a biplicata, Sow.
Tur,-itella teg1·ina, J<einer.

The most beautiful ornament or fetich of hell iucru ted with turquoi e
wa" found at the smaller of the two ruins at Chaves as . It wa a
specimen of Pectunculiis giganteu cover d with gum, in which were inlaid
rows of turquoise nicely fitted together in the form of a frog rt ad.
This beautiful object wa vidently an ornament, and was taken from
tbe brea t of a skeleton uri d several fe t bel w th urfa i11 the
smaller of the Ohave Pa s ruin .
s an ex mpl of mo aic w rk hi.
1 ee Pacific Coast i hell!~ from Prebi. toric 'l'usa,yau l uin .
b r, 1896.
z Fol' objects made from th m se · my articl , Am r. An h., Tov l.111 r , 1 6.
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bj ti un ·urpas ed, and with the exception of one other is the only
1
ri able mo aic frog known to me from ruius in the Southwest.
'fhe Chevlon ruin revealed a few specimens of shell carving, one of
the best of which was a Pectunculiis cut in the shape of a frog, with perforations for eyes. Many shell armlets, bracelets, :finger rings, and perf rated hells of the same · species were likewise found. There ought
likewise to be mentioned two objects cut out of shell representing, possibly, some animal with head four leg·s and a tail. Oue of the armlets
'
'
. 1y
was beautifully deeorated with
au incised
pattern which is various
modified in color on many prehistoric bowls and jars.
..
Wood bone and shell incrusted with turquoise mosaic were farrnhar
' the 'inhabitants of the OLevlon. Oneofthemostinterestmg
.
objects to
ornaments is a pear-shaped pendant of bone, covered on one SUrface
with a turquoise mosaic. Shell and turquoise were combined in an
incrustation on wood in another specimen.
A set of gaming reeds was found in a grave at the Ohevlou. · T~es~
were five in nuinber (four is now the prescribed number), and are similarly marked to those used in gaming at modern Zuiii. This game w~s,
however, known in ancient Tusayan, for we found ait old Oufiopavi a
beautiful food basin with the same four reeds depicted upon it.
·
In the same grave with the gaming reeds we found fragments of a
bow and arrow which seems to refer the owner to a warrior priesthood.
The pottery from the Ohevlou ruin has many resemblances to that
of the ancient Zuni ruins but is not so :flue as that from Sikyatki or
Curiopavi, the old Tusaya~ pueblos. The predominating colors are different from the latter and similar to t,hose of ancient Oibolan ware, bnt
its decorating designs are mostly geometric :figures. As the syml>oli,:~
of the Chevlon pottery is essentially the same as that of Homolobi
which is undoubtedly Tusayan and closely akin to that of Cibolan
ruins, I am led to the belief tha; the differences between the old Tu ayan towns of the Colorado Chiquito and those of its trjbutary, the Rio
Zuni, were not very great, and that there was a closer similarity betn-een
the ancient Zunis and Mokis than between the modern pueblo ; 0
that both people may consistently claim kinship with the same ancient
p~ople, and their present differences may be interpreted rather a later
differentiation than due to di . imilar origin .
Sev ral ve el' of clay, painted and :fired, ruade in the form of animal , were found at the Chevlon ruin. One of the e wa id utifi cl by
th e In i n workm n a a duck, while other· were call d bird .
ne r
tw f h ·e wer ·· c nvr.ntionalized that th head wing , and t~ il
mo t ·trikin g
w~r r 1~r · n 1 b kn b n the urfac of th jar.
of. hh. bird-form
d
· · l 1.uad th e .c.1 rm of a ma aw or parr t •., ft rru.r
.
f , 1 11 1rcl · r · n · an l
h
_
•
c ·ora 1· u
n many o~j · ., of 1 ott ry.
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wings .are represented by parallel lines or feathers, a conventionalism
still used on the bodies of Moki dolls.
•
One of the most suggestive of these jars of animal form is a birdshaped vessel with folded appendages on each side which suggest legs.
It is barely possible that these may be reptilian appendages, in which
case the mind naturally recal~s the intimate association of the bird
and snake, which has been worked out in so clever a way in carvings
from Yucatan ruins.
The decoration of rudely coiled or indented pueblo pottery was rarely
practiced, but several good specimens were obtained from the ruins of
the Little Colorado. This ware is instructive as furnishing a passage
from rude ware to highly decorated polished pottery. The accompanying figures show the general charl:!,cter of this kind of ware; it has
a peculiarly formed handle, which is nowhere else duplicated. The
interior is perfectly polished and black, closely resembling the modern
ware of Santa Clara. While this kind of pottery was never extensively manufactured along the Little Colorado, it was not unknown to
the people who once dwelt there.
A remarkably fine series of ladles was taken from the graves at the
Cllevlon ruin, which, while they preRent no marked peculiarities, are
of special interest in the study of the modification in form of their
handles. In. one specimen the handle is double; in another, decorated
with a human figure, and many specimens are ornamented with alternating parallel and cross bars. While the interior of the bowl is generally decorated with geometric patterns, we find the rare abnormality of
a figure of a face resembling a Katcina depicted on its surface.
. A peculiar kind of ware, so far as I know new to collections of prehistoric pottery from our Southwest, was limited to bowls from the
three ruins studied by us last summer. The dominating colors are
red, black, and white, the relative amount of the latter predominating.
The figures are geometric or stellate, terraced and zigzag forms making up the greater part. Spirals and curved :figures are absent.
While ware of this kind has been taken only from the area covered by
our excavations, its limitation has not been determined. The fact that
it is not found at Sikyatki may be explained on the ground that this
pueblo was settled by the Kokop or Firewood people, who came not
from the sout1J, but from the east, but it is strange that no specimeu of
it has yet been found in the modern limits of 'Iusayan.
OH.A.VES P .A.SS R

INS.

The aboriginal dwelling in Chave Pas were two in number, one of
which was larg r than that at omolobi, which I have alr ady de cribed.
T e e an i nt pu bl w re , ituat .d in the pa s on two hill a short
distan e ap rt. Th c u ry iu whi ·h they li is very di-IB ,r nt from
that inhabit d by the ace lent of the valleys of the Colorado 0hiquit .
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t i_
11 ""'ooded with beautiful trees, and abundant water, one of the
d h 0 htful amping pl~ces in this part of Arizona. The walls of both
ruin w r built of lava rocks, and the hills nearby are capped with
malpais. From the site of the smaller a wide outlook can be had
a ro s the valley of the Little Colorado to the far distant Moki buttes,
tho e great conical elevations of rock which form conspicuous landmarks, for miles about and are in sight of the present JYioki villages.
The elevation of the ruins at Chaves Pass was considerably higher than
that of Homolobi. Chaves Pass from prehiRtoric times was one of the
few available passageways over the Mongollon mountains, and tbroug~
it ran an old Moki trail, reputed to have been the way used by Hopi
traders in visiting the peoples south of the mountains. The tributarie
of' two watersheds arise from it a few miles away, oue flowing into th e
Little Colorado, the other into the Gila; both eventually into the Gulf
of California.
The position of the Chaves -Pass ruins is therefore a most important
one in discussion of the migration of peoples north and south along
these river valleys, and a determination of the culture of tu.e peo~le
which inhabited pueblos on such a site is of great importance in a di ·
· cussion of the ancient home of that component of the Ilopi people "h >
claim to have come from the southern region. ·
The larger of the two Chaves Pass· ruins consisted of two rectangular parts connected by a wall. The highest houses were on the nortll
side, and the rooms of the eastern end were well marked.
Several hundred skeletons were exhumed from the cemeteries at th
Chaves Pass ruins, many of which were brought back for examinatio
These were of the brachycephalic type, the majority with well-~iar~
artificial flattened occipital regions. From a superficial exa°:1mat~1 •
they appear to resemble those of the Salado-Gila, ruins, but their affimties will be discussed in a special memoir.
Two of the skulls found in the excavations at Chaves Pas 1 •
frontal and facial boues stained green. I suppose this was due to th
fact that copper carbonate was placed on the face in funereal rite ~ n
that after decay of the tissues, the color stained tlle bon s of tlle fa
The only specimen of metal fonn<l in our digging wa · a copper
from the ·emetery at Chaves Pa . This bell wa found ten fi t L 1
th e urface of the ground with a human skeleton. It js identical wi
be~ls found in grave in ala<lo Valley, at Ca a Gra11de and old . 1. I xi·
rum , a~d_ba.· th ·, m form a th clay imitation de ·ribed bym fr
1'
.1. ."~at ln lll my r I> rt la. ·t y ar.
I e no good oToun<l for th
11
pi_ci
ha hi· bell indicat
1mni-=h iniluenc for it · fi rm i illenti
wi h th ·· . mad aud u.· d by )lexi ·an and entral ndian
f gol'1 •
. pp r pnor o he aclv •n of' the 'mqui tador ' .
011
h lh_
wi h P ·rforati n.· whi •li a alr ·
mark
cl
m
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there. The surroundings of Chaves Pass afforded other materials to
cover the graves. This region furnished logs, which were generally
used in covering the graves. In digging into the cemetery, we invariably found, at varying depths, a number of these logs laid side by
side, resting on stones at each end. These logs were al ways found to
cover a body, sometimes, two or more, laid at full length. Oftentimes
these log coverings were but a few feet below the surface, and again
8 or 10 feet. When the dead were buried the food vessels were placed
beside the body and head, the logs laid above the corpse, and additional
stones placed at bot,h · ends of the covering. The weight of soil above
these logs, accumulating for a long time, combined with decay of the
wood in many instances, had pressed down on the bowls so ·heavily
that many were broken. The accidents of this kind to the mortuary
pottery of the Chaves Pass ruins far outnumbered those at Homolobi
or the Ohevlon ruin.
The pigment used by the people of Chaves Pass in painting their
mortuary prayer sticks was not a green copper carbonate, but the blue
azurite, a considerable quantity of which was found in small paint pots
in the graves. The other pigments which were found were yellow ocher
and sesquioxide of iron. Implements in the Chaves Pass ruins, maoe of
bone, were particularly fine, the best of which were made from the leg
and other bones of the antelope. The l>ones of the wild turkey afforded
suitable material for bodkins, awls, needles, and the like. There were
several bones of a bird made into implements with a bole punctured
midway in their length, resembling the whistles, tatiikpi, still used by
the Moki priests in their secret religious rites. There were likewise
short sections of bone about a half inch long, fl.at on one side and round
on the other, upon which the marking of a Rtring was plainly seen.
Apparently these were once tied together in pairs, but although I found
many at Awatobi and a few at Sikyatki, and others at the ruin on the
Little Colorado, I am as yet ignorant of their probable use. The. kull
of a dog was found in one of the graves.
There was taken from the ruini:; of the Colorado Chi(]uito, near Winslow, and from Chaves Pass, a type of ancient pottery, which haR never
been found in the ruins scattered over the Moki Reservation. It is
unrepre ·ented in the large collection from .A. watobi and Sikyatki.
This kind of pottery is decorated with black, brown or retl Jin , with
ic hit" margins, and i. very common in the cemeterie of the ruins along
th Li tl Col rado. '1 hi limitation which sub quent research may
modify, indi ates a w 11-mark cl difference between ld Ilopi pottery
ancl that of the ancient Patki oples.
he p t ry from the Ohav
Pa s ruin , a would naturally l e
ex ct
differ from that of the ancient rnin near Walpi ev u nor
tb nth
f
mol bi and th
bevlonruill. Thell culiar ·r am-y llow
mor than 9 per c nt of th , n i nt
hardly repre nte<l nit 'have
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a ·s, while the red, the black, white and red, and the white and black
di vi ion make np the great majority of mortuary vessels from this
loc~lity. As a rul these vessels, as is natural, are similar-to the ware
from Ilomolobi.
The striking figure of a bird on the interior of a food basin of red
ware is no doubt one of the innumerable mythic birds which :figure so
conspicuously in modern Hopi ceremonies. 1 The long projecting beak
is a characteristic of many masks used in modern presentations in
Katcina dances.
The only quadruped which was found depicted in Chaves Pass pictography was a representation of the raccoon, Lakana.
.
This animal, like many others, has its mythic prototype in th~ H~pl
pantheon, although, as far as known, this is the first proof from obJective
evidence that it was conspicuous in ancient pueblo mythology.
The various kinds of pottery found in the Chaves Pass ruins, and the
geometrical designs upon them, are practically identical with those of the
ruins of the Colorado Chiquito (Homolobi, Chevlon), and the same as
the fragments which I have seen from the ruins of the Verde Valley.
If similarities of this nature mean anything they mean that the people
of the Verde Valley and the lower Colorado Chiquito were formerl~
1
closely related. Trustworthy traclitionists of the Patki family at Walp
told me, long before I knew of this resemblance, that their old men said
their ancestors built the pileblos of the Verde Valley. 2
DESCRIPTION OF THE .A.NCIEN'r P .A.TKI PEOPLE.

I am led by my studies of these ruins to the following conclusions in
regard to the ancient Patki people:
They were of short stature with bracbycepbalic heads, more or less
distorted by pressure in infa~cy. They lived in pueblos constructed of
clay or stone, raised crops of corn, melons, squashes, cultivated cotton,
and made garments of agave, yucca, cotton, and cedar fibers.
'.rhey rarely buried their dead in the floors or walls of their houses.
but generally just outside the walls of their pueblo, only a few feet
away.
For ornaments they wore shell, bone, and turquoise yariou 1y work~d.
The most elaborate forms of these ornaments were shell and turquoi,
incrustation. on wood, shell, lignite, or bone. They may have worn
b 11 and h l1 rnaments in their hair but the worn n befor marriage
lr ed tli ir hair in two whorls, one above each ear, bad ec r pendant
rn cl fr_ t, ngnlar f'raO'm nt of lignite set with tnrquoi: , bon in·
cru. t d WI h h :am or implc turc1uoi:e. Both exe had armlet ·
f•
th . (' •r 'ffiOll"
f th 0 -~
• uwal, ko an<l ilw Znni , 'lrnlako.
.
,, 0
Th formrr -I
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wristlets, and :finger rings made of the marine shell, Pectunculus giganteus, sometimes inlaid with stone. They made basketry like that still
manufactured at the Moki pueblos, Ora,i bi, and the Middle Mesa, and
wrapped their de.ad in coarse matting of rushes or other :fibers.
The priests made elaborate pabos or prayer sticks, some of which
were several feet long, and painted them with yellow, green, blue, red,
white, and black pigments, the same as those used by their descendants. They prized for ceremonial purposes quartz crystals, stone concretions, and fragments of obsidian. They were acquainted with bells
made of copper. They had rattles of sea shells and wore fringes of
shells on the margins of their garments. In ceremonials they made
use of stone slabs painted with :figures of animals which frequent
water.
The warriors were armed with bows and arrows tipped with stone
and obsidian points. They had mauls and clubs, stone hammers, celts,
and axes. They made needles, bodkins, and awls of bird bones, antelope tibire and ribs, which they sometimes carved in imitation of animals.
The women were adepts in the ·manufacture of earthenware vessels,
which they decorated with elaborate :figures in several colors. They
were familiar with the art of glazing pottery, and practiced etching of
the same to a very limited extent.
They buried their dead just beyond the outer home walls, and
deposited with them various votive offerings, pottery, basketry, ceremonial and ot,her paraphernalia, having first painted the face and
wrapped the body in matting. Over the grave, as environment dictated, they placed square or rectangular perforated stone slabs, or
covered the corpse with cedar logs resting on stones at either end and
weighted with tlie same at the extremities.
In their mythology, the symbols on their pottery indicate that they
recognized the sun and spider as powerful deities. They worshipped
the rain clouds, lightning, snake, tadpole, frog, and various mythic
birds. The designs on their pottery was similar to that of the ancient
Tusayan people; broken encircling bands, terraces, spirals, and zigzags
were common. The leaf or flower was not used in artistic decorations,
and human figures only sparingly copied. They entertained an idea
of a future life, aucl associated the dead with rain °·ods. With the
deceased they depo ited votive offerings in food ves el , and buried
costly (to them) property with the defnnct.
CU-OPAVI.
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Miconinovi, Cufiopavi, and Oraibi, names which can all be recognized
in Espejo's list of 1583.
Of these pueblos the first mentioned has been destroyed,1 and the
la t still occupies its ancient site, while the others have been moved to
the tops of adjacent mesas.
Old Cunopavi, or" Cumupabi" as it was known in earliest records,
was situated in the foothills nea~ the spring east of the mesa on which
stands the present pueblo. The remnants of the ancient house wall~
indicate that it_was a village of considerable size, and of an old arc_h1- ·:.""'
tectural type. It had a mission in the early days, the walls of whicb
are now used as a sheep corral. The cemeteries of old Cuiiopavi were
very extensive, some situated near the old walls and others more distant.
A tract of sand, about a lia1f mile.east of the town, was a burial place,
which is thought to have been used by the old Cunopavi people.
We camped on the edge of this cemetery, aR near as we could get our
1
wagon to the spring, and I began work with high hopes of success.
was aided by a large force of native workmen from Walpi, but was
obliged to suspend ·m y explorations after two very remunerative days'
work, during which over one hundred and. twenty beautiful pieces of
pottery had been exhumed. The chief of Cunopavi, incited by the
chiefs of Micoiiinovi and Cipaulovi, he said, objected to my diggin g in
the ancient cemeteries on the ground that such work would create great
winds which would blow away rain clouds and thus deprive them of
rain for their farms. He likewise stated that disturbing the graves
would incense Masaui\h, the god of death, and kill the little chi1d_ren.
After a long talk with the 0unopavi chief, Nacihiptewa, whose feehn g"
I respected, I came to the conclusion that the time was not yet ripe for
archooological work so near the inhabited pueblos. The necropolis of
Old Cunopavi is one of the richest in scientific treasures in Tusayan,
aud will some day yield to the student a wealth of material destined to
throw a flood of light on Tusayan cults and customs iu prehistoric and
early historic times. 2
The pottery from Old Cufiopavi is most closely allied in texture color.
and symbolism to that of Sikyatki the best in t he Southwe t. Thi
'
ware 1. , as a rule, cream or yellow colored,
very mooth, made of :floe t
paste, but n v r glazed. No specimen of the red ware which form:'
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such a conspicuous feature in the Oolorado Chiquito pottery was found,
and there were only two specimens of black aud white. 1
A much larger number, proportionally, of bowls decorated with figures of mythic personages were found at Uufiopavi than in the Winslow
ruins, the proportions being about the same as at Sikyatki. From what
we know of ancient Tusayan ware and its decoration, I believe tba,t its
specialization in decoration shows an advancement over all other quarters of the pueblo area, and that the potters' craft in that province
in prehistoric times was more highly developed than elsewhere in
the Southwest. The varieties of pottery found in Oui'iopavi include
the coarse-coiled patterns, cream-colored and black and white. The
cream ware was very smooth, but without glaze, which, however, forms
a well-marked feature of certain specimens from the three Homolobi
ruins.
No form of pottery was found which was essentially different from
those taken at Sikyatki, and the mode of burial appears to have been
identical in the two pueblos. Considering the decorations as so much
pictorial material, I find lit.tle variation in geometrical patterns used in
Sikyatki and Cuiiopavi or the Homolobi group of ruins. The drawings
of animals differ somewhat from those of the latter region, and my collection in a way supplements the known ancient Tusayan .paleography.
A.s with the decoration of other prehistoric Tusayan ware, figures of
mythic birds predominate over those of other animals, and the feather
is a constant feature in ornamentation. I have introduced copies of
some of the more striking or novel forms of animals represented in the
ancient Cunopavi ceramics.
One of the most striking designs on the food vessels evidently represents a bird with elongated beak, a tuft of feathers on the head, and an
elevated wing. On the throat there is a figure of a terraced rain cloud,
and the three feathers of the tail are represented in false perspective.
The significance of the ring is unknown to me in this connection, although
the circle is at present a symbol of the horizon. A. more conventionalized figure of a bird from another food basin has wings and tail, but a
remarkable head, which represents ama k. The face is represented by
a rain-cloud figure with parallel line over the mouth re emblino- falli11g
rain.
bove it th r is tue ·onventionalized symbol of the dragon-fly.
The a1)pendag to the ides of the mask re all tho e still u .· d at ½nfii
and Walpi iI the p r onifi ation of Katcina. . Th hol'll on n id
aud th r ctangular a,p p nda
u t.he her ngo- , t the p l\ ' nag
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, 11 cl Oaia taca. Figures which can be referred to Katcina masks are
rare in th mo ~t ancient Tusayan paleography, which has led me to a
b Ii f that this cult is a late introduction among the Hopi.1
Th two figures on an adjacent plate represent a true Sikyatki style
of orn, mentation, variations of which can be traced with great clearness but which, as far as I know, have never been found outside t~e
11res nt boundaries of Tusayan. These figures represent a symbolic
bird, highly conventionalized, but with tail feathers, wings, and part
of the body easily distinguished. 2
A single specimen with the decoration of a reptilian figure was fouu d,
and this was pronounced by Kopeli the Snake chief, to represent the
Plumed Serpent. The design had little likeness to the symbolism at
present adopted to distinguish this mythic monster.
.
· Unique in the collection from Cuiiopavi, and very rare in anment
pueblo pottery, are twofood bowls furnished with spouts. One of these
has depicted upon it a mythic bird very much conventionalized,~~~
the four reeds of a game of chance still in vogue among the Zums.
The reeds used in this game I have already referred to as found at
Ohevlon.
The figure of a bird with a long uppey beak recalls the parrot, a bird
so often used in decoration of pottery farther south, and whose feath~rs
are so highly prized for ceremonial purposes. 1rhe two feathers which
project from one side bear the conventional marks of the breast feather
of the eagle.
The two bowls in t~e following plate are highly conventionalized, b~t
the figures evidently represent the tail and two wings. The star 18
associated with the great harpy K wataka whom I have shown to be
•
'
'
•
•
•
• 4
one of the promment mythological characters of ancient S1kyatkl.
The Ouiiopavi pottery is most closely related in symbolism to th at
of Sikyatki, and is very similar to that found at Old Walpi. 5 It likeness to the pottery of .A.watobi is more distant and the same is true of
Si~yatki, for the ancient pottery of Awatobi is 'closer than to either the
rums of Homolobi, Ohevlon, or Chaves Pass. This resemblanceis uggestive, and may later be shown to mean a closer resemblance of the
people of Awatobi to tho'e of the south than is now suspected.
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' Our excavations at old Ouiiopavi, interrupted in their inception, were
too small to betray much of ancie.n t customs, but we found in the
graves such a close resemblance to those of Sikyatki that there must
have been a strong likeness between the two peoples. The decorations
on pottery are closer to those of Sikyatki than to that of W alpi or the
Middle Mesa. Ouiiopavi is no longer a pottery-making pueblo to the
same extent as Oraibi and the East Mesa, but in old times this condition does not seem to hold.
CONCLUSION.

In order to show the advance · made in the interpretation of the
problem of the origin of the Hopi Indians by the fieldwork of 1896, it
may be well to close my report with a summary of theoretical results
obtained by the expedition. The objective material collected demonstrates that ancestors of some Hopi clans lived in ancient times on the
Colorado Chiquito and at Chaves Pass, over a hundred miles south of
Walpi, a few miles from the head waters of the Gila Salado drainage
area. The material from the most southern ruin examined is almost
identical with that from the Verde Valley. The step which remains to
be taken is a searching investigation of the ruins from the crest of the
Mogol1ones south to the great ruins near Tempe and Phamix. When
that is done we will have what has never been done before in southwestern arch::eology, the tracing of a migration. legend of a pueblo
people, step by step, by archmological methods. 1
The material collected from the Ohevlon ruin. shows that some Zufii
clans probably formerly lived farther down the river than their descendants do at present, and that their culture was almost identical with the
Hopi, who lived in the neighborhood or possibly in the same pueblo.
The arguments bearing on this conclusion can be satisfactorily state<l.
only by a technical discussion of tlJe material.
Studie of the habitations of the ancient people of the southw st
have shown me, as stated in my report for 1895, that the culture of the
people who built cliff houses, cavate dwelling,, and villages in th
plain or on mesa top , wa the same, and that the, e differeut arch it 'Ctural structures are adaptations to nvironm011t. I am ·onvinc <1, from
my , tudies in 1896, tbat the color and cliaracter of an i nt poLtery
follow a similar law, and varies according to the ma.t rial (>IDploy d.
In otl1er word , that a cla · in.cation of pott ry y color,' j pnr 1,
arbitrary and u. 1
in . Pparatin°' different pu lo p pl . Th
character f h 14ym1wliHm i mor, important.
1

1 It may b
sng ,c•stiv io. ho,vibat th l'Hin. at 'h• v I a~s ar iwic tb dii;tanc·c
from"\ alpi th: t they are from 'a a Monteznma in ih Yer<l Vallc-y, and almo f midway betwC'en th pre nt Tn ayan pueblos and tho. ,, 1war TPmpC', nPar the , 'a.la,lo
River in south rn Arizona. TJ10 rnin r~L attle. 11ak1· Tanl · , whi,·h I haY<' not 1:1t11clied, Jie mi<lway between th
rcle ruin,; ancl tho1:1 at ba, 8 Pas , 011 th trail
connecting them.
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WAS PRIMITIVE MAN A MODERN SAVAGE¥

By

TALCOTT WILLIAMS.

The early primitive, primeval past has three witnesses-its early tradition, con~cious and unconscious; archmological research into its
remains, and the anthropological study of existing savage and barbarian races. These three sources sum our know_ledge of the beginnings
of things. It is the current tendency to challenge the value of tradition, to exalt the value of inferences drawn from anthropology, and to
interpret all archmological discovery in the light of our knowledge of
the savage of to-day. His study has played the same part in determining our view of the dawn of history as has the study of the lower
organisms in determining our conception of the origin and development
of the human species. Both have been accepted as repeating in their
present activity the unknown past. From both have been drawn the
inferences on which rest current theories as to the beginnings of history ancl the descent of man .
The value of both methods of study is not altered because it is necessary from time to time, with new knowledge, to readjust our past
application of recorded facts to an unrecorded past. This. perpetual
readjustment between our knowledge of facts and our application of
them is the measure of the progre8s of science. In all fields it inexorably proceeds; in all it marks not reaction but growth. If, in biology, the recapitulation theory is less implicitly accepted than it once
was, as spelling all the riudle of fetal changes, it is not because le s is
known of embryology, but more. If new controversies as to the plasticity of the early cell and as to the capacity of all cells either to acquire
or transmit hereditary or acquired influences postpone the solution of
some of the i sue~ of life who e discovery seemed near twenty-five
years ago, it is not because the true solution is more di taut than it
once was, but because it is nearer. The 1·eadjustment which ha b en
necessary m biology in employing the low t organi m to xplain the
origin of human life is equally nece ary and equ Uy probabl in the
attempts to explain the origin of human ·ociety by th u. of th 1 wt forms of organized society. The att mpt h ve l ft u u a,11 the
impre ion and image of the progre
f man a eginning with , avage-bestial, degraded, and repul ·ive, lower thau the lowe ·t u w
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known-passiug upward through incessant centuries of savage warfare in which each worse stage has been succeeded by a better, all finding their reflex and counterpart in the grim and bloody record of tbe
anthropologist, which bas in it many savage infernos bot no primeval
Eden.
This conception of the beginnings of- human society rests to-day on
the uniformitarian view that the savage of the youth does not materially differ from the savage of the maturity of the race. The earliest
savage of the past is assumed to be like the lowest savage of to-day,
and the well-nigh universal assumption is that the origin aud only
origins of human institutions must be sought in tribes en.g aged in a
perpetual warfare with those about, cannibal in their habits, in their
religious conc~ptions the prey of the terror-stricken animism of the
savage., as we know him, in their sexual relations given to exogamous
marriages by capture or to endogamous marriages sprung from communal maternity, both bestial, below the larger mammals and birds,
among whom a fairly loyal monogamy not unusually exists. The fountain of government is to be found, and found alone, in a matriarchate
which implies fugitive paternal relations or a patriarchate which was
always the precursor of aud was usually accompanied by polygamy.
Out of this dark background of war, rapine, robbery, rape, fornication,
and incest, by pathways as dark of idolatry, polytheism, polygamy, anu
slavery, we are asked to believe that man slowly developed into mono·
theism, monogamy, the family, freedom, equality, and law. The contrast between the origin and end of this human pilgrim's progress mu t
have often struck the candid observer. The difficulty may lie in the
facts. It may lie in the theory. If in the latter, it will not be the :first
time that the real obstacle to acceptance has been, not in the fact ,
which, accurately stated, always explain themselves, but in the theory
which is presented in the name of science, but is, as all mere theory must
be, the badge of ignorance and the open proof that the facts are not yet
fully known.
.
Of the existence of cannibalism, for instance, as a fact on the part
of prehistoric man, iu some quarter ~ and places, there can be no
reasonable doubt. Whether this ingle habit was in the :first place
univer al, iu the econd place primitive, and iu the third place connote ·
all that in the modern avage accompanies cannibalism i a ma t r ·
infer 11 • in h pre ·eut tate of our knowledge. There is no qu tion
. ha · r ain r r . ntatives of prehi toric man, living mi erabl li Y~'
m ·a · ,ct r n ar th ·l e of the glacial epoch, in a regiou wber
h · r u 1 f lif was , ever were cauuibal . This i · al o tru
v r y rly llH u in mor favorab1 ·onditi n in outh rn EO'ypt an
rl_v r m in.- iu ,Japan, a r gi n wh .re, a in i: orth Euro , ub i ·
. n ." . mu._ ha v h en difli ·ult Ull(l r primiti
·ondition .
h th r
111 1 1 u b ·r P' rt · < f h t mp rat zon
farth r on on side from t
r · ic frcle aucl ou th oth r from the Tropi · of 0an er, cannibali
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was universal, we do not yet know. A large explanatory field in myth,
legend, and religion rests, however, on the ar:;;sumption, first, that cannibalism was u_niversal, and second, that it was primitive, though the
habit is, as we know, in some modern savages of recent introduction
and adoption. Yet, before admitting· that ·cannibalism and its other
concomitants were both primitive and universal, is it not fair to asksince the higher apes are in many instances decently monogamous and
comparatively peaceful-for more proof before we are fully persuaded
in our own minds that the particular pithecoid ape which aspired from
the brute to man, sank, on developing lmmau traits, into the savage
mire in which most prehistoric theory plunges him 1
This theory rests on the inference-and let us remember it is only an
inference-that the modern savage explains primitive man, and this
inference rests in its turn ou the assumption not ouly that t,h e modern
savage and primitive man are alike in culture, but that they are also
alike in character and that they both act, one in the past and the other
now, under similar conditions. They may. In one most important particular there is no proof that the essential condition is similar; quite
the contrary. The modern savage is under pressure. In Australia,
at his lowest, he is under the pressure of a desiccated anJ desiccatiug
continent.
Indisputably a decreasing precipitation bas made the struggle for
food more severe for him within a comparatively recent period. The
Polynesia n savage is under the pressure of exiguous fr1sular territory.
The Malaysia11 savage is under hostile intertribal pressure, stimulated
by the ease of water communication in au island and tropical world.
The .African savage is under a like pressure, relieved by obstacles of
transit on a continent where, taken collectively, the coast liue is in
small ratio to area, waterways few, and desertR many. The Eskimo
is under arctic pressure. Nearly everywhere the modern savage is or
has been under contiguous civilized pressure. .
It is a familiar truism of both the savage and the barbarian that each
owes his worst qualities to thi8 pressm . Deterioratiou succeeds
wherever it is applied. Under pressure civifo~c·<l man may be at his
best, a witne s the hiO'h civilization which the need8 of a cold winter
will develop in those who face it with some ·ivilfaed capital; or the
rapid development of om milroad , ystem und('l' th pre' ·ur of' transcontinental di tance ·.
nder pressur<:, l>e it heat, cold, a Rpare food
supply, difficult communication, or civilized n ighlJ01-.,, a , avag or a
barbarian is at hi wor · . •or his development om opportunity for
expansion som fr edom from pre sur , ,·eem. •,\ential . Nowl1 re i · it
clearer that the pre. .·ur of civilizati n works ruin for l1im than 011 tlti.·
continent. Iler to if this wa
·cap d until a lat' p riod, tl1 re
exi ted in +wo or thr
err ,at · uter,, if not tl1 prr:.·m· of c·ivilizecl
barbari m, at 1 a t he pr ,' lll' f a barbarian civilization in i\lexico,
Central Am rica, eru, aud perhap el ·ewhere.
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Everywhere, then, the savage and barbarian, who is held up as the
minor and reflex of our past, is under pressure. Where the climate is
unfriendly this pressure is due to nature; where the climate is friendly,
to man. Primitive man may also have been under this ?.Iternative
pressure. It is possible that, before the first halting steps were taken
which carried man from savage to barbarous life and set his .u~et in the
path that led to civilization, the earth, or, to be more ac<' uate, the
Euro-Asian continent along the belt where physical condrLions were
favorable, was already foll of men. But is it not more probable tbat
it was emptyi The relics of paleolithic man point to wandering
and to scattered centers of activity aud population rather than to
a universally diffused population. Much must be collected, collated,
and studied before this question can be unhesitatingly answered
one way or the other. A slender population existing through long
eras will leave as thick a deposit of stone implements, for ivs~ance, as
would a large population in a short time. The former seems a more
probable proposition and a more reasonable deduction than the latter.
The balance of proof and probability are for an empty earth iu the
regions where civilization began at some date which, for our present
purpose, it is unnecessary to fix precisely, but which few would be
inclined to place earlier than 10,000 B. O., and most at about 6,000 B.
O., or within a millenium of this period. The early savage, as he began
in some favorable site the germinant. origins of civili,.ation, would,
therefore, be without pressure, and to pressure much in the modern
savage must be attributed. Around each of these early centers for civili·
zation would stretch an elastic zone of unoccupied and for many generations undesired territory. Into this elastic zone each tribe which began
to a~end into civilization in some river valley, island, coast, or range
would grow without pressure and without antagonism. The trader
would Qross this zone before the war party penetrated its friendly protection. For three early and favorable nests of primitive culturewhether the first or which was the first I do not assume or assert-in
the Euphrates Valley, in the Nile Valley, and in southern Arabia, special
physical conditions emphasize the protection which th.is elastic zone
offi red. Pen,ue, not war, would be the normal condition of these antecedent communities in which the :flower of avage life wa setting into
barbarism and slowly fruiting into civilization. Each, urrounded by
an empty s ace, would dev .lop untouched, for many centurie · and it
ulture would be fo tered by pea ·e and ot forced by war. lVIarriag
Y c ptur w uld b rare or unknown. The family wonld arly develop.
man' uld om t o · ·upy far high r posi ion than in ribe uud r
th pr . ur fm d·rn.·avar,. lif' whr hei 11 b ty fth tronu
and th dru lge of h ,n ·c: ·,fol warrior. In the happy ancl fortun, t
nt 11 t impr abl i · lation ie to a p r ly s tl d ar h
ou au
,. 11- t 1 cl ·nit ry witliin th
epar, t own r 'hip f l n l w ul
early l ·el P ' 11 bring with it th art the l i ·ur , nd th ·ulture f
1
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the landowner. The priest in a cummunity so situated would occupy
a higher position than the warrior. Removed from strife and protected from attack, the early type of religion would develop a beneficent
view of the Deity. Monism in some monotheistic shape would become
the dominant and interpretative but not the exclusive form of national
faith, because an homogeneous concentric national growth would long
maintain the supremacy of the central shrine. Government, would be
benign. Conquest would not be its chief objer.t, because about and
without would be no tempting object of attack. The arts would flourish
and it might easily be that some Sheikh el Bele4, such as now stands in
wood at Cairo, or some scribe and architect, such as sat at Tellah and
now sits in the Louvre, would surprise us by an achievement in SQulpture which later generations were not destined to equal. This is not
only possible, as an hypothesis, if an empty earth spread an elastic
zone about each favored and favorite nidus of civilization, but I unhesitatingly appeal to every student of the early stages of Babylonian,
Egyptian, .Arabian, and Chinese civilization if the development which
I have sketched does not more nearly meet the known and recprded
facts of the dawn of the history of each than does the assumption that
a savage possessing the culture of the Papuan or the negro was slowly
prepared by perpetual tribal war, by brutal sexual relations, and by
terror-stricken superstition for the upward ascent of man.
In due time, it is true, the elastic zone would be taken up by the
increase of population, external and internal. War and conquest
would come. The structure of the state would be remodeled. The
warrior king would move to the head of the state and exercise the
despotic <lirection of its affairs. Earlier liberties would disappear.
Arts and industries would deteriorate. The national religion would
divide into polytheistic conceptions. It would gain in ferocity and
organization and lose iu elevation and ethical character exactly as
would the community itself. With conflict and conquest slavery and
polygamy would play a larger share in the national life. The dangers
and debauch of war would timulate superstition. The militant would
succeed the industrial type of ociety. In short, there would come the
pred e deterioration in the national activities, conscience, and consciousnes · which i perceptible in both Babylonia and Egypt as outer
contrast begins. Iu tlie pre ent state of our knowledge, in which the
dim per, pective of ceuturies too often crowd8 together in our discussion date widely di 'parate, it is not po.::1sible definitely to determin the
preci e time of this change, but that some, uch <lownward movement
occur in both countrie omewh re be w en ancl about three thou and
five hundred to two thou and five hundred y ar · for
hri 't, no one
will, I bil1k, e inclin d to deny. A.s the earth fill al o ab ut the"e
arly ·enter·, there begin· to fall on th ir record:-:; the pre, .ure of o i 1 r ac ual onque, t fr m without. N w cru ltie app ar a low r
moral t mper , nd ]unted morality, with a ho t of tho· up •r titi u
•1
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indicia which have been deemed the signs and survival of a savage
origin, but which in the secondary stage of these communities and in
the modern savage are the product of pressure, and not the normal
fruits of the primitive development of man.
Much, inscrutable and inexplicable on the theory that all in ancient
and much in modern cultures is to be explained and read iu tbe light
and lesson of the debased savage, becomes rational and luminous on
the theory just sketched, which allows for the absence in primitive
culture ·o f the precise pressure under which the modem sav~1.g-e lives
and has lived for generations, and through which he bas become what
he is. The golden age of peace, virtue, and justice, which appears iu
every popular mythology, and which it is at once crude and unscientific
to dismiss as a myth, squares itself with the development just described.
The diffusion of primitive myths, primitive culture, and primitive commerce becomes easily explainable when we remember bow freely amoug
such isolated communities the trader would pass.
, We know that be thus passed among American Indian tribes. Tile
native copper-gold alloy of Bogota has been found in pre-00lu:m1Jiau
ornaments in south Jersey. Native copper of Michigan was carried
all over the continent, and the conch shells of its sea coast penetra,te(l
to its center. The turquoise of our southwest is found in ancient
graves a thousand miles ·away. In the old world, the diffusion of jade
in prehistoric times is a familiar and typical example of like phenomena.
Tin found at opposite extremities of Europe and of Asia spread over
all the space between, the terms of the two extremities meeting near
the Iranic plateau. Copper from the Biscayan mines, the mines of the
Atlas, and the carbonate of copper of the Taurus, spread over all western Asia and Europe. Such commerce would be impossible if the savage were in perpetual t~ibal war, but, as a matter of fact, with our own
American Indians, the instant the zone of pressure caused by infringing
civilization is passed, there is found the utmost freedom for the trader
who moved with relative and remarkable security between tribes at
war and with complete safety between tribes at peace . . Nor can any
one who bas been fortunate enough to break the bounds of civilization aud leave behind him its frontier of hate fail to be ~ truck with
a new attitude toward the 'tronger and a hospitality which literature,
wL er than antbro11olo "Y, ha justly termed a primitive virtue.
'o with the diffu ion of myth and cu tom. To our thoughts full f
th war· of hi tory, and our imagination, affected by the p cterof trife
a. h uonn l coudi ion of the savag i olatiou em the characteri ti ·
1
f primitiv ·ulture.
mm uni ·ation' wa however probably freer than
at a l ter I riod, wh •n ·oufli ·ting frontier had' tm'n d ho 1 e in
h
n ·e diff •d, h w v r, then w fi:ontier which ivid d hat
.
b e~ a~ ela tic and ea Uy p n trated zon prev nted fur her
mt r · . m m ·, 1 n, an thi m y, p rhap ·, xplain
mu h whi b ·
hr Ill th · fanua f r •ligi u: ut a11 iu.·nlarit
hint· an · rly · ntiu •utal c llllllunication.
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The savage theory of primitive culture is forced also in such records
as exist of' early times to lay great stress on incidents and accidents,
the petrifactions of the narrative, and to attribute the main majestic
current of historical record to the myth-making faculty. This is convenient. It is not conclusive. If, however, a different view is adopted,
if we think of the empty earth as early bearing separate centers of
civilization too far apart to vex each his neighbor, and living at peace
with the nameless region between, tbe couceptioll. altoget.her harmonizes
with the broad outlines of such early records as we have, and explains
on a simpler hypothesis the" savage" exceptions they contain. The
early and later Genesis documents may represent the compilation of
records, colored by these successive stages of peace and of war. The
entire ethnic theory of the book is of an earth empty and slowly filling
until the elasti.c zone is taken up and inevitable war begins. Movement aIJd immigration are easy on this hypothesis. They become
impossible if savagery was spread over the earth and slowly curdled here
and there in ' Orne happy and defensible coign of vantage into barbarism
and civiliza,t ion. What is true of Genesis is true of all na,tional records
aud all archroological research. Everywhere is a surprising primitive
development. Everywhere this descends into war. Everywhere the
war-god is the younger god, never the elder, as perpetual war would
have made him. If the origins of society stood rooted in perpetual
strife, if the endless war of the savage were its early normal condition,
and the war chief. its first head, mythology would make the god of
war the earliest of the pantheon; but, while he is often the favorite
national deity, his temple the greatest, his priesthood the most important, and his caste the rulers of the tribe, in the national cult and
culture the war god is, as with Ares and with Mars and a dozen more
which will suggest themselves, of the second oe thfrd generation of
deities. I can not, myself, recollect a single instame in which the
tutelary divinity of war is figured as a primitive deity, although tbe
rites of hospitality are often committed to an early god, and the protection of the stranger is generally in the hands of such a deity as
is natural if geueral war succeeded general intercommunicatfou over
vacant a,nd often peaceful spaces. In general, the succession of deities is from local primitive and comparatively peaceful early gods to
gods whose warlike demands require a bloodier sacrifice. Not infrequently, also, though by no means as uniformly as with the war god, the
goddess who e wor hip prescribes, permits, or pa1liates sexual license,
i :figured as a goddess later and younger than the goddess who preides over lawful marriage. How frequently, also, in this development
of a national and popular pantheon, based on local and tribal cult and
shrines, is there elusive esoteric reminiscence of a period when polytheism was preceded by a juster conception of the divine as it is in time
generally ncceeded by one. Everywhere men look back upon peace
and hope for its return. Everywhere nations have their wanderjabre
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in their annals when the earth was still empty and happy and young.
These numerous coincidences can not be accidental. They unquestionably point to the necessity of revising and limiting the confidence with
which the modern savage bas been used to explain a nobler past which
the surviving savage would have shared, if he had been fit for it, or
untoward circumstance had not barred his way. In the end it may be
found that even more radical change is necessary in our interpretation
of the past, that the only true explanation is that much in existing
savage culture represents retrogression, and was never a part of tho
upward movement of the race. For the present this conclusion would
be to err in another extreme. All that can be claimed now is that too
much has been made of savage life in explaining the primitive development of the race, and too little of conditions which, once existing, have
since disappeared, and, by disappearing, have done much to create the
misleading savage of modern anthropology.

BOWS AND ARROWS IN CENTRAL BRAZIL. 1

By

HERMANN MEYER.

The present treatise is an introduction to a larger one now in course
of preparation. While this larger work is to discuss the distribution
of the bow and arrow throughout South America, aud to widen the
knowledge of her mixed populations by means of a thorough investigation of material in muReum · and the study of literature, it is the
aim of this brochure to point out the system only in general outline,
with the comparison of the materials furnished for the classification
of bow and arrow, and to set forth for a circumscribed region-the Mato
Grosso-how, through the harmonizing of different tribal groups,
ethnographic types arise; what share the several associated tribes
have had in this creation of groups; and, on the other band, w11at
ethnographic development within the group each tribe bas undergone.
It will not be possible to make an extended review of individual
tribes in a preliminary description of the bow and the arrow. This is
in view for the later work 1 and at this time it will be presented only so
far as an ethnographic characterization i. necessary. In the same way
here the review will be only so extended concerning the meaning of
these weapons for a tribe as to reveal some variation of the arts by
which an advancing or retarding momentum in the ethnographic
development has been given.
For investigating the ethnographic materials which furnished the
groundwork of my investigation, it was made possible through the recommendation of Professor Bastian, in Berlin, and Professor Ratzel, in
Leipzig, to study the collections belonging to the mu eums in Berlin,
Munich, Vienna, Braunschweig, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiania,
Brus els, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Leiden, London, Kew, Salisbury,
Oxford, Cambridge, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Gla gow, Belfa ·t, Dublin,
and Liverpool; _and I here express to the directors and conservators of
the establi bments mentioned, above all to Professor Bastian and Profe or Ratzel, and e ·pecially to the head of the American section of t1rn
ethnographic museum in Berlin, Dr. Seler, my heartfelt thank for the
1 Inaugura] dissertation hy Hermann Meyer, of the University of Jena.
Translated from original German "Bogen und Pfeil in Central-Brasilien." Leipzig.
Druck von Bi bliographi!:!hen Iustitut. 1896.
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encouragement rendered. Moreover, I am obliged to Professor von den
Steinen, to Dr. Ehrenreicb, and to Dr. Richard Andree for friendly
assistance.
A large number of museums on the Rhine, in Switzerland, France, aud
Italy~ which I had not time to visit. I thank for their promises to render complete my investigations in the future. The rich material of the
Leipzig museum was unfortunately at the time, through want of space,
packed up and not accessible, yet it is hoped that shortly after the
completion of the new museum building it will be possible to make
studies there also.
In the study of material stored up in museums one must proceed
with the greatest prudence in deciding the matter of locality, for the
beginner in this field, who bas no knowledge concerning· the associations of a specimen, makes false and confused reports. There exist
only small collections whose data have any claim to confidence; the
great majority-of objects are either unknown or insufficiently or falsely
labeled. Very many pieces which have been brought together from
some estate, or through collectors on the coast, far from their origin,
bear absolut,ely untrue information regarding their provenience. There
are many pieces that migrate down a river; even to a trade station near
the mouth, and then come into the possession of a traveler who knows
only the name of the last place or of the river. Other specimens that
the traveler really got from the natives represent not indeed the true
ethnographic type of that tribe, since these also could have come
into the possession of a tribe through traffic or as booty, as Lucioli
narrates of the U cayale tribes-that slaves among them worked jn their
own manner.· However, by means of a careful comparison of specimens in question with well-identified material it is pos ible to :fiu<l out
with some certainty their coordination.
In the accessible literature are only a few modern works of any value
for furthering this investigation, si~ce the majority of travelers, particularly older ones, have often some other object tlian the _promotion of
ethnography, and consequently give only brief notice on ethnographic
subject.. 011ly in the rarest cases do they devote themselve to a
detailed descripfaon of w apons and tools of a tribe with wbom they
cam in contact. For that rea on are to be found abundantly in diff rnt a ·count, of th , ame tribe contradictory tatem nt , so that v n
in th ntilizati 11 of u ·h notic , one mu tu ·e the utmost caution and
riti ·al i. c·rimination_
1 nfortun, t Jy i wa.· 11 t p . ible for met identify the ub tau· ·
u.
in li m:.t1n1f, ·tur of b w. and arrow , y which
migh a
hacl b · t r <l ~ for h , fi.·i11
f the l cality 1Hl for provino- al o b
<:r, ft marl·.·.
tani:t, killed in
u h m ri an fl ra t whom
1 f !IT l a in k 1i 1 . ampl
f w od -t r mi r . c pi, i~
1 :lar ·cl h , m 1w th ncll _._. numb r f i on h Am "ri an
r · h , <· rn 1<1 r 1Hl •r a. i. talH: • only thr ugh th l v
r h
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This was unfortunately impossible in the caRe of the weapons. I must,
therefore, confine myself to the repetition of the reports of collectors or
quotations from literature.
Since I have expressed these many difficulties which are in the way
of a thorough iuvestigati011, the reader will perhaps lightly criticise any
errors or shortcomings that may appear in my work, especially when I
here suggest this is to be merely an effort to throw a little light upon
the tangled ethnographic conditions in South America-only a :first
effort in a larger inquiry, and laying no claim to enduring validity.
The motive in ethnographic investigation is twofold. First, to furnish a contribution to the ethnography of a single group, by which the
group a such may be set forth in its individuality. Second, it sliould
be sought to establish upon the foundation of the descriptive part a
scheme for fixing the relationship of this group to its neighbors, and,
above all, to mankind in general. I say advisedly a scheme, for everyone must be conscious that such investigation can be only one-sided;
and a yet one is not e11titled to draw larger concinsions and family
connections of the people in question. Only when the purely objective
ethnographic resultR compared with linguistic, anthropologic, and ethuologic investigations agree, can the perfect accuracy of the outcome
be accepted. Into what dreadful blunders one is led by precipitate
conclusions of all sorts drawn from one-sided data is sufficiently known.
That ethnographic and linguistic studies in nowise always lead to the
same result may be realized in the examinatiou of every ethnographic
collection. On the one side it may be seen that two hordes related in
speech have entirely different ethnographic characters, while, on the
contrary, the industries of two may agree while genetically they belong
to different stocks. This remark is very pregnant as regards South
.Ameri an peoples, and I shall seek on the basis of my studies of materials and literature to establish a correct theory concerning the ethnogra,phic relationships of Soufa America.
We must here examine the imitative instjnct of men as a motive.
A., sume that different impul es and migrations of dive.cs tribe haviug
u11like ethnographic characters bave brought them to settle near one
another, one can recognize among most of these tribes a variation,
through a eries of years, of their ethnographic characteristics. They
have become more or less assimilated in their mode of living and their
ethnographic peculiarities. This assimilation, that is external likeness
in type forms, may arise in different ways. If the tribes are inimical,
then captured objects have influenced the technique, but if the tribes
have entered into friendly commer_ce, then the possibility of acquiring
by trad , tools, weapons, etc., is ea. ily afforded. If they are brought
into still nearer contact through the force of culture, through common
acculturation, then the preservation of old ethnographic peculiarities iu
the tribe i rendered more difficult. .Finally, among trilJes that practice slavery there is still greater likelihood that these, owing to the
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customary freedom of intercourse, would immediately impart their own
cl1aracteristic forms to the peculiarities of their masters. But chief
among these, that form which suggested itself- as the :fittest to adopt,
and for which the locality and conditions supplied the necessary material would be most persistent. It seldom happens that proper material
is procured from a distance through trade, -0r that any other material
would be chosen than the one there in use for certain forms.
As the chart at the end of this article points out with respect to the
distribution into ethnographic areas, there occur in the same tribe several separate types in close contact. This phenomenon is to be referred
back chiefly to a certain .persistency with which favorite old-time forms
hold on. This attachment to the ancient is very frequent on types that
are completely changed through assimilation, still showing small idiosyncrasies or added decorations and so on, so that it js possible through
these marks to obtain a glimpse backward on the original form.
Frequently, through trade or capture, certain objects or weapons pass
immediately into the employ of the new owner and are more widely
diffused in association with the old forms. Especially jn these inquiries
in which several tribes are brought together . in comparison is an
association of this kind noticeable, but apparently comparison of different forms is possible only when a tribe has been split into several
parts and each one has borrowed on other soil different customs and
forms from neighboring tribes. These tribal divisions have then had
an entirely different ethnographic development. Do we :find among
a group of originally diverse tribes, which have acquired through
assimilation special ethnographic characters, a people with entirely
different characteristics. then we are able to ~onclude that either this
people remains out of c~ntact with surrounding tribes or has just come
there.
This ethnographic association would differ perhaps according to the
choice of the object taken for the classification; at least my investigations lead to tbi. result, whether we select the bow or the arrow a
object of comparison. But a certain analogy is to be recognized in all
grouping of this sort. For an ethnographic clas i:fication all the tribe
studied hould be reO'arded from the ame point of view, namely, that
the obje t elected ball be common to all.
is l nown, the ntire population of onth America, originally
d p ndh1g on natural conc1ition. bav be n hunting people , and th
reat r par of th m have lleld 011 t thi manner of life. The huntin
impl ment i: h n · mmon to all. ... . . ow w find among tb liff rent
ri
n ·r lly Yari u. rn ,thod: f ap uring animc. 1 .
n em 1 Y
th 11 \ ub , th e · nd , ling th thir 1 ab I and a lane bu c 11
b, v < • th ·hief w , l 11 h
w and arr w, wllich ven th gun , u
11
nppl, n
th n i I
h otin,r f th b w d
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fii h 11 h
trib . of the P, m1 a , wh
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more giv~n up the bow, since as riders they can not conveniently use
it. In :fighting on foot at the time of Dobrizhoffer the bow was always
the favorite weapon. .Also the tribes that are now completely sedentary, which practice bunting along with agriculture only for amusement, exercise still the greatest care upon the preparation of this weapon
and know how to use it with skill. In their sagas the bow and the
arrow still play an important role. They are regarded almost as sacred
and are frequently used as cult objects. If a people through constant
association with culture exchanged their bows and arrows for other
weapons, then the children kept up the old reminiscences and held on
to the bow and arrow as playthings. We can tlius appreciate the
interest which a South .Amerfoan Indian feels when foreign bows and
arrows are brought to his notice. He is accustomed to recognize the
tribe by its arrow. I therefore indorse the position of Von den Steiuen t
when lie says, "just as in comparative philology, a comparative arrow
study may be conducted," as a rule for the resulting ethnographic
grouping. This position has full force only when the difference of time
between the arrival of different collections is taken into consideration,
since, as bas been already said, the ethnographic characteristics have
been subject to great variations.
It can not then be wornlered at that in the general distribution of
bows and arrows so great a diversity of form exists, which makes
pos ible a grouping for a fundamental study. This grouping demands
again the separation of forms according to specific marks of structure.
Of great importance in the distribution of the arrow appears to be the
feathering, which seems to be capable of unlimited variation. There
may be also bestowed a great deal of care on the fastening of tbe
feather, on the wrappings of the shaft with thread, or upon the manner
of :fitting the feather. Moreover, the wrapping of the feathered end
or shaftment offers excellent opportunity to preserve certain textile
patterns, perhaps the one remaining survival of the old tribal pe<mliarity. Besides the feathering, the fastening of the point to tho shaft,
or of the point to the foreshaft, affords a safe datum for discriminating.
The shape of the point also furnishes a guide for differentiations, however generally the varietal marks of the point and shaft ad.just themelve with those of the feathering, so that the last may be taken as a
basis for classification. The dimensions of the arrow are not directly
useful as a means of separation, although individual tribe are characterized by the measurements of their weapons. Yet there are not
seldom wjthin a single tribe differences of half a meter in t,h e lengths
of the same sort of arrow. The choice of material depend. chiefly on
natural surroundings which a t.ribe encounters from place to place. It
could, therefore, through identification of material and the botanical
proof of the source of a plant, be shown that an arrow belonged to a
certain group; unfortunately this is not possible where accurate data
1

Unter den
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concerning the material are not given by the collector. Only single
type like the Chaco arrow may be recognized through the material.
In the classification of bows through the cross section the material
would be of weight.
Before offering some remarks on the characteristics of bow and arrow
types by regions, I shall seek briefly to describe South American bows
and arrows as a whole.
Unlike the North American bows, which are generally small and
often made up of parts differing in material joined together, the South
American bows are all self-bows, that is, they are made of a single
piece. For the most part they are very large; only ilr the Guiana
region and the northwestern lands, as well as in the South, the Gran
Chaco, the Pampas, and in Terra del Fuego are smaller forms in use.
A certain similarity of the Chaco bow with that of the northern Llano
tribes, the Goajiro, is inexplicable. Further, in forest regions almost
throughout, excepting Guiana, large, powerful bows are in use, wh~le
the smaller belong to open steppes. In this fact there is a contradiction to the affirmation of Ratzel concerning Africa, that the forest bows
are smaller than the steppe bows, since the contracted forest prevents
the use of the larger forms. On the contrary, among the Jauapery,
who live in the forest region on the lower Negro, bows are found, according to Pfaff, 3 meters long. The South American bows are made
with the greatest care, so that in the manufacture the peculiarities of
the materials are utilized to their utmost extent. The form is, ·with
rare exceptions, symmetric~.l. The curvature is not pronounced and
symmetrical, but sometimes through a little bulge of the middle a
slight double curve is effected. Bows are neatly wrapped with liana
bast or with yarn and cotton string, partially, as a general thing, and
frequently thus to old bows an artistic touch is given and beautiful
patterns developed. Feather ornaments are also often added to the
bow. The plain bows exhibit, as Ratzel has pointed out, a decided
similarity with those of the Melanesians.
The ize of arrow is naturally in relation with that of th bow . The
steppe peoples and the Fuegians have the smalle t arrow . Th Y also
exhibit much care in their fini h, and adorn them greatly by mean
of wr~11pings upon tbe joints where the everal part are united. The
, rrow · of the steppes are made especially with reed shaft having
wo d n point
ho. e of upp r South .A.meri a have mo tly in the
r d ,·haft a for haft in. ert d, which carri . the point.
Th mat rial of th ·haft v r th ntir middl r ·ion i mo tly the
' i l! <li . .trilm1 <l knotle.-.·
bar d ( Gyn 'rium, ·cwcharoid ) an l
mor , lend r am ayu a r d. Th r d
·p •ci, l.ly rn b };, .
111 c. 1 ng
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bone~ from spines of the ray fish and in later times of iron. Stone
points were, indeed, originally in vogue over the whole area, and have
held their own only among the most southern and the most northern
tribes, Central Americans and Fuegians. Poisoned ·a rrows are spread
over nearly the whole forest region.
The different groups may now be characterized:
Bows in Central South America are of five different classes or
groups:
Group 1.-Peruvian bow.-Rectangular or loug.elliptical cross section
and almost always made of the heavy, black chonta, palm wood. (Pl.
LVII, fig. 1; Pl. LX, fig. 1.)
Group 2.-North Brazilia,n bow.-Semicircular cross section, charac-·
terized by the material, a reddish brown, smooth, leguminous wood.
(PJ. LVIII, fig. 10.)
Group 3.--Gitiana bow.-Small with parabolic cross section for the
most part and a clianuel along the outer side. Made from a darkbrown wood. Between the north Brazilian type and the Guiana type
there is an intermediate form.
Group 1:.-0haco bow.-Round and beautifnlly smooth exterior, made
from the red Curepay acacia.
Group 5.-East Brazilian bow.-Distinguished by the choice of different woods. The type is separated into two subgroups, which at the
· north have their connecting link in the Shingu bow and at the south in
the Kameh bow. The western clas8 bas been developed out of the
smooth, strong wooden bow of the Boror6, having cross section, and
wrapped with '' cipo," a liana bast. The eastern subgroup i8 marked by
the black Airi palm wood, in the southeast lesi:i carefully ma<le by the
Puri and Botocudos. On the contrary, in the Caraja bow (Pl. LIX,
fig. 1) of dark-brown palm wood it has reached a high development,
which still survives in the Shing·u bow (Pl. LVII, figs. I, 4, 7), the intermediate form between the eastern and the western subgroup. To the
eastern subgroup belong the majority of the Ges tribes, while tlie western subgroup finds its greatest extension among the Tupi tribes of
Paraguay.
Outside of this group stand the Mataco bow, the Fuegian bow, and
the Central American bow, which are not con idered here.
The types of feathering are as numerous as the bow types, an<l may
be briefly characterized as follows:
Feathering of South American bows.
1. East Brazilian or Gez-Titpi feathering.-A widely separated group,
which, like the east Brazilian bow group, extends over the entire eastern
Brazil as far west as tbe Paraguay and the Shingu. Two feather
unchanged, seldom halved, are fastened at their upper and lower ends
to the shaftment opposite each other with thread, fiber or cipo bast.
Frequently these wrappings are laid on in patterns or have an ornamentation of little feathe'l·s added. (Pl. LIX, .figs. 8 and 9.)
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2. Guiana feathering.-Small, and carefully laid on. Two short half
feathers are bound to the shaft in different places with seizings of fine
thread. The shaft has always a nock piece to fit against the stretched
bow string in shooting. An account of its distribution and of the footing or nock piece will be given further on.
3. The Shingii sewed feathering.-Two half feathers stitched to the
shaft opposite each other through perforations. The ends are seized
fast with plain or patterned lashing. (Pl. LVII, fig. 9.)
4. The Arara jeathering.-Two long half feathers, which, in addition
to the end seizings, are held down by narrow wrappings of thread at
short distances apart. At the nock the wrapping is done in beautiful
patterns. (Pl. L VIII, fig. 14.)
5. The Mauhe feathering.-Like the east Brazilian feathering, has
two entire feathers bound on above and below. At the base of the shaft,
however, a nock piece or footing is set in. (Pl. LVIII, fig. 13.)
6. The Peruvian feathering.-Constitutes a little group on the U cayale
and is quite like the east Brazilian on the whole.
Perhaps the Mauhe feathering, as well as the Peru wrapped feathering, belong genetically together with the Tupi feathering in the east
Brazilian group. By this is strengthened the hypothesis of Von den
Steinen and Ehrenreich that the west and the central Tupi wandered
to the westward and to the Amazon again as far as the Tapajos and
Shingu. Also on the Tocantins, on whose lower waters Tupi tribes
have settled, are found arrow forms like to those of the Mauhe.
7. The great group of Peru cemented feat,h ering includes two divisions:
a. The northern, belonging to the Amazon region, which falls into
subdivisions according to the presence or form of the nock.
b. The southern, which embraces the anomalous Chaco feathering.
(Pl. L VIII, fig. 15.)
The two feathers of the cemented feathering are separated from the
midrib with only a thin portion of the quill remaining, bound fa t to
the shaftment in close spiral with thread or yarn, and to increase the
hold on the shaft along the feather, the shaftment is covered with black
or brown pitch.
Examining the chart of the geographic distribution of bow < ud
arrow type , it appear thatThe divi ion into ethnographic province. by reason of the dominati 11
of certain form , on the whole, has nothing to do with the tribal h,ll'among the Bororo tartino·
out from an original]
a• ·teri. ic .
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But, yet, a certain analogy is discoverable in the two methods of
grouping.
So the boundary lines of the enclave of east Brazilian feathering
correspond in grnss features to the boundary lines of the distribution
region of the east Brazilian bow. Furthermore, omitting the region
of the Chaco feathering, the region of the Peruvian bow is overlaid by
that of the Peru cemented feathering.
The Guiaua, bow has about the same extent as the Guiana arrow;
however, the southern boundary of the bow region lies more t.o the
north than that of the feathering, which in sever.al places overpasses
the .Amazon.
To these almost analogous groups belong a bow type which altogether deta,ched from a feathering region on the north engrafts itself
on the regiOll of the Peru bow and the east Brazilian bow. Also,
where the three chief feathering groups-the Peru cemented feather,
the east Brazilian, and the Guiana-come together, three entirely
separate feather types (Mauhe, Arara, and Shingu) have spread over
regions whose borders intrude into one another.
This mixed area into which the characteristics of individual ethnographic developments have obtruded themselves is the Mato Grosso.
We can from this realize what great importance the thorough exploration of this region possesses for the entire ethnology of South America,
and I hold it, therefore, not fruitless if I seek before I describe clearly
in a greater work the result of my investigations upon the collective
material concerning the South American bows and arrows, to give, so
far as it is possible. iu this publication an ethnographic picture of the
Mato Grosso.
The Mato Grosso is the highland in which several principal rivers of
South America have their origin. While the Paraguay flows southward and furnishes, through its extremely fortunate advantages for
navigation, the veins of commerce, the fountains of the most important
affluents of the Amazon on the south spring from the neighborhood of
the Paraguay sources, so that a lively commerce from the Amazon to
the La Plata would go on across interior Brazil by water, if an impassable barrier to navigation between the northern incline of the Mato
Gro ~ o and deep water of the Amazon were not ·tabfo,hed by the
waterfa1ls and rapids. Since, through the earlier expeditiou on these
rivers-Tap~joz, Shingu, Araguay, Tocantins-for the purpose of information concerning the feasibility of a good conne tion with the Amazons, no practical re ult wa obtained, it is natural that general geogra1Jhical knowledge about this region should have remained very
meager up to thi century. It was through the expeditions of Natt rer, Ua telman, Wedell, Martins, ohl , Von den Steinen, and Ehrenreich that a glance was obtained at the natural relation of thi · area,
and e pecially was it atterer, Marti.us, on den St ineu, and Bbrenreich who made thems 1ves serviceable for the ethnography of the
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northern Mato Grosso, and who have shown that the hindrances which
the rapids in the streams mentioned opposed to generail commerce are
not so insurmountable that even great tribal migrations upstream and
downstream can not be proved on ethnographic and linguistic grounds.
The immense importance which the Mato Grosso possesses for the ethnology of South .A.merica here fully appears, and it follows hence tha,t
the knoweldge of the populations of the Mato Grosso must furnish the
key for the entire ethnology of South America.
While the northern border is quite clearly :fixed, on the east a limit is
less sharply drawn, and the transition to the highlands of Goyaz passes
only gradually through separate detached elevations. The sources of
the Araguay are to be attributed to the Mato Grosso, while the Tocantins belong to the highlands of Goyaz. In the south the Mato Grosso
slopes slowly toward the Paraguay basin. Let the boundary be the
Serra de Cayapo, which extends from the western edge of the Goyaz
plateau in a southwesterly direction to the Paraguay, and on the west
side finds its continuation ina range of hills running in a nortbwesterly
direction to the Rio Guapore. The alluvial lowland of the Paraguay is
especially not to be reckoned with the Mato Grosso, though in ethnographic features it is not easily separated from it. In the southeast,
the Mato Grosso is cut off from the Gran Chaco by the watershed mentioued, and on the west the Madeira furnishes the natural boundary
with its forests, though these begin to appear already east of the
Madeira. Wtth exception of the woody river bottoms the Mato Grosso
is a pure prairie region, which stretches away betweeu the north flowing
river perhaps still farther than the norLh border of the Mato Grosso.
It is clear that the Mato Grosso in its central location before mentioned, endowed with extremely favorable natural con ditions, mu t
have played an important role in tlle history of the 'outh .American
peoples. Of all the events, however, of which the Mato Gros ·o was the
theater of action nothing more is known. Only from traditional relations of a few tribe or from the narrative of coloui ts may the late t
migrations and invasions be followed. It is therefore not po. ible from
the pre ent condition of knowledge to draw a correct ethnographic
picture of the original divi ions and di persious of the population ·
We are able from the compari:ou of materials in mu eurns to gain only
a foothold for th know ledge of prior wandering . The inquiry how far
th e a· nmption, · ·au l>e of u ·e for illuminatin ff tlle theory of migr, h- e
upi, Cari and u-.Arawak famili s by m an of omlhilol gy pr po d by Yon d n St in n and Bhrenrei ·ll, li
h b rd r f thi · tr ati a1Hl will b, examin <l lat r.
·thn graphi pi ·tm of th pr nt lato Gro o .·how a· ma . .
• • 11 fr m h
ch rt f <li:tribnti 11 • divi ·ion into f ur p rbar '
thr · '; 1 •rrion: wh u th arrow or th how i. · n: d , , m, terial for · mP'_ri. 11. lfa ·h o<rraphi · r<!gion i. ·haract riz cl by hepr domirn u
t , ix~ 1 tpy •, wliich i: p ·uliar to on, of the ab ve-menti 11 1 lm l:W vbi ~ 1 uri 11, • lu 1J th ·la: ifi ·ati ll,' h
WO great ar a'
1
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Brazil and the Peruvian type bold good which have certain analogies in
their own borders. Some of the chief divisions in the Mato Grosso
seem accidental to the Shiugu drainage. Therefore, in accordance with
the bow types, the fato Grosso is divided into a west and an east half:
The north Brazilian bow region does not overlap the Mato Grosso.
When arrow type dominate the divisions two other distribution
areas are revealed, in one of which the wrapped or sewed feathering
prevails, as the pecnliar Mato Grosso feathering may be termed, while
the borders do not extend beyond those of the Mato Grosso. The area
of the Arara featheriug lies within the eastern part of the region of the
_ Peru feathering; furthermore, the Mauhefeathcringextends its influence
on the northwest of the Mato Grosso. In the west Mato Grosso occur
also the cemented, the Mauhe, the ..A.rara, a11d the sewed feathering.
This may be best characterized as to the mixed region, set forth as
follows:
1. Eastern and soitthern region.-East Brazilian feathering.
2. Central region.-Sewe<l feathering.
3. Western region.-Mixed: Cemented, ..A.rara, Mauhe, aud sewed
feathering.
Cousidering the bow in the same connection gives the following
group:
1. East Brazilian bow with East Brazilian feathering.-..A.ntg·uay arnl
southern Mato Grosso.
2. East Brazilian bow with Sh·ingu sewed feathering.-Shin gu a11d
West Bororo.
3. Pern vow with feathering of mixed arecis.-Tapajoz.
This grouping is naturally to be taken cum grano scilis, since transgressions and intrusions occur in individual cases.
In the following consideration of single stocks or tribes it will not
always be possible to bold strictly to the plan, while this arrangemeut,
which throws upon the screen a complete ethnographic picture with
natural coherence often, as wiJI be seen of the Bororo, mu t point out
the originally component parts of a stock, on account of the differing
developments of its ethnographic characters. In order to set forth
genetically the types resulting from the original type an assembling of
the parts is necessary in the discussion.
Let u, · begin with the tribes of the upper Shin gu, which belong collectively to the area of the East Brazilian bow with sewe<l featheriug.
These tribes, which have been known to us only a short time through
the two Shingu expeditions of Von den Steinen, belong, according to
his iuve ·tigations, to different linguistic familie , to wit:
Linguistic
famili s.

naccairi, Nahuqua .. . _________ .. - ... _.. _- .. - .
.Aueto, Kamayura, M nitsaua . --- - - -- - .. -__ . Mehinaku . -----· --------- --- ---------------·
Suya .. _. __ . . _. _. _. _. ____ . _• •. - __ -- - __ -- -- _- - .

Carib .
Tupi.
Nu-Arawak.
'l'a1mya or-Gcs~

7
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This commingling of tribes, belonging to different stocks in the comparatively narrow space of the upper affluents of the Shingu, Kulisehu,
Batovy, and Kuluene, furniRhes the best example of how, through long
contiguous dwelling, national peculiarities are obliterated and a new
common type takes the place. The bows and arrows of these stocks
differ only very little from one another, but together very much from
those of the stocks of the lower Shingu; for example, from the Yuruna,
of whom they have no knowledge, on account of the rapi'd. streams
difficult to pass. Among these, it will be seen later, the East Brazilian
feathering unites with the Peru bow, a circumstance which witnesses
in favor of the Von den Steinen theory of the mjgration of the western
Tupi.
If the Upper Shingu tribes be kept solely in view, without regarding
small differences, the following statements may be confirmed :
To all of them the bow and the arrow are common, while other
weapons, such as the throwing stick and the club, appear only among
isolated tribes.
The arrows, as well as the bows, are universally beautiful and carefully wrought, from which Von den Steinen draws the conclusion that
they indeed, as hunting peoples, had also an irregular kind of sede~tary life, and that they, notwithstanding that the hunter stage 1s
always m_o re and more beiug supplanted by ~gricnlture, have not
become negligent in the manufacture of hunting implements. This
rests chiefly upon the exalted position which the bow and arrow holds
in their tradition. He mentions of the tribal history of the Baccairi,
among others, that the culture-hero Keri had created the tribe out of
different arrow reeds. ( Von den Steinen, op. cit., 2~8, 379.)
V ou den Steinen says, "the length of the bow reaches 220 to 250 cm."
(Pl. L VII, figs. 1-7). The yellow wood is furnished by the Arata tree
tecoma, etc. Dark-brown palm wood is often found am ong the Aueto
and Kamayura tribes and among th~ Tupi stock, whose bows are
wound with cotton wrappings jn a sort of staircase pattern, a. decoration widely di tributed in South America. The cross section of the bow
is about circular and it tapers toward the end, becoming more elliptical.
The end are omewhat rounded for the l'eception of the bow tring,
running to points. The bowstring, twi ·ted fro~ the bast of tlle tu cum
palm, i.· looped on at one end. It is knotted around th other end and
i · .·tended along the ba k, becoming maller and maller, and i made
fa. t around th upper limb about two-third the height of the bow.
Th ·urvat r of h b w differ and often there is more tlJau one
curve. . . . in 1 .·ligl1t ·urv i,' rare and only to be found among the
a· iri ~ u l th
ahuqua. r h Auet aud amayura have ligbt1y
1 1bl - ·tu db w' , i h nd
nt ba ·k. The ow of the a , iri
th pahm
of th
u t au l K mayura h w a
lit
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the bows of the Soklc11g of soL1theasternBraziJ. (Pl. LVII, -fig. 7.) That
different ways of bendi11g t,be bow are cnstomary close together in the
same stock is not to be admitted; it is more likely that bows whose
exact origin is not fixed might have been scattered by the lively barter
on the Shingu.
The arrows appear to have le s dispersion. as trade objects, which
again bas it explanation in the fact that the arrow is esteemed as a
cbanwterjstic of a tribe, aud for that reason is less communicable to
another tribe. Therefore we i-.ee among the most sou them tribes-Baccairi, Nahuqua,, and Aueto-no arrow with Oambayuva l'eed shaft; for,
as is known from the tribal history of the Baccairi, these are made of Uba
reed, a characteristic al ·o of the Baccairi. This reed, in order that the
natives may not be compeJled to get it from far away, is planted in
great patches iu tho river Batovy. (Von den Steinen, op. citf, p. 210.)
The northern tribes, on the contrary, have substituted for the Uba
reed at times the Oambayuva reed, wbich, among the Yuruna, furnishes
the only material on that side of the rapids. The use of the Cambayuva reed, which predominates on the Tapajoz and the Araguay,
appears, from the latest information, to have arrived first upon the
Sbingu; at least 9th er peculiarities permit the coujecture of an influence
from the East.
Different kinds of points are to be found among nearly al~ the tribes
of the Shingu. The simplest is a smooth-pointed piece of wood driven
into the e11d of the reed shaft. This form is common to all stocks, as is
011e with a middle piece (foreshaft) fastened on with pitch and pointed
with the beveled humerus bone of a monkey. (Pl. LVII, fig. 8).
Finally there is found, as will be seen also among the Bororo and Guato,
the style tllat belongs to the East Brazilian group. A point with a
barb or book, effected by means of a double-pointed piece of bone laid
in the hollow outer end of the fore shaft (compare Pl. LIX, fig. 6),
wrapped with thread and pitched, is used among the Oaraja on the
Aragnay, as well a in Western Brazil and Guiana. It is found amo11g
the Aueto, Kamaynra,, and Trumai. 011 oue 'ide of the smooth woodeu
poillt of the Bacca,i ri and the Nahuqua arrow 10 cm. Joug a barb i.'
provided, by wrapping a little tooth or jaw spine of the ant bear.
(Pl. L VII, fig. 14.) Thi, practice is also a peculiarity of the Oar~jn.
The u c of tlie spine of the ray is a,l ·o in vogue here. (Compare Pl.
LIX, fig. 13.) Von den Steinen denies that the hingu tribe , exceptiug the Yurm1a, used the barbed wooden poiut; yet there i in his
collection a specimen from the Kamayura (Pl. L VII, fig. 12 ), which
exhibits exactly this type of the Shingn arrow. This point, moreover,
which i.· found abundautly on the Gez arrows, must have come from
tbe east. The Suya and the Trnrnai use in war and in chasing the
jaguar a,rrows with long bamboo knives bonn<l to tile end of the
wooden fore shaft, which are manufactured on the Shingu ouly by the ·e
tribes (Pl. LVII, fig. 2). Of this pattern, moreover, tl1ere is fomid an
example among the Kamayura.. The Baccairi collection contains also
SM
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au arrow with bamboo lrnife-blade point. (Pl. LVII, fig.13.) However,
this point deviates from that of the Suya in form, and resembles much
more that of the Yuruna or of the Tapajoz regio11. It is strongly
probable that the arrow• came hither from the Yuruua, but perhaps it
is a reminiscence of the earlier borne of the Baccairi upon the Arinos.
Of the feathering I have briefly written in tbe general classification.
(Pl. L VII, fig. 9.) Let it be here simply remarked tllat tlle variegated
feathers of different birds are bound on in spiral wrappiugs of 90
degrees. At the nock end is generally found a wrapping of thread in
staircase pattern as on the Aueto bow, which is laid over a ring cut
from the bark of the wambi (Philodendron), to which is also fastened
a little ring of red feathers. Sometimes the feathers are wanting, and
only the wrapping with the bark ring and feather tuft remains. The
nock is small and round.
On some arrows of the Suya, who must have wandered, according
to tradition, from the great stock of the Gez, on the Aragua~ au<l
Tocantins to the west as far as the Tapajoz and back to the Shmgu,
occurs also east Brazilian feathering. Both wrapping material for
feathers are made from wliite bast. Moreover, on tlie tip of the shaft
is fastened a tucum nut (Pl. LVII, fig. 10) bored with holes, by means of
which it seuds forth in flight a clear sound. This toy is in vogue on
the Tocautins as well as on the Tapajos, and also among tlle .Arara on
the Madeira; it is also spread among the Snya from east to weRt. A
circular band of color on· the shaftment of some Baccairi arrows, as
·well as the custom all. along the Sbingu of binding the shaft and fore
shaft with windings of bast, hints at Eastern influence.
In briefly recapitulating we must recognize decidedly an influence
from tlle East. It appears, moreover, that the more southern tdbes bad
been less overcome thereby. Upon the relation ship of tbe eastern Bacc:1iri to the western Baccairi on the Ariuos tbe lauguage must be the
l1ecider.
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:-:ide of the Tocantin received this technique, a tribe from the Shingu,
which at tbe begi1rning of the century supplanted the Carib tribe of the
-Apiaka. Thi" phenomenon is more interesting because through it the
center of ra(liation of the ewed feathering is fixed on the head waters
of tbe Shinrrn or the Paranatinga, and perhaps this feathering can be
fixed as pecially Carib. Therefore the circumstances bear witness
that on the Madeira, among the Arnra, who are to be assigned to the
Uaribs, the ewed feathering might first occur; still, eyen as easily it
conld bave c me to thiH tribe through the medium of the Apiaka of the
Ta pajoz, for the typical ram feathering is also founrl. again among the
..A. piaka. ·
Older coll ction from the Shi11g-u perhaps will furnish information
1
011 this topic.
till, th' possibility of ftnding such is far from certain,
si1we the Sltingu tribe, up to a short time ago, were wholly unknown.
A good trau ition from the central group to the westward or mixed
group is furnished by tbe settled Baccairi l>elong'illg to the Shingu
bra11ch of the Baccafri, who lead a peaceable existence as agriculturfats hi the area between the Paranatinga, the Cuyaba, and the Arinos,
i11 slight contact with tlieir culture. ..A..s we know from the accounts of
tbe Baccairi collected by Von den Steinen, both divisions were originally united near the fall, of the Paranatiuga, from which, accidentally,
i11 the middle of the last century, oue part drew away upon the Ronuro
a11d Batovy to the Kulisehu, the other settled in the above-named
region in a south western direction. We posse s some arrows of these
settled Baccairi in the Vienna museum, collected by N atterer in 1827
from the Arinos. ( Pl. L VIII, fig. 15.) I was surprised to see among
them Baccairi arrows, since this type deviated so much from tJiem in the
Von den Steineu collection, so well known to me, aud at once, by nearer
comparison, I could prove that they belonged there. With exception
of the point, they pertain to the group of ceHlented feathering, and
i11deecl to those in u eon the Tapajoz aud ou tlie Madeira with pointed
notches or barb cut out and for the most part overlaid with reddish
brown pitch. The well-known Uba recd of the Shingu 'is here replaced
by the lighter and thinner 0ambayuva reed. Von den Steinen Rays
(op. cit., p. 229), "the settled Baccairi have, ' ince they became
acqua,i11ted with muskets, given up the Uba reed in general use on the
Upper ShiHgu and po sess now, if not purely boys' arrows, at least
small arrows in comparison with those on the t;hiugu." I refer this
cbang in th choke of materjal and the tumiug to another tecliuique
11ot to contact witli cultme but rather to association with the tribes of the
Arinoz a11d Tap3:joz. Any affiliation with the kindred t1'ib on th
Sllingu later bas demon ·trably not taken place. This tribe was known
to the settled Baccairi 011ly through tlte tribal history. As imilation
with the Tapajoz tribes could for that reason go on more easily. That
the western Baccairi originally and iu<leed al:-;o down to the eparation
have used the Uba reed is proved by the Baccairi tribal history con·
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cerning the plant. That the sewed feathering i:::; peculiar to the whole
nation and was not :first adopted on the Shingu by the eastern Baccairi
is shown by the fact, as will be seen later, that the western Bororo
liviug at the head waters of tLe Paraguay, who perhaps at the same
time have turned away from their eastern brethren on the Lorenzo (Pl.
LVIII, :fig. 17), in twenty years had adopted the sewed feathering and in
some measure had modified it. But the then wild, contentious hordes
could haYe be~n in contact only with the still united Baccairi, since tlie
eastern Baccairi are now too widely separated from the western Baccairi to be in touch with these. The northwestern neighbors, the
Pareci, who now practice the sewed feathering, can not be cousidered
as middle men, since at that time the Pareci did not have the sewed
feathering, while already the Bororo possessed it. While also the
western Baccairi prove their ethnographic affiliation with the 'rapajoz
1·egion by the Cambayuva reed and cemented feathering, they betray
their relationship with the wild Baccairi of the Shingu only through
the point on the arrow. Both points have been ascribed already to the
Shingu as characteristic, the bone point from the humerus of the
monkey stuck on the foreshaft (PL LVII, ·:fig. 8), and that with the
zygomatic process of the ant-bear (Pl. L VII, fig. 14) bound as the side
of a palm-wood point about ten centimeters long, which, as was seen
already, is on the Shingu peculiar to the two Carib tribes, the Baccairi
and the Nahuqua.
Concerning the bows of these Baccairi, unfortunately, notbiug is
known. Von den Steinen reports only that they are smaller than those
on the Shingu.
From the tribes of the Tapajoz region, which is only partially known
to us, there are in many collections pieces whose exact location must
first be fixed by comparison. Tbe Natterer collection in Berlin has
also thrown some light on this region. As was already brought
forward and is apparent on the chart, the tribes of the Upper Tapajoz
repre ented in the collections, in addition to other form of arrow,
have those with sewed feathering. We assumed already that tlie
point of diffu ion of the sewed feathering on the Shingu or of the
united Baccairi might have been on the cataract · of the Paranatinga,
and hall ther for
k to find out the path along which it arriv d at
th tribe ettlecl on the Tap3:joz a,nd Madeira.
Ea ·t rn influ nc in the Tapajoz r ,gion appear,' fir ·t t b a en ary <· u id r< tion. Th priu<'ipal rniO'ra i011 ha tak n pl, ce fr m
t
.·t.
hi ·h on ha: b, nth ori ,·inal typ<' of bow and arr w
1~ th . T P<.i z r • ion i: n 1 ug r d ter~niuabl'3 on a · unt of th
,ltv r,·ity f typ' · , pr•: nt e ·i ·tiug :idc by id .
may b " n
1 1> n h
·h rt. h 'I' ~ c·,m b d mon:trat d by th mat rial n br
I> _rh~ P i nr · icl •. • n acenltnration of th c· hn o·n phic baracteri ti
f h ., T p, .I z nlw . 'l:11 • 1 a ajoz r crion upoll th •har i' ntir 1. •
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western Baccairi mark the farthest projection of this ethnographic
development from the west. The cement feathering, which bas
wandered from the west to the east, whose starting point is to be
sought in Peru, has undergone many variation::; in its long journey to
the Tapajoz. In the Mato-Grosso, corning westward, is found the
type of featbering with the notches cut out, on which generally a
little bunch ofred feather i fastened. (Pl. LVIII, :6.g.15.) Tbe Madeira
River is approximately the boundary between this and a western
group, where the cement feathering comes in without notches, but
with band of network woven on the shafts. In the great Parentintim
tribe these groups touch one another. A common peculiarity with the
cement feathering, a11d al o with the Arara feathering, is a decoration
of t,be shaft by means of small encircling bands made of white quill,
whi ·h explains the wrapping in stepped winding of cotton, previously
mentioned as on t]rn Shingu. (PL L VIII, fig.14.) Tbese quill rings are to
be found among all gronps of the cement feathering, and have perhaps
served as suggestive methods for the bast rings on the Shii1gu sewed
feathering. The .Arara featberiug appears to have derived the quill
ring likewise from the pitch feathering, as will be seen. It is in this
maui1er further perfected through an ornamental weaving in black and
white strips of quill. (Pl. LVIII, fig.17.) Th~ notch has been here copied
from the arrows with cement feathering influenced by the .Arara type,
and is cut out narrow aml with a pointed angle.
Generally in this Madeira-Tapajor, region a large, broad, barn boo
point, 30 to 40 cm. long, is distributed, which 011 one side is cut into an
angle lying in the long axis, and is hollowed out on the under side so
that the cross i:;ection shows a concavo-convex outline. (Pl. LVIII, fig.
lu.) 1'he foreshaft, upon which the point is fastene<l. by means of a
wrapping of thread, extends somewhat, above this wrapping and is set
at its other end, wbich is pointed, into the bamboo shaft. This point,
which differs from the bamboo points of the we, tern region as well as
from those of the Shingu, is found outside of our region also among
the Arawak tribe and the .Tuberi, on the Purus. It is well to mention
that this point, like the cement feathering of the Madeira, has gotten
as far as the 'rapajoz.
Likewh,e a peculiar, barbed point, which is formed by a spindleshaped bone, 10 to 15 cm. loug, pointed at both end and seized at it
mhldle upon the upper end of the fore haft, appears to have come
among the Apiaka and Maulle from the Madeira in abundance. (Pl.
LVIIl, fig. rn.) Thence it spread among the Pareutintim, and from them
is to be found among the Manaos on the lower reaches of the Madeira.
Jn a remarkable way it makes its appeara11ce also on the Tocantin ,
where exists also a kind of Mauhe feathering. If I had not found
examples of this in different museums labeled Tocantins, I sl1ould have
attributed them to the Tapqjoz area.
Of the distribution of the Arara and the Mauhe feathering mention
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ha ' already been made. (PL LVIII, figs.13 and 14.) With tl1e Arara
feathering, as well as with the cement featLteriu g, the pretty and wellknown stepped wrapping is chiefly associated, which statement applies
to the feathering as well as to the uniting of the Rhaft to the foreshaft.
The Mauhe feathering, which is perhaps a Tupi. feathering modified
through the Guia.ua type, comes into consideration here only so far as
Mauhe arrows have been found among the Apiaka and the Mundrncu.
In contradistinction to the Shingu region we here find the Carnba,yu va reed distributed throughout the upper basin of the Tapajoz and
the Uba reed throughout the lower.
In comparing collections at my command from the Madeira and tbe
Tapajoz tribes, it became unexpectedly possible to recognize the present
position of the unique metamorphosis of the type caused through foreign fofl.ueuce. In the N atterer collection of 1827 it may be observed
tllat on the Tapajoz the cement feathering appears among the Apiaka,
Mundrucu, Baccairi, and Pareci. It is now assumed that on account
of the similarity of form among the Parentintim and the Apiaka tlie
type of cement feathering together with the well-known bamboo and
'
bone points from the Pareutintim,
came last to the Apailrn, and f'ron~
these went downstream to the Mnndrucu and upstream to the Parem
aiid Baccairi. Upon the relationship of these tribes to one another
little is known; only, Marti us has said concerning the warlike Mundrucu and Apiaka, that enmity and friendship a,lternate. (Beitdige
zur Ethnographie Sudamerikas, pp. 211, 391.) It is easy to conceive
that the Apiaka came upon tl1eir long canoes into contact with the
Pareci and the neighboring Baccairi dwelling at that time still furt,her
northward. (Ibid., _206.) In 18~8 the gold prospector Lopez must
have camped with some ·naccairi under escort of Apiaka IndianR ou
the Peixes River, an adjoining stream to the Arinos. At any rate the
occurrence of the sewed feathering among the Apiaka hints at communication with the Baccairi. (Von den Steinen, op. cit., p. 388.)
In the arrows of the Apiaka at that time, eastern influences had been
amalgamated with we tern, and sewed feathering and Baccairi point
had been united with c ment feathering and Madeira-Tapajoz points by
commerce. The little barb bound diagouaJly on the si<le of the point
1) culiar to the Ba cairi, is here abn11clantly repre ented by a mall
l)alm-wood pine (cf. Pl. L II, :fig. 14), the J01 1g palm-wood point at
tim .- gr , t1y thi ·ken in th mid<ll .. , a,, i., en t mary on th
ca ale.
Fur b r, th r i.' to b found amo11g the pia,ka an arrow with :Manh
fi ~ h rhig and T 1>ajoz on point, but with a Oambayuva , l1af't
irn r ·ticabl for hi. kind f f ath ring.
nth I, r<· i ~ ITOW,' with <·ement f ath ring i
,en, al ng wi h
al.or · iv d fr m h ...\piaka, a long , od n 1 iu
·th r barb: . e oppo.-it , proj ting at cliff r nt di: anc ··. n war<l. a~Hl · ri1w1l throughout it.· ntire 1 11gth with 1 ar
hr ,wru.·1 1- ,.n · P >1 on.
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Upper Tapajoz i~ very surprising, and it must be assumed that tuis
arrow came either from the Muu<lrucu or from a tribe settled westward
on the Madeira, Rince outside or the _extinct Tapajoz, who, according to
Acufia'::; accom1t, po8sc. f-ied poi. oned arrows. (Martins, op. cit., p. 382,
38 .) On tl1e Tap~~joz River only the Mundrucu knew of this practice.
~rli Pare11tinti111 have a, similar toothed pr~jection on the foreshaft of
an arrow with bone point.
Along with the ce111e11t f'cathering i.' Com1d among tlte Pareci and the
Uabi ·cl1 i rela,t ,d to th<·m the .A.n.t m feathering. Still, it is here noticeably . mall 'r, and th r is wanting th stepped weaving customary
amon°· the Arara. Uorm cted with it is associated also the bamboo
point in mm nmo11g- the Amra. Since tlrnre is found in the atterer
coll ctio11 amo11g tli nortl1 rn '..ra.pajo1, tribeH no .Arara frathering, there
urn, t be a 'Hlllll <la direct contact of the Pareci or Cabischi with the
Arara iu the so11 th who must inhabit the still unknown region between
tbe ,Jnrue11a a11<l the Madeira. The variation which the Arara feathering lia8 nnder 0 ·011e at the hands oC the Pareci i thus accom1tecl for, if
the differentiation l1ad already sufiicie11t time to take place before the
exploration of Natterer.
The feathering or the Cabischi arrow is like that of the .Arara in
Jengtli, but sl1ows at. tlie l>utt end a very carefully cemented wrapping
with fine bast (Vo n <lcn Stei11en, op. cit., p. 42G), wl1ich, as will be seen,
exl1ihits a similar workmanship to that of the Bororo on the Caba~a1.
.As generally happ 11s, tbe bamboo point ha another form here. It runs
to a i-:;harp tip with ffatconcavn section and has at tlJe inner end edges cut
oblique. .According- to the account of Oaptaia De Motta (cf. PL L..lr,
fig. 17), in the year 1886. the Pareci have the same weapons as tue
Cabiscbi.
In the arrows of the Mundrncu, living to the north of the Apialrn,
meet aud cross the types of the cement feathering of the .Apiaka and
the Maube feathering. It is merely a poisoned arrow with a fish-spine
point projeetiug forward, wllich calls to mind similar pieces on the
Upper ~egro, Lut shows the usual cement featheriug. The Mundrucu
mu t first 11ave learned in modern time· the use of arrow poi on, and
this they <lid not invent themselves, but borrowed it from the north rn
neighbors. (Martins, op. cit., p. 380.)
rro di cuss the arrows of the Maiuhe, living entirely outside of the
Mato GrosRO, is beyo11<l tlrn scope of this paper. They also have been
strongly influenced l>y Madeira forms. So re t the account of 1 27.
Tliere are outside of tlle atterer collection two smaller one of who e
date of acqui ·ition 11othing is known, but from a comparison with that
of Natterer it appears to have been secured later. One of these colJectious iu the British :Museum has the mark ".Apiaka, Rio Tapajoz below
the mouth of the Juruena." The other, in the mu eum at Stockholm,
acquir d 011 the coa. t from the Brazilian General Silva da Ca tro, has
no data of locality, but is to be aRcribed also to the Apiaka.
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Since the arrows in the British Museum represent exactly the t.ype
of Natterer's Arara, and particularly bis Tora arrow, they may, provided the label Apiaka is to be retained, have come over dfrectly from
the Arara to the Apiaka. A characteristic of the Arara arrows is,
besides the feathering, the frequent occurrence of beautifully toothed
bamboo points (Pl. LVIII, :fig.17), which are also to be found among· the
Juberi on the Rio Purus, and in somewhat modified forms among tbe
Cashivo on the l'iver Ucayale. A more striking peculiarity is the decoration of the shaft by means of ornamental wrapping, carefully laid in
strips of white and black quill. Among t,h e Arara the setting of a
Tucum nut (cf. Pl. L VII, fig. 10) ou the shaft is practiced, and perhaps
came to them from the Tapajoz, where the Suya got the idea from the
eastward. The Tora arrows, resembling in essential particulars tho:::-;e
of the Arara, have, however, adjoining the quill work a painted ornament (Pl. LVIII, :fig.18) on the wrapped tang of the bamboo point, whiclJ
also the arrows of the Parentintim show abundantly.
·while these arrows exhibit, indeed, the pure Araira type and on that
account do not leave the indication of locality free from objection, tile
unmarked arrows of the Stockholm Museum with greater certainty
may be ascribed ·to the Apiaka. They show partly a union of ceme1 1t
feathering with the most general fashion of the Arara arrow; are, in
fact Arar.1 arrows passed over to the Apiaka type. One arrow displays the variety of sewed featheriilg discovered by N atterer. ·
If we now study the boys' arrows in the Von den Steinen collectio11
of 1888 (op. cit., p. 433), belonging to tlie Pareci tribe who, according
to that author, have exchanged bows and arrows for muskets and given
the former to boys for playthings, we shall see also the variegated sewed
feathering.
It appears also that this, which, indeed, Jong before'tbe begiuniug of
the century, had gone westward as far as the Aran1, tribe in a somewhat simplified form first, in much later times bad found itK way amoug
the northern tribes of the Tap~joz.
We may now bring together briefly the results of i--tudie upon tlle
Madeira-Tapajoz region. 'Ihe bow and the arrow types of tlrn Tapajoz
tribes show preponderating westerly influences, whicl1 the:-;e received
from the Parentintim and the Arara by way of the Madeira. The fir t
demo11 trable intro, ion, the migration of tu cement featheriug, cam
upon the Apiaka from the Parentiutirn. Thence it.found wid r distribution in th Tapajoz r gion. Perhaps at the ame tim e th
ew d
featb rin°· f theBac ·airi, omewhatvarie<lamougtheApiaka,extend l
t th
rar, ~ nd a tl1ird , tream moved alon o· from th Arara to th
abi. ·~i and tb' J>arc ·i. Lat r c·arne al o tl1; Apiaka h1to direc c ua · ' 1 11 h Arara and r •ived th ir typ m1modifi d. ',h
w cl
£
am hi] iu ruded ,on h varcl and wa. r c iv d by tl1
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name, we possess no collections. Of the Oayabi, near neighbors of the
Bacca.iri on tbe Hio Verde, Von den Steinen says "that they use arrow
shaft of Carnbayuva reed." (Op. cit., p. 392.)
The distribution of the bow types is very simple in the Tapajoz
regi011 aud shall be touched on only briefly.
The Mu eums posse. s bow.' of the Mauhe, Mundmku, .Apiaka and
Pareci, and ome with the general la,bel Tapajoz.
Martiu, descril>eR (op. cit., p. 203,401) two different bow types among
the centra.l Tupi, to which stock belo11g for the most part the tribes on
the Tapa.joz. '' Th y, hoot long arrows from immense bows, often longer
than a rna11, mad from the black woo(l of a palm tree or the red wood
of a mimo. a, wl10 e tring .are twi ' ted out of Tucum fiber or cotton."
The bow from black palm wood bel011g to the Peru group, and are
repres 11tcd on the Tap3:joz by .Apiaka alHl Pareci example~.
(Of.
PI. LVIII, fig. I.) Tl1e bows made of red legnminous wood, pao d'.Arco
of the J>ortugue e, with semicircular cross section are of the north~rn
Brazilian type a11d here occur amoug the M undrucu and the Mauhe. ·
They arc, for the most part, manufactured by the Maube and brought
to the friendly MU11drucn throngh trade. (Pl. LVIII, fig. 10.)
Martius met on tl1e Tapajoz a chief of the Mauhe who brougbt ont a
bow of rnd wood to the Mm1druct1 and exchanged it for feather ornarn 11ts. (Martin,·, op. cit., p. 88.)
.A bow 180 cm. long ( Pl. LVIII, :figs. G-9) of da,rk-brown wood 1n the
OoiieHbagen Museum with omamente<.1 ends wlticl1 exhibits an artistically carved humau l1ead having eyes inlaid with mother-of.pearl over
which a line runs on both , ides in a meandering pattern is most interesting. In cro s section it belongs to the North Brazilian bow region.
Tue peculiar ornament is found, moreover, on a war trumpet in the
Copenhagen Mu eum which wa found. among the effects of the Prince
of Na, sau in the middle of the 17th century aud of which Ehrcnreicb
bas giv n a short account in Globus. Furthermore, this same ornament i to be seen on two remarkable little boards in the Ohri tiania
Mu eum as well as on a club in tbe Martius collection in Munich, illustrated i11 Ratzel's "Volkerkunde" (11, p. 575). But fo Vienuathe label
'' Muudrucu" i upon a war trumpet which had been overlooked ]1aving
the ·ame ornament. The decorated end i bored through for the fasteni11g of the cord, a fa hion entirely out of vogue now in South .America.
T11e cord is a, thick twisted gut, tring. In the middle or grip. the bow
i, whittled on the inner ~iue for better handling.
I1 rom the Pareci two bows are in hand, one from the Natterer collec• a
tion, the cu tomary Peru bow made from black palm wood, the other,
boy's bow, al.' o made of black palm wood, brought by Von den Steinen
liaving tlie North Brazman form. Here occurs a rare instance in which
a tribe adopts a foreign form without using for it the customary material.
Tbe form of the North Brazman bow ha either gone to the Tapajoz
outwards through the. Mauhe to t11e Pareci or been received from the
Tora, from whom; as was seen, tl1e painted ornament arrived on the
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Tapajoz. Whether the road which the Peruvian bow took toward
the Tapajoz is that of the cement feathering is not determined, since the
only accessible Parentintim bow in the Berlin Museum shows angular
edges, while the Apialrn aud Pareci bows are rouu de<l. Perhaps thiir
has its origir,. among th_e tdbes settled higher up on the Madeira who
posses8 similar bows.
Having sketched in the foregoing pages the ethnographic characteri::;tics of the Tapajoz region and recorded the ethnographic information
concerning Shingu and Tapajoz peoples, I shall proceed no farther
among the Madeira tribes. since these indeed do not belong peculiarly
to the Mato Grosso and· are of interest only as they influenced tlle
character of the Topajoz region. Upon the characteristic forms which
the migration to the Tapajoz made necessary, communication bas been
,.. made in the course of the foregoing narrative.
The Araguay region presents only pure eastern forms, so that here
is exhibited a much more simple ethnographic picture. Bows as well
as arrows belong to the almost uuitecl group of Eastern Brazilian bows
and feathering. By the evidence of the Sbingu tribes it couJd be
emphasized that some arrows of the Suya, like those of the Yuruna of
the lower Shingn, deviate very much from the Shingu type and belong
to the eastern feathering group.
The Suya . are as already seen, the mamber of the Ges or Tapu~a
stock most widely pushed to the west, and they have in spite of th~ir
long backward stretched road to the Tapajoz and to the Shi11gu, and m
spite of the manifold contact with other tribes, held on partly to tlle
olcl type, or after they had set their foot again on the Shingn adopted
anew the eastern feathering.
rrbe Yuruna, who, as is ascertained through Von den Steine1 1, are
known through their travel downstream and possess not the slighte t
know:ledge of the Sbingu tribes, stand in more co:.istant touch with the
widely branched and extensive Uaraja tribe, who control the region
from the upper Arag-uay entirely to the lower Shingu and are the
dreaded opponents of the Shingu tribes. Von da,n Steineu found
among the Yurnna Cara:_ia pri 011ers aR ,vell as a club captured from
this tribe, a11d further among the Kamayura of the biugu a club and
an arrow of the Arnma, an ethnographic horde belonging to the ~araja
tribe. Moreover corre pondences to the Oar~ja type were previou 1y
observ d on the Baccairi arrows. The Yuruna live 011 the border of
th . a, tern and the we tern feathering and bow reo·ion
and they ha
b
'
r · iv <l from th w .·t rn r gi nth dark palm-wood l>ow and from be
ast h arrow.·. (PL LVI£1, fig . l-3.) The l>ow xltibit not the u tm ar' form n h r , baj z, hut re mule· m r th( t in u farther
h • w :t, .vith , harp r c·tc n nlar ·ro. , . cti u.
. ...\.1 • > thi · c:r ppiu rout. nh:tantiat : th• theory of mioTati n
111 ~ th
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a wrapping of bast. The upper end is oftimes channeled, and in the
cavity a double piece of bone is fastened by means of a wrapping of
:flue thread cemented over, after the customary manner on the Shingu
(PL LIX, fig. 6). In another kind of arrows there is on the point of
the fore 8haft a loug, simila,r Rtr011g bamboo point, with half moon,
concavo- onvex crosH section tied on by means of neat wrapping of
thread around tlt taug, and the fore Rltaft is packed in a fnrrow cut out.
The bamboo poiut res mule8 preci8ely in form the one menti011ed as
bel011g'ing to the Baccairi on th' ~'hi11gu. (Pl. LVII, fig . 1.'3.) Still a
direct conHection is excluded. Where the co111mon orio·in fa to be spught
ca11 not h conj ctur d. Al o arc seen arrows with a simple, tick of hard
wood hm'1H~11 a and tuck in the frout end of tile shaft. The feathering
:is v rysimilar to tl1e Oarnja style (Pl.LIX, figs. 8, 9); two 1Vholc feather::.
almo. t 20 cm. Jong, oppm,ite each otl1cr, are wrapped fa. t to the shaft
with tliread in lightly spiral arrangement, and the points of the
foatl1ers Rtick out at the butt end in form of a tuft. The decoration of
the lower part of the Rhaft, and much of the fore shaft with wide spiral
and longitudinal lines painted in black and yellow lac-like colors, is also
abundantly practiced by tl1e Caraja. The nock, which is cylindrical on
the Can,ja arrows, i. · liere, HR on the Tocantins and Tap3:joz, continued
to a point.
The Uar~ja, who ·e linguistic affiliation with the Ges group is not yet
made out, are, as Bhrenreich's collection proves, surely to be accredited
to it cthnographically. Bows and arrows show the cl1aracteristics of
tlw eastern type and correr-;poncl almost entirely with those of Crahaos
and Ohavantes, their eastern neighbors, belonging to the Ges or Tapuya
stock. The pretlilection of the tribes belonging· to this group for the
use of bast for fastening feathers, fore shafts, and bamboo pointR, which
is to be seen on the Shingn River-, is also in bolcl relief in the Caraja
crafts. The wooden point, with unilateral barbs, characteristic of the
Ges of the 8outheast (cf. Pl. LVII, fig. 12), which had penetrated
already to the Kamayura and arrived among the uya, i not found
among the Caraja. Only the arrow originating from the hordes of
the .Aruma, which Von den Steinen got on the Shingu, shows thi Ges
point.
The bow is beautifully wrought out of dark-brown palm wood and
decorated with feathers a,ncl ornamental wrappings of thread. (Pl.
LIX, fig, .1-5.) Tu the manipulation of tbe material, the circular cros
8ection :flattened occa, ionally on the back, and the peg-shaped end.
c11aracterize excellently the South Brazilian bow of the Botocudo and
Puri. However, near the Caraja and thence to the Shingu and south
to tl1e Cayapo, it shows fundamental dependences on the bow types
there. It h, slightly bent, about 2 m. long, and strung with a "trong
cord twi ted from threads, which is knotted on one end and on the
other encircles the peg, then returns on the back of the bow about halfway, as was een on the Singu, where it is made secure under eizings.
The lower end of this wrappi11g is decorated with a ~ompact ]ayer of
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leave , held on by means of black cotton thread bound closely down.
At the end of thi bowstring, wound backward and colored wit,h white
clay, is a large yellowish-red bunch of feathers, bound on as ornament.
Moreover, about both ends is wrapped a stepped pattern about 5 cm.
broad. The decorations are frequently wanting.
\ The arrows are quite as carefully made as the bows. The sbaft is of
Cambayuva reed, and the fore shaft, of different kinds of wood, is frequently, as among tbe Yuruna, adorned with yellowish-brown or reel
lines and points in lac-like paint. Among tlie very diversely shaped
points occur only two already known, the smooth wooden point and
the short. bone l)oint (Pl. LIX, :fig. 6) set in slantingly in the wooden
fore shaft, which is comnwn among the Yuruna and upon the Shingu.
Frequently this bone piece is replaced by a :fish spine. (Pl. LIX, fig.
13.) A peculiar point, which is made of a delicate cylindrical bo~e cut
off obliquely at the outer end, is cemented upon the point of the fore
shaft, reminding one also of a similar form on the Sbingu, only there the
barbs are wanting. Moreover, there are two noteworthy points of palm
wood to be mentioned as peculiar to the Caraja. One of them, lanceolate, two edged, with an angle on one broad side and the other rounded.
The second point i8 knife-blade shaped, with a somewhat serrate edge
at the inner extremity of the edge. (Pl. LIX, figs. 11, 12.) Both call
to mind similar southern forms among the Cengua t.ribe in Paraguay.
A lighter arrow for small game is made wholly from a piece of Uambayuva reed whittled to a point. (Pl. LIX, :fig. 15.) The arrows with
bamboo points (Pl. LIX, fig. 14) deviate greatly from the types up to
this time described. The delicate long point~ 30 to 40 cm., is hollowed
out on the inner side only or very little and runs somewhat to a beakformed point in front and is l'Ounded abruptly at the inner end. The
fore shaft, shoved into an excavated socket iu the shaft, is tightly
wrapped the whole length of its union with Cipo bast. A bird arrow
e-xbibits a short wood\jn knob, thickene<l. conically toward the frout and
terminating in a blunt point. (Pl. LIX, fig. 10.) The feathering is
arranged upon the same 11rinciplc as that of the Yuruna, but differs from
it. in more careful work and in the single point. cbaracteri tic of the
Caraja. The fa. t.ening of the feather, moreover, is wrougllt with black
thread (11. LIX, fig. 8), or le fre<]uent]y with winding of Uipo (PL
LIX, fig. O), in which often also little tufts of red fea,th rs are caught·
al o th Jower long hinc1iug, which here for the mo ·t part i effe t d by
wind111°-. f thr ad and .·t ppe<l. pattern i11clud . ofte11 r d £ atber. a,
d ' n ion.
Im ·t alwa,y 11 re al o the :baftm ut i paint d with r <l
arnl · 11ow vami.·h in li11
wh r hy an individual ta~ te i to b r c 0 •·
ni:t. <1 in ,1 • ·<Jl'' tion till r mainincr on.· v ral xampl '.
A.· a1r ady lll ntio11 •'1 1li • bavante, and ( rahao., Ji ing c twc r 1
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Whether all tltc <lifforeut varieties of points also exh,t among them is
not known. There have been exami11ed arrows with knife-blade points
of bamboo (Pl. LIX, fig. 14), those with double-pointed bone tip (Pl.
LIX, fig. 6), laid on dia,gonally at the fore encl, arrows with smooth
wooden points, aud finally those cut from a single piece of Cambayura
reed. Still the lmvantes may possess for war also an arrow with
toothed point of wood. (Pohl, Reise in Brasilieu, vol. ii, p. 30.)
The bows of the Cralrnos are somewhat different, since the belly ltai,;;
a flat, guttered excavation, a,ucl only oue end is cut to a point, while the
other eud i blunt.
The Arunrn arrow, alreacly mentioned, is likewise of Caraja type, but
the chara ·teristic toothed poiHt of the Ges stock is here found. (Pl.
L VII, fig. 12.)
It remains now only to mention the bows and arrows of the Cayapo,
in the .I atterer collectio11, from tlie region about tlie sources of the
· .Araguay, in the ea tern Matto Grosso. They occupy etlmographically
a middle position between the Shingu and East group and the tribes
settled on the outh of the Mato Grosso. The peculiar bow of the
Cayapo (PI. LIX, fig. 16) is, in spite of its apparent isolated position,
to be relegat d to the East Brazilian type. Ilere also the cross section
is fixed by the nature of the material. While the remaining part of tlte
bow is nearly straight, its pointed ends, about 10 cm. long, are bent
inward at an angle of 120 degrees. In order to give a snfficientexctusion to the bowstring of twisted vegetable fiber, a ball of cotton is
wound about the bow at the in11er part of the nock. The bowstring is
knotted on one end and ends with a sling at the other end of the bow.
In a wide spiral winding the rest of the string is then carried back, as
in the Oaraja bow, and caught under compact bands of wrapping about
10 cm. in width. The arrows give evidence in the sewed feathering, as
already remarked by Von den Steinen (op. cit., pp. 151,153) of a lo11genduring friendly relation with the tribes of the Shiugu, especially the
Nahuqua aucl the Cayapo, which has proceeded as far as the Paranatinga-indeed, perhaps, as far as the Ronuro. Associated with tl1e
sewed feathering and the rnuncler nock, the predominant Ges character
of the arrow is al 'O striking. There are found here the Cambayuva
shaft made fast to tbe point by means of a wide wrapping of Cipo; also
the long, unilaterally toot.hen wooden point (Pl. LVII, fig. 12) and the
so-calJed Oaraja bamboo point. The winding of the point to the shaft
with wrapping of thread is ltere rude and meager, so that the fore haft
is een through. (Pl. LIX, fig. 17). A stre11gtheni11g of the shaft uy
partial wrapping of the Uipo is seen ou the Cayapo arrows and those
of the Bororo.
The tribes of the outhern Mato Grosso are to be studied in common,
although they exhibit great ethnographic uifference and, a the chart
teaches, are to be ranged partly with the We t Peruviall gronp _a nd
partly with the East Brazilian group. They belong to the Paraguay
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region and are, since they were compelle(l to follow an entirely different
route of traffic to the southward-flowing rivers, in a directly opposite
condition to the tribes of the Madeira, Tapajo, Shiugu, and Araguay.
Their ethnographic development must stand in direct association with
that of southern tribes, shut off from the tribes of the northward-flowing
rivers, which, for the most part, are confined within their-own drainage
regions, and only along subsidiary lines are they in contact with tribes
of a neighboring drainage to bring about ethnographic adjustmeuts.
However, that the tribes extending farthest north on the Paraguay
region came into frequent touch with the tribes neighboring to them is
thereby not excluded, and, on the contrary, it is proved, as was shown
in the case of the Cabischi arrow and Cayapo weapons. For that reason
there can not be drawn up for the ethnographic development of the
whole group a balance sheet respecting this region which would be
derived through the coming together of many types from different
directions into one or through the radiating expansion of a dominating
type.
Further, a second motive constrains one to deviate from a bard and
fast division, namely, that, as was already seen concerning the Baccairi, a people can develop along entirely diverse ethnographic lines
through divisions and wandering away into remote parts. It is the
case here with the Bororo, whose western branch approaches the Sbingu
tribes in their feathering and has received its bow in commerce with
the Paraguay tribes, w bile the eastern branch has held on to the original
common mixed type of eastern feathering and bow throughout. These
two tribes, whose development is easily demonstrable, can be considered
apa,rt when it comes to the study of the fundamental type. On this
ground it is well to discuss the Paraguay tribes of the Mato Grosso in
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ments, the plan to interest tlrnm jn the cultivation of the soil did not
succeed. They remained hunters as before, and only acknowledged
with sufferance a guardianship on the part of the Government while
ad v.-111tages accrued to them in this way. Their support was abundantly cared for, so that they themselves were 110t brought to want for
food or any other necessaries of life. But the hunting and fishing
went on in spite of their common occupation. Wlien these no longer
served them as a meaus of livelihood they were pursued as sport. The
reduction of the two groups happened at quite different times. While
tl1c Bororo of the we t were already settled in the first half of the
century, the other ]1a1f' extended for a Joug time hunting and pillaging
through the camp ' before it was possible to bring them to remain for
some years on the Lorenzo.
The three co1lections from the Bororo-tbat of Natterer in Vienna,
that of Rhodes and of Von den Steinen h1 Berlin-are from the two
sections of the Bororo after their separation and, excepting the Bororo
of Oabagal, after their subjugation. There is wanting the type of
weapon of the Bororo from the olden time when they were united.
Still it is possible to reconstruct the common type, partly, since from
both groups pieces of tbe same type are in hand. Through this it must
be accepted that in the Von den Steinen collection of the year 1888,
short.ly after the settlement of the eastern branch 1 this type partly
returned, and in the Natterer colleetiou of the western Bororo (co1lected
in 1827) jt is to be seen that only the eastern Bororo continued the
origiual common type after the separation, and have only through commerce with their neighbors on the Aragua,y adopted varietal forms.
Tlle much longer absence of association of the eastern Bororo in comparison with the western substantiates this view, while much feebler
as 'ociatio11s with culture and with other teibes would render possible
and easy :1 constancy in the making of weapons which are perfectly
sacred to them as their crowning peculiarity. Let us examiue, therefore, first, most carefully, the bows and arrows that Von den Steinen
collected in the year 1888 in the colony of Thereza Christiana (PL LX,
fig ·. 1 to !J), newly established iu 1887, from the point of view that we
llave here to do with a purely hunter folk whose p culiarities culture
could not have wiped out.
The bow was their most precious pos es ion a the only mean of
livelihood. This be1i f finds its expres fon in the estimation in which it
was held. Von deu Steineu ays (op. cit., p. 50~) that after tlrn bow
a.lid arrow of a head of a family are burnt up in the funeral fire along
with the 110nsehold stuff, the ul'vivors receive from friends bows and
arrows a · pledges for the foundation of a new hom; hold. Arrows,
moreover, furnish the present of the lover to the gir~s and women of the
ranchao, by w110m they are given over to their brother . With arrow
and e. pecia,l ly shaped bows the fortunate slayer of a jaguar would be
distillguisbe<l 7 and arr ws furuish the medium of e ' change for cotton
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and tobacco. In their ceremonies these weapons play a leading role.
In the corn;ecratiou of the :-;kull of a dead man, a long aml complicated
mortuary ceremony, five bows set up in a semicircle form the foundation of a kind of sauctuary. Whether in the traditions here as on the
Shingn the arrow plays a special role is not known. The great value
.of the bow and arrow naturally finds expression in the carefulness of
their mauufacture. Since they set forth the characteristic attribute 'of
the hunter they are prepared only by the men, who expend a painstaking accuracy and care upon their production. Perhaps centuries of
using the bow and arrow have developed different kinds for different
functions, which show, indeed, the same characteristic marks of tlle
tribe, differing in the choice of material and the form of the point,
The arrows for war and for hunting larger mammals, as the jaguar.
being much heavier in cousequence of the use of the dense Serilm
palm wood for the shaft, have their penetrating power greatly increased.
Arrows with shaft from light Oambayuva reed are lighter and have
longer flight.
These original, characteristic types of weapons, since they seem to
remain relatively pure, enable the student to recognize through them
tribes far away and correspondences with neighboring· forms. From
their nextneighbors, the Cayapo, their hereditary enemies, they appear
never to have learned the great strengthening of the shaft by wrapping
it with Oipo bast, and this makes obtrusive the similarity of tlieir
arrow with that of the Caraja and with certain forms on the Shingu.
Firstly, in the feathering, beautifully executed aud decorated with little
tufts of feathers, a relationship with the Caraja arrow can not be
recognized, likewise the form of the bamboo point of the peccary arrow
is the same as that of the Caraja bamboo point previously de:,cribed.
To both tribes, furthermore, the plain arrow cut out of a sil1gle piece
of Oambayuva reed is commou. (Pl. LIX, :fi.g.15). The barbed wooden
point of the fishing arrow is suggestive of the Ges form.
All these correspondences point to the east or the uorthea t; for all
that, relation hips with the western tribes arc not to l>e denied. The
points made from the tubular pa,rt of the humerus boue of a monkey (PL
LVII, fig. ) are common to them and tbe tribeH on th Slli11gn, th we t
Bororo, and the Tuato. An artificial winding of tlle dark ipo, a
·iated with the loo ned wind of the r cd at the butt end of the~ a h ring point to ·imilar work on the uortbern Para,guay, the blacl,. and
whit wrapping f thr atl for th fa tening of the feath r (Pl. L ~. . ,
fig. 0; ·f. fig. 14) i.· lik wi.- in u' • among th, south a, tern tribe -th
J
}t ,:£ r · ampl. Th a ta hm ntofth bow to the P ruvian typ , i ~
r · r-roiz l Y th 11atur, l p •cnliari i : of th mat ria,l • an l the ·r
i n (Pl. . . r fir-r ·.
t 7) a.· mu· trikin<rly ap c r, iu · th ·
:- m 1 : t n 1 ou i:ol, t 1 in h • a.-t· rn Brazilian bow r gion. Th
l h c·k J>' lr ·W
l O\ : ,vith r a ly thiclZ ·11 11 ·rHL ar, .· m , 11, a r . n f h ir l n~ ·lliptical, ·om what h llo,
· i n.
1
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The fasteuiug of leaf filaments on a bow as a premium for ha,viug slain
a jaguar as well also as t he beautiful decoratious on the chief)s b°'v
with wrappiHgs and tufts of feathers are entirely like the Oaraja custom.
While the Bororo, just descril>ed, appear to have preserved the type
of their hunting weapons relatively pure up to the time named, the
weapons of the Bororo of Oaba9al and those of Oarnpanba,, the western group.· on the 1 al;>a9al and the Jaun.1, seem to have yiel<led more to
foreign influence through coutact with other tribes. These Bororo
also, already haviug become sedentary, iu tlie first half of the century
held fast to t,he old en tom, were prejudiced against agriculture and
continued hu11ters. However, through coutinuous toueh with culture
and with their influence destroyed they are to-day entirely subdued.
The disper ·ion of weapons went hand in hand with tlle wanderingt:i of
this tribe. Tbe two collections from tltei:;e Bororn were brought together
at <.liffereut dates. That of Natterer, as,·embled iu 1827, containing
arrows of the Bororo of Oaba<;al and Oampanha, comes from a time in
which the Bororo of Oaba9al were still ranging free in the wilderness,
but the Bororo of Oampauha had then been brought under control for
some years. It is now seeu that the arrows of the Bororo of Oabac;al
• have from the first held to the original type to wliich the Bororo on the
Lorenzo return. The broa,d bamboo .point of the characteristic jaguar
arrow (Pl. LX, fig. 8), which is so cut that the knot on the reed shaft
rnn8 across the poiut, the loose shafting of the point as well as the
working of the intractable Seriba palm wood to a very 1011g foresha[t,
as:::1ociated with a very short Oambayuva reed sllaft is a remiuiscence of
the old union with the eastern Bororo. Tbc feathering, however, with
the featlier toothe<l on the margin has decidedly the characteristic of
the Guato a,rrow (Pl. LX, .fig. 14), though in this tribe there i.s wanting the peculiar arrangemeut of the nock. Whether this influence can
have been exerted upon their westward wanderii1g when they may have
come in contact slightly with the Guato, or liappened for the first i.ime
later after they already bad settled on the Rio aba~al, j • in doubt. An
association with the Gnato, the water nomads of the upper I araguay, is
very probable. The bow manifest no variations whatever. It is about
the ame simple unadorne<l weapon of the original Bororo on the Lorenzo.
TL at these Bororo did not know the decoration of the weapou with little
fen ther tufts, shows that the Bororo of the East had not been brought
in coutact with this techuique originally but, as already mentioned,
lJave taken it from their later neighbor .
rrhe Bororo a,rTow. · of the Uampanha in the Natterer collection,
which were received from them after they had already become ettlecl
by conque t, show an advance in the migratio11s hinted at. Before
all el e, tb.e Oambayuva reed n ed for shafts of arrow wa · entirely
replaced by the ba reed. The abundance of the ba reed ( ynerium
uato u ·ing it
sacchciroides), on the one band, and the influence of th
and perhaps of the Baccairi, on the other hand, have occasioned tbii::;
SM 06--37
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change. As a single survival of the time before the separation of the
Bororo, there is to be seen among the Bororo of the Oampauha the
jaguar (Pl. LX, fig. 8) arrow point, with foreshaft of Seriba palm wood.
The feathering of this arrow is here entirely different. (Pl. LX, fig.
17.) The feathers are, in spite of the constant disaster8 of this tribe,
set on the shaft with very much more elegance and care. Wheu the
Baccairi of the Tapajoz region are contrasted with one another, this
technique would seem to have come only from the Baccairi on the
Paranatinga~ earlier united with the Bororo, while the wide separation
of the Bororo from the Baccairi of the Shingu does not allow contact
with them to be thought of. Moreover, the highly developed technique
hints that the reception of the sewed feathering must have occurred
already in much earlier time-indeed, shortly after their wandering
into this region. Eventually this form, indeed, bad already become
known to the Bororo before the split and was lo8t by the eastern
Bororo. The Pareci, the northwestern neighbors of the western Bororo,
can not be regarded as intermediaries, because they, in more recent
times, as was seen, fir~t received the sewed feathering from the north.
As for the origin of the Bororo, sewed feathering on the Shingu calls to
mind that also on that river the bone point from the humerus of tbe
monkey (Pl. LVII, fig . 8), as well as the wooden point of the Baccairi and.
the Nahuqua with side barbs of palm splint wrapped on, were known
t o the Bororo (Pl. L VII, fig.14). In opposition to this approach to the
Shingu type is ·the setting aside of the old Bororo bow and the
adoption of the Guato bow (Pl. LX, fig. 10), only a little modified. An
unpracticed eye would with difficulty discriminate the bows of these
two tribes. These bows belong to the eastern Brazilian type, and,
indeed, a,lso here js to be found the bow with ba,st wrapping diffused
in the western part of this region. The more or le ' S round, slightly
bent bow stave, made from the brown wood of the Oaranda palm, is
throughout its entire length closely wrapped iu imbrications, wit,h
about 2 cm. broad strips of Oipo uegro or Liaua, ba t, ouly the ends
are free and bluntly pointed. A strong palm fiber bowstring is carried
back on this wrapping for a quarter of the length of the bow a iu
those on the Shingu and the Cajara.
~.rhe ,·ecoud collection of the we tern Bororo, by Hhod in 1884,
brwg t u another tadium of development. In the ixty year that
pa ed after
atterer s journey, the di advantageou iuflu nee of
culture lik wi e work d to lie detriment of the Bororo of ampanha
f a a ·al aud fr m on den t iue11 ,' a ·coun (op. cit., p. 44..,)
.
-d Y £ rm nly a p or, tarving oci t . Thi i more w nd rful . ·au , f. r be ' ar 1 27 <· rtain ·on. tan y in tb makin
f
h ir w a on.· 1. ·h '-·n. Thr , w d f ath rin 11 1
than the
n
in
ha
· m
11 ir ly <1 m
i ·at d.
' imilar amb o l
(11. L . fi · 1 ;) t th foun<l am ng h B, c ·airi and urun,
ur
l. h ·r ~ n
·ia · l wiilt 11 · ·w d f •a. hering. It a,pp a,r ' 1
r
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to have come among the Bororo from the Baccairi. However, as
already made clear, it is not easy to say whence the Baccairi received
the point. But therewith also has the contact with the Baccairi
belonged, since after the settlement of the Bororo the conflict northward must have ceased. It has at the present time a stronger assimilation with the Guato, the water nomads, which went on until the
Bororo camo hereabout. So, as at this place the Bororo received the
bow from the Guato in this region, these last, in reciprocity, took the
bone point. The Uba reed ha,s entirely superseded the 0ambayuva
reed. To the stout, lo11g shaft, which often, as among the Guato, is
made np of several piece8 bound together with wrapping of Cipo, is
made l'ast a harder knotty wooden foreshaft by means of Cipo wrappi ug. These are all the arrows with which the Guato are familiar.
Out of tl1e originally much-diversified arrow forms remain now only
two, the one with the bamboo poiut and the one with the bone point.
With the bamboo point (Pl. LX, fig. 16) is associated the sewed
feathering; with the bone point (cf.Pl. LVII, fig. 8) belong a feathering
similar to tliat of the Guato type. However, the peculiar form of the
barb i8 always wanting.
Of the tribes that live south of the Bororo no one is appropriately
to be assigned to the Mato Grosso. They dwell together in the deep
swampy lowlands of the Paraguay, which furnish the transitiou to the
great Plains of the Grau Chaco. However, there are some tribes yet
to be brought into this discussion, since the ethnographic connection
with the Bororo are so striking that omitting them would leave the
ethnographic picture of the Mato Grosso incomplete.
The Guato, already frequently mentioned, a people in their tribal
affiliations quite as unknown as the Bororo, lived, so far back as
information of them goes, upon the upper Paraguay and its tributaries,
whicll, at the time of the inuudations during half of the year, when
thefr homes are partly submerged, they navigate as genuine water
nomads in their canoes. Driven to the water, they live chiefly upon
fish, which, in the absence of books, they hunt skillfully with bow and
arrow (Castelnau, Voyage, etc., III, p. 9), an art which is commonly
spread over South .America.
The bow (Pl. LX , fig. 10-13), as mentioned, almost the same as that
of the western Bororo, has as a variation a thick tuft 5 cm. long, which
is shredded from the end of the Cipo :filaments and wound fast about
the bow, serving for a better security of the bowstring. The Cipo
winding is cleaner and less carefully laid on than among the Bororo.
The bow tring is made from the shredded fiber of the Tucum palm, or,
according to Castlenau, also out of the gut of the monkey (0astlenau,
Voyage, III, p. 14), and is, as among the Bororo, in its prolongation
wrapped le s close and fast about the bow. The arrows of the Guato
are di tin cruished by the feathering, the same as those of the Bororo.
Along with the bone point, which was, indeed, transferred from the
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Bororo, and also with a harpoon arrow with unilaterally barbed point,
there is in the Rhode collection a bamboo point (Pl. LX, fig. 15)
having nothing in common with those of the ·Bororo. It is narrow,
is a flattened circle in cross section, and is made fast upon the
short foreshaft by means of a narrow band of Cipo wrapping merely,
and the foreshaft is not, as generally, inserted into the point, but is
spliced on. The Natterer collection furnishes the same style of arrow,
but only with bone point. A.rrow shafts made from pieces joined,
already mentioned among the eastern Bororo, are held together among
the Guato with fish glue. (Castelnau, op. cit., III, p. 14.)
The featheriug (Plate LX, fig. 14) of the Guato arrow is worthy of
remark in its deviations from that of the Bororo. Generally one-half
of the plume of the feat.her is cut toothed, as also partly among the
Bororo of Caba9al. The fastening of the smooth feather lying fl.at on
the shaft is effected in the customary technique of the eastern Brazilian type by means of a cotton thread at the inner and outer end, which
is blackened at the upper extremity. Sometimes Cipo is also utilized,
which mostly continues from the upper wrapping to the lower in a longer
spiral, simply encircling the shaft. This also calls to mind similar ones
occurring among t,he eastern Bororo. The notch is worthy of notice.
Two pegs of hard palm wood driven into the border of the nock prevent
the reed from being split and rendered useless by the discharging of the
arrow. This practice was found already in the Mauhe feathering (PL
LIX, fig. 13),wherein a :notched wooden nock is driven into the encl of the
arrow, a technique distributed throughout the entire northeastern region
of South America and having its origin in Guiana. A more extended
account will be given in the projected work. The technique employed
by the Guato iu the manufacturing of the notch differing from the customary method allows the belief that they discovered it independently
of the northern nock technique. Outside of a few tribes neighboring
to tbe Guato the nock pegs are nowhere found.
lfrom the Gnana, the ]ast people here to be con idered, there i in the
Natterer collection only one long harpoon arrow with the label" Gua11a,
Presidio Albuquerque and Miranda on both banks of th Paraguay,
lVIato-Gro so aud Bolivia." It is absolutely of the Guato type. The
shaft i of Uba reed; the foreshaft is fa tened on by means of 'ip , and
the long feather or shaftment terminates in noel peg , only tb r i
up n h ·mooth fore haft of redwood, mo t commonly u ·ed in th
' ran 'hac an iron point set with bark poiuting backward. Thr ugh
thi imilarity with the uato and indirectly with the Bororo arrow he
tor
n den tein n, op. cit., p. 70) of the coming of the ' uaua from
th n r h
t f be rin r gion gain probability.
obrizhoifor
l l !r
th
b
w tward from Albuquerqu , allege l tha
<lift r 1 fr m th
b ·op opl and that they did 11 tu
h h r· ·
r r and ' :t ln u £ und th m in be re iclio lbu uer u and
h rel
th
uana pl'op r, th T reno ·, a,nd th Laiau .
u: · of th horse i not mentioned am ng th
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Guana proper, the Laianos and Terenos are described as riding people
(Casteluau, op. cit., II, p. 469), who carry the customary weapon of the
Chaco Indians, lances with iron points, clubs, bows with small arrows,
and wearing the bodoque or labret received from the Guarani of Paraguay. To this assertion correspond some bows and arrows of the
'l'erenos in the Berlin Museum, which completely correspond to the
Chaco typ . Although the thr~e mentioned tribes are not to be
regarded linguistically as Nu-Aruak tbe different modes of living and
different cllaracter of weapons show an already very early separation.
The Terenos and the Laianos quite early, perhaps shortly after the
Chaco people had begun to ride the horses introduced by the Spaniards,
were driven from the common possession on the upper Ariuos toward
the northern haco, which hacl been seized, where they, as well as the
Guana, wer called a horseless nation by Dobrizl10:ffer. The Guaycuru,
Mbaya, their neighbors, gained through the ownership of horses a great
advantage over them and brought them under their sway. (Dobrizhoffor, Geschichte der Abipones, I, p. lGl.) As will be frequently 1-,een
in a subdued people, the Guana accepted entirely the mode of life of
their conquerors, and also their weapons, which they later continued
using after they had again gaiHed their freedom. Perhaps, at first, 1011g
after the wandering about ha.d been taking place with these Gua11a,
the remaining Guaua also drew off to the southward. A village of the
Guana near Cuyaba, 184 , was still called in that language Alcten.
(Von den Steinen, op. cit., p. 550.) They settled in the vicinity of the
Guato on tile Paraguay, whereby an ethnographic commerce was
effected.
Southward of the Guana the tribes living on the banks of the Paraguay are genuine Gran Chaco stock, whose history so far as known has
been closely knit with that of this region. It might be here remarked
that the form of arrow known from the descriptions of the Rororo,
Guato, and Guana, finds many transitions to the type common in Paraguay, while the transition to the Chaco form takes place first indirectly
through the '.Paraguay type. Furthermore, in the , ame way, thes tribes
are related to one another through their bow type .
The bow wrapped throughout with Oipo (Pl. LX, fig. 10) i. to be
seen in several differentiated forms a far a outheaHt rn ,razil. The
distribution of the nock pegs (Pl. LX, fig. 1 ) i
vicl nc d by, in 1
unlabeled old arrows of pure Chaco ty]l which ar iu th mnH um a,t
Edinburgh. Wh tber the e received the peg~ in .· n act wi h tl~
Gr~ tto type, or whether tl1e origin of thi t c~m Jn 1 to l>
n~ht 111
some portions of the Chaco region, from wh1 ·h 1 ~a, . , m 111 ~u 1H·, t<•ll
to the Guato, i · no di clo d. Tb pra ti al alu f thi, a~lpli .
· eas1·1y . een. A technique of this kind •an , ther fi r . Rm<· 1t, <lo ·
IS
not differ outwardly from the character f th t P . '.-i1. • ltav h -11
borrowed from a tri e xtrem ly con, rvc tiv in th gi
weapons, as we are able to l mon trate am ng th "h
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smaller bow of Curepay wood has been found in prehistoric graves m
Jujuy, in the western Chaco r egion.
We may now bring together the results reached for the southern
Mato Grosso. It is known that, with exception of sma,11 movements
in opposite direction between neighboring peoples, an ethnographic
stream, rich in its influences, bas flowed from the south, passing out
from Paraguay and reaching to the Bororo. As well the Paraguay
feathering, as the winding of the bow with Cipo may be traced as far as
the Bororo. Afterwards this stream is met by one opposing it from the
north. It is indeed astonishing, but its influence does not pass the
Guato. The sewed feathering is confined to the Bororo; only the bone
point is now to be found among the Guato. The spread of the Uba
reed, as mentioned, founded on its abundant supply, can not testify
directly of an ethnographic relationship.
·
The ethnographic picture of the whole Mato-Grosso · appears, in
spite of its original complexity, to be strikingly unified on closer
inspection.
We see in the northern region. two great ethnographic streams, one
from the west and one from the east, running toward and in the
Shingu encountering each other, so as to result in a mixed type.
Between them is thrust in a third type, which perhaps, on foe upper
Shingu, at least so far as the feathering goes, has its center of dispersion toward the Tapajoz and Tocantins. A small by-stream is to be
traced from the northwest to the Arara, the Juberi tribes, for example,
and to the southeast on the Tapajoz from the Maube. In the southern
Mato-Grosso runs a main stream along the Paraguay. A second one is
direct<'d southward from the Shingu region. Further influence of
groups lying farther off is not to be recognized in the Mato Grosso.
The etlrnographic character ot· a people is generally not conterminou
with its linguistic affiliations, but depends also 011 a place which a
people occupies with reference to its neighbors, and on possibilities of
an ethnographic adjustment conditioned thereby. Original peculiarities of groups of tribes, like the Tupi, are to be occasionally found, but
these have tluough many adjustments with otbern, not belongil1g to the
stock, lo t characteristic,· or have been changed therein. Wbetl1er tb
widely clitfu ed stepped decoration (Pl. LVII, fig. 5), found all ov r
northern onth A.m ri a a w 11 a, tbe qui11 ring (Pl. LVIII, fig. 17)
ar to b r gard d a, tribal characteri.·tic,· is t b clec·icl cl by fnrtb r
11d more ar fol ob,· rva i 11 •
Th qn .'tion h w far th · nclusions r a •h
f th Mato
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVII.
[Figs. 1 to 14, Be.rlin Museum.]

1. Donble-cmved bow of the Aueto, Upper Shin gu.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
- 7.
8.

Cross section of the same at the grip.
Cross section of the same at the ends.
Don ble-curvecl bow.
Encl of the same showiug stepped pattern of wrapping.
Cross section of the same at the middle .
Single-curved bow, with rnwbicle rings stretched on, Baccairi tribe.
Arrow with Shingu sewed feathering a nd point from monkey hnmerns set on;
Aueto.
9. Sbingn sewed feathering, Aueto.
10. Tucnm nut whist,le OH shaft, Suya.
11. Bamboo point, Kamayura.
12. Bamboo wooden point, Ges from Kamay ura.
13 . Bamboo point, Baccairi.
14. Wo_oclen point, with barb of rtnt bear zygomatic process.
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EXPLANATION 01'., PLATE LVIII.
[Figs.1 to 5, 10 to 15, Berlin Museum; 6 to 9, Copenhagen Museum; 16 to 19, Stockbolm.l

1. Bow, Peruvian type, Yuruna tribe.
2, 3. Ends of the same.
4. Middle part wmpped with thread.

5. Cross section in the middle.
6. Bow with carved end, Mundrucu.
7, 8. Ends of the same.
9. Cross section of the same.
10. Bow, North Brazilian type, Mauhe.
11, 12. Ends of the same.
13. Mauhe featherin_g, Mauhe.
14. Arara feathering, with stepped pattern and quill riug on the uock.
15. Peruvian cemented feathering, Baccairi.
16. Tapajos bamboo point, with stepped pattern 1n wrapping, Apiaka.
17. Toothell bamboo point, with ornamentation in qnill work and steppe<l weaving,
Arara.
18. Quill work and colored patterns effected in the wrapping of threads.
19. Bone point set on diagonally.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LIX.
(Figs.1 to 5, Berlin Museum; 16, 17, Vienna Museum.]

1. Bow, East Brazilian type, Caraja.

2, 3. Ends of the same.
4. Middle or grip, with packing or wrapping of leaf.
5 . Cross section.
6. Arrow with bone point cemented on diagonally.
7. Point of the same.
8. Feathering, wrapping of black thread, east Brazilian type.
9. Feathering, with wrapping of rnpo, east Brazilian type.
10. \V ooden point of a bird arrow.
11. vVoorlen point of arrow, single edge, Caraja.
12. \Vooden point of arrow, two-edged, Caraja.
13. Point of fish spine ·set diagonally on a painted foreshaft, Caraja.
14. Bamboo point, Caraja.
15. Point of an arrow out of a single piece of Cambayura reed, Cn.raja.
16. Bow, with cotton wrapping, Cayapo.
17. Arrow , with bamboo point, Cayapo.
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EXPLANATION OF PLA'l'E LX.
[Figs. 1 to 17, Berlin Museum.]

1. Hunting bow, Peruvian type, eastern Bororo tribe, Rio Lorenzo.
2, 3. ·Ends of the sa"ine.
4. Middle part or grip.
5, 6, 7. Cross sections.
8. Bamboo point of jaguar arrow, eastern Bororo, Rio Lorenzo.
9. Feathering of the same, eastern Brazilian type.
10. Bow, with Cipo wrapping and grommets, Guato.
11, 12. Ends of the same.
13. Cross section of the same.
14. Feathering, ' with nock pegs set in.
15. Bamboo point.
16. Arrow, with bamboo point, west Bororo.
17. Sewed feathering of the Bororo, western Borom.
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ACCOUNT OF THE WORK OF THE SERVICE OF ANTIQUITIES OF EGYPT AND OF '.rHE EGYPTIAN INSTITUTE
DURING THE YEARS 1892, 18_93, AND 1894. 1

By

J.

DE MORGAN.

On the 1st of September it was two years since, charged by the Government of Bis Highness the Khedive, with the administration of the
autiquities of Egypt, I definitely assumed full control of an office
which I had hel<l pro tempore for about six montbs, au<l which, in spite
of the experience already gained, seemed to me none the less a very
heavy burden.
It is 11ot euough, as you know, that a person be merely a good
administrator in order to properly direct this great service; one must be
an Egyptologist as well, and while my good i~tentions might contribute ,
to the conduct of affairs, it could not be so with regard to Egyptology.
I found that to succeed Mariette and our colleague, Maspero, was an
honor difficult to support.
My studies had always turned to Asia. I was not an Egyptologist.
Consequently only my administration and my diseoveries can excuse
my ignorance of the hieroglyphs. I hoped, however, that linguists
would be satisfied if I furnished them with their documents, w]Jile I
devoted myself entirely to my researches.
In order to show you plainly tl.te work <lone by the Service of Autiquities since my arrival in Egypt, it is iudispeusable that I <li_vide my subject, because very often enterprises of quite different uature have been
executed at the same time, and it would be impossible to enumerate
them in chronological order.
I shall speak first concerning excavations, then about tbe conservation of monuments, then about tbe museums, and finally about tbe publications of the Service of Antiquitie in Egypt.
ITranslated from .A.cte du Dixi me Congr
International d s Orientaliste ,
session de Gen ve, 1894. Leicle, 1897.
ection iv, Egype et Langues Afri ·aines,
pp. 3-33.
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DURING THE YEARS 1892, 18_93, .AND 1894. 1

By

J.

DE MORGAN.

On the 1st of September it was two years since, charged by the Governmeut of His Highness the Khedive, with the administration of the
autiquities of Egypt, I definitely assumed full control of an office
which I had held pro tempore for about six montlis, aud which, in spite
of the experience already gained, seemed to me none the less a very
heavy burden.
It is 11ot euough, as you know, that a person be merely a good
administrator in order to properly direct this great service; one must be
an Egyptologist as well, and while my good intentions might contribute
to the conduct of affairs, it could not be so with regard to Egyptology.
I found that to succeed Mariette and our colleague, Maspero, was an
honor difficult to support.
My studies had always turned to .Asia. I was not an Egyptologist.
Consequently only my administration and my discoveries can excuse
my ignorance of the hieroglyphs. I hoped, however, that linguists
woul<l be satisfied if I furuished them with their documents, wJ1ile I
devoted my ·elf entirely to my researches.
In order to show you plainly the work done l>y the Service of Autiq nities since my arrival in Egypt, it is iudispeusable that I di.vide my ubject, because very often enterpri es of quite different uature have been
executed at the same time, and it would be impossible to enumerate
them in chronological order.
I shall speak first concerning excavations, then about tbe conservation of monuments, then about tbe museums, and .finally about the pul>lications of the Service of .A.ntiquiti in Egypt.
1 Translated from .A.cte
du
ixi m
ession de Gen ve, 1894. Leida, 1 97.
pp. 3-33.
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I shall bring to your attention the various places iu which excavations have been effected within the last two years, following the geographical order, for any other arrangement would be impracticitble,
siuce various works were carried on simultaneously. I shall commence
with the north of Egypt, and proceed toward the frontiers of Nubia,
ascending the river.
Sci-el-Hagar (September, 1893).-These diggings, at the pface where
the great discoveries of bronze had been made, have furnished a goodly
number of statuettes, some of them of great rarity, among which I may
mention a statuette of Pacht, representing a cat sitting on the shoulders of a man.
Abou-Roach (June 15-October 1, 1893).-'rhe work here revealed a
vast subtenanean structure whose use is as yet unknown, in which
were found in the sand a, great many statuettes of bronze and enamel,
several of them remarkably delicate. These objects represeu t tlie rats
of Pharoah, animals sacred to the god Nefer-Toum.
There formerly existed on the plateau of Abou-Roach a number of
tombs and some pyramids. These monuments are 110w destroyed, and
up to the present time no other research has been attempted in these
regions.
Gizeh (August, 1892).-During the period of organization of the
Museum of Gizeb I made some excavations in the neighborhood of tbe
great pyramids. One of these brought to liglit a limestone sarcophagus of a certain Uta, priest of the pyramid of Mycerinus about the
encl of the fourth dynasty. New excayations (March-April, 1894) led
to the discovery of a large pit, the examination of which is uot yet
concluded.
Aboii-Sir ( August-October 1, 18!J3).-To verify the assertions of
Perring concerning the pyramids of this place, I had the most considerable of the three monuments opened. There I found , as tlie Bnglish
explorer had asserted, the ruined chambers. At the spot iudicate<l on
the chart of Lepsius, mider the bead of Pyramid No. XVII, diggiug,'
carried ou by my order· brought up, uot the discovery of foundatious
of a pyra,mid, but the remains of a va t ma. tal.>a, constructe<l for a,
certain Ptah-Chep es, a high functiouary of King Salioura of the fifth
dynasty. This rnonumeut, very remarkable for the engrnving a ' well
a -· for the delicacy of it ba -relief; , waR composed of nmnerou hall ',
only two f whi ·h are in a good tate of preservation. .A. paci u. ·
court, ornam nted with a colonnade, extend d south of the priu ·ipa,1
uildin . One of th room,' wa · upport d by two lotu -shaped colmno , f th pure t tyle, who e capital , forming a bouquet of the
1 u are h mo.·t au ·ien kn wn. Five giant tatu s ornam 11 d
h ro m · of thi. ma ta a. The pla ·e they occupied again t the wall'
or in h n ,' i r anily li. c· rnible· th ir tran port is figured 11
ba ·-1 lief n th xt ri r wall . .Finally a, graffito traced iu hi r tic
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on one of the walls informs us that the neighboring statue was erected
for King Sahoura himself.
Mit-Rahineh (Augu t, 1892).-The excavations undertaken 011 the
site of the temple of Ptah brought to light two statues of this god,
4 meters high and made of har<l. sandstoue. These two colo si are the
largest divine statues thus far discovered.. The sanctuary also contained a boat in rose-colored granite a11d another in olid limestone,
surmounting a naos, containing a ~tatue of the god KJmoum, a bust in
limeston e representing a king, perhaps Rameses H, and :finally a group
in 1·ose-colore<l. granite of the god Ra-Ilor Khouti and of the Pharoah
Rameses II.
(August, 1893.)-Excavations of little i111portance made in the korns
led to the discovery of tlrn remains of the 8tudio of a sculptor of the
Ptolemaic epoch . The models iu limestone and plaster, the molds and
the casts furnished at once specimens of tlle two schools, which had
flourish ed iu the valley of the Nile, that of the Egyptian and that of
Greek art.
Saqqarah (January, 1893).-While I supervised i11 perso;u the work
iu the Said, E. Brug ch-Bey, con ·ervator of the Service of Antiquities,
carried on some excavations on the. site of the necropolis of Saqqarah,
concernin g which he had been for a long time iu doubt. These
researches were crowned with complete success; .for in a mastaba of
crude bricks of the fifth dynasty, the chief of the works found two
painted limestone statues of perfect execution. One repre ented a sitting person, the other a scribe, unfortunately unknown, croucbi11g in
the attitude of a man waiting for orders. 'rhis statue is one oft.he
most admirable achievements of ancient art; only the'' heik-el-Beled"
and the" Scribe" at the Louvre can be compared with it. These two
statues were iuclos .d iu hollow niches in the crude brick walls of the
steps of the ruastaba.
(July, 1803.)-I had devoted the entire summer of 1 93 to the study
of the necropolis of Saqqarah. The considerable excavations formerly
executed by Mariette guided me not only for my investigation in that
locality, but al o for those which I proposed to make in the other
uecropolise · of the ancient and middle empire.
The soil of Saqqarah has been many times removed for examination
of the tombs. Alrea<l.y, at the time of Pietro della Valle's travels in
Egypt, the fellahin knew all the secrets bf the discovery of mummies.
But it was especially after the great work of Mariette that this part of
the desert became a veritable chaos, where heaps of ruins and cavities
re, ·ulting from excavations followed each other like the billows of
tbe ea.
I had just arrived in Egypt, and of course was not yet accu tomed
to researches in a · andy soil. I therefore resolved to profit from the
diggings of Mariette and only to attack those sites left untouched by
my illustriou predecessor.
SM 96-38
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Following the avenue of the Sphinx, the discoverer of the Serapeum
had contented himself with exa~~1ining the level of the pavement and
bad not pushed his diggings deeper. It was evident, however, that
the entire space under the avenue itself had not been visited since the
time of the building of the avenue of the Serapeum. By observing
the line of that road you notice that it passes about 40 meters north of
the pyramid of Teti and along the 11 >rth fa9ade. It is, however,
known that the royal tombs have always been surrounded by tombs of
high functionaries. It was therefore most 1ikely that the avenue contained the remains of funeral monuments of high personages of the
epoch of Teti.
Inspired by these deductions, some days art~~r our installation in
Mariette's house I began work to the northwest of t,be pyramid of Teti.
The avenue of the Sphinx was easily found ar,< c and some meters
under the pavement there appeared the walls 0f an ll..J.mense tomb, the
vastest that has thus far been recovered of the old empire. Several
months were necessary for the excavation of the 31 room s comprising the
sepulchral ~emple of the family Meru-Ka. The room s of Mera were
cleared one after the other, as well as the monumental Rtcles, the statue
of the deceased, 2.30 meters high, and the sacrificial table. Then came
the rooms of his son, Teti Mera, and those of his wife, Sech Secht, a
royal princess.
Up to the date of the discovery of the tomb of Mera t he most considerable tomb of the old empire, excluding the pyramids, was that of
Teti, composed of two chambers, a stairway, and a court. The basreliefs of that tomb were considered the grandest productious of the
old empire.
The discovery of the mastaba of Mera proves that all the tombs of
personages of the earlier dynasties were constructions of the greatest
importance, a.nd that the tomb of Teti is far from being an exception.
In that of Mera the walls are ·ornamented with scul1')tures and paintings of great delicacy. The sce~es are of infinite variety-games, rustic
employments, education, navigation, all kinds of occupation are
painted with that ingenuous grace which the artists of ancient Egypt
alone posses ed.
To the ea t of the tomb of Mera, but alway beyond the avenue of
the Sphinx, my workmen discovered another m01mmental tomb, that
of a certain Kabi-n, .five chambers of which were cleared. This templ
is far from eing ntirely excavated, but the exhau tion o·f my pecuniary re urce in 1 93 obliged me to u pend the re earche .
The paint d ba -relief that ornament the wall of thi. mastaba are
he m , t r markably execut d of any that I know of the ol
mpire.
rni r n
Jy,in pi ofav r activ wat hdayandnight,vandal ,wh
undi ' C v r d in ·pit fall inquiri made by our wa cbmen
f th . .·pl ndid works of art wi b a kuifi . Thi
of
u ali,·m ruin d u f th ue t ·pecim n , of h art of
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bas-relief. I almost regretted that I did not follow the plan of Mariette
and cover the recently discovered monuments with sand, to protect
them against the depredations of the fellahin or of certain visitors.
During the same excavations I e~amiued numerous pits of different
epochs. They have furnished mauy objects for the galleries of the
Museum of Gizeh.
To the west of the pyramid, on the edge of the desert, there is a
singular construction, of which, up to the present, no one had take1~
notice. Buried under the sand, it presented the aspect of a large rect::i,ngle, with the sides marked by a slight elevation of the soil. This
inclosure, formed of four walls parallel throughout, measures G55 meters
in length and 400 meters in breadth. A series .of borings enabled me
to recognize its nature and exact dimensions.
The interior shows no trace of a monument and no vestige of habitation; the virgin soil covers almost the entire surface. Some pits, found
empty, were the only results of several hundred drillings executed in
an area
about 26 hectares. Judged by the construction of the surrounding wall, this monument belongs to the earliest time of the
Egpytian dynasties. Yet, although we know its epoch approximately,
we have no facts as to its use and any conjecture is possible.
As I have already remarked, this large inclosure never contained
constructions or habitations; it was no doubt built for some other purpose, and I am of the opinion that it bounded a surface occupied by ·
immense subterranean structures. The examination of the entrance,
however, will involve great difficulty and considerable expense.
Although the necropolis of Saqqarah has been for many centuries
exploited for mummies, and during the last hundred years many times
explored from the scientific point of view, yet the last word has by no
means been spoken about it. In one year it has furnished documents of
inestimable value and its sands still hide many scientific treasures. I
have begun a map of this vast necropolis on a scale of 1: 1250, a work
which will occupy several years.
Dahchour.-During the summer of 1893, although I was detained in
the desert by excavations in the necropolis of Saqqarah, I bad the
leisure to carefully study the environs, and, in taking up a map of the
entire plateau, I examined most minutely the different regions of this
vast necropolis, which extends without interruption from the pyramids
of Abou-Sir to those of Menchiyeh .•
This plateau is situated at a mean altitude of 35 meters above the
valley of the Nile. It incloses several groups of sepulchers, of which
only the most important, that called Saqqarah, has been the object of
profound scientific research.
To the south the n ecropolis is terminated by the plateaus of Dahchour and Menchiyeh, where 4 large pyramids rise, 2 of stone and 2 of
brick. Here and there masses of white stone proclaim the existence of
ruins buried under the soil, but in most cases there was to be seen only
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the wind-driven sand of the desert, which, at first sight, seemed never
to have been touched by man.
·.A more attentive examination quickly showed me that the so-called
desert contained a number of sepulchers, which, if not as numerous as
those..-of Saqqarah, were at least as important.
The stone pyramids of Dahchour, although opened, yielded no historical information; those of brick had resisted all attacks. Only some
ruined mastabas of the fourth and twelfth dynasties were known, the
former- situated north of the northern brick pyramid, the other south
of the southern pyramid.
The absence of documents, the resistance which the pyramids of
brick offered, the numerous indications which I discovered at each foot
of the soil, were the reasons which induced me to concentrate my efforts
on that part of the Memphitic necropolis. But being obliged to go to
upper Egypt during the months of December, 1893, and January, 1894,
I could direct the work in person only after the 18th of February.
During my absence excavations had been carried on according to
my order to the south and north of the northern tumulus in the group
of tombs, the upper of which I recognized on my arrival to belong to
the old empire, and the lower to the twelfth dynasty.
The cartouches of Ousertesen II and III and Amenemhat III left
no doubt as to the epoch in which these latter monuments had been
constructed.
· The pyramid, as I have already said, had beeu attacked, and under
the millions of accumulated bricks untouched diluvial gravel had been
found. The royal chamber was not included in the mass of the monument itself. As is usually the case in stone pyramids, it was possibly
built deeper down. I soon learned by using the drill in the center of
the trench recently opened, that the diluvium continued to a depth of
9.50 meters underneath the foundations of the pyramid, and was without the slightest trace of human labor·. Under these alluvial deposits
friable gravels were found whose silicious nodules arrested the drilling.
Further search was useless, for the tombs, if they existed, would have
been hollowed from the mass of the rock itself, and would probably be
found at a very great depth.
These negative indications were most precious to me, and in order to
procure information of a nature which would aid me in my re earche,' , I
abandoned for several day the excavation in the immediat neighborhood of the pyramid and devoted myself to a careful ·tudy of the
t m · h llowed out in the mountain.
The t mb f the middl empire iu the necropolis f Dahchour do
mble tho of the old empire, di covered y Mari tte at
1 n t find am ng the monum nt
f th t\ elfth
ur tb el b r t fun ral templ · vered with a f Ti f r , P ahp, Ptah-Ch p e , t . The
ah h ur i · very ·impl an 1 contain u hamber , b ing
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composed of a massive square of unbaked bricks, often very small. It
is whole and is covered with a casing of the white limestone of Tourah.
It was in tl.te casing that the steles were found. They look to the north
or the east, and are provided with tables for offerings. The pit i generally placed at the north of tbe mastaba, in tead of opening in tbe
center of the construction, as is usual in the tombs of the old empire,
but the galleries are hollowed out in such a manner that the leceased
reposes directly under tl1e stelc which bears bis name. The corridors
that lead to the funeral vault are cut in the rock and are covered either
by an elliptical arch of rectangular sections of Tourah lim estone or
with an arch of unbaked bricks fitting very regularly and slig11tly
rai sed.
These observations concerning the tombs of the twelfth dynasty in
the necropolis of Dahchour result from the opening of thirty mastabas.
I have, therefore, certainly not been led into error by an anomaly in
the fun eral usage.
The construction of the pyramid and of the mastabas presents striking analogies. The bricks are identical in dimensions, material, and
making; the dressing is the same in the great monument as in the
small ones. It is easy to conclude from these likenesses that all the
tombs belonged to the same epoch. At the same time I observed. that
tbe masses resulting from the pits of the mastabas formed around the
excavations from which tbey proceeded regular layers, more or less
thick and interspersed among the sands produced by tbe wind, and
that in consequence when I encountered the debris I necessarily discovered the exits not far· from the pits.
While I was concluding these studies, the researches which I had
caused to be executed on the base of tbe pyramid in the supposed
place of the lining on the north and east ends led me to discover stones
decorated. with fragments of in scription, . One of them contained tlrn
cartouch e of Ousertesen III. This discovery rendered my conjecture
as to the age of the pyramid a quasi certainty.
I th en began the examination of the pits in the open space between
tbe foot of the pyramid and its inclosure of bricks. After a large
nuL11ber of diggings with the pickax in the made soil down to the
diluvial gravel, I found the remains of a deep excavation hidden under
the sand. Following these remains, I came gradually to the mouth of
a pit (February 26) situated near tbe northwest corner of the pyramid.
Two days were necessary to remove the earth which filled the cavity.
In the course of the work a poor little grave, dated in the twenty-sixth
dynasty, placed in the ruins which inclosed the pit, was discovered,
an<l. on the 28th of February the <loor of tbe subterranean structure
was found.
A tortuouR way descended with a gentle slope toward the pyramid
and came to an end in a funereal chamber vaulted and ornamented
with white limestone where, amid.st the debris of a stone sarcophagus,
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lay the remains of a diorite statue. It had been entirely broken in
this vault; the pit through which I had entered was probably the
same one used by some earlier spoilers of antiquity, in all likelihood as
early as the period of the twenty-sixth dynasty.
This first sepulcher ovened into a passage 110 meters long, running
from west to east, and consequently parallel to the north fa9ade of the
pyramid. Doors made of Tourah limestone opened into the northern
sides of this gallery. Everything had been turned upside down and
the sarcophagi had been opened, but the inscriptions which they bore
informed us that in the second vault a queen named Nefert-hent bad
been buried. .Among the broken :flagstones and rubbish were fomid
skulls, canopies, and vases of clay and alabaster. Everywhere the
greatest disorder reigned, and the white walls here and there still
showed traces of the hands of the spoilers.
This first visit made, I immediately ordered workmen to clear the
principal gallery, and the soil was distributed over t,h e entire length
of the subterranean structure. A wall of freestone was met,-and I
found on the other side definite indications of the existence of another
pit. It was about time for the discovery of that egress, because air
was wanting in the gallery and the lights were extinguished. I immediately made a plan of the subterranean structure, and carrying it
back to the surface, fixed the point of the opening. This pit was
cleared in a few days. It opened near the northeast angle of the pyramid, rendered possible the discovery of tombs heretofore unknown,
and created a current of air, without which it would have been impossible for the laborers to complete the work.
Twelve sarcophagi of princesses had been successively discovered
and the clearing definitely commenced. I had given precise orders
that the explored portious of the tomb should be freed from all the
debris in order that the rock could be seen in p:tace.
As I had the honor to tell you, the sarcophagi had an been despoiled;
but the searchers after hidden treasures had evideutly been hasty in
their work, for a goodly nu,mber of stone chests containing ca.nope
had been respected, and some chambers were still closed by the wall
of brick. On the 6th of March the first treasure was discovered. The
jewel inclosed in a little box inlaid with gold and , ilver had formerly
be n buried in the oil of the gallery at a depth of about 40 centimeter
n ar the door of th tomb f Prince s Ilathor- at. The following <lay,
th 7th of March, an t11 r hicling place wa found in a n ighboriog
gc 11 ry, h £ ot of th t mb of Prin e s ~ ent-Senbet . The ancient,
f r . in tl1at 'I il r.· wonld lat r come to de. troy the tomb , had
tak n all vr c u i n t hide from their eye the mo. t pre iou j w 1. •
. TlJ ri_·h11e . f hi. r , .·ur i. con id rabl ; necklac . , brae let
rm ·, 1mn r.·, r , plc
, p •arl.· p ndants, jewel of ev ry rt,
r £mncl y th bun r d in th bole. in wlii ·h th y had
p.
h , ·h · : bad h, 11 cl .troy d by th lmmidity an 1
· l· y I> •llm 11 in th mi<l ·t of th , nd and the d ~ ri .
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Nearly all the jewel are of gol I, often inlai<.l with preciou tone ;
others are of amethyst, carnelian, turquoi e, or lapis lazuli, cut in the
form of scarabs, pearls, and pendant , and often et in gold. The mirrors are of silver or bronze, mounted in gold; the vases of alaba ter,
carnelian, lapis lazuli, and obsidian, fre uently having gold mountings.
The workmanship of the jewels is exqui ite in form, preci ion, and
especially in the composition of de igns. The inlaying and the carving
are especially beautiful. All this denote an extremely advauced civilization, more developed than it wa po ible to 'uppo e from what we
know about the twelfth dynasty. It would be impo' 'ible for me to
describe in detail all the forms and particular of each one of t he
iewels. I shall content myself by noting the principal object , those of
the greatest historical or artistic importance.
In the :first treasure I found a brea tplate in old, enriched with
precious stones and representing the cartouche of King Ou rtesen II
supported by two crowned hawk , two brae let , several clasps of
necklaces, all in gold, inlaid with lapis lazuli, carnelian, Egyptian
emerald, turquoi e, and obsidian ( 1), and several scarabs, one of which
contained the name of Ousertesen Ill, and another that of the Princess
Hathor-Sat. These two scarabs are veritable marvels, both because of
the material of which they are engraved-they are amethyst-a well
as because of the workmanship. Other objects discovered were six
crouching golden lions with collars made of pearl of gold, amethyst,
and lapis lazuli; large golden hells, figured with cypresses, others
representing pearl oysters; a golden collar; a mirror of silver enriched
with gold; aud a lot of small objects of the mo 't perfect workmanship.
The second treasure is much more important than the :first, and
includes several hundred objects, among the choice t of which I will
mention a breastplate. of gold enriched with stones. In the center
is the cartouche of King Amenemhat III. On both sides the king is
seen, upright, raising his club and striking an Asiatic captive, designated by a text at the side, and above a vulture soars with outspread
wings. The reverse contains the same representations in cha ed gold;
the inlaying of this piece is on lapis lazuli, Egyptian emerald, feldspath,
turquoise, carnelian and black obsidian ( 1). These gems are not only
cut in the requisite forms, but are also so delicately engraved that the
beads of king and of captive and the bodies show in relief the smallest
<let.ails. Another pectoral of the same king bears his cartouche, supported by two griffons. Four captives are figured on this jewel, two
Asiatic and two negroes. On the reverse are the same scenes engraved
in gold. The e two pieces, of first importance, are, with the pectoral
of Ousertesen II, the fine t jewels discovered, and the next in rank are
tbe inlaid bracelets containingtlle cartouche of Amenembat III. There
were also found numerous scarabs with the names of kings and prince ses; three mirrors, two of them of silver with gold mounting ; a collar
of lion bead , joined together in fours, each pearl of the collar as large
as an egg; shells of gold as large as the lion beads; clasps of collars
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enriched with gems; collars of gold, amethyst, emerald, and lapis; a
pearl of glass; four couching lions in gold, etc.; vases of carnelian,
lapis lazuli, obsidian, and alabaster, some of them enriched with gold;
and many objects of less historic interest, tl1ough not inferior in workmanship to the great pieces, conclude the list of the find. The perfection of the handiwork and the state of preservation are especially
striking in these treasures. No enamel has fallen off, no shock bas in
the least destroyed the most delicate work, while the techni()ne of the
jewelry is so perfect that nothing could surpass it.
After the discovery of the treasures, tl1e work was actively continued
and all the environs of the northern pyrainid were literally riddled by
diggings over a surface of about 6 hectares.
These researches led to the discovery of a large number of pits of
secondary importance, and finally to the finding of five large wooden
boats 10 meters in length.
While I ·was exploring the surface I was likewise engagecl on an
underground gallery, which, parting from the eastern pit of the princesses, proceeds toward the center of the pyramid through the sand
bed which forms the subsoil. Already 140 meters of the principal
galleries has been hollowed out without finding the royal tomb. A
vertical distance of 10 meters has been explored. The excavation of
the approaching season will certainly yield results worthy of attention.
In the surrounding wall of the northern pyramid I discovered over
the tombs of the principal princesses the ruins of crude brick mastabas, entirely similar to those which the first diggings brought to light.
Near these ruins, in the surrounding d ebris, I found several fragments
of bas-reliefs bearing the title of "Royal Daughter." There is, accordingly, no doubt that these mastabas were formerly funeral chapels of
princesses.
Two deep pits, a little north of these monuments, each inclosed a , arcophagus of alabaster, superb pieces of stone, probably taken from
the quarries of El-Amarana. Unfortunately they bad no inscription.
One of the two contained four empty alabai;;ter vase, .
To the south the excavators brought to light three large ma taba
of unbaked bricks, situated in the inclosure between the wall and the
foot of the pyramid, some fragment of bas-relief , and two pit , one
of wbich inclosed anonymous canopes, placed in a granite clie t.
In th , outhern 11art of the necropoli , near the village of Menchiy 11,
ommen · d, on t11e 10th of April, an examination of th , oil ompri. d within the inclosur of the southern pyramid. In th init.ial
w rk I am a r . . fragm nt.· of ba -r Ii fr with th 11am of Am n mb t III, f tl1 twelfth dyna y, probab] , ucc s. or of n. rt n
I1 · 1, 11 pro din m 1101i a11y, I mad boriu o-. in th • ground in
· • m , w ~ that I 1H d xamin <l tl1
f tl1 110rth rn
i 1.
l""th f .1 pr11
. , pi w,. di. cov red within th in lo, ur , n r
pr lon<r~ ion of the a. tern id of th I yr, mid.
11
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removing the ruins a , tatuette of gild d wood was found who base
bore the inscription "Th son of the Sun, i ' u of bi lc,in , IIor," and
then fragments of alabaster vase bearing the, cond nam of th King
Fou ab Ra or Aou ab Ra.
No king of this name was hitherto known in the twelfth dynasty.
There were in the thirteenth two kings of tlle name of Aou tou ab Ra;
but it seemed scarcely possilJle to a imilate tbe e two nam , even if
Aou au Ra bad been found buried in the territoryr s rved to th prfoc s
of the twelfth dynasty.
The researches speedily brougbt to light the funereal vault; it 11a<l.
been despoiled, having been entered by a bole made in the eiling. It
was in this way that I entered, myself, as soon a tl,e ope11ing wa freed
from the ruins which obstructed it. The chamber \Va empty, and great
disorder reigned; boards, che ' t , pieces of alaba ter, and fragm nts of
vases encumbered the funereal vault . The sarcophagus had been
01)ened, its cover laid at its sid , as well as that of the wooden coffin
on which could be read, engraved in gold. leaf, the names a,nd titles of
the kin g. Near this was an inverted naos, its face in the air, covered
with inscriptions painted in green on a golden ground. The interior
inclosed a large wooden statue, decorated with gold, canes, scepters, a
large number of offerings imitated in wood, and fragments of alabaster
vases with royal cartoucbes. The thieves had carried away only the
most precious pieces, abandoning all these objects which are to-day of
such great value to us.
Tbe in scription on the fayade of tbe naos is as follows: ''Horus
Hotep-ab, the master of the diadems of Vautour and of Urams. NoferKhaou (of the splendid apparitions), golden Horus Nofer-Nouterou
(beauty of the gods), King of upper and lower Egypt, master of the
two lands, the .Almighty .Aou ab Ra (or Fou ab Ra), the son of the Sun,
the issue of his loins, whom he loves. Hor, the royal double living in
the tomb; be gives life, stability, force, and health; he rejoices himself
on the throne of the Horus of the living, like Ra, the everlasting."
Two square steles, engraved on alabaster, and an offering table furnish religious texts, all in the name of the king, whose cartouches are
repeated twenty times.
The royal mummy was inclosed in a case worked with gold, as was
also the lid, and covered with texts. It had been despoiled, but during
the researches I found some interesting objects. A mask in the form
of a klaft covered the bead of the king; on bis left were scepters and
the debris of liis :flagellum, of smaU alabaster vases, and other minor
objects. To remove this material it was necessary to open the original
gate, the entrance of the spoflers being insufficient. This work took
two days) because the natural rock is very dangerous in that place and
great precautions were necessary. I and my workmen were almost
crushed by a slip in the pit.
.As soon as the vaults were freed from the objects whi_c h surrounded
them, I proceeded to a careful examination of the pavement and of the
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walls, and under a block of stone I came across a chest containing
·canopes. This chest, which bad not been touched by the robbers, was,
like the coffin, covered with gold leaves with the titles and names of the
king. A. string which fastened it still contained his seal in clay. The
seal showed the name of A.menemhat III. It was, however, the sovereign who presided over the funeral rites of the king, his predecessor or
his coregent, unknown hitherto.
This verification is of the greatest historical importance, because it
proves either that there was a king between Ousertesen III and
A.menemhat III, or that Amenemhat IV did not reign alone. Not only
does it definitely fix the epoch or age of King Hor, but it also assigns
him a rank in Egyptian chronology.
The tomb of King Hor is situated, as I have said, outside of the
pyramid, in the northern part of its surrounding wall, and for this
reason it is not the tomb of the king who bui1t the colossal brick
structure. This fact is interesting, but it is-still more curious to find
a king interred in a modest tomb; his vault i~ very restricted indeed,
and would seem rather to be the last habitation of some private individual than that of a master of Upper and Lower Egypt. A. problem
still remains whose solution will probably be furnished by a continuation
of this work.
The diggings which followed led to the discovery of eleven other pits
running from east to west. Some had fallen in and seem never to have
been finished; but one, the nearest to the royal pit, has furnished very
important results.
On the 19th of April, when this pit was emptied, I came to a door
giving access to a passage 14.60 meters in length and covered with
a cylindrical arch, properly joined. This gallery, in every way resembling that leading to the royal tomb, was broken in the middle by a
very dangerous cavity, which required much care. It ended southward
in a wall, constructed of the stone of Tourah, closing the door of the
vault. This tomb had not been violated.
I think it useful to insist here upon the exi tence of arches of crude
brick in the tombs of the twelfth dynasty at Dahchour. I have tlm
far met several of which the oblique cut relative to the axis denotes a
very extended practical knowledge on the part of the architects of this
epoch. Another remark mu, t also be made on the subject of the
employment f pla ter, whichi general in the monuments of Dahchour.
I my lf l1ave found in the variou c011structions vases in which the
- mor ar had be n t m red; one still se s the thumb mark of the masons
trac in th w t ma, ' .
The l r wa I ned wi h an the pr cauti n nee , sitat d by the
bad t t f the gallery, arnl a, oon a the :fi.r,·t tone w r taken ff
w
w b -£ r u all the bject. pl. d in a mall ro m, in the sp t
w11 r th y ha
n d po. i d by th pri t of th twelfth dyna ty
r h th f, mily f h d
d. Th r , , toocl tl1 c·lay ve 1 , ill
in ·lo ·iug th mud f tb
"l'; here i,iece of embalmed viands; a
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little farther the dishes with dri d food. In a corner th re w re two
cases; the one inclosed perfumes in alabaster vases, carefully labeled
in hieratic characters, the other contain d cepters, canes, a wooden
mirror, and arrows whose points were a tonishingly well preserv d.
Thus far jt is impossible to say- wh ther this tomb wa that of a man
or of a woman. It contained arms and toilet objects. The only h1clication we found wa,• tlie seal with which tbe perfume chest had been
sealed; it bore the family name of l ing Te. ch Senbet. As soon a all
these objects were numbered, and when tli ir re ·peetive position had
been sketched, and when fina1ly t1rnt ·lMmber lrnd been mptied, the
opening of the sarcophagus commenced. Large flag. of white Tourah
limestone covered the entire floor of the chamber of offerings, forming
at once the floor of that chamber and the over of the sarcophagus.
As soon as the first stone had been remov •d there appeared a wooden
coffin, gilded, decorated on both sides, a11d ending in a lope. An
inscription jn gold reached the whole length of the cover. It gives us
the name and the title of the deceased; the princess (or royal daughter)
N oub Hotep ta Khroudit.
The case of the cofO.n, also decorated with gold leaves, was made of
natural wood; the golden bands bearing tho inscription were inclosed
in a line of green paint. The inscriptions of the coffin were immediately
copied, and then detaclied with the greatest care, for the paste which
held them crumbled, so that they fell off at the slightest shock, and it
was impossible to transport them with the wood. The mummy, although
untouched, had suffered very much from moisture, and nothing remained
but a mass of bone, jewels, and dust, inclosed in the remains of an
envelope of plaster, entirely gilded. Bnt the objects had not been
displaced at all, and by removing them carefully it was easy to find the
use to which each part was put.
On the left were the canes, the scepters, the :flagellum, and a curious
instrument, frequent in the bas-reliefs of temples, but never before
found in so complete a state. On the head of the royal mummy there
was a diadem of silver inlaid with stones, an uneus, and the head of a
golden vulture. On the breast I found a necklace decorated with about
fifty pendants of gold, inlaid and terminating in two heads of golden
hawks of natural size. Toward the waist there was a poniard with a
golden blade, and on the arms and feet were golden bracelets ornamented
with pearls, carnelians, and Egyptian emeralds.
I shall not dwell on the description of these funereal trappings; the
jewels, though very heavy, are of inferior workmanship compared with
those of the 1,receding discovery. The inlaying and embossing are
comparatively crude.
The head of the mummy was, as usual, placed at the north of the
tomb; on the left of the feet was a box of canopes, worked with gold
like the coffin, and covered with texts.
Among the titles of the Princess Noub Hotep it is never mentioned
that she had been queen, and yet I found in her tomb all the attributes
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of royalty. Perhaps she died before the accession of her husband to
the throne, and he was therefore only the heir apparent.
The tombs of King Hor and Princess Noub Hotep, as well as the
details of their funeral furniture, show clearly that these two persons
had been buried at the same epoch. Must we hold that the princess
was either the wife or the daughter of the sovereign near whom she
reposed,
At the same time that these researches were being made I prepared
a very detailed account of their results. This description will be contained in a special volume, in which all the objects, texts, plans, and
the details of architecture will be figured. M. G. Legrain and M. G.
Jequier, members of the French Orientallnstitute of Cairo, aided mein
their composition, the Egyptologists of the Service of the Antiquities
being busy either in the museum at Gizeh or in other researches in
pro,gress in various parts of Egypt.
After these discoveries I continued the exploration of the soil included
in the surrounding wall of the southern pyramid. The shapeless remains
of the mortuary chapel which formerly stood to the east of the monument
were brought to light; but the entrance of the subterranean structure
still remains hidden. In the south, as well as in the north, it will-be
necessary in future researches to proceed by means of mined galleries.
But while the northern pyramid reposes on solid stones, that of the
south is constructed of crumbling clay. The galleries ought to be
wainscoted, a task which, without skilled workmen, will require much
care. East of the pyramid extends a large square filled with tombs of
the principal functionaries of the king, who is buried in the pyramid.
The exploration of this necropolis will form a part of the next research
campaign.
Fayoum (1893-94).-The Roman necropolis of the Fayoum, so often
explored, still retains an appreciable number of interesting documents;
about :fifteen mummies decorated with portraits, an incense box in
gilded wood-a unique object and in a perfect state of preservationseveral sarcophagi, and some inscriptions of the Roman epoch were
found.
Me'ir (1892, 1893, and 1894).-The necropoli o.f Me'ir was as yet almost
untouched. I signalized my arrival in the Service of Antiquities by
having r searches made on it, and the three· campaigns which follow d
ha e be n f rtile in result. . In September, 1802, the tomb of the
twelfth dynasty yield d us some curious wooden statuettes and one
in br nze of a I> r, on named akht. This last is a unique piece, being
d ly lat . Tw nty- ight wood n oats ome of which till l1ave tb ir
tl1 tatnett , .
ontinu <1, th obj ct foun<l al o b 1 n <Ying
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bread, others putting it into the ov n, 1· , J> r:, fruit m
of slaves with fans to drive aw y th fii , and 1·o h
rvaut
of the deceased bearing hi effect .
This fortunate discovery revive for u , iii th form of
the scenes we are accustomed to se ftgur d in ba -r •li ii
of the rnastabas of the anci nt empire.
Sioitt (August,1894).- incemyd parturefromEgypt,haviu n- t pp cl
the diggings of Dahchour in order that I mio·htr u w t11 "111 my ·tilf the
coming winter, the efforts of the rvi · f A11 i()ui i , w ' l' tul'll d
toward the necropolis of Siout, aud a r markab] di · · v ry wa , mad
there. All the t ombs of that necrop li thu far known bav
11
violated by searchers after treasure ; uly 11 , whi ·11 had ju.·t b, 11
brought t o ligltt, bad escaped their ltand , and it giv H u mo interesting information aboutaperi<;>dof Egyptian hi toryc ncern1ugwhi ·h
very little is known. The body had b en placed in ad Llbl r ctangular
case of acacia wood, similar to tho e of th u cropoli · f
h ·hour;
the inscriptions traced with ink on both sarcopharri giv u , be ides th
usual religious formulre, the name and title of the d ·ea l; "the
feudal prince, chief of the prophet of uap ouaJt u, lord of Siout,
royal chancellor, Emsah." The mummy, reduced to a keleton, wa
enveloped in raw linen, and had on its head and brea t a,w d n ma, ·k;
various objects reposed on the decea ed or at his ide; a ilver collar,
a mirror, a pillow, sandals, a basin of bronze, canes, bow , a ce ter,
ouas. But t he most interesting objects are those wl1ich had b en
deposited at the side of the sarcophagus, and first of' all a funeral bark,
1.20 meters in length, gjving us the exact model of a dahabieh of tlt
epoch, with its mast in the bow and in the stern the double cabin wiLh
its walls ~nd its roof, built of light timber, where the cl cea ed and his
family stay, while the crew stand on the bridge in poses full of grace
and naturalness. On either side of the coffiu are ·oldiers of the deceased
to the number of eighty, in two groups, well ordered, and showing u,'
an army highly organized. First of' all are the Egyptiaus, dres ed in
short aprons and armed with large, light ·hields and lance with o-reat
bronze points, while the negroes on the other side, clad still more
lightly, each carry a large bow and half a dozen arrow with blunt
points. All these persons in wood, so carefully made, about 40 centimeters high, show u s the forces which the princes of Siout had at the
disposal of the H eracleopolitan kings in those long civil wars which
desolated E gypt during the ninth and the tenth dynasty, contests of
which the tombs of the other princes of the Lycopolite nome speak,
among others Kbiti, who has given us on one of the walls of hi tomb
the representation of these same soldiers.
Gaou (1890).-These excavations have brought out mummie of the
Greek epoch of moderate interest, some small monuments, such as
funeral statuettes, winged scarabs, etc., of fairly good workmanship,
and a cover of a compact limestone sarcophagus, similar to those discovered at Saqqarah. It is very well made. The inscriptions are
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painted in green, the eyes are inlaid, and the face-gilded. (Ptolemaic
epoch.)
Gournah (,January-April, 1894).-The campaign at Gournah was one
of the least 1)roductive. Its yield consists of two pits each inclosing a
sarcophagus, without importance, of a priest of Ammon. A covered
tomb with fine paintings was also cleared, but I was obliged to fill up
the entrance.
liarnalc.-Two colossal statues were removed from the temple of
Karnak and are now deposited in the museum of Gizeh. The one, in
solid sandstone, represents King Seti II (nineteenth dynasty) . It was
placed in the hypostyle under the debris of a pylon. The waters covered it every year. The other, located in 1892, is of rose granite. It
was placed near and facing the great pylon. It represents a certain
Amen-Hotep, scribe of the eighteenth dynasty.
Gebelein (March, 1893).-These excavations have not yielded notable
results. They have revealed some fragments of a monument of the
eleventh dynasty and a stone bearing the cartouche of King Kbian.
Hassaya.-The Grmco-Roman necropolis, which seemed to be exhausted, has, however, produced many Greek or Egyptian steles of the
latter epoch. Two seasons of excavation have been bad at this point,
one in -April, 1893, the other during the early months of the year 1894.
Kom-Ombos.-While I was occupied with the clearing of the temple
(J anuary-:M:arch, 1893), I bad some excavations made in the necropolis,
where I established the existence of numerous sepultures of the Ptolemaic epoch of little interest. Besides, I fouud in tombs, similar to
those of human mummies, a mass of animal mummies. They included
snakes, mice, hawks, gazelles, rams, and more often crocodiles, some
of which have a length of 5 meters.
Assouan (January, 1893).-Several tombs belonging to the sixth and
the twelfth dynasty ba,ve been discovered. They contained only object
of little importance.
Island of Sehel.-While we were uncovering all the monument' of
that region, for the purpose of preparing the fir t volume of the Uatalogue of Monuments and Inscriptions of .A ncient Egypt, I di covered
the ruins of a cha1Jel dedicated to the godc.less Anoukit. Uufortunately
this little monument i.· de troyed in such a manner that it has not been
po 'ible to recover its p1·imitive function.
TUE CLE RIN

AND

'TRENG'.l'HENIN

OF TllE MON MENT .

pbinx, long ·ince di. co red, had h en
But ,'ince that time the sa11d,c' of th des-
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chambers have been rest red, r cov r <l, aud provicl
with gra ,, .
The grand court till lies under th d<-bri, .
Saqqarah (July-August, 1892).-Th grand conrt of lie t rnb of Ti
has been cleared anew, a well a the pit and th ga11 'ri . l adiug to
tue chamber of the sarcophagus. The court is at pr nt ere u d by
a ceiling and lighted from the ce11ter in such manner that the vi 'itor
may traverse all the chambers of tbis celebrated tomb.
(.A.ugu~t--October,1893.)-Thetornb of Meru-J a, called M ra, liaH b on
entirely repaired, and, immediately after being brought to light, o w 11
covered up that its thirty-one chambers have been open to the public
since the beginning of the season of 1893-94.
(September-October, 1 93. )-The mastaba of Kab-in, near that of Mera,
having been only partly cleared, the .five chamber di 'C ver d ha,v
been repaired and covered with a ceiling, an improvement being :ffected
at the same time in the tombs of Ptab-Ohep es and Mera.
L1~xor.-The clearing of the temple was actively pu bed under the
direction of M. G. Daressy, assistant con ervator of the Service of
Antiquities. Commencing on the 1st of January and :finishing a,t the
end of .April, they continued work on the large colonnade on the court
yard of Rameses, the northeast angle of which could not be touched
because of a mosque which occupied it, and on the exterior of the temple in the southeastern part, the only place where it was possible to
work, the other environs of the monument being encumbered with
houses. By a Khedivial decree of 1804 all property comprised in the
surrounding wall of the temple is to-day considered public property,
but the condemnations are not yet operative. The mosque which for
more than ten years had been the principal obstacle to excavation is
also destined to be transferred. .A. large structure of masonry was
erected to repair the columns and the different ·parts. of the temple, as
well as to create a wall around the monument. Two vaulted draius
have been constructed to permit the waters of the Nile to enter and
freely discharge. This measure bas been taken to c2.rry off the salt
with which the soil and the constructions are impregnated, and which
by their crystallization and their dissolution every year (lisintegrate
the p.--,rticles of the materials of which the edifice is composed. .A.11 the
earth takeu from the temple has been transported, at the expense of the
inhabitants of Luxor, to the ponds situated northeast of the village.
It is a very useful measure for the health of the locality.
Ombos.-The temple of Ombos rises on the summit of a small mountain, situated on the right bank of the Nile, 40 kilometers below
Assouan. In earlie~ times this temple was entirely surrounded by
water. To day the right arm of the river is entirely :filled up.
At Kum-Ombos, as at Philre, the outer works of the temple reached
as far as the banks of the Nile, but the current has washed them nearly
all away and would have inevitably destroyed the other monuments if
I had not taken the necessary measures to protect them in the future.
A wall of crude bricks, three sides of which are still well preserved,
A-
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circumscribed tbe grounds reserved for the worship and the priests~
In the midst was the large temple, its fagade turniu g toward the west.
At the northwest was the ruammisi; at the southwest the pylon.
Between the two are the remains of a sakieh which furnished the
necessary water for the temple. The large monument is composed, a
fact unique in Egypt, of two temples joined following their axes. The
sanctuaries are independent and the gates of the fa.gade are double.
One of the sanctuaries, that of the south, was dedicated to Sebek or
Sobkou, while that of the north was dedicated to Haroeris.
The sovereigns who contributed to the embellishment of the temples
of Ombos are Ptolemy VII, who seems to Lave built the greater part~
the Ptolomies IX, X, XIII, and the emperors Augustus, TilJerius, Caligula, Claudius, ~ero, Vespasian, Domitian, Antonius, and Oommodus
himself, whose cartouches are found in the exterior buildings.
There i~ no doubt that most of these sovereigns of the west completely ignored the existence of the little town of OmlJos lost in upper
Egypt, but their names are engraved on the monuments and furnish
us the date of the constructions.
From the picturesque site on which it rises, from its singular architecture, and the delicacy of the sculptures covering its wal1s and
columns, the Temple of Ombos especially recommends itself to the
attention of visitors.
Nearly all the scholars who have visited Egypt declared that the
temple was destined to be destroyed, and this opinion seemed very just,
because the river ate away each year a new part of the kom; but I was
resolved to try all efforts to save this monument, unique of its kind in
the valley of the Nile, from destruction.
It was the 1st of January, 18\!3 1 that the-excavations began; in three
months more than 25,000 cubic meters of earth were removed and cast
into the Nile. The stones bearing no inscription, wliich had fallen into
the mid.st of the building, were employed in the construction of a solid
buttress that now protects all the ruins against the current of the river.
One after another, each colum11, each architrave, each wall, has been
carefully strengthened, so that by the 1st of April the most important
work had been finished . The excavations were taken up again in
October of the ame year. The area of cl aring wa · extende 1, a11d
thus 25,U0O cubic meters additional of sebakh aud of sancl were taken
out from the perimeter of the edifice. A wa11 of crude brick wa ·on·tru ted all< round the monument, to k pup the ground · of the kom
aud to pr t ·t 1t 'n ranc f the temple.
To-d.ay tl1 min of mbu · are aved forever; it will be uilici 11t t
maintain the prot ctiv work . The uttrn · · on t,he ile ha alrea ly
r ·i;ted w v rflow · with ut th lighte,·t ettliug.
.·so tan.- :p ak only fr m emory of the work partially
in h n r p li
uan, a: well a of those effected in I dineten i rah, and in Abydo , by the earchers of ebakh perat-
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ing under the direction of our in pector. Con ·iderable blo •k f earth
have been taken away without any cost to the Servi ·e of Antiquiti .
The complete cleariug of these monuments is only a que ti n of time.
MUSEUMS.

On my arrival in Egypt there was but one museum, that of izeh,
situated about 2 kilometers from Cairo, on the left bank of the Nile,
and occupying the vast halls of the palace built by the Khedive I mael
Pacha.
The transport of the autiquities from Boulak to Gizeh had been
entirely effected, but all tlle monuments were far from beiug exhibit d.
I at once employed all of my resources for the definite organization of
the galleries. In six months 46 new halls were installed, and the empty
stone room harbored only fragments unworthy to be placed under the
eyes of visitors.
Into the galleries of the ancient empire a goodly number of colos al
steles were brought.from Saqqarah, where they bad been hidden un<l.er
the ands since their discovery by Mariette.
To provide for these expenses I was obliged the first year to slacken
a little the work of excavations, or rather to reduce them as much as
possible. To meet all these charges I had only the ordinary budget
for researches, reduced by 1,500 Egyptian pounds, 011 my arrival.
While this organization was being effected I had time to examine
attentively the building in which so many treasures were deposited,
aud I quickly became convinced that it was quite impossible to protect
the palace against the dangers of fire. It was then, for the fir t time,
that I gave my official advice to the Egyptian Government on this
important question. The danger was real; everyone gave heed, and
quite recently (July, 1894) the Council of Ministers voted a sum of
150,000 Egyptian pounds for the construction and fitting up of a special
building in the city of Cairo.
The building au<l. arrangement of this museum is placed under international control, so we have reason to hope that the year 1897 will
11ot pass without seeing the Egyptian antiquities protected from every
catastrophe.
For a long time the city of .Alexandria, the capital of the Ptolemies,
claimed the right to preserve within its walls the vestiges of its ancient
grandeur; but administrative difficulties of every kind opposed the
realization of this project. Taking up the matter anew, I have solved
the problem ; to-day a Grreco-Roman museum collects foe .Alexandrian
antiquities under the direction of the General Service of the Antiquities,
of Egypt.
. .
The director of the new museum, M. G. Botti, a very capable archreologist as well as a good Hellenist, devotes all his activity to the study
of the ancient city of the Ptolemies and Rom.ans, The mqs~wm of G:izeb
SM 96-39
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has already forwarded to him important series of papyri and antiquities
of epochs concerning it, and I do not doubt that in a few years the new
building which the city is going to construct will be too small to contain the collections.
Before May 1, 1892, the museum of Gizeh included only 45 halls;
to-day it counts 91. That of Alexandria has 10. This gives for all
Egypt a total of 101 exhibition halls, -56 of which have been created
within two yea.rs without, special appropriations.
. In finishing this out.line of the actual condition of the museums, I
have to express to my collaborators my gratitude for the devoted efforts
they have never ceased to accord to this work. Messrs. E. Brugsch-bey,
H. Bazil, G. Daressy, Ahmed-bey Kiamal, A. Barsanti, and G. Botti
have rivalled each other in ardor and zeal to promote this very complex work.
PUBLICA'l'IONS.

Since its establishment the Service of Antiquities has bad no special
publications. The various directors, who, beginning with Mariette,
have succeeded each other in Boulak and in Gizeh, have given an
account of their labors in personal publications; but, thus far, the
Museum of Egyptian Antiquities possessed no annals.
It was 11ecessary to publish accounts not only of the monuments which
remained standing throughout Egypt, but also of the treasures exhibited
in the museums and the results of the excavations. This extensive
work could not be accomplished by a single man; the personnel of the
service was not sufiicient for so great an undertaking. I have accordingly invited all Egyptologists to lend their aid to the Service of
Antiquities, thus founding an international publication edited by my
administration. Our publications are divided into three series, as
follows:
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G. Botti, conservator of the mu ·eum; th
by Willoughby Fraser; tho e f th
t 1 mai · p ·b, by A.11m 1-b y
Kiamal, and the monument of th
am 'ide ·, by ' . ar .-y.
It should be noticed that foreign scholar unit in thi work with th
members of the Service of Antiquitie . ~a ·h , uthor i r pou il>l, for
bis publicat ions, the ervi e of Anti uitie · contenting itself with putting all the memofrs in the same tyle of type, and with the execution
of the volumes.
The tbird series will embrace only th de cription of the principal
discoveries. I thought it uec s ary to pre ~erve f r cienc tbe detail
of the researches aud di ·coveri , which unfortunately thu far have
been too oft en neglected. This collection be 0 'ins this y ar in a v lume
on my excavaitions at ahchour, for which .Me sr . L grain, J 6qui r,
Loret, Fouquet, and Bertbelot have been willing to give me their scientific assistance.
The first idea of these publications came to me on my arrival in
Egypt, but I have had recourse to my ·collaborators, Me srs. U. Bouriant, G. J equier, and G. Legrain, to arrange the details for the xecution of my projects. I can uot sufficiently express my gratitude for
their efforts and their judicious observations, of which the first result
bas been the printing of this volume from Asaouan to Ombos, which I ·
have th e honor to offer to tbe congress.
These are the results of the effort of the Service of Antiquities duri11 g these last two years. We wish, above all, to put at tbe di position
of scholars all the documents that will aid them in their studies. Our
excavations, our clearings of monuments, our elas ification of the museums, aud our publications have only this purpose.
WORK OF '.l.1 HE INSTI'.l.'UTE.

Charged by the Egyptian Institute to represent it before you, I will
retrace in a summary manner the work of this company since I have
bad the honor to t ake part in it.
Our institute ll as not, it is true, the pretension to rival the great scie·ntific institutions of tlle world. It treats, only very rarely, questions
of general interest; but it is attached to the soil of Egypt, examining
it from every point of view, and in making the land of the Pharaohs
known, to its slightest details, it responds to the expectations and
hopes of its founder s, Monge, Bonaparte, and that constellation: of eminent men who for nearly a hundred years have opened to civilization
and science these lands, formerly closed.
During the last two years technical specialists have furnished memoirs to the bulletin of the institute and all have related to Egypt. · Dr.
Schweinfurth has given us attractive studies on the geology and stratigraphy of the Egyptian soil; M. Piot, a curious thesis on the fossil
bones of a kind of antelope which formerly lived in the desert. ·
Prehistoric Egyptian, or better, the practice of stone cutting in the
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valley of the Nile has been the object of a minute investigation on the
part of M. Lajard. Thus far researches of this kind have been unfortunately too much neglected. Chipped flint had been, it is true, collected in nearly every part of Egypt, but without having given rise
to a complete work. We hope that M. Lajard, extending his investigations, will definitely fix the laws of the use of stone in Egyptian_
antiquity.
Egyptology has not been neglected in the institute. We owe to
M. G. Daressy several important memoirs, and to M. Ventre-bey the
raising of the question of the origin of the names of Memphis, of the
pyramids, of the Coptic people, of Egypt and the Egyptians, of papyrus, and of the Nile itself.
M. Dutilh, specializing in numismatics, has-read several communications of high importance on the unedited medals of the cabinet of
Gizeh, deducing with singular sagacity and a deep knowledge of
numismatics general questions of discoveries he bad made on coins.
In an ingenious paper Dr. Fo{i_quet presented to the institute specimens of the art of glass making, duly dated. One bore the cartouche
of Amenemhat IV (twelfth dynasty), the other that of Thoutmes III
(eighteenth dynasty). The special notions of Dr. Fouquet on the
enamels and glasses of ancient Egypt have absolute authority, and his
theories are of special interest.
The Christian epoch is represented by a treatise of Count Max de
Zogheb on the history of the Church of Alexandria, a work of merit,
honoring its author.
After the study of antiquity, for which I shall not omit the names of
Messrs. Brugsch-bey, Groff, Ahmed-bey Kiamal, whose judicious and
competent obs~rvations enlighten the discussions of the institute, I shall
speak of the communications relative to the Mussulman epoch, a branch
of archreology in which the institute counts works of real value.
His Excellency Yakoub-Pacha Artin, continuing his researche bn
Arab numismatics, has given to the institute a very remarkable memoir
on the series of the Mahdi and of the Khalife Abdoullah.
Mr. Max van Berchem, apropos of the Corpus of Arabic inscription
of Cairo, ha presented to the institute a number of texts collected on
the monuments of that city. This collection has a high historic interest, and placed in the hands of an Arabi t, a distiogui bed a i
M. van Berchem, it can only portend very happy re ult for the progre of tbe knowledge of the middle ages.
M. [ x. erz, tb apable dire tor of the Arab Mu eum, pur uing
bi tudi on the m que of Cairo, ha made the in titute admir the
pl a ing ffect f
ly br me in Arab ar b itecture.
Thi i the m ary f th re ults of the labor of th Egyptian In tiuring th tw ye r ju t pa ed.
11 rel t to Egypt an th u h
my oll ague easily find a purpo e for their
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The exhibit made by the Institution wa not as sati factory a it wa
planned to be, owing to the small amount of money allotted£ r it pr paration, transportation, installation, maintenance, and return. Hal it
not been possible to draw extensively from the exhibits of the Mu eum
that were procured for and shown at the World's Columbian Expo ition
at Chicago and from the specimens of the MuReum the exhibit would
have been even less creditable. With such re ources a were at my
command, I am pleased to say that an exhibit was made which,
although small, proved itself to be both attractive and in tructive. In
preparing it, however, the halls of the Museum were dismantled, tbe
collections broken and disarranged, and the whole Museum building
presented an untidy appearance during most of last summer and winter.
The immediate charge of the exhibits wa placed in the hands of
Mr. R. E. Earll, who had in a very satisfactory manner performed
similar service at previous expositions.
The space assigned to the Institution for its exhibit was in the southwestern quarter of the Governmen·t building, and contained 5,300 feet
of floor space, exclusive of the central aisle. The approaches were by
two entrances, one to the right of the southern portal and one to the
left of the eastern portal of the building. ( See PI. LXI.)
Most of the objects, as above stated, were from the collectionR of the
National Museum, and they were so arranged as to enable them to be
studied in regular sequence, beginning at the southern portal. They
were grouped in alcoves 20 feet in width and from 12 to 20 in depth, on
either side of a broad passageway 150 feet in length, as shown in the
fol1owing diagram, and designated by the letters A, Q.
On the right of the main entrance were a large picture of the Smithsonian building, a portrait of Secretary Langley, and a complete set of
the publications of the Institution, about 200 volumes; also photographs
of apparatus and illustrations of the work in the Astrophysical Observ613
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atory and photographs of the National Zoological Park; a map, 20
feet by 10, showing the geographical distribution of the correspondents
of the Institution, 24,000 in number, as entered on the books of the
International Exchange Bureau; also one of the fifty sets of Government documents which are sent annually abroad l>y the Bu.reau.
In making the arrangement referred to, an attempt was made(1) To give as good an idea as possible of the character of the treasures which are preserved in the Museum, by presenting an epitome of
its eontents~ with contributions from every department.
(2) To illustrate the methods by which science controls, classifies, and
studies great accumulations of material objects, and uses these as a
means for the discovery of truth.
(3) To exhibit the manner in which collections are arranged, labeled,
and displayed in a great museum.
•
(4) To afford as much instruction and pleasure as possible to those
who visited the Atlanta Exposition, to impress them with t.be value of
museums as agencies for public enlightenment, and thus to encourage
the formation of puplic museums in the cities of the South.
DEP .A.RTMENT OF MA.MM.A.LS.

In the entrance alcoves (A, B) was placed also the contribution of the
department of mammals. In a, large wall case waR a series of 43 st,ecimens to illustrate the range of forms in the class of mammalia, and in
a general'way the manner in which they are classified by naturalist~.
Each of the 11 orders-Primates, Chiroptera, Insectivora, Carnivora,
Rodentia, U ngulata, Oetacea, Sirenia, Eden ta ta, Marsupialia, and
Monotremata-were represented. There 'Vere also five groups mounte~
in the best style of modern taxidermy, and intended to show, by the
use of natural accessories, how the animals appeared in their native
haunts. Flanking the arch on one side was a group of Rocky Mountain
Sheep or Bighorns ( Ovis cana(lensis), 6 in number, from Wyoming,
and on the other a group of Rocky Mountain Goats (Mazam,a rnontana),
3 individuals, collected in British Columbia and Montana, by Mr.
George Bird Grinnell. There was also a family group of the Coyote or
Prairie Wolf ( Canis latrans), mounted by Mr. W. T. Hornaday, from
specimens obtained in Montana, and one of the fine t example of
mammal mouuting in existence· al ·o a family group of the ineBande<l rrnadill (Tai'llsia no1 emcincta), from Texas, and another of
the m rican Badger (Taxirlea americcma), from Kan a .
1
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Catlin, and represents the war chief at tbe time of his greatest power.
Beyond the archway attention was first attracted by a series of costumed :fi gures, which were arranged on the sides of the main hall at the
entrance to the alcoves. These w~re intended to illustrate the physical
;characters and the ethnical costumes of twelve of the most characteristics types of the human species. The costumes, most of which were
now exhibited for the first time, had been collected by. the explorers
and correspondents of the institution, and the figures, in sculptor's
plaster, have been modeled either from life or from abundant material
in the Museum, under the superintendence of Professor Mason and the
immediate direction of Dr. Walter Hough. Each of the four divisions
of mankind was represented by ·three figures.
Although dispersed through the entire exhibit, their relation to each
other is so intimate that they ar~ here grouped together. Their
sequence is indicate<l by the large numbers above the cases.
BLACK TYPES.

(1) Papuan, of New <Juinea, modeled by Theodore A. Mills, from '
photographs in the National Museum.
Costume: A feather plume, earrings, and nose pin, anklets of shelldisks with boar's tusk pendant, armlets and wristlets of shell, and a
large waist belt of bark, carved on the exterior.
(2) Australian, from the Clarence E,iver district, Australia, modeled
by Theo<lore A. Mills from photographs.
·
The figure carries a boomerang and wears an apron of kangaroo skin.
(:3) Zulu, from Southeast Africa, modeled by Henry J. Ellicott, from
photographs by Emil Holub.
Costume: An apron of cow tails, assegai held in band.
DROWN-RED TYPES.

(4) Arnerican Indian, of the Jivaro stock of Peru, modeled from a
life-sized paiuting, by a Peruvian artist, in National Museum.
Costume (collected by Lieut. W. E. Safford, U.S. N.): ~ipron of
feathers of tropical birds upon a foundation of bark cloth, anklets, etc.,
of ·eed , beetle wings, and teeth of monkey and puma.
The Jivaros live on the ltead waters of the lVlaranon and are thought
to belong to au indepeudent stock.
The other native stocks of North America are represented more
fully in group I ewhere di played.
(5) Dycik, from B rneo modeled und r the direction of W. T. Horna<lay, from photograph. made by him If in Borneo.
·
o tume : A Malay arong. Tb~ w apon . are a pear of native
manufactur and bi Jd with uft
f human hair and a curiou.
er e .
erpentiue dagg r of the form all d tb
(6) Jllaor i, of ew Zealand, m d l cl by H nry J. Ellie tt, from 'W
Zealand photograph in th Tati ual )Ju um.
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Costume : Robe of New Zealand flax (Phormiu1n tenax ); shoulder
cape of feathers; scepter of a chief held in both hands.
The Maoris, at present on the verge of extinction, are among the
most perfect types of physical beauty.
YELLOW TYPES.

(7) E8kimo, from Hudson Bay, modeled by Theodore A. Mills, from
photographs and from life masks in the National Museum.
Costume: Reindeer skin, with gloves of polar-bear skin, collected by
New Bedford whalers.
(8) Tibetan, from Eastern Tibet, modeled under the direction of W.
W. ~ockhill, from photographs taken by him in Mongolia.
Costume: A woolen robe and boots of native manufacture.
(9) Siamese, modeled by Theodore A. Mills, from photographs obtained
by Gen. J.B. Halderm_an, United States minister to Siam.
Costume: Robes of native fabrics, presented by the King of Siam.
.

WHITE l'YPES.

(10) Arab sheik, modeled by Monsie·u r H ebert (replica of bis :figure
in the Trocadero Museum, Paris).
Costume: Woolen robe or burnoose, turban of camel's hair, with cord,
etc., gift of the Trocadero Museum.
(11) Armenian, from Erzerum, modeled by Theodore A. Mills, from
life.
.
.
Costume (collected by Talcott Williams, of Philadelphia) : A turban,
embroidered. coat and trousers, and robe of blue grosgrain silk shot
with gold.
(12) Berber, from North Morocco, modeled by Theodore A. Mills,
from photographs by Talcott Williams.
Costume (collected by Talcott Williams) : An inner garment and outer
robe called the "haik;" gun of native manufacture.
DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS.
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Amer·i:can .Flamingoes and their nests (from a photogra,ph).-This
group shows the manner in which the Flamingo sits upon its eggs; the
specimens are from the Bahama Islands, where the nests are made of
decomposed white coral.
·
Mexican Jacanas.-These specimens, from Lake Patzcuaro, in Michoacan, Mexico, illustrate the peculiar habit of walking upon floating
leaves of aquatic plants, for which these birds are well adapted by their
long, slender toes.
·
The I nterrupted Dinner.-This group, mounted by Mr. F. A. Lucas,
received a diploma of honor at the Bos~on exhibition of the Society of
American Taxidermists. A Red-Tailed Hawk, while eating a Grouse
or Pheasant, is attacked by a maraud_ing Goshawk. ·
Collective exhibit of Birds of Para,dise.-A representative collection,
including about thirty different species of this family of birds from
New Guinea, so remarkable for the beauty of its plumage.
DEPARTMENT OF REP'l'ILES.

A group of the poisonous snakes of the United States (Alcove E), in
connection with which was shown the important illustrated memoir
upon "The Pois~:mous Snakes of North America," by Dr. Leonhard
Stejneger, which had just been published by the museum. The specimens h ad been brought together from widely separated localities. The
followin g species were represented:
(1) Di amond Rattlesnake( Orotalus adamanteus), Southwestern States;
(2, 3) Bandecl Rattlesnake ( Orotalus horridus), Eastern States, south to
Florida and the Mexican Gulf, west to Kansas; (4) Prairie Rattlesnake
( Oro talus confluentus ), Great Plains; (5) Western Diamond Rattlesnake
( Orotalus atrox), Southern United States, from Texas to the Gulf of
California ; (7, 8) Southern Ground Rattlesnake (Sistrurus miliarius),
Sout~eastern States; (9, 10) Copperhead (Aglcistrodon contortrix), Eastern and Southern States; (11 to 13) Water Moccasin (.Aglcistrodon
piscivorus) , Southeastern States; (14) Harlequin Snake (Elaps fulvius),
South eastern and Gulf States.
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF FISHES.

The Department of Fishes show (Alcove E) a portion of a colleotion,
whfoh, if exhibited as a whole, would have contained a representative
of every one of the 250 exi ~ting familie of fi he . The abridged collection actually shown included 73 of the mo t characteristic American
families. The method of in tallation wa a new one.
DEPAR'l'MENT

F C MP R

'.l'IVJi:: ANATOMY.

This collection occupied the wall p c in lcov
., find
exhibits, arrano- d by r. F . .A. Luca wer intended to illu trat the
structure of a con id rabl number of the mo tinter ting t p of the
animal kingdom.
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The collection was arranged in four groups, as follows:
Representative .forms of invertebrate animals.-Here were exhibited
most of the orders of the invertebrate animals in such a manner as to
illustrate their external appearance, general . structure, and mode of
growth. The smaller and more perishable forms, as well as certain
details of anatomy, were illustrated by enlarged models and drawings.
Em,bryology and development.-Here was shown the early stages of
various animals, showing the curious transformations undergone by
the Starfish, the Water Beetle, the Lancelet or .A..mphioxus, the Trout,
and the Frog; the development of the domestic fowl and tlie earlier
stages of man. There was also a series of models showin g the deve!opment of the Gcistrula, the most important and significant germ form of
the animal kingdom, through which all animals above the Protozoa
pass in the earliest period of development.
:
.
Modificcition o/the skeleton for locomotion.-Thi s series was intended
to show how the Fish, Turtle, Penguin, and the Seal, represent,i ng four
classes of animals, are so modified as to be all equally at home in the
water; how the bat can fly like a bird, a frog leap like a kangaroo, and
a snake swim, climb, and crawl, although it possesses no limbs at all.
The modifications of the skeleton for climbing are illustrated by a
Macaque, a Specter-lemur or Tarsier, and a Sloth; modifications for
leaping by the Jerboa, Kangaroo, and Frog; for crawling, by a Water
Snake; for digging, by the Mole and Gopher; for swimming, by the
_F ur Seal, the Penguin, the Tnrtle, and the Golden Mackerel or .Creyalle1 for sailing, by a Flying Lemur or Colugo, a Phalanger, and the
strauge little lizard, Draco volans, known as the Flying Dragon; for
flying, by a Stork and a Bat.
· Above the cases are shown the skeletons of a Black Bear, a Tapir, a
·
Manatee, and a Porpoise.
Anatomical models ill1istrating structure.-These model s are on a
large scale, and are intended to show organs which are so minute in
size or so delicate in structure that they can not otherwi e be exhibited.
One model illustrates the structure of tbe Precious Coral, and tea.che
how the various single polyps are connected with each other and to
llave a common circulation, so tbat what is eaten by one benefits all.
Others show, upon a large scale, the various organ of complicated
anatomy of a large ft b, a medu a, a fluke-worm, a marine worm, a be ,
a fro g an <l a per<' h.
DE P .A.R'l'::\-IEN'r 01'' MARINE I

VEI 'l'J,mR.A.TE •
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An attempt was made to show the general character of the lower
forms of animals which inhabit the -ocean. The series began with the
Foraminifera, the smallest of the shell-bearing Protozoa, and ends with
the form s which are believed to be the nearest to the vertebrate animals.
Most of the types shown are familiar only to the professional naturalist,
and are not even provided with popular names; no attempt was made,
therefore, to describe this series in detail or to do more than mention
some of the most familiar types. Sponges were shown, both as they
grow and after preparation for use, and among them was the beautiful
lace-like '' Venus' Flower Basket." There were also sea anemoues,
corals, and jelly-fishes~ among the specimens mustrating the group
Coelenterata, etc., some of the most beautiful being from the Naples
Zoological Station and the explorations of the Fish Commission off the
New England coast. Among the Sea-Worms are the forms known
as Sea-Mice, Sea-0eutiped·es, and Tube-Worms. The group known
as Echinodermata was illustrated by specimens from each of its five
orders: (1) the Crinoids or "Sea-Lilies;" (2) the Starfishes; (3) the ·
Ophiurans 01· "Brittle-Stars;" (4) the Echinoids or "Sea-Eggs;" (5)
the Holothurians or" Sea-Cucumbers." There were also specimens of
the 0ephalopod Mollusks, including the Pearly Nautilus, the Octopus
or "Devil-Pish," and the Squids and Cuttlefishes.
Th e series ended with the representative of the so-caIJed Protochordata, which includes the Ascidians or "Sea Squirts," and the Lancelet,
which , as has been said, occupies debatable ground, and was also shown
in the exhibit of the Department of Fishes.
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF MOLLUSKS.

This was shown in Alcove F, and is properly a part of the synoptic
series of marine invertebrates. It was exhibited in a single table case,
and Mr. 0. T. Simpson had made the most of the very small space
available in selecting specimens which showed the wonderful beauty
and variety of form in the class of .Mollusks. The exhibit js described
by him as follows:
The fam ilies and subfamilic. of rece11t she11-bearing moJlusks are
arranged essentially according to Tryon's Structural and Systematic
Conchology. Nearly all the shel,1 -bearing families are represented.
In the collection No. 1 to 4 repre ·ent families of the cla s Cephalopoda, the most highly organized of the moilu k . It include ' the hamberecl Nautilu repre ented by num rou ·peci in pa t 0 ·eological
age, , but of which ouly four ~pecies are now Jiving; the ro-onaut , or
Paper ailor , a genu in which the fomal only ha a bell r rather
an egg ca e whi ·hi. deta habl from her body; th O topu · , Cuttlefish e,, quid , and mmonit
th la. t
ing extin ·t Ii 11 with
marvelou ly complicat cl ham ber ·.
o. 5 re.pre ent th Pteropoda a ·1 a
fmolln. k.· having hin, fra il
f th• · a. Th y ar .· m tim ,
glas. y sh 11s, whi ·h float 011 th urfa
called '' ea Butt rfli ' and
l f r whal .
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Nos. 8 to 136 represent the class Gasteropoda. Of these, Nos. 66, 67,
70 to 75, and 129 to 132, are families whicb. inhabit fresh water; Nos.
119 to 128 are terrestrial, and the remainder for t he most part live in
the sea. The shell of the Gasteropods is typically spiral, but varies
from a mere fiat plate like that concealed under the mantle of Limax,
through conical, tubular, and coiled forms to the regular spiral. Nearly
all spiral shells are dextral (right-handed), but some few families or
genera are sinistral (left-handed), as for example the Achatinellidm
(No. 118). The Gasteropods include a large number of useful ornamental species. Among those of economic importance are the Buccinidm, the Littorinidm, and the Trochidm, many of which are -.:.sed for
food.
No. 137 represents the class Scaphopoda. The shells of some of this
class are used by the Indians for making wampum.
Nos. 138 to 199a represent the class Pelecypoda or bivalves. Most
of these are marine, but Nos. 179 and 180 live in fresh water. Many
are beautiful and valuable, while others are injurious. The wood borers
(No. 141) destroy the piling and the planking of vessels and dry docks.
Some of the Mytilidm and Ostreidm are edible. The Aviculidm produce
pearls and mother-of-pearl.
The class Brachiopoda, which doubtfully belongs with the Mollusca,
was extremely abundant in past geological ages, but is now represented
by only a few species, most of which inhabit deep seas.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF INSECTS.
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great sections of the globe not represented in the family collection.
Thus there are two boxes of European butterflies and moths, one of
Asiatic, one of African, three of South American, and one of South
ApJ.erican beetles. These "show" cases, for such they practically a.re,
differ, however, from similar show collections in having each insect
properly named, so that many a specimen which has perhaps become
familiar to the museum or exposition visitor by virtue of its attractiveness aud bri11iancy will here be properly introduced by name, and
thus give an added pleasure to those who wish to be able to call things
by name.
DEPARTMEN'l' OF PALEONTOLOGY.

The exhibit occupied one double case in Alcove G, and was intended
to show, so far as could be done in a small space, the character of the
collections in the Museum and the manner in which they are arrang~d
and labeled. It included one hundred and sixteen species of North
American fossils, arranged according to their geological age, and is
described as follows by Mr. Charles Schuchert:
~he fossils are arranged in the order of their appearance, or chronolog1cal~y, with a view to illustrate some peculiar characteristic of the
geological systems. The surface distribution of each system is shown
on the colored map of the United States on top of the case. The oldest
undoubted fossil-bearing horizon in North America is the Oarnbrian,
which is distinguished for the variety and abundance of its trilobites
or ~owly organized crustaceans (shown on the extreme left of the case).
It is remarkable that so early in the history of life great diversity of
structure is attained, since this system has all the essential types of
invertebrate animals or organisms without internal hard skeletons,
such as Sponges, Corals, Molluscs, and Crustaceans. In the next sec:
tion-the Ordovician system-the Mollusca or shell-bearing animals are
present iu great diversity of form. These animals continue prominently throughout all succeeding geological formations, and are particularly abundant in the Tertiary strata. The Devonian is marked by
extensive coral reefs, of which but a few species can be here shown, on
account of their large size; at this time peculiar strongly armored fishes
also abound. The Ca,rboniferous system, more particularly the Lower
Carboniferous, is characterized by the development of Orinoids or
stone lilies, animals related to starfishes. A number of excellent
specimens ,from the celebrated locality at Crawfordsville, In~., are
shown; This system i also peculiar for the first abuu~aut aud dive~ e
development of land plants whose remains have upphed tJ1 mat n.al
for the many coal seam . In the shale bauds between th ·o~l or rn
the roofs of coal mines beautiful fern abound, oIDe of , 111 h are
shown.
In the Carboniferous air-breathing animal o · ·ur rar ly bnt iu :u sequent trata land animal are more num rou . In t~e J_ura :i ." r th
y tern immediately below the Cretaceou
reat r_ pt1l -Ilk ammal.the Dinosaur -abounded, ome 70 fe t and m r m 1 ·11gtb · ntinuiu""
to the close of the Cretac ou . Among b 11 d a11imal: th' mm nit
a.re particularly peculiar to the e y t m .
.
.
.
From the Tertiary formation of the I ·ky 'Mouutam r ?1 11 th 11
young have been exhumed, mauy and div r 1m1111mal · r auunal that
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suckle. These are the ancestors of many modern land animals now
inhabiting land areas other than North .America. . Among them were
very small horses with three toes on each foot, camels, tapirs, elephants,
etc. One of the characteristic sea animals of this time abounding in
the Gulf border region is the Zeuglodon Whale, a form related to both
whales and sea.Is . ..A restoration of the skeleton of this long and slender
animal is shown suspended from the roof. The shelled animals of this
era at once remind us of1iving ·species.
This collection also aims to show methods of displaying fossils now
in use in the Department of Paleontology. The fossils are cleaned of
all adhering rock, and when possible a series of each species is selected
to ~how specific varieties, being then glued upon eucaustic tiles. The
advantage of tiles lies in the fact that they will neither fade nor warp,
are more uniform in size, and nearly as cheap as paper, or thin wooden
tablets. In cases where the attached specimens must be removed, this
can readily be accomplished by soaking in water without injury to the
tiles.
DEP .ARTMENT OF GEOLOGY.

In a single case in Alcove H was a collection illustrating the occurrence and asRociation of gold and silver in nature, which is thus described
by Prof. George P. Merrill:

The exhibit begins with a series of specimens showing both the na~ive
metals and their compounds in the condition of greatest natural punty.
This is followed by a series of the same compounds with their chara:cteristic associations, but in which the metal-bearing portions are still
plainly evident, and this in turn by a third series showing sele.ct~d
types of the ores as mined, but in which, as a rule, the metal or its
compounds are scarcely discernible.
.
Attention i.s called to the fact that while gold, aside from its native
form, enters as an essential constituent into less than half a dozen
known minerals, silver occurs in upward of six times as many. Thu
gold, aside from its natural alloys with silver (electrum) , bismuth, and
palladium, is found in chemical combination with other elements only
in the minerals petzite, sylvanite, krennerite, and nagyagite. Silver,
on the other hand, is found native, as an alloy with gold (electrum), or
mercury (amalgam), and also as an essential element in compound
forming nearly forty miueral species more or le swell defined.
Several of these compounds are very rare, and not at preseut included
in the series exhibited.
It is further to be noted, that while both gold and ilver oc ·ur either
a native or in compounds of such ize a to be ea ily een by th nak d
eye, tbe gT at majority of ore f either metal are com o din larg
par of th r u tanc with which the metal i
finely and intimat ly admixed a to be invi i le and determinabl only by chemi al
mean r wli r it ·cur a a replacing constituent with th rel m nt .
lm h mo t mm n form f g Id ore i an auriferou pyrite, whil
them , t ommo ilv r re i an ar entiferou galena.
n he ri a exhibit
att nti n 11 ds to be call d fir t t the
nativ
11 th t i.· th
ld £ un l in th met Ilic tat in uatur a
di pl · in th f rm f nugg t.·, 1 af gold, wire gold, nd gold <lu t
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from various localities; second, to the compounds of gold with silver,
teJlurium, antimony, and sulphur as shown in the minerals petzite, sylvanite, krennerite, and nagyagite; third, to the occurrence of the
native met al with its associates, either as dust or nuggets in sand and
gravel, or impregnating quartz, slate, calcite, and other mineralsforming the characteristic gangue, and lastly to the series of gold ores, represeutin g t he metal-bearing rocks as usually mined, and which, while,
as above noted, showing no trace on caRual inspection of the precio11s
metal, nevertheless contain it in sufficient amount to render its extraction by chemical or mechanical means a profitable industry.
The silver-bearing series is arranged in a similar manner. It is to
be noted that while gold is common in deposits of sand and gravel, as
'' placer gold," silver very rarely occurs in this form, and is represented
here only by the silver-bearing sandstone from Washingtpn County,
Utah. Native silver in the form of "wire" or "moss" silver is, however, comparatively common, as shown in the specimens from Mexico
and Saxony. Some of the silver-bearing· compounds are of great
beauty, as illustrated in the ruby silvers, proustite and pyrargyrite.
The total annual production of gold and silver for the world for 1894
is given as 8,616,892 ounces of gold, and 166,437,408 ounces of silver.
DEP ARTMEN'l' f>F MINER.A.LS.

This department (Alcove G), was represented by a collection of high
educational im portance, arranged by Mr. Wirt ~I.1assin, under the direction of Prof. F . W. Clarke, the curator, and is described as follows:
Entering the alcove the wall cases contain a series of minerals
selected and labeled to illustrate the several properties or characters
of one mineral species as compared with other mineral species, in other
words, "compar ative mineralogy."
.
.
.
The first case on the left contains a series of 143 mmerals Jllustratmg
c?emical mineralogy; that is, the composition, variation in composi.
tion, and the relation of composition to form of minerals.
The chemical composition of minerals is illustrated by several t~pwal
elements together with a majority of their combinatio11s. It w1JI _be
ob~erved that gold has comparatively few combinati?11s1 and that its
occurrence i practically restricted to the element; wh1le iron , tb ~ mo t
u seful of the heavy metals, rarely occurs as tbe element, yet aflol'ds a
gr eat number and variety of compounds.
.
.
P roceeding from left to right, the next case con t~m. a, erie of rn o~eJ
and pecimen illustrating the principal form of mrnerals cl P udm
upon molecular tructure of form.
.
. . .
Beginning with the sy tern of cry, tallizat10n ach Y t m 1 ~ presented by a typical cry tal group followed by mod I and -P •crni m.
showing the principal form belonging to t ha t, Y t m._
•
· r,i] 1·· ··hown tu1 n
For example .fluorite a t ypical i ometr1· m111
'
.
· fi , t i 1 C'hh
c1ro11
1 ometrrc 0 1 m
t· • aud
'
g·la. model of' the fundameutal
·
ti 1 'J' ·t •rn
ar ·
11
spin el ; a typi ·al octahedral mineral: l• . wm~ . 1,', t·d pnrail •I
tallization are cry tal aggregat , rncludm " 111
• '
•
gTowtbs, and ho.perfection ?f cr;r ta~, ·
. " 1. ,
r lid • , udoom 1 111 I''t·I II t'
Tbe next wall ca e contam er1 - 11111 tra tm,.,
cJ ·11 er UJ> U t 1l
11
rnorphl m an d t he variou character · < P ! ,..
t ,.
mu
· 11 •• 1 t
•
the . everal' pby 1· ·al force " tw h a · 1·ig li t C'ohe. wu.
11
Th e floor a
n tho left contain : v ral 1!1111 •111 1 • .m
the great diver ity aucl b auty of th ·ir ('olorrn ·
(T

£

]
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The fl or case on the right contains meteorites showing tbe general
character and composition of those bodies. Attention is called to tbe
lal'gemeteorite on the pedestal, weighing 746 pounds from OanyonDiablo,
rizona, and to the several other meteoric irons in the case, fr?m the
same locality. These irons are of interest because of the great size ~nd
extent of the "fall,;' over 10 tons of them having been found in the region,
and also from the fact that they contain microscopic diamonds.
SYNOPSIS OF ARRANGEMENT.-COMPARATiVE SERIES.

I. Chemical mineralogy .....:..._Chemical composition; variation in composition; relation of composition to form.
II. Physical mineralogy.-Crystallography; compound crystals; isomorphism, Pleomorphism.
. .
.
Pseudomorphs.-Characters depending upon light: luster, color, diaphaneity; characters depending upon cohesion: cleavage, frac~ure,
tenacity, hardness; characters depending upon mass: heat, magnetism,
and electricity; specific gravity: fusibility, magnetism, and electricity .
. DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY.

This exhibit occupied three sides of Alcove H, and consisted of a
collection of the woods and shrubs of Japan mounted in a very original
and beautiful manner by Japanese artists. To each species was devoteu
a polished panel, made of its own wood, upon which were painted the
leaves, flowers and fruit, while the panel was framed with its own bark.
The collections belonging to this department are, for the most part,
not available for exhibition purposes, being chiefly dried specime~s ~or
research work. The national herbarium contains a quarter of a m1lhon
mounted plants.
DEP A.RTMENT OF MA.TERIA MEDIC.A..

The exhibit o~· this department, Alcove H, consisted of a case illustrating the composition of a number of the principal mineral waters u ed
as beverages arnl for medicine. By the side of a bottle of the water,
as found in commerce, are placed a number of smaller bottle , which
· contain the amount of each chemical substance found in the amount of
water shown in the fir t bottle. IIere, also, is a case which illu trate
th composition of tbe human body by di. playing in bottle the exact
quan i y f each u tanc to be found in the body of a man f averc
size ( ,., 4 und ), while in a parallel . eri . al'e h wn th qu utitie f
ea ·h l ment in h am man body.
DEPA.R'l\1ENT
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The explanation of the exhibit is contributed by Dr. Thomas Wilson:
In this exhibit 792 specimens are displayed, as follows: Stone, 410;
copper, 110; sµell, 26; bronze, 78; gold, 26; bone, 18; pottery, 1~4:
Anthropology is the science of man considered in all of his parts and
. nature. Prehistoric anthropology is that part of this great science
which relates to man in prehistoric times. "Prehistoric" means before
written history was begun in the locality or country under consideration. History began several thousand years earlier in Egypt and the
classic Orient than in Gaul and Britain, and these .fifteen hundred years
earlier than America. Knowledge of the existence of prehistoric races
began with the discovery, about the year 1806, of the ages of Stone,
Bronze, and Iron in the Scandinavian countries. It was not recognized
in its full scope until the discovery in France, about 1859, of what is
called the" Chipped Stone" or" Paleolithic" Age. Since, the antiquity
of man has been a subject of lively discussion in most countries, and
many attempts have been made to construct the history of his early
times. The announcement by Darwin of his theory of" Evolution" as
the origin of the human species added interest to the investigation.
'J.1be study of the life, customs, culture, and, indeed, the making of the
history of prehistoric man can only be done through the investigation
of objects made and used by him. This investigation considers their
coudition, the mode of their manufacture, their associations, and the
places wherein they have been buried, with the incomplete information
we get from the skeletons. ln its relation to the-North American Indian
we are dependent upon tbeobjects we:findin his workshops, his destroyed
homes, or in his graves and monuments. We study his mounds and
earthworks, cemeteries, vilJage sites, quarries, and workshops. We .find
his axes, hatchets, adzes, and gouges, and from these we speculate how
he felled trees, cut wood, and made boats, sledges, and the hundred
objects of wood employed by savages. His stone quarries and workshops show the raw material, and bow be manufactured bis implements
by the proces es of chipping, grinding, polishing, and drilling. The
same for horn , shell, and bone, of which we possess many thousand
objects made into beads, pins, gor_gets, and other ornaments. The copper and gold objects are to be studied on the same lines. Pottery was
much u.·ed by prehistoric man, and its manufacture was carried on
wherever he dwelt. The pottery exhibit is displayed on the shelves
above the flat-topped cases. To the right are specimens of European
prehistoric pottery of the Neolithic and Bronze ages. This is followed
by ware fro m the aborigines of tlie United States. The Jong shelves
in front contaiu specimells from Mexico, Central and South America.
On a pede tal i a reproduction of an "Ogham ston e," illustrating a
ruJe written language which was prevalent in Ireland at a very early
da~
·
1'IIE ORIGIN AND
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complete history of cards and chess, beginning with the primitive forms
originally used for divination, down to the games of the-present day.
Especial interest attaches to the fact that the clue to the origin of
both chess and cards was found by Mr. Culin, with the aid given by
Mr. Cushing, a,mopg the aboriginal people of America. The pack of
cards is shown to have originally consisted of a bundle of arrows,
marked with the signs of the world quarters. The shaftrnents, or
feathered part of these arrows, bearing cosmical marks, were first used
in fortune -telling, and from their use our card games arose.
In America the Indian did not get beyond the use of carved and
painted staves. The American case shows arrows of the McOloud
River Indians, of California, marked with colored ribbons; by wh~ch
they were distinguished. Side by side witli them are the . garnb!mg
sticks of the Haides, of Vancouver Island, similarly marked with nngs
of color and used like cards in their gambling even ,at the present day.
In the adjoining case, devoted to Eastern Asia, the practice arrows of
Korea are shown, and with them the derived playing cards here m~de
of oiled paper, yet bearing both on their backs and faces devices cop~ed
from the cut feathers of the arrows. With them are Chinese cards with
the same emblems surviving as markers or indexes at the ends. These
cards are "double-headers," as indeed were the gambling sticks, carrying back the idea of our common playing cards with double hea~s and
index marks to the most remote antiquity. The Japanese cards, m t~e
same case, bear emblems derived in part from the same sou~ce, while
the circular cards, called Gunify, of which a beautiful pack 1s sh_own,
are painted in colors to correspond with the world quarters. A _smgle
pack of the national cards of each- of the principal countries rn the
world follow, comprising, in Europe, Germany, France, Spain, Ita~y,
Switzerland, Austria, Sweden, England, and Russia. The card series
closes with the pack with pictures of the Ohicago Exposition and the
cards with pictures of the Confederate flag, made in England for sale
in the South during the war.
The chess series begins, like that of cards, with the divinatory;games
of primitive people, in which our game originated. America 1s he~e
again conspicuous, and, with the objects representing the first steps m
the evolution of the game. are shown other common things, such as
visiting cards and the folding fan, which Mr. Qulin traces, with che~s,
to the marked arrow of primitive culture. The historical chess. series
comprise~ boards and men from India~ Burmah, the Malay Peninsula,
the Maldive Islands, Korea, China, and Japan.
The specimens are all arranged as in actual play.
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIE, .

In Alcove
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Here also was shown a collection to illustrate the development of the
ceramic art in Japan. This had been arranged by Mr. Heromich
Shugio and although it did not contain any considerable number of
very c;stly ~ieces, it was historically quite complete, and was described
by Mr. Shugio as follows:
,Japanese history mentions that some pottery wa.s i'nade in a village
of Idsumi to a, considerable-extent. from. the v~ry ea~ly d3:ys, a~1d that
another factory was in existence m the provrnce of Oun durmg the
period of 581-660, B. 0. Twenty-nine years before the Christian ~ra
'.renno Suijin ordered that human figures made of burnt clay be bµried
with his wife, Empress Hihasubrine, in place of her atten.dants_, as h~d
been customary until that time wheneve_r any member ~f the 11nperial
family died. 'fbis humane decree abolished an abo1m_?-able custom,
and the pottery in its infancy played one of the most important and
noblest a,1~ts in history.
The early productions were of more unglazed burn-ii clay, not like
tho ··e of the early American pottery.
The iutroduction of tlrn potter's wheel by Giyoki, a priest of Idsumi,
in 724 A. D., must be taken as the real beginning of our ceramic art.
The first glazed stoneware is said to have been made b:y Kato Shiroye, 110w at Seto, in the province of Owari, in 1223 A. D., after his
return from China, where he spent several years in studying ceramic
art. From his time, Seto became the center of ceramic art, and all the
ceramic productions came to be called '' Seto mono" in Japan~ as all
th'3 lJOrcelains are called ,,. China" in Great Britain a11d America. _
The first porcelain was made by Gordayu Shonsui, a native of the
province of Ise, who studied ceramic art in China in about 1513. His
pro<luctiou s were mostly made with Chinese materials, which were
brought back by him from +hat country, and they were decorated in
blue under the glaze.
The greatest progress in Japanese ceramic art has been made since
the triumphant return of the Korean expedition in 1859, when many
skillful Korean potters were brought over and the famous ceramic factories of Bizen, Higo, 0hikuzen, Satsuma, Tosa, Nagato, Yamashiro
o-~·rari, etc., were either establish_ed or improved by those potters.
'
~h~ first potter who succeeded in decorating porcelain with enamel
parnt111g over the glaze was the celebrated potter Kakiyemon of the
Sakai<la_family of ~a1~gaw_ara, a village near Arita, who maste;ed this
secret of enamel pamtmg from Tokuzayemon of Imri who learned his
metho~ from a captai~ of a _Chinese ship at Nagasaki'in 1640.
Kak1;y-emon was assisted m his essays iu enamel painting by Gosu
Gornbei, au~tber well-known potter. In 1646 Kakiyemon is said to
have sold Jus decorated porcelains to a Chinese trader in Narrasaki
and thus he h~s th~ honor of being the first Japanese potter who deC:
~rat~d porcel_ams with en_amels and who sold Japanese porcelains to a
foreigner. Smee then his productions were bought by Chinese and
Dutch ~r~ders a_t N aga~aki to export. He was honored by Prince
~ah~slnma. Sa;1110, _of Hizen, by being appointed a special maker to
h1 ~ highness. ~pecimens_n~mbers l~O and 151 are his works. Although
tbey are not bis best works, they will be found on close examination
to be the works of a master band
'
'
Nisei, ~he great Kiotb potter, through the generosity and liberality
of Wan~nu, a wealthy_ Osaka merchant, succeeded during 1655-1657 in
decoratrng potte~y with enamel painting after the newly introduced
method by Kakiyemon, now so much admired as t_he Ninsei ware.
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Number 53 in this collection is a specimen of this great potter, and
numbers 54, 55, 56, and 57 are copies after his works. Numbers 56
and 57 were copied by Okumura Shozan, of Kioto, who is, perhaps,
the best copist of Ninsei since his time, and some of his copies are
often mistaken for the originals, even by Japanese connoissears.
Another important epoch in our ceramic art was the discovery of
the use of saggers in baking porcelains by Tsuji Kizayemon, a noted
potter of Arita, during the Kwhmbum period (1661-1672). The po~celains baked in saggers are called" gokuskin yaki." Number 152 1s
a specimen of this gokuskin yaki made by one of his descendants, ~ho
were honored by being appointed makers to the imperial court of K1?to.
The porcelain was and is made at Arita, Okawachi (where Nah~s~uri~
ware was made), Mikawachi (where Jirado ware was made), Shlf~1sh1,
Kameyama, etc., in the province of Hixen; at Seto, in Ow~n; at
Tajimi, in Mino; at Kutani, in Haga; at Kiyomidsu, in Yamas~1ro; ~t
Sanda, in Settsu; at Himeji, in Harima; at Hikone or Koto, m Om_i;
at Ota and Tokio, in Musashi; at Okayama, in Kii; Wakamat~su, m
lwashiro, etc., of which nearly all the factories are represented m the
collection. Of the important factories where the pottery (faience_ and
stoneware) was and is made this collection represents Satsmn~, Karatsu, in Hizen; Takatori, in Chikuzen; Yatsushsro, in Hogo; Shiga? on
. the island Tsushima; Hagi or Matsumoto, in Nagato ; Suwo; Shido,
in Samuki; Kosohe, in Se-ttsa; Akahada, in Yamato; Kioto, in Yam~shiro; Shigaraki, in Omi; Seti, in Owari; Tachikui and Sasayama, ~11
Tam ba; Fujiria, in Idsumo; Iga, Sado, Kutani, in Kaga; Soma, m
I waki; Imbe, in Bizen; Mianto, in Idsumi; Banko, jn Ise, etc. .
The collection is displayed in three cases in Alcove K, by provmces,
in accordance with the following plan:
Hizen .... __ ........... Karatsu.
Arita.
Hirada.
Nangawara.
Nabeshima.
Kakiyemon.
Tsryi Gokushin.
Kameyama.
Bogasaki.
Shiraishi.
Taishin (isl and of Tsusbima) _.... ______ . __ Tsushima.
Owari. _____ ____ _______ Seto.
lloraku.
Bizen . ___ _. ____ _______ Bizen.
Omi._ ___ .. ____ . ______ . Slligaraki.
Koto.
Kii_ _____ ·----· ________ Zuishi.
Iga ___ . __ . . .. . ... __ . . . I ga.
Tam ba. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tam ba.

gre

ion

rn

w

Idzumo ...... -··- -··· -----·
Idsumi. ____ . _____ . _. __ . _. __
Yamato ____________________
Survo. _____________________
Nagato ________________ ---·
Chikuzen . _____ ____ ____ ____
Higo. ______________________
Sn.tsnma ··---·. __________ __
Settsu . ____ .. __ .. ____ . ____ .

Idzum_o.
Idsum1.
Akahada.
Survo.
Hagi. .
Takatov1.
Yatsusbiro.
Satsuma.
Sanda.
Kirko.
Kosube.
IwakL _____________________ Soma.
Kaga ________ --·· __________ Kutani.
Ise ________________________ . Banko.
Sado ·-- ___________________ . Sado.
Sanuki. __________ _________ . Shi<l.o.
Yamashiro ______________ .. _ Raku.
Kioto.
Musashi. _. __ . _. ___ .. _____ __ Tokio.
Ota.
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and is audible only to the performer,who holds one end between his teeth.
At the other end of the series are the guitar and violin ; the former
represented not only by the well-known European instruments, but by
related forms from India and Africa. Int ermediate stages are hown
by a number of interesting types, named and described upon the label .
The series selected for Atlanta contains about two hundred instruments.
The small portion of it shown gives but a meager idea of the great
collecti_on in the National Museum, which includes some three thou and
forms.
DEP.ARTMEN1' OF ORIENTAL ANTIQUITIES AND R"BLIGIOU
CEREMONIAL.

Alcove M was devoted to a collection of objects illustrativ of th
Bible, arranged under the direction of Dr. Cyrus Adler, custodian f
the collection of religious ceremonials in the Museum. An attempt ha
been made to show representative specimens of most of the cla se f
objects which are of value to the students of the Bible, and the c 11
tion, though necessarily limited through lack of space, may fairly
said to have constituted a miniature Biblical museum.
The arch reology of the Bible is represented by a collection of
illustrating the ancient Hittites, frequently mentioned in the Bible fr m
the time of Abraham down ; by an Egyptian mummy secur d by b
late Hon. S. ,S. Cox, United States Minister to Turkey; busts of Ram _
ses II, supposed to have been the Pharaoh of the exodus and f hi
father, Seti. Assyria and Babylonia are represented by ~ mod 1 f ._
temple tower of Babylon, especially constructed for this E
This temple tower was situated in the outskirts of the city of ab 1 n.
The mod~l is 1?ade after the. description of Herodotus and the r p r
on the rums discovered by Sir Henry Rawlinson. There is al O a a
of a huge .Assyrian winged lion, 11 feet long and 11 feet high su h,
were placed to guard the doorway of Assyrian temples . ca t f th
Chaldean account of th~ flood, etc: Palestinean archreoiogy i : pr _
sented by casts of Moab1te stone, Siloam inscription and T
1e
Th e a_nmen
· t re11g10n
· · o.f t h e Jews is represented by
' a case
em
n ·.
c Pntainiu
a select10n of the more 1mportant
objects
of
Jewish
ce
·
.
.
remonia.
1
111
another case shows a collection of the gems of Palesti
·th
t t·mg th e meth od m
· which
·
ne,d wi
a mt d 1
1·11 us
the gems were p 1ace
·
. ra
,
.
1n
h Jn. ·lt
priests breastplate. There 1s also a collection of co·
t
.
'
ms s ruek 1n c 1 _
·
.
·t·
.
tme, as wel 1 as those whrnh appeared in Bible tim ·
I
.
.
es in Cl ies m nt10n
. . h B'bl
m u e 1 e. n another case 1s a collection of
·
·
.
d .
musica1 instrum nt
P a1estme
an adJacent countries, which differ in
·
T
no wise from tho u
.
. t t·
m ancien 1mes.
o these are added a few re
instruments from Egyptian and .Assyrian mo presenttatious of mu i al
·
numen s A
11
·
domestic implements, sucb as are mentioned . th ·.
co e tion f
map of Palestine are also shown.
m e Bible, and a reli f
In this connection is also exhibited a
n ·
.
history of the Bible as a book and to showc~ e?tion to illu trate th
e important tran lation
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which have been made of it. The Hebrew Bible is represented by portions of an Egyptian manuscript of the fourteenth century, facsimile
of the Aleppo Codex, by the first -American edition of the Hebrew
Bible printed at Philadelphia in 1810; by other well-known prints in
Amsterdam 1 Autwerp, andHamburg. The Septuagint or <3:reekversion
is represented by facsimiles of the famous Alexandrian and Vatican
codices. Following these are copies of the Tar gum or Aramean version,
the Syriac version, the Coptic version (represented by a man uscript),
the Ethiopic version, Gothic version, Anglo-Saxon version, the edition
of the Latin version or vulgate of St. Jerome, a Spanish-Jewish version,
the Arabic version (represented by a manuscript), and the translation
of Sa.adia.
The New Testament h; represented in the Vatican and Alexandrian
codices, already mentioned, as well as in the Sinaitic and by the first
American edition printed at Worcester iu 1800.
Finally, there is a most interesting and valuable work, consistiug of
historical order by clippings from the
a New Testament arranged
Latin, Greek, French, and English Testaments, all arranged by Thomas
J e:fferson. This book contains a concordance of the verses used and a
number of notes scattered throughout, all in Jefferson's band writing,
and is said to have been arranged by him for translation into the
Indian languages, so that the Goispels _. might be presented to the
Indians in a simple form.

in

DEP.A.R'l'MEN'l' OF 'l'ECHNOLOGY.

Alcove N was occupied by objects designed to show the more important stages of improvement through which the appliances now in use
for the conveyance of men and goods from place to place bave passed
before the p;resent high standards of mechanical efficiency were attained.
These were selected with the special purpose of illustrating the important influence exercised by the South Atlantic States upon the early
history of internal improvement in America aud the inauguration of
trans-Atla11tic commerce by steam. The theory upon which th y are
arranged is thus described by Mr. J.E. Watkins:

f .,_
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exertions of several ingenious men living on the .Atlantic seab?ard to
adapt the steam engine to navi~ation. ·. Prominen~ among these p10neer
whose labors make good America's clann to the birthplace of the steamboat, was James Rumsey, some of whose experiments upon the Potomac
Riverwerewitnessed byGeneral Washington as early as 1787._ A mo lel
of Rnmsey's steamboat of 1788 and of that made by Fitch about
the same time are Hhown, together with the model of the first ~er wpropelled steamboat to navigate the waters of any country, bmlt b_y
John Stevens in 1804. Fulton's Clermont of 1807 and Stevens' Phmni·
of 1808 are also in the series which contains a model of the steam hi
Savannah built in 1818 by Georgia capitalists, which bas the distin tion of being the first steamship to cross the ocean, sailing· from Savannah Ga., for Liverpool on her initial voyage Saturday, May 22, 1 19.
The' original log book containing the account of this historical vou ag
is deposited in the National Museum.
The collection further embraces the following series:
1. Boats pushed by poles or propelled by paddles or oars.
2. Sailboats (driven entirely by the wind).
3. Steamboats.
The American railway.-As the South Atlantic States were foremo t
in the introduction of trans-Atlantic steam navigation, so were tb y
early in the field of railroad construction. The first railway lin
100 miles long built and operated in the world was the railroad 1
miles long, built by the South Carolina Railroad Company fr m
Augusta, Ga., to Charleston, S. C.; and the first steam locomotive buil
upon the Wes tern Continent for actual service was the Best Friend
which was built for that road in 1830, and went into service in the
following year.
Various forms of locomotives experimented with in England and
.America previous to the construction of the Best Friend are illustrat d.
The first steam railway train in the South Atlantic States.-The South
Carolina Railway was built upon plans which would now nti 1
it to be called an elevated railway. A model showing the method f
~rack construction, 1~pon wl.Jich is placed the first steam train that ran
rn the South At~antic States,. Decembe~ 14, 1830: Near it a.re pla d
m?dels of sleepmg-car appliances bmlt. for railways terminatin()' t
R1chr~10ud an_d Petersburg, Ya., the earhest forms of sleepino·
b rth
5
used m American cars.
Land vehicles.-For the purpose of this Exposition the land
hi 1
are arranged under the following classifications:
I. Land vehicles drawn by men or domestic animals.
1. 'l'he rolling load.
2. Sledges and rollers.
3. Veh!cles with solid (or nearly solid) wheels.
4. Vehicles with wheels containing spokes
II. Land vehic~es propell~d by natural or gener~ted forces.
1. Exper~mental sail cars and horse-power locomotives
2. Experimental steam locomotives.
·
3. Experimental electrical locomotives
Ea,t:Zy ele?trical_ appa,ratus.-In no other dep~rtment of
·
American rnvest1gators, from the very beginnin been scien e hav
not only in the discovery of fundamental truths ·
1 ~o succes "ful
~pplication ?f the principles deduced therefrodi to :s:i \n th e promp
m the domam of electricity.
u purpo e a
The_succ~ss of Franklin's experimen~s in the ' year 1784 in
Rtruc~10n ~f what be caUs the "electrical wheel" . ·11
the confirst time, m these collections in the models of the tis 1 dus~rate~, for th
wo ev1ces 1nvolvin .

l~t
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.the most important principles utilized in the modern motor, as described
by Franklin in his letter to Peter Collinston, London, dated that year,
and published on page 252 of hi.s autobiography. Strangely enough ~o
prominence has been given to these ancient electrical machines m
subsequent scientific writings relating to the history of electricity.
In the models and photographs of the apparatus designed in 1829 by
Joseph Henry, the first secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, are
found the instruments by which the electro-magnet was for the first
time utilized to convey a signal to a distance. In it is embodied the
principle upon which the modern electrical telegraph is based. The
first instrument to make a permanent record of words transmitted over
a wire by the agency of electro-magnet was designed and constructed
by Samuel F. B. Morse in 1837. A model-an exact reproduction of the
original machine, too precious to risk removal-which is now in_ the
custody of the Western Union Telegraph Company, has been obtamed
through the courtesy of the president of that company.
.
Actively associated with Morse from the date of bis earlier experime_n~s was Alfred V au, a man of great ingenuity and rare mechanical
ability.
.
The original telegraphic instrument by which the historic message,
"What hath God wrought1" was received at Baltimore May 24, 1844,
and constructed under the direction of Vail. It is one of the valuable
tr~as~res d~posited in the United States National Museum, the removal
of which bemg prohibited on the ground of safety is illustrated by a
model of full size.
'
Limitations of space, unfortunately, prevent a more extended exhibit
of apparatus _con:nected with the origin of the telephone; the dynamo,
and th~ a:pphcat1on of the electrical current for producing light and the
tran m1ss1on of power.
Following is a b~ief outline of the apparatus exhibited:
III. Early electrical apparatus (models only exhibited).
1. Apparatus designed by Benjamin Franklin.
2. Apparatu~ designed by Joseph Henry.
.
· Telegraphic apparatus invented by Morse and Vail.
In ~he ' ame alcove were shown the contributions of the Department
f Ill. tor and umismatics. These consisted of a series of coins and
m dal a. follow .. :
(a) l rin ipal coins occurring in the North American Colonie from
1· ... ,> to h · tabJ.i hment of the United States Mint in 1793.
(b)
1
mm morartive of the Revolutionary ~ar.
~
ng t
m
t intere ting oins are the '' oak tree" shillings, 1652,
1
:
ark . w Y'. P ~:my, the "rosa Americana" penny, the qon11 1
11 c r f th c m 1 ued by the. Colonies before the Revolution.
II 1.
1
h , ; 11 · f
h wn :hr
lored ketches of birds by John J. \..udobon,
1
• ,
••
' . 1 ~ rnt r t' ird who ever lived, who was born uear
1 1 ·~ 11 . ll'\
, 1.

t!~ .
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tribe forms the leading branch of the Piman stock; while the Seri
Indians are the sole representatives of their family. It bas been
thought better to make moderately full exhibit~ of~ limited number of
tribes than to illm;trate a large number of t!ibes mcomplete~y. The
Cherokee tribe was selected for representation because of its local
interest; the · others because they were little known a,_nd the collections
are quite knew.
. .
.
.
The Cherokee Indians were the aborigmal owners of the pme-clad
hills and fertile valleys of what is now northern Geo:rgia, the western
Carolinas eastern .Tennessee, and a part of Virginia. They were the
first occupants of the site of Atlanta. They lingered long in their old
hunting grounds, and while most of the tribes have disappeared from
the woodlands and mountains, a few remain in the Eastern Cherokee
reservation in Swain County, N. C., within 150 miles of Atlanta. '~he
collections illustrating the Cheroke~ Indians comprises pottery and
basketry, largely of primitive types-the aboriginal bow and arrow,
with the singular blowgun, which attracted much interest among the
earliest white explorers; the eagle-feathered masks and tortoi e-sllell
rattles, and other paraphernalia of the primitive ceremonials; stone
implements and pipes, pottery-making tools and domestic utensil
articles of costume and personal adornment, fishing spears, etc. The
collection was made withiu a few years by an expert familiar with
Indiaus' custom~, who was enabled to obtain the. most ancient and
sacred, as well as the modern, possessions of the Indians. While many
of the articles are accultural (or affected by the influence of the higher
race), many illustrate fairly the aboriginal ideas of the Indians of ou heastern United States. The collection fills one wall case with the
larger articles arranged above it.
'
The Papago lndi_ans are a tribe ?f the_desert. They occupy the hot
and ~ry Pa~agueria (the most_ arid_ region of equal extent in Tor h
America), lymg south of the Gila River and west of the Sierra Madr
Moun~ains in Arizona ~nd Sonor:1 (Mexico). Their mode of lifi i he
blendr~.1.g of the nomadic and agricultural. They establish s ttlem nt
by sprmgs and water holes, and1 while the ground is moist from one f
the rare storms, they plant _maize, melons., and beans, which quickl r
mature;_ ai:d when the sprmg fails, or the water hole dries up tl.te
rancherrn 1s abandoned, and the people scatter in search of th r
sources of water .. In autumn they coll~ct the fruits of differ nt speci
of cact~s, mesqm~e beans, etc., a1;1d m winter they migrate to th
mountams _of Mexico, where they live by hunting. Although di over~d and highly esteemed by the early Spauish explorers and
· ·
aries, the P~pago I~d~ans ~re little known outside of their own t:.~·it/~.nThe collection exh1b1ted 1s the first one of note , b oth as t o art1· ley.
an d ph ot ograph s, ever b rought to eastern United st t
It
pottery and water-tight basketry in the makino- of ah·~Sh. th eml dr~
excel· the crude 1
k. t ·· '
c
o
w ic
e e n 1an
. ., .
P ow:, a. m o that of ancient Egypt and th 8·till
,
prur~1t1v~ spade or diggmg stick. games of d · . tz
de .
11?- 1
ID?- ical mstr~ments; bows and ~rrows whic~v~~!
~n r d~;e~ i n ·
with some of the stone implements u'sed b
m ~Illl . u ,
same region; rope-making material
Y ancestral tr~be m th
costumes, and the like. The collect·an~ apparatus;_ domestic uten il
one of which is allotted to the
ion_ is arr~nged m three wan a
agave. The~~ include the mat us~lcuhar art!cles made chiefly of th
etc. In addition there is a large fl for beddmg, basketry, the cradl
Papago women engaged in otter oor c~se sh?wing life-size model f
tery made by the tribe. anlthe Y ~~kmg, w~th examples of the p t,
peen iar carrymg basket and co tum
1

;fJ\
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introduced were those found in actual use among the Indians last
autumn. Many of the articles are accultural, since the Papago Indians
have borrowed from the white men such arts as seemed good in their
sight; but a part (including the pottery and basketry) are primitive,
an9- some represent perfectly the aboriginal condition of the tribe,
among these being the family and other fetiches still in constant use
among the Papago Indians. Two additional floor cases contain models
of the Papago habitations, which are commonly built of a peculiar
grass over a framework of mesquite poles, more rarely of adob~.
.
The Seri Indians occupy Tiburon Island, in the Gulf of Cahfor~1a,
and a considerable area of the adjacent mainland of Sonora,, Mexico.
They are probably the most primitive Indians remaining in North
America. They are without agriculture, and have no domestic animals
except dogs. 'fheir food is :fish and waterfowl from the sea, and ga1:1e
from the !and, commonly eaten raw, with the fru~ts of cacti, mesqu~te
beans, berries, acorns, etc., in season. They have been at war ":1th
the neighboring tribes and with whites for three and a half centuries,
and lose no opportunity to rob by night, or to murder by ambush or
strategy. By reason of their warlike and treacherous character the
Seri Indians are little known to ethnologistR. The articles and photographs exhibited are believed to be the first ever obtained among them.
'fhe collection comprises the bow and arrow (the latter, according to
the testimony of Mexicans and Indians themselves, being poisoned),
robes of pelican skin which take the place of blankets, face-painting
material and utensils, basketry, and their peculiar pottery, as well as
their exceedingly meager series of implements and utensilR; the collection being complete except for the rude water craft and :fishin_g nets,
which it was found impracticable to obtain. The exhibit occupies two
wall cases, with a number of articles arranged above them. It includes
also a floor case containing a life-size model of a Seri hunter, armed
with bow and quiver with arrows. The Seri Indians are notable for
tall stature, robustness of chest, slenderness of arms and legs, and dark
color of the skin. They are remarkably fleet of foot.
The exhibit includes twelve transparencies (photographs on glass),
six representing the. Papago Indians with their houses, occupations,
costumes, etc., while six represent the Seri Indians with the flimsy
wickiups used on the mainland. Their seaside houses, consi ting of
turtle shell elevated on rocks or poles, have never been photographed.
DEP.A.RTMEN'l' OF ETH OLOGY.
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also a Crow warrior painting his blanket, and a Ohippeway writing an
inscription on a tablet of birch bark. .Another very striking group of
seven figures represented a religious ceremony practiced by the Indians
of Prince Rupert's Sound. The principal figure is an Indian who is
personating a cannibal, and who is about to leap into the house through
a circular door. Two men are holding him back, while four musicians
-in front are playing upon their rude instrun::ents. The remainder of
this space is occupied by an exhibit prepared at tbe express desire of
the ladies in charge of the Woman's Building, showing the arts which
ai:e practiced by women among primitive peoples;- especially in North
.America. This collection includes implements for basket making, pottery, weaving, beadwork, sewing, agricultural implements, and appliances for burden bearing. These are all fully named and explained
upon ·the labels. The theory which has guided Prof. 0. T. Mason in
the selection of this series is explained by him as follows:
The object of this exhibit is to sbow the share that women have had
in the industrial progress of the world.
In that continual struggle called Progress or Culture men have played
the militant part, women the industrial part. .A study of modern savagery is a guide to tbe activities of our own race in primitive times,
aud this teaches us that womP-n were always the first house builders
and furnishers, and that they devised the utensils of the humble apartments. They were the first clothiers, whether in skins at the north or
in vegetable fiber nearer the equator. It was the women who went
first to the field with baskets that they themselves JJad fabricated. They
gathered the seeds of plants, bore them home on their backs, ground
them in rude mortars, and from the flour made their mush or dough.
They invented an sorts of fireplaces and ovens, pottery, and cooking
utensils, and the many things employed in the serving and consuming
of food.
In early society women were literally the first beasts-of burden, and
it was they that uevised all sorts of frames for the carrying of' children,
and ban<lR and baskets for carrying loads.
Both men and women in savagery are touched with the sense of
Leauty, the former in the a<lormnent of the person, the weapon, and
the cauoe, the latter in the technique of ba k try, weaving, embroidery,
and pottery.
In a mall pace it was designed to bring together a few exampl .
of primitive woman's worl in order to show tlle path al?ng whjch th
sex ha traveledintimepa·t. Thebeadwork,tl.Jeembr 1dery,th pr,·onal ornament, tlrn blanket , mat , belts, and l om , the uten il onnected with food the convenience of hon
ifery, the bark cloth, th
delicate handwork in palm leaf, the pottery, the xqui ite, l in clre ,_ ing,
and implem nts of .Ameri an , .African , and Polyne:"ian ~ w ·re , 11 11t
witne
of the g niu , pati nee, and kill of w m nm , van- r .

·e,

It i hop d that many tb u and of tho who for th fir, t tim vi w "d
lle ti n , f' the ational In.· um a th
tlanta
Exposition will hereafter ha
th opp rtunity f .· iu ,. th • i\I u. ·c1rn1
in it eutir ty in Wa biugto1J.
a portion f tll
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Among the many famiJiar faces which we have been wont to see
gathered. iu tbe scientific, literary, and professional assemblies of
Washington, there has been no more striking or familiar presence than
that of Dr. Joseph M. Toner. Cast physically in a frame of ample
mold, wjth broad, full features, and a massive bald head, his mobile
countenance ever ready to relax into a. smile, he was a man of marked
and engaging and impressive personality.
In attempting to summarize, however briefly aud imperfectly, some
estimate of our late associate, of his mental characteristics, and of the
work which he has done in the world, we may view him in various
aspects. We may consider him, first of all, as a student and investigator. He bad from very early years a not.able zeal for knowledge,
and this, unlike the experience of many men who become absorbed in
professional routiue, may be said to have grown with him through life.
Born in 1825 of good old Pennsylvania farmer's stock, the slender
intellectual advantages of his boyhood were supplemented by a course
of one year at the West rn Pennsylvauia University and two years at
St. Mary's College, in Maryland. Choosing the medical profession for
a career, he spent two year at two medical colleges, one in Vermont
and the other, Jefferson Medical College, at Philadelphia, taking his
degree of doctor of mediciue from each. These studiou years gave
him a considerable knowledge of medical and hygienic literature, aud
after a brief residence at Ilarpers Ferry in the practice of hi profession, he removed to Washington for a wider field in they ar 1855.
Here he at once entered upon a practice which became exten ive in a
very few years. But bis habit of mind gave him so strong a bent
toward cientific, hi torical, and literary pursuit that he alm t wholly
relinquished the active practice of his profe ion during the later y ar
of his life, prescribing only for the families of a f w friend .
Dr. Touer had ome admirable qualities in matter of re earcb.
i
perceptive faculties were quick, his gra p of principle firm, and hi
devotion to truth wa paramount. Ile weighed evid nc and authorities with care, and wa often known to change hi judgment form d u
first impression upon maturer inve tigation. At tlle ame tim , h
037
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had that strong tendency to build up theories which is common to
fertne minds, and had to abandon many which experience and observation failed to substantiate. Perhaps the leading characteristic of his
pursuit of scientific subjects was assiduity rather than originality. . He
pursued every subject which interested him, especially in later years,
with an energy which sought out all the means of elucidation within
his reach, and he was not satisfied until he had seen and weighed whatever there might be in books and periodicals upon tlie topic in hand.
We may view him next as a writer, and his contributions to the press
were neither few nor small. His first little book, " .Matern al Instinct,"
printed in 1864., at Baltimore, was a serious discussion of the functions
and the duties of motherhood, arid evinced bis earnest bent toward
practical views of life. His second book, a "Dictionary of Elevations
and Climatic Register of the United States," published at Washington
in 1874, was more important. It was the :first attempt, so far as kuown,
to put befor~ the public in book form and iu alphabetical order the
heights above sea level of all cities, towns, and mountains which could
be ascertained. These were scattered through very numerous sources
of information, in periodicals, Government reports, etc., and to gather
them together involved protracted and patient labor, for which Dr.
Toner's assiduous zeal in pursuit of a cherished object well qualified
him. The book, as published, is open to the drawback that the reader
bas to consult two alphabets instead of one, and this was caused by the
material growing upon him after he had printed off a large portion of
_ the work, which forms the first alphabet. This may be regarded as an
object lesson to authors and compilers not to be too hasty in going to
press, observing the Horatian rule of a nine years' incubation rather
than to bring out an immature production, ever mindful of the Roman
maxim,'" Litera scrip ta man et." Sti11, it is most creditable to the subject
of our notice to have been the pionee_r in a field of scientific research
which bas had many more recent publications, under the auspices of
various bureaus of the Government connected with military, geological,
and geodetic surveys.
In the field of medical and hygienic literature Dr. Toner published,
in 1874," Contributions to the Annals of Medical Progre s aud Medic~l
Education in tlie U11ited State ," which wa brought out by the
Bureau of Education.
hortly after appeared his "Addres befor the
Rocky Mountain Medical .A. ociation," afterward expanded into a volume (Wa hington, 1877), and abounding in historical and biographical
material oncerning early meric n pby icians and urg on . Ile very
arly mad i a p cial obj ct t colle t from the mo t wid ly cattered
our ·es all the in£ rmation xi ·ting relating tot.he men of hi pro£ ion
durin the p riod f h
m ri ·an Re olution. It wa thi pur uit,
ccu ying ev ral year labor which fir t gav him hat trono- bent
toward l1i, tori al c nd p cially bi graphical inve tigation , whi h
fin lly ab ·orb d n arly all of }ij • time and n rE.?"ie . T gath r thi
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material he weu t laboriously through the nine folio volumes of Force'::;;
American Archives, all tbe histories of the Revolutionary period, military journals, and personal memoirs, and medical and periodical publications without number. The result was seen in his volume entitled
"The Medical Men of the Revolution," containing sketches of the lives
and services of nearly twelve hundred physicians and surgeons, an
invaluable compilation, which is highly regarded by the profession.
He also wrote a '' Necrology of the Physicians of the Late War," and
"Statistics of the Public Health Associations of tbe United States."
Dr. Toner at one time made a special study of epi.demics, collecting
every llook and pamphlet on which he could lay hands, and be published the results of his studies in several pamphlets on cholera, smallpox, inoculation, vaccination, and yellow fever. One of his contrillutious to hygienic literature was "Free parks and camping grounds in
summer for the children of the poor in large cities," a pamphlet twice
printed, which urges in forcible style the merits of that charity which
has organized the" fresh-air funds" in so many cities, and which constitute one of the best and most useful forms of practical beneficence.
One of his incidental contributions to history was "Notes on the burning of tbeater:s and public balls," (1876), occasioned doubtless l)y tbe
-burning of the National Theater in this city. This publication embodies a loug and melancholy chronicle of the conflagration of buildings
<levoted to public assemblies, so often fatal to human life, enforcing tbe
lesson which is never learned, tbat the sole safety of the communHy
lies in building public edifices fireproof in every part.
In the later years of his life the zeal and energy of Dr. Toner's active
mind were largely concentrated upon one subject-the writings and the
military and civil career of George Washington. To this he devoted
money and time almost literally without stint. The fruits of his Washingtonian researcl1es, which have been embodied in permanent form,
compri e more than a dozen b9oks and pamphlets, besides numerous
articles in historical and literary magazines and in newspapers. Among
the latter were " Wil1s of the American ancestori-; of George Wa 11 ington," in the New England Genealogical Regi·ter (1891); "George
Washington a an inventor and promoter of the useful al't ," publi ·bed iu
them morial volume of th Centenary Celebration of tb Patent y tem
in the United State inl 91; "Wa bington' 11eighbor, ;'' "11J hom of
Wahington;" "Excerpt from the account llook of eorg Wa hington;' Was1Iington's youth and arly car er;' "Kith and kin of Wahington," and "Some account of eor e Wa hington'. · library aud manuscript records, and their di per ion from Mount V rnon i.,. u <1 by th
American Ilistori al A ocia ion a a part of its an11ual pap 1-.· for 1 O:.i.
The latter furni he the nly y ·tematic account ever publi lied of tli
remarkable hi tory of th Wa bington manu' ·ript: wid ly ,· ·,t i r d
as they are, and it i of ermanent value. B ,·id s hi o':11 coutri~ntion:
illustrative of th
r onal and 1mblic hi tory of Wa:lnugton) Ju,· char-
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acter, habits, social and domestic relations, etc., Dr. Toner edited and
published no less than five of Washington's original journals and other
writings. These include Washington's ''Rules of civility and decent
behavior in company and conversation" (1888); "Journal of George
Washington's journey over the mountains, beyond the Blue Ridge, in
1847-48" (1892); "The daily journal of Maj. George Washington on a
tour from Virginia to the island of Bar badoes in 17 51-2." (1892); "Journal
of Col. George Washington, across the Alleghany Mountains in 1754"
(1893), and "Diary of Colonel Washington for August, September, and
October, 1774" (1893). All of these were accompanied by copious notes
elucidating the text, describing the topography of the regions traversed
by Washington in his variou~ expeditions, identifying the various persons referred to in the narrative, and supplying references to books and
authorities bearing upon any of the incidents involved. In some cases
these notes far exceed the text in volume, and they are invaluable aids
to the historical inquirer. In the case of the Barbadoes journal, Dr.
Toner went through all the literature to be found relating to that island,
giving lists of the settlers and describing the persons and places visited
by the youthful Washington (then 20 y·e ars of age) so far as possible.
We may now consider the subject of our sketch as a collector of
books and of historical material. The passion of collecting, so common
among men of literary tastes and habits of research, but which is so
seldom carried to the utilization of their stores by the collectors, was,
in the case of Dr. Toner, very early developed after he came to Washington. He was for forty years a familiar figure iu nearly all the bookstores, book auctions, and junk shops of this and of some other cities,
and though reputed a close buyer, he expended largely in amassing
medical, historical, and biographical literature. While his specialty
at first was medical science, it soon became enlarged to embrace local
history in general and what related to the city of Washington and the
District of Columbia in particular. He came to be well known as an
authority widely consulted upon matters relating to the national capital.
The writer well remembers the zeal and eagerness of the Doctor, on
our first acquaintance in 1862, to avail himself of whatever his friend
could contribute to bis information respecting the authors, editions, and
price, of books. From that time on, the ample mansion on Louisiana
avenue wa the constant recipient of ever fresh tores of books, pamphlet , and periodical . In the pur uit of hi pecial object, the biography
of arly merican phy ician up to the Revolution, he was gradually
led to ama mat rial which ul imately developed into a far wider field,
nam ly, r , h
er onal hi tory of all American phy ician , and,
n ly h iography of all Am ri' ns inclu ·iv ly.
e carried ut
i
f Be ting b e mat rials to a much farther point than is
m ry ev n mong b m t
icluou c 11 ct r . Ili aim iuclud d
x11 iting f c n gl -ted fi ld. Le ing t larger library coll tions
ull r pur
th ama ing t' c great library of uiographi
e
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set to work to gather up the ob8cure- and forgotten fac ts, the disjectrt
membrci of his subject. With this aim he, for several years, had all
the exchanges of the newspaper offices searched for obituary 1iotices
appearing from day to day, cut up the contents of biographical dictionaries and directories of Congress, and ransacked all periodicals for
biographical sketches. The immense mass of material thus gathered he
liad mounted upon uniform sheets of paper and arranged. in strict alphabetical order, thus embodying f~r the readiest reference a great ma·s s of
fugitive biographical data quite inaccessible to the ordinary inquirer.
This valuable index, arranged in two extensive cases of drawers, forms
a part of the Toner collection in tue Congressional Library.
In like manner the-Doctor made another collection of obituaries and
biographical sketches of all American physicians commemorated in
periodicals.
But the specially cherished design, very nearly fulfilled, of the lat,
ter yearR of his life was the collection of an absolutely complete.
assemblage of all the letters and other wdtings, printed and manuscript, of George Washington. Dr. Toner had an idea tl.Jat everything
which Washington wrote was valuable, or would become so, to his
countrymen. Ile found that the printed collections of Washington's
,writiugs by Sparks and others, who permitted themselves to amend
the grammar, the style, and the orthography of their illustrious subjeet, are quite u11trustworthy as transcripts of what be really wrote.
So be had strictly verbatim copies made of every paper iu the vast
collection of the Department of State, and followed it up by securing
exact copies of every original Washington letter found iu historical
societies and library collections, public and private, throughout this
country aud in Europe. Where no access to an original could be hacl,
be procured :md mounted printed copies, ransacking all American
books, periodicals and newspapers be could findJ and watching every
print of a Washington letter, to seize it for bis collection, if uot already
there. This great t11esmuns of Wasbi11gt01liana, much the fullest yet
gathered in any one collection, he arrauged in strict chronological order
of the papers~ and depo8ited it in his lifetime in tlrn Oo11gressio11al
Library. rrhu8 was performed a most useful a,nd inestimable 8ervice
to the historical stu<l.ent.
We may next view our associate as a patron of letters Lm<l. a public
benefactor. Ile fouuded aml end.owed in 1872 a course or public lectures, designed to encourage· the discovery of 11ew truths for the
advancement of medical science. Ile conveyed about . ·3,000 in real
and personal property to five trustees, consisting of the
cretary of
the Smitllsonian Institution, tlte Surgeon-Geuer:.1.l of the 11ited Stat ,
Army, the Surgeon-General of the Navy, the president of the Medical
Society of the District of Columbia, instituting thereby "The rro11<·r
lecture fund."
in typer cent of the intere ·t of the fnn<l wa.· to h<·
applied for at leas t t,wo a.nuua,1 memoirs or CH8ay8 by <liff ·r •11t, in li
SM DG--41
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viduals relative to some brancli of medical science, to be read in the
city of Washington, under tbe name of "The Toner Iect.ures," each
of these memoirs or lect,ures to contain some new truth fully establislied by experiment or observation."
As these lectures were intended to increase and diffuse know1edg-r,
several of them were accepted for publication in the Smitllsoni a11
Miscellaneous Collections. The first of tbe course was by Dr. J. ,I.
Woodward, "'On the structure of cancerous tumors," and was printed
in 187-3. Nine other lectures, by Dr. C. E. Brown-Sequard, Dr. J. M.
Da Costa, Dr. W. Adams, Dr. E. 0. Shakespeare, Dr. G. E. Waring~jr.,
Dr. C. K. Mills, and Dr. Harrison Allen, have since been publislled by
t he Institution, the last having appeared in 18U0. The original fund, of
which one-tenth of the annual interest was to be adde(1 to the principal
and the residue devoted to an honorarium for the lecturers, lias gTown
to over $5,000 by careful investment. It affords a practical exam ple
of a wise method of endowment by which even a small sum may ue
made to yield instruf\tion to large audiences for a serfos of years.
Dr. Toner gave a gold medal for three years to proficie11t stndents in
Jefferson College, and a similar medal for many years past, ]mown as
the Toner medal, has been awarded at Georgetown University, for the
best essay upon some topic in natural science.
His most notable public benefaction, however, was his gift in 188~
of his entire private library to the Government, the .first, and thns fa l'
the sole instance of any considerable co1lection berng thus bestowed
by any private citizen. The gift, comprising about 27,000 volnmesrnedica.1, historkal, a1Hl miscellaneous-besides a multitude of pam pl1lets and periodicals, was accepted by a special act of Congress, and
a bust of Dr. Toner, executed in marble by J. (~.A.Ward, was ordered
by the Library Committee, and is placed, with the :-ulmirable full -lengtb
oil portrait of him by E. F. A.ndrews, in the Library.
Dr. Toner, in additiou to this gift in bis lifetime, bequeathed by will
all bis remaiuiug books, manuscripts, pictures, :mu curios to tlle
Library of Congress, wbile to tl1e Cambria County fedical As, ociation , at John town, Pa., he has giveu all duplicate of bis book· a11d
periodicals.
Tlle Toner collection, while of course it largely duplicates what i.
already in the Congre ional Library, al o supplements that coll cLion
in many important direction , , p cially in medical journal , while the
, p cial and uni ue collection in biograpl1y a11d Wa.-hingtoniana,
alr ady r ~ rrel to, give to it a gr at and perman nt value. It ha
I, n atal gu d
x · pting a p rtion of it:-; pamphl t: and rial:, all(l
r b n ad quately or ev n r :p ·t, bly t r cl
whil hi h r it ha.· n
b C'an;e f th ntt r wan f ro m iu t1J 'apitol a pla<' of honor iu
f t11 ll'3 w Li r ry lmil<ling, el ·t •<l by
r. Ton r
will b <1 vot d t th arrang m<!nt and pr .'Cr ation of hi. ollc•ctiou.
I may b h p d tha th r · 11 ·t r.· of valual>l libral'ie,· and of
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manuscripts may emulate tbe laudable example here set, and perpetuate
their names and render tbeir collections in the highest <legree u~eful
by endowing the American public, through its Government Library,
with the valuable stores which they may no longer use.
Dr. Toner was honored by being chosen president of several societies,
including the American Medical Association, the American Public
Health Association, each of the two Medical societies of the District
of Columbia, the Literary society, the Columbia Historical Society, the
Washington National Monument Society, etc. He was offere<l, but
declined, professorships in medical colieges, preferring a more comprehensive fieJd of labor.
In the last few years Dr. Toner bad suffered occasionally from internal
derangement of certain organs, evincing that his naturally strong constitution was being slowly undermined. But he worked on, putting the
best face upon the visitations of disease, until the summer of 1896,
when he was in the midst of his vacation at Cresson Springs, Pa.,
where Im suddenly breathed his last, seated in his easy chair, on the
31st of August, 1896.
In conclusion, all who knew him will concur with me that the seventy
years of our departed friend and brother represent an earnest, laborious,
and highly useful life. To few men, indeed, is it given to win so much
of public respect and honor; so much, also, of more tender regard and
sympathy. His genial companionship, bis warm and widely dispensed
hospitality, and his encouraging presence and aid in every good word
and work, will be widely missed and long remembered in the city of
W ashi11gton.
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The record of mortality of the past few yearH bears the names of an
unusual number of eminent scientific men whose contributions to
knowledge or whose l>enefactions to mankind have elicited demonstrations of sorrow in all parts of the civilized world.
It is well to be reminded of tlle ·departure from our midst of associates who, though not of wide renown, have possessed sterling merit,
a11d whose useful lives and faithful performanc_
e of duty entitle them
to grateful remembrance.
Arago, tbe disti11gui~hed secretary of the French Academy, called
the atteution of l1is coll(lagues to tlrn fact that the object of its meetings to eulogize deceaHed members was not merely to celebrate the
di coveries of the more distinguished academicians, but also to encourage modest merit by appropriate recognition, and remarked that "a
scientific observer ignored or forgotten by his contemporaries was
fre(]nently supported i11 his laborious researches uy the thought that
he would obtain a bcnevole11t look from posterity. Let us act," he says,
"so far as it depends upon u , in such a manner that a hope so just, so
natural, may not be frustrated."
The outline is here presented of the quiet and beautiful life of one
whose deed.· were uumarked by public notice or applause, unhonored
by high titles or station, l>ut who had the re. pect and love of all his
associate , who e faithful and efficient di:-icl,arge of v ry dnty, wl,ose
learning, ver atility of r Hource, , elC-deuying- inducltry, and ]) rsonal
attractiveue entitle him to a pla " amoug tho.·e wlioH rnw1 s should
be remembered.
William Bower Taylor, horn in th city of hihulelpliia May 23, 1. JJ,
was the son of 101. Jo, eph 'Ia,ylor and Anna Farmer Bow 'r, hotl1 f
Philadelphia.
Colonel Taylor wa a book inder, and in 1.'21 wa. I ·t '1 ,. 1011 l of'
tlrn
venty-ninth Regim nt of' P nn, . lva11ia lilitia, whic-lt ,-1~111111!~
,·ion he b Id for s v n y an,. Ile wa.· well ducat cl arl. 111
becam int rested in politi , a,n<l wa' ,1' ·ted to th' P '11ll,· l aiw

lt!

'Deliv red l>eforeili \, f~Hhington l'hilo. ophic:d ,·oc·il'I,\', ~lay~:I, I
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leg·h,lature. Havh1g removed to bis farm 11ear Millville, N. J., for the
. benefit of his health, he was in 1843 elected to the legislature of that
State.
William's mother died while he was quite young. His father provided him with a liberal education, sending him to a Baptist college at
Haddington, Pa., then to an academy taught by Prof. Walter R. Johnson, and subsequently to the Unjversity of Penusylvania. Professor
Johnson, one of the most learned men of that time, was secretary of
th~ Academy of Natural Sciences, member of the National Inst,itute,
professor of physics a11d chemistry in the University of Pennsylvauh1,
and an able writer on scientific and technological subjects.
In 1835-36 several gentlemen formed a society with tbe name of The
Franklin Kite Club, for the purpose of making electrical experiments.
For a considerable time they met once a week at the Philadelphia City
Hospital grounds and flew their kites. These were generally square in
shape, mafle of muslin or silk, stretched over a, framework of caue
reeds, varying in size from 6 feet upward, some being 20 feet square.
For flying the kites annealed copper wire was used, wound upon a
heavy reel 2 or 3 feet in diameter, insulated by beiug placed on glass
supports! When one kite was up, sometimes a number of others
would be sent up on the same striug. The reel being inside the feuce,
the wire from the kite sometimes crossed the road. Upon one occasio11,
as a cartman passed, gazing at the.kites, he stopped directly under the
wire and was told to catch bold of it and see how liard it pulled. In
· order to reach it he stood up on his cart, putting oue foot on the horse's
back. When he touched the wire the shock went tlJrough him, as also
the horse, causing the latter to jump and the man to turn a somersault,
much to the amusement of the lookers on, among· wllom was rraylor.
It was this incident and others of a 8imilar character connected with
the kite club that turned hi8 youthfnl mincl to sciell ce, and especially
to electrical phenomena. He made a JIUtnl>er of kites ]rnnself and al 0
endeavored to make a flyiug machine. He made a clock wholly of wood,
wbich kept good time.
'
In 1836 ·T aylor entered the ( niver,'ity of Penn yl vania, became a
member of the Philomatbean Society, an<l later its mo lerator or
pre ·i<lent. He was O'raduated iu 1.'40 and comm need the 'tn<ly of
law at th university and al. ·o in the oHice of Mr. Rawle, au emiueut
attorn y. 11 wa admitted to tlie bar of Philadelphia Nove1Ubrr 15,
1 43.
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By special invitation of bis cousin, Mr. William Ellis, wbo was in
charge of the navy-yard in ·washington, be accepted the position of
draftsman in the yard February 17, 1853, and a few months later
became foreman of the engineer and machinist department. He filled
this position acceptably until his resignation, December 31, 1853,
receiving a letter from Chief Engineer Henry Hunt, U. S. N., expressi11g "great regret in his leaving the situation whereiu his services and
k11owledge bad been valuable a11d bis deportment most gentlemanly."
In May, 1854, he was appointed by Hon. Charles Mason, 0ommissiouer of Patents, to a temporary clerkship, and on tbe 1st of April,
1855, was made au assistant examiner i11 the division under Prof.
George 0. Schaeffer, the eminent chemist, engineer, and general scientist. Dr. Schaeffer used to relate of this appointment . that, :finding
himself iu need of au assistant, he was told by the 0omrniss1oner that
a young man was in consideration for the place who seemed intelligent
and capable but spoke doubtfully as to his own qualifications for the
work. "Then please appoiut him at once,'' said Dr. Schaeffer; "he
will be just the man I want." The augury was abundantly fulfilled,
and was the beginning of a cordial lifelong friendship between the two
men, amid various strong differences of opiuion. Their debates ou
matters of high interest were remembered as contests of giants by
their hearers.
·
Mr. Taylor was appointed principal examiner on November 10, 1857,
in the class of firearms, electricity, and philosophical instruments.
His early legal education and practice fitted him admirably for the
position of examiner and enabled him for more thau twenty years
fully to meet the requirerneuts of an office which Uommissioner Masou
declared should command the highest order of tale11t, '' where all
learning connected with the a,rt8 and science:,, finds a11 ample field foe
exercise and questions of law that tax to tlleir uttermo8t the abilities
of the most learned juri ts;" and another 0ou1111i:-;sio11er, Judge Holt,
said: "The ability and requirements uecessary to a proper di clrnrge
of the duties of an examiner mu t be of a high order, .: carcely les:-;
than tho ewe exp ct iu a judge of the higher C'Ourt:::; of law."
In 1873, tlle tempomry po, ition of libraria11 being va<·ant, Mr. Ta,y]or
wa detailed to this , ervic , on account or llis ext n, ·iv inf<mnatiou,
an<l wa. of great a· i:-,tance to th xamiuer · throng-h hi.· ability to giv
them refereuce to aid in making up reports of application for pat~nts.
TL.e Patent Office library was indeed a grand ,·chool of i11str1l('tiou
aud a mine of inexhaustible wealth for as ·i ntific inqnir ,r. D<1:-dgt1< <l
a , a collection for ref ren ·e in the xamiuatio11 of appli<-atiou. · for pa I
ents in order to detennin tli r1n tion of novelty of in,· lltio11 i · has
gro,;n mainly in th, dirP<·tion of t clmolog'ical publication:, ill(·ln<li11µ;
fnll ets of th periodi ·al. · l 1vot d to sp cial iuclustrial art a1ul all th
more importallt tr ati · on ma ·bin ·, art.· 1n·oc ,'.' '-'; all(l prod11d: in
the En()'Jish, Fre11 ·11 and U rman languages. B •:i<l ':-{ this tllerP m·<·
the records of foreign vatent: of' ine ·timaule vallle.
1
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In 1876 Congress provided for the permanent appointment of a
librarian in the Patent Office at a much lower salary than that of an
examiner, and as Mr. Taylor still held the appointment of principal
examiner he was not an applicant for tbe new position, which was
filled by a political appointment. Mr. Taylor then expected to be
restored to his former duties as examiner, but by reason of smaller
Congressional appropriations, which necessarily rcduce<l the number
of appointments, he was lJ.nfortunately legislated out of office.
In a letter dated December 6, l-"76, in relation to this matter, Professor
Henry remarks: "M1·. Taylor, I can truly say, without disparagemeut
to any officer of the Patent Office, is, for extent of knowledge and
practical skill in reporting on the originality of inventions, without
a superior in tbe office. He bas long been a collaborator of tlle
Smithsonian Institution, is a member of the Washington Philosophical Society, and has achieved an extended reputation as an active
contributor to science by bis publications. His separation from the
Patent Office I consider a public loss, and justice to himself and the
interests of the inventors require his restoration."
In a private note to_a promiuent senator Professor Hemy commends
Mr. Taylor to bis "special attention," and says, "He is held in the
highest estimation by all who know him and can appreciate bis character. He is 11ot only a gentleman of extensive iuformation and refined
culture, but is admirably constituted in regard to iutellectual '-1,ud
moral qualities."
While Mr. rraylor was Iibrariau he also acted as examiner of interferences, a very importaut duty. In fact, Prof. Edward Farqnbar, ltis
assist.ant at the time, remarks that" tho various functions lie discl1arged
in the office were endless. When a committee waR needed to revise the
whole classification of the office he was one of the leadi11g members.
He was perpetual referee,and co11sulti11g examiner in a general capaeity,
as necessarily resulted from his oxtraor<linary knowledge an<l rcadi11ess
to impart it, supplying more especially perhaps the principles of science
and of law than their practical applications. In tbe Patent OJlice, as
elsewhere, he was a constant fountain of instruction to all.''
In 1872 Professor Ilenry strongly recommended Mr. Taylor, without
his knowledge, for a chair in one of our leading college , aR one "wl10
from the clearness of his conceptions and the lucidness of his expositions ha ·, tho elements of an exce11ent teacher."
th r occa ion offered for the employmeut of Mr. Taylor as a teacher
r pr t'e ·or, but h alway, .·hrank from assuming the <lutie8 of a public in rnctor and prct rred the retirement and privacy of clo et stud
< n l
dit rial imp r onality.
harly in hi.· r . i<1 nc in Wa hington he formed th acqnaiuta11<·<·
and earne 1 h friend. hip of th I •adi ng lit rary, au<l c:-1pec·iall. tl11·
' ·i 11 iric m n of th ·i y and witlt Bacl1 , fl lll'Y, ~ '<·ha ff r, I if·,·
ud
h •r · ng nial .'pirit · foundP11 a, ,· ·i ntifi · club, which, , itl10ut
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constitution, by-laws, or even officers, met weekly at the residence of
its members in turn. Hon. Hugh McCulloch, Comptroller of the Currency, afterwards Secretary of the Treasury, was one of this "charmed
circle," all of whose members became famous for their service to their
country and the world, and in bis notable work, Men and Measures of
Half a Century, be speaks thus of Mr. Taylor:
Mr. William B. Taylor held and still bolds high rank among the
scientific men of Washington. He was theu an examiner in the Patent
Office, the duties of which he performed with great ability. He is now
employed and is doing good work in the Smithsonian. .Valuable articles from his pen are sometimes seen, but he avoids notoriety, is rarely
f-cen in society, and seems to be perfectly content with suchenjoymeuts
as he finds i11 doing his duty at the bead of one in the divisions of the
Smithsonian, and in familiar intercourse with a few personal friends.
By those who know him well he is considered the most learned man
in Washington.
This opinion was also held and frequently expressed by the late Dr.
Welling, president of Columbian University.
Mr. Taylor was one of the founders of the Washington Philosophical
Society, which grew out of the Saturday Club just alluded to. He
signed tbe call for the first meeting, requesting Professor Henry to
preside, March 12, 1871, and on the organization of the society, March
13, 1871, was elected a vice-president. This office he held until December 17, 1881, when he was elected its fourth president. Between 1871
and 1881 he had presided at forty-five meetings of the society. His first
paper was presented J ·u ne 10, 1871, '' On the nature and origin of force,"
and was published in the Smithsonian Report for 1870, which was
issued late in 1871. At almost every meeting of the society he either
preseuted an original communication on astronomical, mathematical,
or physical subjects, or discussed with freedom, clearness, and marked
ability the papers of others. Among his most important addresses
before the Philosophical Society was one in 1878 on the" Life and Rcientific work of Joseph Ilenry." This· work was peculiarly agreeable to
him as an ardent admirer and strong advocate of Henry's policy, bis
warm personal friend aud intimate associate, and of whom he speaks
thus: "Few lives witbiu the century are more worthy of admiration,
more elevating in contemplation, or more entitled to commemoration
than that of Jo ·epb Henry."
On the 5th of May, 1 S2, he made a report as chairman of' a joint
committee on the Philosophical, Biological, and Anthropological societieH, favoring a scheme of consolidatiou or union of th scientific
Hocit·ties of Washington, an event whicl1, after a lapse of thirteen
years, has only re ently heen in some degree accompli h d.
In i ebruary, 18 3, a mathematical section or th Phil phi al
Society was organized, of which he became on of th leadi11g pirit ,
taking part in every meeting, and on March !H, 1 G, h' wa el <'t <l it.
chaifmau. On the 2' d of October, 1886, he wa el .ct d to the g •neral
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commit.tee of the society, which position he held until bis death, giving
to every detail of business the same attention he did to solving the
greatest problem of nature.
To the Journal of the Franklin Iustitute, of which society he was
long a member, he contributed, in 1876, a paper on "Physics of the
ether," consisting principally of a review of a work by S. Tolver
Preston, of London, as well as numerous brief notices or reviews. rn·
the American.Journal of Science and Art, New Haven, he published a
paper in 1876 on ".Recent researches in sound," and iu 1885 "On the
crumpling of the earth's crust."
His "Kinetic theories · of gravitation" was published by the Smithsonian Institution in 1876. An editorial in the American Jourual of
Science refers to this work as '' a valuable historical resume of the
various attempts that have been made by the most eminent philosophers
to account for the phenomena of gravitative attraction from the time
of Newton to the present day, concluded by a vigorous criticism of the
leading theories, in which the author, passing over tl.Je consideration
of the statical method of explaining gravitation by pressure, :finds
that kinetic systems are essentially of two classes-the hypothesis of
emissions or corpuscles, and the hypothesis of fluid uudulations-and
proceeds to show that neither form of either hypothesis can satisfy
the two N ewtoniau conditions of a scientific theory-verity and sufficiency."
He became a member of the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia on the 19th of October, 1877, but does not appear to have
contributed to its Transactions.
He was elected a member of the American Association for the .Advancement of Science at its twenty-eighth annual meetillg, in August,
1880, and at the meeti11g of August, 1881, was made a fellow of that
society. The only paper he contributed to the Proceedings of this
society was on '' A probable cause of tbe shrinkage of the earth's
crust."
On leavin g· the Pateut Office, he waH engaged by Professor Henry to
edit bis researches ou " ound" and "illuminating material·," for the
reports of the Light House Board, and in 1878 wa,s ap1 ointed by ilenry
as :in as i tant in the Smithsonian ln,·titution, a position which be cou tinued to hold for ,•eventeen year , until his d atli.
On the d ath of Prof. Speuc·er F. Baird., secretary of the mith onian In titution and nit cl 'tat ," U mmis, ioner of Fi herie , Augu t
rn 18 7, h '.\ a:hingto11 hil . opbical oci ty, as th . enior of the
Wa hing n . ·ie11tifi · .·oei ti<•. a,nd the one with which ro~ or Baird
bad
nm :t d · ly ·ou11e ·t d t ok initial teps in arranging for a
joint m till to ·omm morat hi life and. . rvic . To .Mr. rraylor
wa
:igu d the th m of • Profi or Baird a. an admini. trator and.
f his gr at worl i11 the mi l.J n ac· our1 of an inti111c te kn wl clg
ouiau h wa. min ·11 ly fl cl to cli: ·harge the duty a igned. him.
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Bis eulogy of Professor Baird was published in the Bulletin of the
Philosophical Society, Vol. X, 1888; also in the Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.
He was president of the District of Columbia Alumni Association of
the University of Pennsylvania, and presided at its annual banquets.
During the life of Professor Henry no formal office existed as
"editor" of the Smithsonian publications. Every article submitted
for publication was carefulJy examined by Professor Henry himself, all
doubtful points discussed with the authors, and eve~y line closely
scrutinized in the proof sheets, independent of, and in addition to, the
examination made by his assistants. Mr. Taylor's distinctive labors as
"editor" commenced with Profe.ssor Baird's accession to the secretaryship.
Perhaps very few persons have an idea of the scope of this part of
the operations of the_Smithsonian. It may be well, therefore, to refer
briefly to it, as by Professor Henry it was considered the most important part of the operations of the institution, he giving it the first
place in his reports, because he believed it was to its publica,tions
mainly that the institution owed recognition and fame throughout the
world.
During the last half century the relations of the Smithsonian I11stitution considered as a publishing agency, to the scientific public of
America has been essentially that held by the great European academies to the scientific men of Europe. So far as works of great
importance, of high cost, and appealing· to a, limited but tlie most
learned class, are concerned, its record is excelled by none, if indeed
equaled by any other establisument.
Of the Smithsonian publications, Mr. Taylor thus speaks iu his
eulogy on Ileury:
To attempt the recapitulation of the various branches of original
research initiated or directly fostered by the iustitutiou would be to
write its history. Scarcely a departrn · ut of i11vestigation Jrns Hot
received, either directly or indirectly, liberal and efficient assistan<:e.
The various works submitted to tlie institution, even after approval,
entail a va t amount of umecoguized and little a,ppreciated lal.>0r iu
the elimination of ob curiti s, of reduuda1wies, or of personalitiei;, a11d
in the pruning of q~estiomtble rneta,phor ', of perfe('t ~r lmRty g 'n 'ralization ·, or of incidental inaccuracieH of .tateme11t or mferenec.
The mo t im wrtant dnty Mr. Taylor performed as •ditor while at
the Smithsonian wa · the collection and publication of' th ~ ei Htific
"Writings of Profe sor [I lll'y. To this ]al>or of lov ·, for wlti ·h 11 • wa
perhap bett r fitted than any other per:-.;ou, h ga,vc• a Y<'Hl' or two of
untiring d votion. Il wa.· ·crnpulom;ly car fnl to v ri(y <'V<·ry r<'f1•1·ence and tor calculat v ry mathematkal fornmla, ww<l by I I nry i11
any of hi pap r , and without his abull(lallt k_ncn lpcl~·e ~>f Ilc-m'-":.
re ar ·lies and biH familiarity with the who1P hl.'tory ol clr.·c·ov ry 111
electricity aud magu ti ru he ·ould Hot hav • pro<lu · •<l t,hi.· aluaJJle
work.
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While 1vfr. Taylor's learning and skill in book making were invaluable
to the Smithsonian Institution, his labors were not confined to those of
an editor. As early as 1866 be became one of the collaborators of the
institution, to whom was referred much of its scientific correspondence,
and this relation he held until ] 878, when to bim was assigned the
entire charge of the consideration and discussion of matters pertaining to physics.
This part of the operations of tbe institution, while attracting no
public attentiop, produces important results in the diffusion of knowledge. Scarcely a day passes in wbicb communica,tions are not received
from various parts of the country, giving accounts of discoveries, or
seeking -information relative to some branch of knowledge. The rule
was early adopted to give respectful atteution to every letter received.
Many of these communications are of such a character that, at first
sight, it might seem best to treat them with silerit neglect; but the
practice was observed of stating candidly and respectfully the objections
to such propositions, and to endeavor to convince their autllors that
their ground waR untenable.
Mr. Taylor bad a keen sympathy with mere theorists, as well as with
inventor;:;; with those who supposed they had discovered new systems
of the universe, as well as those who endeavored to contrive machines
to realize perpetual motion. To all these be bad the rare faculty of
being able to detect and expose their fallacies without hurti11g tlieir
pride or wounding their sensibilities, and, although they might not
accept his conclusions, they always see111eu grateful for his criticism
and honored his candor.
From what has been said as to the engrossing occupations of Mr.
Taylor, it can readily be inferred that his own published writings were
few. Most of his work was fragmental'y and discursive, and while
voluminous in the aggregate,. was very much condensed aml epitomized
in each separate case.
His principal works were:
Scriptural Authority of the Sabbath, 1851
The Nature and Origin of Force, 1870.
Refraction of Sound, 1875.
Kinetic Theories of Gravitatiou, 1 76.
Henry and the Telegraph, 1 78.
Memoir and ci ntific Work of ,Josevl1 Tlenry, 187
Physic,· aud Occult Qualitie ·, 1 ' '2.
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he shows that no single individnal is entitled to that distinction. He
says: " It was, in fact, a growth rather than an invention, the work
of many brains and of many han<ls; but amid the galaxy of brilliant
names who prepared the way for success and organized the triumph for
the execution of skillful artisans, 110ne stands higher or shines with
more resplendent luster than that of Joseph Henry."
Although so truly a "scientific" man, Taylor did not engage in
original research and experiment, a field which, if he had entered, there
can be no doubt of his brilliant success. It is possible, however, that
he was better .fitted for the sphere of action in which he engaged. It
may be true that" the genius which qualifies a man for enlarging the
boundaries of science by his own inventions and researches is of a very
differevt class from that which confers the ability to elucidate, in a
simple and systematic course, the order and connection of e]ementary
truths."
Taylor's mental characteristics were of a very high order; few men
have been better endowed by nature or. developed by study. He not
on]y bad quick perceptions to grasp the arguments or meaning of others,
but he could find in them relations and suggestions which they had
not themselves seen. He was extremely exact and precise in stating
his own views and in making his meaning clear.
His writings are distinguished as being not merely a digest of ideas
which he had acquired from the perusal of books of others, but an able
analysis of the work of every author which exercised any influence on
the topic he had under discussion.
One trait of his character was the thoroughness with which he
pursued any inquiry, as he was never satisfied until he had learned all
that could be ascertained in regard to it. .A. remarkable memory
euabled him in his daily work to profit from his extensive researches .
.A.s a conversationalist, it seemed as if any subject, even casually
started, ltad been the special theme of bis thinking. Ile could adapt
him ·elf to and equally please the profound philosopher, the crude
schoolboy, or the hard-workh1g mechanic.
Ile was particularly fond of optical experiments, drew elaborate diagrams alld plans of improved instrument 8, especially the stereoscope,
and made an unusually large collection (20,000) of stereoscopic views.
Ile frequently urged the importance of the e8tab1ishment of a bureau
for indexing scientific publications, and considered the devoLion of a
fond for this purpo e by a millionaire wl10 wi. bed to s cur V rpetual
fame as far more likely to secure his object than by adding another
library or even a uuiv r ity to tho:e now . isting.
Manywork, with which Mr. Taylor'. 11ame has never been connecte<l
owed a large part f their m rit all(l .·uccc: to material h furniHh ,d
and to hi advice, revi ion, a11cl criti ·i m. Tho labor of hand and hrain
which might hav be n empl y d in lmildillg up hi, own f:u~1 w~.
freely given to a,11 who 8 ughL it. lie wai, very aver 'O to writmg fo1·
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compensation for the public press, not wishing, as he said, to be jn the
category of "penny-a-1iners.''
He was an erudite classical scholar, and his very ]atest reading was
in old Latin tomes. But while he enjoyed communion withtbe scholars
of antiquity, he was also thoroughly · acquaintrd with the scientific
discoveries of the present day, diligently perusing the transactions of
learned societies and leading periodicals from all parts of the world as
they reached the Smithsonian Institution, which is distinguished as
being the repository of niore of this class of literature than any library
in the country. He kept well informed as to public questions and the
discussions of political economy and of general current topics.
He was a great lover of -poetry, and made a large collection of the
lives and works of poets, among w horn Shelley seems to have been bis
favorite. He also wrote · numerous notes and comments on poetical
works.
One of bis literary amusements was the preparation of a story of
"The wars of the angels," found scattered through Milton's Paradise
Lost. Mr. Taylor cut up copies of the work, and selecting all references
to this phase of the poem, he neatly pasted them on loose pages, thus
making an interesting narrative, which he named "The wars of the
angels," and which he thought of publishing, with critical notes and
comments, bp.t the plan, beyond the work referred to, was never carried
out.
He was a great reader and spent most of his leisure in his library,
which was unusually large and valuable. While mainly scientific in
character, it contained special collections of much value and extent on
ecclesiastical history, translations of and commentaries on the Bible,
the Sabbath, myths, creeds, spiritualism, fine arts, besides a very large .
number of grammar.s and dictionaries.
Among his specialties he bad a complete collection of editions of
Reynard the Fox, another of Ornamental Alphabets, another of
'' Facetire," and many thousands of engravingR and photographs. He
spared no pains or expense to make the specialties in which he was
interested as complete as pos ible.
Mr. Taylor' life, apart from hi scientific and literary work, was
unu ually quiet, serene, and uneventful. He 1:,eemed wholly de titute
of personal-ambition, and was alway, coutent to receive but never to
se k preferment.
i motto em ever to have been" I serve." He
was truly a slave to routine duty, aud foe bright light of his intellect
wa hidden y the bu h 1 of official exaction . In feeling and opinions
11 wa.· a decide con rvat iv ; while, ympatlJizing with advance movement ' in, ocial r gr . , hi . a t and a ·quaintance with the pa t led
f n vel i •, r radical change in the e. tablislied
ha n patien with lemagogue andno ympatby
e nev r ingl cl in pnblic affair., nev r voted, and
r veu att n
I b]i · ga li riugs for th prom ti n
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of general welfare or special charities. He never married, and unfortunately had no realization of the happiness, the inceutive, the dignity,
a11d the honor of the home and family.
He had great detestation of frauds, shams, and dishonesty of all
kinds, and moreover had the courage of his convictions in denouncing
imposters and charlatans. He was not swayed by an array of numbers
or dignitaries in forming his opinions, but believed with the great
philosopher Galileo, that "In questions of science the authority of a
thousand is not worth the bumble reasoning of a single individual."
He was courteous, kind, and unselfish in a marked degree, and was
uniformly cheerful and dignified.
He was fond of the dra,ma, and this appears to have been the principal source of bis recreation.
His penmanship was particularly delicate, refined, and distinct, and
is identically the same for tLe last forty years of his life. He left an
immem;e mass of manuscript notes on every subject to which he had
given attention. Economical to a degree almost approaching parsimony, lie wasted nothing, a11d condemne<l. and despised extravagance
or display eitlrnr in private or in public life.
Dr. Edward Farquhar has contributed the following remarks in
regard to Mr. Taylor's scientific characteristics:
Of the whole philosophy an<l theory of evolution, whether embodied
in the researches and suggestions of Darwin, or the more generalized
thought of Spencer, he was so complete a master that be stood as an
expositor of it, perl1aps as the expositor, to a very interested circle of
acq uai nta11 ce.
Atomic theory was one of hiR most peculiar haunts, linguistics,
especially comparative plJilology, might have bee11 taken for bis 11atural
destiny; psychology was a fa111iliar region of tlrnught a11d of close
ohservati011; rhetoric and style, of minute analysis and discrimination;
while mathematical p1·inciples lie was particnJa,rly fitted to expound
because lrn gra ped them not in mere specialty, but in their relations
with truth in general.
Mr. Le ter i . Ward, one of the most learned and distinguished members of tlJe Washington Philo opllical Society, has remarked:
Mr. Taylor, although primarily a physicist, was widely informed on
all the deep r topics of general , cience. His mind poH e ~ed ad Jicate
sensibility to suggestion from others, and was illtluenced wholly by the
foherent merit of the 1mggestion and not at all by the Hupposed competency or incompet ncy ?f ~he per on ma.king it. . till, on most 'luestion , he had settled conv1ct10ns, and 011 nearly all 1mporta11t ul~Jects
he po se ed original id a,, t11e re ults of prolonged indep nclent
tl1ought. llis couv r,'ation was particularly charming from th f'a ·t ~l~at
jt combined great learning and originality with the utmo, t s1mph •1ty
and a, complete ab ence of dogmatism. In a word, bi. entir cliara ·ter
mustrated how extremely liberal geuuin wi dom can afford to 1)('.
Mr. Taylor enjoyed good health n arly the whole or ht Jifr, tl1ough
for many year h had not taken the customary I ave of a.us lJJC • from
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office, for reJt. and recreation. An attack of the grippe in 1894, however, seemed to enfeeble him and he never regai11ed his form er vigor.
His last illness was brief. After much suffering from an incural>le
malady, and submitting to a surgical operation, be died in Washington
on :February 25, 1895, in the seventy:fifth year of his age, and his
remains were buried in -Woocllawu Cemetery, Philadelphia, bis native
city.
"0 1 good old man! how well in thee appears
The const,ant favour of the antique world,
When service sweat for duty, not for meed!
Thou art 11ot for the fashion of the8e times,
Where none will sweat but for prom·o tion. ;'

,JOSEPH PRESTWIOH.t

By II. R.

WOODW.A.RD. 2

Among the more distinguishell of the second generation of British
geologists-a band comprisi11g such men as Godwiu-Austen, Falconer,
Morris, Bdward ForbeH, Egerton, Jukes, Rams~iy, and Daniel Sharpethe subject of our present memoir has lollg outlived each one of them,
arnl the close of bis life, at the advanced age of 84, severs the most
promiuent liuk which connected the geologists of the present day with
the old masters.
Joseph Prestwich was born at Pensbury, Clapham, on March 12,
1812, aud was dc:-;ce11ded from au old Lancashire family. One of his
ancestors, Sir Joseph Prestwicl1, Bart., was a,11 active fellow of the
Society of Antiquari-es, a11d a manuscript written by him about the
year 179~, dealing with the subject of earth<1 uakes, was published by
Joseph Prestwich in the Geological l\1ag-azi11e for 1870. At one time
Prestwich entertained the idea of claimiug tl1e baronetcy, which his
fatlier bad declined to take up, but, owing to the loss of documents,
tlliH intention was aha11doned.
Receiving his early education partly in London, partly in Paris at a
school attache(l to the College Bourbon, a.11d partly under the fa,111ous
Dr. Valpy a,t Readiug, ,Joseph Prestwich completed his studie, at
UniveJ'sity College, London. There he Jeamed chemistry u11der Dr.
Tumer and llatnral pliilosopby under Dr. Lardner, aud lie gained
·ome acquaintance with mi11ernlogy and geology f'rom a few lectures
induded iu liis course by tl1e prof s or of' cl.lemistry. That lie ha<l. a
leani11g toward experimental science wa, evident, for he sub eqn ntJy
formed a la,horatory, wliicl1 lie maintained until about tlie year 1 GO.
Hi own taste woul<l have prompted him to adopt a prof ,·i 11, but
circum tauce · cau.'ed ltim to nter hi father'' bu ine · f wine m rcuant, and in thi.' he wa ·lm,ely occupied for about forty y ai-.·, until
1872, when he retir •d from hi · office in fork Lane'.
From atural ' ·ieuc , Londo 11, \ ' ol. IX, 18!J , pp. ~!J-!J .
For 8onH· particulars r •la.ting to, 'ir ,J. J>ro:,twi,·h wo arn iruloht 11 to an arti1·l_c
printed in t,be Biograph for J)pc 1111> r, 1881, a,n<l reprinted with :ulditio11:; and r vi sion s in tl1 ' ological ~fag:Lziu for .June, 1893.
1
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The brief introc.uction to geological science which Dr. Turner bad
given was destined to bear the most excellent fruit. Prestwich was
thus led to examine the collections of fossils in the British Museum;
and th@ works of Conybeare and Phillips, of De la Beebe and Lyell,
became his text-books.
Entering the fiekl of geology, as be tells us, for relaxation from the
cares of commercial life, he bad in his early years only such time as
could be snatched from business at intervals, and chiefly on Saturdays
and Sundays. Fortunately bis duties led him into various parts of the
country, and every opportunity was taken of making acquaintance
with the physical features and structure of the districts be visited. It
is, however, wonderful to find how much he achieved, how early he }iad
mastered the principles of geology, and bow sound were his interpretations of facts.
His holidays during the years 1831 to 1833 were for the most part
spent in the region of Coalbrook Dale, and the results of his researches
were communicated to the Geological Society of London in 1834 and
1836. This work was published in full in the Transactions of the
society, and looking at it now it may be regarded as a model of what a
memoir should be on such a subject as the coal field and its associated
strata. The Silurian and Carboniferous rocks, the new red sandstone,.
the igneous rocks, and the drifts were all duly described, and what is
more remarkable, considering· the youth of the author, the superficial
extent of the various rocks was shown on a map of the scale of one
inch to a mile in a manner differing in no very important particulars
from the subs~.quently published map of the Geological Survey. The
structure of the area and its faults were carefully d epicted, while the
organic remains which Prestwich had obtained were described with
the aid of his friend, John Morris. So highly, indeed, would we speak
of this work that had the author done nothing subsequently we believe
it would have entitled him to a permanent place on the roll of tho e
geologi ts who have rendered distinguished service.
In 1835 another paper was read by Prestwich before the Geological
Society on the ichthyolites of Gamrie in Ban:ffshire, and this was his
first publi bed work. In 1837 he supplemented it with ob ervations on
the drift deposits, including those of Blackpots, and he noted the
exi tence of a rai ed beach.
The early studies give a good idea of the bent of his mind, hi
attention being given t strati raphical geology and to the phy ical
condition under which trata w re accumulat d. In later years he
turned agai1 to th ·oal me ure in other regions, e pecially in
omer, et, an 1 to their p . i le underground range in the outhea tern
onuti , , whil<-' th ,•u 1 t f drift and rai ed beaches gained eventu, lly m re , n 1 m r f hi, , ttenti n.
l)r , wi h w, . le ted a £ How of the
ological ociety in 1 ,
wh 11 r 11 ugh wa pr id nt; and h fir t ecam am mb r f ouu-
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cil in 1846, when Murchison was president and Sedgwick, Buckland,
Fitton, Lyell, De la Beche, and others were his associates.
He had now for some years been particularly occupied in what may
be considered his chief work-the elucidation of the Eocene strata of
the London and Hampshire basins.
Commencing in the London area he .zealously traversed the country
wherever the Lower Tertiary strata were to be found, and hardly an
outlier of any importance escaped his observation. Mr. Whitaker,
who, more than any other man, has followed in the footsteps of Prestwich
over this large region, referred in 1872 to the literature of the subject,
and remarked thart the period 1841 to 1860 "mig'ht well be called the
'Prestwichian period,' from the author who first clearly made out the
detailed structure of the London Basin." 1
After certain preliminary studies the interest and difficulties of the
subject, as Prestwich himself relates, speedily induced him to take it
up with more earnestness_ and determination, and eventually led him
to extend his inquiries over an area which at :first he never contemplated. Wi~h true enthusiasm he remarked, "The Tertiary geology of
the neighborhood of London may be wanting in beauty of stratigraphical
exhibition and in perfect preservation of organic types, but in many of
the higher questions of pure geology-in clear evidence of remarkable
physical changes-in curious and diversified paheontological data,
however defaced the inscriptions, which is, after all, but a secondary
point, few departments of geology offer, I think, greater attractions."
These stateme11ts were made in 1849 when De la Beche banded to him
the W ollaston medal, which had been awarded by the council of the
Geological Society. He bad then completed but a portion of those
labors which established his reputation as the leading authority on our
Tertiary strata. Having already extended his researches from the
London to the Hampshire Basin, he subsequently foJlowed the strata into
Belgium and France, correlating the divisions he had made in this
country with tho e estaplished abroad by Dumont and D' .A.rchiac.
His great aim wa , by studying in detail the lithological characters
of the strata and their fossils, to mark out the main subdivisions in
the Eocene system, and to picture the ancient physical conditions
which attended their formation. By following the trata from I oint to
point he was enabled to record the mineral cha11ge which many of the
subdivision undergo, and to note the changes in fau11a that accompany
t,bese variation in edimentary condition. II al o how d how di:ffi rences in the flora in certain formation pointed t di. tin ·t land ar a .
Thus were fos il employ d, as they bould be in g logica1 inv ·
tigations, in interpreting the phy ical
nditi n of th trata aft r
the stratigraphical featur had been det rmined, and in aiding the
subsequent correlation with distant depo it .
lM
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In his earlier papers on Eocence formations he dealt with the age and
relations of the London Clay and Bagshot Beds. He proved the connection of the London Clay and Bognor Beds, and Rhowed that they
were older than the clays and sands of Bracklesbam and the clays of
Barton. He subdivided the Bagshot Beds, and correlated with them
certain strata in Hampshire and the Isle of Wight. Subsequent
researches by Mr. Starkie Gardner, Mr. Monckton , and Mr. Berries,
have thrown doubt on the correlation of the Upper Bagshot Sands of
Surrey with those of Hampshire (the Headon Hill Sands); and in a
later work I Prestwich agreed that the Upper Bagshot Sands. of the
London area might be partly or wholly of Bracklesham age. Ready
at all times to accept corrections when assured of their accuracy, he
was also not unwilling to admit changes in classification when the
alteration was for the general convenience. Thus he adopted the term
Oligoceue for strata previously grouped as Upper Eocene. He did not,
however, agree with Mr. Whitaker in bis _proposal to form a separate
division, termed the 01dbaven Beds, from strata iri part grouped by
Prestwich with the basement bed of the London Clay, and in part with
the Woolwich aud Reading Series.
Continuing bis researches Prestwich described ·in full detail the
strata between the London clay and chalk, giving the names ''Thanet
Sands" ·and "Woolwich and Reading Series" to strata previously
grouped together as the "Plastic Clay Formatiou." Referring to the
important series of Eocene memoirs, which he had completed in 1854-,
Edward Forbes remarked, "These remarkable essayi; embody tlrn
results of many years' careful observation, and are unexcelled for
completeuess, minuteness of detail, and excellence of genera]iza.tion.m
A popular account of the Eocene strata and of the snper:ficial deposits that occur in the neighborhood of London was given by Prestwich
in 1854 and 1856, in the course of three lectures on the geology of
Clapham, a11d these were published a year later under the title of
The Ground Beneath Us. Clearly aud pleai-;antly writteni this little
work was well calculated to arouse the interest of the reader, and at
tbe time of its publication it was one of the best introductions to
geology which it was po sible to place ill the hands of a beginner.
While Pre twicb gave his attention in t he main to pure ,·cience, h
did not negl <;t the i portant applications of knowledg . By his pu.blica,tion in 1 51 of A Geological Inquiry Re pectiug the Water-bearing
S rnta of be Country arouud London h came to e r cogniz d as
be l ading g ological authority on the ubje t; and in 1 67 h was
app i11t d a member of the Royal ommi ion on Metropolitan Water
I
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au excellent and oft-quoted account of the growth of London as
dependent on the means of obtaining a supply of water. In the same
address he referred to the many aspects of geological science, and
remarked that, "While tn~ating of these abstract and· philosopbical
questions, geology deals also with the requirements of civilized man,
showing him the best mode of providing for many of his wants, and
guiding him in the search of much that is necessary for his welfare.
The questions of water supply, of building materials, of metalliferous
veins, of iron and coal supply, and of surface soils, all come under
this head, and constitute a scarcely less important, although a more
special, branch of our science than the paleontological questions
connected with the life of past periods, or than the great theoretical
problems relatilig- to physical aud cosmical phenomena."
He reverted to the subject of water supply soon after he came to
reside in Oxford, pub1ishi11g a pamphlet on the geological conditions
affecting water supply to houses and towns, with especial reference to
· that city. He dealt in 1874: with the subject of the proposed tunnel
between Eng-Ia11d and France, and his essay, published by the Institution of Civil Engineers, gained for bim the Telford medal.
At an earlier period be superintended the inquiries (~oncerning the
Bristol and Somerset coal field for the Royal Coal Commission, an<l.
prepared reports (published in 1871) 011 that area, and 011 th~ probabiJity of :fi11ding coal under the newer formatio11s of the south of England. With regard to the latter subject he took a favorable view, and
observed that we might look for coal basin s "aloug a line passing from
Rad~tock, through the vale of Pewsey, and thence along the North
Downs to Folkestone." The results of the Dover boring bave so far
ju tified tl1is conclu ion, which was based on the acute geological reasonings of Godwin-Austen. At various periods, moreover, be described
important well sections at Yarlllouth, Harwich, Kentish Town, aud
Meux's brewery in ljon~lon.
The completion of his labors among the Eocene strata allowed Prestwich to devote more time to the newer deposit::, wliich bad 011 various
occa ious engaged bis attention.
He had examined the r:rorwich Crag as early as 1834-, in company
with S. Wood.ward, and be then found a, tooth of Elephas 1neridionalis
jn the Thorpe pit. A compani d l>y Godwiu -Auste11, MorrlS, aud Alfred
Tylor, he bad in 1849 made a short e <'nrsiou 111to t,be ·rag cli trict,
and he then , ugge. ted that tl1 fo. sili~ rons . b 11 b <l which ov rJi s
th R d 'rag at Chille, ford migbt rep1· se11t t h
orwicb 'rag. II
return (l in 185 to the nbj ,ct of the cracr in hi. <le. cripti n r tl1
remnant of that dep :1it which 0C'cur at L nhalll ancl otl1 r plac· ,· 011
th •balk ar a of th
orth Downs.
ltliongl1 tlH' HIH,C'i , of fo . .'iJ,,
were but doubtfully id ntified hy ~ea,rl · W od, all(l , ome authoritic•.
came tor gard. h m a~ prolmbly Eoc u , y t PreHt wich ·ont 11cl('(l for
tlteir Plio · 11 age an,1 hi:-; virwH have b en foll ·on.firm d by It· , nlJ equ nt b,'erva.ti u. · of Ir. 'l ·m u 1 id.
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In 1868 he communicated to the Geological Society the first part of
his elaborate work On the Structure of the Crag Beds of Suffolk and
Norfolk. The .three parts were published in 1871. They contained
the results of his long labors, and, as he remarks, "The greater part of
my observations date, in fact, so far back as from 1845 to 1855."
In some respect~ this was unfortunate, since the author had been
too much occupied to work out the results of his observations while
they were quite fresh in his mind; moreover, he did not fully realize
how much bad been done by previous observers. In omitting to
notice in detail work that had been previously published, he observed,
"I may be further justified in this course by the circumstance that
my own researches are in great part anterior to most of the papers in
question"-a plea that fails to satisfy tbe worker who is keen on
priority of publication. One noteworthy result of this was the introduction into Norfolk of the term "Westleton Beds," for strata previously described at certain localities l)y Wood and Harmer under the
name of Bure Valley Beds. It has now been clearly shown that the
Bure Valley Beds (of the Bure Valley) are of earlier age than the
Westleton Beds (of Westleton), the former being linked with the
Norwic~ Crag (Pliocene), and tbe latter being rightly regarded by
Prestwich as Pleistocene. What may be the particular horizon in
the Pleistocene group of the W estleton Beds is still a matter of dispute. No fossils have yet been found in tbe Westleton Beds at Westleton, and it is therefore a matter of great uncertainty as to bow far
correlation is justified with the other unfossiliferous pebbly gravels of
the eastern and southern counties of England. Prestwich has, however, published a series of papers on these scattered deposits, and the
facts which he bas made known must always prove of value, while his
theoretical conclusions, which have added largely to the interest taken
in the subject of gravels, can not fail to have beneficial results.
The importance of an attentive study of the Glacial Drift and other
superficial deposits was pointed out by Joshua Trimmer, and he was
followed by S. V. Wood, jr., who, pursuing the subject in great detail,
personally surveyed on the 1-inch ordnance maps large areas of the
eastern counties, and stimulated others, like Mr. F. W. Harmer, in
Norfolk, and the H.ev. J. L. H.ome, in Lincolnshire, to cooperate with
him. Pre twich, meanwhile, had made particular observations here
and there, and chiefly between the year 1855 and 1861, in Holderne ·, ',
at Munde ley, eculvers, ackney, Sali bury, and Brighton. He
d vot d hi attention mor e pecially to fo iliferous depo its of valley
drift and to rai ed beaehe .
e d cribed a few ection of lacial
Drift, but di not yet nter into any eneral di cus ions with regard to
h cla ification f ur lei t c ne d p it .
i m timportant r ear h am ng the latter depo it wer unque ti n bl b er lating t the all y r riv r gravel , and t the oc urtence in them of flint implements and certain fossil mammalia.
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The discoveries, made known in 184 7 by Boucher de Perthes, of flint
weapo11s together with teeth of the mammoth ill the gravels of the
Somne Valley bad attracted the attention of Dr. Falconer, and he
induced Prestwich, in 1859, to investigate these most interesting
deposits. After careful study, in which he was joined by Sir John
Evans, be satisfied himself that the flint implements were the work of
man, that they occurred undisturbed in beds of sand and gravel,
together with remains of mammoth, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Hycena
spelcea, and other Pleistocene mammalia.
These researches were in part stimulated by the discovery, in 1858, of
flint implements with bones of extinct animals in Brixham Cave; and
they served to confirm the previous and long-neglected discovery of
flint implements in Kent's Role, Torquay, made by the Rev. John
MacEnery. Sir John Evans, moreover, directed attention to the forgotten discovery of flint implements at Hoxne, in Suffolk, a fact
originally published in 1800. No time was, therefore, lost ' in visiting
this and other English localities, and the results were brought before
the Royal Society in 1859 and 1862. At the conclusion of his second
paper, Prestwich remarks: "That we must greatly extend our present
chronology with respect to the first existence of man appears inevitable; but that we should count by hundreds of thousands of years is, I
am convinced, in the present state of the inquiry, unsafe and preruature." In his latest observations on the subject be bas expressed his
belief "that Palreolithic man came down to within 10,000 to 12,000
years of our own time," while he may have had, "supposing him to be
of early Glacial age, no greater antiquity than, perhaps, about from
38,000 to 47,000 years." (Collected Papers, p. 46.)
For his original researches on the valley deposits yielding implements
and weapons of Palreolithic man, Prestwich was awarded a royal
medal by the Royal Society in 1865. The full report on the exploration
of the Brixbam Cave was prepared by Prestwich and commm1icated to
the, ame society in 1872, the animal remains being described by Busk,
and the flint implements by Sir John Evans.
About the time of l1i retirement from business, in 1872, Mr. Prestwich
married the niece of his old friend Dr. Falconer, and settled in a house
(Darent Hulme) which he built at Sl10reham, near Seveuoaks. Ile was
not, however, to retire from active geological work. After tho death
of John Phillips, i 1874, he wa offered theprofe orsbip of Geology at
Oxford, and thi ' be accepted, now spending a portion of bis time in
that city. The dutie of a g ological profe sor at Oxford ar not, perhaps, very onNou , but Pre twfoh filled tbe office with dignity and
advantage to the university. Phillip , who excell d iu loqu n ·c, lui,d
at time no m re than three tudent , as geol gy receiv d uo n ·ouragemeut from the uuiver ity authorities. Few ge logi.·t · of not• he v ,
therefor ]rniled from xford a compared with ,ambri<l O't• au I w call
to mind ~nly Eugeworth David (n w professor of g ology iu the Uni-
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versity of Sydney) and F. A. Bather (of the Geological Department.
British Museum), who, trained in geology under Prestwich, have siuee
gained distinction. His field excursions, however, were alway~ highly
appreciated by many who found no time to nursue the science in after
life.
Various papers proceeded 11v ,1 :'rom bis pen; be dealt with the much
discussed origin of the parallel roads of Glen Roy, and be wrote on the
agency of water in volcanic eruptions, believing that the water was but
a secondary cause, and that the phenomena were dependent on the
effect of secular refrigeration. . He (lealt also with the problem of the
thickness of the earth's crust, and published an elaborate paper on
underground temperatures.
He also made a RpP-cial study of the Uhesil Beach, corning to the conclusion that it was a wreck of an ut 1 and extensive raised beach , of
which a remnant still exists on Portland. His view concerning the
comparatively recent date of the Weymouth anticline has not, however,
proved to be sound.
During his term of professorship, Prestwich wrote his well-known
work entitled "Geology-Chemical, Physical, and Stratigraphical," in
two volumes, published in 188G a11d 1888, a work admirably illustrated.
In the first volume he remarlu~d that among geo1ogist8 two scli oo1 s
have arisen, "one of which a<lopts uniformity of action i11 a.11 time,
while the other considers tltat tbe physical forces were more active and
energetic in past geological periods than at present." Advocating this
latter teaching he felt he should be "supplying a wa11t by placiug
before the student the views of a school which, until oflate, has hardly
had its exponent in English t,e xt-books." Re indeed prote ted on
ma11y occasious againRt the doctrine of unif'orrnity of acti011, both in kind
and in degree. Such, indeed, was the teachi11g of Ramsay in his presidential a<ldress to the British AssociatioH at Swa11sea in 1880. That
geologist referred to the great cbanges, of wbicl1 we·bave eviden e in
comparatively 1ato geological timeH, fo the upheaval of moirntain cJrnin
and in the vicissitudes of the Olacial period; a11d, in regard to volcanoes, he believed that '' at 110 period of geological hi~tory is there any
ig11 of their baviug played a more important part than they do in the
epoch in which we live.' Ram, ayba. eel his argnm nt 011 the record of
the rooks, and, leaving out of c n ideration co. mical l1ypothe. e.·, Im
c nclud cl that, from th poch of our old . t known roclrn down to th
pr ent d y ' all 11 pby. ical ev 11t in the hi tory of tll eal'th lrn v
vari <l n ith r in kind nor in int n ity from tho of which we now hav
exp ri ,nc . Thi. ·on ·ln. i 11 may h fakm1 to meau that a11y kind.' f
pl1y i al han
th, t hav liaPJ "11 cl in th pa. t,. ince the arli .. t ro ·k
w r hi d wn may lrnpp 11 again and web Jli v that thi. i. th r al
vi w of th
ni~ rnlital'ian.
fr. T all again in L 93, forcibl ur · 1
h ·laim: f th U niformit, ri, 11 : ·hool vointh1g on "that <1<>11t1<httion
au<l depo ition were takiug place in pre-Oambriau times, under ch mi-
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cal and physical conditions very similar to, if not identical with, those
of the present day." All geologists seek to interpret the past by the
light of the present; but while Uniformitarians (as they are ca,lled)
demand time unlimited, their opponents, sometimes spoken of as 0atastropbists, would rather infer a greater potency in the agtnts of upheaval
or denudation than grant an unlimited amount of time.
As Prestwich puts it: "Not that time is in itself a difficulty, but a
time rate, assumed on very insufficient grounds, is used as a master
key., whether or not it :fits, to unravel all difficulties. What if it were
suggested that the brick-built pyramid of Hawara had been laid brick
by brick by a single workman¥ Given time, this would not be beyond
the bounds of possibility; but Nature, like the Pharaohs, had greater
forces at her command to do the work better and more expeditiously
than is admitted by Uniformitarians." (Collected Papers, 1895, p. 2.)
He maintained that modern . estimates of denudation and deposition
and of rates of upheaval and depression were no test of what happened
in the past; that, in fact, the potency of agents had diminished. Referring to the Glacial period, in liis inaugural lecture on "The past and
future of geology," delivered at Oxford in 1875, be thus expresses
himself: "This last great change in the long geological record is one of
so exceptional a nature that, as I have formerly elsewhere observed
(Phil. Trans., 1864, p. 305), H deeply impresses me with the belief of
great purpose and all-wif;e design in staying that progressive refrigeratiou aud contraction on which tlie movemeuts of the crust of the earth
depend, and which has thus liad imparted to it that rigidity and
stability wbicl1 now render it so fit and suitable for the liabitatiou of
civilized man; for, without tl1at immobility, the Klow and constantly
recurriug clrnuges would, apart from the rarer an<l grnater catastrophes,
have rendered onr rivers mmavigabJe, onr harborR hiacce:1ssibJe, our
edifices im;ecnre, onr springH ever varying, and onr climates ever
cl1anging; and while some diHtrictR wouJ<l have been gradually uplift d,
other whole countries mnst have been gradual1y Rubuwrg <l; and
again st thi, inevitable destiny 110 hnma11 fore ight could have prevailed."
His great text-book on geology, to wl1frh w have a,llucled, wi11 r maiu
a .· a monument pf hi s ½eal and untiring labor. Ou itH COlllp1 ti 11 be
r igned hi s profi RHor hip and r ti reel to 11 is quiet home am 11g th
cllalk hill. of' Kent. Th 're, how ver lie 111aiutaford hi i11t rest in his
favorit , ci nee aud continn ,(l t la,bor to th Y<·ry nc1 of' liiH <lay, .
~·0011 after leaving Oxf'or,l, i11 le '
, lie ,va,· call •<1 upon, a.· our J a!li11<>'
geologiRt, to pre.·id, ov r tl1 meeting- of' tlw Int rnationa1 <,rologi ·aJ
C ugres , which th 11 11 lcl itH fourth HeRsion in L011do11.
The tudy of the clri ftH of' th Routh aucl .·01nhraRL f' h11g-Ia)l(l 110w
ab orbed most of hi. time arnl h' cl voted more att ution 1o tlic grnnping of th later ·uperfi •ial <1 po,'it: and to the gr<·at phy. _ic·al c·l1aug<','
to which th y bear witn v ·. lli. idea,· on all ih ' topic.' ha • n t
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met with the unanimous approval of geologists, nor was such a happy
result to be expected on a complex subject where there is great room
for diversity of opinion. His views on the primitive character of the
flint implements of the chalk plateau of Kent have, however, opened
up a new and interesting inquiry, and one more likely perhaps to gain
supporL than his evidences of a submergence of Western Europe at the
close of the Glacial period, and their bearing on questions relating to
the tradition of a flood.
It is, however, yet early to judge of these controverted questions.
They require further detailed study and impartial consideration, and
whatever conclusions be eventually accepted, there can be no doubt
that the patient and enthusiastic labors of Prestwich on these most
difficult problems will have largely contributed to their solution.
Throughout bis long life Prestwich felt deeply indebted to geology,
and, as be once put it, not merely uecause it was a source of healthful
recreation, but ~, for its kindly and valued associations, and above all,
for the high communing into which it constantly brings us in the contemplation of some of the most beautiful and wonderful works of the
creation."
In the early part of the present year Her Majesty conferred the honor
of kni.g bthood upon him, but Sir Joseph Prestwich was too feeble in
health to accept it in person. He died on June 23, and was buried in
the churchyard of Shoreham, near Sevenoaks, not far from hi8 pleasant
home of Darent Hulme.

HENRY BRUGSOH. 1

By G.

M.ASPERO.

Henry Brugsch was born in Berlin on February 18, 1827, and be
died there on September 9, 1894. He has himself told in his Recollections what he wished to have known of his Jife. 2 To that book I refer
those who wish to know what the man was, and s·h all content myself
with speaking here of what we owe to the scholar.
The early years of his scientific career were entirely devoted to the
study of the language and the popular script of the ancient Egyptians.
He began these studies while still at college, alone and without any
be.lp save that of the aged Passalacqua; but be progressed so rapidly
and o well that in 1848, when but 21 years old, he published
his first memoir, Scriptura 1Egyptiorum Demotica, ex Papyris et
Inscriptionibus Explanata, 3 in which he gave tbe first outlines of
Demotic grammar-imperfect, it is true, and foliowing the principles of
exaggerated phoneticism which F. de Saucly had endeavored to
introduc into that branch of Egyptology. Lepsius criticised the
attempt of the young mau with unmerciful severity. 4 E. <le Rouge
was more indulgent. He saw as well as did Lepsiu~ the serious faults
of the book, but be gave full justice to the power for work and the
intelligence of the author, and he tried to show him the right way. In an
article entitled, "Sur les elements de 1'6criture demotique," he showed
him the points in which his ystem was wrong, anrl. taught him the
method by which he might obtain with certainty the decipherment of
the sign and the con truction of tlie phrase .5 Brug ch receiYed the
le on with gratitu i , and imme<liat ly corrected hi method of study.
From thi time lie wa in pired by the principl of de I ouge, and each
1 Translat d from Actes dll Dixi ·me
ongn·s Int rnation:tl d s rient.ali tes aession cle en ve, 1894. Qn:ttrfrm parti . Leide, 1 97. Pp. 95-102.
2Mein Lehen und m in Waodern.
· . 1 91.
3With th statem nt: cripsit llenric·us Brngach, clif.icipnlw; p1'in1a• du.. . is
Gymna.sii R alis qnod H rliui ilor t.
4 Com par th prefa of B. F. August, <lir rtor of the gymna. ium, to the, 'C'l'ipt11ra.
.2Egyptiorum
m ti ·a.
&E. de Roug6 Lettre. M. d
aul y nr le ·l m nt d l' crituro '1 motiq1w, in
th Revu Ar heologiquo le ri . 1 18.
ol. V.
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new memoir evinced new progress, whether it treated of the signs
employed in popular script, 1 or showed the identity, by means of the
demotic,2 of the hieroglyphic inscription of PhilIB with the decree of
Rosetta. 3 The same is true of his Doctor's thesis, in which he gave a
resume of the grammatical system which prevailed in Egypt in the earliest period ;4 of an article iu which he showed the identity of a Greek
fragment of our library with the de~otic papyrus Minutoli 18 of the
Berlin Mm;eum,5 and of the chrestomathy of demotic texts, accurately
translated and analyzed, which he attempted to construct. 0 All these
publications, so little known to the present generation, belong to the
best published in their time. The errors were numerous, it is true, and
the works have been severely criticised, but we feel everywhere the profonud love of the scholar for his subject, and we mt1st admire tbe
infinite resources of sagacity and patience which he expended to compensate for the real imperfections of his philological education. Had
he died at that time, and left nothing else behind him, be would have
been reckoned among the masters of Egyptology, in the :first cfass
with those who, not content to walk further in the trodden path, have
opened new roads.
At :first he had neglected the hieroglyphs. Now he ardently began
their study; but he bad not yet made himself master of them when be .
undertook, in J 853-54, with the help of the King of Prussia, ltis first
voyage in Egypt. There he met Mariette, and spent several mo11t1u, in
tbe Serapeum studying the recently discovered demotic inscriptions.
Next be went to the Said an(l remaine<l. a long time in Thebes. Ue
gave a,n account of his travels in a notice on the N atron JakeR, 7 but
especially in his Recits d'Egypte,B where lie describes, after Ohampollio11, and analyzes the monumeuts a11d iiiscriptious he bad Reen.
The first result of thi:;, long excursion in the laud of tlie Pharoah:.:; was
tha,t it furnished bun with the material uecesBary for his Gramma.ire
Dbnotiqiie. 9 This book appeared in 1855, and it has endured for forty
1Numerorum apud veteres JEgyptios Demoti<-orum 1loctrina. Berlin. 1 49. 4° .
2
Die Inscbrift von Rosette nacb ihrc-m aegyptisch -demoti ,-h,·1~ Texte spr::u-hli1·h
un<l sachlich erkHi.rt, first vart of the , 'ammluug derno1.ischer lJrknnckn. Herl in.
]?olio. 1 fiO.
3
el>ereiustimmnng ei11er bi roglyphischen In schrift von Philae mit <l em griechi chen ull{l d e motisch<·11 AnfangstPx:te <lPs Dekr tef' von Rosette. Berlin. 18Hi. 4 .
4
De atnri\, Pt In<lol:L liugum popnlaris .1l~gyptiorn111. I. De 11omine, <le clial<>c·ti ,
0 •
<le litt rarnm sonis. Berlin.
1850.
"• LPttr h 1\1. <le l on~P an snjc·t clc· la dPc·onvertc d'nu ni:-1,nns<"rit hilingn , s11r papyrus en ccritnre dPmotic·o-Pgyptieune •t eu gr c c·nrsif 1le l'an 114 avant notre l'l'e.
B •rlin. 4 . 1 ;;o.
6
BPrlin.
" · 1 30.
, ': rumlnng <lemoti d1 r l rknntlen.
7
\Va11drun<T 11ach den atronkliistern in A<'gyptcn. Berlin.
1855.
8
Rl'iseh ricbt a.us A gyptc·n, iihPr Pi111· in cl n ,Jalirl'n 1853 ;,1 1rnt1·rno111m 11
wis: n. c·liaftliche I ise na ·h elem ' iltbul<·. Leip,dg. 1 ;;;,_
'ornpare l ec·1wil
II .M onnm r.nts. Vol . I-II. L<·ipzig. ,10 . 1 G3.
•, Jra.m11mir<' J>hnoti<1n ·, confen:rnt h·8 l .. b,,:ipes g(,nprnnx clc· la. languc t 1lc
1 ·criture populair• d ·. anti •us Egyptlt·u . l. Bc·rliu. Folio. 1 '35
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years. It contains all sorts of inexactitudes, and there is not one page
which could remain intact if oue tu.ought of publishing a new edition;
but, in such a case, we must never ju<lge tbe value of a work by the
errors which are subsequently discovered, because it has served to
render generations of scholars better armed than was the author. We
must always inquire what the state of science was at the time a work
appears, and thus measure the excellence and importance of the services rendered. Demotic had not been read before Brugsch fixed the
processes of reading and the syntax; m; soo.11 as his grammar appeared
it was merely necessary to employ his rules for the decipherment and
interpretation of the texts. He understood this fact so well that after
1855 he no longer gave to studies of tLis sort the time hitherto devoted
to them. He translated tlie tablets of Stobart, which gave him
the opportunity to correct tlie received ideas on the division of the
Egyptian year, 1 the b_ilingual papyri, which Rhind bad brought from
TLebes, 2 aud occasionally Hew inscriptions, but he left it to others to
complete what be had so brilliantly begun. The study of demotic is
accompanied Ly an inconveuieuce to which the strongest will has more
than once yielded. The texts are so small aud contain forms so curious
that the moRt careful facsimiles can never render the character. Photography is not always sufficient to reproduce them, and it is necessary to
have the originals at band to understand some passag·es ·with certainty. Only a mu~eum curator, who bas tlie papyri at bis disposal,
can continne with Ruccess the study of demotic. Other Egyptologists
have always bP-en obliged, by the force of circumstanees, to give it up
after a certa,in time, 110 matter bow interested they were or bow
bri1liantly tLey had beguu.
But Brug8cb ltad better work to do than to absorb himself in the
interpretation of these nnthankfnl and most fastidious texts. Two
subjects had e~peeially occupied him during his Rtay on the banks of
the Nile, the history and tlrn ancieHt geography of the country. The
history still rested ou tlie ac('ou11t written by Champolliou-Fig-eac, after
the posthumous uote of hi1-1 brother, for the series of the Univers Pittoresque; while for the geography there were only the accounts of the
classical and Coptic epoch, broug1it together in l'Egyptc sous les
Pbaraons by Oliarnpollion-le-Jeune, a11d in the Memoires histori<Jnes
et geographique of Etiem1e-Ouatre111i•1·e. Harris ha<.l jnst fonnd out
the value of the lists e11graved on the monuments and had pnblisbed a
fow.3 Brug ch brought back new oue · a1lCl by comparing them with
the old lists deduced tlte ntire cl'ie.· or name, · under the na,tiv P.1.ta- 1Nou.:en~ecbercbes sur la, <livi ion 110 l'ann,:e des auciens Egypticns, auivi s
d'un m emoire sur le observatiorn; plan!'\taires ·onsign6Ps dans <1uatre tablettes
.Egyptienn sen ecritur rlf.mo iqn . Brrlm. 8° . 1855.
2 .A. Ilenry
bind's zw i biling11c Papyri, hicrati ch noel dc111oti1-1ch, iihersetzt
und herausgegehen. LeipsiN'. ,1° . 1X65.
.
3JHeroglypbica1 tanclarcls repre:1•nti1~g plal' s !11 ~]rrypt snppos r1 to h_ its ome
and Toparchies, collected by .A.. C. Ilaru . M. H., . L. Lonclou. ,1 . 1 ,>1.
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raohs as well as under the Ptolemies. The cata]ogues of vanquished
peoples and of captured cities, which the kin gs of the conquering
dynasties had inscribed on the walls of the temples of Thebes, showed
him the state of Syria and Ethiopia at epochs of which there was no
previous knowledge. The three volumes Inscriptions Geographiques
opened a new world to historians and geographers.1 The geographers
have not, it is true, thought it worth while to explore it, but the Egyptologists have done so. More than twenty years after, Brugsch again
took up a part of the subject which he had once treat ed. His Dictionnaire Geographique, making use of the works of D limichen, and of
the two Rouges, corrected most of the mistakes found in his previous
work, but it contains only the names of cities and districts of the valley
of the Nile ;2 the Asiatic countries were excluded, as well as t he countries on both sides of the Red Sea, and he gave only very short artic]es,
one of which, entitled "La Table ethnographique des Anciens Egyptiens," contains views of remarkable ingenuity. 3 His Histoire d'Egypte,
published in French about 1860, embraced the discoveries of Rouge and
Mariette; 4 a second French·edition in 1875 was only a half success,5 but
the German edition of 1879 crowned the author's r eputation.6 The
history begins with the inception of the monarchy and ends with the
Macedonian conquest, presenting reign by reign and dynast y by dynasty
a brilliant picture of what is known of the destinies of Egypt. The
book has been translated into English and it is to-day t he classical
work on the subject.
But lexicography and grammar, as well as history and geography,
engaged the attention of Brugsch. H e early r ecognized the fact, too
little understood, that it is no more difficult to prepare three or four
books at the same time th an it is t o write a single memoir. The text
studied. for a series of mythological facts often contains passages which
clear up the sense of an obscure word or render possible the correction
of a grammatical rule. If the aut hor does not neglect t o note any of
the interesting points it 11early always h appens th at in searching for
materials for a historical dissertation h e will collect fact s for a dictionary article or a grammatical monograph. It is in this way only
1 Geographi che Insch riften altiigyptischer D enkmaler, gesammelt wiihrend der
auf Befehl Koni g Friehrich Wilhelm IV von P r eu ssen unternommen wissenschaft..
lichen Reise in A.egypten , erlautert und herausg geben, 3 -vols . 4° . L eipzig . 18571 60.
~Dictionnair Gcographique de 1'.A.ncienne Egypt , contenant par ordro al phabe ique ]a, nom ncla.tur compar des noms proprcs gcographlques qui se rencontrent snr 1
apyro s . Leipzig.
olio. 1 79-1 0.
3 iealta.gyptische viHkertafel.
Berlin. sc. 1 21.
~Hi toire d lf.gypte ell· lea pr miers t mps de eon xisten ce jusciu' a nos jours. 1ere
parti : L'E y pte sous l s premi rs rois incli rn<'s. Leipzig. 4.0 , 1 9.
6 Hi toir
d Egypte. Jere partie: Introdu tion, IIistoire cl e Dynasties I-XVII, 28
·dit. L ipzig .
. 1 75.
6
chi ht
g ptens nntf'r <.1 n Phara n n na h clen
n kmalern l> arbeit t.
'
Leipzi ,. _ . 1 7 .
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that we can explain how ·Brugs.c h was able to . publish so rapidly so
many works of importance, and that he found himself able to bring
out, six or seven years after, the Inscriptions Geographiques and the
Histoire d'Egypte, his Dictionnaire Hieroglyphique et Demotique.
The first four volumes contained all that he had learned during the
first twenty years of his life, from 1848 to 1867; the last three added all
he had learned during the ten years following, 1868 to 1880. 1 The
Grammaire Hieroglyphique appeared during this interval about 1872.
It is not one of his best works; but his dictionary has rendered and
still renders a greater service than any other work of any other Egyptologist. The savants of this generation have no idea of the length of
time and amount of labor their predecessors required to create the
tools which they lacked for their work, and especially those in the field
of lexicography. They had to transcribe all the texts on slips, word
for word, losing or wasting time in work which can now be devoted to
more important researches. Brugsch collected for us a list of words
and examples sufficient for the understanding of easy texts. It is only
necessary to correct the meanings he proposed to insert the new translations or terms unknown to him, which are but few in comparison with
what one had to do before him. Without any doubt errors abounded
and serious omissions existed; it will be necessary some day to do this
work over again, but the person who undertakes the work will often
merely need to copy Brugsch or to modify him slightly in order to produce a permanent work.
Such a variety of production would have been sufficient for the activity
of an ordinary man. Brugsch could only satisfy himself by joining to
this speculations on the astronomy aud religion of ancient Egypt. He
had begun with investigatious on the constitution of the Egyptian year;
later he published his Materiaux pour servir a la reconstruction du Oalendrier Egyptien,2 and still later he devoted two volumes of his Corpus
Inscriptionum .A.egyptiacarum to new studies of these unfruitful subiects. 3 He had been during bis youth a friend of Gladisch, and he was
imbued with the more than strange ideas of that scholar. The documents
he possessed concerning the mythology and religion of the ancient Egypti_ans he collected into a large volume, confused and without clearness. 4
This book is already a work of his old age, in which fatigue and discouragement are perceptible. Age had taken away nothing from his
physical and intellectual vigor, but life had become hard, and he felt
1 Hieroglyphisch-D motisches Wurterbuch, enhaltencl in wissenscha.ftlicher Anorclnung und Folge den Wortscha.tz der heiligen uncl der Volks-Sprach und Schrift
der Al ten Aegypter; n b!t ErkHirung (in <leutschor, fra.nziisch<'r und a.rnbischer
Sprache) der einzeln n t~imm und der da.von abg leit ten Form n. . ntn Rinw is
anf ihr Verwa.ndscha.ft mit den ntaprechenden Wi,rt rn cl a Kopt1ac:h n uncl cl r
Semitischen Idiom . 7 vol . 4° . L ipzig. 1867-1
2 Leipzig.
1 3. 4° .
.
.
3Thesauras Ins riptionnm Aegyptiacnrum: I. AstronomH1ch und Astr log1 ·h
Inschriften. II. Kalendarischr In. chrift n. L ipzig. 4 . 1 63-1 1.
0
4Religion und Mythologi d r Alt n ('"Ypt, r, CJ ipzig.
1 8.
•
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keenly the want of a perma11e11t position with a sufficient income for his
needs and for a style of living in keeping with his great reputation.
He began to write for publishers; and the works he published, his
World of Tombs,1 his Voyages in Persia and to the turquoise mines,2 or
to the oasis of Khargeh, 3 his Tliesaurus Inscriptionum Aegyptiacarum,
his manual of Egyptology, 4 his Egyptian Commentary on the Bible, 5
show traces of haste. The bitterness and the resentment of a blighted
life appeared in his speech and in his writings. Often when he came
back from a visit to his beloved Egypt he recovered his joyousness and
prepared a work written in the best spirit of bis early days. Such is
his essay on the so~called famine stele, discovered by Wilbour. 6 This
pleasant frame of mind would soon be obliterated in Europe, and the
reading of bis Recollections shows that toward the end be was not al ways
just to the men of the new generation. He died more· admired than
loved by an those who owe so much to him, although he never quite
secured the respect and the sympathy inspired by bis frie11d Mariette
in all who met him.
I do not allow myself to pass judgment on his work, for I profited too
greatly by him not to award him a profound recognition. Like al1
Egyptoiogists, I have myself corrected hundreds of his errors or incorrect opinions. I have been troubled by the disorder which reigned in
the composition of his works aud by the ignorance he affected toward
the works of others; but how many qualities did he not have to fu11y
compensate these defects. Three men have contributed more than all
others to make Egyptology what it is. Ohampollion founded it; K de
Rouge has created for it a method; Brugsch forged the tools which for
a long time have served and will continue to serve the scieuce of
Egyptology.
.Die Aegyptische Graberwelt. Leipzig. 8° . 1868.
Wandernngnach den Tiirkis-Minen und der Sinai-Halbinsd. Leipzig. 8° . 1 66.
3 Reise nach den grossen Oase El-Kbargeh in der libyschen \ViiHte, Be chreil.rnng
ihrer Denkmaler und wissew,chaft]iche Uutersuchungcn iil>er das Vokommen <ler
Oasen in den altagyptischen lnschriften auf 'tein und Papyrus. Leipzig. 4° . 1878.
4
Die Aegyptologie, Ahriss der Entzifferungcn uud l! orschungen auf elem Gebiete
der agyptiscben, 'chrift, , 'prache un<l Alterthumskundo. Leipzig. 8° . 1891.
5
Steinschrift und Bibelwort, 2d eel. Berlin. 8° . 1891.
i;Di biblis<"hen sieben .Jahre der llungcrsnoth uach dem Wortlant einer alti.i,gyp0 •
tischen Felsen-Inschrift. Leipzi".
1891.
1
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A BIOGRAPHICAL SKgTCH OF JOHN ADAM RYDER. 1

By HARRISON ALLEN, M. D.

I.
JORN ADAM RYDER, 2 the first child of his parents, was born February 29, 1852, near Loudou, Franklin County, Pa. His parents are
Benjamin Longenecker Ryder and Anna Frick Ryder. Ou his father's
side he was descended from Michael Ryder, who was one of three sons
whose father came from England and settled near Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Michael Ryder removed from Massachusetts to Pennsylvania, where his descendants have since lived. His paternal grandmother,
Elizabeth Longenecker, the wife of Adam Ryder, was of German origin.
She was born in Lancaster Couuty, Pa.
Anna Frick Ryder, the mother of John Ryder, was born in Maryland.
She is in part of Swiss descent. Tl:e maternal graedmother, Anna
Keh;o, was of Scotch origiu. Her great-grandfather was William,
Earl of Kelso. At the time of the persecution of tLe Presbyterians in
Scotland during tlie reign of Charles II, the Earl of Kelso, together
with his wife, infant sou, and brother James, were compelled to leave
Scotland. They sought refuge in Ireland, where James Kelso was captured, taken to London, and executed. The estates were confiscated.
A grandson of William Kelso, above referred to, came to America.
1 Printed in Proceeuings of the Academy of Natnrnl S ·ieucos of Philatle]pliia,
April, 189G, pp. 222-239. BilJliograpby not rnpdnt.dtl.
2 Iu the pr .paration of this sketch the list of qnestions prepared 1Jy Mr. Gal ton iu
his monograph on "Men of S ·ience" was sent to tho family of Dr. Ryder, and tbe
details in all respects a.re uasocl upon tho answ ·rs received. 'l'ho cxpressiom; of
opinion of the speakers at a, meeting h •l<l at tho Academy's Hall, April 10, 1895,
have be •n fniqucntly (] uoted . The wonls 11 .Meruorial Pamphlet," wh1·n followiug a,
quotation refers to a hroc·hure entitl <l II In Memoriam," ·w hich comprifl '8 acldressos
deliverecl at that m etin g in tho following orclcr: Dr. Harrison All 11, Dr. Bashf'onl
Dean, Prof. I[ race Jayn e, l rof. E. I . 'op , Ir. II. It. i ioor · and Prof. ' . I.
Wilsou. Tl1 brochure was printed for prinite clibtribuUon hy a. f w,:ulmir ·rt1 of
Dr. Ry_d er in the fall f 1 95. Tlrn writer dc1;ir 8 to expr 88 hi'i a ·kuowl<·<~g111 nts
to maDf! of Dr. yder'ti associat for information, osp •dally to l' "· .J . H 'I·. B1t_rk,
secretaryofboardoftrust· s, niv•rsityofP•111, ylva.nia, Ir. "\V. (':, al,ol J>hrla.delphia, Prof. J. . Kings] ', of TnllH ('oJl g , fas, adwsetts l r. J•, dwanl ,1_lmol, s,
superintencl nt of h publi<· (')1ools of' 1'1•1111. ylv:mia, a,nd ~Ir. 11 •rh rt . ,ill ,
retary of th
nitacl, tates Fi h C m111it-;siou,

s er 6-- '
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It will be t.hus seen that Dr. Ryder was twice removed from ancestors
who combined English, Scotch, German, and Swiss traits.
Dr. Ryder's father was by traiuing a farmer. He became interested
in horticulture, and at one t irne conducted a large nursery. His talents
for invention are of an exceptional order. He bas improved mechanical devices for preserving and curing fruits, vegetabl e and auimal
products, and has become_ witlely known iu oonnection with the~r
manufacture and iutroduction.
Dr. Ryder's iuventive ability can be traced in great measure to l1is
father and remotely to the Longenecker branch of the family. His
mother, however, possesses inventive skill iu no mean degree. Ryder
bad no taste for music. In this respect he resembled bis mother, since
the taste was.well developed in the father. Ile bad a natural facility
for drawiug, although he 11ever cultivated it beyond what was necessary for the illustration of his papers and for the class room. This
talent also is traceable to bis father. His taste for natural history is a
direct inheritance from his mother. While Dr. Ry<ler 11ever became
much interested in medicine, many phases of his researches are so
closely allied to this science that he may be said to have inherited the
taste from his father, who, although never having studied medicine
systematically, had that turn of mind which is constantly tending to
contemplate the nature of disease. .A paternal aunt of Dr. Hyder
studied medicine. She was never graduated. Her medical opinion
was frequently sought :for aud valued in the community where she
lived. She was also of an inventive turn of mind.
Dr. Ryder early exhibited a taste for natural history. When 3 years
old he was constantly bringing into the house brightly colored stones,
insects, and other natural objects. At 8 years be knew the botanical
names of all the plants in }ds fatber's nursery. While very young he
was noted for a habit which distinguished him throughout life, namely,
of always l1aving his mind occupied with something apart from tbe
duties in hand. Thus, while helping his father at pruning or graftiug,
be would recite aloud pas ages from a favorite author, a copy of which
would be found in his pocket. On one occa,siou, his fatber beaifog
hearty laughter, asked him the cau. e of bis mirth. The boy replied
that be wondered how Diog nes felt liviug iu su ·h a, mall place as a
tub, a nd wLat fun he must have had searchin g for the l10uest mau.
Every farmer iu tho e day kept a few warm of bees. While Mr.
l{yd r wa 11 t a pr fe~ fonal apiculturi t, be kuew in common witl1
bi · neigbh rs a ood deal about the rai ·ilw of bee ·. 1 yd.er de eloped
an inter ·t and without b ing p ·ially instructed b came proficient in
b · r f h · and thr ugh ut Hi often reverted t th ir habit for
many p int in b
n ruy of in ct .
y ar.· f g h b gan t r c iv in truction from hi mat rnal
ra.111m b r fr m wh Ill h ar]y ma t r •<l the ru Jim ut · f , rman .
, tribute
i · ub ·equ u flu ncy iu Cl'mau (for h ·ould ·p '~tk it
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like a native) to this early impression. A little book entitled ''Biblische
N aturgeschichte fii.r Kinder" bears his name on the cover with the
date of 18GO.
Ryder spent the life usual to a country boy. He possessed great
energy of body and was fond of walking, rarely, if ever, using a horse
to ride, although the stable was at bis command. He attended the
country school from the age of G or 7 until bis fifteenth year, when he
ran away. Soon afterwards be was sent to the academy and then to the
normal school at Millersville, from which he also ran away, and did not
return home, but lived the life of a tramp for some days before he was
detected. Ile was severely punished for both these escapades. It
appears that Ryder was always very sensitive and never associated
with boys of his age in the sports customary to youth, but wandered
about alone through the woods and meadows, collecting insects and
plants. He sooned earned the 11ickname of "Orazv Jolin." In the end
his father prudently interviewed the principal of the academy and
made special arrangements which enabled Ryder to live on more agreeable terms. But he was unhappy under restraint . . Class work was
distasteful to him and discipline of any kind resented. In order to
secure his obedience it was sometimes necessary to give bini directions
adverse to those which it was intended for him to obey. Preferring to
study in his own way, be spent the greater portion of his time in the
library of one of the local literary societies. He read every book it
contained. He was greatly influenced by IIorace Mann's "Thoughts
for a Young Man," 1 a copy of which he procured. In 1875, in writing
to I.tis brother~ he said: "Be careful of this book; five dollars would not
buy it if I were unable to get another." In 1868, when in his sixteenth
year, he wrote home asking for a microscope, books on uatural_history,
chemical apparatus, etc. His restless spirit cam;ed him to drop out of
the school for good after a few months.
Ile taught school in the neighborhoo<l of Louuon and afterward in
the ltigh school of the county for three years. Ile wa quite successful
and was much esteemed by all who were brought in contact with him.
We now- find Ryder in bis twenty-second year witll tJ1e be, ·t equipment it was possible to secure for llim in a rural di ·trict. His tastes
wer defined, and he at once made up hi· mind to devote him,'clf Lo th
study of cience. This decision was quickened by the failure of his
father in bu iness, o that Ryder wa thrown entirely upon hi ' owu
r .. ource ". Of a proud di ·po ition, he reftved a,ll as ·i.·tanc' from hi:
relatives, and learning that the Je .·up i und of th' rn l •my f r~ti,ural
Science of hiladelphi aft'orde<l a ·i ta11ce t you11g men who w •r
of devoting th m.·elve t the ,tudy of natural hi.·tor , lie
bil delphia in the pring f 1( 74, an l app al •d to Ir. 'Ilioma ·
1A few Tboughfa for: Yoong Man: a, L ctttrr <l1·livn 11 h(lfor tlrn Ho ton :\1 ·rcantil
ibrary 880 ·ic tio11 on it8 21 t,h nniv •raary. B Hora. •1· ~l:ulll. l:0:-11 11:
Ticknor, R d aud i ld , 1 -o.
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Meehan, an old friend of his father, for advice. Mr. Meehau states that
Ryder visited him at his residence in Germantown. His funds were
low, and to save money he had walked the entire distance, 12 miles,
from Philadelphia. Mr. Meehan was interested in Ryder, who was,
however, urged not to attempt to live on the small amount of $5 a week
permitted by the fund. But Ryder was not to be deterred. He felt
confident that he could in some way manage, and accordingly, armed
with a letter of introduction, he visited the academy and made formal
application. This was, at first, unsuccessful, but in the latter part of
the year be was duly appointed. He remained in the academy as a
beneficiary of the fund for six years.
Little is known of his private life during the greater part of this time.
In 1879, Mr. J. S. Kingsley, now Professor of Biology in Tuft's College,
Ma,ssachusetts, was his associate, and through him it is ascertained tba.t
Ryder lived on the top floor of No. 1113 Chestnut street. His chamber
and laboratory were one. Upper rooms in business blocks were then
cheap, aud food at moderate prices, offered for the use of employeei:1 of
newspaper offices in the neighborho~d, could be obtained day and nigltt.
The markets and restaurants of Philadelphia furnish plaill, wholesome
food at rates which compare favorably with those in any American city.
Meals at 15 cents each are important factors in solving a problem of
living on 70 cents a day. It was the custom of the proprietor of the
restaurant frequented by Ryu.er to put aside for him the oyster shells,
which, after each meal, were inspected for organisms. In this way he
discovered the sponge Oamaraphyserna. Doubtless the work on the
habits and food of the oyster, on which Ryder's fame in a measure rests,
began in these desultory studies.
It was a time of formative plans. Among these may be recalledan educational scheme by which the teacher~ in the public schools were
to be prepared for imparting the elements of biology to their pupils; a
course of popular lectures at the Wagner Institute; and a series of
papers on natural history for a Philadelphia paper. None of these
came to anything.
Such a life in a, region of stores and warehouses is well enough <.luring the week. The days and nights are separated by the changes in
Ught---but not by changes in habit. But on um.lay the busine s part of a city is but little better than a de ert. Ryder was in the habit of
spending thh.; cla,y, when the ea ·on favored his so doing, in the suburban di ri ·ts, or in Fairmount Park. It was on such excur 'ion he
di cov r d oolopendr clla and Eurypaitropus.
The pr viou,· educa ion of ]'yd r was on inadequately qualifying
him for th· ·areer of a naturali. t. Thi ·, iudee , is not les · than tha,t
tc <Juip a tud nt for any inte11 ·tual career what' ver.
r quir
II w imm 11. e be lab r wh n ne i c mp lled to c1uip bim , Jf ! The
, tun Ii: mn,
ea, lin gui.·t (for ther i: care ly a modem Bur p an
languag · which may n t o
·s a tr a·ure for bi· need ·) ; he is all the
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better for being a draughtsman; he should command a good literai'.·y
style; he should be a mathematician and physicist. Ryder, in these
preparatory years, attempted all these things but the last. His
endeavors to acquire new languages and a good lfterary style were
1i1nending. One of his favorite pastimes was to read an essay of Addison twice and then write out the essay from memory. Re would then
compare his sketch with the original. His tastes in art were not
formed, and he rarely alluded to the subjects embraced among the
humanities.
Mr. W . P . Seal, the well-known aquarium expert, was of great value
to Ryder at this time in bringing him all the unusual specimens he
detected while making collections of fresh water fishes and plants in
the neighborhood of Philadelphia. At the end of bis service in the
Academy, Ryder had contributed thirty-one papers, most -of which
were based upon studies made in the museum or on low forms of life.
In 1880, the National Government was desirous of having investigations prosecuted in behalf of the United States Fish Commission on
the life history of the American food fishes and other aquatic animals,
especially their embryology and growth, the character of their food
in the early as well as the later stages of life. In the judgment of
Professor Baird, who was at that time Commissioner, no one in the
country possessed tbe qualifications to meet the provisions of such
investigations in so high a degree as Dr. Ryder.
He was at once invited to undertake the work, which not only gave
him an opportullity of systematizing his studies (these were already
embracing the higher problems in biology), but had the advantage of
placing him in a better paid position.
It is true that up to this date Ryder had given no special attention
to fishes, but he had obtained a general knowledge of the subject at
the academy; his inherited talent for invention lent itself readily to
the details of field work, while his acquaintance with tl1e lower forms
of aquatic life :fitted him for the stndy of the food of fishes, the study
of their young tages, their parasites, etc. 1
Dr. Ryder always referred to this period with interest. Ilis first
detail was to tbe field, but, in 1882, Profes1-;or Baird transferred him to
the atio:nal Mu enm, occa io:nally only a, sio-ni11g him to field wor1.
He was extraordinarily active during the Lr years her umined on the
Commi, ion.
e ontributed tw 11ty-nine papers on t]1 oyst r an
oy ter ul ure, and fifty aper. on the cl velopm nt or fi. h , th ir
food mat rial and m th d of d v lopment. All bi. c ntribution
wer car folly pr p r d and b w d ext n, ive l n wl dg
f th sn jec s tr at d.
e di s ·ov r d, in 1 , a by u in , y m1g Rtaig
~ 'fb foll wing pap rs, prior t 1 0, rl'lat <l to Dr. I ycl r'H c·ontrih11 i n to
ichthyology: " n 1h origin of hilat ral 1-1,r11mwtry :uul the nnm ro111; segnwn t !-I of
th i;oftray 8 ffisl1e1;;" ''l'ho.-phor .c uc ofv•ry)oungfod1 s;" "Th Ptwro1:11w1ma
found in ..Aphre<lodcruB sayanu s."
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the long clam JJfya arenaria. Professor Baird, in commenting on this
discovery in his report for that year, believed "it to be of economic
importance since the young individuals now can be freely handled and
transported." Mr. Bashford Dean remarks: "I have heard it said
that Dr. Ryder had, in his scientific work, grown up with the Commission; it might, I think, be said even as justly that the Commission
had, in a measure, grown up with him." l His personality and methods
had stamped themselves upon every officer of the Commission to
which he had been origin~lly attached as an expert. He "merited the
confidence and esteem of everyone, from the Commissioner to the
humblest attendant."
On the occasion of his resignation, 1886, Professor Baird expressed
himself in a personal letter in these words: "In view of the many years
of'your connection with the Fish Commission and the valuable services
which you have rendered by the exercise of your professional skill and
ability, I accept your resignation with very great regret." His· work,
however, on the commission did not at once cease. Ile was employed
in May and June, 1888, to investigate the sturgeon fisheries in the Delaware River. 2 Duriug the remainder of the summer of the same year
be bad charge of the station at Woods Hole.
Ilis iuterest in the study of cetacea began while on the commission.
Although his work on this subject was never extensive, perhaps no
other group of observatious better illustrate the higher characteristics
of his mind.
In 188G it was determined by the authorities of the University of
Pennsylvania, at the suggestion of Prof. Ilorace Jayne, to found a
chair of Comparative Histology and Embryology. As stated by Professor Jayne, ••It was seen that a course was needed which would give
students a thorough knowledge of comparative microscopic anatomy,
together with the development of the tissues and of the different kinds
of animal forms." 1 Tlrn chair was offered to Dr. Ryder and accepted,
though" he hesitated at first,"to again quote Professor Jayne, "because
be mistru ted his power to teach and handle large classes of students,
a mi 'trust which was never shared by bis friends." In many respects
the change from the duties of a biological expert on the Fi ·h ommis·ion to those of a profe orial po ition was beneficial. Ile was now
enabled to sy tematize his time aud permitted to extend th range of
bis inquiri s. By reu wal f a· ociation · at the Academy of atural
ci nee he was a L t d al o in k ping thoroughly in t uch with the
progre of hi. fa,v orite se;ienc .
In i11u ration of th z al with which h prepar d hims ]f £ r his n w
du i t11 £ ]lowing xtra ·t i · tak n from al tt r writt n to fr. al,
fr m h, mb r, lmr >': "I am m ra ing an pportunityfi rth c 11 ·tion
I .morial I'ampl1l t.
R port of Fh1h ' mmiHHi<m, Bull tin, 1

1•

, pag 231.
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of embryos of warm-blooded vertebrates, which I have never enjoyed
until this season; and unless one can give his whole time to the work.of
opening hundreds of females with great care and have the means and
time to preserve the rnatedal obtained it is but very little use to bother
with the subject. I have eviscerated about :fi.ve hundred rats, mice,
field mice, moles, bats, and muskrats. .I have a ~ne lot of embryos of all
stages 1ticely preserved. Besides this I have obtained 250 sparrow's
eggs iu all stages of incubation, which I have also put iu good. condition."
After au experience of nine years, terminating only in his death, it
can be said of him that all the expectations raised at the t_ime of his
appointment were more than realized. He proved himself to be a diligent teacher and an esteemed colleague. As matters appear to be
arraniged for men of Ryder's attainments, a university position is the
best available. Speaking for the personal side of his career, it may be
said of him, as I am sure he might have said for himself, that to receive
the -respectful admiration and affection of pupils and to influence for
good the mental developme!lt of youth is for any man a sufficient reward.
A former pupil, Mr. H.F. Moore, says of him: "What he may have
lacked in some of the usual attributes of a successful tencher was more
than compensated for by his keen sympathy, his painstaking care, and
his skill with crayon and pencil. If be had found a point of interest. in
his work he usually invited us to enter, and wonld unfold to us his
hopes and aspirations with the eutbusiasm and simplicity of youth."
Yet, after all is said, one mnst agree with his friend, Mr. W. V. McKean,
that" Ryc.ler was essentially the kind of investigator that it would have
been a publi~ benefit to have established in an amvly endowed university chair, so that he might be entirely free to pursue bis researches
unhindered by any mere task work."
Dr. Ryder enjoyed perfect health until 1882, when he contracted
malaria while engaged in some researches in conhection with his work
on the Fish Commission, at Ridge, Md. He suffered from a recurrence
in 1888, while re iding iu Philadelphia. About this time dyspepsia
announced itself. Ile suilercd greatly and became much emaciated.
In the summer of 1890 he visited Europe, bnt returned scarcely at all
improved. Ile had an attack of the prevailil1g i11Hu nza in 1894, ~nd
from tl1i. time more serious a,1Hl ob cure impairment of' the general
health ensued. Ile died March 2G, 1895, after an acute illness of a few
days, aged 43 y ar .
Dr_ Ryd r'::; death wa nn xpe ted, a,nd e ypre iou
univ r al. Th dailypn.p r. publish dd tail dace unt ofhi lifi and
servieeH. Imm diat ly aft r i.li d ath th b ard f tru t
univer. ity h ld c m ting, at which Dr. . W ir 1itch 11 mad a fi 1nt_ Th board 11 n pa .· cl th foll wi11g r' olnti 11:
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quitted for it a congenial :field of labor under the United States Fish
Uommissiou, in which he had rendered great service to the Government
and acquired for himself a world-wide reputation. Thenceforth he
devoted himself equally, and with a :fidelity and effectiveness that ended
only with his life, to the work of a teacher and that of an investigator.
His characteristic traits were modesty, unselfishness, and sincerity in
the search for truth. To these were added a rare talent for investigation, strong intellectual capacity, and unremitting irnlustry; and these
inured not ouly to the benefit of the school in which he taught, but to
the distinct advancement, both in theory and in application to the science
of biology, to which his life was consecrated.
·
The funeral services were conducted by Prof. George F. Fullerton,
vice-provost, and the Rev. Dr. H. C. McCook. His body was cremated.
A memorial meeting, l1eld in the hall of the Academy of ~a.tural
Sciences of Philadelphia, April 10, was participated in by members of
the faculty of the U11iversity of Pennsylvania, representatives of the
American Philosophical Society, the United States Fish Commission,
and the Academy. 1
Dr. Ryder was elected a member of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia January 29, 1878, and of the biological section of that
body November 15, 1R86. He was director of the section from 1880 to
1888. He was elected a member of the American Philosophical Society
December 17, 1886. The University of Pennsylvania conferred upon
him the degree of doctor of phjlosophy, 1886. Ile was also a member of
the fo1lowing societies: The Zoological Society of Philadelphia (life
member), the American Morphological Society, the American Society of
Naturalists, the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
the Association of American Anatomists, and the Ilistorical Society of
Pennsylvania.
II.
Dr. Ryder was a man of restless mental activity. Plan after plan
was discussed in ]1is early letters. No defense was offere<l for this
eagerness of spirit. On the contrary, be says in one of hi outbursts:
'' I see more worlds al)ead of me to conquer, so that I have little time
to attend to number one, that often restive and trouble ome per on
who is alway reaching for toy he ought not to have, greatly to tbe
disadvantage of more Reriou. matter. ·." Circumstances annulled mo t
of his num~rous enterpri s, but the id as were, without exception,
admirabl , and some of th m wer afterwards rea,l ized by others. In
In 1 79 11 prop . <l toe tabli h in Philadelphia, in conjunction with
Mr. W. 0. ea], a d pot of material for biological laboratories and
cla:. -room d m n. tration . It was intended that Mr. S al would
coll · and Ir r the , p im n. which Dr. Ryd r would und rtak
to id n ify aucl to furni. h all oth r information. It wa de. ign cl to
m ra{' marin and fr :h wa,t r a. w 11 a. t rr trial form . . In a.
·iation wi h hi.· fri nd, Mr. J.
I in<,.:ley, h , t ne time thought f
k

1,

•
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writing a book on the infusoria, a work that yet remains a desideratum.
Dr. Ryder bad a ready knowledge of the group. In later years he constantly reverted to it for illustration in bis studies of the movements of
protoplasm. A third undertaking on the embryology of fishes was
proposed. It never went further than the title-page. In 1887 he
seriously· cont-emp1ated a text-book on general embryology. It was to
he "copiously illustrated and to set forth the principles from new
points of view." To tllis task he intended devoting two or three years.
In 1893 he published, under the auspices of the University of Pennsylvania, a pamphlet entitled "The Synthetica.I Museum of Comparative
Anatomy as the Basis for a Comprehensive System of Research."
It is a remarkable fact that Dr. Ryder, in his active and versatile
career, never wrote an extended memoir. Everything he prepared for
the press was tbe direct outcome of the practical tasks upon which he
was officially engaged.
:His work in zoology 1 was not large. Reference to the bibliography
shows that twelve papers may be so classified. He once said.: "The
species makers are caviare to me." But he himself did not escape the
fate of most biologists in the making of Rpecies.
I have given my impressions of his disinclination to study species
elsewhere: 2

~u competent hands the elucidation of species is not, as it has opprobr10m,1y been said to be, a dullard's task of taking an inventory of 11ature, but the study of the ultimate forms which those organisms assume
which breed true. The shifting of color schemes, the exhibition of the
effects of food and. climate on size in whole or in parts, and of other
causes by which minute differentiations are started and. maintained~
are of unending interest and worthy of the best .powers of the naturalist. If Ryrler had been more closely identified than be was with
the careers of the great academicians who had preceded him it would
in no whit have detracted from the value of his philosophical labors.
One can not but regret, if for no other reason than for his health's
sake, that lie discontinued those fruitful excursions to our woods,
ponds: and rivers, by which he contributed so notably to onr microfauna.

While Dr. Ryder did not Wentify ]1imsclfwith zoology, liis reput:.1tion
may l>e said to reRt in grea,t part upon his Ja,l>or, on the morphology of
the arly stao-e of tl1c development of Jh;hes. This work, f'or the most
part, r pr sent. that accomplb-;hed by him a,. an e.·p rt on the Fi. h
ommi. sion. lli int r tin th snhje t of' the uatur of , p cie was,
how v r, a, deep- at cl one, and 1t wa. ·oustantly r vic,wing mas. .
of <l.ata which J1e bad ccumnlat cl in att .mpting to xplain th t 11 t.
• Dr. ydrr mad a f w oh. crvaf ionR in physiological botany. J~arly in ltii-1 car rr,
viz,1 77,henoteclth <li Rpo. itionofthnt nflril ol'r'oN·11lu11i11di·1111totwi11P. (J>roe.
A. . ., 1877, 3. ) In 1 79 h ohi;rrvctl 1ho ltoll<'Y gl:mclR of' th ln:n 1·~ of ( 'alalpa,
ancl t11 ha.hits f h R rrspc ting th1·111. (J'ro1·. . , . , '., l 7!1, Ci; Pa tul](, 1 1, II,
; Arn. n.t. 1 7 , 4. )
2 Memorial
awpbl t.
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of evolution. That these attempts should ha7e been largely in the
direction of dynamics was to be expected, since he was enabled to apply
to foe problems his talent for mechanics and invention. Ile also had
at hand the conclusions of many contemporaries who were with him
eagerly seeking for a hypothesis of evolution not embraced in that of
natural selection.
As early as 187 4 he wrote :
I think I have discovered a law which offers a way to the solution of
the variations of forms in animallife. This law I propose to call tbe law of
the dynamics ofphylogeny. In reading over Herbert Spencer's brilliant .
essay on 1he circulation of sap in plants and the formation of wood, I
saw the solution of the problem. Here is field enough for a Darwin.
I almost shrink from the task when I consider its magnitude. Cleavage
of muscular :fiber ; the processes of bone ; the arrangement of the
bouy layers; the change of form and length and of position of bony
processes ; their relations as a whole ; their relations to the muscles;
their form, arrangements, etc., all proclaim a common law, while eve:Y
ab.normality, injury, reparative expedient, still further strengthens it m
my mind, and is the only thing that will demonstrate to the world the
trnths of the doctrines of unity of Ja,w and universal evolution. It
completes Darwin's work on a grander scale than Darwin ever dreamed
of. It stiH further declares that there is one eternal ever-active cause,
operati11g in lines of constaut and mathematical precision. If Dr.
Haughton, of Oambridg-e, can demonstrate the mathematics of -t he
bones and muscles, surely someone else can study the dynamics tbat
creates them.

His :first work in speculative biology was an attempt to explain l>y
such reasoning a law of reduction of digits in the marnmalia. 1 In the
same year ho ondea,vored to establish a dynamical theory to account
for the modi fLcations in the forms of tooth structure and to correlate
this structure with the shapes of the lower jaw and other parts of the•
skull. In the following year he discussed tho mechanical genesi. ,
<lege11eration, and coalescence of vertebral centra in a gigantic extinct
armadillo.
Ile developed a theory on the origin of. the amnion in 18 6, and his
explanation of the different types of placentm in 1887. In L 80 he
<l fended the th si "that the segmentation of th soft rays of tl1c fins
of :fi.·l1es are simply fractures due to :flexnres, and that on the candal
fin they posse. probably th same direction a the intermyomeric fi ·
Ryc.ler'H bibliography contain fourt en titles of papers which
imilar line. of r , oning.
,', m y ~tr w h, ve evid nee of addition to hi. · method :f r,
w11il k ping t tb l in . :tlr ady indicat d, he acld d otl.Jers of a diff rnt ·h, r, ·t •r, , 11<1 .·n. ta111 d by br adly c ntr, te rneth ds f xpr , ·
Bi01 1.
1ln: i n i.' m, cl . p ·ially to l1i. studi , of th ·011tra ·tili y f
prnto1 h .'rn, whi ·h i. fir t m nrioll <l in his pap r n "Th , for and
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aft po]es, the axial differentiation, and a possible anterior sensory
apparatus of Volvox niinor," and in his paper on "The origin and
meaning of sex." These papers l>egan a series which (included in the
bibliography uuder numbers 174, 186, mo, and 101) dealt not so much
with problems in dyuarnics as with the old vital doctrines, or, as would
be expressed in modern phrase, metabolism. "The origin and meaning of sex" appeared in the Biological Bulletin, University of Pern1sylvania, 1889. Extensions of opinion were printed in the Proceedings of
the Academy, 1880, and in the American Naturalist, 1880, 501. He
held that overnutrjti011 led to all forms of sexual reproduction; that
the male and female clements are contrasted in their tendency to
undergo segmentation_:__the female element having lost the power to
undergo such segmentation spontaneously (excepting in part,he11ogenesis)-while the male element is accompanied by an increase of segmental power. * * * "Sex probably arose simultaneously and independently in both female and male as soon as certain cells of colrnreJ1t
groups became overnourished and incapable of further segmentatfon
unless brought into contact and fused with the minute male element,
or one which is the product of an increase of segmentational power
which is transferred to tbe female eleme11t in the act of fertilization."
Important applications were made of the hypothesis to the study of
variation, the evolution of sexual characters, and, as the author believed,
a consistent and simple theory of inheritance which is in ]Jarrno11y with
all the facts of reproduction. At this time he was in a state bordering
on exaltation. "I sat up late last night after the whole tbing flashed
across my mind in an instant," be writes, "and did not 1sleep for two
hours after I went to bed because by brain was <+oing like a dynamo,
thinking out detail after detail of my hypothesis. * * * Wolfe aml
Schwann mark two eras in the history of hypothe i ·. I slrnll mark a
third if I live to complete the sketch of the vast hypothesis. * * *
My disappointments vanish into the uttermost inane when I thi11k of
what it has been po sible for me to achieve."
After such strong evidence of his belief in the value of thi theory, it
is hard to under tand ]1ow he practically dropped tl1e i-;ubject. Sulmequent to the dates above given, I have come acro8s no reference to it,
nor is any m ntion made of the matter in the estimate of his work that
have appeared since his death.
It is impossible to understand Ryder's attitude toward evolution
without regarding bis disbelief in the "cult" u ually known as Wei manni m, which mbraces the opinionH that acquired characters can
not be transmitted, and that a portion of ach organi. m is carried
unchanged from parent to offspring. Ile aid, in hi paper on sex,
'' The hyr othesi. which assumes that the germ pla. ma, i precociously
s t aside in order to rend r it unmi, cibl with tb somatic plasma, and
therefor immortal, is ba ed upon a fun<la111e11taJ rror f int rpretation of the fact of morphology." In auoth r place, au ( ddr ss ntitled
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"Dynamics in evolution," J 893, he said: "Experimental investigations
in embryology will make no solid progress until the mischievous influence
of such speculations have been eradicated from the minds of the present
generation." These opinions remained unmodified to the day of his
death. Perhaps the best expression of bis views can be found in a
lecture delivered at Woods Hole, 1894, and a second lecture, entitled
"A dynamical hypothesis of inheritance."
The last phase of his scientific life is the most instructive, namely,
that relating to the application of geometery and tb e differential calculus to the study of organic forms. The idea tbat anatomy and mathematics can be of mutual assistance generally comes to savants too late
for practical use. Against the example of Helmholtz we cite many
failures. Mathematics came to John Goodsir too late for anatomy, and
anatomy to Fechner too late for mathematics. When ..Ryder saw the
necessity of preparing himself in these sciences (for his early training
had excluded them), he set to work to supply tbe def~ct with characteristic energy. He studied geometery and tbe calculus in spare hours.
He became enthusiastic for them. He declared geometry to be the
noblest of the sciences. He read the writings of Lord Kelvin carefully;
his admiration for them was unbounde<l. At the time of Ryder's death
two works lay on the bed; one was a text-book on tbe differential calculus, the other a volume of Lord Kelvin's works.
It is difficult to fix a time when the mathematical explanation of the
mechanics of evolution occurred to him. We have seen that he was
influenced by Haughton as early as 1874. If we can draw an inference
from the reading of the paper entitled "The fore and aft poles of
Volvox minor," previously quoted, and, again, the essay ''The polar
differentiation of Volvox minor" and" Specialization of possible anterior
sense organs" (No. 174, Bibliography), the idea apparently suggested
itself by studies in the early Academy days on the infusoria, and later
on the uevelopment of simple organisms. The same conception occurs
in his papers on "Energy in biological evolution;" "Of the representation of the relative intensity of the conflict between organisms;"
"Energy as a factor in organic evolution;" "Mechanical gene i of tbe
form of the fowl's egg;" "The adaptive forms and vortex motions of the
substance of the re<l. bloo<l. corpu cle of vertebrate ; " '' The correlation of the volume an<l.. urfac s of organi m ." 1 Oneofthela t<l.emons ration h m::ule wa at a meeting of tl1e Bibliographical lub f th
11iver ity f Pennsylvania, when he exhibited. contractile film, of g latin in illustration f the rn chani ·al onclitions un<l rlying the probl m
of tbe, rrangem nt of the ·onvolutions of the brain.
·
n anuary 189 , he writ
It i. my ho tor u e tb doctrine of evolution into a simpler alizati n f wt nian dn ·ipl . . ' h thr
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are at the bottom of the whole matter. Some day I shall be able to
tell a great deal that I have kept to myself ju order to test its truth.
>1.•
* * I am engageu-and will be hereafter almost entirely-in cl etermining the factors and processes which have effected the evolution and
divergence of species. * * * I have at last worked out a new theory
of inheritance which must ultimately replace those of Weismann and
Darwin, or at least furnish the foundation by which the data and phenomena of variation and inheritance can be coordinated with the great
universal prfociple of the doctrine of the conservation of energy. The
speculations of Darwin, Haeckel, Weismann, Brooks, De Bries, Strassburger, and N ageli looking to a theory of inheritance are irreconcHable
with the fundamental postulates of physical science, and must be abandoned. This also renders the conflict between the hyvothesis of Darwin
and those of Lamarck one of primary importance, and sharply defines
the line of battle between the thinkers who range themselves under the
banner of one or the other of these prophets of transformism.
·while it is impossible to say wha,t Dr. Ryder would have accomplished
in his attempt. to use mathematics a,s a medium of expression of biological problems, this much can be said, not only for ltim, but for all others
similarly placed, that a course of training in geometry and the higher
mathematics should be a part of the eq uiprnent of the stud ell tin biology.
It does, indeed, seem pitiable that, ascending the heights of knowledge,
he finds, as he nears the top, that tlie key which he believes can alone
open the temple erected there has been left behind.

III.
Dr. Ryder was 5 feet 11 inches high, of a, 8lender, slightly ~tooping
figure. While Rpare, he had a robust physique. Jle was of nervous
temperament. His complexion was light-the hair Jla,'ei1. Ile was
plain-almost careless-in his dress. lie had a habit or sittiug cro slegged and swinging 0110 foot when deeply engaged ill tliougbt or study.
He was of a genial di position and eujoyed gathedugs with ltis students
after class hours, or discussions with his colleague· aud friends at the
academy and other places. llis learnin °· was great, e p cially in contemporary literature, and nothing appeared to give him ,·o muchplea ' ure
as talking of tbe work of his cola,bor~rs; but he disliked what are called
'' ·ocial functions," aud toward the latter part of h! life was rarely
present at them. From the beginning of his scientili · career to his
later year he did not require much sleep, taking about six hours daily,
though hi habits in tb.i respect were uev r regular. Ile had great
energy of mind, and power of accompli hing a larO'e amount of brain
work. His memorywa remarkablyrete11tiv -he never forgot anything
he once heard or read. ln addition to hi ' early attainment of German,
her ad, for cientifi.c purpo es, Frencli, Italian, paui ·h, utch, Dani ·h,
Swedish, and Rus ian.
His sen e of duty wa highly developed.
e believed hat the power
of the will over action was practically without limit. 1 ct the motive
for the exercise of the will must be from within. II uc can be exr lained
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his apparent obstinacy of disposition as a child, his aversion to class
work at school, and his indepeudence of convention, botL as to thought
and action, in mature life.
Some time prior to his appointment on the Fish Commission, Mr.
W. V. McKean invited him to write articles on natural history for the
Public Ledger. But Ryder coulrl not overcome a distrust that bis
essays would be too techuical for popular favor. That he should have
declined an offer apparently so advantageo1:1s to himself at a time when
he. needed money is an evidence of the rigid Rcrutiny to which he subjected all Lis actions. None but his most intimate friends knew of
the costs he often paid to maintain his freedom of mental action. They
were met without a murmur. Bnt in their payment he doubtless drew
largely on that vital energy without which long life is impossible.
His dearest friend said of him: " His self-sacrificing devotion cost him
his life."
But, under the stern repression lay a childlike, affectionate nature.
He was not happy unless he had one or more of his family with him;
he was continually writing to the absent ones. His domestic letters
conta.in full accounts of how he lived, whom he met, and of his enthusiam for his discoveries. Those who knew him only as a scientist had
but little conception of the spirit that actuated him. His work was
not a series of merely intellectual achievements, but back of it all lay
the feeling that he was bringing something bright and interesting from
the outside world to adorn the home.
·
His affection for. kin extended to his friends. His relations with Professor Baird were almost those of son. His anxiety and distress at
Professor Baird's last illnesR found expression in all the letters he
wrote at that time. As is common with such natures, his sense of ju, tice was keen, though no instance can be shown in which bis indignanation was not excited by the geueral sense of wrong implied in the
situation rather than by any personal feeling.
Dr:. Ryder's religious training was that of the strict orthodox Christian
faith as expressed in tlie teachings of the Mennonite·. llis paternal
grandmother, who directed his education, was a woman of deep piety.
For tl1e faith of bis parents he always entertained the profoundest
respect, a11d a,t least toward. the latter part of his life wa inclined t
return to it. At the age of 1 he studied the Bible clo ely; and,
ever afterward·, 110 matter how limited hi8 traveling effect , a copy of
the ew Testament wa · always among them. Though, a ·h wu by
l1i8 letter , he departed. from th t nets of hi8 ec rly educati 11, ne ·an
not doubt that he retained an the force of a evere m ntal a11d moral
di ·cipliu hat u ·h teaching implie .
e wa · faithful in fri nd bip,
incer in di p ,"ition, and di ·lik d i 1 •nt la,u·ingularly fr nk an
guc '' , i put , r riti i m.
e wa alw y
•vere t him lf, but
·a •rifi fog in pil'it to th . whom h loved.
-V hil <
• p
und. tu en h, b ·ame a cl •v t cl Ii t 11<'r o h
v. Ir. l\langa ·ariau an rmeuiau pr a ·her, who, , t that im ', h •l<l
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a pulpit in a, Presbyterian church in Phila<lelplJia, but who afterwards
became a leader in au independent organization allied to the Societ,y of
Etllical Culture. In speaking of Mangasarian in one of his letters, Dr.
Ryder uses the following language: "He bas all the cliarm of the
finisbed orator, combined with rationalism aud advanced evolution."
.Ryder greatly admired Emerson. Ile spoke of him as '' the sanest man
of the nineteenth century." In writing to a frieud wbo was in mental
distress, be advised him to read Emerson. Ile carried his admiration
even to matters of scieutific import. In bis last papel' he quotes from
this writer the saying: "To a sound judgment the most abstract truth
is the most practica.1." Ile was much influenced by the teachings of the
Stoics. "I would strongly advise you," said be to a friend, "to get
hold of the thoughts of Marcus Aurelius, when you arc most provoked
or vexed in spirit, and take their lessous to heart. Epictetus will do
equally wen, only I think lVIarcus is calculated to bumble aud content
a wan." Ilis letters contain many expressions of trnst iu an Iufinite
Beneficence, and he would have agreed with Epictetus as to "Whither
dost thou tend after deatll, that is to nothing dreadful, but to -a place
from whence thou earnest, to things friendly and akin to thee."
We admire Ryder uot so much for what he accomplished as for the
indomitable spirit that actuated hirri. With imperfect equipmeut, with
engrossing occupation, and-for much of bis intellectual life, at leastwith impaired health, he attempte,l the solution of tlrn most difficult
problems. It is not for ~1s to consider in what degree he succeeded.
Ilad Bacon, Frankliu, or Darwin died at 43, or bad their days been
absorbed, as bis had been, in cares and the routine of task work,
how much less would have been their achievements! It is enough for
us to know that we arc studying in Ryder's life plienomena of a mind
of the first order, and that we have lost by his <leatlt one of the l.Jrightest
of the group of workers to which he belonged.
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